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ERRATA

Vol. XXX, ]ni<rc «1. Alorf^ the ordinate of 2 {n, b, r):

for tnfr, CO^/min. read C‘()2/0*25 tnin.

%

Vol. XXX, pai^e 447. TA'ft-hand ooUiiiiii of table, lines 14 and 15:

for 5 0 a and 5 0 read * 2-5 x and 2*5 fi

Vol. XXX, p. 236. E<|uatioii (2) slioiild read

= 12-«r - log - 1
J

- o io IF I

Vol. XXX, p. 7«4

lines 3 and 25 for 6 0, 0-8 and 0-9 parts per million

read 0 06, 0 008 and 0*009 parts periii!

line 5 for 70 parts per million read 0*06 part per million

Vol. XXX, p. 785. In mie of Paper

/or William Cyras Sherman read William Cyrus Sherman





OBITUARY NOTICE.

HAROLD WARD DUDLEY.

1X87-1936.

By the death of Harold Ward Dudley the Biochemical Society has lost a member
to whom it will always be under a deep obligation. Besides the more ordinary
service of acting on its Committee, he undertook the responsible work of secretary

from 1922-4, and then joined Prof. Arthur Harden for six years in the arduous
task of editing th('. Biochemical Journal. Many an author realises, and should be
grateful for, the tim(i and care which he gave, often out of the night hours, or

during his week-ends, in order to irnjirove their publications. The debt which
Biochemical literature owes to him also includes his work for many years as

assistant Editor of British Chemical Ahslracis, wdiicli also ocempied much of his

time.

Tlie eldest son of FIoreiic(' and the late llc^v. Joshua Dudley lie was born at

Derby and received his early education at Truro College and the King Edward VI
(Jrammar 8(‘hool at Morpeth. Proce<'ding thence to Lec^ds UnivtTsity he special-

ise‘d in Organic Chemistry under the late Prof. J. B. Cohen and obtained the

M.Sc. degr(‘e in 1910 with a thc^sis on “The Relation of Position Isomerism to

Optical Activity in ciTtain Menthyl Esters’". This initial association, and the

subst^quent award of an 1851 Seien(jc» Research »Stud(‘ntship, proved to be crucial

points in his can'cr.

(/oheri directed Dudley s’att(‘ntion, as he had already done that of others of

his pupils who have since iKM^omc famous, to the opportunities for research in the

then new and growing science of biochemistry, and on his advices Dudley spent

th(' TMixt two years in Emil Fischer’s laboratory in Berlin. To this great Master
and to Dakin, with wlioni 1k‘ worked later, he undoubtedly owed his wide?

knowledge of chemical techniciue and df^ep appreciation of the biological import-

aiK^e of the- proteins, although his actual research in Berlin on the structure of

purines, which gained him the degree of Ph.D. in 1912, was carried out under the

immediate guidance of Prof. Wilhelm Traulx>.

On his return from Germany he was offered, and accepted, a research assistant-

ship in Dr Herter’s private^ laboratory in New York; there he had th(^ ran* good

fortune to come under the influence of Dr H. D. Dakin, another of Cohen’s

old students and one of the most active pioneers in the field of protein and carbo-

hydrate metabolism. He entenid wholeheartcHlly into Dakin’s researches, and
the large number of important jiapers published under their joint names during

1913 and 1914 bears testimony to the fruitfulness of their collaboration. More-

over, the two men were of like temperament and a close friendship formed during

this period was one which Dudley was to treasure throughout the remainder of

his life.

The most noteworthy of their discoveries was perhaps that of the enzyme
glyoxalase, which rapidly converts methylglyoxal at body temperature into lactic

acid (J. Biol. Chem. 1913, 24, 423). This was followed by a general method for the

synthesis of alkylglyoxals {J. Chem. Soc. 105, 2453), and the demonstration that

these were also converted into the corresponding a-hydroxy-acids by glyoxalase

enabled them to point out for the first time the importance ofa-kctonic aldehydes
in intermediary metabolism. They also extended Dakin’s previous work on the

Biochem. 1936 xxx ( 1 ) 1



2 OBITUARY NOTICE

racemisation of proteins by alkali and showed that racemised casoinogen was
not only unattacked by the usual proteolytic enzymes but was excreted un-

changed by the animal body.

R(jturning to England in 1914 he was appointed lecturer in Biochemistry at

Leeds
;
continuing work on the same lines he described a method for estimating

the glyoxalase activity in blood {Biochem, J, 1915, 9, 97) and in collaboration

with Or H. E. Woodman showed by raceraisation that the euglobulin and
pseudoglobulin of cow’s colostrum were structurally identical {BiocMm. J, 191S,

12, 339) whereas the caseinogens from cow’s and sheep’s milk were not.

Before he had been long at Leeds, however, the growing importance of chemi-

cal warfare made it evident that his intelligence and knowledge would be of value

in the scTvice of his country. He accordingly joined the Army and on the

formation of an anti-gas research department under thf^ Icadershij) of Licut.-Col.

PI H. Starling, began work at the Ro^ail Army Medical College, Millbank, early

in 1916. He was soon assisting the late Lieut.-Col. (then Lieut.) E. H. Harrison

and other members of the team in the evolution and t(^sting of the small box
respirator and in many other ways applying his fertih; mind to f)roblems of

chemical warfare. At Dudby’s suggestion experiments were made in Juno 1916
which led to a recommendation to the Trench Warfare Committc'o that

dichloroethyl sulphide (“mustard gas”) should be U8(»d as a gas-shell filling.

The recommendation was rejected, but as is well known, the substancK^ w^as used

by the Geimans from about June 1917, and onwards, with an initial success

which we realised to our cost.

Having by 1918 ac(|uire(l unique exp(‘rience of the manufacture and testing

ofrespirators, he was sent, with the rank ofMajor, in charge ofa responsible Anti-

gas mission to the Unit-(*d States. Having fulfilli^d these duties with character-

istic care and thoroughness, in the course of whi(!h he made many and varied new
friends, he was awarded the O.B.E,

On demobilisation from thi*. Army he joint'd the staff of tht' Medical Rt'search

Committee (later Council) as their chief biochemist, a post tliat brought him for

the first time into close contact with colleagues working in many different fields of

medical restjarch and permitted him to give full play to hismatured intellect. Ever
ready to learn, and to appreciate the difficulties of otliers, his interests naturally

broadened and his subsequent work, which was done chiefly in collaboration

with his colleagues, illustrates well his masterly skill in complex (;hcmical analysis

and the wide range of his activities. The close association which he formed with
the director of the laboratories, Sir Henry Dale, was another fruitful friendship

to which he owed a great deal and which he valued accordingly.

The first probh'm which he attacked was that of the chemical nature of the

active constituents of the posterior lobe of the pituitary body. The results of the

investigation fell short of his own expectations and high standard ofachuivement,
but the work was nevertheless fundamental, besides being amonument ofpatience
and technique. Having demonstrated (jlearly that the pressor and oxytocic

actions were due to different substances (J. PharmacMl. 1919, 14, 295) and that
the latter action was not due to histamine, and having succeeded in partially

separating the two principles from one another, ho attempted further to purify

the oxytocic fac^tor (.Dale and Dudley, J. Phannacol. 1921, 18, 27). At one stage

he obtained a crystalline picrate of gi’eat potency, but further study showed this

to be potassium cToatinine picrate contaminated with small amounts of the

a(jtive material which was thus shown to be immensely powerful (J. Pharmacol.

1923, 21, 103). It was characteristic of his stoical philosophy that he collected

the picrate, labelled it “ fiascone picraUi ” and kept it as a memento of labour lost.
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Following the discovery of insulin by Banting and Best, the need of a stan-

dardised and economical method of manufacture which would place reasonable

supplies at the service of hospitals and research workers was urgent, and after a
visit to Toronto with Sir Henry Dale on behalf of the Medical Research Council

to obtain first-hand information, Dudley devised the picrate method for its

purification which gave a dry, stable product, having ten times the activity of

the original crude insulin {Biochem. J. 1923, 17, 376). This was at once adopted
by the insulin manufacturers in this country and is still in use to-day. His further

work on insulin, which included the preparation of the first iritei-national

standard, led him to suggest thac the substance was a complex protein derivative,

a conclusion which was to be amply confirmed later by other workers. News of

his death reached the League of Nations Theraptmtics Standards (Committee at

Geneva on October 3rd, while it was discussing the preparation of a fresh

international standard of insulin, and was acknowledged by a fitting silence.

Meanwhile his interest liad beem partly diverted to a more chemical problem,

and in collaboration with Dr O. Rosenheim and W. W. Starling he investigated

the strong aliphatic base spcTUiine, which was shown to be present in all the

cellular tissues of the body and to have a structure that was afterwards confirmed

by synthesis (Biochetn. J. 1926, 20, 1082). While working up large quantities of

material during this investigation they isolated a hitherto unknown base which
they called sf)ermi(line, the properties of which suggested a structure related to,

but simpler than, that of spermine. The correctness of this conjecture was also

afterwards proved by synthesis (Biodmn. J. 1927, 21, 97).

The importance of certain vasodilator constituents of the animal body with

a histamine-like action for the normal functioning of the capillaries had long been

emphasised by Sir Henry Dale. Dudley, in (collaboration with Dr W. V. Thorpe,

was able to identify the substance having this action with histamine itself which
was is(fiated from several organs under conditions which precluded putrefactive

changes. Next followed a brilliant I’csearch with Sir Henry Dale which led to the

isolation of acetylcholine from horse and ox spleen {J. Physiol, 1929, 68, 97).

Dudley’s analytical skill was here shown at its best ancl his method of separating

this unstabk^ substan<3e from choline and other substances present by moans of

their chloroplatinates bears the stamp of his genius {Bioche/m. J, 1929, 23, 1064).

In 1930 his achievements wen^ fittingly recognised in his election to the Fellow-

ship of the Royal Society.

His last research, whicli was fortunately brought to a successful conclusion

bc^fore his untimely death, dealt with the activ(^ })rinciple of ergot. Until recently

it has been assumed that the substances active towards the uterine muscle were

the alkaloids ergotoxine and ergotamine, but in 1932 Dr Chassar Moir obtained

direct evidencje that aqueous extracts of ergot, free from these complex alkaloids,

were still active when administered by the mouth. The active principle must
therefore b(^ different from any of those known hitherto, and Duciley undertook

a chemical investigation of this unknown substance in association with the direct

clinical observations of Dr Moir. The result was the isolation from ergot of a new,

simple water-soluble alkaloid, ergometrine, which in minute doses has the

characteristic activity of ergot. This discovery of ergometrine, which solves a

longstanding problem of the pharnmcology of ergot and its use in therapeutics,

has aroused widespread interest as is shown by the fact that it has already been

confirmed, in effect, in three othc^r laboratories where research was independently

in progress, and by the fact that the substance is now on the market for clinical

use. The last paper on this subject from his pen was published on the day of his

death (Proc. Roy. 8oc. 1935, 118 B, 487).

1—2
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In 1921 he married Mary Nettleship, who, after prolonged illness borne with

outstanding courage, but which was a source of the deepest grief to him, died

last April. She was a great help to him in his editorial work and members of the

Biochemical Society will remember her fine singing at some of their larger

functions.

Swift tragedy, which overtook him in his closing years, delivered its final

blow when, on October 3rd, 1935, he died, three weeks after a serious and un-

anticipated of)eration, being then nearly 48 years of age.

Although liis manner was quiet and reserved, Dudley’s was a personality of

remarkable attractiveness, and no young man was held off by the gap of seniority

from seeking his help. A keen fly-fisher and of musical and artistic tasU^s, he had
a wide and varied circle of friends and was a well-known member of the Savage

Club. Had he so wished, he could have had many more intimate and influential

friends than he actually had, for he was a man of rare charm and fine character;

in the doings of the distinguished his witty philosophy found much interest, but

he never cultivated their friendship unless he saw in them more for admiration

than for laughter; those whom he honoured will always treasure in their hearts

the memory of his unselfish sympathy and affection, his unique placid wit and

his patient repression of complaint under adversity.

A. C. C.

C, L. E.



L INVESTIGATIONS IN ENZYMIC
HISTOCHEMISTRY.

II. A MICRO-METHOD FOR THE DETERMINATION
OF TRYPTIC ACTIVITY.

By LEOPOLD WEIL.

From the Biochemical Research Foundation of the Franklin Institute

(Dr Ellice McDonald, Director), Philadeljyhia, Pa.

(Received November Ist, 1935.)

The (l(iveIopmeiit }>y Holter and Linderstr0m-Lang (1934] of methods and
toehniques for tJie micro-estimation of enzymes and other physiological sub-

stances in tissue sections may be said to mark the beginning of quantitative

histological chemistry. In view of the applicability of these methods to

biochemi(?al problems, it iMu^omes dcsirabltj to work out the technical details for

the estimation of as many substaiu^es of physiological importance as possible.

The present paper describes a miero-mc^thod for th(' estimation of trypsin^

using tht» apparatus dev(iloped by the above authors. The method is an
adaptation of Sorensen’s (11K)8] macro-method of formaldehyde titration of

the carboxyl groups of protcMns and their decomposition products. In pre-

liminary studies it was found that the method of Foreman [1920] and Willstattor

and Waldschmidt-lA'itz [1921], namely, titration in alcoholic solution of the

carboxyl groups liberated by tryptic action, is inapplicable Ix^cause of precipita-

tion of the protein substrate by the alcohol. A similar dilficnilty is encountered

in the Lindt^rstrom-Lang acetone titration [1927]. Nephelometric measurement
of tryptic activity, as described by Krijgsman [1934], is likewise unsuited to the

micro-method because the instability of the turbidity may lead to considerable

errors during a large series of experiments.

The formaldehyde titration method, on the other hand, was found to be vtTV

well suifod to the present purpose. The addition of formaldehyde to the reaction

mixtures produces no precipitate', and at once prevents further enzyme action.

The formaldehyde blocks the amino-groups liberated by the action of the trypsin,

thus permitting the titration of an equivalent amount of carboxyl groups with

alkali. As substrate, 4% caseinogen solution at 8*4 is used. Phenolphthalein

is used as indicator, althoiigh tlijuiol blue was also found to be satisfactory.

Thymolphthalein cannot be used because of its insolubility in the aqueous form-

aldehyde solution. A standard for colour (comparison was established by titration

to a marked red colour, the latter being preserved by placing a soda-lime tube

over the vessel.

The Pyl optimum of the tryptic activity was found to extend over quite a

wide range, in agreement with similar observations by Willstatter and Persiel

[1925] and by Northrop [1922]. pjj 8-4 was selected as the optimum. In order

that the formaldehyde titrations may be accurate, substances possessing dis-

sociation constants within the titration range of 6*H-9-5 must be avoided

:

phosphate buffer is, therefore, unsuitable for use in this titration. Borate buffer

^ As is known, trypsin is a mixture of several proteolytic enzymes. The method described

measures the tryptic activity of the whole complex.

( 5 )



6 L. WEIL

reacts with the organic hydroxyl groups, and this may have a secondary influence

on the enzyme. The veronal buffer at pj^ 8*4, described by Michaelis [1930] is,

therefore, to be preferred. This buffer, besides having a strong buffering power at

this pj|, has the advantage of showing no reagent blank and, further, has no
inhibiting effect upon tryptic activity.

Disturbances due to atmospheric COg can be avoided during the reaction

})eriod by placing a soda-lime tube on the reaction vessel. Similar disturbances,

which would affect the alkali titration, an^ prevented by employing the method
developed by Linderstrom-Lang et aL [1935], that is, the vessel in which the

titration is carried out is closed by a bead, previously dipped in paraffin oil, the

capillary end of the micro-burette passing through the hole in the bead and
dipping into the solution being titratcMi. During the titration the mechanical

stirring method described by Linderstrom-Lang and Holter [1934] is used. A
0*05 A aqueous solution of tetramethylammonium hydroxide is employed to

titrate the liberated carboxyl groups sinccj, when sodium hydroxide is used, the

(jarbonate is formed and crystaUises out on the wall of the micro-l)urettc‘,

rendering the titration more difficult.

The method described, as shown by the c‘X]:>erimental part, is suitable for

histo-enzymic studies. It is reproducible to within ±0-1 fxL of 0*05 alkali.

Experimental.

Effect of formaldehyde covr^erdratioti on accuracy of the titratum. Increasing

concentrations of formaldehyde wore added to 0-1 Jlf leucylglycine solution.

Tlie formaldehyde solutions were prepari^d by taking 1, 2, 4 and 8 ml. res])ee-

tiv(4y of 40% formaldehyde solution, adding 2 ml. of 0-] % alcoholic i)henol-

phthahnri solution, titrating the solutions so obtained with 0‘1 N sodium
hydroxide to the first pink colour given by the indicator and diluting to 25 ml.

with water. By means ofa micro-pipett<‘, as de^seribed by Linderstrom-Lang and
Holter [1934] and Glick [1935], 1 (X)/a1. of the formaldehyde solutions thus pre-

pared, containing 4, 8, 16 and 32 ph respt^ctively of 40% formaldehyde, were
added to 7 /xl. of 0*1 M leucylglycine solution. It is advantageous to use freshly

prepared aldehyde solutions. The titration of thci carboxyl groups was performed
by the method described by Lmderstrom-Lang al, [1935] using 0-liV aqueous
solution of tetramethylammonium hydroxide. In order to carry all the* titrations

to the same end-point, as shown by the same indicator colour, the first determina-
tion was titrated to a marked red colour (above 10), and tliis colour, preserved

by placing a soda-lime tubeon the reaction vessel, served as a standard. Using this

method of protection, no change in the intensity of the standard colour was
observed over a period of 5-6 hours. The results obtained, expressed in /xl. of

0-05 iV tetramethylammonium hydroxide, are given in Table 1. The value of the
reagent blank (amounting to 0-2/xl.) has already bf^en deducted from the titration

results-to obtain the figures given.

Table I. Effect offormaldehyde concentration on ax^mracy of titration.

Volume of 40%
formaldehyde in

100^1. solution

fil

Observed titra-

tion (0-05iV

alkali)

Ml.

Theoretical

titration

^i.

4 13-7C 1400
8 13»5 1400
10 13-98 14-00

32 13-92 14-00
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Tho aolutioii containing of 40% formaldehyde in 100 /lJ. solution, pre-

pared as described above, was selected for further experiments since, as seen

from Table I, further increase in the formaldehyde concentration causes no in-

crease* in the titration vahK\ For each determination lOO/xl. of this solution were
emj)loy(^d.

Micro4itration of knoum subHtanecs in prosencp offornialdf'hydp. To check the

accuracy of the method, various concentrations of glyciiK*, alanine and leucyl-

glycin(‘ were titrated . Th(i purities of these* substances wen* checked by Kjeldahl
determinations of total nitrogen. Solutions ()•!, 0-05, ()*()33 and ()*()2 M in con-

centration were made for each of the substances investigated, 7/xl. of solution

being taken for each determination. The free carboxyl groups wen* determined
as described above. The results obtained (from whi(?h the reagent blanks have
already been deducted) are shown in Table II.

Table II. Micro4itration of knoum substances in presence offormaldehyde.

(fil. A’ alkali.)

Substrate 0 ] JJ 0-0.5 A/ 00:5:5.1/ 0-02 iV

< i]y«‘iTiP 0-9.5 4-59 2-70

1:1-97 0-92 4-tn 2-82

i4-ori ti-90 4-57 2 7S
1:5-97 l>-99 1-02 2-78

Av(*raK<* 13-99 6^94 4-60
~

2-78

Alanine i:5-9(i 0-9:5 4-05 2-80

i:5-97 0-9:5 4-07 2-82

14-0.3 (1-99 4-00 2-82

1:5-99 (»-97 4-0:5 2-80

Averajrc' 13-98 “6^5
”

463 2-81

liencyljrlyeino i:5-9t> 0-92 4-00 2-74

1:5-99 0-90 4-5H 2-70

1:5-90 0-90 4-54 2-7<>

1:5-94 6-98 4-.5S 2-80

Averag(’ 13-95 6-95 4 67 2-76

Calculated valu(*s 11-00 7-00 4-00 2 90

Vn optimum of tryptic activity. The trypsin solution us(*d was prepar(‘d by
taking 1 g. of dry trypsin prejiaration (Degonia S, Rohm and Haas Co.), sus-

pending it in 10 ml. of water and allowing it to stand 1 day. To prevent bac-

t€*rial infection a f(*w dro])s of toluene were added. After 1 day the suspt*nsion

was filtered and 0*1 ml. of the filtrate dilut<*d to 25 ml. with water containing

30% by volume of glycerol. To 7 (xl, portions of this enzyme solution 7 /xl. of

0*1 M veronal-hydrochloric acid buffer of (5*4, 7*0, 8*0, 8*4, 9*0 and 9*5 were

added togeth<*r with 7 pi. of a 4% cas<^inogen solution ofthe same p^j as the buffer

taken. ‘‘Hammarsten casein ” was uschI and was adjusted to the requir(*d pjj by
the addition of tlie necessary amount ofN sodium hydroxide, the Pn being con-

trolled by the hydrogen electrode.

The buffer and the enzyme solution were pipetted into the reaction vessel and
the substrate carefully placed, as a drop, on the wall of the vessel and mixed with

the reagents immediately before the experiments commenced. Simultaneously

with each experiment a blank determination was done, identical with the

detejrminations themselves except that the substrate was not mixed with the

enzyme, but the reaction vessel was allowed to stand in a horizontal position

(to avoid mixing of the solutions) under identical conditions. To avoid the effect

of the CO2 of the air on the experiments soda-lime tubes were placed on each
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reaction vessel. After incubation for 30 min. at 37° the increase in the carboxyl

groups was determined by the method of Linderstrom-Lang et aL [1935],

The results are given in Table TII, and are expressed in p,l. of 0*05 tetra-

raethylammonium hydroxide used. The corresponding blank determinations

have already been subtracted.

Table ITI. p^ optimum of tryptic actimty,

IncTcaHC in COOH
groups (0-05JV alkali)

Pa /^l-

()-4 1-G4

7-

0 2*84

8-

0 2-9G
8*4 300
90 2 12

9-

5 0-2

As the figures indicate, the pp optimum of trypsin activity extends ovi*r a

wide range, and for further experiments p^ 8*4 was selected.

Time course of tryptic activity as followed by the, microhmethod. 0-2 ml. of tlie

enzyme extract (1 : 10), describc^d above, was diluted to 25 ml. with water (*on-

taining 30% by volume of glycerol. To 7 /xl. of this (uizyme solution 7 pi. of

0-1M veronal-hydrochloric acid buffer ofpjj 8-4 and 7/xl. ofa 4% (?as(‘inogen solu-

tion, also at pj^j 8*4, were added. The increase in carboxyl groups was titrated,

as previously desciribed, using incubation times from 0 to 1 50 min. at 37°. The
results are shown in Table IV, the figures givcm referring to /xl. of 0*05A tctra-

methylammoniura hydroxide required for the titration.

Table IV. Time course of tryptic activity as followed by the micro-method.

(/nl. 0*05V alkali.)

Tirao
mill. (^^mlrol

Roaction
'mixture* liUT(*a.Mc

0 2-80 2*84 0*0

7 2*7(i 4*40 1*70

15 2*7(» 0*07 3*31

22 2*84 7*44 4*(i0

39 2*80 8*55 .5*75

45 2*78 9*85 7*07

(id 2*80 10*79 7*99

90 2*84 11*41 8*57

120 2*80 11*95 9*15

150 2*82 12*30 9*54

As the figures show, the best condition for the reaction is that enzym(^ con-

centration, or that reaction time, which gives a carboxyl group increase requiring

less than 7 /xl. of 0*05 N alkali.

Cmitaci between enzyme arid substrate. In histo-enzymic work using microtome?

tissue* sections' it is very important to show how far the enzymic activity is

dej)endent upon the number of slices taken to obtain a given amount of tissue.

It might be (*xpccted that by the use of several thin microtome slices, instead of

one thi(?k slice, to obtain a givt?n amount of tissue, the contact between enzyme
and substrate would be more complete. Fig. 1, takc^n from an unpublished study
on tumour proteinase, shows that this factor, using the technique described, does
not influen(j(? the results.

For this work a Walker No. 256 carcinoma was placed in a refrigerator for

about 3 hours until frozen, after which a 2*5 mm. diameter pillar was prepared by
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means of a cork-borer. The tumour pillar so obtained was placed on the freezing

microtome and, from certain selected parts of it, two 25 jn sections and four
12*5 /i sections were taken immediately after each other for parallel trypsin
d(?terminations. Examinations of tumour tissues have shown that sections taken
in this manner can be considered histologically identical.

F^ip. 1. (V)iitaft iK'twcon enz,\mc and substrate.

o—o Try})tic activity of two 2r> yt, .se(‘tioris.

V -- ^ Tryptic activity of four I2-r> y sections.

For th(‘ HClivation of the tryi>sin 1 fih of entiTokinast^^ IWaldschmidt-Leitz,

1924J (containing 30 volume % of glyctTol wer(‘ takcui. The microtome sections

were plae(»d by means of a very fine glass rod in the drop of activator and
allowed to stand for 1 hour at room tc^mperature. After this pcTiod of activa-

tion, 7/d. of OdJ/ veronal-hydrochloric at^id buffer of Pn 84 were added to-

gether with 7/d. of a 4% caseinogen solution also at />„ 84.

After 20 hours’ incubation at 37^’, using soda-lime tubes on the reaction

vessels to prev(*nt the diffusion of COg from the atmosplien^, the increase in the

carboxyl groups was titrated as previously des(;ribed.

As the curve demonstrates, no essential diffenuice was observed between the

results obtaimd by using two 25 /x se(*tions or four I2*5/x sections, thus showing
that th(? presc'Jit method is suitable for histo-enzymie studies.

The injluence of extrarlioTi tune upon the tryptic activity in microtome slices.

As Fig. 1 shows, the tryptic activity in the tumour tissiu* is indejiendent of the

thi(;kness of the microtome slice over the range 12-5-25 /x thickness. The st^cjond

important question is wdiether, with incn‘asing (extraction time, a corresponding

increase' in the tryptu' activity occurs. To study this problem slices from a

carcinoma (Walker No. 25fi) w('re used, which were prepared from a frozen

carcinoma pillar as described for Fig. 1

.

Four 25 /X sections were obtained from a selected portion of the tumour pillar,

two of them being placed in 7 /xl. of 30% (volume) aqueous glycerol solution and
two, to give full activity, being placed in 7/xl, enterokinas(j solution containing

30% by volume of glycerol. These solutions were allowed to stand fi^r 1 hour.

Exact duplicates were made, using four 25/x slices from the adjacent portion of

the tumour pillar, and these were allowed to stand for 0 hours. After addition of

^ The enterokinaso solution alone did not affect either the ca8einogon or the leueylglycinc*

solutions during the reaction period.
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7/xl. of 0*1 veronal-hydrochloric acid buffer and 7/xl. of 4% caseinogen solu-

tion, the solutions were allowed to stand 20 hours at 37°, and the increase of

carboxyl groups was measured as described above.

As hlg. 2 shows, practically no difference was observed in the tryptic activity

whether the extraction time was 1 or 6 hours. Preliminary experiments indicate

Fig. 2. The infIiien<*o of extraction time upon the tryptic activity in inicrotonic slices.

o—o Full a<*tivity afUT I hour’s extraction time.

X — X Full activity after 6 hours’ extraction tinu*.

0 o Initial activity after 1 hour’s extraction tiiiu'.

- X Initial activity after <5 hours’ extraction ti nu*.

that only a certain part of the tryptic activity is thus extra(;t(Kl, the remainder

of the activity being connected with the tissue. This phenomenon may b(‘ com-

pared with the lyo- and desmo-onzymes studies by Willstattt^r and liohdewald

[1932] and with a similar observation on pi^psin by HolttT and Linderstrom-Lang

[1934].

SU'MMAKY.

The present paper describes a micro-method for the determination of tryptic;

activity in tissue sections. The reproducibility of the method is ±()-()0007 mg.

amino-nitrogen. The method is suitable for histo-enzymie studies.
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OF VITAMIN C IN HUMAN URINE.
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{Received October 14th, 193r>.)

Since the ehemica] identification of vitamin C, and the development of a chemical

method for its estimation, the excretion of this vitamin in human urini' has

attracted attention [Harris et al., 1933; »Johnson and Zilva, 1934; Harris and
Ray, 1935J. Th(‘ constant daily loss of 30-33 mg. of ascorbic acid in the urine of

normal individuals as (estimated by Harris and his colleagues did not appear to us

quite in accord with a(3cepted notions about the function and requinunents of

vitamins. It was (ionceivablc that a biological fluid of su(;}i complex composition

as urine should contain besides ascorbic acid, substances capable of reducing th(‘.

indicator used in tliis estimation. Our doubts were further strengthened when a

preliminary investigation, covering a |KTiod of a week, showed only half as much
vitamin 0 in the daily food of an individual who was found to be excreting in

Ilia urine an amount similar to the estimat<‘ of Harris and his co-workers. We
were, thendbn*, led to study the excretion of as(3orbie acid in the urine and to

explore the possibility of the presence of other reducing sub8tanc3es.

The daily output of the reducing substance or substan(H»s in human urine

under normal conditions was estimated by the usual titration techniqm^ for a

number of individuals. The results are expressed as mg. of ascorbic acid and are

shown in Table 1. For different persons the total daily excretion was found to

bo variable, but for the same person the day to day excretion was strikingly

uniform. The level ofoutput stood between 23and 35mg. in terras of as(;orbicacid.

These findings are in conformity with the results of Harris and his colleagues.

Table I. The reducing capacity of normal urine.

(Expressed as mg. ascorbic a<5i(l.)

Total

volume of

Cone, of

reducing

Total reducing

substance

Name of the urine passed substonee excreted

subject Days (ml.) (mg./lOO ml.) (mg.)

B. A. 1 512 4-62 23-67

2 59^ 4-26 25-39

049 3-91 25-28

s. a N. i 549 4-41 24-11

2 710 23-50

IX N. M. 1 980 3-47 34-03

2 90.*} 3-83 34-65

H. E. C. W, 1 641 4-64 29-77

H. D. A. I 892 . 3-67 32 78

2 im 2-34 35-36

M. D. A. J 1216 213 26-00

2 1736

( 11 )

1 41 24-53
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One of the subjects (B. A.) was then given large daily doses of ascorbic acid

in the form of fresh juice of sweet limes and the reducing capacity of the urine

was examined at short intervals. The results (Table II) mainly confirm the

observations of Hariis and his colleagues and of Johnson and Zilva [1934].

Table II. The redwing capdcity of urine after ingestion of large

doses of ascorbic acid.

(Expressed as mg. ascorbic acid.)

Total Total

reduciiifj reducing

Dose of substance Dose of substance

ascorbic excreted ascorbic excreted

acid in 24 hours acid in 24 hours

Days (mg.) Days (mg.) (mg.)

1 0 19*65 8 0 33*03

2 200 24*34 9 0 35*95

y 460 41*37 10 0 27*39

4 660 351*17 11 60 72*16

T) 0 74*24 12 50 50*54

() 0 27*66 13 50 4S*6«

7 0 30*25

The reducing capacity of urine' did not incr(*aso until the' so-called “saturation

point’’ for the tissues was readied afU^r rept'ated or increasi'd doses of ascorbic

acid. The excretion of ascorbic acid was then quiU' rapid, beginning within

2 hours after the dose, attaining a maximum rate of output after 4-7 hours and
then slowly returning to the normal level at the end of 40 hours. Even after the

‘"saturation point”, the total excretion by no means approximates to the total

intake. The reducing power of urine accounts for only about 50% of the total

quantity taken. A w<*ek after attaining the “saturation point”, a small dose of

50 mg. ascorbic acid was repeated. The response as increased excretion of re-

ducing substances was immediate, showing that the tissues of the subjc'ct were

still “saturated”.

The excretion of reducing substances was now studied under different

dietary conditions. Three diffenmt diets were first used.

I. A low vitamin C diet consisting of a preponderatingly large proportion of

cereal and bread, and containing only small amounts of meat, milk, eggs and
vegetables. This was the usual diet of the subject.

II. Low protein diet. A relatively large proportion of vegetables was in-

tJuded with moderate amounts of bread and cereal. Meat, eggs and milk were
altogether eliminated from the diet. This diet contained nearly three times as

much vitamin C? as diet J.

III. High protein diet. This consisted largely of meat and fish together with
commercial meat extracts (Lemco), and some bread.

The examination of the urine was begun after the subject had been on the

diet for 3 days. The results are summarised in Table III.

During the 'course of each diet the daily output of the reducing substance
was quite constant. On diet 1 it was about 25 mg. On diet II which had three

times more vitamin C than diet 1, the reducing capacity of the urine represented
only 19-20 mg. ascorbic acid. On the high meat diet the daily excretion increased

to 45-(55 mg.
Since diet HI included beef extracts which generally cause a greater excretion

of purines, we suspected that substances of a purine nature might possibly be
responsible for the increased reducing action of urine, although the possibility
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Tabic III. The. reduchm capacity of urine, excreted under

different dietary conditions.

(Expresfled as mj?. asrorbic acid.)

Approx.
Total aHCorbic

Vol. of Cone, of rtsducing acid
urine reducing substance Total ingested

Days
passed substance excreted nitrogen in food
(ml.) (mg./iOO ml.)

(fi-) (aig.)

J r»12 4-62 23-67 — 13-2

2 479 4-8H 21-00 9-05 134
:i 4*27 25-38 10-03 II-O
4 6.K1 :mm) 2553 9-94 14-1
;*) r>92 4-2:1 25-05 8-58 52-3

6 649 3-89 25-26 9-36 —
7 756 :i-88 29-36 9-98 --

I 814 249 20-2J) 9-00 44-5

2 787 2-50 19-71 6-87 li:i-4*

648 3-08 19-83 6-92 40-6

4 599 3-08 18-48 6-08 43-2

544 3-61 19-65 5-87 —
i 67(» 7-27 48-71 10-84 19-0

2 614 7-29 44-79 11-05 18-5

572 11-29 64-62 10-70 18-5

4 642 9-6.‘l 61*68 9-56 20-8

620 7-99 49-.57 10-55 J8-5

0 911 6*31 57-49 11-93 20-0

7 675 6-62 44-73 10-36 20-0

These high Hgures are due to the ingestion of a vitamin C-rieh fruil.

that the metabolism of proteins by themselves may demand in(;reased meta-

bolism of vitamin (
•, (;ould not be ignored.

A further extended study of the urine (‘xereted during diffc^rerit diets was
continued. Jn addition to the three diets mentioned above a fourth diet was also

included.

IV. PuriiK'-free, liigh protein diet, containing larger quantities of eggs and
milk with small amounts of bread, v(^getabies and fruit. The results are shown
in Table IV.

The results are (essentially similar to thos(‘. of previous experiments. The
reducing value of the urine is low on diets 1, II, and IV. It increases witli a
changt' to the high meat diet III. There is no increase with died- TV.

Table IV. Analyses of mine exc.reted during different diets.

(Reducing substances expressed as mg. ascorbic acid excreted in 24 hours.)

Total Total 'J’otal Total
No. volume reducing No. volume reducing
of of urine substances of of urint^ substances

days Diet (ml.) days Diet (ml.) (mg.)

1 t 659 40-50 13 1 635 37-50

2 1 518 18-87 14 1 710 33-84

3 I 524 i8:io 15 1 636 25-46

4 11 608 17-64 16 1 637 33*:J3

5 H 445 16-83 17 1 879 28-60

6 II 485 16-10 18 1 655 25-65

7 IV 720 15-46 19 1 585 21-20

8 IV 336 14-00 20 1 771 27-10
9 IV 512 16-25 21 111 1 331 62-10
10 III 721 151-15 22 III SOI 66-37
11 III 802 88-21 23 III 806 81-34
12 ni 804 266-37 24 III 795 64-34
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The exceedingly high values of the reducing substance obtained on the 10th,

11th, and 12th days are not altogether due to a high meat diet. From the 8th

to 11th days the subject took one “langra” mango every day. The very high

values obtained aroused our suspicions about the mango and on examination it

was found that this particular variety of the mango was exceedingly rich in

vitamin C. The subject went over to diet I again and changed to diet III on the

21st day. The usual increase in the reducing capacity of urine was found to take

place.

Biological teM of urine.

It was decided to test the antiscorbutic value of urine excreted on diet HI.
A group of eight guinea pigs was put on the usual scorbutic diet. Four animals

received every day two different doses of fresh urine equivalent in reducing

capacity to 0-5 and 1*0 mg. ascorbic acid. The remaining four animals acted as

controls. The reisults of the tt^sts are summarised in Table V.

Table V. The antiscorbutic value of urine.

No. of
DoH€‘ of

urine

Ascorbic
acid equi-

valent
of the
dose

Total
time of
test

Total
change

in weight

Average
growth
per week

animal (ml.) (mg-) (days) (g-) (g.) Remarks

1 3-2-8() 0-5 32 - 40 - 8*7 Died, p.rn. scurvy

9^2 3-2-80 0-5 37 -195 - 36-8

3 6*4 -ISO 1-0 29 -135 -32*6

4 6-4-160 1-0 27 -119 -30-8
5 0 0 38 - 165 30-3 99

6 0 0 38 - 210 -38-6
Healthy, kilh^d7 3 ml. of 10 38 - 10 - 1-8

8
lime juice

»»
1*0 42 ~ m - 10-0

p.m, no scurvy
Healthy

All the four animals receiving a dose of urine died between the 27th and 37th
days of the experiment, and the post mortem examination showed evidence of

scurvy. The negative controls died of scurvy after somewhat longer time as

compartjd with the animals receiving urine, which indicated a possible additional

toxic effect of urine. The controls wliich were fed 3 ml. of lime juice remained
quite healthy.

These experiments may appear to support the view that probably the whole
of the reducing action of urine excreted during higli protein diet, is not due to

ascorbic acid. The toxicity of urine, however, is a factor which must be taken
into consideration in these experiments. Even after a week’s feeding of urine the

animals began rapidly fo lose weight and looked ill. It is more than likely that

under these conditions the absorption and metabolism of ascorbic acid of the

urine is interfered with.

The reducing substances in the urine were next studied from the point of

view of their stability to heat and their reaction with lead acetate. A striking

similarity in behaviour was revealed between the reducing substances of the
urine and jmre ascorbic acid under both these treatments. The results of one of

these experiments iire summarised in Table VI.

The rates of destruction of natural reducing substances in urine and of pure
ascorbic acid in solutions of urine are evidently very close.

The experiments described above show that there is a definite rise in the
reducing capacity of urine when the subject changes from a low or a moderate
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Table VI. The relative heat-stability of the reducing mhaUmces
in urine, and of ascorbic acid.

(Reducing value expressed as mg. ascorbic acid.)

Treatment

Reducing
substance
mg./lOO ml.

% loss of
reducing
substance

I. Urine aeidified with Nil 8-88 0
acetic acid Roiled 5 min. 8-23 7-32

Urine of diet Til Boiled 1.5 min. 6-.35 28-48
Boiled 1 hour .5*55 37-49

11. A mixture of urine an(J Nil 22-20 0
pure ascorbit' acid acidified Boiled 5 min. 20-40 8-60
with acetic acid Boiled 15 min. 16-68 23-94

Boilt‘d 30 min. 14-28 35-64

meat diet to a high meat one. The quantity of meat consumed during high meat
diet was 1-2 lb. per day supplementcHi with 0-5~10 oz. of lemeo. Thti increase

in the total daily excretion of the reducing substance is as much as two to three

times the ordinary output.

The evidence taken as a whole apf)ears to favour the view that the incrc^ased

reducing action of urine is to a large extent due to increased (‘xcretion of ascorbic

acid. Tlie biological ex})erim(‘nts on the antistiorbutic value of urine are not

conclusive on account of the (‘omplicating eifect of the toxicity of the urine. On
the other hand the general behaviour of the reducing substance rc^sembles verj^

much that of ascorbic acid.

If a high meat diet favours a rapid elimination of ascorbic acid by way of

urine, wc have hero a possible explanation of the high incidences of scurvy among
sailors during the earlier days. Their diet was chiefly salted meat and ship

biscuits, which would quic^kly deplete* their tissues of their storcis of vitamin C.

Summary.

The reducing capacity of human urine excreted under different dietary con-

ditions has b€*en studit^d. There is a conswlerable amount of inertiase in th(*

rt?ducing action of urine on high meat diets without any increase in the vitamin C
content of the food.

The possibility that urine under these conditions may contain besides

ascorbic acid other substances capable of re'dueing dichlorophtmolindophenol in

acid solution has b(*en i‘xamined. The evidence presented is generally in favoui*

of the view that even on high meat diets the greater part of the reducing sub-

stance of urine is ascorbic acid. It ap|)ears that high mc^at diets favour the

excretion of vitamin C by way of urine.

I wish to express my indebtednt^ss to Prof. H. E. C. Wilson for his constant

interest and help during the course of this investigation, and to Lt.-Col. A. D.

Stewart, Director, All India Institute of Hygiem* and Publicj Health, Calcutta,

for his valuable criticism and permission to publish these results.
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It was shown by Raistrick and Rintoul L1931] that Penicillium luteum Zukal,

when grown on Czapek-Dox medium containing glucose as the sole source of

carbon, produced as the main metabolic product large yields of luteie acid, a

malonyl-polyglucose, the products of acid hydrolysis of which consisted only of

glucose and malonic acid. Alkaline hydrolysis of luteie acid gave rise to a neutral

polysaccharide, luteose, by fission of the malonic acid groups. Later, Birkinshaw

and Raistrick 1 1933J showed that luteie acid was elaborated by the same organism

even if the glucose of the medium were replaced by any one of the following

compounds as sole source of carbon: fructos(% galactose, mannose, xylose,

arabinose and glycerol.

During an investigation of the molecular constitution of luteose
[
Anderson

ei at, unpublished] it was found that in the total crude material there was mixed
with the luteose 8-10% of another polysaccharide which yielded trimethyl-

mannose after methylation and hydrolysis. The present work was undertaken in

an attempt to trace the course of formation of this polyrnannose.

Flasks of Czapek-Dox medium containing 5% of glucose as the only cjarbon

source were sown with a spore suspension of P. hUemn Zukal, incubat(‘d at 24"^

and examined for polysaccharide content at intervals. Half the flasks wen?

worked up when approximately 3-6% of glucose still remained (33 days) and the

oth(?r half when the glucose had almost entirely disappeared (108 days). The
product from each batch was separately submitted to an exhaustive fractiona-

tion from aqueous solution by alcohol. By this means the polysaccharide from

the younger cultures yielded 8 fractions having different optical rotations and
that from tlie older cultures 7 fractions.

The product fiom young cultures yielded large quantities of material having

a specific rotation [a]g4„,
—30° to —40° (luteie acid has [aliSJJ,,

—37*7°) together

with smaller amounts of material having “"S'" —15°, whilst that from
old cultures yielded, in addition to the above products, considerable quantities

of material having a high spt^cific rotation, —80°. Examination of each of

these fractions for malonic acid, hexoses and pentoses showed that glucose,

mannose and malonic acid were invariably present whatever the age of the

culture
;
galactose was found in some of the fractions, particularly those from old

cultures ; fructose was found in small amount in some of the fractions, whilst

pentoses were invariably absent. The results show that the main product is

always a malonyl-polyglucose, that a mannose polysaccharide is found largely

in the early stages of growth and that it tends to be replaced by a galactose

polysaccharide in older cultures. The polysaccharides produced by young

( 16 )
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cultures arc hydrolysed less readily by acid than those found in old metabolism
solutions.

It seems possible that the production by P. luteum of a series of polysac-

charides containing different sugars may be closely linked with the formation of
luteic acid from a variety of sugars rejjorted by Birkinshaw and Raistrick [1933],

both processes involving an intermediate product obtainable from all sugars

and capable of being rebuilt into one or more carbohydrate units according to

conditions. Support for this view is afforded by the observations of Coyne and
Raistrick [1931J on the production of mannitol from hoxoses and pentoses by a
white species of Japerffillus, by the production of cellulose from glucose, sucrose,

fructose, mannitol, glycerol and glyocraldehyde by Pad. xylinum [Hibbcrt and
Barsha, 1931 ; Tarr and Hibbert, 1931] and confirm()d by the work of Khouvine
et al. [1932] and of Kbouvint*. [1933], which showed that Bad. xylinum, was
capable of elaborating cellulose from glycerol, sorbitol, mannitol and a-gluco-

heptitol. A similar conversion^of glucose into polysaccharidcjs composed of other

carbohydrate units was reported by Clutterbuck et al. [1934] who isolated a poly-

rnannosc and a polygalactose as a njsult of the action of P. Charlesii G. Smith on
glucose. Analogous also are the (*ases of the production of a polysaccharide

containing galactose, glucose and idose or altrose found by Haworth el al. [1932;

1935] as a rc»sult of th(i cultivation of P. varians G. Smith on Czapek-Dox glucose

medium. P. rugulomm Thom also produccis a galactose polysacijharidc when
grown on Czapek-Uox medium containing glucose as sole source of carbon

[Anderson and Raistrick, unpublished]. In this connection may also be cited

the report by Dox and Neidig [1914] of the isolation of mycogalactan by extrac-

tion of mycclia of Anpergillus niger Van Tieghem grown on Raulin s medium.

Exi’krimental.

50 one-litre conical flasks, each containing 350 ml. of Czapek-Dox medium
of the following composition, wore made up: glucose, 50 g.; NaNOj^, 2-0 g.;

KH 2PO4 , lOg.; KCl, 0*5g.: 0*5g.: OOlg.;

distilled water, 1 litre. After sterilisation each flask was sown with a spore

suspension of PenicilHum luteum Zukal (L.S.H.T.M. Catalogue No. Ad 30). This

is the same strain as was used by Raistrick and Rintoul [1931], prepared from

17 Czapek-Dox glucose agar slopes 10 days’ old. The flasks were incubated at 24°

and single flasks were tested at intervals with the results given in Table T.

Table I.

(ducose by I'itration

Incubation ml. 01 Yield of crude

period in ShatftT- .VNa(»n/ polysaccharide

days ^5790 l*olariineter Hartmann 100 ml. g. per flask

25 3*78 3-76 12-0 1-28

31 ^ 3-97" 3*64 3*60 12-0 0-94

46 + 2-35“ 215 2-51 100 1-40

69 1-60 1-80 7*0 1*42

108 - 0*22" — 0-04 2-5 1*75

(A) Examination of polyaojccharides produced after short incubation

period.

After 33 days’ incubation the contents of 23 flasks were filtered through a

‘‘Metafilter” and concentrated in vacuo to 1 litre. 15 ml. of concentrated HCl
led and the polysaccharides fractionally precipitated with alcohol. The

Them. 1936 xxx 2
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precipitates obtained with different concentrations of alcohol were filtered,

washed with alcohol and ether, dried and their optical rotations determined. The
different fractions obtained were grouped according to rotations and were
refractionated until a final series of 8 fractions was obtained (Fractions I to

VIII—Table II). Each of these fractions was then examined as follows:

(i) Determination of equivalent before and after alkaline hydrolysis by
titration with N/IO NaOH, treatment with excess of jV/lONaOH and back-

titration.

(ii) Determination of specific rotation.

(iii) Hydrolysis by N, 2JV, or SN H2SO4 at 85® followed polarimetrically.

(iv) Determination of the amount of reducing sugar produced on hydrolysis

with H2SO4 (this determination was only carried out for fractions weighing 1 g.

or more).

(v) Extraction of the hydrolysate from IV with ether and characterisation

of the acid extracted by ether as malonic acid by sublimation, melting-point and
acid equivalent.

(vi) Neutralisation of the ether-extracted hydrolysate from V with BaCOg.
The HgSO^-free hydrolysate was concemtrated in vacuo and tested for:

(n) Mannose by formation of mannoscpht'nylhydrazone on treatment with

phenylhydrazine in the cold.

(b) Glucose by formation of glucosazone after removal of mannose as the

phenylhydrazone

.

(c) Fructose by Bredereck’s reaction [19311 (ammonium molybdate in HNO3)

.

(d) Galactose by formation of mucic acid on oxidation with HNO3.
(e) Pentoses by Bial’s reaction (orcinol-f FeClg in concentrated HCl).

In some cases it was possible to isolates glucose and galactose as such. The
results obtained are summarised in Table II, Fractions 1~V1II inclusive.

(B) Examination of polysaccharides produced after long

iTwvJbation period.

The contents of the nmaining 23 flasks were filtered after 108 days' incuba-

tion and concentrated to 350 ml. (this solution was considerably less viscous than
that from the 33-day batch). 7-5 ml, of concentrated HCl were added and the

Table II.

EquivaJent % reducing sugar by

Weight
^

Before After
Rotation [a|(49j

r \

^
Shaffer-

A

Alkaline
Fractioil g- hydrolysis hydrolysis Initial Final Hartmann I

1 iiisol. in 1*06 996 413 — 4-13? —
cold water

11 7-29 864 335 -40-0‘^ +64-fi° 82 93
III 8*35 1066 270 -300® + 73-8° — 76
IV 4-59 2240 377 - 15-0® + 60-4‘‘ — 62
V 0*23 2600 300 -26-6® + 61-0° — —
VI J-69 Neutral -21-6® + 32-6° — —
VII 1-88 706 300 -32-7® + 64-6° 40 46
Vlll 0*41 Neutral - 6-2® + 6-6° — —

IX insol. in 11-95 8930 1880 -38-7® +63-6° 84 93
cold water

X 0-24 6900 1630 -83-2® + 92-6° — —
XI 2-23 10000 1100 -80-6® -f86-0® 78 86
XII 3-11 16700 2246 -61-0® + 90-3® 70 86
xm 4-03 13230 1236 -42*3® 4-801® 75 90
XIV 0-65 6960 1246 -42-3® + 72-0® — —
XV 2-06 628 330 -11-6® -f62-4® 37 43
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polysaccharides were fractionally precipitated with alcohol, refractionated and
examined in the same way as is described under Section A. The results obtained
are summarised in Table II, Fractions IX to XV inclusive.

Discussion of results.

In all the fractions, whether from the young or old cultures, glucose in large

amounts and malonic acid in smaller amounts were present and pentoses absent.

Mannose was present in appreciable amount in Fractions TI, V, VT, VII, X, XIV
and XV and in traces in all the remaining fractions, (lalactose was actually

isolated fiorn Fractions Xll and XIII, was detected in traces in Fractions I, II,

V, VIII, XI and XIV, and was absent from the remaining fractions. Fructose was
present in small amounts in Fractions II, III, XI and XIII, in traces in Fractions

IV, IX, XII and XV, and was absent from the remaining fractions.

It is evident that young cultures up to 33 days produce a preponderance of

materia] with a low laevorotation, that is —40"' or below, and none above
—40°. On the other hand, the old cultures (108 days) produce a consider-

able amount of material having a much higher specific rotation [a]ft4,„
—80°, but

little material having a small laevorotation. It is also seen that the older cultures

produce considerably more polysaccharide material insoluble in cold water than
do the younger cultures. Further, much of the polysaccharide produced by old

cultures is mu(;h more readily hydrol3"sed than that from the young cultures.

A iK)table differencH' between pol^^saccharides from old cultures and those from
young cultures is the marked increase in the acid equivalent with age, both before

and after alkaline hydrolysis.

It thus appears that whilst luteic acid, dt^fined as a malonyl-polyglucose, is

the princiy)al metabolic product of P. luteum Zukal at all stages of growth, it is

accomy)anied by a polymannose in the early stages of growth, and that this

pol^mxannose tends to be replaced by a polygalactose with increasing age of the

culture.

Summary.

Penicillium luieum Zukal, when grown on a Czaptjk-Dox medium containing

glucjose as the sole source of carbon, produces as the main metabolic product

luteic acid, a malonyl-polyglucose. In addition however there are formed much
smaller amounts of other la(‘vorotatory polysaccharides, built up of mannose,

galactose or fructose units in proportions varying with the age of the culture.
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IV. FAT METABOLISM IN FISHES.

VIII. CHANGES IN THE FAT OF
RIPENING SALMON EGGS.

By JOHN ARNOLD LOVERN.

From the Torry Research Station, Aberdeen, of the Department of

Scientific and Industrial Research.

(Received November 14th, 1935,)

In a previous paper [Loverii, 1934, 2] it has been shown that the fat ofripe salmon

eggs is different in type from salmon body fat. Apart from higher average un-

saturation of the CjjQ and Cgg iJ'Cid groups, the content of Cjg acids is distinctly

higher. TIkj egg fat indeed suggests a fat of the fresh-water type, with the specific

peculiarities of the salmon superimposed upon it. It was further shown that

whilst this egg fat must have been deposited selectively, the selection was not

exercised by any specific withdrawal from the depots. The work now to bo de-

scribed is a closer study of the mechanism of this selective deposition of egg

fat.

Experimkntal.

Samples of salmon ova were collected in various stages of maturity. The least

developed were obtained from “fresh run*' fish in February and March. Inter-

mediate samples w<Te obtained from fish taken up river in May, July and
September. Fully ripe ova were? obtained from fish actually spawning in the

Tweed during November of 1934. In order of increasing development these will

be referred to as samples Nos. 1 to 5. No. 1 represented about 100 fish,

the others considerably fev^er. No. 3 was from one fish only. Apart from No. 3,

however, siiificient fat was available in each case for analysis by full-scale

methods. The fat contents of the ova were found to be irregular, but of the same
order throughout. They ranged from 7 to 15%. The fats were freed from phos-

phatides, and their characteristics are given in Table I. The most significant

variation is the steady fall in iodine value with ripening.

Table I. Particulars of salmon ova fats.

Unsaponifiable
No. Iodine value l^iiap. equivalent %
1 206-1 315-9

2 198*2 320-6

3 194-3 327-1

4r J74-8 315-9

5 176-1 311-9

8*8

74
9-0

6

-

3

7-

2

The compositions of the mixed fatty acids (as wt. %) are given in Table II.

In the case of No. 3 which had to be examined on a semimicro-soale, a series of
accidents occurred. These rendered it impossible to obtain a reliable complete
analysis for this fat, but it was possible to calculate the content ofCig unsaturated
acids and the degree of average unsaturation of these. In Table II are included

( 20 )
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for comparison the results on the ripe ova fat from “baggots**^ recorded pre-
viously [Lovern, 1934, 2].

Table II. Fatty acid compositions (Wt, °Iq).

Saturated Unsaturated

No. C'ls Cu Ciu Cm
1 31 16-0 0-5 0 1 12-()

(-2-0H)
23-7

(-4-0H)
27-2

(-8-0H) (

l(S-8

- 10-4H)

2 2-9 13-4 9*7 0-4 JO-4

(-2-0H)
25-3

(~3-2H)
28-7

(-7-2H) (

18-1

-1Z-4H)

3 — — 28*0

(-31H)
— —

4 1-8 13-0 20 — 9-9

(-2-0H)
3ft-7

(-2-911)
2i-3

(-7-(iH) (

Ji5-3

-lllH)
5 2*3 12*9 2‘2 — 9 ft

(-2011)
34-8

(-2.7H)
23-2

(-7-8H) (

0
1
-^1

Baggot 2-3 11-2 10 — 12-3

(
- 2-OH)

Discussion.

34-4

(-2-7H)
21-7

(-7-2H) ,

10-2

(-9-6H)

Table 11 reveals several points of interest, (a) Tt will be S(^en that although
“baggots” are abnormal fish as regards spawning, yet the egg fat is not signi-

ficantly different from that of normal ripe fish (No. 5). (b) The high degree of

unsaturation of the and Cgg groups is in evidence throughout with no pro-

gressive or drastic; changes in value. (The corresponding degrees of unsaturation

for salmon body fat are about —5H and ~7 H.) (c) As ripening progresses

there is a fall in the percentages of C14, and (^20 acids, C22 remaining

practically constant, (d) There is a marked rise in the content of Cjs unsaturated

acids and a small but significant risc^ in stearic acid content with d(‘V(;lopment.

(c) The degree of unsaturation of the Cj,* acids steadily de(;reasesfrom No. 1 to No. 5.

The composition of sample No. 1 is noteworthy in that the percentages of the

various acid groups are not significantly different from those of a salmon body
fat [Lovern, 1934, 2J. It differs markedly as regards the degrees of unsaturation

of the Cjg, ('20 and C22 acids. It was evident during analysis that inonoethylenic

C2Q and C22 acids were absent from all the egg fats. In the; body fats they were

present in considerable amount. Oleic acid also appeared to be almost absent

from sample No. 1. At least two interpretations of th(*se facts are possible:

(1) That depot fat is taken, the monoethylenic acids (except palmitoleic acid)

selectively removed, and the rest passc'd on into the ova. (2) That tlu*
, Cgo and

C22 monoethylenic acids are desaturatod either before the fat is deposited, or else

in the ova themselves. Theory (1) is less likely, since it would, in its simplest

form, lead to greatly dirainishod quantities of Oig, and especially of Cgo and C22,

acids, together with a very high content of (",4 and acids in the ova. The Cgg

acids of the ova fat consisted largely of an acid with 6 double bonds. The per-

centage of such an acid, if any, present in the depot fat, must have bc;on very low.

If this acid were selected from the niixed C22 acids available, whereas the 0^^ and

Cie acids were taken in their entirety, the ratio of C22 to or acids in the

ova fat would be very much lower than is the case. Tt is also difficult to picture

a mechanism which could remove these three monoethylenic acids so selectively.

Whilst not impossible, it is very unlikely that there is any peculiarity in the

1 ^^Baggot” is a term applied to ripe female ealnion taken early in the year which, for some

reason, have not spawned.
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glyceride structure of these oils that could lead to certain glycerides being se-

lected containing amongst them all the acids with the exception ofmonoethylenic

Ci8, C20 and C22 acids. Theory (2) would account for the observed composition of

the egg fats. It has been shown [Lovern, 1935] that fish are probably able to

synthesise polyunsaturated acids of 20 and 22 carbon atoms and a desaturation

mechanism may possibly be common. It is the rule for fish egg fats to be more
unsaturated than the depots from which tht'sy are drawn [Lovern, 1934, 2].

Turning to sample No. 2, the greatest change which has occurred since the

No. 1 stage is the marked fall in degree of unsaturation of the Cjg acids. Once
again there are two possible explanations: (A) that as development proceeds the

desaturation mechanism (or other means of eliminating monoethylenic acids)

is confined to the Cg© and C22 acids only, Cjg going in with about —2*7 H average

unsaturation; (B) that actual hydrogenation of the Cjg acids is taking place.

There is no evidence to decide between these theories.

This fall in unsaturation of the C,s acids continues throughout the whole
series of fats, and there is moreover a steady increase in the content of Cj© acids.

It is obvious, however, that addition of less unsaturated acids to a fat of the

composition of No. 1 would not in itself account for the observed fall in un-

saturation of the total Cjg group. Considering only Nos. 1 and 2, the addend

to raise the percentage from 23-7 to 25-3 and yet lower the unsaturation from
— 4 H to —3*2 H would have to have a negative iodine value. Extra acids

are undoubtedly added to the fat, but in addition either theory (A) or theory (B)

above must apply.

The origin of these extra acids is obscure. The weight of a roe in sample
No. 5 was about 800 g. An average fig\ire for the fo;t contimt is 10%. Hence
the ova finally contain about 80 g. of fat of composition No. 5. Of this about

8 g. must be “added” Cj© acids. This must either have come from the depots or

have been synthesised from non-fatty sources. It is suggestive that the greatest

increase in the Cjg percentage comes after the fish has been up river for some time.

Its state of starvation is already well advanced. In this condition it is unlikely

that much non-fatty matter could be spared for fat synthesis, especially when so

much depot fat is already available. It was shown previously [Lovern, 1934, 2J

that there is no evidence of any selective withdrawal of Cjs acids from the depots.

Such a selection would have to be made by some membrane or organ after the

fat had left the depot. It is hard to imagine it taking plac^e from a mixture of

glycerides, since simple tii-Cig glycerides would not be expected in great amount.
If Cjg acids were picked out from the total acids available in the mobilised depot
fat and transferred to the developing ova, then some stearic acid would accom-
pany them. The observed rise in stearic acid from samples Nos. 1 to 5 is in accord
with this. Separation of acids according to molecular size has h^en suggested

before [Lovern, 1934, 1].

The addition of extra Cjg acids to the total should result in a fall in the

percentages of all other components. This is the case except for C,, acids which
remain approximately constant. It has been pointed out previously [Lovern,

1934, 2] that one of the specific salmon peculiarities is a higher C22 percentage

than usual. That specific properties are deep-rooted is certain. It seems of im-
portance that the salmon egg fat should be a salmon fat, even though having
other characteristics. To maintain this almost constant Cjg acid content in spite

of added Cjg acids, necessarily involves a slightly preferential transfer of Cja
acids from the depots to the ova.

In the previous work on the mobilisation of salmon depot fat [Lovern, 1934,

2] it was shown that for male salmon, selectivity took the form of a more ready
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mobilisation of small molecules. This led to a rise in C22 acids in the depots of the
starving fish. In the case of the females, the same selectivity appeared but was
not so evident, in that C22 acids decreased instead of increasing. The reason for

this can now be suggested. Male salmon gonads at all stages of development
contain less than 1 % of fat, so that c^ven if this fat is formed selectively it can
have very little efiect on the depots. For the females, however, there is now
evidence of a preferential withdrawal of (^22 acids. This must be in spite of the
readier mobilisation of small molecules and must be controlled by a different

mechanism. Any attemx)t to calculate the quantity of extra C22 acids mobilised
and correlate this with the observed changejs in the depots would be useless

because the depots examined were those of a single fish in each case. Individual
peculiarities, together with experimental errors, might lead to wide discrepancies.

This theory can only be suggested qualitatively. As in the case of the acids,

it is difficult to imagine such a mechanism functioning with glycerides, but
simpler with acids. In the present case, in contrast to the C^g acids, the operation

affecjts the composition of the n^maining depot fat and therefore takes place in

the depots. There is, moreover, evideno/e that hydrolysis in the depots is the first

stage of mobilisation. This was alluded to in the previous paper [Lovern, U)34, 2]
and the marked rise in free acid in th(i depots of starved fish deserves further

investigation. It would be of great interest to determine whether this free acid

consisted mainly of the higher acids, as it should do on the theory of hydrolysis

followed by pn'ferential removal of the lower acids.

A further point must needs remain unsettled until methods have been

perfc(^ted for dealing with it. It would be of interest to know whether the added
C|g acids have been incorporattnl as a simple triglyceride or have been added to

the other acids bidore converting into mixed glycerides. If the latter, it is further

evidence that the fat was mobilised in the form of acids.

Finally, reference must be made to the work of Cliannon and 8aby [1932] on

heiTing ova fat. They found a steady rise in the iodine value of the fat as the ova
developed. Whilst iodine values alone are not a reliable guide to what is liappen-

ing in a fat, this rise would not be expected in view of the salmon results, where-

in, apart from the Cm peculiarities (which may well be concerned primarily with

the fact that salmon eggs are to be laid in fresh-water) tlujre is no reason for the

mean iodine value of the whole fat to change appreciably. Experiments have

accordingly been made with herring ova in various stages of rip<3ning. Several

hundred w(5re taken in (?ach sample. Care was taken to remove contaminating

body fat which is always present at certain stages of development when the

herring flesh is particularly rich in loosely-held fat. Phosphatides were removed

although the amounts were only small. Channon and Saby did not make this

separation. The fats were found to have almost the same iodine values through-

out, with no evidence of a rise during development.

Stimmaky.

Analyses have been made of the fat of salmon eggs at dilFerent stages of

maturity. At all stages the degrees of unsaturation of the C20 and C22 acids

are higher than in the depot fat and two possible explanations of this are

discussed.

With ripening there is a marked rise in the proportion of 0^8 acids together

with a fall in the mean unsaturation of this group. There is as yet insufficient

evidence to indicate the mechanism of these changes. The result is that the ova

fat finally takes on some of the characteristics of a- fresh-water fish fat, whilst

still retaining the specific peculiarities of a salmon fat.
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There is evidenc^e of a slightly preferential withdrawal of C22 acids from the

depots and this agrees with observed changes in the depots of starving fish.

Male salmon gonads are relatively non-fatty and the different requirements of

the sexes during spawning are reflected in the compositions of the depot fats. In
contrast to the C22 acids, the preferential translocation of Cjg acids to the ova
does not affect the depot fat comp08itioi\, and the selective process must operate

after the fat has been mobilised.

The writer desires to express his thanks to Mr W. J. M. Menzies and Mr
P. R. C. Macfarlane of the Fishery Board for Scotland for assistance in the

collection of samples and in examining the scales of the fish used, and also to all

those who helped by the supply of materials.
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By marie van EEKELEN and ADRIANUS EMMERIE.
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(Received November 18th, 1935,)

Tillmans, HiRvSch and Hiksch [1932] were the first to use 2:6-(iichloro-

phcnol-indophenol to determine th(^ antiscorbutic value of vegetables and
fruit-juices. Their estimations were carried out in a neutral medium, but this

offers difficulties In^cause other substances such as cysteine, glutathione and
ferrous salts interfere under these circumstances. Svii*bely and Szent-Gydrgyi

[1933], Birch H al. [1933J and Wolfi* et at, [1933] carried out th(5 titration in

acid medium : the interference of glutathione and ferrous salts is avoided in

this way. Cysteine and ergothioneine however reduce the indicator in acid

solution. We have* indicated a method of removing by the aid of mercuric

acetate, cysteine, ergothioneims glutathione and tannins [Emraerie, 1934, 1;

Emmcrie and \'an Eelwileii, 1934].

These substances an^ precipitated })y mercuric a(‘etate wliereas the ascorbic

acid remains in solution in the reversibly oxidised state. By this method
interfining pigments, which sometimes mak(‘ the estimation impossible, are also

removed. We also hav(' found that mercuric acetate preeijiitates thiosulphate in

urm<‘ [Van Eekelen, 1934].

To remove the (^xcc'ss of mercuric acetate after the precipitation and to

reduce the reversibly oxidised ascorbic acid HgS is used. Reduction with HgiS

is always nec<'ssary, because the oxidases which are present in some vegetables

are able to (hauge the reduced ascorbic acid into the reversibly oxidised state

w^hen the vegetables an^ ground up [Van Eekelen, 1935, 1].

Before the introduction of the mercuric acetate method it was thoroughly

tested on pure ascorbic a(*i(l solutions and on blood, urine and vegetables or

plant-juices, to which definite quantities of ascorbic, acid had b(jen added.

The ascorbic acid was always recovered to the extent of at least 94%. Tauber

and Kleiner [1935] and Plant e( al, [1935] have also shown that after the mercuric

acetate treatment the ascorbic acid was quantitatively recovered.

According to a recent publication of McHenry and Graham [1935] these

authors were not able to recover the ascorbic acid quantitatively after mercuric

acetate precipitation. They used the method of Tillmans, Hirsch and Jackisch

[1932] to remove interfering pigments. The utility of this method is limited and

interfering reducing substances are not removed. For this reason it seemed

necessary to us once more to direct attention to the precautions which must bt^

taken to obtain satisfactory results with the mercuric acetate method.

1. The solution or extract to which mercuric acetates is added must be

slightly acid (pn about 5). The precipitation of small quantities of cysteine and

ergothioneine is more complete in trichloroacetic acid solution than in acetic

acid solution; for this reason we always prepare the extract with trichloroacetic

acid.

2. Excess of mercuric acetate must be avoided, for this reason the amount

of reagent necessary must be determined on a sample.

{ 25 )
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3. A very important factor is rapid working after addition of the mercuric

acetate to avoid irreversible oxidation. It is necessary to centrifuge oS the

precipitate and the time between adding the mercuric acetate and passing H2S
into the filtrate must not exceed 5-10 min. (see Table ITT).

4. When working up urine which contains little ascorbic acid 10 ml. urine +
20 ml. mercuric acetate solution (20%) can be taken.

In the following tables we give some I'esults obtained by the mercuric

acetate method with pure ascorbic acid solutions and with urine, blood and
potatoes to which ascorbic acid has been added.

Table I. Pure ascorbic acid solutions with different quantities of rmrcuric acetate,

10 min. after the addition of the mercuric acetate H2S teas 'passed through to

precipitate HqS.
Found
mR. %

ascorbic acid recovery

10 ml. of ascorbic acid solution

tt

f*

0*48 100
-4 0*5 ml. 20% mercuric acetate 0*40 »(>

+ 1 ml. „ „ 0-41) 0(5

4 (5 ml. 0-45 04

4 10 ml. „ „ 0*45 04

Table II. Addition of pure ascarbic acid to blood, urine and potato and

regeneration by H2S after mercuric acetate prex^ipitation.

Found
mg. O'

/<»

ascorbic acid recovery

20 ml. blood 0*13 —
„ 4 1 *00 mg. ascorbic acid M8 07

10 ml. blood (KH —
„ 4- 4*02 mg. ascorbic acid 4*01 00

10 ml. urine 0*13 —
„ 4- 1*(3() mg. ascorbic acid 1*70 05

10 ml. urine 0*0(5 —
„ 2 mg. ascorbic acid 2*02 08

10 gm. potato 3*11 —
„ 4-2*25 mg. ascorbic acid 5*35 100

Table 111. Relation between recovered ascorbic acid and time during

which the ascorbic acid has been in contact with mercuric acetate.

Time
in

min.

1

5
10
20
30
(50

10 ml. ascorbic acid solution without mercuric acetate

» „ 4- 1 ml. 20% mercuric acetate

»» I* ft ft

ff

Found
mg. 0/

/o
ascorbic acid recovery

0*43 100
0*42 98
0*42 98
0*41 95
0*40 93
0*37 8(5

0*35 81

Table IV. Precipitation of thiosulphate with mercuric acetate.

(0 ml. indicator =rl mg. ascorbic acid)

10 ml. urine after mercuric acetate precipitation

„ + thiosulphate without mercuric acetate precipitation

t, + thiosulphate after mercuric acetate precipitation

ml. indicator

1*4

13
1-4
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Dewjatnin and Doroschenko [1935] used lead acetate to remove interfering

substances.

We have the following objections against this method

:

1. The authors do not use HgS, so that reversibly oxidised ascorbic acid is

not estimated.

2. Cysteine is not precipitated by load acetate.

3. We have found [Emmerie, i934, 2] that, though pure ascorbic acid

solutions are not precijutatcd by lead act^tate in slightly acid or neutral medium,
addition of ascorbic acid to urine and precipitation with lead acetate in slightly

acid and neutral solution causes great losses of the ascorbic acid.

The reduction of silver nitrate by organs and extracts as a criterion for

their ascorbic acid content has proved to be very doubtful, because substances

such as cysteine, glutathione and others arc able to inhibit the reduction

[Huszak, 1933; Emmerie, 1934, 2; Svirbcly, 19351. The quantitative deter-

mination of ascorbic acid by the tungstic acid method of Fujita H aL [1935]

cannot be used in the presence of adrenaline (suprarenal extracts), because

adrenaline inhibits the reaction and the values obtained are too low [Van Eekelon,

1935, 2].

Summary.

1. Directions are given for obtaining satisfactory results with the mercuric

acetate method of determining the ascorbic a(*id content of different substances

and fluids,

2. Some critical remarks on other methods are made.
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In view of the high tyrosine content of silk it was of interest to examine

quantitatively the tyrosine intake of the silk worm and compare it with that

of the silk produced. For this purpose one hundred eggs of the commercial silk

worm, Bombyx mori, were purchased, from which 85 worms hatched. In six

weeks 79 surviving worms had formed cocoons, varying in colour from a pale

yellow to an intense orange-yellow. Throughout this period of six weeks the

grubs were fed on mulberry leaves obtained from the C^helsca Physic Garden.

The leaves were gathered in the morning and placed in a tin with well-fitting

lid, weighc^d and fed to the grubs. The following morning all remains of the

previous day’s feed were removed, dried for 2 hours in a steam-oven and

weighed. The weight of water removed from the mulberry leavers by this pro-

(jedure was found to be on the average 77*95%, and the weight of leavtjs

consumed by the 79 grubs corresponded to 125*71 g. of “dried leaves”. The
79 (iocoons and contained grubs w(5re together dried and weighed and a portion

was subsequently analysed for tyrosine. Some of the silk aloiu* and also the

mulberry leaves were likc'wise analysed. Both leaves and silk were placed

before analysis in a steam-oven for 2 hours. The subsequent weights served as

a standard and are referred to as “dried weight” thi’oughout. Th(^ dried weight

of the 79 cocoons plus contained grubs was found to be 21*10 g.

The mortality of 7% was surprisingly low, the dealer having led me to

expect one of 50 .

Determination of the tyrosine intake.

Extraction preliminary to hydrolysis. Acetone, methylated spirit and a

combination of the two were used in a Soxhlet apparatus to extract about 2 g.

of dried leaves. Methylated spirit alone or followed by acetone was found to

remove the greatest weight. Extraction of the fresh leaves with boiling

methylated spirit in an oyien vessel proved to be a better method, as much as

32% of the dried weight being extractf^d as against 21 % by the Soxhlet method.
Although the chlorophyll and the other leaf pigments appeared to be removed
completely, the leaves remained of a greyish tinge.

Hydrolysis of extraxkd Imves. For the hydrolysis and subsequent estimation

of the tyrosine, the method of Folin and Ciocalteu [1927] was followed. The
estimations of tyrosine were conducted on the day following the hydrolysis.

Considerable difficulty was experienced in matching the unknown with the

standard, owing to the yellow colour which persisted even after treatment with
kaolin. In two of the following estimations caramel was added to the standard
and the colour match was thereby much improved.

The figure given for tyrosine content is in each case the average of at least

three colorimetric estimations. The estimations in which caramel was used were
thought to be the more accurate. The tyrosine content was taken as the mean of
these estimations, giving a value of 1*10 g. tyrosine per 100 g. dried leaves.

( 28 )
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Tyrosine content

Weight of % of dried % of dried
extracted leaves weight of weight of
hydrolysed (g.) extracted leaves leaves

1-423 1*92 140
2UU) ino 1-33
1-315 140 1-31

*1-203 1 00 1-23

*tl-20« 1-55 1-09

i-01 1-13

tl-5«7 1-50 1-07

Hydrolysate shaken with kaolin. t Caramel added to standard.

Determination of the tyroaine content of silk together with contained grub.

The hydrolysis was performed as for the leaves without preliminary extraction

;

there was no necessity to t^mploy kaolin or caramel since the colour of the

hydrolysates did not interft're with the colour (jomparison. Some difficulty was
experienced owing to the d(HTJopraent of turbidith^s after heating with mercuric

sulphate. This was obviated by aclopting Folin and Marenzi’s [1929] modification

of the original Folin and Ciocalteu method [1927].

Hydrolysis
Dried weight of

silk griili

hydrolysed (g.)

Tyrosine content
of dried

nilinher weight

1 1*044 5-12

2 1-251 6-03

3 1-047 5-23

-1 0-862 5-65

r» 1-013 5-04

a 1-005 .5-75

7 l-(H3

Average 5*47

.5-05

* 'riu^w* cocoons were [)roduc(*d by a second hatch of grubs whose* f‘ggs had been delayed

from hatching by bc-ing kept in a < old place.

A number of cocoons of Bowbyx mori from CVjjrus were provided by the

kindness of Dr C-handJer of th(' Imperial Institute. The. tyrosine c^onttmt of the

silk of these cocoons was estimated as above, and also that of the silk of the

worms hatched here for purposes of comparison.

(Jyprian silk (1

)

Own silk

Ilricd weight
liydrolysed (g.)

0-9915
0-9020

0-731

Tyrosine content
of dried weight

10-0

10-39

10-3

The tyrosine content of silk of Bombyx mori obtained by this method by

Silberman and Lewis fl932] was 9-75% dry weight, or 11% calculated on an

ash-free basis. Whereas analysis of the silk alone gave a value of 10-3% , analysis

of the silk along with the contained grub gave the lower value of .'3-47% . The

following figures show the weight of the grubs expressed as a percentage of the

total weight of grubs plus silk

:

Dried weiglit

of six grubs (g.)

2-056

2-150

1-991

1-831

Dried weight
of six grubs plu^

their silk (g.)

3-497

3-645

3-310
3-028

Dried weight of six

gnibs: % dried weight
of grubs plm silk

58-80

58*98

60-14

60-47
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Taking the average value of 69*6 g. of grubs to 40*4 g, silk, the ^ubs con-

tained, by calculation, about 2% tyrosine. The variation in the tyrosine values

expressed as a percentage of silk 'plus grubs {viz, 6*06 to 6*03%) was expected,

since as the above table shows, the grub does not form a constant weight of the

cocoon.

Comparison between tyrosine intake of worms and tyrosine of silk

and contained grub.

Taking the tyrosine content of silk plus grub as 5*47 %, the 21*10 g. of silk

plus gi*ub from the 79 worms contained M5g. tyrosine. The tyrosine content

of the leaves was 1*10% , so that the 126*71 g. of leaves ingested by the 79 worms
represented a tyrosine intake of l*38g. That is considerably more than was
found in the silk plus grubs. The excess of tyrosine intake over the output for

the 79 grubs during the six weeks, was 0*23 g. No estimation was made of the

loss of nitrogen by the excreta. In conclusion them, it is probable that th<'

intake of tyrosine in the proteins of the mulberry leaves during the lifc^ history

ofthe silk worm is sufficient to account for the high proportion ofthat amino-acid

in the silk produced. There is no need therefore to have recourse to the supposition

of tyrosine sjmthesis on the part of the worms.

Summary.

The tyrosine intake in mulberry leaves ingested by silkworms (Bombyx
mori) was found to exceed the output of tyrosine in silk and contained grubs,

hence there is no need to postulate a mechanism for the synthesis of tyrosine.

1 am indebted to Miss M. M. Murray for suggesting this work to me, and
for her helpful criticism. This work was carried out by the aid of a grant from
the Waller Research Fund.
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VII. THE ISOLATION OF PYRUVIC ACID
FROM THE BLOOD OF VITAMIN

B,-DEFICIENT PIGEONS.

By ROBERT EUGENE JOHNSON.

From the Department of Biochemistry^ Oxford,

(Received November 26th, 1935,)

Thompson and Johnson [1935] have shown that a large increase in the amount
of bisulphite-binding substances in the blood is specifically relateid to vitamin
d(‘fioiency in the pigeon. They obtainc^d incomplete eviflonce that the substance
responsible for this increase* is pjTuvic acid. Enough pyruvic acid for analysis

has now bc(*n isolated in the form of the 2:4-dinitrophenylhydrazone.

Method.

50 g. of blood were ooJle<*tC‘d from €*ight vitamin Bj-dufioiont pigoons in head riitraction. They
had been dosed with glueosc otioe according to the cu«tom of this laboratory. About I ml. of

25% trichloroacetic acid was added for every 5g. blood. The centrifugates w'cre filtered into a

largo separating fiinnol, the precipitates were washed oner* with 5^o trichloroacetic acid and

the washings lilter(‘d into the same funnel. A 0’(i% solution of 2:4-dinitrophenylhydrazine was

added in the proportion of 5 ml. K’agent to 20 ml. of filtrate. After standing a week, the mixture

was adjusted to approximately^ 1 with lOxV NaOH, and the liydrazine and hydrazones were

shaken into ethyl acetate. The ethyl acetate phase was shak(‘n with successive portions of NajjHP04

solution, first saturati^d, then if /1 5, until the aqueous phase W'as brown coloured, without any

yellow tinge. The phases failed to separate sharply, presumably because of the large amounts of

fat present. The alkaline* solution was adjusted to approximately Vn 1 with lOA^ HCl, and the

mixture of hydrazonos and accompanying impurity of liydrazine were taken up once more in

ethyl acetate. The whole procedure of shaking into Na2
HP(>4 solution, acidification and shaking

into ethyl ac'etate was rt*peated until the last t^a<^e of colour could bt» removed by Na2
HP04

solution. The final solution of hydrazone in ethyl acetate was w'ash(*d five times with equal volumes

of N HCl and oikm*. with distilled water. The ethyl acetate w'as distilled off in wicuo at about 20"',

leaving an oily orange residue.

The residue was extracted twice with light petroleum, dri(*d in vacuo at room temperature,

dissolved in a minimum volume of half-saturaUid Na^COa and precipitated by the addition of

lOiV HCl. It was twice more n^preoipitated from half-saturated Na^CO, solution. It w'as then

washed twice with very small volumes of ffCl and once with distilled water, and dried in vacuo

over CaClj at room temperature.

The product was recrystallised three times from very small volumes of ethyl acetate and

was finally recrystallised twice from ether by the ad<lition of large volumes of light petroleum.

It was dried in vacuo over CaCl^ at room temperature.

The yield was 6-.5 mg. of a bright yellow compound, m.p. 214" (corrected).

(Found :*N 21-12% . C,Hg08N, requires N 20-88 %.)
AnntVier 65 g. of blood from 10 pigeons in head retraction jneldcd 7-3 mg.

of hydrazone m.p. 216" (corrected). (Found: N 20-69%.)

i08 g. of blood from 10 normal pigeons yielded 2-9 mg. ofa 2 : 4-dimtrophenyl-

hydrazone melting at 206° (corrected). There was not enough hydrazone for

{ 31 )
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recrystallisation from ethyl acetate, and most of it was lost in repeated re-

crystallisation from ether with light petroleum. The m.p. was never higher than
209° (corrected), but in all other properties the substance was similar to the

two preparations described above. (Found : N 18*77% .)

Analysis of 2 :4-(linitrophenylhydrazonefl by the micro-Dumas method is liable to error, the

values tending to be low unless the combustion tube is heated longer than for most compounds.

The normal blood was worked up before this was realised, and the value is probably about

24% low.

Tn these experiments 111 g. of blood from 18 vitamin Bj-deficient pigeons

gave 12*8 mg. of hydrazonc. This is equivalent to 3*8 mg. of pyruvic acid/100 g.

of blood. Considering the inevitable losses during purification, this fig\ire

agrees satisfactorily with the figures of Table 111 of Thompson and Johnson

1 1935], who found an average of 5*65 mg. pyruvic acid/100 g. blood. In the case

of normal pigeons, since the 2;4-dinitrophenyIhydrazone collected was not pure,

it can only be said that not mor(‘ than 0*9 mg. of pyruvic aedd was present- in

100 g. blood.

D1SCUS.SION.

The assumption of Vogt-Moller [1931] that methylglyoxal is the toxic

agent in vitamin deficiency has been verified to som(' extent by Geigt'i* and
Rosenberg [1933], who found methylglyoxal in th(' urine of avitaminous dogs

and rats. This cannot hold for the pigeon. No trace ofmetbylglyoxal-2 : 4-(linitro-

phonylbishydrazone was seen in working np ttu* blood of vitamin Bi-defieient

pigeons. It would have been detected if it had apptjared, since it is oiu^ of the

most easily identified of all hydrazones.

Summary.

1. Pyruvic acid in the blood of vitamin F^j-defieient pigeons has been

identified by preparation and analysis of the 2 :4-dinitrophenylhydrazone.

2. In the case of normal pigeons, pyruvic a(dd has not been identified with

certainty.

1 am deeply grateful to Pi’of. R. A. Peters for the interest he has shown in

this work.
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VIII. a-GLYCEROPHOSPHORIC ACID AND
BRAIN METABOLISM.

By ROBERT EUGENE JOHNSON.
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{Received November HOih, 1935.)

Ashford and Holmes [1931] found that sodium glyw'rophosphate increases
the oxygen uj)take of chopped brain tissue from rabl)its, and Davies and
Quastel [1932] that it can donate hydrogtm to methyleme blu(^ in the presence
of bullock’s brain. In neither of these researches was the isoracride specified.

Pet(TH and SincUir [1933, 1] showed that a-, but not glycero])hosphatc in-

creasi's the oxygen uptake of normal pigeon’s brain, and [1933, 2] that the effect

of pyruvic acid on the extra respiration of the vitamin Bj-deificient brain due to

a-gIyc.(T*ophosphatt‘ is apparently inconsistent with the scheme of Embdcn and
Meytuhof. The iinpoitance of this sclumie as a nK^chanism for glycolysis justified

a study of the metabolism of a-glyccrophosphat(* in th(^ brain.

The present work is in two se^ctions, the first dealing with factors that
intiuene(‘ the removal of sodium a-glycerophosphate by the brain, the second
with thi' oxidation produc^ts of Dc-giyccrophosphate.

The OTfLISATlON OF a-(^LYCER()PHOSPUATE BY BRAIN TISSUE JN VITUO.

Tli(i following description applies to all the respiration experiments described.

Normal piguoiis, kept on tlu* (’U‘<toinar\' (li(‘t of thifc* laboratory, were uhocI throughout. Each
bird was guillotined, it.s cerebrum transfenvd to a porcelain plat*' and niineed \\iih a bone Kpatula.

SamplcH of about loO mg. were placed in duplicate weighed Barcroft l)ottJ<‘s of the standard tyjK)

containing ,‘hO ml, of fluid, including Rmg(T-phosphate solution and additions of substrate.

ujitakos at 38.J:0'U ^^(Te then determined in the usual ^ay. Shaking was carried out at

GO "80 eoinplet-e revolutions per min., since higher speeds gave bad duplicates by washing tissue

on to the sides of the bottle.

At the end of the period of respiration the bottles ^^ere taken from the bath and grease was

wip('d from the neeks with a clean duster. When the bottles W(‘re cool, the appropriate protein

piTM'ipitant w'as added.

The various .substrates have been prepared and used as follows.

Lactate. Pure zine r-lactate was decomposed with NaHCO,,. The linal concentration in the

Uiiiger-phosphate was O-IKhS M.

Pyruvate, A eonirnercial jireparation was n*|jeatedly distilled in vacuo until the fraction at

50^ was colourless. It w^as made up to 10 M with water and kept at 4 \ It was mixed with the

Kinger-phosphate in a con<‘entration of O-OlU M.

(n-iHycerophoftphittc. Sodium a-glycerophosphatc w^as obtained in solution by treating a sample

of Boots’s calcium a-glycerophosphate [King and Pyman, 1914] with the theoretical amount of

sodium oxalate. The solution was alternately cooled to 0^ and hoati‘d to 100" until decomposition

was complete. The centrifugate always gave negative tests for Ca and oxalate.

Pyrophosphate. A sample of A.R. Na4Pa07 was twice recrystallised from water. Just before

use it was brought to red heat for 10 min. The required amount was dissolved in a little boiling

water, the /)« was adjusted to 7-3 with 10-V HCl, and the NaiPgO, was added to the Ringer-

phosphate in a final concentration of 0*013 if,

Biochem. 1936 xxx ( 33 )
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Hinger-phospJmte solution. NaCl, 013 M; KCl, 0 0025 M

;

NaHCOg, O-OOU M; KHjPO^, 0*1 ili

;

enough NaOH (about 0*068 M) to bring the to 7*3. Glass-distilled water was used.

After all the additions of substrates had been made, the p^ was adjusted to 7*3 by the addition

of NaOH or H(3 as needed.

1. Mate of disappearance of oL-glycerophosphate.

The effects of lactate and pyrophosphate upon the utilisation of a-glycero-

phosphate were first studied, sinct' lactate is probably a normal metabolite in

the pigeon’s brain and sodium pyrophosphate profoundly modifies the brain’s

respiration in vitro [Peters and Sinclair, 1933, 2]. The results of eleven pairs of

experiments are typified by the two experiments given below.

Oxygen uptake of brain in presence of various substrates.

(Expressed as /xl. Og/g. tissuo/lir. in the period indicate. Average of duplicates.)

Additions O-J hr. i-J hr. J-li hr. li^l| hr. 1 J-2i hr. 2i-2J hr.

Kxp. 54. Pyrophosphate not added

None 910 705 510 61K) 395 .300

a-Gl» 1430 109.5 905 925 615 555
L 264.5 mo 1085 990 685 560
L4a.GP 2430 1960 1515 1630 1360 1240
(ot-GF*) - (Residual) 4 520 4 390 4 395 + 325 + 220 4 255
(L-f-a-GR)-(L) -215 r 130 4 4.30 -t 640 + 675 + 680

12x1). ’*•2. Pyrophospiiate added

None 1245 1025 670 475 425 250
a-GP 1775 1395 1110 810 660 550
L 2950 2640 2320 1995 1830 1660

L + «-GP 3495 3035 2635 2360 2075 2050
(a-GP) -(Residual) 4-530 4 370 4 440 4 335 i-235 4 300

(
1j H- a-GP) — (li) H 545 4 395 + 315 + .365 + 245 4 390

When pyrophosphate has been added, the extra oxygen uptake due to

a-glycerophosphaUi is additive to tliat due to lactate. The four curves are

parallel. When pyrophosphate has not been added, the curve for lactate alone

starts at a high level and falls oft‘ rapidly, but the curve for lactate a-glycero-

phosphate starts high and is maintained throughout. There seems to be an
interaction between lactate and a-glycerophosphate. An alternative to actual

interaction might be that the brain forms pyrophosphates from a-glyeerophos-

phate, and that this pyrophosphate then maintains the extra nsspiration due
to lactate. The effect can be seen in the data of Peters and Sinclair [1933, 1],

who however did not remark upon it.

Estimations of tlu? rate of disappearance of a-glycerophosphate were made
by a method similar to that dcsoriljed by Meyerhof and Kiessling [1933J.

The proteins were precipitated with tricliloroacctic! acid. Inorganic phosphates were pre-

cipitated from the filtrate with baryta and barium chloride at 10. Five volumes of 97%
ethyl alcohol w'cre added to the centrif'ugatic and the crude precipitate of Ba a-glycerophosphatc

was dried in vacuo. Aliquot jiarts were taken for analysis according to l*regl [1930, pp. 180-90].

The sample was weighed into tin cups and treated with HI. The isopropyl iodide thus formed

was decoin|K>sed in alcholic silver nitrate. The silver iodide was filtered off, washed, dried and
weighed in the halogen filter stick.

The method was checked against vanillin and pure Ca a-glycerophosphate.
Occasional analyses of vanillin were made to insure against faulty reagents.

The maximum error in recovery of known small amounts of Ca a-glyoero-
phosphate added to brain tissue was 5% . In calculating the results no correction
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has been made for variations of tissue weight in different bottles since the tissue

blank is negligible. There is something estimated as a-glycerophosphate in the
brain immediately after death, but in five cases it did not amount to more
than 0*023 mg. of Ca a-glycerophosphate per g. of tissue. Single estimations
only were made on the prccjipitates ofthe impure Ba a-glycerophosphate, because
the error of the final analysis was not more than 1 % and the error in recovery
could amount to 5% . TIjc increased accuracy obtained by duplicate estimations
was thercdbre not commensurate with the extra tim(‘ spent.

The results are collected in Table 1.

Table I, Rate of disappearance of oL-glyceropkospha^te..

K^aleulated a.s mg. ('a a-gly<*eropho8phate;'g. tisHue/hr.)

Witli added p,yrophosphate Without added pyrophosphaU^

Cxp. a-( IP alone a-(l P -H lactate Exp. a-(l P alone a-d P + lactate

71 17*7 12*8 <12 <>•3 5*()

72 11*2 9*0 <13 3*3 3*<)

73 22*2 — <14 21 2*1

79 12*1 J4‘l (15 3-4 8*8

8J 19*1 18*2 <><> 3*9 7*0

81 20*4 25*2 (17 3*4 3*2

85 — 14*9 70 4*3 7*0

90 13*4 — 87 5*4 3*1

in 13*9 — SS 7*0 —
Average 1()*3

' ’

15*7 4*3 5*1

Added NaiRD, cause's a large increase in the rate of a-glycei’ophosphate

disappearance, but the addition of lactate has little effect. In ('omplete com-
bustion 1 mol. of O2 would remove 0*15 moL of a-glycerophosphate. Table II

is a calculation of tlie ratio mols. a-glycerophosphate rcmovcd/mols. extra O2

uptake du(' to added a-glycerophosphat-e. It shows that only a small part of

the a-glycerophosphate <*ould be oxidised completely and, since the ratio varies

from 1*1 to S*S, that the oxidation involved is not a simple one. Na
4
F207 doubles

the ratio. The effc(‘t of jnTophosphate may be connected with the activity of

adenyl pyrophosphate as coenzyme to yeast glycerophosphate dehydrogenase
[Ijchmann, 1934].

2. The independence of jn/rurafe o'nd oL-glycerophosphate

,

If the Km]>den-MeytThof scheme were valid for pigeon's brain tissue, the

rate of disappearance of a-glycerophosphak' in vitro should be increased by
added pyruvate. This was tc^sted under anaerobic conditions, with and without

added pyrophospliate.

Additionn to the Barcrofi bottles were made as follows: a-glyeerophos])hate alone, pyruvate

alone and a-glyeerophosphate jtluft pyruvate. The a-glyeerophosphate in the triehloroaeetic

extracts was estimattMl as before and the pvToivate by the, bisulphite-iodine titration of Clift and

Cook
[ 1932]. For anaerobic experiments, nitrogen was used instead of oxygen. The experiments

all ran for 2J hours.

j>yruvio arid used in this way does not interfere with the estimation of a-glycerophosphate,

but complications arose because aerobically, but not anaerobically, a-glyeorophospbate gives rise

to a small amount of bisulphite-binding substance, sometimes oqnivaJoni to as much as 0*5 mg.

pyruvic acid/g. of tissue in 2J hours. The assumption was made that the amount of this substance

is not affected by the presence of pyruvate, and it was added as a blank. No correction was

made for variations in tissue weight.

3—2
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Table II shows that there is no interaction between pyruvate and a-glycero-

phosphate, aerobically or anaerobically, with or without added pyrophosphate.

Table II. Effect of pyruvate on removal of oL-glycerophosphate.

a-Glycei*opho8phate removed Pynivate removed
As mg. Ca salt/g. tissue/lir. As mg. aoid/g. tissue/hr.

Exp. Substrates added (i-GP a-GP 4 pyr. Dm] Vyr. a-GP 4- pyr. Ditf.'

87

Aerobically

Pyrophosphate not added 5-4 5-95 -4 0-55 ;v27 5-08 -019
88 70 7.7 + 0-7 2-35 2-08 -0-27
89 30 30 ) ()•« 5-52 4-84 -008
90 l^yrophospliate added 1345 110 - 1*85 41f5 4*33 4-0*17

91 If »» 13-9 13-2 -0-7 4-82 310 -1*72

93

Anacrobirally

Pyrophosphate not added 0-2 0*1 - 0-1 1*05 0-79 0*80

94 >» »» 1*9 J-3 -O-O 502 4-58 -0 44
9« J\vmphospbale added 2-35 PO -0-75 1-83 1-88 4 0*05

97 »» ft 1-75 10 2-48 2J3 -0*35

To te.st the assumption that bisulphitt‘-bindiiig substances are prodiK^cnl

aerobically from a-glyce‘rophosphate in equal amounts with or without added
pyruvate, estimation of the p\TUvate was mad(^ in eight experiments by the

Neuberg-Casc 2 : 4-dinitrophenylh3"drazine method, as modifK^l by Peters and
Thompson [1934]. The results (Table IIJ) agree with thos(‘ in Table 11. In this

method the bisuJphit(^-binding substance formed from a-glycerophosphate dotvs

not api)ear as a blank.

Table HI. Disappearance of pyruvic acid as estitmled by

extraction of the 2 : 4-dinitrophtnylhydmzone

,

(As mg. acid/g, tissue/lir.)

Substrate.s

l^yruvatf
alone

Pyruvate 4-

a-glycero-

phosphate Difference.

Aerobically

1 Pyrophosphate not added 5*08 1*72 - 3*30
0̂

99 3*82 3*50 - 0-20

3 ,, ,, 7*19 2*10 - 5*03

4 I'yrophosphate added 5*03 0*28 4- 005
6 0*11 5*94 -0*17
0 M 3*90 4*30 4-0*47

Anaerobically

7 Pyrophosphate not added 3-26 3-08 -0-17

8 Pyrophosphate added 3-08 l-9o -M3

It can be seem from these figures that the disappearance ofa-glycerophosphate
is largely dependent upon the presence of oxygen.

Only two anaerobic experiments were made by the second method, which is

much more specific than the first, but the complete agreement between the
two sets of experiments strengthens the conclusion that the Embden-Meyerhof
scheme does not hold for pigeon’s brain tissue with or without added pyro-
phosphate, aerobically or anaerobically. If anything, the two compounds
exercise a sparing action on each other.

The a-glycerophosphate and pyruvate were added in concentrations which
had submaximum effects on the respiration. Any interaction would have
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appeared in thc^ analyses. The Ringer-phosphate solution was N/IO with resj)ect

to potassium, a concentration at which the effect on brain glycolysis [Ashford
and Dixon, 1935] is maximum. Howc^ver, as no ('xperimonts were made with
potassium-free Ringer solution, the effect ofpotassium on the results is unknown.

No attempt has becm made to show that a-glye(?rophosphoric acid is a
normal metabolitt^ in th(' pigeon’s brain, although a very small amount of
something estimated as a-glyeerophosphato is pr(\sent in the tissue immediately
after death. The work does indicates that the Em bden-Meyerhof scheme cannot
hold for the normal i)igeon’s brain. Th(* dual rru^ohanisni for brain glycolysis

suggested by Ashford and Holmes [1929] and Ashford [1933] implies that the

Km bden-Meyerhof seheiius could hold only for a part of the lactic acid pro-

du(;tion. Ashford ( 1933|, in two experiments with slices of rabbit’s brain, found
that the lactic acid produced from the combination of j)yruvate and a-glycero-

phos})hate was less than that from pyruvatt‘ alone.

Peters and Thompson [1934] favoured the view that the disappcaivancc of

pyruvic acid in th(‘ pigeon’s brain is deptuident upon some other change. Peters

p1 nl. [1935J found that th(‘ actions of fluoride and iodoa(;etatc on vitamin
Rj-dcflci(mt })igeorrs brain tissue^ are consi8t(‘nt with the Embdcui-Meyerhof
scheme so far as ])yruvie acid is conecTned. In the pr(‘sent (wperiinents a-glyctTo-

phosphoric a(*id did not Ixdiave in brain as it does in muscle. In exj^erinients

with avitaminous brain by Johnson and Peters | unpublish (^d], vitamin had
no influence upon the disa[)pcarance of a-glyc(Tophosphoric acid, though it is

known to affect pyruvate. The evidence therefore sugg('sts that in the pigeon’s

brain there is a glycolj'tic cycl(‘, but that a-glycerophosphoric acid is not a
part of it

.

Thk oxidation puoddots ok a-anYCERorHospnATE.

Brain tissue, in contrast to muscle, seems to utilise a-glyct‘rophosphate in

appreciable cpiantity only in tin* presence of oxygen. It has been siigg(\sted that

gly<5erophosphat(* dehydrogenase produces glyceraldehyd(i-3-phosphoric acid

[Harrison, 1935; Fischer and Baier, 1932], but it is possible that other carbonyl

comjiounds an* formed as well. It secuned practicable to dete(*t them by their

reducing })rop(‘rties, and a study was accordingly made of the filtrates from
brain tissue* which had respired in the presence of a-glyccro])hosj)liat(*.

Trichloroacetic acid was unsuitable as a protein precipitant because, when
boiled in alkaline solution, it decomposed and forin(*d reducing substances.

Samples of Merck, Kahlbaum and B.D.H. trichloroacetic acid all did this. After

much experimentation with differenf- substances, zinc, which has frequently

been used for this ])iirpose |s(*e especially Somogyi, 1929 ; 1930], was found to

be suitable. In these estimations 0*4 M ZnSO-j, 7HoO in 2N H2SO4 was used.

It had many advantages; prccij)itation was carried out in the cold; the blank

remained very small c^ven when filtrates were boiled for 5 hours
;
and glycogen,

hexosediphosphate, Robison’s hexosemonophosphate and all the common mono-
and di-saceharides were soluble in it.

The respiration period was usually 2 hours. The contents of duf»lioate Jiarcroft bottles were

poured into centrifuge-tubes containing 2 ml. of the zinc solution and the l)ottlos were washed

out three times with 2 nil. portions of distilled w'aier. After standing lialf an hour w*ith occasional

mixing, the precipitates were centrifuged and the centrifugates were filtered into 100 ml. volu-

metric flasks through Whatman 44 papers previously washed three times with boiling distilled

water. (It was found that even the l)cst papers contain water-soluble reducing substances in

appreciable amounts.) The precipitates wen*, ground with 0-5 ml. ofthe zinc solution, the eentrifuge-

tubes were washed down with 3 ml. of water, the centrifugates filtered into the appropriate

1(K) ml. dask, and the process was repeated once. The filter-papei's w'erc washed once with 5 ml.
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of distilled water. When the solutions had been made up to 100 ml., duplicate samples of 10 or

20 ml. were pipetted into boiling-tubes fitted with Kjeldahl bulbs to prevent reoxidation. iVoni

this point estimations of the reducing substance were made by the method of Hagedorn and

Jensen [1923],

In estimating pure glucose, it w'as found that reduction of the ferricyanide was complete only

at pjj 10 or above. The filtrates were therefore adjusted to pn 1 1 with NaOH just before reduction.

Recovery of glucose was consistently 97%

.

Table T\^ shows that added lactate is not converted into reducing substances

by normal brain tissue under these conditions

:

Table IV. Reducing substances produced by normal brain.

Exp.

(Exprt'saed aa mg. glucose/g. tissue.)

Lactate not added Lactate added Difference

7

Pyrophosphate not added

2*3 2*36 -f0*05

15 1*7 1*7 0*0

30 7*4 7*35 -0*05

33 8*45 8*4 -0*05

34 10*9 10*85 -005
35 0-75 7*1 + 0-35

30 8*3 7*85 - 0-45

37 10*05 11-4 + 0*75

40 3*7 3*75 -1 0*05

43 4-2 4*3 + 01

Average (5*46 0*50 + 0*05

41

Pyrophosphate added

4*1 40 -0*1

44 4*5 4*5 0*0

40 4*2 4*05 -0*15

47 5*45 .5*7 + 0-25

Average 4*55 4*55 OIK)

Added Na4P207 does not cause the formation of reducing substance from

lactate. No attempt has been made to identify the reducing substance acttially

estimated, although 10% of the value is due to substance which reduces at 20®.

To make sure that non-reducing carbohydrates were absent, liydrolysis

curves were constructed for the two types of filtrate. The filtrates were made
up to 100 ml. at a concentration of Samples wore pipetted into

boiling-tubes and heak'd at 100® for varying lengths of time. No great increase

in reducing power was seen in five experiments, of which the following is one

:

Reducing substances preseni after hydrolysis,

(Expressed as mg. glucosc/g. tissue.)

Time in hours ... 0 | ^ 1 1| 2 3

No addition 2*0 2-05 2*3 2-G 2-85 2-8 2-8

bactate added 2*2 2*3 2*35 2*6 2*8 2*8 2*85

Reducing substances or potential reducing substances are therefore not
formed oxidatively from lactate by normal pigeon’s brain tissue in vitro. This
is in agreement with work by Ashford and Holmes [1931], who found no evidence

of synthesis of glycogen or free carbohydrate by chopped rabbit’s brain tissue in

the presence of lactate.

It was then possible to discover if a-glycerophosphate is changed oxidatively

into reducing substances by normal brain tissue. Exactly the same technique
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wa8 used as btdbre, since a-glycerophosphate itself has no reducing properties,

and lactate is not changed into reducing substances. The results are given in

Table V.

Tables V. Prodveiion of reducing substances from oi-ghjeerophosphute.

(Kxpressf'd as mg. glueoHf/g. tissue.)

l*yroj)hosphatr not added l^Tophosphate added
r

Lactate
'

l^aetate

'

"V

Exp. Lactate 4 a-GP Difference Exp. La(!tate H-a-DP Difference

54 3*5 4*3 4 0*8 44 4*5 5*1 4-0*6

55 4*9 r>*9 + 2*0 45 3*4 4*2 4 0*8

56 4-2 5*3 + hl 46 40 6*2 4 2*2

57 4*0 5*0 + 1*0 47 5-7 6*9 4 1*2

58 6*8 14*6 4 7*8 49 3*6 5*3 4-1*7

50 4*6 5*6 4-1*0

Av<-rage 4*7 ~~7*2 + 2*5 4*3 5*6 + 1*3

Fairly largt? amounts of reducing sii bstanee arc form(*d from the added
a-glycorophosphate

,
and pyrophosphate has little effect ot) this formation.

Hydrolysis did not increase the reducing power of the filtrate s, and the substance
cannot lx* a polysaccharide or other substance which increases in reducing power
on liydrolysis.

Peters [personal com munication J notic^ed that an orange-red precipitatK*

formed slowly when trichloroac<‘tic acid filtrates of brain tissue which had
respirc‘d with a-glycerophosphate stood for 1 or 2 days with 2 : 4-dinitrophenyl-

hy(lrazine. This observation has been confirmed and the precipitate has been

partially fractionated.

Aerobic and anaerol)ic experiments were made with and without added
lactate, i)yi()phosphate and a-glycerophosphate. The red precipitate appeared
in larg(‘ quantities only wlien a-glyceropho.sphato had been used and the

experiment was jierobic. Lactate and pyrophosphate seemed to have no effect

on its appearance*. It was th(*n*fore form(*d from an oxidation product of

a-glycerophosphate. In order to obtain enough to analyst?, large S(?ale experiments

were made.

The brains of three iioruial pigeons were removed, minced and shaken for 3 hours in an

atmosphere of oxygen at 38'’ with J(K) ml. of Ringer-phosphate eonlainiiig a-glyeerophosphate

in the usual concentration. 20 ml. of 2r>^„ trichloroacetic acid were added and the precipitate

was centrifuged. 25 ml. of 2 : 4-dinitrophenylhydrazine in 2iV HCl were added to the

centrifugate and the mixture was kept at 38 ‘^ for 36 hours. To remove unchanged hydrazine,

the orange-red precipitate wa.s eentrifug(*d down and washed with boiling N HCl until the washings

were colourless. The precipitate was transferred to a 25 ml. centrifuge tubt* and was washed with

3 ml. portions of lx>iling 75*Jo alcohol N with resjiect to IlCl until only a faint orange colour

came out in the washings, 250 ml. of which, containing one fraction of the precipitate, were

coUectod.

The residue was dissolved in pyridine and reprecipitated by the addition of 10 volumes of

absolute alcohol. This was repeated three times. The product was washed five times with <!old

absolute alcohol and was dried in vacuo over CaCl2 . The yield w as 3*1 mg.

The melting-point was 299*" (oorr.), the melting-point of methylglyoxal-2:4-dinitrophenyl-

bishydrazone [Barrenscheen and Dreguss, I931J. It gave a violet colour with alcoholic potash.

(Found: N, 26*01%; calc. N, 25*92%.)

Another preparation melted at 298“ (coir.) and had N, 25*78%.

The product was therefore mcthylglyoxal-2;4-dinitrophenylbishydrazone.
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The washingH oolleoted in the first fractionation were adjusted to with 10 NaOH and

were evaiwrated to dryness in varuo at 40'^, To remove inorganic salts and unchanged hydrazine,

the residue was washed with l)oiJing N HCl until the washings were colourless. The preeijutate was

dissolved in boiling absolute al<;ohol and an insoluble residue was centrifuged. Five volumes of

cold A' HCl were added to the centrifugate and the pn*cipitate was recrystallised four times

from hot absolulo alcohol by the addition of cold N HCl. Its melting-point remained constant

at 207 ’ (corr.) after re<*rystalJisation from absolute alcohol. It. was dried at 120° in varuo.

The crystals had a striking ruby colour. They were insoluble in water but dissolved readily

in eth,\l acetate' and less readily in absolute alcohol. They contained no P or (1, They gave a

violet colour with alcoholic potash and w't're not acidic in character. (Found: (5, 40-27; H, 7*91;

Another preparation was made in a dillcrent way. (^old A" HCl was added to the washings

from the tirst fractionation as above. The precipitate w'as extracted with boiling 75% alcohol N
with res])eet to H(.1 until only a faint orange colour came out in the washings. The mixture was

precipitated again by cold N HCl, and the process was repeated until boiling 75
‘)o alcohol N in

IlCl dissolved all th<* preei])itate. The final piveipitaie was then extraeteci with boding .*10^',,

alcohol N with rosis'ct to HCI, and th<* residue was recrystallised from absolute alcohol by th(‘

addition of cold H(M, as above. The properties of this substaiK't' wi-re tlu' same as before, but

the molting-])oiut remained eoiislant at 252 ‘ after ret^ry’st aliisat ion. ( Found for two firtqjarations

by this method; C, 45-58, 45-911; H, 5-95. <»-05; N, 15-98,

0-145 mg. subslam-e w^as mixed with 3-525 mg. eam])bor. A *5-0 ’; mol. wt. 508.

It has been very difficult to jireparc enough of the ruby-coloured compound
for analywis, and the melting-points show that at least two of the samples were

impure. TIk* analyses agree well enough to allow a calculation of th(' (*rnpirical

formula. The assumption has been made that the compound is a 2:4-dinitro-

phenylhydrazone and contains four nitrogen atoms.
M.P.

SawipJe Mol. w't.
0 V
/O

0 (<
.0 '' H °o 0 (forreett'd)

I — 1501 40-27 7-95 50-8! 207 '

fl — J5-98 45*58 5-95 52-51 202'

III 508 1 50 lO-lK) 45-93 0-03 53-14 209'

Required for:

310 17-72 45-57 0-55 50-58 —
4^14^4 532 10-87 45-57 0-02 55-75 —

544 10-28 45-55 5-81 52-50 —-

Preijaration III was probably the purest, and the analysis agrees well with
the formula , C(;H404N4 , There is little evidence to show its structure.

It gives a violet colour with alcoholic KOH like many monose 2:4-dinitro-

phenylhydrazones, is not acidic since* it is insoluble in half-saturated NogCOg
and is completely insoluble in water. The melting-points of 2 : 4-dinitrophonyl-

hydrazones follow no general rule, so that conclusions cannot bo drawn from
its very high melting-point. The most likely compound to form such a hydrazonc
would be a carbonyl compound of high molecular weight.

The compound appears only when the tissue has been ineiibated acTobically

with a-glycorophosphate, but there is nothing yet to show whether it is formed
directly from a-glyeerophosphatc or is produced from oxidation products of
a-glycerophosphate by the action of the reagents us(d in its isolation. The
methylglyoxal is certainly formed in this fashion, since there is only a slight

turbidity in the mixture of trichloroacetic acid extract with 2 : 4-dinitrophenyl.

hydrazine, even after 2 hours at 38°. Furthermore, after 12 hours, if the
precipitate is e.entrifuged, methylglyoxal-2 : 4-dinitrophenylbi8hydrazone will

continue to precipitate for another 12 hours. The compound forming the ruby-
coloured hydrazonc may very well be a condensation product of some precursor,
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and analogous to the a-keto-y-valerolactone-y-carboxylic acid into which pyruvic

acid polymerises [Wolff, 1S99].

The ruby-coloured compound and mc^tliylglyoxal osazone account for only

a small part of the a-glycero]:)hosphate which actually disappears. The maximum
yields, 4*0 mg. and 12*1 mg., res{K‘ctively, were obtained in an experiment using

3(K) mg. of a-glycerophosphate and 3*7 g. of brain tissue, the incubation period

being 3 hours. Since calculations show^ that 150 mg. of the a-glyoerophosphate

w'ould hav(* disappeartd during the time, only 3% of the a-glyeerophosphate

(jould be ac(‘ounted for in this way iinl(‘ss the compounds acjtually isolated are

indicative of ti ue intermediates in the oxidation of a-glyecTOphosphate.

Two oth(‘r fractions, ’which have not been identified, were found in small

quantities in the working up of the 2:4-dinitrophenylhydrazones. One is

soluble in wat(T, is yellow, giv(»s a red colour with alcoholic potash and melts

at 12S'' (eorr.). It is like glyceraldehyde-2:4-(linitrophenylhydrazone. The other

aecom])aiues the j*uby-colour(*d compound. It is iiisolubk* in water, soluble in

30% alcohol y with respect to HCl, melts at 178" ((*orr.), and gives a violet (lolour

with alcoholic KOH.
Tlu*re is as yet no })j'oof that the I)!*.*!!!! can oxidatively syntliesise long

(‘arbon (diains from short, although a high Meyerhof quotient has freqmuitly been

obtain(‘d with brain tissue [Warburg rd al., 1924J. Ashford and Holmes [1929]

and Holmes and Ashford [1930] (‘ould show no synthesis of glycogen or other

carbohydrate's from lactici acid. The prc'sent work confirms this for the ])igcon’s

brain so far as lactic acid is conc(*rned. If, however, the f)-carbon atOTU compound
described above* were really synth(\sised by the brain from a-gly(‘erophosphate,

and evt*n if a-gly(*erophos{)hate were an abnormal metabolite, such a formation

w'ould d(Mnonstrat(» oxidative synthesis under special circumstance's.

Sfmiviary.

The metabolism of a-glycerophosphorie acid in the brain of normal pigeons

has been invc'Stigated in ritro by means of a mince incubated with various

substrates in Hinger solution buffered with potassium phosphate.

1 . The rate of aerobic removal of sodium a-glycerophosphate is unaffected

by added sodium la(*tat(‘, but is increased by add('d sodium pyrophosphate.

2. Added sodium pyruvat(' has no effi'ct upon the aerobic or anaerobic

n'lnoval of a-glycerophos])hate. with or without added })yroj)hosphate. Therefore

the Embdtm-Meyerhof scheme doi's not hold for the pigeon’s brain.

3. There is aerobic production of reducing substances from a-glj'Cero-

phosphate.

4. From solutions in wiiich brain tissue has respired with a-glyceropliosphate

the 2:4-dinitrophenylbishvdrazono of methylglyoxal and the 2:4-(linitropheiiyl-

hydrazone of a compound of probably six carbon atoms can be prepared.

5. The possibilitjT^ is discussed that the brain may synth(\sise oxidatively a

compound of six carbon atoms from a-gly(*erophosphat(i.

I should like to express my gratitude to Prof. R. A. Peters for the help and

advice he has so kindly given me at all times. 1 am indebted to the Christopher

Welch Foundation for a personal grant.
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Vitamin Bg may be defined as a factor required for full weight restoration in

the pigeon on a diet which, in addition to vitamins Bj and B5 ,
includes an

adequate supply of basal dietary constituents such as salts and protein. We
have previously shown [Carter and O’Brien, 1935J that one of the factors

involved in the failure of pigeons on a ri(?e diet to recover normal weight is a
partial deficiencjy of prot(‘in. Further, the weight recovery of birds on a diet

ade(|uat(*. as regards vitamins Bj and Bg and protein is influenced by the severity

of the depletion to which they are subjected on rice. It was observed that,

wher(»as birds subjected to moderate depletion of stored vitamins recovered
weight completely on receiving supplements of vitamins B^ and B5 and protein,

vrith more drastic* dej)l(*tion rnanj^ birds failed to regain their maximum weight
on this diet. This may (*xplain the diffeiences l:)etween the results of Morris

[1933] and those of Waterman and Ammerman [1935], The former was led to

question the existence of vitamin B3 on the ground that normal weight could

be attained on a diet of autoclaved wheat and 0-16 times the curativc'i dose of

vitamin Bj . The latter workers found that, on the same basal diet, pigeons

receiving up to IfiOy of crystalline vitamin Bj daily attained only 80-90% of

their normal W(ught and concluded that a further factor was required for full

weight recovery. In those birds w^hich fail to regain their maximum weight on
a diet with adequate protein we have found that full weight restoration was
made on administration of an extra(*t of liver which wc consider to sui.)ply

vitamin B3 .

The present paper gives further evidence of th(^ character of this supplement

from liver.

Experimental.

Preparation of vitamin concentrates.

The liver concentrate was prepared as follows: 2 sheep livers weighing about

2 kg. were freed as far as possible from adherent fat and connective tissue.

After miiujing, the liver was suspended in I. of 97% alcohol and kept with

occasional stimng for 48 hrs. The alcoholic extract was filtered off and the

residue again extracted with an equal volume of alcohol. The combined filtrates

containing most of the fat were (concentrated in vacuo at 60'’ to a small volume.

200 ml. ether were then added, the whole readily dissolving to give a rt^ddish

solution. This was shaken in a separating funnel with 200 ml. of Avater, the

aqueous phase removed and the extraction of the ether repeated twice. During

this process a bulky white precipitate appeaned in the aqueous phase. The
aqueous extracts were combined and reserved. The liver residue was again

twice extracted with 4 1. 50% alcohol and the combined filtrates which possessed

a strong yellow-green fluorescence were concentrated in vacuo at 60° to about

200 ml. This concentrate was shaken two or three times with ether and added

( 43 )
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to the solution reserved from the extraction with 97% alcohol. The turbid

solution was treated with an equal volume of acetone and kept overnight.

After filtration it was concentrated in vocvjo to a volume such that 1 ml. was
equivalent to 20 g. livtsr (fraction A).

The marked yellow-green fluorescence of fraction A suggested the presence

of hepatoflavin and further fractionation was made following the procedure for

the isolation of flavins [Kuhn el aL, 1933]. 250 ml. of fraction A were treated

with 12*5 ml. cone. HCl and 15 g. of fuller’s earth added. The mixture was kept
for 12 hours with repeated stirring and was then filtered on a Buchner funnel.

The earth was extracted 3 times with 2(X) ml. of a mixture of pyridine, methyl
alcohol and water in the ratio 1 : 1 : 4 . The p^Tidine t^xtracts were concentrated

in va^uo to a syrup which was taken up in 20 ml. of water. On Jiddition of an
equal volume of methyl alcohol and 1-2 drop.s of act*ti(^ acid preci])itation of

fuller’s earth occurred. After filtration the solution was conc(uitrated in vacuo

nearly to dryness and the residue dissolved in liot water. The solution containing

flavin was further purified by adsorption upon l(‘.ad sulphich* [Ellingcr and
Koschara, 1933]. The sulphide was rcfx^atedly extracted with hot water and thti

eluate concentrated to a volunu*. such that 1 ml. was ecpiivaleiit to 20 g. livcu’

(fraction F). This fraction y)0ss(\s8c'd a marked flavin fluoresconc<^ with only traces

of a blue-fluorescent substance. The filtrate obtained after the tre^atment with

fuller's earth was neutralised to 4-0 with 20 NaOli and concentrated

i7i i^ac/uo so that 1 ml. was equivalent to 20 g. liver (fraction B). This preparation

showed in the ultraviolet a strong blue fluoresc(mc(‘ which persisted in acid

and alkaline solution.s. The ojKirations described above W(»re conduct(*d with

minimum exposure to light.

Results.

The procedure followed was that of Carter and O’Brien [1935], /.c. birds

were maintained on a rice diet supplemented with 12 doses of a vitamin Bj
concentrate' and 2 g, of oascinogen daily. A}>proximately (>0% of the birds

faikd to regain their maximum weight on this diet, the remainder recovering

their initial weight completely. This unfortunak'ly limits the number of birds

available as suitable material ter testing the pottiiicy of vitamin B., preparations.

Th(' group of birds selected for these tests had maintained for periods of 1 1-220
days a stationary weight level which varied within the limits of -f 5 to —Ifi g.

before administration of liver concentrates. Following julministration of the

liver concentrates an initial daily rise of 1-0-44) g. was recorded, although later

as maximum wtfight was apj)roa(^hed the rise became more gradual. This com-
paratively small ris«? in weight as a result of the administration of vitamin Bg
may be due to the fact tliat a Itivel of 80-90% of the maximum had already
been attained on vitamin Bj and cavseinogen. This may be attributed either to

considerable powers of storage of vitamin Bg in the bird or to the possibility,

not yet excluded, that the vitamin Bj concentrate (?aiTies some of the activity

present in the liver preparation. The significance of the results lies, in our
opinion, in the restoration of maximum weight in the majority of cases.

Three liver preparations were tested in daily doses equivalent to 10-30 g.
liver: fractions A, B and F, and fractions B and F combined. In Table I, the
response of fi birds to fraction F is shown. In two cases, birds 247 and 288, there
was a rise nearly to maximum weight and no further improvement occurred
when they received whole wheat. In three cases the response was negligible.
No further increase in weight was observed on doubling the dose of fraction F.
From Table 1 it is also seen that the effect of fraction B is insignificant. A more
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Table 1. Effect of liver supplements.

Stationary

Depletion \vt. ijcriod Wta. before and

Bird

Max. wt.

wt. o,x-

jircHHi'd

as “y of

on vitamin

Bi and
easeinogcii

after a(Lramistra>

tion of liver

suppl. (g.)

Duration
of HUppl.

(lain or

loss in

Av. daily

gain in

g- max. wt. (days) ^ (days) wt. g. w4-. g.

247* 428 73

Fraction

54 300 412 5 22 4-4

288 402 72 222 .303 305 10 32 1-7

21)1)* 308 70 120 300 370 15 10 0-0

21)2 477 71 40 437 440 9 3 0-3

203* 400 oO n 306 302 11 -4 Nil
822* 420 04 100 400 401 0 -5 Nil

01* 300 50

Fraction B

115 310 323 10 7 0-7

287* 474 72 113 433 434 9 1 Nil
247* 428 73 HO 302 380 10 -3 Nil
100* 500 75 41 440 442 10 2 Nil
;k)7* 380 77 11 350 351 7 1 Nil

Soir. (Vnu])are respond' of birds denoted by asterisk to combined fractions F and H and
to fraction A (Talilc 11).

Tabu* II. Vitmniu B,i effect of Urer fractions a7ul offraction A.

Wts. before and Duration Av. Wts. beloiv and Av.
after admi iiiht ra- (»f daily after Iiidministra- Duration daily

Max. tam of fractions tractions (lain gam tion of fra Cltion A of frac- (>ujn gam
\U. B (g.) B t F in wt. in w t.. (») tion A in wt. in wt.

Bin! (g.) ,

'

^ (days) (?•) (g*)
" (days) (g-) (P.)

A
203 400 3ti2 384 7 22 31 384 3!)5 0 11 1-2

01 350 323 343 0 20 2-2 — — —
200 308 379 382 3 3 T-d 382 388 12 <i 0-5

822 420 401 4J0 0 0 10 410 410 14 0 00
247 428 380 4()i) 10 20 2-0 400 413 7 4 O-o

100 500 442 47!) 0 37 41 17!) 407 8 18 2*2

287 474 434 451 5 17 3-4 — — —
280 440 — — .377 432 20 55 2-7

294 37.3 — — 327 301 21 34 1-0

248 500

B
475 408 8 2.3 2-8

290 300 — — — -- 345 303 4 18 4*5

710 308 — — — — — 378 300 t; 21 3-5

733 500 444 408 7 24 34 408 474 20 0 0*2

357 .380 351 .380 8 20 30 -- — -- — —
Aote. J bii-d failed to it'spond to liver fractions or subsequently to whole uheat.

definite effect was observefl when the combined frac'tions F anif B were given

to a group of birds including 7 which had previously received independently

one or other of these fractions. The results are recorded in Table 11 a. In certain

cases, after the response to these fractions had been observed, they were sub-

stituted by fraction A, the administration of which was continued eitlier until

maximum weight was restored or until no furth(*r risi* was produced. Two birds

received fraction A without previous administration of B and F. It is s(?en that

the responses to the combined fractions and to fraction A are similar to that

previously recorded with crude liver prei)arations | Carter and O’Brien, 1935].

Seven birds rose to within 10 g. of their maximum weight. In birds 287 and 91

an initial response was observed but complete restoration occurred neither with
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the liver supplements nor with whole wheat. In Table II B the eflfect of liver

coneentrak'S is seen in 5 birds which, having reached maximum weight on a

vitamin B, concentrate and caseinogen, showed partial failure to maintain this

weight when these supplements were continued for 4(M)0 days. Recovery was

observed in four cases on addition of liver concentrates
;
one bird which did not

respond to the supplement showed no recovery on wheat or mixed corn.

Discussion.

The difficulty in securing a sufficient number of birds for testing our vitamin

Bg preparations has limited the data upon which our evidence is based. The
results so far obtained however point to the presence in these preparations of

one or possibly two factors which may be necessary for pigeon nutrition. No
effect has been observed with fraction B alone. With fraction F, the flavin

fraction, definite response has been observed in two or thrcH' cases, but it is

much less definite than the effect of the two fractions combined. Tht^se facts

may be explained either on the ground that the state of depletion of these

factors may vary independently from bird to bird, or that the birds are already

receiving a partial supply of the factor present in fraction B from other sources,

for instance the vitamin concentrate. The evidence does nof< p<‘rmit us to

decide between these alternativt^s. Mortjover, it is premature to suggf^st any
possible relationship between the factors in our liver concentrates and (a) factors

in liver described by other workers and (b) otlu'r comjKUK'uts of the vitamin B
comf)lex. With regard to the former the presence in liver of a factor n(.*c(»ssaTy

for the normal nutrition of tin* rat [Mapson, 1932: Seegers and Smith, 1932],

and of factors nect'ssary for the chick [Hogan and Boucher, 1933 ;
Klvehjtnn el nj.,

1932-33: Kline et al., 1934] have l)een reported. The last group of workers

observ(*d that young chicks on a diet including vitamins Bj and lig failed to

grow normally and developed a (haracteristic leg paralysis acc()m})ani(Ml by

degeneration of the cerebellum. Normal growth and protection from paralysis

resulted from feeding preparations of liver. They (concluded that th(i growing

chick requin^s, in addition to vitamins and Bg, a growth factor insoluble in

water and stable to autoclaving and an antiparalysis factor, soluble in water

and destroyed by autoclaving, both being present in liver. Elvebjcun and
Koehn [1935J found that chick pellagra could be cured by a liver fraction from
which flavin had been removed by adsorption on fuller’s earth. This observation

has been eonfirmed by Lopkovsky and Jukes [1935]. Thesis workers found that

the fuller’s earth adsorbate of liver extract containing hepatoflavin markedly
stimulated the growth of chicks. There is thus the possibility that the factors

present in liver and necessary for the chick, namely a factor adsorbed on fuller’s

earth (? flavin) and one present in th<^ filtrate afk^r treatment with this reagent,

are also required by the adult pigeon. It is possible that the activity of our
fraction F may be ascribed to its flavin content but until further purification

has been effeckid this cannot be definitely settled. We have suggested that
fi a<jtion B makes adequate a supply of a factor present in the impure vitamin Bj
concentrate. This is believed to contain vitamin Bg and is a source of vitamin Bg.
At present, we are unable to define the relation between the factor in fraction B,
vitamin Bg and vitamin Bg . Nevertheless, our results give support to the view
that a pigeon receiving a welbbalane^ed basal diet requires in addition to vitamin
Bj at least two other factors.
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Summary.

1. A method is descri])ed for the preparation of a liver concentrate with

vitamin activity.

2. From tliis concentrat(? two fractions have been obtained
: («) one adsorbed

on fuller's earth carrying with it flavin and (h) one present in the filtrate after

treatment with this reagent, fraction B. The flavin fraction showed some weight

restorative pot(MU‘y wliej-eas fraction B given alone was without efttjct. Greatest

activity was shown whim th(‘ two fractions were given together.

3. The relation of these n^siilts to tlu' factors necessary for the nutrition of

th(^ chick is discussed.

The authors wish to thank Prof. Peters for his (continued cncouragcnnent and

advi(!e. One of us is indebted to the Medi(‘al Research Council for a personal

grant.
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Redtknbacher [184()] was probably th(‘ first to study the ferni(*ntation of

glycerol by the propionic acid bacteria. Largely by accident he obtainenl a good

growth of these organisms in probably impure {'ulture and found propionic acid

as substantially the only prodin^t. It remained for Van Niel
[

1 928 j
to confirm tlu‘

results of Kedtenbacher with purt^ cLdtures. He found that glycerol was con-

verted quantitativedy into propionic acid under anaerobi(* conditions with no

formation of gas. Van Niel suggested that glycjcraldidiyde is an iiiUTmediate

product which is reduced t(; ])ropionie acid. JVtt and Wynne*
1 11>33, 1] obtained

preliminary evidence for the formation of methylglyoxal and of glyceraldehyde

(or diliydroxyacetone) from sodium j8-glycerophosphat(* by feruKMitation with

dried propionic a(;id organisms. These authors indicate* that th(‘ir idimtifica-

tions are not conclusive. Wood and Werkrnan [J934| using both CaSO., and

dimedon (dimethyldihydroresorcinol) as fixatives isolated and iden<ifi(*d proj)-

aldehyde from fermentations of glycerol. They suggested that this compound
occurs as an intermediary and is subsequ(*ntly convicted into propionic acid.

Pyruvic acid has also been identified (unpublished r(*sults).

This brief review summarises our knowledge of the dissimilation of glycerol

by thf' proj)ioni(‘ acid bacteria. In the pnisent communication it will be shown

that propionic acid is not the only prociuct which may be formed and that the

dissimilation is more complex than found by previous investigators.

Methods.

The volatile acids were determined by the partition method of Osbiirn et al.

[1933]. Non-volatik? acids were extracted with ethyl ether continuously for

12 hours from the residue of steam-distillations which was taken up in an-

hydrous Na.2S04 . The lactic acid was determined by the method of Friedemann

and Kendall [1929]. The succinic acid was obtained by neutralising the hot

solution with Caixig, filtering and precipitating the calcium succinate in 85%
ethyl alcohol. The calcium salt was determined by weight. This acid w^as also

determined by the silver salt method [Moyle, 1924]. The original glycerol was

determined by weight. The residual glycerol determination was made on an

acidified aliquot part of the medium which was evaporated on a steam-bath* to

50-75 ml., neutralised, taken up in plaster of Paris and extracted continuously

with acetone for 8 hours. The acetone extract was reduced to 50-15 ml., distilled

water added and the acetone removed by further distillation. The glycerol was
d€*termined in this preparation by the method of Wagenaar [1911]. The original

^ Hupported in part )>y a grant from the InduHthal Science Llc^search funds of the Iowa State

College for the study of the Utilisation of Agricultural By-products,

( 48 )
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CO2 of the medium was (?alculatcd equivalent to the weighed quantity of CaCOa
used in the medium. The liberated OOg was determined in two ways. It was
cither absorbed in soda-lime and weighed or it was absorbed in standard alkali

and the ex(^ess alkali titrated with standard HCl after the addition of an excess

of BaClg to pr(H;ipitate the CJOg. Tlie soda-lime was used in a train of 6-inch

U-tubes with CaClg as the drying agent. When alkali was used it was contained
in two bottles connected by a syphon. Tlie first bottle was attached to the
fermentation flask; the second was supplied with a soda-lime tube to prevrmt
entrance of COg from th(’! air. The? syphon })ermittcd displacement of the alkali as
gas was formed during fermentation. The alkali was transf(*rred to a bottle fitted

with a bubbki spiral-absorber for the collection of residual COg. The residual CO2
was obtained as follows. The fermentation flask was attached to a reflux con-

denser which led to the soda-lime train or bubble s]>iral-absorber and the OOg
was libfTated by adding a known volume of dilute H2SO4 slightly in excess of
that m^cessary to r(*act with tlie a slow current of (JOg-frei^ air was passed
through and tht^ contents finally brought to the boil. The COg collected minus
the (X)2 added as equals the (X)2 produccKl by the fermentation. The iru^thod

proved accurate with known quantities of CaCCI,.

The media used were as follow’s. The experiments of Table 11 were carried

out with 70f) ml. of nu‘dium consisting of glycerol 3*^0, CaCO^ 2% and yeast

(‘Xtract (Difeo) f)-l% in 1 litre Rrlenmc'ver flasks. These f(‘rmentations were
maintained anaerobic by continuously bubbling oxygtm-frt'c nitrogem through

the fermenting medium. Th<‘ ('Oa was absorbed in soda-lime. The results shown
in Table 111 were* obtaiiK^l with 806 ml. of m(‘dium containing glycerol 2%,
CaCOa 1-14% and yeast extract 0*4% . Conditions w^n* made anaerobic b}'^ dis-

placing the air in and abov^e the medium with nitrf)gen immediately after inocu-

lation. The (-O2 Avas collected in alkali. Constituents of the nu‘dia were sterilised

separately at. 20 lb. pressure for half an hour and mixed at th(^ time of inocula-

tion. 3 5-day <‘ultures grown in a yeast extract medjurn with 0*5% glucose

and <‘qiiivalent to 5 by volunu* w^erc used as inoculum. The flasks w'ere shaken

twice daily to aid the buffer action of the (*arhonate. Purity of cultures before

and after fermentation w’as established by the Kopeloft'-( Irani stain, absence of

growth on aerobic, slants and the zone of’ growth and colony formation in agar

shakes. Incubation W’as at 37'", for the fermentations of Table II and at 30' for

those of Table 111. Tlic incubation jieriod w as 35 days.

The cultures are identified in Table T. (kmiplctt^ descriptions of the species

are given by Werkman and Brown [1933J.

Experimental.

Results are expressed as millimoles per litre of medium in Table II and per

100 millimoles offermented glycerol in Table I II. Tlie carbon n^eovery (Table III)

is calculated first on the basis of the glycerol feriruMited and ('O2 utilised and

Table I. Identification of cultures.

Culture^ no. 8pt‘eies

IIW P, iteiersonii

15W P. technicum

34W P. arahinositm

49W P. ‘pentmaceum

52W P. shermanii

4875 P.

CuJtui-e no. used by otlier inveatigalors*

iShermfin—22, Van Niel—:J0

S/ierniffn—W
Hitchner til

Foote, Fn'f/ and Peterson - li

Van Niel—4-

Foote, Fred and J*etcrson -10
Amerieaii Tyijc Culture Colleetion

* Culture received from investigator whose name la italicised.

Bioehem. 1936 kxx 4
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Table' II. Dimmilatim of glycerol by propionic acid bacteria.

l*ro(hn‘tH j)t'r litre

Culture Propioni<' acid Aot'tie acid Succinic acid COg utiliHod

no. luM. mM. niM. mM.

487.7 101-7 0-5 32-2 40-0

:i4 w i;n-o 2-8 28-8 4.3-0

49 128-0 7-7 19-

]

2.7-0

49 108-9 M i;io-o —

Table IIT. Dissimilation of ghjcnol by propionic acid bacteria.

(Jlycerol

(3)jjUtil

ised ]ier

100 mM.
of fer-

Products iK-r KKlniM. of

fr'rmented glycerol

Carhon

Hasis-

recovery

Kasis-

Oxidation-reduct 101 )

index

fermented mented Propionic Ac<'ti<- Succini<‘ jylvcerol glyci-rol liasis- Uasis-

Culture per hire jllveerol acid acid aci<lt C( only glycerol glycerol

no. mM. niM

.

niM. mM. mM. o
,0

r)

(1
COj only

49W 212-0 37-7 .7,7-8 2-9 42-1 101-2 1J4-0 1-08J 2-.7.7C

34W 209-0 43-2 79-3 2-0 .34.7 93-

1

itUiti 0-{)2,7 2-27t»

.72W* 112-0 20-0 78 1 .7-9 8-7 94-0 101-0 0-91S l-.3Sr,

iiwt 218-1 M 89-.3 2-t» 3-9 90-.7 90-S 1 -1.3.7 l-h)2

J.7W 170-4 12-3 78-4 .7-8 7-8 89-1 t»2-0 1 047 1-.370

* 7*0 niiM. of Inefic aeiil produeed per lOd mM. of feniieiited u'lycerol.

t O'o riiM. of lactic acid produced per niM. of fermented f.dyeerol,

f iSucciiiie acid identified by meltinp-point and mixed inelfin^^-poiiit.

secondly on the basis of glycerol alone. The redox indices (Table III) ar(‘

ealeulated on the same bases. The r(*dox (oxidation-reduction) indc'X of a fer-

mentation is obtained by (1) multiplying 1b(‘ niM. of each prodiu^t by its respec-

tive oxidation or reduction value based on water as zero (Hg etpiivalent to

on(‘ atom of oxygen) \cf. Johnson et ah, 1931]; (2) dividing th(» sum of oxidation

values by reduction values. A jierfeet balance is r(‘presented by an indi*x of I-t).

Propionic acid has a reduction value of I, su(‘cinic an oxidation value 1 and

acetic acid is neutral, (dycerol has a nduction value of 1 ,
tii(*r(‘fore its utilisation

is represented as an oxidation and the glyecToI feriiumted is given an oxidation

value 1. Likewise, the utilisation of CXlg, an oxidised compound, re])resents a

reduction and its reduction value is 2.

The glycerol fennented was not detennined in Table IJ. Th(» quantity of

non-reducing compounds was not sufficient to influenct* tlie fermentation

balan(*es.

Discussion.

The most significant facit shown by the data is the apparent utilisation of

CCL by the firopionic acid bacteria. This was (jvident, since the CC).^ at the con-

clusion of’ th(^ fermentation was not (icjuivalent to that of tlie original medium in

the form of OaCOy. This observation has been substantiated by two ty])es of

cahnlation of especial value, i.e, carbon recovery and redox index. Jf COg is

utilised, and is in turn (after synthesis) dissimilated, then calculations bast'd on
th(‘ assumption that glycerol is the sole source of carbon, should show an excess

of y)Toducts, i.e, the calculated recovery of carbon will exceed 100%. Table III

shows that this occurred and that calculations based on glycerol plvs COg are

acceptable. The calculation of carbon recovery is not in all cases entirely satis-

fatitory ])roof of COg utilisation, but the oxidation-reduction balance is con-
vincing. (Xlg contains but one carbon and requires a large utilisation to show a
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detectable change in the carbon balance; in the oxidation -reduction balance the

COg is highly oxidised and therefore has a marked effc^ct. The data show that

results calculated on the basis ofglyccTol plm COg are rfiasonable and acceptable.

The fact that the (ihemical analysis shows a decrease of OOg is perhaps proof

enough of COg utilisation. However, the carbon and oxidation-r€*duction

balances furnish additional evidenct*.

The COg analysis has been checked by two tliffereni methods, and four sy)ecies

of PropionibacJarium of known purity, each received from a diffcinmi source,

have sho^ni a distinct utilisation of (XXg under the conditions of our <?xperiinents.

Ev(;ry culture (examined with the i)Ossible (‘xception of IIW showxnl ability to

utilise COg. This behaviour is probably charact(‘risti(i of the gtmus Pmpioni-

bacterium.

Tliis observation requir<\s a reinteryretation of previous results. Investi-

gators have not (*onsidered the ])ossibility of COg utilisation in constructing

sch(*mes of dissimilation. If one considers the limited number of bacteria which
have been shown to utilise COg and also that such forms differ mark(*dly from

the propionic acid bactt‘ria, failure to consid(‘r the possil>ility of (JOg utilisation

may be understt»od. It is of interest that a number of investigators have found

that growth of })acteria in gciural is inhibited in the absence of COg. Rockwell

aT»d Highberger [15)27] sugge^sted that COg is utilis(‘d by bacteria and expressed

the o])inion that it is tlif^ only direct .source of carbon. It is y)ossibie that the

utilisation of COg as a source' ol’ carbon ma;>’ not be lijiiited to the small group of

bacteria now recognisc'd. Since most bacteria yroduc'c COg during their growth it

is difti(*ult to (l(*t ermine wh(*thcr they utilise CiK. In tl)(' j)r('s(‘nt case, the

y)ropionic ac'id bact(‘ria utilised more COg than was pn)duc(‘d and thus offered

din'ct evidence of (Xlg consiimjffion.

One im[)ortant yiroblem, which r('(|uires consi(l(‘rat ion in relation to the data

f)rt*s(‘nted, is the mechanism of succinic acid formation. A number of investi-

gators working f)arti(‘ularly witli yeast and fungi [Butk(‘\vitsch and Federoff,

1930; Wieland and Sonderhoff, 1933j hav(‘ reportcnl that succinic acid is formed

by a condensation of two mok'cules of acetic acid. Virtantm [1925; 1*934] and

A'irtaiu'n and Karstrom [15)31], liowevcr, havt' suggest ('d tliat the propionic acid

bact(*ria produce succinic ac'id from glucose' by a 4- and 2-carbon cleavagt' of the

hexose rnok'cuh'. \"irtaium’s proposal was promf)ted by tht' observation tliat the

j)ropionio acid bacteria in tlu' f)resence of toluene form succinic* and acetic acids

from glucose with no gas. This observation a])pear(‘d incompatible with scliemes

involving a 3-carbon cleavage and the formation of 2-earbon t;ompounds by a 2-

and 1 -carbon cleavage. The absence of POg or otlier 1 -carbon compounds ap-

peared (conclusive proof against such a scheme. However, the pri'sent (‘vidence

of the utilisation of COg by tht* yaopionic acid bacteria leaves nt) rt'ason to assume

that the 1 -carbon compounds should equal the sum of the 2-carbou c()mi)ounds.

It is necessary in the light of our j}resent knowlt'dge to leave of)en the possibility

of a 4- and 2-carbon cleavage.

The mechanism of fermentation (Tables IT and 111) is of ijiterest but at

present must remain largely speculative. The schenu* ol \ an Niel is not complete

since it does not include suticinie acid. His suggestitm that the succinic acid is

formed from the yeast extract is excluded in tlu'se fermontat ions as in some a

quantity of succinic acid was obtaimKl which exceeded the total quantity of

yeast extract ustjd in the medium. The formation of the 4-carbon compound

(succinic acid) from the 3-carbon comj)Ound (glyc*erol) is proof of synthesis. It

is possible that the synthesis yields a (i-carbon conq)Ound which is dissimilated

to succinic acid by a 4- and 2-carbon cleavage. However, such a scheme for the
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glycerol fermentation would require a synthesis from a 2-carbon compound since

the 2-carbon and 4-ca.rbon compounds do not occur in equivalent quantities.

It seems more probable that part of the glycerol is dissimilated to 2- and 1-

carbon compounds and that the 1-carbon compound is completely utilised in the

synthesis of a comjKuind which is subsequently fermented whilst the 2-carbon

compound, probably acetic acid, condenses to yield succinic acid. The evidence

presented justifies the assumptions relative to the utilisation of the l-c4irbon

compound. With regard to the formation of succinic acid by a condensation of

2-carbon compounds more complete evidence will be presented elsewhere. The

results obtained by difTci'ent methods indicate that the propionic acid bacteria

can produce succinic acid by a oondemsation of 2-carbon compounds and it is

probable that the condensation involves acetic acid. The formation of succinic

acid from glycerol is indirect support of such a mechanism although the |»ossi-

bility cannot be disrt‘garded that other reactions are o(.*curring. It is possible

that the succinic acid is fornn^d in more than one way.

Explanation of the formation of proj)ionio acid also offers difficulties. Wood
and Werkman [19II4] furnished somci information by their isolation of prop-

aldehyde but the qiu'stion aris(*s as to the manner of formation of the prop-

aldehyde. The investigations of Embden at al,
1 1933| and Meyerhofand Kiessling

[1933] hav'^(‘ (miphasised the importance of glycerf)phosphoric acid and phospho-

glyceric acid in the carbohydrate^ metabolism of yeast and muscle* tissue. This

suggests the possil)Ie r61c of these* compounds in the dissimilation f»f glyc(*rol by

the propionic acid bacteria. In the schemes proposed by Embden and Meyerhof

the trios(‘phospliate is converted into phosphoglyceric acid. To obtain proj)-

aldehydo following such a (^onver8ion the carboxyl group would havc‘ to lx*

reduced to a carbonyl group. It is doubtful whtither the propionic acid bacteria

can bring about such a conversion. A more probabh* s(*ries of reactioTis leading

to the formation of proj)aidehyde and propionic* a(!id is that shown btdow.

CH,>(Ud).CH(()H).CH2()H ^

* f HjiPO^

Glycerol -

CHa.CHjj.COOII

J^ropionio acid

(^H,(0IM)3H2),GH(()H).CIl2OH

(nyeerophosphorie acid

l-n^po,

2H
l*ropaId(‘hyd(^

( 'll2{( ) J»( (O H ) . CH0
- 2H

+ 2H

"rriosophoBpliatt*

*
- HhP04

GHa.CG.CHO
Methylglyoxal

a- Hydroxypropaldehydc

MechaiiiHm of the dissimilation of glycerol to propionaldehyde and projuonit' acid.

Pett and Wynne [1933, 2] have found that the propionic acid bacteria can

dephosf)horylato glycerophosphoric acid and also [1933, 1 j obtained preliminary

evidence of the occurrence of methylglyoxal and glyceraldehyde (or dihydroxy-

acetone). Reduction of methylglyoxal to propaldehyde might reasonably be
expected, for the reduction of pyruvic acid to propionic acid is readily accom-
plislied by these organisms. The proposed scheme involving methylglyoxal
appears from our present knowledge to bo a logical means of obtaining prop-
aldehyde although other reactions cannot be excluded. For example, the glycero-

phosphoric acid may go directly to a-hydroxypropaldehyde.
Phosphoglyceri(j acid may not play a rdle in the formation of propaldehyde

although it may be*, an important intermediary in the fermentation yielding
p^Tiivic acid and subsequently acetic acid, CO2 and propionic acid. There is no
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reason apparent why rnethylglyoxal and phosphoglyceric acid cannot occur in

the same fermentation or why a (tompound cannot be formed by more than one

series of reactions.

It is not clear why our fermentations gave results so diffenint from those of

Van Niel [1928|. His data in which CaCOg was used as a buffer give no informa-

tion relative to the COg but show that the dissimilation was not the same, with

the possible exception of that obtained with culture 1 JW. Van Niel accounted

quantitatively for his fermented glycerol as propionic acid. The action of CO2

as a hydrogen acceptor is made evident in our fermentations by the production

of the oxidised product succinic acid. It is apparent that a large CO2
utilisation

is accompanied by a greater production of succinic acid or some other oxidised

compound.
Summary.

An investigation has been made of the dissimilation of glycerol by bacteria

of tlu^ g(mus Propionibactmum and the jiroducts have been detc^rmined quanti-

tatively. The results obtained support the following conclusions.

1. CO2 obtained from CaCOg is utilised by the propionic acid bacteria in

their fermentation of glycerol.

2. Propionic, acetic, succinic and occasionally lactic acids are produced from
the glyc'crol. COg acts as a hydrogen acceptor permitting the formation of

oxidised products.

3. The utilisation of CO2 by the propionic a(*id bacteria nec^essitates further

interpretation of data and places in question the evidence for the 4- and 2-carbon

cleavage.

4. The formation of succinic acid from glycerol offers indirect evidence of its

formation by a condensation of 2-carbon compounds.

5. The mechanism of gly<‘crol dissimilation is shown to bo complex, involving

synthetic n^actions with subsequent fermentation of a synthc‘sised })roduct.
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XL POLYPLOIDY AND VITAMIN C.

By FREDERICK WHALLEY SANSOME»

(from the John Innes Horticultural Institute, Merton)

AND SYLVESTER SOLOMON ZIL\^V

(from the Division of Nutrition, Lister Insiitute, London),

(Itcceivexl November 1935.)

As a result of some oliservations made on the rt'latioiiship betwtHm vitamin C
and ])olyj)loidy in apples [(Vane and Zilva, 1931 : 19321 we took the op])ortiinity

a few years ago fSansonu^ and Zilva, 1933J to (‘xt(‘nd this inv('stigation t-o the

tomato, a fruit which is much more amenablf* to t lu* indiietion of polyploidy.

Th(‘ n‘sults ()l)tained in our inquiry strengthened in a (*h*ar-ciit fashion tlu^

view^ previously indicated by the experiimuits on apf)l(\s, that polyploidy is

associated with a higher vitamin (‘ content of tlie fruit. Tht‘ antiscorl>utic

activity of the tetraploid tomatoes was found to })e double that of < lu* diploid

fruits. Furthermore, this observation held tnu' in tciiaploids dcTived from

diploid stock of the* gciuiic (*onstitutions DOPR, dopr, DOPr and dopR.
Tlie possibility of other factors (jxercising an influenci' in this connection was,

however, pointed out at the time. In pursuing thf‘ investigation we found

that this was inde(‘d the cascr, in fact, in the cTOf)s of the*, following years the

disparity in the vitamin (*on1ents of the tw'o forms w’^as mu(*h less than that

found oT’iginally (unpublished work). The e^vidence we have so far obtaint‘d does

not enable* us to draw conclusions, but n‘fer(*n(*e to the subject in a recent

publi(*ati()n by McHenry and Graham ( lOSo) calls for a few' nunarks.

These workers, (l(*t(‘rrnining the ascorbic a(*id by indophenol titration in

comparable fruits belonging to tetraploid and diploid forms, found that the*

latter tomatoes contained about of the ascorbic acid found in the fornuT,

a difference considerably less than that recorded in our publlslied w'ork. They
further found that small tomatoes possesscMl a highcT concentration of ascorbic

acid than the larger fruits and suggested that part at U^ast of the*, differences

found by us was due to the differences in the sizes of the two forms of the

fruits. We are of the opinion that the size of tin* fruit, in the range used in our

experiments, even if it were to have a bearing on the vitamin (J conccuitration,

is not a factor of any significance controlling the diffenmee in concentration of

ascorbic acid in the two forms of the fruit.

In our original communication W('. have already pointed out in a general

stat(unent that larger fruits did not show a lower concentration of ascorbic acid

than did smaller fruits in the same form. We now take the opportunity of giving

more details of this observation. The experiments in question were performed

in 1933. As pointt^d out by us then, the tomatoes were collected twice weekly,

and in Table 1 aie given tin* average weights of the tomatot^s of each collection

and the average ascorbic acid content per 1(X) ml. of jui(*e (determined daily)

for each collection. In these experiments the tetraploid were much smaller

than the corresponding diploid tomatoes. It will, nevertheless, be observed that

^ Now Senior Tx*otnn*r, Botany Department, The University, Manchester.
* Member of the Scientific Staff of the Medical Research CounciL
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Table I.

dRop drop DROP DrOP
t

^ ^
/

f. —

^

, > / A.^

A vcrage Average Avoragi* Average
a.s<*orhie ascorbic ascorbic ascorbic

acid con- a«*id con- acid con- acid con-

Average tent per A v<‘rag<‘ teiii per Averagr* tent JICT Average tent per
vvt. of 100 ml. vvt. of 100 ml. vvt. of 100 ml. vvt. of 100 ml.

fruit juice fruit juice fruit juice IVuit juice

mg.
ff- mg. mg. £?• mg.

I'etraploid 20 2.7() 20 32-0 20 .38-0 10 .30*0

20 304 10 40-4 20 40-8 18 37*3

20 :120 18 37-3 18 4.7-0 14 41*7

17 39*.7 14 41-7 18 43-0 12 .30*5

i:> 44S 12 30-.7 17 40-8 12 27-0

42.7 12 20-8 1.7 -18-2 12 33*3

14 :{2-o 12 33*8 1.7 30-5 10 38*0

12 :i2-9 10 30-.7 1.7 .35-1 10 35-1

11 4:jo 10 3.7-

1

1.7 27*2 10 35*1

10 ;io*.7 10 3.7-1 1.) 20-3 0 38*2

10 3.70 0 .38-0 1.7 204 8 .38*2

10 ;i2‘) 8 .3.7 1 12 430 8 43*0

10 30-7 8 3.7-1 — 8 .34*2

7 30 .7 8 34-2 —
Average 13-6 36-2 12*1 36-3 16-2 38-3”“ 11-5 371

Diploid (»r> 17.7 00 21 1 00 10-7 51 18*4

ti(»V 1.7-8 .70 22 8 02 10 7 4(> 24*1

21-1 48 2.3*2 (iO 21-0 44 ltf.3

20-0 44 2‘)4 .7.7 200 40 244
.)0? 14-0 40 17-.7 .7.7 25-0 40 24*0

14 18-0 40 .30*7 52 154 40 20*3

42 184 10 22*8 48 21*0 40 24*1

to? 1.7 1 40 10*7 40 22 8 3(» 24 1

40? 20-0 3.7 18*0 .35 24-1 .3.7 10*7

40? 14-.7 32 20*3 30 2,3-2 30 10*7

40 i:?‘2 .30 20 3 .30 I7-.7 30 .38-2

40 20-3 ,30 21*0 27 17-5 30 24*1

2.7 2S-.7 ,30 21*0 25 .30-4

2.7 2.7-4 22 1.7-4 — -

A V erage 44-4 19*4 38-6 229 46 8 21 9 38 3 23*6

? Slij'lit douJit exists as tu the absohite aceuraey of these weights.

Table 11 . DROP.

"fetraploid Diploid

t ^

Ascorbic acid Ascorbic aeitl

Wl. of cont<‘iit. per AVt. of content per^

fruit Diameter too ml. juice fruit Diameter 100 ml. juice

mm. mg. ti* mni. mg.

77 57 15*4 70 50 21*9

40 44 20*0 70 50 21*9

.30 38 ,31*1 '42 38 21*0

32 .32 25*9 20 25 24*0

30 38 27*2 20 38 17*0

29 32 34*2 24 25 15*8

20 32 22*4 23 38 27*2

27 32 21*5 21 32 10*3

24
21

38
32

45*0

24*6
15
9

25)
J3)

20*8

19

15

321
25 1

20*8
10

13

19)

2iU
28*5

360 26-8 291 31*5 22 4Average 31-6
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there is no evidence that tJie ascorbic acid cont(^nt is conditioned within any form

by the size of the fruit. Similar evidence was obtained by us during 1934 and

1935. In Table II we give the results recorded in single fruits. This experiment

was performed with the special purpose* of testing McHenry and Graham^s

suggestion. Unfortunately, owing to the fact that tlu*ir communication came

to our notice early in October, we could only utilise fruits gathered at th(' end

of th(* 1935 season, a circumstance which limited our scope. These figures also

do not seem to suggest that the size of the tomato has any l)earing on the anti-

scorbutic potency of its juice.

In continuing our investigation during 1934 and 1935 we were struck by the

fact that we could not record again such a gr(*at inequality b(‘tween th(* ascorbic

acid contents of the tetraploid and diploid forms as that observed in 1933. In the

latter experiments, the evid(‘nce was clear-cut and, as already merit ioneni, the

disparity found was of th(* same high order in four sets of tomato(*s of different

genetic constitution. It therefore seems to us that an uiiknow^i factor or

factors (*nter into the scheme which is capable of modifying tin* unecpial content

of as(?orbic acid in the two forms. We were unable so far to obtain any definite

evidence on this point, lH*ing gr(*atlv handicaf)ped by tht* facts that this work

can only be carried out during a short {)c*riod of the y(*ar and that in planning

the test ex|x^riments the conditions can only be partially c(»ntrolled by the

worker who is otherwise greatly dejiendcmt on the i*lenu‘nts. We hope*, how(*vt*r,

that in time favourable eonditions may aid this sear(ii.

It is apyiropriatc* to nuMition here that all the titrimetrie estimations of

ascorbic acid with the exception of those* contained in Table* II have* l>een

check(‘d by biological tests.

KKFKKENt’KS.

(Vanr and Zilva (11131). ./. Ponu Uort, Sri. 9, 228.

liiorhm, J. 26, 2i), 2177.

Molfonry and (Jrahain (1935), Hiochm. 29, 20|:{.

iSan.soinf and Zilva (19.33). HiocJfrfn. J. 21 j 1935.



XII. THE ISOLATION AND IDENTIFICATION OF
A COMBINED FORM OF OESTRIOL IN

HUMAN PREGNANCY URINE.

By SAUIj LOUIS COHEN and GUY FREDERIC MARRIAN.
From the Dejxirtment of Biochemistry

, University of Toronto^ Canada.

(ReceAved Sovtmber 29th, W35.)

In the past scant attention has bc'cn paid to the problcTn of the chemical nature
of th(‘ ‘’combined'’ ether-insoluble forms of the oestrogenic substan(?es which
are j)r(\sent in human and equine pregnan(*v urines and which yield the free

hormon<‘s by acid hydrolysis. Two years ago the presemt authors planned a
research which, it was hoped, woulcl culminate' in the isolation and chemical
identification of thi\st‘ compounds. At the outset it was realised that slow
progres.s would be made* if only biolc»gical mc'thods of assaying oestrogenic

potency wcuc' available. Efforts were, tht'refore, first dirc'cted towards devising

a conv(*nient and accurate ehc'mical method of assay. Fortunately, Kober [1931]

had previously ch'siTibed a colour reaction for oestrin which, after the introduc-

tion of certain modifications, was found suitable for the purpose. Using such a
modifietl Kober tost, a nudhod of purification and fractionation of pregnancy
uriru' extracts was ('laborated which allowed separate determinations of oestrone

and oestriol to be nuwh' with a reasonable degree of accuracy [Cohen and Marrian,

1934]. A .study w^as tlieii made [Cohen and Marrian, 1935] of the factors in-

fluencing th(‘ hydrolysis of the (*ombined forms of the tw^o hormones. This made
]jossible th(‘ accurate assay of the oestrone and oestriol present in human
pregnaiKiy urine an<l also provided evidence regarding the stability of the

compounds so that methods for tluir purification could be more readily devised.

In the present communication are report'd the results of attempts made to

isolate and identify the (*onibined form of oestriol present in human pregnancj"

urine. SiiU'i* the amounts of oestrone present in human urine are relatively so

small, it w'as felt that an attempt to isolate the combined form of this compound
from tile sam(^ source would at present be unprofitable.

Methods of concentration.

In 1932 experiments (unpublished) w’ere carried out by one of us (G. F. M.)

in collaboration with Mr E. R. Smith which suggested that the “combined”

oestrin could be extracted from evaporated urine residues by ethyl alcohol or

from untreated urine by butyl alcohol. Owing to the difficulties of biological

assay the results were not entirely conclusive and the work was not continued

at that time. In the present work it has been found that the combined oestrone

and oestriol can be almost quantitatively extracted from urine by both these

methods. For the initial procc'ss extraction writh butyl alcohol was preferred

since it eliminated the time-consuming necessity of evaporating tlie urine to

dryness.

In order to elaborate methods of further purification of the butyl alcohol

extracts, it was found helpful to make an assumption about the probable nature

of the oestriol complex. It seemed reasonable to suppose that the large water-

insoluble oestriol molecule would be lield in aqueous solution in the urine by

( 57 )
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combination as an ester with some polybasic acid. Although siibae(juent work
failed to prov’^e the correctness of this hypothe^sis, its temporary ado[)tion was

justified since it enabled a satisfactory niethotl of isolation to be devised.

Assuming the acidic nature of the (*omy)lex, it was thought desirable to

acidify the urine slightly before (‘xtraetioii with butyl al(‘ohoh since it S(Mun(^d

probable tliat salts of the complex would bt' h'ss .solubU* in butyl alcohol than

the free acid. This ])rocedur(‘ involves no risk of loss of the compl(*x sinct' it was

previously shown [Cohen and Marrian, 1935) that litth‘ hydrolysis of combined

oestrin occurs even at Pn TO at low ttunperatures. Tin* Isdief that the complex

possessed a free acidic group was crmfirmed by the discov(M\v that it could be

remoY<‘(l from the butyl alcohol by e.xtraction with alkaline solutions, preferably

A", 10 sodium hydroxid<‘. llv acidification of such alkaline* extracts, (extraction

wdth butyl alcohol and (‘vaporation of tin* latt(T, con(*t*ntrat(\s containing most

of th(‘ condiiried (H\striol originally pivsemt in the nriiu* and almost free from

UTva wen* ohtain(*d. Extra(*tion of such (*on(^(‘nt rates wdth ethyl alcohol

removed most of th(* complex leaving liehind considcrahh* <|uantifit"< (»f in-

organic salts.

The evidently aeidic iiaturc^ of the o(‘striol eompl(*x suggt‘st(‘d the use of an

organie bast* such as pyridine* as a possible m(‘ans of furtlu*!* purification. It was

found that wdiilst dry pyridine w^ould not readilv r<‘mov(* tla* t*om]»l(*x from tlu*

product obtained by tin* e\aporation of the* 90*\> alcoholic e*xtra(‘t, ]>vndine*

containing small amounts of watt*!* was extremely e*ftcctiv(*; 92“;, a<(uce>us

p^Tidine proved to be the most suitable* mixture* for the* purpose. Tliis pyridine-

soluble* material was found by e*olorim<*tri<* assay to esinfain about O o-O fT’o

of oeslriol.

Advantage was now takeui of the* low solubility of the ()e*strio) compl(‘\ in

anhydrous pyridine* for de*vising a iri<*thod of r(*m()ving tin* inat(*rial from the*

jnridine* solution, thus obviating the* tir(*some* ne*(*cssity ot low t(*m}>e‘riiture*

evaporation of the* pyridine extract, 'fhe addiiifin of a suitalile* ameaint of benzene

to the* pyridine* solution cause*d an u(jue*ous fractimi to se])aratc, atid when this

mixture w^as shake*n with water the oe*strie)l comjelt'x was epiautitativcjy trans-

feiT(*(i to the* H(pie*ous phase. At the same time a further purilieuition w'as e‘tfecte*d

in so far as about 25 of the original solids, including all the* fre*e oe'strioK were

left in the pyridine*- be*nzen(‘ lay(*r.

Extraction of tlic aejucems solutiem (»f the* conifilex with a W'ateu’-immiscihk*

nitrogenous base* now sugge\stcd itself. It w'as found that the* comple*\ ceaild be*

readily rcmove^l from the aqueous e*xtraet by shaking with epiinoline*. Owdng
to tlu^ diftieulty in e'vaponiting the epjinoline* no data concerning the* degrt*(* of

purilication e^fl’eeded w^ere obtaineii, but since the ae|ut*ous phase* re*maine*d

liighly [)igment€»d, it was e‘lear that some impuritie*s were* U*ing removenl. For
the*, removal of the* oestriol e*ompIex from the* (|innoline solution a proee*ss similar

to that uscmJ in the pyridine^ proee\ss was impraetiejable since tin* solubility of
the* c(.)mj)bx in cjuinoline* is apparently indepeuident of the* pres(*nce* of waiter.

Attempts w^e^re made if) remove the* efuinoline as its water-soluble hydroehloriele

by arlding the extraed to a large volumes of butyl alcohol and washing the^

mixture with dilute hydrochloric acid. This jirocess, howeve*.r, re‘suit(*d in a
c()nsid(‘rabJe loss ofthe oestriol complex and was therefore abandoned. Extraetion
of the epiinoline* with aqueous alkalis foidunatedy prov(‘d to be more effective.

By shaking the* epiinoline* solution wdth 10% ae|Uf'ous sodium carbonaUi traces
only of the* complex but much pigment<‘d mat(*rial were transferred to the
aqueous }>hast*. On the other hand, extraction wdth N/lO sodium hydroxide
re*moved over 80% of the eompl(*x. The procedure was therefore finally adopted
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of oxtra(‘ting tho complex from the quiaolin(‘ with iV/10 sodium hydroxide after

preliminary washing with 10% sodium carbonate. The complex was separated

from inorganic matter introduced during this purification by slight acidificaticm

of the alkaline* (‘xtract and subs(*quent extraction with butyl alcohol. Assays
on this al(*oholic extra(*t showed that the whole (quinoline process had resulted

in a 10-fold degree of purification with only 30% loss of the total combined
oestriol obtained from the preceding pyridine process.

The succ(\s.s attending extraction of the quinoline solution with aqueous
solutions of varying d(*grc‘es of alkalinity, suggested that it might be profitable

to explore more fully the ])Ossibiliti(‘s of a similar alkali fractionation of butyl

alcoiiol solutions. A seri(‘s of experiment s (*onduct(Mj towards this end resulted

in the adoption of the following process. The butyl ah-oholic solution of the

material obtained from tlie quinoline procc'ss was first washerl with 0*S%
sodium earlKmate solution, then^by effecting the removal of much pigmented
material hut of only small amounts of the* oestriol complex. The eompI(*x was
sub.se(juently removed from the butyl alcohol by extraction with sodium
hydroxide. Inorganic mat<‘rial introduced by this process w’^as sej)arated in the

usual nianiK*!' by transfeienc(* of the combined oestriol to butyl alcohol. This

proe(*ss resulted in about a 4-fold purification with only 12^0 loss in tin* total

t'ombined oestriol. At this stage the product contained about 15 of oestriol.

In an attenqd to devise methods of furtlier })urificati(>n the solubilities of

this mat(M-iaJ in various organic* solvents were studied. Cold acetone extracted

the eombined oestriol ciuantitativc'ly, leaving behind a browri oil which amounted
to about 20 In w<‘ight of the original inatcTial. Attempts to purify further

the ac<*toue-solui)le mat(*rial by the* addition of solvents su(‘li as benzene and
chloroform, in which tin* complex is insoluble, were ineffective.

It was thought that at this stage it might be* profitable to attemf>t the

sc^paration and ]»urifieation of a metallic salt of the coin]>l<‘x. .Alcoholic potassium

hydroxides was found to prc(ii[)itatc a heavy gic\ ish-white material from an

alcoholic solution of the acetone-soluble fraction. This precipitate contained

about S5*b> of the combined oestriol present. SincH* the* supernatant liquid w’as

deeply pigmented, it. was clear that a (‘onsiderable degree of purification had

lu'cn (‘ffected.

On adding dilute aqueous barium chloride to an acpieous solution of the

cTudt* potassium salt, a light yellow j>recipitate was tlirown dowm. The super-

natant li(|uid W'as again d(*e])ly pigmentc'd and w^as found to contain little

combinc'd oestriol. On treatnu*nt of tin* barium salt with hot dilute hydrochloric

acid and tilt<*ring while hot, a solution w^as obtained w Inch on cooling deposited

a nearlv wdiite amorphous solid. A second pr(*cipitation from hot w'ater yielded

a material wdiich contained about 5f)% by weiglit of oestriol.

Nature of the fimil product.

This material, although iK»t crystalline, contained such a high proportion of

oestriol that it obviously represented a highly concentrated preparation of the

sought-for complex. The substance melted at 193-197' with decomposition

after preliminary sintering at 180^. Only 4C mg. of this final white precipitate

being available it was decided to investigate its properties and chemical nature

without any further attempts at purification.

^ As later pointed out the method of cx'striii assay employe*! on early eoneentrates gave

values whieh, although relative, could not he regarded as strictly 'quantitative. They did, however,

supply a working basis and hence are refiorted, even though suhsequont work showed them to

he 25-rHl% too low.
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Sulpluir, halogens, phosphorus and nitrogen were absent. Since many
phenolic substances art' excreted from the body in conjugation with gliujuronio

acid, the possibility was entertained that the. complex might be a derivative of

this acid. The fact that it decomposed at its melting-point with the evolution

of gas lent some support to this id(^a. As the amounts of material were so small

it was not considered advisable to try to isolate glucuronic acid or one of its

easily identifiabh' derivatives from the products of acid hydrolysis of the

complex. Since, however, the Tollcns naphthoresorcinol tc'st was strongly

positive on as little as 0*5 mg. it seemed very prt)bable that the material was
indeed a glucuronic acid derivative.

Carbon and hydrogen determinations gave ligun's <‘b>sely in agrecunent with

those reciuired for a substance of the formula C24HJJ4O,,. An oestriol glucuronic

acid complex would have the formula 034113209: there can, thendbre, he no

reasonable doubt concerning the nature of th(' isolated siibstanct'. Further

evidence was obtainc'd wlien the barium salt of the comph'X was found to have

a barium content close to that recpiired for thf* barium salt of an oestriol

glucuronic acid.

The substance did not reduce Renediet’s solution indicating that the* con-

jugation is through the tertninal aldehyde group of the glu(‘uroni(‘ aedd. After

hydrolysis with dilute hydro(‘hl(»ri<‘ acicl th(‘ reduction tc'st was strongly positive.

Milloii’s test was strongly positive in the eold, which may perhaps indic‘atc that

the phenolic hydroxyl groii}) of th(‘ cx'striol is free. The* possibility was borne in

mind that the nitric* aend ]m^s<‘nt in the reagent might have eausc'd sufficient

hydrolysis to render the t(\st positive ewn though the phenolic group was

originally masked in the cjoinpound. The fac^t that salicin, und(*r the same
conditions, gavi* a complet.(‘ly m'gative Millon tt'st lent no support to this idea.

The questions of th<* physiological ac'tivity of this interesting dt'rivative of

O€?8triol and of its possible relationship to tlu* placrental principle “('inmenin'*

[r/. Collip el ah, 1934J will be dealt with in subsequent communications.

Experimental.

Method of assay.

The amounts of combined oestriol present in the ('oncentraU^s at different

stages of the ])urification process were determined colorimetrically by the

method previously descrihed [Cohen and Marrian, 1934]. The conditions of

acid hydrolysis previously found to be? satisfactory for fresh urine jC/ohen and
Marrian, 1935], however, had to be altered owing to the relative or complete

abs(*nc(* of urea from the conoentrat<js. In general the following procedure was
finally adopted: an aliejuot portion of the concentrate, estimated roughly to

contain about 1 mg. of oestriol, was diluted to 100 ml. with water, acidifitnl

with HCl to pjj 1*0 and, after the addition of a further 0*5 ml. of concentrati^d

acid, heatt'd in the autoclave at 15 lb. pressure for IJ hours. The free oestriol

in tlu^ hydrolysis mixture was estimated in the usual manner.
Although no gre^at confidence was felt that this metliod of hydrolysis gave

a quantitative yield of oestriol from its combined form for all urine concentrates,
the results were of comparative value and were sufficiently accurate to make
possible the elaboration of a method of purification. As will be shown later,

it was found possible to carry out direct colorimetric assays without previous
hydrolysis on ctTiain of the more highly purified concentrates obtained in the
later stages of the process.
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Collextion and extraction of urine,

100 1. of fresh urine, from women in the 8th and 9th months of pregnancy,

were collected in bottles containing toluene as a preservative and evaporated

in a vacuum still to about one-fifth of the original volume. When it was not

possible to concentrate the urine immediately aft(*r collection, it was stored

at 0"' in order to minimise bacterial hydrolysis of the combined oestriol. The
concentrate was acidified to pj, 2*0 with RCl, saturated with NaCI and then

extracted six times with butyl alcohol, the total volume' of the latter used being

about e(|ual to that of the concentrated urine. The saturation with NaCl
facilitated the breaking of the troublesome emulsions and furthermore by
lowering the solubility of the butyl alcohol in the aqueous phase effected a
considerable economy in tlu' quantity of the solvent used.

Extraction of the combined o( striol from tndyl alcohol by aqueom alkalifs.

The following ])relirninarv experiment was carri(‘d out. Four KM) ml. portions

of th<' butyl alcoholi(; extract of a urine concentrate, each containing 1*3 mg. of

oestriol in tlie combined form (by (‘olorimetric assay), were extracted twice

with oO nd. volumes of {a) 10% Na.>(^()3 , (6) 25% Xa.//03 ,
(c) .V/10 XaOH

and (d) A’ XaOH respectively, llie alkaline extracts w('r(' t'ach assayed for

total oesti'iol after acid hydrolysis and wen* shown to contain (a) 0-750 rug.,

(b) 0-325 mg., (c) 1-250 mg. and (d) 1-2S0 mg. of oestriol respectively.

The butyl alcoholic extract after careful neutralisation was therefore

extracted six times with AMO XaOH, the total volume of the latter (‘quailing

that of the original extract, Ajiproximately li)% of the total oestriol present

in the butyl alcohol was thus removf'd. In order to obtain a residue concentrate

iht* alkali extract was acidifi(*d to p,| 2-0 with HCl, saturated with Xa(1 and
extract(‘d six tiiiu's with butyl alcohol. This extract was washed with a small

volume of saturated XaCl (acidified top,^ 2-0) to remove traces of urea that might

have come through, then made slightly alkalineA and evaporated to dryness

under reduced jiressure.

Extraction of the combined oestriol by aqueous alcohol,

Prc*liminary experiments showed that from such concentrates, 97 fdhyl

ah'ohol, slightiy aeddified to neutralise the free alkali in the concentrate, would

only extract about 10% of the combined oestriol present. On the other hand,

acidified 90% alcohol extracted ov(*r 80% of this material. Unacidified 90%
alcohol extracted only about 40% of th(* combined oestriol present, clearly

deinoiLStrating the low'or solubility of the alkali salt of the complex. The* butyl

alcohol residue was therefore shaken vigorously four times with 90% ethyl

alcohol containing sufficient acid to bring the of the suspension to about 5*0.

It was found advantageous to add some fine sand to the fiask to facilitate the

separation of the solid from the sides. A total volume of 90% ethyl alcohol

equal to about onc-eighth of the volume of original concentrated urine was used.

The al(^oholic extracts were decanted from the insoluble solid, cleared by
centrifuging, neiitralist^d and evaporated to drjmess under reduced pressure.

Assays showed that only traces of oestriol remained in the alcohol-insoluble

fraction.

^ Wherewer po8Hil>lo all HolutionB wow made slightly alkaline before evaporation. As the

stability of the complex appears to be greater at alkaline reaeiions losses due to slow hydrolysis

have been minimised in this w-ay.
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Extraction with pyridine.

In order to determine the most effeetive p\ ridiiK* solution for removing the

oestriol complex from the 90% ethyl alcoholic* residue thrc'o samples, each con-

taining 1*20 mg. total oestriol, wen? extracted with pyridine solutions containing

different proport ions of water. Subseqiitiiit analysis showed that a 90 7o a'(|ueoiis

pyridine extract containc*d 1*15 mg., a 95% extract contained 0*85 mg. and
a 98 extract eontaiiu'd 0*44 mg. of total oesii'iol. 92% a(|ueous pyridim* was
found to he just as effective for iiw purpose* as the 90% solution and had the*

added advantage of n‘moving less of tht* total solids.

The dry 90% ethyl alcoholic residue* was therefore^ (*xtraeted six timers

with 92% acpieous pyridiiu*, a total voluim* of the pyridim* solution ecpial

to one-eighth of the original volume of con(H*ntrai(‘d urine being used. The
pyridine extracts w^re sef)arat(Hl from the insoluble material by (*(*ntrifuging

{ind combinc*d. As.sa\s showed that about 10% of the total oestriol remained
in the pyridiiie-inscduble material. Evaporation of an aliquot ]>ortion of the

pyridine extrac*! and colorimetric assay of the re.sidue aft<‘r hydrolysis showt‘d

that the total weight of the pyridine-solubh* mat(*rial was 129 g. and that it.

(‘ontained 0*421 g. of total o(‘strioI.

DiMribution of pyridinv extract between buizt m and water.

To the j)yridine extract were added tvAo volumes of b(Uizene and otje of

wat(T. These proportions liad b(*en found optimum with r(*sp(*(*t to ])uritications

eff'ect(*d, to completeness of removal of the combined o(*strh>l and to minimising

the amount of pyridine curried into tin* aijueous })ha.se. Aftc*r shakiiig, the

a(jueous layer was run off and washc»d once with benzene to r(*move linal trae(*s

of pyridim*. Subsequent assays show'ed it to contain about of tlu* total

oe.striol originally present. Only free oe.striol r(*main(*d in tin* benzene-pyridine

phase,

DtMirihntiun between quinoline awl rntdiuni cnrbotiah awl hydroxuh nolutionn.

The aqueous solution containing the oestriol e()mpl(*x obtained by the

pyridirte purification process was extra<ted twice w'ith (juim)lin(‘, flic total

volume of the latter being about half that of tht* acjueous solution. ( *olonim‘trie

assay showed that only traces of oestriol remaine<l in the acjueous phase.

In a preliminary experiment thr<*e equal portions of this (juinolim* <*xtract,

each containing 1*49 mg. of (w*striol, were extraet(‘ii once w'itli an t*<jual vtjiunio

of {a) 10^;, Na/’O^, (h) A’/IO NaOH and (c) A" NaOH solutions. ( k)lorirnetric

assays (*arri(*<l f>ut on these alkali extra(*t.8 showed tljat they contained 9*930 mg.,
1*299 mg. and 1*399 mg. respectively.

Th(* following proe(*duro was th(?rf*fore adoy)ted for the main bulk of the

quinoline (*xtraet. The quinoline was first washed twice with 19% and
then (*xtrut*t<*d twice* w'ith A'/lO NaOH. in each case the total volumes of

and NaOH used were approximati*ly eepial to that of the (juinoline

solution, 'riic combined oestriol was recovered from the NaOH soliitioit by
a(‘idiiication to 5*9 and (‘xtraction with butyl al(*,ohol. An ali<juot portion
of the butyl a](*oholic 4^xtract was washed with dilut(‘ H(JI and then with water,
evap()rat(*d U) dryness, weigherl and assayed for total oc^striol. In this way it

was determined that the total butyl alc*ohoiic extract contained 5*9 g. of solids,
of which approximaU*l>' 0*25 g. was oestriol in a ciorabined form.
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Distributum betweeM butyl alcohol and sodium carbonate and hydroxide solutions.

Sevci‘al equal portions of the butyl ahtoholic extrart, each containing 0-7 mg.
of combiiU‘(l oestriol in o ml. were extrac^t^i once with 5 ml. of a clilutt^ alkaline

solution. (\)lorimetric assays aftcT hydrolysis showed that whereas 1 % NagCOj
extracted only ()•! Jo mg. of combined oestriol, A'/IO NaOH removed 0-445 mg.

The remainder of the butyl alcoholic extract (containing about 200 mg.
oestriol), after washing with dilute MCI to remove traces of (juinoline and then
with wat<‘r, was furth(‘r washed st^veral times with a total equal volume of
()'S% Na/'O.T and th(‘n extracted with A"/50 NaOH. These concentration.s of
carbonate and hydrf)xide tended to minimise losses of the complex. Assay
showed that 4S mg. of oestriol m^arly all of which was in the free state remained
in the butyl alcoht)!.

The combined (K\striol was recovered from the NaOH in the usual manner
by extraction with butyl alcohol after acidification to pjj 5-0. The butyl alcoholic

extra<*t was wash(‘d with water and evaporated to dryness. This material
w(*igli(Hl 1*17 g. arul by colorinu^trie assay after hydrolysis w^as sliown to contain
tt l33g. of combined oestriol. It w'as found that this material gave, without
pn‘liminary hydrolysis, ap])arently satisfirctory direct colorimetric assays. Such
an assay showed 0'30(t g. of combined oestriol to be present. It would seem
]K)ssible that father tin* hydroly.sis w’as iiuromplete or that during the hydrolysis

extensive destruction of the liberatf-d o€‘.striol occurred.

Precipitation of the pofas.sium salt.

Extraction of this material with cold acetoru* left 0-22 g. of a brown oil

which eontaincd no oestriol. Th(* residing obtained by evaporation of the

ae(*ton(» .solution was dissolved in the smalle.st po.s.sible volume^ of ethyl alcohol

and to this solution was add(*d saturated ethyl alcoholic KOH until jnecipitation

was c(»mplet<‘. This j)ieci[)itate was coIIcct(‘d by centrifuging and wash(‘d onet‘

w’itli a small volume of <‘thyl alcohol. Direct (-olorimctric as.say showed that

50 ing. of eombiued o(‘striol wen* lost in the suj)ernatant liquid and washing.

Pn cipitatiofi and dveompositiitn of the barium salt.

Tin* crude washed potassium salt was <lissolved in a small volume of hot

W'at(‘r and to this was added X, 10 BaClg until precipitation w'^as complete. AfW
cooling, the barium salt was centrifuged off and washed first with a little cold

watfT and then with ethyl alcohol. 12 mg. of oestriol w't'rc lost in the supernatant
liejuid aiul w^ashings.

The crude barium salt w^as suspended in a small volume of hot water and
treat(*d with dilute HCI drop by drop until all but a few dark-coloured particles

had gon(» into solution. The hot solution was filtered: the filtrate on cooling

deposited a w hite amorphous precipitate. This material was collected by centri-

fuging and further })urified by dissolving in hot w^ater, filtering and cooling.

The final product w as dried in vacivo ovtT caleium ehloride and weighed 40*3 mg.
It melted at lff3-“197"' with evolution of gas after sintering at 180"'.

By working over the mother- liquors from tlie potassium and barium salt

precipitations, 33 mg. more of material melting at about. 170 ’ were obtained.

Properties and chemiml nature of the final product.

The mat(‘rial was soluble in hot water but less soluble in cold. It was
precipitated from cold aqueous solution by half-saturation with ammonium
sulphate. It was soliibh' in acetone, alcohol and ethyl acetate, and insoluble in

ether, benzene and chloroform.
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Qualitative tests by fusion A^dth sodium showed that nitrogen, sulphur and
halogcms were absent. After decomposition with hot sulphuric and nitric acids

no positive Briggs test for phosphorus was obtained.

A strongly positive naphthoresorcinol test (Tollons) was given by 0*46 mg.
suspended in 1 ml. of wat(T. i)*6 mg. failed to cause any visible rediictioii of

0*5 ml. of Benedict's reagent. 41 mg. were hydrolysed by heating with 3 ml.

of A"/ 10 H(U for 2 hours in an autoclave at 15 lb. pressure. After neutralisation

with sodium bicarbonate the solution stronglv^ redu(*ed Benedict's reagent.

Mil Ion's n^aetion was strongly positive in the cold.

(Found: C,()ldi0, 62-09: H, 7- 19. 7*44 %. requires! \ 61 -76; 11,7-35%.

C24H32G9 (oestriolglucuronic acid) requires (’, 62-03; H, 6-95%.)
The samples for combustion were dried ov<'r phosphorus pt‘ntoxid(? at 80

b} vacuo and lost 4-95 and 5-43% of their weights res])ectiv(‘Iy.

Theoretical loss of w^eight for C.24H320j», 1-5 H20 = 5-6%.
Barium salt, 10 mg. of the product were dissolvTul in 10 ml. of hot w^ater.

An equal volume of A/IO BaCI^ Avas added and tlu^ white pn'cipitate which

formed on cooling the mixture was centrifuge'* pitate whs h(‘at(*d

with 10 ml. of Jiot 50^^^, ethyl alcohol and the . .-n nitered from a small

amount of insoluble material and coole<l. Tin* amorphous precipitate was
centrifuged, washed with 0-5 nil. of eold waltT and dried in vacuo over

(Found: Ba. 11 -2 (! 21^31^9)3 Ba requires Ba, 12*9

Oestriol content. Direct colorimetrie assays on 0*OtM2, 0*0931 and 0-1304 mg.

gave hgures of 52%, 53% atid 49 oe.stri<»l r(‘spectiv(‘!y. ( Vih^ihited for

CgiHyjOj,, 1-5 HoO, oestriol,

Six samples of 0*243 mg. of the produ(‘t wx*r(‘ h\droly.sed for 0. \, J, 2, 3

and 4 hours r<*spectively with 50 ml. of A’/ 10 11(3 saturated w’ith nitrogen (to

minimise loss by oxidativ<‘ destruction) in the autoclave at 15 lb. [)rf\ssui*(‘. Facli

solution W'a.s made alkalim* with 10 ml. of 10% Nhj( and i‘Xtracted wdtli ether,

(’olorirnetrie assays were f-arried out on the nssidues obtaiiUMl by (‘vaf>oralion of

the water-wa.shed ethereal solutions in.the usual manner. The n^sults are shown
in the following table:

Tifiu* of hydrolvNi'i

hours

U-0

0-

.j

1-

U
2'U

:io
4-0

< )estrif>l dct.rTJinurU

mg.

O'Olh
0049
U-(C>2

oo<rj

U4)h:<

008

1

r>

The maximum hydrolysis of 2 hours gave a tigure of 38% as the oestriol

cojitcnt of the eompound.
Summary.

A method is described by which a watfU’-soluble, (‘ther-insuluble non-

(‘rysialline substance containing approximately 50% by weight of of^striol may
be isolated from human j)regnancy urine. The substance gives a strong

naphthonjsorc.inol test for glucuronic acid. Its elementary composition and the

barium conttiiit of its barium salt are in fair agreement with thos(‘ reejuired

for an oestriolglueuroniit a(;id ((’a4H3jjO„). Sinet* it does not reduce Benedict's

solution (but does so after hydrolysis) it is clear that the oestriol is linked to the
glucunaiic acid by a glucosidic linkage through the aldehyde group of the
latter. Since the ct)mpound gives a strong Millon lest in the cold, this linkage
possibly doc^s not involve^ the phenolic hydroxyl of the oestriol unit.

* 'i’hc auiborsi arp grateful to Dr Helen Slant ial for carrying out thitt determination.
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Experiments on the deposition of barium, strontium and ma^nt'sinm salts in

bonesli(?e.s invitrohnYc b(*(‘n previously refwirted [Kolnson and Kosenlieirii, IbiUj

and have shown that the calcifying nu'chanism is not (*ntirely specific for tin* t:al-

ciurn salt of bone, although the properties of this salt are very specially afij)ro-

priatc to the function which it fulfils. Deposits of the j»hos])hat(‘s (or carbonato-

phosphates) of th(\sc alli<*d metals were ]>roduced in t he matrix of t lu* h v pertrophic

cartilag(‘ by agency of th(‘ phosphata.s(' mecfuinism. Thf‘ b(*haviour of strontium

showed further ri‘semblancc to that of calcium in that its salts could also be

deposited in the* cartilage from su]KTsaturated inorganic solutions, in absencr' of

added phosphoric* ester, that is, by the agcmry of the st*(*ond mechanism.

This r(‘ac*tion of hy])(‘rtro])hic cartilage towards strontium salts gaincnl in-

terest as a result of the* (‘xperimemts of Sobt*l et at. [I0.*D] uho showed that tlie

substitution of Sr(T), for CaCO., in a ricked s-produ<‘ing di(‘t caus(*d the* devc'lo])-

ment in rats oi‘ a severe^ type of rickets which was not cured by vitamin 1)

therapy. Hone slices from these* rats also fail<*d to bc*c()m(‘ i‘alcifi(d in vitro in

artifi<*ial sera which produced good d(*posits in l)om* slic(*s from rats sufiering

from rickets of the usual type. It M^as subsef|uently shown |SobcD/ a/., IlKlo, 1 , 2j

that then* is a marked diminution, but not a complete destructirm. of the* i*alci-

fying pow'(*r of the bom‘s of animals suffering from strontium rickets and that the

activity of the calcifying mechanism can be* restomi both in vivo and in vitro by

bathing the* bone cells in tluids free from strontium. It was shown that Sr*“

strongly inhibits calcification in vitro but du<‘s not affe(*t the activity of phos-

phatase* <*vcn in concentrations as high as SO mg. Sr . 100 ml. Thf*s<* authors suggest

that Sr combines wit )i a factor in the* bom* whose con(*entration plays a part in

calcification.

In view of th«*sc results it ap]icarK worth wdulc* to (lcs(‘ribc l)ricfly sf>mc

further experiments w’hi(*h confirm and cxUmd our pn*vious findings although

tht‘y do not provide* the full inforrriatiem for which we sought, nam(‘ly the

exaed composition of l,lu^ de*j»osits. We first investigate'ei the* j)ossibility that

the d(*posits ohtaincri in the earli(*r experiments and ])resiim<*d to consist of

strontium salts w(*re in reality caledum salts, the calcium be*ing derived eith<*r

from the strontium chloride used in preparing the solutions or from the* calcifie^d

portions of the* bone* slices tbemselve*s. Sp(K*imens of the* strontium chloride

previenisly use*d were* submitted to speMdrugraphic analysis and w^(*r(‘ found to

contain appreciable*, amounts of (*alejum : the d(*fMi8jts produced in hyp(*rtrophie

cartilage* by solutiems pre*pan*d from this salt wm* howeve*r shown to contain
strontium. Jt is a re*asonabl(* assumption that e*ven if the values of the prcxluct

Ca X P in these solutions were high enough for calcifie^ation in vitro in abse*nce of
Sr (and this is very unlik(*ly), calcification wemld have l>een eximpletely inhibited
by the high eon(*('ntration of Sr.

Other sj)<*cime*ns ot strontium chloriele, supplied by well-known (inns, were
also found to cemtain eah'ium; but a satisfactory specimen {‘‘Sjiecpure"') was

( 60 )
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obtained from Messrs A. Hilger, Ltd. The degree of purity of this salt was
99-998%; it contained only 0*0018% Ca reckoned on its Sr content. With this

salt our further experiments were carried out.

The technique was similar to that previously described. Slie,es from the

lieads of the tibiae and humeri of rachitic rats were immcrst^d for periods of 10-22

hours in the solutions at 37' and 7>^j 7-2-7*3
;
this /J

ji
was slightly lower than usual

in order to lessen the marked tendency of the strontium solutions to spontaneous
pr(‘cipitation. With 0*01 M or O-OOii J/ Sr, dense deposits extending through most
of the zone of hypertro})hic cartilages wc-re uniformly obtained with solutions

containing glyeerophosphori(r ester t^quivalent to 30 mg. P/100 ml. but no inor-

ganic phosphate. Deposits w<tc also obtaitunl with regularity in absence of ester

with solution.s (containing Sr and inorganic phosphate in suitable con(!(*ntrations.

The Sr x P product (50(1-900) was much higher than the Cla x P product niquired

for calcification in vitro. For deposition in absimce of (*st(‘r a basal solution con-

taining 0*6
‘Jo NaHt^X)^ and 0*0

‘Jo or 0*4% Xa(?l was again found to give the best

r(‘sidts. Hasal solution 11, similar to that used for calcitication in vitro [llobi.son

and Rosenheim, 1934, p. (iHo] and containing 0*22
‘Jo Xal-KK);^ but no sulphate,

gave- rather poor de]K)sits with general precipitation. Typical results of these

(‘xperiments are shown in Table 1.

1'a))lo I. lieposition of Sr salts in hypertroph ic cartilage in vitro.

f 'onevat ration
of Sr(% g. por 10(» ml.

inji. p<* V loo ml. Dcpo.sitjon

in cartilaj'c

(‘‘SjK'rpurr*’) NallCO^ 1 * inurganii P cn-gaim- (rua\. I0_”) Sr X I*

0-01 M T 0 S-_., 0 ~ 010
onl M •f S 0 9=:, 704

0 M \2 0 0 . , 5 — 524
(himM

f « H) 0 7 7 Er_ 700
(HWLM.U :m 0 8 = 000
o-ou2r»J/ 40 0 7 = 880

(Mil J/ Oc'l'(K) 0 0 l=r 792

o(n M 10 (» 5 - m)
0-eo,*i J/ 10 0 1* — 70()

o-oo2:» M :io 0 .) _ 000
U*00L».’) 40 0 88(»

0-01 37 005 0 :io 9-_ , 9.., 10
-

005 J/ 0 30 5

Deposition in hppetirop/iir cartilage free from calcified tissue.

In order to eliminate as far as posvsible the objection that calcium might be

deriv(‘d from the bone slice itself, ex|)eriments were also carried out with seg-

ments of cartilage disseett^d from the metajihyses of tibiae and free from all

cal(‘ified tissue. De})osition occurred in these segments as regularly and as

heavily as in the usual bone slices. Spectrographic analysis showt‘d that tlu^se

cartilage segments, when removc^d from the bone, (X)ntain('d only tra(*es of

calcium, in amounts of the order 0*(K)1-0*(K)3 mg.

Nature of the deposits formed in hypertrophic cartilage in vitro ivith the

experimental strontium solutions.

The spectrographic examination of the deposits obtained in the earlier

experiments was carried out by the method of Ramage [1929 ; Sheldon and
Ramage, 1931J. In the later experiments a method of spark spectrum analysis

w^as employ(^d, using copper electrodes. Th<^ zone of hypertrophic cartilage con-

taining the deposit was dissected under a binocular microscope and placed in

0*5 ml. N HCl; after 16-20 hours 0*5 ml. HaO was added. Inorganic phosphate
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was estimated colorimetrically in 0*5 ml. of this extract. Tests carried out by
ashing the residual cartilage showed that extraction was complete. For the

spectrographic examination, 0*01 ml. of the extract was pipetted on to the

electrode and evaporated by gentle warming: three successive exposures, each

of 15 sec., were made. The standard solutions contained Sr, Ca, inorganic phos-

phate and HCl in concentrations as close as possible to those present in the

cartilage extracts. The presence of phosphate had a very marked effect in

reducing the intensity of the Oa and Sr lines.

Table II shows some tj-pical results obtained with segments of hypertrophic

cartilage from which all calcified cartilage and bone had been dissected away.

Three of these segments were immersed for 17 hours in a solution containing

Table II. Composition of deposits formed in hypertrophic cartilage.

Composition of solution
, Composition of deposits (HCl extracts

Sr (M)

Jnorgamc
phosphate

mg. P/ 100 ml.
Ile|X)8ition in

eartiiage Sr (mg.)

of oartiJage)

Ca (mg.) P (mg.

0*0025 10 - 0 0-(K)3 0 001

ft 99
- 0 »»

9* 99
- 0 99 »»

99 40 + 0*20 0-040

99 99
4- 0*20 99 0-022

99 99 + 0-24 99 0-030

0*0025 M Sr, 40 mg. P/100 ml. as inorganic phoHj)hate, 0*6 g. NaHCO., and 0*6 g.

NaCl per 1(K) ml. The other three segments, which served as controls, wtTC im-

mersed for a similar period in a solution containing too low a concentration of

phosphate (10 mg. P/100 ml.) to yitdd any deiwsit in the cartilage. Great

accuracy cannot be claimed for the values for 8r so far obtained by this method,

but thf*y undoubtedly prove that the deposits formed in cartilage consist largely

of strontium phosphate or earbonatophosphate. The values of the ratio Sr : P
suggest that the proportion of carbonate may b(‘ higher in these deposits tiian in

the bone salt, but a definite opinion on this point cannot be expressed until more
reliance can be placed on the results of the sjsjctrographic analyses. It would
seem that the cartilage itself firmly nhains a trace of calcium which is not re-

movod by immersion in the strontium solutions.

Summary.

1. The deposition of strontium salts in hyjxirtrophic cartilage in vitro, by
immersion of the cartilage in solutions containing strontium, inorganic phosphate
and carbonate ions, has lx*en confirmed, using spectroscopically pure strontium

salts and cartilage dissected away from all calcified tissue.

2. The deposits so formed have been shown by spectrum analysis to consist

largely of a strontium phosphate or earbonatophosphate.

We are very greatly indebted to Mr H. Ramage and to Dr N. Lucas for their

advice and generous help in carrying out the numerous spectrographic analyses.
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It was previously shown [Rosenheim and Robison, 1934J that the aortae of

normal rats and rabbits can be calcified in vitro by immersion in solutions of

similar (‘omposition to those used for calcification of hypertrophic cartilage. The
eoursi* of the process is not the same in these different tissues. In cartilage and
osteoid tissue, whi(*h normally become calcified in livo, calcification in vitro, in

suitable solutions, begins rapidly and may be complete in 12 to 24 hours; after

such periods of imnuTsion a marked diminution in th(* power of the calcifying

mechanism be(*onies evident (Robison ami Rosenlufim, 1934|. Calcification of

the aorta in vivo is an abnormal jdienomenon, and in vitro the process is delayed

and erratic. Deposition rarely begins until the tissue has been immersed for two
days and may not occur within 4 or 5 days, even in solutions w^hich arc much more
highly siipersaturattHl with calcium carbonatophosphate than those required for

de|K)sition of this salt in hypertrophic cartilage. From a consideration of these

and other facts it was suggested that eondition.s or |)ropcrtie8 favourable to calci-

fication may be deYclof)ed in the aorta as the n^sult of injury or of degenerative

changes. Some att('mpts wt'rt* made to obtain exp(‘rinu‘ntal evidence in sup|X)rt

of thi.s view by subjecting the aorta to various tR*atments after removal from the

animal; these attempts wen* unsucoessfuL

Tt was decided to continui' these cx}:)eriinents by producing in the living

animal changes in the aorta wdiich are commonly associated with eventual calci-

fication. The choice of cholesterol sclerosis for our first experiiruTits was taken

with the helpful advicn* of Prof. J. B. Duguid to whom wc express our thanks.

Experimental cholesterol arteriosclerosis in rabbits simulates in many respects

human atherosclerosis [Anitserhkow, 1933]. It is characterised by deposition of

lipoid substances, probably consisting of cholesterol and cholesteryl esters, in the

intima, which becomes greatly thickened with formation of large, fat-laden

"foam ” ctdls. Fatty plaques are formed on the inner surface, beginning in the

arch and extending into the thoracic aorta and abdominal aorta, ultimately

covering large areas of the vessel waU. At latiT stages, calcification of the de-

generate tissues often 0('curs. The earliest microscopical clianges may be observed

in aortae of rabbits which have received cholesterol over periods of 20 days and

upwards. This iyiye of arteriosclerosis is associated with disturbance of chole-

sterol metabolism, but some form of injury or alteration of the aortic tissues is

commonly supposed to play a part in predisposing these tissucvs to the infiltration

of lipoids.

The problem which we set out to study was w'hether such changes ai> are in-

duced in the rabbit aorta by diets rich in cholestt'rol provide conditions more

favourable for the deposition of calcium salts than are found in the normal

tissues. The plan of our experiments was to compare the rapidity, extent and

( )
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character of the calcification in vitro produced by supersaturated solutions of the

bone salt in aortae of normal rabbits and of those suffering from experimental

cholesterol arkTiosclerosis in varying degrees of’ severity.

Experiiviental

Twelve rabbits, each about 1 year old, were divid('d into pairs of approxi-

mately the same weight and were given a diet eonsi.sting of oats, bran, hay,

cabbage and carrot. One of each pair received in addition 1 g. cholesterol daily,

this being thoroughly mixed with min(*ed carrot and eaten by the animals before

they rect‘ived the rest of the food. Fiv(‘ pairs of rabbits were killed aft(‘r juTiods

of 35, 43, 50, SI and 91 days respectively. One rabbit of the sixth pair received

cholesterol during 112 days; tluTcafter it r<K*eiv(‘d the normal diet without

cholesterol for a further 41 days and w^as then kill(‘d along with the rabbit which

had received th<' normal di(‘t for the whole jieriod. Immediately after death the

aortal^ were excised with as(*j)tic precautions and W(*r(‘ div'idi*d transvers(‘ly into

segments some of which were y)lac(‘d in the calcifying solution, whilst tlu'

mainder wen‘ tixi'd at om^e as controls. The whole of the ascending aorta and arch,

the thoracic aorta and a small part of the abdominal aorta wc‘rt* used, tin* seg-

ments being numbered consecutively, Ix^ginriing from tin* heart.

The calcifying solution (8 : 5 : 0) used in all experinu^nts contained K mg. Ca

and 5 mg. P, as inorganic phosphate, per 100 ml., togcdluT with othiT inorganic

salts in the concentrations in which they o(‘eur in plasma
|
Itobison and Koscui-

heim, 1934J. Each segment was placed in a tulx* containing 1 S ml. of this solution

at pji 7-4 and In the previous investigation [liosenheim and Robison, 1934)

solution 8 : 5 ; 0 produc(‘d calcified de{)osits in 5 days in 3 out of 0 rabbit aortae.

In the first three experiments of the present s('ri(‘s c*aeh aorta was divided

into four segments: the first and third wen* immersed in solution 8:5:0 for

6 days, whilst the second and fourth served as controls. In Exps. 4“f) the

aortae were divided into ten .smaller .segmenf s and the period of immersion was

varied from 1 to 5 days in order that any increased tendency to calcification

might be more readily det(‘ct(d. In ord(T to minimise the risk of s[)ontaneous

precipitation of calcium salts the experimental solution w'as reneweil at intervals

of I or 2 days.

The segments wove fixed in 10% neutral formalin, dehydrat(*d and emlxxlded

in paraffin. Serial sections w(‘re cut and stained with silver nitrate* and eosin
;
alter-

natively, some sections wore stained with })urpurin and orange Q or with haem-
alum and eosin. In Exps. 4—0 some control segnicnts were cut with the frc‘Cizing

microtome and stained with Sudan HI and ha(*matoxylin for the detection of

lipoids.

The results of these experiments are summarised in Table I.

Changes induced by cholesterol.

Extensive fatty plaques were found in all segments of the aortae of rabbits

which had received cholesterol for periods of 81, 91 and 112 days (Exps. 4-6).

Considerable deposits of lipoids were present in the intima and in tlie inner layers

of the !TU*dia. Definite, though less extensive, intimal lesions were observed in

the aortae of the rabbits which had received cholesterol for 35, 43 and 50 days
(Exps. 1-3). The ealeification which oftoi accompanies the later stages of
cholesterol arteriosclerosis did not appear in any of these experiments; no cal-

cified dey)osits were seen in any segments which had not been immersed in

calcifying solution.
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Table I. Cakijicatim in vitro of rabbit aorta.

Segments immers(;d in solution 8:0:

0

(‘oiitrol segments Period
IVnod r

‘v XOK. of
initial Final on Choi- of immer-
ut. wt. diet X08. of (’aleili- estc^rol seg- sion (Jalcilieation

Exp. Sex g. i)itd days segments eatioii lesions ments days — '—— ^

1 1
2S00 N 2.3 - _ 1.2 G 4 4 1, 111, a

0 20.3(1 27:iO C .2.3 l^4 1,2 G 4- i, m, a

- 'j ;U7(» :i(»,30 X 4.2 - — 1.3 G 4- i, in, a
J ;j(>2(» :t020 C 4,2 -\4 - 1,2 (i 4- 4- i, m, a

20.30 2.320 X .30 -‘,4 _
1, 2 G 4- 4- i, m, a

2.32.3 :j2(»o (; oO 2,4 t 1.2 G "t 'T- i. m, a

i ; :i08o 2s.r. X 81 :i, (*), 0 - 1 1 _

2, .3, s 4 2

7 4

10 5 -

:i:ioo 2S.30 C .2, (5, 0 + 1 1 _ *

2, i>, S f 4 .) -

7 4 -

10 .3 + T i, in, a, p

*> J 284.3 2000 X 01 2, G, 0 _ 1 1 S m
.>

H 4 .> -

.3,8 - 7 2 -

10 4 •r m
J 2070 2.37.3 (' 01 .2, G, 0 4. 1 1 8 m

2, .3, 8 t 4 2 4. P
(Few granules)

7 .2 -

10 4 m

‘‘ J 270,3 2,370 X 1.3.2 2, (>, 0 1 1 «

2, ,3. 8 - 4 ‘>
1 -r in

7 ,2 4- T m
10 .3 „

i
2(iS.3 2820 'v

112

41

:i, ti, 0 -r 1 1 s m

2, r>, s - T 4 2 -

7 3 ... .. m
10 0 + 4- i, ni, a

normal; V, normal r 1 g. cholfsItTol «ladv.

( Hli iticutum: no di*i>osit ; • . vtTV light deposit; , heavy tlepohit; s, \er> Miiall ealeitied arei

(•eeiirring ?// vit'o.

Tlie lettei’h iiniieAte tlio loeation of tln‘ (le|iuwt: i, intmia: m, medw; a, adventitia: p. fatty jilatjuc.

The most extensive deposit i(»n was almost always found in the media.

Ill K\ps. 4 -0, segmeiitN .‘1, (i, were cut with the fiwzing mierotoine aiul examined for lipoid deposits.

In tile aorta of the normal rabbit of Exp. 5, a very small area of oalcifieation,

involving one or two ehistie laminae in the media, was tbimd in segment 2 (arch)

which had been fixed as a control {Plate I, Fig. 1). Very similar calcified art‘as

were seen also in segment 1 of the same aorta and in the first segments of the

aortac of two rabbits receiving cholesterol (Exps. 5 and 6). Although tne last

thn'c segments luid lieen immersed in solution 8:5:0 for one day, it was con-

sidered that the dejiosita were most probably formed in nivo but were not neces-

sarily induced by tlu* cholesterol diet. This type of (calcification is indicated in

Table I by the letter ‘'s”. The prestmceof such deposits in the aortac^ ofapparently

normal rabbits has l)een frequently noted. In a rcofsnt study, Kesteii [1935]

observed spontaneous medial degeneration in the aortae of 68 out of 125 appar-

ently normal young rabbits aged from 1 day to 8 months. Histologically, the
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earliest changes were swelling, fragmentation and fraying of elastic fibres in the

inner media, and at later stages calcium salts were laid down along and closely

apposed to these swollen fibres.

Cahifimtion in vitro.

In Exps. 1-3, in which alternate segments were immcTsed for 0 days in

solution 8 : 5 : 0, heavy calcification was obtained in vitro in th<‘ aortat> of the

normal rabbits and of those which had rtH*.eived cholesterol. As in the (‘arlier

experiments [Rosenheim and Robison, 1934] the dcjiosits were found chiefly in

the media but occurred also in the intima and adventitia, sometimes extending

throughout the whole width of the wall. In lightly cal(*ified areas the a])p(‘arance

of the stained deposit was that of scatten'd granules formed on or around the

elastic fibres. Thiswas shown part icularly well in sections stained with purpurin in

which fibres could be seen through the translucent pink granules (Plate I, Fig. 2).

In the more densely calcified areas the d(‘j)Osit extended between the ('lastie

laminae and frequently a])|M'ar(‘d to lie chiefly in the trniscle tissue, ruder high

magnification dej)osits of the latt<‘r typ(‘ sliowed ]>artieles attaelied to fine off-

shoots joining the elastic laminae, but whether deposition always }»egan in this

w'ay could not be determined. The impression that (4astie film's play an impor-
tant part in the initiation of (;aleifieation in the aorta was str(*ngthened by the

examination of thc'se <ley)osits.

In these three experiments the aortae of tht' normal rabbits and of thosi*

which had received <‘h(»lest<*rol did not show any signifi(‘ant differeaiec's in their

in vitro calcifi(*ation.

In Exps. in which different segments were immersed in eah'ifying solu-

tion for periods of 1-5 days, calcification hi vitro occurnd erratii'ally. In Exp. 4

no calcification oc<'urr(Ml in any segment of tlie normal rabbit aorta, whilst in

that of the rabbit re(*f*iving cholesterol a heavy depo.sit was fornu'd in one st'g-

ment only, immersed for 5 days, in this segment, ealcifi(*ation t(K)k f)la(‘e in sonu'

parts throughout the vessel w'all and in the extensive fatty placpu' (Plat(‘ 1,

Fig. 3). The presf'iicf* of numerous bact(*ria was, lic»wever, obsiu ved in the ]>t‘ri-

pheral layers of this segment and these organisms may eomu'ivably have j)layed

some part in determining calcification in these regions: no bacteria were si»en in

the middle' zone when* a lu*avy deposit was also found.

In Exp. 5 a light deposit was obser\'ed in the media of onc' st'gment of the
normal aorta, immersed for 4 days; the corresponding st'gmcnt of tin' aorta from
the rabf>it receiving chok'sti^rol also showed slight calcification after 4 days’
immersion, the deposit being formed on the inm'rrnost clastic laminae. In
anotlier segment of tlu* sam(‘ aorta, immersed for 2 days only, a few granuk'S of
calcium salt wore found in the fatty plaque (Plate 1, P’ig. 4) ;

but no calcification

occurred in segment 7 after 3 days’ immersion. In Exp. fi segments of the
normal aorta worn cahrified aft<?r 2 and 3 days’ immersion (Plate I, Fig. 5) but
not alter J or 5 days, whilst the aorta of the rabbit which had received cholesterol
became calcilkid to about the same (rxtent after 3 and 5 days’ immersion but not
after 2 days. A section of segment 7, which was immersed for 3 days, is showm in
Plate I, Fig, 6. The fat has btien removed during dehydration but one end of
an extensive intirnal platpic is seen. There is no calcification in this plaque or in
the sub-intimal layers; but a heavy de^josit is present in the middle region of the
media and rt*sembles that found in segment 7 of the normal aorta after immersion
lor a similar period (Plate 1, Fig. 5).

Most of the* de]>oBits observed in Exps. 4-fi occurred in the media, and granules
formed on or around elastic fibres were very conspicuous.
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The staining of the deposits.

The staining properties of the deposits of calcium salts (probably calcium
carbonatojdiosphate) formcid in these experiments were investigated in some
detail. With haemalum the staining was very slight, only the heaviest deposits
retaining the colour around their edges ; a deeper, though rather patchy, stain

was obtained if the sectioiLS were previously immersed for some time in a 1 %
solution of ftrric chloride*. Purj)urin and silver nitrate stained the de])Osits in

approximately the same dt‘gree, the purpurin giving a dt*ep clear pink colour,

characteristic of calcium in absence of iron. The greatest reliance was placed on
silver nitrate but the method has certain defects. With heavy deposits, there is a
tendency to sjreading of the brown stain into surrounding tissues; whilst,

occasionally, th(* reduced silver may form relatively large and appar(*ntly crystal-

line particles, wliich probably do not show' the e*xact distribution of the original

cali'ium salt. As jKiinted out by Oameron
[ 1930] it is not the (;alcium ion but the

anion, carbi)natophos])hat<*, which reacts with silver nitrate.

Through the kindness of J)r C. V. Harrison, wc were abh* to compare these
r(*actions witli those* givt*n under precisely similar conditions by the deposits

formed in riro in his exfieriments on arterial disease produc(*d by chole*sterol and
vitamin 1) (Harrison, 1933|. In sections cut from his material, all deposits

stained by silvtT nitrate also stain<‘d by haemalum and purpurin, t in* latter

giving a redilisb f)urple colour indi(*ating the presence of iron. In addition,

certain an^as not stained by silver nitrah* were stained by haemalum and showed
also a taint ])urple stain with purpurin. Cameron (1930] concluded that “hae-

mato.xylin does not stain calcium salts though it often identifies areas in which
clianges favourabh* to the* deposition of calcium salts arc taking place. The reac-

tion ohtained in these areas d(‘]Hmds jiartly on the presenet* of iron and mostly on
a p(*euliar ground sub.stance wfiiidi is normally present in hone and cartilage and
which also apjKvirs at the site of pathological calcification and, if mordanted with
aluminium or chromium, stains deeply with haematoxyUn.” In accordance with
this view we may eonsid<*r <*ither that this peculiar ground suh.stance w'as not

]>resent in tin* aortae used for our experiments and did not develoj) in vitro as a

preliminary to calcification, or that the absence of iron from our exfK-rimental

solution was the sole cause* of the failure to stain with haemalum. These alter-

natives will he investigatt*ii in further (‘Xp(»riments.

Th( possible ivflnencv of bacteria in the tissues upon calcification.

The precautions taken to avoid bacterial contamination of the excised aortae

w'ere not sc» successful as in similar exyK*riments with bone slices. Many of the

calcifying solutions w hen tested at tlie end of the experimental period prodiieetl

bacterial growths on agar slopes at 37 \ Since tlu* solutions were sterilised before

use, the bacteria must have been introduced with the tissue segments. The
contamination was not sufficient to produc*c visible turbidity in the solutions or

to affect their .

Microscopical examination of these segments revealed the presence of

bacteria in the surface layers of intima and advtuititia ; occasionally the con-

tamination extended for some little tlistance into the media. Rarely could any
association be traced l>etween the areas so contaminated and those in which

calcium deposition took place. The chief instance of such possible redationship

was seen in Exp. 4, segment 10 (Plate 1, Fig. 3) ;
but even here, dense calcifica-

tion also occurred in the middle region where no bacteria were seen.
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The effect of bacterial invasion on the calcification of tissues in vitro is a

question of sufficient interest to warrant further study. It is, however, reasonably

certain that the formation of most of the deposits observeni in our experiments

was not due to this cause.

Discussion.

From the results of these experiments it appears that the specific changes

induced in the rabbit aorta in invo by diets rich in cholesterol do not. provide

conditions more? favourable for the deposition of calcium carbonatophosphate

in \ntro than are present, or may devcloj) in vitro, in aortae excised from normal

rabbits.

Neither Iht* lipoid deposits characteristic of cholesterol arteriosc‘]eroHis nor

the tissues in whicli these lipoids occur have provt*d sf)i‘cially prone to calcifica-

tion in our ex|K'rimental solutions, although de}K>sits of calcium salts were occra-

sionally produced in these areas. This conclusion does not stand in (*ontradiction

to the fact that calcification often occurs in vivo in atheromatous lesions of long

standing whidi have undergone further necrotic changt‘s. Our exp(*riinents w(»n‘

probably of too short duration for such secondary degei\erative c!iang(‘s b) take

place.

It is belwjved [Duff, 193o] that .some alteration of the tissues ])re(*(‘des and

favours the depo.sition of lipoids in this type' of arteriosclerosis. We consider tliat

some alteration of the tissues may also prt'cede and favour deposition of calcium

salts in the aorta in vivo and in vitro: but our pn'sent results do not justify

the assumption that changes which lead to or accompany the* actMunulation

of lipoids in the aorta have any immediate relationship to its suhsequemt

calcification.

Th(* histological interpn'tation of calcification prtHluced in vitro is mad(*

difficult by the coll degeneration which accompanies the f)rolonged imnuTsion of

the tissues in the exfwrimental solutions; after o or fJ days few stainabh* nuclei

remain. It is permissible, however, again to (*mphasi.se that the* [)henom(*non

has certain aspects in common with calcification occurring in vitamin I) scl<'ro.sis

as described by Duguid |193()J and others. Both processes are associated with

high values of the product Ca x P in the fluids bathing the tissues: in both, calci-

fication affects, primarily, the media, picking out first the elastic laminae and
later (‘xtemding into the tissue between them. Harrison induccnl cholest<»rol

sclerosis and vitamin D sclerosis successively in the same rabbit and found

that the respective lesions were confined to different parts of the, vessel. In some
of his experiments the two lesions, intimal and medial, altcniated in an almost

unbroken chain around the circumference of the aorta, a r(\sult attributed by
him to the movements of the vf?ssel and the relative immobility of those areas

affected by the preliminary lesion, rendering them less susceptible to the subse-

quent lesion. Factors of this nature were not operative in our expt»riments. In
Harrison's experiments, calcification was sometimes found in the fatty debris

in the deeper j)arts of the cholesterol plaques and was more marked in thos(5

rabbits which had subsequently received irradiated (TgostiCrol. With these ol>ser-

vations, a]>art from the differences inherent in the two tyjK*8 of exi^e^iment8, our
own rcsult.s are in agi’cemcmt.

From information kindly given to us by Prof. I. M. Heilbron it ap{K*ars that
the ‘‘pure cholesterol” of commerce is not entirely homogeneous but contains
about 0* 1 of another sterol which shows selective absorption similar to
ergosterol but is j)robably not identical with the latter. The quantity of
ciholeptcrol which must be administered to rabbits in order to produce athero-
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matous lesions in the aorta is so large in comparison with the quantity of

calciferol which produces medial calcification that the possibility that the second

sterol, although present in such small proportion, may play some significant

part in the develojmient of experimental cholesterol sclerosis would seem to be

worth investigation.

Sl^MMARY.

1 . The influence of the changes induced in the rabbit aorta in vivo by diets

rich in cholesterol on subsetpient calcification has been investigated by the method
of calcification in vitro previous! descril^ed.

2. Tlie development of typical cholesterol arteriosclerosis was not found to

be associated with any increased proneness to calcification of the aorta in vitro

nor did the depositvs so obtained specially favour those portions of the vessel in

which t}u‘ cholesterol lesions occurred.

We wish to thank Dr C. \\ Harrison and Dr E. Weston Hurst to whom we
are indebted for much helf)fnl a<lvi(^e on the histology of this investigation.

Our thanks are also due to Messi*s Olaxo Laboratories Ltd., who kindly provided

tlie cholesterol used in tliese experiments.
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DESCRIPTION OF FIGURES IN PLATE I.

<-a, ealeitieation; e.l., elastic lamina; p, oholcsterol plaque.

Fi^;. 1. E.\p. r>, Aseending aorta of normal rabbit, wgmeiit 1. showing ealcifieation in the media
on elastic laminae (oeeurring in nro). AgNO, and eosin. x 2S(».

Fig. 2. Exp. 2. A.seending aorta of rabbit uhieh had received 1 g. (‘holesterol daily for 43 days:

sc^gineiit 1, <> days in solution 8 : o : 0. Note typical ap].K*aranec of granules of t‘a salt deposited

on the ela-stic laminae in the media. Furpurin and orange G. ^ 280.

Fig. 3. Kxp. 4. Abdominal aorta of rabbit which had received 1 g. cholesterol daily for 81 days;

segment 10, o days in solution 8:5:0. Note extensive ealeifieation in intima, media, adven-

titia and in the large intimal plaque. Numerous bacteria were present in the siirfaee layers of

the segment. AgNO., and eosin. x 30.

Fig. 4. Exp. 5. Intimal plaque, in sitle artery at junction with aortic aieh. of rabbit which had
rc‘ceived 1 g. cholesterol daily for 91 days; segment 4, 2 days in solution 8:5; 0. Note
granules of calcium salt deposited in plaque. AgNDj, and eosin. x 520.

Fig. 5. Exp. 6. Thoracic aorta of normal rabbit, segment 7, 3 days in solution 8 ; ; 0. Note
calcification in the media, on and between the elastic laminae. AgNO^ and eosin. x 12t>.

Fig. 6. Exp. 6. Thoracic aorta of rabbit which had received I g. cholesterol daily for 1 12 days,

then normal diet for 41 days; segment 7, 3 days in solution 8:5: 0. Note ealeitieation in

the media, but none in the intima or plaque. AgNO^ and eosin. x 120.
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Armstrono [1904] advanced the liypothesis that the specificity exhibited by

yeast towards glucose, mannose and fructose was due to l,he (‘xistenee of an eiiol

form common to the three' hexoses. Hopkins
1 1931] developed a modification of

this hypothesis to show certain feature's of configuratieni common to a-gluco-

pyranose, a-mannopyranoso and fructofurane)se using the e*onfigurations e)f

Haworth. In the^ case of glucose, Willstatter and Sobotka [1922] and Hopkins

[1931] liad shown that, when a solution ofglucose is fe'rme'nted rapidly by brewe'r’s

yeast and the fermentation is interrupteel, the re'sidual solution exhibits rnutaro-

tation in the positive sense. This was intc'rpre^t-ed to mean that the yeast selectively

preferred the a-form of glucose. Hopkins
[
1931 ]

hael furthc'r shown that frue*tose,

partly fermented by breww’s yeast, also exliibited mutarotation in the })ositive

sense. The inference was drawn that brewer s yeast specifically ferments a form

of fructose possessing a less negative specific rotation than that- of fructose at

» equilibrium: this was quite possibly fructofuranose w'hich shows a C('rtain con-

figurational relationship with glucopyranose and rnannopyranosc'.

The simplest explanation of the.se phenonuma is to suppose that brewer s

yeast specifically ferments a-glucose, a-mannos(‘ (for which the evidence will bo

furnished in a later communication) and some form of fructose. However, there

is the alternative explanation that, whilst both a- and ^-forrns of thtj sugars are

directly f(*rmentable, the a-form is preferred just as glucosi*. is preferred to

fru(;tos(' in mixtures of the two. Certain experiments of Willstatter and Sobotka

1 1922 1
seem to sup}K>rt this, in that a- and ^-glucose separately fermented at the

same rate, just as glucose and fructose do. Howx'vcr, these fermentations were

conducted at concentrations high enough to prevent concentration of sugar from

being the limiting factor. Lastly there remains the possibility that intermediate

forms of the sugars are specifically attacked.

In recent years evidence ha»s been forthcoming to strengthen this last

hypothesis. JJj)pich [1932] measured the HCN-binding powers (“Blausaure-

zahl”) of sugar solutions and concluded that open-chain forms were present in

appreciable amounts. One or, more probably, two such “N-forms** may exist.

Thus for glucose he suggests either

a-form ^ N-form :;;i: g-forni (1)

N^-form a-form :;;;± jS-form Nn-fonu (2)

the N 4 and N^ forms being presumablyopen-chain formsrelatedstereoohemioally
in some such manner as are a- and jS-glucose. Although Lippich was forced to

( 76 )
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consider (2) to be more representative of a glucose solution, it is simpler for our

purposes to make use of (1), or of a modification of (2) in the form,

a-form ::;± N^^-form :;± jS form

u
Nji-form

the form being that spi^cifically fermented by brewer’s yeast.

With a view to deciding between the three explanations outlined above of

the specificity of brewer’s yeast for glucose it was considerc^d desirable to

measure the rates of fermentation of a-, and ajS-glucose, all at concentrations

low enough to influence or even to control the rate of fermentation.

Experimental.

The apparatus used for measuring velocities of fermentation was that used
by Slator [191)6] with modifications and technique as describtHl by Hopkins and
Rob€^rts [1935, 1]. In the fermentation vesvsel the brewer's yeast in suspension

was br(»ught to the desired temperature and the sugar, in solul form or in solution

at et^uilibrium, w^as contained in a small beaker on the float on the surface. This

sugar w^as diHcharg(‘d into the yeast suspension by starting the shaker after

exhau.stion of the system. a-(llucose was recrystalli.sed from alcohol, dried in

mcuo oveT* PjjGs and finally desiccated in a Fisc*her drier. yS-Glucose was crystal-

lised from pyridine, dried and freed from pyridine^ at 1(K)" for 2 hours, its

identity iKung confirmed by polarimetric observations.

The rates of fermentation were observed by reading the manometer at

intervals of 0*5-2 min. and calculated to mg. CO2 min. using the appropriate

calibration factor for the total volume and temjK'rature of liquid employed [Hop-
kins and Roberts, 1935, 1).

The results in Tables 1 and II show that a-. and a- + ^-glucose at 1 % con-

centration are ferinent(?d at 30 at the same rat<‘. How'ever, in the case of

a- *f j3-glucose in equal proportions, rather less time w^as roquir€‘xl to attain

Table 1. Mates of fermentation of tl- and p-glucost.

Ip. *- or /3'glu<'ose: 4 g. yeast;; 30 ; CO 2
as mg. min.

Time (mm.) ... 2 o 10 15 20 25 30 35

«*gluoose ;J40 4*98 0-29 rv23 .VI

8

5- 12 4-93 4-

)3<gluco»c 3-40 40ri 5-32 5*23 5'20 5*15 4-93 4-75

Table IT. Mates offermentation of (1) <x.-glucost\

a- and P-gliirx)se.

, (2) an equimolar mixture of

(1) 0*r» g. a-glueose, (2) 0*2.'5 g. a-glucosit‘ + 0*25 g. jS-gliiooso.

as mg, min.

4 g. yeast; 50 ml.; ,30'’;

Time (min.) ... 1 2 4 6 8 10 15 20

a-Glucose 0*26 1 04 2*08 2*81 3 30 3-74 4-47 4-94

a- + /SGlucoac 0*52 1-30 2 29 302 3-53 3*95 4-68 5- 10

Time (min.) ... 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60

a-Olucose 5*20 4-99 4-.78 4*06 3-54 291 1-56 0-41

a- -H /9-Gluoose 5*20 4-89 4-37 3-95 3-54 2-81 1*56 0*52

the maximum rate than with a-glucose alone. Subsequent fermentations were

carried out at 36°, since it was found that with the very high yeast rate that was
necessarily employed the induction period was greatly reduced at this tempera-

ture. The results of these later experiments are shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
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Discussion.

Selective fermentation of aj3-glucose, as observ’^ed by the mutarotation of the

partly fermented sugar, indicates that the a-form is removed more rapidly than

the jS-form [Willstatter and Sobotka, 1922; liopkins, 1931]. The results how-

ever do not support the* sim})lo hypothesis that brewer’s yeavst is specific for

a-glucose. For example, calculation shows that in the case of j8-glucose at 35°

and 5*()~6*() (Fig. 1) the 1 % solution would after fi min. unmolested mutaro-

tation have yielded about O il % of a-glucose. At the same stage the a-glueose

(Fig. 1) would have produml about 0*22% of /S-glucose, leaving 0-7S% of

a-glucos(' unchanged. If the yeast w^ere specific for the a-form, the raU» of fer-

mentation of tlu^ former sugar solution at this stage would be the same as that

of a/3-glucose containing O-ll % of the a-form, i.e. 0*30 ajS-glucose, and the

rate for the latter solution th(‘ same as that of 2*1 % ajS-glucoae. The latter would

show the greater rat(‘s of fermentation if the yeast wwc in any w^ay spinafii* for

the a-form. However, after 0 min. the maximum i“at(‘S of fernKUitation were

attained in each case and were the same. These experimcuits prove this eipiality

more clccarly than the corresponding ones of WillstatUT and Sobotka. [1922| who
employed much higher concentrations of the sugars and measured the* times of

half-fermentation.

In these earlier experiments variations in y(‘ast rate and temperature at

1 % sugar concentration w^re introduced. The only differtriet^ i‘(‘Vt‘aled bedweem

the sugars investigated (a-, j8-, a- + j8- and aj3-ghu‘ose) w’as between a^-glucose oii

the one hand and freshly dissolved a- or j3-glucose on the other at 35 (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Ratos of fornuntation of a-, p- and a^-glwoso respectively, at 1 eone(*ritration. 0*5 g.
a-, p-, or ajS-gluoose; 8 g. yc'ast; 50 ml.; 35 \ a> O, /S* , 'x.P- A.

Th(‘se conditions w ere adopted since, from a consideration of the temperature
coefficient of mutarotation and the observed indiujtion periods, it was apparent
that the maximum rate of fermentation would then l)e attained with minimum
mutarotaiion. The distinctive appearance of the curves (Fig. 1) for a- and jS-

glucose would seem to be due to the relative velocities of fermentation and
mutarotation, since under other conditions (Tables 1 and II) the eurvf^s were of
tlie usual compound exponential type and resembled those of a/S-glucose in all

expt?riments. The tim(^s of half-ferrnentation are the same in all three cases, viz,

12, 11-9 and 12-1 min. for a-, jS-, and equilibrium glucose respectively, a result
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Fig. 2 (o, b, c). Rates of fermentation of «* and glucose at different eonecntrations,
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Bioohem. 1936 xxx
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words, the j8-fonn is not contributing its share, so that the proportion of a- and
/S-forms becomes changed to one with an abnormally liigh proportion of j3-

glucose. On arresting th<‘ fermentation, miitarotation to equilibrium follows, as

observed. Some evidence in support of this explanation is furnished in Fig. 2,

which is discussed below. Alternatively, tlu^ changes of rotation in partly

fermented glucose solutions can be accounted for by postiilating merely that

the specific rotation of the N-form is higher than that of aj8-glucose. The removal
of this form would have tlie effeit observed. If however tht? N-fortn is pr(‘sent in

only a relatively low proportion, then its specific rotation must be high. Both of

these explanations may ap})ly to the ease, the resultant of th(‘ two (‘ffects being

the mutarotation obst‘^^'ed.

The above explanation of tlie phenomenon of selective ferment a< ion of a/3-

glucose assumes, as stated, that 35 parts of the a-form would in a given time
produce the same amount of the N-forrn as would (54 ])art.s of the j8-form. If this

is so, then, if siiffichuitly low' concentrations are t^rnployed, a-glucose should

ferment separately faster than )S-glucose. A con(‘cnt rat ion of 1% is not low
enough, but Fig. 2 (a, by c) clearly shows this (‘ffeef, ]>rogn*ssively incr<'asing as

concentration is lowered from 0*75 to 0*25 %. A])plicati(ui of th(* Michaelis and
Menten theory as described by Hopkins and Roberts

1 1935, 1 1, an<l plotting the

reciprocals of maximum velocity as ordinates against reciprocals of initial con-

centration, yielded the graphs in Fig. 3 From these, following the pr(»ci‘dui*e

described by Hopkins and Roberts [1935, 2), the following valutas of the

Michaelis and Menten constant, were calculated:

a-glucose, 0*178 convspon<ling to 0*0099 M.
^-glucose, 0*212 correspoiuling t/O 0*0118 3/.

That the ratio of these, 0*21 : 0*18, is not as great as that of 04 : 35 is not sur-

prising since, firstly, the observed maximum velocitit'S were attained only after a
certain amount (jf mutarotation had taken place, 8(H‘ondly, the ratio (>4 : 35 for

the proportions of and a-glucose re8|MM,*tive1y in solutions at equilibrium may be
far frrmi corrc^ct, and thirdly, experimental errors are appreciable. Nevertheioss,
Hu rf'sults of Figs. 2 and 3 supyjort tlu' former of the two explanations furnished
to acH‘ount for the phenomenon of the mutarotation of partly fermented ai3-
glucose.
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S[JMMAKY,

1. The maximum rates of fermentation attained by a-, /3- and aj3-glucose are

tile same unless the initial coneontration of sugar is well below 1 %

.

2. With initial concentrations of 0*5 and 0*25% the fermentation of a-

glucosc^ attains a maximum rate greater than that attained in the case of /3-

glucose.

3. The values of the Michaclis and Menten constant,
,
for fermentation of

a- and /3-glu( ose are 0*0099 and 0*0118 M respectively.

4. These observations, and particularly the progress of the fermentations at

1 % concentration, lead to the hypothesis that neither a- nor /3-glucose, but an
intermediate, [lossibly open -chain, form of glucose? is specifically fermented. The
a-form is converti'd into this fermentable form more rapidly than the /3-form.

5. The miitarotation of partly fermented a|3-glucose may be explained on
this hypothesis.

One of the authors {K. H. R.) is indebted to the Trustees of the Fentham
Trust for a grant which eiial)led him to carry out the work reeord(!d in Parts 1-IV^

of this seri<‘s of pa|H*rs.
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The behaviours of prot<jin solutions wh(‘n filtcu’ed through membranes of graded

porosities under different conditions of and dispersion medium have been

further studied in the case ctf haemocyanin (Helix pornatia), edestin and egg

albumin. The particle sizes of these proteins in dilute solution have been deter-

mined by Svedberg and his co-workers by the method of ultrac(‘ntrifugal analysis,

the respective values being 24, <S and 4*34 The purpose of our present study

has l)een to ascertain the conditions most favourable for the filtration of th(\s(»

proteins in a manner similar to that followed for the serum j)rot<nns (Elford and

Ferr}’, 1934], and to establish for (^ach the filtration end-j)oint. A means is then

provided of checking further the valu(* of the empirical correction facitor adopted

by Elford |1933] for deducing the particle size of a suspension from tlu^ pore

diameter of the limiting membrane by w'hich it is just completely retained.

The exj)erimental ultrafiltration t(‘elmique has Ix^en exactly as described in

the earlier paper dealing with the serum proteins [1934]. The analyses of filtrates

have been based upon refractornetric ineasurementvS and controlled precipitation

t;ests with salicylsulphonic acid. The stock protein solution.s were always stt^rilised

by filtration through a suitable nuimbrane.

Haemocyanin (HeJix pornatia).

Three separate batches of crystalline haemocyanin were used. We are greatly

indebted to Dr G. A. Millikan for his valued advice and assistance in prejiaring

the crystalline protein. The })roeedure followed was essentially that outlined by

Svedberg and Chimoaga [1928].

Influence ofmedium onfiUerability, The filtration curves have been established

for haemocyanin disj>ersed in the same concentration at 7*3 in (*ach of the

four media: water, 1% saline, A//15 phosphate buffer and Hartley’s broth.

0*1 N NaOH was used to adjust the when necessary. The curves for mem-
branes of average pore diameters (a.p.d.) I25mp are given in Fig. 1 . Broth is

clearly the best medium for the filtration of haemocyanin but it is very inter-

esting to find that for small volumes of solution (1-2 ml.) the relative filtrate

concentration, u, for water as medium may exceed that for Wth. However, con-

siderable mechanical blocking of the membrane occurs in the later stages sug-

gesting that whilst the initial adsorj)tion of haemocyanin may be only slight the

system is relatively sensitive to influences favouring aggrc'gation. The initial

adsorjition appears to be considerable in the presence of 1 % saline and the buffer

salts, but the broth medium ensures a high value of Um9,x and its stabilising in-

fluence minimises the degree of blocking of the pores.

Influeme of p;/ . Over a wide range of
, 5 to 8, the values of itmax for 0*6%

solutions haemocyanin in broth medium when filtered at 76 cm. mercury pressure

( 84 )
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through membranes of a.p.d. O'IO/ul were consistently within 95 to 100%.
Below pji 6'0 the initial adsorption zone increased progressively, but the value

of Um&x was not affected until pjj values below 5-0 were reached, when an abrupt

Fig. 1. Filtration curves of haomooyanin in diffemit media, (a) water 7-30; (0) broth

;»ii 7‘3J
;
(r) I nalino pu 7*-*8; (</) J/' lo phosphate buffer 7-33. Membrane eharaeteristies

l'2>'*fnp: thiekriess 0*13 mm. Filtration pressure 7(> em. mercury.

falling off was observ^ed. It was evident that for purposes of establishing the

filtration end-point curve, the most favourable medium would be broth at a p^
between 7 and 8.

Filtration end-point data. Table I contains a summary of filtration data for

momtiranes of* various porosites enabling the end-point for haemocyanin to be

deduced.

Haemo-
cyanin
batch .Meilium

Coiu'cii-

tration
<>

o

Table I.

Ph
Pressure
atmos.

A.P.D.

mp
*^nin\
O
0

A XD firolh 1 7<> 3 84 Ko
»* »» 3 r».> Nil

Stock broth 1 (i-S 2 11.5 80
1 (is 2 84 20
.. 70 2 70 1,5

1 7-3 1 115 75
75 U)
04 1

If 57 ? trace <1

J*hosphate

.50 Nil

1 7*3 1 75 Nil

C Stock broth O'ri 7-31 1 125 8.5

f
8.5 (iO

74 5.5

.. (>4 10

57 ? trace

54 Nil

50 Nil

This batch showed groat reluctance to crystallise; in experiments with the dialysed solution

ail membranes of 70w/i and less retained the haemocyanin completely and tlie filtration curves

were markedly abnormal. The stock was re-dialyscil against distilled water and a w’hitc orecipilate

formed and ebllected mainly as a surface layer on centrifuging. The blue opalescent solution of

haemocyanin was puietUd into another sac and dialysis continued against acetate buffer, 4*8.

Crystallisation of haemocyanin occurred. The results in the table art' those given by the reorystal-

lised preparation.
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Membranes of a.p.d. below 5omfi re<4iin the protein completely even in

broth medium under conditions most favourable for filtration, whilst more
porous membranes permit the prokdn to pass. I'ht* filtration end-point for

haemocyanin (Helix) is then^fore 55tnijL, from which we deduce [Elford, 1933]

that the protein has a particle size* of 18 to 28wjLt. Svodberja: and C^hirnoaga [1928]

and also Svedberg and Heyroth [1929 |, by the method of s(dimontation analysis,

concluded that the protein particles were spherical and 24w//.4 in diametcT. Thus
the ratio of the particle diameter (by sedimentation analysis) to th(*. average porc'

diameter of the limiting membrane for coinplett‘ retention of the ]:)rotein is (>44.

Edestw

.

The edestin w’as prepared from }u‘mp-se(»d by extraciif)n with neutral salt

solution according to the method of Osborm» [1909|.

Special difficulties W(‘re encountered in the filtrat ion studic^s with edc^stin solu-

tions. A liigh concentration of salt w^as necessary to dissolve th<‘ protein at all, and
even so the solubility was small. Further, the edestin solutions became turbid on
standing aiida preci])itatescttl(‘<l out, a process which continiu'd fora nirmth ortw'o

until about half the protein had )>eeome insoluble. ( Vuitai't with a collodion mem-
brane apj)eared to accelcTate this procr^ss. In th(‘ ]>ros(*ncc of broth the solution

was relatively stable, and most ofour filtration studi(,‘s w'c'n* made in this Tm‘dium.

Influenct of . Edestin may be dissolved in a<*idiilatcd w'ater directly, in tin*

absence of salt, and then adjusted, by adding alkali, tu^arly to t]u‘ isoelectric

point befon* preci})itation occurs. ExptTiments made with solutions in dilntt*

HCl at pjj 2*7 show^ed that the protein filtert‘d V(‘ry readily under these condi-

tions. The filtration eiid-point was 15w/x, which is slightly lo\v(‘r than that,

established for solutions in brotli at pjj 7*(i. It is interesting to note that tht‘

reaction jOjj 2*7 is outside the range of stability for inonodispfTsion, />j| 5*o to 9*7,

determined by Svedberg and Stamm [1929]. Tiu\v found edestin to be (piiti^ un-

stable on the acid side of its iso<d(*ctric point 5*5). The filtration results with

acid edestin solutions arc in accord with this view.

Avoraye jjon* clianicter in m/x

tig. 2. Joltration crid-p«iht curves for edestin. («/) 0-5Vo edestin in 1*5 Af scxlium ehloridc at
7-2; {h) 04% edestin in broth at />i| 74.

Filtration end-point carvea. The end-point curvc»8 were t*stablished for edestin
<li8solved in (a) J-6 J/ sodium chloride at 7-2, and (6) Hartley’s broth at
Pu Fig. 2). The filterability of edestin was much improved by the pres*
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once of broth, but the filtration curves for edestin solutions were in general of the
abnormal type, and in this respc^ct they resembled those of serum globulin. A
trace of protein in broth solution ]jassed a 20m/x membrane on one occasion, but
membranes of pcjrosities below 18//?^ have always retained the edestin. This
filtration end-jK)int IHmjjL indicates a particle diameter 6-9 m/x, in good agre;e-

ment with tlK‘ value HmfjL established by Svedberg and Stamm [1929]. Thus the
ratio of the particle diamet<)r, giv^en by sedimentation analysis, to the
limiting pon* diameter for the complete re'tention of (‘destin is 0*44.

•

Egg albumin,

Tlie egg albumin was jirefiarcd from a Schering-Kahlbaum product which
originally contained globulin. After refractionation by means of lialf-saturated

ammonium sulphate, tlie alhumin was three times reerystallised from solution at

Pji 4-7 in the presencf* of ammonium suljihate aj)d then dialysed against distilled

water. TJie final j>rodiiet yielded aqueous solutions which wore quite colourless

and coiitaimKi (uily a very slight trac(^ r>r sulphat(‘.

Th(^ filtration end-]»oint for egg albumin had previously been found by
Eliord

[ 19.*13J to lie iui/fi, a value eonfirmed by Hauer and Hughes [1934]. In the

prc\seiit study liu‘ iiitluenees of filtration conditions upon the filterability of the

protein havt‘ been more extensiv'ely iiivestigati^d.

Fi|Z. .*1. Va-riation of M,„ax albumin solutions of ililTercnt ^>h values when tiltered at

n atmoN. pressure throu;u[h a JOw/x memhrane.s; • — 11 jn^ meinbranes; - - membranes.

Ivfimnce of (yurves showing the variation of with for three

different grades of membrane are given in Fig. 3. In all cases adjustments of

were made by adding 0*1A H(3 or 0*1 N NaOH and the final protein concentra-

tion was kept at 0*5% . A well-defined zone ofminimum filterability occurs in the

region of S-O-S-fi, which is slightly more alkaline than the usually accepted

isoelectric point, p^ 4-6. The surface activity of the protein is maximum in this

rc^gion, as shown by a minimum value in the surface tension of its solutions and a

maximum degree of adsorption on collodion particles (sec* Fig. 5).

Influence of sodium chloride. The prcsenoe of salt in the solution may exert a

profound influence upon the filtration liehaviour of a protein. Egg albumin is a

protein which is readily soluble in water in contrast to the relatively insoluble
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globulins typified by cdestin in the previous section. The influence of varying

salt concentrations upon the filterability of egg albumin is shown in Fig. 4.

Fig. 4. Vari&,tioii of for c*gg albiinun solutions tontaimiig varying iiniounts of Na<'l.

Curves “m" and ““/i” ai’e for Jlwi/t riicnibraiu^s^ and rurvr ‘“r“ for lih/ffi nu'iidmiiirs. "riic

jigures against the points art* the n*Hp(‘etive y>j| values.

Fig. Vfl^orptioii of egg alhuniin on c ollodion partieleH. A ; fi oui O wlutiofiB at diffen‘nt
valiicH. R; from O solutions with different coneentrations of NafJl at same pj, 5-05. The
ac tual measured values are inserted against the jwints in the graph,

Chirvt vS (a) and (/?) give the variation of w^ax with the percentage concentration of
NaOJ for ()‘5% protein solutions at pj^ 7*0 and 5*05 respectively, filtered
through 11 m\i membranes. Curve (c) is forpy 4*93 and more porous membranes,
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The value of each solution is inserted near its ax)propriate point on

the graph. The initial decrease in filterability shown in the early }X)rtion of

curve (a) is fully accounlrcd for by the change inpjj {cf. Fig. 3), and it is ax)pai*ent

that th(* jm'sence of Nad in conccintrations up to 1 % slightly improves the

filteralulity of egg albumin at pj| 7-0. Considering curve (6) for pjj 5*05 the

c'ffect of the salt concentration is hero more pronounced. Initially there is a

definite improvement in filterability, increasing until the concentration of

sodium chloride n'ac'hes 0-2 -()-3%, when a decreases commences and continues

until for 1 % salt the value of Wn^ax i« slightly lower than that for the salt-free

solution. The direction of the eliect is similar in curve (c) but the maximum is

h'ss jironounced with the more porous membrane. Studies of the adsorption of

egg albumin at o-05 on to collodion particles have demonstrated that for

small additions of salt a region of minimum adsorption exists (see Fig. 5) which

coiTes]>onds with the zones of maximum filterability in curve (6). Fig. 4. The
change in filtration behaviour may thus be correlated with the modified surface

j)rof.)erti(‘s of the x»rotein in the fire.sence of added electrolyte. Further, and
largely in cons(HpuuuH‘ of such modified surface properties, the state of dispersion

of file colloidal protein units may be (‘xp(K*ted to be affected, particularly in more
concentrated solut ions,

Coinparlftmi of JiffrnM media at p// 7-2. The filterabilities of 0*5% solutions

of egg albumin in wat(‘r, 1 sodium cldoride, M 'lo x>hosx>hate buffer (Sorensen),

Hartley's brolli and extra-dig(‘st(Hl bn>tli (no x^rotein detect abk*), (^ach at 7-2,

W(‘r(' compared. The values of ?/niax shown in Table II.

Table II.

Medium Keniarks

Wat or O-Uo A-.iM), of membranes used

1 NaCl OVJ
J//l“) plio«j»hate buffer 01

5

Fj Itration pressure = 3 atmos.

Kxtra’diirtHtod broth 0 !.>

Stock Hartlcv'y broth 0-4.“»

Conforming with our previous studies. Hartley's broth is .seen to be the best

medium for filt('ring egg albumin. However, eonsidt^rable variation is found

among different batches of broth. The value ofthe broth from the filtration stand-

])oint is determined largely by the stage at which the digesting process is arrested

in its prex>aration [Elfoni and Ferry, 1934], A good broth enables as much as

75% of the ogg albumin in a 1 % solution to be obtained in the filtrate through a

membrane (Elford, 1933J, whilst in the other extreme ease of the extra-

dige.sted broth (*ontaining no surface-active constituent, the percentage of protein

fiassing is much lower, eom])arable with that in 1 % saline and J//15 phosphate

buffer media—ri^;. 10 to 15®/o only. This rex)resenta a slight improvement uxx}n

the filterability of the x^rotein in water, although a different result might be

exi)eeted at a nearer the isoelectric zone (see curve (6), Fig. 4).

Discussion.

The studies with the serum x^roteins [Elford and Ferry, 1934], haemocyanin,

edestin and egg albumin, have revealed a general uniformity in filtralion be-

haviour among the proteins, jiarticularly in respect of the influence of medium
and hydrogen ion concentration. The optimum conditions may be said to be

within the limits of 7 to 8, whilst of the several media investigated, Hartley s
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broth has invariably facilitated filtration most. For serum albumin, egg albumin

and edestin, a zone of good filterability was found in each case for aqueous solu-

tions more acid than the isoele(ttri(^ yK>int of the protein, but the prevailing con-

ditions of were somewhat outside the range of molecular stability found

by Svedberg, whose sedimentation data suggest somci degradation of the molecule

in extreme acid solutions.

It is of j)articular importance that th(‘ ofjtinium corwlitions for th(^ filtration

of proteins coincide with tliose already established for viruses and bacteriof)hages.

This enables comparisons of tludr relative filterabilities and particle siz6?s to })e.

made on a reliable common basis.

Elford [1933], as the result of experiments with suspensions of known |mrtiele

size, concluded that under comparable oj)timum conditions of filtration, th(‘

partioh^ sizes of suspensions might bo deduced from th(‘ relationship rf- (factor)

where f/= particle diameter, 7^ = end-|Munf pore dian)eter. The value of the*

factor adopted for the range of membrane porosities 10 to 100 w/a. within which

our present studies have been mainly conducted was 0*33 to O-oO. TIu* probablf*

particle size is thus (*xpr(*ssed as lying between the limits 0'33ji> and O-rjp. T)u»

data for tlu* proteins whost^ molecular particle siz(\s have been indepeiKhuitly

determined by the mt'thod of ultract‘ntrifugal st‘dimentation analysis (‘liable a

ch<*ck to be made on this value of tin* “fa(‘tor’\ In Table* 111 tlu^ relevant data

are summarised.
Table III.

1*

J*rot(*iii W/ti thfx

Haomocyaiiin {JJflir) iA .>5 C-44

Edestin 8 18 0- 14

Serum pneu<lo<ilobulin (honso) 11 ll> 0 .57 o r>:i

Serum albumin (lior.se) .^>•4 b- 11 iK54-04i0

Egg albumin 4:t4 i\ o*7l»

y>j, — partic le diameter by sedimental ion analysin. /> — eiid-i>oint pore iliameter.

The values of /),,//), except that for egg albumin, an* st'en to lie IxdwtHm 0-4 and

045, thus affording good agreement with the adopted value of the “factor”, for

membranes of a.p.d. greater than 10?«ju. Provided that the optimum conditions

for filtration do prevail when the end-point is d(‘tcrmined, the protein data

suggest that the tnu^ partich* size will correspond more ckisely with th(‘ upper

rather than the 1ow(t value deduced from the pore diameter, i.e. tlu* inu* con-

version factor will he nearer 0-5 than ()’33.

The closer approximation of the limiting pore size to that of the retaiiu*d

particle indicated by the figures for egg albumin for membranes of porositi(*s less

than lOm/it has been ]>reviously discussed [Elford, 1933].

SUMMAKY.

1. The jiroteins haemoej^aniri (Helix), edestin and egg albumin, like the

s<*rum proteins, animal virus(*s and bacteriophages, have lK?en found to filt(?r

b(*st whi‘n dissolved in Hartley’s brotli at 7 to S. The influences of various
nuidia, of and of the concemtration of neutral salt on filterability have been
studied.

2. The filtration tmd-points have been establishcjd for haemocyanin (Helix)

and edestin 18w/x, indicating particle sizes 18-28 m/i and 0-9 m/x
resfK^ctively.
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3. The results are shown to provide further confirmation of the value of the

factor employed in deducing the particle size of a suspension from the porosity of

the limiting membrane which just completely retains the disperse phase.
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The purpose of this investigation has been the acquisition of further evidenetj

upon the important biological qu(\stion as to the state of dispersion of th<' proteins

in normal serum. Do the albumin and globulin fractions obtained from serum

by salting-out processes exist as chemical individuals in the native ,stat<‘, or are

they the artificially resolv<*d constituents ofa natural albumin-globulin complex ?

The method of ultrafiltration analysis has been ap[)li(‘d iti this study.

Previous fiUration worh.

The numerous reference's in the literature relating to ultrafiltration of various

kinds of sera are mostly concerned with the distribut ion of inorganic* salts bc'-

twcicii the colloidal and crvstalloidal componc'iits in sc'rum. The' paucity of

detailed in vc'stigations of the state of disjMTsiou of the' sc'rum prot eins is no doubt

due largely to the lack of suitably graded membranes. Collodion sacs, although

useful for the separation of colloidal and cryvStalloidal fractions, as in dialysis

opc'rations, have not the reproducibility and uniformity of pore* size, which is

required when syst ematic analysis over a range of graded porosities is proposi'd.

Bendien and Snapper [1 9113] filtered normal and pathologi(uil human sera through

collodion sacs; the proportion of albumin to globulin in tlu^ uitrafiltraU; was two
to three times that in the original serum. This evidence that the albumin filtensl

more readily than the globulin made the exisienct' of an albumin-globulin

complex in serum vt^y improbable.

Experimental.

The graded series of flat collodion membrant'S described by Elford [1931] is

very suitable for such an investigation as that here considered and has bt^on

employed in all the analyses of sera described in this pa|)er. I'hese membranes
(Elford, 1931: Elford and Ferry, 1935] arc characterised by their excellent

reproducibility and uniformity and the wide range of porosities available. Th(^

serum has b(»(m filt(Ted under positive pressures of air or nitrogen employing the
form of ultrafilter descrilxjd by Barnard and Elford [1932]. In each exix?riment
succ(jssive samples (each 1 ml, approx.) of filtrate hav(‘ been collected in cali-

brated glass receiving tubes, and then from the subsequent analyses filtration

curves have been constructcnl \cf. Elford and P'erry, 1934, on the filtration of
serum proteuns].

Analysis oj filtrates.

The amounts of protein in the filtrates wore determined rcfractoraetrically
with a Zeiss dipping refractometer. Precipitation tests were also made, half-
saturated ammonium sulphate l)eing used to indicate the globulin, whilst

( 92 )
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salicylsulplionie acid HC'rved to indicate the albumin remaining in the solution

after filtering or centrifuging off the globulin precipitate. Comparisons were made
with a control series of dilutions of the unfiltered serum.

Preparation of serum.

Several diffenuit l)atehes of normal hor.se serum have been studied. The
blood was collecsted as(‘ptieally and allowed to clot spontaneously, unless

otherwise stat(*d. The serum was pipettc‘d from the clot and centrifuged for

15 min. at 2(KX) r.p.rri. It was then filtered through a membrane of average
por(' diameter (a.p.d.) 0-45 /x to remove any chance contaminating organi.sm and
to furnish the serum in a condition suitable for the subsequtmt ultrafiltration

analy8(»s. This filtered serum W'as kept in a conical resistance glass flask having
a tight-fitting cotton-wool plug and was stored in the cold at 0^. Before using

the stii-urn in any particular exptTiment the flask w^as placed in a water-bath
at 25

' for at least 20 min, so that tb(* equilibria of the (colloidal system could

become readjusted for room temperature. Frequently after storage in the cold

a sediment formed in the stTUiii but this quickly dissolved on warming. The
sensitiv(‘nesH of colloidal ecpiilibria t<3 changes of temperature and salt concentra-

tion makes it very lUicessarv to adopt a uniform treatment for all samples of

serum studi(»d in order that ndiable comj)ari8oiis of results may be made.

Filtration curves of nortanl horse serum.

When normal horse serum prepared in the manner outlined was filtered

through graded iiKunbranes having progressively lower porosities an interesting

serie.sof filtration curves w^as obtained (Fig. 1). Membranes of a.p.d. >

Fig. 1. Filtration curves of normal horse serum, a.p.d. values of mctubraDcs instTltsi against

the appropriate curves.

permitted the serum to pass with undimmished protein content, and the curves

were normal in type, i.e. when the adsorption capacity of the membraneshad been
satisfied the serum passed in entirety with little evidence of subsequent blocking.

Over the range of porosities 80m/x to 35 mp the curves l>ecamc abnormal in type^,
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the concentration of protein in the filtrato reaching a maximum value and then

falling off rapidly as blocking of the pores set in. However, in the region of 25 m/x

reversion to the iiormal tv|)e of filtration curve occurred. These facts suggest that

all the protein of normal serum may traverse pores having diameters > 90 w/x

almost unhindered when the adsorption capacity has been saturated. However,

wdth porosities <90y///x a portion at least of the protein has increasing difficulty

in passing the protein-coated pores and the membrane btH^omes choked. Th(*

curv^es indicate that the blocking is never complete but tends towards a limiting

value which still jKjrmits a small fraction of the protein to pass. It is significatit

that this corresponds roughly to the maximum reached in the normal filtration

through even less porous membranes. These normal curves obtained with porosi-

ties < 30 n?/x suggest that a fraction of the serum protein, some 20 to 30 Ho, is

able to pass fairly readily in spite of the initial surface adsorption. We are thus

led to the conclusion that in normal serum we are not dealing witli a homo-
disperse colloidal protein system.

End-point curve pyr tJic protein of normal horse scrum.

The end-point curve for the total prot(‘ins was obtaiiu^cl by ]>lotting the

values of the maximum relative^ ])rotein con (‘(‘ut rat ion (Wmux). furnished by th(‘

filtration curves, against either the or th(» log (a.p.d.) of the respective

membranes. The maximum relative concentration of protein in the filtrate yuhled

by any particular m<*nibrane was given by

where
i 'itTum ti)

Wf,jtrHt( niHx = «iaxiniuni refractometer reading for the filtrate, r(*ad from

the filtration curve.

w serum ~ reading for whole serum.

A= Wwater+ w non-protein= refractometer reading of th<‘ filtrate from a

membrane, which is the most porous inembram^ to retain all th(^ j)rotein of serum.

This value is characteristic for each particular serum.

Fig. 2. Filtration end-point ('urves for total protoinM of nonnal horse si^ruiu, corresponding to
thrw indep€*ndcTit series of observations on different batches of horse serum. SSero protein
given by 9 wp filtrate in each ease.

Curve (fi) anticipated eurve for monodisperse nyateni; curve (6) established curve for normal
horse serum, plotted against a.imi.; <-urve {r) eorreB{K>nding curve to {h) for
plotted against log (a.p.d.).
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The end-point curve based on three indej)cndent series of observations for

different batches of normal horse sera is given in Fig. 2, plotted in curve h as

against a.p.d. and in curve c as i^max against log a.p.d. It is seen that

niembraru'S of a.p.d. < retained all the protein. This is significant, for it

agrees with the end-points found by Elford and Ferry [1934] for serum albumin
and pstHidoglobulin separately, thew* being 9 to l6m/x and 11 to 12 m/x re-

sp(!ctively. This strongly suggests that these' proteins do exist independently in

serum, for vrvre they present only in an assoc^iated ferni a rather higher end-point
value indicating a great(T particle size would be expected. A further inttresting

and very sugg(‘stiv(* feature (^haracterises the end-point cmrve. A definite

flatt(?ning of the (;urve, varying slightly among different batches of serum, is

situatc'd in lh(^ region of j)orosiiy 20 to 30 w/x. The curve appears to be the
resultant for a system containing protein in two broad states of dispersion and
cannot be t‘X]>lained purely in terms of varialile adsorj)tion effects. Without
analysing the interpretation further at this juncture it will be helpful to adopt
as a provisional hypotlu‘sis that the section of th(' (*nd -point curve in the region

of porosity 30 to 9(> mfx corresponds to the filtration of a comph'X protein, whilst

the portion from 20 to 10 corresponds to the filtration of molecular protein.

Filtration of diltUed serum.

The filtration and end-point curves were determined for serum which had
lK‘en diluted in physiological saline and also in Hartley\s broth at 7*6. The
pr<»pt»rtions in each (*as(‘ wctc one part of serum tc^ nine parts by volume of the

diluent. The results given in the end-point curves of Fig. 3 show that dilution

Fig. Filtration cnd-f»oint curves for diluted senim <’ompared with that for ivliole serum. Dotted
curve, Mi hole serum; o, serum <lilutt*d J : U in saline; x , serum diluted I ; 11 in broth.

has a pronounced effect upon the filtcrability of the serum proteins. Whilst the

end-point for the complete retention of all the protein remains essentially what it

was for undiluted serum, the form of the curve for the saline dilution now corre-

sponds to that of a homodisperse system and this is supported by the fact that

the filtration ciu’ves were all normal in ty|)e. The filterability of the broth-serum

system suggests that in this case the proportion of complex prott'in has been

reduced and that of the molecular fraction incr(?ased compared with undiluted

serum. Tliese results indicate that the postulated complex protein readily tends
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to dissociate when the system is diluted in an appropriate medium, saline being

much more favourable than broth. Comparison of the curves for saline and

broth dilutions shows that the end-point for the saline system is slightly higher

than that for the broth system, being 13 m/Lt instead of 9 to 10 m/x. This is

probably to be explained by the increased a-dsorption of the saline system [c/.

filterability of proteins in different media, Elford and Ferry, 1934J.

Filtration of aged serum.

Serum stored at 0" in the manner already indicat(‘d for p(*riods of from 6 to 20

months exhibited definite differenws in filtration behaviour ecunpared with fresh

serum. The end-point curv'es of Fig. 4 illustrate how the filtration ot serum

Fig. 4. Filtration end curves for aged bcruru. {a) l>ott<*d curve, iiornml sc rum uln»ul - weeks

old. {b) o. normal aerum 15 months old. (r) > , normal serum 2- monlliH old. (U) i . dilution

1 : 9 in hrot h of the 22 months-old serum.

proteins depends ujion the age of the serum. Comparing curve {a) for normal

serum about 2 weeks old with curve (6) for the same serum after 15 months at

o' it appears that aggregation of the protein has proceeded further and that the

proportion of molecularly dispersed protein has diHTcascd. Curve (r) for a still

older scrum (22 months at (F), but of a different bat<'h from («) aiul {h), further

emphasises the effect. The gradual sloyx- of the curve indicating partial retention

of protein over a greater range of porosity than for fresh scrum suggests that yiar-

ticles of varying sizes have VM»eii formed through aggregation of prot<>in units. In

order to ascertain whether tliis secondary aggregation was also of a reversible

type some of the 22 months-old serum was diluted 1 : 9 in hroth and filttTcd. Th(*

resulting (airve (d) shows again that the aggregate's have been resolved, for it

closely resembles the curve for fresh serum similarly diluted.

Filtration of Type I pneumococcus antiserum.

Filti*atioii experiments were made with some Type I antipnoumococcus
horse serum. Unfortunately freshly collected serum was not available, and the
])r»*paration used was an oxalated serum 30 months old and had stored
afUir filtration without preservative in a waxed stoppered bottle. The pot(^ncies

of the undiluted antiserum and of the filtrates were estimated by the optimum
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proportions Wc are? much inde^bted to Dr Wilson Smith for his advice con-
cerning the technique of this method. It was estimated that 75% of the antibody
passejd a 140 nifi me^mbranc, rather less than 1 % passed an SO m/x membrane,
whilst the filtrate from a 54 w/x membrane showed no tra(?e of antibody activity.

Although these experimemts are not strictly comparable with those on tlie normal
8e!‘a previous!}^ described, since no ade(juate control on the treatment to which
the serum had been subjected was ])ossibl(‘, nevertheless th<; result suggests very
strongly that the antibody activity is associated with th(‘ larger complex protein
in tlie serum. Further, the possibility is presented of concentrating the antibody
above a relatively jjorous membrane.

D1SCU.SS10N.

Th(‘ complete retention of the proteins of normal horse serum by all mem-
branes of A.P.ii. < 10 nqx, whether the serum is whole or diluted, fresh or old,

indicates that th(‘ smallcsst unit <»f the pn)ti«*in has a particle size of about 5 m/x
[Elford, IbltJij. Th(‘ limiting porosity coincides with the end-point found for horse
H(‘rum albumin when solutions of the crystallised protein an* studied, and the
yiartich* siz(* eompares w(‘II with the findings of Sv(*dberg and Sjogren [1930J in

their (*(*ntrifugal studies with this protean. Within narrow' limits of porosity,

lb to 13 /ap, filtrates of normal serum have frecpiently given positive tests for

allniraiii but no <*viden(*e of globulin. This again accords w’ell w ith the ohserva-

tionf^l individual proteins (Elford and Ft*rry. 1934], the t*nd-point for pseudo-
globwh) having bet^n found to be slightly higher than that for serum albumin,
VIZ. 11 to 12 a//x as eonif»art‘d with 9 to lb mfi. These facts have l(‘d us to the

eon(*lusioii that the albumin and pseudoglobulin fractions of serum do eo-exist

as individual molt^eular sjK'oics in the native state. Hovvev(*r, the observations
recorded in th(' foregoing paragraphs w'ould further suggest that the ])roteins

of s<*nun are not luanodisperse. Experitmee with the membranes usetl in this

study has led us to expect an end-}>oiiit curve of the form (a) in Fig. 2 for a
honiodis]M*rse suspensif)n, Tlu* experimentally established curve (/>). Fig. 2, for

undiluted serum suggests that tla* native proton exi.-^ts broadly in two different

states of aggregat ion, i.e. besides the inoleeuiarly dispersed albumin and pseudo-

globulin wdiose end-points are quite ek»se together, there is an additional protein

unit having a particle size approximately tw'iee that of molecular stTum albumin,
ihecipitation tests and values of the albumin globulin ratio, given by nitrog<?n

estimations for which a modifi(*ation of the method of Howe [1921
1

w^as used,

have indicated tliat the men* readily n*tained fraction of the serum protein

consists principally of globulin, whilst the major portion of the inort? filterable

fraction passing membranes below^ 30 wp, is albumin. The fact that only 20 to

30% of the total albumin is aeeoimted for in these filtrates, and even a smaller

proportion of the total globulin, w^oiild he explained either by the presence of

associated forms of these proteins or by a statistical eftect of sieving, through
modification of the membrane porosity consequent iiptm retention of the gross

globulin fraction. Maybe both these factors operate. Studies, in eontinuatioii of

those recorded here, on the filtration of the euglobulin fraction of horse serum
by one of us [Grabar, 19341 have shown that this protein is very definitely

less filterable than either serum albumin or pseudoglobulin. Also Elford and
Ferry [1934] found that, in concentrations comparable witli that of the protein

of serum, solutions of the individual proteins, more particularly pseudoglobulin,

filtered less readily than did solutions containing only 0*5 protein, suggesting

some degree of association in higher concentrations. It seems probable therefore

Biochem. 1936 xxx 7
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that the less filterable fraction of the protein in normal serum is an associated

complex of molecular protein, predominantly globulin, maybe the euglobulin.

We ha\ t‘ not followed the distribution of liy)oid, but in vu‘W of th(* observations

of Chick [1914] on the phosphorus eontimt of tht‘ various protein fractions of

serum th(‘ possibility that lipoid may also be associated with the complex must
not be ovt'rlooked. The filtration experiments with dilutf'd seTum indicate*

strongly that the associated prtdein can dissociati* n'adily under suitable

conditions with the result that the syst(*m then behavi‘S as might be exy)ecte(l

of a mixture of the molecular juoteins.

Th(‘ observations on the filterability of the type* I pn(‘umococcus antiserum

(horse) are in keeping with the above* inter]netat ion, since th(* antibody found
in our cxp(*rim(*nts to be associat(*d with llu* more* r(*adily r(*tained fra<*ti<m of*

the serum is well known to be (‘ontained in the globulin portion.

Recent ultraccntrifugal studies hav<* furnish(*d s(*vei‘al cxtrcm(*Iy signifi-

cant facts regarding the mol<‘cular complexity of th(* proteins of scrum. 'J'hus

Mutzenlx'cher [1988] found that the albumin and globulin M'diment<‘d at cha-

racteristic rates in serum, and con(‘huled that tlie proteins existed as separatt*

individuals in the nativ<* state. Th(‘rc was evidenct* that th(* globulin was not

monodis])erse. Extend(*tl studies of both normal and ])athol()gi(‘al sera by
McFarlanc jl98o] n vealed a more complex state of affairs. Normal s«*rum was
found to contain two compon(‘nts possessingsedini<*ntation constants eomparahh*
with those of s(‘runi allnimin and serum tilobnlin. Tin* light(‘r orth(*.se fractions

liowever was found not to he lu)mog(‘iieous, hut to consist r)f two substance's, oik*

ofwliich {X substance) had a molecular weight only slightly greater than that of

serum aihumin, which was in the same fraedion. A furth(*r int(*rcsting ctf(*ct was
found hy McFarlanc, riz. that on dilution the yu’oportion of globulin incr<*ases

whilst that of the two lighter constituents decreases. It lH‘comes n(*cessary th(*n

to postulate* an e*(juilihnum b(*lwee*n alhiimit) and glolmlin in which the eom-
pounel prexiuet is e)f ii)terme*eliate me>h*eular wi'ight, hut rathcT nearer to that of

aihumin. The evidence at pre\sent available is insnffici(*nt to j)ermit the* formida-

tion of the type of int(*raction responsible* for this.

It will be se*en that thf*r(* is in ge*n(*ral a large* m(*asurt* of agre‘e*ment be*twe*e‘n

tljc filtratie)!! results and those* of se*dimentatie}n analysis. The protein fe)U!iel to

accompany the* aihumin in filtrate's furnishe*d by me‘mhrane‘s of a.p.d. < 8tt /wp

which we* liav^e* found to l>e*have* in precipitation tests as globulin anel in its

filtration end-point as psemdoglohulin, may e'orresponel to McFarlane’s A'

eoin])oiK‘nt. The larger prot<*iri fraction which we* have* re*gar(h*el as a gle>buUn

aggre*gatt‘, poH.sibly witli lipoid anel some albumin loosely asseK‘iat(*d, would
corre*sponel to the more^ readily sedimented globulin frae'tioii.

Hartley [19141 ])resente*ei analvdieal evid(*ne*(* that se*rum albumin elilfeTs

(jhemieally from se*rum globulin, both the* (*u- and pseudo-frae*tions eif which
weTc identical. The* physical evidener of the ]>re*sent study sujiports Hartle*y’s

eoncliision>s, for undouhte'diy the albumij] and globulin b(*have* as distined

inelividuais in serum, the former existing mainly in the molee*ularJy disperse
condition whilst tlu* globulin a])pears to be partly in an associated feirm and
partly mole*cularly disjiersed.

SXJMMABY.

The analysis of the state* of aggregation of the proteins in normal horse serum
by Ihe^ methoel of ultrafiltration through graded collodion membranes has ineli-

oate^d (1) that the simplest protein units present correspond in particle size
to molecular se'ium albumin and j)H<mdoglobulin as studied individually in
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dilute solutions of the pure proteins, and (2) that in addition to the molocularly

dispersed protein there is a fraction more readily retained by membranes and in

particle size about twice that of serum albumin. This is essentially a globulin

aggregati^ maybe with some lip<3id and albumin loosely associatf^d, and in view

of its poor filterability it may correspond with the euglobulin fraction of serum.

TIka associated globulin comphix aj)pears to dissociate readily under favourable

conditions, parti<mlarly upon dilution, when the filtration behaviour of the scrum
prottjins rt^scunbles that of a mixture of the mohiculaily dispersed individual

constituents.

The antibody of an aged sample of type I pneumococcus antiserum was
retained by rnembranes siraultamnusly with the more complex globulin fraction

of th(‘ serum [)rotein.

Two of us, P. G. (Strasbourg) and VV. F. (Heidelberg), desire to express our

thanks to th(* liockefclhT Foundation and to tli(‘ Medical Jlosearch Council for

the l’a(‘ilities afforded enabling us to participatt^ in these studies.
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Intkoih-otion.

The oonstitutioD of the fatty arid eomponents of the two eerelirosides ])hrenosiii

and kerasin has b(‘en the subject ofmany investigations since th<‘ir first si'paration

by Thudichuni, and a review of the work of Thierfelder, Levene, Kosenheim,

Klenk, etc. is given in the two inonr)graphs by Mael^t^an and Mael^tvin
[
192ti] and

Thierfelder and Klenk [193d|, which cover th(‘ literature to tlu* date of their

respective publications. During th(‘ last five years, however, doubt has arisen a.s

to the constitution of phrenosinic* acid, and to ajipreciate tlu^ position it will be

necessary to recapitulate briefly certain of the earlier researeh(*8, for it is out of

them that th(' present dispute has arisen.

Thierfelder was the first to show* that Thiidiehum’s '‘niMirostearie" acid was

a hydroxy-acid of the apparent formula C25Hgf,()3 , wdiilst Levene and ilaeobs

[19)2] sugg(*sted that it w^as a-hydroxy[Kmtacosanoic a(‘id from evidt'nct* based

on its oxidation to what they then considered to he w-tetracosanoic atid (M.P.

81°). A synthesis of (racemic) a-hydroxy-n-pimtacosanoic acid by Brigl [1915]

however led to inconclusive results. Meanwhile lA^vem^ and West [1914]

modific‘d their former view, and claimt'd that the acid formed on oxidation w^as

“lignoceric”’ acid C24H 4„Ojj with a bramdied chain and not th(‘ normal acid, so

that phrenosinic acid itself had a branched chain. Additional (evidence w'as

furnished by Lt^veiu* and Taylor 11922], wdio synthe.sised appanuitly identical

samples of a-hydioxympentaeosanoic acid from their “ligno(*eric'’ aci<l prepared

from plirenosinic acid and tlu’ naturally occurring “ligno(*(‘ric" a(‘id of arachis

(peanut) oil. In assessing the validitj^ of this evidence it is to lx* rememlx^red

that the composite nature of “lignoceric" acid was not appan*nt at that time,

so the fact that all the products made from it wtmv complex mixtures was not

realised

.

The first suggestion that phrenosinic acid was not but

was made by Klenk [1928, Ij, who claimed that the main product of oxidation

was n-tricosanoic acid, m.p. 7H-N' and mol. wt. 354. Further, hydrogenation of

a-hydroxynervf)nic acid, in which the a-f>oaition of tlie hydroxyl group had been

' Thp nompnclatujp u»pd in this pajicr is that suggested by Posner and (Jies [llMXil and
Hosenliejni (MiOU; J014|, whieh was adopted by MacT..ean and Maelx'an phrenosin-
Tliierfokter’s “cerebruu” and phrenosinic acid --Thudichuin’s “ neuroflU^aric ” ocitl ---Thierfdder’s

“ccrcbronio ' acid. We an‘ in agreement with the pnistuit view^ of Dr lloHcnhcim that since

rhiertclder himself admitUjd before his death that his ‘‘cerebron*’ and Thudichum'a phrenoain
are one and the same substanee [o/. Thierfelder and Kletik, 1930, JL 4] it seems only fair to
Ihudichum's memory that his nomenclature should be retained and the names “cerebron” and
‘'ocrebronie” acid be abandoned.

( m

)
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fixed by degradation, pve phrenosinic acid : the latter acid must therefore also

be an a-hydroxy-acid, i,e, a-hydroxy-w-tetracosanoic acid. The view was disputed

by Levene and Taylor [1928], who rigidly purifif*d some earlier samples of

piirenosin by repeated crystallisation from various solvents and obtained from
th<' phrenosinic acid by oxidation a fatty acid, m.p. 79-80^, which had mol. wt . 367
and appeared to be “lignoceric” acid. A year later Taylor and Levene [1929]
returnefl to the subject and reported that a new sample of phrenosinic acid,

])repared from somc^ phnmosin whose preparation was not described, had given
on oxidation fatty acids of distinctly lower mol. wt. than before^, and from them
a tricosanoie acid, m.p. 77’8-78*f>^ mol. wt. 356, thought to be identical with that

of Klenk, was ])reparcd. Repeated fractional di.stillation of this acid, however,
gav^e a low-boiling fraction, m.p. 74-75^, which had mol. wt. 341, corresponding to

docosanoic acid, and highcT- hoi ling fractions, one of which, m.p. 78'5-79*5°, had
mol. wt. 367. corresponding to tctracosanoic ('Mignoceric'*) acid. They therefore

suggf'sted that phnmo.sinic achl was a mixture*. Klenk and Diehold [1933]
emphatically refuted this claim of Taylor and Levene. They again oxidised a
large sain])le of phr<‘nosinio acid, rigidly fractionated tlie resulting acids as esters

in a still of the type designed by fantzen and Tiedckc* [19301 and claimed a yield

of 85*^0 <»f //-tric<»sanoic acid, .m.p. 79*5'
, wdiich gave no depression wlum melted

with a Hampl(‘ of syntlKdic acid, m.p. 79-5-80"’. The late»r publiciations of these

aul hors
[
U*vene and Heytnan. 1933 ; Taylor and Levene, 1933 : Ij(‘venc and Yang,

1933; Klenk, 1934] mertjly emphasise their resp(*ctive points of view.

Our ex|K*rienc(* in unravelling the constitution of the mixed fatty acids and
al(‘ohols of waxes [Oljibnall aL 1934] suggested to us that these conflicting views

might well be re(*onciled if it la* assumed that phrenosinic* and ‘Tignocerie" acids

wen* not (‘heiiueaj entitii's, but w'ere each of them a mixture of near homologues.

J3r Rosenheim very kindly offered to ])la(*e at our disposal for an investigation on
th(*se lines samples of highly purified phrenosiii and kerasin prepared by him
many ycuirs ago. Tlu* results were that the phrenosinic* acid from the phrenosin

was fo\md to be a- mixture of a-hydroxy-w-hexacosanoic and a-hytiroxy-?i-

tetracosanoic acids, whilst the "lignocwic" acid from tlu^ kt'rasin, like the

similar acid frecpicntly isolated from other natural sources, is a mixture of

?i-hexa(*osuiioi(?, w-tetraco.sanoic and ;t-docosanoic acids.

Experimental.

Mdtimj pennts. The melting points recorded in this paper were obtained by
the method dc*scrilH*d by Piper et al. [1931], in which the tem|x'raturc of the

bath is raised v(tv slowly. Rapid hc*ating ac(*ording to the method of Levene

[c/. Lt'vene and Taylor, 1922] in which the temperature of the bath is raised

6-7'’ per min., gives a melting-i)oint about V higher, e.g. a sample of phrenosinic

acid which we re(M:)rd as melting at 102“102'5’ wxnild raidt at 102'5-103*5^ by
Levene \s method

.

1 . Phrenomnic acid.

Preparation and general properties. The sample of phrenosin was of the same
degree of purity as those described by Rosenheim [1914], and was reported by

him to be practically free from phosphorus, to liave the con-ect rotation and to

show the absence of kerasin in the selenite plate test. It w^as hydrolysed in the

usual way with 10% methyl alcoholic H2SO4, the phrenosinic acid separated as

the ester and purified through the magnesium soap [Tl.ierfeldor, 1913 ; Klenk,

1927], It melted at I01-3-101-5° and crystallised from alcohol in the well-knowm

“oauliflower-like” masses described by Thudichum, which are made up of
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irregular sphaero-crystals. Attempts to obtain crystals from warm acetone were

unsuccessful, as the product gelled. X-ray analysis gave a very poor plate

(Series No. B 390) showing three diffuse orders. Further purification was effected

in the following way. The material (1-15 g.) was dissolved in pyridine (20 ml.),

which was then poured into water. The aqueous solution was extracted twice

with ether and then acidified with exet\ss of hydrot;hloric acid. The precipitated

plu-enosinic acid was extracted with ether, the ethereal solution washt‘d until

free from mineral acid, filtered to remove a slight suspension of insoluble

material and the solvent removed. The residue was crystal I ised from 30 ml. of

alcohol at 0 '', the product taken up in the same volume of warm acetone and

filtered from a small insoluble residue. On ccniling the a(‘etone solution to 25 the*

phrenosinic acid st'parated in the usual “caulillowtT-like” masses, which melted

sharply at 102-3-1 02*0''’ and set in long needles at 101 ‘S\ (Found: O, T;V54,

75-40; H, 12*47, 12-03”;, : rnol. wt. by titration 390. ('
25^ 50^,* requires (\ 75-30;

R, 12-05%, mol. wt. 39S-4.) For a 001% solution in pyridine the observed

rotation was a;; +0-20‘ whence [a]}; ~ -f3-33''. X-ray ai\alysis (Series H 405)

gave a better plate with 5 orders measuring 54 A., i»ut the lines were still rliffuse.

Attempts to prepare larger crystals more suitable for X-ray analysis l»y using

different solvents and (‘onditions w(‘rc not very successful, and th<' best photo-

graph W’as finally obtained from material crystallised from 85”,', ethyl alcohol.

The spacings obtained (S(‘ries No. B 411) were 55-4 A. and 50-9 A., but in the

abseme at this stage in our investigation of data concerning the crystal spacifigs

of a-hydroxy-acids w'(‘ could make no suggestion of chain h‘ngth and could only

infer from the poor quality of tlu* plate tliat the phrenosinic acid, if a ch(*mical

entity, was heavily contaminated with some other acid.

To cff(‘ct further ])urification the acid w^as acetyiated with acedyl (‘hloridc in

the usual way, and the prorluct, wdii<*h was freely .soluble in cold light fH'troleuni,

separated from that solvent on evaj)oration in elu.sters of mi(Toseopi(‘ broken

needles whieh melted at fifi-fifio . (Fotind: (\ 73-fi9, 73-fil : H, ll-Ofi, 11-79;

OC.CH^O-O. requires C, 73-55: H, 11*9: CXJ.t'Hg 9-7 ”0
)
Thf‘ acvtyl

value was determined by th(' micro-method of Kt>gl and Postow'sky [1924]. It

w^as extensively fractuaiated without change of .M.r. and no evid(*nce for the

presence of ‘'lignoeerie" acid w^as obtained, showing that tin* phrenosinic acid

W’as not contaminated with this acid, A(*t*tylation thcrefort- suggested that if

y)hreno8inic acid were a mixture the components w(*re all hydioxy-acids. The
X-ray photograph of the acetyl derivative was extremely poor and uninter-

y)retablc.

Study of a seru-H of synthetic ydroxy-w-fatty acids. Unlike lA‘Vcnc and
Klenk, who have both handled relatively large amounts of phrenosinic acid

during thc‘ course of their inve.stigatioj)s, we had at our disj)osal only about 4 g.

and were therefore obliged to proceed with very great caution. In our pn^vious

work on the constitution of the wax fatty acids success was only achi(*ved after

careful study of the j)hysical proj)ertics and X-ray data of the whole series of
higher ri-fatty acids and wc fedt that some such study would amply repay us
in the present ease. Synthe.sis of a-hydroxy-aeids of chain lengtli from (say)

^2f>
was how('ver not feasibk*, and we were fortunate in l>eing able to

obtain from J)r N. K. Adam samj>leH of the inactive acids from Cjg to pre-
pared by Sueur [1905J.‘ These products had lK*en synthesised at a time when
the criteria necessary for judging the purity of their w-fatty acid precursors wvre

^ A Hainpli* of x-hydroxybonriooHanoK* ac-id prepared by Le Sueur and Withers tl915|, by an
indirtict method from erueic arid, gave a very poor photograph. The melting point (91’~92“) was
too low' for the pure acid.
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still ill-defiiiod, and it is a groat tribute to the exjwTiniental skill of the late

Dr Lo Sueur that they stand up so remarkal)ly well to the exacting requir(*rnonts

of modern X-ray analysis, for all of them, after appropriate (Tvstallisation from

acetone, gave excellent X-ray photographs.

The melting points, in agreement with Lk* Sueur’s, are given in Table* I, and

as he ob8( 5rv(‘d, they lie on one smooth i^urve and show no odd-<*ven alternation

eharaeterislic of the n-fattv acids. We have ywepared all the atrtyl derivatives

Table 1, Mdtimj yointf* and long cryM sparings of a series of

i

-

y.’kydroxjpn-fafty acids.
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and unex]H*ct<*dIy in this case there is a pronounwl odd-even alternation in the

M.l*. tMirvc*. This is retlecli*d in the figures given in the last column of Table I,

showing the differences between the M.r. of the a(*ids and their corresponding

acetyl derivatives: that of the i\^ aeid is 23*7
,
of the ('j, aeid 30 T' and of the

( acid 21-4. Ext ra])oIutiTig from thest' results t lu* ('24 and (’25 acids will melt at

about lor and ltl3
,
and tlu*ir aeetyl derivatives about S3 and So ' n^speetively,

giving a difference of Ki-lS^. (The synthetic aeid of Brigl [lOlo] molted at

102~ 104"
; no acetyl derivative was recorded.) These figures are in sharj) contrast

to those of phrenosinii* acid and its acetyl derivativt*. with a difference of 30*5 ' as

show^i in Tal)le 1, U is true that this latter aeid is optically a(*tive, st) that a

dir(‘(*i comparison is not w’arranted, yet the (*videnee certainly easts doubt on

Klenk s (*onO*ntion that it is a-hydroxy-w-tetracosanoie aeid, for in that case the

optically active isonieride would melt at the most only 1 -2 ^ higher than the

inactive acid, whilst its acetyl derivatm* would melt 17-lS" lower. A series of

mixed inactive acids and of the (*orrcsponding aivtates wras thf‘n prepared. The
melting points of a few examples are recorded in Table I : these certainly lend

sufiport to th(* impression gained from the X-ray study of })hrenosinie acid, that

it is a mixture of hydroxy-acids. Befon* discussing the X-ray data gi\en in

Table I, which lead to a similar condusion, it will bv convenient to consider

whether phrenosinic acid is a mixture which might contain jS- or y-hydroxy-

acids.
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Kloiik [1927] showed that wlion a boiling alcoholicj solution of raagnesiiim

acetate w'as added to a boiling alcoholic solution of j)hrenosinic acid the mag-

nesium soap was immediately j)reoipitated and hc' made us(* of this obs(*rvation

to separate this acid from “ligrioccric'’ acid. Th(* proptTty is sharc'd by the lower

a-hydroxy-acids of Le Sueur, but y-hydroxystearic acid [(’lutterbuek, L124],

which has bet^n tested, gives no insoluble magnesium soa]) under these eoiuji-

tions, so that if phrenosin on hydrolysis gives any y-hydr()xy-acid or its lactone

thc^se would, during the magnesium soap separation, pass into th<‘ ‘Mignoceric"

acid filtrate, for both of them would be soluble* in boiling alcohol. The presence

of a y-hydroxy-acid or its lactone in phnuiosinic acid can therefore be definitely

excluded.

Brigl jlOlo] obtained the first direct evidence for thi* pres(‘nce of an a-

hydroxyl group in phrenosinic acid by preparing th(‘ chloral idc: no yield was

quoted liowever so that if the acid lx* a mixtun* the pr(*sciK‘C of a jS-hydroxyl

group is not thereby i*xc*luded. Wc^ have sought for evidence of the latter by very

cautious oxidation. Under these conditions tlu* a-hydroxy-acid should give

the (w-1) aldehyde an<l if s coiTes})ondiug acid, whilst the hydro.vy-acid should

give the /3-keto-acid, tin* methylketom* and the {^-2) fatty acid. The oxidation

gav(* 21*5% of neutral material, and a [laralli*! oxidation of a-hydroxypalmitir

acid gave a somcwlnit smaller yield. The matta-ial from tin* phrenosinic acid, on

reerystallisation from alcohol, inc'lted at r>3-o»*br)
,
and Juid all tlu* propta-ties of

the l(»wer (CYr aldi'hydes descrilied by D* Sueur r/c., it was readily

soluble* in all ordinary organic solvents in the cold, reduccfl ]>e*rmanganat(‘ slowly

in the cold, gave a seinicarha'/one which crystallised in n(‘(‘dl(\s melting at

107-108" and was fairly n^adily polymerised in moist ether to give* a product

insoluble in cold ctlier and alcohol. Extrapolation of Lc Sueur's (lata shows that

7?-tricosanaldchyd(' would molt at about 52-54 ’ and its si^micarbazcaie at about

109-110', wdi(*reas the known data for met hyIiKma(h»caiiyIk(*tone suggest that

methylheneioosanylketone would melt at about 07 ' and its seniiearbazom* at 130 .

The evidence shows clearly tliat tlie hydroxy-gr(»u[> in phrenosinic acid is largely,

if not entirely, in the* a-position, in agretemeiit with Kl(*nk [1928, J j.

Since the series of a-hydroxy-aeids given in Table* I does not show alternation

of M.P., the acids should adopt a crystalline modification charae'tcriscd by a

vertical molecule in the* nt*ighbourhoo(l of the m.p. for both odd- and even-

numbered chains [Malkin, 1931]. The eKld-nuinbercd a(*ids examined were found

to oceuj* only in this A modification which w^as also found for a-hydroxypalmitic

acid in a layer that had been very qiiiekly cooled from the* m(»lt. A single*, diffuse

but measurable line for a similar layer of the a-hydroxymyristic aciel gave a value

suggesting that this modifie^ation was present, but wc* w(*r<* unable* to elef^^c*! it

with e*ertainty in the case of a hydroxyste*aric acid, A photograf»li tak(*n willi

this acid on a heating stage at a teimjierature that kejit it partly lic|iiiel did show
a very we^ak Jong spacing, but the lines were too faint to rae*asiii<* with erertainly.

The modification can presumably pxist only very near to the* m.p. of this acid

and must have* a very small range of stability. Of the B and (j forms ol)se*rve.Mj

for the cve*n-chaiT) acids B is the stable modification.

The se* acids in the* pure form give very good reflections. The e>rders an*
re*ooided up te) the extreme angle of rock, and the intensity distribution differs

cbaracteu’istically from that of a n-aeud. As usual the mixtures give poorer
re'flections and moit* elifiFuse lines, and frequently not enough orders of reflection
are legisteTed to establish ( he intensity distribution oharaeteristic? of the serie?s.

Bhi*one>smic acid gave a photograph characteristic of a mixtuit* and since it

crystallises in two forms it cannot be a mixture of odd-number acids. The mea-
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8ured spaoings 55*4 A. and 50*8 A. agrc^e tolerably well with the extrapolated data
55*5 A. and 51*5 A. for C24 hydroxy-acid, but not with the npacings for or

025 which would be about 60 and 65 resjKiCtively. Thun the crystallographic

nieaHureintirits suggest a mixture ofeven-number hydroxy-aoids ofmean mol. wt.

corresponding closely t-o C24.

The ffdty acids obtaine/l by oxidation of phreywsinic acid. Two samples of the

acid w(‘re oxidised, tlu; subse<(Uont treatment of the oxidation product differing

in each case.

(1) 0*6 g. of plmMiosinie acid wa.s dissolved in SO rnl. of glacial acetic acid at
60" and tn*ated at that tei7ij)erature with 0*4 g. of CrOjj in 20 ml. of the same
solvent added in small amounts rluring the course of 15 min. Excess of water
was then addi^i and the pr(‘eipitat(*d fatty acid filtered off and thoroughly w^ashed.

It was then dissolved in 60 ml. of boiling alcohol and treated with a hot alcoholic

solution of magnesium acetat<* to precipitate^ the major part of any unchanged
phn‘nosinic aci<l. This was filtered off and the fatty acid remaining in the
alcoholic filtrate recovered in the usual w’ay. The ])ro(luct (0*45 g.) was then
treat <*d with boiling acetyl chloride for 2i hours, the mixture y)oured into excess

of eliillcd wat(‘r and the preciy)itat<‘<l material filter(*d off. This was dissolv(Hi in

ethi‘r, wf‘il washed with water, the .solvcmt removed and the n^sidue crystallised

from ae(4one at room t<*mp(Tatur(‘ to free it from any aeetylphrenosinic acid.

TIh* resulting material (6*35 g.) was then saponifitnl with 5% alcoholic NaOH for

I hour to reconvert any a(‘id anliydridt* formed in the previous operation, the

sodium soap was vvtdl \vashed with ether and the acid rcicovered in the usual

way. Two erystalli.saf ions from acetone at 37’ gave fraction 1 (0*17 g.), >i.i\ 77*4-

77*6'. The moth<‘r-ii(|u<<rs gave crystalline fractions with mol. wt. Ix^tween 360
anrl 300, sugg(‘sting that tin* treatment w*itb acetyl chloride had led to more
ext(‘nsive anhydride formation than was exp(‘ete(i, and the products were
(liseanled.

(2) Another 0*6 g, of jdirenosinie acid w as oxidised under the same conditions

as hefor(‘. Excess of w’al(‘r was then added and th(‘ preei])itated fatty acid

filtered off an <1 thoroughly W'ashed wdth water. The dry product (0*54 g.) was
dissolved in ether, which was tillered to remove a small insoluble residue*. An
alet>liolie .solution of sodium ethoxide w^as then cautiously abided until precipita-

titm of the sodium soap was complete. This w*as centrifuged and W'a.shed re-

[)eatedly with ether: the fatty acid was reeov<Tt*ti in the usual way and crystal-

lised from acetone at 0", M.r. 75*2-75*4 \ This acid (0*43 g.) was then fractionated

hy the methoel of Klenk [1928, IJ. It was dis.solve(l in 10 ml. of boiling methyl

ah'oliol and treated suc<*essively with 0*3 ml., 0*7 ml. and 0*7 ml. of boiling

methyl al<*oholi<* lithium acetate, the precipitated soap in each case ladng

filtered off hot. The first preci})itate (27 mg.) was refluxed with 10 ml. of boiling

methyl alcohol for 6 hours ; solution was then complete, showing that very little

unchanged phn'iiosinic* acid w^as present. The recovered acid (10 mg.) melted at

75*4-75*6' (fraction 2). The second (0*18 g.) and the third (0*14 g.) samples of

soap were converted into the free acids, which were crystallised from 10 ml. of

acetone at if (0*15 g., m.p. 76*1-76*3^: 0*12 g., m.p. 75*6-75*8"^^). To obtain good

crystals for X-ray analysis both acids were recry8tallis<Ml slowiy from acetone at

25"' to give fraction 3 (95 mg.) and fraction 4 (80 mg.) rc8])ective1y. Tim filtrate

obtained after removal of the lithium soaps mentioned above gave no further

precipitate on the addition of alcoholic lithium acetate, and on treatment gave

18 mg, of acid (fraction 5).
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Fmctions of fatty acids obtained by oxidation of phrenosinic acid.

Moi. wt. by
Fraction M.p. c% H V/o titration

1 77*4~77-6 78-0 13-

1

353
2 75*4- 76-6 77-7 130 —
3 7«*.^7(i-7 78-

1

13*3 363
4 7G-8-77-0 78-0 J3-2 360
r> 73 1-73-3 77-3 —

Fractions 1 , 3 and 4, which represent the main bulk of the oxidised material

in the two cases, have been further investigated in some detail. All three

crystallised in fine plates which, under the microscopt', were seen to consist of

very small rhombs with sharp angles and straight cleavage <‘dges, suggesting that

they were either pure* ii-fatty acids or relatively simple mixtures.

X-ray analysis of the fatty acidfractions. From the mixed m.v. curves of Fig. 1

a list is made of all the mixtures which have melting-points close to that of the

fraction to be analysed. From this list those mixtures which have mol. wt.

Bg. 1.

within ± 5 of that of the unknown mixture are transferred to the first column of
Table II , The other columns contain the remaining relevant Information. From
an inspection of the table it is usually possible to find a binary mixture which is

a good fit throughout. The spacings are correct to ± 0*5 A. Suggestions as to
whether one is dealing with odd- or even-number mixtures are often obtained
from an inspection of the intensity distribution in the photographs, for the even
orders of reflection are usually absent from the pictures of the odd-number
mixtures.

In the^ case of fraction 1 only one of the possible comparison mixtures (85%C23+ 15% C25) has two spacings which differ by about 5*0 A., but the m.p. of this
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Table II. Melting points and long crystal spacings of the fatty acid fractions

obtained by oxidation of phremsinic acid, together with certain standards for

comparison.
Mixed M.p. of I^ong crystal spacings in A.

fraction with ^
A

\

comparison Series

RemarksSubstance M<»1. wt. M.P. ('•C.) niixtuwi (1:1) no. Pressed Molted

Fraction 1 353 77-4-77-S B402 57-1 52-0 No even orders

357-2 77-8-78-0 77-5-77*7 B412 55-7 52-1
f9

358'() 7(>-M7-l 77-(^-77-2 B 438 57-1 52-1
99

f J >5% Cj4 368-5 77-3-77-ii 77-0-77-3

III
57-5 51-0 Even orders would appear

20%C„ + 80o/^(!„ 351 -ti 77-5-77-7 77-2-77-4 53-3 51-3 Even orders appear

10%C„+}K)%C*3 353 77-7-78-0 77-5-77-7 B430 53-3 51-0 No even orders

Fraction 3 3(13 7()-5-7(i-7 B4U (59-2

1520
52-3 »

80%C„+20%C*8 3(i0 70-3-70-5 70-4-78-0 B413
/tiO-9

\57-45

57-1

Fraction Ida 77-0-77-2 — B 447
r57-0

153

51-7
»»

358-5 7<;-9-771 70-0-77*2 B438 5M 521

Fraction 5 3«i0 78-8-77-0 — B 445 57 ’3 52-4

«5%r„4l5%C3, 358ti 78-9-77-1 70-8-77-0 B438 oT-1 52-1

:d57-2 77-0-77-2 7<M-70-(» Extra-

polated

57 54 Even orders would ajjpear

mixture is a little low. The mixed m.p. however is bt‘tween the two respective

values, and we suggest that the mixture (87 % Qs + 13% Cgg) melting at 77*4''

and having spacings about 5()‘5 A. and 52 A. is a rather better fit, though the

upper spacing is definitely too low. It will be noticed that the spacings only

eonespond at all well with those ofmixed odd-numlx)r acids, and that for a range

of mixtures of these acids containing 0-30% of the longer component the steep

rise of the B curve allows a very accuratt* assessment of the proportions of a

simjile binary mixture. It seems probable therefore that there is slight contami-

nation of this fraction by a third acid, probably Cg, ,
and that the proportions of

the main bulk of the mixture are about 87% C23+ 13% Cag.

Only one s^nithetic binary mixture corresponds at all for both melting point

and mol. wt. with fraction 3. Both the fraction and the mixture have the long A
spacing, but their behaviour on melting differs. The appearance ofthe low spacing

(52 A.) on melting corresponds to less than 20% of the longer chain, whilst the

A spacing suggests at least 20% of this chain, and this anomaly might quite well

he due to contamination. Recrystallisation gave fraction 3a, and though thei*e

was not enough material to allow a redetermination of the mol. wt, it will be seen

that there is good agreement for the rest of the data with the mixture 85% O23+

15% Cjjs- We l)elieve therefore^ that fraction 3 is a mixture 83% C23+ 17% C25

with a trace of C21

.

Table III. 3fciting points ami long crystal spacings of mixtures

of n-docmanoic and n-tetracosanoic acids.

Percentago Spacings in A.

composition

1
^

^

Cm Cm M.P. (“C.)

(

Series

no.

J^ressed

layer B
Melted
layer C

100 0 80-80*2 — 53*6 48*3

90 10 78-2-78*4 B422 54*4, 50*2 49*2

80 20 74*9-75 B423 53*5 49*17

70 30 74-5-74*6 B420 5C-3 63*8

60 40 75-4-75*5 B424 56*5 53*6

50 50 75*6-75*7 B421 56*3 54*6

0 100 84-84*2 — 67*7 52*6
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The spacing data for fraction 5 limit the choice ofthe two comparison mixtures

to 85% 023+15% C25 and the fit throughout is good.

It will be noticed that certain odd-even chain mixtures in Table IV have

spacings which agree well with those found for the fractions discussed above,

but all such mixtures are definitely ruled out by their m.p. and mol. wt.

Reduction of phrenosinic (tcid. We have repeated the t^xperiments of Klenk

[1928, 2], but with only 0*37 g. of phrenosinic acid available the results were

inconclusive. Much neutral material was obtained and the acidic products

(0*14g.) on fractionation gave a small amount ofacid, m.p. 78*0-78*5®, which, when
viewed under the microscope, was seen to consist of masses of broken leaflets

having no recognisable cleavage angles or edges. As om^ would expect, the X-ray

photograph was too poor for interpretation.

TAe constitution of phrenosinic acid. Reviewing briefly the evidence given

above we are able to state that the phrenosinic acid obtained from the sample

of phrenosin prepared by Dr Rosenheim was d(?finitely a mixture of oven-

number a-hydroxy-acids of mean mol. wt. corresponding closely to C24, which

on oxidation gave a mixture of odd-number n-fatty acids, the main bulk of

which was defeitely identified as 85% €23+15% Cgs* We feel justified therefore

in drawing the conclusion that the phrenosinic acid mixture consisted in very

large part of a-hydroxy-w-tetracosanoio acid (85%) and a-hydroxy-??-hexa-

cosanoic acid (15%). Our findings are thus in substantial agreement with thos(^

of Klenk, and we have no doubt that by fractional distillation of the methyl

esters of the oxidised acids ho obtained n-tricosanoic acid in good yield. We differ

from him only on the composite nature of the phrenosinic acid, a point which we
feel needs further discussion, because the components will vary somewhat
according to the degi'ce of purification to which the parent phrenosin has been

subjected, and therein we believe lies the origin of the discrepancies between his

results and Levene’s.

Our own results leave no doubt that phrenosin, like lecithin, kephalin and (as

we show later) korasin, is a mixture, the components of which differ only in the

chain length of the fatty acid. As Dr Rosenheim's sample of phrenosin was
exhaustively freed from kerasin and then recrystallised 4 times from pyridine, it

would naturally represent a phrenosin rich in the more insoluble (i.e. longer-

chain acid) components, Levene and Taylor's earlier sample had also been

rigidly purified, and the acids obtained on oxidation of the phrenosinic acid had
a slightly higher mol. wt. (367) than ours. But their later sample, which they

required in large bulk, was clearly not so well purified, for the oxidised acids

in this ca8^^ had a definitely lower mol. wt., and in our opinion show clearly the

presence of w-heneicosanoic as well as w-tricosanoio and n-pentacosanoic acids.

The lower-boiling fraction, M.P, 74-75®, mol. wt. 341, which they suggested was
docosanoic acid, is clearly about 40% €21+ 60% €33 (m.p. 73*5, mol. wt. 343)

and their higher-melting fraction, m.p. 79*5®-80®, mol. wt. 367, which they

suggested was “lignoceric” acid, is clearly about 40% €33+60% C25 (m.p.

77*8®, mol. wt. 371) in both instances allowance being made for the difference

between Levene’s and our own methods of taking melting-points. There is no
doubt therefore that brain contains at least three phrenosins, whose acidic

components are a-hydroxy-w-dooosanoic, a-hydroxy-n-tetracosanoic and a-

hydroxy-n-hexacosanoic acids respectively and that following Klenk’s [1928, 2]

suggestion, they are the a-oxidation products of the corresponding kerasins.
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2. Thudichum'a neurostearic cuoid.

Through the kindness ofDr Rosenheim and Sir Henry Dale we have been able

to examine a sample of Thudichum’s original preparation of neiirostearic acid,

which is now preserved together with many other of his preparations at the

National Institute for Medical Research [cf, Rosenheim, 1930]. The label on the

specimen bottle bore the inscription “Neurostearic Acid, m.p. 85-5°; C= 75 -88 %,
H = 12-85 %, 0 = 1 1-27 % showing that it was the identical specimen described

by Thudichum [1879],

We found that the mol. wt. by titration, which Thudichum did not determine,

was 381 and that for a 6-8% solution in pyridine the observed rotation was

a)f +0-06'', whence [a]lf = -f O-O"". These values suggest that the preparation

contained approximately 25-30% of phrenosinic acid, the remainder being

“lignoceric” acid. 0-5 g. in 10 ml. of boiling methyl alcohol was treated with

1 ml. of 10% lithium acetate in the same solvent and the precipitated soap

filtered hot (0-25 g.). This was suspended in 20 ml. of methyl alcohol, which was
then boiled under reflux for 7 hours. The insoluble residue was filtered hot

(0-12 g.) and the free acid recovered (0-11 g. m.p. 89-90^"). The treatment with

alcoholic lithium acetate (0-25 ml.) was then repeated, giving 60 mg. of fairly

pure phrenosinic acid, m.p. 97-0-97-5*^. (Found: C, 75*6; H, 12-7 %; mol. wt. by
titration 394.) For a 2-4% solution in pyridine the observed rotation was

air + O-r, whence [a];f = -f 3-7".

3. LignocerW acid from kerasin.

The acid generally referred to as “lignoceric’’ acid, which has mol. wt.

corresponding to C24H4g02 and m.p. constant at 80-81 under the usual conditions

of purification, is the constituent fatty acid of kerasin and sphingomyelin and
can be isolated from many naturally occurring fats and waxes. Meyer et al.

[1913] were the first to show that it was not identical with synthetic ri-tetra-

eosanoic acid, which melttnl at 84-5'', and it became customary to regard the

low^er-mclting acids as an /sotetracosanoic acid with a branched chain, Brigl

and Fuchs
[
1922] however examined the acid (m.p. 80-81 ''j prepared from beech-

wood tar, and isolated from it rj-tetracosanoic a(;id, m.p. 84-5", identical with

the synthetic acid, and an isoraeride, m.p. 74*5'', which they called i^olignoceric

acid. Levene et al,
[ 1924], applying Brigl and Fuchs’s methods to the lignocerie

acid from arachis (peanut) oil and from kerasin, were unable to isolate any acid

melting higher than 80-5-81® and reiterated the former view that lignocerie acid

was not identical with n-tetracosanoic acid. Klenk [1927] however, who obtained

the acid, m.p. 80-81°, from kerasin and fractionated it with methyl alcoholic

lithium acetate, isolat^ a product, m.p. 83-84°, which was identified as w-tetra-

cosanoic acid. More recently Jantzen and Tiedcke [1930] have fractionated the

higher-melting fatty acids from arachis (peanut) oil in a new type of still and have
obtained w-eicosanoic acid, w-docosanoic ri-tetraeosanoic acid (in largest amount)

together with a residue of longer-chain acids. The purity of the fractions was
checked against synthetic products, and no evidence for the presence of

behenic” or “lignocerie” acid was obtained. Further, the crystal spacings of the

two acids of Brigl and Fuchs have been examined [Francis et al. 1930]. That
melting at 84-5° is definitely w-tetracosanoic acid, whilst the jsolignocoric acid,

M.P. 74-6°, showed no evidence of possessing a branched chain and had spacings

of 57;2 A. when pressed and of 52*52 A. when melted, values which are similar

to those of 60% Cj^-fSO % C24 , a mixture which melts at 79-8° and has spacings

of 67-6 A. and 62-0 A. It was suggested on this evidence that C23 and were

probably the main components of this mixture, but recent experience has led us
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to believe that mixtures of odd- and even-nuralx?r acids do not occur in nature.

It is probable that the isolignocoric acid was not a binary mixture but a more
complicated mixture of the even-number acids, C22, (^4, though we have not

sufBcie>nt comparative data to suggest a percentage (composition. Taken as a

whole the (composite' nature of “lignocceric” acid appears to us to be definitely

proven and in the present research we have sought to do no more than suggest

the possible composition of the acid from kerasin.

4 0 g. of kerasin, of the same degree of pin ity as that described by Rosenheim

[1914; 1916], when treated accorcling to his directions gave 1*35 g. of “ligno-

ceric’’ acid. After several crystallisations from acetone at ro<^m temjxjrature this

melted at 80•3~80•^)^ (Found: C, 784, H, 13*1%, mol. wt. by titration 369.

C24H4g02 requires C, 78*2, H, 13-1 %, mol. wt. 3684.) These values are in genera)

agreicment with those of other workers. The crystal spacings (B 446) w(to oOd A.

pressed and 5245 A. melted, th<‘ plate having 7 sharp orders with the second

well developtid. The acid is definitely not a mixture of odd-numb(‘r acids, and if

a binary number of even-immlx^r acids, the M.r. and sf)acingK suggest approxi-

mately 20% ^'24* observed mol. wt. is too high for such a

mixture and, being ecpial to that of the (^24 f^f'id, suggests a ternary mixture in

which this acid is acciunpaniod by small and a])proxiinat<'ly (‘qua! amounts of

C22and Cge- We accordingly prepared two such mixtures (1) 10 022+ ^0'^^ ^‘24+
10% Cae- Th(^ M.r. was 86*8-81® and the crystal spacings were (B 431) 59*1 A.

pressed and 53*2 A. melted, the platc' btung eomparabU' in all respe^ets with tliat

of the ** lignocerio *’ acid (B 446). (2) 1 5% C22+ 70% (.’24 +15% ('gB . The >1 .r. was
79*1-79*3® and the X-ray photogi’aph (B 432) showed only 5 diffuse' orders

givuig a C spacing in both the pressed (55*7 A.) and nu'Ited (54*8 A.) layers. The
mixed m.p. of mixture (1) with the' ‘Mignoeerie’’ acid was 80*i>“80*7, and in our

opinion tlie former represents very closely the composition of the latter. At
least three kerasins therefore arc present in brain, containing n-docosanoic,

Ti-t/etraeosanoic and w-hexacosanoic acids as their acidic comy>onemts res{)ccti vely,

and although we have no direct eviderux* on the point we feel that the? same
conclusion applies to sphingomyelin, which also contains ‘‘lignoceric " acid,

M.p. 80-81®.

Many different mixtures of the n-aeiids, Cgg* C24, (/as and perhaps can
have M.p. 80-81® and mol. wt. about 368 and such undoubtedly occur widc^spread

in nature and have hitherto all been referred to as “lignocerio” acid. But the

pure C.24 acid, m.p. 84*5®, has always been referred to by former workers as w-

tetracosanoic acid, and it seems to us that the continued use of the name “ligno-

ceric ” acid for the product m.p. 80-81® tends to obscure its composite and varying

nature with the result that unjustifiable conclusions as to its metabolism, based
on the assumption that its mol(?cule contains 24 (6 x 4) carbon atoms are still

being drawn [c/. Klenk, 1928, 2]. We therefore recommend that the name
“lignocerio” acid be abandoned, and that henceforth such acids be referred to

simply as “mixed fatty acids m.p. 80-81® ” [cf, “melissic '' acid, etc.

:

Chibnall et al.

1934]. As long-chain a-hydroxy-acids occur, according to our present knowledge,
only in cerehrosides, there secerns less objection to the retention of the name
“ phrenosinic ” acid..

4. Melting jmnta and long crystal sjpacinga of certain mixtures

of odd- and even-number n-fatty acids.

The following series of mixtures of w--fatty acids have been prepared and
examined during the course of the present research, and are to be regarded as an
extension of the work of Piper et al. [1934] ; the X-ray data include the spacings
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observed for both pressed and melted layers. The series covers all possible binary

combinations of the acids and the m.p. data, which call for no special

comment, are given in Tables JIl and IV and graphically in Fig. 1.

Longr crystal spacings of mixtures of n-‘docosanoi€ and ndetracosanoic acids.

Measurements of a series of mixed even-number w-fatty acids, and have
beim given [Pijwr et nl, 1931] and we now give some further measurements of a
fr*w mixtures of Cgg and 0^4 acids. The latter are slightly more comprehensive in

tliat they show th<^ spacings in both B and C forms throughout the range of

proportions investigated

.

The crystal forms and transitions for pure odd-number n-acids and their

mixtures. The odd-number acids apjiear in four modifications A, B, C, D [de

Boer, 1927]. The A form has a verti(*al (*hain and has not been observed in pure
a(*ids containing more than 17 carbon atoms: B, C and 1) are characterised by
increasing tilts of the chains. For chain lengths of 19 or more carbon atoms
the B form is stable ami transforms reversibly to C at a temperaturti a few degrees

below the m.p. The B form is therefore usually adopted by crystals obtained

from solution or from the melt, though sometimes the C form is stabilised by
rapid (tooling or by the prescuice of small amounts (up to 15%) of a homologous
impurity. Wc have not observed the D form for chain lengths greater than 15

carbon atoms.

Th(» binary mixtures of odd-number acids give results which are numerically

consistent . The spacings deyKmd much less on the treatment of the specimen than
is th(‘ case for the mixtures of even-number acids, and do allow one to fix the

proportions of a binary mixture with a reasonable ilegrei^ of certainty. The mea-
surements are })lotted in Fig. 2 and allow some straightforward generalisations.

(1) When A and C spacings appear they lie in two straight lines joining the

spacings of the pure acids. This is what would be expected on any simple tlieory,

but has not been observed in any other mixtures of aliphatic compounds with

which we have made measurements.

(2) The B spacings lie on a smooth curve which rises well above the line

joining the spacings of the pure acids. Thus, when both B and C spacings occur

there is in general a much greater numerical diJFerence between them than for

mixtures of two even-number acids. A B spacing lying on this curve has with a

single exception been observed for every pair of odd-nuraber acids examined.

(3) For proportions of 0 to 15% of the longer-chain acid w’e obtained a B
spacing from a pressed and C from a melted layer, but no A spacing.
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Table IV. Melting-points and long crystal spacings of certain odd-number and odd-

even-number binary mixtures of n-fatty acids.

Crystal spacings in A.

l^ressed

Percentage layer (P)

composition M.r. Series or melted

,
'''

. no. layer (M) A B C
C,3 Cm
100 0 79-4-79-0 — — 60* 83-5 51*8*

90 10 77*8-78*0 B412
IS

55*7

52*1

85 15 7(i*9-771 B438
IS

— .77-1

52*1

80 20 76*l-7r»-3 B 41.3
IS

(iO-95 57-45

57-

J

—

70 30 70-0-76-3 B414
IS

61*6 58-1

58-4

oO 50 77*0-77*2 B415
IS

()3 59*4

54-1

40 00 77*7-77*8 B 440
IS

59-9

59*2

—

30 70 78*7-78*8 B430
ill

— 59-.7

.59*()

20 80 80*2-80-4 B434 JJ' 58-7 -
(JI “** 59-.3

10 90 81*8-82*0 B433
IS

-- 57-.>

5.7*(J

0 100 83*2-83*4 — — 65* 57-8 5(>-2*

^27

50 50 80*14-81-1 B398 p 67 64*25

70 30 80*5-80*7 B 397 p (>(J-34 — —
C23

10 90 77*7-78*0 B430
— .73*2.7 —

IM — — 61-(»5

Cm Cm

P*90 10 79*0-79*2 B417
— .37-1

;77*0

.34

\M — 51-8

80 20 78-8-79*0 B416
IM

62-3 56*6

57-2 .72-4

20 80 82*0-82*2 B437
|M

— 58-0 52-8

10 90 83*0-83*2 B436 1^* 57*65 .32*4

IM — — 52*6

Cm C28

90 10 78*6-78*8 B425 P — 52*8 48-1— — 49-0

80 20 77*6-77*8 B426 {m
54*0 49*0

70 30 76-4-76*6 — p — 53*3

20 80 77-5-77*7 B428 p' 53*3

IM — — 51-25

10 90 78*1-78*3 B427 P — 52-6

* Extrapolate.
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(4) For proportions of 20% to 50% of the longer-chain acid both A and B
spacings appeared for the pressed and a B spacing for the melted layer. The
equimolar mixture was an exception and had a C spacing for the melt^ layer.

(5) Proportions of 60% to 80% of the longer-chain acid gave only a B spac-

ing for both pressed and melted layers.

(6) 90% or more of the longer-chain acid gives results similar to those for

the 0-15% mixtures.

The measurements are recorded in Table IV and arc shown graphically for

the mixtures of w-tricosanoic and n-pentacosanoic acids in Fig. 2.

Ad<litional assistance in distinguishing between odd- and even-numbered
chains of the series of w-acids is given by a slight but perceptible difference in

the intensity distribution, for the even orders are definitely weaker in the odd-
number series. We have found that if the ninth order of reflection is visible

then if the mixture is of even-number acids, the second order will appear, but
if the mixture is of odd-number acids there is frequently no observable trace of

any even order. But the intensity distribution in mixtures is variable, and
evidence of this nature* is suggestive and corroboratory rather than definitive.

Photographs have been taken of several odd-even binary mixtures, and the

spacings are recorded in Table 11'^. The lK‘haviour of such mixtures is complicated

and has not been reduced to a set of rules, but where we have obtained spacings

agreeing numerically with those ofmixtures from natural sources we have always

found that there is no accord in the m.p. and mol. wt. measurements. Since the

behaviour of the oxidised acids from phrenosinic acid strongly suggests that they
are mainly composed oftwo acids,we consider that there is no evidence to support

a suggestion of a mixture of odd- and even-number acids.

Summary.

Brain contains at least three phrenosins whose acidic components are a-

hydroxy-n-docosanoic, a-hydroxy-n-tetracosanoic and a-hydroxy-»i-hexaco-

sanoic acids rc‘8pectively. Phrenosinic (cerebronic) acid is a mixture of these

acids. Brain also contains at least three kerasins, whose acidic components are

n-docosanoic, n-tctracosanoic and w-hexacosanoic acids respectively. Evidence

that “lignoceric"’ acid is a mixture is summarised and the suggestion made that

the name is misleading and should be abandoned.

Several binary mixtures of n-fatty acids of chain length from C21 to C26 have

been prepared, and their melting points and crystal spacings are recorded.

In conclusion we should like to record our grateful thanks to Dr Rosenheim
for providing us with samples of highly purified brain cerebrosides and for the

interest he has taken in this work. Our thanks -are also due to Prof. Francis and

Dr Malkin for kindly providing us with samples of pure synthetic higher w-fatty

acids.
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The discovery of the action of choline in preventing fat accumulation in the

livers of rats [Best and Huntsman, 1932] has l)een considerably (extended, and it

has l>ecomc apparent that in a variety of experimental conditions this substance

exercises both preventive and curative actions on fat deposition in the liver

(Best and Huntsman, 1935]. The fact that choline is the base present in lecithin

makes it possible that its action may l>e exercised through synthesis of that

substance, in accordance with the original suggestion of Leathes that fatty acids

might be transported from the liver to the tissues after incorporation in the

phosphatide molecule. Light should be thrown on this question if a base could

be found which possessed an action on liver fat similar to that of choline and
which could be shown to be present in the liver and other tissues in very small

amount by isolation of a suitably characteristic derivative. Such a base might

be found to have been incorporated in a new phosphatide molecule in which it

had replaced the choline of lecuthin. Its absence from the phosphatide would

not (‘xclude the possibility that choline exercised its action by enabling lecithin

synthesis to occur, but would perhaps make that mode of action less likely. Its

presence however would provide a means for investigation of the whole problem

from many new^ aspects.

Wchave tlicrefore begun a study ofthe action of substances chemically similar

to choline. Whilst considerable difficulties have been encountered because of the

toxicity of these compounds, we are able to report in the present paper that

triethyl-jS-hydroxycthylammonium hydroxide, which differs from choline only

in the replacement of the thi^ee methyl groups of that substance by ethyl groups,

possesses an action on liver fat similar to that of choline. It will be recalled that

in their original work Best and Huntsman [1932] reported that betaine was

effective, whilst aminoethyl alcohol was without action. The former finding

might indicate an action independent of lecithin, whilst the latter seems to pre-

clude kephalin from being involved.

Experimental.

In each experiment three groups of rats were used and all received the basal

fatty liver-producing diet, which consisted of beef dripping 40, glucose 45,

extracted caseinogen 5 and salt mixtuie 5, while marmite, 5 parts, was used as a

source of B vitamins and vitamins A and D were supplied as cod-liver oil

(1 drop per animal every 3 days). One group served as control, whilst in addition

to the basal diet the second received triethyl-j3-hydroxyethylammonium

hydroxide and the third choline, in order to obtain some quantitative comparison

of the action with that of choline. These groups are designated “control”,

( 116 )
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‘‘derivative” and “choline” in the table and discussion which follow. The

choline content of the basal diet was about 1*7 mg./lOO g. The bases were used

as their chlorides and were administered by the methods set out in the table.

The animals were kept in groups of two to four per cage and their average daily

food intake was determined.

Preparation of triethyUp-hydroxyethylammonium hydroxide.

Molecular proportions of triethylamine and ethylenechlorohydrin were

heated in a sealed tube at 95^^ for 4 hours. To a solution of the resulting product

in absolute alcohol were added acetone and ether. The exccicdingly deliquescent

fine cr3'^8tallinc material was rcdissolved in alcohol and similarly reprecipitated

four times. (Found: Cl 19*8, N 7v5; CgHjjoONCl requires Cl 19-55, N 7*7 %.) The

chloroaurate melted at 225° (C19-7, H4-8, N3-12, Au40-5%; C8H21ONAUCI4
requires C 19-7, H 4-3, N 2*88, Au 40-6%).

The results of Ex|)s. 1 and 2, in which the livers of all the groups were treatol

as pooled samples, show that the derivative has prevented the accumulation of

liver fat, Exp. 2 suggesting that its action is at least equivalent to that of choline

in the amounts given. In both experiments, however, the food consumption of

the derivative group was substantially less than that of the control animals,

whilst the weight losses were considerably greater. Although weight, losses of

this magnitudes do not affect the i>erc^entage of fat in the liver [Best et al. 1935],

at the same time the much lower food intake in Exp. 2 and the greater toxicity

of the compound under examination made further experimemts desirable in

order to attempt to overcome the possible effects of these factors on the results.

In all the remaining experiments the individual livers were investigated. Exps.

3 and 4 were then carried out by administration of a solution of the substance

orally by drops and by stomach tube respectively, on the assumption that the

exceedingly bitter taste of the derivative was rendering the diet unpalatable. The
control and choline groups in these two experiments received solutions of sodium

chloride and of choline chloride respectively, administered by the same methods
in order to avoid any interfering effect of the administration techniques.

The effect of the compound was shown by the result of Exp. 3, in which the

food intaJiie of the derivative group compared with that of the control group was
better than in Exp. 2, with closely similar body weight changes, although the

effect seemed less than that of choline at an approximately similar daily dosage

in contrast to Exp. 2. This may be connected with the fact that the meth^
of administration caused so intense a salivary flow that much of the derivative

may have been lost in this way, A further fact was that whereas the individual

values for the does ranged from 5-7 to 8-8% (mean 7-4%), for the derivative

group, compared with the control range of 8-7-24-0% (mean 14-75%)—

a

satisfactory result—^for the bucks of the derivative group the range 6-6-11*8%
showed a considerable overlap with the control bucks, 8*4-31*0%. Evidenc-e

regarding this overlap was obtained in further experiments.
The result of Exp. 4 was again satisfactory, for the livers of the derivative

bucks contained 9-2% “fat ”, against the control value of 33-1 % and the choline
group value of 8-5%, although the food intake was somewhat less than that of
the controls. Thus 27-8 mg. derivative seemed just as effective as 26*9 mg.
choline. In this Exp. there was no overlap in the extreme values (controls
19-6-42-4%; derivative group 4*8-12-0%).

The results ofExp. 4 led us in Exp. 5 to attempt to observe the effects further
by incorporation of the substance in the diet as in Exps. 1 and 2, in the hope that
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the low amount of the substance used would render the diet more palatable. In

this experiment equimolar concentrations of choline and the derivative were

used, although the better food consumption of the choline group rendered the

actual intakes of choline and the derivative slightly different. The food intake

and body weight changes were strictly comparable in the control and derivative

groups and the results of more certain value. These were similar to those of

Exp. 3, for whereas the results with the does were entirely satisfactory, the

bucks again showed apparently less reaction to the derivative control 17-4-

39*2%, mean 30*3%; derivative 12*7“29-4%, mean 18*7% ; choline 6*3-‘9*8%,

mean 7-5%).
Exp. 6 was carried out by the same method, but at still lower concentrations

of choline and the derivative. Here again the results for the does were completely

positive (control 12*8~36-7%, mean 19-6%; derivative 5*6-l()-3%, mean
8*0%), whilst those of the bucks were very similar to those of Exp. o (control

15*1^39*9%, mean 31*4%; derivative 8-9~27-8%, mean 18-7%).
The results of Exps. 1-6 showed therefore that the compound adequately

prevented the deposition of fat in the livers of the does and that in this action it

was almost as potent as choline. Its effect seemed far less pronounced however
with the bucks, as was shown in all four Exps. (3-6) in which individual values

were investigated. No obvious explanation appeared for this. The w^idc range

of variation of the liver fat in the control groups of animals, which always

occurs, makes any result of this kind liable to suspicion and accordingly a
more elaborate exj^riment was carried out, in whicli individual food intakes

were measured and every effort made to substantiate the findings by adopting

as rigorous a method as possible.

In this experiment 72 animals were used and divided into throe groups as

before, each rat being kept in a separate cage. Of the 24 rats in each group,

12 were does and 12 bucks and of these 6 does and 6 bucks were chosen so that

they were from the same litters as the corresponding animals in the other two
groups. Thus for each rat in the derivative group there were corresponding litter-

mates in the other two groups. The remaining 12 animals in each of the 3 groups

(6 bucks and 6 does) were taken from stock and thus served for comparison with

the 12 litter-mates also in each group. Further, in order to control as far as

possible any effect of varying food intake, the 24 animals of the derivative group,

in which in Exps. 1-6 the food intake had tended to be lower, were placed on
their diet a day before the choline and control groups. Then throughout the
experiment the animals of the latter two gi’oups were fed as nearly as possible

with the same amount of food as the derivative animals had consumed during
the previous day. In this way at the close of the experiment, which lasted 13
days, the food intake of rat No. 1, say, in the control group was almost the same
as that of each of the rats No. I in the other two groups and so on.

Tlie results of the experiment are represented diagrammatically in Fig. 1,

in which the values for the control animals were plotted in ascending order of
magnitude, the lowest being that of rat No. 10, and the highest that of No. 6.

The figures for the corresponding animals in the other two groups were then
placed in position and the curves obtained as shown. There also appears on the
diagram the food intake for the rats of the control group which, as already
stated, was almost identical with that of the corresponding members of the
other two groups because of the method of feeding adopted.

Certain conclusions may readily be drawn from the figure. In the first place,
although the food intake varies from 6*3 to 9*8 g. and the fat content of the liver
in the case of the controls from 12-7 to 35*8%, yet there is no relationship
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whatever between them and this is equally true for the other two groups. The
individual variation cannot therefore be explained by differences in food intake.

In the second placte the large individual variation is in no way dependent on
whether the rats were litter-mates or simply selected in the usual way from
stock. This is clear when it is considered that Nos. 1-12 in any group on the

diagram were litter-mates of the corresponding numbers in the other two groups,

the variation being as great amongst Nos. 1-12 as amongst Nos. 13-24.

Pig. 1. Peiwntage of fat in livor of rats with their food intake. The average amount of choline

and of derivative eaten jkt animal pt»r day was 18-2 and 22-4 mg. respectively.

Furthennort^ from the lines showing the mean values in the three cases it is

obvious that, on the average and with the amounts of each substance ingested,

the derivative has had an action equal to about 2/3 that of choline, the actual

figures iKiing 24-8 (control), 6-4 (choline) and 12-2% (derivative), a reduction of

18-4 units % with choline and of 12*6 units % with the derivative. Although

this is true for the average of all 24 animals hi each group, it must again be pointed

out, as in previous experiments, that the average figure for the does (control

23-7, choline 5’9 and derivative 9*5%) was again smaller and the derivative

apparently more effective than in the case of the bucks (25-9, fi-9 and 14-6%
respectively). This also appears from the diagram to lx* independent of the

amount of food ingested.

Therefore although the problem of the large individual variation so often

encounttTed in these and in similar experiments remains unsolved, the action

of the derivative has again been confirmed.

One further point ofinterest is that the figure shows that the curve of the liver

fat of the choline animals follows in a general way that of the corresponding

derivative animals in that it tends to rise and fall at the same time, although in a

far more limited degree,

A final experiment was now jierformed to ensure that there was no abnormal

excretion of fat in the faeces of the rats receiving the derivative. Two groups of

six animals, each containing three bucks and three does, were fed for 15 days on

the 40% fat diet, one group receiving the diet only, tlie other being given the

derivative in addition. The results showed that both groups of animals excreted

0*22 g, faecal fatty acids per rat per day.
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In view of the findings that the derivative exercises an effect in so small a

daily dose, it is proposed to repeat some earlier experiments which were aban-

doned at that time on account of the toxicity of the products. In these experi-

ments trimethylamine, trimethyl-y-hydroxypropylamraonium hydroxide and

tripropyl-jS-hydroxyethylammonium hydroxide were used in the hope that these

alterations might throw light on the nature of the active group. Further

expcrimejits are also in progress with the derivative used in the present work,

with a view to attempting to utilise the preventive action of this compound on

liver fat as a means of investigating its mode of action by the methods indicat(‘d

earlier in this paper.

Summary.

1. The preventive effect of triethyl-jS-hydroxyc^thylammonium hydroxide in

controlling the percentage of fat in the livers of rats was studied in seven separate

experiments.

2. This compound was shown to have a preventive action, although the

effectiveness of its action was less than that of choline.

3. Furthermore it was found to have a greater action in th(‘ control of livf^r

fat in the case of does than it had in the case of bucks.

4. The large individual variations found in rats of the same grou]»s remains

unexplained. Attem])ts to control these variations by use of litteT-mates for the

different groups and of controlled food consumption did not throw light on the

variations, which appear to be independent of food intake in the conditions of

these experiments.

We wish to express our thanks to the Medical Research Council for a gi'ant

from which the expenses of this research were defrayed.
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The investigations rec‘Ordeci in this paper were carried out as a result of the

findings of Blatherwick et aL [1931 : 1932; 1933, 1, 2] on the effect on the “fat”
content of the liver of the feeding to rats of dk^ts consisting largely of fresh

liver, dried liver or certain liv(rr extracts. These authors observed that feeding

raw or dried liver resulted in the production of fatty livers
;
that the addition

of lecithin to the dii^ts hatl no effect in preventing the fatty liver
;
and further

that it appeared possible that theR' was present in the liver a water-soluble

subsi ance, whi(di was responsible for the deposition of liver “ fat ”, or alternatively

that aqiieouH extraction of liver caused some change in the constituents of the

liv<u' residue, as a result of which the amply demonstrated property of cholesterol

in causing “fat'' deposition in the liver was opposed [Okey, 1933, 1, 2; Chanutin
and Ludewig, 1933; Best et aL, 1934; Channon and Wilkinson, 1934],

(consideration of the relative amounts of fat and cholesterol in liver led us

to think that the ajiparent failure of lecithin to intluence the fat deposition was
largely concerned with the high proportion of fat and cholesterol present in such

diets. The provision of 2-3% choline in a synthetic diet containing 2% of

cliolest.t»rol and 20% of fat will not entirely prevent cliolesteryl ester deposition

[Bt'st el aL, 1934], Hence it might Ix' anticipated that the addition of further

lecithin to a liver diet, which would already contain some 13% phosphatide as

well as I % cholestiTol and 30% fat, might not cause any further decrease in

“fat” deposition, since the maximum choline effect was already being exercised

by the lecithin contained in the liver.

Tn order to investigate this possibility, the work descril)ed in this paper

on the f<»eding of liver to rats w^as carried out. The effect of the withdrawal

from the dietary liver of the constituent lecithin, cholest<Tol and glyceride,

and the replacement of these substances by an equivalent amount of cholesterol

or beefdripping, either singly or together, has been studied. In other experiments

more cholesterol than was originally present in the liver has been added. By
these means a series of results of a strictly comparable nature has been obtained

and from them the effect of the individual constituents of dietary liver in fatty

liver production may be assessed.

In the work of Blatherwick et aL [1933, 2] the Results of the different experi-

ments are not strictly comparable, because each diet did not contain the

equivalent of the constituents of the original liver and in some cases the extracts

employed were not from the main bulk supply. At the same time opportunity

was taken to investigate the possibility of the presence in liver of a water-soluble

factor responsible for fatty liver production.

{ 121 )
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Exfebimsntal.

Composition of the diets.

The composition of the diets is set out in Table I.

Table I. Composition of the diets^

Diet No. 1 II Ill IV V VI VII Vlll IX X XI

Raw liver — — — — 100 100 100

J)ried liver 75 75 — — — — — 1(K» — — —
Dried liver after alcoholic extraction — — — 51*8 51*8 -- — —
Dried liver after aqueous extraction — 62*8 — --

Dried liver after alcoholic and — — — — 29*6 29*6 — — -- —
aqueous extraction

Residue after evaporating aqueous —
extract of dried liver

— — — — — 22*2

Marinite 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 — — —
Salt mixture 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 - -- —
Glucose 17 15 39*2 17 17 37*2 15*0 - — —
Cod-liver oil 1 1 1 1 1 1 i

- —
(Choline chloride 2 — — 0-2 0*4

Beef dripping — — 23*2 2245 22*45 22*45 - ....

Cholesterol (as present in liver) — — — 0*75 0*75 0*75 - ....

Cholesterol —

-

— — — — 2*0 2*0 — —

The liver and preparations made from it were obtained as follows.

Dried liver. This was a powdered preparation whicdi had Isien specially prepared through

the kindness of T)r F. H. CJarr of the British I>rug Houses, Ltd. by drj ing liver iv Indow 60".

Analysis showed that this prepaiution contained 30*01% of cther-alcoboUsoluble material and

29*5% of wator-sohiblo material; the ether-alcohol-soluble material was completely analysed, and

the original dried liver was found to contain 13*4% “lecithin 0*32 cholestt^rol, 1 *2 cholcsteryl

ester (calculated as oleate)^ J 1*39% glyceride (triolein) and 4*.‘)9®o of other material.

Dried liner after alroholic exirajction. Dried liver (3 kg.) was extracted e.\haufltively in a 8oxhlet

apparatus with alcohol, followed by ether, each for one working day. The tinal n*.sidue was dried

by electric fan at room temperature and finally for a short time in an electric oven at 105'^. This

was used for diets IV and V.

Dried liver after aqueom extraction. Dried liver (4*5 kg.) was extracted several times with

boiling water. The eorabinwl filtrate (16-6 1.) was evaporated in nicvo to a syrup which was used

in diet VII. The liver residue was dried at JOo" and was used for diet III.

Drkd liver after alcoholic followed by aqueous e^trarXion. The dried liver exhau.'^tively extracted

with alcohol as above was then extracted with boiling water as described and the it^sidue after

drying was used in diets VI and VII.

In all the diets III- VII the amount of the liver residue or extract used is that corresponding

to the 75 parts of dried liver used in Exps. I and II.

In diet II the only change from diet 1 was the addition of two parts of choline chloride at the

expense of two parts of glucose.

In diet III the material removed by aqueous extraction was replaced by glucose.

In diet IV the material removed by alcohol-ether extraction was saponified and its percentage

of total fatty acids and cholesterol determined; the alcohol-ether extract was then replaced in

the diet by an equivalent weight of beef dripping.

1 n diet V the same procedure was adopted, save that the total cholesterol present in the alcoholic

extract was replaced as free cholesterol.

In diet VI the residue from the dried liver which had been extracted both with water and
alcohol was fed, with the addition of the corresponding amount of beef dripping and cholesterol

as in diet IV whilst in addition 2% of cholesterol was added, the aqueous extract Vicing replaced
by glucose.

In diet VII the same procedure was adopted with the addition of the aqueous extract at the
expense of the additional glucose added in diet VI.
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In diet VIII the animals received dried liver alone for a longer period of time.

In diet IX the animals received raw minced liver only, which was not that from which the

dried liver used in all the other experiments had been prepared.

In diets X and XI the same raw liver with the addition of 0-2% and 0-4% of choline chloride

respectively was used.

All the groups of rats received thei^ diets over a period of 21 days, except

groups IX, X, XI and group VTII, which were fed for 28 and 52 days re-

spectively. After these periods of feeding the animals of groups I-VIli were

guillotined, whilst those of the three groups receiving raw liver (IX, X and XI)
were killed by a blow on the head. The pooled samples of the livers obtained

were analysed as described by Channon and Wilkinson [1934]. The data relating

to the animal side of the experiment, the food, choline, fatty acid and cholesterol

intakes are recorded in Table II. The percentages of the different individual

Table II. Weight records of anirmls and food intakes.

Group No. I n m IV V VI Vll VIII IX X XI

No. of animaln « (i 6 0 6 6 6 4 8 8 8

Days on e\p. 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 52 28 28 28
Average gain or loss of + i;i +4*3 -17 + 13*1 + 13*8 -i-5-7 ~2*0 +14*1 + 23*8 +18*6 +22*2
body wt.)

Average food intake (g,/rat/day):

(«) Jlry wt. 12*3 li>•3 12*3 12*3 12*3 12*3 11*0 — — —
(6) Wet ^t. — ~ — — — — — — 29*5 27*8 29*8

Average fatty acid intake 2*0 2*0 2*0 2*7 2*6 2*6 2*4 — 1*3 1*2 1*3

{g./rat/<lay)

Average cholesterol intake 02 02 02 — 02 338 338 110 85 80 86

(mg./rat/day)

Choline intake (mg./rat/day): •

Added to diet — 214 — — — — — — 50 119

Present as phosphatide 185 185 185 — 181 170 183

Total 185 300 185 — -- — — 181 220 302

Table IH. Perceniage composition of the. liver lipoids (g.jlOO g. liver).

Free Cholesteryl

TotalGroup Lecithin cholesterol ester Glyceride
O'
/ONo. o,

/o
O'
*0

0/
/o

0/
/o

I 4-34 0*310 1*04 3*32 9*91

JI 4*6() 0-302 1*82 0*90 7*58

lU 4-40 0*302 2*02 1*53 8*25

IV 4*50 0*257 0*45 1*67 0*94

V 3*90 0*309 3*02 3*19 n-02
VT 4-84 0*350 5*45 3*88 14*53

VII 4*58 0-364 5*71 2*61 13*25

Vltl 4*27 0*303 4*10 3*23 12*02

IX 3*26 0*294 1*85 1*84 . 7*24

X 3*32 0-325 1*39 1*76 0*79

XI 3*34 0-247 1*32 1*00 6-51

lipoid constituents present in the livers were calculated in the manner of

Best et al, [1934] and the results are recorded in Table III.

Discussion.

Before discussing the results, it is to bo pointed out that the araoimt of

glyceride and cholesteryl ester in the liver will depend to a considerable extent

on the choline content of the diet [Best et al. 1934]. A further additional factor

which may be involved is the protein content of the diet, for it has been found,
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at least with caseinogen, that the amount of protein in the diet exercises a

profound effect in controlling liver glyceride, irrespective of any effect of

choline [Beeston et al., 1935]. Whether this effect of the protein fraction applies

to proteins other than caseinogen has yet to be determined, but it seems possible

that such is the case.

(a) The^ effect of dried liver. The results for groups I and VII, in which the

diet consisted mainly of dried liver, confirm the findings of Blatherwick ei al.

that a dried liver diet causes fatty livers. This fatty liver is characterised by
an increase in the amount of cholesterjd esters which rise to the extent of about

1*8% after 21 days’ feeding (Group I) and to 4-1 % after 52 days’ feeding. Such

a progressive accumulation in the amount of cholosteryl esters on diets containing

cholesterol has been observed before [Chanutin and Ludewig, 1933]. With this

increase in cholestcryl esters there is also a rise of some 2% in the glyceride and
in expt^riments which we have previously reported it is usual to find, even when
the diet contains choline or a lipotropically active protein, the presence of rather

more glyceride than normal in the liver, and the present results art^ similar in

substance. The degree of “fat” infiltration after 3 weeks is however relatively

small, for the normal figures for rat liver may be regarded as lecithin 3-8%,
free cholesterol 0*3%, cholestcryl ester (K)5% and glyceride 1 •0-1-5%, giving

a total of 51-5*6% as against 9-91% of group I. This is to be coniu'ctcKl with

the high lecithin content of the liver diet and possibly with its high protein

content also.

(b) The effect of choline. The addition of choline to the dried liver diet, so

that each animal received an extra 214 mg. choline daily in group IT, has had
no effect on the amount of cholestcryl esters, but has lowered the glyceride

content to 0*9% . This decrease in glyceride from 3*2 to 0*9% may be». significant,

although the significance of such a fall in the pooled livers of groups of six

animals must be accepted with reserve.

(c) The effect of alcoholic extraction of the liver. In groups IV and V the liver

4 used was the residue remaining after the dried liver had been extracted with

alcohol. In group IV there was added beef dripping equivalent in weight to the

total material removed by alcohol. This diet was thus lacking both in the

phosphatide and cholesterol of diet I. The result shows quite, clearly that it is

the cholesterol in the liver which is mainly rosponsibki for the fatty liver

produced, for the cholestcryl ester has decreased to 0-45% as compared with

1*94% in group 1. It might have been anticipated that it would have decreased

to the normal value, ();05% ,
and it is possible that its failure to do this depends

on the difficulty of completely extracting dried liver with alcohol in bulk in the

laboratory. Coincidently with this decrease in c^holesteryl ester, the glyceride

falls to 1*67 % ,
a more or less normal figure. In group V the diet was the same

as in group IV, save that the amount of cholesterol in the original liver was
replaced and comparison with group IV shows the result of that replacement.

The cholestcryl ester fraction has increased from 0*45% to 3*62%, with a
corresponding increase in the glyceride to 3*19%, showing quite clearly the
effect of cholesterol in the diet in causing fatty liver production. This result

seems to bring out another point, because the cholesteryl ester content, 3*62%

,

is considerably greater than that of the original dried liver of group I, 1*94%,
and this implies that the absence of lecithin in group V is the explanation of the
increase over the control figures.

(d) The effect of the aqueous extraction of the liver. In group III the residue
after aqueous extraction was used, with the replacement of the aqueous extract
as glucose. Analysis of the aqueous extract showed that the liver residue con-
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tained virtually all the original cholesterol, phosphatide and glyceride. The
results show that the amount of cholesteryl ester resulting is unchanged from
that of the control group. This result is in contrast with that of Blatheiwick

et ah, who found that feeding water-extracted liver residue as 75% of the diet

did not result in fatty livers. It was on this evidence that they suggested the

possibility that there was a water-soluble factor necessary for fatty liver

production, for they pointed out that the original cholesterol of the liver was
still present in the liver residue. Our results however do not provide evidence

for this suggestion, because the amount of cholesteryl ester is unchanged in

group III. It is true that the glyceride content of group III, 1-53%, is some
1-8% lower than that of the control group, but it is probable that this fall is

not of significance. Six animals only were used in each group and it is our
experience that it is necessary to be guarded in interpreting changes in the

glyceride^ of this magnitude derived from the pooled tissues of such small groups.
In grouj) VI the residue remaining after alcohol and water extraction was

U8(id as a source of liver, but the total alcoholic extract was replaced as beef

dripping and its cholesterol also replaced with a further 2% cholesterol. This
diet differed therefore from the original dried liver of group 1 in lacking the

phosphatide and water-soluble material but containing 2% of added cholesterol.

The figures in Table III show that thc'rc is increased deposition of cholesteryl

ostvT consequent upon the inclusion of an extra 2% of cholesterol in the diet.

Diet \TI was identical with diet VI, save that the wato extract was re-

placed, and the results are very similar to those of diet VI.

Voraparisons then both of the results of group III with those of group I,

and of those of group VII with those of group VI, do not seem to provide

evidence for the presence of a water-soluble factor involved in cholesteryl ester

deposition or for the alternative explanation mentioned in the introduction,

because in all of tlu‘se cases the amount of cholesteryl ester appearing in the

livers is related to the cholesterol content of the diets and is uninfluenced by
the presence or absence of the dietary liver aqueous extract.

One further point for notice concerning all th(i groups I-VIII is that the

figures for lecithin in these gi'oups are above the normal figure, which we regard

as 3'7~3*8%. This may he connected with one of two factors. It has been

shown that the presence of phosphatide in diets results in the deposition of

phosphatide in the liver
|
Rewald, 1928] and secondly that diets ofhigh caseinogen

content cause increased values for liver phosphatide [Beeston ei ah, 1935].

Either or both these explanations may be applicable in the case of these liver

diets, although the former cannot apply to groups IV^ and in which the

lecithin had been removed by alcoholic extraction.

(e) The effejct of raw liver. In gi’oups IX, X and XI the animals received raw
liver as an exclusive diet for 28 days. The results are generally similar to those

of group I which received dried liver, except that the amount of glyceride is

lower than in group I; this is to be correlated with the fact that whereas on

both the dried and the raw liver diets, groups I and IX, the cholesterol intakes

were virtually identical, 92 and 85 mg. per rat per day respecjtively, the fat

intake was considerably lower for the raw liver group, IX, namely 1*3 g. per rat

per day, as compared with 2 g. per day of the dried liver group I.

The effect of adding choline to the raw liver diets was studied in groups X
and XI, in which 0*2 and 04% of choline chloride were added. The increased

choline intakes of groups X and XI compared with group IX were 56 and

119 mg. per rat per day respectively and this has caused no significant change

in the amount of fat in the livers.
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SUMMAEY.

1. In confinnation of the findings of Blatherwick et dl. it is found that the

feeding of rats on diets consisting mainly of liver, either raw or dried, causes

the production of fatty livers.

2. These fatty livers are characterised by the presence after 3 weeks of some

2% of cholesteryl ester with a small increase in the percentage of glyceride.

3. The addition of choline to the diet had no significant effect in decreasing

the amount of fat infiltration. In this connection it is to be remembered

however that the liver diets contain much lecithin, the choline of which may be

exercising a maximum effect already.

4. Attempts were made to confirm the suggestion of Blatherwick et al. that

there was a water-soluble factor present in liver, necessary for fatty liver

production. The results obtained however do not support the suggestion.

The authors wish to record their thanks for the helpful advice and criticism

of Prof. H. J. Channon.
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It has been commonly assumed that heat-denaturation of proteins is accom-
panied by dehydration of the protein molecules [Robertson, 1912; Pauli, 1912;

1932; Sorensen, 1925; Spiegel-Adolf, 1926; 1927; 1929; Weber and Versmold,

1931]. The last-mentioned authors showed that the “non-dissolving space”
(nichtlosonder Raurn), i.e. such part of the system as does not dissolve an added
substance of low molecular weight (sugar), decreases during dcnaturation. Since

the “non-dissolving space ” is composed of the volume of the particles and of the

hydration layer, in which the water molecules are oriented under the influence

of the particles, this result supports the assumption that hydration decreases

during heat-denaturation.

Krujii and de Yong [1934] tried to detect a decrease in hydration by measure-
ments of viscosity. Their experiments however showed tliat the viscosity in-

creased when protein solutions were heated to a temperature just below the

coagulation }>oint, whereas in the case of a decrease in hydration one would have
expected a decreases in viscosity. It had already been shown by Loughlin and
Lewis [1932] that solutions of completely denatured protein had higher vis-

cosities than those of the natural ones. Kruyt and de Yong rightly remarked
however that this increase in viscosity might b(^ due to an increase in particle

size and thus need involve no contradiction of the assumption of a simultaneous

decrease of hydration. If there is a decrease in hydration during heat-denatura-

tion it is likely that the total volume of the system will increase, since the water

of the hydration layer, oriented and compressed as a result of attraction between

colloidal particles and water molecules, possesses a smaller specific volume than
free wattn*. This view is supported by the observation that, if a protein swells

or is dissolved in water, the total volume of the system decreases bj’^ about
6-7 ml./KX) g. protein [Chick and Martin, 1913].

It is likely that the volume change during heat-denaturation will be only a

small fraction of the volume decrease during the solution of the protein, just as

the change of the non-dissolving space during the dcnaturation is only 7 % of the

total non-dissolving space (0 09 g. as against 1-25 g./g. protein, Weber and
Versmold [1931]). Consequently for a 5% protein solution an accuracy of at

least 0*002% of the totd volume is necessary for qualitative detection of

denaturation whilst an accuracy at least ten times as great is required for quanti-

tative measurements.

Investigations on the volume change during heat-denaturation have been

carried out by Loughlin and Lewis [1932] and by Haurowitz [1935]. They con-

clude that there is no volume change. Loughlin and Lewis however used com-

paratively dilute solutions and rather insensitive dilatometers. Haurowitz’s

dilatometer, although more sensitive, was of the ordinary pyknometer type.

Such instruments are not reliable enough for these measurements, for some
portion of their contents might easily be left adhering to the inside walls of the

( 127 )
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top section on cooling in the thermostat after heat treatment; this would lead to

false capillary readings. Moreover, Haurowitz had to introd\ice corrections for

losses due to evaporation. Experimental errors such as these can be overcome

by the employment of a mercury dilatometer as used by Heymann fl935] in

studies on sol-gel transformations. The sensitivity of this dilatometer is 0*0002%
of the total volume, i.e. 50 times that of Haurowitz’s dilatometer. Measurements
on the heat-denaturation of egg albumin, serum albumin, serum globulin and
zein have therefore been made with this more sensitive instrument.

Experimental.

The apparatus used is shown in Fig. 1. The left arm contained the protein

solution and the right arm mercury. The heiglit of the meniscus in the capillary h

could be varied by means of tap a. Leakage at tap c was avoided

by coating it with vacuum grease and by securing the cook

with rubber bands. The protein solution was run in by way
of c (2 mm. bore) using a very fine funnel. The trap d is designed

to prevent the possible passage of any sol into the capillary, whilst

bulb e above the capillary is a reservoir, since considerable expan-

sion of the sol and the mercury occurs on heating.

After filling with protein sol, the dilatometer was left in an

electrically regulated thermostat at 23"^ (constant within 0*(K)3^')

for several hours, until the mercury meniscus remained constant.

Then the whole apparatus was transferred to a bath at 80"* and
left there for 30 min. to denature the proteins. The dilatometer

was then replaced in the thermostat for aliout 2 hours. Prolonged

temperature equilibration is necessary, because glass vessels

heated to higher temperatures do not assume tlieir original

volume at once. The difference in mercury level beffore and afttT

heating gives the volume change during denaturation. Usually

the dilatometer was heated again to 80° for 30 min. to make sure

that no further volume change occurred, i,e, that denaturation

was complete.

In making a detennination, displacements of the mercury
level of the order of 60mm. occurred; since the capillary radius

was 0*23 mm. and the total volume about 80 ml. this represents an expansion of

some 0*01 % (see Table 1). Displacements of less than 1 mm. are not considered

significant, so that the accuracy is aliout 2% of the volume change.

Egg albumin T (Table I) was prepared from dried egg albumin (Merck) by
electrodialysis with increasing potential (6 days, max. 220 v.) to precipitate the

globulins. The final solution of 4*9 coagulated completely on heating. As
found by Pauli and Kolbl [1935], solutions at 3*9 or 8*3 did not coagulate

directly on heating but coagulated at once on adjustment to pjj 4*8 after heating.

Egg albumin II, serum globulin and zein were very kindly supplied by Dr A.
Neuberger (University College Hospital Medical School, London). The former
was crystalline egg albumin prepared from egg white by accepted methods (but
using Na2S04 solution according to an unpublished method of Caiman) and
clectrodialysed for 5 days before use. The serum globulin was precipitated from
ox serum by (NH4)2S04, and the zein was prepared essentially as described by
Neuberger [1934]. The serum albumin (for which I am indebted to Dr H.
Ncurath) was prepared by electrodialysis of horse serum after precipitation of
globulin by (NH4)gS04. All solutions were centrifuged from undissolved material

1 .
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and used generally within-a day of completing the preparation. During prepara-

tion bacterial contamination was minimised by keeping at a low temperature
under a toluene-paraffin layer, was adjusted with HCl, alkali or buffer

solutions and measured with nitrophenol indicators. Protein concentrations

were determined by dry weight of the salt-free solutions or in other cases by
dry weight of heat-coagulable proteins. All dilatometric measurements showed
satisfactory reproducibility.

Table 1.

Protein

Serum albumin

Serum globulin

Filgg albumin I

(«)

(
6 )

Kgg albumin II

Zoin in 90
alcohol

Volume increase

Cone,
O'-
o

Volume
of sol

mi.

r

ml. Of
/O

ml./iobg.
protein

Behaviour on
heating

7-6 81 00123 00154 0-20 Coagulation
0-3 80 00090 0-0112 0-21

90 81 00120 0-0150 0-17 Coagulation

4-5 80 0-0083 0-0104 0-23 Coagulation
4-5 80 0-0050 0-0063 0-14 No coagulation
4-7 79 0-0027 0-0032 0-07 No coagulation

5-0 81 0-0105 0-0132 0-26 Coagulation

7-3 80 0 0 0 No coagulation

Table I shows the experimental results. The protein solutions whicli are

denatured on heating all show increase in volume after denatiiration. At the same
time the dual nature of protein coagulation (firstly denaturation and secondly
coagulation of the denatured protein) is illustrated. Only in regions near the
isoelectric point is denaturation accompanied by coagulation. Here the volume
increase due to denaturation is between 0*20 and ml./KK) g. protein for serum
albumin and egg albumin. This is about 4 g. mols. wattT per g. mol. egg albumin
(mol. wt. 35,000) and about 8 g. mols. water }>er g. rnol. serum albumin (mol. wt.

()8,0(M)). It is somewhat smaller for serum globulin. If egg albumin is denatured
at values higher or low^er than the isoelectric no coagulation occurs.

In this case also the volume changes are smaller, being between 35 and 70% of
the isoelectric values. Those lower values cannot be due to incompleteness of
denaturation at non-isoelectric pj£ , since complete coagulation occurs by adjust-

ment to isoelectric reaction after heating; this is presumptive evidence of
previous complete denaturation.

Experiments have been carried out wdth non-purified egg albumin and
blood albumin'’. In these cases the volume increase was usually smaller than

found with highly purified proteins. Experiments with commercial hat^moglobin

samples were not easily reproducible. They should be repeated wdth purified

haemoglobin, though dilatometric investigations may present some difficulty

since haemoglobin solutions contain considerable quantities of gas.

If we now consider the volume increase during heat-denaturation of iso-

electric proteins (0-20-0-23 ml./lOO g. protein) and compare it with the volume
decrease when albumin is dissolved in water (6-7 ml./lOO g. protein) we notice

that the former volume change is only about 3-4% of the latter. We may there-

fore assume that the decrease in hydration during denaturation is only a small

percentage ofthe total hydration. It should however be borne in mind that there

is no simple relation between the volume change and the actual change of the

Bioohem. 1936 xxx 9
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number of water molecules in the attractional sphere of a protein molecule, since

the volume change does not depend only on the number of water molecules in-

fluencied by the protein particle, but also on the intensity of the attractive forces.

Conclusions.

Although many chemical and ph3^sical changes during heat denaturation of
proteins have been investigated, it is still difficult to give a consistent account of

the nature of this important process. Therefore existing theories and opinions

will only he briefly examined in this paper. Several authors [Lc^peschkin, 1922,

1, 2; 1923: Wu and Wu, 1923] have assumed that heat-denaturation is

accompanied by hydroh^sis. It is interesting in this connection that aulphydryl

groups appear during denaturation [Hopkins, 1930]. The fact that the volume
increases is however not in accordance with the existfmee of such hydrolytic

reactions, since these processes would be connectf^d with an increase in hydration

and consequently^ a decrease in volumes [Rona and Fischgold, 1933 ; Hreenivasaya

ei aL, 1934]. If such processes occurred, we should have to assume that their

influence on the volume must be more than compensated by processes which
bring about a volume change in the opposite direction.

Such processes have been tassumed for a long time [Robertson, 1912; Pauli,

1912: 1932]. According to these authors heat-denaturation is conneett^d with

the formation of peptide bonds from —COOH and —NHg grou})S. (John et al.

[1933] assume rather that —COOH groups and —NH^ groups come into each

other's sphere of attraction (i,e, that the zwittcTionic character of the protein

becomes less pronounced | Pauli, 1931)), and in this way acquire a lowered

attraction for water dipoles (electrostriction). All these processes are presumably
accompanied by dc‘crease in hydration and increase in volume and their (‘xistcnce

is thus in good agreement with the experiments of this paper. Away from the

isoelectric point, where the zwitterionic character is less marked in the nativi^

protem, it is likely that a smaller volume change will occur during denaturation.

This is also in agreement with the experimental results.

Several authors have discussed the possibility that denaturation results from
a change of intermolecular polarisation consequent upon a change of position of
some groups of the protein [Wu el al., 1931; Haurowitz, 1935]. Astbury and
Lomax [1935] conclude from X-ray investigations that the polypeptide t^hains

become more regularly arranged in the molecule during denaturation. The
numl>er of such possibilities is however so great that it is difficult to foresee their

effect on the volume.

Summary,

The heat-denaturation of several proteins has been investigated with a
sensitive dilatometer, the accuracy of which was 0*0002% of the total volume.
In all cases heat denaturation was accompanied by a volume increase which
amounted to 0-20--0-23 ml./lOO g, protein in the case of isoelectric proteins. If

non-isoelectric proteins were used the volume increase was smaller. It has been
assumed that this volume increase is caused by a decrease in hydration, which is

however only a small percentage of the total hydration. Several theories of the
heat-denaturation have been discussed on the basis of the experiments of this

paper.

I wish to express my thanks to Prof. F. G. Donnan and to Prof. H. Preundlich
for their constant encouragement and interest.
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METER IN RESPIRATION STUDIES.
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WALTER REGINALD WOOLDRIDGE.

Frmn the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicine,

(Received November 30th, 1935,)

Although the Barcroft apparatus is used extensively for the study of respiration

in biological fluids, we have found no published work in which the accuracy of

the results obtained has been submitted to a critical examination. This is some-

what surprising when it is considered that the Barcroft apparatus is cmploy(id so

frequently for comparative work where the interpretation is ofU^n foun<led on

small differences.

In view of these considerations and from a knowledge of a oei’tain variability

in results from experiments made in triplicate as recommended by Wooldridge and
Standfast [1936], it appeared desirable to submit the results obtained by use of

the Barcroft technique to a statistical examination. Our work has shown that

the use of four, or even of three, manometers usually suffices to give a mean with

a reasonably low standard error. For qualitative work serious objection can

hardly be raised against duplicate experiments, but a single experiment cannot

be recommended, for it may give a dubious result which cannot be checked

effectively.

The results from the following five series of experiments formed the basis for

the statistical work, but use has been made also of the extensive data collected

by one of us (W. R. W.) in collaboration with Mr A. F. B. Standfast. In these

experiments the usual technique was followed, the manometric cups containing

a total volume of liquid of 3 ml. In the following brief description only the

active reagents present in the cups are mentioned.

Series 1. Left-hand cup: Pseudornonas flvorescens; right-hand cup: Ps,

flnorescens in if/40 glucose solutions. All apparatus and reagents sterilised before

use.

Series II, As in Series I, but apparatus and reagents not sterilised before use.

Series 111. Left-hand cup: Psevdornonm fluorescens-\‘ Bacterium coli; right-

hand cup: Ps.fluorescens+Bact. coli in if/40 glucose solution.

Series IV. Left-hand cup: tap water; right-hand cup: crude sewage.

Series V, Left-hand cup: activated sludge; right-hand cup: sludge -h crude
sewage (Seitz-filtered).

Table I. oy

Series

Barcroft

manometers
used

Results
rejected*

Duration of
6X})erimcnt

in hours
Mean at end of experiment

in pl.

1 14 1 90 175 (standard error 4*71)
11 17 2 50 179 { „ 4-42)
III 19 2 9-5 177 (

5-76)
JV IG 2 80 180 ( „ 6*16)
V 15 1 8-0 570 ( „ 10 07)

standard
error at

end of
experiment

2-7

2-

5
3*2

3-

3
1*9

* Rejections were made on the basis of anomalous pressure difference-time curves, as
explained below.

( 132 )
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The mixtures or liquids in all cups were buffered to pjj 7*4 and temperature
variations during any one experiment were slight, rarely exceeding T.

Readings were taken at half-hourly intervals, and experiments were con-
tinued for at least 8 hours, except those in Series II, which were terminated after

5 hours. A summary of the results is given in Table I.

A criterion for the cuxe'ptance or rejection of results.

Occasionally results from replicate experiments with the Barcroft apparatus
may be so divergent that it appears advisable to reject one or more ofthem when
calculating the mean. Sometimes, investigation at the conclusion of an experi-

ment reveals the cause of such aberrant results (e,g, a leak, condensation of fluid

in the manometer tube c<c.), but in many instances no explanation is forth-

coming and the rejection of a result suspected of being erroneous becomes an
arbitrary procedure. We have therefore sought a criterion whereby the accept-
ance or rejection of a result is freed from personal bias.

Time Time

Fig. 1 a. Plot of pKJBSiire differonoes against Fig. 1 6, Plot of pressure differences against

time on double logarithmic paiier (Series II). time on double logarithmic paper (Series IV).

In a general way it may be said that provided that the temperature remains

reasonably constant, the course of oxygen absorption in the Barcroft cups tends

to approximate to the equation Y—Ft”^, where Y is the pressure difference

between the left- and right-hand cups after time i, and ^ and m are constants

[c/. Corbet, 1934, 1]. Thus the plot of the pressure difference against the time

elapsed on double logarithmic paper approaches a straight line. Under some

conditions however, particularly when gas uptake is rapid, the values of F and
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m change so rapidly that the resulting curves tend to be parabolic rather than
linear: nevertheless, the curves from replicate experiments are more or less

parallel although, in general, they tend to converge with increasing time. We
found that the pressure difference-time curves of experiments known to be faulty

did not follow their fellows, but usually differed so radically in character that

such experiments could be detected immediately by tliis means and legitimately

rejected. Series of curves from two sets of identical experiments are depicted in

Figs. 1 a and 1 b : it will be seen that both series contain a faulty experiment (dotted

curve) which can be omitted justifiably from further consideration. Occasionally,

the plot on double logarithmic paper reveals parallel but widely spaced curX^es.

This implies a high standard error and one may feel tempted to reject the

divergent results: we do not consider that such a procedure can be uphold, how-
ever, for then the question which results have to be rejected becomes a matter

of personal opinion. The occasional appearance of these presurnabl}" normal
results demonstrates the importance of not drawing conclusions from a single

experiment.

The question of the acceptance or rejection of results suspected of being

faulty is one of considerable importance. In fact we might go so far as te say

that the degree of precision possible in experiments with these differential

manometers depends on the detection and elimination ofsuch faulty experiments.

On the other hand, rejection of readings suspected of being too high or low for

insufficient reasons will produce results whose accuracy is fictitious rather than
real.

Cakulalion of the mean.

The usual statistical methods of asseasing the accuracy of experimental rlata

are based on the assumption that these observations are normally distributed

about their mean and, if such is the case with results derived from experiments

with the Barcroft apparatus, it is correct to express the mean of tlu' results by
dividing their sum by the total number ofexperiments. On the other hand, if the

logarithms of the values, and not the values themselves, are normally distributed

(as is the casewith parallel plate counts of soil and milk samples [Corlxjt, 1934, 2]),

then it is preferable to determine the geometric me.an.

To decide conclusively whether the values from a series of replicate Barcroft

experiments are normally distribute.d requires more results than are usually

available but wo have examined the question in the light of the results obtained
from the five series of experiments mentioned above. The normality of the
distributions was tested by calculation of Pearson^s constants and (see

Table II) . For a symmetrical distribution jSj is zero whilst approximates to 3, jSg

being greater or less according to whether the curve is leptokurtic or platykurtic.

In Table II are included results found by Cook and Stephenson [1928J for oxygen
absorption by bacteria in Jf/200 glucose solution; this experiment differs from
those of Series I-V in that the oxidation was carried to completion.

Table II.

Actual values Logarithms of actual values

Series Number >1 ft ft ft
I 13 0-62 im 0-21 hU
JI 15 OdS 1-85 0 092 2-42
TIJ U 0-21 202 017 2 12
IV 14 0-24 1-76 083 J-98
V 14 001 218 1*33 2-24

Cook and Stephenson
11928)

28 0*23 2-45 0-23 2-45
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Deviations of jSj and jSg from zero and 3 respectively can only be regarded as

significant if the respective values of and of jSg are > 2 x 0*65 and 2 x 1-31

for 14 results, and 2 x 0*46 and 2 x 0*93 for 28 results [Tippc^tt, 1931]. It will be

seen from the table that, although the distributions of the results of Scries I-III

are not significantly asymmetrical, the logarithms of the actual values suggest a
more normal distribution; on the othei hand, the actual values from Series IV
and V, rather than their logarithms, are normally distributed. In no case, how-
ever, is the divergence from zero and 3 of the ^ constants sufficient to justify

working with logarithmic rather than arithmetic values.

The. siandmd error in Barcroft experiments.

The standard deviation is a measure of the distribution of the individual

results about the mean value : it is usual to express this deviation in terms of the

standard error and to n^gard as statistically significjant any results which differ

from the mean by more than twice the standard (^rror. The standard error and
standard deviation ar(i related in the manner shown by the following expression:

standard <‘ri‘or= ,

where a is the standard de\iation, S (x^x)^ is the sum of the squares of the

individual deviations from the mean and N the number of results.

It is d(;sirable to ascertain how the standard error varies with duration of the

exp(Tim<mt, the degree of replication and th(‘ magnitude of the mean. The
standard error remains constant during the course of a single experiment only

if the curves representing the oxygen absorption with time are parallel to one

another: when these curves converge, diverge or cross, the standard eiTor

changes accordingly. AJthough ot;casionally instances of divergence or inter-

section are encountered, results from a large number of experiments show that

those curves tend to converge as time proceeds, and so, as a general rule, the

standard error diminishes as the experiment progresses.

The j>lot of the percentage standard error against time in the five series of

experiments referred to (Table III and Fig. 2) shows that the standard error

approaches a constant value which, for all practical purposes, is attained within

5 or 6 hours. The result ofsximming the curves 1, HI, T\^ and V (II was continued

for 5 hours only) and taking the mean percentage standard errors is depicted also

in Fig. 2. The curves for Series UTl (pure cultures of bacteria) show initially a

high standaixl error which falls rapidly : in Series IV and V (sewage and sludge)

the standard errors are almost constant throughout. The explanation of the

diflerence in character between these two types of curves may be that, whilst

the introduction of an active strain of bacteria into a sterile medium with an

abundance of a readily oxidisable compound was aasociatcid with initial growth

phases of varying duration in different manometers, with material containing a

micro-population already in a condition approaching equilibrium, no very abrupt

changes occurred and the gas absorption in the manometers was much more

uniform. On the other hand, in a series of experiments in which the oxygen

absorption by soil was measured in presence of KOH, the curve representing

the decrease in percentage standard error with time was almost identical with

that for Series III.

It is evident from Fig. 2 that, as a general rule, a consistently low percentage

standard error can be expected only after an experiment has been in progress for

not less than 6 hours.
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Table III. VaruUion of standard error with duration of experiment.

% Standard error after

Series

r
'

1 hour 3 hours

A

4-5 hours

' \

tt-5 hours

1 8'58 4-10 3-12 2-78

11 7-32 3-54 2-68 —
III 2(5-08 9-40 5-.3r> 3-71

IV 3-70 3-18 3-24 3-22

V 2-48 1-78 1*47 1-75

Fig. 2. Variation in standard error with duration of exj^rinient. The dotted curve represents

the mean values for the curves of Series I, I II, IV and V

.

The calculated variation in the percentage standard error with the degree of

replication found in our five series of experiments is shown in Table IV and

Fig. 3.

The figures and graphs show that a standard error of about 5% would be

obtained with 4 manometers for hours and with 5 manometers for hours;

duplicate results gave a standard error under 10% for periods over 4 hours. It

will be recalled that faulty results were eliminated, so as a general practice it is

advisable to prepare one more replicate than the number considered to give a
sufficiently low standard error.

There is some evidence suggesting that the percentage standard error may
inerciase slightly as the magnitude of the mean decreases; if this is so, it appears
to l>e too slight to have any practical significance. It is possible, too, that the

IMjroentage standard error may decrease somewhat as the experimental tempera-
ture is raised. Most of our data refer to work carried out at 20°, so we are unable
to test this point adequately.
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Table IV. Variation of standard error loith degree of replication*

(a) After 4^ hours of replicate experimonts

15

/o

14 13t JT ao

standard error found
A

5 4 3

% standard error calculated
Senes f

A _

A t

I — — 312 3*83 4-42 5-41 6-2.5 7-65

11 2(i8 — — 3-55 409 5-02 5-79 7-09

III — 5-35 — 6*82 7-87 9-62 11-13 13-64
IV — 3-24 — 4- 13 4-76 5-83 6-74 8-25

V
V

1-47

V
j

1-88 217 20() 307 3-75

Mean 317 4*04 4-(i6 5-71 6-60 8-08

(6) After OJ hours No. of replicate experiments

(c)

14 13

Series

28

h 4 3

standard error calculatexl

I — 2-70 3-38 • 3-90 4-78 5-52 6-76

111 3-71 — 4-72 0-46 6-67 7-7(> 9-44

IV 3-22 — 4-11 4*74 5-81 6-70 8-21

1-75

^
M,

2-23 2-57 ,3-15 3-64 4-46

Mean 2-86 3-61 4-17 5-10 5-89 7 22

No. of replicate experiments

14

% standard standard error calculated

error found ^

Cook and Stephenson 1-73 2*39 3*24 4*48 5*18 0*34

[1928J (to completion)

Fig, 3. Variation in standard error with replication. The curves B and C represent the mean
peroeutn^e standard errors for Series I-V after 3, 4 J and 6J hours resjwctively. Results from

the data of Cook and Stephenson (experiments carried to completion) are expressed by the

curve Z),
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ExamiTvation of the significance of differences between means.

Often in exporiments with the Barcroft apparatus it is necessary to compare
results of two or more series of experiments : with large differences the interpreta-

tion t;0 be placed upon them usually presents no difficulty, but the precise

significance to be attached to small differences can be decided only after

statistical examination of the data.

When the standard errors of two means are known, the probability of the

difference between them arising by chance can be estimated and, if the odds

against are sufficiently great, this difference is accepted as real. Usually, it is

satisfactory to work on tlie P=:()*05 level of significance; that is, to regard as

significant all differences which would occur by chance less often than once in

20 times.

Dixon and Elliott [1930] concluded that the absorption of carbon dioxide in

the Barcroft manometer is carried out more efficituitly in presence of a roll of

filter-paper soaked in KGB than by KOH solution alon«\ We have test(‘d this

conchision in a replicated exjwriment and find that, under the particular con-

ditions of our experiments, there is no significant difference betwe^cui the two
methods.

Two parallel sets of experiments, in which oxidation of th(‘ sterilised crude

sewage was effectcMl by the addition of mixed sewage bacteria, and in which

carbon dioxide absorption was effected either by KOH solution or by KOH-
saturated papers placed in the central tube ofthe Barcroft cups, gave tlu^ following

results

:

() KOH solution: mean of 6 experiments = 84*3 (s.e. M8)/xl.

() KOH-saturated papers: mean of 8 experiments 80*0 (s.e. 3*30) /xl.

Fisher's t [1934] is calculated from the formula

I—
where x and x/ are the respective means derived from *V and N' observations and
s is obtained from the relation

jj_2(r-i'p + 2(r'-.V)2

(iv-iT+cx'-i)
‘

^

the termsS (ar— and S — repre.scnting the respective sums of the

squares of the individual deviations from the rnc^ans.

For the results of the experiments (a) and (b) we have

and

2^(42 6̂3^)
'^'(5 + 7 )

56*17,

(^ = 1 -063.

Entering the tabic for t at w= [(A— 1)+ (A^'— 1)] (that is, at w=12), it is

found that P is greater than 0*3 for 1*063, implying that the difference be-

tween the^neans of (a), and (b) can arise by chance about one in 3 times and so is

without significance.

A second example involving differences between three sets of experiments is

of some importance from the viewpoint of sewage purification. A crude sewage
was sterilistid by autoclaving and was subsequently aerated in equal quantities
with washed activated sludge and wdth the same sludge previously autoclaved.
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After 3 hours’ aeration the mixtures were centrifuged and the supernatants
examined in Barcroft manometers to see whether their rates of oxidation in
presence of activated sludge were different from that of the original autoclaved
sewage; in other words, to tost whether 3 hours' aeration with either of the
sludges effected any reduction in the content of oxidisable matter of the original

sewage. The following results were obtained:

(«) Autoclaved sewage: mean of 4 experiments 234 (s.e. 25-2) /xl.

(b) Autoclaved sewage after aeration with activated sludge : mean of4 experi-

ments 81 (s.e. 17*4) /xl.

(r) Autoclaved sewage after aeration with autoclaved sludge: mean of
4 experiments 179 (s.e. 4*79) /xl.

From the results of experiments (a) and (h) we have /,= 5*00 and ?^ = 6, and
P is found to be considerably less than 0*01 and so the difterencxj between the
means of experiments (a) and (b) is highly significant. That is to say, aeration of
the sewage with activated sludge has significantly reduced its content of oxidis-

able raattc^r.

For the means of (a) and (c)» however, ^=2*147 corresponding to a value ofP
betw(‘en 01 and 0*05 and showing that the difference between these means can
arise by chance once in 10 to 20 times. Thus, although aeration of a sewage with
an autoclaved sludge appe^ars to reduce its oxidisable matter somewhat, the

results obtained hardly permit definite conclusions to be drawn. But, in this

example, the standard error of (a) is unusually high, thus precluding any precise

deductions from Inung made regarding a comparatively small difference between
(a) and (c). The staiulard error might have been reduced by higher replication or

continuance of the experiment for a longer period of time.

In the same way, with the means of (6) and (c), I is 5*425 for which, at 6, P
is much less than ()*()1 and so the difference is highly significant. Thus, even if the

autoclaved sludge had produ(*ed some purification of the sewage such purifica-

tion is very considerably increased by aeration with a normal activated sludge.

These two examples should suffice to illustrate the value of the use of the

Barcroft technique in the w^ay which we suggest.

SUMMAKY.

A statistical study of r(‘sults obtained by the use of the Barcroft apparatus

for respiration experiments has shown that deductions from single, or even

duplicate, experiments should be accepted with caution and that a higher degree

of replication is desirable.

On the basis of our conclusions we have adopted the following procedure.

() Experiments are planned in triplicate, quadruplicate, or even with

higher replication, according to the standard error expected (sec Fig. 3) and the

probable magnitude of the differences to be examined.

() Experiments are continued for a period appropriate to the number of

replicates used so as to give a standard en’or not appreciably greater than 5%
(see Fig. 2).

(c) The actual values of the pressure differences found at hourly intervals are

plotted on double logarithmic paper and results of any experiments giving

anomalous curves (sec text) are rejected without further examination.

(d) After conversion of the pressure diflfei*ences into volumes (by multiplica-

tion of the manometer factors), the arithmetic means are found, the standard

en‘ors calculated, and the difference between the means investigated as shown on

p. 138.
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If Buoh a procedure be adopted the Barcroft differential manometer can be

employed usefully in the investigation of small or large differences in many
biological oxidations.

This investigation was carried out as part of the programme of the Water

Pollution Board of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research. Our
thanks are due to our colleague, Dr J. O. Irwin, for advice on certain statistical

matters.
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OuB earlier investigatione on the purification of sewage by the activated sludge

process [Wooldridge and Standfast, 1932; 1933; Wooldridge, 1933] led us to

two main conclusions. Firstly, we concluded that probably the most important
factor in sewage purification was a scries of catalysed oxidation-reduction

reactions determined by bacterial enzymes, present in either living or dead
bacterial cells, or liberated by them into the fluid of the reacting system.

Secondly we formed the opinion that neither of the two tests investigated was
entirely satisfactory for use in a systematic study of the conditions influencing

the purification of sewage by the activated sludge process ; e.g. the technique for

the determination of B.O.D. necessitates the incubation of many portions of the

same sample for various periods oftime. Considerable improvement could clearly

be effected if the progress of oxygen absorption could be followed continuously

on one sample. With this object in view experiments have been carried out on the

measurement of the rate of oxidation ofsewage in a Barcroft micro-respirometer.

Are gases other than carbon dioxide produced when sewage or activated sludge is

shaken with excess of air?

Before it was possible to apply the manometric method to a study of sewage

oxidations it was necessary to ascertain whether the quantity of gases other than

oxygen and carbon dioxide which might be present changed during such experi-

ments. It is well known that under anaiTobic conditions such gases as hydrogen,

hydrogen sulphide and methane arc readily produced from sewage or sludge

mixtures. It was thought probable however that, when these oxidations were

effected in the presence of excess of air or oxygen, especially when the fluid was

kept saturated with oxygen by continuous agitation, none of these gases would

be produced. These conditions of oxygen saturation are secured in the Barcroft

apparatus, wherein 3 ml. of the sewage are shaken in cups of a total capacity of

36-40 ml. In order to examine whether these gases are found in this type of

experiment a larger proportion, viz. 160 ml. of sewage, sludge or sewage-sludge

mixture was shaken with air in 500 ml. bottles for 6 hours, the gas above the

mixtures being analysed after 20 min. shaking open to the air and after periods

ofshaking of 3 and 6 hours in sealed bottles subsequent to this. The gas samples

wore examined in a Haldane gas apparatus modified for the detection of com-

bustible gases [Haldane, 1920], but in no case could any measurable quantity of

combustible gas be detected. The results given in Table 1 represent one of a

duplicate series in whidi all duplicates agreed.

( 141 )
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Table I. Examination offormation of combustible gas.

The samples were shaken in 500 ml. bottles stopix^red with rubber bungs containing inlet and

outlet tubes to facilitate sampling the gas. Three liottles were employed in each scries of experi-

ments. The sewage or mixtures shaken consisted of {a) 150 ml. crude sewage, (b) 50 ml. thick

suspension of sludge 100 ml. distilled w ater and (r) 60 ml. of sludge plus 100 ml. crude 8e\i'age.

After 20 min. preliminary shaking with the tubes open to the air 75 ml. samples ofgas were taken

with all the usual precautions to avoid sampling errors. Similar samples were taken at the end of

• and 0-hour shaking periods.

Hours of

Volume
of gas

Volume of
gas after

Volume of
gas after

ignition

Volume of
gas after

second
Volume of
combust-

shaking analysed COj abs. COj abs. ible gas

Crude sewage 0 9*445 9-420 9-420 9*420 0
3 9-420 9-375 9*375 9-375 0
6 9-420 9-370 9-370 9-370 0

Sludge 0 9-290 9-283 9*283 9*283 0
3 9-320 9-300 9-300 9-300 0
0 9-408 9-389 9-3S9 9-389 0

Sludge + crude 0 9-350 9-.330 9-330 9*330 0
sewage 3 9-470 9-288 9-288 9*288 0

0 9-450 9-111 9-111 9*111 0

The production of gaseous hydrogen sulphide in those raanomotrio sewage

experiments was tested for by placing 0*3 ml. of load acetate solution in small

side arms of several cups containing sewage liquor, sludge or sewage-sludge

mixtures. The respirometers were then closed and shaken at 24® for 21 hours.

Even at the end of this time there was no sign of blackening of the acetate

solution, indicating that the production of hydrogen sulphide under thestj

aerobic conditions had been negligible.

Ft is known that under certain conditions free nitrogen is liberaUxl from soil

and hence its possible revolution during the process of aerobir; oxidation of

sewages cannot be neglected in an investigation dependent upon changes in

the volume of the gas in the apparatus. In order to test this possibility 30 ml.

quantities of sewage, washed sludge or a mixture of sewage and sludge were
shaken for 5 hours in sealed bottles of 400 ml. capacity at 20® with excess air.

The concentrations of sewage, sludge and air in the bottles were thus practically

identical with those generally employed in the Barcroft cups. The total nitrogen

contents of the mixtures were estimated by the Kjeldahl process both before and
aftrir the aerobic shaking. The experiments were made in triplicate and, as will Ije

seen from Table II, no change in the nitrogen content of the fluid was observed

Table 11. ExamincUion of the production of nitrogen.

Composition of solution in bottles

^
A

^ Qf nitrogen in solution
Crude DistiUed

-- -13

r

Initial

' A
Sludge sewage water Buffer Final

Experiment ml. ml. ml. ml. g* g-

1 10 0 15 5 0028 0-028
2 0 • 15 10 5 0*005 0*005
3 10 15 0 5 0-033 0-033

and therefore it appears that gaseous nitrogen was not liberated. It may be con-
cluded that under the ordinary conditions of a few hours’ shaking with excess air

in a Barcroft manometer sewage systems do not normally liberate free nitrogen.
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Nevertheless we are not Justified in concluding from this experiment that free

nitrogen can never be liberated from oxidising sewage systems, e.g, one contain-

ing a very high content of nitrate*.

The oxygen absorption by sewage measured mammetrimlly,

Tfequal volumes of a stowage and wati'r are put respectively into the right- and
left-hand cups of a Bareroft differential manometer and the apparatus is shaken
in a water-bath at constant teinp<"rature then the difl[*eren<ie that develops in the

levels of the menisci of the manometer fluid will enable us continuously to deter-

mine the oxygen absorption of the sewage at the temperature of the experiment.
In order to absorb 00.2 0*3 ml. of 10% KOH solution is placed in the inner tube
of all cups. This has been a routine procedure unless otherwise stated. In the

majority of our experiments it has lieen found that 1 ml. ofa crude sewage or 3 ml.

of a sewage (affluent are generally suitable, but the total volume of liquid in each
cup is always made up to 3 ml, wdth buffer or water. The results given in the
tables or figures indicate the oxygen absorption per ml. of sewage or mixture.

The iemptTatun* of the experiments has not always been the same* but it has
gt*nera.lly been 24% the lowest tcmp<^rature at which the baths could be kept
constant throughout the year. All manometers are shaken in the bath for 15-20

min. with tlie manometers o])eii to the air to enable the system to reach tem-

perature e(juilibrium before closing the taps. The factor for each manometer has

to b(‘ w’orked out for (*ach tempi'rature, but once the factor is known for any
particular terajierature the actual change in volurnt? of the gas in thc5 right-hand

cup can be r(*.adily obtained by multiplying the difference in levels of the mano-
meter fluid by this factor. The results are most readily expressed in pi. of o.xygen

absorbed by 1 nd. of sewage. If it is required to conform to current practice in

sewage analysis and express results in terms of parts of oxygen absorbed by
100,(HK> parts of sewage then the result exxiressed in pi. of oxygen absorbed per

ml. of sewage must be multiplied by the factor 0*143.

For strong sewages 1 ml. is sufficient to give very definite results, but for

weak sewages 2 or 3 ml. should be used. The results given in Table 111 illustrate

the oxygen absorptions p**r ml. ofseveral different sewages over a period of5 days

;

Tabic III. Oxygen absorption of various sewages.

Hours
_ . K —

Parts
per 10®

calc.

No.
"^3

9 12 2J 27 45 09 78 102 120 120 hrs.

1 45-(i 71 89 98 1.33 155 220 313 339 400 443 63

2 2C-4 71 156 2(32 295 405 484 498 534 560 80

3 43*9 204 235 290 398 — — 586 84

4 18-4 07 160 190 248 298 — 355 387 55

5 23G 52 100 194 220 270 300 .323 368 401 57

6 10 27 36 82 92 121 149 105 — 177 25

7 62 98 120 133 165 192 202 220 240 34

the oxygen absorption was measured in pi. but the last column contains the calcu-

lated 5-day figures representing parts of oxygen absorbed per 100,(KX) parts of

sewage. Thus the sewages examined absorbed oxygen in 5 days equivalent to

25 to 86 parts per 100,000. Although there is some variation in rates ofoxidation

of the different samples they all show the general characteristic of a more rapid

oxidation in the earlier (10^20) than in the later hours. In none of the experi-

ments, however, had the absorption of oxygen completely ceased at the end of

the 5 days.
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It is evident from these results that the diflFerential manometer can be used

to follow the oxygen uptake of crude sewage but it remains to be seen whether
differences such as those existing between sewages or effluents taken at different

stages in the plant of a sewage disposal works can be readily demonstrated. The
results given in Table IV show that this is possible and that the oxygen absorbed

Table IV. Oxygen absorption of sewage at different

stages of purification.

The figures show the oxygen absorption in fi\, at N.T.r. per ml. of sewage preparation. The right-

hand cups contained the sewage preparations unbuffered and diluted to 3 ml., and the left cups

3 ml. water. KOH paper was present to absorb COj. The amounts used were; crude sewage

(unfiltered) 1 ml.; effluent from sedimentation tank 2 ml.; effluent from filter 3 ml.; final effluent

after land treatment 3 ml.

Hours shaken in

Barcroft app. .. . 1 3 10 25 45 70 91 120

Crude sew'age (un- 10*9 23-6 43-5 112 212 270 308 340 400
filtered)

Sedimentation tank 4-9 12-5 22-9 48-8 78 101 118 135 153

effluent

Filter bed effluent 2-4 40 4-5 4-9 8-1 11*7 15*4 17*8 23*4

Final effluent after O-f) 10 1-3 20 3*7 6*9 8*8 10*7 lfi-3

land treatment

in any given time by the four samples is always in the expected order, riz.

crude sewage, sedimentation tank effluent, effluent from filters, final effluent.

Even within a few hours an approximate idea of the relative strengths of the

sewages and sewage effluents is clearly demonstrable. It should be noted that

the final effluent shows a definitely measurable, although small, uptake of oxygen
when 3 ml. of the effluent are used.

' In view of this small absorption of oxygen the absorption values with a num-
ber of different effluents were measured. Table V represtuits the results obtained

Table V. The oxygen absorption of various sewvuge efflusnis in the Barcroft

manmneter,

Kxcept for those in the last column the figures show' the oxygen absorption in fil. at .n.t.p.

I)er ml. of effluent. The right-hand cups contained 3 ml. of effluent and the left-hand cufis water.

(jOo w'as ab8orl)ed by potash.
* Parts

Hours per 10*^

Efflu- Temp. (
^

^ calc.

ent ‘'0. 3 5 20 30 48 54 72 96 120 120 hrs.

1 22 — 2*3 30 4*5 6*0 8*4 9*0 — 22*0 3*1

11 22 2*2 30 6*5 8-3 10*4 11*4 13*6 21*2 24*3 3*5

III 21 2*4 — 6*3 5*9 7*7 8*9 10*8 15*4 22*0 3*1

JV 21 0*7 — 4*3 5*8 6*8 7*2 8*6 10*9 13*1 1*9

V 21 1*6 — 4*5 50 5*3 5*4 7*3 11*7 14*8 2*1

VI 21 1*9 — 69 7*2 9*3 9*5 13*2 19*7 27*4 3*9

VII 21 1*2 — 3*9 4*7 6*3 G*4 6*9 7*9 8*2 1*2

IX 24 4*0 4*5 6*0 10*8 11*8 — 15*6 18*9 23*0 3*3

XIII 24 — 6*6 — 13*2 14*8 19*9 29*1 36*0 5*1

VllI 21 0*6 10 3*3 40 6*6 7*1 8*5 12*8 16*3 2*3

with ten effluents (not all “satisfactory'* final effluents) and it will be seen that
after 5 days the absorption of oxygen per ml. of effluent varied between 8*2 and
36 0,il.
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By this method it is easy to distinguish the oxygen absorbing capacity of a

strong sewage from that of an effluent after examination over a period of 5 days,

but it is worth considering whether it is possible to form a (‘onclnsion from
measurements at an earlier stage. Tables Til and V show that with both sewages
and effluents the rate of absorption of oxygen under these conditions is greatest

in the first few hours. In spite of this, however, the values for the two groups are

well separated almost from the b(‘girining. In 20 hours all the sewages have
ifibsorbed moT’C than t<m times the amount absorlxjd by even the strongest

treated effluent, whilst in (» hours the same ratio generally holds although at this

point th(‘ weakest sewagt‘ had absorbed six times as much oxygeii as the strongest

effluent. It is possible^ then that the careful following of the rate of oxygen ab-

sorption over a pt^riod tis short as 6 hours might give something more than an
approximate idea of the condition of the sewage, especially when a number of

manometers are used.

Comparison of mnnometric and dissolved oxygen (B.O.D.) methods.

Before using the‘ rnanometric method to any great extent either in research or

in routine analytical work it is advisable to compare the oxygen absorption

values obtained by the manometrie and by the dissolved oxygen (B.O.D.)

methods. For this pui*[»ose a number of sewages and effluents have been ex-

amined simultaneously by th(‘ two Tnethods, the inembation being at the same
ternjwrature, viz. 22"'. In the tests for B.O.D. care was taken to tmsure that a
satisfactory dilution w'as used, the scwage*, usually being incubated at two
different dilutions. Estimations by both methods W(*re made in duplicate, the

illustrative examples being taken from experiments where duplicates were in

close agit‘oment. The results an*, shown in Table \T.

Table \T. Comparison of rnanometric and B.O.D. values for various scAvages.

Manomptric method (M.) aa in pn^vious table hut e.vprcssed in parte ptT 10®. B.O.D. values

obtained by usual method. Tenijwrature '22 '\

SfLnmIo
1 2 3 4

A
5 day«

k^CviilX L*l\.

no . M. B.O.D. M. B.O.D. M. B.O.D. .VI. B.O.D. M. B.O.D.

1 31 2 28*2 44d» 355 59-8 440 84 05
o Ui2 14-5 25*8 190 32-9 22-3 — — 41 29
3 12-7 3-9 10-5 9-9 20*9 13-4 28-4 18-9 35 21

4 17-3 0-2 20-9 10-7 24-8 12-0 27-0 15-0 29 18
T) 7d ; 2 H 10-0 4-9 12-6 5-9 1441 7-0 10 8
b 2-4 1-4 3-7 2-3 4-0 2-7 5*3 3-1 5-7 3-4

7 1-5 or> 2-1 1-4 3-0 1-8 3-7 2-1 4-0 3-4

8 10 0-9 1-5 10 1-9 1-7 — — 3-5 3

9 10 0-4 1-3 10 1-9 1-4 2-8 1-9 4-8 2-6

10 1-2 0*8 2*4 1-4 2-8 1-5 31 1-9 30 21
11 0*5 0-7 0-9 0-8 1-3 0-8 — 3-1 2-0

n 00 0*3 0*9 0-6 1*7 1-5 2-0 1-7 2-0 1-9

13 0-7 0 0-8 0-7 M 0-7 1-0 0-8 2-5 1-0

14 0*5 0-2 I-O 0-5 1-3 0-5 1-7 0-0 2-8 0-8

15 0-7 01 10 0-2 1-3 0-3 1-5 0-7 2-2 0-8

It will be noticed that in every instance the oxygen absorption valutas obtained

by the manometrie method are greater than the corresponding results obtained

by the B.O.D. method ; in many instances the B.O.D, value is about a third less

than the manometrie figure but comparison of the values for many sewages

shows that no definite ratio between the two values appears to exist. A result

such as this is to be expected since the conditions of the two methods are by no

Bioohom. 1936 xxx fO
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means identical. In the manometric method the fluid is kept saturated with

oxygen and so a more rapid oxidation might be ex|)eoted than with a method
wherein the tension of dissolved oxygen falls continuously as the period of

examination extends. Furthermore the actual concentrations of the sewage are

usually quite different in the two methods and carbon dioxide is continuously

absorbed in the one method and not in the other. With such difierences it is

possible that dissimilar flora would develop in a period of 5 days.

Table VII. Oxygen absorption by a sewage at different dilutions.

Results expressed in /il. at n.t.p. per ml. C.S. Conditions as in previous tables.

Sewage Hours
dilution

7o 1 2 r>i 16 24 44 64 92 112 120

100 15 27*5 60 98 124 163 187 213 236 240
50 7-1 13*9 22 45-4 59 77 90 104 120 122

20 1*5 41 S-3 14*5 22-3 32-

1

36 42-4 46 47

10 0-2 10 2-7 6*5 90 15 18-3 22 22 23

Discussion.

Whilst it has been shown that oxygen absorption by sewage and sewage

effluents can be followed manometrically, there remains to be considered the

advisability of employing this method when so much previous work has been

done with the test for biochemical oxygen demand in 5 days as the standard of

reference. It is perhaps unfortunate that the manometric method furnishes

results somewhat higher than those obtained by the older method and it is certain

that before the new method can be generally applied, e,g, in tt^sting whether an

effluent is satisfactory, it will be nect^ssary to make an exhaustive comparison of

the values obtained by the two methods. Such a comparison might show that

contrary to the deductionwe have made from the few results given in this papcT, a

sufficiently satisfactory conversion ofone setofresults into the other can in fact be

secured by employing some simple factor. In any case it is probable that a much
shorter period of examination than five days may allow a satisfactory judgment
of a sewage or an effluent to l>e formed using the manometric method. Although

we have not carried out a sufficiently extensive examination, we would neverthe-

less suggest tentatively that a good effluent might be classified as one which
does not give an oxygen absorption value as great as one part per 10® parts of

effluent afU^r shaking for a period of 24 hours in a Barcroft manometer at 22®.

This conclusion is suggested by the results given in Table VI, where it will be

noticed that effluents that show' values by the ordinary B.O.D. test of less than

2 parts per 10® fall into this category. We are inclined to think, however, that

were this method further explored a more definite standard of reference for

judging effluents would be arrived at and one which might require a considerably’

shorter period, say 6 hours. The manometric technique however suffers from
certain drawbacks when the examination is extended over very long periods.

The most troublesome of these is that after several days drops of moisture may
be deposited in the manometric tubes, especially if the latter are at a temperature
considerably below that of the cups. In any case experiments should always be
made at least in duplicate and when quantitative comparisons are desired a
larger number of determinations is necessary. If after further experiment the
method should prove of use in analytical work then the manometric scales could
be calibrated and marked to read directly in parts of oxygen absorbed per 10®
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parts of the sewage provided that the temperature and the amount of sewage
placed in the cups are standardised for all determinations. For the examination
of effluents it might prove an advantage to use quantities larger than 3 ml. with
or without a modification of the size of the cups. In any event the technique of

the method and the determination of the constants for the apparatus, as de-

scribed by Dixon [1934], are generally applicable. One advantage which the

manometric method has over the ordinary B.O.D. test is that the sewages and
effluents can be examined without the great dilution which is often otherwise
necessary when examining a strong sewage by the B.O.D. test. Further with the

B.O.D. test the sewage is often made up in two dilutions and then it is frequently

found, even when each bottle has excess of dissolved oxygen at the end of 5 days
that the final B.O.D. values are considerably different. With the manometric
methods this dilution error, which may l>e dependent on the oxygen tension, is

largely avoided since the fluid is fully saturated with oxygen throughout the ex-

periment and the sewage is never diluted more than 1 in 3. Even ifsamples ofthe

same sewage are used at widely different dilutions experiment has shown that
the oxygen absorptions measured raanometrically are near the values expected
(see Table VII).

For the purposes of research into the mechanism of sewage purification pro-

cesses however the manometric method has several important advantages over
the B.O.D. test. An obvious advantage is that much smaller quantities of sewage
can l)e examined. Further by this method the process of oxygen absorption can
Ix^ followed continuously and the effect of an alteration in experimental condi-

tions, sucli as change in temperature, the addition of some reagent e/c., can be
readily ascertained. In this way considerable saving in time is effected. Thus
substances may be added to the sewage that could not be used before since they
interfered with the reagents employed in the subsequent determination of the

dissolved oxygen. The fact that each manometer possesses two cups enables a

condition to be varied on one side and not on the other, when its effect, if any,

will be shown by the manometric reading. In this way, for example, we may
investigate amongst other things, the effect of the addition of activated sludge

to sewage. In fact when we have, say, 1 ml. of a sludge suspension and 2 ml. of

sewage in the cup ofa manometer, we have under fairly well controlled conditions,

a system that is akin to the “activated sludge process * in miniature, for the

prosenct? of excess air and the shaking of the apparatus together form ideal

conditions for such purification to take place. For this reason, among the others

we have discussed, we have adopted this technique as a serviceable method for

investigating sewage purification.

Summary.

1. It is shown that the oxygen absorption from air by sewage and sewage

effluents can be followed manometrically using the Barcroft differential mano-
meter.

2. The oxygen absorption for any particular sewage is usually greater when
measured manometrically than when it is estimated by the usual tost for

biochemical oxygen demand.
3. Under the aerobic conditions of the Barcroft apparatus such gases as

hydrogen, methane, hydrogen sulphide and nitrogen do not appear to be liberated

during oxidation of ordinary sewage systems.

4. The reasons for adopting the manometric method are discussed, and

tentative suggestions are made for its use in routine sewage analysis.

10—2
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This investigation was carried out as part of the programme ofresearch of the

Water Pollution Board of the Department of Scientific and Industrial Research.

Our thanks are due to the Borough Engineer of Finchley for the regular supply

of the samples of sewage used in this work.
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XXIV. SOME EXPERIMENTS ON THE
OXIDATION OF SLUDGE AND SLUDGE-

SEWAGE SYSTEMS.

By WALTER REGINALD WOOLDRIDGE and ARTHUR
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Frma the London School of Hygiene and Tropical Medicim,

(Rejceived November 30thy 1933.)

It has been shown [Wooldridge, 1933J, by means of experiments with methylene
blue in Tliunherg vacuum tubes, that sewage sludge, especially activated sludge,

is capable of effe(;ting a number of biological oxidations, including that of sterile

crude sewage. In the present paper this activity of activated sludge (hereinafter

simply called “sludge'’) is more fully examined using the Barcroft differential

manometer as described in the previous paper [Wooldridge and Standfast, 1936].

In that paper it was shown that this apparatus could lx‘ used with advantage
to follow the oxidation of non-sterile sewage. In the present paper the technique

is extended to the examination of sludge and mixtures of sludge and sewage.

The oxidation of slvdgc.

Typical examples of the autoxidation of sludge as measured in a Barcroft

apparatus are given in Table I. In Table II are given the results of a comparison
of the rates of oxygen absorption by a sludge and by a sewage, the two experi-

ments being run concurrently. It will l>e seen that in this particular experiment

both the sludge (0*5 ml. of the suspension) and the sewage (2*5 ml.) appeared to

be (‘ornpletely oxidised in approximately the same time, viz. 110 hours. The
sludge, however, required a very much greater quantity of oxygen than that

Table 1. Oxygen absorption by sludge as measured by the

Barcroft mammeter.

Each cup of the apparatus contained 1 ml. of phosphate buffer, Pu 7*4, and 0-3 ml. of 10%
KOH solution in tlie small inner chamber. The right-hand cup containe‘d 0*5 ml. of a suspension

of washed sludge and 1*5 ml. of water. The left-hand cup contained 2 ml. of water. Tlic sludge was

prejiareil by collecting a known quantity from an experimctdal tank, washing it tlirice by centri-

fuging and re-suspending in water and finally making it up to a strength of throe times that used

in the tank. Finally, to facilitate accurate measurement the suspension was passed through

muslin to remove exceptionally large particles. After the cups had been filled the apparatus

was assembled, placed in a bath at 24® and shaken for 20 min. with free access to the outside air.

The stopcocks were then clost^d and readings of the height of the manomotric fiuid taken at once

and subsequently at the end of eveiy hour. The figures give the oxygen absorption in /ul. per ml.

of sludge suspension.
Hours

Sludge 1 2 3

1 34 54 71

2 97 m 170

3 37 70 99

4 71 138 180

5 58 90 137

4 6 6 10

80 101 118 100

199 227 252 333
122 147 171 237

223 253 — 375

173 — 227 295

( 149 )

22 30 43 48

249 310 412 457
572 784 972 —
377 459 547 572
542 — — —
409 — — —
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Table II. The oxygen absorption by crude sewaye and by sludge in the

presence of phosphate buffer, pjj 8.

The sewage or sludge was placed in right-hand cups only. The figures give the oxygen ab-

sorption in fi], at N.T.p. per ml. of the sewage or sludge. ()ther conditions as in Table I.

Hours at 24"

1 2 4 C 10 20 35 50 70 90 110 144

Crude sewage 10 16 23 29 36 45 00 78 94 105 115 115
JSludge 88 140 230 312 420 620 940 1240 1506 1580 1600 1600

required by the sewage. The experiments show that the Barcroft manomett^r
maybe used to followthe oxygen absorption by sludge, and that the course of the

experiment may be followed to completion if suitable quantities of material are

chosen. As might be expected this uptake of oxygen is dii*ectly proportional to

the amount of sludge present (Table III). Hence, at least within the limits of the

concentrations chosen, the effect of dilution on the oxidation of the sludge is

negligible. Experimental details are given in the table headings.

Table III, Oxygen absoiption by different qmntitieji of washed sludge.

Experimental detailA were the same as for Table 1 except that no buffer

was added to any of the cups.

Volume
of sludge Oxygen absorption in /il. after

suspension ,
^

^

ml. 30 min. 60 min. 90 min. 120 min. 150 min. 180 min. 210 min. 240 min.

0*5 60 10‘7 141 18-8 24-

1

28 31*7 36-5

10 11*5 20-3 28-7 36 45-5 53-2 6M 71-6

15 17-3 301 46*8 53 66'2 79*2 90 103*8

20 22-8 40-8 581 72-8 91 '9 108 122 142
2*5 28'3 50'2 72 922 115 136 155 180
30 344 62-

J

88*7 113 141 166 188 218

The oxidation of crude sewage in the presence of sludge.

If the oxidation of a mixture of sludge with crude sewage is followed in a
Barcroft manometer concurrently with similar experiments in which the same
quantities of sludge or of crude sewage are allowed to oxidise separately, then it

is found that the oxygen absorption recorded by the mixture is greater than
the sum of the absorptions of the two constituents taken separately. Hence in

the presence of each other the rate of oxidation would appear to be increased

(Table IV). In Table IV the figures represent the differences in the quantities of

oxygen absorbed in the two cups of each respirometer after the experiments had
been in progress for different periods of time. After the respirometer had been
shaken at 22° for 6 hours, the quantity ofoxygen absorbed in the right-hand oup
exceeded that in the left by an amount equivalent to 60^x1. at 0° and 760 mm.
In this particular experiment the difference represents the quantity of oxygen
absorbed by the sewage as the left-hand cup contained only water. Experiment B
was similar to experiment A but 1 ml. of sludge and 2 ml. of water were placed in

the right-hand cup. The quantity of oxygen absorbed by this amount of sludge
in 6 hours was 227 pX. If a mixture of sewage and sludge absorbed the same
quantity of oxygen as the sum of the amounts absorbed by the same volumes of
sewage and sludge examined separately, the result for experiment C after 6 hours
should have been 287 ^1. Actually the uptake of oxygen in 6 hours by a mixture
of these quantities of sewage and sludge was much greater, viz, 605ph This shows
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Table IV. Absorption of oxygen from air at 22° by crude sewage,

activated sludge and mixture of sewage and sludge.

Nett absorption of (), in pi. at n.t.p. The contents of the cups of each manometer
are indicated below; the abbreviations CS., 81. and W. signify respectively 2 ml. crude sewage,

1 ml. sludge and water ad 3 ml. CO, was absorbed in all cups by the usual method of adding 10%
KOH to the inner cup.

Contents of Barcroft cups
A

Periwl in hours

E-vp.
'

Loft Right
r—

“

1 2 3 4 5
^6

A W. CS.+W. 16 32 46 49 55 60
B W. SI. +W. 51 97 137 175 2f»4 227
C W. SI. +CS. 116 229 336 446 532 605
I) 81. +W. SI. +CS. 81 148 210 279 325 391
E CS. + vv. CS.4-S1. 102 211 305 408 484 555

(AfB) 67 129 183 224 259 287
C-(A + B) 49 Km 153 222 273 318
E-B 51 114 168 233 280 328
1)~A 65 116 164 230 270 .331

that by mixing crudt* Howage and activated sludge the rates of oxidation by air

of the sewage or sludge oi* of both are greatly accelerated. Without this accelera-

tion the figur(‘H for experiment E should be the same as those for B, and the results

for D (wh(*re the sludge oxidation is balanced) should equal those for A. In the

lower part of Table l\ the sum of the results for experiments A and B is given

and then the increased oxygen absorption due to mixing the sewage and sludge

is calculatcid from the experimental results in three ways, viz. C — (A*f B), E —

B

and D — A. The good agiwment between these figures lends considerable support

to the deductions made. A comparison of these figures with the totals for A and
B shows that during the first 0 hours and with the particular samples employed
the rate of oxidation of a mixt ure of sewage and sludge by air was about twice

the sum of the rates f<»r the constituents agitated with air 8eparateh^

That this increased oxygen absorption is mainly an acceleration of the normal
oxygen uptake is brought out by the experimental results given in Table V.

Here are compared the rates of oxygen absorption by a crude sewage alone and

Table V. The a^xeleraUon of setvage oxidation in the presence of sludge.

In these experiments 0*5 ml, of phosphate buffer, 7*0, was present in each cup and 2 ml.

and 0*5 ml. of sewagt* or sludge suspension respectively in the cups indicated. The total volume

ofthe liquid contents of each cup was made up to 3 ml. with water. CO, was absorbed in each cup

111% KOH. The t(*mperature of the bath was 24^". In the Table below’ W., B., CS. and SI.

signify water, buffer, crude sewage and sludge respectively. The figures indicate the oxygen

absorption in ul. at n.t.p.

Hours
Contents of Contents of —

—

— ^

—

—

\

left cup right cup 1 2 3 4 6 8 9 21 28 33 40

B. + W. CS.+B.+W. 5 12 17 22 40 70 85 125 135 140 155

Sl. + B.+W. Sl.+CS.+B. 41 62 80 94 112 125 130 160 162 162 162

B.+W. SI. + B.+W. 60 69 87 KK) 124 143 155 271 361 420 455

CS. + B. + W. CS.+S1.+B. 70 115 140 160 181 186 188 304 375 430 465

by a crude sewage-sludge mixture with an equal amount of the sludge alone in

the other cup. Thus after 4 hours’ agitation at 22*^ the experiment with sewage

alone shows an oxygen utilisation of 22fil. whilst in the other experiment the

difference between the oxygen absorption of the sewage in the presence of slud^

and that due to the sludge ^one is 94 /xl. After 40 hours however, the figures are in
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comparatively close agreement, viz. 155/iL and 162/xl. respectively. A similar result

can be demonstrated by a second pair of experiments in which are compared the

oxygen absorption values for sludge alone and a for system sludge 'plus crude sewage

with crude sewage alone in the opposite cup. In these experinumts the 4-hour

figures were 100pi. and lOOpl. and the 40-hour figures 455 and 405 p.1. Thus it is

shown that although the final total amount of oxygen absorbed by a stowage and

a sludge oxidising separately will together equal tlie amount absorbed by the

constituents mixed together yet the ratt^ of oxidation is greatly accelerated by

admixture. The rate of the acceleration is, as expect(‘d, dependent to some

extent on the amount of sludge present in tlic mixture. The rate of oxidation

however, is not necessarily dirc*ctly proportional to the concentration of sludge

as will be seen from the results given in TableVI , although the increasc'd oxidation

Table \T. Oxidation of sterile crude sewage in the presence of

different quantities of sludge.

In these experiments, which wort* carried out in tripJicate, the sludge .stis|K'ii>ion was pl«c<'(i

in both oupa and the volume of the licjuid made up to ml. with water. 0*.“) ml. of crude sc'wa^e.

sterilisofl by passage* through a Seitz lilter, w’as placed in the side arm of the nght-luind eup and

0-5 nil, of w'ater in the si<le arm of the left-hand eup. After the prt‘lmunar> 2U min. ishaking the

contents of the side arms were tip}M‘d irit(» the eupa, and oxidation of (he sewage began. (
'(

K

absorbed by KOH in all cups. The tigurt‘^ kdow represent the a))sor]»tion of (»x\gf‘n in /d. at v.T.r.

in the times at the head of the columns.

Amount of

sludge

ml.

Hoiirn

^1
3 H

i

^ 91 ISl'

O-f) 8 j()r> ur» 19*5 40 43*5 99-5

l-C 11‘7 J7-3 22-3 33 08 75 111

Jo 17-7 28 39 57 102 nr) 119

2-C 35 52 73 110 119 128

2*5 27-3 43 93 91 127 128 141

for each additional 0-5 ml. quantity of sludge suspension Is approximately con-

stant in the earlj'^ stages of the exp(*riment. Clearly many other factors, such as

concentration of substrate c/c., have some effect upon the rate of oxidation.

TJte oxidation of sewage effluents in the presence of sludge.

Whciii sewage effluent is allowed to oxidise in a Barcroft apparatus, either

alone or in the presence of sludge, results are obtained similar to thewe given in

Table IV with crude sewagt^. Thus in parallel series of expcTirnents the oxygen
absorption by a mixture of an effluent and sludge cxcetuls the sum of tlie values

obtained by allowing the effluent and the sludge to oxidise seYmrately. The actual

values are less with effluent than with crude sewage but the increased oxidation

is nevertheless definite'. Furthermore, the increase may be calculated in three

different ways from the five experiments and, as will be* seen from the last three

lines of Tabic VIl, the three results are approximately the same.

If the oxidation of an effluent in the presence of sludge is allowed to continue
for a f(*w days it will not necessarily reach a final maximum value but generally

continues to increase slowly so that the oxygen absorption value of the effluent

alone remains very much l>elow the value reached in the presence of the sludge
even when this oxidation is continued for long periods. This result differs fi*om

that obtained with a crude sewage, the values for which in the absence and in the
presentje ofsludge generally tended to approach each other after two or more days
of oxidation. In the presence of sludge, however, the oxygon absorption value
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Table Vll. Absorption of oxygen from air at 22° by sewage effimnt,
activated slvdge and mixtures of effluent and sludge.

Experimental details as in Table JV. The ablireviations Eflf., SI, and W. signify

2 ml, cfHuent, J ml. sludge and water (ifl ml. respf*etiv'ely.

(’ontents of Bareroft cups JVriod in hours

Exp. Lc-ft Right 'l
•>

3 4 d o'

A W. Eff. -^W, U 17 17 10 10 19
B W. SI. +W. 2() 47 fid 80 04 103
0 w. SI. -tEff. 8b 107 J2d 140 151
1> SI. M w. SI. - Eff, 31 44 40 50 52 53
E Eff. -f W. Eff. -rSL 47 7fi 94 112 127 137

A^ B 37 (>4 82 09 113 122

C - (A f B) 18 22 2d 20 27 29
E-B 21 20 20 32 33 34
1)-A 20 27 32 31 33 34

for effliionts still remains eonsiderably lower than the value obtained within the
sarni' tinw* by most tTiuh* s<*wagt‘s. Whether this oxygen uptake is entirely due to
the, more rapid oxidation of the eoiistitu«‘nts of the effluent by the sludge or is

due to ehang<‘s in tlie bacderial flora or to some other cause eannot at present be
stag'd. It is notieeabh* with some effluents that the rate of oxidation may
be(‘oine pnu*ti(‘ally stationary for a ix^riod of lioiirs and subsequently increase at
a greatei' rate again. This will lx* seen from an examination of the results given in
fable \ II I when* the raters of oxygen absorption of four effluents collected from
four sewage works art* given over a j:K*riod of 94 hours both in the presence and
in the absence of sludg(\

Table VI IF. The oxygvn abmrption values of various sewage effluents ns
ascertained in the presence or in (he absence of sludge.

The figurcH at the* head of the columns represent hours and the tigures in the body of the table

the oxygen absorption in ftl. ml. of effluent at n.t.I’.; 2 ml. of effluent were prc^aeiit in

all right 'hand eujw. Where sliulge was added 1 ml. w’as present in both eiips of the manometer.
I'he total volume of fluid in each cup wiis made up to 3 ml. with water. CO, was absorbed by 10

KOH in the usual way. 1’iie effluents used were the final effluents obtained from four different

sewage disposal works in the Loudon area.

Hours

Effluent Sludge 3 19 2d 43 dl 07 75 91 94

C. 2-4 5-3 5*4 7 1 8-2 9-9 11*3 14*5 15

C T I4s) 48-7 59 02 03-5 71 79 95 98
Ed. - 0-7 41 4-9 0-3 1\ 8-1 8-9 10 10-7

Ed. + 8-8 44 54 00 70*5 82 91 lOfi 109

En. - 1*0 4-8 4-8 51 5'3 0*9 9-8 10-8 ur>
£n. 4- 19 62 73 76 70 80 85 102 105

K.B. 1-9 5-9 7 7-5 94 12 14-2 19-0 19-7

P.B. + 23 69o 80 104 108 118 122 138 140

Nevertheless there would app(?ar to be certain advantages to bo gained from

allowing the oxidation of a sewage or effluent to proceed in the presence of sludge,

advantages which are of value in research and possibly in tests at a works. By
this means a measure of the difference between a crude sevrage and a sewage

ofHuent can be shoivn in a few hours, e.g. a comparison of the oxygen absorption

values in Table IV for crude sewage alone and in Table VII for effluent alone
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shows that within the first 6 hours the difference between the two although

evident was not very great. When however the sewage and eiBuent were allowed

to oxidise in the presence of sludge their rates of oxidation were greatly increased

and within 6 hours the incrtmsed oxygen absorption values (the autoxidation of

the sludge being allowed for by its presence in the otlier cup of the Barcroft

apparatus) showed a marked difference.

In order that the method may distinguish between the oxidisabilities of two
or more effluents, however, it is preferable that there should be sufficient repli-

cates, and that differences should only he regarded as real if the results are

statistically significant. With slow rates of oxygen absorption some variation

in individual results may be obtained ; e.g, two effluents from the experimental

activated sludge tank were collected, one after the sewage h^wl been aerated for

hours, and the other after 7 hours’ aeration ; these effluents, in 2 ml. quanti-

ties, were put up in the right-hand cups of Barcroft manometers in the presence of

washed activated sludge, the left-hand cups containing a similar quantity ofsludge

without the effluent. After 5 hours the oxyg(m absorption values of the six

manometers containing the 4|f-hour effluent were 61, 92, 68, S3, 50 and 66 /xl.,

giving a moan of 70±6*20)u.l. The corresponding values for the 7-hour effluent

were 30, 20, 41, 61, 49, 41 /xl., giving a mean of 39±4 81/txl. From these results

[i7. Corbet and Wooldridge, 1936] the value for Fisher’s t is found to b(^ 3*956. and
hence P is leas than 0*01. The difference l^etween the two s(*riea of r(*sults is

therefore highly significant, showing that a definite further purification of the

sewage took place even after the preliminary period of 4| hours’ aeration with

sludge. For this examination less than 20 ml. of the effluent were required, whilst

for a 5-day B.O.D. test a much larger quantity is required even to do a single teat.

The results of such a single test will probably be unreliable for weak effluents;

thus the following results, which suggest that the 7-hour t^ffluout was less pure

than the 4|-hour effluent, were obtained. For the 4|-hour effluent the 5-day

B.O.D. value = M5 parts per 10® and for the 7-hour effluent = 1*55. These

‘results might vary considerably with liigher replic/ation but they suggest that

the B.O.D. test is probably insufficiently sensitive to measure accurately

differences between the oxidisability of gowl effluents.

If the method were developed as a routine procedure it would be an advantage
to use a standard sludge, say one that alone would bring about an absorption of

oxygen of 100 /Ltl. per hour per unit quantity. Work along these? lines might make
it possible to utilise? this as a standard method for the rapid examination of

sewage and effluents and so enable a table to be drawn up which would prove
of value in assessing the quality of the sewage or effluent. There would he no
difficulty in carrying out a short preliminary test with any particular sludge

suspension to ascertain the quantity required to give the standard rate of

autoxidation; but variations in the nature and so in the enzymic activity of the
sludge from day to day might prove a difficulty in practice unless a sludge

powder c^uld be prepared in a dry stable form. Such ideas however, before general

application in the field, require further careful investigation. For purposes of
research into the mechanism ofthe activated sludge process ofsewage purification

however it will be seen that the method described in this paper allows continuous
observation, under contrdled conditions, of the process on a very small scale,

with measurements of the rates of oxygen absorption.
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Summary.

1. It is shown that the rate of absorption of oxygen by an activated sewage

sludge may be followed in a Barcroft differential manometer.

2. The initial rate of oxidation of a crude sewage or of a sewage effluent is

greatly increased by the presence of sludge although the ultimate oxygen

absorption value is scarcely inflnemicd by this factor.

3. Using this method of following the oxidation of a sewage or effluent in the

presence of sludge it is shown that marked differences in the oxygen demands of

various sewages are demonstrated within a few hours.

This investigation was carried out as part of the programme of research of

the Water Pollution Board of the Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research. Our thanks are due to the Borough Engineer of Finchley for the

regular supply of the samples of sewage used in this work.
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XXV, CERTAIN FACTORS THAT INFLUENCE
THE RATE OF ACTIVATED SLUDGE

AND SEWAGE OXIDATIONS.
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Frotr^ the London School of Hygiene and Tropic/tl Medicim'.

{Recewed November 30th, 1935.)

We have shown in previous papers
|
Wooldridge and Standfast, 193()» 1, 2] that

oxygen absorption by sewage, by sludge or by sewage-8ludg(^ mixtur<‘s may Im?

conveniently studied by means ofBareroft differential niaiionieters and that small

but significant differences may be investigated by replicatc^d expcTiments [Corbet

and Wooldridge, 1936]. The })resent paper describes tlie results of (experiments on

the efiFects of various conditions on the rates of oxidation.

Efferi of iempcrahirc on the oxidation of sewage.

As sewage oxidation normally takes place somewhat below atmospheric

temperature it is possible, if the oxidation is due to the presence of highly

specialised flora or fauna, that its ratc^ might Ik‘ greater or less at higher tempera-

tures such as 30'^ or 37‘^ than at, say, IS'\ Samples of many different stowages and

effluents have been studied at IS"", 22'^, and 30' or 37'', and all, with th(‘ exception

of a few effluents, have shown increased rate? of absorption of oxygen with rise in

tcunperature. No direct comparison, however, was made on any on(* samph* of its

rates of oxidation at 30® and 37®. The results in Tabk^ 1 illustrate the relative

Table I. Effect of temperature on the oxidation of sewage.

2 ml. of crude Rcwage and 1 ml. of phosphate buffer, pn 7-4, wore placed in the rightdiand cup

of ea(?b Bareroft manometer, with buffer and water in the left-hand cups. (Carbon dioxide was

absorl)ed )>y placing 10 potash in the inner tul»e.M scaled into the Inittom of the eups. Th(* results

given arc the mean in every case of six experiments simultaneously made, the manometers being

shaken in a bath of w^ater kept at/the stated temperature. The figures heading thecolumns represent

the numiKJr of hours after the exiKjrimcnt Ijogan and those in the body of the table give the

corresponding oxygen uptake (exprevssed in fJ. at n.t.p.) by 1 ml. of sewage.

Hours

Sewage
Temp.

C.
f

3 7 24 27 31

A

48 51 67i 104 12o'

1 18 15 52 159 170 184 228 232 258 296 328
22 19 73 179 190 205 257 205 297 363 388
37 5G 128 231 248 2C5 312 320 350 405 423

11 18 10 31 80 92 99 120 130 148 170 177
22 12 38 89 95 104 133 137 159 191 202
37 24 til 110 125 133 160 169 190 230 245

111 18 2 3'3 5*5 6 7 8-6 8*7 11 18 21
•2
37

2 3-8 71 7-8 81 10-4 10-9 12-9 20-3 24*3
3 4fi 8-3 8*0 9-2 11-4 U-5 16-4 27-3 33

rates at Ift®, 22® and 37® of three sewage liquors of different strength; sewage III
was a treated effluent. With aU three samples similar results were obtained. We
have ou occasion, however, found that with a satisfactory sewage effluent the

( m )
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rate of oxidation at 37*" or SO"* may be slightly lower than that at 22"". The ex-

planation of this has not been found but it may be associated with the nitrate

content of the effluent. Although it has betui shown that sewages oxidation will

generally proceed more rapidly at 30“ or 37“ we have carried out most of our
work at 22^^ or 24“ as we wished to study the problem at temperatures nearer
to those generally maintained in sewage purification plants.

Effect of hydrogen ion concentration on sewage oxidation.

Samples of sewage were adjusted to various pjj values between 4-0 and 10-0

by the addition of small amounts of acid or alkali and their rates of oxidation
followed in a Barcroft apparatus. Results so obtained s(*crned to suggest that the
oxidation took pla(‘e readily between pjj b-0 and 9*0, with perhaps an optimum
between 7-0 and 8*0, but unfortunately the pjj values did not remain constant
and no definite conclusion from these experiments is warranted. Table II gives

Table II. Effect of pjj on oxygen absorptio'n by crude sewage.

The ligurcH hi the table repreaout the o.\vgrn absorption in pJ. at n.t.p. by 1 ml. of crude

sewage over a perKul of 9 hours when shaken with excess air jm a Barcroft apparatus at varying

Pii values, lh<‘ latter Ixung kei>t constant hy the addition of bufler of the required The CO,
evolved wa.s ahsorlied h\ KOH pajx'rs. The final />i, values were examined and found to be ideiiti-

eal with the original. Each right-hand cup contained :1ml. of .sewage and 1 ml. of the butferand

ea<*h left-hand cuji '1 nil. of wat<T and 1 ml. of huflfer. Temjierature 2 '2 \

Hours

Buffer 1 2 3 4 5 0 9

i*hthalutc 4*r) 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*0

.•)i> 0 0 0 0 0*2 1*3 2*0

fi-O 21 ryo 81 14*0 20*2 41*2 01*0

l*ho.««phatc (M 4;i 8*2 12*0 22*0 35*0 o3*7 102*0

titi 00 11*9 20-0 32*3 49*0 71*0 131*0

tf 7;i 10*1 20*0 .34*0 54*0 77*0 93*3 133*0
8*0 9*9 loa ;h 3 40*r> 00*4 85*3 120*0

Borate 8*0 4*0 7*9 12*1 l.v9 19*8 2.V9 55*0

8*4 1*0 9*7 10*3 14*7 19*3 250 57*3

9*0 4*5 8*4 11*9 ir)*4 18*8 24* 1 52*3

9*(i 44 7*5 9*7 11*2 12*9 14*2 23*0

results obtained with samples of a crude sewage buffered at various levels. It

will be seen that practically no oxidation occurs btdow pjj 5*0 and that it begins

to fall off again above 9‘0. Bc^tween pj| 6*6 and 9*0 tlu^re is fairly rapid oxidation

with perhaps a maximum rate at about 7*3. The presence ofphthalate or of borate

buffer appears to inhibit somewhat the oxidation (cf, the values obtained at

Pii 6*0 and at 8-0 in the presence of phosphate and phthalate or borate buffers).

When a similar experiment is earricKi out with a suspension of washed acti-

vated slwlge the oxidation of the sludge is found to lie fairly vigorous over a

wider range, viz, between 6-0 and 10*0, whilst its inhibition at 5-0 is only

slight. Little oxidation usually occurs at p^ 4-0 or at values above 12*0. Illustra-

tive results are given in Table III . It will be noticed that the phthalate and borate

inhibitions are less marked with the oxidation of sludge than with that of sewage.

Allowing for the borate inhibition tht^e would appear to be no significant

optimum p^ for the oxidation of sludge between (bO and 9 0.

The rate of oxidation of a sewage at various concentrations of hydrogen ions

in the presence of sludge, however, resembles that for sewage alone, for the
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Table III. Effect of pg on the oxidation of sludge.

The figures in the table represent the oxygen absorption in fiL at n.t.f. of ] ml. of aludge

over a period of 5 hours when shaken w'ith excess air in a Barcroft apparatus at different values,

the latter being kept constant by the addition of buffers. The CO* evolved was absorbed by KOH.
The sludge was prepared by w'ashing several times with water a sample obtained from the activated

sludge tank and filtering the final suspension through muslin. The last cup had 1 ml. A7 IO NaOH
added instead of buffer. The was determined again at the end of the experiment and found to

be unchanged (no test was made on the Nj^O NaOH). Each right-hand cup contained 1 ml. of

sludge suspension, I ml. of the n^quired buffer and 1 ml. water, the left-hand cups containing only

the buffer and water. Temperature 22"*.

Hours

Buffer Ph 1 2 3 4 5

Phthalate 5*0 22*5 46*2 65*4 83*0 101*0

6*U 44-7 74*7 97*5 118*5 134*5

Phosphate HO 47-3 78*2 100*3 121*3 138*2

70 320 60*3 83*6 103*9 122*4

80 360 68*3 92*8 1J50 135*9

Borate 8*0 29*5 58*0 80*0 100*5 118*0

>»
9*0 31*7 63*4 85*0 106*0 124*0

100 30*4 600 84*0 95*0 108*<i

jV/30 NaOH betw'cen 12-0-130 5*1 7*2 11*7 14*4 16*2

Table IV. Effect of on the oxidation of ernde seuxige in the

presence of washed slndg(\

The figures in this table rt'present the difference Iwtwcen the oxygen absorbf'd by a sludgc-

sewage mixtureand thatabsorlied bythe sludge alone at different values. Results arc* given in pi.

of Oj at N.T.p. The experiments were made at 24^, Each right-hand cup contained O o ml. of a

washed sludge suspension previously adjusted to the required 0-5 ml. of the n^quisitc buffer

and 2 ml. of a Seitz-filtered emde sewage, also adjusted to the necessary p^. In the left-hand cu}>

the sewage, was replaced by water. The final pn values were determined and found not to differ from

the initial values. COj was absorbed by KOH.

Buffer Pii 1 2

Hours

3 4 5

Phthalate 4*0 0 0 0 0 0
6*0 0*8 2*4 2*4 2*4 2*4
6*0 4*5 17*0 33*0 55*0 81*0

Phosphate 6*0 7*9 30*0 51*5 73*0 90*8
7*0 30*0 56*0 73*6 90*0 102*0
8*0 26*0 49*6 64*0 83*4 92*7

Borate 8*0 15*0 24*9 35*4 49*5 66*3
9*0 15*0 25*3 32*8 49*8 65*3

10*0 1*2 2*7 3*9 5*7 5*7

optimum again returns to the region of 7-0 {v. Table IV) and little or no
oxidation takes place at pj^ 5*0 or 10*0. The rate of oxidation is approximately
constant between pjj 6*0 and 9*0 if allowance is made for the effect of borate
buffer. Jt is perhaps worthy of notice that although the sludge itself may be
undergoing oxidation to some extent at p^ 5*0 and 10*0 (see Table III) this
does not appear to enable it to oxidise the sewage at these pjj values, a result
which indicates that some of the substrates of washed sludge are different from
those of sewage. We may conclude therefore that for the oxidation ofsewage by
the activated sludge process it is preferable to work at values between 7*0 and
8 0, but little loss in efficiency will take place if the p^ should drop to 6*0 or rise
to 9*0. Outside these values considerable loss in efficiency may be expected.
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Evolution of carbon dioxide in sewage oxida;tions.

It is to be expected that with the oxidation of the carbonaceous constituents

of sewage some carbon dioxide would be produced and in order to avoid error

due to the production of this gas it is usual in work with a Barcroft differential

manomet<?r to remove the carbon dioxide from the atmosphere in the cups by
placing 0*3 ml. of 10% KOH (as liquid or impregnated filter-paper) in the

small inner tubes fused to the bottom of the cups. All the experiments so far

reported have been carried out with KOH present, but usually without paper
as there appears to be no significant difference under our experimental conditions

bt^tween the two techniques for carbon dioxide absorption [Corbet and Wool-
dridge, 1936]. By carrying out simultaneously two sets of similar experiments,

identical except that the potash is present in one set and absent from the other,

a difference will be noted in the volumes of the right-hand cups of the two series,

the difforonoe l>eing due U) the presence ofcarbon dioxide in those cups containing

no KOH. In this way, and employing the appropriate manometer factor, the

actual amount of carbon dioxide produced can be calculated from the readings

of the two sets of experiments. Different constants are necessary for the same
manometer in the presence or absence of KOH because of the different solubi-

lities of the gaseous contents of the cup when it contains either oxygen and
nitrogen alone or ox^’gen, nitrogen and carbon dioxide [y. Dixon, 1934]. Tables V
and VI give typic^al results obtained when crude sewage or a sewage-sludge

Table V. Oxygen absorption and carbon dioxide evolution by a

crude sewage at 7'0.

The results given arc* the mean of si.K different experiments run concurrently. Each left>hand

cup contained 1 lul. of phosphate buffer 7*0, and 2 ml, of wat^r; each right diand cup contained

2 ml. of crude sewage in place of the water. The Oj al)M)rption figures wore obtained from mano-

meters containing 10 KOH in the cup.*» and the COg figures by deducting the change in volume

of right-hand cup cont^^nts when no KOH w'as present from the change in volume w'hen the COg

was absorted by KOH, the appropriate factors lieing used for estimating these volume changes.

The latter are expressed in ul. at n.t.p.
Hours

1 2 3 4 5 0 9 20 21

O, absorbed 20-2 33-2 44-9 59*8 78*2 KKhl 147*0 218*0 220*0

evolved 4*5 8*9 15*0 23*7 38*0 52*3 79*7 122*0 123*0

Ratio COj/Oj 0*22 0*27 0*34 0*40 0*49 0*52 0*54 0*56 0*50

mixture is allowed to oxidise in this way. The results given in Table V show
the quantity of oxygen absorbed and the amount of carbon dioxide evolved over

a period of 21 hours by a crude sewage. From an examination of these results

it will be seen that the ratio of the carbon dioxide produced to the oxygen

utilised is much less than unity although as the oxidation proceeds the ratio

appears to ineroase. A similar result is obtained when a sewage-sludge mixture

is allowed to oxidise at varying pg, e.g. at py 6*4, 7-0 or 8-0 (Table VI). These

results may be due to the retention of carbon dioxide by the colloidal mixtures

but a preferable explanation is that in the early stages the oxidation of the

carbonaceous sewage constituents is less complete than at a later stage or that a

greater proportion of the oxygen is utilised in oxidising nitrogenous or other

ncm-oarbon materials in the earlier part of the oxidation. The fact that the ratio

would appear to be somewhat higher in an acid medium might be explained on

the Haaia of a greater inhibition of non-carbonaceous oxidation, e.g. ammonia,

at this Pq.
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Table VI. Oxygen absorption and carbon dioxide evolution by a sewage-

sludge mixture, at different values.

Each left-hand cup contained 1*5 nil. water and 1-5 ml. of the requisite phosphate buffer. In

the right-hand cups the water was replaced by 1*5 ml. of a sewage-sludge mixture. The oxygen

absorption values were obtained directly from the manometric readings of exjxuiinents in which

the C()2 evolved was absorbed by 10 KOH. The COg evolved was obtained by dediirtirig from

the above readings those obtained from manometers in which no KOH w^as pres<‘nt. 1'he appro

priate factors for converting the readings into pl. gas at 0’ and 700 mm. prcssiii*c w’cn* used.

Hours

Vn
(

1
.> 3 4 .5

04 (>2 absorbed 78 108 1.33 1.50 170

CO2 evolved 37 08 UM> 124 145

Ratio COg/Oa 047 0-63 0-75 0-78 0-81

70 O2 absorbed O,*) 143 178 212 238
COg evolved 3.J 12 102 133 151

Ratio VA\fA\ 0-37 0*50 0-57 004 003

80 (>2 absorlied 80 131 179 227 208
(X )2 evolved 3fi 74 103 130 178

Ratio COjj/Oj 040 0-5.5 0-.58 0-01 0-00

Saturation of activated sludge with seimge.

From experience with activated sludge plants at stowage disposal works it is

known that the sludge, if it is ‘‘overworked ”, may l>econie inetfect ivt» as a sewage

purifying agent. This is mainly due to a supersaturation ofthe sludge with sewage*

constituents so that the iuldition of a further quantity of sewage cannot lead to

any further increased activity on the part of the sludge, with tlu* result that the

final addition of sewage is not oxidises! . In support of this view the following

experiments (Table VII) made with a sludge saturated with crude* sewage
may Ik? examined. Sludge was obtained from the experimental tank, washed
with water, subsequently shaken with a large volume of crude sewage (about

Table VII, Effect of the saturation of a sludge with sewage upon its

ability to oxidise added sterih sewage.

The activated Kludge was saturaU'd by shaking twelve times with a large excess of cnidt^ sewage*.

The sewage w as sterilised by passing through a Seitz filter. In the table tK*low SI. - 1 ml. saturated

sludge. (CS.)~0*5inl. sterile sewage jilace'd initially in side arm of cup, B. - 1 ml. buffer of pu 7 0,

W. —w'ater to make a total volume of 3 ml. and (w.)=0*5 ml. w'atcr in sid(* arm.

The sludges used in Exps. A and B were different samples. Carbon dioxide was absorU'd

by KOH in all cups. The figures heading the columns state the time, in hours, after the liegirining

ofthe experiment at winch the contents of the side arm were tippeil into the cups. The figures in the

tabic represent the; oxygen absorption due to the added CS, by the saturated sludge in the first 2 hours

after tipping. The volume of oxygen absorbed is expressenJ in pi- at and 700 min., the figun^s

of Exp. A having been corrected for the oxygen uptake due to the sludge alone in the same iwriod.

In Exp, B the control unsaturated sludge figure gives the rate at which the initial sludge, bofow*

tfxsatment with excess of sewage, oxidised sterile sewage.

Contents of cups
^

,

l-^ft Jlight

B. -fW. + (CS.) HI. + B. -f W. + (CS.)

Sl. + B.+W.-f (w.) Sl. + B.-(-W. + (CS.)
Control unsaturated sludge

Hours of shaking licfow* tipping

0 1 2 ;j 4 ^
71 74 82 «» 114 —
37
75

44 61 5«-5 62 71

Exp.

A
B
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ten times its own volume) and allowed to sediment. The supernatant sewage
was siphoned off and fresh sewage added. This process was repeated twelve

times, after which the sludge was (considered to be saturaticd with sewage
;
it was

then allowed to sc^diment and suspended in wate'r. 1 ml. of this saturated sludge

suspension was used in the cups of the Barcroft manometer. By suspension in

water and admixture with w^ater and buffei the saturation of the sludge would be
somewhat reversed biit the results clearly show the inhibiting effect of the
preliminary treatment with excess of sewage upon the oxidising activity of the
sludgt* towards further H«‘wage. Jn Exp. A of Table VII, 1 ml. of sludge was
present in the right-hand cup but none in the kjft, whilst every cup had 0*5 ml.

of a iSeitz-fiJttTccd crude sewage in its side arm, this sewage b(‘ing tipped into the

main (;ontents of the cup at various times after the beginning of the experiment.
The figures given ar<‘ a measure of the extra oxygen absorption due to the added
sterile sewage for the first 2 hour.s after its addition. In Exp. A the figures

n^pn^sent th<* differences betw(*en the corresponding oxygen absorption values f<jr

saturated sludge plus sterile* sewagt^ and saturated sludge plus watt‘r. It will be

seen from these results that the oxygen consumption or the rate of oxidation of

ttie jwlded sewage by the sludgt^ steadily increases with the length of time the

saturated sludge undergoes oxidation before the sewage* is added. Exp. B,

Table* ATI, shows similar r(‘sults obtained with another saturated sliidgej in a
different wa\*. In this exjiei'iment several Barcroft manometers were used as

before but the saturat<*(l sludge was placed in both cups, water being tipjied

into the left-hand cup and sterile sewage* into the right-hand cup at the appropriate

times. The manome^trie re‘tulings the*rc‘fore give a direct measure of the oxygen
absorption due to the addition of the sewage. As before the figures show that the

s(^wago is not oxidi.sed as rapidly by the saturated sludge as it is by a saturated

sludge that has been previously aerated for some time. In this particular

exjK*riineiit it u})p(*ars that it was necessary to aeratt* the saturated sludge for

about 5 hours befon* its activity to oxidise further sewage became approximately

ecpial to that of the washed sluclge from wliich the saturated sample was originally

prepared. That these results are due to a supersaturatiori of the sludge with the

sewage can be illustrated by the expcTimental results given in Table VlII. They

Table \T1I. Rates of autoxidation of three sludges A, B ami C (Exp, 1) and the

rates at which these same sludger oxidised added sterile se.wage (Exp, 2).

Sludge A, a sus|)ex]Mion of washed a(*tivatod sludge from the px[)erimeiital tank; Sludge B, the

same sludge aft4?r saturation with sewage; Sludge C, .sludge B washed several times with water.

I’he oxygen ab80i*ption values reprtrsent the volumes absorbed in 2 hours, expressed in ^1. at n.t.p.

The experiments wen* made at 22 ’. The contents of the Barcroft manometers are given in the

table, JSl. representing 1 ml. of the appropriate sludge. C’S. - 1 *5 ml. sterile sewage, B. = buffer,

7>„ 7-4 (0-5 ml.) and W. = water to make the volume of liquid to 3 ml. tXlg was abaorl*ed by

KOH.
Cbnteuts of cupM Sludge

Kxp. Left Right A B e

1 B. f W. SL-hB.-^W, 34 140 82

2 SL + B.-f-W. SI. i^B.+CS, 88 30 77

ishow that sewage had beem taken up by the sludge as a result of the prelimin?Ary

treatment, for the saturated sludge had a much greater rate of autoxidation than

either the original sludge or the saturated sludge aft4*r several washings with

water. Nevertheless, when the ratc*s at which these three sludges oxidise an

additional amount of sewage are compared, the saturated sludge is shown to be

Bioohem. 1030 XXX
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much the least efficient. These experiments with saturated sludges appear to

emphasise the importance of feeding activated sludge carefully and not with too
much sewage and seem clearly to show the value ofsubmitting an activated sludge
to periodical aeration in the absence of added sewage, thereby avoiding super-

saturation and so allowing the sludge the more effectively to do its work in the

future. Especially is this lik(^ly to be so in works practice w'here the sewage-
sludge mixture is not submitted to such complete' aeration as it is in the experi-

mental manometer cups.

Conclusions.

1. The rate of oxidation of sewage increases with rise of t(»mporature from
18" to 37".

2. Sewage undergoes oxidation readily betweeri (>() and 9*0 with a possible

optimum at about pjj 7*3. Oxidation to a smaller extent takes place lat pjj 5*0

and at pjj 10-0 but at 4*0 it is completely inhibited. The oxidation of washed
activated sludges takes place vigorously at ail pjj values between 5-0 and 10*0, but
none occurs at 12*(). The effect ofp^ on the oxidation of s(*wage in tlu* presence of
sludge is the same as for sewage alont'.

3. Carbon dioxide is evolved in sew'age and sludge oxidations but the ratio

CO2/O2 is much less than unity: it appears to inci'case as oxidation proce(*ds,

4. The harmful effect of supersaturating a sludge with sewage upon the*

ability of a sludge to oxidise further sewage is clearly indic^ated and the n'versal

of this effect by preliminary aeration of the saturation sludge or l)y its thorough
washing is demonstrated.

5. For efficient working of an activated sludge plant tlu^refore the p^^ of the
system should be kept between 5*0 and 1()*0, but preferably betwwn 6-0 and 9*0.

In feeding the sludge with sew’age care must he taken that the sludge docs not
become ‘‘overloaded or supersaturated with sewage. Occasional aeration of an
activated sludge in the absence of added sewage improvt's its efficiency for sub-
^sequent sewage oxidation.

This investigation was carried out as part of the programme^ of rt^search of
the Water Pollution Board of the Department of Scientifii* and Industrial
Res(^arch. Our thanks are due to the Borough Engineer of Fineliley for the
regular supply of the samples of sewage used in this work.
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XXVI. STUDIES ON THE ACTION OF EMULSIN.
III. SOME SOURCES OF ERROR IN THE POLARIMETRIC

EXAMINATION OF ENZYMIC HYDROLYSIS
OF /8-GLUCOSIDES.

By STIG VEIBEL and FRANCLSKA ERIKSEN.
From ih-€ Chemical Laboratory, University of Copenhagm.

(lieceived November 6th, 1935,)

In the examination of enzymic hydrolysis of /3-glucosides the velocity constant
for the hydrolysis and Uie affinity constant are often determined by following
the hydrolysis of the glucoside polarimetrically. This may be done with great
accuracy, but we wish to call attontion Uy some sources of error w'hich have not
lx-*en suffici(*ntly considered in these determinations, and to give material
allowing a correction for these errors.

T. The rotation of solutions of ghicosidcs and glucose is dependent on the
of tlu; solutions. As the enzymic action of enmlsin is stopped by addition of a
solution of potassium carbonate to a sample of the glucoside-emulsin solution

at P|i4*4, and the of the resulting mixture is 10*5~10-6 (colorimetrically

determined), it is the rotation at the latter pjj winch is to be taken into con-

sideration. The difference in rotation at the two different values of pj* is some
3~4%.

II, Glucose solutions are not stable at p^ 10‘5-10't'). Slichaelis and Bona
[1912] have examined how the rotation ofglucose solutions varies with the time at

different pjj values and have found, for 10% glucose solutions, that up topy 7*6

the solutions are quite stable, at 10-15 the rotation decreases 0*012° jier hour,

at Pii 10*1)5, 0*022° i)er hour and at pn 10*82, 0*037° per hour. We have found that

for 01 i/ glucose solutions (1*8%) at pjj 10*5”10*C the decrease of rotation is

0*0033° per hour, i.c. sensibly the same result as Michaelis and Bona. In the

examination of enzymic hydrolysis of glucosides samples containing glucose are

kept for at least 3 hours at P|^ 10*5-10*6 in order to allow the mutarotation to

take place, and they may be kept a much longer time, up to some 20 hours, at this

Pjj before determination of the rotation. Under these circumstances the decrease

in rotation of the solution may exceed the limit of error considerably, and a

e>orrection must lie introduced. We have also examined whether glucose solu-

tions containing emulsin change their rotation with time at pjj 4-4. It has

been shown by Bourquelot [1914] and Bourquelot et al, [1920] that formation

of gentiobiose and cellpbiose may take place in solutions of glucose containing

emulsin. Bourquelot, however, used glucose solutions much more concentrated

than those used in our experiments, but we have thought it useful to examine

if any trace of change in rotation may be olwervable. This was, however, not

the case.

III. The standardisation of the emulsin preparation was carried out with

salicin as standard glucoside. In a previous paper [Veibel, 1934] we have used

the method of Helferich [1931], who quotes a paper of Weidenhagen [1929],

published in a journal not very readily obtainable. We have now examined the

( 163 )
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original paper of Weidenhagen and have found tlmt the concentration of salicin

used by him is not the same as that used by Helferich. Weidenhagen uses a

salicin concentration of 3-972% (in order to be in concordance with the “standard

conditions’" generally used in the hydrolysis of polysaccharides, i.e. a substrate

concentration equivalent to a maltose concentration of 2-5%). Helferich, on

the other hand, uses a stock solution of salicin with the concentration 3-972%
and mixes 80 ml. of this solution with 20 ml. emulsin solution, so that the salicin

concentration in the mixture is only 3-178%. The reaction constant divided by
the emulsin concentration, i.e. sal.f., is in this way found too high, as the reaction

constant increases when the salicin concentration decreases.

In a later paper [1932], dealing with the comparison of the rate of hydrolysis

of different glycosides, Helferich seems to have used the salicin concentration

indicated by Weidenhagen. He does not mention, however, that this con-

centration is different from that used in the standardisation of the emulsin pre-

paration.

IV. In experiments dealing with enzymic hydrolysis of glucosides toluene

is usually added to the solution in order to prevent the growth of micro-organisms

during the experiment. Wc have examined whether addition oftoluene causes any
change of the rate of hj’drolysis of glucosides and have found the reaction con-

stants to be some 25-3i5% higher in experiments with addition of toluene than in

experiments without toluene. This means that it is not permissible to compare
experiments in w’hich toluene has been added with ex]:)erimenta without toluene,

if the extent to which the rate of hydrolysis is altered by the addition of toluene

is not stated.

Experimental.

I. Variatim of rotatwn of solutions of glucosides and glucose with pj^

.

In Table I are given the values of the rotation of diflFerent solutions at

jOfj 4-4 and at 10-5“I0-(). 4-4 is the standard pn in the hydrolysis experi-

ments. In order to determine the progress of the hydrolysis samples of 5 ml. are

Table I. Values of oc at different pjj values (2 dm. tubes).

Cone. Pli 4-4 JO-5-10-6

Salicin 5/6 3-972% ~ 4-100° - 4-280°

/3-Methylgluro«ide 5/6 0-04M 0-440 -0-456
jS'MethyJglucoside

^-Ethylglucoside
5/6 0-10 if -MOO -M40
5/6 0-04 M -0-535 - 0-556

)3-Ethylg]ueoside 6/6 0-10 if - 1-336 - 1-385

Glucose 5/6 0-06 if 0-796 0-775

Glucose 6/6 0-10 if 1-586 1-530

Glucose 5/6 0-20 if 3-175 3-046

withdrawn and mixed with 1 ml. of 20% potassium carbonate, the being
in this way brought to 10-5-10*6. In order to obtain values at p^^ 4-4 comparable
with the values at p^ 10-6-10-6 5 ml. are mixed with 1 ml. of water. The dif-

ference is in all cases 3-4%

.

II . Variation of rotation of glucose solutions wiik time.

Solutions of glucose, 0-05ilf, 0-IO.Jf and 0-20Jlf were prepared and were
kept 24 hours to allow the mutarotation to take place. Samples of 6 ml. were
then mixed with 1 ml. of 20% potassium carbonate and kept different times
before determination of the rotation . Table II gives the results.
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Table II. Variation with time of rotation of gliicose aoluUions at pu 10^5-10'6,

Time after

addition of
KjCOj (hours) a Aa Aa/hour Aa/hour, 0-1 3f

0 0-775^
Glucose 0-05 3/

3-2.5 0-770 O-CMlo^* 0 0015° 0-0030**

28*r> 0-720 0-055 0-0019 0-0038
51-75 0-(U>5 0-110 0-0021 0-0042

0 1-530
Glucose 0-10 M

3-5 1-520 001(» 0-(K)29 0-0029
28-75 1-450 0-080 0-0028 0-(K)28
52-0 1-.300 0-170 0-0033 0-<K)33

0 3-045
Glu<iOse 0-20 M

3*75 3-020 0-025 0-(K)07 0-0034
290 2-880 0-165 0-0057 0-(K)28

52-25 2-().'55 0-31K) 0-0075 0-0038

Mean value 0-003,*P

Table 111 shows that tiie presence of emulsin causes no change in the rotation

of glucose solutions uj> to 0*203/ and 54 hours.

Table III, Rotation of glucose sohUions containing emulsin.

after addition

of emulsin 0-05 M 0*10 M 0-20 M
hours a a X

0 0-535° 1-21K) 2-790
30 0-535 1-290 2-795

54 0-535 1-290 2-795

Th(* rotation of the emulsin control was —0*240'^ during the whole of the

exixuiment.

III. Standardisation of the emulsin preparation.

As indicated above the rotation of the 3*972% salicin solution, when 5 ml.

are mixed with 1 ml. 20% potassium carbonate, is —4*280'', and when they are

mixed with 1 ml. W'ater —4*100^, which is the value calculated from the [a]^ of

salicin, —02*8'^'. The rotation of the solution afUT (‘omplete hydrolysis is at

Ph 10*5-10*6 4-2*150®, at pjj 4*4 4-2*190®. The total change of rotation is thus

at p„ 10*5-10*6 6*430®, at 4*4 6*350®.

If no regard is paid to the influence of pjj on the rotation, so that the value

at time 0 is calculated to be —4*160®, it may be seen that the reaction constant

found is too low. This is to some degree counterbalanced since the value for the

total change of rotation is also calculated too low. In Fig. 1 we give the results of

two experiments witli different emulsin concentrations, calculated in both ways.

Table IV gives the times requin^d for 50% hydrolysis, the corresponding

reaction constants (unimolecular, calculated with logarithms to base 10 and the

minute as unit of time), sal.f., which is k.^oJe (c=g. emulsin in 50 ml. reaction

mixture) and jS-glucosidase values = sal.f./log 2.

The emulsin preparation is the same as that used in the previous paper [Veibel,

1934]. Its sal.f. was there determined by the method of Helferich [1931] and
was found to 0*046. We now find that sal.f., if corrected for the influence of

Ph»~ 0*043; if not corrected, =0*041.
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Table IV. Corrected and uncorrected values for scdicin.

50% hydrolysis sal.f. ^-glurosidase values

Corr. Uncorr. Corr. Uncorr. Corr. Uncorr. Corr. Uncorr.

00091 103 108 min. 29-2 274). i(r* 0*042 0*040 0*140 0*134

6=01382 50 53 min. 00*2 5(5*8. 10~4 0*044 0*041 0*145 0*13(5

Time (min.)

Fig. 1.

IV. The. inflmTice of addition of toluene.

From a stock solution of raethylglucoside in acetate buffer — an<l

O'l Jlf) and a stock solution of emulsin in water two measuring flasks of 50 ml.

were filled at 30°. Each flask contained 0-2213 g. emulsin and was 004 J/ with

regard to methylglucoside. To one of the flasks 1 ml. of toluene was added.

Samples were withdrawn as usual. Tables V and \T[ give the results.

In the experiment without toluene /fe/e (8al.f.) = 2'7. 10”^ whereas the corre-

sponding value in the experiment with toluene is 3-6.10“’^. For ethyl-j3-glucosido

a corresponding difference was found: i/e (sal.f.) =5 5*3. lO*'® without toluene,

7*6.10~2 with toluene. We have not sought for an explanation of this effect of

the addition of toluene. Our emulsin solutions are made by mixing 1 g. of

emulsin with 100 ml. of water. After some time the solution is filtered. Some

Table V. ^-Methylglucoside, Hydrolysis without addition of toluene.

Samples kept
Time at 10’5

min. hours a *COIT. X C--X k,W
0 4*0 -0*810° -0*810° 1*075°

120 3*5 -0*730 -0*730 0*080° 0*995 2*80
240 20*5 - 0 (580 -0*675 0*135 0*940 2*43
300 19*0 -0*615 -0*610 0*200 0*876 2*48
(540 1.5*0 -0*400 -0*455 0*355 0*720 2*72
1440 5*5 -0-220 -0*215 0*595 0*480 2*43

Mean value 2-57
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Table VI. ^-Meikylglucoside. Hydrolysis with addition of toluene.

Samples kept
Time at pn 10*5

min. hours a *omr X c-x A;. 10*

0 4*0 - 0*8 ur -0*810^ 1*075’

120 3*75 -0*715 -0*715 0*09.5’ 0*980 3*35

240 20*75 -0*6.35 -0*630. 0*180 0*895 3*32

360 19*25 -0*545 - 0 .540 0*27(> 0-805 3*49

640 15*25 - 0*380 -0*370 0*440 0*635 3*58

1440 5*75 - 0*095 -0*090 0*720 0*355 3*34

2940 3*25 ^ 0*(m5 + 0*100 0*910 0*165 (2*77)

4320 4*25 + 0*215 f 0-220 1*030 0*045
5760 4*0 + 0*235 -r 0*240 (1*050 0*025 -)

Mean value 3*42

The rotation of the emulsin control was in all cases but the last - 0*355 After 5760 min. the
rotation was *- 0*340 . That is to say that the equilibrium point has been reached in about 4320 rain.

O-T-O'Sg. is dissolved in this way. The filtrate is quite clear. When the emulsin

solution is iidded to the buffer solution a slight flocculation usually takes place.

It may be that some active substance is precipitatc^d in this way and that it is

then brought into solution by tht^ addition of toluene. In a recent paper Will-

statier and Rohdewald [1934] have called attention to the fact that toluene -f

watcr may be a different disjxTsion-medium from water alone. They state that

the. activity of lipase solutions decreases when toluene is added. They do not

mention, however, if they have ever found an activation of ferments by toluene

such as W(‘ have found here for emulsin.

SVMMABY.

Attention is called to some soureiss of error in the polarimetric examination

of enzymic hydrolysis of glucosides, namely:

1. Solutions of glucose and glucosides have not the same rotation at

Pjf 10-5-10 (> as at jrq| 4*4. The difference is some 3-4%.
2. Glucose solutions kept at 10*5-'10*6 are not stable. Their rotation

decreases with time; for 0*13/ solutions 0’(X)33" per hour.

3. The salicin eoneentratiou used by Helferich [1931] for standardising

emulsin preparations is not the same as that indicated by Weidenhagen [1929].

4. When toluene is added to solutions ofjS-glucosides, used in the examination

of the rate of enzymic hydrolysis, the reaction constants ai-e found to be some
25-35% higher than when no toluene is added.

Our thanks are due to the Carlsberg Foundation for a grant which enabled

one of us (F. E.) to take part in this work.
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The quantitative determination of starch in plant tissues remains a difficult

matter in spite of the numerous anal^’tical methods described. Although two

recent procedures [Denny, 1934; Sullivan, 1935], based on preliminary ex-

traction of the starch in boiling concentrated CaClg solution [after von Felhm-

berg, 1916], have attained a high degree of selectivity for true starch, both

methods are laborious. In the present paper a relativity simple procedure is

descril>ed which appears to be strictly specific for starch and to give unusually

exact values. With certain precautions its application to tissues other than the

apple should present little difficulty.

Tlie starting material for starch determination, as in most methods, is the

residue left after thorough extraction of the finely-divided tissue w ith hot

70-80% alcohol. The particular advantages of the method arc due to the two

following innovations: (1) The tissue residue is subjected to a treatment which

converts native starch into ‘‘soluble’’ starch; (2) use is made of ^-malt-amylase

(from ungerminated barh\v) as a selective hydrolysing agent.

(1) The “solubilising*’ treatment is based on the observation [Small, 1919]

that hot dilute alcoholic HCl (converts starch into a highly soluble form, with

minimum production of reducing products.

A suspension of the material in boiling 95% alcohol is tn*ated with 1/100 vol . of

cone. HCi and vigorous boiling is continued for 12 min. under a reflux condenser.

After rapid cooling, the residue is drained on a suction filter and washed by
gradual addition of an equal volume of 96% alcohol. In practices weights of

apple residue up to 1*5 g, (
— about 50 g. fresh weight) were treated with l(K) ml.

95% alcohol plus 1 ml. HCl; for larger amounts proportionately larger volumes

were used to ensure adequate mixing by the boiling of the alcohol.^

After this standard solubilising treatment starch can bt^ removed quan-

titatively from the residue by hot ^vater extraction. In addition, solubilisation

facilitates rapid action of amylase on starch.

(2) The seennd innovation, namely the use of ^-malt-amylase, is largely

responsible for the improved selectivity. Highly active prc‘parationa are readily

obtainable (Appendix I) wffiich contain probably no other carbohydrate.

A further advantage is that the reducing products of the action of this

enzyme consist almost exclusively of maltose, a characteristic which is the basis

of its urn in the standard method of preparing maltose [Harding, 1923; cf.

Hanes, 1935].

The degradation of starch by jS-amylase proceeds to a definite “hydrolysis
limit’* which is independent of enzyme concentration and is only slightly

^ Note nflded January Hth, J936. Attention is called to the recent paper by Niemann el aL
(1035, Plant Phymol, 10, 5701 in which a preliminary Bolubilising treatment with alcoholic HNO^
is descrilwjd.

( 168 )
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influenced by variation in the method of solubilising the substrate.^ The value is

1‘emarkably constant when the latter is controlled (r/. Table 1).

In order to convert into its equivalent of starch an observed increase in

reducing power resulting from the action of the enzyme on a tissue extract, a
knowledge of the hydrolysis limit for the particular variety of starch is necessary.

Starches from potato and apple after the standard solubilising treatment are

found to give almost identical values, the increase in reducing power correspond-

ing to 0-603 and 0-6(X)mg. maltose, respectively, per mg. starch. It is probable

from van Klinkenberg’s [1932] results that similar values hold for wheat, arrow-

root and buckwheat starches [cf. Hanes, 1935], However, since some starches

may differ in this respect, it is ^visable to m^c fresh determinations for each
individual variety.

Experimental.

1. Technique of determ ination.

Tlu' same prowdure was followed in determining maltose production by the

action (jf /3-amylase on solutions of purified apple starch (control starches) and
on filtrates from apf>le tissue.

V'aliies for increase in reducing power are based on differences in reduction

values of parallel digests with active and “killed*’ enzyme (inactivated by
holding at 9(f for 10 min.), the conditions and duration of reaction being such

as to ('nsure attainment of the hydrolysis limit.

Digests wer(‘ maintained at the optimum acidity by the addition of acetate

buffer [C\jle, 1933] of pjj 4-63 (final concentration xV/70 to A’'/90), at a tem-

perature of 25‘
,
the final starch concentration not exceeding 0-25%. Pipettes

w(*r(‘ plugged with cotton-wool to exclude traces of saliva, and toluene was added
as a preservativt*.

It is convenient to use a concentration of enzyme considerably in excess of

that actually required to accomplish the hydrolysis within the selected i-eaction

period. (This avoids the need for more than occasional examination of its

activity, which for th(* present purpose is best done by ascertaining that no
malt<>8(‘ is produced during tlie final quarter of the period.) Analysis of digests

in the subsequent exj)eriinents w’as done after approximately 42 hours' reaction.

In geruTal, digests were of 28 rnl. final volume, comprising 25 ml. substrate

(control starch or tissue filtrated, 2 ml. -V/5 acetate buffer and 1 ml. stock /3-

ainylase solution (Appendix I), but in some cases 2 ml. enzyme were used.

In general an alkaline ferricyariide reagent [Hanes, 1929] was used for

maltose determinations on 5 ml. (occasionally 3 ml.) digest samples, but in

addition a cop|H>r reagent, Reagent 60 of Shaffer and Somogyi [1933], was used

for comparison, after standardisation against maltose.

^ Maltose prodiulion ranging from 60 to 07 theoretical has been rejjorted for this enzyme by

different investigators. Part of the variability arisc's from the custom of expr<*8sing the hydro-

lysis limit in terms of final reduction value without correction for initial reducing power of stai'ch

and enzyme. In addition to maltose a non-reducing dextrin (erythrogranulose) is produced. These

points are discussed elsewhere [Hanes, 1935].

* With certain batches of |x>tasBium ferricyanide (supplied as a.r. grade) deviations from the

normal linear standardisation curve for maltose have been observed, but after purification by

twice recrystallising the salt from solutioios saturated at 50^ the discrepancy has disappeared.

Tliis purification has accordingly been adopted as a routine procedure. With this reagent 1 ml.

aV/100 thiosulphate« 0*413 mg. anhydrous maltose.
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2. Determination of hydrolysis limit on control starches.

Substrate solutions were prepared in a standard manner from the five

specimens of soluble apple starch described in Appendix II. A weighed amount

of starch, suspended in cold water, is washed into a larger volume of boiling

water. The suspension is boiled 3 min., held at 100^" on a steam-bath for 20 min.

longer, then cooled and brought to volume. Concentrations are given in terms of

anhydrous starch.

in a number of experiments the effect of varying enzyme concentrations was

studied. The results showed that, provided sufficient enzyme is added, it may
be widely varied without affecting the final value for maltose production.

For example, in a series of digests (final volume 29 rnl., containing 4-11 mg.

control starch /5 ml.) the additions of enzyme were 01, 0-2, 0*3 and 0*5 ml.,

respectively, of stock enzyme. The final increases in reducing power indicated

the production of 2-42, 2-46, 2*45 and 2-46 mg. maltose/r) ml.

In the experiments summarist'd in Table I the cmzyme coiieeiitration was

most commonly double the maximum amount above, but in some cases four

times that amount.
The hydrolysis limit has been detc^rmined both with dry enz^mie and, as

recommended for routine use, with preparations stored in solution.

Table I. Observed hydrolysis limits for solv})h apple starch.

S, mg. auhydrouB starch/5 ml. digest.

M, increase in r«^<lucing power as mg. malto.se/5 ml.

M/S, rag. maltose produced from I mg. starch.

1. Using stock )3*amylasc stored in solution

Starch A S 2-045 2-045’*' 4-00 4*09* 10*21

M 1-25 1-24 249 2*46 0*10

M/S O-fil 1 0000 0*609 0*6(» 0*597

Starch B S 0-80 3*99 3'99^ --

M 047 2*385 2*38 —
M/S 0-589 0*598 0*597 —

Starch Oj S 2-015 4-03 403* 6*045 —
M 1-29 2*415 2*42 3*06

M/S 0-012 O'lHX) 0*001 OOCMi

Starch Cj S 2-00 2-06* 4*12 4* 12* 0*18

M 1-26 1-22 240 2-47 3*72

M/S 0*611 (»*592 0*597 0*599 0*0015

Starch D S l^o.^ 4*11 4*11 4*11 O'lK

M 0-76 2*40 2*45 2*46 3*72

M/S O-COO

Using diy )9-amylase preparation

0-598 0*596 0-598 0*<301

Starch B S 1-90 3-26 .3*26* 3-91

M M5 1-945 1-95 2-30 —
M/S 0-588 0-506 0599 0-600 —

In these cases reduction values were by the copper reagent, all others by ferricyanide
reagent.

The MjS values are closely reproducible both with varying starch concen-
trations and with different starch specimens. The average value of maltose
production by the completed action of the enzyme in the 26 cases given is

<>•600 mg. maltose/mg. starch, the extremes being 0*588 and 0*612. The different
specimens were prepared from fruit picked throughout the growing season and
the average sizes of the starch grains in the different cases ranged from 6*0
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to 9-2 /i in diameter (Cj and Cg, respectively). It is apparent that neither of

these factors influences the hydrolysis limit hy )3-amylase.

Moreover, the good agreement observed by the use of the ferricyanide and
the copper reagents is convincing evidence of the homogeneity of the reducing

material j)rodiiced, since these reagents were selected as giving widely different

reducing ratios for glucose and maltose.

3. Extraction of starch from tissue residues.

Starch determinations were made usually on 1 g. portions of alcohol-extracted

residue (
= 22-33 g. fresh apple tissue). The residue is subjected to the standard

solubilising treatment (p. 108), after which the alcohol is allowed to evaporate.

The })roduct, suspended in about 110 ml. water, is boiled 3 min. and held at

KM)® for a further 20 min. It is then cooled and diluted to 200 ml. The suspension

is filtered witli suction (ordinary non-hardened paper) and 25 ml. portions of

the filtrate are used as substrate in digests with active and “killed” enzyme
(r/. p. 109).

This technique, adopted as a routine for investigating apple tissue, would
require appropriate modification for other tissue wdth different starch content.

That the whoU* of the starch contained in solubilised residues was dissolved

hy treatment with hot water was shown as follows. Residues were extracted

with 3 and 4 sii<*cessive lots of boiling water and the enzyme allowed to act

both on portions of the combined filtrates, and on suspensions of the extracted

residues. In all eases the whole of the starch was present in the filtrates, there

being negligible amounts of hydrolysable material left in the extracted residues.

The validity of the standard technique for preparing filtrates is attested by
the following experiment.

Four portions of a solubilised residue were extracted as follow^s:

1. 1 g. residue, susjxjnded in w^ater, heated in the standard way and cooled,

was made up to 100 ml. before filtration.

2. 1 g. residue treated in 1, but diluted to 200 ml. before filtration (i.e, the

standard extraction).

3. 1 g. residue extracted with four successive portions of water, the filtrates

being made to 200 ml.

4. 0-486 g. residue subjected first to standard heating in 75 ml. water, then

extracted 4 hours in a Soxhlet apparatus. Final volume 71 ml.

The results of )S-amylase action are given in Table II.

Table II.
Tinftuo equivalent to 5 ml.

Anal digest

Fresh wt. Residue Maltose production* sstarcht Starch per g.

Extract mg. mg. mg./5 ml. mg. mg.

1 392 17-9 1-825 - 0-605 2-04 5*19-

2 392 17-9 1-83 -0-62 2-015 5-14

3 392 17-9 1-835-0-635 2-005 5-11

4 267 12-2 1-525 - 0-795 1-38 5-16

* Reducing values of digests with active and ** killed ” enzyme are given,

t Obtained by dividing “maltose production” by O SOO (the hydrolysis limit).

There is good agreement in the values obtained with the different extraction

methods. The slightly higher value for Extract 1 may be due to the volumetric

error (from the presence of solids) being significant when the suspension was
diluted to only 100 ml. brfore filtration.
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4. Becovery of added starch.

Starch added to residues before the solubilising treatment is determined
quantitatively by the method. The results are given of an experiment carried

out with virtually starch-free apple tissue.

Five 1 g. portions of residue
(
— 31*5 g. fresh weight) were used. To four of

these were added amounts of native apple starch as follows—89*1, 222*9, 357*1

and 444*8 mg. The residues were then subjected to the standard solubilising

and extraction procedure.

The observations are given in Table III.

5 ml. digest equivalent to

t ^

mg. fresh mg. added
weight starch

704 —
704 1-99

704 4-97

704 7*96

704 9*93

The results illustrate both the accuracy with which added starch is recovered
and the specificity of the method since for the first residue (without added
starch) a value approaching zero was obtained.

Table III.

Maltose production = starch Increase o
/O

mg./5 ml. mg. mg. rc<‘ovory

0*675-002 009 — —
1-88 -0*64 207 1*98 99*5

3-73 -0*705 5*04 4*96 99*8

5*71 -075 8*25 8* 16 102-4

6*87 -0*77 10*17 10*08 lUl-.')

Results (not given under experimental).

Analysis of apples during storage. Analyses were made on a scjries of residues
(from an experiment conducted by Dr F. Kidd) for which determinations of
material hydrolysed by takadiastase were available.’ The .series rej)rc\sents a
succession of samples of young apples (Bramley's Seedling) removed from a
population stored at 15® from the time of picking.

By the 10th day slices treated with 1-KI appeared starcli-free rnacro-
scopically, but under the microscope showed traces of starch. By the 190th day
the tissues were virtually starch-free, only a few minute grains being .seen in a
large number of slides examined.

Days at

5 ml. digest

= mg.

Table IV.

Maltose production = starch

mg. “starch” per g.
fresh weight

Taka-
8'.\my]ase diastase Difference

IS"' fresh wt. mg,/5 ml. mg./5 ml. method method ni8*/K*

0*5 486 2*.36 -0*72 2*74 5*64 9*20 3*56
1 500 2*02 -0*695 2*21 4*42 7*93 3-51
2 510 1*99 - 0*74 2*08 4*08 7*58 3-50
3 552 1*645-007 1*455 2-63 5*59 2-96
4 559 1*37 -0*73 1*07 1*92 4*09 2-17
f) 582 0*99 -0-775 0*36 0*62 2-41 1*79
8 623 0*796 - 0*605 0*17 0*27 1-60 1*33
10 625 0*73 -0*69 0*07 0*11 1*55 1-44

190 686 0*64 -0*61 0*06 0*07 1*37 1*30

^ I am indebted to Dr Kidd Tor allowing m© to u«e the takadiastase data. In these determina-
tions (which were made by Miss D. G. GrifHths and Miss N, A. Potter) an excess of takadiastase
was allowed to act to completion on the imfractionated residues alter suspension in water and
heatmg at 100"' for 30 min. The resulting reducing material was considered, for convenience in
expressing the i ©suits, to be glucose produced from starch hydrolysis, and was converted into a
starch value by a factor obtained from the action of the enzyme on starch paste.
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Observations on filtrates from these samples are given in Table IV. Through-

out the series 5 ml. digest correspond to 22-3 mg. residue, and the equivalent

fresh weights are given in the table.

The values obtained by the two methods are plotted in Fig. 1, upper graph,

and the diiferences in the lower graph.

Fig. 1. Upper: deti*rniinations by ^ amylase aiul t^kadiastawe methods on apples stored at 15

^

Lover; takadiastase value - jS ainjlase vaJue.

By the lOth day the values by the jS-amylascincthod, initially considerably

smaller than the takodiasiase vahies, fall to a low level approaching zero. The

takadia.stase values fall to about Lo mg. per g. and remain at about this level

during subsequent stijrage although the true siareh content falls to zero.

The lower graph suggests that two distinct classes of material are hydrolysed

by takadiastase but not by jS-amylase, one of which disappears during storage

and so is presumably metabolised, whilst the other persists. That two non-

starch fractions hydrolysable by takadiastase are present was suggested by the

5 ml. digest

mg. fresh

weight

2230
1115

370
351

342
418

Table V. mg. ‘‘starch” per g.

fresh weight

Onion

Wheat leaf

Wheat sheath

Malto«c produrtion

mg./5 ml-

l-0<» -0-99
0-72 -0-70

0-BO -0-575
0-62 -0-48

0-63 -0-48
0-596 - 0-54

= starc'h

mg./5 ml.

on
0035

004
008

0-08

009

r

jS-Ainylase

methiKl

0'05

0*03

0*1

0*2

0-25

0*2

Takadiastase
method

71*
6*9

12i
10-0

These samples were kindly supplied by Dr H. R. Bamell, School of Agricult^, Cambridge,

who had previously made takadiastase determinations on the same residues and concluaed on

other grounds that the material hydrolysed was not starch.
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further observation that about 1/3 of the ‘'extra starch’^ by takadiastase was
not extractable by hot water, whilst 2/3 was present in the filtrates, when a

portion of the 0-5 day residue was so fractionated.

Analysis of other tissues. The selectivity of the method was further con-

firmed in an examination of two types of tissue in which starch is either com-

pletely absent (the onion) or is present only in traces in stomata (leaves and leaf

sheaths of wheat). The observations are given in Table V,

These examples demonstrate further the selectivity of the method.

Summaby.

A method for the determination of starch in j)lant tissues is descrilKjd which

appears to combine the advantages of selectivity, accuracy and relative technical

simplicity.

After preliminary extraction of the tissue with 70-80% alcohol the residue

is boiled in dilute alcoholic hydrochloric acid to convert native* starch into

soluble starch. The starch is then completely extractable in hot water. Soluble

starch in the extract is next selectively hydrolysed by jS-inalt-amylasc (from

ungerminated barley). Various advantages conferred by tht* use* of this enzyme
are discussed, in particular its specificity as a starch “reagent", the production

of maltose as the almost exclusive reducing product and the existence of a

definite hydrolysis limit.

Before applying the method to apple tissue a number of speciintms of apple

starch were isolated in the form of starch grains. Throughout the season, apple

starch is hydrolysed to the same extent by )3-amylase, the increase in reducing

power bc^ing equivalent to the production of 0«f)0() mg. maltose; per mg. starch.

This value agrees with that for potato starch under similar treatment.

The method is illustrated by a number of analyses on apple and other

tissues.

I wish to acknowledge the careful technical assistance of Mr Eric Whitmore.

Appendix I.

Preparation of atzyim,

Ungerminated barley of good malting quality (preferably pale in colour) ifi ground to a fine

flour. Metahfrce water (from an all pyrex still) is used in the preparation.

200 g. of the flour are extracted with 750 ml. 50% ethyl alcohol for 2 hours with stirring.

After centrifuging, the residue is il^extraoted (400ml. 50% alcohol ; 0*5 hou^) an<l again centrifuged.

The su|)cmatant liquors are combined and after filtration the enzyme is precipitated by increasing

the alcohol concentration to 80%.
The precipitate, after removal on the centrifuge, is well drained on a suction filter and sus-

pended in 450 ml. water. Toluene is added and the solution is stored in the dark at (It may
n^quire filtration after several days to remove a flooculent precipitate.)

With reasonable precautions against heavy metal contamination (from dust and unclean
pipettes) such preparations may be used for several months; inactivations of the order of20% are
to bo expected after 5-4 months’ storage.

For routine purposes these solutions are preferable to dry preparations since the latter,

although more stable, are extremely ditlioult to dissolve.
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Appendix II,

Prejmration of control starches from apples.

Five Hfweimeiis ofapjilc starch (in the form ofstarch grains) were prepared from fruit (Wor<*ester

Peanuain) picked at different stages of maturity from July 1 1th to Sept. 2nd.

Ap}>les were frozen at - 20" soon after pii'king; the jkh‘1 was removed and the flesh ground to a

powder while still frozen. I'lie powder was susix^nded in a large volume of water at I*" with stin'ing.

(For 8p(*riinen8 A and B the powder was dehydrated and then boiled in 95 ‘^o alcohol liefore

suH|)6nsion in water; for Spei*iinen 1), 10 mg. KCN per litre were added to the water.) The sus-

pension was then filtered through fine silk which allowed the finer particles, including starch

grains, to pa.ss. The washing of the rt‘sidue was refloated several times.

Isolation of the .standi from the filtrates w’as now earned out on the eentrifugo. By repeated

fractional siKlimentation in water and 70^0 alcohol a fine grey sludge w’as ultimately removed.

TJie pun* product was then W'aslnsl in 05% aleohoh absolute alcohol and ether.

Sjiceiniens C, and (\ arc two fractions of a single preparation, fine-grained and large-grained,

respt^etivc'ly. Tlie separation w'as aecom})]tshed !»y 24 hours’ sedimentation of the partially purified

product (about 12 g.) in (» litres of water. The finer grains, removed from the supernatant liquor on

the centrifuge, and the larger grains, w hich hail setth*d. wen* then worked up separately.

The range of diameter of starch grain and the average diameter (from 100 random measure-

ments) for the diffenmt specimens wert' as follows (in /x): A, 2-9, 5*5; B, 2-14, fi*5; C^, Jl-7, 5*0;

5-1.1, 9-2; 1), .Vi:i, 71.

The control starches wi're prepart^l from these sjiecimens of native apple starch by subjecting

portions (2-5 g.) to the standard solubilising treatment. No loss.of dry matter occurred during

thisS process.

Determinations of moisture were made by diying to constant weight at 1 10" in a high vacuum

in a vessel with one limb containing at room temiKUiiturc-.

The solubilised standics liatl a small reducing power w'hich ranged from 0*7 to 1*4 of the

reducing ijower of maltose.
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XXVIII. CEREALS AND RICKETS.
VI. THE COMPARATIVE RICKETS-PRODUCING

PROPERTIES OF DIFFERENT CEREALS.^

By BYRON HENRY THOMAS* and HARRY STEENBOCK.

From' the Laboratory of Agricultural Chemistry^ (University of

Wisconsin, Madison.

(Received September ISth, 1935.)

Up to 1921 little fttt(‘ntion had hoor\ given to the variation in the rickets-produc-

ing capacity of different cereals or cereal products. E. Mellanby [1921], working
with dogs, reported a wide variation in this respect between cereals, partic^ularly

between oatmeal and white flour. Later [1925] he reported additional data in

su])port of his earlier findings and offered a hypothesis to explain the observed

diffinenees. At this time our experumee with rats and dogs had impressed us with

the similarity of (*ereals in the production of mild rickets and we reported briefly

I
Steen bock ct al. 1927] these preliminary observations. Later Green and E.

Mellanby [192HJ reported a confirmation of Mellanby earlier conclusions; this

time also employing the* rat as the experimental animal.

So far as w(* are aware, E. Mellanby and co-workers, as quoted above,

M. Mellanby
1
192S ; 1929: UW], Holst

1
1927], Mirvish [1929; 1930], Mirvish and

Bosnian [1929], (.'hristianson [1934]. and Steenbock et nl. [1927; 1930] have

(Joiupared vari<.)us centals or (creal products for calcification of bone or teeth.

In contrasting oatmeal with other cereals and their by-products, E. Mellanby

1 1925 1
referring to conditions in England states, ‘'Apart from extreme mal-

nutrition, however, it wTiuld appear not im})robable that in this country, where
the average died is either deficient in or contains a border-line (juantity of anti-

rachitic vitamin and calcium, and wduTc sunshine is negligible, the ingestion of

oatmeal during pregnancy and lactation of women, and in grwing children, does

mu(*h harm."
If Mellanby 8 cont;entions be true, then in view' of the prominent place which

wreals and their by-products occupy in both human and livestock nutrition,

more attention should be given to the comparative study of the specific rickets-

producing properties of various cereals in spite of the availability of efficient

corrective measures. In this pa{)er we are reporting three scries of experiments

using the low calcium diets of E, Mellanby, which serve as a check on our earlier

conclusions.

Experimental.

The experiments of Series I were carried out with four cereals, viz. yellow

maize, rolled oats,® whole wheat and patent flour. To eliminate variations in con-

sumption of ration as a determining factor in the outcome of the experiment we
equalised the food intake. In each case the consumption was so adjusted that it

^ PubliBked with the permission of the Director of the Wieconsin Agricultural Experiment

Station, Madison, Wisconsin. The data here recorded were taken from a thesis submitted b> one of

us (B. H. T.) in 1929 in partial fulfilment of the requirements for the 9h.D. degree.

^ Quaker Oats Fellow.

• A form of oatmeal representing at least 95 % of all oatmeal used for human consumption

in the U.S.A.

Bioohem. 1936 xxx ( 177 )
12
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was always limited by the least amount consumed by any rat in the various

groups, except when that rat showed obvious abnormalities due to other causes

than those attributable to the ration. We have used this technique of “equalised

consumption'’ for the last twelve years and (‘onsider it indispensable under

certain conditions. Mitchell and Beadles [1929] have adopted a similar technique

as “paired feeding”.

When the nature of the results of this tirst series of experiments was be-

t^oming evident, Series II was started with the same eercjals except for the addi-

tion of polished rice. This series was run to determine whether the obvious

variations from Green and E. Mellanby's [1928] results might not be explained

by the fact that th<‘y did not secure accurate* control of consumptitwi. Green and
Mellanby state that th<\v fed 7*5 g. of the cereal and 2*5 g. of the supplement

daily, but at the same time make it clear that in the early pari of their ex|K*ri-

ments the animals did not always consume the amount offered. It also is very

obvious that with animals of the weight and size used by them it would have been

exceedingly difficult, if not impossible, to secure the Id g. daily consumption.

Neither do Green and Mellanby state how much w as left unconsuintKl, aiul there-

fore the reader is unable to come to any definite conclusions, nor is lu* in p(*sition

to evaluate the variations. To determine the variations which might have Imhui

brought about by their t(*(;hnique,we practis<*d ad libitum feeding in this s(*rit‘s but

at the same time kept careful records of the amounts ( onsumcfl from day to <lay.

Series 111 was started, again using the technique of “ equalised «*onsumptiou

Hi^re also five cereals wwe used, the same as in Series 11. Except for the* oiu*

additional cereal, viz. polished rice, this series therefore re})resent8 a duf>lication

of the first one.

All the rats used for the experiments wc*re of a piebald elosidy inbred stock of

the same ancestr}’^ as that which has been used in our laboratory for th(‘ last

twenty years. They were raised on our stock ration [8te*enbock, 3923] slightly

-modified to the extent that 5% of butter fat was mixed in with tluj grain ration

to provide a sufficient excess of vitamin A so as to make* [)ossible (‘.ontimious

breeding without rest peiiods after weaning of the young. With this addition of

butter fat we have never observed deficieneies of vitamin A in the sto<‘k ration.

Nor have we ever noticed that the addition of this amount of but ter fat introduces

suffieieni vitamin D appreciably to aff’o<;t the storage reserves of the youiig.^

Six animals were put on each cereal except in Series I wdiert‘ only fo»ir were
used. In order to equalise as much as possible the effect of litter variations in the

development of bone, each group of rats kept on a cereal harl apportioned to it a
representative from each of the litters U8e<l. Furthc'nnorc, an atk-mpt was ma^le

to se(;ure the same number of the two sexes in each grouj), because it is a wt*ll-

known fact, first observed by Hammett [1925], that females uniformly havc^ a
slightly higher ash content in their bones than males. In Series I therr* were
thrt*e femak^s to one male for each cereal; in Series II, 3 females to 3 males,
and in Series HI, 2 females to 4 males. In all cases only litters approximating to

90 g. in weight per rat at an age of approximately 25 days were UH(*,d. The acdiial

weights taking the series in order 1 to HI were as follows: 58*9, 58-2 and 58*4 g.

with ranges in each series of 55 to 93, 54 to 92 and 55 to 94 g., respectively. The
averag(* ages wore 24, 23*9 and 26-7 days for Series I, II and III rcsptjctively,

with ranges in each of 23 to 25, 22 to 26 and 29 to 29 days, respectively. The
rats wxTC confined individually in rectangular cages measuring 10 x 10 x 20 in.

Each cage was provided with an elevated false screen bottom of large mesh.

^ The rf.sult8 with this ration can be markedly improved by the supplemental feeding of
“greens” ud libitum two to three times a week.
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In tlie experiments already published on rickets we have depended for the

most part upon the use of the 3143 ration of McCollum, Siramonds, Shipley and
Park [1922, 3] or the 2965 ration of Steenbock and Black [1925J for the produc-

tion of rickets. In the present series of experiments we used the same ration

formulae as those used by Green and E. Mellanby [192S]. The cereals were finely

ground in a ball mill. It has been our general experience that cereals of a hard

and flijity natures such as rice and maize, tend to reduce consumption in young
rats undoubted!}' owing to difference in their physical texture, because we have
not exp(‘rienc(‘d this when they were finely ground.

All our rations as in the experiments of Grwui and E. Mellanby [1928] were
fed uncooked. As supplements to the cereals we used a basal mixture ofmarmite

32 g., caseinog(n 24 g., cabbage 25 g., lemon juice 32 g. and sodium chloride 12 g.

One part of this was used wif h 3 parts of cereal. The marmite was furnished in

the form of “ Vegex”. We were assured by the manufacturers that this product

was id(^ntical witii marmite except for the fact that it contained somewhat
larg(U’ ipiantitics of sodium chloride. The caseinogen was furnished in the form

of (tomrncrcial “casein", which we extracted repeat€^dly with dilute hydro-

chloric acid to reduce its content of minerals, particularly calcium. The use of

the purifitnl ea.seinogen we considered especially important in (*omparing cereals

for rickets production, because K. Mellanby [1925] and Green and E. Mellanby

[
1928] emphasised repeatedly that the* differences in the anticalcifying properties

of the various cereals are particularly evident on a low intake of calcium in the

ahsenei* of vitamin 1). The dried cabbage represented shredded cabbage, from
heads which had been <‘ored and freed almost entirely from green leav(\s, dried

at a temperature of 55 overnight. After drying it was finely ground for later

mixing vith the other eonstitmmts.

Th(‘ various supplements, namely the marmite (“V'egex"), caseinogen,

cabbage, lemon jiiici^ and in addition sodium chloride, were mixed in small

(juantities at intervals of 3 or 4 day.s. This intermittent mixing of the supple-

ineiit, though not. the most clesirable procedure, was followed because the

marmite was of salve-liki* consistency and possibly could have lost some of

its original nutritional value by drying and exposing to the atmospliere. This

mixtiirt' was weighed out in portions equal in number to the various cereals fed,

and eac'h portion nMuixed with a cereal in the proportion of 1 supplement to 3

cHTcal. Equal portions of the final mixtures were tht*n weighed out daily for each

rat in the various cereal groups. The daily portions were fed in small tin cups.

At the close of the experiments, the accumulated spillage observed in the bottom

of the pans was found io lx? negligible.

In making up the rations as above outlined, we made every attempt to

duplicate the Green and E. Mellanby [1928] technique from their description. It

must, of course, be emphasised that it was impossible to duplicate thtdr condi-

tions exactly. In the first place, cereal grains and their products are not constant

in composition. In the second place, it is very obvious that the cabbage and

lemon juice as well as caseinogen and marmite, were somewhat different in com-

position unless mere chance should have made them the same. It is, further-

more, possible that the cabbage may in one or the other case have contained

some vitamin D. We sought to remove this possibility in our e^eriments by

discarding the outside green leaves of the heads. As to whether this was done by

Green and E. Mellanby we were unable to determine from their paper. The
cereals in our experiments, with the exception of the yellow maize in Series I,

were taken from one source. The supplements in Series II and III were the same

but of different origin from those used in Series I. The lemon juice, being
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extracted from fresh lemons every third or fourth day, was, of course, different

in each series.

The animals were weighed weekly, at which times detailed notes were made
on their physiological condition. These included not only the observed ten-

dencies to reduced food consumption, but also their general activity and
incidence of ophthalmia. It is to be noted that in none of these experiments

were there ever observed the slightest signs of vitamin A deficiency. All the

experiments wen* terminated after five weeks. The animals wen^ anaesthetised

with ether and bled from their carotids by the technique of Bethke ct ah

[1923] for pooled samples of blood. The bloods were kept in a refrigerator over-

night, then centrifuged and the sera used for calcium and inorganic phosphorus
determinations according to the techniques of the Olark-Collip [1925] modifica-

tion of the Tisdall method and the Briggs [1922] modification of the Bell-Doisy

method respectively. The wrist bones were dissected free and then preserved

in 10% formalin for later examination of the widening of the epiphys(‘al line

as occurs in rickets. For this we used the technique develo}H>d in the Johns
Hopkins laboratories [McCbllum, Simmonds, Shipley and Park, 1922, 3| except

for the fact that our observations were made only in gross without th(^ use of a

microscope. The ribs were also preserved in 10% formalin for later macroscopic
comparison as to degree of involvement of the costochondral junctions. The
freshly dissected and cleaned femora were collectively and continuously extracted

with alcohol for a period of five days in a 8oxhlet apparatus. They were then
dried, weighed and ashed in an electric muffle furnace for determination of their

ash content. We used this technique of ash analysis after Diblndt [1909] had
pointed out that variations in the lipoid content of bones brought about l)ig

variations in the percentage of ash unless such lipoids were first remo\'ed.

Food consumption.

* The average data on consumption of rations are showm in Table 1. We con-

sider these data as accurate as it is possible to obtain them in experiments with
small animals. In Series I the consumption was equalised within 2 g. per rat in

Table 1. Food consumption.

Per rat in five weeks.

Avera^?e total intake (g.)

Cereal ^

—
' —

additions I* Tit Ill*

Yellow maize 242 281 218
Rolled oats 242 2:u 217
Whole wheat 241 285 210
Patent flour 240 250 218
Polished ri<?e — 235 213

* Eijualised consumption.

Range of total intakes (g.)

I* lit 111*

All 242 242-305 All 218
240^244 HK)-265 209-221
24te242 224-391 205- 218
237-242 215-289 216-218— 203-262 201-220

I Ad libitum^ recorded consumption.

each group for the entire period of five weeks, with a maximum range of 7 g.
between all the rats of the series. Tn Series HI the consumption was equalised
within 6 g. per rat in the five-week period, with a maximum range of 20 g. be-
tween all the rats in the series, with the exception of one. This rat. No. 816, ate
only 160 g. instead of the approximate average of 200 g.; it therefore, l)eing

obviously abnormal, was omitted from the calculations. In Series II, which was
run with ad libitum consumption, the maximum variation was much larger. It
amounted to 61 g. as the ave^rage between the groups, with a maximum range
between all individuals in the series of 201 g.
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The different rations were not always consumed with the same facility in each

series. In Series I, the consumption of rolled oats was the most limiting factor;

patent flour next and yellow maize the least. In Series II polished rice and

rolled oats wore consumed the worst, with yellow maize and whole wheat the

best. In Series III polishtid rice was again the most limiting, with rolled oats

next in order and yellow maize the least.

From certain points of view, the valuer of attempting to equalise consumption

may b(* questioned. It is a well-known fact after the observations of McCollum

and co-worker.s that the severity of rickets produced on a rachitic diet is in-

creased by the amount of ration consumed, but at the same time it is not dear

whether this increased severity of rickets is due to the fact that the greater con-

sumption of foo<l causes greater growth and therefore greater impoverishment of

boiK' in calcium and phosphorus : or whether the greater growiih is the responsible

factor and greater consumption ofration meioJy follows as an effect. E. Mellanby

and Green have repeatedly pointed out how increased consumption of cereal

increases the severity of rickets [1921 : 1925; 1928], but in their latest paper they

apparently plac<*d more emphasis upon maintaining uniformity of growth than

uj)on maintaining uniformity of consumption of ration.

In analysing these results, Green and E. Mellanby [1928] state that it was

very difficult to obtain uniformity ofgmwth because after the first few weeks the

animals varied decidedly in their appetit.es. As examples of variation in w^eight,

in Table I, the maximum weights attained varied from 47 to 94 g. ; in Table II,

for S(*ri<'s 1 they ranged from 06 to lOO g., and for Series 11, 68 to 96 g. : in

Tal)le III from 51 to 81 g. ; in Table IV from 50 to 113 g. : in Table V from 47 to

l(M)g, f'tr. From their data we are therefore forced to conclude that Green and

K. Mellanby [1928| accomplished neither equali.sed consumption nor equalivsed

growth. We, ourselves, are of the opinion that whatever may be the fault of

limiting our (JX}XTimenta to equalised (consumption, inasmuch as we were success-

ful in accomplishing this purpose, our data put us in the position to evaluate this

technique and later to <*xtc*n(l our endeavours to secure rigid control over growth

as well. Tlunigh this is admittedly difficult, if it is successfully accomplished, we

shall then be able to compare the two factors.

Orowlh.

Our present data on growth obtained by taking increases in body weight are

presenfod in Table II. We aif not entirely’^ satisfied with this technique because

Table II. Summary of average growth values.

Hat we4rbt.s

, ,

— -—-—
^

Series I Series II 8tjries III

Cew^al

addi-

tions

Weights (g.;1
Maxi-
mum

incinase

%

Weights (g.]1
Maxi-

mum
increase

0,
0

IVeights (g.) Maxi-
mum

Maxi-
Initial mum

““— 1

Final Initial

Maxi-

! mum Final Initiul

Maxi-
I muni Final

increase
0/
/O

YeUow
maise

59*2 95-0 050 (30-3 57*8 9i)*7 99-7 72*5 67*2 70*2 75*5 38*5

Boiled

oats

60-0 J04-0 IW'O 73*3 58*5 88*5 87*7 51-3 58*5 78*5 75*8 34*2

Whole
wheat

590 91*8 91*8 66*(i 58*2 98*5 98*5 69-2 58*8 79*0 74-7 84*4

Patent
flour

67-2 92*5 92*5 61*7 68*2 87*3 87*0 50*0 58*0 81*7 7Cv3 40*9

Polished

lioe
Not included in Series I 68*8 91*0 91*0 56-1 59*3 84*0 83*8 41*7
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it assumes that the increase in weight represents symmetrical body growth which

is not necessarily the case, but we aec^t'pt it for the time being. It has already

been mentioned that all rats in the series, inasmuch as then* were litter represen-

tatives in each group, have the same average ages for the group. The initial

average weights, for all practical purposes, were also the same. Without going

into detail, the differences in average* initial weight between groups WTre 2*8 g.

for Series 1, 0*7 g. for Series IT and 2*1 g. for Series III. This we Miove repre-

sents an accurate measure of the uniformity of our rats as used for the different

cereal experiments. This also stands in marked contrast to the animals used b)^

Green and E. Mellanby 11928] who, as their tables show, used animals weighing

from 29 to 52 g. in their various experiments in wljieh they (‘ompared on(* cer<*al

with another. They also made no statements in regard to initial ages of their

animals.

Although, as stated before, we madt* no direct attc'mpt to obtain uniformity

of growth, this was practically accomplished unintentionally as seen by insf)ec-

tion of the table for maximum w’eights attained and for perc^entages of resultant

increases in weight. In Series I the average maximum weights range from

91*8 g. for whole wheat as the minimum to lOi g. for rolled oats as the inaxinuim.

This gives percentages of increase of 55-t> and 73-3 resj)f*eti vely. In Seritjs 1 1 1 the

range of average* maximum weights was frf)m 78*5 g. for rolled oats as the

minimum to 84*0 g. for polished rice as the maximum. Calculated as })ercentag(*s

of increase this gives values of 34*2 to 41-7 respectivt‘ly . The resultant growth for

Series II (ad libitum consumption) showc*d no marked rliff(Tt*nee from thos(*

obtained in Series 1 and III ; the average maximum w(*ights rangin) from S7-3 g.

for patent hour to 99*7 g. for yellow maize, giving a range of percentage increast*

of 50*0 to 72'5. It is to be added that such comparable results were uru*x]3ected

because originally we had antieipatf*d that Green and E. Mellanby’s results

might be due to differem^es in consumption of ration secur(*d with tlieir ad
libifum technique

.

The range of difference of percentage? increase in w(*ight was greater in tlu*

experiments of Green and E. Mellanby than in our own. For instane(*, in "J'abh* 11

under Series I their increases range from 100% in the case of oatnu'al to 180^’^

with white flour. In Sericvs II they obtained increases in weight from 112 in

the case of ric(‘ to 217 % with w^hite flour, and in Tabk* III from 10% with rice

to 145% with white* flour. They point out that in the majority of eases in which
rice was used, growth was so poor that it did not allow a good comparison with
other cereals.

Green and E. Mellanby emphasised that experiments with rickets- prod ucir)g

cereals should be ended, if possible, during the period of growth aiul not pro-

longed when the animals have begun to lose weight. We agrc»e with them that

this is a desideratum. We practically accomplished what they considen*d

essential, except for Series III. There we did encounter some losses in weight.

These losses, when averaged for the different rats, amounted to only 4-2 g. We
have no way of knowing whether or not Green and E. Mellanby canu* closer to
meeting the above desirable conditions, because they presented only maximum
weights in their tables. The difficulty that thc»y experienced in securing con-

sumption with rice, resulting in a maximum weight increase in one case of only

10% above the initial weight of the animals in 30 days, leads us to suspect, that
they liad larger losses because in our experiment we obtained far better per-

formance. W^e are unable to account for the losses in weight experienced by our
rats in Series III, but whatever their origin our results are not influenced by it in
toto because in Series I and II increases in weight were observed to the end.
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KpiphysFS and costochondral junctions.

The comparative degree of rachitic involvement of th(! epiphjHeft of the distal

ends of the radii and and of the eosto-chondral junctions are presentt^d in

Table III. Numbers from 1 to 5 are used to indicatt^ the progressive severity of

Table III. Epiphyses and costo-chmidral junctions (individual records).

Hjiiphyses*** Costochondral jiinctionst

Ccn*al addilioriH J JI jii I JJ lli

YclK>w maize 1 , 1

!

4! 1 M* 0 10 10 0
(

3:5 j :i 3M>
1

0 t) 0 |o

3 3 12 0 0 0 is

Kollcd oalK
.ill

1 i 1 Orl OiO
1

0 0

1 1 1 lit
1 I'T

0 i
0 ‘>1 0 3 0

o' 1 1 ; 1 0 0 0 0

Whole wheat
li'

1 0 0, I 0
1

(t 0 0 3 |3

lli 11 0 !
0 3 3 0 0

1 ! J ',ti Oiio
<7

0

Patent flour 1> 1

1

1 ic
11 3 I 0 0 10 0 lo

dT 1 lo 1 1 1 3 d 0 !<•

L,
0

f

—
l3

T:T 1 i
1 0 () 3 0

Pnlisliod rice —
11 1;- —

0|jO 3 0

ij 1 0 3 0

TiT iji 0 0 3 0

* (Vmdition of opipliyses : 0 rieiiotfs normal, 1 tienotos narrow rarhitio, 1* (l(•noto^ medium
riK-hilir, II donolfs medium to unit* nndiitic, 4 denote.s wide rtM liitic, o denott's very wide rachitic.

t (.’onditiems of c«>stO'chondral junctions: 0 denotes normal, H den<»1ea rnodorate tK-adinp,

T) (iiuiotes v<Tv marked iieadinj;.

the lesions with 0 for the normal. In general the rickets prodiu*ed was not of a

sev(T(‘ typt? because it did not extit^eil sttige 3, whitdi represents only a moderate

ri(tkets. The yellow* maize grouf) in Series JI stajuls out from the others in having

one animal in stage 4 and more than any others in stage 3, but the eosto-

ehondral junctions in this group w^ere all normal. It may be assumed that

variations in beading eaii result from differences in behaviour of individuals with

n'sultant variations in strain and hyperplasia of tht* rib junctions. Possibly it

may also be granted that the widths of the metaphyses are determined by

changes in the rapidity of growth from time to tim(^ as the deposition of mineral

(‘lements and eoneomitant growth of ossein fails to keep pace. We have noted, for

instance, that with cessation of growth in severe rickets the metaphyses do not

increase in width even though the rachitic condition as judged by other criteria

becomes more st^vere. It is noteworthy that the average growth on the yellowr

maize in the aforementioned instance w'^as greater during the last w^cek than in

other serial groups.
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Femora.

In a comparative macroscopic study of the severity of rickets, probably the

most significant data to consider are those concf^irned with the size of the bones

and their mineralisation. In this respect we have employed the alcohol-extracted

di’ied weight, the total ash weight, and the percentage' of ash in the fc^mora. The

values of pej'centage of ash contained in the femora wt^e ('alciilated on the basis

of their alcohol-extracted dritnl weights. Green and E. Mellanby [1928] used as

indices the percentage of calcium in the fat-extracted dried bones, and the A/K
ratio, where A represents the weiglit ofbone ash and K the difference' b('tween the

weights of the fat-extractod dric^d bone and the ash. In our experience with the

data of these experiments and those of Green and E. Mellanby, a very high

positive congelation was found to exist Ix'tween the p(*rcentage of calcium,

ixucentage of ash, and the A/E ratio. Gonsequently, ea(‘h may serve c'qually well

as a measure of the degree of rachitic involvement.

In Table IV^ we have reported the data for Seri('s I. Attention is called ])ar-

ticularly to weight of the total ash and |>ercentag(' of ash in the femora. Thirst*

data arc typical of the ranges of variation shown in all three serit's. We hav<‘

Table IV. Detailed data of Series 1 on femur analyses.

Average
Initial consump- Femora
wriglit

and sex

Total
gain

tiim

daily Dry w(‘ight Ash weight

—
Rat no. P- «• 12-

Yellow maize

‘ mg. mg.

544 a* 62 J 36 6-9 117-1 51-4 43-9

545 h (>3 . 32 6-9 1151 52-3 45-5

546 r 55 : 43 6-9 121-7 55-7 45-8

547 d 57'. 32 6*9

Rolled oats

111 4 508 45-6

548 a 61 ; 52 7-0 135*4 58-7 43-4

549 h 60 ? 31 6-9 127-6 58*15 45-5

550 r 61 .. 45 6-9 148-9 70-8 47-8

551 d 58 48 6-9

Whole w^heat

126-7 59-1 46-6

552 a 62 J 32 6-9 126-5 56-7 44-8

555 h 60 29 6-9 131-5 63-7 48-4

554 < 57 V 35 6-9 125-1 60-1 48-0

555 d 57 V 35 6-9

Patent flour

132-4 62-2 47-0

556 a 58 ^ 41 6-9 133-6 53-3 39-9

557 b 56 0 36 6-9 126-7 52-5 41-4

558 c 58 y 34 6-8 112-1 48-4 43-2
559 d 57 30 0-9 121-2 52-8 43-6

* Letter exponenU refer to litter-matea.

summarised in Table V only the average valuers for each cereal. Considering the
data for extracted femur weights of the three series in iota, it is difificult to rank
the various cereals in any definite order except to recognise that yellow maize
produced the lightest bone.

Ifwe avc^rage the weights of ash for our three series of experiments we obtain
for maize, oats, wheat, flour and rice respectively 47, 50, 52, 49 and 48 mg., and
if we average only the values for Series I and 111 in which the food consumption
was equalised we obtain quite similar values, viz. 47, 51, 52, 50 and 48 mg.
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Table V. Average, femur analyses.

Hat femora

roddi-

tions

Avoragi* dry weight* (mg.) Avpragt* ash weight (mg.) Averjige asli
_ A

% A jit ratiot

I 11 III

r

I 11 III I 11 III
rp

II iii

IUi-3 1147 100*0 52*0 40*5 43*0 45-2 10*5 40-9 0*83 0*08 0*69

KoDed
(»ats

1170 106*5 01-7 47*4 45*3 45*9 40*4 41*7 0*85 0*58 0-72

NVhoh*

wh(‘.»f

127*1 109*7 00*7 542 47*1 47*1 40*3 42*8 0*89 0*67 0*75

Pat<*nf

flour

12f)'9 115*2 51*8 46*9 49-0 12'0 10 5 42-5 0*72 0*67 0*74

Polislu'cl

I'irr

122*9 114*2 — Dl-G 46*4 — 12*0 42*3 — 0*72 0*74

*
Aff«‘r fill

^ -i, '.Lsli of a Iioiio '*X if, tht* difference in weight }»etwoen tlie fat extracted dried bone “X’* and
iK a^h.

Caloiilafing the* average |)fT(*<‘ntage of ash in a similar manner, we obtain 41, 42,

42, 41 and 42 ‘!4 respectively in the first ease and 42, 43, 44, 42 and ^2% in the

second. These differtmees certainly do not appear impressive.

Blood analyses,

8in<*e Gutman and Franz [1921-22] and Kramer and Howland [1922]

showed that either low calcium or low inorganic phosphorus values of blood

scrum of rats could Ikj used as an index of the severity of rachitic lesions, many
irn'estigators have determined these values. Whilst the importance of these as an
iiuhix is now discounted to some extent [Bethke et al,, 1923], and justifiably so,

they W(‘re nevertheless obtained in our analyses.

KranuT and Howland [1022], McCbllum et al [1922, 1], Gavins [1924],

Dutcher el al [1925] originally demonstrated with rachitic rats showing sub-

normal calcium or inorganic phosphate values for blood serum, that starvation

results in an increase of these elements in the blood stream. If fasting had

occurred it is possible that marked discrepancies would have been introduced

into our data. We however need give no consideration to this factor since noiu'.

of the rats on any of the cereals ever refused food and they wore eating daily 9,

6

to 8, and 5 g. respectively at the end of the five weeks of experiment.

The normal calcium values for rat blood .sf^rum have been reported by Kramer
and Howland [1922], Bethke et al [1923] and by Gavins [1924], as ranging

from 9-5 to 10-5, 10-5 to 13-6 and 9*5 to 10*0 mg., res{)ectively, per 100ml. of

serum. The calcium values of the blood sera of all the rats in Series I, TI and

HI, presented in Table VI, are conspicuously below the normal values and range

Table VI. Calcium and inorganic phosphorus of sera.

Ca

Cereal

mg. per 100 ml. serum*

K

P mg, per 100 ml. serum*

\

Ca X P j)cr 100 ml. serum*

r

I

r

IIIadditions II III I II 111 1 IT

Yellow maize 6*80 4*40 4*28 7*46 8*88 7*25 50*7 39*1 31*0

Rolled oats 585 3-80 4*63 8*15 9*04 8*21 47*7 34*4 38*0

Whole wheat 6-60 4-40 4*02 8*10 10*37 8*15 53*5 45*6 32*8

Patent flour Lost 4*40 3*98 Lost 9*77 9*10 Lost 43*0 36*2

Polished rice 4*26 3-94 — 865

* Seta from pooled bloods.

7*69 36*8 30*3
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from a minimum of 3*8 mg., to a maximum of 6*8 mg. per 100 ml. of scrum. The
rolled oats diets produced the lowest values in Series I and II and tlie highest in

Series 111. The calcium values of the remaining cereals compared in eac^h scries

differ so little that they may be considered identical . In fact, the striking

similarity of all these comparative calcium values again points to the approxi-

mate equality of these centals in the production of a mild form of rickets.

The normal inorganic phosphate values for the serum of rat blood have beem

reported by the same aforementioned authors and by Butcher et al, [1925] as

ranging from 7'()to 8*5, 9-0 to 9*5, 7*0 to 8*5 and 8*0 to 10*0 mg., respectively,

per 100 ml. of serum. The inorganic phosphate values of the sera of Series I, J1

and TIT, Table VI, range from 7*25 to 10*37 mg., all of which lie within or

slightly above the reported normal ranges. Those for yellow maizt^ and polished

rice are the lowest while those for whole w^heat and patent flour are the highest.

The separate calcium and inorganic phosphate valuf's of th«'. blood sera also

lend themselves to the cahiulation ofadditional values which may be usc'd further

to compare the cereals. Kramer and Howland [1923] demonstrated that the

products of these calcium and inorganic phosphate values in mg. j)er 100 ml.

could be used to indicate? the severity of rickets. They conchuh^d that when the

product is below 30 rickets is to be expc'cted, urhen between 30 and 40 it is

probable. When above 40 rickets is either healing or entirely absent. Tlie calcium

and phosphorus products of Series I, II and 111 range from 47*7 to 53*5; 34*4 to

45*6; and 30*3 to 38*0, respectively. In Series I and IT the largest products are

shown by whole wheat and the smallest by rolled oats, but in Series 111 rolled

oats has the largest and both yellow maize and j:)olished the smallest values.

Since figures obtained as the products of two or more valu(*s exagg<*rate un-

controllable small variations, wo believe no significant dilFerenees an* reveah‘d by

these calcium and phosphorus products.

Intake of calcium and jdiosphorus.

("ereals in genera] are known to be very low in both calcium and the anti-

rachitic factor and to (jontain only moderate amounts of phosphorus. Dibbelt

[1909] produced rickets in dogs by feeding diets deficient in calcium. Sherman
and Pappenheimer [1921] and McC^bllum, Simmonds and Kimiey

[ 1922] produced

rachitic bones in rats on diets low in calcium and the antirachitic factor.

McCollum et al. [1921, 1,2; 1922, 2] and Sherman and Pappenheimer cunphasised

the importance, for normal bone formation, of maintaining a definite relation-

ship between the calcium and phosphorus in the diet. This belief is j)robably

accepted more absolutely than is justifiable because much depends on the

amounts of each in the diet [Brown et al., 1932] and as we know now on the form

in which they are prc?sent [Bruce and Callow. 1934).

Calcium and phosphorus determinations were made on ail our rations. The
calcium was determined by a volumetric adaptation of the MeCrudden method
[1911-12] and the phosphorus gravimt^trically by precipitation as ammonium
phosphomolybdate and magnesium ammonium phosphate. The calcium and
phosphorus analyses per 100 g. of ration are showm in Table VII.

The intake of phosphorus per 100 g. of ration is not markedly different from
the requirements of 494 mg.) originally reported by Shipley [1922] as being

normal. It ranged between 70 and 118% of this value. The rations of yellow

maize supplied the requirements ; those of rolled oats and whole wheat exceeded
these by 18% ; and those of patent flour and polished rice were too low by 30%

.

The normal amount of dietary calcium required for continuous growth,

maintenance and normal function in rats, when all other dietary factors are
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Table VII. Cakium and phosphorus intake and cakium-phosphorus ratios

in the ntiions.

Tnlakt* per 10C)g. ration

Total intake (per rat) ,
.

A
^ (Jfl

) p (jjjg )

(Vmil
aildi-

tions

Ca (mg.) P(mg.) r
/

IT and
111

II and
in

Ca/P

r"

I 11

—
m f

—
I 11 Til 1 I 11 and III

nmizc

105 185 m 1190 1268 9W 81 m m 452 1:6-1 1:6-9

Kollwl

oals

27H 2;u 214 1398 1347 1246 113 99 579 574 1:5*1 1:5-8

Wholf
w iieat

274 283 214 VM) 1642 1242 111 09 580 576 1:5-1 1:5-8

PatHit

flour

210 183 15!) m 862 7^19 87 73 310 ;T44 1:4-0 1:4*7

Polished

rir’o

— 150 j:io — 808 m — 64 — 343 - 1:5*4

supplied, has l)€H‘n reported by Shipley [1922] to be 640 mg. per 100 g. of ration.

Casual inspection immediately shows all rations to be low in calcium. They

supplied only between 10 and 18% of the normal amount required, according to

this standard. T1k‘ intakes of this elerntmt jkt 1(X1 g. of ration ranged in Series 1

from 81 to 114 mg. and in Seri(»s 11 and 111 from 64 to 99 mg. In the first series

approximately 38 less calcium was furnished by the yellow maize and patent

flour rations than by those of rolled oats and whole wheat. In the second and

third series alike about 47 % less calcium was supplied by the yellow maize,

patent flour and polished rice rations than by those of rolled oats and whole

wdieat. In all the series the yellow maize rations have* the widest ratios, those of

patent flour the narrowc^st and those of polished rice, rolled oats and whole

wheat ])ractically identical intermediate values.

Summary.

Rolled oats, patent flour, w^hole wheat, polished rice and yellow maize when

making up 75% of a low-calcium ration have been compared in their capacity

to produce rickets in the rat. The severity of the rachitic l(‘sions produced by

these different ctToals and cereal products were remai’kably similar. In this

res|)ect our findings are at variance with those of Green and E. Mellanby [1928]

who contend that cereals differ markedly in their capacity to produce rickets,

and that oatnu»al is the worst offender and white flour the least.

Our conclusions are based on the extent of mineralisation in the distal ends

of the radii and ulnae; the degree of hyperplasia of tlie costochondral junctions;

the total weights, ash weights and percentage ash of the fat-extracted femora;

and the calcium and inorganic phosphate relations of the blood sera in contrast

with the percentage of calcium and the AjE ratio of the leg bones used by Green

and Mellanby.

In a previous paper [Steenbock et al. 1930] we have presented results which

showed that maize, wheat and oats fed with other supplements than those used

in these expriments differed somewhat in their bone forming capacities : wheat

being the best, oats the next best, and maize the poorest. This brings out the

modifying effect of supplements without the use of which the calciMng -or

anticalcifying—values of cereals cannot be tested.

It is obvious that generalisations as to the specific bone-building value of

different cereals from experimental results with rats are beset with many

uncertainties.
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XXIX. THE EFFECT OF SELENIUM ON
CELLULAR METABOLISM. THE RATE OF
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Recknt reports indicate that selenium is chiefly responsible for numerous cases

of live.stoek poisoning in certain parts of the United States [Byers, 1935]. Franke
and Pott(‘r [1935] have shown that rats develop serious symjitoms and almost

invariably die on a diet containing as little as 30 parts p<T million of selenium in

the ibrm of sodium selenite. Th(» majority of the animals became extremely

anaemic before death.

Moxon and Franks? [1935] found that traces of selenium will greatly reduce

the fermentation of glucose by yeast although Harden and Norris [1914] found

that 1 % NagSeOg slightly increased the ratt‘ of fermentation of glucose by top

brewery yeast. Yeast cells are apparently as sensitive to the presence or absence

of traces of certain elements as are the higher organisms. In the latter deficiency

ofiron and copiier will result in anaemiadue to diminished haemoglobin formation

[Hart et al., 1928 ;
Elvehjem and Hart, 1929] whilst, in tlu' case of yeast, Elvehjem

[1931] has shown that the rate of oxygen uptake is decn^ased appreciably by
such defichmey.

In the present investigation the authors decided to study the oxygen uptake

of living yeast cells in order to determine whether or not the symptoms of

selenium poisoning might be fundamentally due to an inhibition of the processes

of tissue respiration. It was also felt that selenium might prove to be a valuable

tool in the study of the KJspiratory mechanisms of normal cells.

The rci8pirati)ry mechanisms in yeast are evidently somewhat simpler than

those in most animal tissues since the fact that the oxygen uptake in yeast is

practically completely inhibited by cyanide [Dixon and Elliott, 1929] indicates

that all the dehydrogenase systems are anaerobic. In the present investigation

frequent oontiol cyanide-inhibition experiments were made. Preliminary experi-

ments have shown that selenium does not cause as complete inhibition of the

oxygen uptake of yeast as cyanide. This suggests that selenium does not inacti-

vate the cytochrome or indophenol oxidase but rather that it attacks certain

dehydrogenating systems.

After a number of experiments to determine the effect of variations in the

suspending medium, the authors studied the oxygen uptakes of normal and

poisoned yeast cells on a variety of substrates, in order to demonstrate any
specific toxicity that might exist for particular enzyme-substrate systems.

^ Published with the permiasiou of the Director of the Wisconsin A#);nrultural Experiment

Station.

^ Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation Fellow.
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Preliminary experiments.

The oxygen uptake was measured by means of a Barcrofb differential

respirometer as previously described by Stare and Elvc^hjem [1933]. To each

flask were added 1-0 ml. of buffer solution and 1-0 ml. of substrates solution.

1 ml. of water was added to the left-hand flask and 1 ml. of yeast suspension to

the right-hand flask. The yeast^ was suspended in redistilled water and shaken

until a homogeneous suspension resulted. The quantity of yeast used was

determined by preliminary experiments and was that amount which would pro-

duce the greatest oxygen uptake within the range of the a])paratus when glucose

was used as substrate. The proper concentration (5 mg. yeast per ml.) was

accordingly used for all the experiments rf^ported in this paper. When poisons

were being tested, 0*1 “0-3 ml. of poison was added to both flasks, and the

amount of buffer was decreased so that the final volume was always 3 ml.

The buffer used was a mixture ofequal parts of 0*15 M NaH2P04 and Kil2P04
which had been brought to 6-5 by addition of NaOH and KOH resiK'ctively.

Since 1 ml. of buffer was used, the c^oncentration in the respironuiU^r flasks was
0-05 M, Elvehjem [1931] and Dickens [1934] have measured the oxygen uptake

of 3^east in 0*05M sodium phosphate, which was adjust(*(l to 7-0 in the

former ease. In the present study no apprticiable change in the uptake was

noted when the buffer concentration was diminished to ()*025if . The first experi-

ments were carried out in sodium phosphate; when potassium phosphate was
substituted it was observed that the rate of uptake increased with times whert*as

the rate had either decrcaseid or remained fairly constant when sodium was tlu?

cation. Since K ^ seemed to hav’^e a stimulating effect upon the uj)take, the buffer

which was finally ust^d was a mixture of sodium and jiotassium phosphates. At
this time Ashford and Dixon [1935] published a statement that K+ incre‘ased

aerobic glucolj’^sis in brain slices but had no effect upon the oxidative rtmioval of

lactic acid. Lasnitzki and Szorenyi [1935] found that K ^ increased yeast fermen-

tation, and that Kb-^* and Os ^ also had more marked effects than Na^ or Li '

.

Dickens and Greville [1935] have since studied the effects of various cations on

tissue respiration in some detail and report that K^, Kb^ and Cs+ produce a

greater general stimulation of carbohydrate respiration in brain tissue than Li’

or Na+. The effect however could not be demonstrated in other tissue. Our
work shows that yeast respiration is also susceptible to the so-called “potassium

effect”, the respiration on glucose being greatly accelerated.

Ehrenfest [1932] and Schroeder et ah [1933, 1] showed that iodoac(*tat('

inhibition of yeast fermentation was dependent upon the p^ of the suspending

medium. They found that the toxicity decreased as the medium Ix^came less acid,

and atthbuted their results to a change in the permeability of the yeast cells.

Our results show a similar relation between pjj and degree of inhibition.

Seven phosphate buffers were made up oip^i 4*5 to 7*5. The results ofa typical

experiment are shown in Fig. 1. The uptake in the control flasks was greatest

atpj, 6-0 and 6*5 and was somewhat less at 4-5 and 7-6. The {pi. Og uptake
per g. of dry yeast per hour) of the yeast on the glucose substrate has been
calculated to be approximately 100,000, on the basis of the experiments lasting

2 hours. This is over twice as great as has been previously reported | Elvehjem,
1931

;
Dixon and Elliott, 1929] and may be explained partly by the freshness of

the yeast and partly b.y the fact that the buffer may be nearer the optimum. It

^ Fresh pressed yeast was obtained from the Department of Agricultural Bacteriology through
the courtesy of Dr I. L. Baldwin. Analysis showed the moisture content to be quite uniform at
71-73%.
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was found that the of the buffer had a profound effect on the degree of in-

hibition prodticed by Mj'M) selenite. Prom p,, 4-5 to 6-5 the inhibition was
maximum, but as soon as neutrality was passed it decreased rapidly. At pjj 7-5

inhibition was very slight, whilst at p,j 7-0 the uptake was between values ob-

tained at Pji
6’.'> and 7-5. A large numlx*r of experiments uniformly confirmed

these results. However, when the selenite concentration was increased to

Jf/lOO, the pjj eifeet was not observed, probably owing to the large excess of

poison. A few experiments were made with sodium arsenih' but no diminution
in toxicity was observed at 7-5 using arsenite at concientrations of Mj'M),
MjUm or Jf/3000.

1 . %. 2 .

Fig, I. Tho effect of on Helcniuni t(»xieity, iSeries 38, 5 mg. yeast, O'Oo M NaligPOj, J//18

glucose. M/3(K) Na^SoO.,.

Fig. 2. Oxygen uptake at various conmitrations of selenium, 3/ 18 glucose, 0-0.) 3/

sodiiiiii aiul potassium phosphate buffer, o mg. yeast, 2-hour puiod, St'ries r>2, 09 AI, 99 A2,

70 A, 70 B.

A miiiibcr of experiments were carried out to determine tJie proper concen-

tration of sodium sekmite. The results are summarised in Fig. 2. It was found

that the minimum effective concentration was il//300, whilst MllOi) produced

very slight additional inhibition. The selenite was prepared at a concx^ntration of

O-lk and 0*1 ml. was added to the flasks to make the final concentration in the

solution i//3(K). The sodium selenite used^ had l)een previously shown to be of

high purity [Franke and Potter, 1935] and in addition was sho\^7i to have the

same order of toxicity as a laboratory preparation.^ The arsenic used was in

the form of sodium arsenite and was tested at the same level as the selenium,

although later experiments have shown that its minimum effective concentra-

tion is lower than that of the selenite, being approximately Mj1000,

The experiments were carried out at two temperatures, 28 and 37°. Although

^ £imcr and Amend, C. P. Anhydrous.

* Pumiahed through the kindness of Dr V. W, Meloche, Dept, of Chemistry, University of

Wisconsin.
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the uptake is more rapid at 37®, the lower temperature is probably nearer the

optimum for yeast [Moxon and Franke, 1935] and most of the exi>eriments were

carried out at that temperature.

Substrate experiments.

After the preliminary work on experimental conditions, a number of experi-

ments were carried out using various substrates. The oxygen uj)tako of yeast is

largely detejrrained by the substrate. The data in Tables I and III show that the

Table I. Inhibition of oxygen uptake on glucose substrate.

Temperature 28". Buffer; -f-KH2 rH )4 ncmtralised to />i, (i o.

/il. uptake per 5 mji. yeast
inhibition

,
^

Poison at 2 hours 0-60 min. 60-120 min.

JU/300 So 73 48-2 23-4

(^’ontrol — 119-5 141-0

^W/300 As 83 26-4 18-1

Control 117-5 144-5

J//300 Se. 61-0 36-2

Control 120-5 I0(i-5

Ai/300 Se 48-6 30-4

Control * 87-0 94-0

A//300 Se 79 44-2 20-S

Control — 135-0 176-0

A//3(K) Se 85t 43-5 29-3

(Control -t 207 0 224-0

Control 13.3-5 163-5

J//25NaF 2 134-0 1.56-0

M'/75 NaF — 140-0 177-0
( ’oritrol +

‘f
128-0 168-(»

M 125 NaF lot 124-0 143-0

M'pr^ NaF n 128-5 165-5

Control 119-8 148-5

Af/lOOSo 82 31-2 16-3

.W/300 As 85 26-4 17-6

Control — 131-7 164-0

R.ed Star Commercial Yeast ('ake. t 37 '.

t pji 7-0,

Table II. Inhibition of oxygen uptake on. lactate substrate.

TemjKsratuixj 28'’. Buffer: NaH 2p()4 4 KHgP04 neutralised to pi^ O-o.

pi. uptake per 5 mg. yeast

I'oison
% inhibition

at 2 hours 0-4)0 min. 60-120 min.

JI/SOOSo 7 89-3 74-2

Control — 94-2 79-3

if/300AH 9-3 5-4

M/3(H) Se 8* 47-6 22-6
(Control 48-9 27-5

M/3(K) Se 7* 39-4 25-1

C’ontrol * 39*4 29-6

M/300 Se 5 92-0 79-0

Control — 92-8 86-2

A//300 Se 7t 140-3 110-7

Control 149-7 119-0
Control 87-4 110-6
M/3(X) Se 12 82-3 91*9
M/300 Se — 89-4 94-3
M/300 As — 11-4 3-4

M/300 As 93 9*3 4-6
Control — 87-1 99-9

* Red Star Commerical Yeast Cake, t Temperature 37°.
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Table III. Inhibition of oxygen uptake on various substrates.

Tempc^aturfi 28 Buffer: Nall^PO^ + KH^POj neutralised to ()-5.

Substrate Poison

No substrate

*•

Control
Ji/300 Se
ilZ;30() As
(>>ntrol

Succinate (JI//9) M:m) Sc
Control

Acetate ( JZ/O) Control
>i/300 S(‘

('ontrol

Mi:m So
C’ontrol

Mim) Se
Control
JZ,:KK)Se
j/ aoo A.S

(Jontrol

Ethyl nlcohol ( J/-9) (‘ontrol

M 300 Sc
Mim) As
(Vmtrol

Eructo.se (iV/lH) ( ’ontrol

il/.300 Sc
i//300 As
C’ontrol

Manno.se (J/ 18
) Control

Mum) Sc
iV 300 As
(\mtrol

I'yruvatc* (.1/ 9) (^ontrol

M m) Sc
iV 3(K» A.S

Control
.V/3(MI Sc
Cont rol

inhibition

at 2 hours

/il. uptake per .'i mg. yeast
- .....

r

0-00 min. 00-120 min.

— 17-2 19*4

77 6-1 2*2

H7 2*8 1*7— 191 14*7

73 5-9 3*1— 12-7 20*0

— 33*7 87*8

r>t) 34*1 19*3— 2.')*7 58*3

39 3M 20*5— 30*3 80-4

44 30-

1

25*7— 23-0 o7-l

40 20*1 17*0

97 1*7 1*9

— 4r) s 74*9

— 02*8 90*9

10 34*3 13*7

72 42*5 27*9— J09-7 140*3

108*8 234*2

84 43*0 21*7

89 15*0 12*3

112*8 148*9

91*0 130*4

70 .32*1 21*1

80 20*4 1.V3

— 131^5 177*8

05*7 90*3

4 04(i 8r>*2

97 41 2*3

8.>-7 98*8

9 51*9 70*9
— .5.>.8 78*8

uptake by the yeast alone is only 10-15% of tlie uptake when glucose is present.

It is thus possible to determine the ability ofthe yeast organism to oxidise specific

compounds.
Elvehjera [1931] and Dickens [1934] have used J//18 glucose as a substrate

and this concentration was found to be quite satisfactory in the present investi-

gation. The uptake was not affected by reducing the concentration of the sugar

to ilf/36. The concentrations of the other substrates were based on the glucjose

solution. The substrate solutions were prepared fresh each day, with the con-

centration three times as great as the final conct^ntration in the respirometer

flasks. In these expt>riments the amount of yeast was so small (5 mg.) that tlie

substrate concentration was not greatly altered during the period of the* experi-

ment. The buffer was also strong enough to hold the p^ constant.

The substrates were all C.P. chemicals, and in the case of the alcohol and

pyruvic acid were ropurified. The mannose and fructose were laboratory prepara-

tions.i

^ The mannose and fructose were kindly supplied from the laboratory of Dr Karl Paul Link.

Biochem. 1936 xxx 13
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Most of the substrate experiments were done in triplicate, and the figures

reported are the average values. In general, individual manometers agreed with-
in 5% . The uptake was studied for a period of 2 hours, and readings were taken
at 20-min. intervals. The results are recorded in Tables I, II and 111. Fig. 1

shows the general form of the curves for these data. A few experiments were
continued for 6 hours, but the curves were merely extensions of those obtained
at 2 hours and yielded no additional information.

It was observed that when glucose, fructose or mannose was used as sub-
strate, the rate of oxygen uptake was reduced about 80% by the* addition of
selenite (Tables 1 and 111). The results with a sample of commercial yeast showed
less inhibition and are included in Table I to show that yeast from various source's

may vary in the degree to which it is inhibited by selenium, just as in the case of
cyanide [Dixon and Elliott, 1929]. As soon as lactate and pyruvate were used as
substrates however it was found that the inliibition of oxyg<'n uptake by stdenite

became negligible (4-9%). Moxon and Franke [1935] found that the rate of
CO2 evolution from glucose-yeast mixtures was greatly diminished by sodium
selenite. Their results show that selenium pn'vonts yeast from metabolising
glucose in a normal manner. Our work seemed to indicate that selenium was
acting primarily as an inhibitor of the glycolytic system, since it appeared that
our results could be explained without postulating an inhibition of oxidative
mechanisms, on the assumption that in order for glucose to bo oxidised, it must
be split into 3-carbon compounds. Barron and Miller [1932] have accumulated
excellent evidence to show that this is actually the mechanism in the cjfise of
gonococci. It was shown that in the presence of sodium fluoride, which is re-

garded as a specific ^ison for the glycolytic syst('m [Dickens and Sirncr, 1929 ;

Meyerhof and Kiessling, 1933], these organisms wor(' able to oxidise lactate and
pyruvate but not glucose. Yeast cells however seem to posst'ss a somewhat
greater versatility than gonococci. When sodium fluoride was added to mixtures
qf yeast and glucose the oxidation proceeded normally (Table 1) although the
concentration of fluoride exceeded the amount which prevented oxygen uptake
by gonococci. Sine^ glucose dehydrogenase is not poisoned by fluoricic

[
Harrison,

1931] there is thus some evidence that this enzyme is present in yeast. The point
must remain obscure until the effect of fluoride on living ycjast has be«'n more
thoroughly inv^cstigated. Thus far, most ofthe yeast glycolysis exptTiinents have
been carric»d out with dried yeast preparations, which may be expfu^ted to hav’e
lost many of the properties of living yeast. We cannot be certain that glycolysis
was inhibited soon enough in our experiments completely to eliminate the fonna-
tion of oxidisable intermediates. If yeast does in fact possess a glucose dehydro-
genase, it is apparent that this part of the oxidative mechanism is poisoned by
selenite.

The work with other substrates (Table III) furnishes definite evidence that
selenium is toxic to the oxidative as well as the glycolytic systems. Since the
uptake, with yeast alone is relatively small even without selenium, and since the
nature of the compounds being oxidised is unknown, little emphasis can be
placed on inhibition in this case. Succinate is poorly oxidised and the uptake
may be largely endogenous. However, there is definite evidence that yeast
oxidises acetic acid and alcohol and that the oxidation is largely inhibited by
selenite.

Amenite is apparently much more toxic to the oxidative mechanisms than
selenite, and produced marked inhibition with all substrates, including lactate
and pyruvate. A few experiments were carried out to show t^t the percentage
inhibition was of the same magnitude with lactate as with glucose even when the
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arsenite was reduced to concentrations of 3f/1000 and Jf/3000. Thus, arsenic

and selenium, although generally described as being pharmacologically similar,

actually appear to show fundamental differences in their modes of action.

The inhibition of oxygen uptake by selenite appears to be a time reaction and
is quite different in t^rpe from the inhibition which is produced by cyanide. The
latter blocks the oxygcn-carr^dng activity of cytochrome and exercises its

maximum effect at once. Selenite, on the other hand, becomes increasingly toxic

with time. It seems unlikely that this delayed action can be explained on the

basis of permeability, since increasing the selenite concentratioij from M/300 to

J//1()0 increases the inhibition but slightly.

It is a well-known fact that living cells, including yeast, can reduce selenites

to selenium. It seems quite possible that the toxic properties of sodium selenite

may be related to its ability to react with sulphydryl groups. Bersin [1935]

states that selenite reacits with glutathione, with the intermediate formation

of G.S.Se.S.G which then decjomposes into oxidised glutathione and free

selenium. Voegtlin ei aL [1931] have also observed the ability of selenium salts

to catalyse the oxidation of glutathione. Schroeder et al.
1 1933, 2] have studied

the relation Ix'tween loss of sulphydryl and inhibition of fermentation by iodo-

acetie acid. These workers observed that removal of glutathione from suspensions

of poisoned 3^east was a time reaction and showed that the loss was most marked
in the acid range, being virtually negligible after the solution became neutral or

alkaline. Their results may thus help to explain the relation between selenium

toxicity and . They also found that the decrease in sulphydryl ran parallel

with the degree of inhibition but thought that the decrease in glutathione could

not be completc'ly responsible for the results obtained. (Jeiger [1935] has

recently done much toward clarifying the r61e of glutathione in glycolysis. He
found that oxidised glutathione even in low concentrations inhibits lactic acid

formation from both glucose and gl^’-cogen, and suggested that the glycolytic

enzyme may be inactivated through oxidation by oxidised glutathione. It thus

appears that selenite may inhibit glycolysis indirectly through the production of

oxidised glutathione.

On the other hand, the failure of selenite effectively^ to inhibit the oxidations

of pyruvate and lactate may be only^ apparent. The authors have not been able

to prove conclusively that the selenite is not reduced by the substrates, although

indications are that no reduction takes place. It is possible that lactate and

pyu^uvate facilitate reduction of selenite by^ yeast cells and that glucose does not

have this property.

At present the glutathione reaction seems to offer the best explanation for

the toxic action of selenium, at least so far as glycolysis is concerned. Further

work must be done with the intc^rraediate and end-products of gly^'cclysis to dis-

cover the real mechanism of the inhibition. Although it is apparent that the

oxidative systems are also definitely inhibiteni, present data are too meagre to

warrant any ideas as to mode of action.

SirMMABY.

1, The oxygen uptake of living yeast has been measured using the following

substrates; glucose, mannose, fructose, lactic acid, pyruvic acid, acetic acid,

alcohol and succinic acid in the absence and presence of sodium selenite.

2. Sodium selenite was found to produce about 80% inhibition of the oxygen

uptake on the sugars and less than 10% inhibition on lactate and pyruvate sub-

strates, Jf/300 was found to be the minimum effective concentration.

13—2
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3. Inliibition by selenite was most marked on the acid side and fell off

rapidly at pjj 7*0 and 7-5.

4. Parallel experiments with sodium arsenite indicated that this salt is

considerably more toxic to the oxidative systems than selenite, the minimum
effective concentration being about if/lOOO.

5. A possible mechanism for the inhibition of glycolysis by selenite is dis-

cussed.
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The biochemical importance of phosphoric esters in normal tissues is well

recognised, the subject having been discussed fully in the Annual Reviews of
Biochemistry, The j^hosphoric (‘st^ers of malignant tumours have not been as

thoroughly investigateil and none of them has been positively identified.

The occurrence of an extnmiely soluble phosphoric ester in the filtrate from
the basic lead acetatt? precipitation of a trichloroacetic acid extract of tumour
was reported by Outhouse [1933]. Tins apjjears to be similar to the compound
obtained by Booth [1935] from kidney, liver and brain. The author [3935] has

n'ceiitly reported the occurrence of this compound in twenty normal tissues as

well as in a series of tumours, malignant and non-malignant. In addition, he
reported two new phosphoric; est('rs:

(1) a compound whose empirical formula suggests the phosphoric ester of an
aminohexahydri<‘ alcohol

,

(2) a compound whicdi appears to he an amino-ethyl phosphoric ester.

This paper is a report on the isolation, purification and identification of the

latter compound.
Isolation and purification.

The material used was bovine malignant tumours, ranging in weight from

500 g. to 10 kg. They were minced and extracted with 3 volumes of ice-cold

4% trichloroacetic acid as soon as possible (generally about 2 hours) after the

killing of the animal. Th<; trichloroacetic acid extract was allowed to stand for

I hour and then filtered. Powdered baryta was added to the filtrate until it was

pink to phtmolphthalein. The precipitate was centrifugc^d oflF and rejected. To the

solution 5 g. of mercuric acetate per litre were added. The mercury precipitate

was removed by centrifuging and basic lead acetatt; was added until no fui*ther

precipitation of organic phosphate occurred.

The k^ad precipitate was removed by centrifuging, washed with water and

decomposed with hydrogen sulphide. After centrifuging, the supernatant

liquid was freed from HgS by aeration, and baryta was added to it until p^ 10

was reached; it was then filtered into 4 volumes of 95% alcohol.

The precipitate was filtered off, washed with alcohol and with ether and dried.

It was dissolved in 10 parts of water and twice reprecipitated from 4 volumes of

alcohol. The barium salt was converted into the brucine salt and a brucine

fractionation was made by crystallising the brucine salts from methyl alcohol to

which increasing amounts of acetone were added.

The main fraction (No. 2), which accounts for 60% of the total phosphorus,

was boiled in methyl alcohol. Dissociation of the brucine salt occurred and the

precipitate obtained fi*om the boiling showed 20*8% phosphorus. It was dis-

solved in water and reprecipitated from acetone. The phosphorus contents of the

( 197 )
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Brucine fractionation.

Fraction Wt. g. P%
1 2*55 0*35

2 5*08 4*91

3 300 ]*19

4 2*85 1*45

5 1*60 1*62

6 1*40 1*21

free compound and of the brucine salt indicated that the organic residue could

contain two atoms only of carbon. This, taken in conjunction with the finding

of a N : P ratio of 1 : 1 in the free compound, suggested it to be ainino-ethyl

phosphoric ester:

HjN.CHj.CHj.0—1^0
\)H

Frf‘e f?oinpound Bnicino salt

Calculated for amino-ethyl phosphoric ester 2 1 ‘98 5*02

Found 20-8 4-91

Identification,

To identify this compound it was considered advisable to pre})are amino-

ethyl phosphoric ester synthetically and to compare the naturally occuirring

compound with the synthetic. For further comparison flavianates of the two
materials and of their hydrol^dic products were prepared.

Preparation ofamino-ethyl phoeplioric ester. To 9 ml. amino-ethanol were added

3 ml. oforthophosphoric acid. A white crystalline solid (amino-ethanol phosphate)

formed, which was ground and dropped slowly into 13 ml. phosphorus oxychlo-

ride kept at O'". After the vigorous reaction had subsided, the flask was removed
from the ice-bath and the mixture was refluxed at 1(X)® for 1 hour. The supcjr-

natant liquid was poured off and rejected. The gummy mass which remained was
dissolved in 400 ml. water and powdered baryta added until the solution was at

jojj 10. It was then centrifuged and the supernatant solution poured into 4
volumes of 95% alcohol. The precipitate, after washing with alcohol and ether

and drying, weighed 14*4 g. and contained 7-23% P. The yield of primary
amino-ethyl phosphate was 20% of the total organic phosphate formed in the

reaction. The rest of the organic phosphorus was present as the secondary amino-
ethyl phosphate which remained in solution in the 75% alcohol.

The barium salt was dissolved in water and the barium was precipitated with
sulphuric acid. The volume was reduced and the solution was poured into 4
volumes of acetone. The amino-ethyl phosphate crystallised from the acetone

solution.

Analyses,

Ĉ /O H% N% p%
Phosphoric ester from tumour 17*83 5*9 9*66 21-0 n-

Amino-ethyl phosphate (synthetic) 17*81 5*84 9*46 20-9

Calculated for CjHgO^NP 17*02 5*68 9*93 21-98

1*497 i:0-001

1*497 4:0-001

An attempt to compare the melting-point of the phosphoric ester from
tumour with that of the synthetic amino-ethyl phosphate showed that both
compounds decomposed above 230° with no distinct melting-point.
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Preparation of jUivia>ruite8 of the phosphoric ester. The natural and synthetic

compounds react similarly with flavianic acid. They form salts which crystallise

readily from aqueous butyl alcohol when an excess of flavianic acid is present.

The salts are readily dissociated into flavianic a(;id and the phosphoric ester

when dissolved in a hot mixture of 1 part methyl alcohol and 3 parts aciitone.

From such a mixture the free amino-othyl phosphate crystallises almost
(juantitatively.

100 mg. of amino-ethyl phosphate were dissolved in 5 ml. of water; to this

were added 400 mg. of flavianic acid (2:4-dinitronaphthol-7-sulphonic acid).

10 ml. of 05% ethyl alcohol and 1(K) mi. of 9i-butyl alcohol were added to the

solution, which was then filtered. The filtrate was ovapcirated on a boiling water-

bath until crystals began to form and was then cooled in a refrigerator. The yield

of the flavianate of amino-ethyl phosphate was 90% of the calculated. After

filtration the crystals were washed with butyl alcohol and dried in a vacuum
desiccator over sulphuric acid.

To the flavianate, dissolved in 2 ml. of water, were added 25 ml. methyl
alcohol and 75 ml. of acetone. The mixture was placed on a water-bath and
boiled for a few minutt's. The flavianate* dissociated and the crj^stals of amino-
ethyl phosphate which formed were filterc‘d off*, washed with acetone and dried.

The yield of fn'c amino-ethyl phosphate from the flavianate was nearly theoreti-

cal. The crystals contained about 20% P. Th(‘se crystals were re-converted to

the flavianate as Ixdore, using 3(K) mg. of flavianic at id, and the flavianate, after

crystallisation from butyl ahtohol, was washed and dried.

The fiavianates were analysed for nitrogen (Pregl’s micro-Dumas method),

phosphorus (method of King fl932J) and for flavianic acid (method of Langley

and Albrecht [1935J).

A nalysis of the flavianate^.

N% p O’
* 0

Flavianic

acid

Phosphoric ester from tumour 9-22 b-78 G9-0

Amino-othyl pho8pliat<' (synthetic) 9-2fi ()-81 700
(alculated for the flavianate of ammo-ethyl phosphate 9-23 fi-8J fi91

Flaviaiiato ot phosphoric ester from tumour m.p. 223
Flavianate of amino-ethyl phosphatt* (synthetie) m.p. 225 \

Preparation of amino-ethanol flatnanate. Fiavianates were prepared from the

bases produced by hydrolysis of tlie phosphoric ester from tumour and from the

synthetic amino-ethyl phosphate. The natural and synthetic compounds were

hydrolysed with a very active phosphatase preparation [Armstrong, 1935].

OisBolve 100 mg. of amino-ethyl phosphate in 20 ml. of water, add 0*8 ml. 0*1 M MgCIa and

10 mg. of the phosphatase preparation. Shake thoroughly and keep at 37'5‘’. Add slowly, with

shaking, 6 ml. of a solution containing 1 part of 0-5 A BaCI, to 2 parts of 0-5 S Ba(()H)2 . An

instantaneous hydrolysis takes place and barium phosphate is precipitated. If the hydrolysis is

not complete the addition of a few mg. of additional phosphatase may l>e advisable or the solution

may be kept for an hour or two at 37*5". Centrifuge to remove barium phosphate, and to the

centrifugate add N HjS04 until the barium is quantitatively precipitated. Remove the barium

sulphate by centrifuging. To the solution add 400 mg. of flavianic acid and 1 volume of 95% ethyl

aloohoi. Reduce the volume to 20 ml., add 20 ml. of ethyl alcohol and 100 ml. of butyl alcohol.

Place on a boiling water-bath and reduce the volume to about 100 ml., cool and filter. Then reduce

the volume until crystals begin to form, cool in refrigerator, filter and wash the crystals with ^ utyl

aloohoi and dry in a desiccator. Reciystallise by dissolving the amino-ethanol flavianate in 95%
alcohol, filter, add butyl aloohoi, reduce the volume and crystallise in the refrigerator. The yield is

usually about 80% of theoretical.
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N% M.p.n
Amino-ethanol Havianate (from tumour phosphate) 11*21 198

„ (from synthetic amino-ethyl phosphate) 11*18 198

„ (from pure amino-ethanol) 11*18 198

Calculated for amino-cthanol tlavianate 11*19

When amino-ethanol flavianate was prepared from amino-ethanol, two types

of crystals wore obtained, one melting at 212°, the other at 198°. Usually either

one type or the other was formed, but in one experiment both were formed. The

crystals with melting-point 212° correspond with those described by Langley

and Albrecht [1935]. The form melting at 198° was less frequently encountered

when using pure amino-cthanol than when the flavianates wen' prepared from the

products of hydrolysis. It was found that very small amounts of contaminating

material cause a marked depression of the melting-point, c.r/. an amino-ethanol

flavianate preparation containing 2% of the flavianate of amino-('thyI phosphate

melted at 192°. The purified amino-ethanol flavianate from tlu' hydrolysis of

amino-ethyl phosphate contained 0*4% of the flavianate of aniino-(*thyl phos-

phate (calculated from the phosphorus content) and it is conceivable that this,

or some other persistent impurity, is responsible for the melting-point of 1 08^

.

The influence of the phosphatase preparation and of \wious solvents on thc‘

crystal form and melting-point of amino-ethanol flavianate is l)eing studi('d. The

fact that the crystals melting at 198° have a diflFerent refraciive index from those

melting at 212° suggests that two distinct crystal forms are involved and that the

198° value is not a depressed melting-point due to impurities.

Discussion.

Probably the open chain formula given on p. 198 docs not give the most ac-

curate picture of the (iompound under discussion. There is (ndd(*n(J(^ that an inner

salt of the following nature:

I I

CHg—O—P^O
^OH

is the form in which the compound exists in solutions at py values between

5 and 9.

This formulation is supported by the observations that
:
(a) the barium salt

does not form, or at least cannot be precipitated from alcohol, unless the

solution has a pjj of at least 10 ; (b) the brucine salt contains only one formula

weight of brucine
;
(c) the flavianate of amino-ethyl phosphate cannot be formed

from one equivalent of flavianic acid unless a of about 3 is produced by the

addition of some other acid (e,g, acetic) to free the amino-group from its inner

salt linkage with phosphoric acid : a sufficient exw^ss of flavianic. acid will bring

about the same result
;
(d) the brucine and flavianic acid derivatives dissociate

completely on boiling in non-aque.ouB solvents.

Now that amino-ethyl phosphate has been identified as one of the phosphoric
esters occurring in all malignant tissues studied to date, the question arises, “ Does
it occur in normal tissues? ” At the present time the author is engaged in

working up corresponding fractions from normal tissues in an attempt to isolate

amino-ethyl pho8j)hate from pancreas, liver and other organs.
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SUMMABY.

One of the phoBphoric esters from tumour has been shown to be identical with

synthetic amino-cthyl phospliate.

Tht‘ author wishes to thank Dr E. »1. King, at whose suggestion the investi-

gation of the phosjihoric esters in malignant tumours was undertaken, for his

encouragement and advice, and Mr C. 0. Lucas for valuable criticism during the

latter part of the work. The writer is also indebted to Sir F. G. Banting for his

continued interest in the problem.
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Fat in the seed serves presumably as a reserve food supply for the development

of the young seedling. That this is especially true in the case of oily seeds has

been demonstrated by many investigators. Peters [1861] early discovered that

fat is transformed into carbohydrate in the germination of the pumpkin seed.

Miller [1910; 1912] has shown that a successive decrease in the percentage of fat

(ether extract) is accompanied by increase in carbohydrate in the development

of the sunflower seedling. Recently Pierce' et ah [1933] by studying the chenii(*al

changes and Murlin [1933] by observing the r.q. have shown that in the castor

bean fat is consumed and carbohydrate formed in the course of germination.

The lipoids in starchy seeds however have received l(?ss attention. Le Clerc

and Breazeale [1911] find that the crude fat (ether extract) of wheat seedlings

increases during germination, Jordan and Chibnall [1933] have*, studied the'

transfer and transformation of phosphatides and glyceride fatty acids in

the germination and growth of the runner bean. Malhotra [1933] has reported

the changes in energy content and reserve constituents which take place in the

development of the com seedling. In the present investigation, we have under-

taken to study the changes in different reserve food constituents taking place

during the germination of a typical starchy seed, viz. the mung bean. This has

included a determination of the distribution of the* lipins at each stage, and also a

determination of the solid and liquid fatty acids at different stages of germina-

tion.

Experimental.

Preparation of material for extraction.

50 kg. of mung bean (Phmeolus aureus) were purchased locally. The beans

were free from worms and insects.

Exactly 1 kg. was employc'd for each germination experiment. The beans
after weighing were thoroughly washed with tap water, followed by three wash-
ings with distilknl water. The washed beans were then soaked in warm distilled

water at 30° for about 16 hours. During this process the beans swelled, and in

many cases the seed coats were broken. The germinating sprouts were placed in

metal trays in the laboratory and covered with thick wet cloth
;
the temperature

ranged from 20 to 23°. The sprouts were washed twice daily with distilled

water.

When the sprouts were 5 days old, exactly J was weighed out and heated at
100" in an electric oven for 1 hour, to inactivate the enzymes. The heated sprouts

worc^ then immediately separated into cotyledons (the endosperm), germinating

portion (the embryo axis), and coats (the skin). The materials in each case were
then dried at a temperature of 30-35°, ground to pass a 20-meBh sieve and
preserved for later extraction.

^ China Foundation Fellow.

( 202 )
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After 10 days, the second lot was collected by weighing out exactly J of the

remainder; this was treated in the same manner as above. The third portion, the

fraction remaining, was allowed to germinate for a total of 15 days. In this way,
each lot represented exactly J of the original ungerminated seeds by weight, and
consequently each lot contained approximately the same number of individual

beans.

The above procedure was carried through five times, and the corresponding

fractions of each lot were united. It was assumed that the seed coat did not alter

in composition during the germination. All the seed coats therefore were united

into one single sample, weighing 510 g.

Distribution of reserve constiiuerUs during gcrynination.

An additional 9(K) g. of the mung bean were sprouted, treated as above and
submitted to proximate chemical analysis for all constituents. In this way,
material equivalent to 3(K) g. of the original mung bean for t*aeh of the 5-, 10- and
I5-(lay germination periods was obtained for analysis and is so recorded in

Table I, in which the results are all stated in terms of air dried material. The

Table I. Distribution of reserve materials in cotyledon, germinating j>ortion

and coat at various intervals during the germination of mung bean,

(Kigures in parenthcse/si indioat^^ totaJn for entire seedling at each interval exelusive of the <‘oat.)

J)ried

weiglit

P-

Original seed tMXl-O

days’ seedling ; (’otylodon 1 85*5

Germinating portion 33*0

(218’r))

1 0 days’ seedling : Cotyledon 1 1 4-0

Germinating port,ion 8 1 ’»

( I95‘r»)

15 days* seedling : (Cotyledon 50-0

( rerniiiiating portion I lo'S

(185-5)

Coat 90-5

Ungenninated seed 25-0

Total recovered 095-0

Nitrogen
Ether
extract

Alcoholic

extract A»h
P-' P- P- P-

,VM 8-91 3()-9 24-9

7-27 1-95 9-55 4-29

1-55 107 12-04 2-12

(8-92) (3-02) (21-59) (6-41)

5-35 10-40 3-24

4-42 2-49 34-03 3-90

(9*77) (4-12) (45-09) (7-14)

2-71 1-39 8-05 1-91

(i-84 3-43 43-80 5-08

(9-55) (4-82) (51-85) (6*90)

1-59 ()-(>3 3-88 1-96

0-96 0-25 1-03 0-75

30-79 12-84 123-44 23-25

nitrogen content w'as determined by the usual Kjeldahl method. The extraction

with ether was carried out in a Soxhlet apparatus for 24 hours, the extract being

dried at 100® to constant weight, and this was followed immediately by ex-

traction with alcohol in the same apparatus. The treatment with alcohol was

continued till the extraction of the coloured substances in the sprout material

was complete; this required from 30 to 72 hours. The ash was determined by

igniting weighed samples to constant weight at a temperature of 400-500® in an

electric furnace. The rt^sults in Table I have been recalculated to a percentage

basis in Table II.

It will be noted from Table 1 that during germination there is a gradual

transfer from the cotyledon to the germinating portion of all the constituents

determined in the analysis. Under the conditions of growth imposed (ab8^ nee

of sunlight) » the total amount of inorganic matter and of nitrogen in the plant

as a whole remain practically constant for the entire 15-day period. The ether-

soluble and alcohol-soluble fractions both increase in amount from stage to
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Table II. Proximate analysis of cotyledon, germinating ^portion and coat, at

variovs intervals during the germination of mung bean,

(In percentage of air-dried material.)

Dried
weight

%
Original seed 100-0

5 days’ seedling ; Cotyledon 01-7

Germinating portion 11-0

10 days’ seedling : Cotyledon 38-0

Germinating portion 27*2

15 days’ seedling : Cotyledon 16-7

Germinating portion 38-5

Coat 10-

1

Nitrogen
o/

Kthor
extract

Alcoholic

extract Ash
O' o O/

/o o /O /o

3-54 04)9 410 2-77

3-95 1-05 514 2-31

5-00 3-25 3H-50 0-48

4-68 1-42 9- 10 2-84

5-43 30() 42-51 4-82

5-41 2-78 l(>:)0 3-82

5-77 2-97 37-92 4-44

1-77 0-70 4-28 2-17

stage
;
this seems to indicate a conversion of starch into fat and into solubh^ sugar.

The ungerminated seeds comprised about 3% of the original set^ds, and their

constituents arc assumed to be the same as tliose of the original seed.

Analysis of the ether extract {lipoid fraction).

The method of analysis followed was essentially that of Ohibnall and Sahai

1 1931 J, except that dried material only was used in the ether extractions as recom-

mended by Jordan and Chibnall [1933]. The material was in each case first

powdered and extract("d with ether in the Soxhlet aj»paratus for 24 hours : the

extracted material was dried in a vacuum oven at 40°, and the material thus

obtained was reported as total ether extract. The extract was then rodissolved

in^l vol. of ether (50 ml. ether for each 10 g. of the extract), and 3 vols. of acetone

were added. A white precipitate of phosphatid^s and crude hydrocarbons was
always obtained. This treatment was repeated using minimum volumes of ether

and acetone. The amount of precipitate obtained was so small that it did not

permit of further separation by hot acetone into phosphatides, waxes etc.

The extract obtained by the ether-acetone treatment, containing the

glyceride fats, sterols etc, was evaporated nearly to dryness, dissolved in ether

and diluted exactly to 100 ml. A 1 or 2 ml. portion of the ethereal solution was
taken for sterol determination by the digitonin method of Jowett and Lawson
[1931]: 2 ml. were used for the determination of iodine value by the Hanus
method. The remainder of the solution was again evaporated to dryness and the

total free fatty acids obtained from this residue by the usual saponification

method, which was briefly as follows: the fats were saponified by refluxing for

2 hours with 50 ml. of 5% KOH in alcohol, the alcohol evaporated and the^

soaps det^omposed by adding 200 ml. of 3% HCl and boiling for 10 min. The free

fatty acids were separated in a separating funnel, and the small portion of free

fatty acid remaining in solution was extracted with ether and combined with the
main portion. The fatty acids were finally washed with distilled water until free

from chloride.

The results of the analysis of the ether extract are showm in Table III. An
increase in total fatty acids and in the sterols is noted in successive stages. The
phosphatide fraction however shows a slight decrease. It may be noted that the
figures for ether extract reported in Table I differ somewhat from those in
Table III. This difference is essentially due to the temperature at which the
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Table III. Analysis of ether eoctrari of mung bean seeds and germinaiing

sprouts,

(Expressed in g. per kg. of the original seed.)

Phospbatides
and (Tilde

h3'^dro-

Dried
weight

Ether
extract

carbons
(including

waxes)

Total
fatty

acids Sterols

I.v.

of ether
extract*

Original seed 1000-0 14*71 3*21 9-50 0*03 74*2

i> days’ seedling:

Cotyhidon 003*2 0*15 0*23 4-52 0*44 93*0

Germinating portion 149*0 4*01 0*07 3-32 0-37 8M
10 days’ seedling:

Cotyledon 44a-0 6*21 0-1*2 4*50 0*48 85-0

Germinating porlion 2til-8 7*97 0-08 5*:u 0*53 01-4

15 days’ seedling:

Ckrtyledon 272*1 0*22 0-14 4*28 0*52 87-7

(hTminating portion 347*0 9*14 0-09 0*40 0*50 03-7

CV)at 102*0 0-59 007 0*24 0*07 201-5

* The iodiiK' value was det(Tminod on the ether (‘xtraet after the phosphatide^ and crude

hydroearboiiH were removed.

material was dried: in the former case the extract was dried at 100'" and in the

latter (?ase in a vacuum ovcm at 40". The free fatty acids were submitted to

further analysis as follow's.

Determination of solid (saturated) and liquid (unsaturated) fatty acids in the

total free fatty acids,

Twitchell’s [1921
j
lead acetate method was used in the separation of liquid

and solid soaps. Each soaj) fraction after being separated was decompost^d into

fatty acids by boiling in 3% HCl and then separated from the aqueous solution

by means of a sejmrating funnel. The material was finally washed with water

until free from acid (free from chloride), and dried to constant weight in an

electric oven at 40”, under reduced pressure in an atmosph(Te of carbon dioxide.

This determination was not jx*rformed on the seed coat fraction, sincre the total

free fatty acid obtained was insufficient. The results an* shown in Table* IV

,

Table IV\ Solid and liquid fatty acids in mung bean seeds and germinating

sprouts,

(Expressed in g. iier kg. of the original seed.)

i.v, of i.v. of

Total

fatty

acids

Original seed 9-50

5 days’ seedling : Cotyledon 4*52

Geraiinating portion 3*32

10 days’ seedling ; Cotyledon 4*50

Germinating portion 5-34

1 days’ seedling : Cotyledon 4*28

Germinating portion 6-40

Coat 0-24

Solid Li(]uid solid licjuid

fatty fatty fatty fatty

acids acids acids acids

4-38 4*97 41-2 90-2

2-19 2-31 50*5 152-3

1-73 1-50 01*0 127-3

2-34 2-14 55*8 143-7

2*44 2-72 57*0 110-2

2-21 2-05 58*4 151 7

2-95 3-02 57-0 112*8

— — —
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Results and discussion.

We have followed the method of Jordan and Chibnall [1933] in expressing

results on a weight basis taking the original seed as a unit (Table I). This arrange-

ment emphasises the significant changes taking plac(‘ during the process of

germination more effectively than if expressed on a percentage basis (Table II).

100 mung bean seeds weighed 3*5 g. ; this means that the figures for the analysis

in Tables I and II, based on 9(K) g. of mung bean seeds, represent a total of

26,000 individual plants.

In the whole germinating plant, as shown in Table I, there is no change in

the nitrogen and ash contents in the three stages of germination. It is significant

that these constituents an** carefully conservtni by the plant, so that during a

period of 15 days, very little was lost, even though the sprouts weTe washed with

an abundance of water twice a day during the entire germinating period. The
total dry weight of the plant decreased while the amounts of (‘ther extract and
alcoholic extract incKjased. This is the usual situation when carbohydratf‘s

are consumed in respiration and starch and proteins transformed into soluble

amino-acids and soluble sugars. The distribution of constituents between

cotyledon and germinating portion in sucf?eeding stages demonstrates how the

cotyledon functions as a storage organ for the germination of the plant. Le Clerc

and Broazeale [1911] have also shown in the germination of another typical

starchy seed, wheat, that the ether extract of the whole seedling is increascul and

the nitrogen, fibre and other constitutmts translocated from the seed residue into

the axis.

Beumer [1933] found that sterols were synthesised during the germination

of beans kept in the dark, but that they were utilised when the germination was
carried out under sunlight. Our figurcis for the sterol fraction in Table III show
a gradual increase at successive stages, which would indicate that sterols are

synthesised both in cotyledon and germinating portion, when the beans are

sprouted in the dark. Our observation that the phosphatide fraction is utilised

by the plant during germination accords with the results of »Jordan and Chibnall

[1933] in experiments on the germinating runner bean.

Whilst the fat fraction in the starchy seed does not function as an energy

store, there are changes in the fats and fatty acids which are significant. In the

first place it is noted that the fat, whether estimated as ether extract or as total

fatty acids, decreases very considerably during the first 5 days’ germination, but

this is followed by successive increases in the later stages of germination. It

appears that in the early stages the fat fraction either servos in part as an
energy reserve or takes part in a sudden tissue breakdown which accompanies
the growth impulse. It is evident however that for the most part fat exists in

the starchy seed as V^Ument constant [Terroine, 1919] in contrast to VdUmerU
variabk. It is noted that in the cotyledon the amount of fat, evidently tissue

fat, remains practically constant (Table IV), whilst an increase of fat, evidently

the synthesis and the building up of tissue fat, takes place in the germinating
portion. In the germination of fatty seeds, Miller [1910; 1912] has shown a
similar decrease in the ether extract for the first 6 days of germination in the
hyj)Ocotyi and root portion, wliich is followed by increases in the later periods.

The i.v. determinations give further evidence of this apparent reversal from fat

breakdown to fat synthesis after the first stage in germination, and, as seen in
Tables III and IV, the greatest change in the i.v. ta]kes place in the germinating
portion.
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Table IV shows that the transfer of liquid (unsaturated) fats from the
cotyledon into the germinating x>ortion, or their synthesis, is more rapid than
that of solid (saturated) fats. The iodine values indicate a rapid increase in the
degree of saturation of the liquid fat; in other words the process of germination
appears to be a reducing process. The increase in degree of saturation during
germination, observed in these experiments on a starchy sccmI, accords with the
observations of Miller [1910; 1912] and of Komatsu and Okada [1933] on oily

seeds (sunflower and soy bean).

The analysis of the seed coat, shown in Table III, indicates that the fatty

constituents in this portion of the plant are small in amount. It is evident how-
ever that the phosphatides and crude hydrocarbon fraction of the (‘ther extract
represents a n^latively more important part of the seed coat than of the other
portions of the plant. A portion of this fraction was treated with hot act^tone

and found to he comi)letfily soluble : that is, the mixture most probably consists

of waxes. These waxes apparently serve an imj)ortant part in the protecting

mechanism of tlie seed coat. It is of note that the fatty substances of the seed

(‘oat show a very high i.v.

Summary.

The miing bean has b<?en studied as an example of a starchy seed and
changes in tlu‘ lipoids have been examined for three 5-day intervals during

germination in the absence of sunlight.

The amounts of the ethereal and alcoholic extracts of the whole mung bean
sprout, increase during th(* successive stages, whilst the total nitrogen and ash

contents remain constant. At tlie same time, the principal constituents of th(‘

cotyledon are gradually transferred to the germinating portion of the plant.

Th('i (* is an in(‘rease in the sterol fraction and a decrease in crude phosphatides

during germination. The total fatty acids decrease in the early stages and increase'

again in the later stages. The fatty acid content of the growing portion of the

plant shows a pronounced increase whilst that of the cotyledon remains practic-

ally constant. The d(»gree of saturation of the fatty acid in the sprouting portion

also shows a decided increase, as indicatt^d by decreasing i.v.

The writer wishes to express his sincere thanks to Prof. William H. Adolph

for valuable suggestions and advicje throughout the progress of the work, to the

China Foundation for a fellowship grant and to the Department of Chemistry of

Yenching University for laboratory facilities.
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Ditring the course of some work on the excretion of ascorbic acid in urine, using

the method of measurement descrilKni by Birch ei al, [1933], difficulty was some-

times experienced in obtaining sharp end-{K>ints when dealing with highly

(joloured s|)ecimons. In an endeavour to overcome this recourse was Jiad to

norite charcoal, and it was then found that although the urine was successfully

decolorised, it no longer reduced the indophenol. That the ascorbic acid had been

converted into the reversibly oxidised form, dehydroas(;orbic acid, by means
of the norite is shown by the following tixperiments.

Exp. I. 100 ml. of filtered orange juice had a titration valu(‘ of 2-3 ml. pi^r ml,

with 0-05% indophenol solution. On shaking with 2*5 g. norite* and allowing

to stand for about 15 min. it was found on filtering that the redu(‘ing capacity

had been entirely lost.

Exp, 2, 100 ml. filtered orange Juice, on treatment with 0*4 g. norite, lost

part of their reducing capacity in the first 10 min.
;
prolonged contact with the

norite did not, however, lead to any further change in the titration value.

Exp. 3, All attempts to elute the vitamin from the norite having failed, the'

filtrate was examined. On passing hydrogen sulphide* through the sohition and
then clearing it by treatment with carbon dioxide for 20 min., about 90% of

the original titre was regained. This profK3rty and the stability of the solution

so obtained are shown in Table I.

Table I. Oxidation and subsequent regeneration of ascorbic acid in orange juice.

Treatment with norite Regeneration of ascorbic acid

Titration
r

' ' “

"

\

with 0*05%
indophenol

^
^

^ Titration
Before After with
norite norite 0*05%
treat- trc‘at- indo- %

Exp. MixtwiTj ment mont Method phenol rticovery

1 225 ml. to 10 g. norite 3*0 0*02 Reduced with HgS and excess 2*() 87
removed with COj

o 200 ml. to 12 g. norite 2*6 OOJ (a) and CO, as above 2-3 89
(If) Saturated with COj . Kept 21 80
on ire 4 days then treated

with and COg as before

3 200 ml. to 12 g, norite 2-2 — (a) HjjS and CO* 1-8 82

(6) As 2 (6)—on ice 3 days 1*2 m
4 220 ml. to 10 g. norite 21 0*02 (a) HJS and CO^ 2-2 81

(6) As 2 (b)—on ico 2 days 1*8 67
(c) After 14 days on ioe 0*6

( 208 )
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Exp. 4. The effect of varying the amount of norite used is shown in Pig. 1.

It will be seen that only for small quantities is the effect directly proportional to
the amount taken.

Fig. J. Effect of varying qiiantitien of norite charcoal on conversion
of as<‘orl)ic acid into dehydroascorbic acid.

Exp. 5, The relative values of different kinds of charcoal in bringing about
tills reaction were <»xarained and it was found that, whereas bone and wood
cliarcoal had little effect, blood charcoal was fairly active, though not as good as

norite*.

Very little has appe-arc*d in tiie literature regarding the oxidising powers of

charcoal suspensions, but attention is drawn to the following papers.

Feigl fl921J has shown that many substances can be oxidised by treatment
with blood charcoal, either in acid or alkaline solution. Warburg and N«*gelein

[1921] have i*stimated quantitatively the oxidation of cysteine and other amino-
acids when placed in contact with blood charcoal, llideal and Wright [1925]

describe the oxidising action of blood charcoal on certain dicarboxylic acids,

various amino-acids etc. and state that substances with only one polar group,

e.g. alcohol, formic acid and the higher fatty acids, are not attacked, but that

those with adjacent polar groups, one of which may be a mobile hydrogen

atom, are readily oxidised. This latter observation would account for the

oxidation of ascorbic acid. Finally, Furth and Kaunitz [1929] have shown that

inactivation of the charcoal occurs during the process of oxidation of amino-

acids, and that addition of fresh charcoal renews the oxidation. This finding,

taken in conjunction with Exp. 4 strongly suggests that the reactive oxygen is

that occluded by the charcoal.

Summary.

1. Norite charcoal rapidly converts ascorbic acid into dehydroascorbic acid,

with very little loss by further oxidation to the irreversible stage. The dehydro-

aacorbic acid prepared in this way remains fairly stable for several days if

saturated with carbon dioxide and stored on ice.

Biochem. 1936 xxx 14
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2. Since with small quantities of norite the reaction is rapid, short-lived and

proportional to the amount used, it is evidently not of the same type as that

brought about by traces of iron or copper [Kellie and Zilva, 1935; Mawson,

1935], Most probably it is a case of direct transference of oxygen occluded on

the surface of the charcoal.

3. Attention is drawn to the simplicity of this reaction and its value where

mild oxidation is required, unaccompanied by undesirable by-products.
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Hirst and Zilva
[ 1933J showed that the antiscorbutic value of dehj^droascorbic

acid prepared by oxidation of ascorbic acid with iodine was only slightly less

than that of the ascorbic acid from which it had bi^en prepared. Having devised

a simple method for preparing dehydroascorbic acid free from contaminating

substances [Fox and I^evy, 1936] it was thought worth while to study this

interesting observation in greater detail. At the same time advantage was taken
of the chemical method now available for estimating asijorbic acid to try to

learn something about the metabolism of these two substances at different levels

of intake.

Kjrj). 1 . 12 young guinea-pigs were placed on the scurvy-producing diet di'scrihod by Brace-well

€i al.
1 1930). The progress of the four groups into which these animals wert* divided is charted in

Kig, 1.

The norite-orange juice (n.o.j.) wa.s prepared by treating 250 ml. frosh juice with 10 g. of

norite and allowing to stand for 15 min.; the liquid was then filtered through a thick layer of

cotton-w’ool and stored in the ico-chest until requirt'd. No attempt was made to remove the last

traces of norite. The n.o.j. was prepared every second day or rarely every third day during the

course of the experiment, each batch Ixung tested before use by means of the indophenol reagent

and shown to be entirely frt»e from reducing substance.

All the animals on the dehydroascorbic acid ration w^hen examined mortem were found

to be entirely free from any signs of scurvy. It was, however, noticed that the adrenals of animals

9, 10, 12, 12 (5) and 12 (c) looked somewhat flabby and WTinkled. On raicroseopie examination it

w^as found that each of these cases showed evidence in varying ilegrees of fatty change affecting

the outer cortical zone, most marked just underneath the capsule. The majority of the cells

resembled those found in xanthomatous degeneration, i.e. they w»orc converted into foamy cells.

In addition many of the cells were distended with definite large droplets of fat. Whilst the medulla

invariably showed no abnormality, the cortex was in each case the scat of marked congestion.

Concltmon. This experiment confirms the observation that dehydroascorbic acid possesses

antiscorbutic activity. Not only was it able to prevent the appearance of scurvy’ over a period of

14 weeks, but 2 animals gave birth to live young whilst on the diet and one of the young wras

successfully reared on the oxidised vitamin. It is not clear what significance can be attached to

the changes observed in the adrenals.

In addition to the clinical evidence regarding freedom from scurvy obtained

above it was decided to estimate the amount of antiscorbutic vitamin in the

livers and adrenals of all the animals included in the experiment. For this

purpose we used the method described by Birch et al. [1933].

(211 )
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Exj). 2. With the object of first finding out what the normal level of ascorbic acid in these

organs might be we examined some animals that had been killed to provide complement for the

Wassermann reaction. They had all Ix^en living on a liberal diet of cabbage and bran. As will

*Fig. 1. Growth curves of guinea-pigs on a basal diet fliis dchydroasc orbic acid. A. Negative
controls. Basal diet only; all animals died within 23-28 days, showing in ea<h case well
marked evidence of scurvy. B. Basal diet jAus noritc-OTange juiie (drhvdroafecoibic acid).

Animals remained in excellent condition and showed no signs of scurvy when killed

after 84 days. C. Similar diet to B but larger quantities of n.o.j. given after t'4th day. No
evidence of scurvy when killed after 100 days. D. Similar diet to B. 4 young born during
experiment ((i4th day). Both animals died several days later from intercurrent infection,

but showed no evidence of sc-urvy. Of the 4 young, 2 died within a day after birth; the
other 2 were separated from the mother (guinea-pig 12) at the end of a WTek and w'cre fed on
the basal diet plvs n.c)..i. I remained alive for 2 weeks, whilst the other (continued to grow
and was in excellent condition w'hen killed after having been reared for 40 days on the n.o.j.
Post morhm, both these animals were found to be completely free from scurvy.

K --Killed. S -Scurvy.
N- Normal. B* —Birth of 1 young.
I = Intercurrent infection. B*'' — Birth of 3 young.

-f =;Died. I —Amounts of norite-orange
No S - No Scurvy. juic^ given daily.

be seen from Table I (« ) very fairly constant values wert' obtained for the 8 animals examined.
These results are in good agreement with those recorded by Svirbely [1933], whose mean values for

4 animals fed on a basal diet plus excess of spinach were 0*23 and 1*24 mg. per g. for liver and
adrenals respectively. Similarly Zilva [1935] obtained 0’26 mg. per g. of liver as an average for

4 animals on a mixed diet.

Substantially the same values were again obtained when the above diet was supplemented
with 4-6 ml. of orange juico daily (Table I (6)).

Those animals were all killed about 20 hours after their last feed of cabbage. Table I (c) shows
that substantially higher concentrations were obtained when the animals had free aooess to
cabbage until just before they were killed.
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Table I, Ascorbic acid corUerU of liver and adrenals of normal

guinea-pigs placed on various diets.

Liver Adrenaln
A A

Ascorbic Ascorbic

Weight
Animal g.

acid per g.
mg.

Weight
g*

acid per g.

mg.

(a) Ont a diet of cabbage and bran.

1 19-0 0-26 0*100 1*70

2 17-5 0*17 0-348 1-.30

3 17-9 0*21 0*500 1*24

4 33-5 0*31 0*852 1*48

5 19*3 * 0-32 0*390 1*23

fi 20-0 0*23 0*722 MO
7 18-8 0*28 0*293 1*62

8 24-8 0*23 0*440 1*62

9 15-4 0*24 0*105 1*68

10 23*6 0*20 0*181 2*00

Mean 21*0 0*25 0*405 1*50

(6) On the same diet plus 4-6 ml. orange juice per day.

11 20-0 0*25 0*132 1*48

12 31 0 0*31 0*300 1-.33

13 22*5 0-33 0*1.53 1*28

Mean 24*5 0*30 0-215 1*36

(r) On same diet, but with free access to cabbage until kilh^d.

14 20-9 0*52 0*120 2*14

15 25*6 0*45 0*185 2*02

)
On same diet plus 100 mg. ascorbic acid per day for 8 days and

with free access to cabbage until killed.

10 18*9 0*42 0*147 2*06

17 25*8 0*38 0*153 1-98

In order to convinee ourselves that this new level represented the maximum concentration

obtainable, two more animals wore given the same diet plus 100 mg. of ascorbic acid (redoxon)

daily; this dose of more than 100 times the minimum protective dose was continued for 8 days

and the animals were then kilfed after having access to cabbage overnight. Table 1 {d) shows that

the concentration previously obtained was not exceeded; presumably this represents the saturation

point for the liver of a guinea-pig.

Conclusion, From these experiments it is clear that the guinea-pig has a small and definite

capacity for storing the vitamin in its liver; this maximum value can easily be reached on an

ordinary herbivorous diet.

Exp, 3. In order to form some more definite idea as to the normal intake of ascorbic acid

12 guinea-pigs of about 350 g. weight were placed on a diet of bran plus cabbage ad lib. The weights

of cabbage consumed on 4- successive days were found to bo 240, 410, 370 and 330 g. giving an

average consumption of about 30 g. per animal. Assuming a value of 0*4-0*0 mg. ascorbic acid

per g. this would represent an intake of from 12 to 18 mg. per dtftw, or between 10 and 20 times

the minimum protective dose. This definite but rather limited powder of storage no doubt accounts

for the well-known fact that the onset of scurvy in guinea-pigs cannot be delayed to any extent

by the previous administration of large doses of the vitamin [see for example Medical Research

Council Report on Vitamins, 1932],

Exp, 4. The amounts of ascjorbic acid found iu the animals used in Exp. 1 aiH) recorded in

Tables II and III.

It will be seen that animals dying from scurvy showed very low stores of the vitamin and

indeed it is doubtful whether the very small titration obtained was due to ascorbic acid at all.

This finding is ag^?o in agreement with those recorded by Svirbcly [1933] for similar animals

dying from scurvy [cf, Hamilton, 1933].
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Table II. Ascorbic acid c^ontents of liver and adrenals of guinea’-

pigs dying from scurvy.

Liver AdrenalH

Ascorbic Ascorbic

Days on Weight acid per g. Weight acid per g.

Animal diet g* mg. g* mg*

1 28 100 0014 0*44 ^0*024

2 2.5 13-2 0010 0*60 <0*017

3 25 9-7 0 021 0*44 <0*023

4 2« 15-0 0018 0-34 <0*030

r> 23 11-3 002.5 0*38 <0 026

Moan 11-8 0-019 0-44 <0*024

Animal treated with n.o.j. 2 days prior to death.

25 12-4 0*064 0-50 0*21

Table III. Ascorbic acid contents of liver and adrenals of guinea-pigs

fed on norite-orange juice.

Liver Adrenals

Age Days Dose Ascorbic Ascorbic

in on per day Weight acid per g. Weight acid per g,

Animal days N.O.J. ml. g* mg. g* mg.

7 — U 8 32*7 0*021 0*41 010
8 — 66 8 29*7 0*065 015 0*56

9 — 100 32 34*2 0*100 049 0*80

10 — 99 32 23*5 0*120 0-35 0*70

11 — 62 8 29*0 0038 0*41 < 0*03

12 — 77 8 30*3 0*066 0*52 0*13

Mean 29*9 0*068 0*39 0*39

Young born during experiment.

11(a) 1 — — 4*1 0*06 0*021 <0*48
12(a) 1 — — 2*7 0*08 0*033 <0*30
12(6) 16 9 4 6*7 0*07 0*060 0*50

12(c) 42 35 8 12*6 0*08 0100 0*74

It was the quite unexpected finding that animals 7 and 8, although receiving plenty of n.o.j.

and with no signs of scurvy, had such low reserves of vitamin that led us to feed the remaining

animals for a longer time and on very generous quantities of dehydroascjorbic acid. As will be

seen, however, it made little difference, for the stores of animals 9 and 10 were very nearly as low

as the preceding ones. Similar low results w^ere also obtained with animals II and 12. finally,

the 4 young born during the expenment, including the animal w'hich remained in excellent

health until killed when 0 weeks old, also showed the same low reserve of vitamin C, yet were

entirely free from clinical evidence of scurvy.

Discussion.

In seeking an explanation for these surprisingly low reserves the following
possibilities caD for consideration.

(1) That the animals cannot have been living just above the scurvy border
line owing to traces of ascorbic acid present in the basal diet is evident from the
fate which so rapidly overtook the six animals that were on this diet alone.

(2) That similar traces of ascorbic acid were supplied by the norite-orange
juice is also most unlikely since repeated controls showed that it had no action
whatever on indophenol.
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(3) That the liver was not storing the vitamin as dehydroascorbic acid was
shown by the fact that preliminary treatment of the liver extract with hydrogen
sulphide did not increase the titre.

(4) We therefore concluded that dehydroascorbic acid, though effective as

an antiscorbutic, wasmot as easily stored as the parent substance.

With the hope of throwing more light on th(^ ability of the guinea-pig to

store ascorbic aciid at different levels of intake three further experiments have
been carried out.

AV/). 5. In order to determine the lowest level of storage that the giiinc^a-pig attain without

c‘linieal evidence of scurvy 5 animals were placed on the usual basal diet and killed after 10 days,

Le. at the time when the weight usually begins to fall [see also Siehrs and Miller, 1933; 1934].

Table TV shows that by this time the reserves are almost completely exhausted although no clinical

evidence of scurvy was obtained.

Table IV. A,^corbie acid contents of the liver and adreiuils of guinea-pigs

killed after 10 days on the scorbutic diet.

Liver Adrenals

Animal
Weight

P.

Ascorbic
acid |)or g.

mg.
Weight

M-

Ascorbic
acid per g.

mg.

Remarks
P(Mf tmtrlem

examination

1 13-1 0-037 0-34 0-21 Ko scurvy

2 13-7 0 017 0*18 0-11 Slight scurvy

3 19-8 0-028 0*2(> 0-19 No scurvy

1 22-0 0 017 0-39 0-20 No scurvy

5 21-0 0-030 0-22 No s<*urvy

Mean (b02() 0-28 0-20

K.rp. 0. In this experiment 4 guinea-pigs were placed on the basal diet phtA a daily ration of

o ml. of orange juice (equivalent to 2*5--3*0 mg. ascorbic acid as found by titration). (.)n this

amount, whi(4i was interme<liate l)cU\ccn the mminuim protective dose and that present in a diet

of unrostricted (‘abbuge or similar food, it was found that the storage was again of a low order

('fabh' \'). As this diet had liecn (‘ontinued for 2 mouths it is clear that had there been but a

slight storage of the availabh^ vitamin day by day it would have soon led to quite a considerable

reserve |c/. Hamilton, 1933J.

Table V. Ascorbic acid contents of the livers and adrenals of guinea-pigs fed for

2 months on basal diet plus 5 ml. orange juice mg. ascorbic acid

^y)- Liver Adi^nals
- ^

-"V

Weight Weight

Weight acid per g. Weight acid per g.

Animal P- mg. g* mg.

1 21-8 0*003 0-28 0-41

2 25-2 0*104 0-24 0-58

3 220 0*054 0-21 0-51

4 25-fi 0*073 0*33 0-48

Mean 23*6 0*073 0*27 0-50

Exp. 1. Further confirmation of the results of the foregoing experiment was obtained by

supplying varying amounts of ascorbic acid to guinea-pi8®» time, liowever, in (he form of

lucerne leaves. The animals were on the same basal diet and were given w'cighed quantities of the

leaves, the ascorbic acid content of which had lieen estimated previously by means of indophenol.

The feeding was continued for nearly 100 days [see, for further particulars, I^^evy and Fox, 1935].

Here again it will be noticed (Table VI) that although the animals were tully protected from
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Table VI. Ascorbic acid contents of the livers and adrenals of guinea-pigs fed

for 3 morUhs on a basal diet plus lucerne leaves.

(Average value of lucerne leaf, 1 g.=2*67 mg. ascorbic acid.)

Liver Adrenals

Ascorbic Ascorbic

Animal
Weight acid per g. Weight acid per g.

g' mg. g- mg. Remarks

(a) Controls (basal diet only).

1 8-6 0043 0-.12 0*057 Died of scurvy
2 9-4 0-041 0-44 <0-027

Moan 90 0-042 0-38 0-042

(b) Basal diet 0-8 mg. ascorbic acid per day.

251 0-044 0-32 0-22 Killed

4 19-4 0-042 0-50 0-09 Died of intercurrent infection

5 27-4 0-030 0-40 0*13 Killed

6 45-3 0-022 0-55 0-14

7 29*7 0-025 0*63 0-15

Mean 29*4 0-033 0*48 0-15

(r) Basal diet plus 1*6 mg. ascorbic acid f>cr day.

8 25 8 0-10 0-45 013
9 171 0-12 0-28 0*17 Both animals died of

intcreurrent infection

Mean 21*5 on 0*37 0-15

(d) Basal diet plus 3-2 mg. ascorbic acid.

10 20*3 0-062 0-27 0-45 Killed

U 271 0-054 0-28 0-37

12 30-9 0-053 0*42 0*28

13 40-7 0032 0-.33 0-21

14 29-

1

0-043 0-25 0-29

Mean 29(i 0-053 0-31 0-32

macroscopic evidence of scurvy, even when fed on very small quantities of the lucerne at these

lower levels of intake of ascorbic acid, they were unable to build up any considerable reserve of

the vitamin. It is also of interest to notice that the amounts found in liver and adrenals are closely

similar to those obtained by feeding the same quantity of ascorbic acid contained in orange juice.

This affords an interesting proof of the availability of the vitamin in grtjen leaves as compared
with a fruit juice.

SUMMABY.

1. The antiscorbutic value of dehydroascorbic acid has been fully confirmed
in experiments with guinea-pigs lasting over a period of 14 weeks. One animal,

bom during the course of the experiment, was successfully reared on the oxidised

vitamin.

2. Dehydroascorbic acid was reduced to ascorbic acid and stored to a small
extent in the liver of these animals ; the amount stored remained low, even when
large doses were given over a considerable period.

3. On the other hand it is seen that with ascorbic acid the amount stored
is closely dependent upon the actual level of intake. At levels little greater than
the minimum protective dose hardly any storage takes place: at intermediate
levels the storage is approximately proportional to the intake, whilst with larger
amounts an upper limit soon appears to be reached.

How far these findings apply to the human being remains to be seen, but
they are in general agreement with the conclusions arrived at by Johnson and
Zilva [1934] and by Harris and Ray [1935] based on urinary excretion tests.
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The maintenance of a normal red cell count in human blood is apparently

dependent on the presence in the gastric secretion of an “intrinsic factor”

—

haemopoietin—which is of the nature of an enzyme [Castle (4 al„ 1929; 1930:

Klein and Wilkinson, 1933; 1934; Wilkinson and Klein, 1932: 19331.

A deficiency of this factor in the gastric secretion is closely associate'd with

the development of the megalocjdiic anaemia—^pernicious anacmiia. Under the

influence of this haemopoietin some as yet unknown constituent of the ditit

—

the so-called “extrinsic factor”—^is converted into the substance, probably

identical with the anti-anaemic liver principle, which is essential for normal

erythropoiesis in the bone-marrow. The nature of this “extrinsic factor” has

naturally been a source of much speculation. Strauss and Castle [1932], noting

the similarity of distribution of the vitamin Bg complex and the extrinsic factor,

carried out experiments using both autolysed yeast and an S0% alcohol extract

of autolysed yeast as substrates and put forward the suggestion that “the

extrinsic factor may now be defined as a substance closely related to vitamin Bg,

if not vitamin Bg itself”.

Since then a considerable amount of research has lxH;n directe^d to the

examination of this point ; it may be said at oncjc that practically all the n^sults

reported fail to support this suggestion, and hence the literature n^qiiires only

brief review. Wills and Naish [1933], using an egg-white extract ric^h in vitamin

Bg as substrate, were unable to obtain a remission when this was fed after in-

cubation with normal gastric juice to a patient with peniicious anaemia. Lassen

and Lassen [1934], using various yeast extracts, rich in vitamin Bg and somt^times

also in vitamin B|
,
concluded that the extrinsic factor was not identical with

vitamin Bj or Bg. Diehl and Kiilinau [1933], using a purified source of vitamin
Bg, concluded that the two factors were distinct. On the other hand Miller and
Rhoads [1934] obtained contrary results to Wills and Naish when using egg-

white containing vitamin Bg and also when using rice polishings concentrate
as substrate. Their results, however, are somewhat equivocal as to the identity

of vitamin Bg with the extrinsic factor, since the responses obtained with the
egg albumin with a high vitamin Bg content (20 rat units per day) were poor whilst
the responses with the rice polishings containing less than half that amount of
vitamin Bg were very good. They concluded that “if vitamin Bg is the extrinsic

factor it must be effective in exceedingly low concentration ”, and again
—

“ con-
clusive proof of the identity of the dietary anti-anaemic factor and vitamin Bg
must be deferred until the isolation of the vitamin in a pure form has been
effected”. The reason for re-opening the question here is that the researches of
G^yorgy el al, [1934] and Gydrgy [1935, 1, 2] have provided very strong evidence

( 218 )
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of the identity of one growth-promoting constituent of vitamin with lacto-

flavin.^ This substance has been placed at our disposal in quantity through
the kindness of Messrs Bayers, Ltd., and this has made it possible for us to

reinvestigate the point. The results though negative are considered of sufficient

importance to be reported here.^

Expertmkntal.

The clinical techniqueemployed in the following experiments to detect haemo-
poietic activity has been fully described in previous communications. It is only
necessary to emphasise here the necessity firstly for careful choice and adequate
control of the tCvSt cases of pernicious anaemia used [Wilkinson and Klein, 1934],

and secondly for a correct interpretation of the hacmatological responses

The products have been administered parenteralJy, since it is well established

that active liver extracts are much more effective when administered intra-

muscularly than when given orally. Klein and Wilkinson [1934] showed that,

following incubation of beef and fraction P 5 {i.e. the active fraction prepared by
alcoholic precipitation of the press juice from hog’s stomach [Klein and Wil-

kinson, 1933]), a protein-free substance can be prepared which is therapeutically

active^ in pernicious anaemia and is suitable for administration by intramuscular

inj(»etion. A similar technique has been employed in the experiments to be

reported here.

The lactoflavin used was supplied by Messrs Bayer Products, Ltd., in ampoules
each containing 2 ml. of an aqueous solution of 1 mg. lactoflavin.

The gastric juic(? was obtained from normal human subjects after histamine

injection, only samples (containing adequate amounts of free hydrochloric acid

and pepsin being used.

Exp, I, Effect of luctoflavin alone. Lactoflavin solution (32 ml. = 16 mg.) was
injected intramuscularly into case P,A./538 over a j>eriod of several days. There

was no hacmatological response even after 9 days but the patient subsequently

respondc^d normally to a known active parenteral liver preparation (Table I). It

will be seen indeed that the patient’s condition was steadily relapsing during

the injection of lactoflavin.

Exp. JI. The effect of inenbaiing lactoflavin with fraction P 6. Fraction P 5

(lOg.) was dissolved in 100 ml. of cold A^IO H(^l, diluted to 400 ml. with distilled

watf^r and broiight to p^ 4*3 by addition of N NaOH. Lactoflavin solution

(32 ml. = 16 mg.) was then added and the mixture warmed to 37° and incubated

atthattempcjraturefor 5 hours. The product was adjusted topjj 6*0 and 2 volumes

of 90% alcohol were added. After standing for 3 days, the mixture was filtered

and the alcoholic filtrate concentrated in i^acuo to one-tenth of the volume. Two
volumes of 90% alcohol were then added, and after standing overnight the

precipitate was removed and the filtrate again concentrated to small volume.

After standing in the ice-chest overnight the precipitate which settl(jd was

filtered off and the filtrate reduced to a syrup in vacuo. Ten volumes of absolute

alcohol were then added and the precipitate so obtained after standing was

collected, washed with absolute alcohol and dried in a vacuum desiccator. The

yield of the product (S.1. 22) was 1*5 g. Parenteral administration of this fraction

‘ Gyfirgy [1935, 1] regards “vitamin B*” as a complex conUiniug lactoflavin and vitamin B#

[see also Chick et al., 1935].

* Since canying ont our experiments, the important results of Groen [1935] have come to our

notice. He obtained negative results when 5 mg. lactoflavin, incubated with 150 ml. normal

gastric juice, were administered each day orally for 10 days. His previous experiments using

different sources of vitamin B2
pointed in the same direction.
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Table I. Showing lack of response in case P,A ,(538 to injection of lactoflavin and

svbsequent response to injection of an active liver extract.

Red blood Haemo-
Reticulocytes

0/
/o

cells per globin

Day fil. % Treatment

1 1-9 1,500,000 45
1

2
3

— — —
(Control period. No

1*6 —
i treatment

4
R

1-7

1D
6 1*7 1,552,000 45 2ml.>
7 1-8 — — 6 ml.

8
9

1-7

1-5

— - 6 ml.

6 ml.
LaotoOavin solution

10 1*6 — 6 ml.

11 1*0 — — 6 ml.

12 — Nil

13 1-4 1,176,000 36 »»

14 1-3 — 2 ml.] Intramuscular

15 1-6 4 ml. liver extract.

16 41 — 6 ml. L.I. 25

17 10-6 — — Nil

18 23*0 — —
**

19 30-8 — — t
20 37-5 1,520,000 48 »»

21 26*2 — —
*»

29 5*1 2,960,000 70 ft

34 1*6 3,200,000 74 ft

41 0*8 4,064,000 90 ft

Table II. Showing lack of response in case P.A ,1553 to injection offraction S,1 , 22

and svbsequent response to injection of an active liver extract.

Red blood Haomo>
Reticulocytes

O'
/o

cells per globin

% TreatmentDay fil.

1 1*5 1,340,000 36
)

2 1*8 — —
1
Control period. No

3 22 — —
1

treatment

4 2*3 — — 1

5 1*7 1,250,000 34 0*2 g.)

6 1*1 — 0*4g.lS.l. 22

7 2*8 — 0*8 g.)

8 1*2 — — Nil

9 2*1 1,110,000. 32 »f

10 2*0 — —
ft

11 1*3 — —
f>

12 M 890,000 26 4ml.| Intramuscular

13 1*3 840,000 26 4 ml. 1 liver extract

14 — 4 ml.) S.P.202

15 '2*6 830,000 24 Nil

16 61 — —
*f

17 24*4 880,000 —
18 16*9 — —
19 — — —
20 21*7 1,120,000 27 ft

21 17*6 — — »
22 — — —

f»

23 16*1 1,320,000 34 rt

24 13*6 — —
»f

25 9-8 — —
26 7-2 — —
27 5*1 — —
28 — — —

-

29 3-6 1,740,000 40 ft
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to case P.A./553 during 3 days produced no clinical response after 8 days,

although normal responses were obtained subsequently using a known active

pre'paration (Table II).

The negative result obtained might have been due to an insufficient amount
of substrate since the fraction P 6 used had been clinically tested and found to

be potent. A further experiment using larger quantities of lactoflavin and normal

human gastric juice instead of fraction P 5 (Exp. Ill) confirms the findings of

Exp. II.

Exp. III. The effect of lactoflavin after incubation with normal gastric juice.

A mixture of 78 ml. (=39 mg.) of lactoflavin solution and 1940 ml. of normal

fiesh gastric juice was adjusU^d to pg 3*0 by addition ofA NaOH and incubated

for 3 hours at 37°. The was adjusted to about 0*0 and after heating at 60-65°

for half an hour to inactivate the enzymes, 2 volumes of 90% alcohol were added.

After standing for 3 days, the mixture was filtered and the alcoholic filtrate

worked up as described in Exp. 11. The yield of this fraction (G.I. 2) was 10 g.

The administration of this fraction intramuscularly failed to produce any
batmiopoi«itic response. Thus in case P.A./365 when 10 g. were given over a period

of 4 days no clinical response was noted after 23 days, although a normal

response was subsequently obtained following the administration of a known
active pr(3paration (Table III).

Table III. Showing lack of response of case P.A.ISG5 to fraction 0.1. 2 and
subsequent respimse to injection of an active liver extract.

Red blood Haemo-
ReticulocytoH

O'
/o

colls per giobiii

• o TreatmentOay

1 04 l,890,(K.M) 54
Control i^oriod. No
treatment. Reticu-

7 1’3 52
locytes below 2*6 ‘^0

U 2-3 — —
15 1-9 l,680,fKH) 50 1 ^*1
](> 21 — — 2

Fraction (».I. 2
17 1-9 — — 3

18 0-9 1,440,000 43 4 gJ
ly L7 — Nil

21 0-9 — —
ff

23 0*6 — —
rf

25 0-7 1,200,000 36 „
2(5 0-7 — —

»»

28 1-3 — — „

37 M l,260,(KKl 38 4 ml.
]

4 ml.
4 ml.

j

Intramuscular
38
39

10
1*9 z liver extract

40 1-2 — — Nil

41 42 — —
42 18-3 —

ft

43 17-7 — —
»»

44 19-6 — —
ff

45 7-9 2,056,000 52 »

46 51 — — »>

47 21 — —
52 18 2,820,000 64 >»

59 1-0 3,320,000 82 »»

Disoxtssion.

The illustrative experiments reported here make it clear that lactoflavin is

neither the anti-anaemic liver principle nor the “extrinsic factor of Castle. In

connection with the latter finding it should be noted, however, that Castle
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himself (quoted by Lassen and Lassen [1934] and Davidson [1933]) is ** prepared

to relinquish the suggestion that vitamin B2 and the extrinsic factor are

identical

The exact nature of the “extrinsic factor” or factors is as yet unknown, and
its distribution among dietary foodstuffs has led to conflicting results among
different workers. Yeast and yeast products have been much investigated from
this point of view but there is still no satisfactory evidence as to whether the

active principle in certain autolysed yeast products is solely of the nature of

“extrinsic factor” or a substance similar to the anti-anaemic liver principle or

even a mixture of the two produced by autolysis. The literature on the subject

is full of contradictions and quite uncritical experimentation. It is clear that

the methods of testing haemopoietic activity and the interpretation of the

findings are still not fully understood by some workers and, indeed, cases other

than those of typical uncomplicated jM^rnicious anaemia have sometimes been
employed for test purj)oses. In fact the whole problem of the nature of the

extrinsic factor, and of the nature of the active principle in autolysed yeast

preparations, needs careful and critical reinvestigation.

It appears certain on the one hand that autolysis of yeast yields a substance

capable of curing certain tropical megalocyiic anaemias where there is little or

no gastric impairment [Wills, 1931]. This autolysate or its extracts can apparently

be digested with haemopoietin, or “intrinsic factor”, and the digest employed
to initiate remissions in pernicious anaemia [Groen, 1935; Ungley, 1933]. Yeast
preparations without preliminary autolysis are apparently inaetiv(‘. It is less

clear, on the other hand, whether autolysed yeast products can really be used

satisfactorily to treat typical cases of pernicious anaemia. Occasional success

has been described [Davidson, 1931 ; 1933; Goodall, 1932 ; Russell, 1934; Ungley,

1933 ; Ungley and James, 1934] but it is evident that in the published series of

cases, very few have responded to this treatment, and Davidson [1933] has

concluded that marmite is not in any way an efficient or reliable substitute for

stomach or liver preparations.

It will suffice therefore to remark that the occurrence of the extrinsic factor

in beef muscle protein has been amply demonstrated by Castle et aL [1929 ; 1930]

and by Klein and Wilkinson [1934] and this material furnishes a very suitable

source for testing digestion methods in conjunction with normal gastric juice or

hog's stomach fractions. The possibility of the extrinsic factor being related to

the glycoproteins is suggested by the recent work of Dakin and West [1935], and
is also being investigated in this laboratory. It will be recalled that Reimann
[1931 ; Reimann and Fritsch, 1934] has shown that the potency of fresh liver is

much increased by incubation with normal gastric juice, presumably owing
to a high content of extrinsic factor in fresh liver, and more particularly, in the

liver proteins. On the other hand, the report of Walden and Clowes [1931] and
of Helmer et al. [1932], that the potency of liver extract (Lilly No. 343) is

increased by incubation with normal gastric juice is difficult to explain and
obviously requires reinvestigation. (The theory that vitamin Bg was the extrinsic

factor afforded an obvious and easy explanation of this observation since liver

extract is a rich source of the vitamin.) Of a different nature is the claim of
Herron and McEUroy [1933] that simple autolysis for 10 days enhances the
haemopoietic potency of liver. This claim is not justified by their published
results and has since been disproved by Castle and Strauss [1935].

One further point requires clarification. According to Gyorgy [1935, 1, 2]
the iactoflavin of the vitamin Bg complex is concerned largely with its growth-
promoting properties and has no well-marked “antipellagra” or “antidermatitis ”
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properties for rats. The nature of the antipellagra factor is at present unknown. It

is therefore ofimportance in this connection that Spies ei al, [ 1934] have concluded
that the “extrinsic factor” and the “antipellagra” factor for human subjects are

distinct, although both may be contained in yeast. [See also Spies, 1935.J On the

other hand several observers, e.g. Kamsdell and Magness [1933J and Spies [1933],

have found parenteral liver extract very efficacious in the treatment of human
pellagra.

Summary.

The growth-x)romoting constituent of vitamin Bg in the form of pure lacto-

flavin has been shown to be neither the liver anti-pernicious anaemia principle nor
the “extrinsic factor” concerned in haemopoiesis.

We wish to record our grateful thanks to Dr L. J. Harris for his interest and
assistance in obtaining the supplies of lactoflavin.

Our thanks are also due to the Medical Research Council for grants to enable

us to carry out this work.
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Szent-Gyorgyi [1935] Ims recently emphasised the importance of dibasic acids

containing four carbon atoms in the respiration of muscle. He suggests that the

reaction fumarate li:;: oxaloacetate is an essential part of a c^hain of reactions

which brings about the oxidation of foodstuffs in tissues. Oxaloacetate is in part

reduced to succinate, which is rapidly converted into fumarate by the powerful

succinic dehydrogenase. In the presence of malonate the reaction succinate

fumarate is inhibited so that the fumarate disappears
;
the rate of respiration is

correspondingly reduced. In most respects Szent-Gyorgyi’s observations on
washed pigeon muscle have been repeat^ upon the mammalian tumours which

we have examined. Malignant tissue therefore seems to resemble muscle,

kidney and liver in using C4 dibasic acids as oxygen carriers.

Experimental.

The tumours used were the Jensen rat sarcoma (JRS) and Crocker mouse
sarcoma 180. The tissue was sliced by Warburg's method and, in the case of
^‘minced tissue", the slices were minced with scissors to an average size

<0‘5xlxl mm. 0-2-0-3 g. moist tissue was placed in the Warburg vessels

with 2 ml. Af/15 phosphate (pjj 7*3) containing, on occasion, glucose or lactate.

After 30 min, measured respiration substrates were tip|)ed in (as solutions of

Na salts) from the side arms and measurement continued for 1 hour. during

this hour was expressed as a percentage of during the first 30 min. In
calculating Qq values the dry weight was taken as 1/10 wet weight.

Respiration was increased by addition of succinate or fumarate and decreased

by addition of malonate (Table I), but these effects were greaU^ with minced

Table I. TAe effects of sttccifiate, fumaraie, malate and rml4maJte cm oxygen
uptake in the absence of other substrates.

Initial Qo^ % of initial Qq^

Tissue Substrates

f

Slices

Minced
tissue

f

Slices

Minced
tissue

Crocker 180 (Exp. I) — (v6 6*2 38 53
tf Succinate 4 mg. 6*2 0*7 40 77

Crocker 180 (Exp. 11) — — 6*7 72
Succinate 4 mg. — 5*7 95

» Fumarate 4 mg. — 0*2 — 82
Malonate 2 mg. — 6*8 48

»» Malonate 2 mg. + fumarate 4 mg. — 5*4 — 71

JJIS — 30-4 10*3 77 70
f* Succinate 4 mg. 9*4 10*1 91 109
»» Fumarate 4 mg. 10*0 9-8 8(5 89

Malate 3*5 mg. 10-2 10*5 80 82
» Malonate 2 mg. 10-2 10*2 53 40
»* Mabnate 2 mg. +fumamte 4 mg. 10*4 9*6 74 69

( 224 )
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than with whole slices. The effects were observed irrespective of the presence of

glucose or lactate (Table Jl). This agrees with the suggestion that the C4 dibasic

acids function as oxygen carriers.

Table II. The effects of s'iiccinaie^ furnarate and mulcmate on oxygen uptake

in presence of glucose or lactate.

(r/) Minced JRS, (ft) ininccd JRS with 4 mg. glucose,

(c) minced Crocker 180 with 4 mg. lactate.

Initial Voj» ”0 initial
A.

^
>

^ ^ ^ ^

Substrates a ft c a ft c

— 7*8 8-3 5*8 77 90 ti2

Succinate 4 mg. 7*0 81 ti-U 102 112 105
Pumarate 4 mg. 8*2 7*9 ti*2 84 98 78
Malonate 2 mg. 7*9 8*0 — til ti7 —
Malonate 2 ing. + furnarate 4 mg. 7*8 8*1 — 74 85

In experiments using furnarate and malonate, it was found tliat though
furnarate might counteract the inliibitory effect of malonate by stimulating

n^spiration up to the control value, this valium was not exceeded, whereas alone it

usually increased the oxygen uptake above that of the control. Since this might
be due to tht^ use of insufficient furnarate, experiments were repcatc^d at higher

concentrations of furnarate. Table III shows that relatively high furnarate con-

Table III, The effects of varying furnarats concentrations on oxygen uptake

of minced Crocker 180 m the presence of malonate.

Initial % of

Substrates initial Qo^

7-0 74
4*5 mg. furnarate 0’8 80

2 mg. malonaU* 7*3 51

2 mg. inalonaU* + 15 mg. furnarate 6*3 0)0

2 mg. malonate f 4*5 mg. furnarate 0*4 78

2 mg, malonate + 15 mg, fumarat-e 0*7 80

eentrations were necessary to restore the respiration in the prt^sence of 2 rag.

malonate. The effeet of adding C3
monobasic acids corresponding to succinic,

fumaric and malic, i,e, propionic, acrylic and lactic acids, wa.s also investigated.

Tabk‘ IV’ show's that the monobasic acids produced no effects comparable with

those of succinic and fumaric acids.

Tabh^ IV. Cofnparison of the effects of propionate,^ acrylate and lactate with

those of stuxincUe, furnarate and, maiate cm the oxygen uptake of minced JRS.

Substrates

Propionate 1*8 mg.
Acrylate 1*8 mg.
Lactate 2*4 mg.

Initial

Qo,

%of
initial

^0,
Substrates

Initial

^0,

8-5 69 — 8*5

8*8 60 Succinate 4 mg. 8*2

8*5 67 Furnarate 4 mg. 8*3

7*9 66 Maiate 4*4 mg. 8*5

O' of

initial

Q02

95
84
til

Annau.[ld35] found that minced liver or kidney tissue produced acetono

bodies in the presence of malonate. Similar accumulation of acetone bodies in

the presence of malonate has now been shown (Table \ )
with the minced tumour

slices (JRS or Crocker) in phosphate containing glucose. The nitroprusside

Biochem. 1936 xxx
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Table V. Nitroprusside reactions.

JRS
r

Acetone

-A
,
Crocker 180
Acetone

Substrates bodies Pyruvate bodies

Malonate 2 mg. +
4-

4*

Fumarate 4 mg. - -1“ -

Fumarate 4 mg. + malonate 2 mg. - 4 - -

Succinate + malonate - +

tests were performed after 2 hours’ incubation with 0*25 g. tumour. Where
acetone bodies were not formed by JRS tissue, pyruvate (as indicated by a blue

coloration) was detected.

Discussion.

This investigation shows that respiration of isolated tumour slices may be

increased by addition of succinate or fumarate. The usual method of preparing

tissue slices [Warburg, 1930] not only produces mechanical injury but also

facilitates diffusion from the cells of essential substances such as oxygen carriers,

which may thus become diluted beyond their effective or optimum concentration.

The smaller the pieces of tissue, the more likely this is. Yet if the tissue slices

are not sufficiently thin it is impossible for them to have enough oxygen for their

needs when suspended in vitro.

Druckrey [1935] has suggested that injury is responsible for aerobic glycolysis

of tumour slices. It seems important to point out that loss of oxygen carriers by
diffusion would, by reducing the effective respiration, tend to increase aerobic

glycolysis.

SUMMAKY.

,
Respiration of tumour tissue (JRS and Crocker 180) is increased by addition

of succinate or fumarate and decreased by addition of malonat(». In this respect

tumour resembles muscle, kidney and liver. The poswsibility that loss of readily

diffusible oxygen carriers might affect the respirationoftumour slices is discussed.

We are indebted to the Imperial Cancer Research Fund for supplying us

with strains of tumours. One of us (M.E.B.) has pleasure in thanking the House
Committee of the Cancer Hospital for a scholarship held during the progress of

this work.
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This paper is a report upon a somewhat extensive investigation of the hydrogen
electrode titration of crystalline egg albumin. The work was undertaken with the

object of examining the limitations of the method as a means of establishing a
quantitative definition of the amphoteric properties of a protein. Crystalline egg

albumin was chosen because it is probably the best accredited example of a

molecularly homogeneous protein. The extensive work of Sorensen and of his

(jolleagues, of Svedberg and of others indicates that of the common protein

lireparations egg albumin exhibits the greatest degree of constancy in compo-
sition, molecular weight and solubility under varying conditions of preparation

and treatment. This protein has the further advantage that it is soluble in water

over the whole titratable range of .

The data which will be considered derive from observations gathered over a

period of five years upon five distinct preparations of the protein. These prepara-

tions had been submitted to considerable variations in treatment prior to titra-

tion, Each was crystallised four times—one by the original method of Sorensen

[1917], the others by a modification of this method in which sodium sulphate

replaced ammonium sulphate as the salting-out agent. Two of the latter prepara-

tions were employed in the electrometric work without having been reduced to the

drj’’ state. Two were converted into a dry powder and stored for some time before

use. One of the dry preparations was dissolved in water and titrated without

further purification, the other after one more recrystallisation. Some details of

the method of preparing crystalline egg albumin in the dry state with the aid of

sodium sulphate will he found in the experimental section.

Each product was prepared for titration as a stock solution which had been

dialysed in distilled water until the sulphate ion could not be detected in a

dialysate after sixteen hours’ contact with the solution. Var3dng amounts of

dilute HCl or ofNaOH were added to equal volumes of the stock solution and the

mixtures were then diluted to a predetermined concentration of protein. The

majority of the observations relate to systems containing 22-25 g. of protein in

1000 g. of water. In a few eases this value was reduced to 15 g. and in a few

others raised to 46 g. The of each mixture was determined in a rocking

hydrogen electrode [Clark, 1928] at 26^ using a saturated calomel half-cell and

a saturated potassium chloride liquid junction. The calomel half-cell was cali-

brated with the aid of 0-1 HCl, for which we assumed ap^ of 1*075 [Scatchard,

1925]. The interval between the preparation of a mixture and the determination

of its pj^ did not exceed 1 hour.

* Commonwealth Fond Fellow.

( 227 )
15—2
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Calculations,

In the calculation of the hydrogen ion combined with the proteun we made
the following assumptions

:

1. The albumin reacted to the addition of acid by reversible combination

with hydrogen ions and to addition of base by reversible dissociation ofhydrogen

ions.

2. HCl and NaOH were completely ionised in the range of concentrations

encountered. The activity coefficient of the hydrogen ion in any mixture con-

taining HCl was the same as in a pure solution of HCl of the same concentration

of chloride ions. The activity coefficient of the hydroxyl ion in any mixture con-

taining NaOH was the same as the mean activity coefficient of NaOH in a pure

solution of NaOH of the same concentration of sodium ions.

3. No diffusion potential existed at the liquid junctions.

The two latter assumptions arc undoubtedly incon'ect. The limitations which

they impose upon the validity of the results will be discussed in a later section.

The first assumption is the hypothesis whose utility in the analysis of titration

data is under examination.

Symbols,

[C1“J and [Na-* ] The respecitive molal concentrations of added acid or base in a

reaction mixture.

[H+] and [OH""] The respective molal concentrations of hydrogen or of

hydroxyl ions in the reaction mixtures at equilibrium.

g The mass of protein in grams in that volume of the mixture

which contained 1000 g. of water.

A, H The equiv. of hydrogen ion combined with 1 g. and with

1 g.mol. (34,500 g.) respectively of the protein.

The equiv. of hydrogen ion combined with 1 g. of the protein

in a mixture containing no added acad or base.

It was assumed that the isoelectric point was 4-90 [Sorensen, 1925-28] and
that at this ^= 0. A negative value of h indicates the dissociation of that

amount of H'^ from isoelectric protein. The introduction of is necessitated by
the fact that the stock solutions were each somewhat removed from the iso-

electric condition. That is to say they possessed individual initial values of h.

It is these which we have represented by
For electrical neutrality in any mixture

[Na’^]+ [H+]-h^ (A-Ao) = LCl-] + [OHi ...(1).

The values of [Na^] and of [Cl*"] were calculated from the measured additions of
acid and of base. This procedure involves the assumption that the protein does
not combine with significant quantities of either of these ions. The values of
[H+] and of [OH""] were obtained from the observed values of
the relations

:

-log [H+]~log yu+=log [OH”-] + Iog you- -log •*•(2),

where A;^v = l’l)05 x 10“^^ [I^wis et ah, 1917]. Scatchard [1925] has made obser-
vations of the mean activity coefficient of HCl in solutions of this acid and from
them has calculated a series of estimated values for y„+ . Our values for the latter
have been taken from a curve drawn from Scatchard's results. We are not aware
of any evaluation of y^jj.- . We, therefore, assumed that, in the range of concen-

tration with which we were concerned, it was substantially equal to Vyj^ayou" 1^
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corresponding solutions ofNaOH. For the latter we used a curve drawn from the

results of Hamed [1925].

Equation (1) was solved for This was then plotted as a function of

, a separate curve being drawn for each stock solution. The value oih—liQ on
each curve at Pn 4*90 was determined from the curve. This, by definition, was
tlie value of in the corresponding stock solution. Finally, all observations were
brought together by plotting ^ as a function of (Fig. 1). The figure includes

D I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

-hxlO^

Fig, 1. ion rombination curve of egg albumin, /t— equiv. per g. protein.

about 180 points—observations on as many independent reaction mixtures. The
only observations made in the course of this work which are not shown are the

very few which through defects in the electrode system failed to give stable

potentials. We have not attempted to indicate either the particular preparation

or the particular concentration of protein to which each point refers. A careful

inspection failed to rt^veal any distinct correlation between these variables and
the deviations of individual points from the mean. Space does not p(*Tmit the

reproduction of even a representative selection of the data. We have therefore

chosen a graphic analysis of the results. On a large reproduction of Fig. 1 a free

hand curve was drawn through the assembled points and the ordinates of this

curve were measured at small increments of pj.j

.

These are recorded in Table 1.

Within the range 2-11*5 no observations deviate from this mean curve by
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Table I. Hydrogen ion combining capacity of egg albumin,

Equiv. Eqiiiv.

Pw X 10® per g. Per g.mol. Pit X 10® per g. Per g.mol.

1-5 89-0 30-7 6-50 -23*0 - 7*9

1-76 80-0 29-7 6*75 -24*8 - 8*5

2*00 81-2 28-0 7-00 -28*2 - 9*0

225 74-5 25-7 7-25 -27*4 - 9*6

2*50 60-4 22*8 7*50 -28*5 -9*8

2-75 58-5 20-2 7-75 -29*8 - 10*3

3-00 49-2 17*0 84K) -30*8 - 10*8

3-25 40-8 140 8-50 - 32*0 11*0

3*50 32-2 no 9-00 - 32*8 -11*3

3-76 250 8-6 9-50 - 34*5 -11*9

400 190 6*0 1000 -37*0 - 12*8

4-25 130 4-5 10*25 -39*4 -13*8

4r>o 70 2-4 10*50 -42*5 -14*7
4*75 20 0-7 10*75 -48*0 - 15*9

500 - 2-2 -0-8 11*00 - 50*4 -17*4

525 - 80 -21 11*25 - 55*7 - 19*2

5*60 -10*4 -30 11*50 -81*0 -21*0
5-75 -14*0 -4*8 11*75 -(57*0 -23*0
6-00 -17-8 -6-2 12*00 - 74*0 -25*7
6-25 -20-5 -71

more than ± 0-5 equiv. per g.raol. of protein. The loss of precision which appears

outside these limits will be considered below. In the meantime* we submit that

Table I defines a cur\^e, which within the range p^ 2-11*5 represents a ]>hysical

property of the protein reproducible within an error which is certainly less than

one equiv. per g.mol. of protein. One qualification must be entered. The curve

reported is valid only for systems from which electrolytes other than the reactants

have been excluded. In a later communication we hope to report on the rather

profound effects of changes in ionic strength due to addition of neutral salts.

A number of electrode titrations of egg albumin are recorded in the literature.

tJnfortunately the majority of these are reported in the form of small scale

curves with which precise comparison is impossible. In many cases moreover the

curve is modified by the presence in the protein preparation of significant con-

centrations of ammonium sulphate. Cohn [1925] collected the results available

at that time and showed that they were in general conformity with one another
and with unpublished observations of his own. Of the results quoted by Cohn we
have taken the curves of Loeb [1920] and of Hitchcock [1920]. After readjust-

ment of the isoelectric point we find that the results of Hitchcock which cover
the range p^ 2-5 are in satisfactory agreement with Table I. Loeb’s results

extend from 2 to 1 1 . Prom the acid extreme to p^ 8 they do not deviate from
our curve by much more than 0*5 equivalent per g. mol. The alkaline end of the
curve however departs seriously from ours, a discrepancy which may in part be
attributed to the presence of ammonia. Recently Prideaux and Woods [1932]
have published an extensive series of observations which should have proved a
valuable basis of comparison. Unfortunately they lack consistency with each
other to a degree which is entirely contrary to our experience and which forbids
any attempt at analysis.

The submission of a standard hydrogen ion dissociation curve for a protein
requires proof that the observations relate to strictly reversible equilibria. We
have repeatedly demonstrated to our satisfaction that the electrode potentials
of reaction mixtures rapidly attained stable values. These remained constant
(within a few tenths of a millivolt) for periods up to 48 hours, provided that the
mixture was within thep^ range 2*5-11*0. We have found moreover that within
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these limits a system may be movedup and down the curve in a strictly reversible

manner. In making such tests it is important that the electrolyte concentration

be maintained substantially constant. Precautions must also be taken to insure

reproducibility of liquid junctions and to prevent diffusion of potassium chloride

from them into the reaction mixtures during the periods of observation.

Below Pii 2‘0 and above 11*5 it is possible to demonstrate slow but con-

sistent drifts in potential with time. In acid solutions these are in the direction

of mounting values for pn . In alkaline solution they proceed in the opposite

direction. The changes are irreversible and must be assumed to be due to irn^ver-

sible changes in the hydrogen ion dissociating capacity of the protein. Now the

first recognised change which takes place in egg albumin under the influence of

acid or of alkali is the formation ofmetaproUuns. We are at present engaged upon
a study of these products and find that separated acid metaprotein does dis-

sociate considerably more H'* and separated alkali metaprotein does combine

with considerably more than the native albumin. Preliminary measurements
have been made of the magnitude of these irreversible changes and of their rates

as a function ofp^ . The results, which will be published shortly, are such as to

indicate that titrations may not be conducted beyond the limits of 2 and
11*5 without danger of distortion from these irreversible processes.

Earlier in this paper it was acknowledged that the validity of the curve which

we are reporting is limited by the errors involved in the assumption respecting

(a) diffusion potentials and (6) the activity coefficients in equation (2). The
presence of a significant diffusion potential will be reflected in an error in the

observed pjj and therefore in the calculated value of An error in the as-

sumed value of either yj, ^ or y^^,- will, likewise, introduce an error into Now
in acid solution gr . A is substantially equal to [01“] — [H"^] and in alkaline solution

to — [Na It follows that the sources of error under consideration will affect

h increasingly the more closely fH^] approximates to [Cl“] or [OH"*] to [Na^],

i.p. the higher the ratio of free HCl to total chloride or of free NaOH to total

sodium. This consideration, be it said, was the one which led us to choose for the

activity coefficients the values obtaining in pure solutions of acid or base. The
choice becomes the more nearly correct the more seriously an error in it would

affect the results.

In order to determine the practical limits of pjj imposed on the method of

titration by these sources of error, we will assume the possibility of a diffusion

potential of about 1 mv, and an error in the assumed activity coefficients of

6% . A simple calculation will show that ifany one of these were operative alone

it would lead to an error of about 5% in [H+]. Taken together a possible error

of 10% arises. Now consider a 2-5% solution of albumin. With the aid ofTable I

it may be calculated that an error of 10% in [H*^] would introduce an error of

about 4 equiv, per g.mol. at Pu 1*6 or 12*5 and of about 1 equiv. at pg 2*0 or

12*0. If a precision of at least 1 equiv. per g.mol. is to be attained, it would

appear that we may not safely continue the titration curve beyond the limits

Ph 2-12-0, Increase in the concentration of protein may permit a slight, but

only slight, extension of these limits. These considerations together with those

respecting irreversible changes in the protein lead to the choice of pj£ 2-11*5 as

the limits within which electrometric determinations of the hydrogen ion dissocia-

tion curve are dependable.
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Maximum hydrogen ion combining and dissociating cayaciiies.

Inspection of Fig. 1 will lead to the conclusion that within the acceptable

range pg 2-1 1*5 there is no evidence of the attainment of cither a maximum or a

minimum value of h. Below pjy 2 however the curv(* does turn definitely in a

direction which, with some plausibility, we may extrapolate to a maximum value

of about 0*9 milliequiv. per g. This is indicatt^d in the upper inset curve of Fig. 1.

The continuous curve is drawn for a maximum combining capacity of 31 equiv.

ofH ^ per g.mol. (0*89 milliequiv. per g.). The two broken lines arc the correspond-

ing curves for 30 and for 32 equiv. per g.mol. respectively. Although theoretically

this extrapolation is subject to large errors, we are inclined to accept as th(^

maximum hydrogen ion combining capacity of egg albumin the value of 31 ± 1

equiv. per g.mol, (0-87-()-93 milliequiv. per g.).

At the alkaline extremity of the curve on the other hand there is no indica-

tion ofa maximum dissociating capacity even beyond 12. There are evidently

present in the protein groups which dissociatt' hydrogen ions only in strongly

alkaline media. Although there is no indication of a stoichiometric end-point at

the alkaline extremity of the curve, a distinct break in the curve does appear

between pj| 8 and 9. This corresponds with the dissociation of 11 equiv. of

hydrogen ion per g.mol. It occurs in so readily controllable a range of tliat

it should prove a very useful point about which to orient measurements of the

amphoteric behaviour of the protein.

In forthcoming papers we hope to rcj)ort on the changes in the curve which

accompany (a) changes in the electrolyte concentration and (6) the presence of

formaldehyde.

Expebtmental.

The preparation of crystalline egg albumin with the aid of sodium sulphite.

The following method was found convenient. The preparations used in this

work have been of the order of 100-400 g. each.

A solution of Na2S04 was prepared by dissolving 400 g. of the anhydrous salt

in 1 litre of warm water. This solution which contains 30*7 g. of salt in 1(X) ml.

must be kept at a temperature above 30® to prevent crystallisation. Having
collected the whites of fresh eggs and broken up tht^ membranes, the volume was
measured and an equal volume ofthe salt solution added. The mixture was stirred

for some time and then after 1 to 2 hours the precipitate was rtunoved by filtra-

tion or in the centrifuge. A solution of 0*2 N H2SO4 was slowly added to the
filtrate whilst the latter was stirred mechanically. Titration was continued until

the Ph was about 4*6-4*8. A test on a few drops of the mixture with bromocresol

green proved sufficiently accurate. It was unusual for any permanent precipitate

of protein to separate during the titration but, if it did do so, it was redissolved

by cautious addition of water. After the desired p^ had been attained, stirring

was continued and anhydrous Na2S04 was added slowly until a j)f5rmanent

opalescence developed. Wlien crystallisation of the protein became clearly evi-

dent the mixture was decanted from any solid Na2S04 which remained undis-
solved and placed on one side for a day or two. Tlie whole of the process must be
conducted in a room not cooler than 20® or it will be impossible to achieve a higli

enough concentration of salt to effect crystallisation of the j)rotein.

The crystalline material was removed by filtration or in the centrifuge and
redissolved in a volume of water about equal to the original volume of egg white.
Reerystallisation was then effected by addition of solid Na2S04 accompanied by
stirring. From 140 to 180 g. of the anhydrous salt was required for each litre of
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solution. After two further recrystaUisations the final product was either brought

into solution and dialysed or converted into a dry powder. In the former case it

was possible by extracting the crystalline mass with ice-cold water to obtain a
concentrated solution of protein which contained only about 5% of sodium
sulphate.

By spreading the mass of crystals and mot her-liquor thinly in front of a fan

in a warm room it was rapidly reduced to a dry powder. Little denaturation
occurr(‘d during desiccation. The product was readily ground to a fine powder
which sampled reproducibly and in which the protein had retained its ability to

crystallises after storage at room temperature for 2 years. The compositions of
two such preparations have been

O'
/O

0
/o

Soluble protxsin 63 70
Insoluble protein 3 1-8

Jnorganie 28 23
Water fi .72

JOO JOO

After the first ]>rcparation had been stored for 2 5’^ears a sample was recrystal-

lised . 93% of the soluble protein (deU*rmined two years earlier) was recovered in

the normal crystalline form.

Th(‘. main advantage to us in the use of Na.2S04 for crystallisation was the

elimination from our products of ammonia. Dialysc^d solutions of egg albumin
wliich have been crystallised from (NH4)2S04 retain amounts of NH4^ which
depend on the of the solution. If specific action is not taken to remove this

the observed titration curve of the protein will include the titration of NH4“^ in

the region of 9-10. Now egg albumin is often crystallised at a above 5*0.

A simph' calculation from Table I will show that the ammonia retained by such a

protein will at py^ 10 dissociate an amount of hydrogen ion e(|ual to 10% of that

dissociated by the protein itself. Had the initial p^ of the protein been 5-25 the

error introduced would have been 20%.

Analytical.

The concentrations of the various dialysed stock solutions were of the order

of 7~1()% . A 5 ml. pipette was calibrated for the weight of the solution which it

delivered under standard ex)nditions. The dry weight, ash, total nitrogen and
ammonia (none was found) in this volume of solution were determined. Th<" dry
weight was determined at 105'", the ash as sulphate and the ammonia by distilla-

tion in vacuo with Mg(OH)2. In common with other observers we have had
trouble with the determination of nitrogen in egg albumin by the Kjeldahl

method. Various modifications of this method give different results and some
methods are inconsistent in their behaviour. On the whole the Arnold-Gunning

modification has proved the most satisfactory. In the calculations involved in

the titrations we have preferred to use the ash-frec' dry weight rather than the

protein calculated from the total nitrogen.

Electrode titrations.

The aliquots of the stock solutions for the various reaction mixtures were

measured with the calibrated 5 ml. pipette. The first observation of the potenl ial

was made after 10 min. equilibration in the electrode vessel. The second reading

was made after a further period of 5 min. in a fresh atmosphe^re of hydrogen. If

these did not agree within 0*2~0-3 mv. (in the substantially unbuffered range of
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jPh 8-9 a somewhat larger error was acoepted) a third reading was taken. If a

pair of these readings ^d not agree the sample was rejected and the electrode

^scarded. Each rea^g, of course, corresponded with a fresh liquid junction.

The electrodes employed were thinly palladised or platinised platinum.

Summary.

1. On the basis of an extensive series of observations of the hydrogen

electrode potentials of the systems egg albumin-HCl and egg albumin-NaOH in

dilute aqueous solution, data are submitted for the construction of a hydrogen

ion dissociation curve of egg albumin.

2. An error not greater than + 0-5 equiv. of hydrogen per g.mol. of albumin

(mol. wt. 34,600) is claimed within the range ofpg 2-11 *5.

3. Certain facts which limit the precision of the titration method are

discussed.

4. The hydrogen ion combining capacity of egg albumin probably reaches a

maximum of 30-32 equiv. per g.mol. slightly below pg 2. At the alkaline ex-

treme ofpg 1 1’6-12*0 there is no evidence ofa stoichiometric end-point indicative

of a maximum dissociating capacity. Such an end-point is however observed

between pg 8 and 9 and corresponds to the dissociation of 11 equiv. of hydrogen

ion per mol.
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It is well known that the cations of many nitrogenous bases which cannot be

directly titrated with alkali in aqueous solution submit to titration in the

presence of a suitable concentration offormaldehyde. This is tnie of certain ofthe

cationic* groups in the proteins and their hydrolytic products. In the case of the

natural amino-acids and their peptides, the various cationic groups which may
occur are (a) primary amino-groups, (b) the imino-groups of proline and hydroxy-

proline, (c) the guanidino-group of arginine and (d) the glyoxaline group of

histidine. Only the first two types however react witli formaldehyde to an extent

sufficient to produce any profound change in their acidic properties. Birch and
Harris [1930] first employed the hydrogen electrode to investigate the nature of

these changes. More recently, Levy [1933 ; 1935] has used the same method in an

extensive study of the principles involved in the ‘'formol titration. It appears

that the acid-base changes accompanying the addition of formaldehyde may be

quantitatively described by an increase in the apparent hydrogen ion dissociation

constant of certain cationic groups. Levy has shown that the constants of the

cations of primary NHg groups vary with the square of the concentration of

formaldehyde above certain low limits of concentration. In the cases of proline

and hydrox3rproline on the other hand the change in the apparent dissociation

constant is directly proportional to the formaldehyde concentration.

The present paper is a report on an extension to egg albumin of the electro-

metric method of cx)nducting formaldehyde titrations. The electrode behaviour

of egg albumin solutions is decidedly less satisfactory in the presence of form-

aldehyde than in its absence. Nevertheless reproducible titration curves may be

traced if occasional irrational observations and the electrodes responsible for

them be rejected. The results meet the purposes of the present inquiry, though

some features of the reaction remain obscure. It appears that the addition of

formaldehyde is accompanied by an immediate readjustment of the acid-base

equilibrium. This is followed however by slow secondary changes which persist

formany hours and are accompanied by small but persistent changes in hydrogen

electrode potential. In a period of one hour however those changes in potential

are small in comparison with the large initial change. We have therefore ignored

them and have accepted the substantially constant potentials observed during

the first hour after the addition offormaldehyde. In doing so we believe that our

curves faithfully reproduce the gross acid-base changes which accompany the

usual process of formaldehyde titration.

The method of calculation differs from that used in the first paper of this

series [Kekwick and Cannan, 1936] only to the extent that the anion of form-

^ Commonwealth Fund Fellow.
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aldehyde contributes to the balance ofions which establishes electrical neutrality

in the system. Equation 1 of that paper becomes

[W] + \NB^^]+g (A~/^) = [Ch] + [OH“] + fF-'] (1 A),

where f F" ] is the molal concentration of the anion of formaldehyde. In order to

calculate this from the total concentration of formaldehyde ([F]) we have used
the relation given by Levy [1934]

j)„-12-87+ log[|lf’!|-l]-0.19[F] (2).

The final term in this equation is an empirical correction introduced by Levy to

accommodate the effect of the concentration of formaldehyde upon its apparent
. The correction is of such magnitude as to imply changes in the activities of

the reactants which are much greater than is to be expected from the changing
composition of the system. Presumably this de]:Kmdence of upon 1 F] results

from the presence of secondary equilibria which are dej)endont upon the primary
dissociation of a hydrogen ion. However this may be, Levy’s equation j^ennits

the calculation of [F^] in equation (1 A) though its approximate character intro-

duces a new source of error into the calculated values of k. This error will become
serious atpg values at which ( F“] attains values comparable with those ofg.h and
thus places a new upper limit to the pjj to which titrations may b<.‘ carried with
precision. When [FJ=1 this limit will l)e close to Pn 10 and when [F] = 0‘1 to

Pb D*.
^

In Fig. 1 the hydrogen ion dissociation curve of 1 g.mol. of egg albumin
[Kekwick and Cannan, 1936] in dilute aqueous solution is compared with the
corresponding curves which were observed in the presence of four concentrations

-H

Kig. 1 . 11+ (lisaociation curves in tli© pro«en<,*e offormaldehyde. Curves A , B, C and D correspond
to 0, O J, U-2, 0-(» and l*2f) Jf formaldehyde respecitively. Curves X, M, X and P are the
comparison curves (see text) for 0-1, 0*2, 0*6 and 1'26 M formaldehyde respectively.
/f = equiv. H+ per g.mol. protein.

offormaldehyde (0*1, 0*2, 0-ff and 1*26 AT). At a sufficiently low Pi^ all the curves
coincide. As the pjj rises the curves successively diverge from the control, be-
come roughly parallel and finally converge again to a common limiting value of
- H=27~28 equiv. per g.mol. A graphic analysis of these curves is illustrated
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by the inset curves on the left of Fig. 1. At successive small increments of we
determined the differences in H, (AH), between the value in water and in each

(concentration of formaldehyde. AH was then plotted against to give the

family of comparison curves shown. Discussion will be facilitated by designating

as the Pj„ groups those groups in the protein whose affinity for is notably

decreased by formaldehyde. The subscript “t” will designate the particular

concentration of formaldehyde under discussion. As a first approximation, we
may regard these* curves as the resultant of the H^ dissociation curves of the

groups and the H *' association curve of the Fq groups. The latter will be repre-

semted by the common reentrant section above py^ 10 and the former by the

sections from 4 to 10. These, it will be seen, vary in iK>sition with the concen-

tration of formaldehyde. The four curves attain different maximum values ofH
indicating an overlapping of the Fq and F^ curves. Curve P for 1*2() M however
exhibits a fairly flat plateau for - AH = 16-17. We may conclude that at this

and higher concimtrations of formaldehyde there is little overlapping and the

maximum value for — AH corresponds to the stoichiometric number of F groups
in the protein. We are inclined to plac^ the latUjr at a value of 17-18 per g.mol.

of egg albumin.

Consider now only the section of each curve which extends from 4 to 10.

Each curve exhibits a small segment between pjj 4 and 6 amounting to 1-2 equiv.

ptT g.mol. Since the calculated values of AH are probably subject to an error

of i0*5 equiv. |)6'r g.mol. one may not i)lace great emphasis on this small

stjgment. It appcjars, however, in all the curves and its j)osition on the pjj scale

varies in an orderly fashion with [F]. We may conclude that 1-2 of the F groups
an* distinct in typt^ from the remainder.

Confining consideration k) the latter the comparison curves suggest that they
are uniform in type. We have attempted to indicate this by superimposing on the*

appropriate section of the F^.g^, comparison curve a theoretical dissociation curve

(broken line) for 16 groups. The comparison curve is manifestly symmetrical.

Its departure from the theoretical curve is of the tyj>e that might be exp(?eted as

a result of the spread of values in a jKdyvalent substan(*e with uniform
groups.

In terms of the |K>lypeptide theory of protein stru(rture the F groups to be
ex|K*ctcHl are the c-NHj groups of lysine together with a single a-NHg group
at the end of the polypepticle chain. It would be tempting to identify the

1-2 unique F groups indicated above with this a-NHg group. There w ould then

remain 16-17 lysine groups. This will l>e a minimum value for the following

reason. The values which have been found for a-NHg groups in simple poly-

IH^ptides are (*lose to 8. The low pjj at which our F group appc'ars in the presence

of formaldehyde is also consistent with a low in its absence. If the latter were

at any value below 9 then the total number of F groups betrayed by the maxi-

mum on the ex)mparison curve would not include this one unique group because

it would have l>e4^n dissociated completely in the abscnice of formaldehyde at the

Pit of the maximum value of — AH, In such case — AH measures only the lysine

groups. Until we can establish the position wliich the unique group occupies in

the curve for aqueous solution wo must be content to conclude that titration with

formaldehyde indicates the presence of 16-18 lysine groups. In so far as the

identification of the unique group with oc-NHj is plau.sible the higher value for

lysine is the more probable.

The recent careful analyses of egg albumin by Vickery and vShore [19321 and
by Calvery [1932] agree in finding not more than 12 mols. of lysine in 1 mol. of

albumin. The formaldehyde titration su^ests 16-18. We sought to clarify this
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discrepancy by a determination of the number of groups in egg albumin which

react with nitrous acid. Choosing conditions ofreaction under which the terminal
NHg group of lysine itself reacts quantitatively and making allowances for

secondary reactions, we find that 19-20 groups react with nitrous acid (Fig. 2).

One of these will be the a-NHg group leaving 18-19 presumed lysine groups. The
agreement seems satisfactory when the higher value for the formaldehyde titra-

tion is accepted. In any case the important point is that the nitrous acid method

Fig. 2. The N groups ofegg al bumiii from the nitrous arid reaction showing the eflfc^ct of reaction
time at 21-23'* on the reHultn.

and the formaldehyde titration both indicate the presence of an amount of frt'<*

NHg groups much greater than the amount of lysine which has actually been
isolated from the hydrolysed protein. The discrepancy is confirmed by deter-

minations of the nitrogen distribution of the products of hydrolysis of egg albu-

min. Using the method of Van Slyke, we find that the nitrogen of the lysine

fraction corresponds to 17-18 mols, of this amino-acid in a molecule of protein.

It is doubtful however ifmuch weight can be put on the results of this method of
determining lysine.

It is of some interest to attempt an estimate of the relation betwi^en [F] and
the values of the F groups. This may be done in a rather empirical manner
from the comparison curves by reading off at a given AH the values wrre-
sponding to the several concentrations of formaldehyde. The following rc^snlts

may be quoted to illustrate the conclusion that is substantially constant

when F is greater than 0*2.

-AH [F] Pn 2^H+21ogtFj
7-5 010 913 713
7*5 0*20 8-07 7-27
7-5 0-60 7»65 7-30
7-5 1-26 710 7-30

This conclusion which presumably defines the variation of the of the lysine
groups with ( F] conforms to the behaviour of NHj groups in general as established
by Levy.

There remains for consideration the section of the comparison curves above
Ph 10. This is to be interpreted as the hydrogen ion association curve of the lysine
groups in the absence of formaldehyde. Were it possible to trace the full course of
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tbiB curve we should have a measure ofthe effective of the lysine groups. Un-
fortunately the errors ofthe formaldehyde titration at highpg do not permit this.

The available segment of the curve is however consistent with the conclusion that

. the dissociation of the lysine groups of the protein in aqueous solution simulate

those of an acid of close to 11.

In the light of the data which have l>oen presented we may in conclusion

submit certain recommendations respecting the use and interpretation of form-

aldehyde titrations of protein solutions conducted with the aid of indicators. If it

is desired to measure the total F groups other than a-NHg, the most satisfactory

conditions would appear to be (a) adjustment of the solution to an initial pjj 9,

(b) addition of neutral formaldehyde to a concentration of 2M and (c) titration of

the mixture back to 9. At this the buffering due to the protein alone and
to the formaldehyde alone is small and the titration of the F groups is sub-

stantially complete. The end-point is fairly sharp. Should steps (6) and (c) lead

to an important change of total volume then a correction must be introduced for

the H"*' dissociated by the formaldehyde in this increased volume. It is probable

though not established that the same conditions should prove the best for the

majority of prott'ins.

If the titration is to include a-NHg groups, then the initial adjustment ofp^
should l)c to Pii 6*0. Owing to the rather effective buffering power of the protein

in this region, this adjustment will not be very jirecise. The formaldehyde is

thtm addt^ and the titration conducted to p^ 9. Such a titration includes the

H ^ dissociated by the protein b€»tween p^ 6*5 and 9 in the absence of formalde-

hyde This can be ignored if rtdative changes in a-NH^ groups are sought but

may be approximately controlled by an independent titration in the absence of

formaldehyde. It should l>e statc^l in conclusion that salt effects on the ionisation

of the protein are large that serial titrations conducted without control of the

ionic strength may lx» subject to serious errors.

Experimental.

Electrometric titratiom.

The technique of titration w^as the same as that reported in the first paper of

the stories [Kekwick and (!?annan, 1936], except for the addition to each reaction

mixture of a measured volume of a standard formaldehyde solution. The latter

was prepared and standardised after the manner described by Levy [1933].

The titration curve for 0-6Af formaldehyde shown in Fig. 1 was calculated from
the results of titrations of two different protein preparations—both of which had
been used for titrations described in the first pajier. One of these was a Na2S04

preparation which had not been dried. The other was one of the dried prepara-

tions. The titration curve for 0-1 if formaldehyde refers to the former prepara-

tion only and the curves for 0*2 and 1*26 if formaldehyde to the latter only.

The nitrous arid reaction.

The amount of nitrogen formed when nitrous acid reacts with egg albumin
under the conditions of the Van Slyke manometric method was found to vary

with the time of reaction. In Fig. 2 are shown the results obtained when the

time was varied firom 6 to 96 min. at 21-23®. The results are calculated as equiv.

of NH2 per mol. of egg albumin. It is clear that the rapid initial reaction is

follow^ by a relatively slow increase which is approximately linear in rate. We
may presume ihAt the former is the reaction which is due to the presence of
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NHg groups in the native protein. We believe therefore that the most reliable

determination of these is secured by extrapolating to zero time the linear rate of

secondary change.

The. nitrogen in the basic fraction of hydrolysed egg albumin.

V’an Slyke’s method [1911] was followed with one modification. The original

precipitate of the phosphotungstates was recrystallised once from a volume of

washing fluid {2’5% H2SO4 containing 0-6% phosphotungstic acid) equal to the

volume of the mixture in which it had been formed originally. It was then

washed and treated in the manner described by Van Slyke. The recrystallisation

was carried out with the hope of reducing the danger of including neutral amino-

acids in the final lysine nitrogen.

About 8 g. of albumin were used in each of throe determinations. The three

experiments agreed within the limits aiginine 10 -6-1

1

*0 . hi.stidine 2-8-3 -

1

and

lysine 17-7-18-4-equiv. of amino-acid per mol. The figun‘.s for arginine and

histidine agree well with those of \’ickory and Shore, though it must be }K>intcd

out that our results for histidine are subject to a large error due to the solubility

correction being a large fraction of the whole. Our figun' for lysine is, as has Is'cn

discussed, much larger than the values found by authors using i-sedation methods.

SlTMMAKY.

1 . Hydrogen ion dissociation curves of crystalline egg albumin in U- 1 , (1-2,

0-6 and 1-26 M formaldehyde are reported.

2. From an analysis of these curves it is conelude<l that the egg albumin
molecule contains 1^18 NHj groups other than a-NH^ groups. Thc.s(‘ are

tentatively identified with the e-NHj groups of lysine.

3. The reaction of egg albumin with nitrous acid indicates the pnssenee of
19-20NHg groups per g.mol. The lysine-nitrogen ofthe phosphotungstate fraction
of the hydrolysed protein corresponds with 17-18 molecules of lysine }hu mol.
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During the course of work on the anaerobic decomposition of plant materials in

the soil* the need was felt for a rapid and accurate method for the determination

of carton in extracts and solid residues, which in certain cases, e.g. in the deter-

mination of lignin, 'Cjould also estimate the amount of nitrogen present in the

same sample. The chromic acid method suggested itself and was examined in

some detail to ascertain its suitability for the purjwse in view. This method has

been umi by numerous workers for such widely different materials as soils,

industrial wastes, coals, iron, steel and various organic compounds.

The low results obtained for carton by the earlier workers have been shown

I
Friedmann and Kendall, 1929] to to due to insuflScient heating, low temperature,

too much dilution etc., and it is now generally admitted that with improved

manipulation the method is capable of yielding results as accurate as those

obtained by the dry combustion procedure.

Among the workers who have examined the suitability of the method for the

simultaneous determination of nitrogen, Fritach [1896], Kruger [1894], Anderson

and Schutte [I924J, AntijKiv-Karataiev and Fillipova [1932], Brown [1927] and
Tiurin [1933] have re}X)rted satisfactory agreement between the Kjeldahl values

and those obtained by alkaline distillation of the residue after chromic digestion,

whilst others (Dafert, 1888; Robertson, 1916; Shewan, 1935; Subrahmanyan
ei al., 1934] have found that the method yielded low results. The low' values have

been attributed to the presence of chlorine [Robertson, 1916; Anderson and

Schutte, 1924], to the oxidising action of chromic acid, to the structure of the

compound [Shewan, 1935] and to a portion of the nitrogen being retained

by the chromium in the oxidising mixture [Narayanayya and Subrahmanyan,

1935]. The author has recently found that the recovery of ammonia by the

method bears a definite relation to the structure of the compound and that the

loss occurs by a portion of the nitrogen being oxidised to nitrate and the rest

evolved in gaseous form, as nitrous oxide in the cases examined.

ArPARATtrS AND PROCEDURE.

The apparatus used in the present investigation, shown in Fig. 1
,
is a modifica-

tion of that used by Adams [1934], though the manipulative details show much

difference. The Kjeldahl flask A of about 500 ml. capacity is fitted in the neck

with a boilmg*tube B having its bottom punctured and packed with glass-wool

to serve as a trap for the absorption of SO3 fumes [Pollard and Forsee, 1935].

The inlet tube C connects with the annular space between B and A and carries

a cock F by means of which the admission of air into the apparatus can be

Bioohem. 1936 xxx ( ^1 )
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regulated. The exit tube D is connected respectively to a test-tube L containing

H^04 of constant boiling-point [White and Holbcn, 1925] for retaining SOa
fumes^ kept in a bath of cold water, a CaCla drying tube 3/ ,

two weighed tubes P
and N packed with ‘'sofnolite” and anhydrous CaClg, as shown in the figure,

for the absorption ofCO^ and finally to a CaClg drying tube Q and suction pump S,

The mainpulative details adopted were as follows. A weighed amount of the

substance under investigation (to yield 0*2-04 g. of CO^) is transferred into the

Kjeldahl fiask preferably through a glass tube which is subsequently washed with

5~10 ml. of distilled water. The flask is fitted into place, cock F is elo.sed and the

required amount ofCrOa solution, at the rate of 1 ml. of aqueous (wt /volume)

CrOg solution per 100 mg. of (Xlg expected, is placed in the thistle funnel A.

Suction is then started, most of the CrOg solution let in and the sides of tht»

funnel washed with about 2 ml. of watc^r, to prevent the formation of a pn^cipitate

on the subsequent addition ofH2SO4 and possible jamming of the cock. Sufficient

H2SO4 is then added, in small portions at a time, to make the ratio of 112804 : txjtal

water (including CrOg solution) ecpial to 2 : 1 by volume or slightl\ above. H igher

ratios than 3 : 1 produce a cake at the bottom of the fla.sk in the wise of soils,

which is hard to remove later by mechanical nibbing or warming with It

can be removed, however, by w^arming with alkali followed by treatment with
dU. HNO3.

After all the H2SO4 has been added, cockF is partially ojKuied to admit a slow

stream of air, freed from NHg and COg, at the rate* of 1 or 2 bubbles per second.

The rate at which air is removed from the flask being much greater than that at

which it is admitted, there is throughout the oxpt^riment low pressure maintained
in the flask of the order of 3-4 in. of mercury. This low ])res8ure, besides pro-

moting vigorous boiling at a lower temperature and the avoidance of excessive
fumes, markedlyimproves the efficiency ofthe absorption ofthe COj evolved. The
admission of air serves partly to carry off the COg evolved and partly to cool the
neck ofthe flask rtkI condense fumes ofSO3 formed. In spite of this arrangement
and the glass-wool trap B, a portion of the fumes was found always to be carried
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forward into the exit tube D, but was effectively retained by the 98-3% H2SO4
in tube L, It may be stated that used portions of the acid in L could be collected

together, heated for several hours and used over again.

About 20-30 minutes’ digestion of the contents of the flask at boiling-point

was found to be sufficient for most soils and plant materials, but where deriva-

tives of pyridine, quinoline, uoiiiiinolme or the tetrammonium compounds such

as betaine and choline are present, a longer time may be required depending on
the nature of the compounds present. In these cases, completion of oxidation

could be tested either by stopping tiie digestion at half-hour intervals and
weighing the amount ofCO^ formed, or better without interrupting the oxidation,

by having two sets of “sofnolite” tubes connected in parallel and collecting the

CO2 evolved in alternate sets per half-hour. Suitable blanks should be run in each
cast'. At the end of the digestion, cocks Jt and S are closed and cock F is opened
in stages so as to admit a regulated stream of air into the apparatus and etjualise

tiu' pressure inside and outside, after which the “sofnolite” tubes P and N are

detached and weighed.

Direct distillation with alkali, without pretreatment, of the digested residue

gives only the amount of ammoniacal nitrogen present. It will be seen later that

in the cases of soils and plant materials, for nitrogtm values of 5 mg. and above,

this value is uniformly lower than the Kjeldahl figure by 10% and this correction

could be applied. Where, however, the amount of nitrogen present is about 5 mg.
or l('ss, tlu* differc'nce betw'e(*n ammoniacal nitrogen formed and the total

nitrogen found by the Kjeldahl method is diu' to a quantitative oxidation to

nitrate* which is held in solution by the H2HO4 present. The total nitrogen in such
cases can he estimated as follows.

('X('ess of chromic, acid is rcduci'd by gentle w'arming and addition of solid

sodium sulphite in small <|uantities at a time, testing for completion of n'actiou

with star(*}i-iodide solution used as an external indicator. A few pieces of solid

fmrailin and puini(*e stone arc added and mo.st of tlie H2SO4 neutralised by careful

addition of NaOH in small quantities, ki*oping the flask <*ooled under the tap.

30-40 ml. of r>0*‘o KaOH and 1-2 g. of Devarda's alloy arc then added and the

distillation conducted as usual. The atldition of paraffin and removal of most

of the acid by preliminary JK'iitralisiitiun avoids excessive frothing and a too

vigorous n*aetion in the early stagt's. A trace of the paraffin usually passes over

but this does not interfere with the clear definition of the end-point. Even this

can be avoided l)y using paraffin wiiicli has k^en previously boiled for some time

with alkali.

Estimation of carbon.

inflmnee of other substances. The addition of metallic catalysts w^as found to

have little effect on the course of the reaction. HjjP04 was found to moderate tlie

vigour of the reaction and heiu*(» a mixture of H3PO4 and H2SO4 recommended
by some workers (Sehollenberger, lOlfi; Assoc. Off. Agric. Chem., 1930] was not

used. Sulphur, sulphide and sulphites did not interfere.

Chlorides st'riously interfered with the accuracy of the carbon determination

on account of chlorine passing over ; this could be conv^'eniently avoided by adding

1 to 2 g, of HgO to the substance in the Kjeldahl flask before the addition of

CrOa and H2SO4 [cf. Florentin, 1924; Subrahman3'an ei al., 1934J and by adding

H2SO4 in small quantities with gentle rotation of the flask.

The following procedure was tried with success in eases where the addition

of HgO is for other reasons undesirable. After the addition of CrO^ solution, the

suction is continued for 2 or 3 min. to ensure a sufficiently low pressure in the

16—-2
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flask, then cock Q is closed and cock F opened slightly to allow entry of air at

the rate of a bubble per second. H2SO4 is added, in small portions at a time, with

gentle rotation of the flask. Only sufficient of the substance should be taken to

yield 100-200 mg. of COg, to avoid escape of COg by bubbling upward through

the thistle funnel E, At &8t a white cloud of HCl is formed, which however is

kept down by the flow of air from the inlet tube C, and after a few seconds the

bottom of the flask is filled with greenish yellow vapours of chlorine. After all

the H2SO4 has been added, cock F is closed and the flask allowed to remain with

gentle shaking from time to time for about 4-5 min. In this interval the chlorine

is reabsorbed by the Cr03-H2S04 mixture with the probable formation of a

chromic derivative which is not re-evolved on heating, and the flask clears.

Cock G is now gradually opened and the contents of the flask digested as usual.

Organic and inorganic carbon. The method can be conveniently applied to the

determination of organic and inorganic carbon (carbonates) in the soil by the

determination of total carbon on one sample and of carbonates on another

[Schollenborger, 1930]. A preliminary removal of carbonates by the action of

dilute H2SO4 or phosphoric acid followed by the estimation of organic cai'bon

by chromic digestion (keeping the ultimate H2SO4: water ratio at the optimum
point) has also been found to give concordant results.

The values for carbon obtained by this method for a selection of the large

number of pure organic compounds, soils and plant materials examined by this

method are given in Table I and show satisfactory agreement with the dry com-

bustion values.

Table 1. Recoveries of carbon and nitrogen by chromic digeMion.

% carlmn

Dry Chromic

total N recovered as

Gaseous

Soils Materials combustion digestion KHa-X N(>,.N N (lost)

1. Amiflh moor bojI* 530 53*1 91 4*5 4-5

2. Insch soil, Auchinbradio* .515 .5- 18 90 5 5

3. Bangor soil* 3- 15 3*11 85 7*5 7*5

4. Hungarian Brown Chemozemf 2*3fi 2*29 90 Xil 10

5. Ohelie tropical forest soilf 2-74 2*88 90 5 5

fi. Barmera Australian chloride 053 0*56 0.5 35 Nil

soil, 4 (i%Cl.+
7. Ohio leaf mould layerf 17-83 18*01 95 2*5 2-5

8. Hungarian Solonetzt 1-86 1*81 90 10 Nil

Plant materials

1. Rico straw 32« 32*2 90 10 Nil

2. Braeken leaves 447 45*0 90 10 Nil

3. Grass (lawn mowings) 384 38*6 87*5 7*6 5
4. Hai»e seed cake 400 40*4 90 5 5

Proteins

I. Kgg albumin 421 424 90 5 5
2, Caseinogen
3. Blood albumin

43*6 43*2 92*5 25 5
43*2 430 90 5 5

4. Edestin — 82*5 7*5 10
5, Gelatin — — 90 4 6
6. Glutenin — 92*5 3 4*5

7. Haemoglobin — — 91 3 6
8. I’ibrin (blood) — — 90 4 6
9. Keratin — — 92*5 3 4*5

10. Peptone — —
* Soils from the A.E.A. Co-operative Analyses Series,

t SoiU from the I.S.S.S. Organic Carbon Series, 1935.

88 4 8

The figures for carbon in soils by ]>iy Combustion are taken from : Report of Organic Carbon
Committee, Tram, of the Third InL Congress of Soil Science^ 1, 11^35; Report of Analysis of Soils
Sub-Committee, Agric. Progress, 11, 1934.
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Estimation of nitrogen.

The residues after digestion with Cr03-H2S04 mixture yield low results for

nitrogen, as compared with the Kjeldahl values, because a pfjrtion of the

organic nitrogen is oxidised to nitrate. Added ammonium salts are quanti-

tatively recovered under these conditions, showing that the phenomenon is not

one of oxidation of ammonia by chromic acid. A more detailed examination of

the c<?urse of oxidation of organic nitrogen in soils, plant materials, extracted

proteins and simple organic substances has shown that of the total nitrogen in a
substance a definite fraction is reduced to ammonia, the proportion depending on
the structure of the substance. Of the fraction not r(xluw*d to ammonia a portion

is oxidised to nitrate and the rest lost in gaseous form. These proportions of

recovered ammonia expressed as percentages or fractions of total nitrogen have
been defined as “oxidation constants’’ [Aeharya, 1935]. Their values are fairly

constant if amounts of the substances containing alx)ve 10 mg. ofX in the case of

soils and 20 rag. in the case of substances richer in nitrogen (e..g. proteins) are

taken for oxidation. At lower levels a portion or the whole of the gaseous nitrogen

which w'ould otherwises be lost tends to l*e fixed as nitrate. The course of oxidation

of pure organic substaiicf's will be dealt with in detail in a later communication.
The nitrogen values obtaine<l by chromic digestion of some t^qiictil soils,

plant materials and proteins are showm in Table I. It will be noted that in the

(;ase of soils and plant materials the recovery of nitrogen a.s ammonia is of the

onler of 90% and hence an average correction of 10% on the figure for direct

distillation with alkali would give results agreeing within 1-2% with the

Kjeldahl figure. In the case of extracted proteins, how^over, there is more varia-

tion and this eoiTcetion may not l)e found to be so satisfactory. It may be

mentioned that in the ease of organic comjwunds such as the purines, guanidine,

iminarxile and pyrimidine derivatives and others having tw^o or more nitrogen

atoms linked to the same C atom, the recovery of NH^-X is much lower and
varies greatly from one coin{X)und to another. The application of a correction in

such cases would obviously be of no value.

Influence of the ammnt of mbstance taken. This is shown for .some typical

soils and plant materials in Table II. For amounts of soil irontaining 5 mg./g.

and less of nitn)gen, the gaseous nitrogen fraction is oxidised to nitrate and
hencfj the modifi^ procedure to include nitrate's (p. 246) gives results agreeing

with the Kjeldahl figure. As the usual soil aliquot taken for carbon estimation

corresponds to 50-75 mg. of carbon and the C : X ratio in most soils is about

10 : 1, the nitrogen values of the residues in most digested soil samples would be

of the order of 5-7 rag., and the modified procedure to include nitrates would

give results agreeing to within 98-100% of the Kjeldahl figure.

Influence, of chlorine. The inti^rference of chlorine in the estimation of carbon

has b^n noted already. It was found that chlorine interferes also in the estima-

tion of nitrogen in that it increases the amount of nitrate formed at the cost of

ammonia (Table III). The low values obtained in presence of chlorine have been

attributed [Anderson and Schutte, 1924] to the liberation of free nitrogen

according to the equation

Kj0rA+2NH4Cl ->2KCl+Cr203-h4H20 + N2,

or to the interaction ofhypochlorous acid formed with ammonia [Subrahmanyan
el al., 1984]. The quantitative recovery of ammonium salts in prt^sence of added

chlorine under the experimental conditions shows, however, that the action of

chlorine is on the amino-groups of protein rather than on the ammonia formed.
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Table II. Influence of the amount of substance taken on nitrogen recovery.

After chromie digestion

Aiuouni 01

substance
taken

Total N by
Kjeldahl

r

NHyN NOa-N
Total N
recovered

Gaseous N
(lost)

Material mg. mg. mg. mg. mg.

1. InRch soil, Auehiii- 1 3-8 .3-5 0-3 3*8 Nil

bradie 15 5-7 5*2 0-5 5*7 Nil

2 7s> 6*8 0*6 7*4 0-1

3 11-3 10*2 0-7 10*9 0*4

4 15-0 13*5 0*8 14*3 0*7

5 18-8 17*0 0*9 17*9 0*9

2 . Amish Moor soil 0*2 3-8 3*5 0-3 3*8 Nil

0-3 57 0*2 0*5 5*7 Nil

04 7-0 6*9 0-5 74 0*2

O-o 9‘5 8*6 05 9*1 04
()*« 114 10*3 0*5 10*8 0*6

3. Grass (lawn mowings) 010 3*0 3*2 0-4 3-6 Nil

oir* 5-4 4*8 0*6 54 Nil

0*2 7-2 64 0*6 7*0 0*2

03 10-8 9 5 0*7 10*2 0*6

0*5 180 15*8 1-0 17-2 1*2

4. Ka>pe seed cake 0-1 5*6 .>•2 04 ryii Nil

0*2 11 -.3 10*2 0*6 lO-K 0 5

03 17-0 l.j -2 1*0 16*2 0*8

04 22-0 20*2 1*2 21 4 1*2

5. Bracken leaves 0-2 3-8 3*:> (^3 3-8 Nil

04 7-0 6*9 0*7 7*6 Nil

Oo 9-r> 8*6 0*9 9*5 Nil

0-0 114 10*3 0*9 11*2 0*2

0 . Egg albumin 003 3-7 34 0-3 3*7 Nil

0*05 0-2 5*6 0*6 6*2 Nil

0-10 12-3 11*1 1*2 11*7 0*6

0-20 24-4 22*1 1*2 23*3 M
0*30 360 33*1 1*8 34*9 1*7

Table III. Influence of chlorine on the recovery of nitrogen,

(Figures expressed as percentages of total N.)

No KCl added 0*1 g. K(3 added 0*2 g. KOI added

Material %NH3.N % NOa-N %NH,.N %NO,-N %NH3.N %NOa-N
1 , Kgg albumin 90 5 87*2 7*6 84*3 10*4

2 . Caseiiiogen 92*5 2*5 90*6 4*1 88*6 6*2

X Kicc straw 90 10 87*4 124 85*5 14*2

4. Rajjc seed cako 90 5 87-7 7*1 84*7 10*1

5. Ohio leaf mould 95 2-5 88*7 8*6 82.8 14*4

6 . Insch soil, Auchin- 90 0 83*5 11*2 744 20*2

bradic

Estimation of nitrate in presence of chromic and sulphuric acids. As other sub-

stances besides nitrate, e,g, hydroxylamine, yield ammonia on treatment with

reducing agents, it secerned desirable to show the formation of nitrate and if

possible to estimate it in the oxidising mixture by a more specific reaction. The
amount of nitrate formed being usually of the order of mg. in presence of
40-60 g. of H2SO4 and 3-5 g. of CrOg, the phenoldisulphonic acid method of
estimation was examined.

The method finally worked out was as follows. The digested residue (filtered

through glass wool if necessary) is made up to a volume of 500 ml. or 1000 ml.
(depending on the concentration of sulphuric and chromic acids) in a tall beaker.
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It is warmed to 50® and the excess of CrOj reduced by NajSOj (solid) added little

by little, testing externally with starch-iodide indicator. The liquid is rendered

alkaline by the Edition of solid CaCO, followed by Ca(OH)
2 ,

stirred well, allowed

to settle and an aliquot of 50 ml. or 100 ml. ofthe clear supernatantliquid pipetted

off for evaporation and estimation of nitrate in the usual way [Assoc. Off. Agric.

Chem., IKK)].

The method was found to give quantitative recoveries of added nitrate and

the results with soils and plant materials agreed with those obtained by the

Devarda method.

Summary.

1. A procedure is described for the estimation of carbon and nitrogen in

soils, plant matcTiais and organic compounds by the action of a mixture of

chromic and sulphuric acids under reduced pressure.

2. Tlu‘ results for nitrogen in soils and plant materials are too low on account

of one portion being oxidised to nitrate and another lost in gaseous form. Wliere,

however, the aliquot taken contains about 5 mg. or less of nitrogen the gaseous

jKtrtion is also fixed as nitrat<‘ and correct figures are obtained by the estimation

of the ammoniacal and nitrate-nitrogen present. For amounts higher than 5 mg.
an average correction of 10% on the ammoniacal nitrogen formed gives results

agnH'ing to within 9S-UX)% of the Kjeldahl figure.

3. A procedure is descrila'd for the estimation of small amounts of nitrate in

pnwnce of large quantities of sulphuric and chromic acids.

The author’s thanks are due to Sir E. J. Russell and Mr E, H. Richards for

their interest in the work.
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The constitution of methionine has been fully established both by analysis

[Barger and Coyne, 1928] and by synthesis [Barger and Coyne, 1928; Windus
and Marvel, 1930; Barger and 'Weichselbaum, 1931]. Moreover, the process

whereby it was originally isolated by Mueller [1923] from protein hydrolysates

has been so modified [Pirie, 1932; 1933; Hill and Robson, 1934] that it is now
one of the more readily accessible of the amino-acids.

The synthesis of methionine about to be described is of interest in that it

reveals a possible relationship between certain of the known a-amino-acids, to

which, so far as we are aware, attention has not previously been drawn.

The new synthesis originated in the observation that during Kjeldahl

analysis of methionine there occurred a vigorous evolution of gas having the

o<lour of a volatile sulphur compound. Since the odour was noticeable soon after

heat was applied to the reaction mixture, it was thought that the sulphur

compound rt^sulted from a comparatively simple reaction and that it w^as

probably dimethyl disulphide, formation of the latter arising by oxidation of the

methyl mercaptan liberated from the methionine.

Such a non-hydrolytic liberation of methyl mercaptan from methionine

appeared to us necessarily to involve simultaneous formation of a-amino-y-

butyrolactone:

CH,S . CH, . OHj . CH(NHa) .COOH CH,SH 4 TH, . OH, . CH( . C( )()

At a later stage of our work we learned in fact that Butz and du Vigneaud

[1932], in discussing the breakdown of methionine under the action of hot ISN
H2SO4 , concluded that it was split partly into methyl mercaptan and oc-amino-

y-hydroxybutyric acid and partly into methyl alcohol and homocysteine, from
the oxidation of which latter compound homocystine arose. In this connection

it should be added that, from the work of Fischer and Blumenthal [1907], who
synthesised both a-amino-y-hydroxybutyric acid and a-amino-y-butyrolactone,

it appears that the former compound is incapable of existing in acid solution

since it reverts to the lactone in such a medium. In any case, it is an o|>on

question whether the decx)mposition, as we regard it, necessarily involves a
molecule of water.

A further study of the probable course of the reaction raised the interesting

question of its possible reversibility; in other words can methionine be synthe-
sised from methyl mercaptan and a-amino-y-butyrolactone?

Selecting a-benzamido-y-butyrolactone as the most suitable starting-point,

we synthesised this compound according to the method of Fischer and Blumon-
thal [1907] as follows:

PhONa 4 BrCH,CH*Br PhCX3H,CH,Br PhOCH^CH^CHCCOOEt)
Ph0CJHjCH4CH(00()H), PhOCH,CH,CBr(COOH), -h. PhOOH^CH^CHBiCOOH

PhOCH,CH,CH(NH,)COOH (5H,CH,CH(NH,)Coi> -> 5l,CH;CH(NHC0ni)C0&

( 248 )
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the only modifications being the preparations of (1) phenoxyethyl bromide in

quantity by the admirable method of Marvel and Tanenbaum [1933] and of

(2) ethyl phenoxyethylmalonatc as described by Leuchs [1911].

We first attempted to synthesise methionine by direct combination of

methyl mercaptan with a-benzamido-y-butyrolactone, but in this direction we
have so far lieen unsuccessful. An alternative route however was available and
the 8U(!ces8 attained along these lines makes it appear that a direct synthesis

such as we have suggested above may be possible.

Treatment of a suspension of a-benzamido-y-butyrolactone (I) in absolute

alcohol with a rapid stream of dry hydrogen chloride gave ethyl a-benzamido-y-

chlorobutyrate (II),

ClCHjOH/^HCOOKt CHaSOHjCHaCHCOOEt

JlHCOPli XHCOPh
II III

CH,SCH,CH*CHCOOH CHaSCHjCH^CHCOOH

liHami
I

NHCOFh
IV V

an oil which gradually solidified on standing. The latter compound, dissolved

in al>solut(‘ alcohol, immediately reacted with a hot alcoholic solution of sodium
methyl merca[)tide, as evidenced by the separation of sodium chloride, to give

the ester of benzoylrnethionine (III), which in turn, on alkaline hydrolysis, gave
benzoylmethionine (IV) in good yield and excellent purity. The removal of the

benzoyl group by boiling hydrochloric acid completed the synthesis.

The synthesis of methionine from a-amino-y-butyrolactone raises several

questions. One of the moi’e interesting of these is whether the aminolactone is the

immediate precursor of methionine in nature. In this conm^ction moreover we
cannot overlook the fact that the lactone is closely related chemically to several of

the naturally occurring a-amino-acids. On the one hand, it is, for instance, but

a short step to the

NCC (N Ka)C( K)H lH)OOCH,(’HjCH(N Ha)C()()H

VI VII

N HaCH5.CH8CH,CH(NH2)C(K)H

vin

lactone from aspartic acid, shown by Dunn and Fox
[
1033] to bo derivable from

fumaric acid. On the other hand the basic reaction whereby oc-butyrolactone is

converted into y-cyanobutyric acid may be regarded as a possible basis of the

conversion of the aminolactone into a-amino-y-eyanobut\Tic acid ( V^I) from which

one might proceed either by hydrolysis to glutamic acid (VII) or by reduction

to ornithine (VIII), the latter compound being the direct precursor of arginine.

The relationship might be extended in other directions but it will suffice to

trace but one more connection at this point. Recently Qarforth and Pyman
[1935] have shown that a-amino-y-butyrolactone is an excellent starting-point

for the synthesis of substituted glyoxalines and it is conceivable that the natural

synthesis of histidine may lie along some such paith.

The main objection at the present tjme to the scheme which we have advanced
above lies in the fact that neither a-amino-y-butyrolactone nor a-amino-y-

hydroxybutyric acid has been found in nature either in the free state or as

part of a larger molecule. Nevertheless, their relationship to other amino-acids

is 80 close that we believe that a search for them might profitably be undertaken

especially among plant products. In this connection it may bo added that
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Schiyver and Buston [1926] reported the isolation of a hydroxylated a-amino-

butyric acid from the acid hydrolysate of “oat-protein’’, but it was apparently

not identical with the a-amino-y-hydroxybutyric acid of Fischer and Blumenthal
to which the authors make reference in their communication.

For purposes of record, the carbamide- and hydantoin derivatives of methio-

nine have been made and their melting points and solubilities determined.

Experimental.

Ethyl oL-benzamido-y-chlorobutyrate, Through a solution of a-benzamido-y-

butyrolactonc (10 g.) (prepared according to Fischer and Blumenthal with the

modifications mentioned above) in absolute alcohol (150 ml.) was passed a

rapid stream of hydrogen chloride until the teni})erature, which rose during the

preliminary stage of the reaction, began to fall. Next morning the mixture was
concentrated under reduced pressure and the residue extracted with dry ether.

The insoluble portion was again esterified, the reagents removed as l)eforo,

and the residue extracted with ether. The ethereal c‘xtracts were combined, the

ether evaporated, and the residual oil poured into a crystallising basin where it

rapidly solidified. The product melttnl at 45^^ and weighed 10*2 g. (7S% of

theory).

Benzoylmeihionine ethyl ester and henzoyhnethionme. Methyl isothiot^arbarnide

sulphate (6 g.) prepared according to the method of Arndt
[ 1921] was hydrolysed

with 5N NaOH (20 ml.) and the methyl mercaptan evolved directly absorbed

in a solution of sodium (0*6 g.) in absolute alcohol (20 ml.). To the solution of the

mercaptide was added a sohition of ethyl a“l)enzamido-y.chlorobutyratc (5 g.)

in absolute alcohol (15 ml.) and the mixture refluxed for 4 hours. N(‘xt morning
the alcohol was distilled off and water added to the? nwdue: needles im-

mediately commenced to separate. When crystallisation was complcte'd, the

solid (1*6 g.) was removed at the pump and the filtraU* acidified. A fuither

t)recipitate (2*4 g.) was thrown down and was seen to consist of long narrow
plates. Examination of the two sets of crystals showed that the former con-

sisted of ester, the latter of acid, partial hydrolysis of the ester apparently having

occurred owing to the presenco of the slight excess of sodium mercaptide in the

reaction mixture.

The ester, without further purification, was hydrolysed with boiling 2%
NaOH (40 ml.) and the acid obtained on acidifying the cold hydrolysate^ £^ded
to that already isolated. The total yield of benzoylmethionine was 3*4 g. (72% of

theory). A portion of the product recrystallised from water melU'd at 151®

(Windus and Marvel give 143-145'’). (Found: N, 5*50%. CiaHjgOaNS requires

N,6*54%.)
Methionine, Benzoylmethionine (L8g.) was refluxed with 20% HCl (50 ml.)

for 18 hours. The hydrolysate when cold was extracted with ether to remove
benzoic acid and the aqueous solution concentrated in vacuo almost to dryness.

The residue was dissolved in absolute alcohol and the solution made just alkaline

to bromophenol blue with pyridine. On standing for 48 hours the methionine
separated. This was remov^ at the pump, washed with alcohol and ether and
dried. It weighed 0*6 g. (55% of theory). (Found: N, 11*85%. CjHnOjN
requires N, 11*96% .)

CarbamidonietMonine, Methionine (4 g.) was heated on a water-bath with a
solution of potassium cyanate (2*7 g.= l*25 mols.) in water (50 ml.). When cold,
the solution was neutralised with HCl and evaporated to dryness under reduced
pressure. Tlie residue was extracted with rectified spirits, the extract being
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again evaporated to dryness under reduced pressure. A portion ofthe oarbamido-

acid so obtained (the yield was theoretical) was recrystallised from water, after

which it melted at 171-172°. Carbamidomethionine is very soluble in water and

alcohol but insoluble in ether.

Methumim hydarUoin. Carbamidomethionine (3 g.) was boiled with dilute

HO (10 ml.) for 5 min. and the solution evaporated to a small volume and

cooled. Metliionine hydantoin crystallised out. The solid was removed at the

pump. A further crop of the hydantoin was obtained by concentrating the

filtrate. The product (2'5 g.) after recrystallisation from watermelted at 117-118°.

(Found: N, 16'00%. CjHioOjNjS requires N, 16-09%.)
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The method generally acc5epted for the determination of phytic acid (i,€, inositol-

hoxaphosphoric acid) is that ofHeubner and Stadler [1914]. It was subsequently

applied to plant products and foodstuffs by other workers [Rather, 1917 ; Arbenz,

1922; Averill and King, 1926] and Rather [1917] found that its accuracy is not

affected by non-phytic acid substances in plant extracts. The method involves

the titration ofphytic acid in 0*6% HCl solution with standard FeClg (0'5-2*0 mg.

Fe per ml.) in 0-6% HCl, ammonium thiocyanate being used as internal indkiator

;

Heubner and Stadler considered that the end-point is reached when a flesh pink

colour is obtained which persists for 5 min.

A disadvantage of this method is that the end-point is not sharp owing to the

presence of the colloidal precipitate of ferric phytate which forms during titra-

tion. Various attempts have been made to circumvent this difficulty [Knowles

and Watkin, 1932; Andrews and Bailey, 1933], the most satisfactory method
being that of Harris and Mosher [1934] who titrated past the end-point, filtered

the precipitate and determined the excess FeCl^ colorimetrieally.

Phytic acid is determined in biological material iiy extraction with dilute

HCl, the titration being performed directly on the extract. This procedure gives

rise to a serious diflScultyas it cannot be applied to materialswhich yield markedly
coloured extracts.

Experiments by the author showed that phjiiic acid is jiartially adsorbed on

substances such as norite charcoal, fuller's earth and alumina and therefore

decoloration of the extracts by such adsorbents cannot be used as a preliminary

to titration. It was found that solutions of FeCl3 in NjQ HCl did not yield pn*-

cipitates at room temperature with very dilute solutions of phytic acid in xV/6

HCl. When heated at 1(X)^ however coagulated precipitates formed which were

easily separable either by centrifuging or filtration. Under suitable conditions

precipitation was complete and furthermore it was possible to decomiiose the

precipitates quantitatively with NaOH into Fo(()H )3 and sodium phytate. By
using centrifuging for separating the ferric phytate precipitate it beicame possible

to deal with small amounts of phytic acid and in onier to take advantage of this

fact a micro-method for the determination of phytic acid was developed. It was
designed to determine up to 2 mg. (expressed as P) of phytic add.

I. The colorimetric determination of rhytic acid.

This method differs from previous methods mainly in that (1) a fixed amount
of standard FeCIj is added to the solution being analysed, (2) the ferric phytate is

precipitated at 100°, (3) the precipitation is performed in JV/6 Hd and (4) the
excess Fe++ after precipitation of the ferric phytate is determined by the
thiocyanate method using a colorimeter.

Conditions of precipiMion. The precipitations are done in boiling-tubas
heated in the water-bath in racks. Experiments showed thait a solution of 2*6 mg.

^ A preliroinaiy account of the work described in this paper wae the iub|eet ofa paper read at
the Biochemical Society meeting held on March 15th, 1935 [Ydililg, 1935].

( 252 )
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of Fe+ in 5 ml. of N HCl was suitable for the precipitation of quantities of

phytic acid up to 2 mg. (expressed as P) in 25 ml. of neutral or slightly acid

solution. Under these conditions the required final concentration ofN/6 HCl was
obtained. After the other details of the method had been established a series of

time experiments was performed in order to find the effect of the period of

heating on the precipitation process. The following results were obtained:

mg. of ^ prc^cipitaUd after a heating period of
mg. of phytic

acid P taken 10 mill.

A — ....

5 min. 15 min. 30 min.

(1-20 0*14 0-17 0-20 019
0*50 0-54 0-53 0-53 0*53

JOO 107 108 1-07 1-06

1-50 1-57 1-57 1-57 1-58

2(K» 2-04 203 2-03 2-03

Phosphoric acid is only liberated with difficulty when phytic acid is subjected

to liydrolysis and the fact that decreasing values were not obtained with prolonga-

tion of the time of heating in the above ex}:>eriment8 shows that no significant

amount of hydrolysis occurs during the precipitation process. In the case of

0-2 mg. of phytic acid-P marked coagulation of the precipitate did not occur in

loss than 15 min. heating and since this perioil also represented the maximum
precipitation of Fe^++ for this amount of ph^lic acid it was adopted for use in

the metluxl.

The deierminnlion of excess The colorimetric thiocyanate method
apfjcared to be the most suitable means of determining the excess Fe^ ^ and
Brouckfere and Gillet

\
1933] have shown that this procedure can be applied with

accuracy to solutions containing HCl up to N concentration.

v^The ferric phytate precipitation is performed in N/6 HCl solution {30 ml.),

and after the piecipitation the volume of the redaction mixture is made up to

50 ml. with iV/6 HCl and then filtered. If 20 ml. of this filtrate are taken the

maximum amount of the exceas Fe^

^

can be 1*0 mg. An investigation was
therefore made of the determination of Fe^** ^ in quantities up to 1-0 mg. Using
a standard containing 2*0% KCNS and 0*5 mg. of Fc^^^ in 50 ml. of N/6 HCl
it was possible to determine accurately amounts of Fe^^-*'+ between the limits

0*25-1 *0 mg.
Quantitative results. Sodium phytate was prepared from a sample of com-

mercial calcium magnesium inositolhexaphosphate (“Phytin” S.C.I., Basle) by^

the method of Postemak [1921]. The product was recrystallised twice and
air-dried. It contained no detectable amounts of inorganic P and gave the

following analyses: Na, 17*11%; total P, 11*41%; phytic acid-P (by the

method of Heubner and Stadler), 11*48%; H^O lost at 105-110*", 39*28%;

Nai2CeHe0j|P«.3H,0+35H,0 requires Na, 17*16%; total P, 11*57%; H^O
(calculated for SSHsO), 39*18%, Standard solutions were prt^pared from the

crystalline sodium phytate. They were made just acid to litmus with HCl and
were used for determining the amounts of Fe'^+" precipitated in the colorimetric

method by varying amounts of phytic acid. Blank experiments using water

were also performed. The mean results obtained were as follows

:

mg. of phytic mg. of mg. of

acid P found precipitated

None 2*50 None
0*20 2*30 0-20

0*50 1*97 0*53

100 1*43 1*07

1*60 0*93 1*57

2-00 0*47 2*03
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The graphical representation of these results shows that a relationship closely

approaching a linear form existh between the vaiying amounts of phytic acid

and the corresponding amounts of Fe+++ precipitated.

(<raph HhoM-ing ferric iron-phytic aoid-1' relationships in the colorimetric method.

Reagents. The following reagents are required for the ('stimation

:

Standard FeClj in N HCl solution. A solution of a.k. Fi'Ol, in N H(!l is made
up and Fe+-^+ determined gravimetrically. By suitable dilution with N HCl a
solution otmtaining 0*5 mg. of Fe‘ ’ + per ml. is prepareii.

N/2 and A/6 HCl.

A 10% solution of a.b. KCNS in water.

Procedure.. Into a dry pyrex boiling-tube are pipetteti 25 ml. of the solution
for analysis (neutral or just acid to litmus), and 6 ml. of the standanl Fet'lj-HCl
solution are added. The tube is covered by a glass bulb and heated in a rack in a
boiling water-bath for 15 min. with the level of the water alan e that of the con-
tents of the tube. The ferric phytate separates as an ivory coloured floeculent
precipitate. After cooling for 15 min. in a bath of c-old water the contents of the
tube are made up to 50 ml. with A/6 HCl. The contents of the flask are filtered

into a dry boiling-tul)e through a dry 0 0 cm. no. 31 Whatman filter. 20 ml. of
the filtrate are pipetted into a 50 ml. flask (in cases where the amount of phytic
acid approaches the upper limit determinable by the method the small excess of
iron makes it preferable to use 30 ml. instead of 20 ml. of this filtrate), 5 ml. of
A/2 HCl and 10 ml. of 10% KCNS solution are added, the solution is made up to
50 ml. with A/6 HCl, mixed and compared without delay in a colorimeter with
the standard. The standard is prepared as follows; 5 ml.' of the stMidard FcC/la-
HCl solution in a 50 ml. flask are dUutod with 25 ml. of water and up to
50 ml. with A/6 HO. 10 ml. of this solution are pipetted into a 60 ml. flaudr,

5 ml. ofA72 HCl and 10. ml. of 10% KCNS solution are added wid the volume is
made up to 50 ml. with A76 HCl. The most convenient colorimeter reading for
the standard is 20 (2*0 cm.), and by using this reading and 20 ml. of the filtrate
for the determination of excess Fe+++, the mg. of Fe<^++ precipitated by the
jAytio acid can be calculated from the expressiem 2*60—«—?

Beading of unknown

'
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From the amount of precipitated the quantity of phytic acid P is

obtained by reference to the graph. For conversion of the results for phj’tic acid-

P into phytic acid ((!)*H,80a4p<,) the factor is 3-55.

IT. The determination of phytic acid tn faeces.

In studying the metabolism of phytic acid in rabbits [Young et aL, 1935] it

became nec(*8sary to determine phytic acid in faeces. Since this material yields

colouml extracts, the following separation proc<»dure was evolv(Hl. The phytic

aci<l is prt»cipitated from the extract with FeClj in dilute HCl solution, the pre-

(upitate is B(‘parat(*d by <‘<'ntrifugiiig, <iecomj)08ed with NaOli, the Fe(()H )3

n*inoved ))y filtration an<l th(* filtrate (<*ontaining sodium ph3d:»aU') used for the

determination by the colorinudric inethcMl. The various stages of this jiroeedure

art' considensl in detail below.

Extraction of the phytic acid. Most nH*('nt workers hav(‘ used 2% H('l for

extracting fihytic acid from bioIogi<*al material, e.g. Harris and Mosher (1934J
used 25 ml. of 2^’o for <*ach g. of material and extracU*d for 3 hours with

occasional shaking. In the* presc^nt w^ork it wa.s found more convenient to use

S 2 H(1 for (extraction. H('‘|)eat-<ed (extraction sho>^ed that a single extraction

im<l(‘r (‘onditions to be describ(*d is sufficient.

Prtcipitation ofprric phyiaU . Previous workers havc^ reduced tlu* acidity of

th(* extra<‘t to d IR1 by dilution and tlu^n proct*eded to titrate* the phytic

ac*id in this solution. In the present nu‘thod the extra(‘t is first neutralised,

made just a(Md to litmus with H<’l and then filtiTed. To a mc*asured volume
of the filtrate is addi*d on(»-fifth of its voliiim* of a FeCia solution in N llCl and
the re(juiml acidity is thus ohtanuHl. This procedure has the advantage that it

UN Olds a large inen^ase in the volume of tht* extrac t and also brings about tin*

])re(Mpitation and nmu»val of much uiiMant(*d material from tlie (*xtra(*t pre-

liminary to the ferric ])hytate preeqatation. With 29 ml. of slightly acid extract

(eontaining not mon* tlian 4 lug. of phytic acid- 1’) it was found necessary to use

I ml. of a HCl solution of F(*Cl. amtaining 1-25 mg. F(‘ per ml.

DoU rntinafinn of the phytic acid of On pnapitaU . The preei})itate is suspended

in about 10 ml. of hot wafer in the ctuitrifuge-tiilK* and th(*n converted into

sodium phytat«* and ferric hvdroxide by the action of sodium hydroxide*. By
calculation and exfH*rinient 2 ml. ofA72 NaOH W(Tc found to ho adeipiatc for the

treatnumt of precipitates eontaining up to 4 mg. of ])hytie aeid-P. The ferric

hydroxide coagulat(*s and is mnoved by filtration and washed w^ith hot water.

Th(* filtraU* aiwl washings are mfwle just acid to litmus with H(1. In the ease of a

faeces (li*termination the solution obtaiiu'd at this point is eolourh'ss and also

gives no cHilour with KCNS. The phytic acid content of this final solution is

detiTinined by the colorimetric method descrilK'd al)uve (1).

Quuntitative rcHuJi^, AfU^r the aliove conditions had boon (‘stahlisluKl, the

otKci(*ncy of the separation proci'diin* was tested using slightly acid solutions

containing 1, 2, 3 and 4 mg. of phytic ackl-P. The following results were

obtained^, - ,
of phvtio acid- mg. of phytic acid- 1* foundof phytic acid-

P takem

l-OO 0-9« 0-U8
V‘ ' 2.(10 l-»8 l-»0

S-OO 2’04

4.00 3-92 .3-92

The average recovery in these 8 experiments was 97*9%.
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The method has the advantage that it eliminates interference by inorganic

phosphate, e,g. a solution containing 1‘25 mg. phytic acid-P gave a recovery of

1-20 mg. whereas a similar solution containing in addition 15 mg. of inorganic P
(present as Na2HP04) gave a recovery of 1-21 mg.

The method was tested with extracts ofrabbit fat^ces. In each experiment two
equal volumes (A and B) ofthe JV/2 HCl extract were taken and a known amount
of phytic acid added to B. The determinations were then performed as de-

scribed in detail below. The results were as follows :

mg. of phytic acicl-P

Added to B Found in A Found in B Difference

0*50 ()*68 1*07 0*49

0*50 0*50 1*00 0*50

100 0*72 1*68 0*96

100 0*78 1*72 0-94

1*00 0*68 1«3 0*95

1*00 0*68 l*(i4 0*90

IMX) 0-84 1*83 009
1(H) 1*31 2*24 0-93

100 J-28 2*25 0*97

100 H)7 203 0-98

The average recover^’^ of added phytic acid in this series of exjxTiments was
964%.

No phytic acid was found when the method was applied to the faeces of

rabbits fed for some days on a diet (cabbage) free from phytic acid thus showing

that under these conditions the faeces contained no interfering substances.

ReagerUs, The following reagents are required.

FeClj in N HCl solution, A solution of a.k. KeClg in N HCl is pn^partd con-

taining 1'25 mg. Fe+++ per ml.

N/2 HCL
5JV and N/2 NaOH solution.

Procedure. The faeces are dried, sieved and extracted by mechanical shaking

for 2 hours in a glass-stoppered bottle with 25 ml. of Nj2 HCl per g. of material.

The extract is ffltered on a Buchner funnel and 40 ml. of the filtrate are trans-

ferred to a 50 ml. flask, neutralised with 5JV NaOH, made just acid to litmus

with HCl, made up to 50 ml. with water and filtered. A measured volume of the

fUtrate (containing not more than 4 mg. of phytic acid-P) is transferred to a

centrifuge-tube and one-fifth of its volume of the FeCla-HCl solution is added.

The tube and its contents are heated in a boiling water-bath for 15 min., cooled

in a bath of cold water for 15 min. and centrifuged for 10 min. at 3000 r.p.m.

The supernatant fluid is decanted and the tube is allowed to drain. The precipi-

tate is suspended in 10 ml. of hot water in the centrifuge-tube and heated in a
boiling water-bath for 2 min. To the hot suspension 2 ml. of NI2 NaOH are

added with stirring, and heating in the water-bath is continued for 15 min. with
occasional stirring. The precipitate of Fe(OH)8 is filtered on a 7 cm. no. 31 What-
man filter and washed with hot water. The Mtrate and washings are allowed to

cool, made just acid to litmus with HO and the volume made up to 50 ml. with
water. 25 ml. of this solution are used for the determination of the phytic add
by the colorimetric method.

Con'CJniTSiOKs.

Although a detailed study of this procedure has only been made in the case
of faeces it seems probable that it may prove of value in determining phytic acid
in other biological materials. It minimises the action of interfering substances

^
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and can be applied to materials yielding coloured extracts, which is not possible

with the direct titration methods previously used. Furthermore the colorimetric

method permits the accurate determination of smaller amounts of phytic acid

than has been hitherto possible.

SlTMMAKY.

A de8crii)tion is given of a colorimetric method for determining phytic acid

in amounts up to 2 rag. (expressed as P). A procedure is also described which has

been developed to permit the detenuinaticn of phytic acid in biological materials

which yield coloured extracts and an account is given of its application to faeces.

The author is indebted to Prof. J. C. Drummond for his interest and advice

during the course of this work.
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Whilst the carbohydrate, pectin and acid meta}x)li8ni of the apple fruit during

its growth on the tree, and of the detached fruit placed at various constant

temperatures in darkness, have been closely studied, the nitrogen metatelism

has received little detailed attention.

The results of the work on the metabolism of carbon make it clear that

there are three physiologically imj)ortant stages in the development of the applet

Firstly, meristematic cell-division ceases at an early stage in development

—

when the fruit weighs only I or 2 g. Secondly, there! is a sharp maximum in the

curves representing the conoontration of starch during August, the exact date

of this maximum varying slightly in different varieties of apples. Thirdly, the

concentration of sugars, which is low in the very young fruits, rises to a maximum
as the fruit matures.

It is obviously important to ascertain whether any such definite stages

occur in the metalx)lism of nitrogen in the fruit.

The first recorded attempt to determine changes in the constituent groups

of the total nitrogen is that of Archbold [1925], who confined her attention to

mature detached fruits. This worker was unsuccessful in her efforts to isolate

an amount of soluble nitrogen sufficient for the estimation of the fractions

thereof and came to the conclusion that the nitrogenous substaiujcs present in

the apple fruit are all of a protein nature, a small fraction of this protein being

water-soluble. Pilling and Pearsall [1930], in work of a preliminary nature, were

able to obtain appreciable amounts of non-protein-nitrogen soluble in 60-80%
alcohol from mature apple fruits.

Expbbxmentjil.

1. Material and methods of sampling.

Preliminary work has indicated that it is essential to devote considerable

attention to the sampling of the material and to its preparation for analysis, as
well as to the methorls of chemical analysis to be employed. Duplicate samj^es
must be prej>ared and analysed at intervals during the course of an experiment
so that a statistical treatment of results becomes possible.

^ The major j>art of this paper has been alMitracted from a thesis accepted fur the degree of
Ph.B„ Cambridge University, 1935.

( 258 )
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The material and the method of sampling employed in the present work were,

briefly, as follows.

Series HYjSS, Fruit from 10 Bramley’s Seedling trees on Stirling Castle

stocks (18 years old) at Messrs Chivers’ farm, Histon. Date of petal-fall,

^

May 15th, 1933. Firstly, each tree and each main branch of each tree were
numl)ered ;

each apple and each main branch were also given a number, the first

apple on each branch Ixnng number 1, the second number 2 and so on. Before
each gathering the total number of fruits per tree to be gathered was decided.

Next, the branch and the apple on each branch to be gathered were determined
by a random selection of numbers. Any fruit obviously blemished or dropped
during gathering was discarded, and the next in order up its branch was taken
in its placid When two samples were gathered at once, alternate fruits were
placed in each of two tins to give the two samples. Each sample was composed
of not less than 25 fruits. The fruit was transferred to the laboratory in tins

provided with well-fitting lids to minimise evaporation.

Series MBY134. Fruit from 18 Bramley’s Seedling trees (15 years) on East
Mailing stocks I and II on an unmanured plot at East Mailing Research Station.

Date of petal-fall, May 20th, 1934. Method of sampling exactly as for series

HY/33.
Immediately on reaching the laboratory the fruit was weighed and halved,

and the seeds were removed and weighed into sealed boiling-tubes. Fruit and
seeds were then transferrtKi to a room maintained at -20 to -25*^ to await pre-

paration for analysis.

2. Preparation of material for analysis.

Owing to the time taken for analysis etc., it l>ecame obvious that a method
of preparation of the material for analysis must be chosen which would allow

of at least sev'eral weeks of storage prior to analysis. The method finally adopted
was that described by Onslow ei al. [1927].

The advantages of this method of preparation and storage of the material

an' that it allows of:

(1) Reasonably constant separation into peel and pulp.

(2) Complete disintegration of the tissue,

(3) Thorough mixing of the resultant frozen powder.

(4) No change in the nitrogenous fractions in the tissue over periods of at

least 2 months [Hulme, 1932],

Since, as will be seen later, soluble nitrogen is to be extracted with 60-80%
alcohol, this alcohol can be added to the frozen powder, so that no enzymic

action is likely to occur during thawing of the tissue.

Separation ofpeel and pulp. The difficulty in any attempted separation of the

peel and the pulp of the apple fruits is that while ‘*true” peel-cells differ anato-

mically and chemically from “true” pulp-cells, the two tissues are contiguous,

and merge into one another in the region of their juncture. The procedure found

to give as good a separation as possible without special treatment (which might

interfere with the distribution of nitrogen in the tissues) was to peel the apples

while M>zen hard with an ordinary domestic potato j^ler set to a slightly

smaller cutting angle than normal. Microscopic examination of the ‘‘peel”

thus obtained, whilst showing, as would be expected, that a shallow layer of

pulp was included, nevertheless indicated that a reasonably uniform separation

could be achieved. It should be noted that the peel has a considerably higher

^ “Petsl-fall” rcfeis to the when prsoticslly sH the petals had shrivelled and fallen from

the young spple froite—-the w^ht of the fruit at this stage was of the order of 0*2 g.

17—2
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C50ntent of nitrogen than the pulp and differs considerably from it in the dis-

tribution of the various fractions of the nitrogen.

The values for the ratio pulp/peel for the two series of apples are shown in

Table I. Care was taken to lose as little tissue as possible during peeling, and

from the total weight of peel and of pulp for each sample (taken before grinding)

the amount of each of these tissues per apple of the sample was calculated.

Table I.

Series ... HY/33 MBY/34

Sample

Days’
development

(from
petal

fall)

Av.
wt./

apple

Loss
on

peeling*

{%)

Ratio
pulp/
peel f^ample

Days’
development

(from
petal

fall)

Av.
wt./

apple

Loss
on Ratio

f»e<!ling* pulp/
'(%)

V 22 80 <1 2-8J 1 19 3-2 4-1 2-30

VI (1) 29 18-0 2-8 4-95 11(1) 26 6*5 5-2 3-84

VI (2) 29 18-9 2-8 4-77 n (2) 26 6-5 40 4-01

VII 43 50-3 23 6-67 111 33 16-7 2-3 5-22

VIII 58 84-8 1-8 6-50 IVrt(l) 40 26-2 3-2 5-52

IX (1)

IX (l»)

X

67 113-2 1-4 6-90 IVo (2)

V
40 25-6 3-2 5-43

67 111-1 1-6 6-06 51 41-1 2-6 8-24

77 124-9 1-9 8-79 Vla(l)
Va«(2)

60 49-7 3-8 7-02

XI (1) 93 168-4 2-0 8-75 60 52-7 3-2 7-22

XI (2) 93 164-6 1-3 7-76 VII 73 71-8 4-0 7-03

XII 106 187-9 1-1 10-0 Mil 92 102-4 1-2 7-7K

Xllla(l) 124 219-0 l-l 111 IX«(I) 116 123-8 3-1 8-01

Xllla (2) 124 218-5 l-O 1 1-0 IX a (2)

X
116 126-9 2-7 8-19

txm6(i) 124 209-0 2-0 11-4 138 159-4 3-2 7-10

tXni5(2) 124 214-0 2-3 10-8 XD/(1) 150 157-6 2*8 8-18

XIV 141 245-6 1-7 12-5 XI « (2) 150 164-3 2-5 8-38

XV (1) 170 243-7 1-8 12-0 Xlltt 163 172-7 1-8 8-14

XV (2) 170 240-0 2-0 11-8 XID> 163 178-1 2-6 8-53

Average value 18 Average value IM

* The inevitable loss of a small amount of tissue during peeling (see Table I, columns 4 and 9)

causes a slight error in the calculations, but it is clear that this error is very small and n^asonably
constant.

t Samples for experimental storage not described in this pa{»er.

3. Methods of analysis.

Determination of the total nitrogen content of the tissue.

Total nitrogen was determined on aliquot portions of the frozen, ground tissue by the usual

macro-Kjeldahl method. Normally 50 g. of the pulp and 30-40 g. of the peel wen* takcui for each

determination. Despite the tendency for the digestion mixture to froth over during the early

stages of beating it was foun<l preferable not to dry the tissue before digestior>, since this latter

process was slow and gave erratic results. In agreement with the results of Pilling and Pearsall

[1930], nitrates were found normally to be absent from the material, so that modiBoations of the

Kjeldahl method to include these compounds were not used in routine determinations. In later

work selenium was used [Lauro, 1931] in addition to coppe^r sulphate as catalyst, thereby con-

siderably reducing the time of digestion. The agreement Obtatnod in these estimations is illustrated

by the following results for six 50 g. sub-samples of a sample of pulp; average nitrogen content

0-0345%; standard deviation 0-00045%, average blank” value on reagents alone, 0-0(K)2%.

Serration of ^protein- and non-protein-niirogen. In the present instance it

was not desired, necessarily, to determine the protein-nitrogen directly, but
to be certain of its separation from the simpler non-prot^-uitrogmr in order
that a detailed investigation of the latter might bemade. Themethod ofattaining
this object was based on the following foots establidied after a Imigtby survey of
the problem, using Bramley’s Seedling apple fruits.
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1 . Water in the cold (with or without neutralisation of the free acid of the tissue as extraction

proceeded), Mothes’s tannin solution [Mothes, 1926'] and 60-80% alcohol (under the conditions

of the “standard" alcohol extraction method descriM below) extract equal amounts of nitrogen

from apple pulp tissue. In the case of peel tissue small differences occur in the total extractable

nitrogen which are reflected in the “precipitated" nitrogen fraction (sec hedow). Such differences

appear to be connected with the difference in solubility in water and in alcohol of the chlorophyll

and associated pigments of the tissue.

2. Excluding the seeds, proteins directly soluble in water' or in 60-80% alcohol appear

definitely to l>e absent from the apple fruit. In view of the work of Finn
j
1932] on the effect of

freezing in rfdation to denaturation of proteins it cannot be argued with any certainty that the

method of prei)aration of the tissue for analy.si8, involving as it does rapid freezing, is likely to

load to denaturation of protein w ith consequent loss of solubility in water. The results of Lincoln

and Mulay
[ 1929] for plant material also tend against such a possibility.

3. F^xtraction of the tissue with boiling 86% alcohol at atmospheric pressure gave a signifi-

cantly lower result for total non- protein-nitrogen as compared with that obtained by the throe

methods deHcribed above.

4. After hydrolysis of a sample of apple pulp tissue with 25% hydrochloric acid, removal of

excess acid, adjustment of the pu of the hydrolysate to 3*5 (within the region of the pu of fresh

juice from Bramley's Swelling apples) followed by extiaction of this hydrolysat-e with 70%
alcohol exactly as in the “standard" method descrilicd below', 99 total nitrogen of the

tissue was recovered in i he cxtrai't finally obtained.

5. H iller and \ an Slyke
f
1 922 j, working with WochL found that whilst 84% alcohol precipitated

intermediate protein hydrolysis compounds fairly completely and consistently, about 27
''o of

the fn‘c amino-acids prt^semt were adsorlx'-d on the protein precipitates. These workers indicated,

however, that this fraction (adsorb<.Hl amino-acids) “is sufficiently constant to validate con-

clusions drawn from comparable results in physiological experiments". In the case of apple

tissue the .similarity in the amount of nitrogen extracted by w'ater and by alcohol makes it clear

that there can 1 k' no appreciable adsorption of amino-acids on protein precipitated w'ifhin the

tissue by alcohol w'hen the latter is used os extractant.

<1. It is extremely difficult to attain a satisfactory separation of w'ater extracts from the

rc'sidual apple tissue. Filtration, with or without suction, is itu possibly slow for routine work and
centrifuging is little Iw'tter. On the other hand alcoholic extracts filter readily. This diff('rence is

due, apjiarcntly, to the large amount ofpectin present in the tissue, which, during w'ater extraction,

forms a slimy gel arouml the surface of the tissue.

In view of these considerations the following ''standard'^ alcohol extraction

method was used to obtain the non-protcin-nitrogen fraction of the fruit tissue.

A suitable amount of tissue (300-;Mk» g. in the case of pulp and 100-2.50 g. in the case of peel,

deptmding on the amount of nitrogen present) was allowed to stand overnight at 12* wfith sufficient

97% alcohol to make the final alcohol concentration about 65 'V, assuming the moisturt^ content

of the tissue to Ik* 86% of it/S fresh w'cight. The alcoholic extract (Lst extract) w'as then filtered

through a Boxhlet thimble of sufficient size to retaiji all the residual tissue. The tissue in the

thimble was then extracted in a continuous vacuum extractor until extraction of soluble nitro-

genous compounds was complete (2nd extract). This required 6-8 hours depending on the nitrogen

content of the tissue. No attempt was made to neutralise the acids present in the tissues before or

during extraction but the extractor was of such a form that the tissue only came into contact with

alcohol at room temperature and the temperature of the extract either during extraction or during

the subsequent evaporation of the alcohol never rose above 30*. The actual strength of the alcohol

coming into contact with the tissue in the extractor was 85-87 %, The lst and 2nd extracts were

combined, the alcohol was removed and the extracts were concentrated to a small volume in vacuo.

The final alcohol-free extract was transferred to a standard flask and brought to a definite volume

(60-1 50 ml. depending on the amount of nitrogen present). After bringing to volume the extract

was filtered by suction through an asbestos pad. The residue on the pad was composed of com-

^ It is intemtlng to note that Karmarkar [1934] found practically no water-soluble protein in

the bark, wood atid leaves of the Newton Wonder apple.
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pounds which are precipitated during the removal of the alcohol (alcohol-soluble, water-insoluble

compounds) and which appear to be chiefly chlorophyll and associated pigments. Its bulk was

very small in the case of pulp tissue but larger in the case of peel. The nitrogen of this residue

—

designated precipitated'^ nitrogen—was low and relatively constant (pulp 1-1'6% of the total

nitrogen of the tissue; peel 2-3% of the total nitrogen).

Owing to the small amount of nitrogen present it was necessary to use micro-

methods for the investigation of the nitrogen content of the extracts. The

following are the fractions determined and the methods used in their deter-

mination.

1 . ToUil soluble nitrogen. This refers to the total nitrogen of the extracts after removal of the

“precipitated” nitrogen. A modification of the micro-Kjeldahl method as described by Pregl

[1924] was used in this determination. An investigation of several methods of decreasing the time

of the acid digestion led to the employment of hydrogen peroxide in this connection. As found

by Christiansen and Fulmer [1927] for macro-Kjeidahl determinations on yeast, the judicious use

of this reagent, apart from greatly accelerating the digestion, also gave results as much as lO^Jo

higher than those obtained by the normal digestion method. 2 ml. of liX) vol. hydrogen peroxide

(B.D.H., K.A.R.) were found to give optimum figures for the nitrogen content using 1 ml. of a

whole range of pulp and peel extracts. The method adopted was to add to 1 ml. of extract 1 ml.

of hydrogen peroxide together with 2 ml. of sulphuric acid and heat gently for about 16 min.

After cooling slightly a further I ml. of hydrogen peroxide and 3 ml. of sulphuric acid were added

together with the usual amount of potassium sulphate and copper sulphate.^ The digestion and

subsequent steam -distillation were proceeded with as usual using iV/70 acid with methyl red

indicator to absorb the ammonia evolved in the latter process.

2. Free ammonia- and amide-nitrogen. Free ammonia was estimated os follows: 10 ml. of

apple extract were just neutralised with 40% NaOH, 5 ml. ofa 10% suspension ofpure magnesium

oxide were added and the ammonia liberated was distilled under diminished pressuwj at 40'^ into

A^/70 acid. The special micro-distillation apjmratus used was the same as that used in the amide-

nitrogen estimations. Amide-nitrogen was determined by the method used by Chibnall and

Westall [1932]. 5 ml. lots of the apple extracts were used in this estimation. On employing the

method suggested by Chibnall and Westall for the diiferential estimation of asparagine and

glutamine with several extracts from mature apples, it became clear tiiat glutamine was absent.

The assumption was made, therefore, that all the amide-nitrogen originated from asparagine.

The possibility of the existence of glutamine in immature apples was not investigated, but this

compound is unlikely to be stable in so acid a medium as that of the Bramley’s Seedling apple.

Hence the aspara^im-nitrogen—amidc-mtrogi&a x 2.

3. Amim-niirogen,^ This fraction was estimated on the residue from the ammonia-nitrogen

estimation by the method already described [Hulme, 1935, 1]. Various modifications of the

formaldehyde and alcxihol titrations for the estimation ofamino-acid groups were also investigated.

It was found impossible to obtain satisfactory results with tliese methods chiefly owing to the

large amount of colouring matter present. Richardson [1934] has also pointed out the advantages

of the Van Slyke gasometric method for estimating amino-nitrogen in coloured biological liquids.

Amino-acid-nitrogen ::=araino-N - amide-N.

4.
“
Best"-nitrogen = total soluble nitrogen - (free ammonia-K + asparagine-N + amino-acid-N).

6. Protein*'-nitrogen total N - total soluble N.

Tiiratabh acid was also estimated in the apple extracts, 2^ ml. of extract were titrated with

0*1 iV NaOH, after dilution to 500 ml., using chlorophenol red ^ indicator according to

the suggestion of Bemiet-Clark [1933]. Since the colouring matter present interfered somewhat
with the end-point in these estimations—even after the dilution of the extracts—the end-points

were checked with the Morton glass electrode. The titratabte acid figures given in the present

paper were calculated as malic acid. All pu values quoted were obtained by means of the Morton
glass electrode.

^ Since the above method was evolved it has been noted that Pregl [1930] now recommends
the use of hydrogen peroxide to accelerate the micro-Kjeldahl digestion.

* This fraction is, of course, derived entirely from aliphatic amino-groups.
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Statistical treatment.

Standard deviations were calculated from the following equations [Fisher,

1928].

Variance of freedom— no. of means), d being the deviation
of duplicates from their mean.

Standard deviation, V"variance.

The significant difference between two consecutive results in a series was obtained
from the equation gig x V2 x <,

values of t (7^~()*0o) being obtained from Fisher s tables. In the many cases
examined the standard deviation of sampling (for all the nitrogen fractious) was
found to Ik‘ 3 or 4 times as great as the standard deviation duo to extraction alone
(this latter of course^ also includes deviations due to exjx*rimental “error” of
actual estimation), hence the former deviation only will be considered for each
series. The vert ical lines given to the right of the progress curves for each nitrogen
fraction in the figure's represent the magnitude of the significant differences

calculated from this standard deviation.

Results.

The results obtained are given in Figs. 1 to 9.

The following is a key to Figs. 2 to 8.

Total .

# '• l*rotcin**-mtr<)gen
j

O Total soluble nitrogen
;

Amino-aeid-nitmgen iSeries M By/34
A Asparagine-nitrogen

A ‘'Rest” -nitrogen
j

X Free ammonia- nit rogeu >

The results for seri<*s liY/33 are expressed by the .«iame symbols with a
vertical line through them, a discontinuous line being used to join up the.

points. Total nitrogen is plotted as mg. per apple and as a percentage of the fresh

Fig. 1 . Growth curves for the two series ofapples. Fig. 2. Total nitrogen as% fresh weight.

A in the figures refers to results for fruits attached to the tree and B to results for friiits which
had fallen into small bags attached to their branohes at the time of the penultimate gatherings.
The ohemical results for the pulp were practically identical in both cases and are not plotM
separately.



Nitrogen,

mg./applc

Nitrogen,

mg./apple

Bayci from petal-fall Days from petal-fall

Fig. 4. Fig.

Fig. 3, Total nitrogen, mg./apple

Fig. 4. "‘l^otein’Hotal soluble nitrogen, mg./apple. I. Peel. 11. Pulp,

Fig. 5. Total soluble nitrogen. I. Peel. II. Pulp.

Fig. 6. Pulp. Soluble N fractions, mg./apple. I. Peel. 11. Pulp.
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weight. The remaining nitrogen results are expressed in mg. per apple and as a
percentage of the total nitrogen. Acid is expressed in g. per apple. Results for

this fraction expressed as g. per 100 g. of water (the amount of water in the

Fig. 7. Fig._«.

Fig, 7. l*ulp. Solutilp N fractions as % total nitrogen.

Fig. 8. Peel, Soluble X fractions. 1 and II in mg./apple.

Ill and 1\" as % total nitrogen.

Fig. 9. TitratabJe acid (as malic).

tissue was obtained by evaporation at 55® in vacuo and determination of the

weight of the dry residue) showed a steady fall throughout development in both
series after about the 40th day.
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The primary object of the present paper is to place on record the data

expressed in the figures so that only the more obvious points arising from these

data will be commented upon.

The different characters of the two sets of fruit are well illustrated in Fig, 1

from which it is seen that the maximum weight of the fruit in series HY/33 was

approximately 245 g. and in series MBY/34 only about 165 g.

In the case of series HY/33 the amino-nitrogon was determined by a modifi-

cation of the Van Slyke method giving only a partial correction for tannin

(caseinogen precipitation method [Hulme, 1935, 1]). From estimations of the

approximate tannin content of the fruit of this series at various stages during

development [Hulme, 1935, 2] it was evident that from about the 80th day
onwards, in the case of the pulp tissue, the amount of tannin present was in-

sufficient seriously to affect the Van Slyke results obtained. Hence these latter

results are given in the figures from gathering X onwards (sec Table 1) and may
be considered accurate enough for purposes of comparison with the general drift

in series MBY/34. No amino-acid results for the jx^el of aeries HY/33 are

given, since throughout the series the amount of tannin present w^as relatively

large.

The most striking difference between the results for the two series is the

opposite directions of the trend in total soluble and asparagine-nitrogen, when
considered as a percentage of the total nitrogen (Figs. 5, II and 7, II), during

the first period of development. Although this difference emphasises the need

for a further study of this region, it may not be so significant as appears at first

sight. At this early stage in the development of the fruits the cells of the tissue

are densely filled [Tetley, 1931] and metabolic changes are relatively great.

Furthermore, results for earlier samples of series HY/33, obtained for whole

fruits (in these samples the apples were too small for peeling), gave, at day 8,

total soluble nitrogen 24-5% of the total nitrogen and at day 15, 27*0
‘5;,. If

the results for this fraction at days 22 and 29 are calculated for the*, whole fruit

the values obtained are 36*6 and 29*5% respectively. The asparagine-nitrogen

figures for these four dates show a similar relation to one another. Hencjo it

would appear that the soluble and asparagine-nitrogen results for day 22
(series HY/33) are abnormally high and further work may show that during this

early stage of development the results for series MBY/34 more truly represent

the general course of events.

From about the 30th day onwards there is a distinct similarity betwt^en the

two series in the general drift of the nitrogen fractions when due weight is given
to the values of the significant differences. This is especially striking in view of
the different type of the fruit in each series. It would ap])ear, therefore, that the
processes underlying the recorded changes are fundamental in the development
of apple fruits—at least of the Bramley*s Seedling variety. Taking the results

for the pulp as a whole three phases in the nitrogen cycle are apparent. An early

stage of rapid increase in soluble nitrogen compounds, especially asparagine, is

followed by a stage of relative equilibrium between protein and non-protein
compounds. Finally when the fruit is mature a state of net synthesis of protein
ensues. This last phase is striking and quite unexpected in a senescent organ.
It is also a feattire of mature apples when detached from the tree and will be
considered more fully in later ‘papers.

In the case ofthe peel, as might be expected, changes in the nitrogen fractions
are small but, in pneral, run parallel with changes in the pulp. Again, the most
noteworthy fact is the apparent synthesis of protein when the fruit has reached
maturity.
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Finally the present data may be considered in relation to the suggestions of

Ruhland and Wetzel [1926; 1927] that acid formation in plants (other than

members of the CrassuJaceae [Wolf, 1931]) is intimately connected with nitrogen

metabolism.

The low pii of the sap of the Bramley’s Seedling apple would place it in the

class of plants called by Ruhland and Wetzel “ammonia” or “acid” plants, in

which case ammonium salts should predominate over amides. Actually the

reverse proves to be the case. Prom Pig. 6, II, it is clear that asparagine is

greatly in exeass of ammonium salts in the tissues of the apple fruit throughout

the whole growth period examined. In fact only at one point is the latter fraction

present in appreciable amounts. The ammonia-nitrogen results for series MBY/34
only are given since the results for series HY/33 are substantially identical with

them W'ith the exception that the maximum near the end of the growth period is

considerably lower. Further, in considering Ruhland and WetzeFs contention

that the plant acids arise chiefly in the course of protein metabolism the present

data show that this is unlikely to be the case in the apple, for the amount of

acid present (Fig. 9) is always greatly in excess of that of any of the nitrogen

compounds. The evidence is not, however, entirely conclusive since lK)th th(^

amount of acid entering the fruit from the tree and the amount (if any) of the

nitrogen compounds passing from the pulp tissue to the seeds are unknown.

SOMMABY.

1. Details are given of the methods of sampling and preparation of the fruit

for analysis.

2. The separation of the total nitrogen into the two fractions protein- and
non-protein-nitrogen is briefly discussed and reasons are given for the use of

alcohol extraction to att>ain tliis end in the present instance.

3. Methods are given for the estimation of total nitrogen and of the various

constituent fractions of the soluble nitrogen.

4. Graphs are prestmted showing changes in size of fruit, total nitrogen,

total soluble nitrogen, ammonia-nitrogen, asparagine-nitrogen, amino-acid-

nitrogen, “rest ’'-nitrogen and titratable acidity during the course of develop-

ment, from petal fall to maturity, of fruit from two series of Bramley’s Seedling

apple trees. The nitrogen fractions are given for both p(*el and pulp of the

fraits.

5. Certain points arising out of these results are briefly discussed and it is

concluded that there are three stages in the nitrogen cycle of the developing

apple fruit.

6. The results for free ammonia and for amino-acid-nitrogen and titratable

acid provide evidence which appears to bo inconsistent with the hypothesis of

Ruhland and Wetzel that acid formation in plants is intimately connected with

the nitrogen metabolism.

In conclusion the author wishes to acknowledge a Strathcona Research

Studentship from St John’s College, Cambridge, during the tenure of which

the preliminary work here described was carried out. Grateful acknowledgment
is also made to Prof. A. C. tSubnall for kind hospitality and advice on the

determination of the nitrogenous constituents of plants received during a short

stay in his laboratory.
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It has been shown by numerous investigators that the administration of para-

thormone results in an immediate phosphate diuresis followed some hours later

by a rise in the senim calcium. In a previous paper Goadby and Stacey [1934]

showed that the phosfihate diuresis was not accompanied by a rise in plasma
inorganic phosphate and could not therefore be considered as the result of a
liberation int/O the blood-stream of phosphorus held elsewhere in the body, and
they brought forward evidence which suggested that parathormone produced

this effect by direct action on the kidney.

The present work was undertaken to examine this point further, by observing

whether or not parathormone produces a phosphate diuresis when the kidneys

are severely damaged. Experiments similar in all respects to those previously

recorded were carried out on i)atients in an advanced stage of renal insufficiency

due to chronic nephritis.

Methods.

The patient was allowed a normal breakfast at 8 a.m., no lunch and a normal

tea at 4 p.m. The experiment was conducted from (5 a.m. to 6 p.m., during

which time half a pint of fluid—lemonade or water—wslb taken every 2 hours

to ensure adequate urine excretion. The urine was collected during a preliminary

period every 2 hours, viz. 6-8 a.m., 8-10 a.m., 10 to midday. At midday blood

was taken from the antf^cubital vein and immediately afterwards 100 units of

parathormone (Lilley) were injected intramusciilarly. The urine was collected

every hour after this up to 0 p.m. Blood was taken again at 2.30 p.m., which

corresponded to about the maximum phosphate diuresis previously found in

normals; a further sample was taken 24 hours after the injection. The following

estimations were performed.

Plasma inorganic phosphate. Blood was drawn into a 10 ml. rentrifuge-tubi* containing 2 drops

of 20% potassium oxalate solution and the plasma separated at oiiee. The method of Voungburg

and Voungburg [1930] W'aa used for this estimation.

Serum ccdcium. This was estimated by Clark and Collip’s [1925] modification of the Kramer-

Tisdail technique.

Urine inorganic phosphate. When albumin was present tliis was precipitated by the addition

of an equal volume of20% triohloroaoetie acid to an aliquot portion of the urine. The estimation

was done on the filtrate by the Voungburg technique.

Experiments were done on 3 cases of chronic nephritis with severt^ nitrogen

retention, 1 case of congenital cystic kidneys with nitrogen retention, 1 case

of acute nephritis during nitrogen retention and agam during convalescence.

Experiments were also done on 3 cases of renal disease without gross derange-

ment of renal concentrating power, as shown by normal blood ureas and normal

urea concentration tests, viz. 1 case of congenital cystic kidneys without

( 269 )
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nitrogen retention, 1 case of acute nephritis during convalescence {vide supra),

and 1 case of nephrosis. In none of the cases was there sufficient circulatory

failure to prevent absorption of the parathormone.

Discussion.

The experimental findings are given in the figure and tables and show

clearly that when the renal function is grossly impaired parathormone does not

produce a phosphate diuresis in any way comparable with that obtained in

s
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Fig. 1.

normal persons. Furthermore ifthe phosphate diuresis in normals were secondary
to a rise in blood phosphate mobilised fi^m the reserve stores, this rise would bo
very marked in those persons in whom the diuresis did not occur owing to renal

damage. No such rise was observed, the small changes seen were insignificant

compared with the amount of extra phosphorus excreted by normal persons

after parathormone.

Further confirmation of our hypothesis is given by case 5, acute nephritis:

during the stage of acute renal failure (blood urea 116 mg./lOO ml.) the phosphate
diuresis was small: after recovery, when the blood urea was normal, the phos-
phate diuresis was increased fourfold. (No such increase has been seen in normal
I>er8ons when given parathormone injections at similar intervals of time.)

It will be seen that there is a rise in the serum calcium 24 hours after para-
thormone injection both in the normal and in the nephritic series: this suggests
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Table I, Besponse of normal and nephritic individimU to

100 units of parathormone.

1.

Case

Chronic nephritis b.p. 210/130, b.v. UK)

Plasma
phosphate
variation

in 6 hours
-f or ~

mg./lOO ml.

+ 0-4

Extra
phosphate
excretion

in 6 hours
mg.

27-3

Serum Ca
rise in

24 hours
mg./lOO ml.

1

2. Chronic nephritis b.p. 150/80, b.if. 150, + 0*4 32-9 2-4

:i.

u.o.T. 0*87

('ongenital cystic kidneys b.p. 185/105, + 0-2 7*7 1-0

4.

B.v. 134, u.r.T. 1-2

Arteriosclerotic kidneys B.p. 182/84, b.u. 170 +01 0-8 0-7

T). Acutt' nephritis b.p. 144/100, b.v. 115, + 0-1 70-0 1-0

o.

r.c.T. 1*35

Acute nephritis, recovered b.p. 110/70,

B.i\ 31, no albuminuria

C'ongenital cystic kidneys b.p. 100/95,

-0-50 285-0 4-3

(i. -0*15 160-0 1-2

7.

B.u. 115, no albuminuria

Nephrosis. Plasma cholesterol 040 b.p. + 002 325-0 1-8

8.

124/72, albuminuria, casts ^ +

Normal ‘-0'23 225-8 0-9

9. Normal -0-59 415-4 2-0

10. Normal ~0*25

Extra
phosphate
excretion

in 4 hours
mg.

216-0

11. Normal +013 138-0 —
12. Normal +0-08 312-0 —
i:i. Normal -0*36 135-0 —
14. Normal -015 1.38-0 —

B.p. -BJood presRim* in mni. Hg. B.r.~ Blood ur<*a in mg./lOO ml. r.c.T,^ Maximum
<*oncentrati<)n of urine-urea in urea concentration test.

that the actions of parathormone in raising the blood calcium and in causing

increased excretion of phosphorus are independent, for the Ca rises whether

there is the initial large phosphate diuresis or not. These findings are in accord-

ance with the observations of Ellsworth and Futcher [1935], who showed that

]>arathorraone produces a rise in the blood calcium of nephrectomised dogs.

ColUp ei al. [1934] also demonstrated that in nephrectomised animals the bones

were depleted of calcium by injection of parathormone in the same way as in

normal animals.

Summary.

1 . In persons in whom the excreting power ofthe kidneys is grossly impaired,

parathormone fails to cause the same increased excretion of phosphorus in the

urine as occurs in normal persons.

2. This was true in all 6 cases of renal damage, due to various causes, that

have been examined.
3. In no case was there a large rise in the plasma inorganic phosphate after

parathormone.
4. The hypothesis that parathormone acts directly on the kidneys to produce

a phosphate diuresis is thus confirmed.
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6. In the same 6 oases, the blood calcium rose in the 24 hours after the
injection to the same degree as in normal persons.

6. It is therefore suggested that parathormone has at least two actions:
one on the kidney, the other on the calcium stores of the body.

We wsh to express our gratitude to the Physicians of St Thomas’s Hospital
for permission to use their cases.
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In continuation of the research dealing with the amino-acid composition of

cocksfoot protein, of which the basic amino-acids have already been determined

I
Miller, 1935], an account is now given of the isolation of proline by the method
of Kapfbaramer and Eck [1927], combined with that of Sporer and Kapfhammer
1 1930] ,

and of the isolation of aspartic and glutamic acids by two slightly different

methods both based on the procedures of Foreman [1914], Dakin [1918: 1920]

and *ronefi and his co-work(T8 (e,g. Jones and Moeller [1928]). No din^ct evidence

for the presence of either hydroxyproline or hydroxyglutamic acid was obtained.

During the course of the work the mouoaminomonocarboxylie acids have been

obtaininl in crystalline form by the usual butyl alcohol method of Dakin
;
their

mean N content has been (h'termined but the separation of the individual

amino-acids is as yet in(‘ompleb‘.

It has already been suggested and partly confirmed that the low N content

of the grass prot(Mns prepared in this laboratory is due to the presence of N-free

impurity [Miller and Cbibnall, 1932: (liibnali et al.y 1933: Miller, 1935]. The
analysis of cocksfoot protein is now sufficiently far advanced to permit calcu-

lation of the amount of this adulterant, and in a discussion at the end of this

paper it has been deduced that the grass proteins, if they could be prt'iiared free

from non-nitrogenous impuritu'S, would contain about 16%N. This authenticate^s

the a.s8umption made by agricultural workers that the protein cjontent of forage

(Tops can b(> calculated from the *'tnie protein'’ N by raultiplving by the factor

0*25 (i.e. 1(K)/16).

Experimental.

The dicmboxylic acids.

Exp. I. 50 g. of a cocksfoot protein (AO), having a dry weight of 49 g. and
N 13*2% of the dry weight, were bj^drolyseii with 270 ml. of 20% (1:1) HCl,

by heating on a steam-bath for 1-2 hours and then boiling under reflux for

30 hours in an oil-l>ath. 6*34 g, of “acid huinin", containing 3*80®to N, were

separated. The clarified solution contained 6*16 g. N, making a total, with the

humin-N, of 6*36 g. The latter figure will l)e referred to as '‘prott'in-N”, on

which ail yields, in terms of N, will be calculated. The solution was c^oncentrated

to about 3(K) ml. (this and all subsequent distillations were (iarried out in vacuo

below 50°) and treated with solid barium hydroxide until alkaline to litmus.

The “alkaline humin *’ was filtered off, washed with hot water and dried at 105°.

This weighed 6-10 g., and contained 2*23% N. The total humin (acid -f alkaline)

weighed 10*44 g. and contained only 0*345 g. N ; it represents tnerefore the major

part of the non*protein impurity present in the protein preparation and by

Bio(;lioi». 1936 xxx ( 273 ) 18
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difference the protein itself must have weighed 38*56 g. and have contained

between 6*015 and 6*36 g. N, i.e. between 15*6 and 16*4% . This point is developed

in the discussion.

The amino-acid filtrate was cx)ncentratcd to al)Out 400 ml. and a Foreman
pn^cipitation carried out, but using barium hydroxide in place of calcium

hydroxide since the barium ion was easier to remove. In this and all subsequent

Foreman precipitations the procedure was as follows, with the exception of the

volume of alcohol added and of certain other variations which will be stated in

each case. The solution was saturatc^d with barium hydroxide at room tem-

perature by adding the solid material with shaking till a little remained undis-

solved and was then poured with stirring into 93% alcohol (in this case, 5 vols.)

and the mixture left at room temperature for 2 days. Thc! insoluble barium salts

were filtered off, washed once with alcohol and suspended in water, and th<*

barium was removed exactly with H2SO4 . In this instance 21 . of water were

used in an attempt to dissolve the barium salts complc^kdy, but a small amount
of an insoluble substance, containing 0*037 g. N, still remained. Later (experience

suggested that considerably less water would have eff(‘ct(‘d the same result.

The filtered solution, containing 1*63 g. N, was treated with 2*5 1. (rf alcohol and
left at overnight. The barium salts were decomposed as before to give a

solution (solution A) containing 0*705 g. N. Thc ah^oholic filtrate from this

operation was evaporated at 40^' to dryness to remove alcohol. Tlu? residue was
practically all dissolved in 400 ml. of water, the solution treated with 5(K) ml. of

alcohol, and left in the ice-chest overnight. The prccipitati^d barium salts wer('

decomposed as before; the resulting solution (solution B) contaim^d 0181 g. N,
of which 87*2% was amino-N. (Solutions A and B were worked up for glutamic

acid as described later.)

This last alcoholic filtrate, after removal of solid material (1*9 g. probably

largely barium carbonate with some tyrosine) which had bt*en de|K>sited while*

the solution had b(*cn standing, was c!oncc*ntratcd at 40^’ to remove alcohol, and
barium removed with HaS04 . The solution contained 0*672 g. N (96% amino-iV),

and 6*19 g. solids. It was concentrated to 100 ml. and a Foreman j>recipitation

carried out, using IJ vols. of alcohol and leaving at 0'^ overnight. The barium
precipitate was workfid up in the usual way; the resulting solution (solution C)

contained 0*092 g. N (all amino-N). The alcoholic filtrate was treated as before

and another Foreman precipitate taken out from 50 ml. of solution, using an
equal volume of alcohol; the solution (solution I)) derived from the barium salts

contained 0*0511 g. N.
Glutamic acid. Solutions A and B were combined, freed exactly from SO4

*

,

and concentrated at 40” to 80 ml. After saturation at 0” with dry HCl, the

solution was left in a glas8-stopj)ered l>ottle for a week at 0”. The mass of

crystals was collected on a sintered glass Goo(?h crucible, washtni with a little

cold concentrated HCl and dried in a vacuum desiccator over NaOH sticks:

yield 1*13 g. The filtrate was concentrated to 25 ml., rosaturated witli HCl and
a second crop (1*92 g.) obtained. The mother-liquor was further concentrated to

15 ml., rosaturated as before and a third crop (2*73 g.) procured. At this stage

solutions 0 and D were added to the mother-liquor, leading to a fourth crop
(0*51 g.). The total yield of glutamic acid hydrochloride, allowing for alic^uots

withdrawn for analyses, was 6*73 g., or 5*39 g. of the free amino-acid. This
represents a yield of 13*1 % of the original weight of protein (recalculated on a
basis of 16% N)

;
or, in terms of N, 8*03% of the protein-N. The recrystallised

product contained 7*68%N ;
calculated for glutamic acid hydrochloride, 7*61 %

.

The ash was negligible.
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The isolation of aspartic acid in this experiment will not be described in

detail since the yield was low, probably owing to certain unnecessary steps in

the procedure, the acid being precipitated successively as its barium salt (Fore-

man precipitation), as its lead salt [Dakin, 1918] and finally isolated as the

copper salt.

Exp. 2. 100 g. of cocksfoot protein (AB), having a dry weight of 94*4 g. and
N 13*7% of the dry weight, were hydrolysed as in the previous experiment.

11*24 g. of humin, containing 3*93% N, were obtained. The solution contained
12*26 g. N, or with the humin-N the total would be 12*70 g. (“protcin-N”).

The solution was freed from Cl~ with silver sulphate, and the excess Ag^ removed
by means of HjjS. The excess of the latter was removed by concentration; the

solution then (^ontained 11*91 g. N, a loss of 0*35 g. N. H2SO4 was quantita-

tiv<»Iy removed with barium hydroxide solution, resulting in a solution reacting

just acid to litmus. The barium sulphate was centrifuged off and digested three

times successively with water on a boiling water-bath. The solution and washings
were concentraU^l at 45*^ to about 7(K) ml. (if the volume was reduced lower than
this a solid crystalliiw^ mass result<5d) and left overnight. The cream coloured

solid was filtered off, washed and druni at lOfi"*. It weighed 3*25 g., contained

7*39% N, and apparenth^ consisted chiefly of tyrosine and leucine. In Table 1,

given later, this product is nd'erred to as monoainino-acid mixture A.

The filtrate, containing 11*40 g. N, was concentrated to 350 ml., divided

(Hiually into four 5(K) ml, centrifuge bottles stoppered with rubber bungs and
shaken for 10 min. in a shaking-machine with 1200 ml. of a- butyl alcohol. The
li(piids were then centrifuged and the clear upper layer carefully s;^q)honed off

and (*oncentrat(‘fi at 40* und<T reduectd pressure. The aque^ous phase remaining
was further extractt*d with butyl alooJiol as before. After this second extraction

the aqueous solution was mad«^ neutral to litmus with barium hydroxide solution.

(This was an improper step as the glutamic acid hydrochloride subsequently

isolatini (jontained barium (hlorid(\) The solution w^as then concentrated to

alK)ut 300 ml. (75 ml. in each bottle) and given 8 further extractions, using

5 vols. of butyl alcohol. The aqueous phase, now containing 6*87 g. N (54*1%
of the protein-N), was concentrated to 200 ml. (50 ml. in each bottle) and further

extracted 5 times with 8 vols. of butyl alcohol.

The butyl alcohol extracts were concentrated to about 500 ml. and the

cream coloured amino-acids filtered off and waslied with butyl alcohol followed

by acetone. They weighed 38*0 g. and contained 11*9% N. This material is

referred to in Table I as monoamino-acid mixture B. The butyl alcohol filtrate

contained 0*525 g. N consisting largely of proline-N.

OliUamic acM. The aqueous phase, containing 5*91 g. N. (46*5% of the

protein-N), was concentrated to about 130 ml., saturated with dry HCl at O'" and
glutamic acid hydrochloride isolated in the usual way : 10*2 g. (in 3 crops) were

obtained. The mother-liquor was repeatedly evaporated to a syrup from water

to remove free HCl, taken up in water and made slightly alkaline to litmus with

solid barium hydroxide. The small amount of humin was removed by filtration,

the filtrate concentrated to 100 ml. and a Foreman precipitation carried out

using 10 vols. of alcohol and leaving overnight. The alcohol filtrate (1), con-

taining 2*09 g. N, was treated later. The barium salts were worked up as usual;

the resulting solution, containing 2*605 g. N (equivalent to 20*5% of the protein-

N), was concentrated to a thin syrup and saturated with HCl at — lO"’: 2*74 g
of glutamic acid hydrochloride were obtained. In this experiment then a total

of 12*94 g. had been oollected. It contained 13*5% of ash (for the reason stated

previously) and 3*5% of ammonia-N; the N-oontent of the ash- and ammonia-

s 10-2
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Table I.

Yield

Expressed
as N

in % of
protein-N

As % of
total wt.
of protein

(N, l(v0%)

Actual
wt, i

isolated

g*

Nin
a,mino-

acid
0 /

0
*

Arginine 13-6 on 5*02 32*2 2-520

Histidine 1-66 0-89 0*82 27*1 0*309

Lysino 5*27 3*98 3*67 19*7 1*007

Prolinc 2*0 2-62 2*21 12*17 0*374

Glutamic acid 8 *o:i 1310 10-12 9*5 1*340

Aspartic acid 3-25 5-.32 4*30 10*5 0*029

Monoamino-acid mixture A 1-9 404 3*20 7*42 0*337

Monoamino-acid mixture B .35-6 47-0 38*0 U *9 0-290

Monoamino-acid mixtures C and D 3-29 3*64 2*94 14*3 0*585

Ammonia 6-0 1*15 0*93 82*3 1*009

(Humin) .54 — — — —
Total 86-00 87 *7.5 71*87 — 14*460

* % of N contributed by each amino-acid (or mixture'): c-JZ- for arginine.
.5*02 X :12*2

71.UT
--- 2 *520 .

free hydrochloride was 7*85% . Calculated from this N content the yield of free

glutamic acid was 11*5% of the original weight of protein (N, 16*0%), or in

terms of N, 7*05% of the protein-N.

Aspartic acid. The mother-liquor from the above hydrochloride, after

removal of frf>!0 HCl by concentration, contained 2*35 g. N (87*2% amino-N).

It was concentrated at 40^^ to about 160 ml. and another Foreman procijutation

carried out, using IJ vols, of alcohol and leaving 1 hour at 0®. The alcoholic

filtrate (2), containing 1*175 g. N, was treated later. The barium salts gave a

solution containing 1*055 g. N, The solution (volume 250 ml.) was heated to

boiling and about 10 g. of Kahlbaum’s cupric hydroxide added
;
the excess was

filtered off, washed with hot water, and the filtrate and washings wore left over-

night at 2°. The copper aspartate was filtered, washed with a little cold watf^r and
dried at 105° overnight : weight, 6*28 g. This isa yield of fn?o aspartic acid of5*32%
of the original weight of protein (N, 16*0%); or expressed as aspartic acid-N,

3*25% of the protein-N. Analyses were done on the air-dry copjx^r aspartate

(containing 4JH2O), since it was found difficult to render the salt anhydrous.

After one recrystaUisation the following values were obtained: N, 5*13;

Cu, 22*4%. C4H5O4NCU, 4^H20 requires N, 5*23; Cu, 23*0%.
The filtrate on concentration yielded no further crop of copper aspartate;

it contained 0*547 g. N, of which 85*2% was amino-N. Since the N in the

solution was not all in the amino-form, it was thought that basic amino-acids

might be present. The solution (250 ml.) was therefore treated with 18 ml. of

concentrated HCl followed by 20% phosphotungstic acid in 3% HCl solution

until precipitation was complete. The precipitate was filtered off, washed with
the usual reagent, and the filtrate and washings wore freed from phosphotungstic
acid with the usual 1 : 1 amyl alcohol: ether mixture. The aqueous solution

was evaporated to dryness under reduced pressure and the residual syrup dis-

solved in w'ater. The solution contained 0*446 g. N (all amino-N). No further

amounts of glutamic and aspartic acids could be separated by the usual methods
and an attempt to isolate hydroxyglutamic acid by Dakin’s procedure [1918]
was unsuccessful.

M(moamino-acid‘ mixtures. The alcoholic filtrates
( 1 )

and (2) mentioned above
were combined, concentrated at 40° to remove ammonia and alcohol, taken up
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in water, and freed from barium with a slight excess of H2SO4. The resulting

solution, containing 3-27 g. N, was treated, in a volume of 1*5 1., with 20%
phosphotungstic acid in 5% H^04 to complete precipitation, in order to remove
bases. The mixture was left overnight, centrifuged and the precipitate washed
with 3% phosphotungstic acid (in 5% H2SO4). The supernatant solution and
washings, containing 1 -073 g. N, were freed from phosphotungstic acid by making
alkaline with hot barium hydroxide solution, Mtering off the precipitate and
washing with alkaline water. Barium was removed from the filtrate, which then
contained 0*880 g. N (86*5% amino-N). All Cl" was next removed with silver

oxide and the excess Ag+ with HgS. After concentration the solution then con-

tained 0*841 g. N. It was cx)ncentrated to 50 ml. and extracted 10 times with
4 vols. of butyl alcohol. The solid monoamino-acids obtained from the extract

W€*iglied 1 *94 g. and contained 14*3% N. In Table I, this material is referred to

as monoamino-acid mixture C.

The aqueous phase, containing 0*378 g. N, gave no Foreman precipitate on a

small sample ; it was ther(*fore further treated with 20% phosphotungstic acid

in 5% 1128(14 sohition and the copious precipitate removed on the centrifuge

anfl washe<i twic(* with the usual reagent. The clear solution and washings,

containing 0*298 g. N, were freed from phosphotungstic acid with barium
hydmxide solution and then exactly from barium with H2SO4. The .solution

(0*253 g. N) w’as then coTicentrated to 8 ml., 3 vols. of alcohol added and the

turbid solution left for some days in a refrigerator. The white solid was filtered

off and dried in a vacuum desiccator over phosphorus pentoxide: yield 0*996 g.,

(umtaining 14*22% N, and tlu^refore probably representing approximately the

same mixture of amino-acids (including glycine, alanini' and possibly serine) as

mixture C. This is referred to in Table I as inonoamino-acid mixture D.

ProUne.

To obtain some idea of the maximum quantity of prolinc present in cocksfoot

protein the following «*xjKU’iment w'as performed.

Exp. 3. The same protein (AB) was used as in the previous experiment.

2*078 g, w'ere hydrolysed by boiling with 35 ml. of 20% HOI for 22 hours. The
humin contained 0*010 g. N and the filtrate? 0*255 g., so that the protein-N was
0*265 g. The filtratt* w’^as made alkaline with a slight expess of an aqueous sus-

pension of magnesium oxide and ammonia and humin removc'd in the usual way.

The solution then (joiitained 0*239 g. N, of which 0*201 g. w^as amino-N (in-

cluding the 6-NH2 group of lysine). Thus the total non-amino-N w^as 0*038 g., or

14*34% of the protein-N; this will include the non-araino-N of proiine and

hydroxyproline, arginine, histidine and possibly some diketopiperazine. Nowr

this particular cocksfoot protein had not been analysed for the basic amino-acids,

but assuming it to contain the same percentage as the cocksfoot protein used

in the large scale analysis described previously [Miller, 1935j, the non-amino-N

due to arginine and histidine would be 11*31% of the protein-N. Thus the

maximum amount of proline-N and hydroxyproline-N (including any diketo-

piperazine-N) would be 3*03% of the protein-N.

For the quantitative isolation of proiine the following method [Kapfhammer
and Eck, 1927; Sporer and Kapfhammer, 1930] was adopted.

Exp, 4, For convenience the actual solution from which the basic aniinu-

acids had already been removed by the Vickery large scale analysis [Miller,

1935] was used, although it should be realised that the latter involvcKi losses

which might conceivably have included small amounts of proiine and hydroxy-
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proline. The filtrate from the lysine phosphotungstate was freed from phos-

photungstic acid by means of barium hydroxide and then from excess of the

latter by the addition of S2SO4 to give a reaction slightly acid to Congo paper.

The final solution was concentrated at 45° to 150 ml., when solid began to

separate. The mixture was cooled in ice to freeze out as much of the material as

possible, and filtered. The dried precipitate weighed 8*42 g. On concentration

of the filtrate 2*88 g. more were obtained, making ll*3g. in all. The combined

precipitates contained 10*0% N and probably therefore* consistecl largely of

leucine (N, 10-69%). The filtrate was concentrated to 120 ml. and treated at 60°

with an 8% solution, also at 60°, of 30 g. ofammonium reineckate (recrystallised

from water at 60°). On cooling crystallisation began and was allowed to proceed

to completion in the refrigerator overnight. The precipitate was filtered off,

washed with a little ice-cold water and dried over phosj)honis pentoxide in

vacuo: yield 23-5 g. On concentration of the filtrate and addition of more
ammonium reineckate solution ll-5g. more were obtained, making a total of

35 g. The latter was suspended in 300 ml. of 50% methyl alcohol, warmed, and
a hot solution of 60 g. of copper sulphate (A.R.) added with stirring. The brown
precipitate was filtered off, washed, and the filtrate saturated with sulphur

dioxide and left overnight. The precipitate was filtered off, washed, and the

filtrate concentrated to small bulk. To this hot solution was added silver sulphate

to remove the remainder of the CNS*’, and then after cooling, HoS wa.s passed

to remove Cu and Ag. The resulting solution was concentrated to 3(K) ml., 50 g.

of barium hydroxide added and all ammonia distilk'd off m vacuo. The pre-

cipitate was centrifuged off, washed and the liquid fre‘(Hl from barium with

H2SO4. The solution then contained 0-556 g. N, of which 0-232 g. was amino-N

:

i,e, 0-324 g. of non-amino-N, or 2-76% of the protein-N. The solution was
evaporated to dryness at 45°, and the solid residue triturated with hot alcohol

and left overnight. The precipitate was filtered off, washed with absolute

alcohol and dried over phosphorus pentoxide in a vacuum: weight l*243g. It

contained 10-0 ®/o of N, all of which was aminorN, and therefore did not contain

any hydroxyproline, which would normally appear at this stages if present in

appreciable amount in the original protein.

The filtrate was evaporated to a syrup which was dissolved in about 90 ml,

of 50% alcohol and treated with 100 ml. of a 5% solution of cadmium chloride

in alcohol. The solution was left in the icc-chest overnight; the crystals which
had then separated were filtered off and the filtrate concentrated to 50 ml.

More cadmium chloride solution (50 ml.) was added and the liquid left in the

ice-cheat over a week-end. A second crop was isolated giving a total of 5*Of5 g.

(Pound: N, 4-65. C5H9O2N . CdCl2 requires N, 4-71 %.) Expressed as weight of

proline this represents a yield of 2-52% of the original weight of protein (N,

16*0%); or in terms of proline-N, 2-01% of the protein-N. An attempt was
made to improve this yield by adopting Bergmann’s method [1935], but pure
proline rhodanilate could not be isolated, probably owing to the large amount
of humin and relatively small proportion of proline^ present in the grass proteins

as compared with gelatin.

Discussion.

The results of the foregoing experiments in which the amino-acids (or

mixtures of them) have been actually isolated, are given in Table I, along with
the basic amino-acids [Miller, 1935] and ammonia. Beading from left to right,

the first two columns of figures give the yields of the various amino-acids ; the
last three columns are entered in order to arrive at the total mean percentage of
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N in the sum of all the isolated amino-acids (or mixtures), viz, 14-46% .
(Humin

with its low N-content has been purposely excluded from this calculation because

the N-free impurity present in the original protein is concentrated in this

fraction.) Now when a protein is completely hydrolysed, a water molecule is

added at every pc^ptide (and amide) linkage forming an a-amino-group (and

ammonia). Of the above 14-46% ,
1 1 *99% is a-amino-N (including ammonia-N)

;

i.e. — =15-4% water molecules have Ix-en added on to the original

weight of protein in the formation of the amino-acids. Thus when this water is

allowed for, tlie N-content of the protein, if non-nitrogenous adulterants be

(‘Xeluded, would bo 171%. Of course this value is cakmlated on a total yield of

amino-acids of 86 0%. The remaining 14% of amino-acids would almost

c«‘rtainly contain a lower y)crcentage of N than this, but even assuming an

averages figure of the calculatt‘d N content in the pure cocksfoot protein

(and experien<‘e suggests the proteins of most other common grasses also)

would still be 16*0% . This value is in agreement wdth that calculated pn'viously

on the bumin-free protein (AO). Accordingly for purposes of comparisoji w^ith

the N contents of other practically pure jilant proteins such as edestin (1S*6%),

zein (16-
1 %), proteins from tin* leaves of spinach (16*25%) and alfalfa (15-7%),

a general figure of 16 N for pure grass ])roteins can be safely assum(*d and this

v’aiue has b(-en /idopte<l throughout this papcT in calculating the yields of amino-

aoids in fiercH'Utages of the total weight of protein.

The* total N recovered in th<* amino-acids (although in some cases as mixtures

not yet separat'd) so far isolated from the grass proteins, viz. 86*0%, compares

favourablv with the corn^sponding figure's for c'dc'stin, 84-4%; and caseinogem,

S2-3%..

SrMMARY.

(ilutainic acid, aspartic acid and proline have been isolated from cocksfoot

jirotcin in the* following re'spective yields: 13*10, 5*32 and 2-52% of the protein

;

or in terms of N, 8-03, 3-25 and 2*0 %, of the protein-N. The pn-sence of hydroxy-

glutamic* acid and hydroxyprolinc could not be demonstrated.

Kvidem-e is adduced that the protein, if it could be prepared pun*- -as yet

impracticable—w^ould contain alK)ut 16% N.

The author desires to thank Prof. A, C\ Chibnall for much help and advice,

and lm|M'rial C^hemical Industries for a grant covering the cost of this research.
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XLIV. CYSTINE AND THE DIETARY
PRODUCTION OF FATTY LIVERS.

By ALAN WILMOT BEESTON and HAROLD JOHN CHANNON.

Frmn the Departfuent of Biochemistry, the University of Liverpool,

{Received December 30th, 1935,)

In a previous paper it was shown that the amount of fat appearing in the livers

of rats receiving a diet of low choline content (choline intake 1-5 mg. per rat per

day) and containing 40% of fat was controlled by the amount of caseinogen

present in the diet. In a later paper the findings conceniing this lipotropic

action of caseinogen were extended to embrace the glyceride fraction of the

cholesterol’’ fatty liver [Channon and Wilkinson, 1935; Beeston et al, [1935],

whilst more recently results were reported which suggested that the caseinogen

used in our diets possessed a lipotropic action equivalent to 8 mg. of cholim*

per g. [Beeston and Channon, 1935].

In the first-mentioned pajier it was suggested that further information

concerning tliis control of liver fat by dietary protein fractions might be obtained

by supplementing diets low in caseinogen with individual amino-acids, and a

systematic study of this problem is in progress. The present paper records results

already obtained with cystine. Contrary to the original expectation, it has hivn

found that supplementing a diet low in choline and (containing 5% caseinogen

and 40% fat with small amounts of cystine causes a profound increase in the

amount of liver fat.

Experimental.

. The control groups of animals, 8-10 in each group, received a diet consisting

of caseinogen 5, beef dripping 40, marmite 5, glucose 44, salt mixture 5 and cod-

liver oil 1 part. Other groups received this ^et sup})lem(‘nted with amounts of

cystine varying from 0*05 to 1-0% of the dry weight of the diet. The cystine

was thoroughly incorporated with the protein l>cfore admixture with the rest

of the diet and the amount ingested calculated from the food intake which was
measured daily. The periods of the experiments varkd from 14 to 21 days. At
the end of each experiment the animals were killed by guillotine and detijr-

rainations were made of the amount of unsaponifiable matter and fatty acids

present in the livers by the methods previously used [Channon and Wilkinson,

1935], and in the tables which follow the “fat” content of the liver represents

the sum of the fatty acids and the unsaponifiable matter.

In all the experiments save No. 1, in which the livers were pooled, deter-

minations of the fat contents of the individual livers were made
; for brevity

however the average results obtained for the different groups in the various

experiments will form the basis of discussion and the individual figures for one
experiment only will be discussed in detail.

In Table I there are recorded the essential practical data concerning all the
experiments. The figures show that the food intake of the animals in the different

experiments was adequate and the amounts eaten by the control and experi-
mental ^oups were quite comparable ; they show further that any changes in
body weight during the experiments were too insignificant to play any part in
the interpretation of the results. Because the variations in the final weights

( 280 )
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Table I. Experimental data and analyses of livers of rats receiving basal

diet with and without added cystine, (Mean values,)

Av.

Exp.

No.
of

animals

Cystine
content
of diet

O/
o

Food
intake
g./rat/

day

Av.
final

body
wt. g.

ehangc in

body wt.
4-

/o
initial

body wt.

Period
of

exp.
days

Av. wt.

of fat

in liver

g*

Av.
wt. of
liver

g*

1 , Control 9 10*0 197 ~ 2 *.> 20 0*87 7*07

C’ontrol + cystine 10 J 80 204 - 0*1 — 213 10-20

2, Control 9 — 8*3 168 ^ 0*2 21 2*59 8*43

C'ontrol f cystino 10 0-2 8*7 183 -h 17-3 — 504 12*73
(^onirol -I cystine 10 00 7*8 170 ^ 40 — 3-79 10*28

Control 9 — 0*9 145 - 4*9 14 M 6 6*98

C-ontrol -} tystiiio 8 0-2 0*9 146 - 4*0 2*24 9*20

4. C/C3ntrol 10 — 7:i 141 - 6*5 18 1*70 716
( lontroJ 8 — .V7 1.39 - 8*1 — 1*71 121
(’ontrol f eystine 10 0 *0."> 0*5 143 „ 4.4 - 2*04 7*66

Control \ tystine 8 01 7*5 155 - 1*7 3*09 9*27

(.‘ontrol -t- cystine 10 0-2 fi*7 149 - 3*2 — 2*10 SI 5

Control -t eystiiie 10 0*4 6*7 153 - 2*9 .3*04 9*42

(Vmtrol Stine 10 0*0 7*:i 156 ± 0*0 — 4*04 10-76

attained by the animals of the different groups prevent read}' comparison of the

indiv idual figures n^corded in Table I, the more essential figures are presented in

Table TI, calculated from the final body weights on the basis of the 100 g. rat,

togethtT with the daily cystine intake per animal. The figures in Table 11 show

Table II. Fat in liver of animals receiving basal diet unth and without

added cystine, (7'he figures refer to the 100 g, rat,)

Exi».

No. of
animals

Liver as

%of
body wt.

Pat in

liver

fresh wt.

Wt. of fat

in livei-

g-

1. Control 9 3-60 23*74 0-745

Control -f- cystine (80 mg.) 10 5-26 39*65 1-921

2. Control 9 5*12 26*34 1-365

Contix)! -4 eystine (17-4 mg.) 10 7-10 37*38 2*845

Ojjitrol -i-eystine (46*8 mg.) 10 6-07 36*34 2*249

3. C;ontrol 9 4*83 14-54 0*799

Control 4 cystine (13-8 mg.) 8 6*16 24-71 1*342

4. Contrf}! 10 5-20 21-67 1*214

Control 8 .5*16 2M8 1*263

C^ontrol + cystine (3-25 mg.) 10 5*.38 24-93 1*644

Control + cystine (7-50 mg.) 8 6*41 34-50 2*158

("oiitrol f cystine (13-40 mg.) 10 5-56 24-40 1*409

Control + cystine (26-80 mg.) 10 6-10 27-86 1*981

Control + cystine (43-80 mg.) 10_ 6*59 35-42 2*593

Mean control Total 45 4*78 21-50 107'7

Mean control 4 cystine Total 86 6-06 31-78 2*02

the profound effect of cystine in increasing the fat content of the livers of animals

receiving this particular diet. Thus in Exp. 1 the weight of fat in the liver is

some 2 1 times as great as in those of the control animals, a result which is com-

poxinded from two factors, namely the increase in the percentage of fat in the

liver from 23-74 to 39-65% of the fresh liver weight, together with the increase

in the size of the liver from 3*60 to 5*26% of the body weight.

The results for Exp. 2 in which the cystine intakes of the two cystine groups

were reduced to 17*4 and 46*8 mg. respectively are scarcely less striking. Here
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again the amount of liver fat is more than doubled in the one case and some

60% greater in the other, whilst the percentages of fat in the liver are 37*38

and 36*34% of the wet weight, compared with the 26*34% of the control

animals. There are also similar corresponding increases in the liver size.

Exp. 3 was then carried out on groups of animals introduced from an outside

source and these received 13*8 mg. of cystine daily. These animals, which were

utilised as soon as they were imported into the laboratory, were nervous and
unaccustomed to handling, a fact which may perhaps account for the low fat

percentage (14*54%) given by the control group. The same results appear how-

ever, for the liver fat is increased to almost double the control value, with

increases in the percentage of fat in the liver and the liver size* of the same order

as in the previous experiments.

In an endeavour to determine whether there was any relationship between

the amount of cystine ingested and the amount of liver fat which resulted,

Exp. 4 was carried out. Because of largo individual variations it was de<*m€?d

wise to run two control groups of animals in this experiment, whilst five* groups

received added cystine. From the figures in Table II it dex^s not a])|:K‘ar that

there is a quantitative relationship l)etwecn the amount of cystine ingestcxl and
the weight of fat in the liver, for there is no n^gular gradation with tlu* increasing

cj^stine intake, whilst one group, t'.e. those receiving 13*4 mg., has given a

figure for liver fat which is no more than 16% great(*r than the controls. It

appears possible that this lack of gradation with increasing dosage may be due
to the relatively small groups of animals used, because of the* largt* individual

variation which occurs, particularly among cystine-fed animals. This poirjt will

be discussed in the next section. The results of Exp. 4 however bear out those

of the first three experiments.

It seemed worth while to draw up mean valuers for all the control animals and
all those which received cystine, irrespective of th(^ amounts of cystine reec‘iv(*(i

and the duration of the experiments. These figures appear at th(^ bottom of

Table II, where the mean value for the weight of liver fat for 45 (x)ntrol animals

is 1*077 g., whereas that for 86 animals which received cystine is 2*02 g. This

87% increase is due to two factors, the increase in liver size fnmi 4*78 to 6*06%
of the body weight and the increase of the liver fat percentage from 21*50 to

31*78% of the fresh weight. It appears then from these results that the effect

of the inclusion of small amounts of cystine in a diet which contains 40% of fat

and is low in choline is to double the amount of the already high dcfKisition of
fat resulting from the control diet. It is to be remembered that the liver of the

normal 100 g. rat weighs about 3*5 g. and contains about 0*12 g. of total fatty

acids.

In order to make clear to other workers the great variations which may
occur, the individual values obtained for the animals in a typical experiment,
Exp. 2, are recorded in Table III, in which the figures again refer to the lOOg. rat.

In the control group the liver varies from 3*98 to 6-69% of the body weight,
whilst in the two cystine groups the variations are from 3*53 to 11*88% and
4*91 to 7*96% respectively. The overlap shown in these figures appears also in

the percentage of fat in the liver. Thus in the control animals the variations are
from 14*33 to 40*35%, whilst in the cystine groups they are from 15*18 to
48*96% and from 29*58 to 43*14%. Hence a similar overlap occurs in the
actual weight of fat in the liver. In the control group this varies from 0*657 to
2*271 g., whilst in the cystine groups it is from 0*536 to 5*817 g. and 1*371 to
3*434 g. respectively. Superficially it might appear that these individual
variations are such as to render dubious the finding that the addition of cystine
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Table III. Individual vahie^ for liver fat of animals receiving basal diet

with and without added cystine {Exp. 2).

Control + 0*2% cystino
K \

CJontrol -1 0-0% cystine

Liver
Animal wt.

no. g.

1 5-00

2 5*98

H 447
4 ;M)8
r» 0*00

7 4*04

8 rv53

9 4-97

Mean Ti-I^

Fat in

liver

30*3r» ] *545

37 -OO 2*271

24*23 J-082
10*50 0*«r)7

40*35 2*179
14*33 0*795
18*82 0*930
19*14 1*058

35*34 1*757

20*34' 1*305

Liver
Animal wt.

no. g.

1 0 5*59

11 5*71

12 8*:i4

13 0*78

14 0*03

15 913
10 5*51

17 3*53

18 7*92

19 11^8
"7*10

Liver
fat % Fat in

fresh liver

wt. 8*

31*52 1*702

37*83 2*100

42*41 3*535

40*13 2*720
39*00 2-.580

48*53 4*431

27*40 1*513

1518 0*530

42*85 3*394

48*90 5*817

37*38 2*845

Liver
Animal wt.

no. g.

20 7*24

21 4*91

22 7*90

23 0*37

24 0*07

25 5*58

20 4*00

27 5*28

6*07

Liver
fat % Fat in

fresh liver

wt. g.

35*85 2*595
29*58 1*452

43*14 3*434

39*04 2*524
41*38 2*700
32*74 1*827

29*78 1*371

38*58 2*030

30*34 2*249

Control

Liver
fat %
fresh

wt.

has had an (‘fTeot, hnt statistical analysis shows that the results recorded in

Tabh‘ in are sigjnificant. Further, the similar results of Kxps. 1, 3 and 4 seem
to provide ample' t^onfirmation of the finding. Xeciessity for Im'vity precludes

discussion in detail of the distribution of the figures about the so-called mean
value and this distribution must be seen by inspection of Table 111.

Typical diffieultie.s of individual variations encountered may be illustrated

by nTerence to these animals. The liver of rat No. 17 (0-2 c^y^tine) w^as hut

3-53^0 of th(' body w(‘ight (which is the usual figure for the normal animal),

and contained ir>*lS<)<^ fat; there wa.s thus only 0*530 g, present in this liver.

Yet the liver of animal No. 10, which had the next smallest liver of this group,

constituteid 5*51 % of the body weight, contained 27*40% fat and there wen^

present in it 1*513 g, of fat, a quantity nearly three times as great. Further, the

liver of rat No. 19 contained 5*817 g. fat, which is eleven times as much fat as

that of No. 17. The considerable variations in the amount of fat in the livers of

rats I'eeeiving choline-free diets has been discussed by Be.st and Channon [1935J,

but has no explanation at present. It does not appear to lx* due to varu'd food

intake, nor can these individual variations in this type of experiment be over-

come by use of litter-mate,s (Channon and Smith, 1930]. The addition of cystine

both in the experiment under discussion and in the others described in this

paper appears to make for even greater individual variations.

It is of some importance to draw attention to the magnitude of the clianges

of the livers of some* of the cystine-fed animals. The most striking example is

that of rat No. 19, the liver of which was 11*88% of the body weight and which

contained 48*96% of its wet weight as fat, or 5*817 g. The presence of 5*817 g.

of fat in the liver of a 100 g. animal is very striking, for it has to be remembered
that the normal animal contains some 0*12 g. of total fatty acid in its liver.

Further, about 90 mg. of this fatty acid are present as phosphatide, and therefore

the amount of the glyceride? present in the liver of this particular rat is something

like 200 times greater than the normal. Further, this weight, 5*817 g., is approxi-

mately 1 J times the fresh weight of the liver of the normal animal ! Although

we did not estimate the amount of body fat in these animals, it is usual to find a

figure of something like 12% after experiments in which rats have received the

control diet employed. This means then that the liver of this particular animal

contained on amount of fat equal to one-half of the total fat in the body of the

normal control animal.
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It seems to us that this finding ofa means of further enhancing the amount of
liver fat should make easier the problem of investigating the source of this fat,

for if any serious proportion of the liver fat in these livers comes from the fat

depots, the quantity present is so great as to make its disappearance from the
depots easily demonstrable. The difficulty hitherto has been that the amount of
fat appearing in the liver has been quantitatively too small to make investigation
of this problem in regard to the depots possible and to this problem we are now
giving attention.

At the present stage it would be unwise to attempt to interpret the mechanism
of the cystine action until further work has been carried out, for so far as we
are aware, the only recorded finding of a similar nature was that of Curtis and
Newburgh [1927], who recorded a single instance of fatty infiltration and severe
necrosis in a rat receiving a diet containing 15% caseinogen with 4% cystine.

In this connection it may be well to state that, although we have not y<‘t carried
out experiments on the action of choline in preventing the cystine effect, we
have observed that, if the protein content of the diet is increased to 30% with
the fat remaining constant at 40%, fat infiltration does not occur, which shows
that an increased caseinogen intake can prevent not only the fat infiltration due
to the liigh fat diet but also the superimposed effect of cystine.

We may add that one experiment has Ixjcn carried out with each of the
amino-acids lysine, glutamic acid, aspartic acid, serine, glycine and phenyl-
alanine. Whilst deductions cannot be made with eertaint.y from single experi-
ments in this type ofwork, it may be mentioned that no effect either in inert'asing

or decreasing the amount of liver fat has been as yet observed. These studies are
being extended to the other amino-acids and related compounds.

SUMMAEY.

1 . Groups of rats have been fe<i on a diet containing caseinogen 5, fat 40,
glucose 44, marmite 5 and salts 5, with and without the addition of cystine,
such that each rat ingested from 3*25 to 80 tng. of cystine daily over periods of
14 to 21 days.

2. If all the results be pooled and expressed on the basis of the 1(K) g. rat,

the average amount of fat in the livers of 45 control animals was 1*077 g.,
whereas that of the cystine-fed animals was 2*02 g., the amount of liver fat being
doubled by the addition of cystine. This increase is caused by some 50%
increase in the percentage of fat in the liver, together with a 25% increase in the
liver weight.

3. Some abnormally high values were obtained in animals which received
cystine, the highest being an animal in which the liver constituted 11-88% of the
body weight and contained 48-96% of its fresh weight as fat, which corresponds
to the presence in the liver of a 100 g, rat of 5-817 g. of fat.

The expenses of this research were defrayed by a grant from the Medical
Research Council, to whom we wish to express our thanks.
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The tlieory has frequently been advana^d that the liver is intimately connected

with oxidative procwses involving the metabolism of fat in the body. The well-

known desaturation theory, according to which a desaturation of fatty acids

occurs in the liver giving a more oxidisable form of fat which is then passed on
to the tissues, has been linked ^)articularly with the work of Leathes and Meyer-

Wed('ll [UK)9] and of Hartley [1909J. The validity of the desaturation theory

and of the findings on which it rests have been questioned by Aylward et al.

[1935] and by Turner [1930].

The possible relation of lecithin to fat metal)olism has been made the

subject of numerous investigations particularly by Bloor [1916], Artorn [1931]

and Sinclair (1932J. dost [1931] showexi that in p(irfusion experiments phos-

phatide was taken up by the liver, with the formation of ketone and an increase

in the oxygen uptake of the organ, and concluded that the breakdown of fatty

acids occurs through the intermediary of phosphatide.

In addition to its high lecithin (ontent, the liver is also known to contain a

large amount of the sulphydryl compound glutathione, which is thought to play

an active part in the oxidation mechanisms in animal tissues, and wliich also

has been found to Ix" capable of bringing about the oxidation of i‘at [Hopkins,

1921 ; 1925]. A similar increase in the oxygen uptake of fats with other sul-

phydryl compounds was observed by Meyerhof [1923], whilst the effect of

amino-acids w^as studied by Franke [1932] and by Page and Biilow [1935]. The
latter workers extended previous investigations on the catalytic action of

metallic salts and observed a marked increase in the rate of oxidation, particu-

larly of kephalin, in the presence of iron.

The present investigation was sugge^sted by a consideration of the fact that

the liver is known to contain a readily oxidisable form of fat in the shape of

lecithin and in addition a substance (glutathione) having oxidation-reduction

capacities whicjh had previously [Hopkins, 1921 ; 1925] Ix^en shown capable of

bringing about the oxidation of fat. The experiments were devised with the

purpose of determining whether the combination of fatty acid radicals in the

lecithin molecule would render them more susceptible to oxidation than would

be the case if they were exposed to the glutathione system either in the free

state or as neutral fat.

^ Experimental.

The glutathione used in these experiments was prepared in the reduced form

by the procedure of Pirie [1930] ; a specimen in the oxidised (jondition was

obtained by mild treatment with hydrogen peroxide by SchoWls method

[1931]. The phosphatides were freshly prepared according to the procedures

used in a previous investigation [King, 1934]. Several specimens of purifi^

fatty acids and glycerides were furnished by Dr A. D. Barbour of the Ontario

* Now Reader in Pathological Chemistry, British Post-graduate Medical School, London.

( 285 )
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Research Foundation. Our thanks are due to him, and to Dr C. S. Hanes of the

same institution for the loan of a Barcroft apparatus.

Anaerobic oxidations. The experiments constituted an attempt to discover if,

under any circumstances, glutathione was capable of oxidising lipoid by trans*

feiring hydrogen atoms from the lipoid to a reducible dye. For this purpose

Thunberg tubes were employed. Hopkins's expt'riments with methylene blue,

glutathione and lipoid were repeated and his negative results confirmed.

o-C-resolindophenol, which decolorised immediately with re<iuced glutathione,

was used in a series of experiments with lipoid and oxidisc*d glutathione, (jluta-

thione solutions (5 rag. per ml. of buffer) and emulsions of lipoid (10 mg. })er ml.

of buffer) at pjj 8*4 were made up fresh each day. (Triethanolamine was used

as an emulsifying agent.) A solution of 1 : 2500 o-cresolindophenol was found to

be of a suitable* strength and to keep well if preserved in the dark. The test

solutions for a typical experiment were set up as follows:

1 ml. emulsion (10 rag. fat)-f 1 ml. buffer 4- 0-5 ml. o-cresolindophenol + 1 ml.

glutathione solution (5 mg. (J.S.S.G.^).

The emulsion consisted in (1) of lecithin, in (2) of fatty substance other tlian

lecithin and was replaced by water in a control experiment

.

Lecithin induced the most rapid colour change. Aftt*r lecithin eainc* lyso-

lecithin, kephalin and hydrolecithin followed by tht* fatty acids in the order of

their iodine numbers. The triglycerides, even those with a comparatively high

iodine number, decolorised the dye practically no faster than did glutathione

alone (Table 1).

Table 1. Decoloration of o-cresoHndophenol by fatty substances with glutathione.

Time for total

Iodine decoloration
Compound number min.

I. Liver lotithin 77 no
Egg lecithin 48 120

Kephalin 84 130

11. Lysolecithin 0 130
Hydrolecithin 0 188
Synthetic lecithin 0 204

III. Linulie acid m 100
Oleic acid 81 250

IV. Linse<»d oil 120 210
Olive oil 81 250

V. Palmitic acid 0 280-320
Stearic acid 0 280-320
Tripalraitin 0 280-320
Distearin 0 280-320
Triolein f>8 280-320
G.S.S.G. — 280-320

Aerobic oxidations. The influence of glutathione upon the aerobic oxidation
of lipoids was investigated by means of the Barcroft apparatus. Duplicate
experiments were run as follows

:

l^fb
cup

2 ml. Iceithiu (20 mg.) in phthalate buffer +
2 ml. fatty acid (20 mg.) in phthalate buffer
1 mi. (ir.8.H.^ (S mg.) in phthalate buffer
1 ml. phthalate buffer +

^ 0.8.S.G.:=:oxidiHed glutathione. * O.S.H. ^reduced glutathione.
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The pyi in all experiments' was 3-5' and the temperature 38^ Phthalate

buffer was used throughout; a preliminary experiment with veronal buffer

showed an inhibitory effect upon oxidation.

Several experiments were carried out in this way to test the comparative
rates of oxygen uptake by lecithin, unsaturated fatty acids and a triglyceride.

The results (Table II) indicated that oxygen was absorbed much faster by the

Tabic* 11. Oxygen uptake of egg lecithin, fatty acids and triglyceride.

0* uptake (ul.)

Iodine r 'N

No. 220 min. 340 min.

20 rag. egg lecithin m 340 440
20 rag. liiiolic acid 1.39 232 354
20 mg. oleic add 80 48 02
20 ing. triolein m 2(i 40

lecithin (*mulsions than by those of the fatty acids or of the neutral fat (tri-

glyceride). The inference would st*em justifiable that fat in the form of lecithin

is more rc^adily oxidisable under the action of glutathione than are other forms
of fat.

A promising means of establishing whether or not the chemical combination

of a fatty a(;id in the lecithin molecule leads to a more ready susceptibility to

oxidation in the glutathione system was to compare the actual fatty acids,

obtainf*d from lecithin on hydrolysis, with the* parent lecithin. Barium hydroxide

hydrolyses were carried out on several different lecithins and the products of

hydrolysis isolat<*d acconling to the procedure of Channon and Chibnall [1927).

The results (»f a typical set of experiments are given in Fig. 1 . The oxygen uptake
of l(*cithin is roughly about four times that which W’^ould expected from its

iodine number in relation to the iodine numlx*r8 of its constituent fatty acids

and their oxygen uptake.

Ex]H*riments upon brain lecithin and brain kephalin were also performed and
the results are given in Fig. 2. In spite of the fact that the brain lecithin had a

slighti}’' low^t*r iodine numVier than kephalin, its oxygen uptake was almost twice

as great. As in the case of egg lecithin, the hydrolysis products of brain lecithin

w'(Te found to have a much lower oxygen uptake, than that of the parent l(‘cithin

in spite* of their higher iodine numlxjr.

Lysolecithin and liydrolecithin displayed a very slow rate of oxygen uptake.

Wh(m mixed with lysolecithin, unsaturated fatty acids absorbed oxygen some-

what more slowly than when exposed alone. This was probably due to the fact

that there was less actual fatty acid present in the mixture, a proportion of the

20 mg. (the quantity of fatty substance invariably used) being practically non-

oxygen-absorbing. The slow rate of aerobic oxidation of lysolecithin is in con-

trast to the fairly rapid rate of decolorisation of o-cresolindophenol in the

anaerobic oxidations (Table I).

As was to be expected, no carbon dioxide was given off during the oxidations

of the fatty substances.

It is possible to calculate the degree to which the fatty substances used in

these experiments were oxidised, using as a criterion their iodine numbers on

the basis of each atom of iodine being the equivalent of half an atom of oxygen.

^ Hopkins emphasisod the iinportanco of the h3^rogen ion concentration of his systems,

pointing out that tissue oxidation took place most rapidly at 7*4 and lipoid oxidation at

about Pa 3*5.
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Fig. 1. Kg. 2.

Fig. 1 . Oxygen uptake of egg lecithin and its hydrol.^'sis products .*1 , egg le(!it hin ( Jociin<‘ No. 65)

;

JS, unsaturated fatty acids from hydrolysis (Wine No. 101); Purified mixed fatty acids

from hydrolysis (Iodine No 85); i), constituents of lecithin mixed in molecular ))roportionH

;

E, crude fatty acids from hydrolysis (Iodine No. 78): h\ saturatt^d fatty acids from hydrolysis.

Fig. 2. Oxygen uptake of brain lecithin, its hydrtdysis products and brain k(*phalin. Ay brain

lecithin (Iodine No. 5J); /f, brain kephaliii (Iodine No. 54); (\ mixed fatty acids from brain

lecithin (Iodine No. 65).

Table III. Oxygen uptake offatty substances with glutathiom'

in relation to their iodine numbers.

Oxygen
uptake

of total

theoretical

oxygen
Compound Iodine No. in 340 min. gi. uptake*

Egg lecithin 65-5 440 76-2

Crude fatty acids from hydrolysis of 78 52 7*6

egg lecithin

Purified fatty acids from hydrolysis of 85-4 92 12*2

egg lecithin

Unsaturated fatty acids from hydro- 101 200 22*5

lysis of egg lecithin

Constituents of egg lecithin mixed in — 54 12*2

molecular proportions

Brain lecithin 51 216 48*0

Purified fatty acids from hydrolysis of 6^5 36 6*3

brain lecithin

Brain kephalin 54 112 23*5

Linolic acid 139 364 28*9

Triolein 58 40 7*8

Oleic acid 93*4 62 7*5

* Calculation performed as follows: c.g. linolic acid, iodine number 139. 1(K) mg. linolic

acid=139 mg. iodines8*76 mg. oxygen =:6-12 ml. Actual oxygen uptake of 100 mg. linolic acid =
0-.354 1.77 V inn

X 100 -1*77 ml.; % of theoretical oxygen uptake =— — -26*9,
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Table III shows that lecithin absorbed a very considerable fraction of its

theoretical oxygen equivalent
;
contrasted with this are the much smaller figures

for the unsaturated acids and the other forms of fat.

Discussion.

Careful microscopic examination of the emulsions used in these experiments
revealed the fact that at those of lecithin and free fatty acids contained
particles of approximately the same size. (It is also of interest to note that

Hopkins [1925] stated that the size of particles had no influence on the rate of

oxygen uptake in the Barcroft- apparatus.) It would therefore aj)pear that the
extra oxygen uptake of lecithin over that of its constituent fatty acids is a
chemical phenomenon and that the configuration of the lecithin molecule

renders it peculiarly susceptible to oxidation in the glutathione system. The mere
presence of phosphate and choline in an emulsion of fatty acid induces no further

oxygen uj)take than would be exj^ected from the oxidation of fatty acid alone.

That the presence of phosphate in the lecithin molecule is not solely responsible

for its ease of oxidation, but that chohiie also plays a part, may be inferred from
the fact that lecithin (which contains choline) is more rapidly oxidisable than
ke]>})aiin, which contains ])h()sphorus but has amino-ethyl alcohol instead of

choliTK' for its base.

Page and Biilow [1925] found kephalin to he more rapidly oxidised than
lecithin when iron or copi»f'r was present as catalyst (whereas in the present

t‘xperim(‘nts with glutathione the reverse was the case). Tests for iron in the

rnixf arcs uswi revealed the presence ofabout fly Fe
|
Page and Biilow used 0*3 mg. j,

most of it being in the glutathione. The addition of small amounts of extra iron

was without effect. Varying amounts of cyanide up to 1 mg. failed to alter the

oxygen uptake with any of the li|)oid materials tried, although larger amounts
(»5--20 mg.) caused a graded inhibition with almost complete suppression of the

oxygon consumption when more than 20 rag. of cyanide were present. 1 mg. of

cyanide is more than sufficient to suppress any activity which might be due to

the fly of iron. It is therefore improbable that iron acting catalyticallv affected

tlie rate of oxygen uptake or that it was concerned in the glutathione catalysis

of the aerobic oxidation of the fatty substances. Meldrum and Dixon [1930]

detected no difference between ‘‘impure’' and cTystalline glutathione in tlie

oxygen uptake induced with linolic acid, although the crystalline substance

required the presence of iron and an “activator” to bring about the oxidation of

protein.

In aerobic? fat oxidation by glutathione the sulphydryl-disulphide relation is

apparently not involved [Allot, 1923; Meldrum and Dixon, 1930]. The 8 mg.
of reduced glutathione used in the experiments should require? 14fl ^1. of oxygen
for conversion into the disulphide, but in blank experiments no evidence of this

transformation could be obtained, and in the fat oxidations the glutathione was
always present in the reduced form at the termination of the experiment.

Substitution of oxidised for reduced glutathione failed to elicit aii oxygen uptake
in excess of that in the controls. In aU experiments with lecithin and in many
of those with unsaturated fatty acids the oxygen absorbed was greatly in excess

of the oxygen equivalent of the glutathione present, which would appear to

have acted in a catalytic fashion to influence the rate of oxygen uptake.

Bioohem. 1936 xxx 19
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SlIMMABY.

1. A comparison of the rates of oxidation in the presence of glutatiiione, of

lecithin, kephalin, neutral fats and fatty acids, including those obtained from

lecithin on hydrolysis, has been made.

2. Under anaerobic conditions at a slightly alkaline reaction, lecithin

appears to be much more rapidly oxidised by means of oxidised glutathione

than is neutral fat or fatty acid.

3. At an acid reaction the oxygen ui3take8 of lecithin and reduced gluta-

thione are greater than that of the neutral fat or fatty acids tested and also

greater than that of the fatty acids obtaiiu*d from lecithin on hydrolysis.

4. The oxygen uptake of lecithin is about four times that which would bc^

expected from a consideration of its iodine number in relation to the iodine

number of its constituent fatty acids and their oxygen uptakes.

5. Calculated on the basis of iodine numbers the oxygen uptake of h^cithin

is a much higher ]x^rcentagc? of the theoretical than is the case with unsaturated

fatty acids.
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I. hUrodmlion,

Thk first isolation of a crystalline su))8tance with male hormone properties was
carried out by Butenandt [1931], who obtained from male urine a small amount
of th(‘ substance* to which he subsequently gave the name androsterone. Later,

he w'as able to prepare larger quantities and to suggest that the substance was a
fully hydrogenated n/eZopentenophenanthrene derivative with a hydroxyl group
in position 3 and a keto-group in j)osition 17 [Butenandt, 1932: 1933]. Ruzicka
ef nl. [19341 were able to confirm this hypothesis by the (chemical prej)aration of

androsterone from cp/cholestanol, thus determining the configurations of carbon

atoms 3 and
In the meantime (»videnc(‘ had been accumulating that the male hormone

activity of male urine differed quantitatively from that of testicular extracts,

notably in its smaller activity ix?r capon unit on the seminal vesicles of castrated

rats (see Dingemanse et al. [1935] for refs.), and it was soon evident that andro-

steroru* w^as not the chief active principle of testicular extracts [David and
Freud, 1935; Callow and Deanesly, 1935, 1]. The search for other male hormone
substances therefore continu(d. Butenandt and Dannenbaum [1934] had pre-

viously isolated from male urine an unsaturated substaiice closely related to

androsterone*. and having about one-third of its activity, /masdehydroandro-

sterono. Ruzicka was led to believe that the testicular hormone itself, by analogy

with progesterone, might be* an unsaturated (compound related to androsterone

[Ruzicka and Wettstein, 1935, 1]; having produced ^m?wdehydroaudrosterone

(A'*'*-Zmn«-3-hydroxy-17-keto-andro8tene) by degradation of cholesterol, he set

about the systematic production of other compounds of the series. While these

developments were taking place, David et al. [1935] had obtained from testis a

crystalline substance having high activity on both capons and rats, and appar-

ently of sterol type, to which they gave the name testosterone. On th<^ basis of

his biological tests of the substances prepared by Ruzicka, Tschopp [1935, 1]

was able to suggest that the testosterone of Laqueur and his co-workers might be

the androstenedione already prepared by Ruzicka, or possibly the correspond-

ing 17-hydroxy-3-keto-compound. David [1935] then showed that oxidation of

testosterone yielded the unsaturated diketo-oompound and it seemed certain

that testosterone must bo A^-17-hydroxy-3-keto-androstene. The next sUip in

this remarkable story was the report by Butenandt and Hanisch 1 1935, 1, 2] of

the artificial production of this compound from dehydroandrosterone and its

identification with Laqueur’s testosterone. Simultaneously, Wettstein [1935],

and soon aftemards Ruzicka and Wettstein [1935, 2], published details of the

completion of their projected synthesis of A^-17-hydroxy-3-keto-androstene.

( 291 )
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Allowing for transposition of the hydroxyl and ketone groups at positions 3

and 17, for cis and trans configurations of the 3-hydroxyl groups, for the diketo-

and the dihydroxy-compounds, but not for differences in confi^iration of the

17-hydroxyl, there are twelve possible derivatives in the series, six from andro-

stane and six from androstene. Of these twelve, ten have so far been produced

artificially from cholesterol. (See Table I.) The remaining two involve the

3-hydroxy- 1 7-koto

3;l7-dihydroxy-

J7-hydroxy-3-keto

3:17-diketo-

technical difficulty of securing a cz«-3-hydroxyl with a 5 : 6 double linking. Of
the ten now available, androsterone, fmit^androsterone, frantsdehydroandro-

sterone, testosterone and androstenedione have been referred to abov(i. The
others include cwandrostanediol [Kuzieka, Ooldberg and Meyer, 1935, 2;

Butenandt and Tscheming, 1935J, fraw»mndrostanediol [Huzicka, Goldberg and
Rosenberg, 1935], androstanedione [Butenandt and Tscheming, 1934, 2;

Ruzicka, Goldberg and Meyer, 1935, 1], and fransandrostenediol [Kuzieka and
Wettstein, 1935, 1]. Further, Ruzicka and his co-workers have made* various

esters of the compounds [see Ruzicka, Wettstein and Kilgi [1935] in addition to

papers cited above], and also derivatives methylated or ethjdated at position 17,

including methyltestosteronc?.

The biological properties of androsterone were briefly examined by Butenandt
and his co-workers after their initial isolation of the substance (see also Tscher-

ning [1933]), and have since been investigated in detail by Ruzicka, Goldberg et al.

[1934], Butenandt and Tscheming [1934, 1], Korenchevsky [1935], David and
Freud [1935], Callow and Deanesly [1935, 1], Callow and Parkes [1935], Green-
wood et al, [1935], Tschopp [1935, 2] and Korenchevsky and Dennison [1935, 1].

Androstanediol has been investigated by Tscheming [1934], and by Butenandt
and Tscheming [1935], Ruzicka, Goldberg and Meyer [1935, 2], David and Freud
[1935], Callow and Deanesly [1935, 2] and Korenchevsky and Dennison [1935, 2].

The biological activities of other compounds of the series, including testo-

sterone, have been examined byRuzicka and his co-workers in the papers referred

to above, by Tschopp [1936] in great detail and to a less extent by Butenandt,
in the papers referred to above, and by Parkes [1935], Reference to their findings
is made in the appropriate place below.

The work described below was undertaken as a study of the influence on
biological activity of slight changes in molecular structure, for which the

Table I.

Androstane derivatives (saturated)

/
^

^

- Androsterone <mr(WfAndrostcronc

Androstanediol /ran^Androstanedio

I

3-Keto-androstanol

Androstanedione

Androstene derivatives (unsaturatod;

or A«.«)
/

t
'

li-cis S’trans

Dehydroandrosterone /raasDehydro-

(not known) androsterone

Androstonediol (not transAndro'

known) stoncdiol

Testosterone

Androstenedione
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androsterone-testosterone series of male hormone compounds offers scope un-

rivalled in endocrinology. • At the same time it was hoped to find out to what
extent compounds known at present, especially testosterone, exhibit the bio-

logical properties attributable to the testicular hormone or hormones.

II. Material and technique.

The comparative biological activities of the following compounds have been

* Androsterone

Androstanedicl

imrwDehydroandrosterone
<mtwAndrostenediol

Testosterone

Androstenedione

Methylandrostanediol

Methj^l-^mw^androstenediol

Methyl-3-keto-andro8tanol

Methyltestostorone

Testosterone benzoate

These compounds were all prepared by Prof. L. Riizicka and Messrs Ciba.

All the substances were dissolved in arachis oil for injection. Their solubility

varied greatly. Androsterone and <mn5dehydroandrostcrone are readily soluble

at 10 mg./ml. ; heating is required to make the solution, but the material does

not separate at room temperature. Androstanediol, ^ran^androstenediol and
methyb/mn^androstenediol do not stay in solution at room temperature even

at 2‘i5 rag./ml., and heating immediately before injection is necessary if con-

centrations of more than about 1*5 mg./ml. are being used. MethylanA^ostane-

diol is much more soluble. The other compounds remain in solution at the

highest cx)ncentrations we have made, 5 mg./ml.

Capon tests. The work on the capon comb was carried out as described by
Callow and Parkes [1935] and the results were obtained by reference to the

standard curve given by Greenwood et al. [1935]. Each series of tests was carried

out on groups of capons of the same hatch and caponised together. In each

experiment a control group received a total dose of 1 mg. androsterone per bird

and the activity of the simultaneously tested substance was calculated in com-

parison with the result on the control group. A total of 1 mg. androsterone

gives an average increase in comb size (L+H) of between 6 and 10 mm., de-

ptmding on the sensitivity of the birds. The doses of the other compounds were

adjusted to give a response of similar magnitude before a final comparison was

made. In this way the effect of variation in response and of any difference in

the slope of the dose/response curves for the various compounds (such as is

found in rats) was minimised.
Rcd^ tests. The rats were injected subcutaneously. We have evidence that the

volume of oil injected influences the response appreciably and, with one or two

exceptions, the volume of oil solution injected daily was standaidised at 0*2 ml.

The technique of assay on rats was exactly as described by Callow and Deanesly

[1935, 1], i,e, immature males were castrated at about 40-60 g. body weight and

used not less than a month later, the total dqse of hormone l)eing given over

10 days. The organs were weighed from 70% alcohol after fixation in Bouin

V

fluid—a technique employed by us for many years (see e.g. Brambell and

Parkes [1929]) . There is no doubt that the use of rats immediatelyafter castration,

before glandular atrophy has set in, greatly increases the apparent response to
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treatment, and this fact may explain some of the discrepancies in the results of

various workers. Neither the weight of rat nor the time (above 1 month) after

castration at injection was strictly standardised, but we have failed to obtain

any evidence that within reasonable limits these factors have any regular

influence on the result. Groups of 5 rats were used for ea<‘h teat. Many of the

tests were duplicated after an interval, giving a total of 10 rats on each dose.

III. Activity cm the capem comh.

Table II gives the results obtained with the capon comb test. In addition to

preliminary trials, two tests were made with each compound, except trans-

androsterone (for which the single result is copied from Callow and Deanesly

[1935, 1]) and <raw-«androstenediol, on which a third test was made. Apart from

Table II. Activity on the capon comb.

Amount (y) roquiml International

to=l00 y andnwterone unit as tested International

(compound 1st tost 2nd test

on eapons
(aj)prox.) y

units per mg.
(approx.)

A. Aiidrostorom* 1(K> 100 100 10

n. /mwaAndrostf’ronc 700 — 700 1-5

C. AndroHtanodiol .33 .30 3.3 30
D. Methylandrostanediol 1»7 22 2.5 40
K . Methyl-3 -kcto-androstanol 24 23 24 40
F. irrmsl lohydroandrosteronc 310 20.5 300 3

< 1 . Androstenedion<' 110 07 100 10

H. fraw-^Androatenodiol 175 250, 280 23,5 4
J, Methyhraw^androstenediol
K, Testosterone

160 1.5(» 1.55 7

16 18 17 60
]j. Methyltestosterone 70 00 80 12

fmTkvandrostenediol, there is no serious discrepancy in the duplicate* tests.

Several of the results, however, are significiantly different from tliose obtained

by Tschopp [1936]. This difference may be due to the fact that his comparisons

v^ere made at a level of response given by 70y androsteroma daily, whereas ours

were made at a level given by 200y daily.

The following observations may be made on the data given in Table 11.

() The only compounds loss active than androsterone are those having a
<miw-3-hydroxyl group. Such a group is therefore specially unfavourable to

activity on capons. Oxidation to a 3-keto-group (^mw^dehydroandrosterone to

androstenedione) or conversion into a c*«-3-hy(lroxyl (fmn^androstorone to

androsterone) increases the activity considerably.

() The fact that methylandrostanediol and mcthyl-3-keto-andro8tanol are

of similar activity suggests that the oxidation of the ci5-3-hydroxyl group to a
3-keto-group has little effect on activity, a conclusion in keeping with Tschopp’s
data for androsterone and androstanedione. It may bo supposed therefore that
the so far unknown c^^^dehydroandrosterone and mandrostenediol will have
activities on capons similar to those of androstonedione and testosterone
respectively.

(c) Reduction of thel7-keto-group to ahydroxyl group increases the activity,

slightly (^mnsdehydroandrosterone to fraTwandrostenediol) or greatly (andro-
sterone to androstanediol, and androstenedione to testosterone).

(d) The effect of unsaturation on the activity on capons is inconstant. Com-
parison of ^m?^«andro8terone with <m?wdehydroandro8terone suggests an increase
of activity by unsaturation. Tschopp’s corresponding data support this, but iiis

figures for androstanedione and androstenedione and for fmnsandrostanediol
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and ^mn^androstenediol do not imply any t^fTect of unsaturation on activity on

capons.

(c) The introduction of a 17-methyl group slightly increases activity on the

capon comb, except for the anomaly of methyltestostcronc which is much less

active than testosterone?.

Activity of testosterone, benzoate, Andro8tt?rone benzoate has a delayed and
prolonged action on the capon comb [Callow and Deanesly, 1935, 1 ; Callow, 1936],

but the? ultimate amount of growth produced may be even greater than that

caused by a similar amount of free hormone. Te.stosterone benzoate however

was found to have no appreciable activity. A total dose of 1 mg. to each of

5 capons gave no detectable cjomb growth within a month.

IV. Activity on the prostate and seminal vesicles of the aistrated rat.

Nature of dose/response curves. Tin* results of the rat experiments are sum-

marised in Tables HI and IV and shown graphically in Figs. 1-4. In these

Tabh‘ III. Activity of non-rnethylated compounds on the castrated rat.

U'otal

dosp Xo. of

Average
weight

of
prostate

Average
weight of
seminal
vesicles

( lompoutid (mg.) rats (ffig.) (mg.)

A, Andro«ierono 3r> 10 37 8

(vO 11 54 12

KM) 10 02 22
iryO to 135 2.3

200 10 141 32

( \ Androstanediol ir» 5 54 10

2'5 10 73 30
.>•0 10 00 34

100 10 KiS 70

K. fra /t.H 1 >pbyilroandrosteron<' 100 5 10 0

200 5 24 9

( * . And postonedioiie 25 58 22

50 10 78 3.3

JOO 10 l.-)0 58

H . fma^Androstonediol 50 10 50 28

100 10 104 82

K . Tfsto-storone 00 5 33 10

2-0 5 01 27

40 .) 00 47

00 5 1.30 84

8-0 5 150 90

Table IV. Activity of methylated compounds on the castrated rat.

Compound

1). Methylandrostanediol

E. Methyl-3-kcto-androstanol

J. MethyUmai^androstencKliol

Total

Average
weight

of

Average
weight of
seminal

dose No. of prostate vesicles

(mgd rats (mg.) (mg.)

2-5 5 40 27

50 5 151 59

7*5 5 201 78

2*5 5 83 23

7’5 5 230 130

2-5 5 30 9

5-0 5 105 50

7-5 T) 110 05

2«0 5 75. 32L. MethyltestoBterone



Average

Fig. 1. Responso of the prostate of the castrated rat to male hormone compounds (non-raethy-

lated).

Fig. 2. Response of the seminal vesieles of the castrated rat to male hormone compounds (non-
methylated).

Fig. 3. Response of the prostate of the castrated rat to male hormone compounds (methylated).

ofthe seminal vesicles of the castrated rat to male hormone compounds (methy*
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graphs the ordinates are logarithmic, and in 3 of the 4 experiments for which

there are most data (androsterone and testosterone, both prostate and seminal

vesicles) the results suggest strongly that the response bears not a linear but a
sigmoid relationship to the logarithm of the dose. The curves given by andro-

stanediol and androstenedione can be considered as the middle parts of sigmoid

curves, and the same applies to methylandrostanediol and methyhmrw-
androstenediol. For the remaining four compounds the data are inadequate to

show the nature of the doae/response curve. Further analysis of these curves

and of the variability of the response will be made elsewhere.

Coynparative activities of compounds. Testosterone is the most active of any
of the non-methylated compounds. From our results, this superiority is well

marked on the seminal vesicles, but insignificant on the prostate. On both it

is much less than shown by Tschopp’s results. Further, we find that methyl-

3-keto-androstanol is more active than testosterone on both prostate and seminal

vesicles, and methylandrostanediol is more active on the prostate, though both

wens found by Tschopp to be less active. On both the prostate and seminal

vesicles the non-methylated compounds have the following order of descending

activity, androstanediol, androstenedione, ^miitmndrostenediol, androsterone,

/mw.vdehydroandrosterone, except that the curve for the response of the seminal

vesich'S to /rnn^androstenediol intersects that for the response to androstene-

dione. Relative to tlie other compounds however androsterone is much less

active on the seminal vesicles than on the prostate, whilst ^mrwandrostenediol is

more* active on the seminal vesicles than on the prostate. This point will be dealt

with more' fully btjlow, but meanwhile it may be noted

:

(a) Thai taking androsterone as the standard substance, comparisons of

activity on the seminal vesicles will give very different results from those

obtaincjd by comparisons on the prostate. Thus (Figs. 1 and 2) testosterone is

about 10 times more active than androsterone when tested on the seminal

vesicles, but only 2-5 times when tested on the prostate. ^m?i6fAndrostenediol

is an extreme case : it is only slightly more active on the prostate than andro-

sterone, but it is 4-5 times more active on the seminal vesicles.

(b) Difl’erences in the slope of the dose/response curves for the different

substances make it, in some cases, almost impossible to give a definite ratio for

their relative activities. This applies whether the relative amounts of two sub-

stances required to produce the same degree of response are compared or the

relative responses pr^uced by the same amount of two substances. Thus on the

prostate, 1 mg. of testosterones 4 mg. of androsterone, but 5 rag. s 12 mg. and

6 mg.^20 mg.
Similarly, from the above results, the relative activititis of androstanediol,

^mnsandrostenediol and androstenedione depend very much on the points at

which the comparison is made. In these circumstanccis it is difficult to see how
one substance can be equated with another and in particular to see how andro-

jsterone can serve in a rat test as a standard for substances other than andro-

sterone or androsterone-containing extracts. For these reasons we refrain from

trjdng to construct any table of relative activities of the various compounds
on rats.

This difference in slope of the dose/response curves for different substances

does not seem hitherto to have been specifically noted, probably because

such an extensive group of hormones as the androsterone-testosterone series

possessing similar biological activities has not hitherto been available. A
comparative investigation of oestrone, oestradiol and oestriol from the point of

view of slope of dose/response curves seems to be indicated. Hill et al, [1934]
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observed a difference in slope of the dose/response curves for the ovulation-

producing activity of hypophyseal and urine extracts, but such extracts are so

complex as to be scarcely comparable with crystalline substances.

The following tentative conclusions may be drawn about the effect of

molecular configuration on male hormone activity in rats.

(a) The ^ra/w-configuration of the 3-hydroxyl group is obviously unfavour-

able to activity in <m?wandrosterone, but is not incompatible with good activity

in ^mw^androstenediol, especially on the seminal vesicles. The cis-S-hydroxyl

and the 3-keto-group confer about equal activities on the compound (methyl

-

androstanediol and methyl-3-keto-androstanol). Tschopp’s data on andro-

sterone and androstanedione suggest a similar conclusion.

(b) Reduction of the 17-keto-group to hydroxyl greatly enhances activity,

as shown by three pairs of compounds, androsterone and androstanediol,

dehydroandrosterone and ^m/i^androstenediol, and androstenedione and testo-

sterone,

(c) The effect of unsaturation is rather uncertain. The data are inadecjuate

for a comparison of #ran«androsterone with fmnsdehydroandrosterone. Aetiording

to Tschopp, ^m^i^sandrostenediol is more active than fmnsandroFfUuwdiol and
androstenedione is more actives than androstanedione. On the otht‘r hand, in

our experience, methyl-3-keto-androstanol is of the same order of activity as

methyltestosterone

.

(d) In the three pairs of compounds available for comparison, the intro-

duction of a methyl group increases the activity appreciably.

JMyO of prostateIseminal vesicle growth. Callow and Deaiu'sly
[
11^35, 1] showed

that androsterone caused an abnormal ratio of growth between prostate and
seminal vesicles, the latter being small for the size of prostate. They also showed

[1935, 2] that androstanediol producc'd a nonnal growth relation between th('

two organs. These results have been confirmed by Kortmehevsky and Dennison

[1935, 1, 2]. Of the compounds dealt with above, the data for ^mw«d('hydro-

androsteronc are inadequate, and with methyl-3-keto-androstanol and andro-

stededione the ratio is fairly normal. Prom Fig. 5 it will be seen that testosterone

given for 10 days seems to produce larger seminal vesicles in relation to the size

of prostate than are found in the normal rat, whilst with <mw6androsten(‘diol

the abnormality of the ratio is very marked. This may be evidence that testo-

stt'rone is not the only male hormone j)roduced by tlie testis. It should be noted
that these new data about the prostate/seminal vesicle ratio in experimental

rats relate only to glands in the early stages of growth. Methylation, judging

from the results on methylandrostanediol and methykrari^androstenodiol (Fig. 0)

seems slightly to decrease activity on seminal vesicles relative to activity on the

prostate.

With the available information few conclusions can be reached about the

effect of molecular configuration on the prostate/seminal vesicle ratio. In two
pairs of compounds, reduction of the 17-keto-group to hydroxyl increases

activity on the seminal vesicles relative to that on the prostate (androsterone-

androstanediol, androstenedionc-testosterone), but oxidation of the 3-hydroxyl
to a keto-group does not affect the ratio.

Oestrone given over short pejriods is known to have a stimulating action on
the fibro-muscular tissue of the seminal vesicles, with little effect on the prostate,

so that it might have been anticipated that the capacity of a male hormone
compound to produce abnormally large seminal vesicles relative to the prostate
would be correlated with the degree of oestrogenic activity of the compound
(see Deanesly and Parkes [1936]). It is impossible however to detect any obvious
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correlation between those two i>ropertie8; testosterone, for instance, is only very
weakly oestrogenic.

Kig. 5. RpJation between growth of the prostate and of the seminal vesicles.

•— Normal growth of seminal vesicles in relation to the prostate.

A //. <ma«Andro8tenediol. C( A'. Testosterone.

Fig. t). Kifect of mothylation of a compound on relation between
growi,h of prostate and of seminal vesicles.

o (\ Androstanediol. O />. Methylandrostanediol.

A Ji. /ransAndrostenediol. @ J. Methjddmwwandrostenediol.

V, Activity on rats in relation to activity on capons.

It has been mentioned above that extracts of male urine were found to be

much less active on rats, per capon unit, than testicular extracts, and that the

same applied to androsterone. Callow and Deancsk [1935, 2] found that

androstanediol also had the same low activity on rats j>er capon unit as andro-

sterone and thus lacked at least one characteristic property of testis extracts

[cf. Korenchevsky et al. 1935]. It was anticipated that testosterone would be

similar in this respect to testicular extracts, but our evidence, so far, poiids

to the contrary. In Pigs. 7 and 8 are shown the dose/reaponse curves, of

prostate and seminal vesicles respectively, for the various compounds, the

abscissae being logarithmic scales of capon imits (see Table I). From Fig. 7 it
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Fig. 7. Activities of various compounds on the prostate of the castrattMi rat

in relation to their activities on the capon comb.

Fig. 8. Activities of various com^unds on the semituil vesicles of the castrated rat

in relation to their activities on the capon comb.

Explanation of symbols in Figs. 7 and 8:

• A, Androsterone.

0 C, Androstanediol.

@ D* Methylandrostanediol.
+ m, MethybS-ketD-androstanol.

0 F. transDehydroandrosterone.

X 0, Androstenedione.

^ H* fransAndrostenediol.

® J, Methyl-ira9watidro6tenediol.

U K» Testosterone.

O L, Methyltestosterone.
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will be seen thAt, per capon unit, only four of the compounds have higher

activities on the prostate than androsterone and that testosterone has appreciably
less activity. Of the four more active ones, the two ^mn^androstenediols occupy
the position because of thtjir low activities on capons (due to the fmiw?-3-hydroxyl

group), not because of marked activities on rats, and it is possible that the high

activities per capon unit of these two compounds are not of much significance.

Methyltestosterone is anomalous owing to the curious effect of methylation of

testosterone on activity on capons.

All four of the compounds however are unsaturated and it is possible to infer

that high activity per capon unit on the prostate is restricted to unsaturatt^d

comjK)und8. Certainly Tschopp’s figures for androstanedione and andro-

stenedione, for which the capon activities are similar, provide a striking demon-
stration of the greater activity per cap<jn unit of the unsaturated compound on
rats. The four compounds whose activities per capon unit on the prostate are

no greater than that of androsterone have no single feature in common and it is

impossible at this stage to say what determines low activity per capon unit.

As regards the seminal vesicles, only ^mwadehydroandrosterone, of the com-

pounds examined, had as low an activity per capon unit as androsterone.

Testosterone, over the range at which comparison could be made, was very

little better than androsttirone, but androstanediol and its methylated derivative

were slightly more active*. As with the prostate however the highest activities

per capon unit were shown by the four unsaturated compounds ; androstenedione,

<mn«androstenediol, methyhmw^androstenediol, and methyltestosterone. The
second of these appears to be ten times as active per capon unit as androsterone.

The same general remarks on this varying activity |)er capon unit apply to the

seminal vesicles as well as to the prostate.

Summary.

1. The male hormone activities on capons and castrated rats of eleven

compounds of the androsterone-testosterone series have be(*n examined in

relation to their molecular configurations and have been compariid with the

known activities of testis and urine extracts.

2. Testosterone, on both capons and rats, is far the most active of tlie three

substances so far prepared from natural sources. It is also more active than any
of the iion-raethylated ‘‘artificial” compounds. Differences in the slope of the

dose/response curves on rats for the different substances make any definite

figures for the relative activities of the various compounds unsatisfactory, but

testosterone may be said to be about 6 times as active on capons, 2~5 times as

active on the prostate and 10 times as active on the seminal vesicles of castrated

rats as androsterone. Most of the other compounds show intermediate degrees

of activity. The most active of all the compounds we have examined was methyl-

3-keto-androstanol, i,e, methyldihydrotestosterone.

3. The following conclusions may be drawn with reference to the effect of

molecular structure on male hormone activity

:

(a) A trans configuration of the 3-hydroxyl group is especially unfavourable

to activity on the capon comb (compare compounds A and B, Table II). It may
be unfavourable to activity on the prostate and seminal vesicles of the castrated

rat (as with <m?wandrosterone), but is compatible with high activity (^mwtv-

androstenediol). Oxidation of the cw-3-hydroxyl group to a keto-group has

little effect on activity, either on rats or capons (compare D and E, Tables 11

and IV, and Pigs. 3-4),
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(b) Reduction of a 17-keto-group to hydroxyl increases activities on lx)th

capons and rats (compare compounds A and C, F and H, and G and K, Tables II

and III and Figs. 1 and 2), especially on the seminal vesicles of the latter,

(c) Unsaturation (A^ or A^*®) maj^ increaso activity on capons (compare

compounds B and F, Table II) but this does not apply to all compounds,

for instance androstenedione and androstanedionc [Tschopp, 1936], The effect

on activity on the rat is also inconstant.

(d) The introduction of a 17-methyl group increases activity on capons

slightly in two compounds (compare C and D, H and J, Table II). In the case

of testosterone it much decreases activity. Methylation enhances activity on

rats, especially activity on the prostate, in all three pairs of comi)Ounds available

for comparison.

4. /rawsAndrostenediol and to a less extent testosterone produce abnor-

mally large seminal vesicles relative to the prostate (Fig. 6). The relative growths

caused by compounds other than androsterone are fairly normal. Methylation

somewhat decreases the growth of the seminal vesicles relative to that of the

prostate (Fig. 0).

5. It is known that the rat activity of androsterone jxt capon unit is less

than that of testicular extracts, so that it is curious that testosterone should

have even less activity on the prostate jx^r capon unit than androsterone

(Fig. 7) and only slightly more on the seminal vesicl(*s over th(‘ range where

comparison is possible (Kig. 8). High activity per capon unit on rats is restricted

to four other unsaturated compounds.

6. In view of the above conclusions, and also since testosterone is only very

slightly oestrogenic [Deanesly and Parkes, 1936], it seems likely that this (‘om-

ix)und alone cannot account for the whole endocrine activity of the testis.

It is possible that an accessory substance as postulated l>y Laqueur and his

co-workers [David ei al,, 1935] is necessary to increase the activity of testo-

sterone or that a further hormone is involved.

4
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The term vitamin B^ has been given by Gybrgy [1934] to that part of the

vitamin Bg complex which is resjionsible for the cure of the sp(‘cific dermatitis

developed by young rats fed on a vitamin B-free diet supplemented with

purified vitamin Bj and lactoflavin. The object of this pajjer is to give an account

of the study which has hem made of this dietary factor.

Part I. Extraction of vitamtn Bg.

The method of assaying vitamin B^ was describcHl by Gydrgy [1935, 1]. It

consists of finding the minimum daily dose of the test mat(Tial needed to cure

the rat of the specific “acrodynia-like'* dennatitis. The auiount necessary is

defined as one unit. This method has l>een used in all our experiments and proved

to be satisfactory. The biological tests are shown in Ta]>le I, the experimental

details of the extraction of the vitamin being 8(*t out in the experimental

section.

* Previously Gyorgy [1935, 1] had shown that fresh fish muscle was a good

source of vitamin The results obtained with salmon, haddo(^k and herrings

are shown in Table I. As aqueous extracts of fish muscle contain relativf4y small

amounts of solid material in comparison with aqueous extracts of yeast or liver

(from which the water-soluble vitamins are often prepared), it was thoijght that

fish would prove an excellent source for the preparation of concentrates. With
this object in view both salmon and haddock muscle were extracted by boiling

water; but with both materials less than 25% of the vitamin was found to be

extracted (Table I, Exps. 2, 3 and 4).

Attempts were next made to extract the vitamin by means of alcohol, but

again no more than 25% of the vitamin could be obtained in solution. In the

first place, extraction with cold alcohol was tried. This proved unsuitable, and
in a later experiment minced herring muscle was toiled under a reflux condenser

with 50% alcohol containing 1% HCl. Unfortunately a similar result was
obtained (Exps. 6 and 6).

As it appeared to be very difficult to get the vitamin into solution in anything

approaching quantitative amounts by simple extraction, autolysis of the tissue

was next tried. This method gave variable results. If only toluene were used
as an antiseptic, 50-70% of the vitamin was obtained in solution, but the

autolysis mixture developed a putrid smell, indicating that some bacterial

decomposition had occurred. If chloroform in addition to toluene were used
bacterial action was prevented, but only 26% of the activity was recovered in

solution (Exps, 7, 8 and 9).

( 304 )
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In order to ascertain if it were possible to obtain all of the vitamin in solution

after the tissue had been completely broken down, herring muscle was hydro-

lysed by the action of pajiain. In this manner 75% of the vitamin was recovered

in solution (Exp. 10).
TabJe 1.

Healing Weekly % ot

of increase activity

Exp. Material tesU'd Amount fed ing. extracted

1 Fresh salmon Oo g. Yes 8
Haddoi’k 0*5 g. Yes 3
Fresh herring (K5g. Yes a

2 Boiled watc'r extract 2-0 ml. No - M
of salmon 1 0 ml. \"es *4 <25
(2 ml. - 1*5 g.) 4 0 ml. Yes

:i Boiled water extract 1-5 ml. Xo
of salmon 1

1

4-0 ml. Yes 10 <25
(1-5 ml. 2 g.) )

4 Boiled water extract 20 g.* Xo -
-H 1

7

of haddock ,3-0 g.* No - ^14

ii Alcoholic* extract of 10 ml. No - -1
salmon (1 ml. - 1 g.) 2-0 ml. Improved <25

.3*0 ml. Yes 9 )

a Alcoholic HCl extract 2*0 ml. So 3
of herring 3-0 ml. No 3 <25
(1 ml. - 0-6 g.) 4'0 ml. Yes 4

7 B (‘rririg autolysed 0-2 ml. No
"I

with toluene (putrid) 0*3 ml. \’os
•n

()5~70

(1 ml. -2*5g.) 0*4 ml. Yes of

S Herring autolysed 0*75 ml. No i|

with CHCI 3 and 10 ml. No iM or;

toluene (1 mi. - 1 g.) 1 *5 ml. No - If
2 *(» ml. Yes 7 )

a Herring antolysed 0*75 ml. No 2

with toluene 1-0 ml. Yes 7

(1 mJ. -l g.) 1 -5 ml. Yes 7

2-0 ml. Yes ol

JO Herring digested with Hri mi. lmpro\ cd

papain 2 0 ml. Yes 41
75

(1 ml. — 0o3g.) 3 0 ml. Yes 4r
4 0 ml. Yes

11 Wheat germ 0-2 g. Yes 8

12 Alcoholic H(JI extract 0*7r» ml. No
\

of wheat germ 1 4) ml. Yes

(1 ml. '--(K'ig.) 1*0 ml. No 2 1

1*5 ml. Yes 40
1*0 ml. Yt‘s 2 i

2*0 ml. Yes 3

2*5 ml. Yes 3 )

13 Chloroform and toluene 0*70 ml. Yes 2^
1

wheat germ autolysate 0*75 mi. Yes -
(1 ml. =0-25 g.) 1*0 ml. Yes

1*5 ml. Yes 80 100

1 *5 ml. Yes «

1*5 ml. Yes 0
2*0 ml. Yes 10 /

Equivalent in fresh haddock.

Although hydrolysis with papain brought nearly all of the vitamin into

solution, the method was of little use for application on a large scale for the

preparation of concentrates. Our attention was therefore tuni€d to other

materials from which the vitamin might be extracted more easily. It was found

Bioohem. 1936 xxx 20
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that wheat germ was exceedingly rich in vitamin containing approximately

5 units per g. (Exp. 11). We first attempted to extract the vitamin by employing
the method used by Guha and Drummond [1929] for vitamin B|, which consists

of boiling the wheat germ with 50% alcohol containing 1 % HCl, under a reflux

condenser for 30 min. This method resulted in the extraction of only 40% of the

vitamin (Exp. 12). This was a better yield than was obtained from fish, but it

was still thought desirabki to find a method of extraction which would give

almost quantitative yields. Autolysis^ was next tried and was found to give

yields of 80-100% . Equally good results were obtained when either a mixture

of chloroform and toluene or toluene alone was employed as antiseptic. This

method was finally adopted as the standard procedure for the preparation of

active extracts of the vitamin.

Discussion.

The results ofthe experiments described above may be interpreted as meaning
that vitamin B^ is largely combined in some way with the tissue in which it

occurs, since the greater part is not easily extracted by ordinary solvents. In

fish muscle less than 25% of the vitamin exists in the soluble state, and more
is lil)erated by autolysis; but for complete extraction it is necessary to dig(;st

the tissue with papain. With wheat germ, again, only 40% is easily extractc*d,

but all is liberated by autolysis. This behaviour is in contrast with that of the

other water-soluble vitamins, such as vitamin Bj , lactoflavin and ascorbic acid,

which are easily extracted, but is similar to that of factor X of Boas [1927] and
vitamin H of Gyorgy [1931] (the factor necessary to neutralise the toxic action

of dried egg white), which is only rendered soluble by digestion with papain

[Gyorgy, 1935, 2]. Vitamin B^ therefore is not properly speaking a water-

soluble vitamin but occupies a position intermediate betwi^en the water-soluble

group and vitamin H, which is insoluble in its natural state. No information

has been obtained concerning the nature of the union between vitamin B^ and
tl^e tissue, but possibly the vitamin is attached to the protein as a prosthetic

group which is not easily split off.

Experimental. (For results see Table I.)

E:rp. 2. 2(K) g. of minced Balmon were boUod with water for a few minuter, then filtered, and

the filtrate adju»ted so that 1 ml. -=()*75 g.

JSxp. 3. 200 g. of minced salmon were boiled with water for approximately 30 min., then

filtered and adjusted so that 1 ml. — 1*3 g.

4. 200 g. of minced haddock muscle were boiled with water for 30 min., filtered and

adjusted so that 1 ml. — 1 g.

5. 200 g. of minced salmon were shaken with cold 97% alcohol, allowed to stand for a

short time and then filtered. The residue was again extracted with alcohol and filtered. The

combined filtrates were evaporated to remove the alcohol and made up so that 1 ml. - 1 g.

JSj-p, 0. 300 g. of minced fresh herring were extracted with three times their volume of 60%
alcohol containing 1 % HCl by boiling under a reflux condenser for 30 min. The alcohol was

ovai>orated from the filtrate and the volume adjusted so that 1 ml. =0*6 g, of fresh herring.

A’a-p. 7. About 7 kg. of minced herring were placed iiv large stone jars with twice their volume

of water. Toluene was added and the jars were placed in a warm room at 20-26° for 14 days. The
autolysed tissue was then filtered off and the filtrate evaporated down by boiling. A precipitate

which appear(»d M^as filtered off. The volume was adjusted so that 1 ml. was equivalent to 2*5 g.

of fresh herring. The autolysed tissue had a strongly putrid smell.

jtJarp. 8. The details of this experiment were similar to the previous one except that chloroform

was added in addition to toluene. The final volume of the filtrate was adjusted so that 1 ml. == 1 g.

JSxp. 9. Repetition of Exp. 7. Volume of filtrate adjusted so that 1 ml. g.
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Exp. 10. 200 ff.
of mincjed fresh herring were mixed with twice their volume of water. 1 g.

ofa papain preparation and also a small amount oftoluene were added. The mixture was incubated

M 37'^ for 24 hours. The small amount of insoluble residue was filtered off and the filtrate ad-

justed so that 1 ml. —0*53 g. of fresh herring.

Exp. 12. 200 g. of wheat germ w'ore extracted with 1400 ml. of 50% alcohol containing 1 %
HC?! by boiling under rofiux for 30 min. The extract was filtered and the alcohol evaporated off

vf/nw. A slight precipitate which appeared after evaporation of the alcohol was filtered off

and the filtrate made up so that 1 ml. was equivalent to 0-5 g. of wheat germ.

Exp. 13. 200 g. of wheat germ were thoroughly mixed with 1400 ml. of water. Chloroform

and toluene were then added, the mixture shaken for a few moments to ensure that the anti-

scqities w^»re properly distributed throughout the viscous mixture. It was then incubated at 37'’

for 4-n days. At the end ofthis period the autolysed material was filtered and the filtrate evaporated

and adjusted so that I ml. —0*25 g. of w^heat germ.

Pakt II. The chemical nature of vitamin .

Thp. behaviour of the vitamin towards chemical reagents.

Previous to the commencement of this work little was known about the
chemical behaviour of vitamin for in the earlier work on “vitamin B^’'

iiiv(\stigators were chiefly dealing with lactoflavin. Gyorgy d al. [1933 ; 1934]

had noticed that their '‘complementary factor’" which supplemented lactoflavin

and vitamin Bj
,
and which was thought at that time to be vitamin B4, could be

adsr)rb(id only partly on fuller’s earth from impure solutions such as milk or yeast

extract. These authors also found that adsorption was made more quantitative

by using purified concentrates, high acidity and large amounts of fuller’s earth.

Later (\vdrgy [1934; 1935, 1] named the factor vitamin B^ as it had markedly
different properties from those ascril>ed by Reader to vitamin B4, e.g. stability

towards alkali and heat and cure of specific “acrodyaia-like” dermatitis in the

rat. The anti-pellagra factor for chickens of Elvehjem and Koehn [1935] is

distinct from lactoflavin and has also been shown in a previous paper [Birch et al.

1935] to be different from vitamin B^ and so has no bearing on the present

problem. The only other work dealing with the chemi(^al behaviour of this

vitamin is that of Chick ei al. [1935], who state that ’the activity is found present

in the dialysate after dialysis through a cellophane membrane and is not re-

moved by precipitation with lead acetate either at 4-0 or 8*0.'’ We have
been able to confirm these findings, as is shown in Table TI, which summarises

our observations. The experimental details are given in the experimental

section, and the biological tests are shown in Table III.

We have not recorded the exact potencies of our most active preparations.

The most active were of the order of 1 rag. and were obviously still very impure.

We have been concerned in this paper with studying the chemical nature of

the vitamin rather than with endeavouring to obtain preparations of a high

activity. In order to do this it is of course necessary to obtain the vitamin in a

moderately concentrated form. We therefore first studied the method for

adsorbing the vitamin from crude extracts.

It was found that the vitamin could be adsorbed by fuller’s earth from acid

solution and eluted again by treatment with alkali. A fairly large amount of

fuller’s earth was necessary: approximately 1 g. to 10 units must be used in

order to get anything approaching quantitative yields. Tliis behaviour of the

vitamin with fuller’s earth is different from its behaviour with acid clay, on

which it is apparently not adsorbed. Also it was noticed on one occasion that

with a sample of fuller’s earth obtained from Germany an active concentrate

20—2
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Table II.

Reagent Conditions

Norite charcoal 6

English fuller’s earth py^ 2-6 or 5

»» ^^H ^

Lead acetate pyy 4-5 and 8

Silver nitrate /)h 4 and 7

Mercuric nitrate p^ :$

Electrodialysis in —
multi-compartment
cell

Phosphotungstic acid p^ 1

Hcric acid —
Alcohol Extraction of an alkaline

gummy residue

Acetone Extraction of an alkaline

gummy residue

Amyl alcohol Extraction of an alkaline

solution

Ether Extraction of an alkalim^

solution

Benzoyl chloride In alkaline solution according
to the Schotten-Baumann
procedure

Nitrous acid In dilute HCl

Result

Not adsorbed

Adsorbed, activity recovewd on
elution with 15a(()H)2

Not adsorbed

Not precipitated, activity rc-

covc'red in filtrate

Not precipitated, activity re-

covered in tiltrate

Not precipitatcil, activity re-

covered in filtrate

Activity migrated to the cathode

Precipitated

Not precipitated

Partly extracted

Not exlractctl

Activity remained in water
phase

Ai'tivity remained in water
I»hase

No activity remained in filtrate

Not inactivated

Table HI.

Healing of
Amount “acrodynia- Weekly

fed like” increase

Exp. Material tested ml. dermatitis in g. Remarks

1 Charcoal eluate 0*8 No - 3 No activity r(*covered

(volume - 140 ml.)

la Filtrate from charcoal 1*0 Yes 7 About fit)% of activity

adsorption (volume— 2*0 Yes 10 recovered

200 ml, approx.)

2 Pb a<*ctate precipitate 0*3 No - 0*5 No activity recovered
decomposed with 0-5 No 0*5

(volume — 200 ml.) 0-8 No 2*5

2« Pb acetate filtrate do- 0*5 No 1 Over 70% activity re-

composed with HjS 0*75 Yes 5 coveied
(volume -1000 ml.) l-O Yes 4

3 Fuller’s earth eluate 0*20 Yes 2 About 25% activity w^-

(volume — 2(K) ml.) 0-25 Yes 2 covered

3a Fuller’s earth filtrate 2*0 No 0 Over 50% activity lost

4 Fuller’s earth eluate 0*5 Yes 6 50% activity recovered
from adsorbate at Pii 2*5 2*0 Yes 6
(volume—250 ml.)

4a Fuller’s earth filtrate 1*0 No -10 Over50%activityre-
from adsorbate at 2*0 No - 5 moved

46 Fuller’s earth eluate 0*5 Yos 4 50% activity recovered
from adsorbate at 1*^1 Yes 2

(volume— 260 ml.) 2*0 Yes 2
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Table III {cont,).

Healing of
Amount “aerodynia- Weekly

fed like
”

increase
Exp. Material tested ml. dermatitis in g. Remarks
4c Fuller’s oartli filtrate 20 No 0 Over 60% activity re-

from adsorbate at 5 moved
4d Fuller’s earth eluato 10 No Died Not active

from adsorbate at 9 20 No Died

4f Fuller’s earth filtrate 10 Improved 0 50% activity remained
from adsorbate at 9 20 Yes 2

5 AgNOj, filtrate 0-6 Yes 2 Over 60*^0 activity re-
(volume = .500 uil.) 10 Y"C8 4 covered

oa AgNOj precipitate at 0*5 No Died Not active

pff 4 (volume =260 ml.) 0-6 No Died

r)b AgNOj precipitate at 0,5 No Died Not active

7>ji 7 (volume =260 ml.) (>•5 No Died
<> iig(NOa )2 filtrate 0*6 Yes 4 Over 76% activity re-

(volume = 600 ml.) (>•75 Yes 2 covered
lo Yes (>

Eg(N()j,)2 precipitate 0-76 No Died Not active
(volume = 250 ml.) 10 No Died

7 Fhosphotungstic pre- 0-2 Yes 0 Over 50% activity re-
cipitate 0-2 Improved Died covered from pre-
(volume - KXl ml.) 01 Yos .7 cipitate

7« Fhosphotungstic filtrate 0-4 No - 2 Less than 30% activity
(volume 120 ml.) in filtrate

8 Fierie acid precipitate 0-6 No Died Not active
(volume = 1(K) ml.)

C Alcoholic extract of 0*.5 Y'es 1 Over 50 ”o activity re-
treacle l-O Yes 4 moved
(volume = 1000 ml.) 20 Yes 4

10 Acetone extract of 01 No 0
solution from Exp. 9
(volume = 100 ml.)

10« Acetone residue 0‘6 Yes 2
(volumes 5(H) ml.)

IJ Amyl alcoholic extract 0-6 No ~9 Died No activity removed
of alkahne treacle 1-0 No - 8 Died
(volume = 100 ml.)

12 Ether extract ofalkaline 10 No - 1

tn'acle

13 Filtrate after benzoyl

-

0-76 No l-O 76% activity destroyed
ation 1*5 No 0-5

2-0 No 1-0

U (Solution after treatment 0-5 Yes 3 No loss of activity
with nitrous acid 10 Ves 6

was not obtained. However with material obtained from The British Drug
Houses, Ltd., several satisfactory preparations have been made. It is possible

therefore that a special type of fuller’s earth is necessary in order to get proper
adsorption of the vitamin. Attempts to adsorb the vitamin on norite charcoal
at 6 have failed, the activity always remaining in the filtrate. This result was
rather surprising as it had been previously noted that the vitamin was present
in the vitamin Bj concentrates prepared according to the method of Kinnersley
and Peters [1928]. However, although this method proved fruitless, we have not
entirely abandoned the use of charcoal as an adsorbent ;

for it is well known that
adsorption of a substance by this material is variable, and a slight modification
of technique might result in its successful application.
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The vitamin is apparently not precipitated by salts of the heavy metals
such as lead, mercury or silver, but is precipitated from acid solution by phos-

photungstic acid. This latter reaction suggests that it is a bas(^ which supposition

is borne out by the results of the electrodialysis experiment. It is probable
however that its basic properties are not dependent on the presence of a primary
amino-group for the vitamin is not inactivated by nitrous acid. On the other
hand, treatment with benzoyl chloride according to the Schotten-Baumann
method for the benzoylation of amino- and hydroxyl groups inactivates the
vitamin. As the vitamin is not affected by nitrous acid it is possible that the
destruction of the activity on tenzoylation is through the involvement of a
hydroxyl group.

Although the vitamin appears to be basic in nature we have not been able

to precipitate it by picric acid or extract it from strongly alkaline solution by
organic solvents such as ether or amjd alcohol. Its solubility in acetone has not
been accurately determined, but the extraction with this solvent, of a gummy
residue obtained by the evaporation of an alkaline solution of the vitamin
failed to bring much of the vitamin into solution, nearly all the activity re-

maining in the residue.

Electrodialysis experiments as a means of determining the

chemical nature of the vitamin.

The object of an clectrodialysis experiment is to determine whether the
substance under consideration is an acid, base, ampholyte or neutral substance.
If it happens to be an ampholyte an approximate measure of its isoelectric

point is also obtained. This method was used by Williams and Waterman 1 1929]
and by Birch and Guha [1931] for investigating the chemical nature of vitamin
Bj and McKinnis and King [1930] also used it for vitamin C.

Altogether three electro-dialysis experiments were carried out on vitamin Bg
(8§e Experimental section, p. 313). The first had to be Rtopj)ed after a few hours
as the concentrate used passed too high a current, but the activity was found to
have migrated towards the compartment at the cathode end of the cell. In the
second experiment which was carried out on a purer concentrate, electrodialysis
was continued for 4 days. At the end of this period all the activity was found to
have migrated to the cathode, the recovery of activity being approximately
35% . A third experiment gave essentially similar results. It is thus evident that
vitamin B^ is either a simple base or an ampholyte having a highly alkaline
isoelectric point.

Pure substances tested for vitamin .

The following substances have been tested for vitamin B^ activity but aU
have been found inactive in the day-dose indic.ated. Adenine 1 mg., adenylic
acid 1 mg., yeast nucleic acid 0-2 g., choline 10 mg., betaine 10 and 50 mg.
Some similarity between the chemical properties, and also the distribution in
foodstuffs, of vitamin and choline made it seem possible that the two might
be identical. For instance failure to precipitate the vitamin by silver or mercury
excluded the purine or pyrimidine type of compound. The alkaloidal and the
amino-types are excluded by failure to extract the vitamin from alkaline
solution by organic solvents and by the stability of the vitamin towards nitrous
acid. The curative action of fats, mention of which is made below, also indicated
that choline might be concerned in some way with vitamin Bj activity. However,
pure choline chloride when fed to the deficient animals did not exert any curative
action.
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The. ajparing action offat.

Hogan and Richardson [1934] have reported that rats fed with vitamin B
which had been subjected to intense ultraviolet irradiation developed a severe

dermatitis. From the description given by these authors the dermatitis appears

to be similar in all respects to that produced by vitamin Bg deficiency. In a later

communication Hogan and Richardson [1935] stated that the dermatitis could be
curefl by wheat germ oil. This conclusion differed from our observation, for we
had found that the curative factor was watc^r-solubh^ rather than fat-soluble.

This observation of Hogan and Richardson pointed to the supposition that two
factors might be necessary for the cure of the dermatitis. However, the dis-

crepancy between these observations has now been explained; for it has iH^en

found that fat exerts a remarkable sparing action on vitamin Bg. Thus, if a rat

which has developed the dennatitis on a diet containing little fat (10% butter

fat) is given small amounts of vitamin Bg (under 1 unit) no cure is produced
;
if

extra fat is now supplieil (10 drops of linseed oil) a cure will be brought about.

Whf'n a diet from which fat has l)een rigorously excluded is fed to rats the

typi(?al *‘acrodynia-like” dermatitis can b(' produced even while the animals are

rectuving relatively large amounts of vitamin Bg. This is shown in Pig. 1. By

Fig. I . Production of dermatitis in rats fed on fat-free diets containing vitamin . When lard is

added as indicated by arrows the dermatitis is cured and growth is resumed. Diet 1 =20%
easeinogen, 20% lard, 55% sucrose, o% salts + 3 units vitamin and 10y lactoflavin

daily + 1 drop halibut-liver oil per week. Diet 2= 10% easeinogon, 9% butter fat, 0(5%
sucrose, 4% salts, 2% agar agar. 1% c.uo. + 3 units vitamin and lOy lactoflavin

daily. Diet 3=25% easeinogen, 70% sucrose, 5% salts +0-5 ml. alcoholic yeast extract

daily + 1 drop halibut-liver oil per week. Diet 4=26% easeinogen, 70% sucrose, 5%
salts + 1*0 ml. alcoholic yeast extract daily + 1 drop halibut-liver oil i)er week.

The yeast extract was made by extracting 500 g. dried yeast with 1600 ml. of 60% alcohol

for 24 hours. The residuewas filtered off and washed. The filtrate and washingswere thenevaporated
to 600 ml. and extracted with ether to remove traces of fat.

supplying as little as 20 drops of lard per day to these animals growth may be

restored and the symptoms cured. The possibility still remains that fats may
contain appreciable amounts of vitamin Bg. However, animals develop the

specific dermatitis even when receiving 30% of linseed oil or lard in the diet

although the onset of the symptoms is lightly delayed and the dermatitis is not
so severe.
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The nature of the substance present in fats which exerts the curative action

on vitamin Be-deficient animals has not yet been determined, but results indicate

that it may possibly bo linoleic acid. The work of Burr and Burr [1930] has shown

that linoleic acid is necessary for the normal growth of the young rat and

symptoms similar to those described by these authors, e.,g. scaly tail and scurfy

appearance of the skin have often been noticed in vitamin Bg-deficient animals.

In addition butter fat which has been chiefly used in diets for the production of

vitamin B® deficiency contains only small amounts oi‘ linoleic acid, whilst linseed

oil and lard which contain about 30% and 14% respectively of this substance are

particularly potent in exerting a curative action on vitamin Bg-deficiont animals.

It is hoped to publish a further account of tlu^se observations in a latter paper.

Experimental. (For results see Table IT.)

Kxp. 1. 20(K) ml. of an autolysed extract of herring containing ahoui 3 units per ml. were

brought to pn C and then treated with two siiceeasive lots of 25 g. of norite ehareoal. Each lot

was filtered oft’ and both together worc^ eluted with 5()*Vi alcohol arljustt'd to I with H(?I. Tlu?

eluate was evaporated to dryness and then made up for testing.

Exp. 2. 700 ml. of an autolysed extract of herrings containing units p6*r ml. were treated

with load acetate at 4-5. The precipitate was filtered off an<J (h composed with Ha*S (>4 and HgS.

It was then made up to 200 ml. for te.sting. The filtrate w'as adjusted to pn H and mort* lead acetate*

added to ensure complete precipitation; only a slight precipitate w'as obtained. The filtrate w'as

then treated with fo remove the lead and mode up (o 1 litre foi t(‘sting.

Exp. 3. The filtrates from the norite charcoal adsorption and the lead acetate precipitation

were combined so as to give about 4000 units in 3 litre's of solution; they were then treated with

two Huceessivo Jots of 100 g. of English fuller’s earth. The fuller's earth w'as filtered off, washed

with water and then eluted wdth a mixture of pyridine 3f), methyl al(*ohol fiO, acetone 30 and

water 60. The eluate was evaporat<*d to dryness and made up to 20(» ml. for testing.

Exp. 4. 3 litres of autolysed wheat germ extract, after precipitation wnth lead acetate,

coptaiiiing approximately 1 unit per ml., w'ere divided into three equal parts. I'lie first part was

adjuste<l to Pij 2*5, the second to Pi^ 5 and the third to p^i 9. Each lot was thc‘n t reated with 1(»0 g.

of English fuller’s earth. The fuller’s earth was filtered oft and each lot eluted with the pyridine

mixture? given above. The eluates w'ore evaporated to dryness and made up to 250 ml. for testing.

The activity was found in the eluates from the pfj 2*5 and 5 adsorptions, but in the filtrate from

the pjj 9 adsorption. Later exiieriments were carried out using barium hydroxi<l(‘ solution for

eluting the fuller’s earth and it was found to give as good results as did the jiyridine mixture.

A sample of fuller’s earth of (Jerman origin was used in one ex|)eriinent and no active eluate was

obtained.

Exp. 5. 4(M} ml. of a solution obtained from a fidler's earth eluate containing 1009-2900 units

were adjusted to pj, 4. Silver nitrate w^as added until maximum pre(*ipitation was obtained. The
precipitate was filtered off and the filtrate then adjusted to pn 7, more silver nitrate being added

to ensure complete precipitation. This precipitate was also filtered off and both precipitate and

filtrate were decomposed with HjS. The precipitates were each made up to a volume of 250 ml.

and the filtrate to 5(K) ml.

fiJxp. 6. Part of the filtrate from the silver precipitation was adjusted to approximately pj| 3

by means of nitric acid; mercuric nitrate dissolved in nitric acid was then added until no more
precipitate appeared; the solution w'as then brought back to pn 3 with NaOH and the precipitate

filtered off. Mercury was removed from the precipitate by treating with HgS, the precipitate being

made up to 250 ml. and the filtrate to 600 ml.

Exp. 7. 100 ml. of a solution after precipitation with silver and mercury, containing about
70fJ units, wore made acid to BCl. Phosphoiungstic acid dissolved in water was added
until almost complete precipitation was obtained. The precipitate and filtrate were each decom-
posed with barium hydroxide and made up for dosing. Volume of filtrate — 120 ml., volume of
precipitate ~ 100 ml.
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Exp. 8. A solution containing 2000 units of vitamin was obtained by extracting alkaline

treacle with alcohol. After evaporation of the alcohol the extract was made up to 800 ml., and

10 g. of picric acid dissolved in hot water were added. On standing in the cold, a crystalline

precipitate appeared, which was filtered off and then decomposed by dissolving in warm HCl
and extracting the picric acid with benzene. The BCl solution was neutralised and made up to

JOO ml. for testing. The filtrate was made acid with HCl and extracted with benzene. It w^as

found impossible to remove all the picric acid from the filtrate, and when made up for dosing

the animals refused to take it properly. It was thcrt‘fore impossible to say how much activity

remained. A further attempt to obtain a precipitate of the vitamin With picric acid was made,
using a more purified solution cemtaining 20 units per ml. However, after addition of the picric

acid no x>recipitatc was obtained, and the solution still retained at least 50% of its activity, after

the pi(Tic a<'id had bci^n removed hj' benzene.

Exp. 9. 900 g. of black treacle, wdiich contained about 3800 units of vitamin B^, wore made
alkaline by heating on a water-bath with solid barium hydroxide. It was then transfem'd w^hile

hot to a Winchester bottle and 2 litr<*H of 97 alcohol w'erc added. The mixture w'as shaken by a
nu'chanical sbaker for 20 min. The alcohol extract was then poured off from the si^mi-solid syrup
anrl a second extract w’as made. The extracts w-crc combined and evaporated in vacua to remove
the al(M)hoJ and w'cre then made up to 1 litre. Any barium present was removed with sulphuric

acid.

Exp. 10. An aleoholii* extract of treacle made according to the procedure given in Exp. 9

was c\aporated to a sticky mass and tlicn extracted .7 times by stirring with cold acetone.

Although a considerable amount of colour was extracted all the activity was found to remain in

tlu‘ residue.

Kxp. 1 1 . 200 g. of treacle wcr<' diluted with an equal amount of water and made alkaline with

NhOH. This solufioii was then extracted 5 times with amyl ah'ohol in a separating funnel. The
amyl alcohol was evaporated off and the (‘xtraeted material dissolved in 100 ml, of water for

testing,

E.' p. 12. The procedure given in Exp. 11 was repeated, with the use of ether instead of amyl
alcohol.

Exp. 13. 500 ml, of an autolysed extract of wdieat germ after precipitation with lead acetate,

containing appr<»\imately 1 unit per ml., were made alkaline with NaOH and then treated with

iM^nzoyl chloride' according to the Schotten-Baumann method for the benzoylation of Nllg and

OH groups. While the solution w'as still alkaline a large sticky precipitate appeared. On making

acid, a further crystalline precipitate came dowm, which w'as also tiltered off. The filtrate w'aa

then extraeted with ether to remove the lienzoic acid formed and w'as aeljusted to 200 ml. for

fi'stiiig.

Exp. 14. A solution ijontaining 3 units jier ml., obtained from the cathode compartment of

an clcctrodia lysis of a vitamin B® fraction, was made acid w'ilh HCl and then tw'ated with a 10

solution of sodium nitrite. The mixture was heated on a water-bath for 1 hour, further amounts of

sodium nitrite being added until no more gas w^as evolved. The solution was allow ed to stand over-

night and the excess of nitrite w^as removed by means of urea. The volume w'as then adjusted so as

to equal the original volume used.

Ehctrodialysfs. The apparatus used by us for clectrodialysis was similar to that descrilied by

Williams and Waterman fl929|. It consisted of an ebonite cell divided into 10 compartments by

9 parchment pajicr membranes. The 8 centre compartments held volumes of about 90 ml. each,

whilst the anode and cathode held 200 ml. Platinum electrodes w’ere used and a potential of

50 volts was generally employed.

It is necessary in performing an oleetrodialysis experiment of this kind to use a concentrate

of the vitamin which is free from large amounts of ionisable impurities. If such impurities are

present a large current is passed when the potential is applied and high concentrations ol acid and

alkali are formed at the anode and cathode. Under those conditions, instead of getting a gradual

rifiK’j inpn between the anode and cathode an abrupt change is obtained, w hich nmdors it impossible

to determine the isoelectric point of an ampholyte with any degree of accuracy, l^urthennore a

considerable amount of heat is generated by a large eiirront which, coupled with the high degree

of alkalinity and acidity, is liable to inactivate the vitamin.
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In the first place a preliminary experiment was carried out with a solution obtained by eluting

an activated f^er’s earth preparation. This concentrate passed too high a current owing to the

presence of inorganic salts, and the experiment had to be stopped after a fow hours. However, it

was found that the activity had collected in the compartments towanls the cathode end of the

cell. In a later experiment an alcoholic extract of a fuller’s earth eluate, taken down to dryness,

was used. This preparation contained sufficient activity for the purpose and only contained small

amounts of inorganic salts. The details of this experiment an? as follows.

An alcoholic extract of material obtained from the elution of an activated fuller’s earth

preparation was evaporated to remove the alcohol and then made up to 1020 ml. This solution

contained approximately 1500 units; 50 ml. were placed in both the anode and cathode compart*

ments and 90 ml. in each of the centre compartments.

Klectrodialysis was then carried out for 4 days. The current at the commencement of the

experiment was 0*1 amp., but it fell considerably during the experiment until only a few’ milli*

amps were passed.

The volumes of the solutions in the various compartments and their pH values at the end of

the experiment were as follows

:

Cathode 1, 202 ml. pj-i 10-12

Comp. 2, 45 ml. 7-4

,, .1, 85 ml. Ph ^’0

„ 4, 73mLpji4-5
„ .5, 74 ml. Ph 3*9

„ 0, 7, 152 ml.

„ 8, 77 ml. Ph 2*4

„ 9, 78 ml. Ph 2-2

Anode 10, 134 ml. pn 2 0

Total 920 ml.

On feeding the various fractions to rats it was found that the cathode solution contaiiu'd

approximately 3 units per ml. whilst the solutions from all other ijompartinents were inactive in

1 ml. (See Table IV.)

Compartment

Table IV.

Amount fed

Healing of
acrodyiiia

Wec'kiy
increase

in g.

Cathode 1 0*25 Improveii
Yes

1

0-33 3
0’50 Yes 3

„ 2 0-75 No -1
1-0 No 0

„ 3 0-5 No -2
10 No Hied

„ 4 0-26 No -4
0-5 No -1

O 2-0 No -1

„ 6,7 10 No 0

8 10 No -2

„ 9 10 No «.2

Anode 10 1-0 No -3
2-0 No -2

A second experiment was conducted in a similar manner to the one described above and
again the activity was found only in the cathode.

Summary.

Part I.

The quantitative extraction of vitamin B, from fish muscle and wheat germ
has been studied. With the use of boiling water or alcohol only 25% is extracted
from fish, about 40% from wheat germ.
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On autolysis, quantitative extraction is obtained from wheat germ, but the

yields from fish muscle arc variable. For complete extraction from fish muscle,

hydrolysis of the tissue by papain is necessary.

Part IL

An account of the behaviour of vitamin Bg towards various chemical reagents

is given.

1. The vitamin is not precipitated by salts of lead, mercury or silver, or by
picric acid.

2. It is adsorbed on full(T’s earth from acid solution, is precipitated by phos-

photungstic acid and migrates towards the cathode on electrodialysis.

3. It is inactivated by benzoylation but not by the action of nitrous acid.

4. It is soluble in ethyl alcohol but is not extractc^d from a concentrated

wat(‘ry solution by acetone, amyl alcohol or ether.

0 . From a consideration of these properties it is sugge.sted that the vitamin

does not (contain a primary amino-group but is of a basic nature and possibly

contains a hydroxyl group.

(5. The observation by otluT workers that the vitamin is present in fats may
be explain(‘d by our observation that fat has a sparing action on the vitamin.
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Under physiological conditions the erythrocyte membrane is impermeable to

cations. The suggestion that this iraptjrmeability might Ix^ a. function of the

normal ionic environment of the cells, which might be reversibly convt'rtod into

a state of permeability by a suitable change in this environment, was put

forward in an earlier paper fDavson, 1934J; experiments, however, failed to

confirm this h^^iothesis in respect of Ca‘^+, The work of Mond [1927], who found

that at alkaline reactions the erythrocyte became imiK^rmoable to anions and
permeable to cations, together with that of Ponder and Saslow [1930; 1931]

whose results pointed to a complete cationic ptjrmcability in hypertonic saline

solutions 8(5emed to provide a basis for this view.

Mond’s results however are by no means above criticism. In the first place

the cells were placed in isotonic sugar solution to whicJi N NaOH had been

added and the final was taken as the at which the change was produced.

Thus 5 ml, of corpuscles were added to 6*6 ml. of a glucose solution to which
04 ml, of iV NaOH had been added, so that in actuality the cells were addend to

a. solution of 12*8 and not to one of 10’ 1, the pjj at which the mixture finally

arrived. To attribute any change in the membrane thus produced to a change
froiri pii 74 to one of 10*1 is quite unwarrantable. As the effect of strong bases

on living tissue is particularly destructive it is only to be ex|)ected that irrever-

sible changes in the membrane would be produced by Mond’s treatratmt and
free permeability to cations would most likely follow from these essentially

irreversible changes. Mond himself remarks that he had grt^at difficulty in pre-

venting haemolysis by his treatment. In the second place no attempt was
made to demonstrate the reversibility of the changes produced. Thirdly, the

impermeability to anions at actually proved; all that was
observed was that the equilibrium ratio of Cl" in the cells to Cl" in the sugar

solution at pjj 8*3 was not markedly different from that at > 8*3.

In this paper it will be shown that no change in the cationic permeability
occurs between 7*4 and 10*0 provided that the colls are brought to these

pjj values by the use of buffers
;
the changes in the cell Cl" concentration observed

are to be explained on the basis of the Donnan equilibrium.

Experimental.

The procedure already described [Davson, 1934] was employed; ox blood,

which was collected directly into our own vessels from the slaughtered animal
was used. The saline solutions contained Na+, K+ and Ca^'+ in the proportions
characteristic for ox serum and were diluted to the isotonic value with the buffer
solutions. It was found necessary to wash the erythrocytes twice with the

( 316 )
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alkaline buflfer-salinc solutions before they attained the desired . In the first

two experimt'nts borate buffers were used but, as a certain amount of agglu-

tination occurred under these conditions, the borate was replaced by glycine.

was determined by tlie method of Kramer [1920] and Cl” witli a Ag-AgCI
electrode. A few of the results are given in Table I.

Kxp. WaKhing fluid

Table I.

/*n

K+
mg./lOO ml,

eorp.

Cl-
ing./lOOml.

corj).

1 Unwashed 74 (4-8
Ringer 74 60-0 —
Borate/Ringer 90 50-0 —
ITnwashed 74 (>7-H

Ringer t KCl 74 88-0
Borate/Riiiger -f KCl 8-3 88-0 —
Unwashed 74 72-7 234
(U^-eine/Ringer 7-35 64-9 242
Glyciiie/Ringer 9-10 05-0 153
(

1

lyeino/R inger 100 07*0 no
Serum 1 (rlyeine/Ringer. 1 ;: 1 9-03 07-2 —

Results.

From Exps. 1 and 3 it is t‘videiit that th(% erythrocytes washed with buffer-

saline solutions at 7)15 S-3-10-1 lose no more than they do when washed at

physiological
;
the loss of K“^ in the latter case has been discussed in the

earlier paper and is probably due to damage of the cell membrane. It is to be
notice<l that serum diluted to 50% with buiier-saline at 10-2 and showing a
final p ji

of 9‘() gives approximately the same result with regard to K ^ as ordinary

buffer-saline solutions. In Exp. 2 the contfmt of the Ringer solution was
increased to 576 mg. per 100 ml. and it is seen that its pem'tration into the cells

du(‘ probably to irreversible damage to the membrane is indey)endent of pjj

.

Returning to Exp. 3 it is st'en that the Cl’ content of the cells decreases with
increasing 77^^ ; this is to be ex|)ected on the basis of tlu* Donnan equilibrium

since tin* haemoglobin in the cells is ionising as an acid and this ionisation

increases with the alkalinity.

Discussion.

The permeability of the cell to ions has iKicn considered to be a function of

the electrical charge on its membrane [Hober, 1922] : if this were so the im-

permeability of the erythrocyte membrane to cations would be explained by
assuming the existen<^e of a jx>sitive charge on it. However, under the influence

of an electric field the erythrocyte migrates to the positive electrode and thus

there can be no doubt that its electrokinetic potential is negative. This charge

is due chiefly to the layer of adsorbed proteins, since Fahreus [1921] has shown
that agglutination of the erythrocytes which probably depends on their charge

is dependent on the nature of the protein in the fluid in which they are suspended.

The degree of agglutination is greatest in fibrinogen, less in globulin and least

in albumin solutions at physiological and tins is the order of increasing

acidity of isoelectric point. To resolve this contradiction the work of Mond has

been cited [Gellhom, 1929] as showing that another protein must exist in a

certain layer of the erythrocyte membrane with an isoelectric point of 8-3

which would therefore be positively charged at physiological p^; it is th?s

hypothetical protein (supposed to be the globin of haemoglobin) which is said to

determine the nature of the ionic permeability. Thus, if this were so, the mem-
brane would be normally impermeable to cations and permeable to anions and
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this relationship would be reversed at pg 8-3. In actual fact the presence of free

globin has never been established in the erythrocyte membrane and the theory

is based on experimental facts which this paper has shown to bti quite unreliable

and, as will be shown later, on a misconception of the nature of the potentials

which determine ionic penetration.

In the interpretation of the influence of the potential of a membrane on its

permeability properties care has to be taken to distinguish between the electro-

kinetic and €-potentiala. The €-potential across an interface is determined

partly by the asymmetrical distribution of ions in the neighbourhood of the

interface and partly by the non-ionic electrical dijjoles of the molecules oriented

at the interface. Of these two components only one, the ionic term, (changes its

sign at the isoek'otric point; the other, the dipole term, has a sign and magnitude

which are largely independent of pj:j changes. The dipoles are definitely fixed at

the interface, while the ions form a rather diffuse layer. Some of these ions are

free to move independently of the interfaw, others are not. Thus when an electrics

field is applied to this system the two sets of ions will move 8ej)arately. The
potential difference between the set of ions fixed in the surface and the set in

the bulk phase is known as the electrokinetic ^-potential. The electrokinetie

potential being dependent on the existence of ions changes its sign at the

isoelectric }>oint where it is zero. It will thus he (dear tliat, since € is diu^ to the

sum of two terms (dipole moment and lack of symmetry in ionic distribution)

and ^ is due to another term, namely the independence of motion of some of the

ions, and is not directly related to either of these other two, e and ^ will not be

Pig. 1. Difference of e- and {-potentials.

Fig. 2. €. and {-potentials. Curve AA illustrates the potential changes with pn for lecithin. The
remaining curves are for e, taken from Hughes [19361,

identical and may even be of different signs. This is illustrated diagrammatically

in Fig. 1 and in Fig. 2 are shown e and^ curves for lecithin. It is evident from

the figure that whilst ^ changes its sign at the isoelectric point, € remains positive

over the whole range of investigated. In fact all the substaiKses which are

supposed to be in the erythrocyte membrane have positive €-potentials at all

values, BO far as has been investigated.
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With regard to the penetration of ions through a membrane, there are three
suggested mechanisms for the process.

(1) n the mechanism is that of the passage through a homogeneous lipoid

layer, and not through a pore, then e is the potential of interest. Since in the case

of the erythrocyte c is probably always positive and is not changed in sign by
(ihanges, a reversal oi ionic permeability with change of pjy is not to be expected.

(2) If penetration is through a pore in the membrane, as suggested b}’^

Michaelis [1925], ^ is the potential of interest. That this is so will be obvious from
Fig. 3ft. The ions which (ian penetrate through such a pore must be (a) free to

Fig. 3^/. Pore mechanism of ionic rx'netration.

Fig. 3 A. i-Pii curv(*s for lecithin and erythrocytes.

move and (6) of op}X)site sign t/O the fixed ions of the pore walls. Hence when
the walls ionise as an acid cations will penetrate, and when they ionise as a base

anions will penetrate. Thus there should be a reversal of ionic penetration at the

isoelectric point of the erythroc^’te wall. The work of Coulter [1920J, e.gr., shows

that the isoelectric jK>int of the erythrocyte is at about pjj 4*75 as is shown in

Fig. 36. Hence over the range of surface should ionise as an

acid and cations only should penetrate, which is not so.

(3)

If the ions penetrate by combination with a component ofthe erythroeyk*

membrane followed by diffusion through the membrane as an ionic doublet, as

suggested by Osterhout [1930], neither e nor C is of direct importance. However,

if a cation is to penetrate, the surface molecules miist ionise as an acid. Thus

only cations will be able to penetrate on the alkaline side of the isoelectric

point and only anions on the acid side. Thus again there should be a reversal

of the sign of ionic penetration at p^ 4-75.
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In"the present paper it has been shown that over the range of anions

only penetrate the erythrocyte wall. Hence mechanism (1) is the only possible

one for the erythrocyte. From the above considerations we are led to a picture

of penetration through the erythrocyte membrane in which the potentials

encountered by ions are as shown in Fig. 4. The form of the pfjtential curve

Fig. 4. Potontial diagram perpendicular to the ]>lane of thi?i lifwid membrane. (’ontiiiuouH line

when ionising as a Ijasc ; broken line when ionising as an acid . 1)otted portion
:
pot<‘ntiai undcii iumI .

between J and B is difficult to define but is not of significance for this argument.

The important point is that the plasma mt^uibrane has an ('xeess of positive

charge due to the oriented dij)oles of the interfa(*i'S and h(‘n{‘e the solubility of

anions in the membrane will be much greater than that of cations. The t^stablish-

ment of equilibrium by ionic exchange should therefore be rapid in the ease of

anions and slow in that of cations, possibly of negligible sp(‘e(l as found here

experimentally.
Rummaky.

1 . The work of Mond on the change in the ionic permeability of erythrocytes

at pjj 8*3 is (jriticised. Using buffer solutions to bring the erythrocyte to 8-10

no reversal of ionic permeability was obtained.

2. The potentials at tin? membrane interfaces are discussed in relation to

theories of the mechanism of ionic penetration.
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Tn th(' course ofinvestigations on the chemistry ofrespiration in fruits a constant-

volume gas analysis apparatus (Fig. 1) has been developed in this laboratory.

A 5 ml. sample of the respired air is taken into the burette (B) and is passed

into on(‘ of the* absorption bulbs (C, D). When one of the components has been

completely absorbed it is brought back into the burette and the decrease in

])r(vssure noted, the volume being kept constant. This decreast' in pressure

represents the partial pressure of the comp«3nent under consideration and is

proportional to its concentration in the gaseous mixture. If h is the decrease in

})ressure and represents the atmospheric pressure, the percentage content of

the constitmmt, say .r, is easily computed: x=^hx 100jH^.

Th(‘ apparatus (Fig. 1) consists of a manometer (constructed out of 3 mm.
bor(* glass tubing) one limb of which carries a 200 mm. scale etched on it whilst

the other is blown into a pipette (B), the volume of which between the tap (G)

and the circular mark (A )
is exactly 5 ml. Within the wato-jacket is also placed

a thermo-baromet(T [Warburg, 1920] which is similar in construction to the

manometer just described, with the difference that mercury level adjustments

are made by means of the screw (S) which presses a rubber reservoir (jR). ()ne of

the limbs of the thermo-barometer carries a 10 mm. scale etched on either side of

the zero mark, which corresponds with the mark (X') on the pii^tte (B ). TIh^

bulb (D) is similar to the '‘combustion pipette’* employed by Haldane [1912]

except that the ignition tubes inside the pipette have been removed and a water

levelling bulb added. The bulb (D) contains stick yellow phosphorus, kept under

water, for the absorption of oxygen [Carpemter, 1915]. The KOH bulb (C) also

resembles the one employed by Haldane [1912], and is filled with a 30% solution

of KOH for 00^ absorption. A compensation pipette (H), based on the same

principle as the one devised by Haldane [1912], is added to the KOH bulb.

Sampling is done by the washing method [Carpenter, 1915] by ink'rposing a

3-way tap Ixitween the inlet of the pipette {B) and the respiration chamber.

After the final washing is complctc^l exactly 5 ml. of the sample are taken into

the pipette (B), the mercury level being adjusted to the mark (X) by means of

the levelling bulb (L). The tap (O') of the thermo-barometer is momentarily

opened and is immediately closed after adjusting the mercury to the zero mark

on the scale and the circular mark (X') on the pipette (B'), the adjustment bemg

made by means ofthe screw (S). The stopcock (F) is turn^ in the position (Fa)

the tap (F) kept in the position shown in Fig. 1, the tap (K) opimed and thejevcl

of KOH adjusted to the circular marks on the cjornpensation pipette and the

KOH bulb. The 3-way tap (F) is now turned in the position (Fb), the tap (A/

closed and the tap ((?) turned so that the gas pipette (B) commumcates with the

KOH bulb. The gas is then driven into the KOH bulb and pass^ backwards

and forwards several times. After finally bringing back the gas mto the pipette

21
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(B), the potash levels are set and the tap (0) half-turned, so that the gas is con-

fined in the pipette (JB). The mercury is again brought to the mark (X) and the

lowering of pressure read. The reading of the thermo-barometer is added to or

substracted from that of the manometer in order to eliminate errors due to

variations in external conditions. The oxygen is absorbed by a similar process

except that the gaseous sample need not be continuously agitated.

The accuracy of the apparatus, as found in practice by a series of analyses of

outdoor air, is ±0*1 %.
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In tlie course of investigations on the purification of the polyplienol oxidase of

potato it was found necessary to measure the degree to wlxich purification had
b(Hni achieved in the various enzyme preparations. The degree of purification of

an enzyme is generally denoted by a number which is the ratio ofenzymic activity

|>er mg. dry weight of final preparation to the enzymic activity per mg. dry weight

of the original material [Haldane, 1930]. Warburg and Barcroft manometers are

inconvenient for the purpose, as what is required is the ratio and not the actual

amounts of the oxygen absorbed by the final preparation and the material from
whi(;h it has been obtained. It ww with the idea of developing an apparatus in

which the scale readings could be directly compared in order to get the degree of

purifi(jation of an enzyme, and which could, at the same time, be employed for

quantitative determinations, that the manometer described in the present note

has been constructed.

1 1 is arranged that both the vessels (P) and ((?) of the apparatus (Fig. 1) shall

hav(^ the same vessel-constant; methods of ensuring this have been descrilw'd in

detail by Dickens and Greville [1933]. The gas in thv pipette (C) is maintained

at the initial atmospheric pressure throughout, the tap (E) being closed after the

Brodio solution has been adjusted to the mark (X) at the commencement of the

experiment. When it is required to compare two reaction velocities, involving

the evolution or absorption of the same gas, all that is necessary is to compare

the scale readings in the two graduated limbs (A) and (B). The apparatus can

also be used for quantitative determinations, in which case one of the vessels is

emf)loyod for the main reaction while the other serves to indicate the fluctuations

in the temperature ofthe water-bath. Ifthe vertical distance between the menisci

in the two manometric limbs (A) and (B) be A, and x the amount of gas evolved

in /al, at n.t.p. (dry), we have _ , , ^

The calibration of the apparatus consists in finding the value of this constant

A', which is calculated from the following simplified formula^:

r,
+A

273

1 + 273 ^

where Vg=fiL gas in reaction vessel and manometer tubing down to the mid-

point on the scale; F/=/al. liquid in reaction vessel; a/,= Bunsen absorption

coefficient of the gas at pressure of one atmosphere expressed in mm, of

manometer liquid; A =area of cross-section of the manometer tube in mm.^

^ It may be noted that in thin formula the coefficient ofA is unity and not i as in the diiferential

manometer, the reason being that in this case the depression of liquid in one graduated limb is not

aooompanied by a corresponding rise in the other.

( 323 )
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The numometrio limbs (A) and {B) and the oentaral pipette (G) are oon>

straoted out of glass tubing witih an int^al cross-sectional area not exceeding

I mm.* The central pipette (G) carries a circular mark {X) exactly corresponding

urith the 160 mm. marks on either side-limb, beyond which it is blown into a

small bulb (D), capacity about 3*6 ml., and carries a tap (E) at its extremity. The

two side-limbs carry mm. scales, 0 to 300, etched on them. To maintain it at a

uniform temperature during experimentation, the bulb (G) is covered by a piece

S1g.l.

of flannel, and a rectangular piece ofwood (IF), hollowed on one side so as to flt

on the bulb, is screwed on to t^e wooden board (M) carrying the apparatus. Fig. 2
depicts a portion of the apparatus with the wooden piece (IF) in position. A
screw-damp arrangement with a rubber reservoir (JS) is provided, themanometrio
liquid being adjust by means of the screw (S). The taps (F) and (G) ate ofthe
type used by Dixon and Elliott [1930] with the Baroroft respitometer. The
vessels used are those generally employed with Warburg manometera. Each
vessel possesses a side-b^b, above wUoh an outlet is prov^led with a stopper of
the type introduced by Warburg and Kubowitz [1929] wMch is so constructed as
to act also as a tap and the outlet may be clos^ by giving it a half turn. The
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vessels should be made nearly the same size; several methods [Dickens and

Greville, 1933] are then available for securing equality of volumes.^

The manipulation is easy. By means of the screw (8) the manometric liquid

is adjusted to the mark (X) on the pipette (C) when it should also stand at the

150 mm. marks on both the side-limbs. During this adjustment all the three

limbs (A), (B) and (C) are kept in communication with the air, the taps (E), (F)

and (Q) being subsequently closed. At the conclusion of the experiment, the

Brodie solution is again adjusted to the mark (A) on the pipette (C) and the scale

readings in the two graduated limbs arc read and directly compared.

When used for quantitative determinations the accuracy of the apparatus,

as found by liberating known amounts of CO^ by adding measured amounts of

standard acid from the side-bulbs to an excess of the bicarbonate solution con-

tained in the main part of the vessels, is + 1’25%.

^ Kquality of vohhpIh is easily checked by the following met hod. Empty vessels are worked on

to their groiiml joints and secured by rublier bands. After the manometric liquid has been brought

to the mid-}X)ints in all the three limbs, the taps ar(‘ closed as usual. Now by means ofthe screw" (^»

)

the manometric liquid is adjusted to a point much higher than the point (X) on the central pipette.

Any difference of reading on the tw"o side-limbs indicates an inequality of vessels and is eon’ected

by introducing a small glass bead or by blowing the side-bulb of one of the vessels.
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The problem of the ocourronce of glucose in ‘‘fasting"' urine was investigated

recently as far as available methods would jn^nit by Harding and Selby [1931

;

1933] and by West et al [1932]. Both agreed that human “fasting"’ urine con-

tained small amounts of reducing material removable by baker’s yeast. West and
Stainer [1932] differed from Harding and Selby in believing that the fermentable

substance was all glucose. Recently Harding and Nicholson [1933] developed a

method for quantitative determination of small amoimts of sugars in solution

by specific fermentation. It was thought that the use of this method, which for

brevity has been called “ mycologicai ” * (although the term is not strictly

applicable), might throw further light on the nature of free “fermentable”

sugar in fasting mine and also on the nature ofthe “fermentable ” sugar produced

on hydrolysis.

West et al. [1932] have emphasised the prime importance of separating non-

carbohydrate reducing substances of urine as completely as possible from the

carbohydrates
;
by using HgS04-BaC03 they obtained filtrates almost entirely

free from nitrogenous interfering substances. The mycological method of sugar

analysis was applied to urines treated in this way but the filtrates contained
nitrates which interfered with the estimation of glucose by Protens vulgaris.^

Other unidentified substances which interfered with the mycological method of
analysis when applied to concentrated filtrates were found in some urines. For
these reasons a further fractionation of the urine was necessary. By applying a
modification of the copper-lime method [Salkowski, 1879 ;

Van Slyke, 1917] to

urines cleared with basic lead acetate followed by HgS04-BaC03 [West et al,,

1 929], solutions were obtained which gave satisfactory results.

^ The action of P. rulgaris converted the nitrates into nitrites. The latter would later oxidise

the KI used with the Harding-Downs reagent, liberating free iodine and thus giving reduoing
values which were much too low.

( 326 )
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ATtalyticcd methods,

Reagenis: Basic lead acetate solution fPlimmer, 1915].

Mercuric sulphate [West et al., 1929].

Barium carbonate.^

Proteus vulgaris \

Monilia hrusei ? [Harding and Nicholson, 1933].

Monilia tropicalis j

Saccharomi/ce^ mmxianus [Haniing et al., 1933].

Sugar reagent—modified Shaffer-Hartmann [Harding and Downs, 1933].

20% Copper sulphate solution.

8% Calcium hydroxide suspension.

All determinations of reducing material were done by the method of Harding
and Downs [1933] with the modification that the time of boiling was increased

to 20 rain . in accordance with the recommendation of ShaflFer and Somogyi [ 1 933]
for similar coppeu* solutions. In order to get a sufficient amount of solution and to

obtain “average*” results “composite” fasting urine specimens were used. The
urine (‘xcreted by six normal individuals between 8 a.m. and 12 noon (the last

food having been taken at f) p.m. the previous day) was mixed and made up to

1500 ml. with distilled water.

Preliminary clearing.

To tliis solution 185 ml. of basic lead acetate solution [Plimmer, 1915] were
added and the volume made up t^ 3000 ml. After standing for half an hour with
occasional shaking the precipitate was removed by centrifuging. Excess Pb was
removed by precipitation with HgS and filtration. Excess HgS was then removed
by aeration.^ To every 250 ml. of this filtrate 100 ml. of HgS04 reagent [West
et al., 1929] were added. Distilled water was added to make the final volume
twice that of the basic lead acetate filtrate used. Powdered BaCOg was added
with constant shaking until the mixture was slightly alkaline. The precipitate

was removed by suction filtration. The filtrate was made distinctly acid with con-

centrated H2SO4 and the Hg remaining in solution"* was removed by precipita-

tion with HgS.^ After suction filtration the excess H.2S was removed by aeration

^ I’he barium carbonate was prepared either bv passing a stnwn of CH)g through a hot con-

eontraUxl BafOH)^ solution or by adding a hot solution of to a hot solution of l^Clg. After

washing and drying the BaC^Og was finely pulverised by passing through the finest mesh grinder of

a meat chopper.

“ The oondition.s for obtaining the optimum “clearing” of urines with basic lead acetate,

without loss offermentable sugar, were determine*! by Mr S. 11. .lackson working in this laboratory.

A more complete discussion of the method is given in the second paper of this series [Harding,

Nicholson and tJackson, 1936).

* Owing to the presen(*e of urea, this filtrate contained a much greater quantity of mercuric

salt than would bo present if urea were absent. This indicat/es t hat urea unites with Hg+'^ to form

a comjMJund which is moderately soluble in alkaline solution. Supposedly, Hg+"*' is in equilibrium

with the almost insoluble HgCOg and the urea complex which is only slightly dissociated in mildly

alkaline solutions. This explains why, after the use of a certain quantity of HgS04 reagent, the use

of additional amounts fails to remove appreciably greater quantities of urea. The rc^ducing power

of the filtrate is oven less affected than the nitrogen content by tlu^ use of incniased amounts of

HgSO^.
* West et al. [1929] recommend the use of HjS instead of zinc for the removal ofHgSO* because

the use ofzinc would result in the production of . We have found that another disadvantage in

the use of zinc is that it reduces nitrate to nitrite which interferes with the determination of sugar

in the manner described in the footnote on page 326.
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(Filtrate= Fraction A). The filtrate (about 3945 ml.) was adjusted to jpjj
6*5 and

concentrated by evaporation under reduced pressure at 37 to a final volume

of 150 ml.

Copper-lime procedure.

The concentrated filtrate was chilled to 0° in a large centrifuge bottle. 4 ml.

of 20% CUSO4 and 8 ml. of 8% fine suspension of Ca(OH)2 wore added and

stirred intermittently (at 0°) for 30 min. The copper-lime precipitate was then

centrifuged at about 2000r.p.m. The supernatant fluid was jwured off and

terniod the copper-lime filtrate. The inside of the bottle was rinsed and the

precipitate thoroughly mixed with four successive portions of 5 ml. of cold

saturated Ca(OH)2 solution. After the addition of each 5 ml. portion the pre-

cipitate was centrifuged and the washings added to the filtrate. After the fourth

washing the precipitate was suspended in 50 ml. of water and the sugar regener-

ated by acidification with a slight excess of concentrated H2SO4

.

The mixture of copper-lime filtrate and washings was them tn*ated again

under the same conditions with the same quantities of CuS()4 CafOHlg. This

procedure was repeated until four precipitations had been offectid. Each
precipitate was washed four times as above. The four regenerated precijiitates

were combined. Cu++ was removed by precijiitation as CuS with HgS. After

filtering, the HgS was removed by aeration, Ca< ^ with KH2PO4 and MgO by
the same technique as was used in removal ofNH4+ [Harding and Dovms, 1933].

The resulting solution was called the first copper-lime jirocipitate or Fraction B
and contained all the free fermentable material. The filtrate was acidified and
cleared of Cu++ and Ca++ by the same methods. This was the first c()p|:)er-lime

filtrat(* or Fraction F. Water was added to both fractions to make them up to

known suitable dilutions.

A portion of Fraction B was removed for differential sugar analysis by th(‘

method of Harding and Nicholson [1933]. The remaindcT was incubated for

30 min. at 37° with S. marxuinua (0*5 g, packed wet weight per 10 ml. of solution)

to remove the free sugar including galactose. The yeast was removed by centri-

fuging and the supernatant solution (Fraction C) divided into two portions, one
of which was hydrolysed by boiling with 0*5 N H2SO4 for one hour under a
r<‘flux condenser (Fraction D), The other portion was hydrolysed by boiling

with 0-1 A H2SO4 for 6 hours under similar conditions (Fraction E). After

neutralising the hydrolysate? with BaC03 the sugar produced by hydrolysis was
analysed by the mycological method. This fermentable” sugar produced on
hydrolysis will for convenience be referred to as the “hydrolysis sugar”.

Jn two instances Fraction C was hydrolysed continuously for 6 hours with
A/^H2S04, small portions being removed at intervals for differential sugar
analysis. The first copper-lime filtrate (Fraction F) was hydrolysed by boiling for

1 hour with 0-5 N H2SO4, neutralised, the ammonia produced by hydrolysis of
urea removed by the use of KH2PO4 and MgO and the free sugar producjed

removed by the copper-lime method. The sugar precipitated (Fraction H) was
analysed as before. The filtrate from this precipitation was hydrolysed further
by boiling with N H2SO4 for 6 hours, neutralist, cleared of ammonia and the
free sugars precipitated with copper-lime. The recovered sugars (Fraction J)
were analysed mycologically.

Before treatment with the micro-organism all solutions were adjusted to

Ph 6*5 (approx.) [Harding and Nicholson, 1933].
Tljc various steps in the fractionation procedure are illustrated in the

diagram.
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Composite fasting urine—8ix 4-hour specimens
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Basic lead acetate (20% reducing substances removed)

Filtrate

HgSO^i-BaCOj, (46% reducing substances removed

Filtrate

CiiiSC4-Oa(OH)2

I’rtMjipitatc*

regenerated
(Fraction B)

Marxianvs
(Fraction C)

Filtrate (Fraction F)

Hydrolysis 1 hr. O-S N H.^S04

CuSo[.Ca(()H)8

Hv'Jrolysis I hr.

0r)yHaSO4
(Fi action 1>)

Hydrolysis 6 hrs.

.V H,S()4

(Fraction E)

Pit'cipitate

regenerated

(Fraction H)

Disevssion of methods.

Filtrate

Hydrolysis 6 hrs.

N H2SO4

Ou«()4-Ca(OH)2

Precipitate regenerated
(Fraction J)

The determination of fermentable sugar in normal fasting urine by the use of
ordinary yeast can be made quite satisfactorily on Lloyd’s or HgS04-BaC03
filtrat(\s when the urin<‘ is diluted 1 : 7 or more. At these concentrations the

mycological method of differential sugar analysis can be employed if the filtrate

is treated with HgS after the action of P. vulgaris to reduce the nitrites formed
{se(^ footnote, page 32fi) to ammonia. At these cimcentrations however it is

impossible to say with certaintywhether any sugar, other than glucose, is present.

Jn some specimens galactose and in a small number fructose appears to exist, but

the amounts found are so close to the limits of error of the methods of analysis

used that it is evident that a greater concentration of the urine filtrate is

necessary. This was accomplished by vacuum evaporation. No phosphate was
added and the pjj remained constant. West and Steiner [1932] noted a con-

siderable loss of sugar during vacuum evaporation of HgS04-BaC03 urine fil-

trates in the presence of added phosphate. Under our conditions no loss of

‘‘fermentable” or “non-fermentable” reducing material was noted during the

process and no reducing material was found in the distillate. The concentrates

were diluted to give a dilution of from 1 : L5 to 1 : 3 on the original urine. At
these concentrations the amount of the non-fermentable reducing substances

was BO high that it almost exeseeded the limits of accuracy of the copper reagent

used and all the yeasts, including baker’s yeast, showed a continuous removal on

repeated fermentations similar to that observed by Van Slyke and Hawkins

[1929] on uncleared urines. The urea concentration is also quite high, producing

much ammonia on hydrolysis. The substance giving the secondary yeast

removal could be taken out of solution by preliminary treatment with basic lead
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acetate, which also decreased the non-fermentable reducing substances and

organic nitrogen to a slight extent (see footnote, p. 326), but the amounts of non-

fermentablc reducing substances and of urea in the concentrated filtrates were

still too great. Another difficulty was the presence of a considerable amount of

nitrate which interfered with the use of P, vulgaris for the estimation of glucose*

(see footnote, p. 326). The use of the modified copper-lime procedure overcame

these difficulties. By this method it was possible to remove all the '‘free”

fermentable sugar from urine with a maximum error of 3% . Added sugars wore

recovered with the same degree of accuracy. No appreciable Lobry de Bruyn
conversion occurred, the added sugars being recover'd unchanged and identified

by hypoiodite titrations and the mycologicjal method of differential analysis

[Archibald, 1935]. The regenerated precipitates wore free from nitrates and

organic nitrogen. Some of the substance giving the secondary yeast removals

was precipitafrd by the copper-lime method from the HgS04-BaC()3 filtrates,

necessitating the use of the preliminary treatment with lead acetate. By the

procedure ust»d, quantitative determinations of the ‘ free” fermentiible sugars

and the “liydrolysis” sugars in both the cnpper-lime precipitate and copper-

lime filtrate portions of the lead acetate-HgS04-BaC03 urine filtrates could be

made. These represented the total “free” fermentable and “hydrolysis” sugar

present in such urine filtrates. No sugars were considered to be present unless

they were in the urine fractions in concentrations sufficient to give a reduction

equivalent to 0*50 mg./lOO ml. glucose (a titration figure of 0*08 ml. of 0*005 X
Na2S203). The dilutions of the different fractions varied from 3*0 to 0*5. Titra-

tions were done in triplicate and usually agrcHjd within 0*02 ml.

The use of the two strengths of acid and the two periods of hydrolysis was
found advisable bc*cause, although sucrose, maltose and lactose were hydrolysed

completely by refluxing for 1 hour with 0*5 N H28O4, the urine filtrati^. contained

some substance which was very slowly hydrolysed. Th(* milder treatment was
used first because of the greater destructive action of the more prolonged

hydrotysis with the stronger acid on some of the reducing substance found in

imine. The 6-hour refluxing of urine filtrates witli normal acid caused some
destruction of both fermentable and non-fermentablc carlxfliydrak? and the

production of some furfuraldehyde and charring. Ordinary sugars under similar

conditions did not char. Tht; charring was probably the result of reaction of urine

phenols with furfuraldehyde liberated by acid destruction of urine sugar. Tht*

charring and furfuraldehyde production on hydrolysis were not nearly as marked
in either of the copper-lime fractions as in Fraction A, probably owing to the
fact that most of the furfuraldehyde-producing compounds were in Fraction B
whilst the phenols were largely in the copper-lime filtrate. Although Everett

et al, [1927] showed that appreciable amounts of fructose were destroyed during
acid hydrolysis, no destruction offructose occurred under the conditions ofmilder
hydrolysis used here. Cbnsiderable amounts of fructose were destroyed by the
more prolonged hydrolysis. Glucose was affected very little by either procedure.

Hardi!)g and Grant [1931] demonstrated that prolonged hydrolysis of lactose

resulted in an alteration of the ratio of measurable glucose and galactose. After
6 hours' hydrolysis of lactose with N H2SO4, analysis with M. tropicalia and
M. Jerusei showed theoretical values for glucose and a slightly raised figure for

galactose.

Neutralisation with a salt which forms an almost insoluble sulphate was
necc'ssary. Otherwise the salt concentration (7% Na2804 if NaOH be used to
neutraliseN H2SO4) was sufficient to inhibit completely the action of P, vulgaris.
Partial inhibition ofthe action ofP, vulgaris occurs in solutions containing 3% or
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more of sodium salt. Such salt concentrations also increase the rtsducing value of

the non-fermcntable fractions to a very considerable extent (10-15%), although

they have no effect on tlu? fermentable fraction.

It has been shown that yeast juicxi acting on sugar produces a polysaccharide

fCremer, 1899; Harden and Young, 1913; Naganishi, 1926]. It was thought
possible that some of the “hydrolysis” sugars might have been produa^d in this

way by the action of the organism {M. tropicalis or S. niarxianus) used to remove
the “fermentable ” sugars from the solution before hydrolysis. That this did not
occur however was shown by the fact that hydrolysis of blanks consisting of

fermented glucose solution of about the same concentration as the fermentable
sugars in the urine fractions gave no reducing substance on hydrolysis, and the
“hydrolysis” sugars in the fermented urine fractions did not differ appreciably

from the “hydrolysis” sugar calculated by subtracting the fermentable sugars

found in tlu‘ unhydrolysed urine fraction from the total “fermentable” sugars

found after hydrolysis of the “unfermented” fraction.

The forrnentabh sugar and fermentahh sugar produced on hydrolysis

in fasting human urine,.

Since the micro-organisms were used onty on urines which had undergone
sonw^ clearing, those earbohydratc^s or carbohydrate derivatives which were
completely prec)i)itated by the ck^aring reagent lay entirely outside the scope of
t his study. In the case of those substances which are only partly preci[)itated by
tlie clearing reagent, the amounts reported present in thc‘ filtrates do not repre-

sent the amounts present in whole urine. The reducing fraction lost in clearing

would include the oxyproteic fraction examined by Gwozdz [1933].

Typical results obtained by the differential sugar analysis of the various

urine fractions art* shown in Tables I and II and in Fig. 1 . The results are ex-

pressed as mg. piT 4 hours per single urine sijecimcn. For simplicity in calculating

Table I. Sugars of composite fasting male urines as mg. of glucose per 4 hours.

Fraction B Fraction 1) Fraction K Fraction H l^Vaction .1

I’otal sugar 28-5 25-9 2«*8 2*7 4*8

(llucoso 6-0 4-7 7*0 (>•5 1*8

Fructose and/or mannose irt 0*9 0-3 — —
( lalaotose 1-7 3*2 3*() 0*2 0*3

Non-fermentable 19-2 17*1 15 9 2*0 2*9

Table II. Sugars of composite fasting female urines as mg. of glucose

per 4 hours.

"fotal sugar
lUucose
Fructose and/or mannose
(Galactose

Non-fermentablc

Fraction B
19-2

4*4

0-0

15
ia-3

Fraction B
22*0

il
J7-3*

Fraction F
23*8

7-r>*

30
12 -6^

Fraction H
2-4

0-

3

0*3

1-

7

Fraction J

4-0

21

0*0

1-9

* The determinations of “hydrolysis” sugars of female urines wore done befor(‘ the eflfceta of

salt concentration on the action of P'. vulgaris and on the reducing power of the non-foimentable

fraction were observed. No differentiation of glucose from fructose and/or mannose was possible

and the non-fermentable fractions were presumably 10-15
‘iJo

too high.

‘‘non-fermentable” by subtracting “total fermentable” from “total” sugar the

amounts of all sugars are expressed in terms of glucose. Glucose accounts for by

far the largest portion of the “free” fermentable reducing substance present in
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urine filtrates.^ Very small amounts of fructose and/or mannose are found in

some but not all urines. Galactose occurs in appreciable amounts in some urines,

being proportionately higher in female urines. This sugar however would not be

included in the fermentable sugar reported by other workers since baker’s and

brewer’s yeasts do not remove galactose. After hydrolysis of the fermented first

copper-lime precipitate (Fraction D) considerable amounts of galactose were

found. The glucose found after the prolonged hydrolysis was always con-

siderably greater than that found after the milder hydrolysis. In a few cases,

particularly in the female urines, the amount of galactose also was increased on

prolonged hydrolysis. When the proportion of fermentable to non-fermentable

substance produced on hydrotysis of the copper-lime precipitate (Fraction C) was
observed at frequent intervals during the cours<^ of hydrolysis (Fig. 1), it was

Fig. 1 . Change in total, fermentable and non-ferment able sugars on livdrolysis for different

lengths of time. A, when galactose is included in the non-fermcntable portion, B, when
galactose is included in the fermentable j^iortion. Ordinatevs: mg. of n^ducing material f)er

4 -hr. specimen (expressed in terms of glucose). Abscissae: Hours of hydrolysis.

Total Fermentable Non-fc‘rmentable mmmmmm

found that there was a constant decrease of tlie non-fermentable portion of th(^

filtrate. If the fermentable and non-fermentable fractions were determined by
the use of baker’s yeast this decrease might be masked during the first hours of

the procedure by the production of galactose which would be includtjd in the non-
fermentable portion. Mild hydrolysis of the copper-lime filtrate (Fraction H)
gave no apprt)ciable increase in total reducing power and produced extremely
small amounts of fermentable material. The prolonged hydrolysis (Fraction J)

produced a slight increase in reducing value. The fermentable sxigar producc^d

was glucose.

The nature of the precursor of the sugar produced on hydrolysis is still un-
known. That some portion of it is possibly lactose is shown in the next paper
[Harding et ah 1936]. The remaining portion is also for the most part non-

^ It has been suggested by Laug and Nash [1935] that the fermentable sugar found in HgS04-
BaCX)^ filtrates might be formed by the hydrolytic action of the strong acid in the reagent on some
precursor of the fermentable sugar. Even if this were true for dog’s urine, it does not seem at ail

probable that the fermentable sugar found in human urine originates thus, in view of the findings

of Harding and Selby [1933]. These workers found significant amounts of fermentable sugar in

fasting human urine when they used the Hg804-Ba003 method to prepare their urine filtrates.

This fermentable sugar could not however have been produced by any hydrolytic action on the

part of the clearing reagent since the fermentations were carried out on the dilated urines before

(dealing. In the same paper one comparison was made between the fermentable sugar found
wlien the fermentation was done before the urine was cleared and that found when the fermenta-

tion was done on cleared urine. No significant diffoionce was noted when HgS04-BaC0a was the

clearing reagent used.
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nitrogenous since the copper-lime precipitate, which is nitrogen-free, contains

by far the larger portion of the substances giving fermentable material on
hydrolysis.

Recently Laug and Nash [1935] suggested that this precursor of fermentable

sugar was non-reducing and non-fermentable and that on hydrtilysis it produced

first a non-fermentable reducing maU^rial and on further liydrolysis a fermentable

reducing substance. Th(i relationship bctwc^en total, fermentable and non-

fermentable reducing substances shown in 6-hour hydrolysis curves, the presence

of an initial rist^ in the non-fermentable portion and the fact that the total non-

fermentable did not in most cases drop below the level found before hydrolysis

wore the basis for the theory. Nash presumably determined the amount of

fermentable sugar present in the hydrolysates by the use of baker’s or brewer’s

yeast, which does not remove galactose. This sugar would therefore bo included in

the non-fermentable fraction. An entirely different explanation of the results

becomes evident when galactose is included in the fermtmtable portion. In

Fig. 1 are shown curvesobtained bydetermining glucose (including small amounts
of fructose and/or mannose), galactose and non-fermentable reducing substances.

If galactose is included in the non-fermentable fraction curves similar to those

of Laug and Nash are obtained. Otherwise there is in at least 50% of the urhies

examined a steady decre^ise in the non-fermentables portion throughout the

period ofhydrolysis. It is probable therefort' that a considerable proportion ofthe

fermentable sugar produced on hydrolysis comes from the non-fermentable

reducing material.

Everett ei ah [1934] and Laug and Nash [1935] present indirect evidence

favouring the view that most of the sugar in urine filtrates is non-nitrogenous.

Since repeated copper-lime precipitation gave a nitrogen-free fraction containing

most of the r(‘dueing material, we are able to support the conclusions of these

workers with evidence which is somewhat more direct.

Summary.

1. By application of a modification of the Salkowski copper-lime method for

the precipitation of carbohydrates to filtrates of “composite fasting” urine

treated with basic lead acetate and mercuric sulphate-barium carbonate, con-

centrated solutions of the carbohydrate material were prepared.

2. Differential fermentation of these solutions show^ the presence of glucose

and galactose both before and after hydrolysis. Very small amounts of toctose

or mannose were found in some urines.

3. It is probable that the greater part, if not all, of the “fermentable ” sugar

produced on hydrolysis is derived from the non-fermentable reducing fraction of

the urine. The postulation of a non-reducing precursor is uimecessary if galactose

is included in the “fermentable” fraction.

4. By far the greater part of the “sugar” in urine is non-nitrogenous.
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In the pn^mliiig paper Harding ei al. [193G] presented evidence to show that

fasting urine contained non-fermentable substances which on hydrolysis yielded

glu(;os(j and small amounts of galactose and of fructose and/or mannose. Some
evidence^ was presented which indicated that at least a portion of the hydro-

lysable sugar was reducing sugar but nothing more regarding the nature or source

of the hydrolysable sugar w^as determined. West et al. [1932] showed that all

types of food produced some increase in the hydrolysable carbohydrates cxcr<*tcd,

the amounts of the hydrolysable sugar excreted teing similar with all types of

foods except those containing caramelised carbohydrates, these latter causing a

very much greater increase in the exca^tion of fermentable, non-fermentable and
hydrolysable sugars than any of the others. These authors believed that the

hydrolysable sugar in urine was non-reducing as did Laug and Mash [1935],

Harding and Selby [1931J showed that the nature of the midday meal had a

marked effect on blood sugar curves determined 4 hours after the ingestion of a

‘'type meal” of carbohydrate, protein or fat. There was no effect on the fer-

mentable sugar excreted in the urine for a 4-hour period following the meal. The
effects of these "type” meals on the ex(Tetion of hydrolysable sugar in the

urine were not studied. It was thought that an investigation of the effect of such

meals on the amounts of non-fermentable hydrolysable sugars excreted in the

urine and on the proportions of the various fermentable sugars released on acid

hydrolysis might yield further information as to the source of the hydrolysable

sugar.

A comparison of the amount of sugar produced by the hydrolysis of Lloyd s
”

and "HgS04.BaC03” [West ei al., 1929] filtrates was made in order to deter-

mine whether or not any large proportion of fermentable sugar was contained in

compounds (possibly nitrogenous in nature) which were precipitable by mercury

but not by Lloyd’s reagent.

More direct evidence as to the nature ofthe hydrolysable sugar was sought by

subjecting one portion of urine to the action of hyj)oiodite before hydrolysis and

comparing the fermentable sugars produced on hydrolysis of the portion so

treated with those liberated from another portion which had not undergone the

( 335 )
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hypoiodite treatment. By this means it was possible to estimate what proportion

of the fermentable material liberated from the hydrolysable material was so

combined that it presented a free aldehyde group.

Analytical methods.

In order to get sufficient urine for analysis the urines of two individuals were

combined in each of the series of tests made. The individuals ate a light breakfast

of orange juice, cereal, bacon, toast and coffee. At noon the “type” meal was
taken. The “fat”, “starch” and “protein” meals were similar to those described

by Harding and Selby 11931 ]. The “ fruit ” meal consisted of mixed fresh fruits

—

oranges, grapefruit and apples—to give al>out one-halfthe amount of total carbo-

hydrate present in the “carbohydrate” meal. In addition, tests were made on

urines collected when no noon meal was taken and in th(‘ morning, 12 hours after

the last meal. The urine passed in tht^ 4 hours following the taking of the “type
”

meal was collected. In the case of the 12-hour fasting sy)ecimen, the urine was
collected between 7 and 1 1 a.m. When no noon meal was taken the urine was
collected between noon and 4 p.m. The combined urines were made* up to a
volume^ of 500 ml. thus facilitating cahmlations by giving a constant volume to

the 4-hour specimen. “Fermentable” sugar was nmoved by incubating 325 ml.

of the urine for 10 min. at 38° with 10 g. wet weight of baker’s yeast (Fleisch-

mann’s) prepared according to Somog3d’8 [1927] directions. After incubation the

yeast was removed by centrifuging. 100 ml. of the fermented urine specimen

were cleared with Lloyd’s reagent as described by Harding and Selby [1931]

and 200 ml. were cleared by the use of basic lead acjetate^ followed by HgS()4-

BaC03, using the same proportions of reagents to urine and the same methods of

removing the excess reagents from solution as were specified in the preceding

paper. In both instances the urines were diluted 1 : 2 in the process of clearing.

Each filtrate was then treated in an identical way. The largest convenient aliquot

wns again diluted 1 : 2, sufficient 5-0 N H^Qi being added in the course' ofdilution

to give N concentration. The acidified filtrate was boikd for 4 liours under a

reflux condenser. After cooling the solution was neutralised with OaCOg. The
precipitated CaS04 was removed by suction filtratioti and the filtrate again

^ I'ho maxinuiin amount of basic ead acetate t<hat may be used without the removal of

fermentable sugar is 1 ml. of 0*5 N solution to 8 ml. of uriTie. The time that the basic lead acetate

i s in contact with the urine is of importance. If the precipitate is filtered off immediately, a con-

siderable loss of fermentable sugar occurs, nor can added sugars be completely recovered. If on

the other hand the precipitate and filtrate are allowed to riimain in contact (with occasional

shaking) for 30 min. no loss of fermentable sugar occurs and added sugars may be recovei*ed quan-

titatively. Some sugar is evidently occluded in the precipitate and later diffuses out into the

filtrate. The use of this procedure before the HgS04-BaC(>, decreafie.s the total nitrogen of such

urine filtrates by from 45 to 55% , lowers the total reducing value of the filtraU' by from J 5 to 20%
and completely removes the substanc.e which is resjmnsible for the secondary removals by succes-

sive yeast treatments, as in the Van Slyke and Hawkins [1929] phenomenon which was observed

in concentrated Hg»S()4-BaC08 filtrates of urine by Harding et al. [1930]. The decrease of nitrogen

in the lead-mercury filtrates as compared with the ffltrates obtained by the use oftho HgS04-BaC08
alone was due to a decrease in the urea content of the filtrate as neither filtrate contained any

organic; non-urea nitrogen. Since basic lead acetate itself has little effect on urt?a this reduction in

iinia content was probably due to the action ofthe lead acetate in removing non-urea-nitrogen and

thus allowing more complete precipitation of the urea by the HgS04-BaC08 procedure. Similar

reduf'tions in the urea content of the filtrates may bo obtained by a second treatment with

HgS04-Ba(X)8 but this decreases the amount of filtrate very markedly and has no effect on the

substance which gives the successive removals on repeated yeast fermentation.
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treated with Hg804*BaC03 , 20 ml. of the HgS04 solution being used for every
100 ml. of filtrate, and a further dilution of 1 : 2 being effected, to remove the
charred material produced during the hydrolysis.

The reaction of the filtrate was adjusted to 6*5 with a drop of 50% KOH
and the filtrate concentrated by evaporation under reduced pressure at a tem-
perature of 37° to about 25 ml. The concentrate was subjected to the modified
Salkowski [1879] copper-lime precipitation procedure [Archibald, 1935] de-

scribed in the preceding paper.

The regenerated copper-lime precipitate which represented a dilution of

1 : 1*5 of the original 500 ml. 4-hour specimen was analysed by the mycological

method of Hai'ding and Nicholson [1933] to determine the amounts of the
various sugars that had been liberated by hydrolysis.

Another group of combined urines passed in the 4-hour period from noon to

4 p.m. by individuals who had taken their ordinary breakfast and lunch and a
further group collected from 8 a.m. to noon following a breakfast consisting solely

of a <|uart of skimmed milk were cleared by the basic lead acetate-HgS04-BaC03
method. The filtrate from each “combined** urine was then divided to give two
100 ml. portions. One portion was treated in the same manner as the other lead

acetate-mercury filtrates. The other portion was neutralised with 40% NaOH
and 15 ml. of 0*05 N 1 solution (made up in as dilute K1 as possible) was added.
0*1 N NaOH was added drop by drop, with stirring, at such a rate that not more
than 0*5 ml. w'^as added per min. The addition was continued until the solution

was almost colourless (aboiit 15 ml. were usually required). After 10 min. the

solution was acidified with 3 ml. of 5N H2SO4 and aerated vigorously for 2 hours

to drive off as much of the free iodine as possible. The remaining iodine and any
iodides or iodates were removed by the addition of 10 ml. of the HgS04 reagent.

The volume was then made up to 200 ml. and the Hg removed with BaCOs
followed by HgS. The resulting solution was then hydrolysed and treated in the

sam(? manner as the other filtrak^s.

All determinations of reducing material were made with the modified Shaffer-

Hartmann reagent of Harding and Downs [1933] using a 10-min. boiling period.

The effect of **type on the hydrolysable sugar in urine.

Tables I and II give typical results obtained after hydrolysis of “Lloyd’s**

and “lead acetate-mercury** filtrates. All the meals produced marked increases

in hydrolysable sugar over the fasting specimen but the true effects of the type

meals are seen by comparison with the urines collected in the afternoon when a

normal breakfast had been taken but no noon meal given. There was a noticeable

increase in the excretion of substances giving rise to fermentable sugar on

Table I. FenmrUabh sugar produced on hydrolysis.

Sugar as mg. glucose per 4 hours.

Fructose and/or

Total fermentation Glucose mannose Galactose

t

PbAo.
'

Pb Ac. PbAc. PbAc.
Lloyd’s HgSO, Uoyd’s HgSO. Lloyd’s HgSO. Lloyd’s HgSO.

12-hr. fasting 7-3 4-0 5-3 2*6 0*3 0*0 1*6 1*4

1^0 noon meal 20-8 151 151 9*6 0*0 0*0 5*7 5*6

Fat 25*0 24-8 18*0 18*2 2*0 1*6 5*0 50
Fruit 28*0 270 21 0 19*6 3*3 30 4*6 4*4

Starch 26-2 20-2 17*5 13*6 3*1 2*0 4*6 4*6

Protein 20*6

Bioohem. 1936 xxx

15*4 13*0 8*8 3*1 1*8 4*6 4*8

22
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Table II. The fermentable avgars produced by hydrolysis before and after

hypoiodite oxidation of "'fermented*' filtrates of urine passed after mixed meal.

SugarH aH mg. glucose per 4 hours

Direct
Hydrolysis after

hypoiodite
Loss of sugar

duo to hypoiodite
hydrolysis oxidation oxidation

Fnictoso and/or mannose 4*8 3-8 1-0

(Glucose 21-6 14-4 7-2
Galactose 6-1 (7*0)* 5-7 (7-i5)*

Fructose and/or mannose 1-7 2*2 -

Glucose 15-4 81 7*3
Galactose 2*1 (2-9)* 1-7 (2-4)* 0*5

mg. galactose per 4 hours as galactose.

hydrolysis (shown by the increase in fermentable sugar produced on hydrolysis)
in all instances except after the protein meal. These substances will be referred to
for convenience as ^‘hydrolysable sugar’*. The increase in all cases was due
principally to an increase in the glucose-containing jH)rtion but there was also a
definite excretion of some fructose-containing substance which was not present
in the 12-hour fasting or in *‘no noon meal ” specimens. The amounts of fructose
found did not vary markedly although there was slightly more after the “fruit**
meal than after any of the others. The amount of galactose found was fairly con-
stant, there being little change in the amount excreted after any of the meals as
compared with the afternoon sjwcimen collected when no noon meal was givcui.

There was however a very considerable increase over the fasting value. The
amount of galactose found evidently depended on the morning meal and was
probably due to excretion of a portion of the lactose taken in the milk.

When fermentable sugars resulting from the hydrolysis of the Lloyd's and the
lead acetate-HgSOj-BaCOa filtrates are comparexi, it is seen that the use of the
le^-mercury method of clearing resulted in a definite decrease in the amount of
glucose produced on hydrolysis in the “12-hour fasting” and “no noon meal”
specimens and following the “starch ” and “protein ” meals. The difference in the
cases of the “fat” and “fruit” meals was very small or non-existent. Hydrolysis
of the lead-mercury filtrates gave rise to a smaller amount of fructose than did
hydrolysis of the Lloyd’s filtrates. The difference was small but definite and was
observed in the urines passed after every type of meal. The galactose figure did
not vary with the method of clearing used. It is evident that urine contains
some fermentable sugar in substances (possibly nitrogenous in nature or more
probably dextrin-like and corresponding to a portion of the alcohol-precipitable
carbohydrate of Lustig and Landau [1932]) which are precipitable by lead acetate
and mercury but not by Lloyd’s reagent.

The immediate effects of the various meals on the total amount of hydro-
lysable sugar excreted were not great but “fat” and “fruit” meals had marked
effects on the excretion of the lead-mercury-precipitable substance. There was
ahnost complete suppression of the excretion of this substance for the 4-hour
period following the ingestion ofthese two types ofmeals. It was remarkable that
the glucose produced on hydrolysis of the specimen collected after the fat meal
showed such a definite increase over that of the “no meal” specimen. This could
not bo due to specific dynamic action since protein, which has a much greater
specific dynamic action, failed to increase any of the hydrolysable sugars. This
effect might however be connected with the very striking effect of the fat meal
on the glucose tolerance which was noted by Harding and Selby [1931]. The fact
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that fruit, in which the sugars occur mainly as monosaccharides or simple poly-

saccharides that are readily hydrolysed in the digestive tract, increased the

excretion of “hydrolysis” glucose even more than did complex polysaccharides

such as starch, was also of considerable interest. The ingestion of protein had no
immediate effect on the excretion of hydrolysable carbohydrate material, the

total and the amount of lead-mercury-precipitable substance found being the

same for the 4-hour j)eriod following the protein meal as for the similar period

when no noon meal was taken.

Further evidence as to the nature of the hydrolysable sugar in urine.

West et al. [1932] and Laug and Nash [1935] have stated that the fermentable

reducing sugar produced on hydrolysis of lead-mercury filtrates of urine was
derived entirely from non-reducing polysaccharides. Harding et al. [1936] sug-

gested that a part at least of the “hydrolysable ” material was reducing in nature
and that the failures of West et al. and Laug and Nash to detect any reduction of

the non-fermentable portion of the urine filtrates after hydrolysis were due to the

fact that liberation of galactose, which is not fermented by baker’s yeast, masked
the reduction in the non-fermentable reducing substances.

The use of hypoiodite oxidation combined with acid hydrolysis gave more
direct evidence as to the nature of the hydrolysable substances. In Table II are

re(?orded two sets of results obtained on urine specimens following a mixed meal.

(Comparison of the amounts of the various sugars produced by acid hydrolysis

before and after hypoiodite oxidation shows that glucose was the only sugar

affected. The galactose figure remained constant. It is evident that about J to |

of th(^ glucose was combined with the aldehyde group free whereas all the

galactose was present in the form of galactosides. It seems quite possible

that the galactose was present in the form of lactose. Lactose however could

not account for all the glucose which might be combined to form a reducing

material because the amount of galactost? produced on hydrolysis did not in one
instance (Table II B) equal more than about I of the glucose oxidised by the

hypoiodite. In some urines therefore a very considerable proportion of tht?

glucose produced on hydrolysis from reducing non-fermentable carbohydrates

came from some source other than lactose.

The ingestion of a large amount of skimmed milk did not result in any in-

crease in the total hydrolysable sugar but the proportion of galactose produced

on hydrolysis was increas^ considerably. In Table III are recorded the findings

following two “milk breakfasts”. The galactose was again unaffected by the

Table III. The fermentable sugars produced by hydrolysis, before and after

hypoiodite oxidation, of fermented*^ filtrates of urines passed after '‘'milk** meals.

Sugar as mg. glucose per 4 hours

Direct
hydrolysis

Hydrolysis after

hypoiodite
oxidation

Loss of sugar
due to hypoiodite

oxidation

A Fructose and/or mannose
Glucose
Galactose

2*8

I5:i

8-0 (IM)*

13
6-7

8-0 (IM)*

1-5

8*6

B Fructose and/or mannose
Glucose
Galactose

30
170
8-5 (11-8)*

3-5

8*2(11'4)*

8*8

* mg. galactose per 4 hours as galactose.

22—2
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hypoiodite oxidation, as much having been produced on hydrolysis of the hypoio-

dite-treated filtrates as by hydrolysis of the untreated filtrates. The amount of

galactose liberated exceeded the amount of glucose destroyed by a small but

significant amount. Some galactose was therefore excreted combined through

its reducing group in some sugar complex other than lactose.

These results confirm the conclusion of Harding et ah [1936] that, when

fermentations are carried out with baker's yeast, the liberation of galactose may
mask reductions in the non-fermentable reducing substances which occur on

hydrolysis. If the figures in Table II A are examined it will be seen that the

liberation of galactose could maintain the non-fermentable figure at the same level

as before the urine filtrate was hydrolysed. On the assumption that all the glucose

with its reducing group free was combined as lactose there would be 13-7 mg. of

lactose present in the filtrate which would give a titration figure equivalent to

6*3 mg. of glucose. As the galactose liberated (7*2 mg.) would be equivalent to

6*2 mg. glucose there would be no change in the reducing value of that portion

of the filtrate which was not fermentable by baker’s yeast.^ Following a milk

meal, assuming again that all the glucose oxidised by the hypoiodite was com-

bined as lactose, there would be an actual rise in the non-fermentable reducing

substances on hydrolysis of the filtrate if the galactose produced were not

fermented.

Summary.

1. All‘of the various ‘Hype” meals
—

“fat”, “fruit”, “starch” and “ protein
”

(with the exception of the last-named)—caused increases in the amounts of the

substances giving rise to fermentable sugar on hydrolysis excreted in the urine

during 4 hours after the meals.

2. The increase was due almost entirely to glucose-producing substances.

3. A small amount of material which produces glucose on hydrolysis is pre-

cipitated by lead acetate-HgSO^-BaCOg treatment but not by Lloyd’s reagent.

This substance is present in urines collected after 12 hours’ fasting as well as in

non-fasting urines.

4. The excretion of the lead acctate-HgS04-BaC03-precipitable substance

does not occur after “fat” or “fruit” meals.

5. An examination of the effect of hypoiodite oxidation of the urine filtrates

on the sugars produced by acid hydrolysis shows that about one-third of the

hydrolysable material excreted is reducing in nature, the reducing group being

in the glucose molecule.

6. All the galactose released on hydrolysis is combined through its reducing

group, possibly in the form of lactose.

7. The reduction in the non-fermentable portion of the urine filtrates which
would be expected following acid hydrolysis and yeast fermentation may be

masked by the galactose liberated if the fermentation organism does not remove
galactose.

* These figures refer to reductions obtained with the Hardii^g-Downs reagent using a lO-min.

boiling period (see Table I, Harding and Downs
[ 1933]). Using the Shafier-Somogyi

[ 1933] reagent

50 containing 1 g. ofKI per litre with a 15-rain, boiling period, as employed by West et cU, and ))y

Laug and Nash, the results would bo very similar, since lactose, under these conditions, gives only

57% of the reduction given by galactose.
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The question of the valuation of cereals in regard to total amylase content,

even in the period before their germination, is very important both from the

theoretical and the practical points of view. It is well known that apart from

free amylase, which can be extracted by the use of water from ungenninatcd

cereals, there are also large quantities of Ixiund amylase which are inactive and

which cannot be extracted, but which are freed during the process ofgermination,

excluding of course from consideration the possibility of the formation of new
quantities of amylase during this process. In order to determine the content of

bound amylase, papain is usually added [Ford and Guthrie, 1908]. Our researches

have shown that the action of papain can be partially replaced by that of

eluants [Chrz^szcz and Janicki, 1933], espt^cially in the case of malt. It has

further teen shown that apart from papain, there are other proteolytic enzymes
which can be used, trypsin being a special case in point [Chrz§i.8zcz and tJanicki,

1934, 1,2]. The present authors have also shown [1935] that chymosin (rennin) can

likewise be used for the determination ofbound amylase content in ungerminated

cereals as this, especially with some cereals, has a greater influence upon in-

creases in the active amylase than papain. In addition, it has been demonstrated

in the papers referred to above that the decomposition of the prottdns of the

various cereals depends on the type of enzyme used, this having been shown
particularly in the casc^ of the decomposition of the protein of oats by rennin

[1935]. Following this line of approach we were able to extend the observations

of Blagovestshensky [1934] on the specific action of the proteolytic enzymes.

If it be accepted that amylase is really bound by the protein of the ungerminated
cereal, and that the protein of a given type of cereal is decjomposed most strongly

by the proteolytic enzyme of the same origin, then it might be expected that by
using these enzymes the greatest quantity of bound amylase would be extracted.

The researches of Mendel and Blood [1910], Willstatter and Grassmann [1924;

1925], and Grassmann and Dyckerholf [1928] have demonstrated that the plant

proteolytic enzymes become active under the influence ofsulphuretted hydrogen.
The researches of the present authors upon the influence of HgS on the quantity

of amylase in ungerminated cereals have shown that this gas must have a specific

action on amylase [1935-36]. On this basis it proved possible to elaborate a
method of determining the amylase content by the use of HgS.

Experimental.

In the experiments, four samples of barley (Nos. 1-4), two of wheat and one
of rye were taken, Merck’s soluble starch (Erg. B 6) and papain (1 : 100). were
used.

( 342 )
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Preparation of aqueous extracts, 25 g. of ground cereal + 150 ml. of HgO 4- 4 ml.

of toluene were left at room temperature (c. IS°) for 15 hours and shaken from
time to time, or mechanicaUy shaken at 60 r.p.m.

Preparation of extracts with addition of papain. The process followed was
the same as above but with the addition of 3 g. of papain.

The HsS method, 25 g. of the ground cereal -f 150 ml. of H20-f-4 ml. toluene

were placed in a flask. The air present in this flask was driven out by sulphuretted
hydrogen produced by a Kipp’s apparatus, after which the extract was saturated

with H2S under pressure for 20 min., during which period it was well mixed
about every 5 min. and then left under pressure for 15 hours and shaken as

above.

The (extracts were then fllter<?d and their amylolytic ix)wer ascertained by
determinations of the saccharifying, dextrinising and liqiiof3ring powers in accord-

ance with the methods described in previous papers [Chrz§.szcz and Janicki,

1935], In view of th(‘ fact that the dextrinising and liquefying powers under
the influence of papain and HgS underwent very slight fluctuations, their values

have not been given in the tables. The saccharifying power was determined in

extracts diluted in the proportion of 10: 1(X), and expressed in ml. iV/20 iodine,

corresponding to the amount of sugar produced under the given conditions by
the amount of extract equivalent to 1 g. of the cereal. Blank experiments were
madf' w^hen determining the saccharifying powder, taking into consideration the

reducing power of the extracts themselves and of the starch solution. Using
this method of applying HgS it is necessary to carry out the determination of the

sacc’harifying power iramixliately after filtration and dilution, as otherwise the

ilgS will escape or oxidised by the air and so a weaker saccharifying power will

be recorded.

Results.

Barley, In order to compare the influence of papain and of HgS on the

quantity of active amylase obtained from ungerminated barley, extracts were
prepared from four samples. The extracts of barley Nos. 1-3 were prepared by
shaking from time to time, w^hilst sample No. 4 was in addition mechanically

shaken.

Table I. Saccharifying potver of barley.

Extract!!} shaken
Extracts shaken from time to time mechanically

Sample
A
No. 1 •Sample No. 2

A.

Sample No. 3 Sample No. 4
^

A'/20 lii- N/2{) In- .V/20 In- Nm In- A720 In-

iodine cri'ase iodine crease iodine crease iodino crease iodine crease

Extract ml. 0
/o ml. fO ml. O'

/O ml. % ml. e/
/o

AqueouB 2960 405 — 278 — 223-6 — 132-6 —
HjS added 884*0 198 8()3-2 11.31 559 101 681-2 205 374-4 182

Uapain added 7400 150 754 80 405 67 556-4 149 312-0 135

From the above table it can be seen that the extracts prepared with the

addition ofH2S show a considerably greater increase in the active amylase than

those of samples by the papain method. Further, it can bt^ seen that the extracts

prepared by shaking occasionally have a greater saccharifying power than those

shaken mechanically.

Wheat and rye. The results of the action of H2S in comparison with the

influence of papain on the activation ofbound amylase in the oases of wheat and
rye are given in Table II.
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Table II. Saccharifying power of wheat and rye.

Extracts shaken Extracts shaken Extracts shaken from
from time to time

A. . .

mechanically time to time
>

r

Sample wheat
No. 1

K

/ A

Sample wheat
No. 1

A

r
Sample wheat

No. 2 Sample rye
A

Extract

iV/20 Xn-^

iodine crease

ml. %

'a720 In-
'

iodine crease

ml.

.V/20
iodine

ml.

In-

crease

%

Nj20
iodiim
ml.

s

In-

crease

/o

Aqueous
added

Papain added

390-0 —
681-2 74-6

646 66-4

278-2 —
609-7 83-2

677-2 107-1

317-2

494*0
460-0

55-8

41-8

413-2
530-4
512-2

28-3
24-0

Itwill be noted that both these types of cereal give similar results, viz. a greater

increase in the amount of active amylase under the influence of Hg® under
that of papain. It also transpires that the extracts of these cereals possess

greater amylolytic power when they are not shaken mecharncally during their

preparation. It therefore appears best to shake the extracts only from time to

time and not continuously.

Summary.

1. A method is described for the determination of bound amylase in un-

germinated cereals by the use of HgS.
2. The increase in the amount of active amylase, i.e. the extraction of the

bound amylase, is greater in presence of HgS than when the papain method is

used.

3. The extracts should only be shaken from time to time during preparation.
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It has been shown [Tompsett and Anderson, 1935] that lead occurs in appreciable

amounts in the tissues of persons with no history of exceptional exposure to

lead. The highest concentrations of lead were found in bones (rib and vertebrae).

The concentration of lead in the rib varied from 5*2 to 12*9 mg. Pb per kg. (wet

tissue) and in the vertebrae from 4-2 to 14*7 mg. Pb per kg. (wet tissue). Lynch
et al. [1934], in an (examination of human tibiae and femora, found 14-146 mg.
Pb per kg. (wet tissue). It was decided therefore to compare the concentrations

of lead in the rib, the vertebrae, the shaft of the femur and the shaft of the tibia.

These bones wore obtained from <;ases of widely different ages having no history

of special (‘xposure to lead.

Experimental.

A weighed portion of the bone (tibia and femur 1-2 g. ;
rib and vertebrae

10-20 g.) was (Iried and incinerated in a silica basin containing 100 ml. of lead-

free sodium phosphate. Lead was then determined as described previously

[Tompsett and Anderson, 1935].

Table I.

The rcsultw are expressed in mg. Pb per kg. fresh bone.

Verte*

Age Occupation Diagnosis

Males.

Rib brae Femur Tibia

1 25 Quanyman Nephritis 5-9 4-6 33*9 27*8

2 28 Newsagent Aspirin poisoning 9*8 6*4 25*6 27*0

3 29 Clerk Ulci^rs of small in-

testine

42 4*6 2M 20*6

4 35 Boiler fireman Care, of stomach 13*3 7*3 48*2 28*6

5 60 Hairdresser Care, of stomach 7*9 4*6 48*1 42*1

6 58 Labourer Nephritis 8*9 8*0 29*0 26*5

7 59 Engineer I^raemia 12*8 11*6 70*0 62*7

8 66 Iron moulder Care, of pelvic

colon

8*6 6*5 423 48*6

9 67 Retired Cerebral
haemorrhage

91 8*2 65-9 43*7

10 67 Retired Fractured skull 11*1 12*4 108*3 96*5

11 68 Blacksmith Care, of bronchus 11*3 7*6 741 43*4

12 74 Restaurant proprietor Coronary
thrombosis

Females.

13*4 12*6 82*2 81*6

13 12 Malignant thymoma 4*0 .3*4 19*1 17*9

14 19 Shop assistant Subacute bacterial

endocarditis

16*5 10*6 74*8 600

15 22 Clerk Pernicious anaemia 7*2 6*2 18*2 16*3

16 30 Housewife Bums 9*5 8*4 34* 1 20*8

17 39 Housewife Subacute bacterial

endocarditis

9*8 10*6 44*5 46 8

18 49 Housewife Toxic goitre 8*7 90 33*3 27*8

19 61 Housewife Abscesses of the

kidneys

( 345 )

17*5 16*5 61*7 61*5
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The pink colours developed with diphenylthiocorbazone are quite stable

unless exposed to bright sunUght when rapid fading will take place.

The results are shown in Table 1.

From the results it will be seen that femora and tibiae contain much higher

concentrations of lead than ribs and vertebrae. The concentrations of lead in

tibiae and femora appear to be of the same order and agree with those reported

by Lynch fi al. [19^]. It seems that in cases of suspected lead poisoning,

different types of bone should be examined.

Summary.

1. Femora and tibiae contain much higher concentrations of lead than ribs

and vertebrae.

2. In a series of 19 cases, the concentrations of lead were, rib 4-0-17-5,

vertebrae 3‘4-16'6, femur 18-2-108-3, tibia l.')-3-96-6 mg. Pb per kg. fresh bone.

In conclusion I wish to thank Dr A. B. Anderson for his hclpfiil criticism

and advice.
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LV. STUDIES ON BILE PIGMENTS.
I. A STUDY OF EHRLICH’S TEST FOR UROBILINOGEN

AND SCHLESINGER’S REACTION FOR UROBILIN.

By HANS NORBERT NAUMANN.
From the Devonport Pathological Laboratories, Seamen's Hospital,

Cheenwich,

(Recewed January 22nd, 1936.)

The study of bile pigment derivatives is important because these substances

n'present the end-products of haemoglobin metabolism. The destruction of

haemoglobin both normal and pathological can thus ho measured by quanti-

tative determination of the urobilin and urobilinogen in urine and faeces. On
the other hand, when pathological destruction of haemoglobin can be excluded,

urobilin- or urobilinogen -uria indicates failure of the liver to take up these

substances from the jKHtal circulation. Thus the test is valuable in the study of

both blood and liver diseases. In the present work the Ehrlich-Neubauer colour

reaction for urobilinogen with p-dimethylaminobenzaldehyde in HCl and the

Jaff(f*-Schlesinger fluorescence reaction with zinc-acetate-alcohol for urobilin

have been studied as qualitative urine t(‘sts.

Neubauer [1903] identified urobilinogen as the reacting substance in Ehrlich s

aldehyde test but described also positive reactions with other pyrrole derivatives

such as reduced haematin and haemop^TTole. Thomas [1907] summarised the

clumical properties of urobilin and urobilinogen and mentions indole and trypto-

phan as interfering substances. Fischer and Meyer-Betz [1911; 1912] first

isolated urobilinogen from a |)athologicai urine and assumed this substance to be

identical with inesobilirubinogen prepared from bilirubin. Watson [1932; 1933]

and Limberg [1934] however stated that urobilinogen is not identical with

mesobilinibinogen which differs from the former in its characteristic violet iron

reaction. The quantitative estimation has been greatly improved by Chamass

[1909] who first applied Ehrlich s test quantitatively instead of using the less

stable urobilin reactions. Terwen [1924] devised a quantitative method intro-

ducing ferrous salts for the reduction of urobilin.

Expebimbntal.

Ehrlichia test with j)-difnethylarninohenzaldeliyde in HCl (aldehyde test).

For the application of the aldehyde test to urine it is essential to observe

the following standardised conditions. Fasting urine should be used in order to

avoid errors due to digestive urobilinogenuria and dilution of the urine. Even

so a heavy meal as long as 2 days before can cause a marked increase of uro-

bilinogen so that in doubtful cases the test should be repeated. The urine must

be fresh or can be kept in the cold for a day in a dark bottle filled up to the cork.

The reagent is prepared by dissolving 1 g. of pure p-dimethylaminobenzaldehyde

in 100 ml. of cone. HCl and kept in a dropping bottle delivering 20 drops per

Neither dilution of the HCl nor the prescription of Niemann [1925] for avoiding

the faint yellow tinge of the reagent is of advantage in testing the urine.

t347 )
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The final ooncentration of HCl in the urine is of the greatest importance for

a correct test, since excess destroys the urobilinogen and the urobilinogen-

aldehyde product and hydrolyses protein and indole derivatives transforming

them into more reactive compounds. Since the reagent is made up in cone. HCl
the final concentration of the latter will depend on the quantity of reagent

added, since a single drop of the reagent provides a great excess of aldehyde for

complete reaction; the effect of varying final concentrations of reagent may
therefore be ascribed to variation in HCl concentration. In Table I is shown the

effect of varying quantities of reagent on the degree of coloration as measured
in an Autenrieth colorimeter with Terwen's standard solution. For the com-
parison of the urine test a compensatory trough filled with suitably diluted urine

is used as a light filter. In column 1 the quantities of reagent added to 2 ml.

of urine or faeces extract are shown, in column 2 the final concentrations of

HCl in % and in columns 3~5 readings of the scale multiplied by the dilution

rate.

The aqueous faecal extract and the urine with ncreased urobilinogen both

show the highest figure on addition of0-15 ml. of aldehyde reagent corresponding

to a concentration of 2*5% or 0-69 JV HCl. Normal urine, however, shows no
peak, but a steady increase up to a concentration of 7-2% HCl which can be

explained only by the hydrolysis of interfering substances. The latter play a
minor r61e in both the other solutions with higher urobilinogen contents. The
importance of interfering substances especially in normal urine may be demon-
strated by carrying out the same procedure in other extracts of the urines and
faecal extracts

; the readings obtained in this way were 42 for the faecal extract,

32 for the urine with increased urobilinogen and 17 for normal urine. Since

urobilinogen is completely extracted by ether the difference in the results

obtained can only be explained by the presence of interfering substances whicjh

are not extracted by ether.

4 Table I. Influence of different concentrations of HCl on the aldehyde test.

ml. of
Final con-

contration of
Diluted aqueous Diluted urine

extract of with increased Normal
reagent HCl % normal faeces urobilinogen urine

0 025 04 34 41 22
005 0-9 44 65 30
0 075 1-3 47 72 31
01 1-7 48 74 36
0125 21 50 68 37
015 2-5 57 76 42
0-2 3-3 55 68 45
0-25 40 52 55 47
0-3 4-7 46 53 51
0-35 54 — — 62
04 60 — — 59
045 6-6 — — 55
0-5 7-2 — — 59

The effects oftemperature and time factors on the aldehyde test are shown in

Table II. The determination is the same as in Table I, 0*15 ml. of reagent being
added to 2 ml. of aqueous faecal extract. The temperature was measured before
and after each series of readings and the mean temperature given in the Table.

' The coTHse of the sMeh^de tsvete at \v\g5nst tempeiatores hut
at the same time the destructive and hydrolytic effects of the acid increase at
an oven higher rate. It is therefore quite erroneous to boil the urine as is done
sometimes, when a reaction fails to occur in the cold. Optimum conditions of
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temperature and time appear to be 20® and 5 min. after mixing. Freshly passed
urine is better cooled first to room temperature.

Prom the above results the following procedure is recommended for the
aldehyde test

:

0*16 ml. (3 drops) of 1% p-dimethylammobenzaldehyde in cone. HCl is added to 2 ml. of
fresh or suitably preserved urine at about 20® in a test-tube of 10 mm. diameter. The reaction is

norma] if after 5 min. an orange tinge is observed, increased if the colour is red, and negative if the
colour is yellow.

Table II. The aldehyde test at different times and temperatures.

Timeei in minutes
after addition
of the reagent IP 18® 29® 54'

0-5 13 22 24 34
1 17 31 .34 49
1-5 21 34 37 40
2 27 38 40 36
2-5 .30 38 40 .34

3 31 .39 42 30
3*5 34 39 41 28
4 3B 40 — 30
4-5 37 41 — 27
5 36 41 — 27

The value of the aldehyde test in the urine is greatly restricted by its non-
sjK'dficity in the presence of interfering substances (see Table III). The orange-

coloured reaction of normal urine is caused by mixed red and yellow reactions.

The two different phases of this reaction can be observed more distinctly by
employing a ring test and adding th<^ aldehyde reagent underneath the urine by
means of a capillary tube. A yellow ring appears which after a time becomes

Table III. The most importarU s^lbstances interfering with

the aldehyde test in the urine.

Substances
Indole
Iiidicau

Skatole
Protein and protein derivatives

Tryptophan
]^rrolo and pyrrole derivatives

Salvarsan
Extr. Rhei
Phenazone
Aldehydes and hexamethylentetramine

Colour of reaction

Red
Yellow
Blue
Red-orange to violet

Yellowish to reddish

Red
Yellow
Yellow
Brown
Salmon-coloured
Inhibiting the urobilinogen aldehyde reaction

reddish at the lower surface. The yellow reaction is mainly due to urea and

indican, the red to urobilinogen and indole. In cases of complete obstruction

of the bile duct only a 3;nellow reaction appears, but by using the ring test a

faint reddish tint can be found which can be attributed to indole alone. A
positive aldehyde test can be masked by pigments which do not themselves react

such as bilirubin or drugs such as Extr. Sennae. On the other hand a reaction

can be inhibited by the presence of aldehyde compounds such as formaldehyde,

acetaldehyde and hexamethylentetramine which splits off formaldehyde in the

presence of acids. Such inhibiting substances are present also to a small extent

in normal urine, as it was found that the reaction of aqueous faecal extract is

decreased by addition of normal urine and very markedly by that of some
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pathological urines. In the presence of albumin the reaction is delayed for hours

and gives finally a strong brownish or violet colour. These facts demonstrate

tliat the aldehyde test is not sufficient for the identification of urobilinogen in

the urine.

The Jaffd-Schlesinger test for urobilin.

This test is based on the green fluorescence produced by zinc acetate in

alcohol with urobilin. The same precautions regarding the general conditions of

the urine as were given previously for the aldehyde reaction should be observed.

The original direction by Schlesinger f19031 to use as reagent a suspension of

10% zinc acetate in absolute alcohol appears most suitable. Neither the modifi-

cation given by Adler [1922] nor that given by Elzos [1934] gives better results.

In order to perceive smaller dt^grees of fluorcscen(‘e the urine-alcohol filtrate

must be viewed in a sufficiently deep fluid column against black velvet with a
strong side light and compared with a control tul>e of approximately the same
shade, wherein the fluorescence is eliminated by acidification. The test is carried

out in the following way

:

JO ml. of fresh or suitably preserved urine are mixed with the same voJ. of a well shaken sus-

pemsion of 10 zinc a(‘etate in absolute alcohol and filtered. Two equal portions of the filtrate

arc poured into test tubes of 10 mm. diameter to a height of 10 cm. and to one of them are added

a few drops of HCl. Both tubea are observed on black velvet with a strong side light the upper

limit of the luminous conus being about 1 cm. below the surfat^e. A slight bluish Tyndall pheno-

menon is sometimes observed, but only a greenish tinge indicates a positive reaction. Then a

drop of A'/IO iodine is added to each tube, transforming the urobilinogen that may be present

into urobilin.

By means of this technique a faint fluorescence can be detected always in

normal fasting urine even without addition of iodine. Probably this small amount
of urobilin is produced from urobilinogen during the test. As to specificity

the only similar reaction known is a red fluorescence of pure bilirubin with zinc

acetate-alcohol and iodine as described by Auche [1908]. In applying the

Jaflf^-Schlesinger test to urine however interference by bilirubin does not occur,

nor does a higher content of other pigments prevent the perception of c^ven a
faint fluorescence. The only significant interfering substance is albumin which
adsorbs small amounts of pigments. Thus it is evident that for detection of both
urobilin and urobilinogen the fluorescence test is more reliable than the aldehyde
test. If both tests are used in conjunction a positive fluorescence test will prove
that a positive aldehyde reaction is due actually to urobilinogen.

SUMMABY.

1. The conditions of Ehrlich’s aldehyde test in fasting urine regarding con-

centration of the reagent, temperature and time have been investigated and a
suitable technique has been devised.

2. The non-specificity of the aldehyde reaction has been emphasised and the
most important interfering substances have been mentioned.

3. The orange-coloured reaction of normal urine has been explained as com-
bined yellow and red reactions, the former being due mainly to urea and indican,

the latter to urobilinogen and indole.

4. A suitable technique for the Jaff6-Schlesinger test has been devised so
that traces of urobilin and urobilinogen can be detected in normal urine.

5. The fluorescence test has been found to be specific and therefore more
reliable than the aldehyde reaction.
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LVL THE DETERMINATION OF SULPHATE.
A STUDY OF THE CONDITIONS NECESSARY FOR THE
PRECIPITATION OF BENZIDINE SULPHATE, WITH

SPECIAL REFERENCE TO THE ESTIMATION
OF SULPHATES IN URINE.

By EDWIN CECIL OWEN.

From the Department of Physiology and. Biochemistry,

University College, London, W.C. 1.

{Received December 20th, 1935.)

The chief difficultiefi in the benzidine method for determination of sulphate arise

in obtaining the conditions requisite for maximum precipitation of benzidine

sulphate. Most investigators have drawn attention to the importance of

adjusting the acidity of the solution, while some of them have studied the intfT-

ference known to be caused by certain ions: chlorides, for example, may increase

the solubility of benzidine sulphate? [Piske, 1921 ;
Kahn and Lieboff, 1928].

Undoubtedly the phosphate ion has been the source of most error. The earlier

workers, Raschig [1903; 1906], Friedheim and Nydegger [1907], Jarvinen

[1912], Oauvin and Skarzynski [1913], Rosenheim and Drummond [1914],

Raiziss and Dubin [1914] and Drummond [1915], considered that approximate

adjustment of the reaction of the solution to pjj 2 by addition of hydrochloric

acid would eliminate precipitation of benzidine phosphate. However Fiske

[1921], Yoshimatsu [1926], Hubbard [1927; 1930], Pohorecka-Leslesz [1927],

Chatron [1931, 1, 2], Power and Wakefield [1931], Letonoff and Reinhold [1934],

and Ollgaard [1934] found it advisable to remove phosphate. Quite recently

however Kahn and Lieboff [1928] and Friedrich and Bauer [1934] reported that

they found it unnecessary to remove phosphate. There is also some difference of

opinion as to the best method of washing a benzidine sulphate precipitate.

The present work consists of an attempt to standardise the method of

analysis, the chief points studied being

:

() the influence of reaction on the precipitation of benzidine sulphate and
phosphate

;

() the influence of chlorides in affecting the solubility of benzidine sulphate

;

(c) the influence of the concentration of benzidine hydrochloride

;

(d) the influence of different methods of washing the precipitate.

Experimental.

The effect of hydrogen ion concenlralion on the precipitation

of benzidine sulphate.

Benzidine hydrochloride was used to precipitate solutions of pure sodium
sulphate (B.D.H. Analytical Reagent). Various hydrogen ion concentrations in

the reaction mixture were attained by prior addition of either acetic acid-

sodium acetate buffers or hydrochloric acid. The benzidine sulphate precipitated

( 352 )
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after 10 min, standing was titrated with 0*02 COg-free NaOH, using phenol-
phthalein as indicator. All pertinent quantitative analytical details arc given in

the tables of results. Filtrates from all determinations were collected and
preserved in stoppered Erlenmeyer pyrex flasks. The of each filtrate was
determined using a Hildebrand liydrogen electrode, a saturated potassium
chloride bridge and a Cambridge (Gallcnkamp) potentiometer. 8uch apparatus
makes possible the determination of p,j to within 0*1 unit.

Separation and washing of benzidine sulphatt^ is a matter of some difficulty.

Filtration by suction, unless very carefully controllcjd, may easily lead to "a

“cak(jd’’ precipitate which dissolves only with difficulty in boiling alkali, thus
causing great loss of time and uncertain end-points.

Mitering with suction on Jena 10 G 4 sintered glass filters is rapid and
convenient, but requires so much attention as t<j become very tedious when
many estimations are being done. Filtering on paper has the disadvantage that
the paper has to be transferred to the titration flask with the precipitate; the

disintegrat«^d filt(^r-paper absorbs the indicator and makes it difficult to judge
th(‘ end-point.

S|>ecial filter-tubes were therefore devised made of 1 in. hard glass tubing
drawn ouf, at one end, to which 1 in. of J in. glass tubing was fused, making a total

length of 0 in.

Eacli tube* was prepared for filtration as follows. A loosely fitting ball of

glass-wool was placed in the tulx' and pushed into the narrow part by means of

a brass wire 8 or 9 in. long and slightly narrower than the bore of th(‘ narrow
tube. Strands of glass-wool projecting into the wider part of th(j tube were
broken off by pressing the brass wire against the shoulder of the joint and rotating

it. These strands were then shaken out of the tube.

Too little glass-wool will not grip the sides of the narrow tube, whilst too

much will form a hard comminuted plug through which water will flow too

slowly.

The plug was pushed along the narrow tube until it was about in. from the

shoulder.

A properly made plug allowed water to flow through under gravity as a

rapid succession of drops.

A suspension of ashless filter-pajKT m distilled water was poured into the

filter-tube so as to fill f-l in. above the plug. The tube was then filled with

distilled watiT which was sucked through at the pump. Oik^c all the water had
passed through, a strong suction was applied in order to pack the paper-x)ulp

tightly on top of the glass-wool. The rate of flow of the water was again tested.

If the rate was about 2 drops per second the tube was ready for use.

The solution to be filtered was poured into the tube, the stream being

directed against the side by means of a stirring rod. The tube, filled to within

i in. of the top, holds some 40 ml. For convenience in stirring the precipitate

during subsequent washing, a stirring rod may be made with a hook about 1 J ffi*

from its upper end so that it may hang witlun the tube, without resting upon the

filter-plug.

In the present determinations the filtrates were collected in 100 ml. Erlen-

meyer flasks and tightly stoppered pending estimation of .

As previous investigators have found, the precipitate could not be washed

with water without considerable loss. Washing with 95% acetone [Fiske, 1921J

presented no ad\^antages over washing, as n'commended by Rosenheim and

Drummond [1914], with a saturated solution of l>enzidine sulphate in water,

30-40 ml. of which, applied in two portions, were adequate.

Biochem. 1936 xxx 23
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After wastiing, the precipitate was transferred to a wide-mouthed flask by
inverting the filter-tube so that its wide end was well inside the flask and dis-

lodging the glass-wool plug by means of a rod. Both plug and precipitate were

washed into the flask by means of a brisk .jet of water from a wash-bottle.

The tube was again inverted, scrubbed thoroughly with a rubber-tipped

stirring rod and washed into the flask. Scrubbing and washing were repeated

once.

The contents of the flask were then made up to 100 ml. with distilled water,

phenolphthalein was addcHl and the liquid titrated against 0*02 NaOH as

already indicated.

Blanks were subtracted from all determinations.

ReJiulls.

As will be seen from Tables I and 11 and Fig. 1 ])lotted from tht^ data therein,

variations in between 1 and 5 exercise an effect upon the precipitation of

benzidine sulphate.

Table 1. Effect of p^y on preeijiitation of benzidine s\ilpkaU\

(Oonfeiitraiioii of before precipitation is the same as that of a normal human
24-hour urine specimen. Excess of lienzuline is in ea(‘h case.)

(
'

* V'ol. of
Vol. .1/ Vol. beiiss. Sulphate

Na«S<>4 M Na acetic of reagent ^ - —
Pi\

80 I. a(;etate acid water 8 g,/l. mg. S mg. S of
No. ml. ml. ml. ml. ini. present found error filtrate

] 20 5-6 2*4 12 20 13*35 12*991 0.

1

4*7

2 20 50 2*4 12 20 13*35 13*02f
- ,1*1 4*7

3 20 3*2 4*8 12 20 13*35 13*04

)

o.r.
4*1

4 20 3*2 4*8 12 20 13*35 13*20) 4*2

T) 20 1*6 6*4 12 20 13*35 13*46) « 3*6

6 20 1*6 6*4 12 20 13*35 I328J
~0*;>

3*6

7 20 0*2 7*8 12 20 13*35 13*36 • 2*15

8 20 0-2 7*8 12 20 13*35 13*33)
u

2*15

9 — — 20 20 13*35 13*281 2*0

10 20 — — 20 20 13*35 13*36
1

20
S HCl added, ml.

11 20 4 16 20 13*35 13*221
r:

1*25

12 20 4 16 20 13*35 13*38)
•" u*o

1*25

13

14

20
20

8
8

12

12
20
20

13*35
13*35

13*06

)

13*121
- 2*0

0*94

0*96

In the experiments recorded in Table I the concentration of sulphate in the

solution used was the same as that in a 24-hour specimen of normal human
urine. It will be seen that the addition of 0*5 ml. of 2-6N HCl to 5 ml. of the

solution analysed (the minimum amount required to hydrolyse the ethereal

sulphates of urine [Drummond, 1915]) is sufficient to reduce the of the

reaction mixture to 1 and to cause an error of —2% (approx.).

In more dilute solutions the effect of pjj on percentage recovery of sulphate
is more marked (Table II).

This is further shown in the experiments in Table III. Here the
and the amount of benzidine hydrochloride used are constant, and the
percentage of SO4’" precipitated diminishes as the concentration of the sul-

phate becomes less.
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Table II. Effect of on 'precipitation of benzidine sulphate

from dilute sulphate solution.

(Concentration of .S()4
" before precipitation was one-quarter of that of a 24-hour specimen

of normal human urine. Hlxcess benzidine 108“;, in each exjx»riracnt.)

VoJ. of buffer

f A Vol. of
VoJ. of At Vol. betis

Na^SOj A/ Na atictic of rea^e
sol. acetate acid water 8 k'*/

No. mi. mi. ml. ml. mi.

I 20 r»(i 2-4 27 5
2 20 50 2-4 27 5
5 20 3*2 4-8 27 5
4 20 3-2 4-8 27 5
f) 20 10 &4 27 5
ti 20 Iti 6-4 27 5
7 20 0-8 7*2 27 5
8 20 0-8 7‘2 27 5
{) 20 0*2 7*8 27 5
10 20 0-2 7-8 27 5

;V HCl added, nil.

11 20 None 35 5
12 2<» None 35 5
i;i 20 2 33 5
14 20 2 33 5
!.'> 20 4 31 5
Hi 20 4 31 5
17 20 8 27 5
18 20 8 27 5
19 2(» 8 27 5
20 20 35 0 5
21 20 35 0 5

Sulphate

mg. S
present

mg. S
found

O'
o

error

JOi
of

filtrat'

3-358 1-78 - 47-0 4-8

3 3.‘>8 1-82 - 46-0 4-8

3-358 2-53 24-7 4-3

3-358 2.54 24-4 4-2

3-358 3-08 - 8-4 3-8

3-:r»8 3-07 - 8-5 3-8

3-358 3-24 3-5 3-3

3-358 3-27 - 3-0 3-3

3-358 3-30 - 2-1 2-55

3-358 3-29 ~ 2-J 2-55

3-358 3-28 - 2-5 2-3

3-358 3-28 ~ 2-5 2-3

3-358 3-02 - 10-2 1-31

3-358 3-(K) - 10-8 1-34

3-358 2-02 22-0 M
3-358 2-(55 - 21-3 l-l

3-358 1-92 - 43-3 0-85

3-358 1-94 - 42-8 0-85

3-358 1-92 - 4,3-3 0-84

3-358 0 -100 0-21

3-358 0 - 100 0-21

Table* in. Effect of cememtraiion of sulphate on benzidine

sulphate precipitation.

(Concent ration of benzidiiK% before precipitation, is kept constant, as also is

Vol of Sulphate

N%.S(), Vol. of f,
. .

_
A

80l. Ixmz. mg. S/ mg. S/ mg. S/1.

J)l, ofanalysed reagent 100 ml. 100 ml. C)

/«)
remaining

No. ini. ml. present found error in sol. filtrate-

1 40 10 166-9 165-6 - 0-S 1-4 2-14

2 40 , 10 166-9 164-5 - 1-5 2-6 2-13

3 40 10 84-0 84-6 + 0-7 — 2-15

4 40 10 84-0 83-3 - 0-8 0-7 2-13

5 40 10 41-8 39-9 - 4-5 1-9 2-15

6 40 10 41-8 40-1 - 3*9 1-6 2-20

7 40 10 41-8 39-8 - 4-8 2-0 2-18

8 40 10 21-0 18-3 - 12-9 2*7 2-05

9 40 10 21-0 19-0 ~ 9-6 2-0 2-05

10 140 35 8-4 6*95 1-4 2-26

11 140 35 8-4 7-13 -14-6 1-3 2*27

Effect of e^xcess of benzidine hydrochloride.

It should be emphasised here that the final concentration of benzidine hydro-

chloride remaining in excess is important independently of pjj in affecting

the completeness of precipitation. Thus the shape of each curve in Fig. 1 is

determined bypg , but the position of curve B in relation to cm ve A is due to the

fact that the excess of benzidine in the case of curve A is four times as grt*at as

in the case of curve B.
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For the purposes of sulphate estimation a strong benzidine hydrochloride

reagent whicjh provides a large concentration of unprecipitatcd benzidine ions

is favourable. A practical limit is however set to the strength of the benzidine

reagent by the fact that strong reagents favour co-precipitation of benzidine

hydrochloride and thentfore lead to high results.

Fig. 1. Variation of Holubility of benzidine sulphate with varying p^.

Benzidine acetate was tried as a precipitating reagent but was unsatisfactory

owing to the difficulty of attaining the optimum save in presence of a large

excess of acetic acid
;
substitution of chloroacetic acid as acidifying agent was of

no assistance.

The effect of pj/ <m the precipitation of benzidine phosphate.

Solutions of KH2PO4 (Analytical Reagent, B.D.H.) were preyiared. Rosen-

^heim and Drummond’s [1914] benzidine reagent (containing 2 g. base jtkt litre

and having p^ 1’94) was added. The mixture was kept for 10 min. after whicli

the precipitated benzidine phosjffiate was filtered off on paper or on sintered

glass filters. The pjj of the filtrate was determined electrometrically. The pre-

cipitate was titrated at the boiling-point with standard NaOH using phenol-

phthalein as indicator; calculations of the phosphate precipitated were raad(^ on

the assumption that red coloration of the indicator represented approximately

complete conversion of H3PO4 into Na2HP04.
The concentration of the phosphate solutions used varied between 1-3 and

0-45 mg. P/ml. ; 1 mg./ml. is the concentration ofP normally present in a 24-hour

sample ofhuman urine [Hawk (Bergeim), 1931]. Variations of pjj wcrt^ obtained

by prior addition of either acetate buffers or hydrochloric acid.

The results in Table IV show that some benzidine phosphate may be pre-

cipitated even when the pj^ is as low as 1-4 (no. 12 of Table IV). Slight variations

in p^ exercise a marked effect on the precipitation of benzidine phosphate, the

percentage precipitated increasing rapidly as the changes from 2 to 4. At

Ph 2-75, which is optimum for the precipitation of benzidine sulphate, con-

siderable amounts of benzidine phosphate are precipitated.

Table V shows the extent to which the presence of phosphate may interfere

in the estimation of sulphate by the benzidine method. In these experiments a
solution containing 2-961 g. Na2S04 and 3-993 g. KH2PO4 was used; the con-

centrations of SO4* and of P04^ were thus about the same as in normal human
24-hour urine. To this solution benzidine hydrochloride reagent was added.
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Table IV. Effect of on 'precipitation of benzidine phosphate
from pure phosphate solutions.

(Normal human 24-hour urine contains 1 mg. P per ml.)

No.

Vol. of
KH,PO,

sol.

ml.

Vol. of
bciiz.

reagent

Phosphate
mg. P

. >.

Present Found (5ipifated
p„ of
filtrate

1 20 80 003 None 0 1-4

2 20 80 9-03 0-7 7-7 2-3

3 20 SO 903 None 0 2-35

4 20 80 903 3-8 42 2-4

5 20 80 9-03 5-2 58 2-6

6 20 80 903 4-7 52 2-6

7 20 80 903 5-9 66 3-6
8 20 80 903 6-6 73 4-2

a 20 80 2508 0-40 1-6 1-8

10 20 80 2508 12-1 48-2 20
11 ir>o 60 12-54 6-98 .55*7 3-2

12 5 20 4-5 0-37 8-2 1-4

13 r> 20 4-5 1-18 26-2 2-2

14 f) 20 4-5 2-12 47-1 2-3

10 5 20 4-5 2-23 49-6 2-4

Table V, Effect of the presence of phosphate on the estimation of sulphate.

Vol. of
Na-S(h
KH^PO^

sol.

Vol. of
water
a<lded

V’ol. of
2-5 .V

HCl
added

Vol. of
Iwnz.

reagent
addefl

Sulphate
mg. S

(>

(>

Phosphate
present

in pre-

cipitate Pu of
No. ml. ml. ml. 8 g./l. Present Found error mg. P filtrate

1 20 20 None 20 13-36 14-09 f 5-4 0-48 1-9

2 20 20 20 13-36 14-09 4 5-4 0-34 1-9

3 20 20 20 13-36 14-0 f 4-5 0-40 1-9

4 20 20 fn 20 13-36 13-96 4 4-2 0-36 1-9

5 20 20 20 13 36 14-09 4 5-4 0-48 1-9

6 20 20 20 13-36 14-20 + 6-01
1

1-9

7 20 20 20 13-36 13-89 4 3-7
I[

Not 1-9

8 20 18-4 1-6 20 13-36 13-11 - 1-91

I

analysed M
9 20 18-4 1-6 20 13-36 12-96 -30l l-l

The pre(?ipitate was filtered, washed and titrated in the usual way, the p^ of the

filtrate being determint^d electrometrically.

In nos. l-f) (Table V) the amount of benzidine phosphate precipitated was

cstimatt»d quantitatively by the method of Tisdall [1922] after solution of the

precipitate in excess of alkali and removal of the benzidine by extraction with

ether.

As will be seen from Table V at 1*9 enough benzidine phosphate was

precipitated to cause an error of +4% to +6 % iii the sulphate estimation. In

nos. 8 and 9, where* an amoimt of HCl was added sufficient to reduce the p^
to 1*1, the sulphate recovery was 2-3% low owing to incomplete precipitation of

bemsidine sulphate.

Even at a pjj as low as !•! the precipitated benzidine sulphate was not

free from contamination with benzidine phosphate as was shown by quantitative

analysis of precipitates obtained at this p^ for phosphate.

In addition to p^^, time of standing before filtration and variations in tem-

perature exercise marked effects on the precipitation of benzidine phosphate.

Precipitation of benzidine sulphate is complete in 10 rain, and is not affected by
a longer time of standing (see also Rosenheim and Drummond [1914]), but the

filtrates from a mixed benzidine phosphate-sulphate precipitate often deposited
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benzidine phosphate on standing. The error in sulphate estimations due to con-

tamination with benzidine phosphate was greatly increased if the reaction

mixture was kept 24-48 hours before filtration. Variations in laboratory tem-

perature were also found to affect the amount of benzidine phosphate pre-

cipitated. At lower temperatures larger amounts were precipitated.

Removal of phosphate.

Three different methods of phosphate removal were investigated, viz, those

of Fiske [1921], Yoshimatsu [1926] and Hoffmann and Garden [1935].

Hoffman and Cardon’s method, originally designed for serum, in which the

coagulation of a ferric^ hydroxide solution is made use of, was useless sinc(^ the

coagulum could not be washed free from sulphate [c/. Freundlich, 1928].

Both Fiske’s method, in which phosphate is removed as MgNH4P04 ,
and

Yoshimatsu’s method, in which phosphate is removed by means of uranyl

acetate in the presence of acetate buffer at p^^ 5, gave precipitates which wore

readily washed free of sulphate and filtrates which were free of phosphates when
tested with strychnine molybdate. Using a dilution of 1 : 5 in remoAung phos-

phate and employing the benzidine hydrochloride reagent of Fisko, both the

latter’s and Yoshimatsu ’s method were found to give* results concordant with

those obtained by the method of Folia [1905], when applied to a solution of

Na2S04 and KH2PO4 (B.D.H. Analytical Reagents). These two methods wen*

both tested on a 24-hour sample of human urine. The results are shown in

Table VI. The pji in these experiments was attained by making the solution,

before addition of the benzidine reagent, just yellow to broraophenol blue by
means of drops of N HCl.

Table VI. Analysis of human urine (24-hour sample) by the, benzidine

method after removal of phosphate.

Vol. of Vol.

original aftt?r Titration

urine phosphate 0-01 72 S
Method of removal analysed removal NaOH found Pii

of phosphate ml. ml. ml. rag./l. filtrate

MgNH,P04 4 20 13'56 \m 2-7

13-62 032 2-5

13-r>o 027 2-5

Uranyl acetate 4 20 13-53 027 2-8

13-66 936 2-9

13-66 036 .3-1

Wt. of
Ba«04 (g.)

Phosphate not removed. Folin’s 30 0-2012 921-5

gravimetric method $ 0-2014

The method of Fiske, since it does not involve heating the urine (which is

essential to the uranium method), seems to be preferable.

Effect of chlorides.

Fiske [1921] and Kahn and Lieboff [1928] state that the presence of NaCl
increases the solubility of benzidine sulphate. Fiske showed that with a solution,

of which the sulphate concentration was comparable with that of normal urine,

analysis by Drummond’s method might lead to 97 % precipitation of sulphate
if the Cl : S ratio was 30 :

1

or to 91 % precipitation if the ratio were 60 : 1.

Kahn and Lieboff report an error of -25% when the Cl ; S ratio is 90 : 1 .
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The Cl : S ratio in a 24-hour sample of normal human urine is 7 : 1 [Hawk
(Bergeim), 1931]. Experiments were therefore performed in which sulphates
were precipitated by benzidine hydrochloride from Na2S04 solutions containing
varying amounts of NaCl. The results are given in Table VII from which it will

Table VII. Effect of chloride on precipitalion of benzidine sulphate.

Vol. of Vol. of
S benz.

HOl. present in Chloride reagent S

No,
analysod f}X|)t‘riment present C1:S 8 g./l. found

ml. mg. S mg. (3 ratio ml. mg.

1 20 «*tt7 0 0 10 6-66
2 20 607 0 0 10 6*68

20 6-67 243 .364 10 6-66
4 20 6*67 243 .364 10 6-65
*1 20 6*67 61 01 10 6*63
0 20 0‘67 HI 1)1 10 0-66
7 40 0 0 5 3*22
s 40 .336 0 0 r> 3-22
u 40 3-36 122 36-3 5 312
10 40 3-36 122 36-3 5 306
11 40 3-.36 486 u.-i 5 2-88

12 40 3-36 486 145 5 2-82

be s(‘en that, when Cl“ and 804*” are present in the concentrations found in

iiormal human 24-hour urine, the results obtained are accurate within the

limits of experimental (*rror. When the sulphate solution is more dilute, however,

(‘hloride even in the amount pix^sent in nomial urine prevents complete pre-

eifritation of Ixjnzidino sulphate.

Summary.

1. In an aqueous medium benzidine sulphate has minimum solubility at

/>u 2*75 ± 0*3. In analysis it is therefore desirable to attain this pjj in the reaction

mixtim*.

2. Benzidine phosphate is precipitated from solutions ofpotassium phosphate

similar in concMentration to a normal human 24-hour urine sample at py^ values as

low as 1*4 and the amount of pliosphate precipitated increases rapidly with pjj

.

Ill analysis of urine it is therefore desirable to remove phosphate. Either the

method of Fiske [1921] or that of Yoshimatsu [1926] is suitable for this purpose.

3. The excess of benzidine left unprecipitated has an important effect in

decreasing the solubility of benzidine sulphate. The supernatant fluid should

contain about 1 g. benzidine per litre.

4. In sulphate solutions of concentration comparable with a normal human
24-hour urine sample, chloride in amoimts much larger than physiologically

normal does not interfere. In more dilute sulphate solutions chloride leads to

low rr*isults.

5. A saturated solution of benzidine sulphate in water is a convenient and

suitable liquid for washing the precipitated benzidine sulphate.

The author wishes to thank Dr M, C. Bourne for her valuable suggestions

and advice, and Prof. J. C. Drummond for his continued intertist in this work.
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Some yt^ars ago Van Eekelen et at. [1933J found that the capacity of trichloro-

acetic acid filtrates from the blood of man, rabbit, pig and guinea-pig for

Deducing indophenol was increased on treatment with hydrogen sulphide and
further that on addition of vitamin C to blood in vitro it quickly passed into

dehydroascorbic acid. As a CDnsequence it has apparently Ix^come generally

assumed that dcdiydroascorbie acid is present in blood with the implication that

the latter is capable of dehydrogenating ascorbic acid.

In a previous communication [Kellie and Zilva, 1935] we had already shown
that plasma, intact erythrocytes and leucocytes were unable to oxidise ascorbic

acid in vitro and had further pointed out that the general evidence available was
not only against the above assumption but, on the contrary, favoured the theory
that the animal organism tended to reduce dehydroascorbic acid. We are now
producing further expc^rimental evidence showing that blood does not contain

the reversibly oxidised form of the vitamin. The contrary view which some
workers hold has, we believe, Ixien responsible for a considerable confusion of

tlK)ught in th(* interpretation of results obtained in this field of research.

Experimental.

The capacity of blood to reduce indopJmwl after treatment unth hydrogen sulphide.

(a) The influence of hydrogen sulphide on whoh plasyna. The results presented

in this connection are representative examples of a number of observations made
by one of us (S. S. Z.) in the course of an investigation of wider scope. It was
found that when ascorbic acid was added to whole plasma it could be accounted

for with a good degree of accuracy by direct indophenol titration in acid solution

even in concentrations as low as i-2 mg. per 100 ml. There was nothing in

plasma, free from haemoglobin, to interft»re with the end-point. Failure to

reduce the dye, therefore, indicated the absence of ascorbic acid from the

plasma. Yet such plasmata were'- found to acquire the capacity of reducing

indophenol to a very marked extent after treatment with hydrogen sulphide.

The procedure adopted in these experiments was as follows. The blood was

collected in potassium oxalate solution (1 ml. 6% potassium oxalate for 20 ml.

blood) quickly centrifuged and the plasma carefully pipetted off. About 5 ml. of

plasma containing one or two drops of octyl alcohol were placed in a glass

bubbler of 15 ml. capacity and hydrogen sulphide passed for 5 min. The

bubbler was then sealed and allowed "to remain overnight. The hydrogen sulphide

was removed by passing a stream of nitrogen through the solution for 24 hours.

A dry lead acetate paper then held for 5 min. close to the fine orifice of the outlet

tube invariably failed to stain appreciably, thus showing the absence of significant

traces of volatile sulphides in solution. The p^ of the plasma fell from 7*4 to 6*8,

while saturated with hydrogen sulphide, but regained its original value after the

* Member of the Scientific Staff, Medical Research Council.
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latter was displaced by the nitrogen. The titrations of the plasma samples were

carried out at 2*5~3*0 before and after treatment. The added indophenol was

decolorised quickly by the plasma as it would have been if ascorbic acid were

present.

The figures in Table I show that the amounts of indophenol decolorised by the

hydrogen sulphide-treated plasma both of scorbutic guinea-pigs and of guinea-

pigs kept on a mixed diet containing cabbage were of the same order.

Table I.

ml. A71000 ml. A71000
indophenol per indophenol pel

ml. plasma nil. plasma
Wt. of Seorbutic t VVt. of

animal diet Before After animal Before After

g- days H,S HjS K. Diet HgS H^S

285 3 0-0 30 250 Mixed 0-0 51
275 5 00 2-2 260 „ 00 5-2

280 7 00 5-2 280 „ 0*0 4-0

285 8 0-0 5-2 280 00 4*2

205 11 00 3-0 410 „ 0-0 8*6

300 13 0-0 4-2 420 0l» 4*7

300 13 00 50 575 0*0 6-3

385 14 00 2-7 580 „ 0*0 2-3

372 15 0-0 40 580 00 4-6

305 15 00 5*8 635 „ 00 5-3

210 22 00 4*5 650 0-0 2*7

270 22 00 4*1 750 „ 00 3*3

020
270

23
20

00
0-0

4*2

3*3
Averagt 4*7

Avera^-^e 4-0

Table II.
ml. A/IOOO indophenol

])cr ml. plasm u

Wi

.

of animal Sc(>rbutio diet Quantity Bled after ,

g- days injected (rag.) rain. Before HgK Aft or HgS

315 7 KM) 5 8*9 4-0

310 7 too 10 6-3 3-3

285 10 100 15 2-2 3-3

300 8 100 120 0-0 6*3

3<KI 10 100 120 04) 4 9

A verage 4*4

Table II gives the values of the reducing capacities of the untreated and
treated plasma of guinea-pigs which received ascorbic acid by intravenous injec-

tion. When high doses (100 mg.) are administered in this wa}^ ascorbic acid can

bo detected in the blood of the animals by titration with indophenol for al)out

an hour afterwards. Yet the samples of blood, examined at various intervals

following the injection, have shown reducing capacities after treatment with

hydrogen sulphide no different from those obtained in the case of scorbutic

guinea-pigs and animals which received cabbage doily.

Consequently serious doubts were expressed as to whether the reduction of

indophenol by the treated plasma in a way so characteristic of ascorbic acid

was really due to the vjtamin. If this were so they should have contained
30-40 mg. per 100 ml. of plasma. It is difficult to conceive that guinea-pigs

which subsisted for periods uj) to 26 days on a vitamin C-deficient diet, and some
of these even in the premortal phase, should all have about the same con-

centration of the reversibly oxidised form of the vitamin in their blood as

animals which received large quantities of the reduced form eitlier per oa or
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by injection into the blood stream. This is the more striking since dehydro-
ascorbic acid is as active antisciorbutically as ascorbic acid. Furtlierniore, it has
been found that solutions of ascorbic acid will not remain at 6*8-7-4 without
serious loss during the period of hydrogen sulphide treatment as described above.
Additional, and to our mind conclusive, proof will be givt'n in a subsequent
8(*etion that the reducing substance thus formed in th(^ plasma is indeed not
ascorbic acid.

(6) The influen<*^ of hydrogen sulphide on. trichloroacetic acid filtrates of plasma,
erythrocytes and ivhole blood. To the plasma obtained from the blood as previously

di*scribcd, an equal volume of 20% triehloroatjctic acid was added. After
centrifuging, the supernatant fluid was filtered and treated with calcium
earbonatcj until no longer acid to Congo red. This ])artially neutralised solution

was saturated with hydrogen sulphide and allowed to remain in a sealed glass

bubbler for 12 hours. The hydrogen sulphide was then displaced by a current

of nitrogen, Prtdiminary ex|xjriments have shown that the indophenol-redueing

<*apacity aecpiired by the trichloroac'etic acid filtrates from jdasma aft(?r tr(»at-

ment with hydrogem sulphide varied firstly with the tim(‘ allowed for the filtrate

to decolorise the indi<*.ator and stjcondly with the thoroughness of the displace-

ment by nitrogen of the hydrogen sulphide or other volatile substances capable

of darkening dry h^ad acetate papers. In order to obtain a truer assessment of the

1‘haracter of the indophenol-reciiieing substance it was considered desirable to

titrate the hydrogen sulphide-treated filtrates at two stages of the displacement

and in each case to observe two end-points, the first the jioint at which 0*1 ml.

A lOOO indophenol (dimethylaminobenzoindophtmol) remained unde(;oiori.sed

after 10 sec. and the sceoiul that at which the same amount remained unde-

eoloriscd afttT 30 sec*. The first stage of the displacenuMit was arbitrarily fixed

at th(' point at which o min, were required for a black sjx^t to bc^ produced r>n a

dry lead aeetatt' paper ludd at the orifice of the bubbler. The solutions were then

titrated again at a later stage when only a brown stain develof)(‘d on the dry lead

a(*t‘tate papt^rs after 15-min. exposure. These criteria were preferable to a time

basis of comparison in the ease of these ex])erim(4its since they indicated more

accurately eorresjKmding states of th(» solutions.

The results (Table III) show that the highest figure's wen* obtained after

treatment with hydrogen sulphide when the 30-8ee. end-point w'as used and

when the extracts were titrated at the first stage of the passage of nitrogen. In

tlie case of plasma E this figure reached an equivalent to 3*7 mg. of ascorbic acid

per 100 ml. equivalent of plasma. When, on the other hand, the 10-see. end-

point was used, the equivalent fell to 0*9 mg. of ascorbic acid.^ That this

difference between the figures obtained with the two end-points was charaetoristie

only of the reduced plasma filtrates and was not due to ascorbic acid is seen

from the fact that in ail the experiments in which authentic ascorbic a(ud was

added to the original non-reducing plasma the trichloroacetic ackl filtrates show€*d

the same reducing values with lK)th end-points.

Further examination of the results shows that ev(m the reduction of indo-

phenol by the samples of plasma observed when the 10-see. end-point was

employed could not l>e attributed to the presence of ascorbic acid. It will be

seen, for instance, that when the passage of the nitrogen was prolonged to a

stage at which the lead acetate paper reaction had become very weak, the indo-

phenol reducing values of the solutions fell-considerably. Ihat the fall was not

due to destruction of any formed ascorbic acid by the prolonged treatment is

1 When 2:6-aichlorophenoIindophenol is used the difference obtained bt*twoen the two end-

points is not BO high.
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Table m.
Induphenol reduction, mg. equivalent

ascorbic acid/KK) ml. plasma

^
A ^

Plasma 4-2 mg.
ascorbic acid/

Plasma 100 ml.

Plasma A.

Before treatment with HgS

x\fter treatment with HgS and displacement with nitrogen

;

(1) Blackening of dry PbAcj paper after 5 min.

(2) Brown staining of dry PbAc* paper after 15 min.

Plasma B.

Before treatment with

After treatment with H2S and displacement witli nitnigen

:

(1) Blackening of dry PbAc^ paper after 5 min.

(2) Brown staining of dry PbAcj paper after 15 min.

Plasma C.

Before treatment with HgS

After treatment with and displat^ement with nitrogen

:

(1) Blackening of dry PbAcg paper after 5 min.

(2) Brown staining of dry PbAc,, paper after 15 min.

Plasma 1).

Before treatment with

After treatment with and displacement with nitrogen

:

(1) Blackening of dry J’bAcg paper after 5 min.

(2) Brown staining of dry PbAcj paper after 15 min.

Plasma £.

Before treatment with HjS

After treatment with HgS and displacement with nitrogen

:

(1) Blackening of dry PbAcg paper after 5 min.

(2) Brown stainmg of dry PbAcj paper after 15 min.

10 sec. 30 sec. 10 sec. 30 sec.

()•(» 0*0 2*1 2*1

0-0 M 2*5 3*0

00 M 2*5 2*8

00 0*0 2*1 2*1

0*9 21 5*3 5*5

0*2 1*2 2*3 3*3

00 0*0 2*3 2*3

0*7 2*5 3*7 6-2

0*2 1*4 2*:i 3*3

0*0 0*0 2*3 2*3

0*9 .3*3 3*3 5*6

0-0 1*9 23 4*4

0*0 0*0 21 21

0*9 3*7 3*7 5*1

0*2 1*6 2-3 -1*3

seen from the fact that in all the experiments the added ascorbic acid could be,

considering the limitation of the method, satisfactorily accounted for at the

second stage. This can be seen if the reducing values of the blank samples are

subtracted from those obtained in the samples containing the added vitamin.

There still remained to be ascertained in this connection the l>ehaviour of

trichloroacetic acid extracts of erythrocyte^s and of whole blood after reduction

with HgS especially as in most if not all the experiments mentioned in the litera-

ture such extracts of whole blood were employed . The whole blood was extracted

in the same way as the plasmata. In the case of the erythrocytes, on the other

hand, a quantity of 20% trichloroacetic acid equal to that amount of the plasma
removed by centrifuging from the blood was added. The titrations of the extracts

were also carried out as above and at two similar stages. It may, however, be

noted that in these experiments the nitrogen had to be passed for a longer time

in order to reduce the darkening of the lead acetate papers to the required

intensities. Only one end-point, namely, the inability of the solution to de-

colorise O'lOml. of a jV^/1000 solution of the indicator during 10 sec., was
observed in these experiments. The results are given in Table IV and need
hardly any comment. As in the case of the whole plasma a capacity for reducing

indophenol, but only to a very much lower extent, was acquired by the trichloro-

acetic acid extracts in both cases, but this reducing property, unlike that of
ascorbic acid, gradually diminished during the passage of nitrogen until it

totally vanished at the second stage of the displacement.
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Table IV.

lndoph€>nol reduction, mg. equivalent ascorbic
add /100 ml. blood

Oirpuscles
('orpuscles -i- 1 -.5 mg. ascorbic

acid/ 1(K) ml. blood

Before treatment with HgS 00 0-0 0-0 00 1-5 1-.5 1-4 M
After treatment w'ith HgS and displace-

ment with nitrogen:

Brown staining of dry PbAcj paper
after 5 min.

0-7 0-6 0-6 0-6 1-7 1*8 1-7 1-7

Brown staining of dry PbA<i^ paper
after 1.5 min.

0*0 0-0 00

Whole blood
/v_

0-0 1-7 l-r> I-ri 1-4

Whole blood 1-5 mg.
ascorbic acid/ 100 ml. blood

Before trentineiit with HgS 0-0 0-0 1-4 l-ri

After treatment with HgS and displacc-

mont with nitrogen:

Brow-n staining of dry PbAcj, paper
after o min.

0-0 0-7 2-5 1-9

Brown staining of dry PbAcg paper 0-0 0-0 1-4 1-5

lifter J/> min.

Taking tho above |X)int8 into consideration it is concluded that the very low
(^apacity for reducing indo]>henol by trichioroac(‘tie acid filtrates of plasmata,

(Tythrocytes and whole blood treated with hydrogen sulphide cannot be due to

the prestqice of quantities of ascorbic acid capable of detection by this method.
(c) The possihU precursors of the indophenol-reducing s^uhstances formed on

treatment of whole plastrva with hydrogen sulphide. This problem has not been

studied in detail as it was considcired to be too far removed from the aim of the

general scojit* of the work which prompted the present reseandi. It may, never-

theless, be of interest to describe? hc?re experiments which, although not complete

ill themselves, are likely to shed some light on the subject. Tt was found that

wlien whole plasma was precipitated with absolute alcohol and the alcoholic

filtrate treated with hydrogen sulphide according to tlu? above technique it

acquired a much higher reducing capacity for indophenol than the original

plasma. On the other hand, afttT further precipitation with cadmium chloride

the alcoholic filtrate did not acquire this property at all.

15ml. of absolute' alcohol were gradually added to 5 ml. of plasma from

guinea-pigs on a mixed diet. After removing the pn?cipitate by (centrifuging,

the supernatant liquid was divided into two equal parts. One was reduced with

hydrogen sulphide without further treatment, the other was precipitated with

alcoholic cadmium chloride (0*1 ml, 2*5% CdCl2 per 1 ml. ot solution). After

standing for 15 min. the precipitate was removed on the centrifuge and the

Table V.

Alcohol filtrate before precipitation

with CdCk, nag, ascorbic acid equivalent

per 100 ml. plasma
A ^

Before treatment After treatment

with HjS with HjS

0*0 87-6

0*0 122*8

0*0 700

AliJohol filtrate after prec ipitation

with CklClj, mg. ascorbic acid equivalent

per'lOO ml. plasma

^

-A.

Before treatment After treatment

with HgS with HgS

0-0 0-0

0-0 0-0

00 00
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resulting supernatant alcoholic solution was also submitted to hydrogen sulphide

treatment. In Table V the reducing values obtained in these experiments arc

expressed for convenience only as ascorbic acid, which does not, however, imply

that the reduction was due to ascorbic acid. All the evidence is conclusively

against this assumption.

Spectrographic examination of plasrm before and after treatment with

hydrogen sulphide.

An attempt was next made to ascertain spectrographically whether ascorbic

acid was present in plasma reduced with hydrogen sulphide. For this purpose

both non-reducing normal samples of plasma and reduced samples of plasma each

alone and also with the addition of authentic ascorbic acid (20 mg. and 2 mg. of

ascorbic acid j)er 100 ml. of plasma respectively) were examined.

The samples free from haemoglobin were ol3tained from the blood by the

procedure described above. The non-n^ucing normal and rt^duced plasmata were
then precipitated with freshl;S' distilled absolute alcohol which was added slowly

with constant stirring until a final c>oncentration of 80% alcohol was reaidied.

The corresponding j)reparation8 (iontaining ascorbic acid were obtained by th(‘

addition of (a) 2 ml. of 98% alcohol containing 0*4 mg. ascorbic acid, (b) 2 ml. of

9S% alcohol containing 0*04 mg. ascorbic^ acid respectively, to 2 ml. plasma,

before precipitating the proteins with alcohol. The precipitates were removed on
the centrifuge. 5 ml. of each centrifugate were diluted with 4 ml. of freshly

distilled absolute alcohol and acidified with 1 ml. of 0*2 iV H(3, thus maintaining

the concentration of alcohol at 80% in the final solutions. These solutions

were compared in the spectrograph with blanks containing 0'02 N HCl in 80%
alcohol. The solution.s prepared from plasma containing 20 mg. ascorbic^ acid per

100 ml. were examined in 1 cm. absorption tubes, whilst in the case of the mon»
dilute solutions 4 cm. tubes were found to be more convenient. A Hilg(‘r quartz

spectrograph with sector photometc^r and Ilford Q 3 plates were employed. The
source of light consisted of a condensed oscillatory discharges between ek‘ctrodes

composed of a mixture of cadmium and iron. These electrodes gave more int-ense

spectral lines in the lower region of the spt'Ctrum than th(». normal tungstwi steel.

Pigs. 1 and 2 are self explanatory. There is no suggestion of any significant

differenC/C in the absorption in the region of 245 m/x between plasma treated with

hydrogen sulphide and the normal non-reducing plasma. On the other hand, on
the addition of 20 mg. of ascorbic acid to 100 ml. of the plasma, a concentration

well below the calculated average obtained from the indophenol-rcKiucing figures

of all the samples of the treated whok^ plasma, well-marked characteristic

peaks at 245 were obtained in both the reduced and non-reduced media.

Furthermore, definite absorption in this region was established with a concentra-

tion as low as 2 mg. of ascorbic acid per 100 ml. of plasma.

Discussion.

The entire evidence obtained in this investigation does not lend support to

the view that blood of normal guinea-pigs contains demonstrable quantities of

dehydroascorbic acid. It is true that it was found that whole plasma free from
ascorbic acid could on treatment with hydrogen sulphide acquire the capacity of

reducing indophenol to a very marked extent, but this was shown at the same
time not to be due to the formation ofascorbic acid. The examination oftrichloro-
acetic acid filtrates of the blood from normal guinea-pigs has revealed that they
t(K) can acquire by the same means a similar indophenol-reducing capacity,

although to a very much less extent than the whole plasma. The evidence of



Fiy. 1. A, X-— V PiaRina of inixod H2m|r. ascorbic acid per O—O plasma of

mixed diet ]n^; — y ascorliic acid curve by subtraction, ii, x- y Plasma of mixed
diet pig treated with H.2S 1 2 mg. ascorbic acid pf‘r KM) ml.: q -G) plasma of mixed diet pig

treated with H^S; x x ascorbic aoid curve by subtraction.

Pig. 2. A, X— X Plttsma of mixed diet pig + 20 mg. ascorbic acid per UK) ml.; ©—0 plMmaof
mixed diet pig; X--—X ascorbic acid curve by subtraction. U. x x PlMma of

diet pig, treated with HjS -f 20 mg. ascorbic acid per 100 ml. 0—0 plasma of mixed diet pig

treated with HjS; x— x ascorbic acid curve by subtraction.
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this paper shows, however, that this acquired reducing capacity is due essentially

to an artefact and not, as is assumed by some workers, to the reduction of

dehydroascorbic aciid.

The statement of Van Eekelen ei ah that vitamin C added to blood in vitro

quickly passes into the reversible form must now be considered. These workers

do not give any experimental details, but their observation can be readily

explained on our established facts. We have already shown [Kellie and Zilva,

1935] that in the presence of laked erjdihrocytes ascorbic acid was in the first

place oxidised, most probably by oxyhaemoglobin, to an extent which was pro-

portional to the amount of haemolysed cells added. After this initial reaction the

disorganised corpuscles exercised a protective action against the; oxidation of

further amounts of ascorbic acid. We, therefore, assume that the formation of

dehydroascorbic acid observed by Van Eekelen ei ah was due most probably to a
partial laking of the blood employed in their experiments. It is essential to note

that at the same time we found that intact erythrocytes did not manifest this

initial oxidising property, but were, on the contrary, capable of preventing

oxidation. The present investigation throws further light on the matter. The
red corpu8cl(?s of the blood of guinea-pigs on a mixed diet with cabbage ad lih,

do not contain any dehydroascorbic acid nor in fact do any of the other (jon-

stituents of the blood . In view ofthese observations it is very difficult to reconcile

the results of our experiments with the assumption that blood in which the

erythrocytes are intact can dehydrogenate and store ascorbic acid in quantities

capable of detection by our present methods.

Summary.

Whole plasma of guinea-pigs subsisting on a diet containing cabbage ad lib.,

of guinea-pigs injected intravenously with high doses of ascorbic acid about an
hour before bleeding and of scorbutic guinea-pigs acquires the property of

r(*ducing indophonql after treatment with hydrogen sulphide to about th(‘ same
extent. Calculated in terms of ascorbic acid, these would contain about 38 mg.
of the vitamin per 100 ml. of plasma. It is shown, however, that this acquired

reducing capacity is not due to ascorbic? acid.

Trichloroacetic acid extracts of whole blood, plasma and erythrocytes also

reduce indophenol after treatment with hydrogen sulphide to a very much
smaller extent, i.e. to an equivalent of J-3 mg. per 100 ml. of blood. In this case

also the acquired n^ducing capacity is not due to ascorbic acid but is shown to be

an artefact. Unlike the reduction of the indicator by ascorbic? acid of similar

concentration it is influencexl by the thoroughness of the displacement by nitrogen

of the hydrogen sulphide and other volatile substances capable of staining dry
lead actate paper and by the time taken to decolorise the indicator (dimethyl-

aminobenzoindophenol) by the solutions within 10-30 sec.

This evidence lends further support to the authors’ assertion that blood with

its erythrocytes intact is incapable of dehydrogenating ascorbic acid in vivo and
storing it in quantities capable of being detected by the existing methods and
that there is a tendency of the animal organism to keep the vitamin in a reduced
stage.

One of us (A. E. K.) is indebted to the Medical Research Council for a whole
time grant.
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Agar is more renistant to acetylation than many other polysaccharides and it

(^an be recoYCTcd unchanged after treatment by the gentle m<‘thodH of acetyl-

ation that have been described rewmtly. Treatment with pyridine and acetic

anhydride under various conditions or with acetic anhydride in the presence of

SOj and CI2 ,
HCl, KCNS orZiiCl2 are all alike ineffoctivt;, whereas the original

acetylation method of Franchimont [1S79J works well with this matoial.
Nothing is gained by the use of jierchloric rather than sulphiirif! acid as a
(jatalyst.

With sul|)huric acid as catalyst the ratt* and extent of the action depend on
the temperature and acid eonctmtration ; with 1 volume of sulphuric acid in

(i or 7 of acetic anhydride there is little action at room temperature even in

3 days, whilst about 80% of the agar dissolves in 2 days at 38*^ and in 2 hours at

55'
. At higher tem|wratures all the agar dissolves but there is very serious

blackening of the solution and n<) water-insoluble products can bo isolated

afterwards. The agar that remains unattacked after 2 da^^s at 38° or 2 hours at
55'’ has the properties of untreated agar; it will make a gel in the usual way and
wlien acetylated again under the same conditions it dissolves and gives similar

acetylation products. Prom this point of view therefore agar is relatively

homogeneous.

From the products of the ai^etolysis of agar a crystalline substance w^as

isolated which proved to be hcptaacetyl-d/-galactose ;
a method for th(» synthesis

of this substance has raeanwhUe bc‘en published by Michcel et al. [1935].

The diacetyl derivative's of most of the common aldehydes liave been pre-

pared by the direct acetylation of the aldehydes under conditions similar to

those used here with agar; attempts were therefore made to j)repare hepta-

acetyl-d-galactose by acetylation of galaetofuranose and galactopyranose de-

rivatives. These attempts were unsuccessful but heptaacetyl-rf-galactose could

readily be isolated from the products of acetylation of aldehydogalactose de-

rivatives. It appears therefore that imder the conditions of acetylation the

oxygen-containing ring in an ordinary galactose derivative is not opened and

that it is necessary by some other means to get the sugar into the open chain

form before acetylation of the aldehyde group can take place. The acetylation of

some sugars in this way are described in the following paper. The fact that a

heptaacetyl sugar can be obtained from agar may be adduced as evidence that

in it the sugar exists, in part at any rate, in the aldehyde form. It is interesting

in this connection to note that it has proved impossible to isolate heptaacetyl-

galactoso from the acetylation products of galactose methylphenylhydrazone

although Wolfrom and Christman [1931] have brought forward evidence that

this is a real hydrazone derived from aldehydogalactose and has not, like some

other supposed hydrazones, a ring structure. It may \)e relevant to mention

in this connection that galactose methylphenylhydrazone gives a very small

yield of muede acid on oxidation with nitric acid.

Biooiiem. 1936 xxx ( 369 )
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Experimental.

Heptmiicdyl-dhgaUictose .

Commercial powdered agar contains up to 20% of water: this can be nmiovc'd

by heating the agar on a boiling water-bath in vacm, Shredd(‘d agar is less easy

to dry and it is not recommended as material for acetylation because, pre-

sumably on a(!Count of the smaJhiess of the exposed surface, it is more slowly

dissolved by the acetylation mixture.

To 10 g. of dried agar an ice-cold mixture of 40 ml. acetic anhydride and 0 ml.

(lonc. H2SO4 is added. The mixture is shaken well and left at room temperature

for an hour or two before being put in an incubator at 38 . The action is exo-

thermic but no precautions are necessary when working on this scale : if larger

quantities are used a theimometex should be kept in tht' acetylation mixture.

The temperature should not be allowed to exceed 45'' or tlu^ action may become
violent. The mixture soon goes nearly black, it is shaken occasionally and taken

out and cooled after about 44 hours. When (*old it is rather viscous but it will

filter through a sintered glass funnel. The residue of unacetylated agar is washed
with 10-'20 ml. of acetic acid. If dried it wtdghs 1-2 g. and, although somewhat
discoloured, it has the projK^rties of untreated agar, i.e. it will form a rigid jelly

and when acetylated gives heptaacetyl-c^Z-galactose in the usual peld.

The filtrate and washings are poured into 300 ml. of water containing 35 g.

of hydrated sodium acetate and some ice. After standing with occasional stirring

for 2-3 hours the brown fluid and putty-like solid are distilled tog(‘ther to

dryness in vacuo. Some water is added and the mixture is again distilled to

remove the rest of the acetic acid.

50 ml. of w’'ater and 50 ml. of chloroform are added and the flask shaken until

all the lumps of sodium sulphate and ac^etylation products have dissolved, the

chloroform layer being then removed in a separating fminel. With the h(4p of a
strong beam of light the interface between the two dark-coloured layers can b('

fairly easily seen. The chloroform layer is washed once again with water and
distilled to dryness in vacuo, 30-40 ml. of hot water are added and the gum is

shaken into an emulsion. (In cooling it resolidifies and the water can be poured

off. The gum is dissolved in 30-40 ml. of hot alcohol and partially decolorised with
charcoal; it is generally imj)08sible to remove all the colour at this stage. The
solution may also be decolorised by addition of halfa volume of ether to the warm
alcoholic solution. A brown flocculent precipitate separatees which must be

filtered off quickly for the heptaacetyl-d/-galactose is apt to precipitate soon.

The latter will crystallise from the filtrate in a few hours, generally without
seeding, in the form of a felt of needles sometimes embedded in jolly. After re-

crystallisation the yield is 1-2 g.

The melting-point is very much affected by impurities and after several

recrystallisations and thorough drying it reaches 132''. Recrystallisation is most
easily carried out from 30 parts of methyl or ethyl alcohol or from 150 parts of

boiling water. In many other solvents the compound is inconveniently soluble

and from pyridine, benzene, acetone and c^ck}hexane it retains solvent ob-

stinately; after drying in vacuo at room temperature the solid may retain 1-2%
of solvent for several days but the amount is always lower than a molecular

proi)ortion. The solvent can be driven off by heating in vacuo to 100° or by
boiUng with water. In some solvents, benzene for example, the solvated form
is less soluble than the solvent-free ; the latter therefore dissolves quickly in a
small amount of solvent and then, after a few minutes, a precipitate of the
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solvated form separates. This property somewhat limits the choice of solvent

for measuring the depression of freezing |)oint.

The optical rotation of a pure sample in 10% solution in chloroform was
<0*02" in a 2 dm. tube. Since some galactose derivativt^s are known w'hieh have
very low speedfie rotations [Wolfrom, 1930; Levene and Meyer, 1927], a sample
was hydrolyscHl by refluxing for 15 min. with N n2S04 and the dZ-galactose

isolak'd l)y removing the sulphuric acid with baryta, (lonecmtrating and crystal-

lising the sugar by the addition of alcohol. Th(.‘ yield was 80% and the
product contain(‘d 98% of reducing sugar, had no measurable optical rotation

and gave on oxidation with nitric acid as much mucic acid as the same weight of

(/-galactose. Furthermore the mother-liquor, on oxidation with nitric acid

gave more rnucie acid. This showed that d/-gala(;tose and probably this alone

o(;curred in the acetylated material.

When hydrol^^sed with 5xV H28O4 and then distilled with the continuous

addition of wat(T an amount of titratable acid corresponding to an a(H*tyl

content of 61-62% was found in tlie distillate. These distillates wens fretj from
both carl)oii dioxide and formic acid and it was therefore nec(‘ssary to assume
that the substance did in fact contain more than one acetyl group for each

carbon atom. l’h(' syntlu‘sis of the corresponding chirivative of d-galactose

confirmed the possibility of the existence of orthodiatetyl derivatives of the

sugars. If these acetyJated sugars artj saponitied by lieating with alkali before

distillation, large and variable amounts of carbon dioxide are formed: acid

hydrolysis is tlierefon^ ]>referable.

The sugar content whether measured by the total carbohydrate* method of

Tillmans and Philippi [1929] or by the method of Hagedorn and J(msen was
36 '/q; in each case the ester was hydrolysed in the course of the estimation.

When oxidisiKl with nitric acid 509 mg. gave 133 mg. of mucic acid. This value is

that to b(' ex{H‘cted, fi*om Van der Haar’s [1917] tal)les, for a heptaacetyl-

galactose.

A 4% solution (by volume) in acetic acid gave f.p. depression of ()'30'’ and a

4% solution (by voluuie) in bromoforin a depression of 0-40 ’. These correspond

t;0 mol. wt. 486 and 496 respc'ctively. (Found (Weiler): C, 49*04; 11, 5*85;

acetyl, 62*3%. (a2oH 2j^()i4 with 7 acetyl groups requires: 0, 48*76; H, 5*73;

acetyl, 6 1 *2%.)
Tin* analytical figures are a vt*ry unsatisfactory index of purity, since all

likely contaminants would have a similar percentage composition. The melting

point is better but the optical rotation is the b(‘st criterion. The uncrystal-

hsable acetylated agar that remains in the alcoholic solution from which

heptaac('tyl-(//-galactos(' has bt'en isolated can be obtained as a pale yellow

powd('r that gradually 8oft(ms to a gum having [a]i> about +24'^ in chloroform.

The last trace of optical activity can always be removed from heptaacetyl-d/-

galactose by crystallisation from acetone but the product obtained in this way
requires intensive drying to remove, the acetone.

Micheel et al. [1935] prepared heptaacetyl-(//-galactose by acetylating tetra-

acetylaldehydo-(i-galacto8e-6-iodohydrin and explain the loss of optical

activity by postulating the intermediate formation of a symmetrical cyc/ohexane

derivative which then breaks down to give a (//-galactose derivative. The isolation

of a derivative of dZ-galactose cannot therefore be taken as conclusive proof of

its preexistence in a complex molecule and it becomes necessary to obtain

supplementary evidence.

There is nothing intrinsically improbable in the occurrence of (//-galactose

in agar for it is already known as a constituent of Chagual gum [Winterstein,

24—2
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1898] non [Oshima and Tollens, 1901] and quince gum [ron Lippmann, 1922]

whilst Z-galactose has been found in flax seed mucilage by Anderson [1933].

Hydrolysis for 1 hour with N/IO H2SO4 at 100° is sufficient to liberate 50% of the

reducing groups of agar as estimated by the Hagodoni-Jensen method; at this

stage no frt>e galactose has been liberated and the hydrolysate is neither fer-

mented by galactose-trained yeast nor will it give a hydrazone with methyl-

phenylhydrazine. Hydrolysis for 1 hour with N H2SO4 on the other hand gives

a maximum yield of methylphcnylhydrazone and a maximum evolution of

carbon dioxide with galactose-trained yeast, the yields in each case corres-

ponding to a galactose content, in terms of dry agar, of 28-30%

.

Liidtke [1929] has isolated galactose methylphcnylhydrazone from hydro-

lysed agar and I have followed his method in part ; it is however unwise to heat

the mixture of neutral hydrolysate, alcohol and methylphenylhydrazine to 37
“

as he does because this leads to the formation of a tarry material besides the

hydrazone. The condensation is complete after 10-12 hours at room t(‘n»-

perature. This hydrazone is decomjjosed with acetaldehyde by the method of

Collatz and Neuberg [1932] and the sugar solution is allowed to crystallise with

the addition of alcohol. The first crops of crystals are ])ure d-galactose but tlie

later fractions crystallise with mor<i difficulty and ha\'c a low c)j)tical rotation

although they still contain 100% of sugar. These later fractions and the motluT-

liquor are fermented with galactose-trained yeast for 3-5 days. Pun* /-galactose

can now be isolated by filtering off the yeast and adding alcohol to th(* (‘on-

centrated filtrate. From 25 g. of agar only 200 mg. of i-galaetese have so far been

isolated in this way, con'es|)onding to a yield of 1-6 % of dZ-galactose. The yield

of heptaacetyl-di-galactose on the other hand may be as high as 20% ,
corre-

sponding to 7*2% of dZ-galactose. This discrepancy is serious and it cannot be

claimed that in this case none of the (//-galactose has arisen by secondary actions

during the acetylation. It will however l)e shown later that a(H*tylation of

hexoses is not generally accompanied by such a process.

The uncrystallisable gum from an acetylation carried out in this way has an
acetyl content of 55-57 % and contains about half the* (!arl>ohydrate of the agar

used. The proportion of galactose in this acetylated agar is largest than in thc»

original agar; there is little or no destruction of the galactose under these

conditions and the loss of total carbohydrate on acetylation is mainly at the

expense of the unknown constituents which make up 70% of the molecule.

Agar which has been slightly hydrolysed, e,g. by boiling for 40 min. with
iV^/10 H2SO4 , can be acetylated very much more easily than intact agar. Under
these conditions of hydrrdysis no free galactose is liberated and the hydrolysate,

after acetylation with 1: 20 H2S04-acetic anhydride for 24 hours, seems to contain

no heptaacetyl-(//-galactose. If however this acetylated agar is subjected to

further acetylation, heptaacetyl-(//-galactosc can be isolated in the usual way
and in the usual yield. Similarly, if the small amounts of aoetylagar that can be
obtained by treating agar for a short time or at a low temperature with the usual

acetylation mixture are subjected to more vigorous acetylation, the heptaacetyl

derivative can be isolated from them.
Agar which has been completely hydrolysed, e.g. by boiling for 1-2 hours

with N H2SO4, can also be easily acetylated but in this case no heptaacetyl-d/-

galactose can be isolated. It is easy however to isolate a-pentaaoetyl-c/Z-galactose

and a-pemtaacetyl-d-galactose by the same technique. These can be separated
by fractional crystallisation from alcohol, the former being the less soluble.

Pentaacetyl-(//-galactoBe was identified by its acetyl content, 65*4% , by the
fact that it gave the expected yield of mucic acid after oxidation with nitric
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acjid and l)y its optical inactivity even after hydrolysis. It was presumably in

the a-form since Micheel et al. [1935] give 111® as the melting point of the

corresponding j8-dorivative whereas the substance prepared from agar melts at

144®. Furthermore it has been made by a method which, when used with

{/-galactose, gives rise to the a-pentaacetate.

These results are compatible with the hypothesis that in agar at least the

(//-galactose occurs in a form other than the usual furanose or pyranose ring and
that the heptaac/e.tyl derivative results from preparations in which acetylation

precedes complete* hydrolysis. If the sequence is inverted or if the agar is sub-

jected to such mild acetylation that complete hydrolysis does not ensue, hepta-

acetylgalactose cannot be isolated, in the first case because the sugar has

cyclised and can only undergo p(*ntaacetylation and in the second case becausf*

it is still attached to the other constituents of the polysaccharide. In the second

case it can still b(* liberated by acetolysis. Further evidence that in agar the

galactose occurs in an of)en-chain form will be presented in a later publication.

SlTBIMABY.

Heptaacctyl-flf/-galactoae is the only cry^stalline substance that can be isolated

from the acetolysis products of agar. By the acietylation of hydrolysed agar

a-pentaaccityl-cZ-galactose and a-})(mtaacetyl-(//-galacto3e can be prepared. The
isolation of /-galactos(* from hydrolysed agar is described.
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Micheel et al. [1935] have described the synthesis of heptaacctyl-dZ-galactose

and of heptaaoetyl-d-galactose; this is the first instance of the diaeetylation

of the aldehyde group in a sugar. In the preceding paper 1 havt* d(*s(;ribed the

isolation of d?-galactose from agar as the hoptaacetyl derivative. The method of

synthesis used by Micheel et al. is rather laborious; sinc^e sugar derivatives of

this type are of interest for a numbeT of n^asous, a simpler and apparently

general method for their preparation has been worked out. The dii^thylrncT-

(japtal or the acetylat(‘d dicthylmcrcaptal of the sugar has bc^en used in each

case but it is probable that any other derivative of the aldehydic form of the

sugar would do instead provided that it could lm‘ak down under the conditions

of hyperacetylation to give the free aldehyde.

Six hyperacetylated sugars have bcnm made and all but< oik* crystallise* very

readily. The small optical rotation and the readiness with wiii(*h the melting

points are affeetcKi by impurities diminish their usefulness for characterisation

but the ease with which they (jan be crystallised even from a very crude solution

suggests that they may prove useful for the separation of sugars.

Heptaacetyl-d-^galactose .

Unsuccessful attempts were made to prepares heptaacetyl-rf-galactose from rf-

galactose, rf-galactosemcthylphenylhydrazone, jS-ixmtaacetyl-d-galactopyranose

ahd j8-pentaacetyl-d-gaIactofuranose [Schlubach and Prockowni(*,k, 1930] by
acetylation under the conditions used with agar. In the first cast* a-iK*nta-

acetyl-d-galaetopyranose (m.p, OO"", [aJ/>-f 103^ and acetyl content 55%) was
isolated and in the last some pentaacetylgalactofuranose was r(*covered un-

changed. In the other two cases no crystalline mattuial could bo isolated.

Pcntaacetylaldchydo-d-galactose and its dicthylmcrcaptal were* theR'iforc

prepared |Wolfrom, 1930J and these substances, together with galactose diethyl-

mercaptal were found to give heptaacetyl-d-galactose on acetylation. There is

considerable destruction and the yield is always low but it can be improved by
using a shorter time of incubation and less sulphuric acid than is possible in the

case of agar. If 2 g. of pentaacetyl-r^-galactose dicthylmcrcaptal arc suspemded
in an ice-cold mixture of 20 ml. acetic anhydride and 1 ml. cone. H 2S()4 , 0*7 g.

of the heptaacetate can be isolated after 24 hours at 37 by the m(*thod used for

the isolation of heptaacetyl-dZ-galactose.

Large well-formed crystals separate when heptaacetyl-d-galactose is crystal-

lised from alcohol but these contain alcohol and have a low m.p. (85-90'^). This
alcohol is not readily removed in a desiccator. Small crystals art? obtained from
water or methyl alcohol and needles up to 1 cm. long are formed by the aggre-
gation of an emulsion when heptaacetylgalactose is dissolved in 20 parts of
boiling 25% methyl alcohol and then allowed to crystallise at 37®, Aft/cr drying
at room temperature in vacuo it melts at 106® and has [a]j) 4-4*0® in chloroform
solution. (Found: C, 48*76; H, 5*80; acetyl 62*2%. Calculated: C, 48*76;
H, 6*73; acetyl, 61*2%.)

( JI74 )
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When comparted with galactoBO this substance is found to contain 36% of
reducing sugar by the Hagedorn-Jensen method and after acid hydrolysis

galactose can iso]at<3d in the usual way. This galactose, at equilibrium, had
la]/T*f 80-3° in water.

HeptaacetyUd-munnose .

The pentaacetatc of d-mannost* diethylmercaptal has not apparently been
made before. Mannose mercaptal [Levone and Meyer, 1927J was atjctylated in

the usual way with pjoidine and acetic anhydride? at room temperature. The oil

which separated when the acetylation mixture was poured into water crystal-

lised without much difficulty. From aqueous alcohol it crystallised as clumps of
stout prisms, frequently ywinted at one end; M.r. 51-52 '; [a] If in chloroform

+ 31*2". Yield 80-90%.
2 g. of this product gave? 1-4 g. of heptaacetyl-d-mannose when acetylated

for 24 hours at 38"* with a mixture of 20 ml. act^tic anhydride and 1 ml. H2SO4,
The substance crystallised in stout needles from dilute alcohol and melted, when
thoroughly dried, at 122“, In chloroform solution [a]/, is 4-0*4“ and, as in other
cases, the mannose isolated after hydrolysis had the normal rotation. (Found

:

C, 494)5; H, 5*93; acetyl, 62*0%. Calculated for CigHj»80i4: C, 48-76; H, 5*73;

acetyl, 61-2%.)
Haptnacetyl-d-glucose.

Pentaa(‘etyl-d-glueose diethylmercaptal [Wolfrom, 1929] can be acetylated

under cxa(?tly the same conditions as the corresponding galactose deriv^ative and,
by the same j)ro(?es8 of isolation, gives rise to a somewhat larger amount of

heptaacetylgluco.se, e.r/. from 5 g. of non -crystal line pcntaacotylglueose mer-
captal 2-5 g. of h(‘ptaac‘etylglucose can be prepared. It can be rccrystallised from
mt‘thyl alcjohol, ethyl ahiohol or water but it is difficult to remove every trace of
.solvent from the* cTv.stalH. m.p. 121-2“; |a]Jf4“7'9'^ in chloroform. Glucose
having th(* normal O])tioal rotation was isolated from this after acid hvdrolysis.

(Found: C, 49-34; H, 5-94; acetyl, 63-0%. Calculated: C, 48-76 ;’H, 5-73;

acetyl, 61-2 %.)
Hejcaacptyld-arabinosp .

Tctraacetyl-Z-arabinose diethylmercaptal (2 g.) |
Wolfrom and Newlin, 1930]

when aoetylatc'd in the usual wa}' with 1 part H2SO4 to 20 of acetic anhydride
gave 0-93 g. of tlw' hexaaeetate. Thi.s crystallises from dilute alcohol as sheaves

of fine needles; m.p. 91 [a]'/, —27-7 ' in chloroform. (Found: C, 48-95; H, 5*72:

acetyl, 62*1 %. Calculated for C17H34O12: C, 48-56; H, 5-76; acetyl, 61-4 %.)

HexaacetylA-rhamnose.

/-Rhamnose diethylmercaptal [Fischer, 1894] was acetylated with p^vTidine

and acetic anhydride and the product recrystaUisod from dilute alcohol. It

crystallises in thin hexagonal plates: m.p. 60“
;
[a]y;“4“39-5“ in chloroform.

When acetylated \»dth acetic anhydride and sulphuric acid this material

gives a 67 % >ield of hexoacetyl-Z-rhamnose, This crystallises as clusters of

fragile plates from aqueous meth3d alcohol; m.p. 72-3“; [a];! — 7-5“ in methyl

alcohol. (Found: C, 49-92; H, 6-05; acetyl, 59-4%. Calculated for CigH^gOig-

C, 49-75
; H, 6-03

;
a<3etyl, 59-44% .)

Hemac^yhd-xylme,

Hexaacetyl-d-xylose has not yet been obtained crystalline but a pale yellow

gum with the properties that would be expected for such a substance can be
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isolated by the usual method from the products of the acetylation of tetra-

aoetyl-d-xylose diethylmercaptal [Wolfram et ed. 1931]. This gum contains 69%
of acetyl and in chlorofom solution has [a]””+4-0“.

STTAlMARr.

By the acetylation of pentaacetyl-d-galactose diethylmercaptal with acetic

anhydride in the presence of sulphuric acid, heptaacetyl-dZ-galactose has been

prepared.

By the same method heptaacetyl derivatives of d-glurose and d-mannose and

hexaacetylderivativesof1-arabinose, 1-rhamnose andd-xylose have been prepared

for the firat time.

The preparation and projwrties of pentaacetyl-d-mannose diethylmercaptal,

and tetraacetyl-Z-rhamnose diethylmercaptal are describiHl.
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The literature of the root nodule bacteria contains very little information

regarding the ability of tlxese organisms to decomj:)08e ])roteins. Several inv^esti-

gators have shown that the nodule bacteria slowly liquefy gelatin. However,

this slow liqu(‘faetion takes place only in older cultures so that the nodule

bacteria (jannot Ik* classed among the gelatin-liquefying bacteria projK^r. No
further data arc available concerning the changes in gelatin caused by these

organisms.

The behaviour of the nodule bacteria towards milk has been studied by several

workers, Ldhnis and Hansen [1921] showed that these bacteria can be divided

intn two groups according to th<‘ changes they produce in milk. The organisms of

the tirst group form a serum zone in milk, whilst those of the second group do

not. The first group includes the nodule organisms from most cultivated legumes.

However, cron th(' bacteria forming a serum zone effc(‘t only very slight changes

in milk proteins. Thus, for instancie. Fred ei al. [1932] found that in skimmed
milk cultures with an initial content of 453*7 mg. of insoluble nitrogen (casein-

ogen, albumin) jier 100 ml., the alfalfa organisms effected, during 450 days’

incubation, an increase of 29*3 mg. in soluble nitrogen per 100 ml, w^hilst the

eorre8|K)nding figure^ for sweet clover bacteria was 19*1 mg. Virtanen [1928] has

shown that in w^ater suspimsiona in the presence of toluene the nodule organisms

and erusht‘d nodules cause a slow^ decomposition of their cell proteins. There is,

however, no formation of ammonia in this process, but only of soluble organic

nitrogen comjKxunds, with an increase in amino-nitrogen.

The proteoclastic effect of the rhizobia upon different proteins is of particular

interest in view of the much-discussed question, how the host plant receives its

nitrogen from the root nodules. Virtanen
[ 1928] earlier assumed that the cnzjnne.s

contained in the bacterial cells caused a breakdown of the cell proteins and that

the host plant utilised the amino-acids thus formed in the nodules. It was

shown later in this laboratory [Virtanen et al., 1931 ; 1933] that amino-acids are

excreted from the nodules into solid media and that this excretion (commences

as soon as the nodules are formed, reaching a maximum rate at an early stage

of growth (before the plant blooms). These results show that the formation of

amino-acids in the nodules is not attributable to the action of the bacterial

enz3rmes upon the cell proteins. Consequently, Virtanen assumed that the

excreted amino-acids represent the primary products of nitrogen fixation and

that the host plant also utilises these amino-acids. It is interesting to note tl^at,

following quite different lines of reasoning* Bond [1933] likewise concludes that

the host plant receives from the nodules nitrogenous compounds excreted by the

bacteria. According to current views the jxroteoclastic effect of the rhizobia

apparently plays no decisive r61e in the process through which the nodules

( 377 )
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supply their host plant with nitrogenous food. Nevertheless, it is interesting to

obtain some information regarding the behaviour of these organisms towards

different protein compounds.

Experimental.

The proteoclastio effect of the rhizobia was studied with the following sub-

strates: milk, caseinogen, gelatin and autoclaved rhizobia suspensions. Soluble

nitrogen was determined in the clear filtrate after the precipitation of proteins by
acetic acid in a boiling solution. Amino-nitrogen and ammonia were d<^termin(‘d

according to Van Slyke, whilst the formaldehyde titration was carried out by
Sorensen’s method.

Decmnposition of milk proteins.

200 ml, of skimmed milk were pipetted into 3(W) ml. Erlenmeyer flasks, which
were then autoclaved at 120° for 20 min. and inoculated, in groups of four flasks,

with the following different strains of Bhizobhim

:

Rh. trifolii VI (efficient strain)

Rh. trifolii IV' (weak strain)

Rh. hguminosarum X (efficient strain)

Rh. teguminosarum^ XVI (weak strain)

The flasks were plugged with cotton-wool and proyi(l(*d with tight-fitting

caps of vegetable parchment to prevent too rapid evaporation. The cultures

were incubated at 29°. From each set of four flasks, one culture was analysed

after 2, 4 and 6 weeks and again after 6 months (see Table 1).

Table I, ExperimeM with Rh. trifolii VI.

Total N Soluble N Amino-N

Formald.
titration

ml. 0*2 A NHa-N
mj'./lO ml. of total N of soluble N NaOH/20mJ. of total N

Initial 36-2 13*3 70 43 10
After 2 weeks 36-3 13-8 8-7 40 2-8

After 4 weeks 36-8 14*3 8*7 3-7 2*4

After 6 weeks 370 14-3 8-7 3-8 2-2

After 6 months 430 22-3 17 0 0*7 10

The decomposition of the milk proteins has thus been exceedingly slow. A
distinct rise occurred in the values of soluble and amino-nitrogen only after

6 months’ incubation. Precisely similar results were obtained with other
bacterial strains, so it is not necessary to recK>rd these exjjeriments in detail.

The formation of ammonia was very slight. However, in older cultures the

content of ammonia must have been higher than is mdicateni by the figures

in Table I, since part of the ammonia escaped by evaporation. This is also

evidenced by the fact that the 6 months’ culture shows a decreased ammonia
content.

Decomposition of caseinogeM.

The decomposition of caseinogen was studied both with living cultures and
with heavy suspensions in the presence of toluene. The following medium was
used in the experiments With living bacteria:

Caseinoj^en 12 g. FeCl, Traces
Glucose ... 6 Yeast extract ... 50 ml.
ILHPO* ... 0-25 „ Tap water ... 500 „
MgS04,7H80 ... 01 „ Agar 2g.
NaOl ... 01 „ Pu. 7*4
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100 ml. of the semi-solid medium were pipetted into 4 flasks. Tlie cultures were
inoculated with Kh. trifolii VI and mcubatc^d at 29°. The flasks were vigorously

shaken daily so that the semi-solid agar medium broke and fresh surfaces were
formed for the bacteria to grow on. The growth of the bacteria could thert^by be
greatly improved.

The initial content of ammonia-nitrogen (per 100 ml. of the medium) was
2-0 mg. The corresix)nding values aftcT 3 and 6 weeks* incubation were 2*0 and
2*8 mg., respectively. The formation of ammonia was thus quite negligible.

The experiment with a heavy bacterial suspension was likewise made with
Rh. trifolii VI, grown on 400 gelatin sloy)C8. The gelatin medium was prepared as

follows :

SiKTOse 5*0 g. Lupin extract 200 ml.

Asparagine 2*5 „ Tap water 2(X) „
Gelatin 130*0 „ pu 7

The gelat in slope cultures were allow'ed togrow at room temperature for 7 days,

afttjr wdiioh the bacterial mass was wiished off with sterih^ water and the sus-

[MTision eentrifug(d clear. 400 tidies produced about 5 g. of moist bacterial

mass, wdiich was susjx'nded in J(K) ml. of sterile winter : 15 ml. of toluene were
addc*d and the flask was thoroughly shaken and allowed to stand for 24 hours.

15 ml. of the well-shaken suspension W’ere then pipetted into 150 ml. of 2%
caseinogen solution. This solution contained 10 ml. of toluene and had 6*9.

Th(' caseinogen w'as ])repared according to Hammarsten and dissolved in dilute

NaOH whereupon the solution was neutralised with acetic acid to pjj (id). The
rubber-stopp<*red flasks w'cre incubated at 29 . At various intervals, one culture

w^as taken for analysis (see Table II).

Total N

Table II.

Soluble N Amino-N

Formald.
titration

ml. 0-2 .V

nig./lO ml. of total N of soluble N NaOH/20ml. of total X
Initial 28*8 15*8 5-3 1-7 1*0

After 5 dayn 20*3 21*1 5-4 1*7 1*0

After 24 days 28*7 27*8 8*9 1*1) M
After 30 days 3(»*() 28*5 8*8 1*9 1*1

After 42 days .305 29*8 9*8 2*1 0*9

After 60 days 30-7 36 J 11*7 2*3 0*9

The results in Table II show clearly that there has been no production of

ammonia. On the other hand, the values of soluble and amino-nitrogen have
slowdy ristm.

Decomposition of gelotin.

The decomposition of gelatin was also studied both wdth living bacteria and
with heavy suspensions in the presence of toluene. In the former case, two

diffei*ent methods wore employed. In preliminary experiments, 0'4% of agar

was added to the lupin extract-gelatin medium, and 100 ml. of this medium WTre

pipetted into Erlenmeyer flasks. The flasks were plugged with cotton-wool,

sterilised and inoculated with Rh. trifolii VI. The flasks were then fitted wdth

caps of vegetable parchment and incubated at 29°. On the third day, a distinct

Table III.

Total N NH..N NHs-X
of total N

Formald. titra-

tion ml. 0*LV
mg./IO ml. mg./5() ml. MaOH/2() ml.

Initial 139*7 3*2 0*5 8*9

After 12 days 139*7 104 1*5 10*4
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growth had appeared on the agar surface, and the flasks were thereafter shaken

daily in order to produce fresh surfaces for the bacterial growth (see Table III).

Another experiment on the decomposition of gelatin by living nodule organ-

isms was made with a suspension of Rh. leguminoaarum X. The bacterial mass
was grown for 7 days in a Roux flask, whereupon it was washed off with sterile

water and glass beacis. The volume of the suspension so obtained was 1(X) ml.

75 ml. of a medium, containing 30 g. of gelatin and 3 g. of K2HPO4 per I. of

water {pjj 7*1), were pipetted into nine 150 ml. Erlcnmeyer flasks. The flasks

were sterilised at 100" on two successive days, w^hereupon 10 ml. of the well-

shaken bacterial suspension were added to each flask. Thi*ee of the cultures

were used as controls and analysed immediately; three cultures were analysed

after 12 days’ incubation at 37" and thi‘ remaining three after 21 days. Before

analysis, the volume of each culture was made up to 100 ml. with distilled

water. The mean results of each set of three (Miltures are given in Table IV.

Table IV.

Total X XHs*N NHa-X
mg./lO nil. mg./50 ml. of total \

Initial 31-3 0*42 0-27

After 12 days :iC-7 0*80 0 o2
After 21 days 31-2 M3 0-72

The results show that very small amounts of ammonia are formed from
gelatin. The ratio of ammonia-nitrogen to total nitrogen is, even after 21 days,

only in the neighbourhood of 1 % . It is not known which particular constituent

of gelatin is the source of this insignifiea.nt ammonia production.

Thf3 decomposition of gelatin in the presence of toluene was studied by
pipetting 100 ml. of 5% gelatin solution {p^ 0*5) into Krlenmeyer flasks, where-

upon 10 ml. of toluene were added and the flasks were v igorously shaken and
allowed to stand for 24 hours. 10 ml. of the bactf^rial suspension (see decom-
^position of caseinogen in the presence of toliume) were then added and tbt'

flasks were fitted with rubber stoppers and incubated at 29 (se(* Table \').

Table V.

Total N NHs-N Xli3.N “i,

mg./lO ml. mg./riO ml. of total X
initial 61-6 1-6 0 4i

After 0 days 61-6 1-7 0-4.")

After 17 days 61-6 1-6 0-4J

After 30 days 61*3 1-6 0-41

After 36 days 61-6 1-7 0-43

After 48 days 61-9 I'O 0-40

There is thus no formation of ammonia in the presence of toluene.

De^compoaition of the cell proteins of rhizobia.

The bacterial mass was obtained from 500 gelatin slope tubes in the manner
previously described. After centrifuging, the cell mass was suspended in 500 ml.
of sterile water, and the suspension was autoclaved at 120" for 20 min. The
following medium was theji prepared

;

Autoclaved suspension ... 600 ml. MgS04,7H80 ... ... 0*1 g.
Yeast extract 50 „ FeCl, Traces
Glucose ... 5 0 g. Agar 2-0 g.
K-HPO.
NaCl ...

0‘25 „
01 „

Pn 710

Forraaki. titra-

tion ml. 0-1 N
XaOH/20 rai.

2-5

2-W

31
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150 ml. of this medium were pipetted into three 150 ml. Erlenmeyer flasks,

which were then plugged with cotton-wool and autoclaved at 115^ for 20 min.

After cooling, the flasks were inoculated with Rh, trifolii VI, covered with

parchment caps and inoculated at 29*^. When a distinct growth was visible the

agar surface was broken by shaking the flasks. This was subsequently done

every day (see Table VI).

Table VT.

Initial

After 2 weeks
After 6 weeks

Total N
mg./ 150 ml.

504*

504
504

iSolnble N
ing./I50 m).

294
399
420

Soluble N
of t/otal X

58-3

79-

1

* Including 7*2 mg. X oontaiiied in the yeast extract.

NH^-X
mg./ 150 ml.

1*5

1*5

Table \T shows that over 50% of the nitrogen contained in the backTial

mass was in a soluble form at the start of the experiment. There is a distinct rise

in the soluble nitrogim during incubation. On the other hand, no ammonia lias

been formed.

Summary.

The d(^com{)osition of milk proteins, pure casoinogen, gelatin and the cell

proteins of th(» nodule bacteria was studied both with living cultures of different

strains of Rhizohium and with heavy suspensions in the presence of tohume.

Th(‘ bre^akdown of the different prottun materials was found to be very slow and
no differences could be not(?d betwc»en strains of iliffenmt efficiency. There was

a slow increase in the values for soluble and amino-nitrogen. Living rhizobia

formed very small amounts of ammonia from milk proteins and from gelatin,

whereas no formation of ammonia took place in the presence of toluene. No
formation of ammonia could be demonstrated wlien th(* cell pmteins of th(^

rhizobia were used as substrates for living nmliile organisms.
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Five years ago a comprehensive analysis was made of th(‘ ether extract of

cocksfoot (Dactylis glomeraia) [Pollard et at., 1931: Smith and Ohibnall, 1932].

During the work, j8-carotene, xanthophyll and sterols were' isolated in good yield

and their properties were studied. The results were not considered t(» he of

sufficient importance for publication, sinc'o about that time Kuhn and Lederer

[1931, 1] showed that “grass’’ contained onl5^^-(!arotene,and the sfxxrtrograjjhie

examination ol the sterols had been undertaken by Prof. Heilbron.

A recjcnt investigation of the cocksfoot carotene by Gillam [1935] has how-

ever emphasised the purity of th<^ product, and as dried grass is now available

commercially in large quantities and as the pure carotene is readily obtained in

good yield, it seems worth wliile to describe the nu'thod of isolation employed.

Some further investigations on the sti^rols and a brief dt'seription of the xantho-

phyll are also given.

The principal constituent of most leaf (?aroteri('S has b('(*n shown to bt* the

jS-isomeride by Kuhn ei ah [1931] and more recently by Miller
1 1935], Mackinney

4 1 1935] and Strain [1935], who have shown that in many grasses it is the only

fonn that (;an be detected. Among thirteen members of the (Jramineae ('xamiiu'd

by Miller, the bamboo was the only one in wliich a-carotene could be found. A
measurement of the optical rotation of the carotene isolated by the author from

cocksfoot was made at the National Institute for Mt'dical Rest^arch through th('

courtesy of the late Dr Dudley. Within the limits of experimental {»rror, the

carotene had no rotation, [a]<.,|~ — 10"'. Since a-carotene has [a]^,,,= +380‘’ and
jS-carotenc has a rotation of zero, the specimen examined appeared to consist

only of j3-carotene.

The amount of carotene in the grass may be increased very considerably by
suitable nitrogen fertilisation, and specimens with a carotene content much
higher than in the present case have been examined. The (somparative ease

with which tlu^ (carotene has l)een isolated from the cocksfoot was chiefly due to

the previous removal of the wax material. Unless these compounds are separated

at the beginning of the preparation, they have a considerable influence on the

solubility of the carotene and on its adsorption in chromatographic analysis.

This point has been discussed by Strain [1935], who encountered some difficulty

in the later stages of the purification.

When these experiments were undertaken, the presence of ergosterol in

forage grasses had not been established, and the possibility that this substance

might play some part in the production of the antirachitic vitamin of butter fat

was considered to be a point ofsome interest. The chief constituent of the cocks-

foot sterol appeared to be sitosterol and no evidence could be found for the
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y)n*8ence of stignjasterol on brominating the mixture by the method of Windaus

1 1906 ; 1907], Spt^ctrographic examination of the sterol by Prof. Heilbron showed
that the spc^ctrum of ergostoroJ was dete<;table and corresponded to an ergo-

sterol content of approximately 1 % of the mixture (Gillam Pt al., 1933].

Recently, using the method of Windaus and Borgcaud [1928], it has Ix'cn

possible io isolate from the mixture of stcTols a substanc^e which has been identi-

fif'd by melting-points and analysis as the* pinacol of ergosterol. The amount
obtained corresponded to 0-3% of the mixtiire, but as ergosterol itself gives the

pinacol only in 70% 3^ield, the amount isolated from the grass sterol would
indicate a minimum content of 0 4% of ergosterol.

Evidence* has been brought fon;i^ani b^^ Waddell [1934] that the antirachitic*

vitamin from animal source's is not identical with thc^ irradiation product of

ergosterol, and that the pro-vitamin prt'sent in specimens of cholesterol gives on
irradiation a product of greater antirac'hitic |;)ower than that deprived from ergo-

sU*rol. Furthermore*, Windaus
[ 1935] has shown eonclusivelv that some sterols

with the same system of conjugated double bonds as ergosterol, but differing in

the constitution of the side chain, have properties very similar to those of

(*rgosU'rol and give rise to irradiation products possessing antirachitic activity.

Th<; id«mtiti(*s of comj:)ounds of this nature cannot be determined with

certainty’ b}' a comjmrison of melting-points alone, and the nutting-points of

mixtures of such comjxjunds do not necessarih’ show a depression. Again, the

absorj)tion s[)ectrum of 22 : 23-dihydroergosterol has been found by Windaus
[1935] to be identical with that of ergostent itself.

The po.ssibilit3
" .still exists therefore that the substanc'e in the cocksfoot

sterol may be not ('rgosterol itself, but some very closely related sterol, differing

])erha})s only in the constitution of the. side-chain. Since however the sterol

from (’ocksfoot gives a pinacol and its acetait* w hich both correspond exactly' in

melting-]x>int wdth those* derived from ergosterol, and since the? aVworption sjx'ctra

an^ tlie sanu*, the conclusion that the substance is (*rgosterol appears to be

justified

.

Experimeistai..

Preparation of the light petrohiim extract of cocksfoot. Fresh cocksfoot was
dried in the experiuumtal grass drying plant of the Jmpi'rial Chemical Industries

at flealott’s Hill. Under these conditions, the grass was dried in about 8 min.

without scorching, and no breakdown of the carot(*iu* occurr(*d. 32*7 kg. of the

dried grass were extracted with light petroleum by British Drug Houses and gave

a dark yellow -greon extract c.ontaining 797 g. of solids, as found b^^ the evapora-

tion of an aliquot portion. This was equivalent to 2-44 % of the dr^' weight of

the. grass.

^Separation of tvax a^id phosphatide. The extract was concentrated to a thick

s^Tup and jK)ured into 7 1. of boiling acetone to precipitate the wax and phos-

phatide. After cooling to 7^" the solution was filtered at the pump and the

precipitate taken up in 1 L of warm ether and again precipitated with 2 vols. of

acetone. The acetone solutions containing the glycerides, unsaponifiable matter

and pigments were combuuxl and evaj>orated under reduced pressure and the

residue w^as dissolved in light petroleum.

Colorimetric estimation of the pigments in the solution showed the presence

of 10-7 g. of carotene equivalent to 0-033% of the dry grass and 7 g. of xantho-

phyll equivalent to 0-021 % of the dry grass, the comparatively small amount of

xanthophyll being due to its low solubility in the light petroleum used for the

extraction.
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Separation of carotene. The light petroleum solution was diluted with the

same solvent to a total volume of 7 1. and the solution divided into three equal

parts. Each portion was shaken with successive quantities of 92% methanol

which had previously saturated with light petroleum, using in all 12 1. of

methanol. A carotene solution in |>etroleiim and a xanthophyll solution in

inethanoi were thus obtained, and at the same time the carotene solution had
been freed from a considc'rable part of the chlorophyll and of the general un-

saponifiable material, which had passed over into the methanol. The greenish

brown petroleum solution was divided into three equal parts. The first was shaken

mechanically for half an hour with 200 ml. of a saturated solution of potassium

hydroxide in methanol, the light petroleum solution decanted and shaken with

another 200 ml. of alkali. The second alkaline solution was used for the first

extraction of the next portion of the light petroleum solution and the process

continued, so that eventually each portion of the light petn)leum had been

shaken with three successive amounts of alkali. The pt'troleum solutions wen*

then combined and concentrated under reduced pressure to a thick s^TUf) which

was taken up in ether. The ethereal solution was then washed with w'ater and
dried over sodium sulphate.

From this point onwards all manipulations and (Tvstallisations were <?arried

out as far as possible in an atmosphere of nitrogen or carbon clioxido, and th<‘

solutions were kept in the dark. The dt^ep red ('then^al solution was (joncen-

trated to a syrup under reduced pressure and diluted with absolute alcohol to a

total volume of 300 ml. In a short time carotene began to separate* in small

glistening crystals. These were collected at the pump and further crops wore

obtained by the addition of absolute alcohol to the mothcT-liquors. The last

fractions of carotene were contaminated by small quantities of wax and sterol,

which were removed by washing with warm alcohol and etIicT. The mother-

liquors were concentrated and again treated wdth alcohol, when further small

' quantities of carotene were obtained. The crude carotene, which still contained

a small amount of colourless impurities, amounted to 7 g. and colorimetric

estimation showed that the mother-liquors still contained 2*7 g, of carotene in

solution.

The carotene was dissolved in 140() ml. of w^arm benzene and a few ml. of

methanol added. On cooling, 4 g. carotene crystallised out in the form of large

red crystals with a green lustre, which were collected by filtration and kept in

an atmosphere of nitrogen in the dark.

The carotene had m.p. 182*" (corr.), and I have to thank Mr Gillam for

examining the material spectrographically. He found that the intc^nsity of its

absorption was about 10% higher than that of the best specimen which he had
examined previously and that it gave a value of J?I ("^^3 mp) = 2200 in chloro-

form solution. In light petroleum (b.p, 60-80°) the corresponding value was 2500
[Gillam, 1935]. This intensity of absorption is similar to or slightly loss than
that of Kuhn’s j3-carotene (Smakula, 1934; Kuhn and Lederc^r, 1931, 2].

Recently Ferguson (1935] has used a specimen of the same carotene to con-

struct curves for use in the colorimetric estimation of carotene. The colour was
compared against the yellow units of the Ix>vibond tintometer (B.D.H. Pattern)

and against the usual potassium dichromate solution.

All the mother-liquors from the carotene solutions were combined, evaporated
and found to contain 66 g. of a red gummy material. When this was stirred with
a small quantity of 95% alcohol and kept in the refrigerator, small quantities

of sterol separated. After removal of the sterol, the solution was again concen-
trated and taken up in a small quantity of light petroleum. Further amounts of
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crystalline sterol were obtained, giving in all 7 g. of crude material. The liquid

residue still contained 5*8 g. of sterol as estimated by digitonin.

XanthophyU, The methanol solutions containing the xanthophyll were com-
bined and concentrated in vocmo to about 8 1. This solution was saponified in

portions of 2 1. by boiling under a rc‘ilux condenser with 1(K) g. KOH for

1*5 hours. The methanol was distilled off in vaciw and the combined residues

(1500 ml.) diluted with water and extracted with ether. The ethereal solution

(6 1.) was washed with water, dried over sodium sulphate and concentrated to

300 ml. On pouring this solution into 2 1. of light pf'troleum, 2 g. of xanthophyll
separated and wen^ collectt^d at the pump. The mother-liquor was concentrated
to a s^Tup (44 g.) and on treatment with light petroleum (100 ml.) and absolute

alcohol (3(K) ml.) gavt* 10 g. of cTvstalline sterol. The residual solution was
partitioned between light petroleum and methanol, and from the methanol
solution, w'hich contained tlu* greater i)art of the original red colour, small

quantities of xanthophyll were f)btained on concentration and treatment with
light jK'troleum as before. The mother-liquors were estimated to contain 2 g. of

xanthophyll and 2-8 g. of sterol.

The xantliophyll (2*5 g.) crystallised from benzene in dark red crystals, m.p.

]74\ On further recrystallisation from chloroform-m<‘thanol it melted at 182 \

The material afipears to be the usual mixture of xanthophylls and to consist

largely of lutein. Although the ifrystalline fractions gave no colour in ethereal

solution with 25 H(1, the mother-li(|Uors gave the characteristic blue colour

given by violaxanthin, which has been shown to be present in the great majority

of leaf xanthophylls l)y Kuhn H aL (1931). Analysis of the crystals, m.p. 182^

(uncorr,), correspond(‘d with that of dihyclroxyxanthophyll. (h\)und: C, 83 9;

H, 10*0%. re(|uires C, 84*4; H, ^40^56^4 requires C, 82*08;

H,9*40%,)
Steroh. The several fractions of cnide sterol wen* combined (19*5 g.), dis-

solved in 95% alcohol and filtered from a small ({uantily of carot(*ne. The sterol

was recovered from the solution and recrystaliiscd from acetone, methanol and
light petroleum. Finally 12*85 g. of sterol were obtained, m.p. 138 '139 (uncorr.)

and ~36 \

Isolation of ergopinacol. The sterol (10 g.) was dissolved in a mixture of

absolute alcohol (350 ml.) and benzene (50 ml.) and eosin (1 g.) added. The
solution was boiled for 5 min. to exjxd dissolved oxygen, stopy)ered and after

cooling was exposed overnight to the light from a 150-w’att electric bulb. On
cooling to room t<'mperature the ergopinacol separated in characteristic films

of small needle-shaix'd crystals, wdiich were collected and recrystallised from

pyridine-alcohol. The ergopinacolwas obtauied as fine needles andweighed 30 mg.

When melted side by side with an authentic specimen, both substances melted

at 201 The acetate* first obtained by H. H. Inhoffen in Gottingen (unpublished),

was prepared by heating the pinaeol with a few ml. of pyridine and acetic an-

hydride for half an hour on a boiling water-bath . On adding a trace of water and

allowing the solution to cool, the acetate crystallised and was collected. After

rocrystallisation from a mixture of chloroform and alcohol the substaiice formed

colourless needles, m.p. 204^. A sjxciinen prepared from the authentic ergo-

pinaeol melted at 205°, while a mixture of the two melted at 204°. (Found:

C, 82*3 ; H, 10*4% . requires 0, 82*0; H, 10*2 % .)
As the melting-^ints

of the pinacols and derivatives are dependent on the rate of heating, all specimens

for comparison were melted side by side; the recorded values are consequently

uncorrected.

Biochem. 1936 xxx 25
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SrjMMARY.

The light petrolcuin extract of a common forage grass, cocksfoot, has been

investigated.

From the imsaponifiable fraction carotene, xanthophyll and sterols have

been isolated.

The carotene appt^ared to consist entire!}^ of the j3-isomeridt» and has been

isolated in a state of purity. The xanthophyll, which was a mixture, has not been

further investigated.

From the sterol fraction, which consisted chiefly of sitosterol, ergosterol has

been isolated as the pinacol in an amount corresponding to 04% of the total

sterol. The presence of approximately 1 % of ergosterol had previously been

determined spectrographically.

The problem of the identification of such substances is discussed.

The author has great pleasure in thanking Prof. A. C. Chibnall for his

interest and advice during the course of the work, and Dr II. H. Inhoffen for his

assistance in the isolation and identification of the ergopinacol and for many
helpful discussions.

He also wishes to thank the Impc»rial Chemical Iudustri(\s for a grant which

made the investigation })ossible.
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LXIL FAT METABOLISM IN FISHES-

IX- THE FATS OF SOME AQUATIC PLANTS.

By JOHN ARNOLD LOVPRIN.

From th( Tornj Re^tareh Station^ Aberdeen, of the Department of Scientific

and Indumial Research.

{Received Jannury 2Uth, WSfL)

It has Ix^cn shown [Lovem, 1935, IJ that fats from several plankton Crustacea

exhibit the same type differene<38 between marine and freshwater species as are

shown by fish fats, namely more and (\^ and less Cg© and Cjq unsaturated acids

in the freshwater species. Indexed, so far as the animal chain is concerned, from
th(‘ v(*gc»tal)le-f(‘('ding plankton upwards, the evidence is in harmony with the

idea that ingested fat may be d(‘p(3sit(Hl largely unchanged in most eases. It is

f>f inter(*st to know whetlier th(‘ j)iankton erustacea may also deposit ingested

fat unchanged, or whether they are forced to modify it. There is also the question

of wdiether the type differem e between marine and fn^sliwater species is confint'd

to the animal kingdom or (‘xtends to a(|uatie plant life.

In the present pap(T the results of the didailed analyses of the fats from
st'vtTal species of algae, both marine, and freshwafrr, are described. In addition

the fats from a higlu'i* acjuatic plant and from a marine diatom have beim ex-

amin(*d. So far as the author is aware the only data so far available regarding such

fats are (|ualitative or at most semiquantitative. The content of fatty matter

in marim* alga(‘ has beem show’ii to depend mainly on the depth of immersion

[Russell-Weiis, 1932; Haas and Hill, 1933], Tsujiraoto [1925] showed by bronii-

nation that algal fats contained small quantities of highly unsaturated acids.

Takahashi et al. [1933] identified w-hexanoic^, n-oetanoi(*, n-decanoic, linoleic,

oleic, and myristic acids in certain algal fats, t-ollin ei al. [1934] found that fatty

acids from mixed phytoplankton gave only a small yield of ether-insolubl(»

bromides.

Experimental.

Large quantities of the marine algae Fdcus msicvlosmy Laminaria digitata.

Rhodymenia palmaia and a small quantity of mixed greem species were collected

near Aberdeen. Green marine algae are not easy to obtain in quantity, and the

mixture was needed to obtain sufficient fat for analysis. Supplies of the fresh-

water algae Nitelia opaca and Oedogonium sp. were supplied through the kindness

of Dr R. L. A. Beauchamp of the Freshwater Biological Association of the

British Empire. With the assistance of the Great Yarmouth Port and Haven

Commissioners a large supply of the freshwater alga Cktdophora sauteri was

obtained from Hickling Broad. The higher aquatic plant Anacharis alsinaMrum

(Canadian pondweed) w^as obtained in quantity from the Loch of Pitfour,

Aberdeenshirt), by the kind jiermission of Mr F. Martin of Mintlaw, Aberdeen-

shire. The marine diatom Nitzschia closterium was grown in pure culture until

about 13 g. of fat were available.

The algae and the pondweed (entire plant) were all extracted with ether after

air-drying and powdering. The F. vesiculosus was extracted at Manchester by

Prof. I. M. Heilbron in the course of his work on algal constituents and the

fatty acids were forwarded to Aberdeen. In this case two extractions were made,

( 387 )
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first with alcohol and then with ether, the fatty acids from each of these extracts

being examined separately. All the other dried materials were extracted with

ether only and in every case except the pondweed the extract was freed from

phosphatideswith acetone. The proportionsofphosphatideswere always very low

and the pondweed results can safely be taken as those of the glyceride fraction

only. The diatoms werc^ filtered out and the whole mass, including paper, was

extracted first with alcohol and then, after mincing, with ether. The extracts

were combined and this fat was also freed from phosphatides.

The samples were examined by substantially the same process as that used

hitherto for fish fats, but the presence of large quantities of chlorophyll (which

cannot be altogether removed during saponification, removal of unsajK)nifiable

matter and acid recovery) uecessitattHl purification of the fatty acids with light

petroleum. Small quantities of chlorophyllins which remained accumulated in

the residues during distillation and were removed [)y again extracjting tlie

residues with light p(‘troleum. The possible presence of lower fatty acids such as

w-decanoic acid also involved extra precautions. It was furth<‘r found that the

pondweed fat was contaminated with appreciable quantities of wax acids (both

saturated and unsaturated) similar to those reported in certain grass fats
[
Lovt^rn,

1935, 2]. All but one of the algae appeared to be free from waxes, but (\ sautcri

contained traces. The fat contents of the various mat(Tials were not accurately

determined, but it was evident that the depth effect previously meutiom^d was

correct.

The results ofthe fatty acid analyses are given in Table I . The wax acids have

been eliminated from the two cases where they were pr(‘sent, a.nd in every case

the comiiosition recorded is tliat of the glyceride fatty acids. These plant fats are

Table I. (Jornposition of mixed fatty acids (wts.

(

—

?^aturat<‘(l (hjsaturiil«*(l

.

iSpeoies c;
* .‘i

Clilorophy(‘«*}M‘ 3'. opara* -- IS 3 3

(
-*24)11)

31

(-2*5H)
23

(- 1-Ml)

13

(
5-»H)

—

Ofioguniuni sp.* — O 20 1
— 32

(
-3 111)

33

(
-l-tiH)

9

(-?II)
1

1

1
-'U)

C, sauten* Ti ac(* 12 10 2 'J’lfUH* 19

t-KH)
49

( -3-SlJ)

s

( - 7-lli)

—

Mixi-dl — 4 10 2 3 .39

(-3-111)
3t)

(-5-111)

8

(-0-5H)
1

-1

[-ni)

PhaeDphycYat* F. vmnihmuH
(l)t

Trace S 9 1 Trsice 0

( 20H)
57

(-3-211)
10

( - 7-311) 1

3

[-i'll)

F. WSlCUlosU4f

(2)t

'J’j’iiee 9 7 2 1 5
(-2-011)

03

(
-3-011)

13

(-7-3H)

—

L. ti 14 1 2 11

(
• 2-011)

42
(-4-211)

24
( -8-1II)

—

Khodo]»liyceae i{. pahnata] ] 4 19 1 Trace 0

(-2-911)

20
(-4-5H)

30
(-9-21J)

1

13

(
'•'H)

Higher plant A, alaimstnfm* 1 1 J5 5 2 25

(-3011)
39

(-4-9H)
12

( -tH)H)

—

Diatom JW clostmvm'f s 17

* FiYslmater species.

2 1 30
(-.3-4H)

t Marine species.

20
(*5.3H)

10

("7*011)

more difficult to deal with and the experimental error is likely to be higher than
with fish fats. In addition several fats had to be examin^ on a small scale and
so the results are only expressed to the nearest unit. The degrees of average un-

saturation are given in terms of lack of hydrogen.
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The nature of the acids of less than 14 carbon atoms was not deUirmined in

most cases, but in B, pahrtcUa both n-decanoic and w-octanoic acids and also
smaller traces of an unsaturated acid of less than 14 carbon atoms were present.
F, vesiculosm (1) and (2) are from the alcohol and ether extracts respectively.

Discussion.

From Table I it can be seen that for these plant fats the distinction between
frc?shwater and marine species does not hold. In the case of the algae the pro-

j>ertie.s seem to follow the colour grouping. Of tho green algae three were
fn^sijwater .sjme.ies and one marine. This mixed marine spticimeri was really

from brackish water rather than pure seawater, since green algae grow mort^

proJifically near the mouths of rivers than in pure seawater, and this samj)le was
collected in such brackish areas. However, if salinity has any effect on the fat it

should have shown in this sample and it is obvious that acjtually this fat is of the
same type as those of the other Chlorophyeeao.

The saturated acid ])ercentag(*8 show great irregularities throughout, but for

the unsaturated acids some interesting correlations occur. For the green algae
(Ohlorophyceae) the predominating unsaturated a(;ids are tliosc^ of 16 and 18
carbon atoms, with little Cgo and little or no acids. The degrees of average
unsaturatioii of the and acids an‘ unusually high. In the brown algae

(Pbaeophyceae), unsaturated acids have not the same importance*, C,g acids

are outstanding and Cgo acids are present in somewhat greater pro|xirtions than
for most green algae. The acid is monoothylenic only, and the C,g acids are

not on the whole of an unusually high degr(?c of unsaturation. For the one red

alga (Rhodoj)hy(H*ae) c*xamined Cjq acids are th<* major constituent and appreci-

able (juantities of Cgg acids an* present. unsaturated acids, whilst not present

in largo amounts, are again of a relatively high degree of average unsaturation.

It is perhaps not unexpected that plant fats will fall into classes according to

botanical similariti<*s rather than according to habitat, since this is so markedly
th(' case for seed fats. It is interesting to note that lleilbron et al. fl935J found
that the components of the unsaponihable matter from algae wen* decided by
whether the alga was a gre<'n, red or brown species.

Turning to the higher plant An(icJiaris alsinastrum we find a fatty acid

mixture very similar to that of green algae. The whole question of the com-

position of leaf, stalk cic, fats requires examination, especially in view of the

author's results on two land gi*ass fats [Lovern, 1935, 2] where a somewhat
similar type of fat w^as found.

The marine diatom NitzscMa closterium has a fat ty acid mixture also closely

resembling that of a green alga, although this diatom is brown in colour.

Taking these fats as a whole it may be said that the fats of all the green algae,

the pondweed and the diatom are of a type very similar in many respects to

fi’eshwater animal fats. The brown algal fats are really of a class by themselves,

but more like a freshwater than a marine animal fat. The red algal fat is the

only one approximating in composition to a marine animal fat.

It has already been mentioned that throughout the animal chaui to the

copepods and other plankton Crustacea, the same general t>qx}s of fat arc fomid

for freshwater and marine organisms n^spectively. Those plankton Crustacea do

not live on the large attached algae, but on diatoms and the smaller floating

algae. If N. closterium is typical of most marine diatoms it is evident that such

copepods as Calanus finnmrchicus, for example, must considerably modify in-

gested fat. C,finmarchicus contains high percentages of C20 fl'^d C22 acids [Lovern,
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1935, 1]. The work of Collin et al. [1934] suggests that N. chsierium is typical of

other marine diatoms since a mixture of forms gave fatty acids of which only

2-1 % gave bromides insoluble in (fther. CJj, and highly unsaturated acids

could not have been present in large amounts, especially as some of the (3,^ acids

(if similar to thos€^ of iV. chsterinw) would have contributed to the ether-

insoluble bromides. If the small floating algae resemble the larger attached

forms, the marine zooplankton cannot obtain much of its C22 acids from them
either.

Turning to the freshwater organisms it is regrettable that attempts made to

grow a freshwater diatom in pure culture were unsuccessful, and so no analysis

comparable with that of N. doMmutn fat is available. However, it has Ix^en

shown that for plants the distinction between freshwater and marine fonns dof^s

not hold, but that botanical classification is closely corrtiatol with tyjxi of fat

.

It is not imreasonable therefore to take N, closterium fat as typical of most
diatom fats, whether marine or freshw^ater. If this is so, all the fn'shwater

plants—diatoms, algae and higher plants—have fats closciy similar to frt'shwater

animal fats and in this cas(' it is possible that the plankton crustac<*a de{K)8it in-

gested fat largely unchanged in typc‘. In freshwater some of the larger plant

fonns also contribute to the animal food, via th(» medium of herbivorous fish,

molluscs etc., and here also there is no reason for ing(‘sted fat to be modified to

any great extent.

SiTMiMARV.

The pro|K)rtion8 of the various fatty acids in a nninbiT of algal fats lm\'e been

examined. Tlu* fats fall into groups agreeing with thedr botanical relationships,

and no difference between salt- and fresh-wato forms as such coulil 1m' d(»te(*ted.

A marine diatom and a higher aquatic plant both had fats similar to thos(‘ of

green algae.

The results suggest that whilst freshwater plankton erustacea may d(q)osit

ingested fat largely unchanged in type, the corresponding marine organisms are

forced to modify it considerably.

The author desires to thank all those who by the supply of material and in

other ways made this work possible.
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LXIII. STUDIES ON THE PERMEABILITY
OF ERYTHROCYTES.

III. THE CATION CONTENT OF ERYTHROCYTES
OF RABBIT’S BLOOD IN HYPER- AND

HYPO-TONIC SERA.

By HUGH D.WSON.
From the Department of Physiology and Bioche7nistry, University College^

London.

(RerAved January 30th, J936.)

In (f^arlier papers of this series jDavson, 1934; Davson and Danielli, 1936]
attention has been drawn to the work of Ponder and Saslow [1930; 1931] on the
volumes of rabbit’s erythrocytes. These authors observed that in hypotonic
solutions the erythrocytes gained much less water than was expected and in

hy|)ertonie solutions lost far less ; in fact an increase in volume ofthe erythrocytes

was generally obsfTved instead of the ('X]X'cted contraction. 1'hose anomalous
results have be<*n interjireted by Ponder and Saslow as being due to tlu' ]Kmetra-

tion or loss of cations and have lK»en considt^red as evidence that the erythrocyte

may liecome com])letedy permeable to cations. Although the author [1934] has

found a certain jieiietration of and in hypertonic solutions with the ox
(Tythro<*yte, none of the ord(*r of magnitude inferred by Ponder and Saslow was
(*ver found . 1 1 was decide<l then^fore to repeat some of the experiments of Ponder
and Saslow detennining l)oth K ^ and Na"^ and volume changes. It was found

that although the changes in volume are not so great as those to be exjK'cted on
the basis of complete witionic impenm^ability, the changes are in the right

direction and the anomalies are by no means so great as those describ(‘d by
Ponder and Saslow.

Experimentai.,

Hypotonic experiments. Dt‘fibrinatc‘d rabbit's blood tak(‘n from the carotid

under ether anaostbesia was measured into centrifuge-tubes; th(' ervthroe\i}ft8

were centrifuged, water was added and the erythrocytes were mixed with the

diluted serum. After one hour the susjiensions were centrifuged again and 1 ml.

of erythrocytes was weighed out for th(’ determinations of cations and 2 ml. for

the determination of the water content. A haematocrit determination on the

original blood gave the proportion of serum to whole blood and thus enabled the

calculation of the degret^ of hypotonicity. For the determination it was found

impossible to haemolyse the erythrocytes completely by adding distilled w^attT,

so that in the ashed trichloroacetic acid filtrates low values forK ^ were obtained

;

the erythrocytes were therefore ashed whole.

Hypertonic experiments. No preliminary centrifuging was necessary ;
2~o ml.

of a 4% solution of KCl were added to the blood. The rest of the procedure was

os above.
Results.

In Table I the results of representative experiments are shown. The relative

volumes in column 4 art^ calculated from the changes in water content. In

column 5 the cation contents are recorded as determined by comparing the

( 391 )
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Table I.

Tonicity corn-

pared with Volume Cations (millimols.)

iiurmal of —
f

—A
^

Exp- rabbit serum % Found Expeseted Found Expected

J J 66-7 100 100 111 in
l-7(i 62*1 88 76 112 143
2-50 58-6 80 63 111 173

2 1 620 100 10f» 110 no
0-84 64-3 109 JIO no 103

3 1 68-7 100 HK» 111 in
()-68 73-5 124 121 no 113

relative volumes of the test and control corpuscles : thus in Kxp. 1 the cation

content is 111 millimols. per 1(10 g. in the control, and 112 and 111 milHmols. ptjr

88 g. and 80 g. respectively in the test solutions. In this way the cation content

is referred to a fixed number of corpuscles so that any change's in its value must
be caused by penetration or loss of cations. In the last column is shown the

cation content expected on the basis that the anomalies in the volumes are

explicable by the penetration or loss of cations. It is evident that in hy|jortonic

solutions the volumtj changes differ from those expected whereas in hypotonic

solutions the changes are approximately in accordance with expectation. The
close agreement between the cation conttmts in control and t(^st (experiments is

illusory as considerable errors must l>e introduced by failun^ to pack the

(jorpuscles thoroughly. Thus in an experiment {not shown) in which the hyper-

tonicity was produced by addition of NaCl inst^ead of K(J1 an a{)f)arent incn*.asi^

of nearly 6% in the K+ content of the erythrocytes occurred
;
as no extra had

Ijeen added to the serum this apparent increase must have been due to under-

estimation of the shrinkage ; however, even when the shrinkage was corrected the

discrepancy between the experimental and theoretical values was of the same
^order as that found in the experiments shown.

Discttssioi^ .

Two facts emerge from the results described here. First that the abnormalities

observed by the author are not so large as those described by Ponder and 8aslow.

Secondly that the abnormalities observcnl are not to be correlated with thc^

penetration of K+ or Na+. In discussing a possible free penetration of both
cations and anions into the erythrocyte the following jx)int should not be
neglected. The c^lls suspended in isotonic KOI solution may be represented thus

;

Hb-
Cl~

K+

K+
Cb

Cells (1) Serum (2)

Ifnow the cells are freely permeable to both K+ and Cl”' the equation repre-

senting the Donnan equilibrium is

Or since [K+]i> [Cb]i

[K+]JCli,=[K+],[Cl-],

=LCI-],*

[K+],+[Cl-]i>2 [a-],.

Hftnce there must always be a difference in osmotic pressure between cells

and scrum; to compensate this water will penetrate into the cells, but in virtue
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of the assumed diffusibility of both ions more KOI will penetrate and so the

process will go on until the cells burst. If on the other hand only one ion is

diffusible no such relation is obtainable, in fact it may Iw shown that osmotic!

equality must exist between cells and serum. Thus it is evident that the erythro-

cyte maintains its integrity precisely in virtue of the indifhisibility of its cations.

Hence Ponder and Saslow’s contention that the ervthrociytes may become

completely permeable to cations in hyiwrtoiiie solutions is untenable without

further assumptions.

Takei [1921] states that the erythrocytes of the rabbit behave like perfect

osmometers in hypertonic solutions up to 4% NaCl and then behave anomalously

in that they swcill and haeraolyse to a certain extent. Ege [1923] on the other

hand disputes these conclusions both on theoretical and expicrimental grounds.

Thus thc! state of affairs is still very confu-sed, but it seems from the. results

described here that the anomalies in hypertonic solutions eamiot be ascribed to

the pemetration of K * or Na+.

1 am indebted to Prof. Drummond for his interest and advice in this work.
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LXIV. STUDIES IN THE BIOCHEMISTRY
OF MICRO-ORGANISMS.

XLVIIL PENICILLIC ACID, A METABOLIC PRODUCT
OF PENICILLIUM PUBERULUM BAINIER

AND P. CYCLOPlUM WESTLING.

By JOHN HOWARD BIRKINSHAW, ALBP:RT EDWARD OXFORD,
AND HAROLD RAISTRICK.

Fro'm the Division of Biochemistry, Londm School of Hygiene and Tropical

Medicine, University of London,

(Rexeived January 31st, 1936.)

During an investigation of the possible connection Iwtween the ineideiu'e of

pellagra and mould deterioration of maize Black and Alsberg
1 1910] and Alsberg

and Black [1913] isolated a hitherto undescrilxni mould metabolic product which

they named penicillic acid, CflH,o04 . ITie constitution of tliis substance', whic'h was

separated from cultures of Penicillium. pvheruhim Bainier, Lsolatcd from mouldy
maize and grown on Raulin’s medium, and which was somewhat toxic to mic(',

was not investigated. Through the courtesy of Dr (.liarlt'S Thom, we obtained

Alsberg and Black's culture of P. pnheruhm about seven years ago and wcirc abk*

to rej)eat their isolation of |)enicillic acid, though in diminished yield. It was
found later

|
Birkinshaw and Raistrick, 1932] that the yield of penicillic acid had

become very small indeed even on Raulin’s medium, so that work on its mole-

cular constitution had to be abandoned. Fortunat(dy we have recently dis-

covered during an investigation of the metabolic products of Penicillium cyclo-

* pium Westling [Oxford and Raistrick, 1935] that this organism produces rela-

tively large amounts of pcmicillic acid, and hence we have >)een enabled to com-
plete the investigation. It is worthy of note that P. pvherulum and P, cyclopiurn

are not closely related, morphologically.

The significant properties of iK?nicillic acid are as follows.

It crystallises from light petroleum as CjjH|q04, and from water in the

hydrated form CgHjgOg and is optically inactive.

The anhydrous acid yields only one active hydrogen atom (Zerewitinoff), it

contains one acctylatable hydroxyl group and one methoxyl group (Zeisel).

The presence of at least one double l>ond is indicated by formation of a
dibromo-derivative CgHiot^Brg and of a dihydro-derivative separating from non-

aqueous solvents as CgHi204 and from water as CgH^gOg {cf. the analogous l>e-

luiviour of penicillic acid), A second molecule of hydrogen is absorbed more
slowly, but no crystalline tetrahydro-derivative could be isolated.

Penicillic acid probably contains a carl)Oxyl or lactone group since it titrates

as a monobasic acid and COg is lost with comparative ease. Methylation of

dihydropeni(}ilIic acid (diazomethane) gives an oily neutral methyl ester,

C9H14O4, whilst similar treatment of either anhydrous or hydrated jxjnicillic

acid leads to brisk evolution of nitrogen with formation of a neutral compound
C,oHi404N2. The constitution of this comiK)und is dealt with later (p, 397) but
it is evident that during the reaction penicillic acid has combined with a molecule
of diazomethane at a double bond in addition to gaining a methoxyl group by
esterification of the acidic group.

( 394 )
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OzoniHation of penicillic acid gives, in addition to other products to be dis-

cussed later, formaldehyde, indicating the presence of a terminal methylene
grouping. Dihydropenicillic acid gives no formaldehyde with ozone indicating

that the linkage of the terminal methylene group is reduced on hydrogenation.

Neither penicillic nor dihydroyjcnieillic acid gives direct ketoiiic reactions hi

aqueous solution. On the other hand hydroxylamine titration of jjcnicillic acid

shows a rapid uptake of 1 mol. and a much slower uptakes of a second mol. of

hydroxylamine, whereas dihydropenicillic acid absorbs no hydroxylamine undcT
the same conditions.

Considerable light was thrown on the constitution of 7)enicillic acid by a
study of th(^ yellow crystalline derivative obtained by the action of phenyl-

hydrazine on penicillic acid and originally described by Alsbcrg and Black. This

product has the em]iincal formula C,gH2^N4 (II) and gives a strong Knorr's

reaction for pyrazolines (an intense purple colour with suljihuric acid and
potassium dichromate) . 1

1

is evidently a compound of 2 mols. of phenylhydrazine

with a breakdown product (^0118^2 (1 )> which is derived from penicillic acid

CVH,o04 V)y loss of CHg (i.c. a methoxyl grou^)) and ('O2 (i.e. the carboxyl group).

The empirical formula ('18^20^4 (II) with the initial production of a

bisphenylhydrazone of a diketonc^ (or ketone-aldehyde.* or diaklehyde) containing

one double bond, with subsequeuit rearrangement involving one phenylhydra-

7X)n(* grouping and leading to the formation of a pjTazoliru* ring to give com-

pound (II). On oxidation of (II) with lead dioxide in acetic acid and subsequent

treatment with sulydiuric acid in the (told then* is formed a colourless 7)yrazolc

(
111 ). Hydrolysis has thus (diminated 1 rnol. of 7>ht*nylhydrazine

which must then^fore hav<» been combined with an aldehyde* or ketone grouj>

(now lilK'rated) in tlu* form of a phenylhydrazone.

The pyrazole ( 111 ) on oxidation with alkaline iodim^ yields iodoform and

a j»yrazolemonoearboxylic acid O14H10O2N2 (IV). which is further oxidis(*d by

\

/

I

I
OH,

OH .C.O.OO.CHa

i ii

CeHftN -X
in

0H3
I

I

V CH..CH.C.C.rH,
. “

I. II

i!

!i

is' k.NH.nHs
IJ

I

OHa
i

CH . C.C.COOH

I

OaH.N-

4 CHI.,

IV

CHa

OH: O.OH
I I

i !

CaHftN N
VI

COOK

I

COOK

C,H.N

CH : OH : (^O.COOH

0.H.N Jr

VJI
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potassium permanganate to a dicarboxylic acid, Cj^HgO^Ng. This compound
was shown by synthesis to be l-phenylpyrazole-3;4-dicarboxylic acid (V)* The
substituents in the original pyrazole (III) must therefore b(j • CHg and • CO* CH3

,

and hence this pyrazole must be either 3-acetvl-4-methyl- or 4-aeetyl-3-methyl-

1-phenylpyrazole. The position to bo allotted to each substituent was settled

by decarboxylation of the pyrazolemonocarboxylic acid (IV^). The resulting

l-phenyhnethylpyrazole (VI) on oxidation with potassium pennanganate gave a

l-phenylpyrazolecarboxylic acid (VII), m.p. 219““221“. This m.p. is assigned in

the literature (cf, Wislicenus and Bindemann, [1901]) to the l-phenvipyrazole-4-

carboxylic acid, the 3- and 6-carboxylic acids having m.p. 146*^ and 183"^ respec-

tively. Thus the original metliyl group in (111) is in the 4-position, and henc(‘

(111) must be 3-acetyl- l-phenyl-4-methylpyrazole. The breakdown product.

CgHgOg (I) from which it arises is therefore jSy-diketo-S-methylenepentane. The
reactions are formulated above.

It now remains to decide the j>ositions of attaclimont in th(‘ j8y-diketo-S-

methylenepentane of the methoxyl and carboxyl groups which are eliminated

from penieillic acid by treatment with phenylhydrazine.

The carboxy] group would be ex]:)ected to oc(5upy a position jS to om^ of the

keto-groups in order to explain its ready removal. This was confirmed and its

position was fixed by a study of the reduction products obtained by the action

ofhydriodic acid on dihydropenicillic acid. A lactone was obtained in small yield

giving a crystalline^ phenylhydrazide, which was shown by synthesis to bo the

phenylhydrazide of y-hydroxy-8-methylhexanoic acid (VTll).

CHg

The position of the methoxyl group in |Kjnicillic acid was decided from a study

of the oxidation of dihydropenicillic acid (IX and X) with potassium perman-
ganate and with ozone to methyl dimethylpyruvate (XI) which was isolated as

its 2:4-dinitrophenylhydrazone. Permanganates yields oxalic acid in addition.

The methoxyl group is therefore attached to the jS-carbon atom in th(' j3y-dik(jto-

S-methylonepentane structure (I). We must therefore suppose? that the? j3-keto-

group is methylated in dihydro|Xinicillic acid (IX and X) in its enol form wliich

would give a double linking between the a- and j8-carbon atoms. Hene^ dihydro-

penicillic acid (keto-forra X) contains both a potential jS-keto- and a true y-keto-

group, so that any reaction which would dcmethylate p(iniciilic acid would
thereby render it susceptible to decarboxylation. The other product of the

oxidation should be glyoxylic acid ; assuming that this is further oxidised to oxalic

acid by the excess of oxidising agent present, we may fonnulate the reaction

OH

/'

CH«

j>CH.C(OH).C:CH.CO

0(?H,

.i,

C‘H,
\

..

- /
dH,

OCH,

CH.CO.C:CH.C()OH

OOHj

^CH.CO.io + CHO.COOH

cfH,
HOOC.OOOH

IX XI

The course of the oxidation is good evidence for a double linking between the

a- and j8-carbon atoms. Further, since oxidation of penieillic acid with ozone
yields formaldehyde the parent substance must contain a terminal ==CH2
group.
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^ constitution of anhydrous penicillic acid may therefore be written, in its

sinx^-»..st form, as a substituted y-keto-acid of structure (XU). In this form
penicillic acid is thus y-keto-j3-mcthoxy-8-methylene- A"-hexenoic acid. In order

t<> explain its many properties we must also i)ostiilate that it can exist as a

y-hydroxylactone of structure (XII 1 ).

/
c\u

OCH*

I

V.VO.V CH .COOH

OCHj,

i

-C -OH.CO

—O i

XII Penicillic acid XTII

C’homical evidence for the existence of the keto-form (XII) with a free

carboxyl group is afford(‘d by the ready esterification of anhydrous penicillic

acid with diazomethane and by the read3" reaction of penicillic acid with one
molecuh* of free hydrox^^lamine in the cold in aqueous solution.

Evidence for the lactone form (XIll) is found in the production of a neutral

acetyl derivative bv the action of acetic anhydride on pcmicillic acid.

Ajnalogies for tin' existence ofy-keto-acids in tautomeric forms are to be found

in tlu‘ behaviour, of laevuJie acid, maleic aldehydo-acid and the trialky I-

succdnaldeh.vdo-acids (for discussion sc‘e Houben-Weyl [1930j). We therefore feel

justifi(‘d in }M)stulating that penicillic acid is (capable of existence in two tauto-

meric forms, (Xll) and (XIII).

In the ease of dihydrofK^nicillie acid we again hav(^ evidence for both carbo-

xylic and lactone forms (IX and X). This eom]:K)imd reacts with diazomethane

to give a methyl ester but in aciueous solution is an extremely weak acid and doi‘s

not react with hydroxylainine in the cold. Dih^ydropenicillic acid, unlike penicillic

acid, appari^ntlv exists almost entirely in the lactone form in aqueous solution.

The action of diazomethane on pmieillic acid, gi\dng rise to tlie compound
^^10^14^4X2 referred to on p. 394 , is readily explained from formulae (XII) and

(XIII). A p\Tazoline ring has been formed bj'^ the addition of CH2K2 at the

double bond in the S-methN’leiK? group to give (XIV). When (XIV) is treated with

hydrazines or pheu^dh^’drazine, crj’st/alline products are obtained having the

empirical formulae (^1^202X4 and Cj^H,41)3X4 (XV) respectively, which corres-

j)ond with the addition of the constituents and loss of methyl alcohol. We
therefoixj 2K)stulate that an orthodiazine ring is formed, the product Ix'ing a

I)3"ridazone. This reaction is characteristic of y-ketocarboxylie acids and is tlu'

analogue- of pj’razolone formation by jS-koto-esters.

CHa OCHa
1

i
i

CHj C .CO .C-CH .COOCH 3
'

I

*

I

(»r

CH* OClla

I

I

CH, (i-- OO.t^-CH.COOC'H, —

>

OH=N—lirH

XIV (iMH or C,Ht)

aia OCH,
!

J,j* C- C--CH- (X)

N -(3H
1! !

' SRml\ vyll

CHa
1
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1

CHo C (

i
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1
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L’ -tU^'H.CO

li ;

;

CH -N.NH ]L. -h
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The position of attachment of diazomethane to penicillic acid follows frononh^;

fact that dihydropenicillic acid (IX and X) reacts normally with diazomothane

to give a methyl estiT containing no nitrogen. This ester reacts with hydrazine

hydrate with the loss of 1 mol. each of CH3OH and HgO and tlie I’ormation of a

ring compound of structure (XVI).

OH3
OCHj,

SCH.C.O CH.OO

CH, NH

\Vl

On heating penicillic acid with hydroxylarnine, (hunethylation and decarbo-

xylation of the acid occur and a compound, possibly the dioxime of (I), is

formed, a reaction which would be analogous to the first stage in the reaction

with phenylhydrazine. Under the same conditions dihydrop(*nicillic acid and

hydroxylamine yield a crystalline product CsH^iOaN (X\'ll) which gives no

aldoxirm* or ketoxime reactions. Since it contains all the C atoms of dihydro-

penicillic acid including the methoxyl group, it almost certainly arises by ring

closure l)etween an oximt* group formed initially and the carboxyl group, to

give an orthoxazine ring structure (XVll).

OH3
\

OCH

/
CH, a- -

XVII

s

=CH.CO

This reaction is typical of y-keto-acids and indicates that dihydropenicillic acid

can behave as though it possessed such a strucjture.

Penicillic acid when written in the lactone form (XllI) bears a superficial

ros(‘mblance to the tetronic acid structure, which has been show^i to occur

fCluttcrbuck et al., 1935] in several metabolic products obtained from P, Charlesii.

In tetronic acid however the acidity is derived from the hydroxyl group attached

to the j8-carbon atom, whilst in penicillic acid this group is methylated and can-

not therefore be acidic. Hence we must suppose that the acidity of penicillic

acid is due to a true carboxyl group obtained by the opening of the lactone ring

as indicated in the foregoing argument.

Penicillic acid is almost unique among natural products in that it is an ali-

phatic open-chain compound, which, although not a methyl ester, yet contains a

methoxyl group. The only similar natural products appear to be the sugars

digitalose and cymarosc. The latter, which occurs in the cardiac glycosides

cymarin and periplocymarin, has definitely the constitution

CH3 .CHOH .CHOH . CH(0CH8) .CH* .CHO

[Elderfield, 1935], which bears some resemblance to penicillic acid. Finally, one
other mould metabolic product containing a terminal =s=CH2 group, viz, itaconic

acid, has recently been obtained from Aspergillus Uaconietts by Kinoshita [1931].
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Experimental.

Preparation of penicilUc acid,

() From P. ])uberulum Bainier.

Culture, A subculture of Alsberg and Black’s strain of P, puberulum Bainier

was received in October 1 928 from Dr CharlesThom—Ardc^er Catalogue No.Ad 113.

35 1. of Raulin medium of the following composition were made up and
distributed equally betwc'en 100 one-litre conical flasks

:
glucose, 75 g. ;

tartaric

acid, 4g.; NH4N63, 4g.; (NH4)2llP04, 0*6 g.: K^COg, 0*6 g., MgCOa, 0*4 g.;

(NH4)2S04 , 0*25 g. : ZnS04
,

0*07 g. : Fe804 > ^H^O, 0 07 g. : distilled water,

1500 ml. The flasks were sterilised, inoculated with a spore suspension of the
organism and incubated at 24’ for 19-23 days. At the end of the incubation

period tJie metabolism solution was filtered, evaporattd hi vacw) to small bulk,

acidified and extracted with ether. The crystalline residue remaining after

evaporation of tin* etlier was recrystallised 2 or 3 times from hot wat('r‘4- blood
charcoal.

The \ield of penicilUc acid was at first of the order of 5 g. per 100 flasks, but
ov(T a ])eri<)d of 3 years the ^deld foil until in 1931 no penicilUc* acid could be

obtained. In it.s place a small yield of succinic acid was isolated.

Large* colourless rhombic or hexagonal plates, m.p. 64-65
. (Alsberg and

Black report the same m.p.) Loss in weight on drying in vacuo over P2O5, 9*69.

9*63%. Theory for (.\H10O4, HoO C3H,o04, 9*58%. m.p. of dehydrat'd
material, 87 \ which is in agreement with Alsberg and Black’s figure. Alsberg

and Black, however, report that penicilUc acid, crystallised from water, contains

2H2O.
(Found (Schoellor) on anhydrous material: C, 56*39, 56*31 : H, 6*09, 6*09%.

Kquiv. by titration, 169, 172. O3H10O4 requires C, 56-44; H, 5*93%. Equiv.

titrating as a monobasic acid, 170, Found (XJH3 17*76%: C7H7O5.OCH3 requires

18*24%,) The general properties and reactions of the substance, which will be

discussed later, are in agreement with those described by Alsberg and Black for

penicilUc acid, and hence we consider that no rt*asonable doubt exists as to the

identity of the two substances.

() From P. cyclopium WeMlh}{i.

Culture, The culture of P, cyclojmmt used (L.S.H.T.M. Catalogue No. P. 123)

was purchased from the Centraalbureau voor Schimmelcultures, Baarn, in

August 1931. It was derived from WestUng’s original strain.

A Raulin-Thora medium was used identical in composition with the RauUn
medium used for P, puberulum except that 4 g. diammonium tartrate were used

in place of 4 g. ammonium nitrate. Cultural conditions were also tJxe same,

10-14-day old cultures on Czapek-Dox agar slopes being employed for inocula-

tion. The flasks were incubated at 24° for 18-23 days. The course of metabolism

and details of large scale preparations art^ summarised in Table 1, from which it

is evident that this mould has maintained its activity in full for a year.

Although penicilUc acid does not appear to be metaboUsed by this mould, as

is evident from a consideration of the bromine absorption figure's, the nieta-

boUsm solutions were worked up when about 0*2% of glucose still remained,

because of the danger of destruction of penicilUc acid during evaporation at the

alkaline reaction produced after a longer incubation period. Growth of the

mould was fairly rapid, a good white surface felt being formed in 5 days which

later became much wrinkled and covered with green ^tches. The reverse was

brown and the metaboUsm solution became progressively darker in colour as

ncubation continued.
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TaWe I. TitratftblP

Date of iiiueulation

liK-ubation

period in

days
”0 gluuosc* by
jK)larimcter Pii

acidity ml.

A7IO NaOH
per 10 ml.

Br
al>Borption

mg./ml.

29. .X. 34 — 5-35 3-9 2-5 010
5 4(K) Below 3 51 0-72

10 1-68 0-.5 4-96

14 1-06 .*>9 6-4

28 Nil 6*2 Negligible 8-8

33 Nil Alkaline 83
10. xii. .*14 23 0-10 4*8 — 7fi

(Average of 100 flasks)

6. vi. m IS 0-20 Be]c>\v 3 — 7-54

(Average of 100 flasks)

18. ix. 35 20 0-20 8-0

The inetaboliam solution from 100 flasks was evaporat^nl in vacuo to 5<X) ml.

The penicillic acid crystallising out overnight was colloctt'd and rocrystallistKi

from 300 ml. boiling water (norite). The crystals, winch still contained some
potassium hydrogen tartrate, were filtered, washed and completely dri(id in

vacuo. They were then extracted with a minimum volume^ of hot chloroform

(100-200 ml.) and 20 volumes of light petroleum were addi^d. The various

aqueous filtrates still contained some penicillic a(dd which could be recovered by
extraction with chloroform. Yield of pure hydrated penicillic acid, 73 g. per

100 flasks, corresponding to 52% of the amount calculated from th(‘ bromine
absorption figures and 4-2% of the glucose metabolised.

On crystallisation from light petroleum, b.p. fiO-80% penidllie acid crystal-

lised in needles, ^.p. 83-84'^, alone or mixed with anhydrous j)enieillic, acid

obtained from P, puberulum,

(Found (Schoeller): C, 56-46, 56-43; H, 5-93, 5-91; OCHa, 18-17, 17-82%.
Mol. wt, cryoscopic in dioxan, 176. CgHioO^ requires C, 56*44; H, 5-93; OC'Ha,

,18-24%. Mol. wt. 170.)

In a Zerewitinoff estimation (Roth) it gave 0-94, 1-09 mols. of CH4 in pyridiiu'

and 0-98, 1-08 mols. in anisole at 18” and 95” in each case resp(*ctively.

The above product s(‘parated from water in rhombic or hexagonal plat(?s,

M.p. 58-64”, alone or mixed with hydrated jKmicillic acid from P. 2)uberylum.

Equiv. by titration, 188. requires 188. Mol. wt. cryoscopic in dioxan,

97-5. The hydrated acid is evidently almost completely dissociated into C8H10O4
and HgO in dioxan solution since the theoretical mol. wt. is 188.

In a Zerewitinoff estimation (Roth) it gave 1 -91 , 2-05 mols. of CII4 in pyridine,

and 1*65, 1-96 mols. in anisole at 18 and 95” in each case resfiectively.

This strain of P, cyclopium yields no penicillic acid when grown on Czapek-
Dox medium with glucose as sole source of carbon and NaNOg as sole source of

nitrogen. Further, a strain of PeniciUium l)elieved to be P, cyclopium Westling,

freshly isolated from infected tulip bulbs by our colleague Mr G. Smith, failed to

yield penicillic acid even when grown on Raulin-Thom medium.
Penicillic acid is however undoubtedly a product of the metabolism of glucose

and not of tartaric acid, since Birkinshaw and Raistrick [1932] obtained it with
Alsberg and Black’s strain of P, puberulum when grown on Cza|)ek-Dox medium
containing glucose as the sole source of carbon.

General properties of penicillic acid.

Penicillic acid is soluble in cold water to about 2%; it is readily soluble in

hot water, alcohol, ether, benzene and chloroform and insoluble in cold light

petroleum. An aqueous solution just blues Congo red paper and decomposes
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carbonates. It gives no colour with aqueous FeCla in the cold and only an orange
brown colour on warming. As stated by Alsberg and Black it gives a reddish-

purple colour with ammonia on standing. This reaction is fairly delicate since a
0-0»5% solution gives a perceptible pink colour with 2-3 vols. of strong ammonia.
It gives only a yellow colour with primary amines. It gives no colour with con-

centrated H2SO4 in the cold and chars on heating. It gives no colour with NaNOg
(y-mothyltetronie acid and certain of its derivatives give a blue colour with this

reagent). It gives no colour with Fcaron’s nitrochromic acid reagent [Fearon and
Mitchell, 1932] and hence does not contain a primary or secondary alcoholic

group. A neutral aqueous solution of the sodium salt gives only a green pre-

cipitate with CUSO4 solution and no reduction to CugO takes place on boiling.

Hence p<‘nicillic acid does not contain the —C>HOH*CO— or —CO -CO

—

grouping.

If ptmicillic acid is a jSy-unsaturated lactone it should reduce Tolkais’s reagent

and give an immediate reaction with sodium nitro-prusside [Jacobs and Hoff-

mann, 1926J. Actually, it reduces ammoniacal silver in .J-1 hour in the cold, but

the redaction with nitropnisside (under the conditions given by Jacobs and Hoff-

mann, viz. in aqueous pyridine solution to w^hich a few drops of dilute caustic

soda have b(*en added) is not immt?diate, but a deep, reddish brown colour

develops in a few miniitos. An almost immediate deep red colour is however
obtained und<'r the following modified conditions: before adding the nitro-

prusside, the alkaline pyridine solution of penicillic acid is kept for 5 min. or

longer. The red colour then obtained with nitroprusside fades to yellow on long

standing. Penit*iilic acid is therefore probably not a ^y-unsaturated lactone Init

may b<' changed into one by the action of alkali. One of the two isomeric struc-

tures we have aHsign(‘<l is that of an a/S-unsaturated lactom^.

Kftonic rmctioyis. Neither jx^nicillic acid nor its dihydro-derivative dissoh od

in 2N H(3 gives any precipitate with 2:4-dinitn)phenylhydrazine in 2iV HCl,

(»xc(*pt on long standing. When penicillic acid was treated with an excess of

hydroxylam in(‘ hydrochloride and the solution titrated at intervals with Nj\i)

NaOH (bromophenol blue as indicator) 2 equiv. of hydroxylamine wert^ absorbed

in 291 hours. The reaction proceeds much more quickly in presence of free

]iydr(»xylainine. One mol. of the latter rapidly combines at room temperature,

as shown in a nurab<'r of exjx'riments in wliich pcuiicillie acid hydrate (0‘113 g.)

in 5 ml. HgO was added to 5 ml. of25% hydroxylamine hydrochloride^ and 20 ml.

of iV/10 NaOH. The HCl hberated, as determined by back-titration with

A/10 HCl, after 10, 20, 30, 60, 180 and 360 min. was 3*7, 5-7, 7-0, 8-4, 10-2 and

10*8ml. A^/10 res})ectively, the theoretical value for the uptake of 1 mol. of

hydroxylamine Ixdng 6*0 ml. This titration is possible since the sodium salt of

jxmicillic acid behaves as free NaOH towards bromophenol blue. The slow uptake

of a second mol. of hydroxylamine is probably due to demethylation with

formation of a second keto-group.

In corresponding exixjriments with dihydropenicillic acid there was no

uptake of hydroxylamine during 360 min.

Penicillic acid gives the iodoform reaction with hypoiodite solution.

We have confirmed the observation of Alsberg and Black that penicillic acid

is optically inactive.

Derivatives of penicillic acid»

Dihydrop^Mcillic acid. When hydrogenated in aqueous solution using a

Pd-norite catalyst, penicillic acid rapidly absorbed 1 mol. of hydrogen (in 2-3

min.) and then gradually absorbed a second mol. in about 7 hours. With the

Bioohetn. 1936 xxx
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addition of 2H2 only noii-crystallisable oils were obtained but the addition of

1 mol. of hydrogen gave a homogeneous crystalline product.

Hydrated penicillic acid (5 g.) was dissolved in ethyl alcohol (60 ml.) and
about 30 ml. of w'atcr were added together with the catalyst prepared from 0-3 g.

of PdCl2. The mixture was allowed to absorb 596 ml. (corr. N.T.P.) of hydrogen
(theoretical for 1 mol.). It was filtered from the catalyst and evaporated to

dryness in vac/uo, Th(j crystalline residue was taken up in etiier and treated with

5 volumes of light petroleum (n.p. 50-60®). Colourless needles, 3 7 g., m.p. 86®.

(Found (Schoeller): C, 56*06, 55*93; H, 7*14, 7*02%. ("8^1204 requires C,

55*80; H, 7*03%.)
Dihydrop(?nieillic acid crystallises from water in colourless fiat needles, m.p.

62-64®, which contain 1 H2O. (Found : loss on drying in vacuo over concfuitrated

H2SO4, 9*64% . 0j,Hi2O4.H2O requires HgO, 9*48% .) The anhydrous substance

so obtained melts at 83-85®.

Dihydropenicilli(^ acid hydrate is less soluhh' in cold w^atcT than periicjillic

acid hydrate and is a mucli weaker acid, having no action on < V)ngo red paj)er

but turning blue litmus red.

Penicillic acid dibromide. A solution of Br (2*5g.~2 atoms Br) in glacial

acetic acid (100 ml.) was slowly added at room tem])era<ure to a solution of

hydrated penicillic acid (2*834 g.) in the same solvent (30 ml.). The reaction,

slow at first, later became very rapid. No HBr was evolved. The mixture was
evaporated to dryness in a vacuum desiccator over solid KOH. Yield almost

theoretical, m.p. 154®. Recrystallised from CCI4, colourless slender nt'cdles,

M.p. 154r-5".

(Found (Schoeller) : C, 29*25, 29*24
; H, 3*19, 3*20 ; Br, 48*85, 48*80 . E(|ui v.

by titration 326. 08Hn,()4Br.2 requires (^ 29*10; H, 3*05; Br, 48*44%. Equiv.

(monobasic) 330.)

On bromination in aqueous or 50% aqueous ac^etic acid solution })enieilli(*

4icid absorbs four atoms of Br, but complex redactions take place and result in

partial breakdowm.
Acetylpenicillir acid. Hydrated penicillic acid (0*5 g.), anhydrous sodium

acetate (1*0 g.) and acetic anhydride (2 ml.) were heat/ed together in a bath at

140® for 10 min. and the product w'as poured into water. An oil separated. After

24 hours the product was oxtract<dd with ether, the ether removed and the residue

dried in vacuo over KOH and H2SO4 . On standing it set to a crystalline mass,

which was recrystallised twice from light petroUaini.

Colourless elongated prisms, m.p. 72®. (Found (Schoeller): (’, 56*81, 56*68;

11, 5*95, 5*72; OMe, 14*01, 14*18%. CioHjgOs requires C, 56*58; H, 5*71
; OMe,

14*63%.) The product is therefore a monoacetyl derivative of anhydrous
penicillic acid.

Action of diazoiffiethane mi penicillic acid.

(a) The pyrazoline methyl ester of penicillic acid (XIV). Anhydrous j)enicinic

acid (1 g.) was treated with excess of diazomethane in ether. A vigorous

effervescence occurred. After removal of the ether the residue set to a mass of

colourless crystals (prisms) which were recrystallised from light petroleum
(5(M>0®); M.p. 74°, not raised on further recrystallisation; yield 1*0 g.

(Found (Schoeller): C, 53*26, 53*04; H, 6*21, 6*03; N, 12*29, 12*20; macro-
Zeisel, OCH3 , 27*25, 27*29%. C,oH,404N2 requires C, 53*08; H, 6*24; N, 12*40;

2OCH3, 27-45%.)
(h) Pyridazone (XV). The pyrazoline ester (XIV) (0*5 g.) in ethyl alcohol

(2 ml.) was treated with 0*5 ml. of 50% aqueous hydrazine hydrate. Considerable
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Jioat was evolved. Colourless crystals separated overnight, 0-15 g., m.p. 174^"

(decomp.). After recrystallisation from alcohol they appeared to disintegrate

without sintering at 175° and melUd at 1S1° with decomposition.

(Found (Sohoeller): C, 51*77, 51*87; H, 5*88, 5*78; N, 27*25, 27*19; OCH.,,
14*71, 14*87%, ( 1202^^4 requires C, 51*88: H, 5*81; N, 2(3*92; one OCJHo,
14*90%.)

(r) Phenylpyridazonf (A"F). The pyrazoline ester (XIV) (0*B g.) was heated
with phenylhydrazine hydrochloride (0*9 g.) and 1 drop of cone. HCl in a few ml.

of alcohol for about 15 min. on the water-bath. There was some action, indicated
by the production of a yellow colour. On dilution of a test sample with water
practically all dissolved. Therefore 1 g. of crystalline' .sodium acetate was now
added and the h('atirig was continued for 15-20 min. longer. On cooling, 0*58 g.

of somewhat dark-cf»luiind crystalline maU'Hal was obtained, which on w^arming
with about 30 ml. of alcohol partly dissolved, yielding a greenish solution changing
to brown. A lemon-yt'llow^ crystalline substance remaint'd imdissolved. This was
recrystallised from al(*ohol in wliich it was not very soluble. It was observed that
on boiling with alcohol, the solution, at first lemon -yellow' in colour, rapidly

be(*ame emerald -green. The n‘crystallised material had m.p. 198-199°.

(Found (Schoeller): (\ 03*0f3,‘ (53*21 ; H. 5*59, 5*67; N. 19*84, 19*94; OCTI3,
10*53, 10*34%. (1 JVleO) requires C, (33*34; It, 5*(38; N, 19*72:

(K^Hg, 10*91%.)

Action of diazomethane on dihydroyen inlJir acid,

(a) DihydropeniriUic arid methyl ester. l)ihydroi)f‘ni<*illic acid (0*65 g.) was
trcatj<‘d w ith excess of diazomethane in ether for several hours. The solution was
filt<*red and the ether cvajxmited. The product (0*t>8 g.) was a colourless, some-
what viscid oil with an e.sttT-like smell. It was in.solnble in HgO but readily

soluble in cold light petroleum. It contained no nitrogen. A Zeisel determination

on the material afu*r drying in vacuo gave 32*24% OCUtg. Calc, for C9H,404

(2 methoxyl), 33*32 **,0 . The material is thereb)re a true methyl estc'r of dihydro-

penicillic acid.

[b) Action of hydrazine hydrate on the above ester. The methyl ester (U*33g.),

aleohol (1*0 ml.) and 50% hydrazine hydrate (0*40 ml.) w<Te mixed and kept for

sevt^al hours. (Vystals (0*1(3 g.) separated. These wt^re colk'cted and w^ashed with

a littk' alcohol and rccrystallisod from absolute aJctohol. (Colourless prisms,

M.p. 207-208\ of strueture XVI.
(Found (Schoeller): C, 57*05, 57*22: H, 7*12, 7*15; N, 1()*8(), 1(3*75: macro

Zeisel OCH3, 19*02%. requires C, 57*11 : H, 7*20; X, 1(3*(>(3: OCH3,
18*45%.)

Action, of dimedon on peniciUic acid.

Penicillic acid (I g.), dimedon (2g.) and anhj’^drous sodium acetate (2g.)

were mixed with H2O (25 ml.). The mixture, wliich gave a clear solution on

warming, was heated at 100^ for I| hours. An oil soon separated which crystal-

lised on keeping. The product was rocrystallised by solution in alcohol and

cautious addition of water, m.p. 201-203“, with decomposition at 204'\

(Found (Weiler) : C, (32*20, (32*33 : H, 7*24, 7*41 : maero-Zcisel, OCH3 , 10*09 %

.

CieHggOe requires C, (51*89; H, 7*15; 1 OCH^, 10*00% )
The product is thus

formed by combination of 1 mol. of (anhydrous) penicillic acid, C3Hiq04 with

1 mol. of dimedon, CgHijOg. It is not the condensation typical of aldehydes in

whioii 2 mols. of dimedon are employed, and 1 mol. of water is lost.
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Action of hydroxylamine on penicillic acid.

Hydrated penicillic acid (6 g.) was heated with hydroxylamine hydrochloride

(5 g.) anhydrous sodium acetate (10 g.) and water (50 ml.) for 75 min. in boiling

water. Colourless needles separated overnight, 2*35 g. ; m.p. 205®, raised to

210-212® (decomp.), after recrystallisation from alcohol.

(Found (Weiler) : C, 50*94, 50*99
; H, 6*72, 6*78

; N, 19*63, 19*65%

.

rc^quires C, 50*66; H, 7*09; N, 19*72%.) This would correspond with a dioxime

of CgHgOg (I of introduction), derived by the decarboxylation and demethylation

of penicillic acid.

Action of hydroxylamine on dihydropenicillic acid.

Dihydropenicillic acid (3g.) was heated at 100® for 2 hours with hydro-

xylamine hydrochloride (3 g.), anhydrous sodium acetate (6 g.) and water

(50 ml.). An oil separated which was extracted with ether. Th(‘ ether solution

was washed with aqueous sodium bicarbonate and was evaj)orated. The residue*

set to a solid crystalline mass which was again dissolved in a little ether and
chilled rapidly by a current of air. The cry-stals separating were collected and
washed with chilled ether, m.p. 54-56®.

(Found (Weiler): C, 56*78; H, 6*41; N, 8*2J : OCH,, 18*09%. CgHnOgN
requires C, 56*76; H, 6*56; N, 8*28; OCH3, 18*34^0 ) The product gave no

reaction for aldoxime or ketoxime by oxidation with monopersulphuric acid and
was not attacked by acetic anhydride or by PCI5 suspended in ether. Hence it

does not contain a hydroxyl group. It probably has the* structure XV IT.

Action of phenylhydrazine on penicillic acid. Investigation of resulting

product.

Hydrated penicillic acid (20 g.) and crystallised sodium acetate (30 g.) wen*

•dissolved by gentle warming in 100 ml. of water. Phenylhydraziiu* (25 g.) and
glacial acetic acid (15 ml.) were then added. A vigorous reaction occurred with

considerable rise in temp(*rature and much COg was evolved. The reaction

appeared to be complete in about 5 min. and a yellow tarry mass separated.

Aft(^r about an hour the aqueous liquid was poured off, the tar was washed once

with water which was poured off and then 50 ml. of absolute alcoliol wen^ added.

On warming, the whole of the tarry mass disappeared and was replaced by
yellow crystals. The mixture was cooled and the cry8t>al8 were collected and
washed with a little alcohol. Yield, 13*5-14 g. of almost pure product. Yellow

prisms, m.p. 176® (Alsberg and Black [1913] give 171®).

(Foimd (Schoeller): C, 73*96, 73*76; H, 6*89, 6*71; N, 19*21, 19*13%.

^'i8H2oN4 requires C, 73*94; H, 6*90; N, 19*17%.)
The substance is a phenylpyrazoline phenylhydrazonc (II of introduction) of

(I). It gives an intense purple colour with H2SO4 and K2Cr207 (Knorr's

reaction for pyrazolines), and also with 50% HgSOi+ aqueH)us FeClg. With
H2SO4 alone it gives an intense green colour.

(a) Oxidation of the pyrazoline (II) to a pyrazole (III). 7 g. of (II) were dis-

solved by warming in glacial acetic acid (175 ml.) and the solution was cooled

rapidly to 40® (incipient crystallisation). Lead dioxide (15 g.) was gradually

added, the ffask being well shaken and cooled after each addition so that the

temperature did not rise appreciably above 40°. During the addition of PbOg
the colour of the solution changed to a dark green, later becoming brown.

The solution was treated with 175 ml. of 50% (by volume) H2SO4 and left

overnight. Next day 350 ml. of water were added and the lead sulphate was
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removed by filtration. The filtrate was treated with 500 ml. of water and
chilled. Colourless crystals sey)arated, 0-76 g., m.p. The solution was made
slightly alkaline and extracted with ether. The ether extract (0*77 g.) crystallised

on keeping. A further 2*65 g. of syrup, later (Tystallising, was obtained by
extrac tion with other of the lead sulphate precipitate. The tliree products were
(combined, reerystallised from light |x*troleum and sublimed in vacuo giving

colourless crystals, m.p. 72-74"'.

(Found (Weiler) : C, 72*02
; H, 5*8:1 : N. 14*14% . requires C, 71 -97

;

H, (5*08 ; N, 14*01 % .) This c-orresponds with a phenylpyrazole deprived from the

substance* (I) and phenylhydrazine. One phenylhydrazine group, ob-

viously presemt as a pln^nylbydrazone, has been removed by hydrolysis from (11),

and the pyrazoline ring has beem oxidised to a f)yrazole ring to giv^e (III). (Ill)

gave a strong Zimniermann n^aetion for the -(Xl CHa group but gave no Schiff

or Angeli-Kimini reaction for aldehydes. On the other hand it reaclily yielded an
oxime. Th«‘ oxyg(*n is tlujndbre present as a keto-, not as an aldehyde, group.

(5) Preparation of the oxime of the pyrazok (III). 0*64 g. of (III) was dissolved

in alcohol (5 ml.) and hydroxylamine hydrochloride (0*25 g.) and crystalline

sodium acetate (0*5 g.) were added in ml. of water. The clear solution almost
immediately began to deposit crystals. The mixture was warmed on the water-

bath for 20 min. The crystals obtained on cooling were collected and washc-d

with 2 ml. of 50*^o aqueous alcohol: yield 0*49 g.: m.p. 149 not raisc^d on
sublimation in vacuo.

(Found (Weiler) : d 67*03; H, 6*05: N, 19*41 % . requires C, 66*95;

H, 6*09; N, 19*54%.)
The only^ possible substituents of the pyTazole ring (apart from the 1 -phenyl

group), assuming that a keto-group is present, are * CO • CH2* >
* ^"^2 *

* CH-j

or • (X) * (^lla -h •
. The first of these* is excluded bv the fact that (Til)" is readily

oxidised by hyjxnodite solution, with production of iodoform, to a i>yrazole-

earboxylie acid (lY) having one carbon akun less than the original pyrazole (111).

(c) Oxidation of the pyrazole (III) with hypoiodite to a monocarboxylic acid (/F)

.

The sublimed pyrazole (0*44 g.) was dissolved in methyl alcohol (500 ml.).

Water (500 ml.) was added, follow’ed by' 10 iodim*. (500 ml.) and N. IO NaOH
(600 ml.). The mixture was K*ft ovemight. The crystalline iodoform was removed
by filtration and the filtrate was acidified with 2N 112804 (50 ml.). Thiosulphate

solution was then added to remove ail free iodine. The solution was extracted

with ether and the ether solution shaken with aqueous NagCOg, which was then

acidified and extracted with ether. On removal of the solvent 0*43 g. acid was

obtained, m.p. after sublimation 170".

(Found (Weiler): (\ 65*22; H, 4*98: N, 13*78%. (IV) requires

0, 65*31: H, 4*99; N, i:i*87%.)

(d) Oxidation of (/F) with alkaline, KMnOi fo give J-^phenylpyrazole-3 :4-

dicarboxylic acid ( I"). 0*7 g. of (IV) was neutrali.sed with aqueous AMO NaOH and

to the hot solution was added, drop by drop, KMn04 (1*5 g.) dissolved in water

(200 ml.). The mixture was heated at KK)'^. The pnH*ipitak*d MnOg was separated

by filtration and the filtrate acidifieHi. An immediate precipitate (0*26 g.)

proved to be unchanged (IV), which was .separated. The filtrate on evaporation

in vaxuo yielded impure (V) mixed with a little (IX ), which was removed by

fractional vacuum sublimation. (V’^) was finally crystallised from w'ater to give

colourless elongated plates, m.p. 232‘\

(Pound (Schoeller): C, 56*98, 56*97; H. 3*67, 3*62; N, 12*09, 1 1*93%

.

Equiv, by titration (end-point not sharp to phenolphthalein) ,127-1 18. CiiHg04N 2

(V) requires C, 56*87; H, 3*47; N, 12*07 %. Equiv. 116.)
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The acid (V) gave no depression in m.p. when mixed with synthetic 1-phenyl-

pyrazole-3 : 4-dicarboxylie acid (recorded im.p. 234°; Balbiano [1898]).

Synthesis of l-phenylpyrazoh-3 : 4-dicarboxylic acid. l-Phcnyl-3: 4-dimethyl-

pyrazole (2*2 g.) obtained from l-phenyl-3:4-dimethylpyrazolone by the method

of Sto(*nner and Martinsen 11907] was ht^ated with KMn04 (1^ )
watiT

(400 ml.) under reflux at 100°. Whtm all the KMn04 was reduced, the solution

was filtert?d and evaporated on the water-bath to small volume. The dicarboxylic

acid, mixed with l-phenyl-3-metliylpyrazole-4-carboxylic acid was separated by

acidification and was purified by fractional vacuum sublimation and crystallisa-

tion from a mixture of ethyl ac<^tate and light |K4roleum; colourless plates.

M.P. 232° alone or mixed with the ])roduet (V') from penicillic acid. (Found

(Schoeller) : (\ 56-85 : H, 3-47 : N, J 2-32% . requin^s C, 56-87 ; H ,
3-47

;

N, 12-07%.) Dimethyl ester. The produ(‘t obtained by the action of diazo-

methane on the above acid was recrystallised from ether-light petroleum:

co1ourleH.s p]at('s, m.p. 89° alone or mixed with the con'esponding produ(^t from

ptmicillic acid.

(e) DecarhoxylailoTi of Dphenyl-d-tuethylpyrazole-S-cmboxyUc acid (IV) to

give, l-phenyl-d-methylpyrazole (VI). The acid (1\') (0*4 g.) was h(-ated under

reflux (air condenser) in a bath at 250-260° for 30 fiiin. after wliich no more*

evolution of gas could be observed. On cooling the residue* std solid. This was
taken up in ether, washed with a(|ueoiis sodiiirn carbonate and the ether was
evaporated. The (Tystalliru* rc'sidue wHUghed ()*28 g. This was dis.solvtHl in light

petroleum (b.p. 40-50*^) in which it was extremely soluble. It w^as crystallised

by cooling in solid COg. The substanc<‘ had m.p. 43 , and analysed correctly for

1 -phen vl-4-methylpyrazole. (In the literature this substam^e is given as a liquid.)

(Found (Schoeller): C, 75-78: H, 6-29; N. 17-83%. (VI) n*((uin‘s

C, 75-90: H, 6-37: N, 17*72%.)

(/) Oxidation of hphenyUd-rrwihylpyrazoU (V!) ivith KMn04 to l-phenyl-

,
pyrazole-4-CAirboxylic acid (VIl). 0-16 g. of (VI) was oxidiscnl at 100° with 0-5 g.

(50% excess) of K]Vln04 dissolv<'d in water. When all the KMn04 had dis-

app<^arf?d there was still unchanged (VT) pro.sent. The solution was filtered from

manganese dioxide and unchanged material and was acidified. The crystallim*

precipitate w^as collected, 0-05 g. : m.p. on sublimed samples 2J9-“22l°.

(Found (Schoeller) : C, 63-96; H, 4-38; N, 14-69% . Ecpiiv. bv titration = 190.

(VII) requires C, 63-80; H, 4-29; N, 14-89%. Kquiv.^ 188.)

Action of HI on penicillic acid.

Anhydrous jx^nicillic* acid (5 g.) was heated with HI (sp. gr. 1 *7, 50 ml.) and
red phosphorus (2g.) for 2i hours under an air condenser: bath temperature
160°. The cooled redaction mixture w'as diluted, extracted with ether, free iodine

removed by shaking with aqueous thiosulphate, and the ether solution evaiK)r-

ated. The residue w^as ht-ated for 45 min. with zinc (20 g.) and 6xV HOI (50 ml.)

under reflux to remove combined iodine and then extracttnl with other. Weight
1-10 g. of an oil which was neutralised with 6-25 ml. iVNaOH and converted
into the p-phenylphenacyl ester by heating with water (10 ml.), al(?ohol (30 ml.)

and p-phenylphenacyl bromide (1-72 g.) : colourless needles from light petroknim
M.P. 63°.

(Found (SchoeUer): C, 74-64, 74-74; fl, 6-58, 6-65%. OCHs, nil. CgiHsA
requires C, 74-50; H, 6-56%.)

This represents the p-pheiiylphenacyl ester of an acid which in the
light of the results obtained on the action of HI on dihydropenicillic acid (see

next section) is believed to be CH8(CHa: ) C-CHOH -CHa-CHa-COOH.
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Action of HI on dikydropenicilUc acid.

Dihydroi)oniicillie acid (20 g.) was hcatc'd with III (sp. gr. 1*7, 150 ml.) and
red phoaphonis (8g.) for hours. Th<' details of the isolation of the crude reduc-

tion product were the same as in the previous section

.

The product was then dividend into acid, lactone and neutral fractions. By
shaking the ether solution with acpic*nus NagtXlg the acids were removed. They
were regenerated hy acidification of the aqueous layer and weighed 1*71 g. The
(dlieroal layer was evaporated and the product was hc^ated for 30 min. on the

water-bath with an excess of A^NaOH. The mnjtral substanc(‘s extracted by
(‘ther w’eighed 0-27 g. The lactones were regenerate'd by acidification of the
aqm^ous la^w and extracted with ether; weight 2*2 g. 2 g. of th(' lactones were
distilled at ordinary pn^ssure and yielded a trace of water and 0*86 g. of liquid

distilling at 217 -21 8“^. There was a eonsidt^rable amount of higluT-boiling residue.

The oil, n.r. 217-21 S ', was converted into the phcnylhydrazidc by heating und«^r

reflux with 0-75 g. of phenylhydrazine in 2-3 ml. of absolute alcohol for about
3 hours. The product yielded crystalline plates on keeping expostKl to the air.

Th<*se w(‘rc; treated with a little ether, collected and wash(»d with ether and re-

crystal lised by solution in a small amount of absohiU* alcohol and addition of

.s(‘veral volumes of (‘tlu*r: plates, m.p. 12b . There was no depression in m.p.

when this material (structure \’lll) was mixed with synthetic y-hydroxy-S-

niethylh(*xanoi<‘ acid ph<*nylhvdrazide (r. infra).

(Animl (Schoeller): C. (15-77, (15-94: H, 8-4(1, S G4; X, 12-54%.
re(|uires (\ ()(}-(»7. H, 8-50; X, 11*87%.)

Synthesis of ydiydroxy-h-mcthylhcxanmc acid phenylhydrazidc. Ethyl 8S-

dicarb('thoxy-^-keto-aa-dim(4hy Ivalerate (20 g., n.p. 150 '/I mm.: cf. Ck)nrari

[
1897]) was heated with 2 A’ (250 ml.) under reflux, in an oil hath at 120^.

The (X)2 was drivt-n out [)v a current of ('02-free air and absorb(*d in potash

bubblers and weighted . Th(^ hydrolysis was practically eom])lete in 24 hours. The
])roduct was extracted wdth ether and transf(‘rred to sodium earboriate .solution.

It was liberated by H(1 and again (‘xtracted with ether. After removal of the

ether it set to a solid mass of crystals, weight 9-3 g. This material dissolved in

alcohol (70ml.) was heated to boiling, and sodium (log.) was added during

10 min. [cf. Losanitsch, 1914]. Then 130 ml. of alcohol were gradually added so

as to dissolve the remainder of the Ho<lium in 20-30 min. The solution was

(‘ooled and treated with 130 ml. of water and alcohol was removed in vacuo. The

residue was trcaU»d with 60 ml. of a mixture of 50 g. of sulphuric acid and 50 ml.

of water (total volume of mixture 72 ml.). The product was boiled for 5 min.,

cooled and extraotesd with ether. TIm‘ oil (7*15 g.) on distillation gave 6*35 g. of

product of B.p. 227-230“ at atmospheric presstin^.

The lactone (3-25 g.), phenylhydrazine (2-7 g.) and alcohol (5 ml.) were

hoatcHl together on a steam-bath under reflux tor 2 hours. The product was

cooked and troated with much ether. It gave l-Hig. of crystals which, aft('r

reerystallisation from alcohol-other, apjieared as glistening plates, m.p. 126“ alom^

or mixed with the corresjionding compound from penicillie acid.

Oxidation of ‘j)enicillic acid by ozone. ProducHan offormaldehyde, and a

keio-acid .

Ozonised oxygen was passed into a solution of hyd^’ated penicillie aojd

(0*994 g.) in water (55 ml.) at 0-5° for 5-6 hours. A considerable amount of un-

changed acid crystallised out during the exj^riinent. The mixture was kept over-

night, and a test on the filtered solution showed that an aldehyde was present
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(colour restored to Schiff’s reagent in less than 2 min.). An equal volume of

Brady’s reagent was added to the bulk ofthe solution, and after several hours the

yellow crystalline precipitate was collected, washed, dried (()*2 g.), triturated

with saturated NagCOa and filtered. The filtrate was only pale red in colour and

gave no appreciable precipitate on acidification, but by refieated washing of the

insoluble residue with water, a deep red solution was obtained which gave a good

yellow precipitate (0-10 g.) on acidification with cone. HCl. The acidic hydrazone

crystallised from benzene-light petroleum in groups of small, flat, pointed,

yellow needles, m.p. 202-204° with some effervescence.

(Pound (Weiler): 0,44-35; H, 3*58; N, 15-77; OCH,, 8-93%.
(monodinitrophenylhydrazone of C7Hg05) requires C, 44-31 ; H, 3-44; N, 15-91;

0CH3,8-81%.)
The residual dinitrophenylhydrazone insoluble in dilute NagCO.^ was

crystallised from boiling water in which it was almost completely soliibk^. Tt

formed slender, brownish yellow needles, m.p. 162-104 . Mixed with an

authentic specimen of formaldehyde dinitrophenylhydrazone (m.p. 164 -165°) it

melted at 162-165°. The action of ozone on penicillic- ac-id therefore proceeds

according to the following equation

:

C«Hio04,H20 + Oa v CHoO 4 0, K«( )s i H,0.,.

It was desirable to determine whether the compound was an aldehydt)-

or keto-acid. To this end, the ozonisation experiment was refloated and form-

aldehyde removed from the resulting solution l)y repeated ev^aporation to small

volume in vacuo at 35-40°. Eventually, a solution was obtained which, when
made up to one-half of the original volume, did not restore the colour to Schiff's

reagent, even on long standing, but gave a good precipitate of an acidic* dinitro-

phenylhydrazone with Brady’s reagent, which proved to be id(*nti(*al with the

acidic dinitrophenylhydrazone descril^ed above. The oxidation j)roduct

may therefore be the lactone of a keio-acid, ? .c.

on OCHa

CHj.CO^.d^-CH.CO

(Foundon dinitrophenylhydrazone : equiv. by micro-titration, 31 8. CisH120^X4
titrating as a monobasic acid requires equiv. 352.)

Oxidation of dihydropcnicMlic acid by aqueous potassium permanganate

.

Formation of oxalic acid and the -meihyl ester of dimcthylpyruoic acid.

To a solution of dihydrope?nieilUc acid (0-77 g.) in water (100 nd.) at 0°, was
slowly added during 3 hours iV^/10 KMn04 with stirring and cooling in

ice. The liquid was kept for 30 inui., after which the sui)ernatant liquid was
quite colourless. The oxidation was evidently not yet complete although
2 atoms of available oxygen had been used up. After filtration from MnOg ,

the

filtrate, which was practically neutral to litmus, was divided into two equal parts,

to one of which w^as added an equal volume of Brady’s reagent, and to the other,

after making slightly alkaline to phenolphthalein, an excess of Nj2 0aCl2 . The
dinitrophenylhydrazone so obtained weighed 0-38 g. (55% of theoretical,

assuming that it is derived from CeHioOa), whilst the precipitate of Ca oxalate
weighed only 0-035 g., i.e. only 1 2% of the theoretical for the expected formation
of 1 mol. of oxalic acid. The oxalic acid was isolated by repeated extraction of a
solution of the Ca salt in HCl with ether, removal of the solvent, and sublimation
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of the residue at 80-90° in a high vacuum. The crystalline sublimate melted at
189-190° alone or mixed with authentic anhydrous oxalic acid.

The dinitrophenylhydrazono, which was* insoluble in NagCOg solution, was
purified by repeated crystallisation from light petroleum (b.p. 80-1(K)°) in which
it is sparingly soluble in the cold, but moderately so at the b.p. Tt formed fine

flat, yellow needles and prisms, m.p. 17f)-178", without decomposition.
(Found (Schoeller): C, 46-42, 46-39; H, 4-72, 4-55; N, 17-84, 17-94; OCH^,

10-01, 9-99%. Cj2Hj40eN4 (monodinitrophenylhydrazone of CgHioOg) requires
C, 46-44: H, 4-5i); N, 18-06; OCHy,, 10-00%.) When triturated with N NaOH it

slowly dissolved to give* a deep brown solution, which yielded on acidification

an acidic dinitrophcnylhydrazone, crystallising from aqueous alcohol in yedlow
needles, m.p. 196-197^ (decomp.), alone or mixed with the authentic; dinitro-

phenylhydrazone of dimcthylpyruvic acid, prepared by the method of Ramage
and Simonson (1935]. (These authors quote m.p. 194-195"' for the hydrazone.)

The s\mthetic diraethylpyruvic acid (1*2 g.) was also (‘storified by e^xcess of
ethereal diazomethane. The solvc'iit wa.s removed and the residual oil was taken
up in water (500 ml.) and the crude hydrazone; thrown down by addition of
Brady's reagent was j)urified by trituration with N NaOH for a few min., and
finally by crystallisation from light petroleum; yellow needles and prisms, m.p.

178-180 . Mix<‘(l with the dinitrophcnylhydrazone of the oxidation product of

dihydropenicillic acid the m.p. was 176-179 '.

AcUon of ozemv on iHhydropeniciUic acid.

Methyl dimethylpynivate was also produced when ozonised O2 was passed

into a solution of dihydrojx'nicillic acid (0-8 g.) in water (50 ml.) at 0-10° for

12 hours. Absorption of 0., w’as very slow indeed, evt^n althougli the gas w’^as

distribut(;d through a sintered glass plate. The resulting liquid did not restore the

colour to ScliilT’s ri'agent oven on long standing, but gave a slight yellow prt»-

cipitate with Brady’s reagent whi(*h provcKl to Iw- absolutely insoluble in aqueous

NajjCOg . Hence glyoxylic acid is not present in the solution. After crystallisation

from light petroleum, the dinitrophcnylhydrazone melted at 178-180 ' alone or

mix(;d with the authentic dinitrophcnylhydrazone of methyl dimetliylpyruvate.

The ex|K‘eted glyoxylic acid had evidently been oxidised to oxalic acid, since the

neutralised reaction liquid gave a slight precipitatt* with CaClg solution, in-

soluble in acetic acid, but soluble in nitric acid.

Acid hydrolysis of ptmicillic acid.

Hydrated penicillic acid (0-4921 g.) was heated with 50 ml. of boiling 2 A
H2SO4 und(T reflux in a stream of nitrogen. The gaseous produces were bubbled

through standard baryta solution. Evolution of C/O2 (;cased after 24 hours and

was then equivalent to 0-0327 g. of C or 12-49 g. per g. mol. of penicillic acid.

Thus 1 mol. of penicillic acid yields 1 mol. of C(\ on prolonged acid hydrolysis.

The reaction mixture w'as found by titration to contain no acid other than the

mineral acid added. The only product of acid hydrolysis of 10 g. penicillic acid

other than COg which was isolated was obtained as a 2 : 4-dinitrophenylhydrazine

derivative. It formed orang<;-brown crj'^stals from aqueous dioxan, m.p. 254°.

(Pound : C, 46-84 ; H ,
4- 19 ; N, 1 9-74% . requires i\ 47- 1 2 ; H , 4-32

;

N, 20-00%.) This corresponds to the mono-dinitrophenylhydrazone of CgHgOa

or the bis-dinitrophenylhydrazone of CioHx604 . It gave a positive Neuberg’s test

for bis-dinitrophenylhydrazones (a purple colour on addition of KOH to its

alcoholic solution). The parent substance is therefore CioH|^04, possibly formed
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by condensation of 2 mols. of acetylpropionyl, CgHgOg, which as will be shown

later is a product of the alkaline hydrolysis of penicillic acid.

The same product was obtained on hydrolysis of penicillic acid with boiling

aqueous sodium acetatiJ solution.

Acid hydrolysis of dihydroppnicillw acid.

Dihydropenicillie acid (2 g.) was hc^ated with 80 ml. of boiling 2N tl2^04

under reflux in a stream of nitrogen. 1 mol. of was evolved in 20 hours. The
volatile products were bubbled through Brady’s reagent l)efore absorption of

OOg and from the preeipitak*d 2 :4-dinitrophenylhydrazont^s (2 g. enide) then"

were isohited thre^e different products:

(a) Red prisms ex benzene, m.p. 22(y-221^ (decomp.); insolubh" in light

petroleum (B.r. 60-80°). Gave a positive Neuberg’s test for bis-dinitrophctiyl-

hydrazones. (Found (Schocller) afk'r drying at 110^ in high vacuum: (J, 45'(>2,

45-63; 11, 3-92, 3-87: N, 23-31 %. (igHisOgN^ requires C, 45-55: H, 3-83: N,

23-63%.)

(5) Golden needles ex light petroleum and finally from (dher, m.p. 186-187 .

Insoluble in boiling HgO. Negative Neuberg’s test. (Found (Schocller) : (\ 48-01

:

H, 4-70: N, 19-03%. requires C, 48-97: H, 4-80: N, 19-08%.)

(c) Lemon-yellow rhombic filates ex boiling w’at(*r, light petroleum and ether.

M.P. 121°. Negative Neiiberg’s tt^st. (Found (Sehoidier) : (!, 49-36, 40-28: H, 4-76,

4-80: N, 18-99%. C,2HiAN4 requin^s 48-97: H, 4-80; N, 19-08%.)

HeTKM^ (a) is the bis-dinitrophenylhydrazone, and (/>) and (r) an* the mono-
derivatives of C-gHiflOg, which from a consideration of the formula established for

dihydropenicillie acid (IX and X) we bedieve to bo aeetyh.vobut vTyl, arising from

the parent substance by decarboxylation and demethylation. AcctyhW>butyr\ I,

with limited amounts of Brady’s reagent could give rise to a mixturf* of one

bis- and two different mono-dinitrophenylhydrazones.

Alkaline hydrolysis of penicillic acid.

Alsbcrg and Black [1913] record the formation (but not the* analysis) of

‘‘delicate needles” when ]:)enicillic acid is tn*ated Avith Ixiiling aqu(*ous baryta.

This experimi'nt was re|)eatc*d. Penicillic acid (5 g.) was heated with NA baryta

(500 ml.) under reflux in a.current of nitrogen for 4 hours. The gaseous products

were bubbled through Brady’s reagent. A compl(*x mixture of hydrolysis pro-

ducts was formed, and the following were isolated, mostly as derivatives either

from the Brady's reagent or from the hydrolysis solution.

(1)

COg.

(2) A substance isolated as the mono-dinitro|)henylhydrazone

:

yellow needles ex alcohol, m.p. 193-194°. (Found (Schocller): (;, 46*63: H, 4-97;

N, 19-99 % . Mol. wt. 274, 282. C11H14O5N4 requires C, 46-80 : H, 5*00
; N, 19-86 %

;

mol. wt. 282.) The constitution of this hydrolysis product is unknown but it was
shown not to be either j8-keto-y-hydroxypeiitanc or j8-hydroxy-y-ketopentane as

described in the literature.

(3) Acetylpropionyl, CgHgOg, isolated as the bis-dinitrophenylhydrazone

:

red crystals e«r benzene. Insoluble in boiling alcohol. Gave positive Neuberg’s
test

;
M.p. 272-274° (decomp.)

.
(Found (Schocller) : C, 44-87

;
H, 3-62

; N, 24-84%

;

mol. wt. 372, 364. Ci7Hie08N8 requires C, 44-32; H, 3-50; N, 24-35%; mol. wt.

460.) Gave no depression on mixing with a synthetic specimen prepared from
diethylketono by the method of Diels and Stephan [1907].

(4) A substance CgHi^O isolated as the monodinitrophenylhydrazone
; dark

red needles ex alcohol, m.p. 152-154°. (Found (Schoeller): 0, 65-32; H, 5*14;
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N. 18-83%
;
mol. wt. 266, 279. requires C, 55-24; H, 5-30; N, 18-43%

;

mol. wt. 304.) This substance probably arises by condensation of some of the

hydrolysis i)roducts.

(5) A substance CjoHioCa, colourless irregular prisms, m.p, 98-102"’, probably

identical with the “d<;licak* needles” of Alsberg and Black. (Found (Schoellerj:

C, 74-20, 74-11 ; H, 6-39, 6-43%; mol. wt. 154, 159. requires C, 74-05;

H, 6*22%; mol. wt. 162.) The substance titrat(!s as a lactone but sufficient wa.s

not available for an accurate titration value. It is obviously a secondary con-

diuisation product.

(6) iMethyl ah^ohoJ identified as the p-nitrobenzoate.

(7) Formic acid isolatcMl as the lead salt. (Found : Pb, 69-2% . Pb(H .COO )2

requires Pb, 69-7 % .)

SX^MMARY.

Penicillic acid, CgHi(j04 , a nietalxdic product of Pmicillium pubcrulurn

Bainier, is also formed in considerably larger yield by P. cyclopwm Westling.

The study of it.s n^actions and breakdown products establishes its constitution

as y-k(*to-/?-nu*thoxy-8-in(‘thylene-A'*-hexenoic acid or the corresponding y-

liydroxylackiiK*

.

We tender our best thanks to the Besearch Council of ImpiTial Chemical

Industries, Ltd., for a grant to one of us (»J. H. B.).
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LXV. A STUDY OF THE RELATIVE AMOUNTS
OF THE PROTEIN AND NON-PROTEIN NITRO-
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iNTRODtrCTIOX.

In a comprehensive study [Greenhill, 1930, 1] of tli(^ ehemicial composition of

pasture herbage as grazed under the intoisive system of grass-land management,

extending over the seasons 1926 to 1929, it was found that, of the total nitrogen

of the herbage, the jiroportion present in prot(un form (as determined by tlu*

Htiitzer method) was more or less constant under all conditions. The vahu' ranged

usually betweem 85 and 90 % and seldom fell l><‘low 80%
Instances of abnormally l)igh proportions of non-protein-nitrogen in pasture

herbage have, however, been observed, accompanied by digestive disturban<M‘s

in stock grazing the herbage.® Thus, a sample of int(msively manured grass at

Castle Douglas [Watson, 1929] in May 1929 was found to contain 49% of its

* total nitrogen in non-protein form, whilst in another at Retford | (greenhill,

1930, 2] in April 1930 the value was 38% . Samples of intensive pasture herbagi'

from a farm at East Clandon [Greenhill, 1930, 3] in March and April 1930 were

also found to contain between 30 and 40% of tluur nitrogen in non-protein form

;

although in this instan<;e the herbage' was not Inung grazed at th(' time, tlu'

possibility of its causing digestive disturbances in stock was suspected.

Although instances of serious digestive disturbances in stock grazing grass,

due appartuitly to an abnormally high proportion of non-protein -nitrogiui or of a

particular form of non-jirotein-nitrogen in the herbage, are of rare occurrence,

instances of minor disturbances attributed, rightly or wrongly, to such an

excess are loss uncommon. It was decided, therefore, in 1930 to investigat(‘

further the amounts and relative proportions of the nitrogen compounds occur-

ring in grass.

Experimental.

As practically no data were available in the literature, concerning the

amounts of the various nitrogenous cx)nstituent8 occurring in grass, it was
decided to determine the amounts ofsome of these constituents present normally

in intensive jiasture herbage at different times of the season. Accordingly, a

number of samples were examined in 1930.

’ The oeeaBional lower valueei obtained were traceable usually to some hydrolysis of protein

having occurred between the times of taking and drying the sample.
^ The so-called “grass tetany” of stock is often ascribed to an excess of non-protein-nltrogen

or of a part/ioular non-protein nitrogenous constituent in the herbage.

( 412 )
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Particulars of samples examined*

Twelve Hamples at the 4-6 in. growth stage, obtained from the intensively

manured rotational grazing paddocks in Leak’s Meadow and Feeding Ground at
Jealott’s Hill, were examined in the months of May, August, September and
October. The herbage examined was not necessarily representative of the whole
paddock: in some cases this was so, whilst in others the sample was taken from
those areas where growth was most lu.scious. Also, although the samples were all

of herbage at the grazing stage, the pasture was not necessarily grazed at the

time the sampk? was taken. In those cases where it was grazed, however, no
digestive disturbances in the stock were observed.

Methods of examination employed*

Determinations of the total nitrogen and of the protein-, amide-, ammonia-
and nitrate-nitrogen were mtuie on the dried, ground material.

The total nitrogen W'as determined by the Kjeldahl and the protein-nitrogen

by the Stiitzer method.
The amide-nitrogen was determined by boiling with 5% HCl for 1| hours and

subsequent distillation with magnesia, allowance being made for the nitrogen

originally y)res€mt in the ammoniacal form.

The ammonia-nitrogen was dettTmined by direct distillation with magnesia.

The. nitrate-nitrogen (inc^luding any nitrite-nitrogen if prestmt) was dctc^r-

mined by the iron reduction method dc^stTibed ]>y Mckery and Pucher [1929].

It should 1h* noted [(ireenhill, 1933] that grass kept for any aj)preciable length

ol time in the fresh condition is very liable, unless special precautions are taken,

to undergo significant change in comjK)sition : besides some loss of dry matter,

hydrolysis oi‘ })rotein, w’ith a marke<l diminution in the value obtained for the

protein-nitrogen and a correH|)onding rise in the non- protein-nitrogen value, is

particularly likely to occur. For this reason it is important that as little time as

possible should elapse between the taking and drying of the sample, and that the

drying should be earned out as rapidly as possible, the grass being spread out in a

thin layer and dried in an oven at a temperature of between 70" and 100'
.

Results.

The analytical data are summarised in the top section of Table I. The non-

protein-N values, expn=^ssed as percentages of the total N, ranged from 12 to

23, the amide-N from 21 to S*l, the ammonia-N from 1-0 to 2-0 and the nitrate-

N from 01 to 4*0.

(k)mparing the individual samples, the projwrtions of the nitrogen present in

amide and ammoniacal forms show’ed no relationship to the total nitrogen con-

tent of the herbage or to one another: the higher proportions of non-protein- and

of nitrate-nitrogen, however, with exceptions, were associated with the higher

total nitrogen contents.

Discussion of results anu conclusions.

The samples of herbage examined included a wide range of total nitrogen

contents (from the moderate figure of 2*8 to the high figure of 6’2% of the dry

matter, equivalent to 17-8 and 32-3% of crude protein respectively) and also

included samples taken under conditions of growth which might have been

expected to be conducive to high proportions of non-protein-nitrogen. Also, the
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Table I. Summary of dcUa far hUensive pasture herbage (JeahtVs HiU,

Castle Douglas, Retford and East CUmdon). 1929 and 1930.

As % of drr inuttor

Ah % of total

disluTbancp susp«('t.»si.

)

Total

Equiv. to

crude Protein- N<ni- Aiuuh'- Ammonia- Nitrate-

Fartii'ulars of samples nitrogen protein N protein- X N N N

12 samples intensive pasture herbage at

grazing stam* from L«'ak's Meadow <ir reed-

ing Ground, Jealott's Hill. Maj, August,

September and October, 1030:

Highest value r»i7 32-3 88 23 8 1 2-0 40
Lowest value 2-84 17-8 77 12 2*7 1-0 01

Average value 8-63 22*7 83 17 5-3 1-3 1-7

InO'iisive grass (lirst year iiermaiient) from 3-22 201 51 40 10-2 2*6

Castle Douglas [Watson, 1020J. May 1020.

(.Serious di.sturbaiioe experienced in grazing

stock.)

Intensive grass (seids) from lletford [Green- 5-21 32-(; 62 38 11-3 4d 2*5

bill, 1930, 2]. April 1030. (.Serious disturb-

ance experienced in grazing stock.)

4 samples intensive pasture herbagii from liast

Clandon IGreeiiliill, UKK), 3J. 'March and
303 24-(; 50 11 8-0 7-5 (H)

3-80 23 8 t»7 33 5 2 20 0-6

April, 1030. (Pastmi's not being grazed at 4-23 2<5-4 7J 20 6-6 2-2 Oo
time as possibility of herbage eausing some 4-42 27‘t; <‘8 32 (*‘3 2>2 tl-3

Pmspot in ai'pm’iable anumnt.

paddock from which the Leak’s Meadow samples were taken^ had received

heavier dressings of artificial fertilisers, including nitrogen, than are usually

applied to pastures. In no instance however did tht* proportion of tlu‘ total

nitrogen present in non-proti^in form rise above 23 %, whilst in the majority of

samples it did not rise above 16%

.

In the three lower sections of Table 1 are given the (corresponding nitrogen

values for the intensive herbage samples from Castle Douglas [Watson, 1929],

Retford fGreenhill, 1930, 2] and East CJandon [Gncenhill, 1930, 3] referrcnl to

earlier. Comparing the values for the dealott’s Hill sampks with the values for

these samples, it will be observed that whilst the total nitrogen contents of thf‘

herbage were comparable, the proportions of the nitrogen present in non -protein

form were much higher in the latter than in the Jealott s Hill samplers. Amide-

and ammonia-nitrogen were present generally in lugher pro})ortionB
; the com-

parison shows, however, no definite difference in respect of the proportions of

nitrate-nitrogen, which were very variable.

From a consideration of the data presented and referred to, it is concluded

that the proportion of the total nitrogen present in protein form, in intensive

herbage as grazed by stock, is normally mcjre or less constant at a value between

SO and 90%, and that only in exceptional instances does the non-protein-

nitrogen (‘xceed 20% ofthe total nitrogen. Such instances may very occasionally

occur, however, and may })e liable to cause digestive disturbances in stock grazing

the herbage (the seriousness of which will depend on the actual amount of non-

protein-nitrogen or on the excess of some particular form of non-protein-

nitrogen present, and on the general grazing and other conditions) ancl should
be guardf^d against.

In general, it seems probable that an unusually high proportion of non-
protein-nitrogen in grazing herbage is likely to arise only under a peculiar com-
bination of circumstances, namely on heavily manured grass under conditions of
very rapid growth or when, after heavy manuring followed by a check to growth,

^ The Leak’s Meadow samples were all taken from Paddock No. 1.
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growth suddenly recommenct^s. A high projKjrtion of non-protein-nitrogen is

associated nearly always, for these reasons, with a particularly leafy growth and,

in consequence, with a high total nitrogen content, though, of course, leafy

growth is not of itself to be considen^ in any way indicative of an unusually high

proportion of non-protein-nitrogen. Further, from the nature of the causes, such

instances are most likely to oc(^ur in the early and late wt^eks of the grazing

season and to be of very transient occurrence.

Jleferenc(‘ may be made to the data otherwise noted for the fractionation of

tht^ nitrogenous constituents of grass, and to further work on this question at

this Station. SjoII<‘ma 1 1931 ], at the Wterinary Laboratory of the University of

Utrecht, in an investigation of the ciause of “grass tetany”, examined, also in

1930, a large number of samfilcs of intensive* pasture ht‘rbag(* taken in the early

and late months of the grazing season, with results generally confirming those

obtained by the writer in this country, ('hibnall and Miller |1931], examining a

sample of per(*nnial rye-grass fr(»m a sewage farm, found it to contain 12*7 % of

its nitrogen in nitrate form, or calculated as KNO.,, equal to 4*4% of the dry

mattfT: this grass, however, was of rank growth and not such as would be

graze^d, and further, the sample <*xamined consisted of the upper leafy part of the

herbag(* only. In America, L(*ukel and CV>Ieman [1930) and Ltuikel et at. [1934],

at the Ujiiversity of Florida Agricultural Experiment Station, have given data

for the influen(*(^ of different h'rtiliser and cutting tn*atments on the main nitro-

genous constituents of several pasture grasses, whilst Archibald and Bennett

[1932]. at tile Massachusetts Agrieultural Exjx'rinumt Station, studying the

fractionation of the nitrogenous constituents in samples of herbage from

manured and umnanunnl pastures and pun* stands of white clover, found the

aiiirnonia-iiitrogen to average about 1*S% of the total nitrogen for the manured

and about 1 •{)% for th(* unmanured herbage ; none* of tin* samples contained more

than slight tra(*es of nitrate-nitrogen. At Jealott's Hill, Eggleton [1935] has

studied t he uptakt^ of nitrogen by pasture herbage in the spring, following the

ajiplii^ation of \ arious nitrogenous fertilisers, including sodium nitrite, and of

sulphate of iiotash, while oth(*r inv<*stigations which work has been in

progress since 1930 by Blackman and others, include the fractionation of the

nitrog(*nous constituents in “early bite” pasture herbage and in lawn herbage,

the results of which will lie published later.

It, is jiossible, at tlie present, to do little more than state the values for, and

the general observations which have lK*en made eone(*rning, the fractionation of

the nitrogenous constituents of grass, the factors probably determining the

relative pro|.)ortion8 of the different constituents having so far been but little

studied. The influenct* of fertilisers, of climatic and seasonal conditions, and of

soil conditions both chemical and biological, require study, whilst the fractiona-

tion lUH-'ds to be applietl throughout the period of growth and to different jjaits

of the plant.
SUMMAKV.

Following the very occasional occurrence of digestive disturbances in stock

grazing intensively manured pastures, due apparently to an abnormally high

proportion of non-protein-nitrogeii or of a particular non-protein-nitrogen com-

pound in the herbage, samples of intensively manim>d pasture at the grazing

stage from the rotational grazing paddocks at Jealott’s Ilill were exammod m
the months of May, August, September and October 1930, tor their contents of

total, protein-, amide-, ammonia- and nitrate-nitrogen.
- 00 / f

The total nitrogen contents of the herbage rangtnl from 2 S to 6-2% of the

dry matter; the non-protein-nitrogen values, expressed as percentages ot the
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total nitrogen, ranged from 12 to 23, the amide-nitrogen from 2*7 to 81, the

ammonia-nitrogen from 1-0 to 2-0, and the nitrate-nitrogen from 0*1 to 4*0.

Comparing the individual samples, the proportions of the nitrogen present in

amide and ammoniacal forms showed no definite relationship to the total nitrogen

content of the herbage or to one another; the higher proportions of non-protein-

and of nitrate-nitrogen, however, usually but not always were associated with

the higher total nitrogen contents.

These values are compared with those of pasture samples associated with

digestive disturbances in grazing stock at other centres, and tlie iK)S8ible bearing

of the relative proportions of the diffei*ent forms of nitrogen comywunds in grass

in relation to their effect on the grazing of stock is discussed.

The author’s thanks are due to Imperial Chemical Industries Ltd. for

permission to publish this paper.
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The fact that choline, the nitrogenous constituent of lecithin, prev(‘nts the

deposition of fat whicli occurs when rats arc fed on a high fat di(^t, and also

accelerates the removal of fat from fatty livers has been establish(‘d by Best and
his collaborators [1932; 1934; 1935). This has been termed the “lij:K)tropic

action’’ of choline*. It was found also that betaine, the acid corresponding to

(‘holirie, is active in this rosfK'ct but aminoethanoh th(* nitrogenous constituent

of kephalin, is inactive. ]h)tli eholin<‘ and bc^taine wor(‘ administered as

chlorides.

An attempt has ))een made to determine w^hetlier comix)unds related to

choline chloride but without tin* hydroxyl group possess any li]K)tropic action.

Trimethylaramoniuin chloride (trimethvlamine hydrochloride), trimothylethyl-

ammonium chloride, tetramethylammonium chloride and trimethylphenyl-

ammoniurn chloride have been used.

The following experiment was carried out to test the possibility that tri-

methylammonium (*hlorido might influence liviT fat. The rats were fed on a diet

of niix(‘d grain with added beef fat for 3 weeks, after which 15 we^' sacrificed to

ensure that th(* livers had become fatty. The remainder wTre placed on a diet

consisting entirely of sucrose. This j>rocedure was shown by Best and Huntsman
[1 935) to cause a further accumulation of fat in the liver. One group of 15

animals received on the averag(* 29 mg. of trimeihylammonium chloride daily

jH^r rat (equivalent to about 100 mg. pi*r kg.) and another, 20 mg. of choline

chloride for comparison. A third group (controls) received sucrose only. The
average liver fatty acid contents at the end of 12 days were as follows: tri-

methylammonium chloride 24*3%, choline chloride 5*2%, controls 16*7%.

Similar results were obtained when larger amounts of the amine, up to 100 mg.

ptT rat i)er day, were given in other experiments.

The other substances tested, namely trimethyh*thyl-, tetramethyl- and tri-

methylphenyl-ammonium chlorides were prepared by the usual methods and

analysed to* determine purity. Such tetraalkylaramoriium compounds almost

invariably exert a powerful pharmacological action of the curare type. As was

expeGt<?d, it was found that each of these compounds is extremely toxic even

when administered orally in small doses in dilute solution. It was impossible to

give a sufficient quantity to correspond with a known effective amount of

choline chloride or to obtain evidence of lipotropic activity. In all cases where

appreciable quantities were given the animals sickened, refused food and

eventually di^.

Biochem. 1936 xxx (417) 27
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It is interesting to note that th(' triethyl homologiio of choline (triethyl-j8-

hydroxyethylanimonium hydroxide) has been shown by Channon and Smith

[1936] to b(^ effective in preventing deposition of liver fat although its action

is not so intense as that of choline.
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Of all quantitative determinations in the analysis of plant materials the lignin

determination is subject to greatest uncertainty since in the first place the

constitution of this component is unknown and S(‘condly all attempts to isolate

it in the form in which it is iHuieved to occur in the plant Jiave, so far, failed.

At ihe pn^sent time any so-called quantitative determination of lignin is at best

a (‘ompromis(‘, for the* yield and cora|H)sition of the product dtqxmd to a great

(\xtent on the analytical method employed. The best availabk* methods for the

routine determination of lignin in wood are those which involve the removal of

the carbohydrates 1)y hydrolysis with mineral acids. The details of the original

methods and \'arious modifications of them wliich have ap})earcd from time to

time are fully discussed b\' Scliorger jl92fi, p. 518
1
and Hawlev and Wise [1926,

p. JG31.
‘

A number of modifications of the original methods fOst and Wilkening, 1910 :

Willstatter and Z(‘chmcistei\ J913] have Ix^en suggesttxi. Most of these aim at

the preparation of a lignin complex, free from carbohydrate condensation

products, and broadly speaking lh(\v involve either (J) preliminary treatment
to remove those carbohydrates which are liable to form condensation products

at some stage in the isolation of the lignin residue [Paloheimo, 1925; Ritter et ah.

1932: Norman and lenkins, 1934], or (2) control of experimental conditions,

su(*h as the temperature of the wood samples during (lig(*stion with concen-

trat(‘d acid [Sherrard and Hams, 1932: Peterson et ah, 1932; Ritter et ah, 1932:

Komarov, 1934]. Cnhen and Dadswell [1931] have shown that with certain

Australian woods the accurate determination of lignin is further complicated by
the preHem^e of gums or kinos which are resistant to comentrated mineral acids.

These substances are, however, soluble in dilute sodium hydroxide, and the above

authors have therefore proposed a modification of the Ost and Wilkening method
which involves a preliminary treatment wdth this reagent. A further modifi-

(‘ation has since been suggesttxi by Cohen [1934].

Since the crux of the lignin dett^rmination lies in the efficient removal of

carbohydrates, it is essential that uniformity of method should be established

for the digestion with (concentrated acid and the subsequent hydrolysis with

dilute acid. Although the method of Willstatter and Zechmoistcr [1913], which

prescrilHJS the use of 42% hydrochloric acid, has hitherto been (considered to

yield the most accurate results, considerations of convenience have led to the

almost universal use of 72% sulphuric acid, as originally recommended b> Ost

and Wilkening [1910], Further, it has bi^en indicated by Harris et ah [1934] that-

the sulphuric acid method is capable ofyielding a lignin with maximum methoxyl

content and free from carbohydrates. Billington ei al. [1933], conclude that the

modified sulphuric acid method of Ritter et ah [1932] yields results which are

( 419 )
27---2
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almost as satisfactory as those obtained by the hydrochloric acid method. None^

the less, although the use of sulphuric acid is generally favoured, there is a

complete absence of agi*eonient concerning the significant steps in the lignin

determination. For instance, although all the above workers use 2 g. samples

of wood flour Peterson d aL digest with 30 ml. of 72% H2SO4 at 4'^ for 18 hours,

Sherrard and Harris recommend 20 ml. of 70% H2SO4 at 10® for IC hours, Ritter

et al. recommend 25 ml. of 72% H2SO4 at 20" for 2 hours and Komarov digests

iiis wood samples for 2J hours at 20-21® in the case of softwoods and 25- 26" in

the case of hardwoods.

The method which has been in current use in this laboratory is substantially

that recommended by 8chorger [1926, p. 524] except tliat 12-5 ml. of 72%
sulphuric acid hav<} been used p<T 2 g. (air-dry) sampk* of wood, and the hydn)-

lysis with 3% acid has been carried out under a reflux condenser. The following

work was undertaken with a view to revising this method, and it has necessarily

involved the assessment of the relative merits of several of the methods referred

to above. For the present, the question of the eradication of gums and kinos

has been left aside.

Expebumentajl.

The effect of a preliminary hydrolysis uifh dilute sulphuric acid

on the yield of apparent lignin,

Norman and Jenkins [1933] have shown that in the c^ase of certain straws

the yield of apparent lignin <?an be siibstantially reduced by a pn'-treatnumt

with 5% sulphuric acid. Tht‘y also record small losses in the apparent lignin of

Scots pine and beech wood due to the same treatment. However, as mtuitioiunl

in the Forest Products Research Board Report [1933J, experiments carried

out in this laboratory indicate that this expt^dient is not applicable to all woods.

The experimental data in Tables I and II sup}X)r1^ this view. In these' and
•succeeding tables results are expressed as percentages by weight of oven-dry
original 80-l(X) mesh wood.

Table I. The effe^i of preliminary hydrolysis with sulphuric acid for

5 hours at 100"^ cm the apparent lignin exmteni of wood.

If) hours’ digestion with J2-r) inJ. 72 HjS04 at ir»~2(r'; 2 hours’ hydrolysis with 3% acitl.

Apparent lignin rontent

After
preliminary Change in

hydrolysis apparent
Untreated with U’,, lignin

Matcrifi 1 sample H,S04 content

African pencil cedar (Junijtertfs 40-77 ^3-67

fmu-fra Boohst.)

J..ouiHiana Gulf cypress {Taxoilimti

dishrhnm Rich.):

Heartwood (50 mesh) 31-82 32-08 + 0-26
Sapwood 34-44 34-77 + 0-33

I*itch pine {Pinufi jmluuirift Mill);

Highly resinous 2MH 21-43 4 0-25
Slightly resinous 29-60 29-89 I-0-29

English oak {QueraiM sp.) 22-40 18-97 -3-43
Jarrah {Eucalyptus marfjinaiat^m.) 43-37 39-97 -3-40
Teak {Tectona grand^s L.f.) 30-53 31-76 4 1-23

Abura (M itragynu stipulosa Kuntase) 3275 33-40 fO-66
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In all cases, except oak and jarrah (Table I), increases in apparent lignin

are observed. These increments probably arise from the formation of insoluble

products from ]iartially hydrolysed carbohydrates, although in the light of more
recent knowledge, it is uncertain whether the cause of the increments is to be
sought in th(^ conditions of the preliminary hydrolysis alone.

Proliminarif hydrolysis irith -5".„ sulphuric acid.

Three of the woods used in Table I were selected for the determinations
recorded in Table II, the pndiminary hydrolysis being carried out on 2 g.

(air-dry) samples ofwood flour with 100 ml. 5% sulphuric acid at 100” for 3 hours.
The wood residue was in each case collected in an alundum crucible (porosity

RA OS) in the usual manner.

Table 11. The tfftict of preliminary hydrolysis with sulphuric acid for
3 hours at WIT ou the ap]mrent lignin content of wood.

.Apjmrtiiit hiriiin contont

l^ntreattnl

Hample

African j'H‘nc‘iI cedar 37-r)l>

(jOiii«iana (UuJf t*yprcHs

Eimlish oak: sapwuod 2‘Mn

The only results that can be din^ctly compared with those of Norman and
denkins

1 1934] are those for oak and teak. For oak wood, these authors observed
a loss of 8*50 parts of appanmt lignin and for teak a loss of 2*03 parts, after

hydrolysing for 1 hour with «)% sulphuric acid at lOO'". Since, however, of the
7 speciies examiiuMi here only two show a decrease in apparent lignin, it is

obvious that the introduction of this type of preliminary hydrolysis as a refin<‘-

ment in the lignin determination is ofxm to criticism.

Preliminary hydrolysis with dilute sulphuric acid with immediate

removal of the products of hydrolysis

.

A more successful pre-treatment was suggested by the work of Paloheimo

[1929] who carried out two successive digestions with 70% sulphuric acid. The
concentration of hydrolysis products during the second digestion was thus

considerably reduc(id, and for rye straw a lower yield of lignin was obtained.

In the following series of exjx>riments (Table III) 2 g. samples of air-dry wood
in alundum crucibles of porosity RA 98 were hydrolysed either befon^ or after

extraction \»dth alcohol-l)enzene with toiling dilute sulphuric acid in a series of

stages. 25 ml. of acid were added at each stage and removed by suction along

with the hydrolysis products. After the final stage the samples were washed
free from acid with hot water before carrying out the usual lignin determination.

These results show that it is possible by using 5% acid to reduce the

apparent lignin content of beech and African pencil cedar by over 1 % without

appreciable loss of methoxyl, 10% sulphuric acid appears to attack the lignin

of beech wood since the methoxyl is depleted.

Table IV shows the distribution of pentosans after treatment (3). The
loss of 1 % apparent lignin in the case of cedar is apparently not due to the

removal of pentosans. On toiling the acid extract for 2 hours, however, an
insoluble residue resembling lignin was obtained. This amounted to 0*36% in

After hytIrolysiM Change in

with HjjSO, for apparent lignin

'A hours at HK)^ content

:UM8 +159
A‘Prc2 015
2(Kil -2-79
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Table III. The effect of a preliminary hydrolysis with removal of hydrolysis

products on the apparent liynin contents of beech and' African p^encil cedar.

African pencil cedar Beech

Methoxyl
in

lignin

(i) as

of

Methoxyl
in

lignin

(ii) as
“ of

Ti*eatmeiit Lignin (i) lignin Lignin (ii) lignin

1 . Original wood 37-73 4-95 1312 23-53 4-79 20-35

2. Aleohol-beiizeiio cxlTaetion

followed by treatment with

250 ml. lH»t 1 H2S()4 for

2-min. periods

37-96 5-00 13-18 24-49* 4-71 19*25

3. Alcohol-benzene extraction

followed by treatment with
250 ml. hot 5“o H3.S()4 for

2-rain, periods

36-72 4-91 i8:m 22-tM» 4-52 20 55

4. Alcohol-benzene extraction

followed by treatment wdth

500 ml. hot 5“„ HjjSO^ for

2-min. jxeriods

37-56t 5-03 1.3-41 23-36t 4-50 19-27

5. Treatment with 250 ml. hot

5 % H28()4 for 2-rain, p<u’iodR

prior to a)(U)h(i]-bcmzene ex-

traction

36-63 4-78 13-05 22-71 4-,‘>9 20 22

0. Treatment with 250 ml. hoi

5% H2S()4 for 4-min. periods

jirior to alcohol-benzene ex-

traction

36-54 4-77 13-06 22-45 4-63 20-63

7. Treatment witJi 250 ml. hot 37-19 4-93 13-25 22-02 4-26 19-S3

10*V> H2S()4 for 2-niin. penc»d8

prior to a benzene ex-

trartion
* Teuif»eratxire of di^restioii wiili 72“,, HgSf)!, 2r)*r> 29".

t "lVni]3eraturc of digestion Mith 72 24 r»".

Table IV^. Distribution of pentosans after treatment.

Total pentosans in original wood
Pentosans in residual wood after treatment (3)

Pentosans in 5“,, HgSO,, extract

Insoluble residue from r»“„ HgSU4 extract

o“;, sulphuric acid extract

African fH-ncil

cedar Beech

11-10 25-59

10-85 2347
Nil M2
0-35 0-11

6-55 2-56

the case of cedar, and it would undoubtedly have been estimated as lignin had
not jjrecautions l^en takim to remove the products of hydrolysis as they w(*re

formed (cf. Table 11).

Unfortunately in the exjieriments in which 500 ml. of 5% sulphuric a(*id

were used the digestions with 72% acid were carried out at a room temperature
of 24-5°, some 5~8® higher than in the other experiments. This made the results

useless for their original purpose, since the unexpe^ctedly high values obtained
for apparent lignin were in all probability due to the efTect of increased tem-
perature. Before continuing with the investigation of hydrolytic pre-treatments
therefore a series of determinations was carried out to determine the maximum
increase in apparent lignin that might be caused by summer temperatures in

this country.
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I'hv influenco. of summer ttmperaiures on the lignin determination..

Lignin determinations wen- made on a number of woods according to the
m(‘thod wliieh 1ms been in current use in this laboratory, except that the
digestion with 72% sulphuric acid was carried out in an oven maintained at 33®,

tlu* highest laborator^^ temperature likely to occur during summer in England.
Table V shows these results compared with those obtained with the same
woods at temperatures of 15-20®.

Table V. Effect of temperature of dige.stion with 72'*;,^ sulphuric

acid on apparent lignin content.

'J'einjieratiire

flurin;r di^cstirm

with 72^ i;

J.-1-20" 33=^

A

Apparent
ii^nin

MothoAyl
in

lignin

(i)

(i) as

of Apparent
lignin

Methoxyl
ill

lif^nin

(ii)

(ii) as

"o of
lit^nin

Increase in

apparent
lij;nin due
to tem-
p«*rature

Afri<*an p'licil erdar 4 9.5 i:m2 4r>-oo 4-98 12-44 2-27

LouiKJuiia (iiilf i*vpn*ss 5 2J 1.5-9.5 .3.5-20 .5-20 14-77 2.53

Sitka. Mprijcc {Ptrta

’'nfcheu-si'i (‘an.)

27Hli 414 14-88 29-74 4-23 14-23 J-91

P]t<-h pino, sli^ihtly 4-27 14-03 311*5 3 70 11-89 1-90

rosinous

N<»r\\ ay spruiT ( Ptrt a

Karnt)

2S0r) 4- 10 ir>-73 27-9.5 4-04 14-4.5 1-90

fieoch (F(Vjus .<>///-

rnfiva Linn.)

23r,H 4-79 20-3.5 27-98 4-9.5 17-70 4-45

Ash {Fra.rniUft t vev!

swr Linn.)

2L75 4-92 19-88 28-88 .5-0.5 17-48 4-13

Fjtiji'Jifllj oak 3-90 17-44 27-43 3-86 14-03 ,5-03

Jarrah 13-37 r»«4 13-48 47-94 .5-99 12-48 4-.57

It can be seen that a relatively high temi)erature affects the yield of hard-

wood lignin nnu:h more than that of softwood lignin. This may be accounted for

by the greater projiortion of readily hydrolysable carbohydrates present in

hardwoods. These results amply confirm the observations of Sherrard and
Harris [1932] and Peterson et al. [1932].

The optimum conditiofis for carrying out the determinatimi of lignin

with mdphnric acid.

Ritter et al. [1932] have published graphs showing the effect of tem|KTature

on the yield of lignin from the wood of sugar maple after digestion with 72%
sulphuric acid for periods ranging from 1 to 96 hours. They conclude that a

digestion for 2 hours at 20® ensures complete solution of th(‘ carbohydrates with

a minimum amount of decomposition and adopt this for future use, although

it would appear from their graphs that a minimum yield of lignin is actually

obtained by digesting for 7 hours at 10®. Consideration of these graphs and the

results of other workers [Sherrard and Harris, 1932; Peterson et al., 1932] has

led us to adopt 10® as the best temperature for the digestion.

The authors desire to record here their indebtedness to Mr J. Pique of the

Low Temperature Research Station, Cambridge, for supplying the design of a

constant temperature chamber in which it has been possible to maintain a
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temperature of 10 + 0-5*^ for prolonged periods. Full details of the complete

apparatus can be obtained on request from the Director of Forest Products

Research.

The effect of crucible porosity on the yield of apparent lignin

from certain hardufoods,

A set of determinations was carried out on beech, ash and English oak to

com^mre the efficiency of alundum crucibles of porosity RA 98 and 360 re-

spectively in retaining the lignin precipitate (Table \T).

Table VI. The effect of crucible porosity—BA 98 compared with RA 860.

16 hours’ digestion with 72

H

2
S()4 at 10'’; 2 hours’ hv«lrolysis with

Beech Oak, sapwood Ash
Volume f

'

. -

f

^ ^

of 72% Apparent Methoxyl in Apparent Methoxyl in Apparent Methoxyl in

H,S04 lignin lignin lignin lignin lignin lignin

ml. KA 98 360 98 360 98 360 98 360 98 SliO 98 360

12*6 22-36 22-81 4-61 4*63 19-92 20-21 4-17 4-18 23-24 23-57 4-75 4-78

20 22-25 22-60 4-65 4-60 19-34 19-54 4- 1.3 4-16 22-54 23-17 4-69 4-72

25 22-28 22-30 4-68 4-67 19-10 19-25 4-02 4-13 22-43 23-(K» 4-70 4-7S

30 21-82 22-10 4-48 4-63 18-86 19-44 4-m 4-13 22-27 22-87 4-67 4*77

In all eases a slightly higher yield of ajiparent lignin was obtained by using

crucibles of porosity RiV 360 and the methoxyl content of t he lignin collected

in these was constant irrespective of the volume of sulphuric acjid used . Ouciblcs

of porosity RA 360 have therefore been adopted for collecting lignin in all

future work.

The influence of the volume of 72^,0 sulphuric add used on the

yield of apparent lignin.

2 g. samples of air-dry, alcohol-benzene (1 : 2)-extracted sawdust were di-

gested with different volumes of 72% sulphuric acid at 10" for 16 hours. The
acid was then diluted to a concentration of 3% and the mixture boiled for

2 hours before collecting the lignin residue (Table VII).

Table \T1. The effect of usirvg different volumes of 72*'i^, sulphuric arid.

African jxjijcil KInglish oak Norway ihniglus

Beech cedar sapwood apruce Ash fir

Volume ^
K , ^

A
^ ^ ^ ^

/ * ^
'— ^

of 72% >l<‘th. Moth- Meth- Meth- Meth- Meth-
H,SO, A]>pai- oxyl Appar- oxyl Apiiar- oxyl Appar- oxyl Apfiar- oxyl Appar- oxyl
used eiit in ent ill ent in ent in ent in ent in

ml. lignin lignin lignin lignin lignin lignin lignin lignin lignin lignin lignin lignin

12-5 22-81 4-63 38*06 4*94 20*21 4*18 25*63 4-15 23-57 4*78 26*80 4*02

20 22 m 4-69 37-81 6*07 19*54 4*16 25*37 4-09 23*17 4-72 26*55 3*92
25 22-30 4-67 37-33 4*95 19*25 4*13 25*42 4*07 2300 4*78 26*54 3-99
30 22-10 4-63 37*4.5 4*94 19*44 4*13 25*33 4*08 22*87 4*77 26*44 4*01

Consideration of the data suggests that for a 2 g. sample of wood containing

approximately 10% of moisture 25 ml. of 72% sulphuric acid be adopted.

The effect of varyir^ the time of contact of wood samples with 72^

sulphuric acid on the yield of apparent lignin.

Table VIII gives the results obtained by digesting 2 g. samples of various
woods wth 26 ml. of 72% sulphuric acid at 10® for periods of 3 to 16 hours, the
acid being subsequently diluted to 3% and the mixture boiled for 2 hours l)efore

collecting and washing the lignin in the usual way.
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Table VlII. The effect of varying the time of contact of v'ood

with 25 ml. 72"jo sulphuric acid.

English oak, Norway iJouglas
Time oi‘ Beoeh Cedar napwood spruce Ash fir

digestion r- ^ ,
*

^ r ^ ^ ^ r
'

with 72% Moth- Mcth- Meth- Moth- Meth- Meth-
Appar- oxyl Appar- oxyl Appar- oxyl Appar- oxyl Appar- nxyl Appar- oxyl

at l(»" out in cut in ent in ent in ent ill ent in
(hours) lignin lignin lignin lignin lignhi lignin lignin lignin lignin lignin lignin lignin

3 ;M*58 4-70 42-8;i 5-58 25-55 4-07 .30-88 4-56 30-96 4-81 34-05 4-23

4 21-60 4-46 42-02 5-44 10-00 3-04 25-58 M4 23 12 4*60 3043 4-31

21-60 4-45 37-3! 4-00 18-47 3-02 25-34 4-05 22.50 4*69 26-77 3-06
f> 21-62 4-40 37-27 4-00 19-03 4-05 25-14 4-04 22-75 4-65 26-61 3-87
7 21-70 4-47 37-2;i 5-01 18-86 4-05 25-40 4*06 22-67 4-76 26-70 3-82

16 22-30 4-67 37-33 4-05 19-25 4-13 25-42 4-07 23*(X> 4-78 26-54 3*99

Tlu^ data suggest that for the woods examined hardwoods require f5 hours’

digestion with 72% sulphuric* acid, whilst softwoods require 6 hours’ digestion.

The effect of varying the time of hydrolysis icith sulphuric

acid on the yield of apparent lignin.

The conditions of the final hydrolysis with dilute acid have perhaps been
subject to fewer modifications than any other part of the ligiiin determination.

Neverthele.ss Ritter et al. [1932] advocate an extension of the time of hydrolysis

at the boiling-point of* the acid from the usual 2 to 4 hours, whilst Komarov [1934]

appears to consider that 1 hour’s hydrolysis with acid of 5% concentration is

suffickuit.

After extraction with alcohoMienzene (1:2) 2 g. samples of air-dry wood
were digested with 2/) ml. of 72 % sulphuric acid at 10'" for 5 hours (Table IX(a))

and 6 hours (Table 1X(6)). The acid was diluted to 3 % and the final hydrolysis

at the boiling-point was carried out for various times.

Table IX. The effect of mrifing time of hydrolysis with 3% sulphuric cicid

on the yield of apparent lignin, usi?ig

:

{a) 25 ml. 72 for .5 hours at 10®.

English oak, Norway Douglas

Beei'li (’edar sapwood spruce Ash fir

hydrolysis Meth- Meth- Meth- Moth- Meth- AMeth-

with 3 Appar* ox'vl Appar- oxvl Appar- oxyl Appar- oxyl Appai- oxyl Appar- o-xyl

acid ent in ent in ent in ent in ent in <‘nt in

(hours) lignin lignin lignin lignin lignin lignin liginn lignin lignin lignin lignin lignin

1 21-62 4-47 37-37 5-06 18-61 3-94 25-73 4*17 22-44 4-70 26-77 4-01

2 21-60 4-45 37-31 4*90 18-47 3-92 25-34 4-05 2250 4-69 26-77 3-96

3 21-64 4-51 37-75 5-04 18-49 3-95 25-50 4-19 22-23 4-70 26-50 4-01

4 21-64 4*59 37-86 4-99 18-51 403 25-48 4-12 22-20 4-70 26-67 3-99

(b) 25 ml. 72^0 H2SO, for 6 hours at 1()\

Time of
hydrolysis African pencil cedar Norway spruce Douglas fir

with 3% ,
: ^ .

'
'

"

. -mm . * A j 'a, Al 1 A A
acid

(hours)
Apparent

Ugnin
Methoxy-l in

lignin

Apparent
lignin

Methoxyl in

lignin

Apparent
lignin

Methoxyl in

lignm

1 37-89 4-99 25-36 4-07 26-83 3-92

2 87-27 4-99 25-14 4-04 26-61 3-87

3 37-53 4-98 25-14 4-11 26-66 3-94

4 37-49 4-93 25-38 4-17 26-65 3-98
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These results indicate that with the exception of ash wood 4 hours’ hydrolysis

with 3% sulphuric acid is unnecessary for the woods examined. Moreover, m
particular cases, the longer hydrolysis may lead to high values for lignin. From
a practical standpoint it is obviously important that the time taken for the

complete lignin estimation should be reduced to a minimum and therefore

2 hours is proposed as the time for the hydrolysis with 3 % sulphuric acid.

The action of ccmcentraied sulphuric acid on sugars as a stmree of

error in the lignin determination.

Hilpert and Littmann [1034] have confirmed and amplified the earlier work
of Paloheimo [1929] on the action of concentrated mineral acids on sugars in

relation to tlie determination of lignin and have shown that whereas glucose

yields 0*81 % of an insoluble lignin-like product when titrated with 72% sul-

phuric acid for 48 hours at 20-22^, fructose may yield 25%, sucrose 13-14%
and xylose 36% . This so-called resinification of sugars is regarded as an important
source of error in the lignin determination in plant materials generally, but in a

later paper [1935] it is shown that the reaction is profoundly affected by changes

in tem|)erature. At 6° fructose and x3dose only ^ield 0*26 and 0*()1 % respeotivelv

of an insoluble lignin-like residue.

In the following experiments 1 g. samples of pure xylose, fructose and sucrose*

respectively were mixed with 25 ml. 72% sulphuric acid at 10'’ and maintained

at that temperature for 5 hours. Any insoluble precipitate formed was coll('ct<Ml

in an alundum crucible of porosity RA 360, washed with water and dried at

105° (Table X).

Table X. Effect of 72 stdphuric acid on sugars at 10^.

IriBolubJe

rf‘Bidu(* (%)
* Xylose 0»07

Sucrose 0-04

Fructose 0*01

It may be concluded that the possible error introduced into the deter-

mination of lignin in wood by the prc^seiuje therein of small quantities of sugars

can hardly be greater than the experimental error of thc». determination, provided

that the digestion with 72% H2SO4 is carried out at 10°.

Discussion.

The experimental work described above will have served a useful purpose if

it only succet^ds in focussing attrition on the wide variations in technique at

present being employed in different laboratories in the estimation of lignin by
moans of sulphuric acid. JYom a consideration of all the available data on this

subject, there can be no doubt that so long as the majority of workers continue

to estimate lignin by the same general method the conditions of the digestion

with concentrated acid must be standardised. Reasons have lieen given for the
adoption of 10° as the most suitable temperature for this digestion and of 25 ml.

as the most suitable volume of 72% sulphuric acid. The question of the most
appropriate time of digestion may not be so easily settled, but the data show
that it can l>e shorter for hardwoods than for softwoods.^

The preparation of the wood sample for the main hydrolysis is the stop in

the determination which will from time to time be subject to the greatest
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modificatioiiH. Chemically the greatest variants in wood substance are the minor
components and it is not surprising that as more species of wood are examined
it is being found that the minor components cannot always be effectively

removed by the usual neutral solvents. This has become particularly apparent

in certain of the Australian hardwoods examined by Cohen and his co-workers

[1931; 1934].

It is highly prol)able that the removal of minor components prior to the

lignin determination proper will ultimately constitute a different problem for

different types of wood, but further discussion of this aspect of the probhmi
would appear to be unprofitable at present. Meantime thorough extraction

with ah^ohol-benzene (1:2) followed by washing with hot water is recom-
mended for woods which are not conspicuously high in extractives in the belief

that furtlier work on th(* extractive problem can best be interpreted after the

main steps in the lignin dctt‘rmination proper have been settled.

Greater accuracy may conceivably be introduced into the lignin determination

by applying a preliminary hydrolysis with dilute acid, provided that the products

of hydrolysis are removed as soon as possible. In this connection the results

obtained in the earlier part of this iim^stigation are encouraging and the matter

will be followfKi up as time permits.

Summary.

1. (^urnMit methods for determining lignin in wood by means of 72%
sulphuric a(‘i<l are briefly n^viewed and the j)re8ent lack of uniformity in these

methods is 8trcs.sed.

2. Preliminary hydrolysis of the wood sample with dilute sulphuric acid

has iMH^n shown to be inc^ffective as a general means of preventing the formation

of carl)ohydrato condensation products during the isolation of lignin, unless

pr(»cautioiis are takem to remove the products of hydrolysis as soon as possible

after they formed.

3. Tiie conditions governing the digestion of the wood sample with 72%
sulphuric acid have been studied in d(*tail and on tht* basis of the data obtained

the following procedure is suggested for the determination of lignin in wood.

After a preliminary extraction with alcohol-benzene (1 :2), a 2 g. sample of air-

dry wood of approximately 10% moisture content is digestecl with 25 ml. of

72% sulphuric acid at lO'^iCbS ' for 5 hours in the case of hardwoods and

6 hours in the casi^ of softwoods. The acid is diluted with wat<?r to a concen-

tration of 3 % and the mixtun^ kuled under reflux for 2 hours. Th(‘ lignin residue

is then collected in an alundum crucible of porosity RA 360, washed till free

from acid and dried at lOS'’

4. It has been shown that when xylose, fructose and sucrose are treated

with sulphuric acid under the (X)nditions stated above only' negligible aniountvS

of insoluble residues are obtained.

The authors are indebted to Mr W. A, Robertson, Director of Forest Pro-

ducts Research, for permission to communicate these results.
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1:2:5:6-Dibenzantiiracbne, injected into the breast muscles of a fowl, dis-

appears from the site of mjection in a few weeks [Chalmers, 1 934 ;
Beronblum and

Kendal, 1934]. It seemed important to determine whether disappearance of
dibenzanthracene was due to destruction, transportation to another part of the

body or excretion unchang(‘d. Preliminary evidence of destruction or excretion

was forthcoming from an unsuccessful attempt to induce tumours of the reticulo-

endothelial system of fowls : 20 fowls, which were given 30 weekly intravenous

injections amounting to 20 mg. total dilx*nzanthracene (as colloidal aqueous
solution), develo}K»d no tumours. Neither did they contain any dibemzanthracene

in eight typical tissues when these were examined 2 years after commencement.
Yet control experiments showed that dil)enzanthracene was distributed at least

to the heart, lungs and liver directly after intravenous injection (8 mg.).

Of course, proof of destruction of dil)enzanthracene in the body actually

requires an examination of the whole animal and its excreta for dibenzanthra-

cenc. Thcrc*fon\ using mice as experimental animals, two methods were devised

for quantitatively extracting the whole animal, obtaining an extract as free as

possible from body pigments or fluorescent impurities and estimating dibenz-

anthracene spectrographically. The ratt‘ of disappearance of dibenzanthracenc

was then studied by estimating the amounts persisting in different mice at

varying inUrvals aft<'r a standard intraperitoneal injection, while the question

of exen'tion was studied by extracting the total excreta and examining such

extracts for any traces of dibenzanthraoene.

ExperimentaL

Preparation of e^racis for spectrophotography (Method J). The dead mouse

was heated on a water-bath with 20 ml. 40% NaOH for a few hours. The
sediment was separated and disintegrated with a little cone. HCl and the whole

then neutralised with HCl and made alkaline with 5-10 g. anhydrous Na2C03
(to prevent subsequent extraction of coloured material into the benzene). The

mixture was evaporated to dryness on a water-bath and finally desiccated in a

hot-air oven at 110® for several hours. The solid was finely powdered, excess of

anhydrous Na2S04 added and the whole extracted with boiling benzene either

in a Soxhlet apparatus or by several changes of benzene under a reflux con-

denser, The extract was finally made up to a known volume (usually 100 ml.).

Numerous control tests with known quantities of dibenzanthracenc gave

reasonably consistent results. The amount of coloured impurities was very low,

though it tended to vary somewhat. The chief objection to the method is the

amount of trouble and time necessary to carry out a single extraction.

* William Aykroyd Research Fellow,

( 429 )

^ Biley-Smith Research Fellow.
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Method 2, This is a simplified method which was used in later work (Table 1)

with a similar accuracy and eflSciency. The mouse was boiled under a rc»flux

condenser with alcoholic KOH (10 ml. saturated aqueous KOH and 80 ml.

alcohol). 100 ml. benzene and lO-lS g. anhydrous CaClg were added after

cooling and the mixture was boiled for a further 10-15 min., then cooled and
8-9 ml. cone. HCl added. Most of the sujKTnatant fluid was poured into a large

separating funnel and shaken with several large quantities of dil. to wash
out all the alcohol (the acid being necessary to prevent the dibonzanthracH^rK*,

from passing into the watery phase as a colloidal solution). After a final washing

wth water it was shaken with several lots of dil. NagCOg solution (for the removal
of pigments and other impurities) and filtered. A clear, almost colourless solution

was obtained, representing all the dibonzanthracene from the mouse.
Estimation of the dihenmnthmeene content of the extracts. The quantitative

estimations of dibenzanthracene in mouse extracts were made by comparing the*

intensities of the characteristic fluorescent bands with those of a series of

standard solutions of dibenzanthraccne, photographed on the same plate. The
apparatus employed was identical with that used by Hieger ( 1930] and others

for the detection of carcinogenic compouiids. The experimental error w^as h'ss

than 20% while the limit of sensitivity was about one part of dilienzanthracene

in 5-10 million of benzene, representing 0-01-0-02 mg. pt^r mouse.
The disappvMrance of dihenzanthracene from the mouse, 2 mg. l:2:5:0-dibcnz-

anthracene dissolved in 0-5 ml. lard (previously filtered at 37"") were injected

intraperitoneally into each of 44 micc\ Two of the mice were killed and (‘xarnined

immediately and the remainder at intervals, after killing or death through
natural (‘auses, over a period of IfiO days. A second group of 40 tni(‘e received

intraperitoneal injections of a colloidal solution of dibeiizanthraceno in watc'r.

This solution contained about 16 mg./lOO ml. and was injected in 0 doses of 2 ml.

spread over a period of 4 days (repnwnting about LO mg. per mouse). Three
mice were killed after the last injection and were found to contain 1-8 mg. each.

Further estimations were carried out at intervals as in the fm^vious group.

Fig. J . 1:2:5: 6-Dibenzanthraoene det<»cted in mice after intrapc^ritoneal injection.

The results show clearly (Fig. 1) that dibenzanthracene disappeared from
both groups of mice during the first 3 weeks. The disappearance was almost
complete with the former group, whereas only about two-thirds disappeared
with the latter. The following additional conclusions were reached from
nakdd-eye and histological examinations of the animals; (1) Following the
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injections of colloidal dibenzanthracene, small whitt* nodules were found in

the peritoneal cavity, usually attached to the viscera. These were present even
at the end of the experiment and were found to be inflammatory nodules con-
taining varying amounts of dilKmzanthracene. Two such nodules in mice killed

after 2()0 days contained ()'14 and ()*25 mg. of dibenzanthracene respectively.

(2) In the group inject(»,d with tlie lard solution 1 of 9 mice surviving

20 weeks dtiveloped a tumour; in the group injected with colloidal solution in

water, 4 of 9 developed tumours. Thcise were all spindle-cell sarcomata arising

in the peritoneal cavity and inv^ading the surrounding tissues.

Other short experiments, with minor modifications in procedure, were carried

out to confirm the above results. 12 mice received an intraperitoneal injection

of 1 ml. of lard containing 1 mg. of dibenzanthracene (group A) and further

12 mice were given three daily intrapt'ritoneal injections of colloidal dibenzan-
thraccne, amounting to 1*2 mg. per mouse (group B). 5 mice from each group
were killed immediately after injection (i.e. on the first day in group A and on the
third day in group B) and the r(‘mainder wore killed 12 days lat(‘r. Tfie mice
wen' extra<‘tc(l (by method 2 described aliove) and the dibenzanthracene content
was estimated in each.

Table 1. Dibenzanthracene detected in mice after intraperitoneal injections.

liirc(‘tly after injection After 12 clays

Lani (^)]loidal Lard C’olloidal

solution solution solution solution

niu. ing. mg. mg.

i-ur» 1-2 o;i9 0*40

M 0-44 0-33

o-9r) U-8 0*25 0-72

10 0-9 0-44 012
o-u 10 o*3:i OoO— ()'4f) OoO

0-52 0-40

Average* 0*98 1-0 0-40 0-43

The results (Table I) confirm those of the previous experiment. Part of the

dibenzanthracene injected had disapix'ared, the amounts being about the same
in both groups, as was the case in the previous exi)erimont on the 12th day.

The possibility of excretion of unchanged dibenzanthramne

.

Intraperitoneal

injection of 1 ml. of lard containing 3-fi mg. dibenzanthracene was made into

each of 5 mice. These mice were kept isolated in separate glass jars with a thick

layer of loose asbestos fibre at the bottom of each jar. This, together with the

accumulated excreta and fotnl debris, was dried and extracti^d with benzene

aftc^r 14 days, when the mice were killed and also extracted. In the 5 mice,

MO, 1*00, b'W, 1-25 and 0-95 mg, dibenzanthracene respectively were found,

averaging 1*04 mg. per mouse. Thus about 2-0 mg. per mouse had disappeared.

Yet no dibenzanthracene could be detected in the extracts of the excreta. Since

the latter were rather coloured, the following control test was jjerformed.

Extracts of 14-day excreta from control mice were examined with known
additions of dibenzanthracene. Detection of the oomi^und in these mixtures

was possible with quantities as small as 0-04 mg. Since theredbre less than

0*04 mg. of the missing 2*6 mg. dibenzanthracene was present in the excreta in

an unchanged form, dibenzanthraoene must be metabolised in the body into a

form no longer possessing the characteristic fluorescent bands.
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Discussion.

The power of the animal body to metabolise dibenzanthracene is of some

interest. Dibenzanthracene is a stable aromatic hydrocarbon, insoluble in water

and only sparingly soluble in a few organic solvents, whilst there is no existing

evidence of enzymes in the body which might cataljw its destruction. However,

the recent work on the relation between cholesterol, bile acids and oestrogenic

compounds would suggest that the body is capable of more complex chemical

reactions than have previously been considered.

The cliief interest of the present findings lies in the fact that l:2:5:6.dibenz-

anthracene is one of a group of related carcinogenic compounds. Its somewhat
rapid destruction in the body therefore raises the question whether carcinogenic

action is due to dibenzanthracene itself or to products of its decomposition.

In the above experiments, more tumours were deveIo|)ed when an appreciable

amount of dibenzanthracene persisted in the body for many months (t.c.

following injections of the colloidal solution) than when only traces of the com-
pound remamed after the first 3 weeks (following injections in lard). This

suggests that dibenzanthraccne is the carcinogenic agent but no conclusion bast'd

on such slight evidence merits any emphasis. The persistence of dibenzanthra-

cene in the body when injected in colloidal solution is probably due to aggrt'-

gation into nodules in the peritoneal cavity with consequent encapsulation.

It has been suggested that carcinogenic comix)unds appear in thc^ body
through some disturbance in sterol metabolism [Kennaway and Cook, 1932J.
If however these compounds are destroyed in the body as readily as dibenz-

anthracene, they will have to appear with corresponding rapidity, if experimental

evidence for this suggestion is ever to be obtained.

Summary.

' 1. A method for the quantitative estimation of l:2:5;6-dibonzanthraoene in

the mouse is described.

2. Estimation of dibenzanthraccne at different times after intraperitoneal

injection (2 mg.) showed that the greater part disapi)cared from the animal.

The disappearance was more complete when the dibenzanthraccne was injected

disBolvtMl in lard than when it was injected in tlie form of a colloidal solution in

wateT. No dibenzanthraccne could be detected in the excreta of such animals.

3. It is therefore concluded that the mouse is able to metabolise dibenz-

anthracenc.
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The work described in this paper was undertaken to obtain fresh evidence on the

metabolism of fructose in the intact rabbit. Many of tlie earlier workers, handi-

capped by the lack of a reliable method for estimating fructose in blood, esti-

mated only the total sugar present or confined their attention to the amount of

glycogen deposited in the liver and muscles after administration of fructose.

With the development of new and reliable methods for the estimation of fructose

in comparativelj^ small quantities of blood it has become possible to attack the

j)roblem from the point of view of the blood chemistry, and this method has been

employed in obtaining the results which follow.

MacLc^an and Smiley [1912] showed that the hearts of the dog and rabbit

were unable to utilise fructose and this result was confirmed by Steinberg [1927]

and by Stewart and Gaddie [1934] for frogs’ hearts, while Ashford [1933]

obtained similar negative results using brain tissue. Dickens and Greville [1932]

found that some embryonic tissues were able to convert only glucose into lactic

acid, whilst others were able to convert fructose as well. The intact animal is

capable of utilising fructose but there are clearly two possibilities (1) that

fructose must first be converted into glucose or into glycogen in the liver, and

(2) that some of the tissues are able to utilise it directly.

Cori and Cori [1928] have concluded that fructose is utilised directly by the

tissiu^s without previous conversion into glucose, whilst Mann and Bollmann

[1930], working with hepatectomised animals, support the view that fructose is

first converted into glucose, Mann [1925, 1, 2] showed that glucose but not

fructose could restore a moribund hepatectomised dog and further evidence of

the importance of the liver in the disposal of fructose has been provided by Isaac

[1920], Stroebe [1932] and Kimball [1932], who showed that fructose causes pro-

longed hyj)erglycaemia in cases of hepatic disease but not in normal animals,

while Bodansk}’' [1923] and Kimball [1932] have demonstrated the importance of

fructose tolerance tests in indicating liver damage.

Expsrimi:ntal.

Estimation offructose.

The estimation of fructose in presence of glucose in small amounts of blood
involves certain difficulties. In the early experiments in this series fructose was
estimated by a method depending on the reduction of phosphomolybdotungstio

^ In receipt of a» part time grant from the Medical Research Council.
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acid. This method had certain advantages over the colorimetric method of Van
Creveld [1927] and Radt [1928] but it suffered from the disadvantage that the

reaction was incomplete and that any attempt to force it to completion caused

interference by glucose. This method however, when the conditions were carefully

controlled, gave satisfactory results which were found to be comparable with

those obtained by Van CVeveld’s method.

Later a micro-scale modification of Patterson’s [1935] adaptation of Radt’s

method was evolved which was more convenient and gave results similar to

those obtained by the previous method. The results which follow were obtained

in most easels by emi)loying both methods.

1 . PhosphomolybdofMngsfic dcid wMhod. To 2*0 ml. of Folin-Wu blood fil-

trate 2-0 ml. of the phosphomolybdotungstic acid reagent (36 g. molybdic acid

and 5 g. sodium tungstate were dissolvt^ in 200 ml. of 10% NaOH and the

mixture boiled vigorously, cooled, diluted to 350 ml., addend to 125 ml. 85%
H3PO4 and diluted to 500 ml.) were added and the mixture heated on the boiling

water- bath for 30 min. Simultaneously 0*5 ml. of a 0*05% solution of fructose

was similarly treate<l. Aftc^r rafrid cooling the solutions were titrated with N/200
KMn04 until the blue colour just disappeared. The amount of fructose pn?sent

was calculated using standard fructose as a basis. A blank value obtained from
fasting blood v/as subtracted from each result (the assumption being made that

normal blood contains no fructose) since the colour so obtained was always

greater than that given by the reagent alone.

2. Diphenylamine. method, 0*2 ml. blood was diluted with water to 0*0 ml.

and 0*2 ml. each of 10% ZnS04 and 0*5V NaOH added. After heating to 80“ for

10 min. the mixture was filtered . 1 *0 ml. of the filtrate was acidified with 2 drops

of 0*1 % acetic acid and was evaporated to 0*4 ml. 0*4 ml. OV HCl and 1 drop
20% alcoholic diphenylamine were added and the tube heated on the boiling

water-bath for 15 min. After cooling for 2 min. 1*0 ml. butyl alcohol and 0*2 g.

solid (NH4)2S04 were added. The tube was stoppered and briskly shaken. The
upper alcoholic layer was pijK'tted off for comparison in the micro-colorimetcT.

The standard was prepared from suitable dilutions, in fasting blood filtrate, of a

stock standard fructose solution, treated in exactly the same way as the blood

filtrates.

All the rabbits used were tested to ensure that they gave normal sugar curves

when glucose alone was administered and each animal fasted for 24 hours before

an experimmit.

Total reducing sugar in the blood was estimated by the method of

Hagedorn and »Iensen. Preliminary experiments showed that in this method
fructose had the same reducing power as glucose. IJlucose was estimated by
difference.

Blood samples wore collected by pricking an ear vein and allowing the blood
to drip into a watch glass containing oxalate. The specimens were collected as

quickly as }X)ssible and samples were immediately pipetted into the precipitating

reagents. In the injection experiments the sugar solution was warmed to 37“ and
injected into the marginal ear vein opposite to that from which blood samples
were taken. In the feeding experiments the sugar was at first fed by stomach
tulH3 but later it was found to less disturbing to the animal to feed the sugar
as a syrupy paste between two pieces of cabbage leaf.

The curves shown below are specimens which approximate closely to the
average of the series and are not necessarily the “best” of the series.
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Results and discussion.

1. Fructose injection.

Injected fructose was found to disappear from the blood stream at about the
same rate as glucose (Fig. 1).

When fructose alone was injected there was invariably found to be a slight

fall (about 10 mg./lOO ml.) in the blood glucose. The tables given by Corley

[1929] show a similar slight fail in some cases but this is in contradiction to the
findings of several uther authors, notably Van Crevt*M and Ladenius [1928] and
Harding et al. [1933] who found that the rise in total reducing sugar after

fructose ingestion could not wholly l>e accounted for by the fructose present in

the bloi^d.

It is possible, and in view of otlfer evidence distinctly probable, that fructose

causes the secretion of insulin by the pancreas, and that this insulin is responsible

for the fall in glucose (see section 3).

2. Fructose ingeMion,

The effect of ingestion of 1*25 g. fructose was irregular. In some cases there

was no rise in the total reducing sugar of the blood whilst in others there was a
delayed rise. In a few cases a curve somewhat similar to that obtained by
feeding glucose but with a much smaller rise in total sugar was obtained. This is

in agreement with the work of Kimball [1932], Harding et al. [1933] and Corley

[1929]. Such a rise in fructose was accompanied, as before, by a slight fall in

glhcose.

28—2
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3. Ingestion of glucose followed by injection offmdose.

The hypothesis that fructose stimulates the secretion of insulin was tested by
feeding glucose and injecting fructose 15 min. later while the glucose curve was
still rising. The injection of fructose was found to convert the rise in glucose into

an immediate fall and the glucose curve returned to the fasting level much more
quickly than when glucose was ingested alone (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2. 1*25 g. glucose fed at A, 0-25 g. fructose injected at B,

The fructose disappeared at the same rate as when it alone was injected.

Obviously the injection of fructose has caused an immediate acceleration of the

disappearance of glucose from the blood and it is most probable that it has done
so by stimulating the pancreas to produce insulin.

4. Ingestion of glucose followed by injection of insulin.

The glucose curve obtained in the previous experiment could be closely repro-
duced by feeding glucose and injecting insulin (intravenously) instead of fructose
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(Fig. 8). The rise in the glucose curve was converted into an immediate fall and
it appears exceedingly probable that the fall in the glucose curve in the previous
experiment was due to insulin produced under the influence of fructose.

Fig. 3. 1*25 g. glucose fed at A, 0*8 unit insulin injected at B,

5. Injection of fructose followed by injection of glucose.

As a variation to previous experiments glucose was injected 4 min. after

fructose had been injected. The extra glucose disappeared more rapidly from the
blood and the glucose curve returned to the fasting level more rapidly than
when glucose alone was injected (Fig. 4). The fructose curve was identical with
those previously obtained. We can explain these results by assuming that the
injection of fructose stimulated the secretion of a certain amount of insulin

which acted on the glucose subsequently injected, causing it to disappear more
rapidly than it would otherwise have done. The insulin however had no effect on
the rate of removal of fructose from the blood.

This explanation is supported by the fact that the glucose curve shown in

Fig. 4 was closely reproduce when insulin was injected along with glucose.

6. Ingestion of glucose followed by injection of glucose.

When glucose was injected after glucose had been fed the rise in the total

reducing sugar was greater than when fructose was injected after the ingestion

of glucose. The extra glucose disappeared rapidly from the blood stream (more
rapidly than when glucose was injected or ingested alone) but the fall was less

rapid and the return to the fasting level more delayed than when fructose injec-

tion followed the feeding of glucose (Fig. 5).
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A possible explanation of the higher rise in the total reducing sugar obtained

in this experiment as compared with the rise obtained when fructose injection

followed glucose ingestion is that fructose is more effective than glucose in

stimulating the pancreas to secrete insulin. In the absence of further evidence

however it is impossible to arrive at any definite conclusion regarding the relative

stimulating powers of the two sugars, since the one sugar stimulates insulin

production but does not utilise the insulin so produced while the other both

produces and utilises insulin.

7. Injection of fructose and insulin.

The intravenous injection of insulin (in doses up to 0-6 \imt) simultaneously

with fructose was found to produce no effect on the rate of disai)pearance of

fructose from the blood (Fig. b). This is in agreement with the results of Corley

[1929] who found that fructose could protect rabbits against insulin although the

latter had no effect on the rate of removal of the fructose from the blood.

Wierzuchowski [1926] also states that insulin has no effect on the rate of removal

of fructose.
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Cori and Cori [1927, 1, 2; 1928] found that insulin affected the disposal of

fructose and that surplus led to *an increased oxidation although it did not in-

fluence the tolerance for intravenously injected fructose.

All these results are consistent with the hypothesis that the first stage in

fructose metabolism is the conversion of fructose into glucose (or some similar

substance) and that the rate of this conversion is independent of insulin, whilst

the second stage is the disposal of the glucose (or similar substance) and is con-

trolled by insulin.

The question of the metabolism of fructose is of course by no means settled

by these experiments. They do indicate very strongly however that in all

probability fructose is converted into glucose or some similar substance

hexosephosphorio acid) independently of insulin. It is likely that this conversion

takes place in the liver in view of the known importance of the liver in fructose

metabolism. The results also suggest that fructose stimulates the secretion of

insulin although the insulin so produced can be required only in the second stage

of fructose metabolism. The results appear to us to be of interest in connection

with the known tolerance of diabetics for fructose since, if the pancreas is still

capable of producing insulin at all, administration of fructose will (a) provide a
sugar which is converted into glucose at a rate small enough for the deficient

supply of insulin to deal with and (b) stimulate the flagging production of insulin

.

Summary.

1 . Two methods for the estimation of fructose in small amounts of blood are

described.

2. These methods have been used to investigate the fate of ingested and in-

jected fructose in rabbits,

3. The results obtained suggest that fructose stimulates the pancreas to

secrete insulin.

. 4. Insulin however has been found to have no effect on the rate of removal
of fructose from the blood and it is therefore suggested that the metabolism of

fructose takes place in two stages, (a) the conversion, independently of insulin,

of fructose into an unknown substance which is most probably glucose, (6) the

disposal of this substance under the influence of insulin.

The expenses of this work were defrayed by a grant from the Moray Fund of
the University of Edinburgh to one of us (C. P. S.).
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Ohlsson [1926; 1930] concluded from experiments on the action of the “dex-

trinogenamylase’’ and “ saccharogenamylase of malt on starch that the

former enzyme breaks starch into progn^ssively smaller molecules until maltose

is produced, whereas the latter enzyme detaches maltose molecules successively

from the starch. This conclusion was based mainly on tin* relative permanence
of the starch-iodine rea(;tion during digestion by the respective (uizymes at equal

saccharifying concentrations. The argument is not wholly reliable, since the

nature of the starch-iodine reaction is not understood, and it is not (certain that

colour is a function of molecular dimensions. Therefore an investigation has

iK^en made of the actual reducing products present in starch partly dt^graded by
these and similar enzymes. As the dextrinogenamylas(‘ of malt is an a-amylase

[Ohlsson, 1930] in the sense that the products of its action on starch exhibit

mutarotation in the a-sense [Kuhn, 1925J, this enzyme will be referred to herein

as a-malt-arnjdase. Similarly the saccharogenamylase, a j8-amylase, will be

termed jS-rnalt-amylase.

The investigation is concerned with hydrolytic products at a (u>mparatively

early stage in the degradation of starch. A preliminary experinumt showed that

the velocity of hydrolysis of soluble starch by a-malt-amylase in low concen-

tration became inconstant at 15-20% hydrolysis whilst at 25% hydrolysis the

iodine* reaction had changed to red. Th(*Tefore stages corresponding to 15, 20
and 25% hydrolysis were selected as likely to be informative. jS-Amylase from
malt and from ungerminated barley showed no colour transition until the

hydrolysis was too far advanced to be of use.

Experimental.

Lintner soluble starch was used. Its reducing power expressed as percentage

maltose was 3*9 (iodimetric titration) and 1*53 (Bertrand); [a] ^'‘+198*4®.

The malt-amylases were prepared from a highly diastatic Canadian malt by
the method of Ohlsson [1930]. For the a-enzyme, an aqueous extract was heated

to 70‘' for 15 min. with stirring, filtered cold, precipitated in 60% alcohol, freed

from alcohol, dissolved in water and filtered clear after adjustment of the

reaction to the desired value ofp^ . For the j3-enzyme, the aqueous extract was
brought to Pyi 3-3 at 0*^ for 15 min., restored to pjj 4*6, warmed to normal
tempt*Tature and further treated as above. Both enzymes could be stored at
—5° and without appreciable loss of activity. The amylase of unger-

minated barley was prepared by precipitation of 20 % alcoholic extract in

alcohol etc. Commercial pancreatin was used as a source of pancreatic amylase,

( 442 }
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Control tests under the conditions of reaction employed in the experiments,

indicated the absence of any maltase activity from all of the amylase prep-

arations.

To 480 ml. lots of 5-6% (dry weight) starch wore added resj>ectivoly ;

( 1 )

(2 )

(3 )

(
4

)

a-malt-am^dase equivalent to 10 g. malt
j8-malt-amylase equivalent to 8 g. malt at 4‘6.

j8-(barley)amylase equivalent to 10 g. barley

a-{pancreatic)amylase equivalent to 0*1 g. pancreatin at 6*8.

Total volume 500 ml.

Each reaction was allowed to proceed at 25° until iodimotric titration of an
aliquot indicated the percentage hydrolysis desired. The remaining reaction

mixture (usually about 450 ml.) was then poured slowly into 300 ml. of boiling

water, boiling and stirring being maintained. The mixture was concentrated to

500 ml. and 20 ml. withdrawn to determine afresh the total reducing power. 250 ml.

of each were now evaporated to 50 ml. and dried on a water-bath with washed,

ignited kieselguhr until syrupy. The mass was suspc^nded in 500 ml. of boiling

absolute alcohol, decanted and the residue extracted under reflux 5 times with

150 ml. of 95% alcohol. The final extracts contained no reducing matter. The
combined extracts were evaporated to dryness, treated with water and re-

evaporated thrice to remove alcohol, aldehyde etc. and finally dissolved in water

and brought to 25 ml. The residue, after freeing from alcohol etc.<, was heated,

with water in an autoclave at 120° for 30 min. Hie filtrate was finally contained

in 500 ml. of aqueous solution.

Analyses of th(*se fractions gave the results shown in Table 1.

Tabic I. Aimlysis of amylolytic hydrolysates.

a-Amylase j8-Amylase

Apparent maltose in Malt Pancreas Bariev Malt
hydrolysate

:

^
^—

^ ,
‘— «

20-6Percontafjo theory 20 ft 19*3 14*8 24-3 14-8

In portion fractionated, g. 2-31 2-33 203 3-27 1-98 2-44

Alrohol'Soluble (sugar) fraction:

Maltose (iodimctric), g. i:i6 0-59 O-ftO 0-87 3- 11 1-40 201
Maltose (polarimetric), g. 2-71 — — M8 312 1-41

Maltose osazone iSmall amounts Large amounts

AlcohoMnsoluble (dextrin) fraction

:

Dry weight, g.
Reducing poM-er (Bertrand)

:

9-39 9-58 8-44 1P60 9-28 1003

71

—

As maltose, % 23-0 20-3 2M 11-4 4-5 —
I«]d 187^^ V j 191“ 189'^' 195“

Iodine reaction Violet Red-violet Blue- Blue Blue
violet

Rctrogradation after 7 days None None None None Rctrogradation

Osazone No crystalline osazone formed

Velocity offermentation of alcohoUsolvble fractions.

Aliquots ofthe alcohol-soluble fraction possessing reducing powers equivalent

to 0-6 g. of maltose were fermented at SO"* with 8 g. of pressed brewer’s yeast in

50 ml. total volume [Hopkins and Roberts, 1935; 1936]. The rates of fermen-

tation at intervals and the total CO^ evolved up to the time of practical ces-

sation are recorded in Table II.
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Table II. ItcUlea offerimnUUion of alcohol-aolvhk fractions {mg, COzImin,),

Apparent Min. Total

maltose /

—

> —
^0

COj
Fraction g- 5 10 15 20 25 30 40 mg.

Pure maltose 0-500 7-2 6-2 6-1 5-9 5-7 5-6 3-3 0-8 232
a (25*6% hydrolysis) 0-546 7-2 4-3 4-0 3-2 2-5 2-5 1-2 0-6 157

(24*3% hydrolysis) 0-477 7-0 6-4 6-0 5-9 5-5 4-9 2-0 0-2 205

Pure maltose 0-500 7-4 6-8 5-9 5-2 4-6 4-3 3-0 1-2 228
a {14-8% hydrolysis) 0-545 7-0 5-3 4-8 4-1 3-5 3-0 2-1 1-2 181

p (14-8% hydrolysis) 0-516 7-0 6-7 5-9 5-2 6-0 4.4 3-0 1-6 224

Discussion.

The alcoholic extracts from the j8-amylase hydrolysates contained maltose

in quantity nearly equivalent to the total reducing value of the original hydroly-

sates. It was identified by its specific rotation, reducing power, osazone and in

certain instances by the characteristic fermentation by brewer’s yeast under

conditions described by Hopkins and Roberts [1935; 1936]. The jS-amylase

products fermented throughout at approximately the same rate as pure maltose

of approximately the same concentration, the total COg evolution confirming

the identity. After alcohol extraction the “dextrin’’ residue, dispersed in water
at 120®, exhibited properties (Table T) characteristic of slightly degraded starch.

Hydrolysis by a-malt-amylase yielded an alcoholic extract which contained

maltose (confirmed by osazone). However, the reducing power was only half of

that which would correspond with the specific rotation, assuming the usual

relationship betwt^en R and [a]/) for maltose. No further fractionation or

analysis of this obvious mixture was attempted. It fermented at rates much
lower than maltose, although employed in slightly higher concentration. From
the known (unpublished) relationship l>etwoen velocity of fermentation and
initial maltose concentration (compare Hopkins and Roberts [1935] for glucose),

it is possible to deduce that the fermentation products of a-amylase (apparent

'maltose 0*55 g.) actually contained not more than 0*25 g. maltose. The total

CO2 from the a-products is fictitiously high owing to slow fermentation of

dextrins. This persisted long after pure maltose or the corresponding jS-products

had been completely fermented ; nevertheless the total CO^ clearly indicates that

only a fraction of the extractable reducing power was due to maltose. In one
experiment pancreatic a-amylase was used with similar results.

If a-amylases break down starch or the major part of it into reducing

dextrins, then, assuming the reducing groups of the latter to exercise reducing
power equal to corresponding groups in maltose, the 20-25% stage of hydrolysis

(as perc.entage maltose) means that the products have an average chain-length of

about 8-10 glucose units. Those, includii^ maltose, of shorter length are present

presumably in the alcohol-soluble fraction and apparently all slowly ferment-

able. The more complex ones, of longer chain-length, which appear in the

other fractions give a violet colour with iodine and possess appreciable reducing
powers whereas the corresponding fraction from the products of jS-amylase gives

a blue iodine reaction, exhibits relatively little reducing power and in general

character rather resembles starch than dextrin.

SUMMABY.

1. a-Malt-amylase and pancreatic amylase produce some maltose in the
early stages of hydrolysis of soluble starch. The major part of the reducing
material formed has a higher [a]/) than maltose and the alcohol-soluble fraction
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is rather slowly fermented by brewer’s yeast. The conclusion of Ohlsson that

these enzymes split starch initially into dextrins is confirmed,

2. j8-Malt-amy]ase and the amylase of ungerminated barley produce maltose

in the early stages of starch hydrolysis in an amount virtually equivalent to the

reducing power. The remaining material resembles amylose or starch. The view

that jS-amylases remove successive molecules of maltose from the starch

molecule is confirmed.

One of us (G. G. F.) is indebted to the Dc^partment of Scientific and Industrial

Research for a grant.
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\'an Klinkkkbewj [1934J auggeatcKi that a-amylaa(*« promote^ hydrolysia of

“a-atareh*' (which is a fraction resembling Wijsmairs “erytlirograniilose’’ or

Baker’s ‘‘a-amylodextrin’' atul constitutc's ahput 3fi% of the starch).

Amylases w<»re corn^spondingly R})(‘cific for jS-stafeh (the renJlinder). Hydro-
lysis beyond 36% in presence of a-amylase was explained by the supposed slow

transformation of jS- into a-starch. Now starch in solution 'contains certain

distinct components which may 1k^ fractionated by ('l<‘(*trodialysis yielding re-

spectively ainyloamylose (blue with iodine) and erythroamylose (red with

iodine) [Samec and Mayer, 1921]. Amyloamylost^ is hydrolys(*d by pancreatic

(a-), barley (jS-) and iinfractionated malt (mixtun') amylases relatively t^asily

and completely, but erythroamylose only with difficulty [Samec and Wald-
schmidt-Leitz, 1931 , this paper Table 1 1. Thus V’an Klinkcmberg’s so-called a- and
^-starches arc not ide*ntical with aniylo- and erythro-amylos(»R, though they

might represent fractions of the erythroamylose, which constitutes at least 60%
(re(‘overed by us) to 83% (Samec) of the total stansh.

a-Malt-amylase does not selectively hydrolyse the erythrogranulosc' or a-

amylodextrin fraction of starch [Hanes, 1935; this paper Table I]. In this

t'ommunication are rejwrted observations on the* kinetics of hydn)ly8is/romoted
by a- and ^-amylases or by their mixtures. The substrates inchidm starch,

amyJoamylose, erythroamylose (comj^wnents of starch), a-amylodextrin arid

certain fission products of the enzyme* actiems. a-Amylodextrin may be regarded

eithe*r as a component of the original starch or as a fission product of the action

of jS-amylase.

EXPERlMENTAr..

Substrates,

lAntner soluble starch as described in Part 1. a^Amyhdextrin was prepared

from the soluble starch by the action of alcohol-precipitated barley amylase at

p,j 4*6 and 50"’ by a method closely resembling that described by Baker [1902]; ,

>ie*ld 33%, lal}^ 4*188'’, reducing power (R) 1% as maltose. {Pfan-

stiehl), lal /r+ 185’, R 0-7 %. AchroodeMrin was prejiared from soluble starch

by the action of commercial (B.D.H.) pancrt»atin at pj^ 6*8 and 25® until the

reducing |)ower corresponded to 51 % as maltose, the dextrin lieing precipitated

in and washed by 80% boiling alcohol until the washings were free from reducing

power and finally dried over fl2S04 at 60®; yield46%,[oi]f+mG\B32§%.,
( 446 )
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Amyhamylose and erythroamylme, were prepared by repeated electrodialysis at

220 V. of |X)tato starch (autoclaved at 120°) [Samoc and Mayer, 1921 J, using

parchment membranes and platinum electrodes.

Table I. Hydrolysis of solvhh starch, oc-aikylodextrin and glycogev by

amylase, ^-barUy-amylase and mixtures of the two.

Equivalent
wvifrht <)f

l)arh*y or

malt per
1(K) ml.

!!•

Dry weight
per 100 ml. Hydrolysis as pi'roenta^e of Ihefiretica’ maltose
of reaction "

Miniit(»s Hours

Amylase Substrate IT-

r

7 20 40 90 210
f

8 48
'

“1

1-26

2,0

rio

Soluble
starcL

2-IK)

:i-0H

0-20

11-7

8-74

1.5-9

25-4

10-3

25-8

31-8

27-4

32-S
37-4

.35-5

40-0
40-3

41-8

47-0

52-7

,54-0

04-7

70-0

J
1-2.0

2-.>

r»-<)

13-0

Soluble
starch

2-00

2-10

3-.54

0-00

l0-,5

4-01

8-94

10-7

30-8

9-0

17-5

31-9

49-0

18-3

33-0
48-0

34-3

50-1

.50-7

47-7

.50-4

00-0

.55-0

.58-3

04-0

1-26 a)
1-2.5 jSf

5-08 1.3-5 23-7 43-4 62-0 70-3

a •+ )3
-

J- 2.1 a)

.5-(K))9J

1-25

13-0 PI

Soluble

starch
2-(M)

0-00

18-.5

20-3

49-4

47-S

00-0

00-3 70-6 79-0

.5-0 a 1

1 5 0 p f

9-25 23-3 39-3 6(>-0 09-S 80-8

a •

f 1-2.5

2.,5

1
,5-0

a-Amylo-
(lextriii

2-(Ml

;)-27

<1-27

10-9

8-45

14-0

18-8

14-7

19-1

22-9

2<»-3

23-9

20-0

25 0
28-0

31-7

29-8

33-7

.37-5

12-1

,50-1

<10-0

J
1-25

1
.5-0

a-Amylo-
dextriii

2-(K)
l-O

1-

l

2-

0

—
—

1-0

2 0
2-3

2-5

1-2.5

1 -2.5)3)
4-2 11-2 18-5 29-2 35-4 - 49-4

cf fi

1-2.5 a
I

.5-0 p\

a-Arnyl<)-

<le\trin
2-(H> 0-15 10-8 26-2 32-5 30-7 .50-8

2-5 a
\

2-.5 p\
8-03 18-9 27-9 .34-1 38-5 <i2<)

x <

1-2.5

1-5

«b-0

(Slyco^en 2-00
1,53

2-t»8

.5-<H)

3-80

0-11

9-1.5

0-12

9-.53

12-9

10-3

1.3-7

18-1

14-4

19-1

21-2

2(t-0

25-3

31-0

.33-9

45-0

08-3

/j

1-2.5

2‘r>

5-0

Olycogeii 2-tK) 1-13

1-07

4 79
8-10

12-9

8- 10
12-0

18-9

12-1

18-1

23-8

20-5
‘ 25-7

29-1

a l-jS

1-2.5 a)

V2!>pt
1-2.5 al
.5*0 p!

(Jlycogen 2*(M)

.3-12

.5-17

7 72

13-2

11-9

20-7

22-7

,30-4

.33-2

.38-8

,54-0

.50-7

Hydrolysis by ^-amylase (barley) of amyloamylose and erythronjii> lost

P US Amylo-
amyloso

0-250 10*8 40-5 04-0 89-0 __ 94 8 90-8

P 222 Erythro-
amylose

Soluble
starch

1-tiO 38*0 46-2 48-4 49-9 53-8 57-7

P 22-2 1-60 45*4 54-3 50-0 ,57-8 60-5 63-1

The enzymes were prepared as described in Part T, and were free from

maltase. The quantities used are expressed in terms of the equivalent quantities
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Table II. Hydrolysis by p-amylase (barley) of a-amylodextrin previously

degraded to 20^1^ of theoretical by ciL-maU-amylase,

Equivalent
weight of Dry weight Results as percentage of theoretical maltose

barley per 100 ml.

per of reaction Minutes Hours
100 ml. mixture ^

.

^
^_A ^

Amylase Substrate R- 7 ^0 90 210 8 23

Q 0-6 Degraded 2-20 2-70 8*62 11-4 12*9 13*8 14*0
P .5-0 dextrin 2‘20 10*6 12*6 14*3 14*8 15*4 16*0

Q 0-6 ( Iriginal 2*20 0*2 0-8 10 1*6 - 2-3
P 60 dextnn 2-20 0*2 M 1*7 3*2 -

Table 111. Hydrolyses of achroodeau in by a* and ^-maU-amylase,

Equivalent .

weight of Dry weight
malt per 100 ml.
per of reaction

100 ml. mixture
Amylase g. Substrate 8*

i2*6l Achroo- 0*69

a .>0f dextnn 0*69

l2*6 Starch 2-0

/2-61 Achroo- 0*69

p rvOf dextriii 0*69

l2-6 Starch 2*0

ResultR as peri'ontage of theoretical maltose
Minutes Hours

''sr.-u-
^ /

A.
\

20 90 4 8 24

6*87 9*74 12*7 16*3 22*4

7-91 11 5 14*8 17*3 239
17*2 32*9 41*2 - 66-3

13*1 18*0 21*9 24*9 32-2

16-.5 20*6 24*7 28 6 38*6

13*0 51-2 — — 64-9

of malt or barley from which they were prepared. ExpR. 1~5 (Table I) were

performed with the same enzyme preparations, which were stored in a refrigerator

and showed .little change in activity.

All reactions were pc*rformed at 4-6 (0-01 5N acetate) and 25\ the cmzyme
solutions having been brought to pjj 4*6 by th(» addition of acetic acid. The
progress of hydrolysis was followed iodimetrically, controls for the reducing

power of the (snzyme preparation and of all substrate's being deducted. There is

doubt whether, in the case of “non-reducing” substrates, such as starch, a-

amylodextrin, glycogen and the amyloses, this deduction is justified, but it

seemed desirable in this instance to adopt a uniform procedure throughout.

All results are expressed as percentage of maltose theoretically equivah'nt to

the quantity of substrate used. In some experiments control hydrolyses of

starch were performed. In that reported in Table IV the appropriate quantities

of maltose were added to the controls. The results in Table IV were calculated

on the total concentration of carbohydrate in the reaction mixture less that of

maltose equivalent to the reducing power. To indicate percentages in terras

of the original starch the final percentage hydrolysis stated should therefore be

Table IV. Hydrolysis by fi-inaU*amylase of starch previously degraded to

20^If,
hydrolysis by (a) ^.-amylase, (b) p-amylase and the enzymes destroyed.

Amylase

A)

(conr*)

Starch Minutes Hours
previously
ciograded by o

/o

r- “
7 20 40 90 210 8

-A
^

24

a-amylase 2*0 2*44 5*96 10*8 22*9 40*0 44*8 48*6
• jS-amylase 2*0 2*05 5*19 9*93 18*6 27*3 31*0 36*9
Control 2*0 2*21 5*83 10*9 21-3 36*3 43*4 48*3

( a>ainylase 2*0 38*4 44*3 46*0 49-d 53*6 68*7
J )3<amylase 2*0 28*7 34*3 37*1 43-d 49*6 555 —
1 Control 2*0 34*2 41*8 44*5 80-6 545 60*1 —
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multiplied by (100— aj)/100, where x is porc*entagc* of the original conversion.

The values of x for the four hydrolyst^s quoted in Table IV were respectively

a 21*1, j3 2M, control 2M, a 21'ft, jS 18*7, control 21'6.

Discossn)N.

The kineti<»H of hydrolysis of starch by a- and jS-amylases 8(*parately, confirm
the results reported by Van Klinkenberg and by Hanes. When employed to-

gether in low concemt rations, the a- and jS-amylases function additiv<4y. How-
ever, with higher conc'entratio**

.
particularly of the j8-enzyme, the rat<» of

hydrolysis in the (‘arly stages exceeds the sum of the component rates (Table I).

The effect on starch may be partly attributed to the presence of a-amylodextrin
(but see also discussion of Table IV). The observation that the limit of hydrolysis

with mixed amylases is only 10-12% greater than with single amylases of
similar total activity and never approaches 1(X)%, suggests that at least half
of tlK‘ starch constitutes a substrate^ common to both cmzyrac's.

(IreattT activity was shown in the latc‘ stages and higher limiting hydrolyses

attained than in the (‘xpf*rimt‘nts of Hanes at 35", or of A^an Klinkenberg at 40".

Inactivation of th<‘ enzyme is the probable explanation. The jS-amylase by
itself (‘xercised a n<'gligibl(* effect on a-amylodextrin, but acting in conjun(*tion

with the a-enzyme it evid<uitly hydrolysed some of the early fission products

formed by the latter, since the rates of hydrolysis by the combined enzymes
greatly excf'eded the sums of the component hydrolyses [8e(‘ also Hanes, 1935],

This conclusion was confirmed by allowing jS-amylasc to attack a-amylodextrin
previously hydrolysed to 20% by a-amylase, aft(T dc^struction of the latt('r

enzyme, with controls (lAibIc* II). An a])preciable further hydrolysis took place.

Results similar to those with a-amylodextrin were obtained with glycogen,

w^hich in this r<‘8]HH*t behaves as if int(‘rmediate in character between starch and
a-amylodextrin (Table I).

Achroodextrin, the maltose-free product of hydrolysis of starch to 50®^ by
pan (Teat in, was more rapidly hydrolysed by jS- than by a-amylase (of about
(‘qual activities on starch). The limit, almiit 40% in tiu* cas(‘ of /S-amylase.

leaves 60% of the dextrin unhydrolysed; this is (‘quivalent to 30% of the

original starch, and probably (Jorr<*sponds t^o a large ])art of tlic a-amylodcxtrin

fraction of the latter. jS-Amylase hydrolyst^s a-amylodextrin, previously slightly

d<jgraded by the a-enzyrne, t^ about 15% (Tabk' II), heaving perhaps 70 of

the dextrin, ecjuivalent to 28% of the original standi. I’his agrees in (|uantity

with the undegraded n'sidue of the achroo(lextrin. The adiroodc^xtrin probably

contains a high proportion of a-amylodextrin, the hydrolysis of whi(*h by the

pancreatic (a-) amylase has not progressed far. That it should succumb more
rapidly to the action of j3- than a-amylase is in agreement with th(' gn^atly

reduced rate of starch hydrolysis promoted by the latter (Mizyme at the 50%
stage, as compared with that of the j8-enzyme when of o(|iial initial activity

(see Table I).

The products of the actions on starch of the a- and j8-amylas(‘s to th(‘ 20%
stage can be understood from the results of certain experimt^nts described in

Part 1. When j3-amylase acted on these products and a control of starch -f maltos(*

and enzyme concentration was the limiting factor, the thn^e substrates were

hydrolysed at approximately the same rates, except in so far as niodific^d by the

approach of the limit. With very high concentrations of the jS-amylase, the

starch previously degraded by the a-onzyrae was more* rapidly attacked than the

others. This may be due either to the higher molecular concentration ofsubstrate,

Biochem. 193d xkx 29
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which had in this case bc^en broken up into dextrins by the a-enzyme, or to th^
relative absence of maltose, an inhibiting agent. On the whole there is no clear

evidence that, at this stage of the hydrolysis, the dextrinous fission products of

the a-amylase are more susceptible to the action of j3-amylase than is starch.

The conclusions to be drawn from th<‘se (*xperiments and discussion are as

follow.

(1) Both a- and jS-amylases readily attack and hydrolyse completely the

amyloaraylose comj)onent (about 20 %) of starch, and a portion of the er^hro-

amylose component.

(2) Both enzymes hydrolyse much the sanif^ fraction, 60%, of the starch;

but whereas the remainder (a-amylodextrin) is almost if not completely n^sistant

to the jS-amylasc, it can be, with difficulty, hydrolysed by the a-enzyme.

(3) a-Amylodextrin, the hydrolysis of which has bc*en commenced by the

a-amylase, can be further degraded to a certain ext(mt by the j8-amylase. The
a-enzyme holds th(‘ key to further progress

(4) In degrading starch to the 50% stage, the a-enzyme does so mainly at

the expense of the jiortion which is other than amylo<l(‘xtrin, since action on the

residue by jS-amylase still leaves about 30% of the original star(*h unattacked.

SiJMMAKV.

The velocities of hycb'olysis of soluble starch, amyloamylost*, erythro-

amylose, a-amylodextrin, achroodextrin and glycogen by a-malt-amylase and
j3-malt- or barley-amylase have b(‘en measured. The results confirm thos(' of

previous workers. A mixture of the a- and j8-amylases in low concentration

functions additively in hydrolysing starch. A mixture with j5-amylase in high

concentration promott's hydrolysis of starch at a rati' grc'ater than the sura of

the component rates. Mixtures at either concentration hydrolyse a-amylo-

dextrin and glycogen at rates greater than the sums of the component rates

Achroodextrin, a fission product of the action of a-amylase, is hydrolysed

more rapidly by j8-ainylase than by a-amylase. a-Amylodextrin previously

degraded by a-amylase to alx)iit 20% hydrolysis, is (after destroying the a-

enzyme), hydrolyscxl by jS-amylase. The residues left when a-amylodextrin is

attacked successively by a- and j8-amylases and when achroodextrin is hydro-

lysedbyjS-amylase correspond in each case to about 28-30% oftheonginal starch.

Amyloamylosc is readily hydrolysed by j3-amylase to nearly 100% maltosi',

when'as erythroamylose is degraded with greater difficulty than starch, and to a

limit within 60%

.

The HUggi'stion of Van Khnkenberg of selective hydrolysis of different com-
|K>nents of the starch by the respective amylast's is not supported by the

evidence. It appears that both amylases hydrolyse the same (non-a-amylo-

dextrin) portion of the stanb, amounting to about 60%. Only the a-amylasc

can attack the a-amylodextrin portion, which however is not appreciably

degraded by the enzyme until the hydrolysis of the starch is fairly advanced.,

;

»

One of us (O. G. F.) is indebted to the Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research for a grant.
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Kithn [1925] concluded from measurements of optical rotation that the amylases
of pancreas and of Aspergillits oryzae apparently 3neJded a-maltos(* as a primary
fission product of starch, whereas malt amylase produced j8-maltose. Sub-
sequently Ohlsson [1930] found b^ the same method that the two amylases of

malt fractionated by his method [1926 , 1930] also l>ehavcd as a- and jS-amylascs

re8i)eetively, and that of ungerminated barley as a jS-amylase.

The attempt to accommodate those findings with the conct'ption oi starch

as being composed of a single ty])e of chemical molecule has led to certain

questions. (1) Are these primary fission products actually a- and ^-maltose, or

are they other liodies i (2) Arc the ol)8ervations of Kuhn to be explained on the

basis of changing rotation of the starch itself, ^^e. that the substrate as distinct

from its fission products is mutarotating owing to one of two or more components
l)eing selectively hydrolysed i (3) Does dispersed starch consist oftwo chemically

different molecules one containing a-glucosidie linkages only, the other including

as well as a-glucosidic linkages t In this case the phenomenon observed by
Kuhn would be an essential attribute of the substrate and not of the enzyme, it

being assumed that a-amylase preferentially attacked the former and j3-amylase

the latter type of molecule. Van Klinkenberg’s [1934] hypothesis includes some
such basis as this. There' are in any case however powerful a priori reasons for

rejecting any hypothesis that starch contains two types of molecule so different

chemically as those containing only a-linkages and those containing both a-

and jS-linkages.

Of the above questions, (1) and (2) have been dealt with to some extent.

The reducing materials formed in the early stages of hydrolysis are, from the

a-enzyme some maltose, but mainly dextrins, from the j8-enzynie, maltose only

[Freeman and Hopkins, 1936, 1]. a- and jS-amylases attack most readily the

same 60% fraction of starch. Then' is no evidence of sulistantial selective

hydrolysis [Freeman and Hopkins, 1936, 2]. To help to answer question 3 it was
necessary to devise experiments to ascertain whether the actions of the amylases

give rise to their characteristic mutarotations respt'ctivcly, irrespective of the

physical fraction of starch used as substrate. Kuhn used as substrates amylose

- and an electrodialysed fraction of starch, whilst Ohlsson used only the latter.

Neither of these fractions represents starch as a whok'. In the experiments

reported here we have allowed forms of a- and j8-amylases to act on Lintner

soluble starch, amyloamylose, erythroamylose (Samec), glycogen a-amylo-

dextrin (Baker) and a-amylodextrin previously partly degraded by a-amylase.

The use of a-amylodextrin was considered particularly important since this is

the portion of starch which resists degradation by jS-am^ylase. The mutarotation

was observed sometimes directly, as by Kuhn, but usually on a product obtained

(
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by filtration through a specially prepared filter designed to pass only smaller

molecules. Dialysis took too long for successful ob^rvations. Filtration was
adopted, firstly, to remove the enzyme, unchanged substrate and less degraded

products, with the idea of observing if the mutarotating substances were among
the more degraded reaction products; secondly, because, soon after the com-

mencement of the reaction with a-malt-amylase, a hazy substance forms, which

soon prevents polarimetric observation but later flocculates. (This was also

observed by Hanes [1935].) On adding to alkali to complete the mutarotation,

a flocculum is formed, the removal of which by filtration reduces the optical

rotation. Some of the “mutarotation” in the a-sensc observed in Exp. 3, and

by previous workers, must be due to this removal from solution of optically

active material. Filtration before polarimetric observations obviates this.

Expekimbktal.

The substrates used and the enzymes prepared were as described by Freeman
and Hopkins [1936, 2]. The particular specimen of soluble starch used had been

selected on account of its transparency in solution, and for the sake of uniformity,

was used throughout the work recorded previously. All percentages of substrates

refer to dry weight. No buffer salts were added when velocities of mutarotation

were to be measured; elsewhere a concentration of 0*016 iV^ acetate was main-

tained. The values of 10® were calculated, in Exp. 1 A, from the 1st and 7th,

2nd and 8th readings etc. and in the other experiments in a corresponding

manner. The alkali used to complete mutarotation was NagCOg.
The technique of filtration through a ferric phosphate gel will be described

in a later communication.

Exp. 1. Enzyme, pancreatic (a) amylase; substrate', soluble starch. 200 ml.

2*68% starch+ A, 15 mjl., B, 30 ml. of 5% pancreatin. Temp. 20®, pji 6*8,

filtrations at A, 28-36 min., B, 17-26 min. ;
0*1 ml. of 5% HgClg added to 50 ml.

of filtrate to arrest enzyme action.

Table I. Optical rotation offiltrates (2 dm.) and velocity

constant of mutarotation

.

Time from
comnoieiice*

mont of
readings
mm.

A
A.

B
K

*

r*

Rotation Mutarotation
f

, Rotation Mutarotation
(angular degrees) kxl(^ (angular degrees) ^xl0»

0 9-44 -0*82 6*32 7*16 -0*52 6*25

5 9*38 - 0*76 6*23 7*13 -0*49 6*87

10 9'33 0*71 5*96 7*08 -0*44 6*03

15 9*27 -0*66 5*70 7*05 -0*41 5*65

20 9*23 -0*61 5*88 7*03 *0*39 —
25 918 -0-56 (5*48) — — —
30 915 -0*53 6*97 -0*33 —
40 — — — 6*93 -0*29 —
50 908 - 0*46 Mean 6*02 6*90 -0*26 Mean 6*20

60 8-98 <*0-36

70 8*93 -031
80 8-90

,
-0-28

00 8*62 —
0 8*65 (alkali added)

H of filtrate, hydrolysis % 63*4

Pa of filtrate 6*72

Original reaction mixture, hydrolysis %

:

( 1 ) At time of filtration 64
(2) Final (24 hours) 70

6*64 —
6*62 (alkaU added)

45
6*84

58
. 7i*3
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Exp, 2, Enzyme barley (j8) amylase; substrate soluble starch. A, 200 ml. of

3’5% starch+40 ml. of amylase (s80 g. barley). B, 200 ml. of 2*68%
starch+30 ml. amylase

(
— 60 g. barley). Temp. 20®, +6. Filtered at 10-16

min., then 0*1 ml. of 0*85% AgNOg added to arrest enzyme action. Read from

20 min. onwards.

Table II. Optical rotation offiltrates (2 dm.) and velocity

constant of mutarotatum.
Time from
commence'
ment of

A
A .

B

readings Rotation Mutarotation Rotation Mutarotation

min. (angular degrees) /5*xl0» (angular degrees)

0 8-28 + 0*52 6*2.5 .5*84 + 0*37 6*05

5 8-81 + 0*40 5*84 5*87 +0-.34 3*35

10 8-34 + 0*46 4*90 5*90 f0*31 .5*64

20 841 + 0*39 — .5*93 + 0*28 —
30 84,5 + 0*3.5 Mean 5*66 5*96 + 0*2,5 Mean 5*68

40 _ — 6*00 + 0*21

4.5 840 4 0*31 —
00 8>80 — 6*21 —
0 8*80 (alkali added) 6*25 (alkali added)

50 8*80 (alkali added) 6*2.5 (alkali added)

R of filtrate, hydrolysis % 41*6 ,
37*4

Oji of filtrate 4*88 4,52

Original reaction mixture, hydrolysis % :

(1) At time of filtration 47 47*4

(2) Final (24 hours) 55*2 59* 1

* Exp. 3. 75 ml. of 2*68% starch +60 ml. of a- or j8-malt amylase (slOO g.

malt). Temp. 20°, p^ 4*6.

Table III. Optical rotations and mviarotations of reaction mixtures and-

'
^

filtrates.

Time Rotation
after alkali Conversion

min. sec. Rotation addition Muta- Iodine (iodimetric)

a-Amylase (1 dm.) (angular degrees) rotation reaction % maltose

0 0 (2*94)* (2*94)* __ Blue 0

1 0 3*04 — — — —
2 0 3*09 — — — —
2 10 3*06 2*75 -0 31 Red 25*8

7 40 2*66 — Yellow 32*1

18 45 2*63 — (blourlesB 37*9

42 30 2.58 — 42*7

1440 0 — 2*18 — 83*6

1 "[filtrate» 2*21 1*96 -0*25 » 22*9

jS'Amyiase

0 0 (2*97)* (2*97)* — Blue 0

3 0 2-71 2*77 +0*06 — 26*7

7 30 2*40 2*60 +0*20 Blue 40*3

17 30 2*35 2*46 +0*11 Blue-violet 54*7

40 30 2*35 2*38 +003 »»
57*5

* Calculated,

Exp. 4. A, 100 Dll. of 3-00% «.amylodextrm+20 ml. a-amylase (s40 g.

mftlt). B, 4-00% K-amylodextrin, hyilrolysed by a-malt-amylase to 20-7%
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hydrolysis, the enzyme destroyed and 100 mL of the product equivalent ta

2-84% of undegrad^ a-amylodextrin4'20 ml barley amylase (s40 g. barley).

C, 100ml. of 3-00% a-amylodextrin+20m]. a-malt-amylase (s40 g. maltl-f 20
ml. barley amylase (s40 g. barley). Temp. 20°, 4*6. Results in Table IV
(4 A, 4B, 4 C). Percentage hydrolysis in the reaction mixtures is indicated in

col. 6, the figures in brackets referring to the filtrates, and all in terms of the

substrate concentration in the original reaction mixtures.

Exp. 5. 100 ml. of 3*0% glycogen+20 ml. A, a-malt-amylase; B, barley

amylase. Temp. 23°, p^^ 4*6. Results in Table IV (5 A, 5 B).

Exp. 6, 60 ml. of 1*95% amyloamylose+lO ml. A, a-malt-, B, barley

amylase. Temp. 20°, pg 4-6. Results in Table IV (6 A, 6 B).

Exp. 7. 60 ml. of 1*95% erythroamylose+ lO ml. A, a-malt-, B, barley

amylas€\ Temp. 20°, pj^ 4-6. Results in Table IV (7 A, 7 B).

Table IV. Progress of recjctions and mviarotations offiltrates.

Rotation after

alkali addi-

tion (1dm.) Conversion
Time of Time of (angular Muta- (iodimctric)

filtration reading Rotation degrees; rotation maltose
min. min. (1dm.) corrected) (1 dm.) 0

0
a-Amylodcxtrin

4 A — 5 — 16*2— 12 — — — 20*2

8-15 17 2*92 2*78 -0*14 (11*5)— 35 — — — 25*3

33-38 40 2*92 2*79 -0*13 (15*8)— 8 (hr.) — — 501

4B — 7 10*6

10-12 14 3*85 3*95 4 0*10 (6*6)— 30 — — — 12*6

30-32 34 3*74 3*81 + 0*07 (7*5)— 90 — — — 14*3

4C — 5 — 27*0— 12 — — — 33*0
8-13 15 2*77 2*71 -0*06 (22*2)— 35 — — — 37*8

33-38 40 2*61 2*55 -0*06 (24*7)—
4i (hr.) — — — 49*9

Glycogen

5 A 10-20 22 3*93 3*80 -0*13 (20*5)
32-38 40 4*51 4*43 -0*08 (26)

r>B 10-14 16 4*11 4*21 + 0*10 (20)
3i)-34 36 3*88 3*97 +0*09 (26)

AmyloamyJoso

6 A 10-12 14 1*01 0*96 -0*05 —
6B 10-12 14 Ml M7 + 0*06

Erythroamylose

7A
'

10-12 14 2*19 2*04 -0*15
30-32 34 2*02 1*89 -0*13

7 B 10-12 14 1*94 2*01 +0*07
30-32 34 1*73 1*86 +0*13

Disottssion.

The filtered solutions contained very little enzyme, in Exp. 1 A none.
Mercuric cUoride (Exp. 1 B) and silver nitrate (Exps. 2 A and 2 B) were added
to i«ev«nt further enzyme action. Traces of chlorides in the pancreatic amylase,
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^ prevented the use of silver in the case of Exp. 1 B. Control tests showed that
these salts in the concentrations used effectively checked enzyme action but
had no perceptible effect on the rate of mutarotation of maltose.

a-Amylasp and ^-amylase, with all the substrates used, gave filtrates which
-exhibited a- and j8*mutarotations re8pf3ctively, the unimolecular velocity

constants of which aj)proximated to those of j3-maltose under the same
conditions. The initial fission products of a-amylase are reducing and mutaro-
tating “dextrins” and some a-maltose, the later products, e.g. at 60-70%
hydrolysis as in Exp. 1, mainly a-maltose to which the observed velocity con-
stants refer. The velocity constants of mutarotation of pure jS-maltose to
equilibrium have been determined by us over a wide range of temperature
and pjj in the absence of salts, the relevant results being summarised in

Table V.

Table V. Unimolecular velocity constants of miitarotalion at 20^ {unbuffered).

k X 108

Pff 452 4-88 6-72 6-84

/S-rnaitose to equilibrium 500 5 m) — 5-48

Qt-amylase fissiori products
/S-amyhae fission products 5-68 5-66

0-02 0-20

In the presence of acetate buffers, 0*04 iV^, the values of the constant for

jS-maltose were substantially higher, e.g, 5*8 instead of 5*0 at pjj 4*66, and 11*16

instead of 5*4 at Pu 6*81, The ions, Na+ and Cl“, which were present in small

concentrations in the reaction mixtures have no catalytic effect on muta-
rotation, but unavoidable traces of other ions may account for the values of

i*x 10® being high.

SUMMAKY.

Experiments recorded, taken in conjunction with those in Parts I and II,

indicate that the a- and ^-types of amylase, as typified by those of the pancreas,

malt and ungerminated barley, respectively attack starch in different ways.

Whilst each enz3nne degrades most easily the same 50-60% of the starch,

including the whole of the amyloamylose portion, the a-onzymc alone can
attack the a-amylodextrin portion. Comparatively little of the fission products

arises from degradation of the lattc^r during the first 50-60% of the hydrolysis

of starch by the a-enzyme.
Further differences in the mode of action are evident. In the initial stages

of hydrolysis, a-amylase produces reducing dextrins and a little maltose, giving

a-mutarotation, whilst jS-amylase produces jS-maltose as almost the sole reducing

product. Later the reducing products resulting from the action of the a-onzyme
include increasing proportions of a-maltose, as was indicated by the observations

of Kuhn and confirm^ with certain precautions in this work. The velocities of

mutarotation to equilibrium of the fitered reaction products of advanced hydro-

lyses with both enzymes agree reasonably well with those observed for jS-maltose

under similar conditions. The possibility that the observations of Kuhn and of

Ohlsson were due, in the oases of one or both enzymes, to mutarotation of

unattacked substrate, one component of which had been selectively hydrolysed,

is excluded.

The sense of mutarotation of the reaction products is a characteristic of the

enzyme and is independent of the substrate employed, whether it be soluble
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starch, one of its components or glycogen. Ifi short a- and jS-amylases, attacking

the same material, produce respectively a-dextrins (and later a-maltose) and

/3-maltosc.

One of us (G. G. P.) is indebted to the Department of Scientific and Industrial

Research for a grant. ^
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I. METHODS FOR THE ESTIMATION OF FRUCTOSE,

GLUCOSE AND SUCROSE.

Methods based on the reducing powers of sugars are generally considered to

he the most suitable for the analysis of leaf extracts and have almost completely

superseded those based on optical activity or other physical profiertics. Two
typc‘8 of oxidising agent are commonly used for sugar estimation, namely,

reagents of the alkaline copper tartrate group and those of the ferricyanide

group. In the present st\idy of the sugars of the mangold leaf both these types

have been used.

Micro-reagents were employed since they are sufficiently accurate, rapid in

Vffm and are the only reagents which are suitable for methods of sugar estimation

Ymich involve the treatment of leaf extracts with yeast.

Many of the micro-reagents of the copper group are unsuitable for the

analysis of plant extracts tecause they contain potassium iodide as stabiliser.

Iodides hold cuprous oxide in solution and permit back-oxidation by the air

[IShafler and Somogyi, 1933]. Since the degree of back-oxidation is constant for

given oonoentrations of sugar and iodide this is not a great disadvantage in the

analyris ofpure sugar solutions, except for very low concentrations ofsugar which

may give no apparent reduction at all. In the analysis of plant extracts, how-

ever, a serious disadvantage arises. It is impossible, for example, to estimate the

reducing power of enzyme blanks or the residual reducing power of extracts

after treatm^t with yeast, since, in both cases, the reducing power is sufficiently

small to fall within the zone of iodide-induced insensitivity.

( 457 )
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' A modification of the Harding and Downs copper rejageni.

Harding and Downs [1938] have developed an iodide-free reagent which thej^

applied by heating 2 ml. oi‘ sugar solution for 10 min. with 2 ml. of reagent

With the minor variation that 5 ml. each of sugar solution and reagent wei^

used, th(dr method was employc'd in most of the earlier investigations iK'ported

here, using the factors for glu(50S(‘ and fructose recorded in Table I.

The Harding and Dt)wns reagent contains sodium bicarbonate and sodium

carbonat(' in the ratio of 5 to 4. With reagents of this type tlie heating period

of 10 min. us(‘d by them is sufficient to bring about maximum oxidation of

fructose, but the oxidation of glucose increases witli time up to almost 15 min.

[ShafTer and Somogyi, 1933]. As a result, when using a 10-min. fK^riod, smalfe

variations in the time or conditions of heating caus(» varying degrees of r(?diietion

of the reagent by glucose; and it was found imfK)ssibl(‘ to reproduce the factors

publislu'd l)y Harding and Downs or even to r(‘produc(‘ exactly the same factor

from day to day.

Tht‘ proc('dure was then*fore modihed by increasing the time of heating to

15 min. In addition oxalates were omitted from the' solution at the time

h<‘ating siiicc' tJiey serv(' no useful purpose^ at this stagt* and bmd to lowei; thi*

rediiction of the reagent [Shaffer and Somogyi, 1933], and slight alterations w' rt

made to allow of a more (onvenient preparation of the reagent.

The following solutions were used in th<‘ modified reagent

:

A. 23 g. CuSO^, fiHgO per litre.

B. 35 g. anhydrous sodium bicarbonate

28 g. anhydrous sodium carbonate

17 g. Rochelle salt

1 g. potassium iodatf*

C. 10 g. potassium iodide ] ...

19 g. |)otaHsium oxalate)
’

D. N sulphuric acid.

E. Standard thiosulphate solution (0*01 to 0'02V).

Care is needed in the preparation of Solution B. Th(' bicarbonatt* is dissolved

sej)arately at a temyKTature below 25"", and the solution is then added to a

solution of the carbonate, tartrate and iodate which is also prepar(*d in the cold.

The whole is then diluted to a litre and kept in a cool plact^; at 1'^ the solution

k(‘C‘ps indefinitely. The copper reagent is prepared by mixing 2 volumes of

Solution A with 5 volumes of Solution B. The mixed solutions k(‘ep for 1 day

,

only, and fresh reagent should be mixed daily.

For analysis 5 ml. of sugar solution are mixed with 5 ml. of reagent (2A

in a fi X 1*25 inch (150 x 32 mm.) pyrex hard glass test-tube. This is plugged with

non -absorbent f*ot ton-wool or covered with a glass lid. The tube is then heated

in a vigorously boiling water-bath for the specified time, after whi(‘h it is placed

in <;old water for about 2 min. to cool the contents to about 25^. 5 ml. of Solu-

tion C are now added and well mixed and are followed immediately by 5 ml. of

Solution D. The whole is well shaken and allowed to stand several minutes to

ensure (‘om])lete reaction, after which the liberated iodine is estimated by
titration with thiosulphate, using starch as indicator. Blank deternunations

are mad(‘ by substituting water for the sugar solution.

Estimations are conveniently carried out in batches of six. The tubes .are.
|

heated and cooled together, but after adding Solution C to a tube it must b^f^^
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^ ^|owed bj^ Solution D before pr()(*eeding to the next tube. Th(* titratiou with

<msulphate is o,aiTie(l out after th(* iodine has b(‘en liberated in all the tubes,

amount of reagent redue<*d by glueose and fructose* in 15 iniii. is r(*(*ord(»d in

nle 1. The r(*dueing pow(*r ol invert sugar may be tak<*n as intc'rnu'diate*

ween tlfose of glueose and fructose, and tor oth(*r mixtures of the* twe) sugars

rope)rtionaJ te) the amounts of e‘ae‘h present.

Tiie twexeolnmns in Table 1 for fnie‘te)se‘ in the j)re*se*nee* e)f 0*221 % KI are

*«ed for the elete*rminatie)n of frue*iose afte*!* tlie oxielation e)f gluee>s** by hypo-

*te unde*r eonelit ions te) be deseribe*d later A h(‘ating f)e*riod e)r 10 niiii . has b(*en

(billed hen*, sine*(* it is sufiie'ient fe)r fructose alone.

Table 1. The Eduction when J ml (if tin llauhtKj and Dotrn'i coppt r K*(tg(nt

or of fh( modi/ifd n^afjent ok h(at*d trifh J ml of angar solu1ion

Jtoductjoi) in ml OOJ V Ihiosiilphatr

IlciTiliiijj; and Dow Mf>ddK‘d Hatdin^and I)ov\ ns‘s reayont

Oouoen-
ffitiun <)£ Glucose* IVlK toSC

Frij( toso

0 221‘>„

KI (OiKost* Fimtoso

Fruttosc
with 0 221 ‘

KI

mm Healiiui jM'noel (miu.) Hcatifijti period (min.)
- — - — _— -

W* ml. 10
r

10 10 J5 15 10

;;i> 0 .)2 0 27 OSS 0 00 0 41

20 4 12 4 20 4 02 4 5a 4aa 4 OS
10 2 05 2 05 I sa 2 20 2 12 1 SO
5 1 02 1 (m 0 70 1 0(> 1 oa 0 81

0 51 40 e>29 0 52 0 51 0 a2
h
125

f

0 25 0 20

77ie f( rricyanah reatjt nt.

25
0 la

The moelifieatie)!! e)f Hane\s metheul as elesrribe*fl by Wielele>wse)n [1031] was
used. The faeteirs giveui fe)r the* variems sugars W(*re ibund te) be* re])re)elue*ib]e

and were therefore* aelopted.

7'h( (fficl of added r( agents on th< su(jar factors.

Various substances which ])ossess no re'elue*ing pre)|)e*rties e)f their e)wn have*

pow(»r e)f (‘hanging the* apparent oxidation of sugar by eithe'r the* eoppe*!*

’igent or the fcrrieyanide reagent. IVsts we*re there'fore* made on all the* sub-

which are usually aeldt'd during the pre*j)aratie)n of leaf extracts for

analysis.

In the* pr(*s<*ne*e of 4 sodium ehlorieie it was found that glueose was under-

estimated by the coppeT reagent and slightly e)verestiniat»(*d by th(‘ ferrieyanide*

reagent. The redative eriors wx*re gn'ator at low eone‘e*ntratie)ns of sugar.

The following figures w(*re e)i>iaiiu*d for the eoj)})e*r reage*nt: taken 15*0,

1*59 mg. ; fenind 14-7, 1*03 mg., and for the ferrieyanieie* ri*agent : take*n 15 0 mg ;

found 1(1*6 mg.
From these results it is evident that hydroeliJorie* acid should not be use*d to

invert sucrose* or destroy fruete)se except under spee'ial eir(*umstanee*s, and its

is only permissible in small amounts with high eoneentrations of sugar.

& Neither reagent is affected by 2% |K)tassiuTn sulphate* or 2% sodium ae(*tate.

Mrpeii acetates art* pr(*se*nt, however, it is desirable to tise* a little extra acid prior

to tte tliiosulphate titration. Disodium hyelrog<*n phosphate in large* ame>unt8

a&QRjR the copper reagent, anei with re*agents sueh as that of Harding and
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Downs, which arc j)Oor in tartrate, may oven cause a j)roci|)itate to be formal
during heating. It should be used only at a concentration below 0*1 % . A(S3s

increase and alkalis decn'ast' the rtMlueing pow(T towards copfxT. WithV^e
inodifi(‘d coppcT reagejit an t‘X(‘eHs of one drop of A suljdiuric acid in th(‘ 5 ill.

sample uac(l for analysis will incrt^ase the nKhiction by about 0*5 to 1*0 ^’4

The (fitimntion of fructoft*^ in fht pre.*trnrr of ghicost

.

The literature (healing with tin* various methods which have be(*n usSj tjo

<\stmiat(' fructose in the })rcsenct‘ of otluu* sugars lias recently l)(‘en summa^did
l)y Schro(‘dc*r and Herrmann |HK14| and there is no need to refer to it her(%^3iie’

ac(*uracy of most of tlu' available methods even when a]>plied to pur(‘ ugar

solutions seiuns open to doubt and only that using hypoiodite a])])ears t ’jjc*

trustworthy results. 1

Hypoiodite (alkaliiu* iodin(') o.xidises glucose* (or other aldos(*s) to the ro,-

sponding acid, but scarc(‘ly affe(*ts fructose, and it may th(‘rcfor(* ,

estimate glu(*os(* dirt'ctly. IWd in this w'a\ how'ev(*r it is epiite unsuitafRe ©

analysis of leaf (*\tracts sin(*(* the reag(*nl is redu(‘(*d to a \(‘r\ large* e! hy
many leaf constituents. 1'he re‘ae*tion may also be* used inelirectly I

'3

esfimatiein of friie*te)se by e)xidising glue*e)se with hypoieielite, re*me)vir

ex(*ess e)f iodine* and tlu'n de*te*rmining fructose* by means eif an orelinary .

re‘age*nt. This proce*dure was first sugg(*ste*d by Keiltheifl
[
11)22

1
as a epiah

test feir fructose* and was sul)seeju(*ntly ad()])tcd by Kruishe‘er
1 1921)] toi

(plan tit ative* (*stimation eif fructeise in urine*, using a coppe*!* re‘agi*nt. Phillis

Mas(»n [19.*W] alse) adeiptcd the* indire(*t jiroex^lurf*, using the Shatk‘r-Hart

t

micro-co])pe*r re*ag(‘nt feir estimating the frue*tose*; th(*ir methoel, howe

inaccurate* as no allow’ance* was made for the (*fi(*e*t eif iodide*s.

This inelirect method of trii<‘lose estimation was aelopted he*rc, i^ng
folieiwing ])re)ce*dur(*. Inte) a 25 ml. graduat(*el flask are* me*asure*d 4 5 ml.

sugar solution. This should exmtain il-o mg. of glucose (eir. in the* case* p
H*\tiacts, its e‘epuvale*nt of glucose and hy|)e)ioditc-r(*ducing substance*^ o r

than sugar). To this arc adde*d 2 ml. of an ioeline* solutiein which e*ontains 8*47 g.

iodine and 16*7 g. fiotassium iodiele* pe*r litre*. The cemtents of the flask are t''

rotat(*d and 1 ml. of l)-l()7 N NaOIl is addt*d v(*ry slowly, elreip by elreij). ^ixa

the neck of the flask is washe*d elown, if ne*ce*ssarv, by about 1 ml. of wate*r anel

the* flask ste)pp(*r(*el. The* re*actie)n is neiw alleme‘d to pre)ce‘e‘d for 2 heiim^at 1
,

e*fTe*ctive* t(*mperature cemtrol b<*ing e>btain(*d by precooling all se)lutioiflpri.(*8e

e*onditions for the* hypoiodite-oxidation approximate, e*xe*e])t as re*gurels^lumo,,

te) those use*d by Archbolel and Wieldeiwson 111)31] for the eliree*t e*stiniation

glue‘ose.

Afte‘r 2 hours the solutiem is acidifie*d with 1 ml. of 0*25 X sulphuric acid a

the* exc(‘ss iodine* (piant/itativ(‘ly removed by sexliurn suli>hite, using a siiij^ic

small dreip of 1 % starch solution as indicator. The* sodium sulphite* sedutk

sheadel be* freshly pre*pared anel about 0 ()2-0*()4 N ; it is conveniently added -ffom a
bur(*ttc to which is attache*d a capillary whi(*h is sufiicie*ntly long to reaeih dow^
th(‘ nee*k of the* flask. The* solution is the'u ne*utralise‘d with 1 ml. of 0*23 N NaOlf

,

and the* volume made* up to 25 ml. 5 ml. of this are UHe*d to (estimate* fru(*te)s(‘.

If the* e*e)f)per r(*agent is use*d aft(*r the treatme*nt with hypokxlite, the* factois

gi^cn in Table* 1 for fru(*tosc in the prcse*ncc of 0*221 % potassium iodide* sli^ld
be* emplove*d. This is the cemcentratkm of iodiele whicJi is pre*sent if the toii^

ditie)ns givem above are* fullille*d. I

8ine*e* the reag(*nts added during the course of t^e e»stimatioii liave ^
rc*du(*ing [X)W(*r towards the* copjxT reagenit it is untie(*e*ssary to make a blam
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(jstiihation for the whole process. This was denionstrated by adding a small
known quantity of sugar to bring the reduction outside the zone ol‘ iodide-

indimed insensitivity. Tlu^ blank reduction valut? is then'foro obtained by heating
the Spper reagimt with a solution of approximately 0*221 % iiotassium iodide.

This is nc(?essary since iodides jirevent the small autoreduction of the r-eagent,

although the dilierence betweim a water blank and an iodich' blank is usually
small. Greaterdiffen‘(mcesthan0*02ml.of0*0JAthiosu4)hate\\erenev(Tre(‘orded.

0\^dng i>o th(' manner in which iodides lower thf‘ apfiarent reducing power of
sugar towards i-he copper reagent, tlu^ rm'thod (jannot be us(‘d wlum the ratio of
fructose to glu(H)st‘ is less than about 0-05. The amount of sugar which can be
treated with hyjioiodite depends entirely on the amount of glucose? pn'seiit, and
with very low ratios of fructose to glucose^ the amount of fructose* may be
undet(?ctable. The gluconic ae*id forme'd by the e^xidatiein of glucose with hypo-
iodite has no reducing power towards the copper reagemt.

With the* ferrie-yanide* reagent the* normal frue*tose? fae?tors may be use*d,

iodides having no e*tie(;t. Th(*re is invariably a small rt?due*tion (equivalent
' usually to O Ob 01(> ml. of 0*()1 A tliiosul])hate) due to the various re*agents

added during the estimation. Tt is therefore essential that a blank estimation, by
treating wat(*r inst(*ad of sugar solution with iodine and alkali, should lx* made
for tin* wh<jle process.

No allowance* was nuuh* foi the small destruetion of fruetose by liypoiodite.

Bailey and Hopkins have found that wh(*n fru(;tost* is oxidised by
liypoiodite, oxalic* acid and, pr<*sumably, (/-erythronic, acid an* produced. Com-
pl(*te destruction of I g. of fructose would r(*du(*e o*()4 g. of iodine on this basis.

In investigating the reduction of iodim* by fru(*tos(‘ under the eoiiditions which
hav(* b(»en adopt(*d h(*ni Arehbold and Widdowson |1931| found a maximum
reduction of ()’017 g, of iodine per g. of fruetose. Undei th(*se conditions tlu're-

for<* the maximum amount of fructose dest roved is 0*017 g. p(‘r g. or only
0*3%.

Gluconic a(?id r(‘diic(*s fcrricyanide shghtly and allowaiicjc must be made for

it. The r(*duction is (*({uivalcnt to 0-05 ml. of 0*01 A thiosulphati* for every mg.
of (oxidised) glucose in the o ml. sample used for estimation.

Since* the above conditions of oxidation (a 2-liour p(*rio(l at 1 ) r(*tjuirc an
adeepiatc control of temperature which it may not always In* possible to obtain,
a trial was mad(* with an oxidation perifid of 10 min. at room temperatun* (IS '),

whi(*h conditions approximate to those* used by Hinton and IVIatuira |1924] for

the direct estimation of glucose, losing the co])p(*r reagent th(? results witli a
maTigold-l(*af extract were the same as those* obtained by oxidation at T . It is

jirobable that any other conditions which hav^o i)rovt*d suitable for the* din*ct

estimation of glucose could lx* used for the indirect estimation of fructose.

Any error from the slight tendency for liypoiodite to oxidist* fructosi* would
probably be (!onsideral)ly smaller in the ease of the indirt‘ct m(*thod. For
whereas 1 g. of fructose, on (jomplet-e destru(*tioii, reduces the ecjuivah'ut of

5^64 g. of iodine, 1 g. of glucose is known to redu(?e only 1*41 g. ; in a rnixtim* of
the two sugars, therefon*, any reduction of the hypoioditt* by fructose would
cause an error in the indirect method which is only a quarter as grv^at as tin?

corresponding error in the direct estimation of glucose.

The estirmtion of aucrotse.

In view of the effect of chlorides on the sugar reagents, invi'rtase was used
Ip place of hydrochloric acid to hydrolyse sucrose. Invertase is very reactive

towards th(? fcrricyanide reagent, 1 mg, of a British Drug Houses prejiaration
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being found to have a reducing power equivalent to 0*190 mg. of invert sugar

(the corresponding figure towai’ds the copper reagcmt is only O-OlS.mg.)'. In

addition the reducing power towards ferricyanide of a mixture of sugar and*

invertase is somewhat less than the* sum of the reducing powers of the sugar

and of the* invertase taken separately. Consequently sucrose may l)e under-

estimated, since accurate allowance for the presence' of invertase cannot be^nade

by the us(* of a blank determination using water instead of sugar solution.

By inx'erting rather conccuitrated sugar solutions with small amounts of

enzyme, this error can be reduced to negligible proportions. TIk^ concentrated

solutions are dilute'd prior to analysis. A solution containing about ^;2 % of

total sugar was allowed to react at 38" with invertas(' at a concentration of

0*01 ^o- head-clarified h'.af extracts were buffered with acetate to 4*7-4*8;

oth(‘r solutions were unbuffered. A reaction period of about 4 days was used.

This long period was used to give a large margin of safety; with many active

(‘ommercial pn'parations of invertase* as little as an hour may be sufficient.

Finally the solution was diluted to a sugar conc(*ntration of less than 20 mg.
per 100 ml. and analysed. Under these conditions the reducing power of the

invertase is reasonably small towards the Icrricyanide reagent and negligibl

towards the copp(*r reagent.

.

II. THE USE OF BASIC LEAD ACETATE, CHARCOAl
AND YEAST TO AVOID INTERFERENCE BY

SUBSTANCES OTHER THAN SUGARS.

It has long been recognised that the use with plant c'xtrac'ts of reagent^

estimating sugars by their reducing power is coniplicat(*d by the pu*senee of

substances, other than sugar, also possessing rcdm*ing power. To overcome this

difficulty “interfering” substances have been removed by precipitaufs such as

basic lead acetate or by adsorbents such as charcoal. Altematively*j*8ugar ha«8

been R*moved by treatment with yeast, the difference in redu(*ing ]ibw(*r before

and after the treatment being taken as a measure of reducing sugar.

When these methods have been applied to leaf extracts widely differei'

estimates of sugar have usually been obtained, and it has been irn^ssible jU

d(*cide which, if any, of the many methods is trustworthy. A method of
accuracy for the d(*t<'rmination of the true sugar content is much to be

The choice of such a method should be based solely on the criterion of

worthiness, whether it be suitable for routine analysis being a matter of

secondary importance. Procedures which, on account of their rapidity,

plicity and applicability to dilute solutions, meet the needs of routine

should be considered only after the development of a standard procedure^’

comparison with which the accuracy of more expeditious methods may then
’

assessed.

With the object of devising a procedure suitable for determining the

sugar content of leaf extracts, a detailed study has been made of clarification 1

basic h*ad acetate.

This reag(*nt lends itself in great(*T measure to control and standardisat

than any other, and it is therefore most likely to furnish the required staja

meth()d. At the same time attention has also been paid to the use of cha
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wd of yeast ; the latter in particular has shown promise of providing an accurate,
|?hoiagh sonu'what empirical method of analysis.

Tlu' mangold (liHa vukfai'is) has heem used for this investigation. This plant
,pr(‘vioiiHly been studied by Campb(‘ll |1912j, by Davis et al. [1016] and by

others.

ThK preparation of leaf extracts and TUE MIJTHOns OF ANALYSIS.

Thn*e extracts of mangold ]eav(\s were ])repar(*d, from two large samf)h‘s
CoUeeted in October 1933 from the Rothainsted Experimental Station, and in

September 1934 from Slc)ugh. Extract T was prepared from inatun' leaves of
1933 collection, Extract li from immature leavers of the 1934 coJJection

|jSfcpj)roxiniate size 10x6-3 cm.): water content S4iS»(,. Extract 111 wTs pte-
j^red from immature leaves of the 1934 (collection which had be(-n kept in the

for 24 lioiirs with th<nr })etioI(\s in watc-r. During this period the water
.Wltent roK(‘ to 86*2%,
^^For the f)reparation of the (‘xtra(*ts the jx-tioles w'it(- r(*moved, 2-4 liours

^|jlTOr,:‘oll(‘ction in the case of Extracts 1 and 11, and the laminae killed by boiling

ideohol. They w(ire then twice extracted for several hours with six times their

weight of boiling 75 % alcohol under a rc^flux cojidc'nsor, and the- alcohol was
removed under re-duerd pressure at a temperatim* below 33 . In vi('w of the large

quantity of material employed ftjr Extract 1 the water-solubh' frac^tion of this

residue could not conv(*niently be takcMi U]) directly. Instead, the mass was
tn'ated with water and ether, aftc'r which the watiT fraction was st^parated,

t^ashixi .sev(TaJ timi's by shaking with ether, freed from etluT and pr(‘S(*rved.

On accjount of tin* method of f)reparation, results from this extract cannot be
q^u la^ed in terms of original leaf weight. The nvsidues from Extracts II and 1 1

1

Ipere taken up in water directly and filtered. The hltrates wen' brought up to a

ir hnne such that 1 ml. of the extract was ecjuivalent to 1 g. of tlu' fresh weight of
le lamina. All three extracts were nearly free from suspensions of wax and
>her solid matter. Th<*y wTre preserved with tolu(*ne, and toluene-saturated

ihltions W(ire us(*d in all cases exc^ept those iinolving treatme-nt with yeast.
< In these extracts sucrose was estimated as tin* iruTcasc of reducing powc-r

r hydrolysis with invertast*, fructose as the residual reducing pow(‘r after

[tiation of glucose by hypoiodiU' and glucose as tin- difTen-iuje between the

j|fcl reducing power and fructos('. Parallel ('stimations for th(‘ three sugars wwe
Mlii^ed out with ferri('yanide and cop])(*r reagents. The modified Harding and
pOwns reagent w^as used for Extracts 11 and 111 and the unmodified reagent

pr Extract I (see p. 458).

Th>e detection of interference by substances other than sugar.

No systematic attempt appears to have* b(‘en made to study (iuantitativel>^

degree of removal by the various (clarification jirocc-sses of substances int('r-

g with the sugar estimations. Absence of colour in the ch-art'd solution

h has often been taken as an indication of th(' efticiency of elarifi(nation

hot be considered an adequate guide. Ay)art from the fact that colour is

pendent on dilution, the d<‘eply (Coloured substances arc, in gt^iK'ral, readily

firecipitated by lead, heaving an almost (olourless solution which may still

P^Utain considerable amounts of int(»rfering substances.

The sensitiveness of hypoiodite towards substancc’is otlu-r than sugar apfiears

p offer a means of detecting the presence of int(*rfenng substances, by a com-
pflO^son of the estimates oi gliKXjse obtained by the use of this reagent with those

d by the use of a copper reagent, after different clarification pro(;esses.
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Clarification can only i)e (5onsidered efficient when the hypoiodite estimate is

lowcnd to a valuewhich is in close agreement with that obtained by copper. There
are two advantage's in the use of hypoiodite^ for this purpose. Its oxidising

a(;tion on substaTKH\s othcT than sugar is far stronger than that of copper («?.

Tabhi VIl), and it is v(‘ry reactive towards ph(»nolic substances [Gardner and
Hodgson, 1909] which an* present in considerable amounts in l(*af extracts. It

is, moreover, r(*lativ(*ly s(*nsitive towards substancies other than sugar because

its oxidising action on glucose is weak. Thus whilst a mol(*cule of glucose

absorbs 3*7 atoms of oxyg(‘n on oxidation with the Harding and Downs copper

reagent, only one atom is absorbed from hypoiodite. In cons(*(pien(^(* even if the

interf(*ring substances were to absorb equal (|uantities of oxygtm from the two
reagents, the error on tlu* (*stimat(' of glucose by hypoiodite would be 8-7 times

as great as that on the estimatf^ by eopp(*r. Taken together tlusse two facts show
that agreement between Hie estimat<\s by hyfioiodite and copper may reasonably

b(‘ inferred to indicate the absc^nce of int(*rfering substances.

ChARlFICATtON BY BASIC LKAl) ACETATE.

The reactions involved during th(* addition of basic l(‘ad acetate to plant

extracts, and the d(*tailed method to be followed in its practical apfilication

have, hitluTto, not bee*n satisfactorily detc*rmined. ft was ther(‘fore decided to

study in di‘,tail the processes of pre(*ipitation and to include a (piantitative

inquiry into the behaviour of both the basic and the aetdate fractions of the

reagent.

Thf' estimation of total lend. Total lead was detcTinined v()lumetri(*ally by th('

molybdate mf*-thod. When ap[)lied to plant (extracts it was found ni‘C(*ssary first

to separate the lead as sulphide to avoid inteilerence with the end-point by
some substance, pr(*8umably tannic acid or a similar (*ompound. TJie siilf)}n‘de

was then dissolved in hot coruH'ntrated H(1 and pr(*pared for analysis in the

usual way.
The estimation of basic lead. 1"he basic fraction of basi(t l(*a<l ae(*tatt* was

determined by estimating the amount of KOH lilxTated })y potassium oxalate.

For a (jiialitative test for base an indicator solution is used containing 25%
potassium oxalate and a generous allowanet* of ph(*nolphthal(*iii. Aft(*r n(*utra-

lising with a few drofis of dilute* acetic acid or NaOH, 1 ml of the indicator

solution is added to J or 2 ml. of the solution to be* test(*d. A pink or r(*d colour

indicates basic l(*ad, and the test is (*xtremely (h*licaf e*.

For a quantitative determination of base*, lead f)\alate is pre(;ipitat(*d in a
known (‘xcess of acetic acid to avoid the* formation of* basic salts. The* solution

(jontaining lead base is acidified with 10 ml. of 01 A' acetic acid, the^ volume
brought to about 40 ml. with <;arbonate-free watt*r, and 2 ml. (exc<‘ss) of muitral

25% potassium oxalate solution an^ add(*d. Without filtering, the excess acetic

acid is titrated with A" NaOH. A IffcTge amount of phejiolphthalein should be

used as lead oxalate hmds to obscure the end-point. From the diffcr<*nce in tlu*-

titration figur(*s for a(*(*tic acid before and after the pnvipitation of lead the

amount of lead base may be calculated. 1 ml. of N NaOH is equivalent to

10*3f) mg. of l(?ad as base. The following r<*sults wen* obtained with pure lead

oxidc! and lead acetate: taken 81*0 mg. PbO; found 82*4 mg.; this t(‘ndency

to overestimate basic lead slightly was repeatedly observed: taken 140*7 mg.
Pb(C2H 302)2 ; found —0-53 mg. of Pb as base. The negative sign indicates the

af)parent presence of free acid in the acetate, but the amount is sufficiently

small to show that normal lead acetate* scarcely interferes with the estimation of
basic lead.
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Thf reagents used for clarification.

Norirfol lead aretate. A J()% solution.

Standard basic Imd acetate. Tins was |)r<‘j)ar(‘(l })v the usual jnocc^dure of

dissolving litharge* and load a(*e*tate* in the* ratio of Hi to 4.*i.

Jjdonohasic lead acetate. This was prepared by adding S9 g of litliargc* to a

solution of 151 g. of lead acetate* in abe>ut 700 ml. of freshly he)il<*el ^vate*r. Afte^r

elissolving by ge‘ntle healing, the liejuiel was e*oe)le-el, diluted to a litre and filte*reel.

Dibasic lead acetate. This W'as f»n*par<‘d by boiling 40 g. e)f lead acetate anel

55 g. e)f lead e)xide for 30 min. in a litre of wate‘r. The- liepiiel was the'ii cooleel and

filte*reel

.

The* le*a.el eont(‘nts of the‘se* reagents anel tlie-ir spe-cific- gravitie‘s are* shown in

Table* 11.

Table II. The specific gravities^ j),^, and lead contents of basic lead acetates.

y>„ of a

0 00.*) M
.solnl loti

Approx. (BnttoTi

idrniula and Meek) Sp.

rn'.:.

total

1*1) per
mi.

Mil.

l>a.sjt;

Pl> per

ml.

o
()

basie

Vh

iStatuljird hasic k-tnl acetaU* <) f) 1-24S 23.7 (> 74-S 31-7

Monolm.sK* lead acf'laU* 7.“)
i I7(i 172-n Sl(> 49-2

If >73 730 r)U'2 ()S-8

Rritton anel Mee*k [1032| have ele*termined the* /),, e)f 0-005 solutions of

basil* l<*ad ace-tates from the* titratiem of 0-005M le*ael ac(*tate* with MaOH. In the

pre‘se‘ne*e* ofsoelium ae-e*tate the acidity will be some'wduit le)we*r than for the^ lead

salt alone*, but the error is n<‘gligible. The*ir value for normal lead ae‘(*tate* is 5-0

anel tliose for the* basic Ie*ad aef*tate*s are shown in Table II. Somme-r |I927]

give*s the pere‘e*ntage* e)f base* in the* standarel re-agent as 31*9, and also gives

useful information as te) the* s])ecitie gravity of the* dibasic salt at dilierent e‘.on-

ceiitrations. This .salt is the- most basie* knowm
|
Pie-k and Ahre^ns, MI09|. The three

basic salts turn litmus blue, and with elilute phe*nolphthale*in give a purple* (not

re*d) colour; with itiore* concent ra1-e*el .solutions a ]>urple* pree-ipitate may be

eley»osited. 'rhe*se- re-actions are- probably due* to the* formation of lf*ad e-otupounels

with the* inelicators and e-annot be re-gareled as meeisures of aeddity.

The clarification of Krtract 1.

A measureel quantity of the unneutralised extract was suitably diluted with

water or ale^ohol and pree-ipitate*el wdth the* ree|uire*el amount of re*age‘nt. The
licpiid was the*n made up te) a known volume* anel centiifuge-el, after which an

aliejue)t of the ede*areel solution was withelrawn anel ele-le'a.eled with hyelre)gt*n

sulphiele. Tiie whole* process was carrie*d e)ut rapidly te) minimise any reac;tie)n

with sugars. Acpieous samples w^ere fre*e*d fre)m (*xct'ss hydrogen sulphide by

aeration ; ale?oholic samples were e*vafX)rate‘d under r(*elm-e*d |)ressure until iree

from alcohol. Finally the se)lutions were* ne*utrali.se*el, made uj) te> \'e)lume and

analysed.

Results are shown in Table HI. (bl. I gives the* type* e)f lead re^age*nt , and
col. TI the peree*ntage of alcohol by ve)lume at the time of (*e*ntrifuging. Col. Ill

gives the volume in ml. to which 1 ml. of Extrae-t J was eliliitt*el i>efore centri-

fuging. The amount of letid adde*d and the ame)unt remaining in se)lution are

given in cola. IV and V respeeitively, and the* dith*r(*n(H* betwe*en values in these

columns gives the amount of lead in the precipitate* in terms of total lead

(acetate -h base). The amount of the basic fraction in se)lution is shown in e;ol. VT.

Biochem. 1936 xxx
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The data given in cols. VII and VIII will bo discussed later. Th() remaining

columns show the estimates of the sugars by the various m(‘thods and recjuire

no comment. Th(‘ first thre(‘ st^ts of figur(\s, refiTring to tlu^ unneutralised, un-

clarified extra(*t, indicate the variability to be exp('(‘.tcd from ropoat(‘d exp(u*i-

ments. As thc^ analyses were made in Ma3^ .luly and October they furtluT show

that th(^ extrac^ts remained stable (iven though unneutralisf'd.

(larifiVAttion in aqucov,^ solution. Solutions 1 and 2 wvn* treabnl with normal

lead Jici'tate in relatively large amounts. AftcT tnmtfmuit the solutions were'

acid, as shown by the negative sign in c(j1. \'1, and the bulk of tlie lead nunained

unpr(*eipitat<Hl. Tlu^ ferrieyanido estimate* for fructose apj)roa(*hes tlie copper

estimate*, which is itsc'lf unchanged. The* estimates for glucose are all lower, but

less than half the* difT(*r<*nee* be‘tw(*e*n the e^f>j)p(*r and hypenorlite (‘stimates for

glu(*()se is eliminated, which iiidicates the* inefficie‘ncy of the clarification.

To simplify the* preliminary disciissie)ri e)f the* r(*sults obtaine*d with basic

lead acc*tate, it w'ill be assum(‘(l that the ce)pper estimate for fructose in the un-

clarifie*d solutie)n is the true one*, and that a r(‘elu(*ti()n of this (*stimate is due to

loss e)f sugar. This assiimj)tion will be* substantiated later when with clnarcoal

clariiicatiem it will be shejwn that, in the mangold leaf, estimates ot fructose by

e*opj>er are e‘ntir<*ly fre*t* from int(*rf‘ere*ne‘e by otht*r substanc(*s.

vSince the* {‘vide‘ne*e in the* Ute*rature is tej the effeed that sugar is ne)t lost in

the abse'iice* of free* base*, sufficient staneiard basie' l(*ad ae(*tate* was added to

rt*movt‘ all the* acid withc^ut leaving Jtny fr(*c base*, giving Solution 3 in the table,

(iarifieation is however still ineffie*i€*nt, anel eemtrary to e*x})e(‘tatie)n fructose is

lost

.

Solutiem 4 was [irepared by adding suffieient standard basic lead acetate to

give maximum ])re*ci])itation (st*e p. 468). Free base is now present, more fructose

is lost and better agre'cment betwe*en the estimates of ghice)s(*, by the v’^arious

methods, is obtaine^el. Finally in Solution 12 the* dibasic reagemt was added, also

in amount suffici(*nt to give maximum precipitation. Tlie r(*sults show a marked

imjirovement, ev(*n the* hypoi(»dite value approaches the* other valuc*s for glucose,

and there can be little doubt that the bulk of the intenering substances has be(*n

removed.
The estimate of sucrose. P^stimates of sucrose remained unchanged during

clarification by lead in aqueous solution, and it is therefore (*oncluded that,

within reasonable limits of error, sucrose may be cf)rrectly estimated in unclari-

fied mangold extracts. This result must dep(*nd on th(? absence ot substances,

such as fruct-osans, which are afFec,ted by invertase, and will presumably not. be

applicable to all plants.

Clarification in the presence of ahohol. Auerbach and W(*b(*r [1925] found tfiat

k^ad salts of acids such as malic, succinic, citric and tartaric* an* Ic'ss soluble in

50% alcohol than in water. It was, moreovc'r, observ^<*d that- after the removal

of the precipitate formed on addition of basic lead acetate to an acpieous man-

gold e.xtract, a further prt*cipitate could be obtained on addition of alcohol.

The possible use of alcohol as an aid to < 5larification was t(*sted in SolntioJis 5

and 6, which were clarified in 70% alcohol with the* addit ion of the same amount

and type of basic* lead acetate as were used for Solutions 3 and 4 respectively.

Although alcohol <;aused the precipitation of mon* lead, there* was no closer

agreement between the estimates for glucose l>y c<>pper and hypoiodite, and

judging from the rather high losses of fructose, the* extra lead a])pears U have

been precipitated in l^ombination with sugar.

Solutions 7, 8 and 9 were prepared by using the three basic, lead acetates

in such amounts that almost no free acid or free base was left in solution, and an

30-2
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amount of alcohol sufficient to give almost maximum precipitation. Clarifi-

cation was still unsatisfactory and in addition the bulk of the fructose and some
glucose also were lost. Tt is evident that alcoholic solutions should be avoided.

The C07Hposition of the lead precipitate. An empirical formula for the lead

precipitate may b(^ derived Irom the data of Table 111. For example*, of the

353 mg. of l(*ad added to Solution 7 only 199 mg. were ])recipitated and col. VT
shows that neither free acid nor free base was pres(*nt in solution. All the base

in the reagent must therefore have reactol with plant acid, and tht^rt* ma}' have

been somt* further reac.tion b(*twcH*n tlu^ ac('tat(* fraction of th(^ n*-agent and tlu*

neutral plant salts (of ]:)otassiuin, calcium vie.). Since the standard basic l(*ad

acetate contaiii(‘d 31*7% of base, 112 mg. of the lead added were basic and

reacted compl(‘tely. The amount of neutral salt present in the extract was

<\stimated, api)roximately, from the amount of plant bas(^ remaining aft(‘r

igniting tht* extract. The amount of base* in 1 ml. of Extract I was found to be

e(|uival(*nt to 22 mg. of lead. The total amount of lead which has r(‘acted lies

therefore betw<*en 112 mg. and 112-1-22=134 mg. Tlu* latter figure, which is a

maximum value since it assumes complete n'action of plant salt, is (*nten*d in

Table 111, col. Vll as “r(*activ(* lead". The balan<*e of the 199 mg. of l(*ad pre-

ci})itat(‘d, namely 65 mg., has not th(*refore reacted with plant acid or salt, and

must have been precipitated as lead ac(*tat»e. The pr(*cipitat(* is thus a compl(*x

acetate of the tvj)e Pb(()K)2.?iPb((y2H302)2, whtTc HOR is plant acid. The* value

of n in this examj)le is 0-49 (65 divided by 134) and is enttT(‘d in (*ol. \T1I It is

obviously a minimum estimate.

The existence of comj)l<*x acetates was recorded many yt*ars ago by \’arr(‘n-

traj) 118401 who obtained them from the lead salts of benzoic a(*id and “Mar-

garinsaure’’. A list of compl(*x lead acetates derived from inorganic acids has

been compiled by Pick and Ahrens 1 1909], and more recently Cibs<m and Matth(*ws

[L928] obtained basic compl(*x aeetatc^s of the type Pb(OR)2. Pb(()H)((\2H302),

where R is th(* aryl gr^j), byja;ua^ing phenol, o-nitroplienol and o-bromop]u‘nol

witli basic lead a(;(itatc. This result is particularly important in view of IIk*

abundance of idienolic substances in the l(*af.

The factors injlueiicimj the precipitation by basic lead acetate.

The amount of reagent used. Directions for the use of basic lead acetate

generally incliuh*. the recommcuidation that it should not be added to excess,

since this is destructive to sugar. Whilst this is true, it should be remenib(*Ted

that an exd^ss only incn*ases a k)S8 wliich begins long before precipitation is

com])lete. A more cogent objection seems Uj have (*scaped general recognition,

namely that an excess of reagent redissolvcs its own precipitate. Thus Stammer
[1882] found li;ad sulphate* to be soluble in basic lead acetate, and Bachmann
[1927] has arrived at the same conclusion for lead succinate, If increasing

(juantities of reagent are added to a mangold extract, the liquid obtained after

removing the* precipitat(* becomes increasingly clear, until a stage is r(*.ached

when it is almost colourless. The procjess then reverses and the liquid becomes
increasingly coloured, until, with a very large ex(;ess of reagent, the precipitate

completely redissolves. There is thus a stage of optimum clarification, which has

be('n referred to as the point of maximum precipitation. It is shown by all three

l)asic lead acetates but not by normal lead acetate.

By the use of a centrifuge the amount of reagent required to give maximum
precipitation can readily be detciimined. Basic lead acetate is added in small

amounts to a sample of the extract. After each addition the whole is centrifuged,

and the process repeaU^d until further addition of lead causes mere cloudiness.
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without the formation of a definite precipitate. ( Jreat help is gi vt;n by the physical

slate of the precipitate* ; as soon as the point ofmaximum precipitation is passed,

the precif)itate5 ceases tf) flocculate readily, and afii‘r (;entrifuging for 2 min., at

3(X)0 r.p.m., the supernatant liquid is always somewhat cloudy.

The basicity of the reagent and the acAitat>e canfent of the precijnlafe. The com})lex

salt Pl)(C2H3()2)2-C4Pb(C2H.,()2).3H20 is readily soluble in water [Pick and

Ahrens, 1909], whereas the corresponding simple J^b(Jlj is not. This obs(*rvation

suggested that the h'ad precipitate of plant extracts miglit be rend(Ted more
insoluble if the* acetate content W(*r(* reduced by the use of a highly basic lead

acetate. Accordingly aliquots of a 70% alcoholic solution of stock mangold
(ixtract were treatt'd with standard basic, monobasic and dibasic lead acetates

res])ectively, in amounts whi(h left only traces of free acid or iree base in

solution, in alcoholic solutions the |K)int when n(*ither free acid nor base is

pres(‘nt is also approximately the point of maximum pri^cipitation, so that, by
th(* us(‘ of alcohol, the* reagerits wctc* addefl over the sanu* range* of acidity in all

thr(‘(* cases, namely from that of th<‘ alcoholic mangold extract to that of normal

lead ac(*tate, which latter may taken to be indcpcmdi'nt of (?oncc*ntration. The
eftect of dilT(‘rence in alkalinity of the rcag(*nts is thus eliminatt‘d, leaving only

that of varying ratio of base to acid.

The residts for these solutions, numbers 7, S and 9 in Tabh* 111, show that,

with increasing basicu’ty of the r(‘agent, the acc'tab* content of the* precipitate

(col. \"TIT) is reduced and that this nMluction is act*ompanied by gnviter pre-

ci})itation and rnon* (*ffective clarification. Tht* dibasic r(‘ag(‘nt is also more

('fleet i\^<' than th(' standard r(*agent in aqiu'ous solution (Solutions 12 and 4), but

in this ca.se although the (‘fleet of reducc'd ac(*tate is doubtless important, the

final acidity musf also ])lav a part.

Sommer
|
]928| tr(;at(*d molasses with n^agents of dilh'rent basic'ity and found

fhat incn'asing basi(nty led to better (*larification until an optimum (approxi-

mating to the monobasic acetat(') was reaclu^d. The n^agc'iits were not adcled to

giv^(' maximum precipitation, but a constant amount of total lead was us('d, and
all samples w('r(‘ n(nitrali.s('d befon* treatnumt, which proc(*dure will lx* showm

to alter tht' course of tlie reaction completely (stn* p. 470). Und('T these circum-

stances it is probable that the {)o.sition of the ojdirnum may be accoiinb'd for by

th(* fa (it that the reagents of higher basicity WT-re usi'd in excess and tended to

r('dissolve the precipitate.

Thf concentration of the cxi)act. The eoiu'cntrations of total sugar in the

mangold Extracjt T w('re al>out 1 and 0-5%, after dilution prior to clarification,

in a(pieous and alcoholic solutions r('spectiv('ly. Since* the lead j»reeipitate is

appreciably soluble, even wh(*n the H('etat(' (content is rediux'd by the iiseVif a

highly basic lead acetate, it is not jxjssible to (darify (efficiently at a dilution

suitaide for the direct application of micro-m('thods. With standard basic lead

acetate the hypoiodite value for glu(X)se was reduced to (^rily 72*1 mg. per ml. of

extract at this dilution. 0onvers('ly, th(' use of more (H)ncj(mtrated ('xtracts

gave somewhat better clarifi(jation than that re('ord(*d in Table 111. If, however,

very high concentrations arc used, a correction for the volume of the precipitate

is necessary, and further so much fructose may be lost that the ratio of

fructose to glucose falls below the minimum which is required for tlu? successful

application of the copp('r reagent to the estimation of fructose. Owing to the

solubility of the lead precipitate, methods involving the washing of the pre-

cipitate cannot be used.

The behaviour of basic lead acetate tomifds nnneMtralised solutions. On the

addition of a few drops of basic lead acetate to an unneutralised plant extract.
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substanc^es such as tannic acid, which form h'ad salts in the presence of fre^e

acetic* acid, react with the acictate fraction of the reagent to liberate acetic acid,

leaving in solution a little lead as normal or acid salt. The solutions, at this

stage, an* similar to those treated with normal lead acc^tate, and there is no
dangcT of sugar loss. With further additions of the basic? reagemt, siibstancics

which are able to rea(‘t in the' pnvsencc* of free ac;etic acid are removed, and aftcT

a phase wIutc only norinal lead acetate is jwc^sent, the* solution contains free?

base. At some point in this f)lias(* fructose losses bt*gin. With still larger additions

of rc'agent the f)oint of maximum precifstation is n*ach(*d; with dil)asic lead

acetate, the lead in solution at this stage contains abemt 34% l)ase (Table 111,

Soiutioji 12, cols. \" and VI). The* at this stage would be about 7*0 for 0-005 J/
solutions. With large* (‘xc'csses of r(‘ag(*nt, the acidity approac'hes that of the
reagent its(*lf, about S-0 for 0*005 J/ dibasic Ic'ad ae(*tat(».

The. behaviom oj basic acetate towards neutralised solutions. In neutralised

solutions the* relc*ase of alkali (discussed on p. 404) which occurs when basic l(*ad

acetate is added to a salt whi(‘h reacts to form an iiKsolublc* l(*ad salt, will continue
until an ccjuivalent of lc*ad has been add(*d. On further addition of l(*ad there*

will be r(‘al)sorption of alkali by the buff(*r action of the* ac(‘tatc^ fraction of the*

reagent, until finally the a(‘idity will incr(*ase to that of the rc-agent itself Tnclcr

these* conditions pr<*(*ipitation occ*urs during a phase* of high alkalinity, and the*

pri*cipitating r(‘agent is th(*r(*fore basic* lead ac(*tate and alkali, a mixture* whi(*h

has bec*n used for the precipitation of almost all the sugars. The gr(‘at(*r rcl(*as(3

of alkali, and thc^ smaller and slower buffering ac*tion of a<*c*tatc*, w'hen reagents
of iiigh basicity arc* emplc)yc‘d, probably accounts for the widc*spread distrust of
these* reagents.

Fig. 1. Diagram to contrast the behaviour of neutralised and unneutralisod solutions towards
basic lead acetate.

After an alkali titration of plant extrac'ts, using litmus or phenolphthalein to
determine the end-point, many feebly acidic substances, such as phemols, which
(*an react with lead, remain unneutralised. As a result the amount of alkali
liberat(*d on clarific*ation of a pliant extract, neutral to these indicators, is inter-
mediate betwe^en that liberated from a completely neutralised solution and
that from an unneutralised solution, and the danger of glucose loss is lessened.
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Sinoo the degree of neutralisation is variai)le (being greater in (ixtracits witli high
|)ro])ortions of carboxylic acids) the use of neutralise<i extracts cannot be^

reconimc^nded

.

A simple sehematict representation of the changes d(\scribed is give'U in

Fig. 1, whfTe a curve for normal lead acetate is included for (comparison. In
unneiitralised solutions tin* intermediate phase of iiigb alkalinity is absent, and
tli(‘ ])oint of maximum pr(M*ipitation is approaducd from thc^ accid side. T)i(‘

pn^sence of salts of potassium and calcium eic. might be (*.\fw‘ctcd to giv(‘ rise

to fr('(‘ bas(‘ on the additkm of th<^ lead reagi'ut. Th(*rt‘ aj)y)<‘ars, liowever, to be
sufficient acid remaining io buffer any such reaction with the jdant salts.

Th' literature of .sugar Iosm with r^jard to n^'fitralisaiion

It has appiireiitlv not been gtmerally realisfcd that tlu^ fr(‘(|U(uitly n^corded

losses ol’giucos(\ in a(|u<M)us solution, ar(‘ due to neutralisation of extracts before

pr(‘cipitation and do not occur wh(m this is omitted. Considered from the aspect

of degrvc' of neutralisation the literature of sugar loss becom(‘s clear. Bryan

[
lffOS| added basic h ad a(*etate to larntral sugar solutions containing magnesium

sulphate and ammonium citrate, and as might lu* exjx^cttMl then* was loss of
both glucose and fructose. Similarly Ihairr [lblff| us€*d neutral solutions con-

taming inv(Tt sugar and sodium sulphat(\ and Ih^ record(‘d losses of over “>(>%

of the sugar, so that it is clear that both glucose and fructose must have Immui

involved. Englis and Tsang added various salts to sugar solutions con-

taining basic. l<‘ad ac.etat(‘. With nmitral salts, sodium (carbonate* and sulyffiaU*,

fK)tassinm oxalate* aiid sodium jMdassium tartrates loss(\s of both ghu'ose^ and
fructose* occuiT(‘d. With disodium hydroge*!! plios])hate neither sugar was lost.

Sine^e the standard basic le'ad aevtate contained, presumably, 31-32% base, atid

oric-third of the phos])he)rie acid re*mains unneutralise‘el, at the* point of complete

y)ree;ij)itati(m the solution would be* slightly aedel, and loss of sugar woulel not

be^ t‘X]»ecte»d. The*ir result would thus seem to depend on the use* of a k*ad aen^tate

of low basii‘ity. With tannic acid, as might be (*xpf*cte*d, r)e‘itJier sugar was lost,

an observation also made by Parkin |1912]. In every instanc*e loss of glue^ose

occurred onl\' when neutral salts we*re present, and the re*(^ordcd evidence does

not. the*re*fort* cont radict the demonstration that glucose was not lost during the

claritication of the* unneutralise*d mangold extract.

The (ffect of chrificafion on glucose.

It app(*ars to be established that the formation of a lead-sugar compound is

a ne*ces8ary preliminary to sugar loss in the pre*semce* of acids or salts which are*

capable of giving an insoluble lead precipitate. The l(*ad-sugar compound, whiedi.

by itself, is fairly soluble, is e?anied down by this j)recipitat(*, [)reHumably in a

manner analogous to the* removal of soluble* lead acetate as a cM)mplex insoluble*

salt. To demonstrate, therefore, that no sugar is lost under given conditions of

clariffcation, it is neeieissary only to show the absence of a lead-sugar comj)ound.

Tti the. (darifie^ation of Extract I with dibasic lc*.ad ace*tate the .solution, at the

y)oint of maximum precipitation, which is approached from the* a(*id side*, con-

tained 34 % base (Table III, Solution 12, cols. V and VI). This may be taken as

the most basic condition to whicli the* glucose was seibjecte*el. Accordingly the

spee‘ific rotation of a 2 % solution of glucose in the y>rese*nce ol a 1 % l(*ad acetate

solution containing 34% of base was dete'rmine*d. The; observe*d s})t*cifie rotation

was [a]^J + 50*5'\ the corn*8yjonding figure* without lead bt*ing -fold)'. The
effect of lead, although definite, was th(*nTon* small, and it may be* coneduded

that no appreciable amount of lead eomyK)und was forme*d during clarification
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under tht^ conditions d(*s(?ribed. This conclusion is based on the assumption that

a larg(‘ change of rotation occurs when lead is introduced into the sugar molecule.

Fructose, whici» readily forms a lead compound, is changed from strongly

laevorotary to dc'xtrorotary by the addition of basic lead acetate [P(‘ll(»t, 1896;

Browne, 1912]. Sucrose b(4iaves in a similar manner to glucose [Bat(‘S and
Blake, 1907].

Allotranr-f' for /o.s.s7‘.s‘ offrucfosa during clarifirafion.

Leaf ('.\tra(‘ts contain substances which are precipitate'd only under (‘oialitions

of such low acidity that some loss of fructose is inevitable if load clarification is

to 1)0 efticient. The amount lost will b(‘ gr(‘atest wh(‘n extracts of high concen-

tration are used and the amount of sugar relativ(‘ to other substan<;es is low.

Under such conditions 80^*;, or more of th(‘ fructose may b<‘ precipitated. Th(‘

error du(‘ to this loss of friudose may exceed that due to interfer('n(*e by sub-

stances othtu* than sugar, and the use of basic* h^ad acetate without allowance*

for losses of fructose is then*forc inadvisabit*. In the mangold a correert (\stimat(*

of fructose* may be obtairu^d by a dete^rmination, using a copper reag(‘nt, in the

unclarifi(Ml solution. Fructose can then again (‘stimatod in the* clear(‘d extract

in order to d(‘t(*rmine the* true v'alue for glucose by difien'iiee.

Sodium 'phos'phate as a do-leading agent.

Disodium hydrogen phosphate is a satisfaet()ry d(‘-l(‘ading agent provide^d

that a few drops of normal ac(*tic acid an* added to rurntralise tlu* solution to

litmus, after the* removal of the lead precipitate. Hydrogc^n sulphide* was used

in th(‘ e.xpe*rimcnts re'corded here* only because* lead sulphide* was re(piire‘d for

analysis. Afte*?* neutralising, a slight exce*8s of phe)sphale is adde*el anel the*

preci])itate* re*move*d e*itlK*r by e?ent rifuging or by filtering. The* filtrate is usually

distinctly acid anel should be again neutraiiseel before use*. {Since elibasie* Icael

acetate leaves e)rdy a very small proportion of leael in sc>lutie)n, there is ne) elifli-

<‘ulty in ke*eping the* quantity of phosphate in the cleare*ei solution within the

limits whic!h may safely be prese*nt when the* e‘e)pper reageuit is used.

The cLARjidcATioj^ with charcoal of Extract I.

Extract 1 was e*leared both by the applie^atie)!) of charcoal alone anel by the*

cornbintHl use of charcoal and lead. For the charcoal tre*atme*Jit the activateel

])ref)aration “Suchar '"^ was aeleled to the* solutie)n to be cleared and the whole
shake*n at re)e)m temperature for an hour, after w^hich the* eharcoal was removeel
by filtering through a dry filter anel sugar de*terminations were carricel out. The
results are* she)wn in Table 1\\ in mg. of sugar per ml. of Extract 1. The volume
in ml. te) which 1 ml. of the extract was dilutc*d before treatment is again
recorded.

C/hare*e)al treatme'nt elecre^ased the estimates of both sucrose and fructose (see

Solutions 13 and 14, Table IV). The decrease of sucrose must be attributed to

loss of sugar, since* it has already been dcdu(*ed, from the results obtained from
lead (darification

,
that substances other than sugar do not interfere with the

det(»rmination of sucrose. It is of interest that the loss of sucrose is less during
the first treatment with charcoal than during sub.sequent treatments; this is

probably du(* to the competitive adsorption of other substances during the first

treatment. From the figures of Archbold and Widdowson fl931J it can be
calculated that the losses of fructost*, when “Suchar** is used, are almost half

* Supplied by JR. G. W. Farnell, Conduit Hoad, Pluinstead, London, S.E. 18.
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Table IV. The, eMimates of tmgar duriwj the rlarific/jtkm of Extrari 1 by

charcoal or charcoal, anil kiiil.

All weiglits luv 111 ini;. j>«*r ml, of

Appaivnt

frmioM* Ajipaionl l'Iucosv

.Soliil.ion 'J’waiinent (‘oloni Fopper 1

Forn-

:*V!inKb‘ CopplM

I'Vrii-

( yamdr
llvi)o'-

loditp

.Apparpiit.

MRT'OSP

('opppi

Unrleared Noih*. ai(* iivoriit»e.s takou

IroiM 'I'ablt* I

ibirk t)5'5 75 S 110 50 1 77 7 :i4-4

];{ Oiio.sliakirit; with 150 m[». “ Siiciiar

(vnl. of dil. - 10)

Still d«*«‘p (m 1 2 4i-:i 42 8 18-8 ITJ :i

11 Two shaking's with 150 mg. ‘\Siichai
”

tvol of dil. 10)

(’olour-

IksS

Oll-O llo — l.'ro 27*7

IT) 'J’hrr‘0 <ihakiniT.s with 150 mg,
“.Such.ir” (mi), of <lii - 10)

-- -- Itii —

i;i A \s for 111, follouod ]iy normal lejtil

aci‘taO*(ll8ing. Ph; vol of dil.--l2-5)

U-)-0 11 1) 12 8 :i2-r)

Dihasic load in'otati*. l{oi)rodiif (*d

fiom 'J’ahlc* 1

Faint

vollow

IS-

4

4!»-l :i'.) u 40 8 d4-0 :\U\

12 A Solution 12, shak(M> with 111 mg.
“Surhar” {v‘>t I'f dll. -25)

('oloiii-

loss

— u\
' —

12 11 A> aboA’p, but dO mg. “Sudiar”
usod

48 4 18!> 11-0 421) —

]2(' As above, but IbO mg. “Siuhar” ,,
— 12 1

—
usf'd

those of siKToso. On this basis th(‘ lowering of the estimate of fructose by the

(‘op^xT r('ag(‘nt, in Solutions 13 and 14 (Table l\’), can also be accounted for

('utiri'ly by the adsorption of sugar. At the same tini(‘ it will be simmi that the

treatrmuit with eharcxial lias reduced the dilfer('n(;(‘ Ixdween the cop})(*r and the

ft‘rricyanide estimates of fructose to negligible proportions (Solutions 13 and

13 A). It may thendbre* be concluded that, within r(‘asonable limits of error, the

copper (‘stimate of fructosi' is not affected by the ])resence of otluT substances,

and any error due to such substances falls (‘utirely on tlu* estimate of glucose.

The correct t*stimate of fructose in Extract 1 is therefore that obtained from the

uiiclarifi(‘d solution {i.c. ffo-r) mg. jier ml. of extract).

After riunoval of th(* bulk of the intedering substances with h'ad, thr(*e

solutions were further treated with chanioal in varying amounts. The ri'sults of

sugar estimations on these solutions are shown in Table IV, Solutions 12 A, 12 B
and 12 (A In Solution 12 B the combined treatment with lead and charcoal has

brought the gliujose estimations by copper and by hypoioditi' into close agree-

iu(‘nt. This must mean that intxTfering substances havt‘ been almost entiniy

rt'moved, and the copper estimate, which is almost (‘xaotly that obtaiiK'd by the

use of lt»ad alone, is nearly a true one. (llucose may therefore' be determined

.within rt'asonable limits of e*.rror aftcT a suitable tr(*atment with dibasic lead

acetate alone.

The analysis of ExTRAcrrs II and III.

The results obtained after treatment of Extracts II and III with lead acetate

and (‘harcoal are shown in Table V. As compan'd with Extract I th(' loss of

fructose on clarification is larger, and there is greatiT relativT error on the

glucose estimate due to interference. Extract III (Contains a large amount of

interfering substances relative to fructose*, and in the unclarified extract (III)

the fructose estimate by ferricyanide is more than double that by copper.
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Table V. The estimates of sugar durimj the clarification of

Extracts II and III.

RohuIIh expressed in inf?, per ml. t>f evtraet. V is the volume t(» vhieh I ml. oi

extract was diliiicMl before each deternnnation.

Apjiarent Apjiareiit

fructose Apparent gliicose reducing

,
— -

-

,

,

' — sugar. Apparent

Fvvrx- Fern- Hvpo- Ferri- siKU’i >se.

I’reatnicDt (\)pper cyariule (Copper cyanide iodite eyaiiide Copper

Ext ract 1 1 . UnvUif ified 1

1

loO 16-2 I.')*;!

Dibasic lead acetate

nij?. I*b; V, ,‘Ml

DihaftH* lead acetate

\:io ;i(U 401 4-77 2-S7

nij;. Ph followed

by “Suchar” 7TnK.;V, 5*2 1 :io — :b06 ;J42

Extract 111. Uiielanfied 2SS 607 :boo 4-8:i i:{(; -

“Suebar’' 60 mj?.; \\ .')

Normal lead ac(*tate

2sy 2-00 101 2 IS :m7

.'>0 mg. Pb; \\ 2*.')

Dibasic lead ai'ctati*

200 247 9 80

mg. Pb; V,

Dibasic lead acetate

(»-74 1-74 2-67 1 16

rrA’H mg. IH> followed

by “ Suchar ” S mg. ; V, 6 .*1 0 72 1-70 - 200

Treatment with "Suehar’’ bringn th(‘ two estimat(*s into close aj^n^enieiit, with-

out appn‘eial)ly alttning th(‘ (‘0]i])er value. The ditTerenec^ l)(‘tw(‘(‘n tlu' copper

estimates of glucose in the cleannl and un(*leared solutions (Tal)h‘ V, Kxtract I IT)

is 1*35 mg. (3d)9-l*74), whilst the (‘xperimental (UTor in th(‘ dettTmination of

fructose is only O-dJl mg., a negligilih* amount compared with th(' (Tror of tlie

glucose estimation in uncleared solution. Thus in this case also the copper r(*agent

can be used to estimate fructose^ in unelarified solution, th(‘ (*rn»rs in th(‘ (‘sti-

mation of sugars by copper falling entirely on the glucose fraction (rf. Extract 1).

The co})per estimate of glucose in Flxtract 1 1 1 after (ilarifi(*ation with dibasic

lead ac('tate (1*74 mg.) is again lowered by subsequent treatment with charcoal

whilst the estimaU* by hypoiodite n*mains (JonsidcTably higher than tin* copper

(‘stimate. The value obtain(‘d after the lead treatment is thus probably only a

good approximation to the true value of glucose in this case. When the amount
of intf^rfering substances is low relative to sugar tlu' values for glucose obtained

aft(‘r lead clarification are probably within the limits of accuracy of the volu-

imdric method employed, but if the ndative amount of interfering substaiu'es is

high the error may increase to a significant valiu?. In these syiecial circumstan<!es

further clarification may be necessary.

TbK oxidation of INTERFERTNO substances by the various SlUiAR

REA<IENTS.

It lias already been pointed out that the reagents used to estirnati* sugar vary

in the degree of oxidation whi(;h they effect. Thus by cahmlation from the usual

thiosulphate factors it is found that, at a concentration of 20 mg. per 100 ml.,

1 mg. of ghujosc absorbs 0*33 mg. of oxygen from the Harding and Downs
copper reagent, 0*36 mg. from the modified copper reagent, 0*24 mg. from the

fcTricyanide reagent arul 0*089 mg. from the hypoiodite reagent. For 1 mg. of

fructose the corresponding figures are 0*34, 0*35, 0*23 and 0 mg. rcsjK?etively.
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Assuming tiiat the eorreet value for fructose is obtained by the a])plieation of

tii(^ eop])er reagent to tlie unelarified extracjt and the correct. valu(‘ for glucose

by t}i(‘ ap])lication of this reagent after suitable treatment with dibasic h^ad

a(*etate, it is possibit* to calculate thc' amount of oxygen absorb(‘d [)y the inter-

fering substances in the unelarified extracts. For (‘xamj>Ie, thc^ (\stimate of

gliutose by the hypoiodite reagent in the unelarified Extract I was 77*7 mg. per

ml., lh(‘ correct value being 39*9 mg. (se(‘ Tabic III). Th(* oxygen absorbed by
th(‘ interfering substances was tluTcfon' (77-7 39-fi) xO-OSO or 3-3() mg. per ml.

(Jalculations for all three reag^mts hav'(' bc(‘n made in this way and are re-

cord(*d in Tabl(‘ \T.

Tabh* \'I. The amouvt of ojr ifgen absorbed from the sugar reagents by

interfering substances in the uncJanfted extracts.

ratK>'«

()\y;jefi mj». jh‘I ml. of - ‘

fxtraf‘t Hypo-
Hypo- iodito Forri-

Fern- Hyp«»- unlit 0 Forri- 'varinh

Kxtrart (\»pp('r ( vanulc loditc CopjM'r lyanulo ('<)p]H‘r

I i:r» -^•SU arm 2-4‘i :P02
11 0 .'>2 las 1 17 2*27 0-70 .{ 20
in 0 v.i J‘IS l-U(» 2IS U‘72 :4 o:>

Moan 2.‘H 0 70 :i;h

According to tlie method used here, fructose was (estimated by copp(*r or

fcrricyanid(‘ after tht* oxidation of glucose w'ith hypoiodite. Substances other

than sugar are subj(*<‘ted to oxidation at the same time as the glucose, and it

follows that th<\v will interfile with th(‘ estimate of fructose only if they retain

some of thi'ir ri'dueing powHTs after tn^atment with hypoiodite. The data in

Tabh‘ \d show that the oxidising action of ferricyanid(‘ on substances oth(*r

than sugar is stronger than that of hy}K)iodite, and therefore interference with

the ('stimaU' of fructose by ferricyanide may be expected, and is in fact found to

occur. With cof)per the reverse is true, hypoiodite being by far the stronger

oxidising ag(»nt. These observations cannot by themselves be construed as proof

that ('stimates of fructose by copjMT are free from intiTfi^nuice but it at least

explains th(‘ expt^rimental fact that this is .so.

suggestion for the approximate estimation by an empirical correction factor

of thx error due to interferena

.

Although the tlinv extracts w<»n» very dissimilar in their sourc;e and general

])roperties, Table VI show^s that the ratio of the oxygen ab.sorbed from any two

reagents by the interfering substances in them was reasonably constant. This

mc'ans that the ratio of the errors of a sugar estimation by any two reagents

remains reasonably constant for different extracts. By a comf)arison of the

est imates for sugar by two reagents, it should therefore be possible to calculate

the true sugar content.

It will be seen from the data in Table* VI that the oxidising action of hypo-

iodite on interfering substances is, on the average, 2*31 times as great as that of

copper; further, during oxidation, 1 mg. of gJucos(* absorbs ()-(KS9 mg. ot oxygen

from hyjK>iodite and 0*33 mg. from the unmodifit*d Harding and Dowm.' copper

reagent. The error diu* to interfereru^e in the estimate of glucose* wnll therefore be,

on an average, 2*31 x or S*fi times as great by hy]H)iodite as by the copper

reagent. To find the true value of glucose one could th(*refore (estimate th(*
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apparent glucose in unclarifiod solutions by the two reagents, divide the differ-

ence b(‘tween the estimates by 7-6 and subtract the quotient from the copper

estimate. For (‘xarnple, with Extract T, hypoioditc and copy)er estimates of

glucose in unclarified solutions were 77*7 and 44-0 mg. f)er ml. respectively

(v. Table III). The differcMice betw(‘en these estimates, i.v. 33*7 mg. per ml.,

divided by 7*0 is 4*4 mg. per ml., which may be taken as the error on the eopp(‘r

estimate. The corre(*ted value for glucose will thenTore be 44-0-4*4, or 30-0 mg.
p(T ml. This compares witli a vahi(' of 30-0 mg. ])er ml. estimated by clarification

with dibasic l(*ad acetate (Table III, Solution 12).

For th(‘ accurate use of such a correction factor it is lu'cessary that the ratio

of the oxygen absorbed b\' the interfiTing substanc(‘s from liypoiodite and
copp(T should remain rt^asonably constant over the range of variation of tlu^

samples to be analysed. For different plants or differt^nt organs of the same
plant different factors would probably be necessary, and it would also be esscmtial

to standardise tlic analytical procedure v(Ty (*.ar(‘fully, particularly in the cast*

of estimates by liypoioditc in unelarifi(*d solutioUvS when* tin* yx^riod and ttun-

y^erature of oxidation adopted may cause considerable v ariation in tht* rt'sults.

Alhwancp for wterferenn’ bt/ the treatment with ijeant of nnrktrifif'fl

and ctarififd solutions.

Much attention has recently b(‘t*n yiaid to tlit* |)ossibilit\ td using y(‘ast to

determine the error dut* to interference by substan<‘(‘s oth(‘r than sugar. Tht‘

accuracy of such a yiroceduri* d(‘y>(*uds (*hiefly on the abstmet* of intei4ering

reactions between yeast and siich substances. L(‘limann |H)31
1
showed tliat the

reducing yx)wer towards ftTricyanide of ct*rtain glu(?osides was increased by
treatment with yeast and ]>oint(‘d out that reactions of this type* would cause

an underestimation of sugar. Kf*rstan 11934], on the other hand, found that

estimates of sugar by f(»rrieyanid(* were lower if extracts vv(*rt* first })artiHlly

clarified with charcoal, and it wTudd th(*rc*fore seem that reactions may occur

which t(*nd to overestirnation of sugar. Kerstan’s rc*sults may lx* clue to the

remov^al of substanc(*s other than sugar by yc'ast, a yx).ssibiljtv which is supy»orted

by Yemm’s [1935
j
observation that y(*ast y)artly remo\T*s the* colouring matter

from extracts of starved barley leav’^es. Th(*r(* art* th(*refore sources of unc-ertainty

as to the accuracy of the r(*sults obtained, and no evidt*nct* (*xists to show what
the magnitude of the error is likedy to Ik*. Estimations W(*re therefore carried

out on the three mangold extracts so that, rc'sults could be* eomy)ar<*d wit h those

obtained by the use of dibasic; lead a(*etat.c‘. The clarified and unclaritied solutions

were diluted until they contain(*d a maximum of 50 mg. of sugar (glu(;ose,

fructose and sucrose) y)er 100 ml. and were then mixed wdth an (‘qual volume of a
10^4 susyjcnsion of washed bak(*r’s yeast. After standing at 35"' with occasional

stirring, the yeast was removed by centrifuging and the liquid analysed. Allow-
an(?e was made for the reducing fx^wc'r of substances introduced into the solution

by yeast. TIu* results of estimations by the use of both copper and hypoioditc*

reagents are shown in Table Vll,

The first row of figur(*s gives the estimates for glucose by the copper and
hyjX)iodite reagents in the iin clarified solution, and the fourth row the estimates
of glucose by the copper reagent after clarification with dibasic lead acetate.

These figures are reproduced from Tables III and W
Tlu* third row of Table Vll shows the estimates of glucose as the differences

Ix'tween the values obtained before and aft(‘r tn^atment with yeast. With the
hyyjoiodite reagent these values arc even higher than the uncK)rrected estimates
obtained by the copj)er reagent in unclarified solution. This high value is
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Table VTl. The (stim/ifion of glvcosi- ax the. (lifference in reducing powerx of clarified
and unchrified extracls infore and after treatment with i/eaxt.

AH msijltft «‘xpresKed as mj:. of jrliicoso per idI. of extract.

1

Kxtraet

1! III

rncia rifi(‘(l
(’opper

H \ po-

lorlite

n ypo-
C’opfM'r lodite (k)pper

11 yi»o-

lodite

Ucforc treatment 14 77 7 4 on n;i> 3-00 J3-0
After treatment t-H 1()4 Mo 1 03 in 0

l>ifTerenet‘ 4.1o 2 SO 4 7 I oii

‘

3n
(’Jantie<]

Before treatment 3 07 J-74
After treatment os — 017 — 0-18

1 )iiT<‘ren<‘e ;itri — 2 00 —

possibly similar to that found f)y Kerstan with fcrriiyanido, and the ns(‘ of
yeast do(‘s not ob\'iat(‘ tJic need for a (‘iindul rlioiee of sugar n^agents. With the
copper reagent tlie estijnat(\s of glucose obtained b\ thc^ use of yeast agree
ch)s<*ly with those obtain(*d by using flibasic lead aei‘1at(‘.

In obtaining these* eojiper values, use has beeui made of the* observation that
with (‘opper the error due* to inteTfering substance's falls (juantitative'ly on the
(‘stimate of glucose The* wheile* reducing ])ow(‘r re'maining after tr(*atnient with
yt*ast has th(*r('fore bee'ii ealeulate'd in terms of glucose*. In the etlaritied solution

the* e*stimale‘s of glucose* by e*opj)e‘r are* again ve*ry ne*arly ec|ual to the corre-

sponeling estimate's in une*larifie*el seilution, the re*sieiual re*elucing powe*r aft(*r

ferme'ntatiem be ing mue*h re*due*e*d by the lead tre*atm(‘nt.

With the e*e>f)pe*r re*age‘nt J(‘ael e*larifie‘atiem makes little elitTe*re*ne<‘ to the

e\stimate e)f ghie'ose* e)btaine*d aft(*r ye*ast treatment. Keir the analysis of mangold
e‘xtract.N tht*re‘lore* the fe'rmentation me'theiel ayipears to be highly ae*curate,

probably giving even more trustworthy re*sults tlian thew obtaine*el afte*r le*ad

e*larifie*ation. Any re*ae‘tie>ns whie*}i may e»ce*ur bedwtvn ye*ast anel substane*t*s

other than sugar elo neit app<*ar tei afTee*t the* eoppe*r reageuits. This rt'.sult may of

e'ourse be* due* te) the* (‘e)unte*rbalane*ing of opposing cuTeirs, rathe*r than to the

ab.se*nce eif any interfering reae'tieais at all.

When the* fe*rrie*yanide* re‘age*nt is use'el the errors e>f estimation are share'd

be*tw'(*e’n the glue*e>se* and frue*te)se* frae*tions, anei in e*e)nse*e|ue'ne*e* yeast was emly

used to (*stimate* re*due‘ing sugar as a whede. P'or Kxtrae*t J the feillowing figurevs

w^e-re obtained : Kstiniate of reducing sugars in the* unclarifie*d solutie)n (Iroin

Table 111) I2()*2 tng. per ml., aftt*r tivatment with ye*ast IS-b mg. pe*r mb,
differt'nce 107'() mg. ]H‘r mb With the e*e)j)per reagent tlie* value* was 1(15*4 mg
per mb (fructose 05*5 mg., glueiose .*19*9 mg.). Ferricyanieie therefore slightly

ove*r(*8timates sugar when useel in ce)njmu*tie)n with yeast.

DiscrssjoN.

When t*one‘e*ntrate*el, unneutTalise*d extracts an* e*larifi(*d with the correct

quantity of dibasic lead ae*etate trustw'orthy estimates e)f glucose* can be obtained

by the use of coppc*r reagents. The edarifieation can be* she>wn te) be efiiciont by
comparing the estimates obtained by the e^opper and h \ poiodite reagents, and
at the same time it can be shown by polarim<*tric eibservations that no appreciable

losses of glucose occur during the process. This method may t}ierefe)rc be use'd to
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provide a standard estimate' of glucose in the mangold extracts. 8u(*rose is also

unaffected by basic lead acetate, but in the case of fructose efficient clarification

cannot be' effected under conditions which preclude losses of this sugar. To obtain

information abe)ut fructose careful use of e'liarcoal was necessary.' ‘Estimates of

fruc'tose are, however, free from interference if the ce)])per re'agt'ut is useel, and
no clan fi elation is nece'ssary.

For routine analysis e*larification with dibasic lead ae*t'tatt^is unsatisfactory,

since (‘oneentrated extracts are r('(|uired, the method is rather tedious, ami
fructose must be dt‘t(‘rmined in both ch'ared and uneleartHl solutiotis to allow for

th(' sugar lost.

Although charcoal may profitably be used as a clarification agent in special

(*ircumstane<*s, generally sfK'aking it is less suitable' than h'ad. There is no means
of determining the amount to use, wh(T<'as with dibasic lead acetate the amount
can be found by trial. Whilst fructose alone is lost during lead clarification

charcoal will cause losses of both fructose and sucrose' if it is use*d in amounts
sufficient for adeepiate clarifie'ation : in Inffh rc'sjK'e'ts the‘?*e'fore charcoal is an
inferior reage 'Ut.

The fc'rmentation method is we'll suitod to the' ne't'ds of re)utine‘ estimations

of sugars in the mangold le'af if it is use'd in <*onjunctioii with a ce)ppt'r re*age'nt.

Jt is ve'ry accurate ajid rai)id anel ma\' be' use'cl with or without the sej)arat('

estimation of fructose* anel glucose*. Nevertheh'ss, it she)uld ne)t be* rc'ganled as a

standard nu'thod since, in spite* of its accuracy wIk'U applied to mangold le^ave's,

it lacks the trustworthiness whie'li is associate'd with tlie method of le*a(l clarifi-

cation. In the fermentation method comf)lications may be irffroduce'ei by the

enz\'mes present anel there* is no means of ascertaining w hat re'aetions are e)ccur-

ring betwe'em yeast and substances other than sugar: wdiilst with dibasic l(‘ad

ae*etate the d('gre*e' of clarifie'ation can be eletermine‘(l by com})aring the? ('stimates

of glucose by e;opper and hype)iodite In vi(*w of the? ele'irumt s of' urje'e'rtainty it is

considered that the application of the fermentation method to the re)utin('

estimation of sugars in any j)lant shenild be precedcMl by a ce)Tnf)arison e)f rc'sults

with those obtained b>' the use of eiibasic leael acetate*.

With regard te) sugar reagents there can be* little* eloubt as U) the supe'Hority

of coppe'r re'ugents. Ferricyanide reagents are far more sensitive* to the f)rese*ne'e

of substances otlu'r than sugar anel fail to provide* a method for fructose* which is

free from interference. It has also bee*n observed that they are very active

tow^ards solutions of invt*rtase and towards those substance's which are introduced
into solution by yi?ast. No important compensating advantages have yc't been
discovered for ferricyanide reagents and their use e*annot be* recomnumeleHl.

III. NOTE ON THE APPLICATION OF COPPER
REAGENTS TO UNCLARIFIED EXTRACTS.

In the application of co})per reagents to the estimation e)f reducing sugars in

plant e'xtracts, errors of estimation may arise? which are in no way conriectod

with the reducing power of substance's other than sugar which may be present.

If efficient methods of clarification arc used, all tyjjes of error are removed
simultaiu'ously and there is no need to distinguish between them. Recently
howev(*r there has been a tcmdency to replace clarification methods by fermen-
tation methods, using unclarified solutions.
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In unclarifiod Holutioius two typers of (Tror arising from sources other than

the reducing j)ow(?r of substances besides sugar have bt^en obstTved. Botii types

an‘ most likely to occur in extracts which are poor in sugar but rich in other

substane(‘s. 'Fbus n'dueing sugar may be unden^stimated owing to the presence

of substanc(‘s winch protect the copjx^r salts from complete reaction with the

iodin(‘. Errors of this ty])(‘ are most common in cold weatluT and may b(*

overcome either by shortening the time of cooling thc‘ t ubes prior to t<he addition

of the oxalat(‘/ iodide solution, and by k(‘(‘ping both this solution and the

sul})huri<* acid solution in a warm plac(\ or by allowing the tubes to stand for

at least 15 rnin. after lilx'rating the iodine. Extracts firone to this type of <uTor

should b(‘ analysi'd only aftiT <*onsid<'rable dilution: this is the easiest way of

overcoming th(‘ diflfieulty. Wlu*n interference of this sort is present, r(‘f)eat.(‘d

titrations invariabl\ disagree, and it is thiTcfore unlikely that the error can be

overlooked.

Some constituents of extracts have the ]K)w^(‘r of altering the oxidising

a(‘tivity of the ri'agimt towards sugar. This error may be detected by adding a

known (juantity of sugar to the extract ; if inttTfenmce is present the recovery

of this sugar is not rjuantitativ<‘. AltcTiiatively th(‘ extract may lx* re-analysed

ati(‘r dilution; if interferiMice is present the amount of estimated sugar is not

pro]X)rt ional to th(* concemtration. This error may also lx; removed by diluting

th(‘ extracts. With f‘xtracts of fresh mangold l(‘aves appr(‘ciabl(‘ terrors seem

unlikely if the reducing sugar conciuitration is k<‘pt below ID mg. yxT 100 ml.

Att(*ntion may be drawn to the fact that it is convenient and more accurate

to nxluce the amount of i<xlat(‘ in th(‘ copper reagent if dilutt* (‘xtraets are to be

analys(‘d. Tin* strength of the thiosulphate may also be suitably reduced. No
alt(‘ration of tin* sugar factor is n('C(‘ssary. The matter has beiui discussed by
Shatter and Somogyi

|
I933J.

IV. TESTS FOR THE PRESENCE OF RAFFINOSE,
MALTOSE, GALACTOSE AND PENTOSE.

Littl(‘ is knowm about the presence* in leaves of sugars other than glucose,

fructost* and sucrose. Davis et aL [lOJt)] examin(*d the mangold leaf for ])entose

and maltose, and they record the presence of [lentose in appreciable amounts
but no maltose. They based their estimations on the selective action of pure

strains of yi*ast towards tlu* various sugars, using relativ(*ly (;on (centrated extracts

and allowing fermentation to [iroceed for several w'ceks. Since 1910, methods

have been devised for the separation of sugars in blood, urine etc., which involve

the rapid removal of sugars from very dilutt* solution by relat ively large amounts
of yeast [Harding and Nicholson, 1933J. This newer technicpie allows (*stimations

to b<‘ conducted under easily controll(*d conditions and is superior in (*verv way
to tliat used by Davis et ai It was therefon* decided to n*-investigate the sugars

of the mangold h*af, and t-<^sts were madt*, not only for maltose and piMitoses,

but also for raffinose anil galactose.

Method. Samples of yeast were suspended in water and w^ashed by repeated

centrifuging. The sugar solution to be treated w’as then added to a w*. ighed

quantity of washed yeast in a centrifuge-tube, and the yi^ast w^as distributed by

stirring with a glass rod. After the reaction tin* yeast was r(*moved by centri-

fuging, and samples of the liquid were taken for analysis by the modified Harding
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and Downs cop])er reagent (sec p. 458). Allowance was made for those substances,

having reducing power, which are introduced into the solution by the yeast;

under the conditions us(‘d, this allowance was generally ecpiivalent to only

0-01™(H)2 ml. of 0*01.V thiosulphate.

It is of iiit(irest that, judging from trials with the Hanes ( 1920] modification

of the Hagcdorn-densen nu'thod, ferrieyanide n'agtuits appc^ar totally unsuited

to this type of work. Th(‘y an* about six to ten tim(\s as reacfive as th(‘ cop])er

reagent towards substances introduc(‘d into the solution by yeast .

The three extra(*,ts of mangold knaves aln^ady discussed in Part JI w(»re us(‘d.

B<^fore treatiTumt with yeast the\' were clarified in concentrated, uniKUitralised

solution by dibasic lc‘ad acetate and dek^^uled with sodium phosphate. The n»sults

are summarised in Table* X’lll in which are rt^produced, for the purfjose* of c<jm-

parison, the* estimates of sucrose, fructose and glucoses obtained by chemictal

methods.
All samj)lcs of yeast w(‘n* tested against the various sugars to f^nsun? that th<*>'

had th(* activity or ina<‘tivitv requirtKl of them.

"J'able \^I1T. Estimates of various sugars in mangold leaf axiracis.

Figures are in nig. per ml. <>fe\traet.

Sugar I

Fxtrac't

11 ill

Sucrose ;m4 2-87 M(>
Fructose rt5r) oil 2-88

( J lucose :<9-9 :i07 1 74

Kaninose < 1-0 •4M)9
.Maltose (Ml «M)() --

Galactose 2-8 ^ 0-22 •:(> 10

1^*nto.se (H) 'MN)4 -

Raffinosc, Kaflinose has not been isolated from the mangold, although it is

a recognised constituent of the closely related sugar bt*et. Kalhjiose may be

determined by treatment first with a top yeast, whi(‘h produces m(‘libio.s(*, and

then (‘stimation of the loss of reducing power on subst^epumt tr(‘atment with

bn'wer’s bottom \east.

25 ml. of a solution containing f>-9 mg. of total sugar were treated with

1-5 g. of baker’s yeast for (id min. at 35^. After nmioving the yeast and with-

drawing samples for analysis, the remainder (15 ml.) was treated with 1*0 g. of

brewer's bottom yt*ast for 120 min. at 85 to removt* melibiose. No significant

chang(* in reducfing power was observed in any of th(^ (^xt^acts subjeett‘d to this

treatment, and it was therefore concluded that raffinose, if present, occurs only

in amounts too small for d(‘teetion by tlir* method ust'd. Th(i figures recorded in

Tabh‘ V^JIl show the maximum amount which could have* (^scaped direction.

Maltose . 25 rn I . ofa solution containing 6-8mg. of total sugar were treated with’

1*5 g. of a maltase-free S. marxianus for 30 min. at 38”. After removing the yeast

and withdrawing samples for analysis the remainder (15 ml.) was treated with
0*5 g. of baker’s yeast for 30 min. to remove maltose. No significant change in

n'ducing power was obs(*rved. The result is record(*d in Tabk* V’llI, and confirms

that of Davis et al. [1910].

Galuctose, The method used was that of Harding and (Irant [1931] w'ho

employed a galactose-trained yc^ast to remove galacU)se subsequent to the

r(‘moval of glucose. Baki^r’s yeast is feebly reactive towards galactose, and in

the presence of fructose and sucrose the method gives only approximate results,
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since these sugars r(‘act more slowly than gluef)S(*, and the galactose is exposed
for a eonsidcTable period to the action of the yeast.

25 ml. of a solution containing O-Jl mg. of total sugar were treated with
]•;> g. of baker's yeast for 30 min. at 38'^'. After removal of the yeast and of
samples for analysis, th(‘ remainder (15 ml.) was trt*ated for 30 min. at 38 with
t)-04 g. of galactose-trained yeast. No significant change of re^lucing ])Ower

was observed. Under the conditions used, the baker’s yeast was able to remove
0*21 nig. of galactose, so that the amount of galactose which might nmiain
undet('cted was rather high.

Peniosfs. According to Davis rf aJ. [lOlOJ, the mangold l(‘af contains r(‘la-

tiv(‘ly Iarg(‘ (piantiti(‘s of pentost^ but no confirmation of tliis n*sult could be
obtained. Pc‘iif.oses ar<» determined eithc^r by the n'ducing power of thf* non-
feriru'iitable residue after elarifi(;atioii or by the yield of furfuraldehyde obtained
by distillation with acid. Both methods n^quire a high degree of clarification if

accurate results ar(‘ to be obtaiiuMl. The agreenu^nt betwcfm the two methods
found by Davis and Sawyt^r |lbl4J (tan only f)e regarded as fortuitous since

(\\j»(Tiencf* with tht* method of lead clarification iisecl by them shows that their

(‘stirnates for p(‘ntoH(* might r(‘adily b(‘ accounted for by imperfect clarification.

Substances otlu‘r than sugar also affect th(‘ furfurahh^hycle method. In order
1o dtmionstrale this, a samph^ of Extract ! was treated with dibasic lead actetate

in amount sufiicient for maximum pn^cipitation. The supernatant li(piid was
removed after CH^ntrifuging and the precipitat(‘ then treated with dilute sulphurh?
acid e(jui valent in amount to the* hwl base wdiich had been added. After stirring

and allow ijig the a(‘id to react, diliasic lead a(;etate was again added in amount
to give maximum fuveipitation, and the prceijiitate was separated. Owing to

the accumulation of ac('tat(‘s, this .second jirecipitalion w^as far from complete,
and no sugar was carried dow'n, analysis showing that ev(»n fru(*tose w^as absent.

The j)r(‘cipitate w^as tluui distilled with hydrochloric acid (sp.gr. 1 •()()) and the
distillat(^ w'hen tr(*ated with phloroglucinol and aniline acc'tate was found to

(‘ontain furfuraldtdiyde, w'hich mu.st have been dcTived from substanc(\s other
than sugar.

To obtain confirmation of the aKsence of pentos(‘ use was made of a double
clarification. ISolutions cl(*ared with diba.sic lead acetate were diluted, and 25 ml.

containing about 15 mg. of total sugar wvre shaken in the cold with 70 mg. of
charcoal (8uchar) for an hour. This treatment w^as found sear<?(jly to atfect pentose.

Aft.(T removing the charcoal, the solutions were treated witli baker's yea.st, the

r(‘ducing power of th(* nnfernientable residue w^as small and insignitie.ant. The
value is entered in Table VIll.

Summary.

Part I. The aj)plieatioii of micro-reagents of the eopf)cr and of tlu^ ferri-

eyanide groups to the analysis of mixtuivs of fructose, glucose and sucrose* ic.

discussed.

M(’ith<3ds are described whereby frueto.se may be* estimated by eithcir typt' of

reagent after tlu* oxidation of glueost*. by hypoiodite.

Chlorides affect micro-rcagents, and hydrochloric ac'id is, thcn'fore, gcm^rally

unsuitable for the inversion of sucrose. If invtTta.st* is u.sed for this ])urj)osc,

precautions are necessary for accurate estimations by fcTricyanidc.

Full details are given of a modification of th(‘ Harding and Dow'iis iodide-free

copper reagent.

Part IL Estimates of glucose, fructtise and sucrf)se b.\- liic methods desc ribed

were made in clarified and unclarified extracts of mangold leavers.

Biochera. 1936 xxx Jil
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In the* un(jlarifiod (‘xtraets t}i(» estimates for sucrose, after hydrolysis with

invertas(', arc free from interference by substances other than sugar with both

copper and ferricyanide reagents. With the eop])er reagent tlie error due to tlu'

pn^sence of tln'se substances falls entirely on the estimate of glu(*ose, but with

th<* fi^rricyanide n^agent tin* error is large and is divid(»d between the estimates

of fructose and glucos(\ (\>pp(‘r reagciuts were found to be distinctly suj)erior to

ferri(yanid(‘ reagents.

Clarification with normal h^ad a(*etat(‘ is iiu'fticient. With basic lead acetate

the preci])itate is a comph^x ac('tate. and its solubility incn^asc^s with the (jontent

of acetate. To n^duce its solubility, the a(;etate content should be reduced as far

as possible by th(‘ iis(‘ of dibasic lead acetate, but (*ven \\ith this reagent the

precipitates is still appreciably solublc\ Extra(tts to Iks clarifi(*d should thesrefore

b(‘ concentrated, and methods whiesh inv<)lve the washing of the prc(;ipitatt*

should not be used. An <*X(^ess of basics lead ac(‘tat(* should be avoided since it

tends to rc'dissolve th(^ ])re(*ipitate. Solutions may be (hdeaded with sodium
phos])hat(‘ aftiT neutralisation with acidic acid.

P]ffi(*ient clarification without tlu' simultaneous loss of fructose is itnpossible.

Allowance is mad(‘ for this loss by estimating fructose with a coj)per reagent

both befon^ and after (!lai ideation

.

To avoid losses of glucose, (‘xtracts should not be neutralised before clariti*

cation. A (‘onsideration of the In'liaviour of basi(* l(‘ad acetate^ towards niMJtra-

lised and uun(*utralisi‘d solutions (‘Xj)lains pre.vioiis data of sugar loss re(;orded

in the literature*.

Charcoal is unsatisfactory as a gcn(‘ral clarifying ag(*nt, but may l)e used

with caution in special cases.

The use of yeast to allows for interferenec* in unelarifi(*d (‘xtraets gives with a

copper r(*agent an accurat<* and rapid method suitable for routine analyst's.

With f(*rrioyanide or with hypoiodib* the ra(*tliod is inaccurate and overestimates

sugar.

A sugg(*sti()n is made for tin* us(* of an (*iupirical (*orr(*ction facd-or to allow for

interference.

Part 11 !

.

If extracts an* relativc'Iy rich in substanc(*s other tlian sugar they
should be analysed only aft(*r eonsiderabh* dilution.

Part 1 V, Tests were made for raffinose, maltose, galactose and pentoses by
selective fermentation. If tlu*se sugars are present at all they occur in amounts
which an* too small for d(*tcction.

Th(* author is ind(d3ted to Dr G. A. (irant of the Listt^r Institute for a culture

of A'. marxianuH, and a supply of “galactose-trained ’’ yc'ast, and also for guidance
ill the use of yeast; he has also to thank Dr H. K. Arehbold for constant help and
Advic(*.
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LXXIV. THE OXIDATION OF AMINO-ACIDS
BY HYPOCHLORITE.

1. GLYCINE.

By MARIAN FOOTE NORMAN.

From the Biochemistry Section, RothamMed Exj)erim,ental Station,

llarpemlen, Herts,

(Received Jantuiry 1st, 1936,)

Fkom tlu‘ work of Langheld (1909] with hyjwchlorite and of Dakin 1191()] with

chloramirio-T it is known that aotivt* (ihloriiK^ may produce from an amino-a(*i(3

(dthcr the aldehyde or eyanide with one less earbon atom togetln^r with eai'bon

dioxide aii<l (in tlu* first instance) ammonia. Chlorination of the amino-group

has bec^n supposed to constitute the first stage of the reaction. Wright [192()]

eonsid<‘red the nature of th(‘ reaction to depend on the relative prof)ortions of

active cldorine and amino-aeid present; with excess of chloriru' it was regarded

as oxidation and with excess of araino-acid as chlorination.

Jn the work to be presented, the optimum conditions for the complete

oxidation of glycine by hypochlorite have been determined and the* course of

the reacti(ui studied quantitatively. The investigation arose out of an attempt

to use a “chlorine deunand ” figure for the evaluation of sewage and certain

trade wastes.

ExeEBTMENTAL.

The reaction betweem glycine^ and chlorine was followed iodimetrically. The
source of chlorine was the commercial hypochlorite solution of Messrs J^aporte

Ltd. (Luton), a typical analysis of which showed:

Available chloniie ... ... >15*0
8ocli uni chloride 1 34
Sodium hydroxide 0-77

Sodium carbonate ... ... 0-74

In all experiments, controls consisting of the hypochlorite solutions without

glycine were run concurrently. All experiments wore carried out at room
temperature unless otherwise stated,

(a) Amount of chlorine uspaI,

Six series of bottles, each series containing 14 mg. of available chlorine and
difierent amounts of glycine ranging from 1 to 80 mg. in 100 ml. of water, were
allowed to stand L 1 , 2, 8, 4 and 5 hours and the residual Cl titrated. The results

for the 2, 3, 4 and 5 hour series wer(‘ practically identical, indicating that the

r(*action under these conditions is complete within 2 hours. In Fig. 1 the per-

centage of available (^1 remaining is plotted against mg. of glycine present for

tlu‘ 1 and 2 hour seri(\s. The cjurves are generally similar to those given by
Wright [192fi], who interpret(‘d the downward portion of the curves as oxidation

and the upward portion as mainly chlorination. As an alternative view it seemed
fxissible that glycine in the upward part of the curve was reacting only very
slowly.

(
484 )
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Several series of oxidations were then run at various levels of glycine. The
time allowed was, in every case, 2 hours. The mg. Cl added were plotted against

mg. Cl used and a curve obtained for each level of glycine as given in Fig. 2.

For 2 mg. of glycine it is se(*n that when 10 mg. of Cl are added, the curve

Fig. 1, Percentage of Cl uwed by glycine in various amounts.
14 mg. chlorine; glycine varied.

Fig. 2. Quantitative uptake of Cl by glycine.

levels off, indicating that 2 mg. of glycine react quantitatively with 8*55 mg. of

CJ. In other words, the presence initially of at least 5 tinuvs as miKJh (JJ as glycine

is necessary before the glycine will use a constant amount of chlorine*. Examina-
tion of the other curves confirms this, and from them it was ascertained that

1 mg. of glycine uses 4*26 mg. of Cl.

If, for all the values obtained thus far in both experiments (exclusive of the

i and 1 hour series in Fig. 1 which cannot be considered to have come to com-
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pletion), the ratio of 01 initially added to glycine be plotted against the per-

centage of 01 used, a general curve for th(‘ reaction is obtained and shown as the

eontinuous liiu‘ in Fig. 3.

JUg. Cl niitially ]>i'eseiit (dottefl

0 5 10 15 20 23 30 33

Rat Id of (T glycine added

Fig. 3. Effect of V\ concentration.

Table I. Df Urminatian of chlorides.

Initial

A. Variation of Cl with 5 mg. of glycine.

Chloride-Cl
Ratio of t

> One half
available initial At , After available

V\ Cl to start 2 hours fnerease Cl used
ing. glycine ing. mg. mg. mg.

14*2 Contr. - 9-25 9*25 _

14-2 Contr. 9-25 9*25 —
14-2 2*84 9*25 15*9 6*() 6*65
IJMl 3-98 12*95 21*9 8*95 9*4

22 7 4-54 14*8 24*7 9*9 10*1
2ryr> 5 1 10*H5 2«*« 10*25 10*3
28-4 5-68 18*5 28*9 10*4 10*55
:i4i 6-82 22*2 32*8 10*6 10*6
mhi 7-94 25-9 .36*6 10*7 10*76

8. Variation of glycine with 14 mg. Cl.

Ratio of Chloride-Cl
initial r ^ ,

One half
available

irlycine C\ to After 2 hours Increase Cl used
iiig. glycine mg. mg. mg.

( V»ntr. — 9*0 _

Contr. - 9*0

1 140 11*2 2*2 2*15
3 4-66 15*0 6*0 6*15
4 3-5 15*4 6*4 6*75
T) 2-8 15*6 6*6 6*75
7 20 15*3 6*3 6*65
8 1-75 14*2 5*2 615
a 1*5.5 13*6 4*6 5*5

C — Control cont.aining no glycine.
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(h) Detennhvnlion of chlorides.

Tlie hypoc;]iIoTit(‘ solution oniployt^d eontainod alkali in the form of scxJiurn

liydroxide and sodium earbonates lop;etlier with a considerable' amount of

chloride. WJien the available' (J1 is determined l)y titration in the usual way, not

only the' (*1 ae^tually [irvsent in the NaOCl is titrat,(*d, but alse) an eepiivale'ijt

amount e)f Cl liberated from the chlorieh', the' availai)lc (1 be'ing Iwii'c the

amount e)f (1 ae'tually prese'iit as hypoehle)rite*. If the re'actiem otCl with glycine

is e*onsider(Hl ultimat(*ly to be' e)ne of oxidatioin then for e'vc'ry two !iype)chie)rite

( 1 atoms e)r for e've-ry four atoms of a v ailable (1 1 we) niols. e)f eddoriele' are fornu^el.

In e>the‘r worels, the' incivase e)f eddoride' she)uld be' eepial te) e)nedialf the amount
of av ailable use'el. Te) te'st tins pennt, twe) se'ries e)f e'xpe'Hme'nts were' made in

duf)licat(' erne' ke‘(‘pi?)g the glye'ine constant anel varying the' (4, the* othe'r

ke*e*ping the* (‘I constant and varying the glycine. After 2 he)urs erne* be)ttl<* was
titrate*el for available (d anel the e)ther for e'hloride. In all case's in which, by
rcase)!! e)f the re'lative j)re)pe)rtions e)f (! anel glycine* ])ri*st'nt, the e)xidation was
e*omple't(‘ (figuT*e\s in bolel type*), the incre'ase* in chle)ride agre'e*d w(*ll with e)n(^

half the* available (!l used (Table 1). Wheui oxidatie)n was ine-om[)le‘te‘, e*hloride

pnieluction laggt'el l)e‘]iinel (<1 utilisation.

(e;) Factors affecthig the rate of reaction.

Pht/sical. Tiire'e* bottles ce)ntaining 4 mg. of glye'ine' per 100 ml. and approxi-

mately 20 rng. f)er 100 ml. of available* (4 and three controls of hypoe'hlorite* alone?

were set up. One samf)le and e)ne' control were* left at 15-17 , e)ne set was f)laceel

in a dark cupboard at the same t-era]K'rature and the* e)ther se't in an incubator

at 50 100 ml. we're? withdrawn from eae'h bottle* at varie)us time inteu’vals and
titrate'd fe)r available* Cl. .All three* controls showt'tl ne) loss of available* (4

(Table 11).

Table II. Effect of hcM and light on chlorine idilisation^

Tinit*

Inculwitor, 30'^

darkness
Room temp,
daylight

Room temp,
darknc'ss

henirs iiig. Cl used Jiig. (4 used mg. Cl iiseel

0*25 0-6 — 0-7

iho 2-4 I 9 2-2

0-7r) r>-2 - 44
10 no 7- 15

1-25 16-6 — I3f)

1 -o ifnrn 150 14-8

1*75 17-2 15-7

20 17-2 16-5 ir)-4

40 — 170 17-0

Table III.* Effect of 500 CAindle-power light on Cl utilisation.

Time 500 c.p. light No light

hours mg. Cl usetl mg. Cl used

0-5 8-55 7-65

0-75 12-75 n-8
10 14-5 13-9

J-25 15-8 15-8

15 16-5 10-4

1-75 10-» 10-9

2*25 17-2 171

* The hypochlorite useel in this expe'rimeiit was from a IVesli Hourct*, so that the figures are

not directly comparable with those of Table 11 Is'cauBe* of alkalinity ('onditione, which will be
discuHsed later.
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Tlui effect of a 5(K> c.p. light at a distance of 1 ft. on Cl utilisation was tried.

The bottle subjected to the light and its control were placed in a glass water-

bath in order to eliminate the effect of heat. Another set for comparison was

placed in a water-bath of the same tem[)crature but not exposed to the light

(Table Til).

Chemical. Reactum. with hypochlorous arid. The effect of employing free hypo-

chlorous acid instead ofsodium hypochlorite was tested. The acid was prepared by

passing Cl^ into a suspension of mercuric oxide and thtn distilling under reduced

pressure. 2 mg. of glycine as the Na salt p(T 100 ml. water wore used. Tt was

found necessary to let the bottles stand longer than the usual 2 hours for com-

pletion (Table IV).

Table IV. Amount of Cl as HOCl used by 2 7ng. glycine.

added 2 hours 5 hours 1 day 2 days .3 day.s 4 days
mg. mg. mg. mg. mg. ing. mg.

3 21 2-3 2-35 2-3.5 2-5 2-4.5

a 36 4-7.5 .5-4.5 ;5-0 5-7 .5-0

9 4-0 .5-0 6-05 7-4 7-0 7-0

1.5 3-9 5-0 7-0.5 H-25 9-1 9-05

21 305 4-9 7-14 8-4 9-0.5 9-15

The reaction proceeded very slowly so that 3 days wc^ro required. Slightly

more Cl (9*05 mg.) was us<mJ up by 2 mg. of glycine than was found with sodium
hypochlorite (8-55 mg.). The HOCJ solution is, of courst\ acid and completely

masks the effect of tlu^ small amount of alkali (0-02()() m.rnol. per 100 ml.) used to

convert glycine into its sodium salt.

Redaction with chlorine vKiier. A similar experiment was (‘arried out with

chlorine water. The <?ontrols t^^ndfid to lose Cl at rather varying rat(‘s, so at each

time interval three control determinations wen* made and the loss of available*

chlorine computed from an average of the three (Table V).

Table V. Amount of Cl used up from VI wafer by 2 mg. glycine.

Initial

01

(3iloniu» used

2 hours 5 luiiirs 1 da> 2 days
\

3 days
mg. mg. mg. mg. rng. mg.

.5.5 2-3 3-9 —
10-9,5 3-0.5 4-4 -

JO-4 2-9 4-4 7-1 8-2 80
21-9 3-2 4-0 7-3 8-0 8.5

27-4 3-1 ,5-2 8-1 8-8 8-0

Tlu* reaction with chlorine water proceeded slightly faster than with HOCl,
th(*. amount of Cl usetl (8-6 mg. j)(*r 2 mg. glycine) agreeing closely with that from
sodium hypochlorite.

RffeH of acid and alkali on the. rate of reaction. Th(i hypochlorite* solution

employed contain(*d 0-88% sodium hydroxide and ()*7f)% carbonate, exactly

10 ml. of the strong solution being diluted to 500 ml. as the source of chlorine

for tlu* following exp(*riments. Large bottles were set up containing 4 mg. of

glycine and 10 ml. of tlu* diJut(^ NaOCl solution (containing 20 mg. available Cl)

pc*r 100 ml. The acidity of the glycint* (4 mg. =0-0532 m.mol. of acid) and the
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alkalinityofthe hypochlorite (lOml. dilute solution = ()-0727 m.mol. of alkali) were
taken into consideration and various amounts of II2SO4 or NaOH were added so
that a range from 25 m.mol. of alkali to 1 m.mol. of acid per 100 ml. of reaction
mixture was covered. A large number of controls containing .similar additions of
acid and alkali were run simultaneously, sin<-e in stronger concentrations of acid
and alkali the available Cl decireases slowly on long standing. 100 rnl. were with-
drawn and titrated at various tiim* intervals, the results laMiig given in Figs. 4 and 5.

In those eases in which oxklation was complek- (Fig. 4) 17mg. of available Cl were

Fig. 4, Effect of acidity or alkalinity on rat.e of reaction.

4 ing. glycine present })er 100 ml.

utilisod by 4 mg. of glyeiiio. As the alkali concentration increased, tht^ rate of Cl

utilisation d(‘creased. On the acid side the 0*bl-()'0r» m.mol. n^action mixtures
all used Cl at about the same rate, which was slightly faster than in tlui neutral*

experiment. After the first hour the 0*1 m.mol. acid sample proceeded at a
somewhat slower rate than the neutral one, and tin* 0-2 m.mol. sample was still

slower, not having come to completion in 8 hours. A similar result was obtained

with tin*, 0*075 and 0*1 m.mol. alkaline reaction mixtures.

The curves in Fig. 5 represent concentrations of acid and alkali >0*1 m.mol.

per 100 ml. On the acid side, an increase in acid (‘oncentration again retarded

the rat(‘ of reaction. The alkaliiu* skh» is more complicati'd for, in contrast with
the results in Fig. 4, the greater the amount of alkali the more Cl is used. It

seems that small additions of alkali retard the reaction up to a ^^e^tain point,

after which further additions slowly increase the rate of reaction. A few more
2-hour determinations of the amount of available ('1 used up wen^ made around
what seemed to be the critical point of 0*25 m.mol. of alkali per 100 ml. Th(\se,

together with those already obtained, arc given in Table AT.

This confirmed the fact that the point of reversal due to the effect of alkali

was at 0*25 m.mol. of alkali. The slow reactions shown in Fig. 5 were followed

for 20 days, but loss of Cl in the controls made interpretation difficult. In general

it can b(^ said that the rate of reaction was very slow aftei* a few days in thes(‘

comparatively strongly alkaline and acid mixtures.

^ 10 ml. dilute NaOCi coiitaiu 0*0727 m.mol. alkali. 4 mg. glyciiu* contains 0 0r»:i2 m.mol.

acid. 0*0195 m.mol. acid was accordingly added per 100 ml. to neutralise the excess of alkali.
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Table VI. AdMtioiis of alkali to a mixtun^ of chlorine and glycine.

(J1 foilcentration —23 mg. jxu* UJt) ml. Glyfinc fonoent ration - 4 mg. per J(K) ml.

m.mol. alkali mg. Cl used

present pt‘r 100 ml. 2 hours

i7-or>

0().l J6S5
0()7r» 10-7

01 (>•0

014 .“>•7

(MO .“) ()

0-22 TvTi

0 25 5 15
0*27 r>-2

0-30 ,> 5
0-4 50
o.^> HI
0*7 fi-8

10 l‘i\

Fig. r». Effoft of aoidity oi alkalinity on rate of reaction. 4 mg. glycine present per 100 ml.

Kig. 6. General yariation in rate of reaction.

mg.

Cl.

ii'jed
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The general variation in the rat^* due to th(‘ acid or alkali content is,

p(»rhaps, h€^st shown in Fig. (5, where the time* and tin' aeid or alkali eonteni are

plotted on a logarithmic seale. Th(i curves r(‘pres(*nt 70 and Sf) % eoniphdion of

th(‘ n^aetion, figures which hav(' arbitrarily ehow^n. Within the* limits of
0*1 in.mol. a(?id and 0*1 m.mol. alkali jier 100 ml. flu* reaction is ra])i(l, ontsidi'

thes(* limits, slow, with a r(‘V(Tsal on tlu* alkaline si(i(‘. A curve of a som(‘what
similar natnn^ was giv(‘n by (^liblxuis and Hidg(‘ |1J>27J for the hypochlorite

oxidation of cotton.

As a n\sult of these (experiments whi<*h hav(‘ shown that V(‘r\ small addit ions

of acid or alkali may gr(‘atly affect the rat(‘ at whi(‘h ( "1 is used by glyeiiKs sonne

former results may Ih^ Ixdter interpnded. Th(‘ 2-hour curve* in Fig. I is v(‘ry

similar to that giv(*n by Wright |]920| for 5 hours. Wright stated that lu* usixl

an alkaline solution of gly(*ine A^hich no doubt retardcxl the reaction. Similarly

the oxidation of glycine by elilorine water and })y HOCl was slow, owing to th(^

a(‘idity of tlH\sc solutions.

llydrogan ion conemtraiion

.

The elianges in /^j, during th(‘ courst‘ of tin* reaction witc followixl by means
of a glass (‘l(‘ctr(xlc. Three' sample‘.s, each containing 4 mg. of glycine* and 10 ml.

of dilute* sexlium hypochlorite solution (23-0 mg. Cl) pe'r 100 ml. wen* s(*t up.

One* receive*d alkali to make* the iinal cemee'ntration 01()8 m.mol. alkali per

100 ml., e)ne‘ r(‘ceiv<‘d no addition of aeid or alkali but had [»r(*s(‘nt 0*02 m.mol.
of alkali jH*r 100 nd. due to the alkali f)rt*sent in the* hypochlorite solution, and
the third received a(‘id to make the final concentration 0-1 m.mol. acid per

100 ml. The changes in and the* Cl used W6*re d(*t('rmin(‘d at various time

Fig. 7. Kffe(*t of «« C* utilisation. Figures in bold type are

readings by glass electrodt*.

intervals. The data presented in Fig. 7 bring out the changes in the rate? of 01

utilisation due to differences in Pn . The proe(*ss of oxidation of glycine produces

a fall in
, the Cl uptake being most rapid between 7 0 and 9 (). Reactions
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which were proceeding slowly owing to a high initial were greatly accelerated
by suitable adjustment to neutrality (as calculated). Examples are given in

Fig. 8, the dotted Hnes mdi(*ating the rate of the reaction if* unadjusted.

Fig. 8. Effect of adjuaimcnt of /Ju on rate of OKidation (4 mg. glycine).

Fig. 9. Utilisation of Cl in Imffcred solutions.

All observations show that, while the reaction may take place partially and
slowly when the is high, for complete oxidation approximate neutrality is

rcquirc>d ; retardation is also evident on the acid side. In order to determine the
effect of stabilisation at a given pjj within the optimum range, solutions were
buffered with Clark’s [1928] phosphate and l)orate buffers to approximately
p,i 7-(), 8 0 and 9-0, and titrated every 10 min. The solutions buffered at pj, 7-0
and 8-0 were very similar and are represented by the upper curve in Fig. 9. In
the solution buffered ^.t 9-0, while the initial rate of utilisation during the first

half hour somewhat approximated to those in the other solutions, the rate
subsequently decreased considerably so that 3 hours were required for complete
oxidation of the glycine as compared with 1 hour for the other two.
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The route of oxidation.

It has b(ien ('xperiinentally determined above that 4*26 rng. of available Cl

are utilised in completely oxidising 1 mg. of glycine (8*9Sg.-atoms of available VA

per g.-mol. of glycine). Simple chlorination aloiUi could account for but 4 atoms
of available Cl. Dakin [1910] stated that the mono- and di-chloroamino-acids

d(‘compose spontaneously to give either llie aldehyde and ammonia, or th('

nitrile resp(Httiv(4y, (JO^ being libciratc-d in lK)th cases. In the* ease of glycine,

H('HO or DCN would be formed by such decomposition, and using chlorarnine-T

Dakin n^portefl that he obtained traces of HCN from glycine. The UJ)tak(^ of

5atonLs of Cl by glycine rcmiains unaecountf'd for, and it is (‘vident that there Tuust

be a further utilisation of (3 by th(‘se initial fission products. Determinations of
thi5 amount of (3 used by ammonia, HCHO and HCN were thi^refore made.

(1) FortnaMehyde

.

2 mg. of formaldehyde were allow('d to react with various

amounts of sodium hypochlorite solution for 1 hour, 2 lumrs and 1 day, but in

no case was there any loss of available (*1. This excluders the possibility of the
formation of formaldehyde as an intcTinediate product.

(2) Cyanide, Solutions containing 1 and 2 mg. of KCN were allowed to

react with various amounts of Cl as hypochlorite. The reaction was inc^ompletc^

in 2 hours, but (;ompJete within 24 hours. Th(‘ titration figures for niiu' sampkis
varied from 2-8 to 3*15 mg. of (3 used per rng. of KCN present, with an average
of 3-0 t‘(piiv, to i5*5 atoms of Cl jier g.-mol, of cyanide. This is slightly in excess^

of the theoretical figure of 5 atoms obtaincnl from the following equation:

2HCN + 50 . 2CO2+ N 4- H^O.

Th(? reaction, how(^ver, is believed to be one initially of hydrolysis to formic
acid and ammonia with the subsecpient oxidation of these products.

HCN + 2H2O ~>H.(X)OH-fNH3 .

(3) Formic acid. Preliminary expt'riments showed that H.COOH did utilise

Cl at a slow rate. 5 mg, il .COOH and 1 1*2 mg. of available Cl (as sodium hypo-
chlorit(') per 100 ml. were allowed to react at room temperature^, dhe amount of
('1 used is given in Table VII.

Table \7I. Vtilisation of chlorine by 5 mg. offormic acid.

Tiiiio (days)

1

2

4
((

inp. Cl used

30
7-2

7r>r>

7-7

7-7

The uptake of 7*7 mg. Cl per 5 mg, of formic acid is ecjuivalcMit to 2 atoms of

Cd per mol. of acid. Evidently the formic acid is oxidised to carbon dioxide and
water,

(4)

Ammonia, 1 mg. of NH3 was allowed to react with a largt‘ exc(‘ss of Cl

(30 mg.) for 2, 3 and 4 hours and 1 and 2 days. Oxidation is rapid and cjonipletc

in 2 hours. The amount of Cl used is given in Table \TT1.

The amount of Cl, 6*75 mg., used by 1 mg. of NH^ is (iquivaicnt to 3*2 atoms
of Cl for each mol. of ammonia, which agrees fairly well with the theoretical

calculation for complete oxidation to nitrogen and water.

^ The additional utilisation over and above the theoretical \alut* is believed to be due to the

formation of a small amount of nitrite, positive testa for whieh were obtained in certain cases.

This point is being further examined.
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Table \lil. Utilisation of chlorine by 1 mq. of ammonia.

Time mfij. Cl used

2 hours fisr»

3 „ (v7r>

3 „ 6*75

4 „ (>-7.^»

I day (v«

2 days
2

«•«“)

(vSn

Average 6-7.1

Thus of the possibh' interrn(‘diate products tested, cyanide, forini<; acid and

ammonia have been shown to n^aet with hypoeiilorit(\ Tlu' cyanide, most prob-

ably through the intcTmediate formation of formic acid and ammonia, a(H‘ounts

for the utilisation of 2-1-8 atoms of (1. This, together with the 4 atoms of (1

required for the initial reaction with glycine, is in agn^ernent with the uptake

(by 1 g.-mol. of glycine) of 1) atoms of Cl as ex perirtu^n tally (h*termined.

(\irbon dioxide prodncHon

.

During the reaction, th(‘re would bt‘ formed thendons 2 nud. of CO.^ for i‘ach

mol. of gly(nn(‘ oxidised, if the above theory of oxidation is true Solutions

<*ontaining 10 mg. of glycine, 25 110. of phosphate bufT(‘r />,,
7-0 and 50 mg. of

Cl, added as chlorine water, ])er 100 ml. of nuu^tion mixture, were kc^pt until the

reaction was ciomplete. C^hlorine watc^r i\as used instead of hypochlorite^ because*

the latteT e'ontaine‘d (*arbe)nat(‘. Aft<*r the redaction was e*om])let(‘ the* (Xlg was

aerated eitT, absorbed in alkali and dede'rmined by bae*k-tit.ration. Thre'c* de*ter-

minatiems gave 1 1*3, ll-O and 1 1-5 mg. of (‘Oj,. 10 mg. of glycine would give a

theore*tical figure of 11-7 mg, of (^Oo.

The nature of the initial reaction.

Th(T(^ .seems to be no e^le'ar evidence as to the* nature of the* initial reaction

between an amine)-aeiel anel hypeichlorite in cxeu^ss. Two possibilitie's exist; either

the amino-aciel may be chlorinate*el to give, in thei e^ase eif glycine, dieddoroamino-

acetic acid, or the* aciel may be* diree-.tly oxieliseel to fe)rm the cyanide, with the*

libe*ration eif CO^ anel water. Amrnemia when treateel with hypeichlorite does

yie*ld chle)roamine' if the amrnemia be pn*st*nt in exce^ss [(Jhajdn, 1020; 1031], an

e)bse*rvation which inelicates that e*ve'n under such alkaline e'-e)nditions hy{)o-

ehlorite may act as a chlorinating agent. Langhedd [1009] and Wright [1026]

stated that chlorination eif the amino-group was the? first stage in the actie)n of

hypochlorite on an amino-aciel or protein in any y)roportion, anel claime?d that

under certain (conditions the di(?hloro-derivative of a monoamino-acid ejould be

formed by simple mixture of the* approyiriate quantities of hypochlorite and

acid. Since suedi chloroamino-derivativ(*s are capable of lib(?rating iodine from

KI, no appar(?nt loss of chlorine should be observed.

Repetition of Wright’s experiment on this point, together with a similar

exyK'riment adjusted to neutrality, failed however to confirm his view (Table IX).

A 8le)w utilisation of chlorine was observed in the unalten'd sample^ and a

more rapid one in tin* neutralised sample, (bntrols made at the same time

showed a loss of only 0-2 mg. 01 in 3 days and 0-4 mg. in 10 days. These results

may be more reasonably exj)lained on the basis of a slow oxidation rather than

as the breakdown of an unstable dichloro-compound, which would be expected

to be more stable in the neutralised experiment than in the untreated experiment.

^ Unaltered sample contained 0*17 m.mol. acid.
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Tabl(‘ IX. Utilimtimi ofM S mg. Cl by 15 img. glycine.

rnff. nf available Cl used

'rune Cnalteroel Xciitralised

*2 hours 1*0 1-8

1-2 ;tr>

17 ,. J-K r>3r>

1 day 21 (M
3 days 3-7 S-3

(Mr,

10 „ 9-0 JIS

Some other evidt^nce may he eited for the vi(‘w tliat onliiiarv hypochlorite

solution does not a(‘t as a chlorinating n^agent. (Voss ef al. |J9()Sl noted that

g(4atin tr(*ated with chlorine formed a chloro-th^rivative which may he washed,
and snl)sequentl\ titrated iodimetrically. However, gelatin imnuTsed in hypo-
cldoriti* retains very little* tit ratable* chlorine* 'J'hr(*(* amounts ed ()-2 g. g(*iatin

w'e*re allow(*el tei stanel wdth (iO mg. (*1 as hyjiochlorite in do ml. w^ater. To one
cxf)(*rhn(‘nt w'ere adei(*d 5 ml. N aertic aciej anel to anothe*! 5 ml. N NaOH, the
third re*c<*iving only 5 ml w'ate*r. After h hour the* lieiuid was elrain(‘d otf through
line cloth and the gelatin extensively washed till the W'ashi)igs gave no tt‘st for

e hlorine. This took st*veral hours. The gelatin W'as th(*n susp(‘ndt*d in dilute

acielific*d KI and the* iexline lih(*rated titrat<*d in the* usual way. The* aeiel sample
hael retaine*d Hv5 mg (1, the alkaline* samjile 1*4 mg. and the sample with
hypoelilorite* alone 2*5 mg. (Vleulated em the* iiitroge*n eonte*nt of the gelatin

(17 the‘se restdts eorr(‘spond to the chlorination of one* NH group out eif e‘Vt*ry

live in t he acid sanijile*, one* out of every (id in the alkaline* sample* and one eiut of
.*57 in the* unalte'red sample, dilorinatiem is thus sheiwn to he relatively small,

e*x(‘eyit unde*r aciel eemeJitie)ns in which fre*e* e*hlorine‘ would he ])re*se*nt.

JiKiire*e*t eviele*nce against chlonnatiein by hyiieiehlorite is })ro\id(*d liy the*

b<*ha\'iour of lignilie*d plant tissues afte*r exfx^sure to this r(*agent. No coleiur is

give*n ein subseejuent tre^atme'iit with cold seHlium sulphite seilution [Norman anel

Je*nkins, 1933J where*as if aeielifie*ei hypoc*hlorite* or gase*e)us chlorine* he* use*el a

e*harae*te*ristie rie*h purple* e^olour is ohtaine*d.

In the light of this rather eemflicting evieience* the* nature of the ii\itial

re*ae*tion he'twa^en an amino-aciel anel e*hle)rine as hypochleirite* in (*xe*ess must
remain e)])en. The the*ory of dire*ef e)xielation to eyaniele* seems at l(*ast as well

founde*d as that of the* formation of ehleu*oamino-a(‘ids.

(^e)NcnnsioN.

Whatever he the first- step e)f the reaction, ei.xidatiem eir chlorhiation, the*

re'uetiem hetw(*en glye»ine and an exe*ess e)f hy})e)e*hlorite pre)hahlv results in the

interme*diate formatiem of hydrocyanic ae‘id, which is the*n ]iyelrolyse*d tei formic

acid and ammonia. Tliese products may then be suppeiseel to he* ce)mple*tely

oxidised with the* liberation of carbon dioxide* anel gaseous nitroge*n. The* whede*

re*a(dion may he given in the equations below, the possible* validity of each ot

which has b(*en experimentally ve*rifie*d.

CHaCNHa) . COOH + 20- H( + COg+ 2U,0.

HON 4- 2H./)= H .COOH +N H.,

.

H.COOH + O-CO2+ H2O.

2NH3+ 30=N2+ 3H20.
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Summary.

1. Glycin(> is rapidly oxidised by hypoohlorite. At l(‘ast five times as much
chlorine as glycine must hv> present for (*onipletion of th(^ r(»action. Under such

conditions 1 mg. of glycine uses 4'2<) mg. of chlorine, equivalent to 9 atoms of

chlorine or atoins of oxygen per mol. of glycine.

2. When there is a sulficient excess of chlorine to complete the reaction, th(^

increase of ehloride-cliIorirK' is equal to on(‘ half of th(* amount of available^

chlorine used.

3. The rate of oxidation is most rapid and is (*omj)lete in 2 hours between the

acid and alkali concentrations of 04)5 m.mol. per 100 ml. (on either side). Tji

general, further additions of acid or alkali greatly retard the rate of n^action.

With alkali however a point of maximum retardation is reached at a concentra-

tion of 0*25 m.mol. j)er 100 ml. In tlu^ presence of alkali concentrations greater

than this, the rate is very slowly incr(‘as(‘d, though th(‘ reaction is still not com-
plet(? after a period of 25 days.

4. The changes in during tin* n‘action has followed by int‘ans of a

glass electrode'. Tlu* mixture be(;omes more acid as oxidation proceeds, and the

rc'action is most rapid in the' region of 7 9. Solutions buffen'd at Pn 7 and 8

an' more rapidly oxidised than one buffered at 9.

5. The oxidation of i)Ossi})le intermediate products in the rc'ac'tion, H .CHO,
H(/N, H .COOH and N H3

,
was tested. All except H . (’HO are (U)inpletc'ly oxidised

by hypochlorite. From this it is ('stablished that the oxidation of glycine results

first in formation of H(’N, (JOg and water. HCN is then hydrolysed to give'

formic acid and ammonia, both of which are oxidised to (JOg, water and gaseous

N. Quantitative recovery of carbon dioxide was obtained. In this way, the

uptake of 4i atoms of oxygen per mol. of glycinc' is ac^counted for.

The author is indc'btcd to Sir John Russell for providing facilities for this

work, and to Hr M. Starr Nichols of the State Laboratory of Hygiene, Madison,
Wisconsin, at whose suggestion it was undertaken.
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Tiik gr(‘at("r ])art of (lisper.s<*(l inatt(‘r in domostic sewago Ii(|U()rs has been
shown by Mills [1931] to be present in thc^ non-(*oll()irlal stat('. (Vllnlose is an
important const ituent of tlu' snapcmded niattcT. Kidon^ sewage* is pnrifi(*d by
l>iologic*al methods it is gen(‘rally pre-treatcsl In sedini(‘ntation to rf*move as

nnl(^h of the* susfiendod solids as possible. N(*verth(*l<*ss a considerable proportion

of tile siispend(‘d substanc(*s is not separat<*d by the* pre-tre‘atine^nt anel so passes

on leir purification by biological m(*thods. The e.\pe*riments deseribe»el in this

fiapi'r were de\signed to follow the course* of ele‘(;oinposition of cellulose in two
[)rocess(*s (*onimonly em})loyed for purifying se*wage. viz. the* a(*tivate*d sludge

firocess and treatment in pe*reolating filt(‘rs.

ExrKRIMENTH WITH ACTIVATED SU’DeiK.

Tests were first rnade^ to see if an activated sludge*, wiiieh woidd settle* rapidly

and leave a clear supernatant liquor, could be product*d by aerating susp(*nsions

of cellulose in wateT te) which ammonium e*arbonatc hatl bee*n adde*d: these tests

we*re not successful. A similar result follow(*d the addition eif suspensions eif

(•(‘llulose to an activate*d sludge* derive*d from sewage* and used successfully lor

the oxidation eif solutions of sucrose. The m(*thod which [)rove*d to give* the be»st,

theuigh by no means perfectly satisfactory, re'sults was tei adel the suspensions of

(^ellulosei to an activated sludge built up from sewage solids. The d(*f(‘cts in this

method wc're that activated sludge maeic from sewage (*ontains much (*xtran(*ous

matter and is difficult to sample accurately: the first d(‘fec*t was overcome by

building uj) the activated sludge from the solids w^ashed out of a p(‘r(*olating

filter used for tn*ating dom(*stic sewage. The small amount of c(*llulosc in th(*s(*

solids was ignored. The second d(*fect was j^artly rem(*died, wh(*n the a(*tivat(*(l

sludge had been built up by prolonged a(*ration of an a(|ueous suspension of the

filter solids, by shaking the sludge vigorously in a measuring c\dindei, allowing

the heavy mineral matter to settle for a few^ seconds and then pouring off the

iTearny, homogeneous sludge.

The method of experiment was to ai*rat(* the sludge pln,i a known amount of

suspension of cellulose, made up to a constant vfjlume, for a definite* period. Tin*

sludge was allowed to settle and the sujH*rnatant liquid and sludge WT*r(* analys(*d.

As the rate of disappearance of cellulose itself c*ould not be follow<*d with any

Biochem. 1936 xxx ( 497 )
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degree of ac?curacy in th(* concentrations of e(*llulose employed, determinations of

organic carbon were niad(^ and tlie carbon iigiires converted into amounts of

cellulose by using a factor.

Analyses made. J)et(;rmuiatif)ns of organic carbon, total nitrogen, nitrogen

as ammonia, nitrite and nitrate, and total solids w't're made on the supernatant

liquors. Organic (?arbon was determined by Mills’s method [1981J in the early

stages of th(' experiment, absorbing the' ( ^O., in baryta sf)Jiition containe'd in a

PettenkotTer tube*, and back-titrating the' baryta with standard aedel. Por the'

f)urpe)ses of this expe'rime'nt, he)weve'r, the* nu'thod e)f Robinsem et al.
1 1929J was

later found to be more* suitable*. The* liejuids w'e*re evaporated unde*r re'duetc'd

])ressure* to a small bulk anel the'ii dige*ste‘el with HgSO.! in a 300 ml. Kjeldahl flask

fitte'ei with a wi‘II ground-in he*ad carrying two fus('e.l-in tube’s. One tube* ])ro-

jecte'd about half-way into the bul])e)us part e)f the* flask anel was (*onnee*ted fe) a

8aja air juirnp. The other tube*, which diel ne)t pre)je*ct inte) the ne*ck of the*

Kje*ldahl llask, was ('or)nect(*fl to a He‘is(*<. te)wer fitt(*el in a 250 ml. filter- flask. Ir)

the* eh*te'rmination, e)rgani(; carbon re‘duce‘s the sulphuric aciel anel lib(*ratcs

sulphur die)xide*, w’hie*h is absorbe'd ir» stanelarel iodine se)hitie)n. In emler te) catch

iodine volatilis(»d during the passage* of the gase*s through tfie* ioeline* in the filt(*r

flask, the lattc'r wiis e*onnecte*el to a trap e*ontaining a known volume of stanelarel

thie>sulphate. Using a pre*paratie)n of pure* e‘e.'llulose* a quantity w'hie*h in the*orv

contained 10-03 mg. (' was foiiiiel to cemtain 10*29 anel 10*97 mg. in eluplicate*

de'te*rmina.tie)ns.

Total nitre)g(*n was el(*tcrmin(*el by the* Kjelelahl method. Whe*?! apjrce'iable*

amounts eif nitrite* eir nitrate W'e*n‘ f)rcse*nt, the*y we*re‘ re*due*e*d with Dcvarda alleiy

anel the*n eJistille*d with magne*sia into sfandarel ae*id; organie* nitre>ge*n wets

de*tet*mine*e[ in the* ivsidue*. Amnioniae'al nitre)g(*n was elete*rmineel by elistillation

with magne*sia, nitrite* e*ol()nme*trie*all,N by the A//-[>he‘nylene*eliamine‘ mt*thoel.

In e)reie*r te» stuely the influe*ne*e‘ eif an available* form eif nitre>ge‘n ein the rate*

e)f elisafipf*araneu* of e’cllnlose*, t wo e\jx*riments A and B wi»re made. In A, e*cllule)se*

and nitrogen were always adele’el tei the* sluelge in the* jiroportion of ap|)re)ximate*ly

8 e)f0 te> 1 e)f N. In B t he same amenint of e*e*lluk)se was adele*el, but only e>ne*-te*nth

e)f the ameiunt eif N. The'se* ratieis we*re use'd so that e*e)mparisons e*e)ulel be*

maelc with ])re*vious te'sts |»Jenkins, 1933, 2] using sugar. The* (\'X ratie)S use*d

eivcr the* wdieile e*xfK*rime*ntal perieiel of 153 davs were 8*35/1 for Exp. A anel

82 (i 1 fe>r Exj). B.

At intc'rvals varying from 3 to 12 elays, ae'ratiein was stopped and the* liejuiel

was alk)W'eei to settle* for 1 hour. Supernafant liquid equal to 80”/,, eif the total

vfilurne* was the*n re»moved anel replace*el by an equal volume* of wate'r e^enitaining

e*ellnlose* anel nitrogen in the* right preifiortion ; aeratiem was then ce)ntinue*d.

Soliels washed out of a pcrceilating filt(*r, as j)re*vionsly m(*ntione‘ei, were ust*d

at the* start of the* expc*rimcnts. Th<*se* sedids w^ere aerat(*d with a mixture of crude
st*wage anel cellulose* until a sluelge wdiiedi se*ttle*d rapidly and l(*ft a e’lear super-

natant liejuiel was prejduce*d. This sludge was use'd in the firoportiewi of 200 ml.
sluelge to 800 ml. eH'lluleise susjiensiein. The e^e*llulose iise'el througheiut these*

ex})eriine*nts was a s])ee*ial preparatiem kineJIy supplied by the Northfle'et Payie'i*

Mills, Ltel., (Travi'senel, anel liael bt'cn maele* by caredully elrying yiaper pulj)

wette*el with elilute R(!l: the drie-d pulp aft<*r extractiem with elihite NaOH was
w'ashe*el free* from salts. This preparation containe*el no fibre and remaine'el as a
paste for ne*arly a ye*ar without unele*rgoing any change*. The* dried cellulosei con-
taine*el 44*4 % of e?arbon.

The e’ompositiems eif the shaken liejuieis at the beginning e)f the^ ex]K*riment
and after aerating for 7 elays are given in Table 1.
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Tahiti I. Rejiults of mrbon and nitrogen determinations before and aft(r

aeration for 7 dags.

(g. 1M‘I htir.)

( Irgaiiic carbon 'fotal nitroge n

1 n (X 1 I n In

— ^

A])pro\irnHt<‘

V^'S ratio Time
In Iidose sewage In sew aiie In Ml,

sludge added added ‘^Iiulge added added'

s'l Kxp. A At start 2 27 0-40 (H)4 0 tM)2« (MM 7

s 1 Kaj». a .Vfter 7 days Total 2 70 I’nial ()-4tM)

SO I Kxp. n At start 2*27 0 4:) (M)4 U'.TH ()02S u u<»r>

su'i K\p. n After 7 days Total 2 70 Total U*.3t»4

Ibstiibution of A’.

Total iV Xlfa-X XOa-X Xtb-X (tiganiC'X

S 1 lv\p. \ After 7 da>s tKisJ oo:f« on:to U(M1U4 0 ;iu<j

su I K\p. n After 7 da vs 0 :i4:i U'U.io o (1 i) ;;u4

A gain of earhon was found in Exp. A and a Irjss in Exp. H, hut as hr>t h gain

and loss wen* within tin' (‘xp(‘rimoiit<il em)r of the (I(‘terrnijiati(»n, it is assumed
that tli(* earhon (‘ontent nanaint'd the same ludon* and aft(‘r a(*ratif)!i lor the first

7 days d'ht* li(juids were' allowt'd to s(‘tth‘ aft<'r this period of a(Talion and a

known volume of supernatant Ii(|nor was n'movt'd and anahsed This li(juid was
repla<*ed in tin' manner ])r(‘viously des(*ril)('d. An att(‘mpt w%*ns thus mad(‘ to k(‘(‘])

a eomplett* (‘arhon and nitro^(‘n halan(‘(' sh(*et. Tin* nunu'rous data are not

sljown in detail hut the losses of earhon an' f^ivt'n in Table H for each jxTiod of

a<‘ration. A n(‘^ativ<‘ sign means that an increase in tlu' earhon eonhuit was.

found. Analytical and sam[)ling errors are in all prohahility responsible for th(‘

appart*nt gains in earhon eontcuit. The net loss of (‘arhon for the total period of

loll da\s is the sum of the positive <and nc'gative loss(\s.

Table 11.

s aerated <l - iK'ginning Kxp. K\p. n
of exp. If. (turbon lo.st g. ( arhon los

0- 7 7 davs on - u (»r>

7 lit 12 i
0*51 1 on

HI- 24 o „ t) JU U-UU

24 - 27 ;{ 1 tb2r» . (K32
27- .T) - S „ -0-2I -U-21

,{0 ;18 ^ 3 „ -0*01 {) UU

3S Stl-oJ* „ -IM)7

XX U-(K) (H)U

97 109 -12 ^ 1-24 • 189
109-117 - H ,

0-20 <b2(t

117- 12() - 9 non 1 U 18

I2r» -i;w- 7 „ + <)*7l T t»3U

133-140-. 7 ^ tt-IS 1
(ttf)

140-I4r> - ;> T on -t 017
145-ir»3-= H „ 0*08 -U'2t>

Net I0H.S t 2-79

* An ac(^i(l('nt pnjveniod analyses and additions of eellulose •U

.

hein^ iuad<* from the ,‘lStli to

the Sath day. The development of given algal gnnvths during this period probably aeeounts for

the vMinall loss of carbon recorded.

Over the wdiole period the vessel wdiieh received additions ol (
' and X in th(‘

ratio of SO/1 showed a somewliat givater loss of C than the taie reeei\ing more X.

In all 5*17 g. of (? as cellulose were addl'd in ('aeh cxp(?rinient. ol w’hi(*h 54 % was

removed in Exp. A and 60% in Exj). B. But in view (jf tin* unaecoimtahle
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v^ariation in the amount of (' oxidised during similar periods of time, it (^annot be

stated with certainty that the differences betwecm the total amounts of C oxi-

dis(‘d in Mxps. A and B are r(*ally significant. The conclusions can safely be drawn,
however, that (1) cellulose in a fine state of division is removcid from suspensions

aerated for several days with a sludge derived from sewage: (2) tin* (u^llulosc

removed from suspension is oxidis(‘d, at least in part, during aeration : (3) a very
small ration of nitrogen is required for the oxidation of cellulose by the activated

sludge^ pro(‘ess. No advantage resultt'd from adding more N than was provided

wh('n the CjN ratios of the liquids added were about 80/ 1. It may be that th(‘

effect of adding little nitrogen in proportion to c(‘lluIose was to stimulates the

activity of nitrogen-fixing organisms, as is known to occur in soil fBeijerinck,

1904], and in per(;olating filters fed with solutions of sugar and small amounts of

nitrogem [Jenkins, 1038. 2]. However, th(» well-known effect of available

nitrogen in stimulating the decomposition of cellulosic substances in the soil, or

the activity of cellulose-decomposing organisms such as Spirochaeta cylophaga

I
Hutchinson and Clayton, 1919], dot's not appear to apply to the same exti'nt in

the case of cellulost' breakdown in the activated sludge process.

The liquid in Exp. A gent'rally ctmtained a considerable proportion of
nitrogen as ammonia at the end of the periods of aeration. When tht' cont'cntra-

tion of ammonia at this stage was low, a (orrespondingly large amf)unt of
nitrogen was found as nitrate and sometimes as nitritt'. In Exp. B ammonia was
frequently present in small amounts. At times, however, thi‘ whole' of the
nitrogen added as ammonia was found after aeration to be in tlu^ organi(‘ form.
Only on one occasion was a trace of nitritt^ detected and on another a trace of
nitrate. As cellulos<' and nitrate' co-existed in Exp. A without the nitrate

disapptwing it is (^lear that the assimilation of nitrate during the microbiological

decomposition of (*cllulose takt's place much more slowly in the activati'd sludge
process than in th(' soil [Murray, 1921 J. To illustrate the differencu^ in concentra-
tions of various compounds of nitrogen in Exps. A and B typical results of
analysis are given in Table II 1.

Table III. BesuUs showing the. difference in concentration of nitrogenous

compounds in Exps, A and fi,

(Parts ptT 10C,(H)0.)

Kxp. A Exp. B

J’eriod of experiment
f'

Ammonia Nitrite Nitrate Ammonia Nitrite Nitrate

I9th day 4-67 003 215 1*76 0 0

After aeration from 19th to

24 th day
0-03 0 3-20 0 0 0

27th day 2-93 002 0-77 0-31 0 0

After aeration from 27th to
35th day

0-12 0 J-43 04)9 0 0

89th day 4-23 -- 01

4

0-34 0-01

After aeration from 89th to
tl7th day

(t47 0 0 014 0 0

n7lh day 491 0 009 0-50 0 0
After aeration from 117th to
126th day

205 0 2*50 015 006 0

133rd day 506 0 0-36 0-49 0 0

After aeration from 133r(l to 1-73 0 2-31 003 0 0
140th day
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Biological yiLTKATJoN kxpkhiiilnts.

T1m‘ a])f)aratiis used for these experiments (ionsistcnl of a device ibr main-
taining eelluJose in suspension and for re-

[('asing the suspensions at any dt‘sired rate,

togetluT wit h pennJating filters. The stirring

and dro])ping meehanism whieli was fitted

into the 2 1. aspirator is sliown in Fig. J : the^

filters \v(‘r(‘ inaeie* of glass seedions fiIJ(*d wdth

glass medium and were of th<‘ ty})e dest rihed

by ffenkins (1933, 1 1. The' apparatus work(‘d

satisfaetorilv at low- [)ropell(*r speeds, l)ut at

high speeds, ejj. wlicn the profxdler was not

entirely (‘ovctchI with liqiikl, solid blocked

th(‘ side tube.

Two filtratioTi <*.\p(‘riments, (’ and D.

vv(*r(‘ made, each lasting for 200 days. Tlu^

liquids su])])li(‘d to the filters of th(‘

com]>osition shown in Table T\\

Tht' filters w^(‘r(‘ supplied with the appro-

priate- litjuid at only 0-5 I. per day for the first

20 days, c'quivalent to oO gallons [W'r day fM‘r

cubic* yard of filtc*ring medium. Any n\sidue *' jmr xV, assetnbU'd;

in the aspirator <*ontainiiig th(‘ nutrient solu-

tion was not discard(‘d but was added to the !U*xt day's charge. This accounts

T<ible l\\ ( imposition of liquids used in Exps, C and I). Farts per 100jm.

Filter (

’

Fdter L)

(Jell u lose 50 50
(’ in cellulo.se 22*2 22*2

N as 2 5 7> 2.")

l*2(»Bas KoHPU^ 1-5 1*5

K^O a-i Kjjlf l‘th 2*0 2*0

2,-> 2 5

OaCIo as (VI.. dll ,< > 2*5 2 5

NaCJ 0-25 0 25

Fe,i\ Trae«‘ I'rai e

(J.'N ratio S-S'l SSI

;)ii liquid 0(5 0 2

Approximate rate of fkn> 2 1. daily 21. daiK

From KllJrd day the eoneentrations of eellulosi* and salt<1 to C and ll w ere douhled.

Table V. C and N in solutions fed to Fillers C and I), and in th( corr( spondtug

effluents.

Filter (J: C/N ratio 8*8/1

;

Fdt(*r D: ('/N ratio 88 1

Parts organic (J in IU0,(K)U jmrts of niitncmt lujinds ami final effluent.s.

r>ay of exp. 20 2(3 ar> 117 131 Ill

In liquid to C 28*7 27*0 25M 274 30 S til 0.3 2

In effluent from C 4*.*1 O'd Ifll 4;3 4*3 12*1 .'*7

Jn liquid to 1) 28*7 27*0 24*2 27*:i 27 3 :;9-o 41 I

in effluent from 1) 0-75 o*;i 9*0 0*1 5*1 M 19

i*arts X as ammonia and nitrite in KKMMMl parts of nutrient liquids and in elfluei]i.s.

NH., HNOjj NHh NHo ML, ml, XFf, XH, HML
In liquid to C 2*50 0 2*4 2 25 2*30 2 30 4-0 .5*74 o

In effluent from C 1*84 (H)2 1(3 1*30 1*()5 1*75 3*0 4*58 (4»4

In liquid to 1) 0*25 0 0-24 0-20 0*24 0*21 040 0*53 0

in effluent fromDO 0 0 0 0 0 0*03 0
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for the deviations in the concentration of carbon in the nutrient liquids given

in Table V, from the amounts shown in Table IV.

A few det(Tminations of carbon and nitrogen in various forms w(‘ro made at

different levels in the filters. The rt*sults are shown in Table \'l.

Table \l. Organic carbon and ammonia in liquids fed to Filters C and D and-

in the effluents from different seclUms,

Filter (\ V X ratio 8 H/1
;
FiJter I), CtS ratio 88; 1. Parts per 1(K),0(K).

Filter (! Filler D

Sect joii Si‘ct ion

Diiy of

exp.

Xiitrieiit

li(|Uid 1 2 3

>

4

Nutrient

liijind

r

1 2 3 4

:ir> 21M IfvO (It)

Orfranic oarboii.

«-4 It)] 24 2 14‘.7 7*2 0!)

117 27-4 0-7 - 0-2 4t) 25*.

7

.7*7 - 3*6 3*0

13) ;u)-s 3-8 - 3-8 4*3 27 3 3*6 -- 3*8 .71

Ml 411 0 3 - 170 121 30*H 20*1 — J*S 1*4

I.VJ 12-2 lot) 8-7 .7*7 41*1 0*3 1*3 2*0 4 0

;ir, 2-25 2*0 Ifi

X
I 2r>

as Ammonia.

1:10 0*2 0 0 0 0

117 2 3 2*0 - 1-75 1().7 0*24 0 0 0

i.'ii 241 1 7.7 — 1*7.7 1*7.7 0 24 0 0 0

141 40 40 3*0 3 0 0*4 Trace - 0 0

lu] :)71 .‘»*04 44)1 4*ir» 4*r»8 0*53 0*03 0*03 0*03

At the end of th(‘ filtnition (‘xpcriments the c()ra})Osition and amount of tin*

solids in all four sections of Filters C and 1) were determined. I’Ik* solids were

removed by shaking the tubular glass medium in th(‘ filttu’s with hot water. The

n^sults are siinimarist^d in Tabh^ \’1I in which the ap|K\arance of tin* film is also

noted.

Table \ll. Filter C, CjN ratio d-Sjl; Filler I), CjN ratio 88!L

Weight of solids, C, X and XH.,, found in suetions at end of experimi'nt («:.).

Filter C Filter I)

vScction

'

Section
^

.. — ‘

““A In all ^

— in all

1 2 3 4 seitioriH 1 2 ,3 4 si'Ctions

'fotal solids 3*03 1-83 J-08 0*47 6*41 13*(M) 7*60 .3*41 1*03 25*04

('ombustil)le solids 3*03 1*82 1*07 0*47 6*30 12*81 7*34 3*13 I'DI 2.5*10

Ash 0 O-OI 0*01 0 0*02 010 0*26 0-28 0*02 0*75

Or^^anicO 134 0*78 ()*4.7 0*24 2*81 5*38 3*33 1-25 0*75 10*71

Total X 0*050 0*044 0*031 0*0231 0*148 0*081 0*071 0*061 ()*057 0*270

XHj-X 0*(H)() 0*(H)5 0*001 ()(K)I — 0*005 0*(K)2 0*001 0

Or^^anie X 0*044 0*049 0*030 0*022! 014.7 0*076 0*060 0*060 0*057 0*262

(irganicC Or^^ .X 30
'

1

16/1 1.5/1 111 — 71/1 48/1 21/1 I3T -

Section
A

Section

1 2 3 4
'

1 2 3

—
4

(^>lollr ivory-brown. Tex- Colour HH 1 . As 2, Little film, Ivory colour. As L ^1 vory Much
ture hlv(‘ orijiinal cellulose Less 61m but mostly Thick algal but colour. algal

pu Ip : sli my. Volemhola , than 111 1 . less in worms and crow'th on less in Like growth
worms. I\<i}fchoda Hies W’orms and amount ('otcmhola side of filter. amount cellulose

and larvae present < 'olmhola Protozoa in tex-

abundant abundant ture
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Discussion offiltration experiments.

With two (exceptions th(e figures giving th(‘ amount of carbon in thi* effluents

(Tabl(' \") show little difference between th(‘ two filte-rs. It would lx* wrong to

(•onchid(e from this fact that th(‘ filter receiving C and N in th(‘ ratio of SS I was
as efF(*ctive in dec^om posing e(‘llulos(e as the other filttT, receiving (.! and X in the

ratio of S S/1. Whilst the amounts of carbon in the effluents wer(‘ of the same
order, the cpiantities which accumulated in th(‘ Hlters were (juit(‘ difliTcmt. The
first section of Filter (' was the only one w hich contaiiu^d much growth or d(*])()sit.

Th(‘ tirsf- thr(‘(‘ se(*tions of Filter I), howc‘ver, were thick wnth an ivorv-whit(^

d(‘posit. llic first section of this filt€‘r contained tmough film to imfU'de filtration

in th(‘ latcT stages of th(' experirmmt. The amounts of total solids and organic
carbon in the various sc'ctions agre(xl with the apfieaTances of those* sections. The
tigur(‘s show^ a d(*sc(‘n(ling order of solid matt(‘r and organic carbon in passing

from s(*(jfion I to section 4. Th(*y also show' that each s(‘('tion of Filt(‘r L) had
about four times as much solid matter as the* (‘orresponding st‘ction in Filt(T

I'liere* was <)•“)% of ash in the solids from Filter (' and only 2-8% in thosi* of

Filt(*r 1). It is worth nH*ording that ])art of the film often passed in fluslu^s from
the bf)1tom of one* s(‘ction to th<* top of tht* s(‘etion immediat(*ly Iw'low. This
app(*ared liabk* to occur at any stag<‘ of the ex])eriment, as the film lacki*d

colu'sion. 'file amounts of (*arbon in the (‘fflu(*nts from difri‘r(*nt s(*ctions (Tal)le \ \)

show that the great(*r part of the carbon removed was de]K)sit(‘d in th(' first

se(*tions of th(‘ filters. Inspection indica<t(*d that the film in tin* low'(*r .sections in

both filters originated from pierces brok(*n away from th(‘ film in th(‘ upper
sections and waslusl dowm.

The results of detcTiuinations of nitrogem in its various forms are of interest.

Although Filt(‘r (' r<‘(?(»iv(^d ]0 times as mindi N as ammonium bicarbonate as

Filt(‘r D, th(‘ amounts of organic nitrogen in the films at the end of the experinumt
wer<* : ()• 145 g. in (\ and 0*2fi2 g. in D, Assuming that tin* microbial C and X w'(‘re

pres(*ntin theratioof 10, 1 , thes amounts of in the two filters in this state w^ould b(*

1-451 g. and 2-022 g. in Filters 0 and D respectively, l(*aviiig 1-.*158 and 8-079 g. C
in the non -biologitjal form in (Wind I) n*spectiv(*ly. A large proportion of thisnon-

mi(-robial C was probably undecomposed or only partly de(ionipos(‘d c(*llulosc.

Filter i) removed ammonia quantitatividy from tin* nutri(*nt litpiid, i*\cept

on the 153rd day. The amount of ammonia taken up by Filtm* C varied b(‘twe(‘n

twiee and four times as much as that retained by D, yid , as already pointt‘d out,

the film in Filtc'r D contained more N t han Filter C. Most of the N taken from the

nutrient licpiid w'as removed by the first section, as was the (-ase w'ith carbon.

The first sec^tion of Filtiu* D extracted (piantitatively all the X' suppli(*d, with the

one exception mentioned. Nevertheless, a n'lativcdy larg(* amount ofN app(^ar(*d

in th(* remaining H(*ctions of this filter deriv('d from th(' film in Section 1.

The information n‘(|uired to draw up a balance* sh(*(*t b(*tw'ct*n (’ and X
supplied and the amounts of these eUmients found in the (*ffluents and tht* filt(*r

is incomplete. By assuming that the analytic^al r(*sults obtained whenever
samples were taken are typical of th(* behaviour of tht* filte‘rs between different

times of sampling, the following approximate balanci* sheet may be drawn up.

Filter C. C/N ratio 8*8/1 Filter 1). (VN ratio 88 1

0 X C N
Added r>6-3 6-02 56-3 0-66

Found in elBuents 14-1 4-78 8-9 003
Found in filter 2-8 01

5

10-7 0*27

Unaccounted for 39-4 1-69 36 7 0-36
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Tile iK^curaey of the figur(\s for C and N iniaecjounted for depends upon the

assumption. mad(* in the previous paragrajih, tliat tlu' (composition of the final

effim'iits r(‘mained constant ov(t fairly long [XTiods. The variation in composi-

tion of th(‘ ('ffiuents suggests that normal fluctuations would not greatly affect

the (Estimates of (' and N lost. The C lost during filtration })robahly disap})eared

as ('(>
2 ,

sin(*(‘ it did not apfu^ar in th(‘ effiiumts as soluble* organic carbon. Al-

tliough the amounts of carbon oxidised by FiltcTs C- and I) may not lx* signifi-

cantly differ<*nt, the ditTen*nc(‘s in the carbon content of th(* filters are un-

doubtedly associated witli the diffen^nces in th(‘ nitrogem suf)j)li(*d to the filters.

Most of th(* carbon in Filter 1) was probably unde(compos(*d (cellulose*.

The nitrogen us<‘d in the* filtration of suspensions of c(*llulose depends upon
the amount of nitreigen supplieMl. In pr(*s(*n(*(* of a large (‘Xecess of nitrog(*n,

39-4 g. utilis(‘(i 1-7 g. N : with a small supjiJy of nitrogem Ilfi-T g. C us(‘d only

0*3fi g. N. l'nd(*r the* conditions of th(*se t*xp(‘rini(*nts the* nitrogen n‘(|uircment

of a filte*r is not an absolute figure* but is e*apable‘ of variation within wide* limits.

With diff'en'iit conditiems Hutchinson and Richards [19211 found in the* case* of

de*(*ompositie3n of straw that favourable* decomposition occurre*ei with an initial

( 'N ratio of about 40 1

.

Si .M.MARY.

Aejueous suspensions eif cellulose*, containing difi‘(*re‘nt amounts of N as

NH^HCO.^ , w'cre tre*at(*d by the aetivate*d sludge ])roe*ess in one se*t of e'xpt*riments,

and in glass p(‘rcolating filters in anothe*!-.

Activated studgt experiments. Approximate'ly the* same* amount of c(*liulose

was oxidis(*d when <‘e*llulose and Jiitrogen we*re* add(‘d in the* (VN ratio of about
SO/1 as when the* C/N ratio was H/1. The* cellulose did not disappear at a steady
rate*, for on oce*asie>ns more was lost during short periods than eluring longer

periods of aeration.

The oxidation of NH.j to nitrite and nitrate* was inexfiliecably (*rratic wh(‘n the*

CN ratio Avas afijiroxiniately S,1 and bore* no apparent relationship (‘ith(*r to the*

amount of c(*llulose* oxidis(*d or to the* j)erie>d of aeratiem. ( Vlliile)S(* anel ammemia
we're e)xidise*d siinultant'ousJy. The're* was no evi<le*n(*e to show that the* de*eom-

]K)sition of e*arbe»hyelrate [)rece*ele*d the oxidation e)f thee nitroge*n.

Filtration exprrimnitM. When cellulose* anel nitrogen we*re* su])plie*d to twe)

filt(*rs in the ratio of about S/1 anel S0;'J re*spe*ctivelv it a})pe*ared that about 10
more* decom[M).sition e)ceurre*(J with the lowe*r ratio; tlie* diffcre*juce* may not be

significant. The two tilte'rs ditt‘e*r<*d in ayipearance at the cuiel of the* (*xpe*rim(*nt.

The* one* recc'iving ce*liulose and mueii N had enough active film to (le*eom[)ose*

70 % of tilt* (’it rec;e»ived anel allow liejuid to pe*rcolatt* free'ly ; the e)th(*r, re*ce*iviTig

t he same* amount of ee*llulo.se and J(*ss N, oxieliseel fio% of the (’, contained ne*arlv

four times as much film as the first filtor and did not allow the free passage of
liquid.

Of the* N suf)plied to the filte*r re'e;eiving (J anel N in the ratio of 8/1, 72%
of the X was reeoverc'd' as in the e*f!lue*nt, 2% in the* filter and 2fi% dis-

appe‘Hre*d. The* absence of N from the (jffliie*nts from the filter reee*iving 0 and N
in the ratio of about SO I shenved that practically all was probably retained by
the* filter. IJow^ever, out of tlm small amount of N supplied, only 45% was
ae*eouiitexl for in the* film and in the efi1ue*nts.

This work, wdiieh w^as e^arriexl out unde*r the supervision of Mr E. H. Richards,
w'as part of tlie programme of the* Water Pe^llution Research Jh)ard of the*

l)(*j)artJn(*nt of Scientific and Inehistrial Re*8(iarch and the results are published
by permission of the Department.
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LXXVL GALACTOZYMASE CONSIDERED
AS AN ADAPTIVE ENZYME.

J3y MARJORY STEPJJKNSON and JOHN YUDKIN.

From tJiv Hiochemiral Laboratary, (\imbridge.

(Romvvd January 2fHh, 1936.)

pREVTOi’S studioK from this (iepartmeiit on adaptive enzymes liave bt^en eon-

eenitMl with hydr()genlyas('s. It lias been shown that tlio formation of these*

enzymes in the Bae.teriaeeae is eontrolh'd by the m(*dium in which the c(‘ll is

grown, OTK* factor being the* j)resen(*e of the* substrate, c.</. formate in t he ease* e)f

formie hydrogemlyase, anottu'r be*ing some* substance in broth which so stabilises

ilie* emzyme* that it is active in washe.*ei suspe'nsie)ns fStephemson anel Stickland,

1932: 1933: Yudkin, 1932]. The* mex'hanisni by which the medium ce)nditions

the formation or stabilisation e)fenzynu*s was eliscnss(‘d [)y Yudkin |ltl32]. who
])ostulate‘el two possiljilities, e-ither natural selection or chemical ada|)tation,

direct chemical action ed‘ the substrate on the (‘cll. He* cejiicluded, e‘hie‘tly

from th(‘(.)retical consiele*rations, that the production of formic hyelroge‘n lyase by

Bad. coli was e)f t he* nature* of a chemical aekptatie^n. This was late*r proved by

Ste*phenson and Stickland |1933], who shdwe'el that natural selection was not

opeTating, since tlic enzyme* was formed in the aljsence* of ce*ll multi plii*ation.

In the fwe^sent study we prese*nt se>me fae‘ts conn(*cdeHl with the formation of

galactozymase, the enzyme comf)ie‘x (*onc(^med with the ferme‘ntatie)n of galactose*

by verevisiav.

The literature alre‘ady contains mate*rial e)n this subject. Dieneirt [1900] first

recorde*d the adaptive nature of galactozymase by showing that, (*e*rtain strains of

ye*ast, which at first are* unable to grow in nH*dia where galactose* is the* sole

carbohydrate, become able to do .so if pr(*viouHly grown for a few we(*ks on a

mixture* of glucose* and galactose*. In such e*ast‘s the same re*sult is achieved by

lactose or melibiose, dout)tless bee^ause* these sugars give galacte)s(* on hydrolysis.

Yeast grown e)n glue'ose alone is unable* to fe*rment added galae^tose, whilst ye‘ast

grown on galactose or on a mixture of glucose* and galactose, when subs(*cpjently

placed in contact with galactose, causes an immediate fermentation of that

sugar, i.e. is adapted to galactejse. Non-adapt(?d yeiast if left in contact with

galactose* for 24 hours or long(*r begins a slow feirmentation ; after this is complete,

a further addition of galactose* is fermented immediately, i.e. the^ 3^east has be-

come adaj)ted. Moreover, adajited yeast, if allowed to ferment glucose, showed
subsequently a diminishe*d power to fe*rme*nt galactose, that is, adaj)tation is

partly reversible. This observation was confirme*d by Euler and »Johansson [1912]

and Ruler and Ldvgren [1925] and by Sohngen and Coolhaas [1924], and con-

tradicted by Abd(*rha)de*n [1920, 2J.

These experiments of Dienert, though highly suggestive, are difficult to

inter})r(»t owing principally to their non-quantitative nature, rat(*s of fermenta-

tion, quantity of yeast and change in cell numb(»rs not being recorded.

Slator [1908] showed that only certain strains of yeast can be adapted to

galactose. He was of opinion that the fermentation of galactose does not occur

through glu(*x)8e or through a form common to both sugars, since unadapted
yeast when added to adapted yeast does not increase the rate of fermentation of

galactose.

( 506 )
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Hardeti and Norris flOlO] found gaiactozyraasc^ in the pn^ss juice from
adapted but not from unadapttMl yeast, thus disposing of the idea that adaptation
consists in in(^reasing the permeability of the c*(‘II to galactose, 'fhey also showed
that the role of y)hosphate in galactose ferrneTJtation is similar to that in glucose
fermentation.

Abderhaldrm [1020, 2] showed thatdri'vl adapt'd yeast retains its fermenta-
tive* f)OW(‘r for l(»ng jKTiods : he* claimed also tei have* adapteel drie*el ye‘ast, hut this

was jjrobably due* te) the aelaj)tation of surviving e*e‘lls which muiiiplied eluring

the })roe*e‘ss. He also showed
1 1020, 1 J ^hat adaptatie)n is not due* to the fe)rmatie)n

in the* medium of substaneics aceederating the* fennentatie^n of galactose*, whilst
Kult*r and Jansson

f 1027] excludenl the pe>ssibilitv that ada])tation is e*e)ne*ernf‘el

with the* formatiem or me)dificatie>ti of (*ozynmse*.

Evide*nce* on the* connection between adayitation and viability is (?ontlie*ting.

Se)hnge*n and (V)olhaas [1024] carried enit adaytation at 30 anel !ne*asuivel fe*!*-

rnentatie)!! at 38"" in e)reie*r to avoid e*ell multiy)lie*atiem eluring fe*rme*ntatie)n. "rhe*y

founei that the* rate of fermentation was proy)ortional te) the* numbe*r e)f ne*w ejclls

{brme‘d and conchiel(‘d that the ne*w e*ells ff>rm(*d during adaptation are* ale)ne

re*sT«)nsible for t he fe‘rmt*iitation. They found that, whe*M aelapte*el y(.*ast fe‘rme'nts

gluce)se*, the* adaptatie)n is partially re*ve*rse‘el, but that this ])re>ce*ss is inele*y)tuKl<*nt

of multiplicatie)n. No aday)tatie)n e»ee*urrcd in twe) weeks at 0 . Eule*r and
.Je)}nins.son (1012| stat(*d that adaptatie)n e>ce*urs only in the? y)re*s(*nee of gala.f*te)se*

and asparagine* and ce*rtain salts; late*r Euler and Xilssein [1025] found tluit,

though aday)tatie)n eloe*s not oc(*ur in galae*tose and whaler, it do(*s so if the “Z”
factor is aflded. This eviele*ne*e is ein the w’he)le in faveiur e)!’ aday)tation be*ing

asse)ciate‘el with gre)\vth. Abelerhalden on the oHkt hanel [1020, 1] supported
J)ie*ne‘rt in she)wing that aelaptatie)n occurs in an aqu(*ous se)lutie)n of galae*tos(*

and state*el on microsce)y)ie* eAdele*nce that gre)wdh did not e)ccur.

The eviei(*ne*e* e)btaineel by aelayding ye*ast. in the* |>resence* of gre)wth inhibitors

is untrustw'orthy. Euler anel Nilsson [1925] tried to adapt ye*ast in the y)re‘se*nce*

e)f abe)ut t)*5 % y)henol, and found that after the* re*moval e)f the* y)hene)l the ye*ast

fe*nne*nte*el galae*tose after a late*nt ]K*rie)d of abemt 15 hours. In the a])se*nce

e)f ste'rility tests or of viable cell counts this e'videne*e is ince)nclusive. Similar

exyieriments w^ere done* with alcohol-treate*d drieel yeast. This work was criticise^d

l)y 8e)hnge*n and (>oolhaas
1 1929 1, whe) showeel that, in the e‘e)nditie)ns of Euler and

Nilsson’s e*xy)e^riments, c*ell multiy)lie*ation oe*curs wdien the A^e*ast |)e)isone*d by
y)hene)l or by alcohol is subseque*ntly y>laced in ce)ntaot w'ith galae*tose*. Euler anel

Jansse)!! [1927] ace*epted the critie*isms of Seihngen and Ce)e)lhaas, and moelitied

their e)riginal experimt*nt by eiarrying out the fe*rmentation in the pre*se.nce of

y)henol, with negative results. They also atte*mpteel to elissociate grewth anel

aday>tation by carrying out the latte*r y/rocess at 38"
;
at this temyw*rature* ne*ither

growth nor adayjtation occurred.

The following work was done to de-termine the exact e*e)Uflitions in which

galae^tozymase is formed and the redation be*twee*n the* fe)rmatie)n and activity of

the enzyme complex with the multiplication and viability of the* cell.

Tkohniqi'^e.

The yeast used was a pure strain of S. cererisiae obtaine*d fr'>tii the* National

Oollectiem of Typo Cultures. It was grown in Houx be)ttles e)n a tryy>tic dige*st of

caseinogen of halfthe strength used for bacteria w^ith J % of glucose* (or galactose)

and at a pjj of about 6*0. The bottles were incubateel at 28 : in the earlier ex]>e‘ri-

ments the growth period was 2-3 days, but late*r this was exte*nde*el te) (> days for

reasons given on p. 509. The yeast was centrifuged and washeel twdee with sterile
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water ; the crop from I 1. was made up to about 15 ml. The fermentative power

of the suspension was measured hy the rak* of carbon dioxide evolution in a

Bareroft manometer. In the right-hand cup wore ])la(;(*d 1 ml. of phosphate

buffer ()*0, ] ml. of 5% sugar solution and 1 ml. of yeast suspension; in the

l(*ft-liand cup the sugar solution was re plained by w^ater. The apparatus w as

('vac*uak‘d twice and tilled with nitrogen previously passed over heated copper.

The fermentations were done at 30 SttTile ])recauti()ns were (d)served through-

out exe('])t in the maTiometers.

All samples of galaetost' (ineJuding Kahlbaum’s) k*sted by us contained

enough glucose or other fermentable sugar to give a nu^asurabh' fermentation

with untraiiKHl y(*ast in the Bareroft apfjaratus. We purified our galactoscj by a

modification of the metluKi by which Somog\fi removt^d glucose' from

blood by adsorfffion by yeast. 100 g. of baker's yeast WH're w^aslu'd in 11. of

distilled water and ecuitrifiiged ; this process was performed 4 tinu's. The w^ashed

ycfist was then suspended in 100 ml. of 20% galaetos(‘, marie up to 200 ml., left

for 10 min. and (;entrifug<‘d ; 100 ml. of thr^ supernatant fluid w^r're then treated

with 50 g. of w^ashed yeast as before and the process (‘xactly ?*('pcated. 100 ml.

of the final supernatant fluid wert' treated with S ml. of ‘(;ollr>idal iron’* and

filterrKl twice through kieselguhr. Tht‘ final solution containr'd betwrM'U 4 and 5%
of galactose*, and I ml. of this solution was used in the Bareroft ciij) for ea(*h

fermentation (»xp<‘riment.

The total counts w^(*re made after suitable dilution by means of a Zeiss

Thoma slidr* as used for blood counts. Thr* viable* (‘ount-s W'cre made* by the* refll

tube metheKl as eles(*ribe*d by Wilson for bacteria [1022|. The broth used for the

agar rneelium was identie*al w'ith that usi*d for growing the ye*ast, with alK)ut

0*05 of marmite (wet we*ight) aeleie^d in order to incre*ase*, the* size* of the*

colonie*s, lne*uf)ation was at 28° anel the' counts we*re made at the* euid of 3 e)r

4 elays.

Pn liniinary experimenls.

In accordance* with previous observers we* found that e)ur yeast when grown
on glucose* breith failed to ferme'ut galae'tose*; wdien grown e)n galacte)se broth it

ferme*nte'el both sugars. Kor exam])l(*, a sus]H»nsie)n of yeast grown on ghie*,ose

broth ferme*nteel galactose* at a rate of 2S()/xl. /hr. and faile^el to ferme*nt gala(*tose at

a me*asurable rate. Aimthe*r sample* grown on galactose*- broth ferme*nted glu(*e»se

at 830 /xl./hr. and galactoses at 400 p). hr. The* ratio of the rates of galae*tose to

glucose* fermentation was thus abe)ut 0*8 and this ratie) was ge*n(^rally e)btained.

Pre*vious obse*rvers have* ol)tairu*<l ratios from 1*2 |Hard(‘n and Norris, 1010] to

!•() |l)ie*nert, 1000; Willstatk'r anel Se)botka, 1022], but in these* e*ases the con-

ditie)ns e)f gre)wth eliffere*d from ours.

(kmdifkms affe cting the fonmtion of gaUictozymme.

The* ye*ast from 000 ml. e>f glucose medium was grown, ceiitrifuge*d and
wash(*el in the usual way, anel the Nusi)ensi()n made* up to 15 ml. Into 4 graduated

centrifuge* -tube's w as put 1 ml. of yeast HUS])e*nsion together w ith galactose and
othe*r reagents (se^e* Table* 1).

Tabic I.

Yeast 5*\, liior^iaiiic* 1% Hinder’s
sijHpeii.sion jralactose* medium asparagine solution

ml. ml. ml. ml. ml.

l*lK)Sphate

hiilTer

Pm
ml.

Fermentation
rate

pi. COa/hr.

104

117

nr>
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Th(' inorganic! medium contained ammonia as source of nitre^gen liStep})€*nson,

1930, p. 275, vi]. Each centrifuge*-tube was incubated for 2 days, centrifuged and
the* yc^ast wash(*d and made! up to 3 ml.

;
the* fermentation rate* of the* yeast was

then determined. It appears from thc\se results that the nitrogenous eonstitut‘nts

play n(» part in the* adaptation process, the presence of galactose alone* being tlu*

determining factor. The effect oftemperature on ada])tation is shown in Tabic 1 1

.

Table 11.

TempcrHlnre (luring

adaptation

0
20
tiO

:n

Kate of feriiieiilaliori

of jralaftosc

fjtl. (*( Kjfhr.

0
IS

m

.Adaptation ocjcurs indepcmdently of oxygen. A yeast susj)(*nsion was treated

M'ith galacitose for 2 days; in the first ease the reac'tion was carried out in a
(•(‘iitrifuge-tube as usual ; in the sec*ond case air was bubblt*d continuously through
the centrifug(*-tube; in the third (‘asc? the (Conditions were anaerobic. The subse-

(pient rates of galactose fernic‘ntaiion (/tl. COo/hr.) w'(‘rt‘ 230, 250 and 200
n‘sj)ectively.

Af^,*iodation of enzyme production ami growth.

From the previous (*xperinu*nt it is ae(*n that in the pr(cst*nce of galactose the

washed yc^ast suspension ac(juir€*d the enzyme as well in water or Tling(*r's

solution as in the prescuice of a source of nitrog(*n. This raises the quc*stion

wh(‘th<*r yeast must grow in order to produce the enzyme. We attacked this

f)roblem by several rm^thods; in the first place hy making a series of measure-

ments of enzyme activity associatc'd with total cell counts. In (*ach of 0

graduated (!entrifuge-tub(*s were plac(*d with sterih* precautions 3 ml. of 5%
galactose solution, 3 ml. phosphate buffer at fi*0 and 2 ml. ofyeast suspension

;

the tubes w’itc* incubated at 2H'^, At int<TvaIs of 24 hours one tube was with-

drawn, centrifugexl and the yeast washed and made up to 3 ml.; 0*5 ml. was
withdraw'ji for counting and the remainder us(‘d for the determination of

fermentation rates. From Fig. 1 it is s(*en that the total nuralx'r of e(*lls remains
approximat(*ly constant whilst the enz^sme activity rises to a ])('ak on tin* s(*eond

day and th(*n falls off. In a similar experiment (Fig. 2) the galaetozymasc* ris(»s

to a yH'ak on the first day while* the cxdl count rt*mains constant, after w^hich the

a(!ti vity falls off while th(! cell count rises. From these two experim(*nts it a])p(*ars

that enzyme formation is not necessarily accompanied by (X'll multiplication.

These results are how^ever not perfectly (xmelusive. In the first place, tin* pro-

portion of viable to total cells in different experiments may vary from 5 to 50 %

.

Where the ratio is low it is possible that the viable (!(*lls may increas(* 100 %
whilst causing an increase of onl,v 5% on the total, the increase thus falliiig

within the experimental error: for this reason, in most of our (experiments we
employed a viable count. During many of the experiments described later we
found a definite increase in viable cells during adaptation, whilst in otlu'i s th(»y

remained constant and sometimes deer(*ased. Finally w<*! chanced on the

explanation for these contradi(!tory results. In our earlier experimc'iits the yeast

was gi’own for 2 or 3 days, by which time the glucose in the medium was not

completely ferm(*nted, and the yeast th(!refore in a goo(i state of nutrition. If

the growth period is prolonged to 6 days the glu(*x)se is exhau.sted and th(! yeast

deprived of much of its store of nutrients; in these circumstan(!(‘s ada})lation can
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Table 111. Hclatirm ItelWKen adaptation, and growth.

Bflon* After
E\j). acluptatioii adaptation TricToase

V'labit* celJs/iiiL x 10'.

1 4-0 21 -40
2 ;i-7 40 + 8-1

:t r>i7

'fotaJ

5-4

cells/ ml. X 10’.

1 :i-8

4 17-8 17-9 + 0-0
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he obtained rc‘peatodly without any increase in viable count (see Table III). In

order to nu^et the objection that th(‘ cell multiplication is actually occurring but

|>alanc(‘d by an aqxml number of deaths a total couni was also iiiclnded.

These exj)erinicnts prove that natural sc^Iection y)lays no part in the formation

of galactf)zyrnase, which furnishes another (*xajnpl(‘ of ch(‘mical adaptation.

Afiwriatio?* of vnzifnH' formation and inahilily.

I'he next f)oint we tri(‘d to determine was wdiether enzynu* formation (*an

o(*cur in *d(‘ad/’ }>y which we mean non- viable. c(‘Ils. W(‘ first atlack(‘d this

probU*m by ])oisoning a (“ultiire to the ]K)int of eomph'te sterility with various

jioisons, and thcui subjecting it t(» the adajitive process in the usual way. In 1h(‘S(‘

<‘X])erimr*nts we obtaiiu^d lu'gative results throughout. The following ])oisons

wen* tri(‘d: saturat(‘d solutions of toluene* and of (‘hloroform, 2% firopyl alcohol,

m(*rcurie chloride 3/ 5(M) to M 2(KM) and 2% r//e/oh(*xanol. It was found that,

wh(‘?’(‘ enz\ me* formation occurred, subcultures of the* susyx^nsion into glucose

brolli invariably grew, and wlu^n* comph'tt* sterility o(‘curr(*d, no enzyme*

feirmation took j)la(*(*.^

A statistical study eif viability ami gala<*t.e)zymas(‘ activity was n(*xt. undi*r-

take*!! b\ the use* of graele*d do.se^s of ultra vie)l(‘t light. The first ste‘j) was to de*ter-

mine the* r(*lation between the ae*ti\ity of galacte»zymas(* eaict* formeMi and the*

nmube*!- of vialde cells. Y(*ast from 750 ml. of m(*elium uas e*(‘ntrifug(‘d anel

washeel, made ufi tei 14 ml, and transferreel to a st(*rile beittU* of 150 ml. e*apacity

cemtaining about 50 glass balls abeiut the* size* e)f a f)(‘a; the bottle* was close'el with

a glass stopjK'r, se*ale*ei with heit paraflin wax and shake*!! em a me‘(*hanie*.al shakcT

fbi 2 hours. If (as in Ex]). 2, Table* \') the* shaking is pre>le)nge*el to 12 he>urs, the

])re)j)ortie)n e)f viable* te> teital ce'lls be*e‘emies ele‘e*re‘ase‘el. ;\ite*r shaking, 0 ml. ol

yeast suspeaisiem 4- 1*5 ml. eif pheisyihate* buffer 0*0+ 1*5 nd. e)l 5% gala<*te)se*

solution w'cre [ilacenl in eae*h eif two graeluate*d centrifuge'-tubc‘s anel ine‘ubat(.*el at

2S for 2 days. The* tubes were* the*n e‘entrifuge*el anel the ye*ast washe*d e)ne*e* and

maeh* u]) te» (Jml,; 1 ml. was reme)V(*el anel elihite*d for e*e)!niting and .‘I ml tor

le‘rme‘ntation, anel the* reiiiaineler e*xpose*el in a ele)uble‘ ejuarlz tube w ith a wate*r

jaeke*t (> in. fre)m a meuTury lamf): eletails e)f this pre)e‘e*dure are* givem in a })re*vious

ym])e*r [(V)e!k anel Steydiensem, 102S|. Two e'Xf)Osure\s e*ae*h of 5 min. wore* giv(*ji;

afte*r e*ach exposure* I ml. was wdthelrawn for a viable ceuint anel 3 ml. for

fermentatiem (Table I\').

Table IV. AJ/'er/ of irradiafuni by ultrariobl Ibjht on viability and on

yalaetozymafiv

.

'I’liiic of <*\poHijrr, mill. •> 1'

Total <‘(uint, cellH/ml.
1" lU^ li ' It!' I"

Viable couTit, colls/nil. (^d .‘Mi " lU' 2-.J It!"* U

RaO* of i(*nneMitation of nalaetosc, ixl. (^()j hr. {It) KU bU

{It a) I -MS > It)-* .vsa 10 -

Fremi this it is seen that with an initial ratie) eif viable* to te)t,al e.f‘lls of 0*47 the*,

ferine ‘11 tatiem rate is 259; whe*n I in 10,000 only of the*se* e*ells is A'lable* the*

fermentation rate is reduceel to abeiut e>ne*-halt, anel wdtli (‘eimjilete sterility

the rate is still one-fifth eif the original. Ht*ne*e* it is cle*ar that the* ae*tion e>f

* A similar result has >K*i*n receireted with the formation ul I he* adapOvi* baolenal enzyim*

decomposing the .speeifie polysaccharide of the 'IVpe 111 Pneumococcus (Oiibos, Ih.to]. Here

the question of cell multiplication is undccid<*<l. but no enzyme formaMoii .»cciirs in the preseme

e>f antiseptics.
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galaotozymase, onuo formed, is independent of viability. Expe^riments with

glueozymase gave similar results.

The relation between ihe formation of galae.tozymase and viability was next

attacked. Two ])08sibilitieH occurred to us. The* formation of the (*nzyme may be

(‘onditioned by the number of viable cells present before adaptation, or by th(^

numlxT present after ada])tation, sup]X)sing—as in our earli(T (‘xperiments

—

some increase or decn^ase to have occurn'd.

1ti order to test these })ossibilitios yt‘ast suspension was made' in the usual

way and total and viable counts wcTe made. Ont' portion was then c'xposed to

ultraviolet light for 5 min., and another for 10 min. A sample from each was
then withdrawn for a vdabk' count and the remainder incubatcxl with buth'r and
galactose for 2 days. A second viable count w^as then madt* and a fermentation

rate with galactose d('termined. The results of two experimcuits are given in

Table V.
Table V^ r,,. ^ \Jime ol exposure (mm.)

Cells/iiil. X 10® bxp. 1 {) r> 10

Total before adaptation 190 --

Viable befort* adaptatuui (o) 91 91 0-59

Viable after adaptation ('d 110 J3-4 3-2

Increase of viable during adaptation k) 19 4-3 20
V'elocity of ga'aetose fermentation, /xl. C02 /hr. {Ji) 209 198 127

{Hia) 21-7 215
[li.b) 1-9 14-8 39-0

{Hjc) 11 40 49

a line of exposure (min.)

CfUs/ml. XW
r"'

‘ ~

0 3 () 10

Total before adaptalion 147 —
V^iable before adaptation («) 8-4 0-3 01 05 0‘000(KU)
Viable after adaptation (/>) ’in 29-5 257 0()(K)85
Inerease of viabb' during adaptation (0 47 24-2 2-41 0-0tK>8l

Velocity of galactose fermentation, /xl. OOJhr. {H) 24;i 2ir) 51 0

(Hla) 29 400 315
Wb) 4-4 7-3 19-9 *-

(Kjf) 5-2 8-9 24 ~

Though W(* do not advance these exfiorimemts as proof that adaptation is

independent of viability, we think th(' variability of the ratios (hla, Rjh and
Hjc) strongly suggests this conclusion. N(‘vertheless this variability is of a totally

diff(‘rent ordi^r from that obtained in Table 1\’, when' viability and enzynu^
activity are in qiu^stion and where indeed tlu' ratio viable cells /('nzyiiu' activity

vark's from 1 -OS x 10~^ to oo

.

Non-fuiaptive nature of glucozyinaae.

Since yeast is always grown on mt'dia containing glucost' or sugars giving
glucose on hydrolysis it seemed possibh' that glueozymase itself might Ix'

adaptive. cerevisiae was accordingly grown for four subcultivations on broth
with purified galactose free from glucose. At the end its fermentative power on
glucos(‘ was unimf)air('d, lumcx* glueozymase in this strain is not an adaptive^

enzyme.

Influence of glucose on gakictozyrmse

,

Owing to conflicting report«s in the litc?rature, we investigated the influence
of glucose on galactozymase. Tubes of yeast wore adapted in galactose and the
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fermentation rat<‘ determini'd on sucicessive days. On t he second day (i tu Ix^s wen?

centrifugiKl and the yt;ast washed and replaced as follows:

2 with fresh galactose

:

2 with water;

2 with glucose.

Th(‘ fermentation rates of all wen' d(‘t(‘rinin«'d on tin' two successive days : tJit'

results an* shown in Fig. 3. Tt is seem that the replac*em(‘rit of tli(‘ gahictosi* by
glucose in the training tubes causes a disappearance of galactozyinase wliiirh is

almost com})let(' in 2 days. Fresh galactose, on the eontrarv, (*auscs a slight in-

en‘ase in gala(*tozymase, whi<'h again falls oil, whilst, when galactos(‘ is r(‘plaeed

Fig. 3. #—# .\(lapta< ion in i.nilaotosf*; ^ fresJi gain etc >,sc adilcfl ;
• • • gaJ»i*t.oB(‘

i'cpla.cc(i f)v walcr: O— " galactose rcplacisl l>y glucoM*.

Fig. 4. •—• Adaptation in galactose: A rcplaccnu‘nt of galactose by gbieo^<‘:

• • • replacement of glucose by galactose.

by water, the course of the; fermentation closely follows the (jourse of the tubes

where the original galactose is undisturbed. Fig. 4 gives a similar ('xperinu'ut

sJiowing a disappearance ofgalactozyinase on treatimutt of tJie yeast with glucose

and its reappt^arance on the renewal of galactose.

Bioehem. 1936 x\x
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Summary.

1. In confirmation of Dienert and of others we find that in S, cerevisiac

galactozymase is an adaptive enzyme.

2. In confirmation of Dienert and of Abderhalden adaptation was proved to

occur in aqueous solutions of galactose.

3. Adaptation can occur without cell multiplication. Thus, as in the case of

formic hydrogenlyase, adaptation occurs, not as a result of natural selection,

but as a response of the cell to its chemical environment.

4. We have so far l)een unable to obtain adaptation in sterile cultures,

although a study of total and viable counts suggests that it is not viable cells

alone which are capable of adaptation.

5. The activity of gala<*tozyinase and of glucozymase is independent of cell

viability.

fi. In confirmation and extension of earlier work we find that adapted cells

lose th(‘ir galactozymase comph'tely aft('r fermenling glucose and regain it in the

prestmee of galactos(‘.

We take pleasure in thanking Sir Frederick Hopkins for th(‘ interest lu* has

shown in this investigation.
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The formic hydrogcmlyaso enzyme of bacteria has been studied in detail by
Stephemson and Stickland [1932; 1933] and by Yiidkin [1932J. This (‘nzymo

catalyses tlie reaction

:

H.C00H = H2+C(X.

Kec(‘nt work has shown the importance of Hg and CXlg in reactions induced by
bacteria [Gaftron, 1935: Koelofsen, 1934: Kubowitz, 1934]. It was therefore of

interest to dc^termine whetluT t h(‘ formic hydrogenlyase systt^m could be reversed.

Stephenson and Stickland [1932] found a (piantitative, formation of Hg from

formic acid, but since, in their ex|XTiments, the oUkt n^action product, carbon

dioxide, was absorbed, an e(|uilibrium was scarcely to be expected. An early

observation of Harden [1901] indicates the possibility of such an equilibrium,

in the fermentation of glucose by liact. call he found that an increase of pressure

reduced the production of Hg and (Xlg and increased the production of formic

acid.

In the experiments to be described it will be shown that the formic hydrogen-

lyase Hvst(*m can be revers<‘d, and that if washed suspensions of Bad. coU and
other organisms are shaken in a gas mixture of Hg and COg

,
gas is taken up and

formic acid is produced.

Preparation of bacterial svspensions.

The cultures were obtained from the National (Collection of Type Cultures.

Bad. coli (Esclierich) was used for most of the work. It was grown under the

optimum conditions for the formation of the formic hydrogenlyase enzyme

[Yudkin, 1932]. Tryptic caseinogen broth containing 0-5 % formic acid as sodium

formate was sown from a 12-hour culture of Bact. coli on broth. After 14 hours’

growth the organism was centrifuged down and washed twice on the centrifuge

with distilled water. The growth from 1 1. of medium was usually finally sus-

pended in 10 ml. water. Such a sus})ension averaged 0*S±0-2 mg. N;ml.

(6-0+ 1-6 mg, dry weight/mL).

Measuremervt of gas absorption.

Gas changes were measured in Warburg manometers. The cups contained

bacterial suspension and NallC03 of final concentration 0*025 iV. The mano-

meters were filled with a gas mixture of 5% OOg in Hg; the pg was 7*4. Controls

were done with 5% COg in Ng and with Hg (using phosphate buffer). Conical cups

with side-bulbs and inner cups, total volume 18-20 ml, were used for most of the

work.

(515) 33-2
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Gas changes will usually be expressed as Q values (/u-l./hour/mg. dry weight).

The total nitrogen of the suspensions was determined and converted to dry

weight by use of the figures for N % of dry weight given by Yudkin [1932].

It will be realised that if Hg and COg combine with production of formic acid

the only gas change to be measured in the manometers would be the Hg uptake

;

the production of one equivalent of formic acid from one equivalent of COg

would lil>erate again one equivakmt of OOg from the bicarbonate buffer.

The manometers were equilibrated in the bath for 20 min. btrfore the initial

readings were taken. All experiments were done at 38® unless otherwise* stated.

Expbrtmental.

Table I gives the results of an experiment designed to show the gas uptake

from a Hg-COg mixture. It will be seen that there is a considerable gas uptake

from Hg-COg whilst the blanks in Ng-CXlg and in Hg are negligible.

Table I.

Gas used r>‘>i COj in Ni n.

Bact, coli suspension (ml.) 0-5 0-5 0-,5

0-12.5 M NaHCOa (ml.) 00 0-6

0-2 M phosphate 74 (ml.) — — 0-6

Water (ml.)

mm. Brodie's solutioii/hour

1-9 1-9 1-9

-2(K) J -6
/il. Ilj/hour -256 - 8

- 76 - „ o

It is now necessary to establish that the only gas change occurring is an

uptake of Hg
,
for, as has been pointed out, if formic acid is the product the* (Xlg

uptake would be balanced by a corresponding evolution of (Xlg from the bicar-

bonate buffer. Use was made of the principle of Warburg’s two v(*ssel method.
The gas uptake was measured using small and large volumes of fluid in the cups.

(The volume of the cups was 10-12 ml.) If the only gas uptake is Hg then /ul. gas

ehange pt»r ml. bacterial suspension should be the same; if CvOg is also absorlx^d,

then owing to the relatively high solubility of COg the measured gas uptakes in

the two cases will differ. The results of such experiments are given in Table II.

Table II.

£xp. 1

^
A

Exp. 2

Bftrt. roli suspension (ml.) 2 5 2 5

fil, II2/35 min. 31 1 15 2 22-7 -55-7
fil. H2/35 min./ml. suspension -15-5 -15-1 -11-3 -IM
Qn, - 71 -69 -52 -51

A temp€‘rature of 25® was used in this case since the uptake of gas is more con-

stant; at 38° the uptake in the cups containing the larger volume of fluid fell off

rather rapidly. 1 ml. ofM NaHCOg solution was diluted with 22 ml, water and
the mixture equilibrated with the Hg-COg gas mixture for 30 min. at 25°. 2 ml.
Bact. coli suspension were then added. The resulting suspension was measured
into the manometer cups and the manometers filled with gas. Readings were
commenced after a further 20 min. equilibration in the bath, when the uptake
had become steady, and were taken at 5-min. intervals. The njsults show
sufficient agreement to justify the conclusion that Hg uptake is the only gas
change measured.
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It may be mentioned at this point that the values obtained witii various
batches of Bact. colt varied from 50 to JK). Further, the activity fell off fairly

rapidly with time, the value b<dng halved on standing 24 hours at O'".

If formic acid is produced and liberates from the bicarbonate present a
quantity of COg equal to that absorbed during its svnthesis, then there should be
a disap]:)earance of bicarbonate from the system. This was demonstrated in thf*

following experiment. Warburg cups contained 0-5 ml. Bact, coll suspension,
0*0 ml. 0 031 M NaHCOg, 0-7 ml. water and 0-2 ml. 2xV H2SO4 (in the side-bulb).

The manomc'ters were filkKl with the usual 5 % COg in Hg mixture. After equili-

bration the acid in one set of manometers was tipped into the main cup and the
evolution of COg measured. This gave the amount of bicarbonate present at the
beginning of the experiment. Meanwhile, in the second sc^ries of manometers, the
uptake of was measured for 80 min. At the end of this period the acid was
tipped into the main cup, the COg output giving in this case a measure of the

bicarbonate finally present. The tipping in of the acid is, of course, sufficient to

stop any enzyme action. The results of two experiments are given in Table HI.

Table III.

Exp. 1 Exp. 2

Initial bicarbonate (/il. COg) 364 364
Final bicarbonate (/xl, COg) 230 22H
Bicarbonate used (/il. COo) 134 136
Hj uptake (/^I. Hg) " 117 126
njeo^ M3 107

It is thus established that bicarbonate, as well as disappears from the

syst(*m and further that these disapp<*ar in approximately equimolecular propor-

tions. The experiments summarised in Table II also show that for each molecule

of Hg absorbed one molecule of a monobasic acid is formed (or a half moJe(?ule of

a dibasic acid and so on).

Detection offormic acid.

One mtdhod for the detection and estimation of formic acid depends on the

fact that it is a volatile acid and can reduce mer(‘uric chloride to mercurous

chloride [Dakin, 1913]. The growth ofJ?ac/.coZr from 1 1. of broth-formate medium
was finally suspended in 15 ml. water. To 10 ml. of this susptmsion w'ere added
1 mi. M NaHOOg and 14 ml. water (A). The other 5 ml. were diluted with 1 ml.

0*5 M phosphate buffer 7*4 and 0*5 ml. water (B). 10 ml. of (A) were placed

in a 75 ml. jyot and the pot filled with the 5 % CO.2 in Hg gas mixture and shaken

for 6 hours at Controls were done with 10 ml. (A) in 5% OOg in Ng and with

10 ml. (B) in Hg alone. The contents of each pot were then treat(‘d as follows.

1 ml. of phosphoric acid was added and the acid mixture distilk'd in vacua almost

to dryness, the distillate being collected under 5 ml. of 0*1 N NaOH. 25 ml. of

50% alcohol were added and the distillation repeated. The distillate was

evaporated to 10 ml. on the water-bath, acidified with 5 ml. of 5 % acetic acid

(formate-free) and 40 ml. of a saturated solution of mercuric chloride added. This

mixture was heated in a sealed flask on the boiling-water bath for 6 hours. The

precipitated calomel was filtered off through a weighed Oooch crucible, washed

with 5% HCl, dried to constant weight at 90*", and weighed. The results of a

typical experiment are given in Table IV and indicate clearly that the product is

a volatile acid which can reduce mercuric chloride to calomel. Formic acid is the

only common volatile acid with this property. The next step is to show that,

assuming the acid to be formic acid, the total volatile acid produced is quantita-

tively equal to the formic acid as estimated by the calomel method. For this
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Gas mixture

Bacterial susponsion (ml.)

Calomel formed (mp.)
Formic acid (mp.)

Table IV.

5% CO, in H, 5% COj in Ng H.

10(A) 10(A) 10(B)
54-6 1-2 0-5

5-33 0-11 005

purpose it is necessary to obtain a largc'r amount of product. Thc^ growth of

BaM, coli from 2 1. of broth-formate medium was suspended in 60 ml. 0*04 M
NaHCOg and a stream of the 5% OOg in Jig mixture passed through for 10 liours

at 38®. The suspension was then acidified and the volatile acid estimated by a

method described for acetic acid by Stephenson and Whetham 11922J. The
neutralised distillates were evaj)orated and the formic acid ('stimated in duplicate

by the calomel m(*thod. The results, given in Table V, show that the total

volatile acid is in good agreement with the formic; acid as estimatc'd by its

reducing property.

Table V.

Volatile acid method Calomel method
, _

H.COOH Volatile aeid

Volatile aeiH, equivalent H.COOH e(|uiv'alent,

Gas mixture ml. 01 M mg. rag. ml. 01 M
.5% COg in llg 8-77 37-8 -

5% COg in Ng 0*23 04
Difference 8r)4 39-2 374 8* 13

H.COOH (by oalomel)/H.COOH (by titration) = 95*2

Identification offormic acid by biological methorh.

Further evidence that the j>roduct of thc' reduction ofCOg by Hgin the* presence

of Baci, coli is formic acid is provided by the dtK'omposition of the product by
Bact, coli itself. Anaerobically in Ng the formic hydrogtuilyase enzyme decom-
poses formic acid to Hg and COg, and, if the CKJg is absorbed, Hg is produced
quantitatively [Stephenson and Stickland, 1932]. Aerobically formic acid is

decomposed by Bart, coli:

H . COOH 4- O= COg+ llgO.

The oxygen uptake is theoretical [Cook and Stephenson, 1928] and may be
measured if the COg is absorb(‘d.

The acid was prepared on a large scale as already descrilKnl, distilled into

dilute NaOH, evaporated, can^fully neutralised and raadcs up to 10 ml. Formic
acid was estimated in duplicate on 2 ml. portions by the calomel method. For
the anaerobic decomposition the Warburg cups contained 0-5 ml. Bact. coli sus-

pension, 1 ml. phosphate buffer pjy 7*4, 0-2 ml. of the distillate (in the side-bulb)

and filter-paper rolls moistened with 0-2 ml. of 10 % KOH in the centre-tubes feir

COg absorption. Controls were done with 0-2 ml. formate of known strength

(approximately equal to that of the distillate) and with 0-2 ml. water. The
manometers were filled with Ng . After equilibration the substrate was tipped in

from the side-bulb and the gas evolution measured to completion. The aerobic
decomposition experiment was performed in the same way except that the
manometers contained air and the oxygen uptake was measured. The results of
an experiment are given in Table VI and provide excellent quantitative evidence
that the distillate contains formic acid. The slightly over-theoretical oxygen
uptake has always been observed and no explanation can be offert^d for this.
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Table VI.

0-2 ml. distillate (0-.^38 mg. H.COOH
by nalomel method)

^
, A

evolved (/il.) uptake (pi.)

Thoo- Theo-
retical Found retieal Found

262 249 95 131 144 119

0-2 ml. O Of) Jf H .COONa (0-46 mg.
H.COOH)

/
' '

'
^

Hg evolved (pi.) O^ uptake (pi.)

Theo- Theo-
retical Found % retieal Found %
224 216 96 112 123 110

Further evidence that the distillates contains formic acid is provided by its

behaviour with a formic dehydrogenase preparation from Bar/. c^U. This
preparation [Stiekland, 1929j is highh’^ spcndfic for formic acid; traces only of
lacti<? and succinic dehydrogenases may be present. ThunbiTg tubes wen? set

up containing J ml. phosphate buffer 7*4, 1 ml. 1 : 50(K) methylene blue, 1 ml.

of a suitable dilution of the enzyme preparation and 1 ml. of the substrate.

Distillate containing approximately formic acid (by the calomel method)
was used. The tub(?s wen* evacuated and the time takt*n for the rediJ(*tion of the

methylem* blue noted. The results are given in Tabh* V'fl and show that the

Table VJI.
Substrate

Water blank
Formate J/ '200

baetate M 2(K)

Succinate .l//2(Ki

Distillate

Reduction time

>6 hours
2 rain. 30 sec.

>6 hours
> 6 hours
2 min. 30 .see.

distillate contains formic* acid. Owing to the very high affinity of the formic

dehydrogenase* enzyme* for its substrate* a Cjuantitative e'stimation of formic acid

by this nu'thod is not ixissibk*. A rough idea may he obtained by running

parallel dilutions of the distillate and of formate of known concentration. Some
rf*sults are givt*n in Table* \"1!1 and show the concentration of formic acid as

e*stimate*d by this rnetluHl and by the calomel method to he of the same order.

Table VlIJ.

Hedurtion times

Distillate ( J/, 15 formate
by ealomel method) Formate J//15

Dilution min. min.

1 : 20 5 4*5

1 ; 80 7

1 : 160 9 9

I : 320 50 ”0 reduced only 50 reduced only

The evidence that the product of the re*duetion of COg by Hg the presence

of washed suspetisioiis of Bart. coU is formic arid may In* summarised as follows:

(1) The manometrie data agree with this assumption.

(2) It is a volatile acid.

(3) It reduces mercurit? chloride.

(4) The Hg formed when it is decomposed by Barf, roll anaerobically, and the

oxygen uptake? whe?n oxidised aerobically agree exactly with the values obtained

for formic acid by other methods.

(5) It reduces methylene blue in the presence of the specific formic dehydro-

genase preparation.
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QuarUitative relation between uptake and formic acid produced.

The Hg uptake of Bad. coli su6j)en8ion from 6 % CO2 in Hg gas mixture was

measured in a series of eight manometers, the ])acterial suspension being tipped

in from the side-bulb after equilibration and readings started at once. At the

end of the experiment the contents of the cups were acidified with phosphoric

acid and the total formic acid conttmt estimated by the calomel method in the

usual way. The results of two ex|:)erim<*nts are shown in Table IX.

Table IX.

Ha uptake U .COOH calc. H .COOH found found of

/xl. mp. mi!. calc.

2931 6 02 5-79 96
2803 5-76 0-58 97

Since it has already been shown that the ratio Hg/HCOg' is 1, tlu* reaction is

proved to be, under the actual experimental conditions:

Hg+HCO3
'=H . COO' -f H.gO.

Nothing definite can be said, however, as to the jK^ssibility of the primary

reaction being
: ^Og=H . COOH.

Effect of the partial pressure of carbon dioxide.

For these experiments the manometers were filled with Hg and varying

pressures of COg generated in the cup by mixing NaHCOg with acid. The final

concentration of NaHCOg was also varied with the pressure of COg in order to

maintain a constant p^ , The effect may also be due, tluTeforcs to the increase

in NaHt/Og concentration. The j)artia] pressure of Hg dt^creases proportionally.

The results are plotted in Fig, J and show that the Hg uptake inen^ases with

increasing partial pressure of COg up to alK>ut ()’25 atmosphere.

Fig. 1. KflEeot of partial presBure of COg (I atmosphere - J0,(KK) mm. Brodie's Bolution).

Effect of bicarbonate concentration.

The results of an experiment in which various concentrations of bicarbonate
were used with the usual 5% COg in Hg gas mixture are shown in Fig. 2. The p^
also varies with the bicarbonate concentration, so that the net effect is probably
due in part to the influence ofp^ and in part to the concentration of bicarbonate.
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In tlie case of the lower conc^entrations of bicarbonate the falling off of the rate

of gas uptake with time is due to i]\v exhaustion of bicarbonate* (whi(;h dis-

appears during the reaction). At the highest bicarbonate conc(*ntration, 0-1 3f,

the slow rate is no doubt due to the high of S-1.

Experiments with bicarbonate present, but not COg (in Hg alone), and with

COg but no bicarbonate (at acid p,, values), gave no Kg uptake. It is impossible

to dissociate these re*8ults from |K)ssible pj, effects. It can be said that in the

actual conditions when Hg is absorbed both COg and bicarbonate are present,

and that the* rate of absorption seems to depend on the concentration of both.

.4

B
a
I)

Fig. 3, Effect of KCN.

Fig. 2. Effect of bicarbonate concentration.

—3—
—0— iV'/2() NallCUa; p„ 7-8.

— Jlf /40 NaHCOj; p„ 7*5.

— X—. M'm NaHCO,; Pn 7-2.

E, —0— 3/-I60NaHGO3;/)„6-9.

F. Jf -320 NaHtXla: 6-6.

a, — Jf;640XaHC()s;i>H6*9.

Effect of poisons.

The system was found to be sensitive to the same poisons as the reverse

reaction studied by Stephenson and Stickland 11932]. It was completely

inliibited by toluene, chloroform and I % sodium fluoride. The effect of KCN is

shown in Fig. 3.
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Effect of temperature.

The reaction was measured at 38'* and at 20'^ with the same
bacterial suspension. The at 38^" was —71 and at 20"" —51. The decrease of

the rate of reaction with temperature is less than usually found in reactions

brought about by Boat. coli
\
the effect of temperature is offset to some extent in

this case by the mass effect due t{3 the increased solubility of CO2 at the lower

temperature.

Effect of grmvih couMions,

Stephenson and Stiekland [1932] and Yudkin [1932] found that washed
suspensions of BaH. coU contained the enz\’7ne formic hy drogenlyase only when
the organism was grown in a medium containing formate or substances giving

rise to formate by th(* action of the bacterium. The n\sults summarised in

Table X show that, as far as the matt<T was studied, this is the case also for the

Table X.
values

Growth medium
Synthesis l>eeom}>o.sition

of forinatt‘ of for?uiite

Broth-formate
Ih’oth

Broth agar (Jtoux)

Extracted broth-formate
Extracted broth

-70 01

-26 3r>

- 1 1

- 67 9;}

- 6 10

rc*verse system dealt with in this paper. As th(‘ stock tryj)ti(? broth was found
to contain small amounts of formic acid it was extracted at pjj 2 with ether for

72 hours. After this time the (d her extract contained no formate. For compari-
son values for the decomposition of formate (measured in mixture,

formate* 0*03 M in bicarbonate buffer) are also giv(*n. The experiments with
extracted broth clearly show the adaptive nature of the (mzyrno. The Yalu(\s

for the synthesis and for the s]ilitting of formate run parallel, this is to he

expected if* the same enzyme is responsible for both redactions.

DiaiributioTfi of the enzyme.

Yudkin [1932] studied the distribution e>f the formic hydrogerilyasc enzynm
in some detail. The distribution of the power to induco the verse reaction, in so

far as it was studied, was found to be similar in (*vcrv way to that of the
formic hydrogenlyasc emzyme (Table XI).

Species

Table XI.
^ir.2

Synthesis

values

Dei'oinposition

Growth medium of formate of formate

Hai l, colt (Esch.) Broth-formate - 70 91
Bari. roB (3813) Broth-formate -63 89

•

Hact, lacti/i ae.rogenes (124) Broth-formate -61 64

Bavt, dtftpar

Broth agar (Houx) 0 0
Broth-formate 0 0

Bavt, freundii Broth-formate -75 83
Bart, cloacae Broth 0 0

Broth-formate 0 0
Broth-glucose -26 66

Comparison of Tables X and XI with Table II of Stephenson and Stiekland
11932] also shows that the presence of the formic hydrogenlyase enzyme is

essemtial if the synthesis is to occur.
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Determination of the equilibrium point.

The concentration of formate in equilibrium with a given Hg-COg gas mixture
in the presence of Boot: coli was determined in the ibllowing experiments. A
preliminary experiment showed the equilibrium concentration of formate to lie

between 01 M and 0*01 M. Manometers were set up containing NaHCOg in

final concentration of0‘025J/ and formate in various final concentrations between
0*1 M and 0*0125 M. Bad. mli susjwension was placi*.d in the side-bulbs and the

manometers were filled with the 5% CO2 in Hg niixtun*. After equilibration the

bacterial suspension was tipped in and the initial rates of Hg uptake^ or evolution

measured (in order that the concentration of bicarbonate should not de(Tease

appreciably). The experiments wer(‘ done both at 25 and at SH"'. The initial

rat-e of evolution or absorption of Hg^ less the controls in Hg and in Ng-COg,

w(*re plotted against the logarithm of the formate concentration. Tht* mean
values from a number of experiments are plotted in Kig. 4. From these curves

the concentration of formate at which the gas exchange' is zero may b(' obtained.

This point, at whi(jh Ho is b(‘ing absorbed at the same rate as it is evolved, gives

the equilibrium concentration of formate in tli(' given experimental conditions.

These values, together with other experimental data to lx* used in the next

section, are given in Table XII.

Table XII.
»St»ri(‘s 1 Scries 2

Temperature absolute,
°
K.)

Formate concsontratioii (Jf)

Bicarbonate concentration (JI)

Partial pressure of Hg (atmos.)

(corrected for atmospheric pres-

sure and pressure ofwater vapour)

298 1

00306
0025
0-916

310-7

0-0204
0-025

0-S84
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Cahnhtion of the free, energy of the. reaction.

From the equilibrium concentrations of the reactants it is possible to
calculate the free energy change of the reaction. It is also possible, from the
known free energy values of the reactants, to compute the theoretical free energy
change. If the equilibrium measured is a real one these two values should agree
within the limits of tlic errors involved.

Calculation has been made by the conventional procedures of Lewis and
Randall [1923]. The free energy change at the standard stated (AFobs.) for the

reaction, Hj+HCOj' H.COO' + HjsO,

is related to the activities of the reactants ([HCOO'], etc.) as follows:

where A^obs. is the equilibrium constant.

Following the usual conventions, the activity of hydrogen is taken as its

partial pressure and the activityofwater as itsmol. fraction (calculated as 0-998 at
the experimental conditions)

;
the activities of the anions are expressed as molal

activities (yx molal concentration). The activity coefficient (y) of HCO3
' was

calculated from the ionic strength as descril^ed by Hastings and St-ndroy ( 1925],
and equalled 0-7615 at the equilibrium point. As no value could be found in the
literature for the activity of HCOO', its activity coefficient was taken as equal
to that ofHCO3

' ionic strength in question. Then taking the experimental
data of the last section referring to 298-1'’ K.,

obs.— RT In
^ ^ _

\ 0*025 X 0-7615 X 0-916 /
— 171 calories.

The theoretical free energy change of the reaction at the standard state will

now be calculated from known free energy values. The data used werc^: free
energy of H.COOH (aq. 1 mol.)= — 87,59() cals. [Kav and Parks, 1934]; free
energy of water= -56,720 cals. IGiauque and Ashley, ‘l933] ; free energy of CO^
(g. 1 atm.)= —94,443 cals, [Gordon, 1933]: ionisation constant of H.(T)OH =
1-772 X 10-4 IHarned, 1934]; saturated solution of C02-0 03353 M (Maclnnes
and Belcher, 1933]; first ionisation constant of HgCO^, = 6-3655 |Shedlovsky
and Macinnes, 1935], All these values are for 298'’ K . No values for the ionisa-
tion constants of the two acids or for the solubility of CO2 apj)ear to be available*,

for the ionic strength existing at the standard state ; this may be a source of error
in the following calculations.

If the free energy of Hg be represented as and so on, then for the reaction

:

H2+ — HCOO* + HgO,

AFo=(Fj^foo'+Fij^o)~(-^H»+^iico,0 (1)»

if AFq is the free energy change of the reaction.

Cont/putaiion o/F^.c^o'- is ionisation constant of H.COOH then,

free energy of ionisation of H .COOH= -RT In Ky = -f 5119 cals.

from which since j? ,p^ H • coo — ^ H ‘COOH or ioalsatloii^

^H • COO' ~ ^2,47 1 cals.

ComjmtcUion of ^bco/ • If a is the molal solubility coefl&cient of COj then,

free energy of solution of COg^ -RTlntx^ +2013 cals.,

(aq. sat.) ~Fc;o,(g.)

+

solution= ~ 92,430 cals.

^ The Htandard state is defined as 1 molal activity in the case of the solutes, 1 atmos. pressure
in the case of Hj and a raol. fraction^of unity in the case of water.
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Assuming the activity coefficient of COg (aq.) to bc! 1, the free energy change of

converting COg (aq. sat.) to COg (] molal activity) = - RT In ---pi*= + 2013 cals.,

from which, since

/’c;Oa
^ molal) =-f’ao. (aq. sat.) 4- -F’of eoncentrallon

>

(aq. 1 molal) = -90,417 cals.

Therefore ^ h.o= - 147, J 37 cals.

If A^i' is the first ionisation constant of then, free energy of ionisation of
— HT In A"/ = + 8688 cals., so that

FHcOj,' = Ionisation= — 1 38,449 cals.

Now since A,|^=0 and -56,720 cals., substituting these values and
those calculated alxive for equation (1) wc find

AAq= —742 cals.

This value diflfc'rs by 571 cals, from the value of 171 cals, obtained for AAobs.
The agrecunent is very satisfactory and is well within the order of accuracy
usually found in such calculations. It may be noted that ai^cording to Parks and
Hutiman [1932] the free energy of formic acid may be in error ± 300 cals., whilst

the latest valiu* for the free energy of COg taken above varies by 300 cals, from
earlier value.s. The ionisation constants of the two acids have been revised con-

sid(‘rably in recent years and may be subject to furthcT revision. Other possible

sources of error have already l)een ^x)inted out.

Calculation of the heat of the reaction.

From the equilibrium constants at tivo temperatures it is possible, by means
of the N'an’t Hoff isochor, to calculate the h(*at of the reaction. This should agree

with the heat of the reaction computed from known thermal data if the equilibria

measured are real. I'sing the results of the equilibrium experiments at 298*1 ^ K.
and 310*7' K., the equilibrium constants were calculated as in the last section.

Then if Ay- and l>e these constants for 310*7 ’ K. and 298-F K. respectively,

A'y _ 0 0204 .-(MU6

0 0306 >0*884*

From the \"an’t Hoff isochor

* 'I * J

when* A7/ob8. is the heat ofthe reaction and Tand 7’j are the. absolute temperatun-s

TOrresponding to A'y and from which, A7/obii.= —5407 cals.

CcUculatian of from Icnoicn thermal data. The following A// value.s were

used; all were obtained from Parks and Huffman [1932]:

H.COOH (1), AH= -99,750 cals.;

COg Iff),
Ai/= -94,240 cals.

;

All r ono.ir HgO (/), A^f= -68,310 cals.
All are for 298 K. 2 ' />

Then since CO* (g) COg (sat. aq.) + 4844 cals. [Adolph and Henderson,

1922], aq.) = - 94,240- 4844= - 99,084 cals.

So that

AH of HgCOg

=

AH of COg (aq.) + AH of HgO= - 167,394 cais.

Also HgCO*:^ HCOg'+H -2076 cals. fShedlovsky and Macinnes, 1935], from

which, AH of HC0a'= - 167,394+ 2075= - 105,319 cals.
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According to Parks and Huffman [1932J,

H .COOH (Z) H .COOH (aq.) + 100 cals.,

therefore, AH of HCOOH (aq.) = - 99,750- 100= - 99,850 cals.,

and since H .COOH (aq.) H . COO'+ H‘+ 1 3 cals. [Harned, 1934],

AH of H . COO'= - 99,850- 13= - 99,863 cals.

If AHq is the heat of the r(*action:

+ HCO3' H . COO'+ H2O,

AHq= ( A//||
.
QQQ/ + A//jj^o) — (AH + AHjjq,,^/)

= -2854 cals.

This is in reasonable accord with the value of —5407 cals, calculated from the

observed equilibria; an agreement of ±3()(X) cals, is usually eonsid(u*ed satis-

factory in such calculations. The main source of error probably lies in the fact

that the temperature difference of 12*6^ is rather large: the cakmlation from
thermal data is for 298 ' K., no values for higher tempt^ratures btung available*.

Discrssiojs

.

It has iK^en shown that the distribution of the enzyme systtmi studied in this

paper is identical with that of the formic hydrogenlyase syst(*m of Stephenson
and Stiekland. Further it has been demonstrated that the presence in the

washed cells of the synthesising enzyme is conditioned, as with formic hydro-
genlyase, by the presence of formate in the culture medium. Both systcmis are

sensitive to the same poisons. It secmis justifiable to conclude, therefore, that the
same enzyme catalyses both the synthesis and the breakdown of formic aedd,

that is, that the formic hydrogenlyase enzyme system is revc^rsiblc. This view is

confirmed by the free energy and heat calculations for the reaction. The valuers

calculatf*d from the observed eciuilibrium agree (within the limits of the accuracy
of the data available and the ex}K‘rimental methods) with the values computed
from known thermodynamical data, indicating that the observed equilibrium is

a real one.

The reversal of the formic hydrogenlyase syst<*m may provide a satisfactory

explanation for several <;asos n^ciorded in the literature of inhibition by hydrogen
of bacterial reactions producing hydrogen and carl)on dioxide. Stephenson and
Stiekland [1932

1
found that the breakdown of fonnate by the formic hydro-

genlyase enzyme was inhibited by cylinder hydrogen to the extent of 40%.
Since hydrogen from a Kipp’s app«aratus completely inhibited the reaction they
thought that the effect might be due in both cases to impurities in the gas. It now
seems possible that the reverse reaction was in fact occurring, for some carbon
dioxide would remain in solution as bicarl)onat(‘ (at 7) in s})ite of the NaQH
papers used in their experiments to absorb carbon dioxide.

Kubowitz [1934] found that hydrogtm, as compared with argon, partially

irihibited the gas production of certain reactions brought about by Cl hutyrinim :

CeH 1A= ^^3 • CHa .CHg .COOH 2H2+ 200^
and CHg .CO . (X)OH 4 HgO=CH3 .COOH+ H^+ CO^

.

In argon the concentration of hydrogen produced would be too small for a reverse
reaction between hydrogen and carbon dioxide to be of quantitative importance

;

in anatmosphereofhydrogen, however, a synthesisofformic acid maywell explain
the low values obtained by Kubowitz.
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It is also conceivable that a synthesis of formic acid similar to that described

in this })aper may help to explain the differences between the work of Gaffron

[19t35] and that of Roelofson [1934] concerning the reduction of carbon dioxide by
hydrogen in the dark in the presence of the red sulphur bact(Tia. Gaffron has

already suggested that Roelofsen’s results were due to an inhibition of carbon

dioxide production by hydrogen, quoting the cases mentioned above as ('xamples

of such an inhibitory eff(?ct of hydrogen on baciterial fermentations.

Summary.

Tbt‘ formic hydrogenlyase enzyme system of bacteria has been shown to be

reversible.
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In the calculation of the mole(‘uIar weights of proteins from sedimentation data

it is essential that their diffusion constants should bt' known atunirattily. At first

diffusion constants were measured from the spreading at the sedimenting

boundary in the ultracentrifuge fSvedberg, 1925, 1,2] and the concentration

changes were determined from measurements of the light absorption of f he

solutions. But in the ultracentrifuge it is impossible to control the temperature

to a degree necessary for accurate diffusion measurements. A further objection

to this method of measuring diflFusion constants is that the time of diffusion in

the centrifuge c(dl is far too short for an extended seri(\s of m(*asurem(‘nts.

Therefore Tiselius and Gross [1934] applied the light absorption method to the

measurement of duffusion at a boundary in a tube at rest. Small ffuctuations in

the results persisted due to variation of the photographic blackening caused by
irregularities in the photographic emulsion or by traces of impuriti(‘s in the

solutions.

In the work to he described in this pap*r the diffusion apparatus was similar

to that used by Tiselius and Gross but the concentration gradients were measured
by a refractometric method developed by one of us for use in the ultracentrifuge

[Lamm, 1928; 1929].

In this method a uniform transparent scale is photographed through the

diffusion cell. The refractive index gradient at the diffusion boundary produces

a distorted image of the scale in which scale line displacement is proportional to

the concentration gradient when the refractive index is a linear function of the

concentration

.

The arrangement of the apparatus is shown in Fig. 1

.

D

Fij?. 1. JJiffiision apparatus. C represents the scale and 1) the diffusion tubt*.

^ is a quartz mercury arc lamp, B a filter which transmits light of a wave-

length not absorbed by the solution examined, C the scale, D the diffusion cell

in a water thermostat E, and F the camera. The camera objective has a focal

length of KX) cm. and is placed in such a position that the scale imago has a

magnification of about one.

( 528 )
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The therinoHtat heating element was a chrome nickel wire 70 cm. long and
0*03 cm. in diameter. It was heated by a BO-cycle current of 1-5 amperes. The
water in the thermostat was well stirred and its t(*mperature was k<‘pt constant

by a Vortex contact thermometcT to within O-OOo'

.

Details of the diffusion tube [Svedlxirg, 1925, J, 2| are shown in Fig. 2. The
])rotein solution was ])laced in the limb d and the buffer or solvent in limb a. The
limb Cl has an inner diam(‘ter of 1 cm. The tube was placed in the thermostat
and, when thermal equilibrium has bt^cn reached, the stopcock c was opcuied and
the protein was forced through the capillary tub(‘ h hy slowly increasing the air

pressure oti the solution in limb d. When the lK)undary between th(* two solutions

had reached a suitable position in limb a the stop(*ock was closed. Photographs
of the diffusion process were taken at suitable intervals.

d

b

3

Fi". 2. 3.

Fij; 2. Diffunion tube. The eapillarv b lits into the tube fi. The diffusion process takes place

ill the limb a.

Fi^. 3. Diffusion jiiadient curve for ovalbumin. The circles represent the ideal distribution.

The absci.ssa axis is the direction of the diffusion process.

Method of calcillation.

The scab' disj)lacements obtained from the mi(*ro-comparator readings of the

distort-t‘d scale and a standard relerenc-e scale were plotted against the com-

parator readings of the distorted scale lines (Fig. 3)

—

i.e. the rate of change of

refractive indt'x with height was plotted against the height .

The equation for this curve has Iw-en developt'd by Wieiu^r [18931 and has

the form:
tljl_

tlV^t ’
(
1 ).

where nj is the refractive iiuh'x of the solution,

Uq is the refractive index of the solvent,

D is the diffusion constant,

t is the time since diffusion started,

X is the distance of a point in the cell from th<‘ original boundarx*.

Biochem. 1936 xxx
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Several equationa were derived from the above equation from which the

diffusion constants were calculated. We give a few equations employed

:

.(8).

fjL equalH half the distance between the two inflection points. The position of

the inflection points was obtained by dividing the maximum height of the

curve by \''c.

I reprc'sents the optical distance from the scale to the eam(Ta objective.

6 is the optical distance from the scales to the centre of the tube and is fre-

quently called the scale distance. The other symbols have their previous signifi-

V (l-bY
V i )

when' .1 is the an^a enclosed by the curve and //max the maximum ordinate of

the curve. V-V (i-by

4iln

Xi is the abscissa at ordinate
,

^^2 the abscissa at ordinate //g-

By taking //g as th(' maximum ordinate of the (‘urve, disappears and

equation (4) reduces to
/>=

4tln m .(4 ,1 ).

The photographic dispJacement {Z) of any line from its position on the un-

deviated scale
I
Lamm, I92S; 1929] is given by

Z=Gai>f-
(ix

.(O),

where G is th<‘ photographic enlargement factor,

a is the inner diamett'r of the diffusion tube,

b is the optical distanci' from the scale to the centre of the tub(',

Z is the photographic line displacement,

— is the gradient of refractive index at the displacjed liru- position.

By integration of the equation we get the relation f

.4 =
I '^2 ( £) <^3^= (Wi -«o) (6)-

All the' symbols have their previous significance. From this equation the

refractive index increment of the protein solution may be (;alculated.

In addition to the above methods, calculation of diffusion constants was
a(?eomplished by a method which is usc^d for obtaining the dispersion in statistical

work. It depends on the assumption of treating the curves obtained from
diffusion as ideal disjxjrsions. By plotting the normal dispersion curve on that

experimentally found conclusions can be drawn about the uniformity of the

disptTsion. The method of drawing the normal curve is that used by Pearson

[1894].

The method is shortly illustrated as follows

:

The base line of tht? curve (Fig. 3) is divided into equal units, for cjonvenionce

the unit of 1 mm. was taken. We thus divide the base line into 20 to 30 units.

Let the ordinates at 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, ... units l>e lyi, 3/2 > ^3 * ^4 *
•••* Then the nth
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moment of the area about the vertical through the point of zero deviation is

I“yi+ 2"y2+3"y3+4«y4 (7).

Now . . /_ 1 **
Vi + 2" 2/8 I 3”.V8 4- 4^*

?/4

r'n (
8),

whore A equals the area of the probaliility curve as before. Wt' thus calculate

/Xj' and /X2
'.

The distance of the centroid from th(‘ point of zero deviation is the ratio of

its first moment to its area A and equals Having found the position of

the centroid of the curve we calculate the second moment of the probability

curve alxuit the eentroidal vertical. From /x/ and /x,' we calculate the standard

deviation. This is given by the following nhition^ .

a—Vfi2=ViJ.2-fii (3).

In terms of the diffusiVin constant the standard deviation a equals v^2Dt.

From tables compiled by Pearson |1894] the normal distribution curve can

be plotted and the deviation of the experimental curve from the normal curve

studied.

Preparation of the proteins.

Ovalbumin was prepared from Ikui’s eggs according to Sorensen and Hoyrup
[I91SJ, human (.'0-haemoglobin according to Ettish and Groscurth [1933].

Horse serum albumin and globulin were prepared by M(‘Farlane according to the

method described by him [1935].

Krythrocruorin was obtained from the blood of PUinorbis corncns.

Lactoglobulin was supplied by Dr K. O. Pedersen. The sample was prepared

by Palmer [1934].

Gliadin was prepared and fraidionated according to the method of Haugaard
and flohnson [1931],

Before diffusion the respective protein solutions were dialysed against the

bufftTs in order to rnaki^ the (‘lcctrol>i)e concentrat ions in both buffer and solution

the same. Enough electrolyte was added to de])ress all charge effects [Tiselius,

1930].

Measurements .

Table 1 A givi^s the values obtained from an experimimt with an electrolyt-e-

fret* solution of ovalbumin.
In column 1 is given the time since the diffusion was started, column II the

area enclosed by the diffusion curve and the base line, column HI the maximum
height of the curve, column V the diffusion constant calculated from formula (3)

and column VI the diffusion constant calculak^d from formula (2). The symbols

have their previous significance.

Table IB-H shows the results of exj)criiiieiits using differimt ovalbumin

concentrations at pjj 4’6. For a buffer was used 0*02 M sodium acetate, 0-02 3/

acetic acid and 0*2 M NaCl.
The diffusion constants w^re in all cases competed to the basis of diffusion in

pure water at 20'^ by means of the relation

D COVT,— D,rji;’rjn- (I9)>

where rjg is the viscosity of the solvent at 20'^,

Tjif is the viscosity of the distilled water at 2(P.

^ Sheppard [1897-98] calculated the correction which should be considered in calculating the

moments of frequency curves; equation (9) becomes /i2 “ w'hen appU'^ing his correction,

which is small in our present case.

34—2
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Table II gives the results of an analysis of the curve obtained from the

exposure after 24 hours in Table ] E.

The (!urve was analysed by means of formula (4).

Tabl(^ I. Diffusion of ovalbumin.

A, electrolytc-free ; 15-H, buffered. Bracketed average figures represent

corrected according tt> formula (10).
(^onc.

of pro- Time Area Max. A. X 10’ X 10’

tein Vo ill see. cm.^ height (1 ^ b/iy cni.7sec,. ciii.^sec.

A. 0-88 36 (KK) ~ - 0*871 8*06

50 400 — — 0*871 8 53
86 400 183*6 15*8 0*871 7*71 8*10

118 80f) 189*1 12*9 0*871 8*27 7*64

172 800 182*7 10*35 0*871 8*(K) rvz

Average 8*ol

B. 1*4 86 400 195*4 16*3 0*911 7*67 7*50

115 200 195-2 14*3 0*911 7*50 7*50

129 600 194*0 13*4 0*911 7*55 7*3i

Average 7*44 (7*64)

C. 0-91 21 600 189*8 29*8 0*871 8*30 7*58

29 7(K) 186*1 25*9 0*871 7*49 7*41

43 200 187*2 21*6 0*871 7*89 7*50

Average 7*50 (7*71)

D. 0-88 28 8fK) 182*9 25*2 0*871 7*06 7*72
43 200 180*0 20*8 0*871 7*58 7*35
86 400 188*7 14*95 0*871 8*17 7*66
115 2CH) 180*0 12*9 0*871 7*50 7*46
172 800 182*5 10*4 0*871 7*46 7*55

Average 7*55 (7*76)

K. 0*83 79 2(X) 170*0 14*35 0*871 7*75 7*61
86 400 170*0 14*0 0*871 7*43

Averagt* 7 (7*73)

F. 0-7 28 8(K) 168*2 23*3 0*871 7*66 7*57
86 400 162*9 13*6 0*871 7*28 7*42
115 2(K) 161*6 11*7 0*871 7*30 T*52_

Average 7*50 (7*71)

G. 0-5 36 000 104*4 12*3 0*871 9*54 8*42
71 KK) 105*2 9*2 0*871 8*73 8*16
110 000 KK)*0 7*2 0*871 9*04 8*03

Av€»rage 8*20 (8*40)

H. 0*15 14 400 48*0 7*8 0*8035 10*75 9*87
43 200 52*0 5*0 0*8035 10*20 10*30
86 400 52*9 3*7 0*8035 9*34 9*01
93 6fK) 52*6 3*6 0*8035 9*34 9*64

Average 9-71 (9*98)

Table II.

corrected according to formula (10) = 7-75 x lO”’ cni.^sec.

Time in sec. cm. X cm. (1-W /V X 10"”’ cm.*/8oe.

86 400 1*0 14 0*892 0*871 7*60
4*0 14 0*615 0*871 7*60
6*0 14 0*504 0*871 7*55
8*5 14 0*385 0*871 7*45

Average 7*55
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From the foregoing? tablos it can Ik' seen that 1)^ is (JDnstant l)etwt‘en the
concentration limits 0-7 and ] *4% having a value of 7-71 x 10 ’ cm.‘-*/soc. Below
a concentration of 0*7 % the diftusion constant incr(‘as(*s on dilution.

^

In Fig. 3 th(‘ normal distribution curve* is compared with the* dilTusion curve*

obtaine*d from the cx}K>siirc after 24 hemrs (Tabic 1 E). No deviations within

small ex})erime*ntal errors are imtieeable*. Thus the eliffusion j)roce‘ss follows

(‘losedy the ide*al elistribution law.

Human rarhfmmonoxUh^kafmoglohin. Tal)le III A gives the lesultsof dilfusion

constants me*asurement on elee-trolytedm* (’O-haetnoglobin when dithised into

distilleMl water.

Tables 111 B-E and I\’ give the r(*sults of e'Xfieriments with differe'nt

(concentrations e)f (D-ha(‘m()globin. For buffer was use*d 0-00S5 .If Na2HP()4 ,

0*014 JI KilgPO^ and 0*1 M NaCl. The* was 0*6.

Table 111.

A, (*l(*( trolvte-free ;
B-M. huff('re{l. Brackotod avcra.uf* figures represent I)n

corrected according to formula (10).

(-one. of
])rotein Tune Area Height /Ja - 10' /V ^ 10’

4)

(>
in see. cm.- cm. (I-W)-^ cm sec. cm.- 'sec.

A. 0*S :V.) «(!( 1220 13 8 0-9137 9-48 7-50

8H 4(M) 113-0 94

»

0-9137 8 49 8-72

»7 2(K» 110 0 8.5 0-91.37 iS-Ol 8-28

1U8(MK) 1210 8-3 0-9137 9-09 9-74

llMI ()(JU 1 13*9 7-2 0-9137 9-79 9,51

B. 3S m 4U0 530-0 47-0 0-91.37 () S4 0-84

97 20U .541-8 44 5 0-9137 7-00 0-00

l.j8 4U9 524-4 35-0 0-9137 0-40 0-00

18U(MK) 539-4 33-0 0-9137 f) 00 0-70

.Average (>•73 (0-83)

(\ 2-S r)7 r»on 391-0 42-2 0-9137 0-94 0-80

8(i 4(M> :{95-0 34-4 0-91.37 7-m) 0-71

BK) 8(N) 399-0 32 7 0-9137 0-43 0-89

144 (HH) 4(H)-0 27-4 0-9137 0-90 0-70

172 8(M) 390-4 2.5-0 0-9137 0-77 0-71 _
.Average 0-77 (0-90)

1). U 82 80 8m) 112-5 9-9 0-9137 7-02 0-87

100 800 118-0 9-4 0-91.37 7-30 0-74

1 lo 2iM) 120-0 9-1 0-9137 7-00 0-81

172 SOi) 114-0 7-2 0-9137 0-73 0-00

Average 0-77 (0-90)

K. 0-4 08 400 143-5 13*0 0-8433 0-98 7-29

80 400 144-2 12-0 0-8433 7-10 7-25

144 tm 143*0 9-5 0-8433 0-70 7-(M)

154 8m) 140*0 8-8 0-8433 7-00 7-25

Average 7* 1 0 ( 7-34)

» Very little is known about this phenomenon. If the increase of the diffusion constant on

dilution can be ascribed to dissociation of the protein molecules we ought to observe a fall of the

sedimentation constant on dilution. This effect has been observed in the ease of human CO-

haemoglobin by Dr K. 0. Pedersen of this laboratory [vinpubl.]. Together with the authors

results (see results on CO-haemoglobin) we must conclude that CO-haemoglobin dissociates on

dilution. That ovalbumin and serum albumin dissociate on dilution cannot yet he stated since

the centrifugal evidence is still lacking.
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Table IV.

Concentration 0-2%. Z)/* corrected according to formula (10) = 7-54 x 10*“’ cm.^jnec.

Time in sec.

32 400
86 400
97 200
129 600

D/ii X 10’ cm.^/sec.

7-65

7'31

7-38

7-21

Average 7*39

Table V'. Diffusion of 2 CO-haemoglohin agamst 1 CO-haefnoghbin,

corrected according to formula (10) -6-98 x lO"”’ cm.^/sec.

Time ill sec. x 10’ cm.7scc.

61 200
72 000
86 400
129 6(X)

6-90

6-87

6-88

6-78

Average 6-85

Table VI. Analysis of CMrt^e 15S 4()0 sec. (Table III B).

Dft corrected according to formula (10) -6*74 x 10*“’ cin.*/sec.

Time
in 8CC.

158 m) 17-8

158 4(M) 17-8

158 4(K) 17-8

158 4(K) 17-8

158 400 17*8

158 4(K^ 17-8

//t X cm.

2-8 ()-928

4-8 0-780
6-8 0-672
9-8 0-528
11-8 0-4.32

13*8 0-332

(1 -5//)*
/>K > 10’

ciri.^/iiicc.

0-9137 6-61

0-9137 6-69

0-9137 6-76

0-9137 6-7.3

0-9137 6-56

0-91.37 6-31

Avcirage 6-61

From the foregoing tables it can 1m' seen that the ciitTiision constant of

CO-hacmoglobin remains constant betwe^en the limits 3*S and d*S%. lielow

a concentration of 0-8% an increase in the diffusion constant is observed. This

eifcct has previously been observed by Tiselius and Gross [15)34] in the case of

liorse CO-haernoglobin.

The diffusion constants calculat(‘d from equation (3) vary very much : those

calculatcid from equation (2) remain fairly constant.

A strong increase in the diffusion constant is observed in cdeetrolyte-frc^e

solution and the values do not remain constant but increase with time from
7*56 X lO"’ cm. 2 sec. to 9*5 x 10 ^ era.^nec.

The diffusion constant of CO-haemoglobin has been determin<‘d by various

writers. Tis(dius and Gross, using the light-absorption method of Svedberg,
determined a value of 6*3 x 10-’’' cm.^/sec. at 2()'\ Northrup and Anson [1929]
using the porous disc method obtained a value of 7-75 x, 10*^’ cm.^/see. at 20°.

Tiselius and Gross's method of diffusing one concentration against another
was followed in one experiment. The results are given in Table V. A 2%
CO-haemoglobin solution was diffused against a 1 % solution. No difference

within experimental error was observed between this value and those in

Tables III B-D.
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An analysis of curve 168 4(K) sec. (Table IIIB) by means of equation (4a)
gives the results tabulated in Table VI. Wo observe only a slight drift in the
values.

A diffusion curve was compared with normal curve (Fig. 4) but no
deviation could be seen.

Fijr. 4. CVimparison between the chiTusion ffiadient i*ur\c and tli(» norniul

furvc* for CO-haemogJobin.

Fi^. 5, Diffusion oxirve and ideal distribution points for seniin albumin.

Sf'ruw albumin. Tabic ^T1 A-O gives the results of experinuuits with serum
albumin in different eoneentrations.

The buffer used was 0*019 J/ ae(*tie arid. 0*181 J/ sodium aotdate and
0-2 M Nad,

In Table* ^T1] we give the results of an analysis of eurve 133 200 from

Table \Tl H.

Table VIJ.

Bracketed average ligurea represent eorreeted according to foriiiulH (10).

Cone, of
protein Time Area Height

(1 -/>//)“

l>A - Kt-
^

10'

()

<>
in sec. ein,^ era. rm.“'set‘. cm.' siH*.

A. 20 m 4(K> 508-0 52*4 0-S347 5-07 5-88

129 000 567-0 42-8 (t-8347 5*77 5-80

130 800 5600 40-5 0-8347 5-SO .5'90

151 200 557-0 38-8 0-8347 5-80 5-89

An ei a ire 5-87 (0-38)

B. 0*93 SO 4<H) 262-0 23-5 0-854 (ill r>*97

133 2(K) 264-0 19-4 0-854 5-90 ,7 94

151 2(K) 261-3 15-1 0-854 5-85 5-98

162 (XK) 263-0 17-7 0-854 5'8U 5-92

Average r)-95~(6-4(i)

C. Oo 79 2(K) 145-0 13*1 0-8347 0-50 0-22

100 800 146-0 11*8 0-8347 0 48 6-23

138 8(K) 145-0 10-5 0-834 ; 5-85 *j*8(^

154 800 143-0 9-6 0-8347 (Ml 5-95

Average 6*05 (0*57,
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Table VTII.

c'orreoted aecorclin^; to formula (10) - 6*40 10 ’ cm.“/ace.

I’liiH* in s€‘(‘. //j c*m. .r cm. (1 -hiiy^ 7V ^ 10" cni.7'src.

i:i3 2(M) 2 10-4 0'92S 0-8347 fi07

133 200 4 19*4 0-772 0-8347 )-04

133 200 7 19-4 0-012 0-8347 5-90

133 200 10 19-4 0-492 0-8347

133 200 13 19-4 0-3H2 0-8347 r»-8r»

133 2(H) 10 194 0-.368 0-8347 .7-99

Avc»ra^c o-Oo

Wo ol)ser\^e that tho diffusion constant does not v'an' v(tv niiich h('tw(H*n

2 and 0*93 % . At ff-o tht*ro is a (ionsidorabJo incn'aso in the diffusion constant.

The experiiiKMital curve from ('X])osun' 1H3 200 (Table \T1 B) shows a marked
departure from the normal curve, se<‘ Fig. 5. It has been found that the diffusion

of serum albumin followed the ideal distribution law very closely whi*n mat(*rial

prepared by a differt'ut method was employed. The investigation is not com-

pleted and th(‘ results will lu' y)ublisht‘d in a latcT paper.

Serum gJohulin. Tliis protein proved to be not uniform: it was composed

of a main component of a(‘dimentation (jonstaiit 7*1 x 10 cm.‘^/scH*. and two

other components ol’ higluT sedimentation constants together with small

molecndes.

The proteiji vras diffused into a bufftu* com postal of 04)19 M acetic acid,

0*181 3/ sodium acetate and 0*2 3/ NaCl. ff*0.

No reliable diff usion constants could be obtained as will be se(»n from Table* IX.

In Table IX a curve obtained was analyst*d by means of formula (4u).

Tabl(* IX.

Time in see. //, cni. max .r cm. f' /)- /V IO'cm.“HC(

108 OOO 3 31 0-052 0-8.543 3-01

108 (HM) 4 3i 0-588 0 8543 3-75

108 (KK) .5 31 0-532 0-8543 3 70
108 (NN) 10 31 0-400 0-8543 3-70

108 (HH) 10 31 0 348 0 8543 3-02

108 000 22 31 0-240 0-8543 3-02

108 000 20 31 0-192 0-8543 2-95

From the above figurOvS it is evident that no diffusion constant can bt* given.

Tlie large drift in the ay)parent diffusion constant is caused b\' the dift’(Tent

mobilities of the differently sized parti(;l(‘8.

Fi<7 . 6. Diffusion curve and ideal distribution points for scrum globulin.
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The diffusion curve from which the above values wx^re obtained was compared
with the normal distribiition curve and a v(‘rv large dey)arture was obtained,

see Fig. 0. Such a df‘parture is oharactt'ristie for a non-uniform dispersion.

Gliacthi. Uliadin was tihosen to illustraU* the m(‘thod employed by the

WTiters to use th(‘ method of diffu.sion as a test for the uniformity of a

protein.

Th(' cnide gliaflin obtairu‘d by extracting gluten w ith dilute alcohol (bd% by
volume) was diffused into th(' same concentration of ah^ohoL

0-1 M Xa(’l was addcnl to depn\ss th(‘ charge effects. The diffusion constant

caleulatexl from th(‘ standard deviation (hen* call(*d the standard deviation

diffusion constant) of the frequency curve gave a value of CvO-txlO '^ wluui

corr(‘ct(‘d for the* viscosity of the solution. The diffusion curve eonqiared with th<^

normal curv(* is givxm in Fig. 7. Then* is a very large departure from the normal

curve.

KlL^ 7. Diffusion curve aixl idoal dis-

tnijutioii points f(»r onitlc gliadin.

Fig. S. Diffusmu ciirvr and ideal distrihiitioii

jMunts for 0^ frartion of gliadin.

The crude gliadin solution in alcohol w^as cooled to 0 , and ke])t at that tem-

pi*ratiirc for 4 days. A precipitate occurred whi(4i was purified by means of

Haugaard and Joiinson's m(*thod. This fraction in a concentration of

gave* a normal diffusion constant of 4*fft»x 10*^ em.’^ sec. This fraction proved to

be v(TV non-uniform according to the eom])arison of the diffusion curve wdth the

normal curve (Fig. 8).

Fig. 9. Diffusion curve and ideal distribution points for - JO^ fraction of gliadin.

The solution obtained after the extraction of the 0= fraction was wojed to

- 10” and kept at this tempt>rature for 7 days. Another fraction of gliadm
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precipitated here. A 0-62% solution of this fraction after purification gave a

normal diffusion constant of 5*85 x 10"“^ cm.^/sec. at 20°. A diffusion curve com-
pared with the normal curve still shows a departure (Fig. 9).

The clear solution remaining after the extraction of the 0° and -10° fractions

ought to be the most uniform according to Krejei and Svedberg’s [1935]

ultracentrifugal study of gliadin. This fraction after purification was diffused

and gave a normal diffusion constant of 6*72 x 10~’ cm.’^/sec. The diffusion

curve fits the normal distribution curve very well. No departure from the

normal curve could be seen (Fig. 10).

Kig. 10. Diffusiuti rurve and ideal dintrihutioii p oints for the reimiininp fi action r»f gliadin.

The ideal form of thi‘ < nrve shown the uiiiforni eharueter of this fraction.

According to a suggestion made l)y Krejei and Svedberg thi» gliadin n>
maining in stilution after the extraction of th(‘ — 10^ fra<*tion consists of mole-

cules of molecular weights 34.500 and 17,000 tlu^ two molecules having the same
sedimentation constant. A departure*, of tlu* (experimental ciirv<‘ from tlie

normal curve ought to be se(‘n if this were the case. Xo such (‘vid(‘nce could bt^

obtained from the diffusion curves.

Erythrocruoriv

.

Th(^ eryl hroeruorin was diffus(‘d into a solvent containing

0-05 il/ Na2HP()4, 0*05 Af KH2PO4 and 0*13/ Xad. The of the solvent

was ()*t)7.

Table* X gives the results on diffusing a 0*44 solution in the abovt*-

memtioned solvent.

Table X.

/>/i corrertrd uocjordiiig to formula — 1*962 x 10^ (‘m.^'soc.

, Time in hours x 10“' cm.^sec-,

48 1-86.)

72 1*885

96 1*875

144 1*850

Average 1*869

Dj is omitted in favour of 1),^ which remained much more constent as

can be seem in all the previous cases.

Lactoglobulin. The lacteglobulin was diffused into 8olv(‘nts of different

hydrogen i(Ui concientrations. The following solutions were used

:

Pii 5*0: 0 012 M acetic acid, 0*038M sodium acetate and 0*2M NaCl.

Ph *'>•4: 0 001 M Na2HP04, 0 019 M KH2PO4 and 0*2 M NaCL
Pif 9-5: 0 02 M NagCOg, 0*02 M and 0-2 M NaCl.

A diffusion curve was compared with the normal curve. No departure was
obtained.
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Table XI.
Bracketed average figures represent J)^ corrected according to formula (10).

Cone, of

A.

H.

C.

protein (^\,)

1

Pn
fiO

5-4

9-5

Time in hourn

11 -So

17-25

35-(M)

17*(K»

24(K)

30-fK)

20-f>0

27-<K)

Dfi X 10’ cm.^sec.

0-97

6-95

(i-95

Average*

AveraK«*

6-

953 (7 18)

0-91

6-80

7-

00

6*926 (71 0)

6-4(>

6-50

DiscrssioN.
Avoratje 6-48 (6-78)

Cahvlalion of refractive index imremevt
(Ic

*

According to equation (fi) wc ought to be able to calculate the refractive

index increments
dfi

of the diff('rcnt protchiH from th<' areas included by the
curve.s with the base lines. This is verified in Table XII.

Table XU.
Ovalbumin, A—436 m/x.

n cm.

1

i

1

I

/> rm. a Cone. ‘ o Area em.2 Arc,a cone. dnjdc x 10*^

101 0-865 0-50 103-2 206-4 189-0
10-1 0-83 170-0 204-8 187-5
10-1 0Hr)5 0-88 182-5 207-3 180-8
10 1 0S65 0-91 187-7 206-2 188-8

CO-hat^moglobiii, A; - 656 mil. Average J88-8

7 0-825 3-80 535-4 141-0 195-4
*7 0-825 2-8f» 396-4 141-5 196-0

7 0-825 0-82 1 16-0 141-1

Average

195-5

195-6

Mr K. AndiTsson of this laboratory kindly placed some of his determinations

of hy the Pulfrieh refractometcT at our disposal; for ()0-ha(‘moglobin he

obtained 194 x 10 ® for the lino A= 050, and for ovalbumin for the line A=430
he obtained a value of 187-S x 10

Calculation of the molectiUir weights.

Svedberg [1925, 1, 2: 1927] dev<4oped a formula making use of the relation

between sedimimtation and diffusion constants from wliieh the nioleeiilar

weights can be calculated. The relationship is the following:

nr itTs

where M is the molecular weight,

s the sedimentation constant,

T) the diffusion constant,

V the partial specific volume of the protein.

p the density of the solvent,

R the gas constant, and
T the absolute temperature.
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Tabic XIII gives the molecular weights calculated from the above formula.

For the diffusion constants were tak(‘n thos(^ ealculat(‘d from the standard

deviation. These diffusion constants will be the most reliable.

Table XIII.

T^rotein

\ 1(9®

orn.“'Hee. V 10’ .V

Ovalbumin 3-55 0-749 7-7f» 43,8«W»

(’O-haeninglobin 4-50 0-749 0-90 63,<KK»

Serum albumin 4-50 0-74S 6-45 67,1(K> efi.WKit

(ffiadiri 210 0-722 6-72 27.500 2e,7r)()j

Krythrocruorin 33-70 0-745 1-96 1,634.000

Lactnj^lobiilin 5 0 2-95 0-751 7-18 4(MKM)

Laetoglobulin /i,| 9*5 2-7() 0-751 6-78 39,600 —

* [Podcm'ii, unpubl.]. t (Krcjoiand Svedberjr, 19351.

t IMutzt'nbetjlu'r. 19331. § 1
Eriksaon-QiiMiw'l. 1934).

In the last column of tin* above table the moI(M‘ular weights as (hdermined by

Svedberg's e(juilibrium eentrifuge m<dhod are given. We draw attention to the

fact that th(* sediirn'iitation and diffusion constants of laetoglobulin both fall

at />jj 9*5 giving the same moh^cular w'eight as that found at />jj
5-0. TIk^ partieb^

most probably changed its shape tluTcby aecpiiring a higher frictional constant.

Sr^MlVl.AKY.

1. A refractometrio mcdhod has been descril)t‘d for measuring diffusion

constants of proteins.

2. Seve^ral methods for calculating the diffusion constants from the curvets

are diseuwssed.

11. The diffusion constants of several well-known proteins have Iw^en d(d<‘r-

mined, viz. ovalbumin, human (X)-haemoglobin, stTuni albumin, gliadin, ery-

throcruorin (Pkinorhis coniPVM) and la(’toglobulin. It has b(‘en found tliat tlu'

diffusion constants of ovalbumin, rO-haemoglobin and serum albumin increase

very much in dilute solutions below 0-5%.
4. A method used in statistical work for obtaining th(^ dispersion luis b(*t‘n

applied to the diffusion curvcis. It has been found that in rnonodisjierst* .solutions

the diffusion follow^s the ideal dispersion law very closely. In eases where* we
diffused polydisperse solutions we obtained departures from the normal curves.

5. From the areas included by the diffusion curves wt* have calculated the

increments of refractive indices. The values obtained agree very closely with
those determined by K. Andersson.

6. From the diffusion and sedimentation constants the molecular weights

have been calculated, the values obtained agree well with those found by the
equilibrium centrifuge.

To the chief of the laboratory, Prof. The. Svedberg, the authors express their

sincere thanks for his unfailing interest and for the faeilitum provided for this

work in his laboratory.
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LXXIX. LIVER GLYCOGENASE.

By THOMAS HAROLD HODGSON.

Froyn the Phyniological Laboratory, St Thoyaas^s Hospital, London,

(Rereived January 30th, 1936.)

The mechanism of the utilisation of liver glycogen has not been so ext(*nsively

worked out as that of muscle glycogen. The purpose of the present work is to

study the action of liver glycogenase by making an active preparation of the

enzyme, determining the end-products of its action on glycog(*n and obse^rving

some of the factors infliuuu^ing this rea(?tion.

Various means of preparing gIycogenas(' havt* }>een uschI. The (*xtraeis nuuie

by the Buchner (hydraulic press) method are v(Ty unstable because they contain

proteolytic enzymt‘S which qui(‘kly destroy the glvcogimase, even when tin*

(extracts are kept at a low teni]KTature. Anotlu'r nu^thod of jireparation is to

grind some of the tissue thoroughly in a mortar, using (|uart.z saml, and tlu^i to

mix with several volumes of alcohol. The resulting precipitate* alter standing

under ak'ohol for a few days is <*oll(*(!tc*d on a lilt (*r- paper and dri(*d in vacuo,

A weighed portion of the powder can tht*n be takem at any tinu* and ground up
into a homogeneous suspension with water. The chief objection to this method
is that contact with alcohol apj)ears to alter the potency of the pn'cipitate so that

if it is to be list'd for purposes of comparison care must bt- taken to see that all the

conditions are exactly the same.

In the method of Wiechowski
[
19J0] the tissue is very ra})idly maturated to

a fine pulp w’hich is spread out on glass plates and the*se art* placed in a rapid

current of warmed air until completely dry : the crust is then removed and the

scales thoroughly extracted in a suitable extractor with toluene.

More recently Eadie [1927] made an tuizyme preparation in which the liv(»r

was thoroughly ground, then treated twice \^dth act'tonc*, once with a mixt ure of

equal parts of acetone and ether and finally twice* with ether. AfU r drying over-

night the powder thus obtained was extracted for several days with 50%
glycerol, filtered and dialysed against running w'^at^'r for about 5 hours. The
resultant solution was frequently found to be unstable, but it could always be
used for 24 hours. When 5 ml. of enzyme solution were allowed to act for

5-25 hours on 5 ml. of 1-5% glycogen solution, the reducing sugar calculated as

glucose was about 10% of the amount for total hydrolysis. This amount of

reducing sugar represents the hydrolysis of only a small part of the glycogen and
indicates that the enzyme preparation is a comparatively inactiv^e one.

The action of glycogenase has been measured by determining from time io

time either th(* amount of glycogen left unchanged or the amount of sugar

formed. The former method being somew^hat laborious, Salkow'ski |190()J and
Wohlgemuth [1908J elaborated methods in which starch, not glycog(*n, was used
as the substrate, and the hydrolysis was followed quantitatividy by the starch-

blue reaction with iodine. This procedure is open to criticism because it is based
on the unwarranted assumption that starch has the same properties as glycogen
(see Haworth [1929]).

Experiments in which the action of pancreatic amylase on glycogen has lieen

followed are also open to criticism, because they are based on the assumption
that glycogenase acts exactly like amylase.

{ 542 )
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Methods.

The enzyme was prepared from the liver of rabbits. The rabbits were killed

by severing th<j earotid artery on one side with a sharp razor and allowing them
to bleed. The liver was removed, cut into fine pieees and pressed through cheese
(?loth in a mortar with tw^ic(‘ its wj'ight of ac£‘tone. The ac^etone extraction was
rep(‘ated oik*(*. T1h‘ acetone (extract was filtered, and the r(\sidue, which rayjidly

dried, w'as put through a sic V(*. The fine pow’der thus obtained is a potent prepara-
tion of the enzyme.

To study the pro])erties of the enzyme a weighted (luantity of the powder was
added t/O a buffered (Clark and Lub) solution of glycogen. The glycogen was
pn^pared from rabbit’s livcT by the nu-thod (»f Sahyun-AJsberg and
diaJys(‘d against running water. The flask containing tlu‘ mixture was placed in a

water- bath at 37 and shakem me(*hanically. Reducing sugar in samples from the

mixture was dtdtTrnined by the ShaffcT-Hartmann [1921] method, (ilycogen

w^as determined by heating samplers from th(‘ mixture wdth an equal quantity of

KOH in a iKiiling w^ater-bath for 3 hours, preeijatating by alcohol, hydro-

lysing with 2-2 HCl, and (estimating the glucose by the Shaff(T- Hartmann
imdhod. Tlius w'h<Te simultaneous (‘stimations of substrate and cnd-])roduct

w'<‘n‘ undertaken thf'same method for estimating glucose, the Shaffer- Hartmann,
was used and possible* (*rrors thereby diminished.

Expeujmkntal.

A pn*liminary (‘xpiT-iment w'as (»arried out to (l(*termine the relative amounts
of enzyme in the liver of fasted and of fed animals. Ae(*()rdingly four animals

from tlu‘ same litt^T WTn*e s(*leeted and tvro fed and the others fasted for 2 days;

all four were then killed and enzyme^ preparations made from their livers. That

from th(' fed animals contained a certain amount of glycogen. That the prepara-

tions from the fasttnl animals eontain(*d no glycogen was demonstrated by adding

some* to (3ark and Lub buffer solutions and finding no r(*ducing sugar in the

mixtun* over a r>-h<mr p(Tiod.

Into oa<*h of four flasks w'ere j)laee*d 30 ml. of Clark and Lub buffer pjj 7*5 and

1*0 g. ofenzyme pn*})aration from ea(*h of the four livcTs. To each flask containing

enzyme from the fasted animals w^as added 0-45 g. of glycogen. The flasks w^ere

.shaken in a bath at 37^ and samples taken and analysed for glycogen at 0, 0-5,

l o, 3 and 5 hours (see Table 1).

Table I.

Tittle ( hours)

0
Of)

I -5

3
5

Fed rabbit

1*31

0-a3
Uoa

016

”o glycogen (as glucose)

Fed rabbit

1-35

(»S7
0-53

0-29

012

Fasted rabbit

l-4(}

U-7I

0-26

(M2
(M(i

Fasted rabbit

1-43

0-73

0-30

0*13

0-06

The reaction proot*edt*cl faster with the preparations from the fasted animals

than with those from the fed animals, hut the amount of enzyme in the extracts

from the former was gn^ater than that in the latter, and when this allowance is

made it will be seen that deprivation of food does not appreciably affect the

enzyme content. This is an observation of importance becau.se it renders possible
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the preparation of glycogenase free from its substrate glycogen. Hence the

enzyme preparations used in the succeeding experiments were derived from the

livers of fasted animals.

Influence of p//

.

To each of three flasks containing 30 ml. of Clark and Lub buffer of 0*0,

7*0 and 8-0 with glycogen in solution was added l-Og. of enzyme preparation.

These were shaken hi a bath at 37'^ and samples taken both for glycogen and

sugar at 0, 0*5, 1*5, 3 and 5 hours.

The results are recorded graphically in Fig. I . This shows that the reaction

proceeds more quickly in an alkaline* medium.

Fig. 1. The relation of glyeogenoJysiR tu sugar formation.

— -- (Uycogeti (calculated as glucose). - - • - Reducing sugar (calculated as glucose).

End-product of the reaction.

A further study of the graph disclosed the fact that at any time* the contt‘hts

of the mixture may be expressed in two parts, material estimated as glycogen

and reducing sugar, and that the sum of the two parts is approximately equal to

the amount of glycogen (expressed as glucose) to start with. This would not be

true were maltose present. If the reducing power of glucose with copper reagents

be represented by 100, that for maltose may be taken as 55. Hence the presence

of maltose would cause a much lower percentage of reducing sugar to be shown
at any one time, and the two fractions would not be complementary. Therefore,

either no maltose is formed, or, if formed, the rate of its destruction equals that

of its formation.
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hifinence of blood on the n actioTi,

Eadif* [1927] (juestioiiod the results of previous workers on th(^ action of liver

glycog(‘na.se on the grounds that thiu'r enzynu^ y)n*pH rations contain blood

amylas(\ Re ptTforined t*xf)eriments using a rat liver which had been perfused

for 1 hour with wanned Ring(*r solution and f)bserved an optimum py ibr the

enzyme at a lower level than that found by other workers. Ho\^e*ver, it is known
that washing out the liver may either reduce the activity of the enzyme, or

d('stroy it in yiart, and nav(my)ort [1920] ))ointed out the fallacy of comparing the

activity of unmodified blood serum w'ith l)lood which has b(vn through an extrac-

tion process. In ordeT to inv(‘stigati' this y>oint a (|uant-ity of rabbit’s blood was
su})jected to (‘xactly the same ym)cedure as the liviT. Whi'U the y)owder thus

obtained was allow€*(l to act on a buffered solution of glycogen no reflucing sugar

was formed over a 5-hour y>eriod. Thus the method of c*xtraction which is here

emy)k»\'f*d yields a yiotenf liver glycogenase but d(\stroys blood amylase, and
there can be no intertenmcc' in these experiments ))y the* latter enzyme.

In anothtn experiment 5ml. c»f rabbit’s bk)od s(‘rum were allowed to act for

5 hours a 0-2 buffen^d solution of maltos(‘; o\(‘r this yieriod thfTc was no

<‘hang(‘ in th(‘ rc^ducing yiovver of the maltos(‘ solution, thus indicating no maltase

elfect.

ICffect of the (UZi/me on waUost

.

The fm'paration of tin* tuizyrne fre(‘ from glycogen makes it y>ossible to obtain

a significant result from its action on maltose and lactose. Accordingly to eacih of

four flasks, of which thrt‘(‘ contained 30 ml. of 0*2 maltosi' in ('lark and Lub
bufft'red solutions, 0*0, 7*0 and S*0 res])ectivelv. and om* contained 30 ml. of

0*2% lacto.s(‘ Holutif)n in Clark and Lub bufh'r solution pj| 10 was added l*0g.

of (uizyme y)rey)aration.

The tu[n‘s Wert' shaken in a bath at 37 and samples analysed for reducing

sugar at 0, 0*5, 1*5, 3 and 5 hours (set' Table II).

Table IT.

recluciii^r suLUir (a h gluecjse)

Maltose iiiixtun'S
_ .

•_ __ J.,a( to.se mixture

Time (hours) />„ (i*U Pii
" SO /'n

0 oim 0*113 0112 0-144

Uo OJOO 01 47 oir,i 01 40
1-5 n.jss 0*178 0184 (t-14S

3 019o 0197 0-118

r» 0-203 01 99 0-201 0-H7

Th(‘ enzyme thus apyioars to bo almost ecpiallv activt* on maltose over a range

pjj (>*0-8*0. It is y>ossible however that eitlu'r tht'n* was an excess of (Uizvme

present, thus masking the effect of pjj , or that the oy)timum pjj lii^s outside the

range investigate.

The enzymie was without effect on lactose at Pji 7*0.

(/omplcte hydrolysis of the mixtures w^as carried out at tlu‘ end of tlie 5-hour

period. To 2 ml. of mixture were abided 2 ml. of 2*2% hy drochloric acid and the;

whole allowed to boil gently’^ under a reflux condenser for half an hour . I he solu-

tion was then neutralised with sodium bicarbonate and analysed for reducing

sugar. The results ofthis procedure gave values of 0*2()6, 0*210, 0*203 anti 0*206%
respectively, all close to the theoretical. It will thus be seen that almost the

whole of the maltose was changed to glucose by the activity of the enzyme.

Ritickem. 1936 xxx
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Infuence of sodium chloride.

Four flasks containing glycogen in solution in 30 ml. Clark and Lub buffer

/>H 7-4 were prepared and sodium chloride to 0*1, 0-5 and 1*0% added to three

of them. They were shaken in a bath at 37® and samples analysed for sugar at 0,

(>•5, 1-5, 3 and 5 hours (see Table III).

Table 111.

(>

<1 j(lu('08e.

I-

— "
With With With

Time (hours) Control 0-l%Ka0i 0-5 NaCl 1-0% XaCJ

0 0 0 0 0
Of) 0-285 0-250 0-260 0-203
1-5 0-691 0-575 0-580 0-49:1

3 0-876 0-S25 0-846 0-818

0-920 0-9J5 0-920 0-906

These results show that sodium chloride has no appreciable effect on the rate

of reaction.

hjffect of diolysls.

3 g. of enzyme preparation wt^re dialysed in a collodion sac against distilled

water for 48 hours with one change. Three flasks containing glycogen in 30 ml.

of Clark and Lub buffered solution pj| 7*4 wtTe taken : to tlie first was added
1*0 g. of undialysed enzyme prepaj ation, to the second 1*0 g. of dialysed enzyme
preparation : and to the third 1 *0 g. of dialysed cnzytne and sodium chlorule to

0*1 %. The flasks were heated in the usual way (see Table I\').

Table IV.

ptJuCOHt*

Time (hours) Control mixture
Dialysed enzyme

mixture

Dialysed enzyme
mixture wjth
0-1 Na(M

0 0 0 0
0-5 0-280 0-02 0
1-5 0-645 0-09 0-02

:i 0-825 Oil 0-05

5 0 -9:10 0-12 0-09

This experiment shows that dialysis destroys the activity of tlu‘ enzyme and
that its activity is not restored by the addition of sodium chloride.

Effect of insulin on glycogerutse

,

Cammidge and Howard [1924] showed that insulin inhibited the rate of

hydrolysis of starch in vitro by liver amylase. Visschor [1926], using glycogen as

a substrate, reported only slightly less hydrolysis in experiments in presence of

insulin. Popper and Wozosek [1933] observed decreased diastase content in

fatal insulin hypoglycaemia.
To investigate this problem four animals from the same litter were selected

and fasted for 2 days. Two of the animals wore each given 12 units of insulin

subcutaneously and 2 hours later 12 units intravenously. Both of those were
killed in convulsions and the two control animals killed simultane^ously . Enzyme
preparations were made from the livers, and 1*0 g. extract was added to each of
four flasks containing 30 ml. of Clark and Lub buffer 7*4 with glycogen in

solution, which were treated in the usual way (see Table V).
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Table V.

glucose

Time (hours) Control Control
ln»iilini8pd animals

(
-

0 0 0 0 0
or) 0*254 0 230 0*200 0*195
1-5 0*050 0*607 0*460 0*483
3 0*750 0*730 0*.57(» 0*580
5 0*780 0*760 0*635 0*640

The smal] detTease in the activity of thii enzyme which followe^d the lowering
of the hJood sugar to the convulsive stage is of doubtful significance. It is th(T(*-

fore improbable that insulin, under physiological conditions, has any effect on
glycogenase. This is to be expected if insulin does not influence liver glycogeno-
lysis.

Regarding the effect of adrenaline, Langfeldt [1921] claimed that adrenaline
not only increased the activity of liver amylase but also altered its optimum
hydrogen ion concentration. Later workers could substantiate neither effect,

and the present view is that no in vitro effect of adrenaline can be demonstrated.

DlSCl^SSION.

The results obtained show that liver glycogenase converts glycogen quanti-

tatively into glucose, indejKmdently of any amylase action on the part of the

blood, and that, unlike amylases, glycogenase is not appreciably influenced by
variations in the sodium chloride contemt of the medium. It would also appear
that as quickly as maltose is formed it is converted into glucose.

Many attempts hav^<‘ been made to explain how glycogenase and glycogen can

exist together in the liver cell. Macleod [192Bj advanced the view that glyco-

genolysis wa.s si*t up by the* local production of a certain amount of acid, and
that such a liberation of free a(*id could be brought about by a curtailment in the

arterial blood supply of the hepatic cell, vasoconstriction tnther from adrenaline

t>r nervous stimulation being suggested as a probable cause. It is thus assumed
that at tht» normal of the liver cell the enzyme is inactive and that with a

change in it increases enormously. It has been shown in th(i presemt work
that the enzyme is by no means inactive at the p^^ of the blood, and that its

activity is but little altered over any range of />jj likely to b(‘ encountered under

physiological conditions.

Lesser
\
Lesser and Kcmer, 1920; Lesser, 1920; 1921] advocated the view that

the glycogen and amylase were “locked up” in different compartments of the

cell. He showed [Li’jsser and Zipf, 1923] that homologous alcohols in isocapillary

concentrations increased sugar formation in the perfused frog’s livtT by approxi-

mately the same amount ;
that this c'ffect occurred under reversible conditions

[Lesser, 1925] ;
and that the effect was also similar in a p(*rfusion fluid buffered

with COg and bicarbonate, p^^ 7*4~7*6 [Lesser, 1926]. On the basis of these

findings ht? concluded that a boundary surface phenomenon Has involved, and

he assumed that two-thirds of the enzyme was adsorbed on the surfaces ofthe cell

and therefore unable to act on the liver glytJogen.

On the basis of this view the r6le of adrenaline in glycogenolysis may be

considered to l>e the release of glycogenase by physico-chemical action from

intracellular interfaces.

35—2
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SrMMAKY.

1. A method of pr(‘paration of glyeo^jenase from rabbit's liver is described.

2. The enz^^me eoiiv(‘rt-s glycogen into glucose, the rate ol‘ reaction being

greatest on the alkaline side of neutrality.

3. Maltose is quantitatively changed ink* glucose by the enzyme.

4. Sodium chloridt* has no significant efietit on the rat(^ of reaction.

5. The enzyme is destroyed by dialysis and its activity is not restored by
sodium chlorid(‘.

6. No significant decrease in the glycog<'nase in the liver was obser\H‘d to

follow administration of convulsiv(‘ doses of insulin.

7. Th(‘ l)earing of these expt^riments on the ])roblem of glycogeno lysis is

discussed.

My thanks are due to Prof. J. Mellanby for kind help an<l advice*.
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LXXX. THE PROTEOLYTIC ENZYMES
OF SPROUTED WHEAT.

By JAMES DEXTS MOUXFJELD.
From thr CoUegf of TpcJmoJogy, Vnirer^iiy of Mancli^stvr,

{Rpcrirrd Dprembrr Ulh,

Ai.THortiH previous MT)rk has shown the presence' of proteolytic activity in

wheat and wli(*at flour, att(*ntion has been focused on the fatt' of the wheat
proteins ratluT than on the natures of the enzymic ])rocesses [Sharp and Elni(*r,

1924; Jolinson / / r//., 1929: Brownlee' and Baih'y, 19301. Although the proteo-
lytic activity of wheat is very slight (Cairns and Bailey, 192S; Herd, 1931:
Landis, 193r)| it may be enhanced considerably by germination of the seeds
[Bach and Oparin, 1922]. In an (‘udeavour to com})are the proteolytic, enzymes
oi wheat witJi tliost' demonstrated in barley and malted barley [Hopkins et al.,

1929: 1930: 1931; Linderstrom-Lang ef u/., 1929: Sato, 1931] the prineipal

characteristics of a jirotease and a dipej)tida8e have been dc'termined in acpieous
extracts (»f gt'rininated wheat seeds. The results serve' to confirm and amplify the
similar conclusions of IVtt [193o] which have appeared very rc'cently.

Experimental.

Various methods are available for the nK'asiirement of proteolytic actmty
[(iairns and Bailey, 19281 and of these the dc'termination of lib(*rated amino- or

carboxyl groufis by th(' Sorensen formaldehyde titration was chosen, as the

procedure is simple and gives accuraUdy a set of data which has a recognised

im*aning. The comjiarator techniipie of Grimhiit (19191 and Liiers [19201,

slightly modified, w^as found satisfactory. Formald(*hyde (‘oncentration at the

final t*nd-jK)int was 10-20 [Harris, 1929] and indicator concentration was
carefully maintained at one drop of 0*2% phenolphthah'in pc'i* ml. solution in

the comparator tube. Titration of aliquots at stated time interwals w^as carried

out with A";20 NaOH in twT) stag<'s: (o) din'cth' in acpieous solution to an end-

|H>int eorri'sponding to /qj S-5 (conqian'd wdtii a buffi'r solution of that

and (b) from tin’s end-}X)int to the* .same colour after formaldehyde addition.

Titre (6) gives a first approximation to amino-N lilKTated by proteolysis, wdiile

titre (o)-f (/>) represents liberated carboxyl gnmps ((Iriinhut. 1919: Ri(*hardson.

1934: 1935]. Since titre (b) will be (hheient with respect to some of the poly-

peptide amino-N (which is already ]>artly titrat('d in th(‘ (a) titration), titre

(ff)-|-(6) is }>robably a more reliable estimate of the total scission of peptide

linkagf\s and has lH»en used in the present work exce})t where otlu'rwise stated.

Preparation of enzyme ejrtract. Tlu' naturall3
* feelile protcolvtic activitv of

wheat seeds was reinforced by germination for not longer than 5 daj's: with

longer periods mould growih w^as occasionall,v observed r>n th(' d'imp wiieat.

Uniformity of germination was secured bv thf‘ following ])rocedure: 150 g. of

English wiieat (1934 crop) were soaked in an excess of tap whaler for 24 hours at

18^, after which the grains wore transferred to ])erforated porcelain germinating

trays and kept covered with moist absorbent cotton -w'oo! for 4 more davs.

(
m )
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After weighing, the germinating seeds were minced finely and the gain in weight

(usually about 90%) was made up to 100% with distilled water. The mass was
finally extracted for 2 hours at SO'^ with an additional 200 ml. distilled water

containing a few drops of toluene and filtered. The clear golden-brown filtrate

was stored, with additional toluene, in the dark at 18°. It invariably darkened
in colour and deposited a fine dark brown precipitates the change usually being

noticeable within 24 hours. IjOSs of activity (I^g. 6) and changes in pjj with

age necessitated the use of freshly prepared extracts only.

p^ memurement. All pyi values were determined with a glass electrode

of the Hughes [1922] typ(^ coupled to a Harrison [1930] triode valve amplifier

unit.

Reaction conditions. Edestin and leucylglycine were chosen as substrates for

the investigation of protease and peptidase activities respectively. Reaction

mixtures, except where specified, had a total volume of 35 ml. and consisted of

varying quantities of edestin dissolvc^d in iV/5 acetic acid tog(^ther with enzynu*

and appropriate acetic acid-sodium acetat(‘ buffers. The enzyme extract,

brought to 40°, was added from a specially calibrated pipette to tlu* mixe^d

substrate and buffer solutions, also at 40°. Flasks were closed with cork stopj)ers

since rubber ones were shown by Sato |1931J to retard the reactioi» in the case

ofmalted barley protease. 5 ml. samples were withdrawn within 2 min. and again

after 4 hours at 40° and titrated with A720 NaOH as previously indieat(*d.

Control tests. Control solutions for each reaction mixture were* made? up as

follows: (1) substrate “f buffers -f boiled enzyme, (2) substrate + buffers only,

(3) buffers + fresh enzyme only.

The increases in (1) and (2) were always negligibk*. (3) however almost

invariably provided an apj)reciable correction litre (0*07“^010 ml. NaOH in

the protease experiments and up to 0*32 ml. in the corrt'sponding dipeptidase

controls, Fig. 8). These values are no doubt attributable to the action of the*

proteolytic enzymes of the wheat extract on those wheat prot(^ins rendered

soluble under the conditions of extraction {e.g. leucosin and globulin). Toluene
was used throughout as antiseptic.

Results.

A. Protease,

Deierniination of p^ optimum for edestin. The effect of variation in p^ on
protease activity was determined by the formaldehyde titration method as

outlined above and checked by Harris’s [1923] method of titration in 85®/o
alcohol using thymolphthalein as indicator (Fig. 1). Both curves indicate an
optimum at about py^ 41.

Rate of remtion. The ratios of activity of protease at 30® and 40° respectively

are compared in Fig. 2.

Relation belvxen initial reaction velocity and substrate cmvcsntration. The
saturation point of wheat protease for edestin as substrate is shown in Fig. 3.

The curve is constructed from values for increase in litre (6) only. Details as in

Fig. 2 except for substrate concentration.

Effect, of variation in enzyyne. concerUraiion with constant substrate concsn-

tration. Fig. 4 indicates influence of gradually increasing enzyme concentration
when substrate concentration is maintained constant, and in Table I are

presented values for Schulz’s constant (iT) calculated from (where
a;= amount of protein digested, e=enzyme concentration, and /=time).
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Ki;;. 1. Vanalton nf proivast ncfnut// with pjj. Ck)nr. of edestin in reaction mixture: A//7

acf’late buffer. Enzyme dilution 2 ; 7. Titres haj ml. .V/20 NaOH per .7 ml. sample in excess of

a control solution Mil bout edestin. *' Formaldehyde titration of 4-hour samples. 0 Alcohol

titration (d 10-hour samples.

FiL^ 2. hJffvtl of few }x'raiur(‘. ?>le.Htin l*4"o. Kn/yme dilution 2:7. J//7 acetate buffer at

7>h 4*1. 0—0 :iO"; X - - \ 40".

F^ig. 3. tJjfiict of cik/ittn couantration. Formaldehyde titration of 4-hour samples.

Fig. 4. Efftxl of enzyme ronrentraiion

.

Edestui 0-7‘’o. Jf '7 acetate buffer ai 7>i[
4'1. a ml. enzyme,

(10 - a) nil. water. Formaldehyde titration of 4-li<mr samples.

Enzvme eoiieentration in ml.

(-ti)

Titre (6) (increase ml. X/20
NaOH^r)

Sohutz’B constant (K)

Table T.

1*2.) 2r> .7*0 100

01

6

0-24 0-34 0-44

0-072 0-076 0-076 0-(»70
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Heat-iiiactivation of wheut protease. The critical inactivation temperature, i.e.

the temperature at which an enzyme is half destroyed in 1 hour, was determined

by heating quantities of enzyme extract to 40, 50, 55 and 60 ' respectively

before adding to the substrate-buffer mixture. For tins purpose', 12 ml. fresh

extract at its natural value of 6*0 were heated as rapidly as possible to the

desired temperature, maintained there for 1 hour and cooled ra])idly to 18 .

Evaporation losses were made good with distilled water and 10 ml. of w('ll-mixed

extract transferred to react ion flask.

Kiff. f). CnUcfU iuactn'dUov iempfralun <>J
pfo(<ase. Kclestin 2*1 I'iiizynic diliition '2 : 7.

y/7 iicotato ImfTer at pn 4*1. \ornial vnhu*, 0*70 ml, NaOH.

Imiciivation of wfiPMt protease with age. The storage* of an aqueous extract of

sprouted wheat in the dark at IS'’ and in the presence of toluene results .in

progressive loss of activity: the rate of loss is dejricted in Fig. 6 (details as for

Fig. 5). Increases are those of titre (6) only. In Table II are calculated the values

for k (referred to later) from the equation k=^ log -— ^

Table 11.

Days of storaj^o ... 0 2 4 7 14 21 28 42

IncreaRP in titre 0-70 O-a,") 04M) 0*54 0*42 0*32 0-25 0*10

(ml. N/20 XaOH)

Velocity constant - 0 0161 0*0107 O OlOl 0*0159 0*0162 0*0160 0*0163
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On ageing, the extract deepened in colour and a brown precif>itate appt'ared.
Moreover, the value of the tixtract examined fell from 6*04 to 5-17 in the
42 days occupied by the tests.

Inhibition of jyrotease action. Attempts to use buffers such as sodium eitrate-

HCl, potassium hydrogen phthalate-HCl, and glycine-NaCl-HCl, in place of
ac(4ic acid-sodium acetate mixtures in th(‘ prec(‘ding expc^riments met \^dth

littl<‘ success, increases in titre being eith(‘r nil or but a small fraction of the
corr(‘sjK)nding value in the ])resence of acetate buffers. It will be evid(‘nt that all

except the latttT mixtimvs contain HFl as common ingredient and it therefore

seemed reasonabh‘ to suppose that chlf>ride ionswere responsible for the inhibitory
effect. Fig. 7 shows the inffucnce of varying concentraticuis of NaCl on protease
activity. The graph is drawn from data for increase in titre (b) onl3\ A thick
prcu*i]htate of edestin was observed in tliosc^ mixtur(‘S containing 0*2 and
0-3 J/ NaCl, a slight precipitate in that containing (M M NaCl, whilst the
remaining ones were clear.

7. A7/o‘/ ov protrasi adtrity. Edewtin 2-0 Enz> dilution 2 ; 7.

M l lortate Imffor at t-l. ,r ml. (5 - .0 ml. water.

It should b(' fxiinted out that the use of sodium citrate-citric achl buffers

also yielded no increase in titre at pj| 4*1. Data have also been obtained which

show that phos])hate ions slightly reduce the aetixity of jirotease.

Investigations now in progress have estal)lished that wheat protease is

markedly activat(*d by cyanide in concentrations as low as 0*(M)5 Jf, the pj|

optimum at the same time being shifted towards the alkaline sidt*. It is hoped to

publish full confirmation later.

B. Dipepiidafif.

The existence of a dipeptida.se in the acpieous extract of sprouted wheat is

demonstrated in the following experiments by the use of glycylglycine and

leucylglycine as substrates. The formaldehyd(‘ comparator te(*hnique was again

adopted for all inixtun's having apjj value below S*5. For more alkaline values

])aek-titration was practised: to the 5 ml. sample 4- indicator iji the comparator

tube was added a knoAvn quantity (usually 1 or 2 ml.) of J7/20 potassium

hydrogen phthalatx' sufficient to rediii^^ the alkalinity to below' pjj
8* >. litration

then proceeded with A^/20 NaOH txi the usual end -point.

The bufi'ers used were acetic acid-sodium acetate, potassium dihydrogen

phosphate-NaOH, dipotassium hydrogen ])hosphate-NaOH. In addition, simple

mixtures of NaOH and water were tried, the natural buffering effect of the
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enzyme extract being found sufficient to maintain remarkably constant

values throughout the reaction period, which in these experiments was 3 hours

instead of 4.

Pff optima far hucylglycinp. and glycylglycimi. The corrected curves in Figs. 8

and 9 indicate thf‘ a^spective pjj optima for leucylglycine and glycylglycine,

namely 7*3 and 7*9. Tn each figure are included the experimental test and

control curves from which the corrected curves were calculated by difference.

The control curve was determined on mixtures containing no (liiK»ptide.

Fig. 8 . ])B nvinnum for Ivucylglj^iunf. Lcueylglyciiic Jr2.). Knzyme dilution 2:7. JZ/lCphos-

phate-^'aOH buflcrs. Titration of .‘1-hour samples. Test rurve. n (‘ontrol curve, o Cor-

reotod curve.

Fig. 9. p// optimim for glycglglycmc. Glycylglycine -1//25. Other details as in Fig. K.

Stability of dipeptidase. The inactivation of dipeptidase on storage of the

aqueous extract of S[)routed wheat at IS"’ in the dark and hi the pn*s(‘nce of

toluene is shown in Table III, both leucylglycine and glycylglycine being used

as substrate. Details as in Fig. 8.

Days of storage

Increase in titre
Leueylglycine

Glycylglycine

Tabh‘ 111.

c 1

i;i4 MO
019 007

0d)2

001

;i

002

4

0 -0()

Discussion.

It is clear from the experimental data that an aqueous extract of sprouted

wheat contains at least two proteolytic enzymes, a protease? and a dipeptidase,

of which the former functions at acid, and the latter at alkaline, reactions.

This accords with the results of Idnderstrom-Lang et al. |1929; 1932; 1934] on
aqueous extracts of malted barley, in which the existence of similar enzynu's

was established. The (iorresponding p^ optima, namely 4-1 and 4*3 for the

action of wheat protease and malt protease respectively on edestin at 40°, and

Pjj 7*3 and 8*6 for the action of wheat dipeptidase and malt dipeptidase re-

spectively on leucylglycine at 40°, suggest substantial similarity between the

proteolytic enzjntnc equipment of the two cereals. Furthermore?, the behaviour
of the two enzymes in the aqueous wheat extract during storage resembles that

of the malt extract, in that the protease loses some activity but is much more
stable than the dipeptidase. The stability of an enzyme is, of course, influenced
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by several factors, such as temperature of storage, condition of the preparation,
extent of exposure to light, value during storage, presence of stabilisers such

Tables 11 and 111 deal only with one set of conditions, namely
storage of aqueous extracts at 18" with toluene and in the dark. Experiments
now in progress point to a much higher stability of the dipe])tidasc in the
presence of glycerol. The rate of destruction of the protease is slightly morej
rapid in the early stages of storage, the activity being halved in about 18 days.
The graph in F'ig. 6 bears a distinct resemblance to an inverted unimolecular
rea(!tion cur\'e and, assuming a =the initial rate of proteolysis and diminution

in activity in time /, the application of k=
^
log---— yields values for It which

are reasonably constant (see Table If) and indicate that spontaneous inactivation
of wheat protease follows a unimolecular course. This suggests simple dis-

integration of the enzyme complex rather than its inactivation by combination
w'ith finy other substance.

The course of proteolysis is geiKTally too complex a process to follow any
simple formula, yet Sc'iiutz [1885] found that the digestion of (‘gg albumin by
}x?p8in, as measured by pei)ton<* formation, varied as v^'en^me’ concentration.

Arrhenius [1907] extended this rule and derived the formula x — K^/ei (where
r — amount of prot(»in digested, c =enzyme concentration, <= time and K is a
constant). He found this to apply over a considerable^ range so long as t is

neither too small nor too large. The application of this formula to the present

work yields values for K which are fairly (*onstant (Table I), so that during
the initial stages, at least, the action of wheat protease on edestin apjxiars

to follow the Schutz-Arrhenius rule. The formula, unfortunately, do(is not
(dYer much further insight into the nature of ]:)roteolysis. Nor is much h(dp

gained from the equation = r( ^, — 1) (where .r= concentration of substrate,

velocity of reaction, F= limiting velocity, and is a constant) developed

by Michaelis and Mentcn [1913] and applied to the initial velocities of sucrose

hydrolysis by yeast invertas(‘. The constant, is a characteristic of the

enzvme, but for the action of wh(‘at protea.se on edestin (Fig. 3) no constant

values wert» obtained. This is j.)erhaps not surprising since the degradation of

ed(»stin is probably not accomplished by a single reaction but rather by a series

of consecutive reactions, and as a consequence no single reaction constant can

be expected to apply. Numerically, should be equal to the substrate con-

(•(Uitration at which half the limiting velocity of action is reached. For wheat

prok^ase this concentration is 0-5 edestin (Fig. 3), a value which may be

compared with those reported by Northrop [1920; 1922] for the action of trypsin

on caseinogem and gelatin (0*75 and 0-5 %), and for the action of pepsin on oval-

bumin (4*5%). No otiier data apjxmr to have been published for proteolytic

enzymes although numerous figures are availablcj for other enzyme reactions.

From Fig. 3 the maximum velocity of action ofwheat protea.se‘ on edestin apj>ears

to be reached at approximately 2% substrate comentration, wliilst from 2 to

4-3% edestin the velocity of action is reasonably constant. No falling oft is to

bo observed, although in the <*ase of certain enzymes, notably that of yeast

sucrase [Nelson and Schul)ert', 1928], the decrease in rate of reaction witJi increase

in substrate concentration l)eyond the maximum point is quite pronounced and

immediate. It was found impracticable to investigate higher substrate con-

centration than 4*3% edestin (Fig. 3).

The destruction of wheat protea.se by heat ai)pears to follow a normal

course, the critical inactivation temp(?rature atpjj fi*0 being about 54" (Fig. 5).
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Tins critical temjieratun? may vary, however, according to the value adopted

at the time of heating. Arrhenius [1907] gives a critical tc.*mperature of 65*^ for

both trypsin and pepsin and 40"" for rennin. Euler and Laurin [1919] found 59*^'

for invertase at 7>jj Liiers and Wasmund 1 1922] 57^' for malt amylase.

With regard to the inhibitory effect of chloride ions on wheat protease it

se(‘ms clear from Fig. 7 that the phenomenon is caused by a d(Hirt»ase in the

solubility of the edestin with increasing Na(1 concentration. The precipitation

of the substrate* at con

(

jcutrations of NaCl (corresponding to 0*2 and 0*3 M
doubtless removed th(' edestin from the sphere of activity of the onzyin(*. On
th(* other hand, a similar pn^.eipitation of edestin was observtMl in sev(‘ral of the

reaction mixtures made up with acetate buffer alone, particularly at about 5,

w'ithout an equivalent reduction of activity (Fig. 1).

Th(* dipej)ti(lase of wheat extract, although relativ(*ly unstable, is quite an

activ(* enzyme, especially with leueylgly(*ine as substratf*. liuadentally this

instability renders it possible to obtain a dipeptidase-free preparation simply by
keeping the extract for 4-5 days at 1 S under tohu'ru* : this has no s(*rious eff(*ct

upon the activity of the protease. The dipeptidase indii(*es hydrolysis of leucyl-

glycine much more readily than hydrolysis of glyeylglycinc. In 3 hours at

optimum hydrolysis of glycylglycim* is onI\' 13% that of leiicylglycine

(Figs. S and 9). It will lx* observed that the control (‘urve (Fig. H) has itstdf an
optimum at about /qj 7*5, doubtless the optimum for (li|K*ptidaso atitivity on

those dipeptides which have found their way into the enzyme extract.

The st*parat(i identities of protease and dipeptidase are (*learly establishfxl,

firstly, by the great difference in stability b(*tw(H*n tJj(‘ two and secondly, by tlu*

fact that at tlie p^^ at which protease exerts its optimum activity on edestin

the dipeptidase does not attack leueylglycine and I'ice vnsa.

SrMMARY,

1 . The aqueous extract of s])ront(Ml wheat (*ontains a ])rot(‘ase whieli show s

an optimum of 4*1 for d(*eomposition of edestin at 40 .

2. The ][)rotease requires a minimum eonecaitration of about 2% edestin for

maximum rate of activity at 40^. Th(i data rev(‘al no constant value for tin*

Micliaelis constant, . The substrate concentration at whieli half the maximum
r(*aetion velocity is reached (*orr(*sponds to 0-5 % edestin. The course of reaction

ill th(‘ ('arly stagers appears to follow' the 8ehutz-.\rrh(^nius rule.

3. The critical inactivation foiujKTatun* is 54' at p^^ 6*0.

4. The protease is sjiontaneously iiiacti\att*d on standing at 18 with

toluene. The inactivation follows the course of a nnimol(*eular reac^tion. The
activity falls to half the (original value in alxiut 18 days.

5. The ])rotease activity is considerably redueetl by catrate and chloride

ions, owing jirobably to precipitation of substrate.

6. The aqueous extract contains a di|K‘ptidas('. which attacks leiicylglycine

optimally at p^^ 7*3 and glyeylglycine at pj| 7*9.

7. The dipeptidase is unstable in aqueous solution, all activity being lost in

5 days at 18
' in the presence of toluene.
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LXXXI. THE ASSAY AND THE EFFECT OF
TESTOSTERONE ON RATS COMPARED WITH
THOSE OF OTHER SEXUAL HORMONES.

By VLADIMIR KORENCJHEVSKY, MAR.TORIE DENNISON and

INNA BROVSIN.

From the Lister Institute^ London.

{Receivtd Febrvury 1st, 19*%.)

Laqueur and co-workers [David, 1935: David et ah. 1935; Laqueiir et ah,

1935] isolated testosterone from the testes of the bull. Kuzicka and Wettst(*in

[1935: Wettstcin, 1935] and Butenandt and Hanisch [1935] j)rej>ared this com-
pound artificially. The natural and artificual pref)arations were similar in all

respects, one capon unit being contained in about lOy and the elTeet on the

seminal vesicles of castrated rats being great(T tlian that on the prostate.

According to Tschopp [1935: Ruzieka and Wedtstein, 1935, p. 1270] lOy of

testosterone injected into castrak'd rats for 10 days brought about an increase

in the size of the seminal vesicles of about 300% and of the ]»rostate of about

113%.
Laqueur ei ah found that the effect of testosterone on the seminal vt‘8icles

and prostate of castrated rats could be doubled or (»ven mon* than doubled, if

a physiologically indifferent, impure extract, pr(q)ared from tlu^ tissues of

animals or plants were injected simultaneously. These observations were corro-

borated by Tschopp [Kuzicka, Wettstcin and Kagi, 1935], who [Kuzi(‘ka, Gold-

berg and Rosenberg, 1935] also compared the various artificial male sexual

hormones prepared by Kuzicka and his co-workers. In the same paper
Kuzicka et ah pointed out the correlation between the chemical constitutions of

the hormones and their selective effects in birds and rats.

The following experiments were performed with artificial tesloskTone pre-

pared by Kuzicka and kindly supplied to us by Messrs Ciba Ltd . The testosterone

was dissolved in olive oil and the daily dose was injected in half dos(*s (0*1 ml.

of oily solution) twict^ a day. Two series of exjx^riments were made, one of

7 days’ duration, in which the assay of testosterone was performed and a second
of 23 days’ duration, in which a study was made of tin* effects of prolonged
injections. For economy of space Tables 1~V showing tJie results have Ix^en

much compressed.

I. The assay of testosterone.

Assay was performed on 80 rats belonging to 17 litters, the* technique used
being the same as that described in our previous papers with the following

modification. We usually divide each litter into two or three groups, each
containing 2 or more rats. A general average jx*rcentage change* for each dose
is then calculated from the percentage changes obtained in each of the groups
injected with that particular dose. In the assay of gonadotropic hormone
[Korenchevsky et ah, 1935, 2, p. 2523] some of the litters were used for an assay
made in the way described above, while the rest of the litters were divided so
that one rat of each litter was placed in each group and a general average of the
W(‘ights of the organs obtained for each dose. The percentage changes were then

( 558 )
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calculated from these general average weights. The n'sults obtained by the two
methods differed very little.

In this assay therefore we tried to simplify the technique still further, in

order to economise the number of rats used in the control and injected groups.

Two or three litters of the same age and weight were used as if they were one

litter, the rats of these litters being distributed evenly in tlie various groups. Not
less than 6 and generally 7 rats wen^ used for each “dose-group”. Since pre-

liminary ex})eriments showed that one rat unit was contained in about 8*3y,

this amount was chos(m as the smallest dose, most of the otluT dos(‘s being simple

multiples thereof. Therii wen' more rats (13) in the control than in any other

group, since the former contained 1 rat from most of the* litters used in the

experiment. The wtiights of the seminal vesicles and prostates of the uninjected

control rats used in our [)revious assays of sexual hormones [e.g. Korenchevsky

and Dennison, 1935, 1, 2; Korenchevsky d ah, 1935, 1] approximated closely

to the averages obtaiiu'd for these weights in the control group in the present

Table 1. The effect of 7 dags' injection of testodermie on sexual organs, fat

and on Ihi gain in body vright of male castrated rats.

actual nrpaiis and 11i<* in eiacP verciMitiuie cliunyo in weight (uctiml and

per unit id luuiy weitrhl ) aftei iniectmn.

Organ Weights

t‘on-

tml
rat*> li.7 33*3

Rats injected with

(*7 125 107

(y)

331 500 10(K) iTlO

Seminal Actual 11)

A.

1(1

Average

21

weight

2(>

s

29 35 41 57 54 08 87

vesi<‘Ip.>* (ing.)

I’rostiite (rng

)

Act Hid ri-i To 97 102 123 137 187 173 190 230

I’rciatato with Actual hi 1(J7 123 130 159 179 241 227 201 217

sfMriinal

vesicles (mg

)

Preputial Actual 51 53 57 (13 (J4 H2 92 89 90 m 127

glands (mg.)

Thymus (mg

)

Ai 1 ual (iH) 723 710 03*2 IM 509 511 133 558 5(19 575

Fa< (g.) Act ual 7-1 70 7-3 7 5 7-3 (M 0 9 8-7 0-9 7‘7

Si'ininaJ vcmi’Icm .\ctual

11. Percentage change m
(JO ,110 -el(iO

weight

.i-180 !250 - 310 rlTO t-440 < 580 r770

i’er unit of —
' 75 UK» ^ io;t ^ 187 -r2(}2 1312 : 150 4-112 J 537 : 7lK(

Prnstate

body weight

Actual i 11 4- 59 0- H) - 99 ^ 129 • 151 i240 ^-220 4-203 1-320

Per umt of i IP ; 5(i 77 : 130 -} 123 4- Oil t214 4 205 i 247 i 293

Prostate and

body weight

Actual .14 (»7 4 92 -i-103 -117 ! 191 291 1 255 4-313 -r23{(

seminal vesicles Per unit of — -14 ()i4 -T- J)0 -V 139 I 1 15 . 181 , 270 -237 292 + 35

1

Penis

body weight

Actual -27 + 5b ^ 52 .51 , 93 t 92 . 121 4 118 J l-l(t -flip

Per unit of —
f :i5 ^ 5l 19 -r 54 - 99 - J)7 -^-110 4 107 , 131 , 128

Preputial

body weight

Actual — __ i>
-r ll -* 17 j 19 - 52 . 52 ()5 4- .*8 4 102 . 135

. 121glands IVr miit of * 5 4 2 i Id - 23 1- 19 f- 58 -1- ()5 4 71 -1 93

Thymus

body w<*igbt

Actual H d 4- 4 — 7 - 29 - Id 25

- 21

30 - 19 - 10
OI

- 15

Per unit of 4 13 ± 0 - 9 - 27 - 19 — 38 22 — JL —

Fat

body weight

Actual
- o - 10 - 7 - M> . 21 - 15 - 7 - 15 — 5

Per unit of -lU - lO - 10 - 2 - 10 — 22 - 1(. 1 2 - 21 - 11

Gain in body weight

boily weight

4 7 4- 19 4- 22 4-11+ 30 f 30 + 11 4 48 - 20 -f 15
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experiment. This indicates that in future* assays on castrated rats the control

group may be dispensed with, provided that the experiments are carried out

witli the same stock of rats, bred and fed under the same conditions and that tJie

"standard" weights of tiu* sexual organs of these rats at a|^K'cial })eriods of time

after castration are well (established.

Semal organs. Tin* results of the pnwnt experiments (mi summarised in

Table I and reprt‘S(mted by the curves (Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4). In spitt* of the

variatk)ii between the individual figun^s, dt^viations from the average*, weight

Fig. ]. Ueiatiou between close of testosterone and p<*rc*entage iner(‘aK(‘ in actual weight ofseininji

vesie.Jc's and pimtate,

(*xeeed 25 % only in 3 castes out of 80 in the actual weight of the prostate and in

0 out of 80 in the weight of the prostate [kt 200 g. of body weight. In these
nine variations, the deviation is <27% in 4 cases and <35% in another 4: in

1 case only is then* a deviation of 57 % . In th(» seminal vesicles the number of
deviations greater than 25% is 8 out of 100 (80 actual and 80 per unit of body
weight). Of these 3 do not exce<»d 27% , 4 do not ex(^eed 32% and in 1 case
only the deviation is 40 %

.

The perexmtage increase in the weights of the seminal vesicles and prostate*

shows a sharp rise with the small doses, followed by a flattening of the curv(*s

with the larger doses, whicih is tyj>ical of this hormom*. The larger resjjonse of
the seminal vesicles as compan'd with the prostate is also characteristic. Then*
is no direct proportion between dose an<l effect such as was seen within a
( crtain range, for example, with androstt'.ronc and androsterone-diol.

One rat unit (minimum dose i)roducing 40% increase in the weight of the
prostate) is contained in 8y, calculated from the actual weights; and in about ly
calculated from the weight per unit of body weight. The percentage increases
in the actual weights of the seminal vesicles and penis corresponding to these
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doses are about 60 and 27 % and per unit of body weight 61 and 29% re-

spectively.

As we have stated Ix'fore, the weight of the preputial glands in }x>th normal
and castrated uninjocted rats always shows great(T variation than is shown by
other sexual organs. As can be seen from Table I doses of 8~16y have no dcjfinite

effect, the changes being too small to bi* considered. The dose 33 y has a small

definite effect, after which the curve rises more slowly than in the case of the

penis but with tin* highest dose reaches nearly tlu^ same height as that reached

by the j)enis.

Thymus, deposUkm of fat and gain in weight. As can be seen from Table I,

even after only 7 da^^s of injcH^tion the normal response of the thymus is obtained,

i.e. the rate of involution of the thymus, dtdayed by castration, returns towards
normal after the injection. The effect however is comparatively small though
definite with doses of 67y and more.

The gain in weight (Table 1), though only slightly greater in the inj(‘cted

rats, occurs in most case's and with all the doses used. This cannot )>(» explained

by an in(!reased deposition of fat, which is in most cases less than that of the

control uninjected rats (Table T).

Statistical discussion of the data.

By J. M. C. Seott.

Curves. Curves were' fitted to the data by least scpiares. The system of
curves employed was a modifi(;ation of that descrilx'd previously [Korcn(*h('VHky

and Dennison, 1935, 2, j). 2128].

Probable errors. It was clear from the data that the chance fluctuations of
the weight of a given organ arc not indejiendent of th(' dose but become greater

as tlm dose is incri'ased. The hy^pothesis that the probable error of the weight of

Table 11. Statistical summary of results of the assay experiimuXs.

1

J. M. S(H>TT.

II

Or^aii and basis of calculation

Seminal vesicles (actual wei^jrht)

Seminal vesicles (per unit of body weight)

Probable eiTor for

weight of organ
(mean of 0 rats)

1-4-S

±4-2

II!

(voeftioient for

probable error for

percent-age increase

in weight of organs

5-8

50

Prostate (actual weight)
Prostate (p(‘r unit of body weight)

d3-8 4-0

£41 50

Penis (actual weight)
Penis (p(‘r unit of body weight)

J 3*6 4-3

h3» 4-7

the organ iticrcased proportionally to th(' w'^eight itself w^as tested and found to

be well supported by the data; th(* figures in (ol. II give this probable error as a
percentage' of the mean w(dght of the organ for a mean of 6 rats.

The most important re^sults are th(* jx'rcentagc increases due to the hormone,
and th('se are afl'octcxl by any variation in the 13 controls. The figures in col. Ill

take this into ac^count; as they stand they are not probable errors, owing to the
variation increasing with the weight of the organ, but they must be increased

by the “])('rcentage increase'’’ to which they apply.

For example, with a dose of 33*3y the actual weight of the prostate (see
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Table I) showed a percentage increase of 80% . Therefore the probable error in

this case will be

:

4*6 ... Table II, col. III.

^ ... 80% of 4*6.

8*3 ... Probable error required.

In the same way, for a dose of 167y which gives 154% increase in actual weight
of prostate, wo obtain a probable error of ±11*7. For the largest dose u.sed

14l0y, giving 326% increase in actual weight of prostate, the probable error

will be ± 19-6.

II. Prolonoko period ok injection (23 days) of testosterone into
CASTRATED MALES.

In long-duration experiments the relative fluctuations in the weiglits of the
organs are small(T than in the 7-day experiments. Fewer animals therefore were
used in tliese experiments. 29 rats belonging to 5 litters were distributed into

8 groups as shown in Table III. In 4 litters 1 or 2 rats of each litter were left

Table III. Effect of prolonged injections of sex'ual hormones on male rats.

The averafj;e actual weights of organs of castrated rats injected with sexual hormones compared

with those of the organs of normal and castrated litter-mates injected with oil only.

I II HI IV V VI
Castratt'd rats injected

VH
with (y)

VIII

Organ

Normal
control

rats

Cas-

trated
control

rats

Testosterone

33 167 500 1410

Testost.

167 -f

androHt.

450

Testost.

500 +
androst.

450

8om. vesicloH (mg.) 990 10 29 81 180 276 98 199
Prostate (mg.) 1250 63 106 230 367 554 295 454
Penis (mg.) 328 79 159 208 243 277 226 256
Preputial gland (mg.) 144 65 65 120 129 185 158 161
Adrenals (mg.) 60 80 78 65 05 CO 73 63
Thyroid (mg.) 25 22 23 27 26 30 24 24
Hypophysis (mg.)
Thymus (mg.)

10-8 12-6 12-4 141 13-3 15-5 14*2 14*2

316 660 474 500 409 382 548 420
Liver (g.) 13-6 10-3 10-8 12-9 12-6 138 13*0 13*6

Kidney (g.) 2-31 1-72 1-83 201 1-98 2*22 212 2*26

Heart (mg.) 960 795 989 976 919 1023 975 1092
Pat (g.) 14-5 17-2 16-5 15-3 171 17*2 17*1 18*9

Final body wt. (g.) 367 320 315 356 348 377 359 380
Gain in body wt. (g.) 80 64 69 85 85 92 78 100

Kote, Bulb of |K*niR cut off.

normal while the rest were castrated. Those unoperated litter-mat(‘s form a

control group of normal rats (col. I, Table HI), with which to compare the

castrated control rats (col. II) and the rats injected witli the hormones (cols.

III~VIII). The rats of both the normal and castrste^d control groups (I and II)

were injected with 0*2 ml. daily of pure olive oil. since 0*2 ml. daily of a solution

of the hormone in olive oil was injected intt> the rats of Groups III to Mil.
The average final age of the rats was 98 days, Uie injections luiing started

51 days after castration and earricid on for 23 days. The number of rats in each

group is also given in Table III . The technique usi^d was the same as that given

in our previous papers, except that the penis was weighed without the lower

bulbous part, by which it is attached to the pelvic bont'S. This lower part w’as

cut off after fixation in Bouin s fixative at the w^ell defined jKiint where the penis
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begins to enlarge into the bulbous part. Our experiments show that this does not

affect the percentage change in weight ofthe penis, but it does make the weighing

of this organ more accurate.

Sexual organs. The experiments wc^re carried out on rats a long time after

thej^ had been castrated and wtTe therefore “ recovery’* exptiriments. In no

case did tin? injection of testosterone restore the normal weight of the seminal

vesicles, prostate or penis, although th<‘ largest daily dose used (]41()y) contained

about 176 rat units (as defined by us) or about 141 capon units. Th(' weight of

the preputial glands however not only returned to normal but, with the highest

dose, exceeded the normal average'.

The addition of a small dose of androaierone

^

although im])roving the degrtM?

of recovery of th<? sexual f)rgans, did not give ev(‘n a summation result. Aft(‘r

the injection of 0*45 g. androsterone for 22 days [Kore'iudievsky et aL, 1935, 3]

the average weights of the sc'xual organs were: vseminal vc'sicles 41 mg., ]>rosiate

210 mg., penis 209 mg. and preputial glands 115 mg. Tf these ligurt^s an' com-

pared with thi' corresponding figures in TabU' III, cols. T\* and V (testostcTone

alone) and cols, ^'ll and \dll (t('stosterone4- androsterone), it is seen that th('

addition of androsterone brought about a very small increase in the "reeovt'ry
”

etT<'ct on the seminal V6?si<!les, prostate and pc'uis, causing a return to tht' normal

W(‘ight only in the case of the pre})utial glands.

Adrenals. As always in castrated animals, the adnmals of control (‘iistrat(‘d

rats were enlarged. Testosti'rone injected in doses of 167y or more caused a

return towards the normal weight and with tlu' highest dose tlu' normal weight

was obtained. This is shown both by the actual figun's and tlu* figures ]K‘r unit

of body weight (Table III).

Thyroids. The small changes in the weights of the thyroids may ho, significant

,

since they occurred with all dos(*s, although the changes were l(‘ss pronounced

when calculated per unit of body weight. Histological investigation and re-

petition of the (*xf)eriments will give a decisive answer. The addition of andro-

sterone did not increase the “recovery’* effect.

Hypophysis. These glands w('re fixed in formalin, since Bouin’s solution is

not suitable if the glands are to be used for histological inve^stigation. The
weights after formalin fixation ar(3 not so close to the original weiglits as after

Bouin’s fixation. In the castrated injected animals however as before (see our
previous papers), hypertrophy of these glands was seen, which surprisingly was
found to j)ersist; or even apjxiarcd to increase (shown more esjjecially in the

actual figures) after testosterone injections both alone and with androsterone.

Thymus. The usual effect of delay in the ratt* of involution of the thymus was
sec'n in tlu' castrated animals and a return towards but not to normal was
obtained after injection of testosterone, Tlu* ‘'recov('ry” effect of testosterone

however does not aj)pear to be so complete as with large doses of androsterone

or diol [Korenchevsky et al., 1935, 3; Table II, p. 2538J.
Liver, Sidneys and heart. The usual decrease in the weight of these organs

was seen in iho castrated animals (col. II) as compared with the normal animals

(col. I). The injection of testosterone, alone or with androsterone restored the

normal weight, even in the case of the heart which sometimes exceeded the

normal value.

Deposition of fat and gain in body weight. The deposition of fat, as in our
previous experiments, increased (but only to a slight extent) in the castrated

control rats as compared with the normal litter-mates. The injections produced
no definite effect (Table III). The injections however definitely increased the

gain in body weiglit, which is decreased in castrated animals. Large doses of
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testosterono, alone or with androsiorone, evc^ri increased the gain in body weight
above that of normal rats. Since th(*n* was no siiimltanc^ous incn^ase in the
deposition of fat (except in th(‘ actual figurt‘S for tin* injection of 5(K)y testo-

sterone and 450y androsterone, col. VIIl), it may b(* concluded that this in-

creased gain in body weight was due to growth of the other f issu(\s and cannot
be explained by an incrt*ased deposition of fat.

III. The effect (»n male rats of the adoitjon of oestrone or
OESTRADIOL TO TK.STO.STKRONE INJECTIONS.

Ex])erirnents were pc^rfornicd on 20 rats Indonging to 4 litters. Th(‘ rats of
each litter wen* (‘V(*nly dis<ribut(*d into 4 grouj)s (*aeh eoniaiiiing 5 rats. Tin*

eoritrol group in th(‘st* (‘xp(‘riments was inj(*ct(‘d with testosterom* only:

Tabic* ]\’. Effect of the sufndlaneoi/M proUmged injection of tcfiUhdcrone and
ocfitrone or oesfradiol on the weight of the organs of male castrated rats.

Avem^i* actual weights

Oruan Groups iiijcHted with Weight

Percentaire change
comjiared

with t(‘stoHterone*

iiijei’ted rats

Seminal 'IVhtosterone —
v’esicles MV'stost crone * oestroiu* 40 * 21

(nig.) Ti'stosf ernne - <M‘stradiol r>4 H 04
Oestradiol 2r> 24

Frosts te Testosterone 107

(mg.) 'rt‘stOfit(*rone r oestioiie 120 + 21

'^I’estosteronc* i- »»estradiol lOS ^ 2t)

Oestradiol (>0 00

Penis (inii.) 'Pestosteroiie US —
'Pest ost (*roiic* i K‘st rime 140 ^ 1

'Pestost erone ^ «)e.stradiol 144

0(‘stradioI 74 - TiO

Pr<*putia] 1’estoslerone 07
12glan(l.N Testosterone' * oestrone 7o

(mg.) Testosterone -+ iM'.strailiol S7 T^iO

Oe.stiadiol r»4 - 10

i-(y|iophysis Te.stosteroiie II-4

(mg.) Testosterone 1 oe.stroin* i3;i t 17

Testosterone + oestradiol 12-4 1 0

Oestradiol LM r 18

Thymus (nig.) IVstost erorie* r),‘J7
-

'Pestosteroiie * oestrom* loti - IT)

Testosterone * (K’stradiol 4P»7 - i;i

Oestradiol 447 - 17

Liver (g.) Testosterone 104)0 —
I’ostosterone h oestrone 0-41 - 7

Testosterone f oestradiol S4S 10

Oestradiol 7s:i 22

Heart (mg.) Testosterone 870
11I'esto-sterone -!- oestrone 7711

Testosterone ^ oestradiol 710 -17

Oestradiol 000 - 20

Gain in Tostostc^ronc* 100 —
body weight Testosterone + oestrone 7r> -2r»

(P.) 'Pestosti’iroiie 4 oestradiol rc.i -47

Oestradiol r>a -47

Note, The hormones were injected in tJic following doses, oestrone iiy and oestradiol

three times per week; testosterone .‘Wy daily, Bulb of penis cut off.
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group II was injected with 33y of testosterone and in addition with 6y oestrone

;

group III with 33y of testosterone and 20y of oestradiol and group IV with 20y
of oestradiol only. Testosterone was injectiid twice daily and oestrone and

oestradiol were injected three times a week separately in another area of the

subcutaneous tissue. The rats were castrated before reaching sexual maturity,

the average final age being 74 days. On the average, the injections were started

28 days after castration and continued for a period of 23 days. The results are

summarised in Table IV.

Seocmil orqam. The addition of oestrone or of oestradiol had only a small co-

operative effect on the weight of atrophk'd seminal vesi(»les, prostate and pre-

putial glands and no effect on the penis. The cf)-operative effect was more

marked with oestradiol, whicli was not only injected in larger amount than

oestrone, but has a greater effect on the seminal v(*sicles of castrated rat s when
injected in the same amount as oestrone, th(‘. effc‘ct of oestradiol being about

twice that of oestrone
|
David H al.j 1934; David, De Yongh and Laqueur, 1935].

An incTcase in the dose of oc‘strone us(‘d would y)robably give* a co-opcTativ©

(effect similar to tliat given by oestradiol. Oestradiol alone, as has bec^n di'scribed

by David, Freud and De Yongh. has a stimulating effect on the seminal v(‘si(?l(\s

and prostate (the authors obtained on the av'cragt* 55% increase in the W’eight

of the prostates and 129% increase in that of the seminal vcsicl(‘s aft(T injections

of 0-2* 6y daily for 5-6 days). The mcre^ase in the w'(‘ight of th(‘ seminal vt*sic.le8

was attributed to hyjK'rtrophy of the muscular layer. If the w(‘ights of the

sexual organs of the rats in the present experiments are compared w ith those of

uninjected castrated rats of similar age used in previous experiuK'Tits, it is found

that oestradiol injected during 23 days caused an increase of 1(18 -150% in the

weight of the seminal vesicles and of 19-28% in th(^ weight of the j)rostat(‘. The
weight of th(' preputial glands increased in only twro (by about 20%) out of

5 rats and there was no effcc^t on the penis. The effect was much less than that

brought about by 33y of testosterone (Table III).

Hypophysis. Oestradiol, alone or with testosterone, caused a slight increase

in the hypertrophy of the already liyys^rtrophied hypophysis.

Tliymns. The ratt^ of involution of the thymus, which is delayed in castrated

rats, was slightly increased by oestradiol either alone or when added to testo-

sterone injections.

lAver and heart. There was a quite definite* decrease in the actual weights of

these organs after the injection of o(*stradiol alone or with testosterone, which
decrease disappeared or became* insignificant wlu'u the results were calculated

per unit of body weight. This shows that, aft(*r tn^atment with ftmiale hormone,
the* changes in body weight an* relattMl to the condition of these organs.

Deposition offat and gain in body weight. The deposition of fat, as judged by
changes in the amount of intra-abdominal fat, decreased by about 24% when
oestradiol, alone or with t(‘stosteronc, was injected. The effect of oestrone was
l(*ss noticeable, the decrease with this hormone being only about 11 %. These
changes are small in view of tlie normally large variations. Taken however in

conjunction with the quite definite decrease in the gain in body weight (Table IV)

which is produced by oestradiol and oestrone those figures become significant.

There is therefore an antagonistic action on the gain in body weight between
testosterone and oestrone.

The adrenals, thyroid, kidneys and spleen did not show any definite changes
in weight.
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IV. The effect on ovartectomised rats of testosterone injected
ALONE OR STMlILTANEOrSLY WITH OESTRONE.

Experiments were performed on 42 rats, 7 normal and 35 ovariectomised before

sexual maturity. These* rats are repre^sented in Table* in two ^^roups, according
to age, one group on the average 99 days old and the* se^eond grouj) 56 days old.

The rats belong(‘d to 7 litters with the exc(*ption of 8 (out of 1 1 )
spayed control

Table V. Effect of sexwal hormoves on fernalt rats.

The aversigo actual weijjbts of Ihc orgaus of .spaywl rats iiijeclcd witli sexual horirnua's as

compared with those of the orguns of normal or s])ayod «*ojitr“ol rats injected with oil only.

I If ill IV V VI vn VITI IX X
Spay<id rats injoctKl willi (y)

Average
Voruul Spayed I'cstosteroTH* age of
onlrol control ()e.stroUf — — Oestr<»tH* () 1 ( )«*si rone fi -i- Oestrone 0 -l rats,

Organ rats rats ti 1(>7 .VK) 7(K) Tcsiost. I(i7 'IVstost. 6 Testosl,. 700 days

Uterus (irig.) .ll.'i 39 1().5 o<*' — 2‘3r, 229 2iH) 99— 32 — 121 - — — 50

('-•rvix of 117 17 5!) 2.0 !)l 98 104 90
uterus (mg.) — 10 - 22 oo — 50

A'agiiiJi (mg.) 2:>{ 121 228 181 - — 2iiT
oro 281 00

- bSO — — 211 22.) - — 50

Fern, ui’ftputial

glands (mg.)

lO-l 84 IM) 140 — .

—

118 i(;2 207 99
10!) — 121 JJO — 50

Adrenals (mg.) SI 82 s2 71 — 83 80 70 00
- !)4 - 82 Oi - — — 50

Thyroids (mg.) 20 22 20 — 23 24 25 99
- 18 - 20 21 — — 50

ny[)0}»hysi.s llbS 12-1 12-0 112 - 12 2 14*3 i2r) 09
(Tng.) --- 12-0 — 1(V() 9{\ - — — 50

Thymus (mg.) 219 511 331 .188 — - 315 307 283 09
- (172 — 458 339 — — — 50

Average final 23!) 2!)3 281 272 270 282 278 !)9

body weight

()?•)

2(U — — 202 203 50

Note addf'd March 9th, 1930. The experiment with iuj«JClion of tcsU)Ster»nic intr» ovariectomised rats

was repealed on J8 rats and similar results were oblaiiuHl which will bo published elsewhere.

rats in the sf*cond group, which w(‘re takt'ii from our [irevious experiments. The

number of normal control litt(*r'mates was inereas(‘d in the prestmt experiment,

in ordt'r to d(*termin(* how far the injections restored the normal condition. The

control rats were injected with pure olive oil. In order to tMisure that there

sliould be no regeneration of ovarian tissue from ovarian cells left after the

operation, the ()vari<*s wen* n‘moved with the surrounding fat tissue and part

of the honi. The l(‘ngth of the piec** of horn removed varied and in any case

shortened the horns of the spayed rats as compan‘d with those of normal rats.

Thert‘fore in onler to avoid a fallacious comparison witli the ut(*rus having

horns of normal length, in this expt*riment we wt*ighed not only the uterus with

horns, but also the cervix of the uterus separately. These latter weights seem to

give a more aeeurate representation of changes in the uterus of spayed rats

compared with normal animals. Another diflieiilty in sUindardising the
‘

‘ normal’*

weight in the case of the hunale sexual organs, (especially of the* uterus, lies in

the c^'^clic (*.hanges. The much greater ‘‘oestrus’' weight of the ntems (obtained

in one of the rats) was (;xc*lud(*d from the av<rag(j figure given in Table V
(eoL I). Theoretically, it would be expected howev(*r that oestrone would pro-

duce a uterus having an “oestrus” weight, which with the doses used we never
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actually obtained. Testosterone was injei^ted dail>' and oostrone three times a

we(‘k. The period ol' injection of testostfTone alone was 22 days and of oestrone

alone or with testosterone 21 days.

Sexual organs. Testosterone injeett'd alone (cols. IV-VH) caust*d hypertrophy

of the atrophied sexual organs. The hypertrophy however was not sufficient

((‘xce}>t in the case of the ])reputial glands) to represent complete recovery, nor

in the case of the uterus was it e(|ual to that produc^(‘d by oestroiK' (col, fJl),

though after injections of 7<H)y daily of t;(‘stost('rone the vagina w^tu’ghed about

as much as after tlu' inje(;tion of oestrone.

]n the dose used, ot*stron(‘ alone was unable to reston^ tin* normal condition

of the sexual organs of ovariectomised rats. After simultaneous injections of

oestrone and testost(Ton(s recovery to the normal weight w'as eom])l('te in tlie

(*ase of the vagina but in(*ompl<‘te in the ease of the uterus, although the w^eight

of this organ was considiTably greater than after injections of oestrone alonc^

(cispeeially if judg(‘d by tlu* changers in the ctu vix of the uterus), wiien tht'

largest dose* of t<\stost(‘rone was added (col. JX). iiie weight of the prc^putial

glands aft(T th(‘ simultaneous inj<'(*tion of the hormones exceeded th(‘ normal

weight.

Thus th<‘ co-operative activity of testo.sterone and (xvstrone in n^storing the

atrophied female sexual organs towards or in some castes, to tlu‘ norr»ial w(‘ight

was clearly seen in all the ('xporhruuits.

Other organs. Tlu* efle(*t of ovariectomy on tin* w('ight of most of the organs,

which are (lefinit(‘Iy affected in males by castration (adrenals, hypophysis, liver,

kidn<*y, heart, ([('position of fat) could not be ch'arly sec'n, though th(' dela,\' in

the rate of involution of the thymus was quite (l('finit(' (Tabli* \’). W(' do not

howev('r give definite conclusions with regard to tlu* ('fft'(*t of ovari(‘ctomy on
these' organs, siru'c for this a larg('r nuinbc'r of ('xperimt'nts would Ih' necessary,

es})(*cially considering th(' incrc'ase in weight of some of th(‘ organs of normal

rats, which occurs during oestrus (i.e. adrenals, th^yroids, hyjiophysis [And(TSt'n

and Kennedy, 1932; 1933, 1, 2]). According to And('rs(‘n and Kennt'dy, in rats

spayc'd bc'fort' sexual maturity and killed about 65 days after, there is no change

in th(' w'(‘ight of the adn'rmls as comj)ared with that of rats in dux'strus; the

thyroids are below normal w'('ight, while th(' w'eightofthe hypophysis lies betw'(^en

that of th(* normal controls in 0('strus and those in dio(jstrus.

The figures for these organs given in cols. I and 1 1 of Tal)le \' are in agree-

m('nt with tlu* conclusions of Andersen and Kt'nru'dy.

Th(' effect of the injection of t(*stosteronc' aloiu* w^as slight, but o(*-cuiTed in

some' of the organs of all rats, the wc'ights of th(* adrenals and hyf)ophysis being

d('creas('d and of the thyroids bi'ing incrc'asc^d. The addition of oestrone to testo-

sterone injections prevented the d(‘velopment of this effect on the adrenals and
hypophysis.

Injections of oestrone and of testosterone separately or simultaneously

rt'stort'd tht' ratt^ of involution of the thymus to or towards normal.

The body weight and the deposition of fat were not definitely afh'cted by the

inje(;tions, Imt the average body weight was increas('d by ovariectomy (col. II)

com])ared with that of the normal control rats (c'ol. 1), in apit(' of the absencte of

an increase', in the deposition of fat.

V. DlSOlTSSlOK.

It is only possibles to estimate th<* activity of a hormone preparation and to

compan' it with that of other preparations, when all the results both of experi-

ments of short- and of long duration are taken into consideration . In the following
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an att(*mpt lias bt'en made to make such a (comparison of testosterone with
androsteroiKs androst<Tone-diol, gonadotropic* hormone and the manifold and
partly und(‘fined factors which jiroduce maturation of the* sexual organs in

normal animals.

Ibitil tlu* histological investigation has Ikm'ti comphded, we cannot say how
far the changes obtained in tin* weights of the organs after injections reprccscmt

a true* recovtTv. The results so far obtained indi(*ate that the histological changes
in the f(‘inale si‘xual organs after tin* injection of testostcroTu* are similar to

those ])reviously d(‘scrib(;d rKorenchevsky and Dennison, w^hieh were
obtainc*d aft(‘r the injecition of androst(‘ron(*-diol, /.c. they are similar to soim* of
tin* chang(*s ])rodue(Hl by progesterone or ohservinl during pregnancy.

Efff'Ct on castraU'd mah s.

On thr method of asmf/. The statistical interprt*tation of the assay rt‘sults by
Mr Scott shows that tlx* probable (*rror for perc(‘ntag(* changes of W"(‘ight of
organs incr(*ases with tin* weight of tin* organs. Therefore in the* assayable part

of the curve (i.r. from S to 334y, from w’lii(*h f)oint the curve flattens sharply)

the firobabh* (‘rror for ])rostat(‘ gradually ris(\s from ±0*5 to ±15-9. Provich'd

that not I(*ss than fl i^ats an* used for <*ach group-dose, th(* results of assay wdth
such errors should b(* consid(‘r(‘d as satisfactory, in spite of the simplification of

the method introduced.

Using Mr Scott's coeftieient the jirobabh* error for seminal v(*sieles is found
to Ik‘ great(*r than that lor pnxstate. This su])ports imr r(‘poat(‘d stat(*meiit that

prostate is more suit/abh* for assay (‘xperiments than seminal vesiedes. However,
t he change's in scmiinal vesich's and penis are suitable for corroboration of tluc

re.sults obtained with prostate.

The rat iniif. This unit, as defined in our ]m*vious papers (the minimum dose

producing 40 iiUTcase in the weight of the prostate) only rej)r(‘sents the

smallest active* dos<‘ of the horinoru*. As judged by change's in tin* actual W(*ight

of the prostate, om* rat unit is contained in 8y of t(*stosteron(* (present experi-

ments), 21 y of androsterone-diol [KorenclH*vsky and Dennison, 19:i5, 2j and
1 70y of androsterone fKon'iudievsky and Dennison, 1935, 1], A comparison of

the rat units therefore indicatt's that t(*stosteron(* has the gn'atest activity.

Comparison of the rurres. The curv(*s r(‘pres(*nting the pc'rcentage in(*rease in

weight of the s(*minal vesicles aft(*r thi* injection of andi'ostc'rone, androstiTonc*-

diol and testosterone an* giv('n in Fig, 5, whih* those for prostate are given in

Fig. t). Because of the low^ solubility of fat-solubU* (f.s.) androst(Tone-diol in oil

the curve (*ontinu(*s only to the point representing 350y of the hormone. Then*-

fon* androst('rone-diol is also rt*])n*sented by the curve* for water-solubh* (w\h.)

androsteione-diol (tht* Li salt of the im^nosuccinate ol this hormone).

Sin(*(* the curves are dift'erent in form, a comparison can only be mad(* with

res(*rvations.

The curv(*s for seminal v<*sicl(*s (Fig. 5) sliow^ that fat-soluble and, less closely,

w^ater-soluble androsterone-diol arc similar to testosterone in their activities

and differ from androsterone by a greater effect on the seminal \esicles, the

activity of testosterone being gn»ate8t.

The curves for prostate (Fig. fi) an^ nearly identical in the case of fat-soluble

androsterone-diol and testosterone. The <‘urve for water-soluble androsterone-

diol differs from these, but not greatly. Androsterone curves show the lowest

activity for all doses.

Average activity of the hormones. Another method of r(*pre.senting the activity

has already been used by us [Korcnchevsky and Dennison, 1935, 2, p. 2128;
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Fi^^ T). (V>nnpaiiH<ji) of tho curves representing relation between jK'rcentage increase in the actual

weight of serairial vesicles and dose for androsterone, tat-sohible (f.s.) and water-soluble

(w.s.) androsterone-diol and testostiM'one.

Fig. 6. (/ompariaon of the curves representing relation between percentage increase in the actual
weight of prostate and dose for androsterone, f.a. and w.s. androsterohe-diol and testosterone.
Lower part of the curve for testosterone and the curve for f.s. androsterone-diol are very
close, almost coinciding. They are distinguished in the figure by arrows.
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Korenchovsky et al.y 1935, 1, Table Vll, p. 2139]. Within the range of the
curve, from the smallest active dose to the dose at which the curve begins to

show pronounced flattening, comparison was made of the av(*rage percentage
increase in the weights of the organs per 100y for eac^h dose used. The figures

of this (jomparison, given in Table VI, show that androsterfuie-diol appears to

have the greatest average activity.

Table VI. Comparison of the. average effects of androsteroma, androsterone-diol

and testosterone (7 days' injection's).

Avc*raj?€» porconta^f intTouM^ pei*

|0()y for daily (l«»s(*s

2r>-2UUy
linOy andro- 8-334y

aiidro- sterone- testo-
( )r^anK Weights stcronc dtol sterone

St*nunal vesicles Actual 22:i 20r)

Per unit ol body weight 2:^ 210 20t»

Prostate Actual 2r> 144 lOG
Per unit (»f body w^eigbt 24 135 112

Prostate witli seminal Actual 24 I.5G 122
V(‘sicles Per unit of body weight 2:i J49 121

I'CIHS Actual IJ 100 GG
Per umt of body w eight 10 03 G5

Preputial jrlands Actual 18 37 28
Per unit of body w'eigbt 18 33 20

Comparison of the qualitative effect. Ik^fort' forming a jiidgrmuit about the

activity of a hormone it is essential to analyse its specific activity from the

point of view of its approximation to the natural biological pro(*ess, which is

partly or wholly controlled by the horniojK*. It is now cl(*ar that tht* natural

development of the sexual organs is controlk'd by many factors, including various

hormonc‘s. The activities of these manifold, but as yet not compk'tely discovered,

factors can I.k» demonstrated if the W(ughts of the ditfcnuit sexual organs of

normal rats at diffenmt ages after sexual maturity arc^ compared with the

w^eights of these organs before sexual maturity. It is obvious however that the

natural growth of the sexual organs, which develop during a y)eriod of some
months, can only be compan'd with experimtmts in which (1) tin* effect of the

injections develops during a [H'riod sufficituitly long for the rtH*overy to take

place and (2) the doses injected are large enough to compensate* the* still relatively

short period of injection (weeks instead of months) by incn*asing the dose of the

hormone injected.

Our Table ^71 therefore is divided into two parts : in the iirst part experi-

ments on the forced development of the sexual orgixns during a 7-day period of

injection of artificial honuones are eomjjared with a 5-day period of injection of

gonadotropic hormone (Korenchevsky al., 1935, 2], which hormone is supposed

to bring about normal stimulation of the normal secretion of the testicular

hormones in their natural relationship. In the second part of the table the ratios

obtained after a long period of injection of artificial hormones (the effect of large

and smaller doses being given separately) an^ compared with the ratio given by

naturally developt^d sexual organs. This “ natural'’ ratio was obtained from the

percentage increase of the actual weights of the sexual organs of normal rats

49-123 days old taken from our previous pafXT [Korenchevsky et aL, 1935, 3,

Table I, p. 2535] compared with the weights of the organs of immature normal

rats 2fl-27 days old [Korenchevsky et al., 1935, 2, Table I, p. 2523]. The average
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Table \TI. Ratio
(
x 100) of percmtmje increme in ackml weight of prostate to that

of seminal vesicles after injection of testosterone compared with this ratio

obtained with other hormones or obsert'ed during natural growth of the organs

in normal rats.

"resioHterofie

^Vstosterojie

(}oiia<Iotropi(*

hormolu*

Androstcrone-diol

Aiulrosteronc

Xatural (levolupmcrd
in normal rata

Short-period injoet ions

Dailv closo

Ratio
prostalo t-o

(V) sern. vos.

S «S
lU 54

50
iM 40
I2r» 51
Ui7 50

52
rm 50
UMH) 45
N]U 42

Avoraire 51

A\ 54

Avora^r 04

.Av<‘ra«re 100

Long-period injectioiiH

Daily dose
Ratio

prostate to

(y) Hc?in. ves.

:rs ;io

- —
—
107 ;n

500 2S

1410 20

175 :150 54
700 (n more 24

450- 2200 120
061 M) or more 55

_ 25

for all ages of the ratio
(
x 100) of ]K‘rcoTitage iiienjase in the weight of the firostaU^

to tliat of the seminal vesicles was 25.

TJi(‘ ratios given by testosterone are tabiilafc'd si^parately for (‘aeh (los(‘,

whilst for the other hormoiK^s only th<^ averagi* ratios are given, sin(*e thes(‘ have
been given in detail elsewliere fKorenehevsky e( aL, 1035, 1, p. 2141 1. It is

clear from the figures in Table Ml that (1) the ratios of the short-pt^riod in-

jections show that testostiToiKi and, l(*ss <*losely, androsUTonc'-diol jiroduee

development of tlu* sexual organs vsimilar tn that produced by gonailotropic

hornuine and that therefore probably they bring about normal dt'velopment,

whilst androsterone does not do so; (2) Ihc* ratios of the long-period injections

show a clear-cut differi^nce (as was anticipated and explained above) between
the rt^sults given by small and large doses, the* small dosc^ ratios being closcn* to

those obtaint'd for the short-jieriod injections; (3) the ratios for long-period

injections of large dost^s show a normal or nearly normal development of the

sexual organs in the <;ase of andi*osterone-diol and to a less extcuit in the case

of testosteroiu*, but not in that of androsterone.

ThtJ prostate to penis ratio is not included in Tabh‘ V7I as the penis of
untreated castrated rats is larger than the? penis of the young immature normal
rats whi(;h w<Te used for comparison with the older rats. Tliis would therefore

give percentage increast*s in the weight of the ptmis after injections of artificial

hormone which would not be comparable with those given by injections of
gonadotropic hormone or liy natural development. The ratios of these organs in

the castrated rats injected with artifidal male hormone can howc'ver be compared
with each oth(»r, in which (»a8e it is again seen that the development produced by
testosterone is similar to that produced by androsterone-diol (ratios 168 and 158
respc'ctively) and is different from that produced by androsterone (ratio 230).

Comparison of the ^^reemery^^ experiments on males. In the long-period
experiments even the largest doses used (1410y= 176 rat units) failed to restore
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till) normal weight of the seminal vesicles, prostatt! and penis of castrated rats
injected for 23 days.

It is difficult to comjiare these (‘xp(Tim<;nts with our previous experim(‘nts
[Koreuichevsky ei aL, 1935, 3, Table I, p. 2535J, in which complete recovt^ry of
th(‘ prostate was obtained with androsterone and of all the sc'xual organs with
androsterone-diol, since in these earlier experiments the period of in jection and
the period after castration wen* diff(*n*nt from those* of the present exi)eriments.
Th(* (‘xperiments with water-solubh* aiidrosteront'-diol (Nos. 19-21) might
however be considered to be similar to the present experiments with testo-

sterone. From these it is seen that about 80 rat units (5310y) of water-soluble
<liol brought about com})l(*t.t* recovery, whilst 17H rat units of testosterone failed

to do so. Jt would be necessary howev(*r to make* comparative experiimmts on
litter-mates b(‘for(‘ coming to definite conclusions on this inatt(‘r.

If th(* restorative effects of testost(‘ron(‘ on oth(*r organs are compared with
those* obtained wdth androsterone and androsterone-diol, they are found to be
similar hi the (jase of th(i adrenals, thymus, liv(*r, kidne^y and heart. The gain in

body weight was also found to be im})roved by all thret* hormones, though too
large doses of water-soluble diol were toxic, as is shown by the decrease in the
weight of th(^ liver and in the* gain in body w(‘ight.

The action of testost(*rone differed from that of tlie oth(*r two hormones in

failing to dc‘cr(*ast*, even with the largest dose, the hypertrophy of the hypo-
physis, which with sonu^ doses was even increased.

Kfffcl on ovarivetomifsed rats,

A comparison of the figures of Table VT of this paper with Table V" of our

previous pa])er on androsttjrone and androsterone-diol
|
Koren(*hevsky ft al.,

1935, 3, }). 2543J shows that testosterone restored thc‘ normal w'eight of the

female sexual organs more completely than androsieroiu*, the (;hange being about
the same as that obtained with androsterone-diol.

Whilst the eff(*cts on the thymus and hypophysis werc^ similar with all three

hormoiK's, the decrease in w^(*iglit of adrenals and the incr(*as(* in those of the

liver and kidney only occurred afttT androsterone or androsteroiu*-diol injections.

Kach of tlH\se three malt* hormones wiien injected w^ith oestrone showed about

etpial degre(*s of co-operative recovery eflect on the atrophi(*d female sexual

organs (compare Tahiti of the present paper with t he> results given in Table VI
of the previous paper and those given by the histological data [Korenchevsky

and Dennison, 1930]).

Summarising this (comparative* analysis of these three* artificial male hormones

it may be concluded that the action of testosterone is similar to that- of andro-

sterone-diol, the most important difference betwet‘n th(* two substanc(*s being

the greatc'r activity of the small(*st doses of t(*stosterone, i.e. in the amomit of the

substances j)er rat unit, while in the largest dost's used the eftect on the sexual

organs seemed to be greater with androsterone-diol than with testost(*rone (long-

period exj)eriments).

On X-snhHtance of testosterone.

Experiments on male rats havt* show^n that in the dos(*s used neither addition

of androsterone nor of oestrone* to testoste*rone in jections w'as able to give such

a large co-operative effect as was produced by X-substance of Lacpieur and

his co-wwkers, only a small co-operative effect being obtained by the addition ol

the hormones mentioned above.
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SUMMABY.

1. Experiments were* performed on 5 normal males, 7 normal females, 124

castrated males and 35 ovariectomised rats belonging to 33 litters, in order to

investigate the biological projx^rties of artificial testosterone and the ex)-operative

effect of this hormone with oestrom* and with oestradiol.

CastreUed males.

2. The hormone was assayed by a simplified form of the authors’ method.
One rat unit was found to be contained in 8y (from actual weight of prostate

increase) or 7y (from weight per unit of body weight).

3. A rcilation between the dose of testosterone and the effect on the prostate,

seminal vesicles and penis after 7 days of injection was investigated statistically

and represented in the form of curves.

4. Prolonged periods of injection (23 days) in the doses used (up to

141()y= 176 rat units daily) failed to restore the normal weight of the atrophied

sexiial organs (except in ih(' case of the preputial glands) of rats castrated about
51 days before the beginning of the injections (“recovery” test).

5. After the injections of testosterone the weights of th(^ organs, which were

changed by (?a8tration, were restored to the normal weights in the ease of

adrenals, thyroid, liver, kidneys and heart; tow’ards the normal condition in the

case of the thymus. There was no change, or an apparent increase in the

'‘castration" hypertrophy of the hypophysis. The gain in body weight also

increased to or even exceeded the normal standard vaJu(% without definite

changes occurring In the dtjposition of fat; this indicates a favourable stimulation

of anabolic processes in the metabolism of organs and tissues.

6. In the doses used, injections of oestradiol alone brought about changes
similar to those obtained after injection of oestrone : i.e. a considerable* increase

in the wtught of the seminal vesicles (up to 150 %) and small increases in the

weight of the prostate (uj) to 28%) and the preputial glands (uj) to 20%), the

penis remaining unchanged. Changi's were also observed in the weights of other

organs: in the hypophysis (slight increase), in the liver, heart and thymus
(decreases). The gain in body weight and deposition of fat were both decreased.

7. Oestrone or oestradiol injected with testosterone showed only a slight co-

<j|>erative effect on the weight of atrophied seminal vesicles and prostate.

Ovarieciomised females.

8. Testosterone injected alone brought about hypertrophy of the atrophied

sexual organs towards but not to the normal wenght (except in the case of the

preputial glands which reached normal weight) and decreased the weight of the

thymus.

9. There was a marked co-operative effect between testosterone and
oestrone in restoring the atrophied sexual organs to or towards the normal
w(*ight. The addition of oestrone to testosterone injections also increased the rate

of involution of the thymus (co-operative effect).

JO. Thus our previous results with androsteronc and androsterone-diol,

obtairud by the method of weights and corroborated histologically, and also the

present results with testosterone, show that the male hormones have some of the

important properties of the female hormone : so that, if they art*, present in the

female organism, it would be expected that they would act in co-operation with
oestrone in controlling the condition and function of the sexual and of some
other important organs in the female.
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Corrtparison of tU effects of the hormones.

1 1 . Comparison was rnado of the biological properties of testosterone, andro-
sterone, androsteronc-diol and gonadotropic liormone. The eflfe(?ts of these
hormones on the growth of the sexual organs were also compared with the
natural growth of these organs iti normal rats.

12. Androsterone-diol and testosterone, unlike androsteronc*, appear to

bring about a qualitatively normal development of the male sexual organs, as
judged by the ratio of the percentage increase in the weight of the prostate to

those of the seminal vesicles and of the pcmis.

13. Both androsterone-diol and testosterone produce some changes which
arc similar to those observed after the injecjtion of progesterone and, if injecttd

simultaneously with oestrone, the changes produced are similar to some of those

seen during pregnancy.
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Last y(‘ar a method was r(*portx*d
|
Beall aiul Marriaii, 1934) for the isolation of

oi^strone from the nriiu* of pregnant man^s. By mc'ans of a solvent-f)artition

process a eriale tohieiu* extraei of the aeid-hydrolys(Hi pregnancy urine was
piirifi(*d to give a “weak f)henor’ (*oncentrate containing the extracted oestrone.

The kcdonic niat(Tial in this fraction wtis ])r(‘eipitated from alkaline solution by
the us(' of inerciirie liydroxide and tlx* oestrone separated by high-vacuum

distillation.

Several modifi(*ations in the proce^ss have since be('n introduced. Hydrolysis

conditions have beem irnprovecl, thus incTeasing greatl}^ the yields of active

material which can b(* removed by th(‘ initial toluene extraction : the solvent

f)rocess has lK*en short<*ned and th(^ mercuric hydroxide-ketone redaction has been

modified so tlmt it is mon* easily conducted. By this modifit^d process it is

])ossiblt‘ to obtain high yields of pur(‘ oestrone (m.p. 254-2t)()® uncorr.) and also

eonsid(Table amounts of etpiilin.

Acid hydro! of fhe urine^

The urine w^as collect(*d in weekly batclies and was concentrat'd in racno to

about one-ijuarter of its original volume, all subsequent steps being carried out

with such concentrates.

In the previous pap(*r it was pointed out that it is more satisfactory to carry

out the acid hydrolysis of mare's urine at room temperatiure than to boil or to

autoclave the acidified material, since the liberated oestroru' is n'adily destroyed

in an acid medium at high temperatures. Extn*m('ly high yields of a(*tive

material have been obtained by acidifying the urine coneentrat(\s to pjj 0*8-1 •()

and keeping them at room temperature for 7-10 days before commencing the

toluene extractions. Tliesi' conditions arc the* sanu' as those recommended by

('urtis [1933] but much Iiight'r yields of oestrog(‘nic material have been obtained

than previously reported in the literature'.

The toluene extracts were proc.essed by the method already det>(*ribed and

the oestrogenic materials in the final “weak phenoL concentrates were assayed

by the colorimetric method of Cohen and Marrian [1934].

The ‘‘weak phenol” concentrates w’^ould be expected to contain other

phenolic oestrogenic compounds such as ocpiilin, hi])puim and equiJenin [Girard

fd a!., 1932, 1, 2, 3]. Whilst it was realised that these might also act as chromo-

gens, the colorimetric assays were, for convenience, evaluated in terms of

oestrone. It was recognised that such values might not be absolutes, but it was

Biochem. 1936 xxx (
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foiisidercd that they would, at least, be relative and serve as a basis of comparison

for the different batcJies of urine. In cases where the "weak phenols” were

assayed in t(*rrus of oestrom* by the biological method the values obtained were,

within experimental error, in agreement with the colorimetric figures, ffius

justifying this procedure.

Excretion of ovstrin hy the pregriant mare,

Uriru' was coJJecteil from a mare throughout the term of pregnancy and,

after hydrolysis by the method descrilx^d in the previous section, colorimetric

assays were carried out on the ‘‘weak jihenol" fraction. Th(‘ concentration

of oestrogt»nic substances in the urine was too low during the early stage's of

pregnancy to warrant their isolation. (V)llections were thc'rc'fore limit('d to a

period of one wtM'k at fnonthly intervals. As soon as the' amounts of active

material had risen sufficiently to make their isolation possibh*, all th<' urine

excreted w'as colh'ctt'd. The results of the expc'rinu'nt are giv('n in Table I.

Table 1, Oentrin excreted hy a mare (inunher 43U).

Served Aujr. ir>, f<Mvled »hily 14, UKMi.

Volume of

iirmr

J. IV*ri(»<J of r‘(»Ilcct ion

.Month of

j)rcg!iaiK\

(Mnoinogoiiu

matcrini in

“ weak phenor’
I’one. (assfiyi'il

as t»estio!U‘)

(MironiogniK'

material per

litre uneoin
uriiK*

mg.

, Svpt. lU-17 1 0(M»2 'I'raee

1>7 Oct. fi-lS *» 0*020 0-7

4r> Nov. lU-lS 0*25 5-5

is Dec. I()-17 f 0-.V.» :VA

Jau. 7 14 5 2-OS S4
ns ./an. 14- Kcb. 1

1

<) 0*41 SO
KU) tVb, II Mar. 11 7 10-42 lot
77* Mar. ! 1 -Apr. 22 S 7-OS 104

77 Apr. 22-Ma,y 20 0 4 52 40
104 May 20--, f line 15 JO 1-07 10

45 flu lie 15-4 Illy 1 11 0*22 4-0

* F*art oi eoll«otn)ij lost.

This tabk' sliows that th(' amount of oestrogcmic matt'rial exen'ted in the

urine starts to rise during th(* 3rd month of pregnancy, n'aches a maximum
during the 7th and Si-h months and then falls off rapidly so that at term only a

ndativoly small (piantity is present. Thc'se findings art' in agrc'ement with tliose

reported by other w'orkers [Cole and Saunders, 1935; Kober, 1935].

It should be borne in mind that the values hi Table T do not represent the

total o(*strogenic jiotency of the original urine since 29-30% of the activity is

removed in th(' “strong phenol ” fraction. iSiniic thei oestronc' is eoncontratc'd in

the “w<-*ak phenor" fraction this loss of active mate'rial was not investigated.

Modified ^solvent partition procej^,s.

The purification of the cruder toluene extract of the acid-hydro lys(*d urine

has been greatly shortened by the adoption of the following procedure.

After eon(‘entration of the initial tolueiKJ extract to a reasonable volumt*,

sufficient oN NaOH was added to neutralise the aeddie substances pn'sent, th(i

aqu<'ous f)has(' was removed and the toluene extracted with several portions of

N NaOH. The combined aqueous extracts were acidified with HCl, made
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alkaline with an excess of saturated NaglJOji and re-extracted with toluene. This
removed the greater part ofthe phcmolic materials, including the oestrogenic com-
pounds, while the acids remained in tin* aqueous phases as their sodium salts. The
toluene was washed with water, evaporatt^d to dryness and, as in the previously
described procedure*, the “strong’* and “weak” phenols were separat<*d from
ether solution by washing with .V/10 NaOH . Jt was found that saturation of the
NaOH with NaCS prevented the retention of oestronc by tht* alkaline solution.

Th(*- extraction process is summarised in Table TT.

Table* II. Modified solvent parifiration process.

Uriiu* coiurntratf (acid-hydrolysed)

I
Extracted with tol(n*nc H?id cxti'act

:
conccntratc<i in ranio

T(»Ui<*nc ('xtract

Neutralised with 5A' NaOll and
extracted with N NaOH

NaOH (acids and phenols)

' Acidified with H(^l, made alkaline

I with NaX-Oj and extracted with
! toluene

“1
Toliicmc

Kvaporater! to diyuess and dis-

,

so]vi*d residur* lu ether

Ktlicr

i Extracted w itli .V/loNaOHsat u-

{ rated with NaCJ and baek-e\-
' tracted with ether

Kt lnM

Kvapoiaied to ilryness to j^iie

"weak phenol” concentrate

A further purification of the ‘ wc'ak phenol” concr'iitrates has been intro-

duced b(‘fore the ni('rcury reaction. Vacuum-distillation of the (joncentrates at

90-100 ';0‘02-(.h08 mm. n*movcd 45-55 of the W(*ight without any loss of

oestrogenic material. TJu* residue's obtaitu'd by this tr(*atm(*nt were, in general,

dark brown (TystaJlint* masses. Some typical results obtain(*d by this procedure

are given in Table III.

Table III. Effect of distillation of "weal' phrvor concentrates.

Orij^iiial weight

of concentrate

Weight aft<‘r

distillation hiss of

(\)lnrinietric assay

of residue

(as oestronc)

chromogenic
material in

P- P-
weight P- distilled residue

3di() 2-07 •17 0 72 35

1101 5*80 47 2'82 49

4-43 217 49 I2« 58

4-45 2-09 53 1-50 71

2-93 1-49 49 0-90 (iO

XaOH
Strrm^ jihenols

Aipicous phiirtc

AckIk ( reject (‘dl

Toluene
Neutral eompouiid>
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Modified mercuric hydroxide-ketone reaction.

Interaction of the ketonic rnatcTial and mercuric hydroxide was brought

aboxit, as previously described, by heating in aqueous alkaline solution. After

cooling the mercury-ketone complex was precipitated by the addition of

ammonium hydroxide and, after standing overnight, the solids were centrifuged

out and washed. This procedure was found to b<> much more satisfactory than

that previously described.

The washed complex was hydrolysed by boiling for 15 min. in 15% (by

volume) alcoholic HCI and the hot solution was filtered to remove any insoluble

mercury salts.

The tedious chloroform-potassium chloride* separation for the n*moval of

the mercuric salts from the ketonic materials has betm dispensed with. Instead,

the excess of HCI in the filtered hydrolysates was neutralised with NH4OH, the

solution being k(‘pt just acid to i.)rev<^nt mercuric hydroxide from precipitating.

The alcohol was distilk^d otT in vacuo, the residue dilutt‘d with wat(T to dissolve

the inorganic salts, and the granular ketonic material filtered off and washed

well with water. To ensure the liomplett' removal of mercuric compounds the

washed solid was dissolved in alcohol and treated with HgS. After filtt*ring out

any HgS, the alcohol was removed and th(' oestrogenic* inatcTial in the* residue*

was separated by sublimation at l()fh-170^7()*02-0*03 mm.
Attempts to recrystallisc* jnire oestrone direc^tly from this sublimate m(*t with

failure. However, utilising the quinoline reaction d(*scribed by Butenandt and

Westphal [1934] and recrystallising the* purified product from 95% alcohol, the

pure hormone was obtained.

Isolation of equilin.

In the previous paper it was pointc^d out that only part of the* oestrogenic

material of the “weak ])h(moi’* concentrates appeared in the* mercurv-ketonci

complex. This loss was found to be due mainly to equilin which occurs in the

urine in relatively large amounts. It forms a mercury complex prc'cipitated

by NII4OH, which differs from the oestrone complex in that it is soluble in

alcohol and so is removed to a great extent in th(^ alcoholic washings.

In order to recover the equilin from these washings they were concentrated

to a small volume and the equilin complex was hydrolysed by adding 15% (by

volume) HCI and boiling for 15 min. The hydrolysate was treated in a similar

manner to the hydrolysate of the mercury-k(*tone complex and the crud<' (*quilin

was filtered off. This material was distilled at 160~170'70-()2-() 03 mm. and the

(*quilin (m.p. 238-239°) recrystalliscd from the distillate by the use of 80%
alcohol.

Difficulty was encountered in certain batches of urine where the equilin

content was higher than usual since in such cases it was not remov(*d completely

by the alcoholic washings of the mercury-ammonia precipitate and interfered

with the final purification of the oestrone. This trouble was overcome by heating

the distilled “weak phenol” concentrate with l)enzene (10 ml. benzene per g. of

concentrate) before carrying out the mercury reaction. On cooling a crystalline

precipitate was formed containing 80-90% of the oestrone together with so little

impurity that it could be isolated directly by use of the quinoline reaction and
subsequent recrystallisation from alcohol. The benzene mother-liquors were
taken to dryness, the ketonic and iion-ketonic compounds separated by the

mercury reaction and the equilin and oestrone isolated from the ah^oholic

washings and mercairy-ketone complex Respectively in the manner already

outlined.
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Suwnmry of the methyl finally adopteA.

The aeid-hydrolyHed iirirK' was extracted with teluene and the ‘‘weak
phenols” separated by partition with solvents as outlined in Table II. After
vacuum distillation this concentrate was dividcid into benzene-soluble and
bonzene-insolublc fractions. The ketonic compounds in the benzene-soluble
fraction wen^ precipitated by the rnt'rcuric; hydroxide-ammonia reac^tion, the
(iquilin and 0(*strone in this pn^cipitatci ])eing separated by the use of alcohol.
By acid hydrolysis of the equilin eomplc^x in tla^ alcoholic* washings, removal of
the alcohol and vacuum-distillation of the residue, a crude equilin-containing
distillate was obtained from whi<*}i pure equilin was crystallis(»d by the use of
S0% alcohol. In a similar way acid hydrolysis of the* mercury-kotonc* compl(*.x
yielded a residue' from which the crude oestronc'-containing material was con-
centrated by su blimation . Purification of this sublimate was accomplished by the
use of the quinoline reaction ( Butenandi) and subseqiuuit crystallisation of the
ocstrone from alcohol.

In the case* of the bc'nzene-inHohible material the? oestronc was isolated directly
by use of the (juinoline reaction and subsc'qiient crystallisation from alcohol, the
mercury rca(*tion being unnecessary for this fraction. Some typical results of
the imiounts of oestronc* (m.p. 2o4-25b') isolated from thc'se benzcme-insoluble
fractions art* given in Taldc* IV,

Tal)le T\\ Oestronv isolated from benzenednsohjihle fraction.

N’oluiiH*

unroiiccntratc'd

uriiK*

I.

rl

IS

m
iM
1‘1

(VilonnictiK'

assay ot

‘*\vi‘ak phenols’’

345

2-

40
440

3-

83
045

VVemliT IxMizene-

iiisolubh*

matrnal

200
J07
3-7S

3*S5

(’rude (H‘Stron(*

(from (jiiimdine)

1-(>S

(M)7

1*48

1-7S

UeerystalliHcd

oestroue

g-

1 41
0*76

I 10
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Since it is now gencTally agreed that “haematin” iron in foods is largely

unavailable for haemoglobin formation, and therefore is probably not absorbed

[Elvehjem et ah, 1933: Lintzel, 1931], it is clear that a knowledge of the total iron

in a foodstuff may be of little use from a dietetic standpoint. A knowknlge of

the ionisable iron is probably of much mon^ value, although it cannot be

assumed that the whole of this iron will be available, or that tlu* whole of the

“haematiir’ iron will be unavailable. Widdowson and Mc("ane(‘ |1936) have,

made use ofthe present figures to calculate the ionisabh' iron intakes of (>3 normal

men and the same number of women.
Ionised iron in foodstuffs and biological material may la* determined by

several m(^thods fTompsett, 1934, 1, 2; Hanzal, 1933; McFarlams 1934:

Burmester, 1934], but the use of aa'-dipyridyl, introduced by Hill [1930 1, is

probably the most convenient, and results obtained by means of this reagent

have been found to agree in general with the biological assays of available' iron

in the same materials. Discrcpanci('S have been encountered with egg yolk, but

these have been satisfactorily explained (Elvehjcun et ah, 1933: SluTinan e( ah,

1934,1,2].

IXiterminations of the ionisable iron in a nurnlxT of English foodstuffs have

accordingly been made, using aa'-dipyridyl. This ri'agent was pn'part'd ac'cord-

ing to the method of Hill and sodium hyclrosulphite used as the reducing agtmt.

The latter as purchased, was heavily contaminated with iron and was purified

according to the directions of Hill.

Method for the determination of ionisable iron.

(a) In fitfth foodf!. The raw or coolscd material was cut into Btiiall pieee.B with a stainloHH steel

knif(‘ ami thoroughly pulped in a mortar. Five aliquots (1 5g.) were weighed into five tubes

-1 , B, C, D and K of 40 ml. capacity, graduated at 20 ml. and to all 10 ml. of soilium acetate-acetic

acid buffer 5*r» M^ere added. Previously cooked foods were not heated, but raw foods were

heated at this stage for JO min. at 100°. After testing the pjj of the fluids in the tubes, 0*5-l *0 g.

of hydrosulphitc was added to all the tubes. 0-05 mg. of iron was added to tubes C and J) and a

few crystals of aa'-dipyridyl to A, B, C and J). E w^as retained as a blank. The contents of all

tubes were well mixed with a glass rod and allowed to stand overnight. 5 ml. of absolute ethyl

alcohol were then added, the coiitcnbs again well mixed and allowed to stand for at least 8 hours,

but generally overnight. The solutions were then made up to 20 ml. with distilled water and

filtered through Whatman filter-papers No. 541.

The amount of iron present in each solution was then determined by matching the colour

against a series of standards m a Cole and Onslow comparator, the blank being placed in the

appropriate; position. A few of the extracts could have be^n matched in a colorimeter, but usually

the natural pigments were not completely decolorised by the hydrosulphite, so that a (jomparator

method was employed.

(b) In fruitn and vegeialdes. The material was prepared for analysis as described under (a) and
our portions were weighed out into the graduated tubes. 10 or 15 ml. of bufferpn 5*5 were added

and the tubes heated in a water-bath for 10 min. at 100°. After cooling, the was checked,

0 05 mg. of iron added to two tubes and hydrosulphite to all. The volumes were then made up to

{ 582 )
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the graduation mark (20 ml.) with distilled water and Ihe eontents of the tubes well mixed and
allowed to stand overnight. Jn the morning the contents were well stirred and filtered after an
hour. Kae.h filtrate was then divided into two |:K>rtion.s. To one, a few crystals of aa^-dipyridyl

wore added and the colour developed; the other served as a blank.

Standards. The iron standards Aven* prepared as follows. In twelve tubes of unifoiin bore

aliquots ofa standard iron solution were ])laeed eot responding tf» ()()02r), OOtio, OOl, 0 02, ... 0- lOmg.
of iron resjKiotively. 10 ml. of buffer p,, .5-.> and 0-5- 1-0 g. of hydrosulphite were added, followed

12 hours later by ml. of absolute ethyl alcohol. Each solution was then made up to 20 ml. and
the tube sealed. AV hen ilie method was modified to avoid the adsorption of tlic coloured complex
on solid vegetable material, a fresh set of standards w'as piepart'd w'hich contained no al<*.ohol.

The absence of the latter di<i not uifliienee the intensity of the colour.

Discusnion of the method.

(a) Experiments with haemin. The use of aa'-dipyridyl as a reagent for

ionisable iron is entirely dependent upon ihe faet that no (‘oloured eomplex is

formed in the presence of haeinatin iron. In a personal communication, Hill

inforrnt'd us that free iron is liberated by ihe a(‘tion of dissolvt'd oxygen when
hydrosulphite is added t/O a solution of haemin. This important point has been

investigated under th(‘ experimental conditions used for the determination of

ionisable iron.

4 mg. of haemiid wen‘ dissolved in aUiut 3-5 ml. oi NjlO NaOH and made up
to 10 ml, 10 ml. of bulTer 5*5 were measured into five tubers, A, />*, C\ D and
E, graduated at 20 ml. To A and B 1 ml. of tb(‘ liacrnin solution was added and
to C and I> about O-S-l g. of hydrosulphite. After standing 15 min. (to allow all

the dissolved oxygon in C and D to react with the hydrosulphite), hydrosulphite

was added to A and B and 1 ml. of the haemin solution added to C and D. E
was reserved as a reagent blank. The eonkuits of all tubc‘S tluui thoroughly

mixed, made up to tht» 20 ml. mark and left overnight. The solutions were then

filtered, divided into two parts, one of which serve^d as a blank ; a few crystals of

aa'-dipyridyl were added to the other.

No difference could bt‘ dett»cted between A , B and C\ 1>, and therefore no

evidence was obtained that a d(‘com])osition of haemin took place when hydro-

sulphite was added to a- colloidal suspension of haemin at p^ 5*5 by th(? inter-

action of hydrosulphite and dissolved oxygen. There was howe\T'r a very small

difference between the solutions containing haemin and th(‘ reagent blank,

certainly less than th(* 0*0025 mg. standard. If. was thought that this slight

difference might have been duo to the presence of free iron in the original haemin

solution. This was tested in the following w^ay: 3 ml. of the haemin solution

(0*4 mg. per ml.), 10 ml. of buffer 5*5, and 7 ml. of distilled water were placed

in a tube and thoroughly mixed. About 0*25 g. of a.k. sodium chloride was then

added, the whole again well mixed and allowed to stand overnight. The solution

was then filtered, which removed the haemin, and a few crystals of oa'-dipyridjd

wen' added. No difference* could be dctect(*d between this solution and a blank

prepared in a similar manner from which the haemin was omitted. Hydro-

sulphite, therefore, may interact with haemin and set free traces of ionised iron,

but the extent to which this occurs is so very slight that it may be discounted

entirely as an interfering factor in the present work.

Further, ionisable iron determinations were carrit^d out on representative

samples of the various types of foodstuffs, to wliich 1 ml. of the stock haemin

solution was added. The results are shown in Table I. In 0 instances there was a

very small and negligible increase, in 2 there was no change and in 1 a decrease.

^ Kindly presented by H. Hill.
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Table I. Determination of ionisahle iron in presence of haemin.

Sample

^^'^atert;resR, fresh

Ali<|not

2

Haemin added
(as a aoluiion

in NaOH)
mg.

None
0-4

Ke standard
used
mg.

O-OS

otmry

Difference

mg.

+ 00025

Bread, wholemeal 2 None
0-4

oo;i2r>

oo:m H 0*0025

Apples, raw .*> None
U-4

o()U«r>

0*0070 -r 0*0010

Barcelona nuts 2 Nfuie
0-4

0062:>
o*o6:is fO*ooi:j

Turnip, raw Ti N(me
0-4

0*01

001 :i Noiu*

Ijiver, n\, ra^\ 2 None
U-4

(HH>
0-00 None

Oatmeal 1 N<nje
0-4

0*0}

0*042.1 H 0*iH)25

Raisins 2 Nom*
0 4

O'OI

o-o:}8r> 0*001.1

(’abbajre, raw r» None
0 4

(M»27.1

0-02S.1 i 0*0010

(b) Hecot^eries, With two exceptions (sc(‘ untlt‘r (/?)) satisfactory rt'covcrics

of a(ld(Kl iron were obtained from all the foods given in Tables A and B.

(r) The acmracy obtainable, with the comparator. With most samples the

final solution was perfectly clear, and it was j)oasible to (estimate t-hc' iron (‘ontcMit

of the solution to th(‘ nearest 0*0025 mg. Tt was always f)ossif)l(‘, (^vc^n when the

unknoA\Ti was matched against the strong standards, to rt^ad to th(‘ nearest

0*005 mg. Solutions win’ch gave a cloudy solution, ('vt»n afte^r centrifuging and
filtering, could be matched against the standards to tlu^ Tu^arest 0*005 mg. The
percentage error was of course deixmdent on th(‘ abov(» factors ajid on the iron

content of the sam7)le.

(d) Incomplete extraction of the iron. This was (^onsider(‘d to be a possible*

cau.se of ina(;(aira(% and in consequence* all samples wen* thoroughly ground in a

mortar to facilitate tlie extraction. Experiment rept»atedl,\' showed that under
the working conditions d(^scrib<*d, complete ecpiilibrium b^dween the tissue and
the surrounding liquid had be(»n rea(;lied when the extraction had proi*eedcd

overnight, and at least this time was always allowed.

(c) Adsorption of the coloured complex. Hill stated that a 30% concentration

of ethyl alcohol in an acid medium preventf*d the adsorption of the coloured

complex, but recovery ('stimations have always been (^arricxl out as an additional

safeguard. In this way it was discovered that alcohol will not prevent adsorption

of the coloured complex taking ])lace with some vegetables and fruits. In the

modification already described, the aa'-dipyridyl was not added until the liquid

had been filtered from the insoluble vegetable tissue. In this way the coloured

iron complex was formed in the absence of solid material. The success of the

modification can be seen from Table II, in which results obtained by the two
methods are compared. It should be noted that a low recovery by the original

method was associated with a low value for the ionisahle iron.

It is important to add the liydrosulphite at the commencement of the extrac-

tion, since Tompsett [1934, 2] has shown that ferric iron forms complexes with
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Table A. Total and ionisahle iron, in foods of regetahh origin.

JoiURfibU* iron

7’otal iron fas .of total
Foodstuff Systematic name (mg./BK)g.) iron)

VV^?etablc\s :

Artichoke, jrlobc, cooked ([tfHttra arolymuft B*r)r> IBB
Beans, broad, Vtriu fnJja Im B3

butter, cooked V’ar. of J*huscttlu.<t imlgans \H2 71
Frene.li, rfi^^ I^hfiJ^rolus ndganjs (K-i7 87
haricot, raw Var. of PfunffdfhH ludgnri't 8.3

liaricot, cooked V’ar. of PhojieohtA rtdtjart.^ 2-72 84
scarlet runner, cooked PhaMvnlM m lilit fUitrus 0-71 74
tinned, baked Var. f)f P/iaM(olus mhjans B8

Beetroot, cooketl Jii ta vnlgartK OoB 94
Brussel sjirout, raw /ira^ssira ohrarra^ hulhiiu (jewrrtifdvt tM)7 75
C'abbau[c, raw BrnMMtra olarncea^ raptfafa B-BS «2 82

cooked lira<(tirtt ole) tut a t aptlain B-7(i 70 92
(^arra^eeri moSvS ( liondruh rr)'*pus S-88 97
Carrot, raw ])auvufi cartda Bob 1(K)

cooked Thntvas t a/tda B-41 98
(’auhtlower. raw hra-sHien ohrarta, hoirtjint vault flat a BBl 99

cooked lirns'itea tderacea^ hfdn/lt^' taalifhaa t>*r»2 100
(•cleriac, cooked A piiDN tjrarf'tde)f< taparentn B-K7 98
(Vlery, raw' A ptioii (jrat'enh u'* t>l4 IBO
Chi<-oi‘y, raw ('h)chonam i))lyhn'< B'.")? BB 59
(ueumber, raw Cat tout') salmts B'LV) IBB

plant, raw Sida)t(ttit ))ieln))Qt nt(, var. ongtttt))* b:i2 53 .5t»

Kiidive. raw Phtt'ho) ia))t uahrta •J'77 72
Fennel, drv, raw Pot n teala tn t'uhjatt B-BB 45

fresli, raw Fttetnrahini ntltjarv 4*20 50 62
Hor'^cradish, raw ( *ochh ana at tttttraria I()(t lOB

Jjcek, raw All) Hitt ptantnt B-77 91

Lentil, raw Lent* t'tt tth ala, Prram Leti'* 7-6S BB 72
Lettiut‘, raw Lacfttea .>taf)ra 0*80 (>3

Marrow, raw ('at arhita ptpo B44 85

Mushroom, raw / * talltola ea ?tt fa aft i » B-B5 BM) 98

Mustard, raw fit atiticti 1-8B 50

Mustard and cress, raw Httifftitta Ainl Lt ftultata spei ie^ r»-7B 45 39

Onion, raw Alltain tapa B-4B 10(t

Parsley, raw Pt Irosclttt It at salt rata IB-BO 50

Parsnip, raw' PtiHUaaea miira B 78 89 KHt

<‘ooked J*ntitit)at'a mftra B-4H l(H»

Pea, blue, cooked V’ar. of J*ijia)n mltra))) 1 77

fresh, raw' Ptxauf ml t mat 1-77 74

split, raw Var. of Ptstntt mltntta r)-4l 81

split, cooked V'ar. of Pitattt satinf))i 1 84 7

1

tinned Vai. of Ptaata saUmttt 187 ItH)

tinned (Chi vers) V'ar. of Pisitta ant t rata 2* IB lott

l*otato, raw' Stda a M m. t ahci *tm ai BBO !I5 lOB

cooked Salat) a tti luhcrttfta to. <»fi2 93 lOB

Hadish, raw Haplain a {i rtiadafa.s or H. taitt //«• 1B8 ()8 55

Rhubarb, raw' Rhmm rhafatnltrata b;js lOB

Salsify, raw T^agnphitijott ftornfol t ns 98

Seakale, cooked l^ramht manlttaa BBB 91

Spinach, raw* Spiaaeta tdvrttaa 2-BB 68

cooked Spinana oleracta 4* 15 57

Sw(‘de, raw' Hrmatca species B-41 100 91

Turnips, raw lirajttira rapa iKY.l 67 6B

M'atercresH, raw' ynsfa rit n tn offin attic 208 BB

Fruits

;

Apple, eating, raw* Ptjrua ttialtttt o*2ri
1 V. I

81 KH)

cooking, raw PIfraft main ft
Ic lOO

ow
Apricot, dry, raw Prnaa^ arnieaiaca 4*08

A •I'T Ofi

fresh, raw’ Pr tt rtwt arme it itira fl' J / no

Avocado pear, raw' Persea amnricatm 0*53 JOB

Banana, raw Mam ptmuUsmca, subapf'Cies mpicatu

m

0*4

/

100
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Foodstuff

Fruits {coni.)

I

Blackberry, raw
C^herry, raw
Cranberry, rau
Currant, dry, raw

black, raw
red, raw

Cufit-ard apple, raw
Damson, raw
Bate, dry
Fig, flry, raw

fresh, raw
(Gooseberry, raw'

Grajx*, black raw^

w'hite raw
dried (raisins)

sultana
(Grapefniit, raw
(Gn'cngage, raw
Lemon juice

Loganberry, raw
Medlar, raw
Mulberry, raw
Nectarine, raw
( )Uvc. bottled

Orange j nice

Passion fruit, raw'

F*each, dry, raw'

frt*sh, raw
Pear, cooking, raw

dessert, raw
Pineapple, raw
Plum, cooking, raw

<lried (prunes), raw'

Victoria, raw'

Pomegranate juice, raw'

(Quince, raw
Raspberry, raw
Strawberry, raw'

Tangerine juice, raw
Tomato, raw'

Nuts:

Almond
Barcelona
Brazil

C/hesinut, baked
Coh
Cocoanut
Cocoanut milk
Peanut
Walnut

Cereal and Cert'al foods:

Biscuit, Digestive
Biscuit, Ryvita
Bread, brown, Daren

Goldmedal
Hovis
Lyons (whole-

meal)
wholemeal

Bread, white, Lyons
Flour, w'hite

Oatmeal
Rice

Table A (cont,).

Systematic name

fiuhuit frullCOHHH

Pnniuft certutUM or P, avunn
Vaccim urn oxifcoceoH

ViVHs rinifem
PihvM tntjnnti

Pihes ruhrurn

Annana aquamom
Pnm us spc’cies

Phoi'Hix tlnvlylijera

Ficus nurea
Ficus avrea
Ribcs qrossnlaria

ViHUS vimjera species

Vtnus riuifera species

Vinus mu ifera spinues

V 171us vtntfcra sp<H*ies

Pitrus jiaradisi

Prunvs species

Ctirus mattea. var. Luuouunt
liuhus l<»jaiiobaccus

Pyrus gcrmatuca
Morns nigra

Pruttus sjiecies

Olca eurofuica. var. amot a
('tints auranhum
Passtflora

Pruttus fH’rstca

Prunu't perstea

Pyrus co7n munis
Var. of Pyrus ctnmuunt^
A nanas s(ftivtis

Pruntts communis
Pnin us commu n ts

Pruu us COmmun is

Piinica granatum
Pydonia ntlyaris

Rubus tjuloeus

Fragarin t'esen

Var. of (It frits aiirantium

Solan Vm lycoperstrum

Pruntts amygdahts
('orylus 7naxima. barcdancnsts
Berthollelia excclsa

('asimten milgaris

('orplus majriina or C. avellana

('ocos nucifera
(\k'0s nucifera

AracMs fiyjMxjoe.a

Juglans recfia

Triticum aalivum
Arena sah^Ht

Oryza saliva

lonisable iron

Tcdal iron (as % of

(mg./ 1 IM) g.) total iron

)

Olio 41 39
0-48 1(K)

<>•70 61 79
1-07 89
0-95 1(H)

0-66 85
o-r>2 1(H)

(Hui 70
1-71 82
417 90
0-42 95
0-58 •10

0-27 85
0-21 80
:bso 97 94

:vf>o 05
oil 92
0-40 84
0-07 SO
l-OO 70
0-77 05
ir>7 50
(MO 87

i-o:i 97
0-20 85
112 1(H)

7-00 92
o-ao 1(H)

010 94
0 21 HM> 1(H> 1(H)

0-22 91

O-ao 00 50

a-20 72
o-.ao 47 60
0 20 33 33
0-1

9

54
Ml 82 69
0-71 52
018 95
037 73 53 66

4-54 99
a-44 91
2-70 01 62
0-87 00 42
1-44 94 100
1-98 80
010 75
119 UM)
l-HH 41

1*57 91
3-20 100
2*96 100
2-30 1(K)

2-48 95
212 72 76

3*43 83
107 87 90
100 93
415 96
0*45 85
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FoodstulT

Table* A (coni.).

Systematic name
Total iron

(ing./IOflg.)

lonisable iron

(as ‘'o of
total iron)

Miscellaneous

:

Boer, Bitter. Watnoys 004 1(K)

Burton. Watneys 000 100

Cocoa 14-2tt 03
Chocolate, Milk 1*67 84

Plain - :b28 89

Treacle, (hilden syrup - 108 05
Black 01

7

JOO

Table B. Total and ianimhle inm in flesh foods.

F’oodHtufT

Fjsli

:

(V)d, raw
Haddock, wt earned
Halibut y raw
He*rrin|j:, fried

(Hloatcr) fried

rn\i

(Kipper) boiled

Mackerel, fried

Plaii'c, sti(‘amed

PriiwiiH, bulled

Ko(*k salmon (catfish), vaw
Koe (herrinp;), raw
Salmon, “Shipmate'' tinned
Sardines “Skipper" tinned
Skate, raw
Sole, Htearned

Winkles, boiled

Muscular organs. Animal an<l Binl:

Beef, raw
roast

corned, tinned
Chic'ken, white flesh, roast

red flesh, roast

Heart, baked
Mutton, roast

Pig products. Bacon, raw
Chop, fried

Ham, cook€»d

Rabbit, stowed
Tongue, cooked
Veal, raw-

roast

Glandular organs

:

Kidney, Ox, stowed
Pig, fried

Liver, Calf’s, raw
l^amb’s, fried

Ox, raw
Pig's, raw

Sweetbreads, raw'

Miscellaneous

:

Egg, raw
Sausage, Beef, fried

Pork, fried

Systc-matie name

dnfhiH morrhuH
fiadUM aegh fiw m.«

ntlgan-s

(Uupia hart ngus

Scoadn'i acouihrm
Pit uromrit^ plulesm

Leattdet «trratu.<i

AnarrhtehuJi hipu.s

Raja fjatt,'t

1Hea ran ( riett m irrm'tphalas

Ldtonna hiiorea

lonisable iron

'Potal iron (as of

(mg./lOOg.) total iron)

0*34 100
0-75 100
0-44 100
1-02 74

1-20 31

1-02 30
1-38 .58

M7 04
0-68 07

002 81

0*30 44 32

003 00
0*80 04
3-44 05
0 33 HMl
0-45 KM)

104 58

354 11 9

5 20 22 15

3'34 3?)

100 31

2-7(» 24
5-83 03
5- 10 24

2-50 29

1 40 47
445 15
1-80 42
.-v80 19

003
1-35

45
55

35

402 06
0-50 58
13-30 KK)
2-7() 100
0-70 78 UM)

20-00 80

1 47 71

2-50 J(M)

418 72

;V30 81
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Table II. Comparison of methods for ionisahle iron.

(>ri|xiiial mothod Modified method
Weight

Ionisahle
r

.
. r A

taken louisable

for iron in Iron added Iron iron ill 1 ron added Iron

Nature of analysis sample to sample recovered sample to sample rceovored

material g* rag. mg. mg. mg. mg. mg.

Currants, Black r> 0{)2r» OO."* 001 005 005 005
Ked 5 0012 0-05 0(133 0028 005 0-049

„ Dried <2 0012 0-05 0-025 0019 0-05 0*051

Loganberries 0017 o-or> 0-035 0038 005 0*05

Raspberries 0-02r> 0-05 0-043 0-035 0*05 0*05

Cocoa 1 (M)lfi 005 I'raees only 0-135 0*05 0-05

certain proteins and will not react with aa'-dipyridyl. Hydrosnlphite reduces tlie

iron, and the ferrous iron, which does not form these complexes, will then react

with the dipyridyl-

(/) The was always tested before the hydrosnlphite was adch'd, and if not

between p^^ 6-4 ajid 5-S was brought within thes(‘ limits by the n(H*essarv addi-

tions. Sherman el al. [1934, 2] have reported that the\v have experienced some
difficulty in this respect with animal tissues, but we have only had to n'inforc'f*

the buffer in the case of some acid fruits.

(^») Impurities. The liydrosulphite has already beem discuss(»d. Ordinary

filter- fmpers wen' foimd to contain iron, sometimes in larg(' amounts, ])ut

Whatman papers No, 541 were reasonably satisfactory. Kc'agcnt blanks w(‘rc

carried out from time to time, filtered and placed in th<‘ comparator wIk'u

matching unknowns. These blanks were gem'rally less coloured than th('

0*0025 mg. standard.

(A) Interference with colour developmenl. As judged by r(‘coveri(‘s this only

occurn'd twice. Blackbcrri(»s w(*re found to contain a substaiK'C' whi(jh prevented

ferrous iron from reacting with aa'-dipyridyl. The natural j)igm(‘nt of tht‘ fruit

was (jompletely decolorised by the hy<lroBul}>hite, so that no difficulty was
experienc('d in matcdiing the solutions. The filtered juice* behavc'd in a similar

manner, but the interfcreuice obse*rved was variable in amount. The* figure* given

in Table* A for the available iron in this fruit was e^btaiiu^d from a sample w'hieh

gave? very slight inhibition of colour development, but the* result may still be toe>

low'. It was also impossible to obtain satisfactory re*coverie*s from walnuts, anel

the figure giv(*n for the? ionisahle* iron is probably too low\

Determination of total iron.

Samplo.s wvrv iru*iiiorat<*tl aooordm^; to the nietluMJ of MeCan(;e ari<l Shipp |193HJ. Sueli

foodstulfs as liver, raw sweetbreads and fruits with a Jiigh supjar eoiitent tf‘iid to ash badly, and in

these* caseis the asb was moistened with a little wate?r, two or thre*e* drojwj of coiitnitrated hydro-

chloric acid were added, th<* whole was placed on a hot ]»late until dry, and the ash was then

a^ain iiicinorate‘d. VVhe*n only traces of carbon were left-, the ash was cooh*,el, moistened with water

and htiated with 2*5 ml. of esoncentrated \.r. HCl. 10 ml. of approximately .V/2 HCl were addend,

the contents of the crucible brouj^ht to the boil and filtered into a IIK) ml. graduated flask.

Three further extractions of the small charcoal residue (if any) wx*re made usiin; 10 ml. of iV/2 acid

each time. The filter-paper was washed with boiling water until the contents of the fiask were near

the graduation mark. When oool, the volume wiis made up to 1(K) ml. wdth distilled water. The
iron in an aliijuot of this solution was determined by moans of thiolaeetic acid [Lyons, 1927].

The presence of pyrophosphate does not interfere with the development of the eolour. The
incineration and determination were always carried out in duplicate. aa'-Dipyridyl W'as also

used to determine the total iron in some foodstufis by a method somewhat similar to that used by
Hill and Keilin [1933 1. In general the results obtained by both methods were in close agreement,
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but with moat aa'-dipyridyl tcndt'd to i^ive low results. Since the determination of total iron by
aa -dipyridyl was originally undertaken only as a further test of the value and scope of this

reagent, the iron figures obtained by incineration have been preferred in all erases of differenee and
are the only ones given in this pajier. The low results obtained by the aa'-dipyridyl method are due
to the incomplete decomposition of haemin eomjiounds.

Sourcas of materiah.

Material to be analysiHl was inirehased from the Amalgamated Fruiterers,
the Army and Navy Stores aud local shops. Many of the figures were obtained
on mixed samples from all thnjo sourties, but this has not always been possibh'
and some detcTininations have b(‘en made on material jmrcihased at one shop
only. This applies particularly to rare fruits and to estimations of common
mat(*rials which have been (jarried out for confirmatory purposes. Th(* figures

given for meat and fish apjily in most instances to samples from one source.

Results.

Tables A and B contain the figures which have b(‘(‘n obtained for total and
ionisabh* iron. The figure for t/Olal iron is the mean of the results found on th('

se])arat(‘ occasions on which the' material w^as analys(^d. The ionisable iron is

givcm as a jicrcentage of the total iron, and tlie results for different oec'asions are

given a(‘parat(dy. The mattTials analysed have b('('n elassifie^d under vegetables,

fruits, nuts, fisli and meats, and an* arranged in alphab(*tieal order within each
group.

Disemmov of the. rcsuUfi.

Th(*se figures for ionisable iron, dejMmding as lh(\v do ujion two determina-

tions with independent errors, cannot be claimed to have a high degree* of

accuracy, t'vem though each determination was carried out in duplicate and
witli the greatest e-are. When cloudy solutions were eibtained, which made
mate^hing in the comparator eliftiemlt, an error of lO-lo^;,', was possible, but this

is not incompatible with valuable results for dietetic purposes. Percentages of

the same order have be<'n obtained when individual iiK^mbers of a group of

similar fooelstuffs have been estimated, or when the same foodstuff has been

analysed more than once. There are many instances of this in Table A. The
n*sults for the cereal group, tlu* dried and fresh apricots, the figs, and the

plums and prunes illustrate this. The results for the herring family and the

gadoid group of demersal fish are equally good exami)lt*s. This is the more
interesting b(H!auHe tlu* total iron may vary eonsid(*rably from one occasion to

another, and it would seem from the results that the percentage of the total iron

in ionisable form is ])crhaps a more eharaeteristie feature of any particular

material than the total amount of iron in it. This is illustrated by the figures

shown in Table HI. It will be seen that gross fluctuations in the total iron are

not accompanied by variations in tlie p*rcentage of that iron whi(‘li reacts with

aa'-dipyridyl. It is for this reason that the figun*s for total iron in Tables A and

B have been averaged. This communication is not eoncomed with the variability

of the total iron in food materials, or with the best average figure for dietary

purposes. The figun^s in Table A will be found in some instances to be the same

as those given for total iron by McCance ei al. [19361.

(1 ) It would seem therefore that the ionisable iron of groups of foodstuffs, as

determined by these methods and expressed as a percentage of the total, may be

accepted with considerable confidence. Individual variations from the group
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Table III. Constancy of ionisablf iron as percentage, of the total iron.

\ 2

Foodstuff

Total iron

(mg./lDO g.

wet weight)

_A .

Ionisable iron

(as % of
total iron)

Total iron

(ing./ltK)g.

wet weight)

Ionisable iron

(as % of

total iron)

Cauliflower U-ffl 90 0-r)2 KM)
CJraii berry Ml 01 0-25 79
Eg^ plant. 0-32 r>o 0-27 53
Fenuol y-ue 45 410 49
Kidney 492 60 t)*50 58
Mushroom 095 100 0-35 98
Mustard and eres-s ISO 50 4*70 15
Pomegranate juiee 01

5

33 0-24 33
Potato 0-85 95 040 100
Paisin 3-80 97 r>4t> 91

Tomato 047 00 0-20 74

figure have always been (jonfirined at least once before being included in Table A,

so that they also may be accepted as having signifi(‘.anee.

(2) It will be observed that a number of values for available iron are stated

ill Table III as b(*ing 100 % of the total. If cytochrome is a constituent of evtjry

aerobi(5 cell this cannot be strictly true. It is cc^rtain also that some blood

must have been included with liver and white fish, so that. i»i th(\se cases also

a figure of 100% should be accepted with reserve. The reason for obtaining

figures of 100% may be inaccura(n<5S inherent in the method, th(» d(‘stniction of

cytochrome by cooking, or by the heating for 10 min. at 100 to which raw
materials were subjected. It is, howtwer, probable from th(‘ (?xpt*riments with

haemiin and the small p(*r(*.entage of ionisabh^ iron found in meat, that. und(‘r our
experimental conditions negligible quantiti(»H of luu^matin are d('comj)08ed.

De^struction by heating does not matter, for most foods an' cook(‘d before* bt'ing

eaten, so that for dietetic purposes the figures may lx* accepted.

(3) There are very few pn^vious figures with which to compare the present

ones. Elvehjem et al. [11133] rc])orted that 47 % of tin* iron in wdieat was “avail-

able ” and 57 % of that in oats. The present results an* higher, but our experic'nce

has been that the method used by Elvehjem may give, with ydant products,

results whi(;h are far too low (Table II). Roscj et al,
(
1934: V'ahlteich et «/., 1935

1

moreover, havt*. found that wheat and bran are excellent sources of available iron.

ShcTman et al. [1934, 2J found that more than 00% of the iron in liver was
available? and 50% of that in beef muscle. According to the pr(?s(»nt findings the

former of these* seems rather low and the latter d(?finitely too high. The figure

obtained by these autliors for soya bean agrees with the present group figure for

legumes, but the present figure for spinach is higher than their figure obtained
with <xa'-dipyridyl and agrees with their figure for available iron determined by
an acid extraction method.

(4) Considering th(? present series of results it has been found that
:
(a) At

least 75% of the iron in cereals reacts with aa'-dipyridyl. The average is

much higher and may be taken to be about 90% .
(h) Only some 10-25% of the*

iron in beef and mutton so redacts. Other flesh foods contain a variable but higher
percentage of their iron in reactive form. Almost tin* whole of the iron in liver

seems to be in ionisable form, (c) All the iron in most white fish reacts with
aa'-dipyridyl, but there are exceptions, e.g. rock salmon (catfish). Herrings,

mackerel and sardines contain only alK>ut 60% of their iron in inorganic form

.

(d) The iron in most nuts is mainly ionisable but there are exceptions, e.g. Brazil

nuts, (e) Green-leaf vegetables contain 60-70% of their iron in inorganic form.
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Cauliflower and globe artichokes, which arc gt'Tierally (Jassed with the green

vegetables but wliich are not really green leaves, contain nothing but inorganic

iron. (/) Root and stem vegetables give variable results. Some contain only

inorganic iron. Potatoes contain 90-100% of their iron in this form, {g) Fresh

and dried legumes contain 70-80% of their iron as inorganic iron. Tinned beans

and peas were found to (^ontaill all their iron in reactive form and this difference

may b(‘ due to dcistruetion of the, organic compounds during th(‘ preserving. It is

perhaps worth noting that tinned moat also contained a mu(»h higher i^ereemtage

of its iron in tin* inorganic state than fresh or domestically cooked meat. Compare^

also the results for cocoa, which have been confirmed on st'Vtjral occasions,

with the average figure for the legumes. (A) 50-100% of the iron in most fruits

is ionisable, and jKTcentages of the same order have generally been found within

each species. In plums, prunes and greengages, for examph*, about 75% of the

iron was found to be in ioiiisa bh* form . In cherries, apricots and peaches, however,

nearly 100 % of the iron was ionisable. 80-100% of the iron in apples and pears

was found to be ionisabh^. Tomatoes contain(‘,d only 50-70% of their iron in

this form.

Summary.

1 . The general af)plieability of aa'-dipjTidvl to the determination of ionisable

iron in foodstuffs has b(‘en inv<‘stigated, and methods have been described for its

use with ])lant and animal materials.

2. The ionisable iron in 155 British foodstufls has be(Ui determinc^d by

means of aa'-di])yridyl. Total iron has also bi*en determined in these foods.

3. The ])ercentage of the total iron in ionisable form may be a more charac-

teristic feature of any particMilar material than the total amount of iron in it.

One of us (L. S.) is indebted to the Medical Research (buncil for a personal

grant.
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Whilst numerous cLat a eoiiecTning the nature' of thc' I’atty acids present in depot

fat and liver are available [Banks and Hildit<*h, 1931 ; Klenk and Sehoenebeck,

1932; Irving and Smith, 1935], there are fi'w observations on th(‘ nature of the

fatty acids in blood. This jirobleni is clearly of importance, since knowk'dge* as

to thc transport, of fatty acids from the tissue's and depots via the* bleioel (‘an

only be obtained when the chemie^al nature and relative proportions of the* various

fatty acids present in the blood of animals in the* post-absorptive* state are*

known. As a contribution to this problem the ])re'se'nt work was undertaken.

Exfekjmental.

The lack of knowledge on this subjee't is due* to the great, difficulty of jm*-

pariiig fatty acids from blood in suffi(*ient quantity to inake^ ade*epiate' analysis

possible. Whilst it might be anticipat(‘d that- sue*h a preparation would be*

readily achieved by digestion of the blood with alkali, followed by acidification

and extraction with a fat solvent, such as ethe'r, great difficulties are e*ne;e)untered.

In the first place the amount of total fatty acid present in (liffi‘re*nt forms of

combination in blood is relatively small (about 0*2 g. per 100 ml.), while* a furth(*r

difficulty arises because of the high protcun (*oncentration in blood. Rejx'ated

experime'nts showed that simple digestion with alkali, followed by acidification,

resulted in the precipitation of such a considerable quantify of protein degrada-

tion products that extraction with any fat solvent was most in(*ffi*ctive and if

happened quite oftt'n that the proportion of fatty acid extracted in this way was
an insignificant part of the whole. Kndoavours were made to ove'rcome these

difficulties by hydrolysis of the blood with 10% NaOH in the* presence of

alcohol. Some* fifty varieties of treatment with different proportions of 10%
NaOH and alcohol and variations in time of heating wew investigated, but in no
case was the result satisfactory. Many expcsrimeuits of similar type were earned
out in which the strength of alkali was varied from 15 to 30% ,

with heating for

different time jieriods in the presence of varying proportions of alcohol. The
method finally adopted, which was the best compromises possible in view of the

large volume of blood required, was as follows. To each 100 ml. of blood wore
acieled 5 g. NaOH and the mixture was refluxed for 4 hours on a sand-bath

;
after

cooling overnight, 50 ml. of alcohol were added and the mixture was refluxed for

2 hours more; it was then cooled, acidified with cone*. HCl and the fatty acids

and unsaponifiable matter extracted with ethf^r. After washing the ethereal

t'xtract with water and evaporating to dryness, the residue was saponifitKi with
N sodium ethoxide and the fatty acids and unsaponifiable matter prepared in thc
usual manner and purified by treatment with light petroleum. As a control of
this and the other methods investigated, further samples were treated by the
method of Channon and Collinson [1929] and the yields compared. It appeared
that the method yielded about 70% of the total fatty acids present in blood. A

( 592 )
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large Hcale prc^paratioii was then carried out in which 51*7 1. of blood were trtiated

in volumes ot 3-'4 1. at a time to give 78 g. of fatty adds (151 rng./lOO ml.). The
corresponding figures (|uotc‘d from a largi^ nuinbc^r of previous samjdes of ox
blood by C-hannon and Collinson avfTagc^d 180 mg./lOO ml. Hy combining the
fatty acids obtained from these various trial experiments with the main bulk,

the total tatty acids available w^Hghed 90 g., i.v. 92-6; those obtained by the
latter authors had i.v. 97'5.

^vparatioii of sat ut aled and unsaturated acids. 95*4 g. of th(‘ mixed acids were
fracti(matt*d by the Twitchell pro(iess as modified by Hilditch and Pricstman

f 19311. Considerable difficulty was experienced in obtaining a more saturated
fraction whicl) had a reasonably low J.v., but ultimately the acids were divided
into two ])ortions : (1) 25-0% of the mixture, i.v. 9*6, and (2) 72-4%, i.v. 1214),

mol. wt. 302, the loss being 2-0%. In order to det.ermine t}u‘ amount ofsaturated

acid still nmiaining in the* licjuid fraction, Bertram's oxidation process was
applied, wIkui 3*777 g. of that fraction yielded 0*274 g. acids, (i.v. 4*0) or 7*3 %.
Assuming that oleic acid was the cause of the i.v. of 4*(i and 9*0 quoted above,
the true amounts of saturated and of unsaturated acids in the original mixture
were calculated to be 27*9 and 70*1 % respectively, (*x(4uding the loss of 2*0%.

Analysis of the saturated fraction. 20*7 g. acids (i.v. 9*0) were esterified and
the methyl esters distilled into five fractions and a residing The acids from t‘ach

fraction W(*re sejiaraU-d from traces of unsapouifiable matter and tlic'ir mol. wt.

and I.v. determined. The composition of each Avas then calculated, the results

being show’n in Table T.

Table I. Fractionation of the saturated esters.

n.i\ at (Jonipositnni *’5

3 iimi. Wt. of -- —— • — .

up to ester I.V. of Mol. wt. Ligno-

Fraction u- acids of acids Pa hint ic Stcan0 ceri(‘* Oleic

1 160 1-48 3*2 257 6*7 — 0*2
•1 168 5*49 3-4 263 19 3 5*3 - 1-0

3 173 4 4 272 tH) 7*4 -- 0*7

A IS] 3*63 6*0 275 5-6 10*2 1-1

5 185 3-00 7-5 283 n .“i 12*3 1*2

Residue 4 81 LV2 321 8 6 ID n 3*8

3'otal 21**14~ - — 38*1

"
43-8 8-0

* For purposes of caU ulatioji the aeids hierher than steurie aeid ha\e Ikmmi ‘^n)upod together as

liiIiUK^erie acid.

Table Tl. Fractionation of the iin^^at it rated cMcrs.

Frac-

tion

1 a
b

ta
h

3 u
b

A J75
5 170
0 170

Residue -- 4-^ .. 152-2

Total -- *19*60

Mol. Saturated ITrisaturated

wt. ol _
^

- — -
>

acids

277 t»*3 0*2 0-S —
291 2-7 1*3

283 1-2 0-8 —
293 1-6 3-5 -

290 0-9 0-1 0-5

291 6-2 2-9

293 9-1 6-S

294 8*4 7-3

309 - 14-1 ...

325 -- 9-3 14 4

0*3 2*3 0-i 33*1

'

45*2 li-4

B.p. at

3 uim.
up to

' C.

155

160

170

W t. of
esters

jr.

1-

09

2*07

2-

19

3-

26
3-22

2*90

Twitchell
separation

(^lescription)

Soliil

Liquid
Solid

Liquid
Solid

Idqiiid

I.v. of
acids

.53-6

106*7

Sn-.-i

11 0-7

32*2

106-7
115*8

1 lS-5

1.30-9

* 20-56g. were taken initially. Losb:=^ 4*7% ^be total uiisatiirated fractions or 3-4‘\, of the

original mixed acids.

Biochem. 1036 xxx
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Analysis of the unsaturated acids by hromination. The results obtained by
brominating the unsaturatcd acids of blood were very similar to those previously

found and fully discussed in an analysis of pig liver fatty acids [Irving and
Smith, 1935J. 22-3 g. (i.v. 1214)) yielded 3*37 g. ether-insoluble bromide, m.p.

228^" (indef.), Br 07-9% . C2oHa202Brg requires Br 67*8% . The minimum amount
of arachidonh; acid j)res(mt was therefore 4*9% of the unsaturat(‘d ac^ids.

From the etlKjr-soluble portion, 1*98 g. crude tetrabromostc*aric acid wen*

isolated, M.r. 106"\ Br 501%. Aftt^r prolonged fractional crystallisaticm, the

purest siimpie weighed 0*35 g., M.i*. IIO-IIF. Ci^Ha^OjjBi^ requires m.p. 114'',

Br 53*3%. Obviously this derivative' was still contaminated with more com-
plex bromides from which it cnuihl not readily b(; separated.

By the usual method of (‘xtraeting the ether-insolubh' broniid(*s with Ix'nzene,

no hexabromostearic acid was h)und, suggesting that linolenic^ acid was (mtirely

absent or present in traces only.

Oxidatio7\ of the unsaturatcd acids. 12*78 g. of the liquid fraction (i.v. 121*0)

were oxidised and twice reoxidised by t lu' pnxx'ss of Bapworth and Mottram
[1925, 1], as carri(‘d out by (-haniioii vi al. |1934], a mf'thod wliieh is rectognised

to give th(' greatest yield of dihydroxy-d(‘rivatives so far obtainable from such a

mixture. The dihydi‘oxyst(‘ari(! acid so ])repar(xi weighed 1*51 g. R(‘(Tystallisa-

tion yi(‘ld(*d l*02g*., m.p. 131 , mol. wt. 314, and 0*23 g.. M.e. 123 . The usual

9:10-dihydroxy-derivative require\s m.p. 132\ mol. wt. 310.

1*01 g. dihydroxystearic acid were now furtluT oxidised by tin* method of

La[)worth and Mottram
f
1925, 2|. Th(» resulting dibasic seid (0*34

1 g.) melted aft(‘r

recrystallisation at 141 ,
mol. wt. 177. Ct<Hi404 requires m.p. 141 ,moI.wt. I74and

th<^ tlioorotical W(‘ight obtained should have been 0*550 g. It can lx* said therefon'

that the bulk of th(* o(;tadccenoic acid in ox blood is of tiu' usual A^* tyf)e.

The telrahydroxystearic acid arising from tlu' original oxidation of the

12*78 g. amounted to 0*30 g, and was th(' usual mixture of isom(*rides nudting

indefinitely at 155“.

The amounts of di- and t(‘tra-hydroxy-deriA atives obtained corrt'spond to

10*5 and 2*3% of oleic and linoleic acids in the unsaturated fraction, but it is

well known that with such a mixture tlu'se values an' always v('ry considerably

below the tlu'oretical tigun*s. As shown in Table 111, attempts were made to

Table 111. The oxidation of the axids from each liquid fraction from the

distillation of the unsaturatcd esters.

niliy<ln)\ystcaru’ ac*i<l 'rolrnhydioxyHtearit* tu*nl

( )leie and Linoleic

Wt. taken 111 total acid in total

for iinsatiirated uiii^aluriil ed
oxidation Weight M.r. aeidft \\3 *iirld M.r. acids

Foujiioii g- i\ u
,o P- (\ o

,o

1 h 0-433 0-033 120 0-3 0-(M)4 O-tM

2h l*0f»4 0-077 12.3 0-5 0-008 100-103 0-0

3 6 1-330 0--223 120 1-4 0-1*20 100 103 0-7

4 2-020 0-351 127 2-5 0 100 100 0-7

r» 2-074 0-3HS 127 2-0 0-213 104 105 1-3

a 2-014 0-144 120 O-tl 0-034 103 0-2

Rcftidnr 3 4157 None — None

Total - - 8-2 - 3*5

increase these yields in order to obtain more accurate values by oxidising the

different fractions which re8ultt?d on distillation of the liquid esters. However,
no appreciable difference was observed [cf. Irving and Smith. 1935J.
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Analysis of the. unsaturated acids hy fractional distillation followed by oxidation

of each fraction. 21-4Sg. acids (r.v. 12J-0, mol. wt. 302) were t‘sterified and the
me’ithyl esters distilled. The> fractions were saponified, traces of unsaponifiable
material rem()V(‘d and the acids prepared. The total loss in th(i wdiole process
amounted to 4*7 % of the nnsaturated fraction and, since much decomposition
had lK‘en observed to tak(' jdaee in the residual fraction during the distillation

with the formation of ])etroleum-insoliible |:)rodncts, it may b(‘ assumed that the
loss was mainly in that r(‘sidual fraction. Since the acads of tht' first three frac-

tions wf're partly solid at room t(imperaturc, they were subjected to the
Twitchell separation.

From the rnol. wt. and i.\. recorded in Table 11, it was f)ossible to calculate

the iru^an mol. wt. of each licpiid fraction, had it boiMi fully saturated. Then
from these (calculated figun^s the proportions of Cgo and Cgg acids were esti-

mated. From the data availabh*, only the mean ch'gn^e of unsaturation can be
known for each of thesi* typ(\s of acid.

A portion of (sach fraction was now' oxidised by Lay)Worth and Mottram s

riK'thod, the objeect b(‘ing to obtain as true a value' as j)ossible for the amounts of
ol('i(! and linokie acids ])resent in the total mixture. Tb(‘ results an' set out in

Table HI.
The figun's obtained in this Avay for tlu' contents of okic- and linoleic acids in

f-ht* unsaturated fraction w'ere therefore 8*2 and 3-5 % ,
a result which is diseuss('d

later.

Hydrogenation of the tigaid fraction. As a liquid saturat(*d acid has been
isolated by Turner |1931| from cat's kidney, it was d('sirablc to investigate the

possibility of tli<' existence* of such substance's in blood. Such acids, if present,

w'ould be found in the li({uid fraction from th(5 INvitclu*!! proct'ss. 4-41 g. mixed
acids from a wSi'paratt* j)r(‘paration w'ere therefon* st'parated by the lead soaj)

process and 1'3 g. of the liquid fraction hydrogenated. The hydrogcuiated acids,

w'hich w'(Te r('cov(*ivd (|uantitatively, formed a hard solid (Tystalline mass,

M.r. 58~(i0\ Tht* absence of more than trace's of li(|uid saturated acids w'as

there'fore (*st a I )lish('d.

Discussion.

Th(' value of tlu* geiK'ral analysis just di'scribcd (k*f)(‘nds in the first place

on the truth of tlu* assumption that the* }>articular }>r(‘j)aration of the fatty acids

employt'd w'as truly r(;presentativ(' of the whole. In the jiri'senl case the amount
of fatty acids extracted from the blood was approximately 70 figure

obtainable on a .small s(;ale by th<' mc'thod of Shimidzii [1910|, and 85 of that

obt.ained by the method of (tiannon and (\)llinson |1929]. As there is no

apparent reason w'hy in tlu* riK'thod used here any pai tieular aend should be

isolated in prefi'rence to anotlier, it seems probabk' that the mixturt* ])rc}Ki red w'as

trill V' J’cpresentativc'.

It must also be ob.servt^d that samples of fatty acids ]U’('j)ar('d from ilift’en^nt

small batches of ox blood vary (piite appit'ciably both in mean i.v. and in mean

mol. wt., but the results rccordi^d in this communication may claim to be typical

of the av('rage, since the analysis w'as made on tin* mixc'd acids from over 50 1. of

blood.

The fractional distillation method of making the geiu'ral analy. is has already

been discussed by Hilditch 11934] and by Irving ^md Smith [1935]. In regard to

the results in Tabk' 1, whc'n? the content of palmitic and stt^aric a(;i(Ls is cal-

culated as a percentage of the saturated fraction and in Table II, w’here the

Cjg and Cg,, nnsaturated acids an* presentt'd as j)erc('utag('s of the nnsaturated
:'8—
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fraction, it is realised that the figures quoted for these particular acids may only

approach the true values to within ± 5 units % . This possible error is consider-

ably redu(*(»d, particularly in the case of the saturatcnl acids, when tlie composi-

tion of the whole mixture is finally calculated as recorded in Table lV^

Table IV. A comparison of the fatty acid content of the liver
^
blood and depots.

(.)x dc])ot*

fat

(Average of
4 analyses)

Ox lilood

fat

()\ liver fat+

I*li()sj)hatidc Glyccri< Ic

Pig livert

fat

Saturated Lower acids (i 3'i*acc 'IVacc I

acids Ci« 27 io 12-5 25 It

22 J3 27 20 19

Higher acids 'I'racc 3 Trace Ti'acc
•>

Total .V) 29 39:> 4.5 30

UnHuiurated o 0 1-5

acids (Jjy to 2« 27 37 33

^^20 33 IS S 20
10 lor> 1 7.5

'Potiil 4.“> (»9 (»0o .5.5 02

* Banks aiul Hilditch [1931 \.

+ Klenk and Schoenebeck
1 193:2 1.

I Irving and 8niith
1 1935 J.

§ There was not siithcient material available to make possible* the detcetiori of small amoniits
of lower acids.

In th(? case of the higher saturated acids the total amount jirt^seni was of tlici

order of 3% . It made no significant diffenmec^ to this figure whether the actual

acid was regarded as arachidic or lignoeeric. In actual fact there are probably
traces of several higher 8aturat(‘d acids in ox blood, but lignoei‘rie acid was
chosen for calculation purposes, as it is known to be })re8(»iit in spliingomyelin in

blood.

Hydrogenation €*xfH*riments proA^ed the absence of anytliing more than
minut(‘ traces of liquid saturated acids, while the absi*nee of ordinary linolenic

acid was indicated by bromination. Thest* findings are in agreement Avith the

corresponding results obtained in tlui ease of pig liver fat [Irving and Smith,
1935].

Attempts were made to estimate the amounts of oleic and linoleie acids

present in the liquid fraction, first by oxidising a sample of the total mixture and
then ])y oxidation of each individual fraction obtained on distillation. The
figures of JO-5 and 2-3% resulting in the first case for the contents of oleic and
linoleie a(Hds were confirnu'd, within the limits of the processes inA'olved, by those
of 8-2 and 3-5% by tlie second method. Obviously nothing was gaiiujd by the
latter and much more laborious process. A A’^ery similar finding resulted in the
(jase of the pig li\^cr acids Avhere the corresponding pairs of figures were 21-4 and
4-5% and 22-0 and 4-3 % respectiA’^ely. Again nothing was gained by the more
elaborate method. It must also be notic'd that in the two cases under discussion

the amount of unsaturated acids found to be present by fractional distillation

was vc'ry considerably more than that suggested by the oxidation results. The
poor yields of hydroxy-derivative always obtained from such mixtures remains
unexplained.

The composition for the total mixture of blood fatty acids is shoAra in
Table IV where it is compared with the figures found for ox depot fat by Banks
and Hilditch [1931] and with those obtained for ox liver fat by Klenk and
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Schoenebeck [1932]. The pig liver values arc also quoted for comparison. From
the T.v. recorded in Table IJ, tog<'thor with the oxidation results already quoted,
it appears probable that the 26% of C,g acids pnsscnt in the total mixture con-

siskid apjffoximatoly of 20% oleic and 6% linoleic acid. From the i.v. and
bromination results the ^20 and C22 inisaturated acids contained anything from
one to four or five double l)ond»s.

One of the most interesting points arising from this table is the very high

content of C20 and C22 unsaturatel acids occurring both in blood and in liver.

Apart from the possibility of minute traces, ilu^se substances are conspicuously

absent both from the depot fat and from various foodstuffs, suirh as grass [Smith
and (?hibnall, 1932]. It is thus possible that thc*so acids are synthesis(*d in the

tissues, or alt(irnativ(‘ly that thc*ir presence is explained by the fact that they are

contained in the foodstuffs in traces too small for d(‘tection and that these small

amounts are selectively retained in the tissues. From the r(‘lativelv large amounts
shown in Talile IV it might be tentatively supposed that they an* the n^sult of

synthesis, although further confirmation is desirable before a (hffinite conclusion

is drawn.

Another fact of interest arising from the figun^K in Table IV, together with

tlie j.v. and bromination exfierinumts already reeord(‘d hen* and in other papers

cited, is the absence of linolenic and tlu^ relatively small proportions of linoleic

acid })r(*s(‘nt in the blood, liv(*r and de])ots, wluTeas grass and other vegetable

foodstuffs are known to contain very appn^ciable quantities of these* substances.

This finding confirms the view^ that ttui mort* unsaturated acids of the diet are

those whieJi are most r(;adily and quickly oxidised by the body and may well be

conne(‘tod with the fact that tliese particular acids are '‘(‘ssentiar^ in the diet

[Burr and Burr, 1929. 193d: \\nvv(tal., 1932].

As there are no measurable amounts of higher unsaturated acids in the depots

and y(‘t the liv(*r and blood contain them to such an extent, it might b(* suggested

that t in* liv(*i‘ has perhaps synthesised these higluu* constituents and that the

blood is transporting them to tis.sues other than the diqxits. Results in partial

confirmation of such a thc'ory have arisen from work b(‘ing carri(*d out in these*

laboratories on the total fatty acids pnipared by hydrolysis of tlie carijass of the

rat from which the liver and the alimentary tract havtj been n*moved. Some

10% of these total acids have b(X*n shown to consist of Cgo and C22 un-

saturated compounds, although in tht* dejx)ts alone they are almost entirely

lacking [Banks et ah, 1933].

SrMMAliY.

A method of preparing the fatty acids from blood on a large scale was investi-

gat(;d and the acids from over 50 1. of ox blood were obtained in yields approxi-

mating to 70% of the estimated (‘ontent. These were analysed and the final

results art* set out in Table IV. The presence of the higher unsaturated acids in

liver and blood is discussed.

The authors wish to express their indebtedness to Prof. H. J. Channon for his

valuable advitse and encouragement during the course of this work.
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LXXXV, THE PRODUCTION OF FREE SULPHUR
FROM /-CYSTINE BY A SOIL BACTERIUM,

By HAROLD HAYDEN BARBER
AND RONALD BERTRAM BURROWS *

From the Bif>chemulry Laboratory, Unlrmily Colleg(^, yotfimjham.

{RmHved February 29th, 1936.)

In th(‘ ordinary putrf*fac‘ti<ui of prot(‘in material the protein-sulphur is liberated

mainly as hydrogen sulphide accompanied in a ftw eases by rc'lalivcly small

amounts of mercaptans. The present pa]X'r is an account of an organism which
is capable of the aerobic degradation of /-cystin(‘ with the direct liberation of

free sulphur.

In earlier work on tin* bacterial decom])osition of cystint' the medium used

has always oontairu'd other sources of carbon such as (*arbohydrates or pei)tone,

owing a])parently to the difficulty ofobtaining an organism capabk* ofdeveloping

on cystine alon<\ Thus Sasaki and Otaaki [1912], who found that nineteen out

of twenty-one diffen^nt pure eulturtvs formed hydrogen sulphide from cystine,

employed Erankers medium containing asj)aragine, ammonium lactate and in-

organic salts. Burg(U‘ [1914] also used this medium or a cystine medium which

cojitained m(‘at ('xtract- and lead aciitat(‘. He examined twenty-three different

species of bacteria and observed hydrogen sul])hide production in i‘very case but

never detectc'd mercaptans.

The question of merctaptan formation from cystme is still not settled : Kondo

[1923] in a review of the available evidence concludes that the iruTcaptan arises

from the interaction of hydrogen sulphide with substances derived from carbo-

hydrates or histidine, and that in the absimee of these the sulj)hur is liberated as

hydrogen sulj)hid(\

During the course of our work a somewhat different mode f)f attack was

described by Tarr |1933] who, using washed cells of Protvvs vulgaris, quantita-

tively investigated the d<»composition of cystine uiwltu* anaerobic conditions. Iti

this case too the sulphur appeared almost- quantitatively as hydrogc^n sulphide,

the (‘ystine molecule yielding two molecules each ofhydrogen sulphide, ammonia,

acetic and formic acids.

In order to maintain the conditions of our own experiments as simple as

possible an attempt was made to find some organism capabk^ of utilising cj^stinc

as the sole source of sulphur, nitrogen and carbon. From garden soil a bacjterium

was isolated which was found to be able to attac*k cystine somewhat slowly in

the absence* of all other comf)ounds of c-arbon, nitrogen or sulphur. On examina-

tion of the i>roducts it was found that fn*e sulphur and free ammonia were pro-

duced in approximately equimolecular proportions and this sulj)hur appears to

arise from the cystine without the intermediate formation of detectable amounts

of hydrogen sulphide.

Experimental,

Isolation of the bacimuni.

A modified Czapek medium containing cystine was inoculatt'd with a sus-

pension of soil obtained from the grounds surrounding the laboratory buildings.

^ Open Seiencse Keeearoh Scholar, University College, Nottingham, 1932-34.

{ 599 )
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Thti medium had the composition: KNOg, 2-0 g.; K2HPO4, 1*0 g.; MgClg,

6H2O, 0-5 g.; KCl, 0-6 g.; FcClg, 0-01 g.; water to 1 1. Several test-tubes each

containing 10 ml. of the solution and approximately 0*1 g. cystine were in-

oculated with a few drops of the soil suspension. After three or four days one

tube showed signs of bacterial activity. A loopful of this active liquid was

transferred into a sterile tube of the medium and after a week from this into a

third tube of the sterile cystine medium. On subsequent plating out on to

nutrient agar the culture was found to be homogeneous and was transferred from

the plates on to ordinary nutrient agar slopes.

Characieristics of the organism,

MorpMogy. Short, bacillus. 2 0 2*i5/u by 0-5 /it occurring sinj^ly, in ]iairs or in short chains.

Motile, The usual ila^clla stains and mordants failed however to reveal flagella at any stage of

the cultivation.

Gram-negatiiv,

(JeUitm liquefied. Gelatin stab, napiform.

Agar colonies. Round; after 3 days at 20^ diameter 0‘75 mm.; after 7 days 2-3 mrn.: after

40 tlays o-O mm.
Colonies, amorphous, homogeneous, homochromons. »Surface smooth. Kdges eiitn*i‘. Cohmr,

grey-white by reflected, brow'ii by transinitletl light. Opalescent. Klevation between pulvinal**

and capitate.

Agar slant. Flat, dirty white with faint suggestion of a yellowish ccrntral streak.

Growth on agar completely inhibited at 37°.

Non-sporniy. Suspensions in sterile waU^r sterile after 20 min. at, S0\

Litmus milk. Alkaline, not coagulated.

Vurhohydralt-peplonc media, Lacdose, sucrose, fructose, galactose, xylose ami glucose, growth

visible in one day, no gas, alkali production.

Potato slope. Smooth, raised, slightly yellowish orange streak ben'orniug gradually browner.

XUrate-peptone, Nitrate reduced to nitrite. Ammonia formed in traces <mly.

Gelatin shake. Small oircular colonies on free surface, slowly eating into medium and producing

complete liquefaction from above downwards.

Jndole formed in 1 '‘i,
peptone solution.

Origin. Soil.

A culture has been deposited at the National Collection of Ty|K' (’ultures.

On the Bergey system of nomeuclature [Bergey, 1934] the organism would
appear to be a species of the genus Achrmtioha/cier and differs in several charac-

teristics from any described hitherto.

In consideration of the characteristic utilisation of cystine the name Achromo-
hacte.r cystinovorum is suggested.

Method of experiment.

For the actual experiments the rntnlium used for the isolation of the organism
was further simplified by the elimination of sulphate, nitrate and magnesium,
preliminary trials having shown that growth was not retarded by the absence of

any or all of these. The medium finally employed consisted of K2HPO4
,
1*28 g.

;

KCI, 0*5 g.; hydrated FeClj, 0*01 g.; water, 1 1., to which weighed amounts of
cystine were added into each flask just prior to sterilisation. The weight of

cystine usually employed was 0*5 g. per 100 ml. of the medium; this amount
dissolved at 100® during sterilisation and j)artly crystallised out on cooling. The
Pjj of this medium was 7*0.

It will be seen that the medium contained no source of carbon, sulphur or
nitrogen other than cystine.
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The cystine used was prepared from human hair, was decolorised several
times by charcoal in boiling hydrochloric acid solution, filtered, precipitated from
the filtrate by sodium acetate and washed with water. A further purification
was effected by treatment with warm ammonia solution (1 vol. sp. gr. 0-880 to
1 vol. water) filtering in order to remove traces of earthy phosphates, and
precipitating the cystine from the filtrate by the addition of acetic acid. Finally
the product was exhaustively extracted with hot water in order to remove
residual tyrosine.

(Found S (Denis-Benedict method) and N (Kjeldahl): Sample 1: 8, 27-1,

27-1; N, 11-4, 11-6%. Sample 2: S, 26-25, 26-7; N, 11-7, 11-6%. Cystine
requires S, 26-7, N, 11-7 %.)

1-0052 g. cystine in 100 ml. of l-004xV hydrochloric acid gave [a] — 260-2^

and[a]f~222^
For preliminary qualitativework 11. flat-bottomed round flasks, each contain-

ing 500 ml. of the medium were used. Signs of activity usually appeared on the
third day after inoculation and incubation at 20°. The medium became turbid

and later the powdery cystine deposit gave place to a colourless sludge-like mass.
On shaking the contents of the flask with ether and evaporating the washed
f‘thereal extract crystals of sulphur were obtained. For the (|uantitativo deter-

mination of tlie free sulphur, the total contents of the culture flask were acidified

with hydrochloric acid and filtered through a weighed Gooch crucible, and the

residue was washed and dried at 100° to constant weight. The crucible.and
contimts were together extracted with carbon disulphide and again weighed,

and the sulj)hur was calculated as the difference between the weights. This

ligurc was in several cases checked by collecting the carbon disulphide extract

in a w'oighed beaker and weighing the rcsidtie of pure crystalline sulphur.

The sulphur values were also checked against uninoculatt^d control flasks.

The absence of hydrogen sulphide and indeed of sulphydr}^ compounds
generally was confirmed by frequent withdrawal of samples of the active medium
and testing with ammonium sulphide and sodium nitroprusside. Sulphates too

were entirely absent at every stage. Nitrogen determinations by KjeldahFs

method were carried out on several complete culture flasks at various stages of

grcjwth, and in every case, even w’^here the superincumbent air had been con-

tinuously removed for carbon dioxide estimation, there was no loss of total

nitrogen.

The ammonia })roduction was determined either by formaldehyde titration

of filtered samples periodically removed from the culture flask or by adding

excess of sodium carbonate to the total culture and aspirating air through the

liquid at 40° into standard acid. Separatt^ control experiments showed that

cystine its(?lf gave no ammonia under these conditions.

Carbon dioxide formation was measured by aspirating a current of air over

the surface of the culture into standard barium hydroxide solutions.

Estimation of stdphur attd amfno?iia. 2i>0 ml. Eiienmeyer fiasks were* used, eaeh containing

100 ml. of the cystine medium. After the sulphur had been removed by filtration through a

weighedGooch crucibleaspreviouslydescribedan aliquot partofthe total acid filtratewasmadealka-

line by addition ofsodium carbonate and the ammonia determined by aspiration into standard acid.

Allowing 0-001 g. for 8 and 0-002 g. for N in the controls the atoimc ratios

for S/ammonia-N shown in the right-hand column of Table I are obtained.

SimuUaneotts estimation of carbon dioxide, sulphur and ammoma. A train of bottles was set up

in, the following order. Potassium hydroxide solution 30%, dilute barium hydroxide solution,

dilute sulphuric acid, the culture flask, dilute sulphuric acid, two Dreehsel bottles each coxitaining
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Table I.

Time from
Ammonia-1^Wt. of cystine first sterili- Time after S

in 100 ml. sation inoculation produced produced
S/NHa-.medium, g. days days g. g.

Controls. Flasks merely subjected to diseotitiniious slCTilisation.

0*.5<XH) 6 (»*0004 -

0*5000 14 0*0024 0*0018

0*5000 20 0*(H>13 0*0020 -

0*5006 7 — -tHKH)4 0*0006

0*4999 15 — 04HK)4 0 0013 ---

O-rXKK) 21 0*(K)01 0*0016

0*4999 42 —
- 0*0098

1 iioculated flasks

0 0017

0*4999 13 7 0*0536 0*0248 J*01

0*4997 20 14 0*0830 0-0361 1*0.5

0*5008 27 2J 0-06.50 0-0321
0*0313

0*94

0*5009 J.“. 8 0*0483 0*0219 0-95

0*4998 21 14 — 0-0294

0*4998 42 35 0-0801 0*0284
<1*030.5

1 26

measured volumes of standard barium hydroxide solution with phenolphthalein and iinally a

sodadime tube conneoted to the aspjrator. Tl)(‘ air current vas passed over the surface of the

liquid culture medium by means of two tubes, a short inlet tube which passed just through the

rubber stopper, and a longer outlet tube which reached almost to the Biirfac<‘ of the medium. 'Fhe

evolved carbon dioxide was estimated by hack-titration of the baryta bottles with standard barium

hydroxide solution if they showed excess of carbon dioxide, or otherwise by allowing th(* barium

carbonate to settle, pipetting off an aliquot part of the elcar pink solution and titrating with

standard HCl.

At the end ofeach experiment the sulphuric acid bottle was examined for ammonia, hut as had

been found in all previous experiments, none was present. Before discemneef ing the culture flask

its (’oiitents were cautiously acidified with hydrochloric acid and a rapid stream of air passed

through the apparatus. The contents of the flask were then filtered through a fared CJoocli crucible

and sulphur and ammonia estimated in residue and filtrate resjiectivcly. After extraction of the

residue with carbon disulphide for the removal of sulphur, th(' residue* was in some cases examined

for total nitrogen, i.c. synthesised bacterial protein-nitrogen. (ISee Table II.)

Table II.

Cystine Time after Sulphur Ammonia-N CUa Atomic ratio

Exp. in medium inoculation produced produced produced
no. ff* days mg. mg. mg. S/ammonia-N/COg-f

1 0-5010 17 50*8 20*6 123 M il:19.
2 o-mm 9 3J-8 16*8 88 0*83 ; 1 -. 1*66

3 0*5005 13 37*6 14*9 127 Ml : 1 : 2*73

4 0*4995 12 41*4 17-1 97 1*06 : 1 : 1*43

,5 0*4996 8 11-6 10*3 92 0*49 : 1 : 2*9

6 0*5(X)4 7 11*7 5*8 51 0*88 : 1 : 2*9

7 0*4998 7 11*2 6*5 66 0*76 : 1 ; 3*3

In the last two experiments the S/N/CO2 ratio was further checked (a) by a
determination of bacterial protein-nitrogen in the solid residue after extraction
with carbon disulphide and (6) by a determination of non-ammonia-nitrogen in

the acid filtrate (Table III).
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IV'Iktiiods.

In the method of studying esterases elaborated by the author, the active pre-

parations ar<* [)laeed in (*onta(‘t with non-aqueous solutions of the substrates.

The organic solvents us(‘d wen^ cither soluble, sn(?h as acetone, or y)racticallv

insoluble in water, such as benz(*ne, carbon tetrachloride and others.

Tht‘ active* esterase ])reparation.s used in the majority of the* ('xperirnents

w’ere (obtained from pig yiancrc'as.

IVc*]). A (tissue* ynilp) was obtained by passing th(* fat-free fiancreas tliree

times througli a mincing macliim* and triturating the product in a mortar.

The* dry pre]). B was obtained by shaking tissue ]ml]) for 1 hour with

five volumes of acedone*, descanting the supc‘rnatant licpiid and re])c^ating the

process. Aft(‘r sc|ueezing out the* solvent the jm7)aration was spread on filter-

papcT and air-dried. The dry ym'paraticm w^as them ground in a coffee mill;

the final product contained S

-

12^*0 of wat(*r.

Th(' activity of this preparation dcfnmds in grc'at measure on the water

content. When this is low, an approximate proportionality may be found be-

tween the w-atcT content and the* velo(‘ity of r(*actions catalysed by the pre-

paration [Sym, llhS3, 1].

In the* ease* of pr(‘p. C thc' a(|ueous extract of the' c^stcTasc^ was obtained

by shaking the dry preparation described above with 5 volumes of water for

10 min., centrifuging and passing the centrifugate r(*peateflly through a layer of

infusorial earth. The activity ot the clear (*x tracts obtain(*d wtis studied after

adding 10 g. of sodium butyrato or acetat<' to 100 ml. of extract.

Prep. 1) was obtained by evaporating prep. (- (without sodium salt) in flasks

at 20 mm. pn^ssuri' until tin' residue had tin* consistency of a compact gel

adherent to the bottom oi* the flask. The gelatinous mass so obtained is

more resistant to ina<*ti\'ating factors tlian the extract from which it originated

and it may be used rejieatedly.

The above preparations exhibit esterification activity only in the ]>r(*senc(i of

water. Thus preps. A, B and 1) are reversibly inactivated by further dehydration,

bc'ing reactivated by addition of water.

Svstems containing organic solvents insoluble in w'ater, such as benztme,

can, as in the case of pn^p. C^, be of vari(*d wat(*r content without the activity

being dcstroj^ed. But when water-soluble organic solvents are used, tlie (mzyme

undergoes irreversible inactivation in presenc(* of high(*r concentrations of

water [Sym, 1933, 1].

The action of the enzymic preparations was studied in niost (‘ases in systems

containing n-butyl alcohol (M BuOH), 0*433/ butyric acid and benzene.

The velocity of the reactions was studied by iietermining the initial velocity

of esterification, viz. the number of millimola. of ester per litre which is formed

in the non-aqueous phase during the first hour of reaction.

Biochem. 1936 xxx (
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5 ml. of the benzene layer were titrated with 0-1 N aleoholie NaOH using

o-cresolphthalein as indicator. The reactions were conducted in a Kohler water

thermostat with constant shaking and mostly carried out with two samples.

Determinations of acidity were made before tlie reaction started with 5 ml.

of each of the two samples. After some time a second determination was made
for one of the samples and some time later one for the second sample.

The following considerations illustrate the mechanism of reactions in systems

of the type described. Afto addition of the benzene solution to the aqueous

enzyme preparation the substrates dissolved in tluj benzene diffuse into the

aqueous phase where they ent(^r into reaction under the influence of the enzyme.

The resultant products are then partitioned betw(*on tluj aqueous and the

non-aqueous phases. With the conclusion of tlu? reaction, two equilibria are

established : an equilibrium of reaction in the acpieous phase and an equilibrium

of distribution of the substrak*B and of the products of reaction between the

aqueous and the non-aqiu^ous phases. These equilibria may be represented as

follows.
non-aqueous phase: [arid

I
laloohol] fester] [H20j—

-jf-
-

\t- -a --it-
aqueous phase : [acid ] ^ [alcohol

]

1

est or] + j
)

j

The ajiplication of organic solvents practically insoluble in wat^n* gives much
higher yields of esters (often ov(‘r 95 %) than the use of aqueous systtmis r)wing

to the fact that the y)roduct.s of reaction are remov(‘d from the medium wlu^rt'

the reaction proceeds. The reac'tion of hydrolysis of esters can be investigated

by using water-soluble organic* solvents with a certain limitc*d content of water

(such as acetone, pyridine etc,).

In view of the fact that the volume of non-aqueous phase takem was large in

comparison witb that of the aqueous phase ancl that the* }>artition (joefficients

of the* substrates and reaction products were such as to favour gr(*,at.er concen-

tration in the non-aqueous phase, the latter may be r(*garded as a reservoir of

the components of the reaction supplying substrates to the aqueous j)hase and
removing esters from it. The progress of th(* reaction is conv(*ni(*ntly studied in

the non-aqueous phase* without tlu* necessity of removing enzyme from the

system.

Preliminary experimenti^

.

The velocity of the reat'tion rises ra})idly with increasing comminution of

the pancreas tissue, whilst for prop. 15 the differences in the size of the* grains

do not influence the value of v. In shaken systems of preps. A and C, the reaction

proceeds about twice; as quickly as in imshak(*n systems. Shaking and the

magnitude of interfaces have no influence on tlu* velocity of systems in which
prep. D is present.

The results of experiments on the effect of varying the relative amounts of

preps. A, B, and C with and without shaking are givt*n in Table 1.

The initial velocity of reaction was in all cases found to be proportional to

the quantity of prep. B taken whilst in the case of j)rep. A tiiis proportionality

was observed only in systems containing 1 g. and less of preparation.

In the case of prep. C, v is proportional to the volume* of preparation taken
for shaken systems containing 10 ml. of extract but not for unshaken ones.

Finally the effect of varying the amount of prep. D was examined by
evaporating 7 ml. of extract 0 in one flask and 14 ml. in another, to yield films

of about 35 sq. cm. in area: 12*5 ml. of 2

M

BuOH and 0*43 if butyric acid in

benzene were added t/o each flask. The values of v found were 7*9 and 19*1

millimols. per litre per hour, respectively (at 37* T'), whence it follows that the
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Table I. Influence of varymg the relative amounts of esterase on the

i^elocity of reaction.

Ihi' systeniH contain 20 ml. of 0*43 jlf Outyric acid and M BuOH in benzene.

Temperature 37*^. The Hystems were shaken.

Amount of With jiulp (A) With dry prop. { U)
preparation /

'

a- In system Per fr. In system Per

0-25 16'2 61-8 J5-2 t»0*8

U-5 29*3 .58-6 3(>*4 72-S
10 02(> 02-0 77*7 77*7
2*0 89-0 44-9 149-5 74 8
4*0 1 iO-0 29*0 —

'Die systems contain 50 ml. of benzene solution of 0*434/ butyric tieid, 4f BuOH,
arid 2*5 20 ml. of cvfraet (\ Temperature 37'^.

Shaken systems
/ s

In Per ml. of
system extract

30 15*0

81 16-2

152 15*2

23*3 11*7

velocity of reaction was greatly dependent on the thickness of the films. In
another case, in which both substrates were yiractically insoluble in water,

75 ml. of 0*4 J/ oleic acid and 0*5 J/ cetyl alcohol in benzene were added to

the films ytrepared from 15 and 30 ml. of prep. C; the values of v found wen^
1-9 and 241 m.mols. per litre ])er hour.

It must be accepted that all substratt\s, whether readily or difficultly soluble

in w^ater, react in the a(|ueous phase. It is possibU* that th(‘ aqueous phase
contains some substance which enhances the solubility of practically insoluble

substrates such as cetyl alcohol arid oleic acad; it wdll be shf)WT} in a future paper

that the presence of bile acids and .soa]), which form soluble comphixes with such

substrates, greatly ac(;elerates reaction in systems containing two liquid layers.

The author expressed the oyunion in a previous paper [1930] that thii reaction

between oleic acid and glycerol took place at the phase- boundary', at which a

pellicle of esterase formed. This opinion should now’ be* modified: the reaction

takes place in the thickness of the pellicle formed.

It has now been found that reversible inactivation commences when the

water content in preps. A and 1) falls below 25% and is W(ill marked in pre-

parations of the type of A, C and I), dried in a high vacuum at 50*^ to a water

content of 5
‘J'y

. This supports the view that the reaction takes place in tluj water

of imbibition of the esterase; dehydration beyond a certain point leads to breaks

in the continuity of this medium, tiuTeby rendering impossible diffusion of

substrates to, and of reaction products from, the enzymic surface.

The activity of 2g. of prej). B in a system consisting of 25 ml. of M BuOK
and 0-43 butyric acid in 0(?l4 at -20" was found to be quite considerable

(about 50% of ester after 24 hours)
;
a second identical system to which water had

been added was inactivated in these conditions. The conclusion might be drawn
that the water of imbibition remains liquid at — 20", whilst in the second system,

containing free water, a layer of ice forms in which diffusion cannot take place.

39-2

\'oI. of Unsliaken .systems
extract ^

V.

^

taken In JVr ml. of
ml. system extract

2-5 2-9 11 0
5-0 5-2 10-4

KM) 5-9 5-9
20*0 7-8 3-9
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Tbe addition of salts such as sodium acetates, butyrate, oleate or carbonate

and aqueous ammonia prevents excessive acidification and hence greatly

accelerates reaction in the presence of preps. A, B and D, and is a condition of

the activity of prep. C. The results of ex]:)eriments illustrating these points are

given in Table II.

Table II. Accekrating action of Na acetate and butyrate.

Systems oontoin 20 ml. of M BuOll and butyric acid iti benzene, l-b of jirep. A, or

0*r> g. of prep, n and Ka acetate or butyrate. Aecideration is e.\pn‘S8ecl as activation as

compared with systems without salts.

activation

Amount of f
~ - — _

salt By Na acetate By Na butyrate

added ^
—,/

^

«• Prep. A f*rep. 11 Prep. A Pn‘p. H

005 — 34

01 — 35 i»0

0-15 50 111

0-2 25 13

03 44 on
0-4 -- 0 5

0-0 47 Inactivation
0-S — Inai'tivation

1-2 0 Inaetivalion
2-4 Inactivation

Influence of concentration of substrates on the velocity of

enzymatic esteriflmtion .

It has been shown [Sym, 1931; 1933, 1, 2J that in solvents soluble in

water such as acetone the value of the velocity coefiicient risers continuously

with increase in concentration of one or both of th(* substrates (exctqjt in those

cases in which increase in concentration of the acitl leads to inactivation of the

enz3nne). In the case of solvents not solulile in water (benzene, (’CI4) firogn^ssive

inert^ase in the concentration of ah^ohols leads to a niaxiTiium value of v at a

cert-ain concentration, above which the value of v falls: increasing the con-

centration of acid, on tlu* other hand, leads to a continuous increase in v.

The results (Table Til) sliow that v is roughly doubled by raising the con-

centration of acid from 0-21o to 0-43 il/ ; increasing the concentration to 0*86 ilf

Table III. Influence of varying the CAmcentration of butyric

acid on the velocity of estcrifleution with HuOH.

Systems contain 20 ml. of M HuOH and 0*2ir) -1*72 butyric acid in benzene, with preps. A, H, (’,

and Na acetate. The values are given in brackets in those cases in which gradual inactivation

of the enzyme took place.

I g. of prep. A with 1 g. of prep. B with b ml. of prep. (/ with
0*07 g. of \a a<‘ctate 0-J g. of Na acetate 0*5 g. of Xa acetate

Initial

erme. of
CoiuTi. of
<*ster after

Conen. of
ester after

Conen. of
ester after

butyric aeid e 48 hours V 48 hours 72 hours
‘ M m.rnoJ. in.mol. m.mol. m.mol. m.mol. m.mol.

0*215 T1 210 390 208 0*6 188
0*13 112 3t>l 080 408 11*9 380
0*86 118 084 695 794 170 (378)
1*72 Rapid

inactivation

— (330) (919) Rapid
inactivation
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does not to any great extent further inerease the value of whilst concen-
trations of \'12M in all oases inactiNrated the enzyme.

The effect of varying the concentration of alcohol is given in Table IV, from
which it appears that maximum values of v; are obtained for preps. A, B, C and

Table TV. Injiuenca of varying the. cmicentration of HuOH on
thfi, v('U)rity of enterific^dian with butyric acid.

Systems oontaiii 20 iiiJ. of 0-25- SJ/ BuOH and 0*43 hiifyrit? acid in f)erizf*ne, with

props. A, C and JJ. Temperature 37'\

5 ml. of prep. C Frep. 1) from
2*.> j;. of J of with 0 5 e. of 20 ml. of
prep. A prt‘p. n Ntt hutyrati* prep. 0

A

Conen. of (V)ncn. of Conen. of Coneii.
initial ester after ester after e.ster after ester after
conen. 45 hours 4.3 hf>ur.s 120 hours 216 hours

of BnOJl m.mol. /* m.mol. t) m.mol. V m.mol.
3/ in.mol. /litre m.mol. /litre m.mol. /litre m.mol. /litrit

0*2.3 44 181 1.32 220 1*0 180 0*9 250
0*“) 07 322 202 380 .3*3 345 14*4 404
1*0 13S 382 240 412 4*7 385 23*2 414
2*0 143 372 2(M» 412 ;3*2 386 10*4 402
4*0 120 3<iti 120 3Sb 3*5 351 162 402
S*0 70 2.30 100 357 2*0 21.

3

— —

1) in presence of 1-23/ BuOH. This phenomenon is, as will be seen later, partly

ascribable to variations in the partition coefficients of the substrates between the

aqueous and non -aqueous phases due to changes in the concentration of BuOH.

Velocity of e^terifiention of differeiit alcohols and acid>s^ varying

the concentration of alcohols.

The results given in Tabh* V indicate that for different alcohols maximum
valu(5S for v are obtained when molar concentrations are taken and that in

general, with the exception of /.vopropyl alcohol, the velocity of esterification

falls with increase in the molecular weight of the alcohol.

Table* V. Effect of varying the concentration of different alcohols

on the velocity of esterification with butyric acid.

Systems contain 20 ml. of 0*43 3/ biityrh* acul and 0* 1 2t')-4 3/ alcohol in heiizonc or 20 ml. of

0*43 3f butyric acid in alcohol, aud I of pr<‘p. B. TcmiW‘raturc 37^. Final concentration

of ester determined after 7 day.s.

w -Propyl /^^rtPropyl «-Jlutvl efoAmyJ n-Octyl Cetyl alcohol

Initial

conen.
of

(’onen.

of
ester

Conen.
of

ester

Conen.
of

ester

Conen.
of

ester

Com *
11 .

of
ester

/
'*—
Conen.

of
estei-

alcohol r m.mol. V m.mol. r in. mol. r m.mol. V m.mol V m.mol.

M m.mol. /litn m.mol. /litre m.mol. litre m.mol. hire m.mol, /hire m.mol. /litre

0-125 146 - 2-7 114 58 76 120 55 123 19 120

0-25 204 4*6 200 tM) 230 8»i 240 76 240 31 240

0-6 284 384 5-0 301 141 30(» 09 406 02 304 51 408

10 316 308 8*2 373 154 410 126 416 104
*

16 .37 410

2-0 180 .306 7*0 327 135 402 lOJ 306 59 4<K1 52 .382

4-0 152 — 6*2 262 70 398 7.) 394 — - _ —
Alcohol
taken as
solvent

Inactivation 35 394 41 390 14 388 92(?) 396
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Th(^ effect of varying the concentration of BuOH was examined for a number
of acids. The results given in Table VI indicate that in benzene the velocity of

reaction falls with increasing molecular weight of the* acids and that the highest

values of v are obtained also with molar concentrations with the exception of

stearic acid.

Table VI. EffeH of varying conevntraHon of BuOH on the velocAty of

(fiterijpeation with different acids,

Syst(»ms cuntaiii 20 ml. of M acid and 0*125-4 M BuOH in bonzonc or 20 nd. of

0*l3il/ acid in BuOH and I of prep. B. Tetn^n'raturc 37".

w- Butyric «-Hcxanoic Laurii; Stearic acid

C^oniTi. of Conen. of Ooiien. of Ooneii. <4‘

estor after ester after (‘Ht(ir after e.ster aft er

(\>n(*n. of 1 (is hours 1 H8 hour.s 1(58 hours I(i8 hours
BiiOH r m.mol. V m.mol. V m.mol. r m.mol.
M in.iriol. 'litre m.mol. 'litre m.mol. /litre m.mol. litre

01 25 32 124 29 123
0*25 50 24S -?l 210 15 223 5 232
0*5 75 aim 53 3S0 2(i 293 9 292
1-0 S2 412 (i2 390 to 400 13 398
2*0 70 IS 384 40 392 Hi 390
4 0 44 304 40 — 34 380 19 392

BuOH as 15 394 31 354 28 350 22 40(>

Holv<‘llt

Optimum conditions of determining the esterase activity

of various preparations.

On the basis of the above* cxp<*riments, the following standard proeedun* is

recommended for various preparations. The pig pancreas is troat(*d as for prep. A
above. 1 g. portions of pul[) are added to 25 mi. of ()*5-()-l M BuOH and 0-43 M
butyric acid in benzem^, and v is d(»t(Tmin(*d after 30 and 00 min.

In the case of other tissu(\s (liver, stomach, intestines), 5 g. of pul}) should bt*

taken, the concentration of butyric acid should not excised 0*l-4)‘2 J/, and that

of BuOH should be 1-Oilf in 25 nil. btuizene solution. Addition of 0*5 g. of Na
acetatf^ is necessary for these tissues. The systems should bi* v(»ry vigorously

shaken, and the se(!ond titration should be made after 12-24 hours at 37".

When preparations of the tyfx^ of pr(»j>. B of pancreas arc*, taken, the sysU*ms
should consist of 0-5 g. of preparation with 25 ml. of benz(mo solution as for

prep. A. llie second titration should be p(*rformed after 30-60 min.
Aqueous or 20% glycerol extracts of prep. B should always (*ontain 10%

of sodium acetate or butyrate. The systems should consist of 5 ml. of extract

and 25 ml. of benzene solution as for prep. A. The* second titration should be
made after 5-6 hours.

Films of the* type of pre}). D are obtained from 10 ml. of aqueous extract.
12*5 ml. of benzeme solution as for prep. A are added, 2-5 ml. being taken for

titration
; the second titration is pcirformed after 3-4 hours.*

When it is desired to compare the activities of preparations of the type B care

should be taken that the water content of these preparations is not too low.

Partition of substrates between water and benzene taken

in various proportions.

The partition of butjrric acid and BuOH between benzene and W'ater in

presence of different concentrations of alcohols was determined with the object
of elucidating the influence of the concentration of the substrate on v. It is
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realis(^d that the solvent ]K)wcr of water for butyric acid and BuOH in systems
containing enzyme prey)arations may differ from that of pure water, but tlie

difference is probably not gn^at.

The results, given in Table VIT, indicate that th(‘ concentration of acid in

the aqueous phast^ in all cases falls with increasing concentration of alcjohol.

Tabh^ VII. Partition co(^JJirAent»H of butyric acid batween bmzmc
and water in presence of different ctmeentrations of alc<fhols.

Systems consist ot .”>0 nil. ot’0-S*e.]/ alcohol hiuI <)‘4H J/ biityrn* a<‘M as initial concentration

in hcijzcjic, and 10 ml. of water. Tcinpcratiirc 14 5".

(^oncri. <if‘

ah'ohol n- Propyl n- Butyl < Jetvl alfohol

n 1-80 l-sn 1 sn I'HO 1-80

2-2;^ 2;io 2;{s
nr> 2*27 214 2-.W 200 2-20
J-U 2!I2 :u)2 :its .*{•41 207

4nei 4Hry .702 .‘{•SO

Vi) ei 47 t»-40 00
Hi) s-u

Th(‘ values for alcohols practically insoluble in water ar(‘ fairly close to each

otluT, whilst tliost? for lower ah^ohols are on the whole Iowct. It would appear
from tbese results that th(‘ valucKS of th(‘ partilifin coefficients an^ indcqienthmt

of the TUimbtT of ('atoms in the alcohol but art^ in some way n‘lat(‘d to solubility

of tlu^ alcohol in water.

'’Tli(‘ partition co€'ffi(‘ients at 18 \ determined in systems containing 10 ml. of

water and 50 ml. of Ikmizciu* in w'hich 0*215, 0*43, 0-SB, and 1*72 J/ but\Tic acid

and M BuOH wero dissolvc'd, wt*re resiK^tively 31, 31, 3 S and 4*5 showing

that the concentration of acid in the aqueous yjhase on the whole rises with

incr(‘asing ('oucentratiou in lK*nzene. Thus th(» ris(‘ of v w'ith the rise* in the

concentration of acid is e.xfdained.

The concentration of butwic acid in water is lowvn^d by addition of sodium

butyrak' as was shown by determining the jiartition cocdlicimit of the acid.

It follow^s that the activating effect of sodium butyrate must due chiefly to

its influ<‘nei‘ on the acidity of the aqueous phase. Tlius tin* pjj of tlu^ aqueous

phase of the system, 50 ml. of 0*43 3/ butyric, acid and M BuOH in lien-

zene+ 10 ml. of water, was 3*4 as compart'd with 5 0 w htm the aqueous phase

contained 1 g. of sodium acetate'.

The concentration of BuOH in the aqueous jihast' after the attainment of

equilibrium betw’^een tht' benzene and th<^ aqueous fihase w'as determined in the

following manner. 50 ml. of a solution of 0*43^1/ butyric atjid and of BuOH in

various concentrations in bt'iizt'iio were shaken for 15 min. wdtli 10 ml. of water.

After 24 hours 4 g. of anhydrous K2CX).,
w^ere tlissolvt'd in 5 ml. taken from the

aqueous layer. This solution Avas shaken with 10 ml. of /^-ainyl ether, 5 ml, of

the resulting solution were taken and 1*6 g. of OaO adtled. After 24 liours the

content of BuOH in the dric'd solution of i-amyl etlu r solution was determined

by means of the method of Tschugaeff and Zerewitinoff |Houben-WeyI, 1930|.

For the initial concentrations of BuOH in benzene', 0*25, 0*5, 1*0 and 4*0 3f,

the following concentrations of BuOH in water were noted: 0*075, 0*18, 0*29,

0*45 and 0*553/ respectively (U*m})erature : 14*5 ).

On the basis of the above data on the partitions of substrate's it is now

possible to attempt to solve the problem wliethor there is some connection
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between v and the concentration of the substrates in the aqueous phase. From
the theoretical point of view the following equation can be expected

:

v^k [butyric acid] [BuOHJ.

50 ml. of water were added to 15 g. of prep. C. After removing the larger

particles of tissue from the mixture by centrifuging, 5 ml. of the turbid centri-

fugate were taken for reaction. Such an aqueous phase containing esterase in

the form of suspended particles of prep. B does not need sodium acc^tate for the

maintenance of activity. Table VTIl givi^s the results of tlu^se experiments.

Table VTII. Dependence heiween the concentration of suh,strates

in the aqueous phase and the velocity of enzymic esterifwation.

2.’) ml. benzene solution of ()'43:ir butyric acid and BuOH in various conconiralions (f) ml. (»f the

benzene solution taken for the tirsf titration). 5 ml. of enzyme preparation. Temperature 14*5^.

Conci). of
BuOH in

benzene*

Couch, of

butyric acid

in water

(>»ncn. of

BuOH in

water r c/[acitJ
1
[BuOJI

j

J/ M M ni.mol.

0-2r) 01S4 0()7.*) 0-02S* 2*4

()•.> oi;i2 OIS 0*042 1*S

10 o(mr> 0-2U o*or>:» 2*0

2(» 00(U 040 0'0r»4 1 it

4 0 o-or)4 OiM 0*044 If)

The values of k obtained indicate^ that the dependenct^ of v on conetu-

trations of BuOll in the systems studied is primarily influent‘ed by the (Jon-

centrations of substrates in the aqueous phase.

Applmjtion of the method of Tschvqaeff nnd> Zerewitinoff to the

determination of enzymic esterification.

In the method described for the examination of esterase, enzymit*. esterifi-

cation can be followed not only by dettTraining the dt^ereasc in acidity but also

by determining the drop in alcohol conc,entration. Tlie method of Tsebugaeff

and Zeremtinoff can be applied for the latter determinations as the following

experiment proves.

50 ml. of a benziuie solution e-ontaining 0*5 ilf BuOU and 0'5if butyric;

acid were subjected to esterification by means of 2 g. of prep. B. The tem-

perature of reaction was 37*^. The determination of acidity was (tarried out as

above. The determination of the droj) in alcKjhol concimtration was effectc^d by
adding 2-5 g. of anhydrous K2CO3 to 5 ml. of the filtered benzene solution in

order to remove the butyric acid. After shaking and centrifuging, 1 ml. was
taken from the upper layer of the solution for determination of hydroxyl
groups. It was found that after 1 hour the concentration of butyric acid dropped
by 84 millimols./litre. The drop in the concentration of BuOH during the same
time was 98 millimols./litre. After 2 hours, the drop in acid (;oncontratioa was
195 millimols./litre and that in al(;ohol concentration 210 millimols./litre. Thus
it can he seen that there are certain deviations, but the method described can
undoubtedly be further improved.

SUMMAKY.

1. A method for the determination of the activity of esterase preparations

has been described depending on the addition to the given preparations of
solutions in organic solvents of the substrates. The degree of esterification can
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be detenniiied in the solvent phase on the basis of the drop in acidity and
alcohol concentration.

2. The v(*Iocity of reaction v rises with increasing (ioncentration of acid,

whilst when the'. conc(»,ntration of alcohol is raised tlie velocity of reaction rises

to a maximum at molar concentration of alcohol, thereafter falling.

3. This influence of concentrations of butyric acid and BuOH on v has been

explained to some extent by the aid of coefficiemts of partition of substrates of

esterification between the benzene and the aqueous phase.
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The first work of iinportanoe on the chemistry of the propionic acid fernK'ntation

was that of Fitz [1878) who suggested that the dissimilation of lactic acid occurs

according to equation (I).

SCHa.CHOH.COOH-^^CHa.rHa.COOH i (Uia.COOK -r OO., + tU) (I).

Virtanen [1923; 1925], Virtanen and Karstrdm 11931] and \'an Niel [1928] sup-

]K)sed that glucose after })reliminarv phosphorylation is convert(‘d into two molc'-

eules of the Cg type, one being oxidised to a(?(*tic acid and (Xlg whilst- two moh‘-

oules are reduced to propionic acid. Van Niel suggest(‘d that i)yruvi(* acid is an

intermediary, dissirnilated according to equation (2).

CHs-CO.CXlOH 4 HaO -CH3.C(()H).,.C()OH->rn,.(HH)Ii i (MK, , 2H (!').

Virtanen [1923] first noted the formation ofsuccinic a(*id in glucose^ ftTinentations

and suggested that it was formed by a 4- and 2-carbon clt^avagc (etpiation 3).

t H,() {;t).

A number of the proposed intc^rmediate compounds have bt'C'u isolated or

detected. Foote et al.
1 1930] and PYomageot and Tatum [1933] found la(‘tic a(,*id,

Virtanen and Karstrdm |1931] hexosemonophosphate, Pett and WyniK* [1933]

mcthylglyoxal and Wood and Workman [1934, 1] pynjvic acid. Wood and
Workman [1934, 2] isolated propionaldehyde and offered more* d("finite informa-

tion on the mechanism of propionic acid formation (equation 4).

CHg.OH^.COH I 2H (4).

They
j
1934, 3] detected a non-reducing material and studied the nu‘chanism of

the fermentation

.

The present investigation deals with tin? meclianism of glucose dissimilation

by several species of Propionibacterium, Results have been obtained which show
the dissimilation to be more complex than that proposed by prt^ vious investigators.

Methods.

The analytical procedure was similar to that described by Wood and Werkman
[1936]. The sugar determinations were made Ixjfore and after fermentation
according to the metliod of Munsen and Walker [1906]. Non-reducing sugars
were determined after hydrolysing with 2*25% HCl for 2*5 hours and determin-
ing the increase in reducing sugars. The COg was absorbed in soda-lime or in

standard NaOH and the volatile acids and non-volatile acids were determined as
previously described. Purity of the cultures was verified. Constituents of the
medium were sterilised separately and mixed at the time of inoculation. The
inoculum was equivalent to 6% by volume and consisted of cultures grown in a
medium containing 0*5% glucose. Fermentations were conducted under niti'Ogen

in litre fiasks. All cultures used have been identified and described by Wood and
Werkman [1936] and Werkman and Brown [1933]. Culture numbers and species

( 618 )
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are as follows: 52W and 48W, P, sherrmnii: 49W and SOW, P. pentosacevni:
34W, I\ arabimmm and IIW, P. petersonii. Culture 48W is culture 5 of
l<oote et aL [1930]. The results are calculated as described ))y Wood and Wt^rkman
[1936]. The non-n'ducing tiiaterial is calculated as a G-earhon sugar.

KxPiSRIMENTAI..

Tlie results presented in liable 11 are unlike* othc'rs reported in the literature

and s(jhemes suggeste»d by previous investigators do not meet the requirements
of these data. The ratios of ])r()pionic acid to acetic acid vary from 2*13 to 14*72

;

Table I. Cowlitiom of experinimts shoim in Table II,

( 'ultnrc and
'I’empcia-

turc (»f in- Peiiod ot Age of

,

Medium
/

Uaeto-yc^ast

X'oliime of

medium
fermentation cubation incubation nioculutn (jihiCOSI Ca(X)., extract fermc'rited

no. V. days days o (j'

0
0

<)
ml.

;u\v, 37 IS .5 ;io 1-4 0-5 700
34 w;, .30 JS .*) 2‘1 1-0 0-3.-» 990
iinv, 37 1 5 .5 3-0 14 0-5 7(Kt

49 w; .30 15 5 3*0 14 0-5 700
3«\V., 37 24 5 30 14 04 7(M>

4«\V« 37 24 5 3 0 14 04 700
:>2\\\

52 W,
3(» 40 2 3-0 hi) 04 SOO
30 40 2 .3*0 1-5 04 SOO

11\V„ 30 12 5 2-1 2-.> 0*5 80(»

1IV\\, 30 12 5 2-4 2*0 0-7 800

Tal)lo 11. IHmmilatum of (jiucose by the propionic acid bacteria.

Quantities prodiuvd jkt ItH) m.mol. of

fermented utueose

Culture <»lncos«‘ Non-re- Halil) Hatio

and fer- fermented l^ro}iionic Aeetie Su(-(‘inie ducing CO,/ propionic/ C re-

mentation pcii’ lit re aeid aeid ViK Hei<i material acetic acetic covered Hedox
no. m.mol. m.mol. m.mol. m.mol. m.inoi. m.mol. acid aeifl

0
0 index

:UVVi 145-3 i:J91 17-8 03-0 i;i-2 2-8 3-59 7-82 97-0 1-01

34 W, ]09-,5 148-S lO-i 03-0 7-9 3-7 0-29 14-72 974 0-91

49W; 1.55-9 127-8 10-6 ,’>2-3 21-1 2-8 ;M5 7-70 95-0 0-98

49 w; 150-9 1 10-3 22-7 42-6 23-8 3-7 1-88 .5-13 92-5 (»-94

36W 5
109-7 122-7 12-2 41-5 20-1 14 3;i8 10-08 91-2 0-89

48We 78-0 114-2 34-

J

50-7 11-3 — 149 3:}5 84-5* 0-99

52W,t 104-1 104-0 44-0 474 12-0 4-3 1-00 2-.33 88-0 1-03

r»2\VHt 103-9 100-

1

45-9 47-0 15-0 4-1 1-02 2-33 91-2 1-02

IIVV9 133-0 114-8 54-0 51-5 ll-S 8-9 0-95 2-13 l(M)-0 1 -(K)

1,33-0 117-8 .55-4 51-2 84 - 0-92 2-13 91 -:i* 0 94

* Non-reducing material was not analysed. (’ recovered would not be eomplcle.

t U-8 m.mol. of laetie acid produced jier llKt m.iiio!. of fermented glucose,

t 1-5 m.iDol. of lactic acid proilueed |Kt UK> m.mol. of fermented glucost*.

the ratios of COg to acetic acid from 0-92 to 6-29, whilst the .succinic acid fluctu-

ates from 7*9 m.mol. to 26-1 m.mol. per 1(K) m.mol. of fermented glucose.

Virtanen and Van Niel found the ratios of COg to acetic acid to bo substantially

1. The ratio of propionic to atjetic acid usually has been found to bo approxi-

mately 2 although Van Niel found ratios as high as 5. This increased yield of

reduced products was explained by a donation of hydrogen by compounds

occurring in the yeast-water medium. Such an (‘xplanation is not acceptable in

the present case inasmuch as the redox indexes show that in th(^ majority of

fermentations there was no excess of reduced prodiuds.
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Since these results differ from those found by other investigators the accuracy

of the analyses might be questioned but the carbon balance, as well as the redox

index, shows that the analyses are, in general, satisfactory. The purity of the

cultures is hardly to be questioned. Represented among the cultures studied are

those received from four different investigators. It is evident that the present

schemes ofthe propionic acid fermentation are not entirely satisfactory, inasmuch
as it is impossible to apply experimental values to the schemes. The problem of

the mechanism of the fermentation therefore requires further investigation.

Schemes of glucose dissimilation generally represent the h(‘.xose chain as

being split into two 3-carbon molecules, an exception being Virtanen’s 4- and
2-carbon cleavage. The 3-carbon scheme requires that every 2-carbon product be

accompanied by a 1 -carbon compound. It is evident that the COg is not equivalent

to the acetic acid in a number of fermentations. The large excess of COg suggests

the occurrence of a 2-carbon intermediary which is synthesised into a compound
of higher number of carbon atoms. Succinic acid is a product which might thus

originate. Each molecule of succinic acid formed would result in two molecules

of COg or some other 1 -carbon compound. In some fermentations the quantities

of COg found are greater and in others less than that required by this hypotht*sis

(COg= acetic + 2ar succinic acid). The occurrcmc(‘ of CKlg in quantity's greater than

can be accounted for by the formation of succinic acifl through a synthesis

indicates there may be another source of COg . The chemical structure of th(‘

non-reducing compound is not known, but thert^ is apj)arently no correlation

between it and the quantities of COg produced. The suggestion is made that COg
originates in the formation of propionic acid. A decarboxylation of succ'inic

acid would yield propionic acid and COg

.

It is realised that these proposals as presented are somc'wliat speculativt*.

Supporting evidence will be given later, but to complete a possible scheme of tlu'

fermentation the results must be accountc'd for in which the yields of (JOg are less

than the calculated amounts when succinic actid is assumed to be formed by a

synthesis. Two possibilities are suggestiKl. The first is that succjni(' acid is formed
by a 4- and 2-carbon cleavage of the glucose molecule thus yielding succinic' acid

without directly involving a 1 -carbon compound. The sec'oiid is that the suc'cinic

acid is formed by a 83mthe.sis and that f)art of the COg (1-carbon compound) i.s

utilised subsequent to its formation. Wood and Wc'rkman [1936] presented

evidence that COg is utilised by the propionic acid bacteria during the fermenta-
tion of glycerol and pointed out that the evidence for V^irtaneii’s 4- and 2-carboii

cleavage is not conclusive. Although proof of the second suggestion cannot be

consid(»red conclusive until direct evidence is obtained that the propionic acid

bacteria utilise (^Og daring the fermentation of glucose, our present information
suggests such an occurrence. Possibly both the 4- and 2-carbon cleavage and
COg utilisation occur. Further investigation of this problem is under way.

It is not our purpose to claim in the present paj)er that the occurrence of the

suggested reactions has been proved but to show that the data are in agreement
with such a scheme. It is apparent that numerous reactions may give the same
relative quantities of COg, succinic acidc^c., as those involved in the formation of
succinic acid from acetic acid. For example, the condensation of two molecules
of pyruvic acid to dikc;toadipic acid with a subsequent splitting off of two mole-
cules of COg yielding succinaldehyde and oxidation of the sucjcinaldehyde to
succinic acid yields the same quantitative results.

Apart irom the data there is evidence substantiating the formation of succinic
acid by synthesis as shown by Wood and Werkman |T936]. The future problem
is one ofdetermining the intermediate compounds ofthe condensation. Evidence
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ofthe activation of acetic acid has been obtained by the authors and these results

are discussed in relation to this problem in a separate paper [Stone tt al,, 1936].

The formation of propionic acid from succinic acid finds support in the
authors’ [1935] investigations showing that succinic acid occurs as an inter-

mediary and may be decomposed. Hitehner [11)34
1
obtamed evidence that

succinic acid is dissimilated to volatile acids in the j)re8enoe of a simultaneous
fermentation of (carbohydrates. Shaw and Sluirman [1923] presented data show-
ing that their culture produced projiionic and acetic acids in a solution of peptone
and succinates other investigators have not cemfirmt^d this, however. That the

]>ropioni(^ acid bacteria can dissimilate succinic acid under certain conditions is

definitely established but the mechanism and products of the dissimilation have
not b(‘en dfitermined. The dissimilation is reprosemted as a decarboxylation. It

is evident that the succinic acid could be desti'oyed by other reactions which
vield COg, thus giving the observed quantities of COg. If the reaction proceeds
by the Thunbtu-g stories and pVTUvic acid is formed it is probalde that part of th(^

P3nruvic a(id will bo oxidised to acetic acid and CO2 . This oxidation would
jiecessitate an increased reduction and thus an increase in })ropionic acid. The
result would be an inen^aso in CO2 and propionic acid. For simplicity the change
is shown as a decarboxylation in th(^ following .schiune (Fig. 1).

2-8 8 9 8-9

non-reducing

carbohydrate

200 0 200 0

C3He03^^
3-carbon

Intermediate

1944
164.8

182-2 4- 8-7^
26-1

+ 4HV
+ 2H + H„0

-- HgO 572 5h5 77-6^

8-7

100 100 100

Glucose

loo

187-2

113 3
113-3

143-7 r 113 3 113-3

CH3CH2COOH

572
'2

51 5
51-5

65 6-5

j
17-8 54 0 54-0

8^7

0-0

acetic

acid

'^OH

acetaldehyde

hydrate

+
13-2 11-8

COOHCH3CH,CX)OH
Succinic acid

Propionic acid

Fig. 1. Quantitative data and halaiicCH on substitution m tlic si-henu* of glucose dissimilation.

* 3-carbon wnijiouud from COg.

Our results (Fig. 1) illustrate the agreement between the data and schemes
involving the foregoing suggestions. The quantities of COg, acetic acid and
succinic acid have been used as a starting basis for substitutions. Fermentation

34Wi ,
Table II, may be used as an example in which the glucose may have been

dissimilated entirely by a 3-carbon cleavage. In this case tlu* formation of

17'8m.mol. of acetic acid and 13-2m,mol. of succinic acid would give rise to

44'2 m.mol. of CO2 . 19*4 m.mol. of CO2 are therefore unaccounted for. In the

formation of propionic acid from succinic acid 3-0 m.mol. of OOg are formed for

each m.mol. of propionic acid produced and 19*4/3 or 6-5 m.mol. ofpropionic acid

would be produced from the succinic acid to give the observed value of COj,.

39*4 m.mol. of acetic acid are required for the i3-2 m.mol. of succinic acid and
6*6 m.mol. of propionic acid. 39*4-f 17*8=57-2 m.mol. of 3-oarboii intermediate

which would be dissimilated to acetic acid. The m.mol. of 3-carbon compound
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corrected for the non-reducing material minus 57-2 gives the quantity of pro-

pionic acid produced from the 3-carbon intermediate. This quantity of propionic

acid (137*2) plus that formed from succinic acid gives the calculated propionic

acid (143*7). The experimental value is 139*1. Since the carbon recovery is not

quite complete the calculated and observed values cannot be in perfect agree-

ment. The calculated values of -f-H and —H are 274*4 and 268*2 respectively.

Fermentation IIW9 may be cited as an example in which a 4- and 2-carbon

cleavage may have occurred or a utilisation of (JOg . (Consider first the 4- and
2-carbon cleavage (data in italics). If all of the acetic acid and succinic acid were

produced following a 3-carbon cleavage of the glucose molecule there would be

formed 77*6 m.mol. of CO^ . The observed value is 51*5. Each molecule of glucose

fermented to succinic acid and acetic acid by the 4- and 2-carbon cleavag<^ would
decrease the quantity of CO2 produced by 3 m.mol. 77*6— 51*5 divided by 3

gives 8*7, the smallest quantity of glucose which could undergo a 4- and 2-carbon

cleavage and give a calculated quantity of COg equal to the observed. Using 8*7

as the glucose f(Tmented b^'' a 4- and 2-carbon cleavage, substitutions have been

made as described above. The observed propionic acid is 114*8 and the calculated

113*3, +H= 226*6, -H = 229*6.

Calculations from the same fermentation are shown in which there is an

assumed utilisation of COg. The method of calculation is evident. The observed

propionic acid is 114*8 and the calculated 113*3, -fH=331*4, —H== 334*0.

It is evident that the scheme of fermentation meets the requirements of th('

quantitative data. Although a number of the fermentations do not give as good

balances as the two chosen, they substantiate the schenu^ The authors have

purposely omitted showing intermediate reactions involvc^d in the fcTinentatiou

for the reason that present information does nf)t warratit definite conclusions

and because the intermcidiate reactions are not important to the (calculations. No
information is available as to the status of phosphoglyceric acid in this fermenta-

tion. The indicated synthesis of COg to a 3-carbon intermediate is speculative.

At present it is impossible to explain accurately why nvsults so markedly
different from those of othcT investigators have been obtained in thes(» fermenta-

tions. Oulturc 49W is a transplant of Van Niel’s culture 4. \"an Niel used an
extract of 250 g. of yeast per litre of medium as a nitrogen source and his results

indicate that a considerabh; quantity of fiirmentable material was imdiided in

the yeast extract. This is not the case with Bacto-yeast extract. After 30 days’

fermentation at 30° with culture 34W in 0*4% yeast extract and 1*4% CaCOg
there were produced 3*5 m.mol. of volatile acid, 4*7 m.mol. of COg, 0*3 m.mol. of
succinic acid and no non-reducing sugar per litre ofmedium . Oxidation-reduction

balances calculated from Van Niel’s results are not satisfying and suggest that

the nitrogen source materially affected the carbohydrate metabolism. It is

difficult to speculatt^ as to the mechanism of fermentation under such conditions.

The use of various sources of nitrogen may have caused the different types of

fermentation. The formation of succinic acid entirely from compounds of the

yeast is excluded in our fermentation, for in exp. 36W6 5*2 g. of succinic acid were
produced per litre in a medium containing 4*0 g. of yeast extract.

SXIMMABY.

The propionic acid fermentation of glucose has been investigated quanti-

tatively and the results show certain points ofdisagreement with present schemes

of the fermentation. The following conversions are suggested to be involved and
the data are shown to fit schemes including these reactions.
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1 . The formation of succinic acid by a synthesis, {>ossibIy by the condensa-

tion of two molecules of acetic acid.

2. The intermediate dissimilation of succinic acid causing an increased

production of propionic acid and COg.

3. A condensation of CO
2 and a subsequent utilisation of the synthesised

product. The possibility is left that the 4- and 2-carbon cleavage occurs as

suggested by V^irtanen.
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LXXXIX. ACTIVATION OF THE LOWER FATTY
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Succinic acid arising in the dissimilation of glin^ose hy propionic acid bacteria

has been regarded as resulting either from a 4- and 2-earbon splitting of the

sugar molecule [Virtanen, 1923] or from the yeast extract in the medium
[Van Niel, 1928]. Recently Wood et ah [1935| sugg(\sted its formation by
condensation of two molecules of acetic add followed by dehydrogenation.

Assuming the latter reaction, resting eeWsoiPropiouibarterI.U7n should
‘

‘ activate

acetic acid, i.e. (cause a donation of hydrogen to a suitable acc^eptor, such as

methylene blue [see Thunberg, 1920; Quastel and Whtdham. 1024]. This study

deals with the activation of acetic and related acids by Propionihactf rium.

Gullol

S^Hiibbrr slop|»(‘r

Experimental.

The resting cell ti^ohnique of Quastel and Whetham was followed but,

instead of timing the colour change, the progress

of the reaction was followi'd by the r<‘dox poUm- 1 1—To |>oi( ntiomr!c»r

tial
I
Yud^, 1935]. The organisms weiv gro^gt U A

m a medium consisting of 0‘o% yeast extract //
(Difeo), 0*5% peptone, 1% glucose and 0*2% B
K2HPO4. After 72 hours' incubation at 30*^ the oiiiI<m

cells were washed three times with sterile 9*85% J ft r siopjM r

NaCl by centrifuging. One ml. of the paste-like ft
|

T
centrifugate was diluted to 40 ml. with saline 8^1
solution and stored at 6-8° not longer than g

1 il

24 hours before use. i '

The experiments were carried out in pyriw g \r—Sitl»‘.ru

tubes with side arms (Fig. 1 ), fitted with rubber i pv X **
‘“J*

stoppers, each carrying a KCl-agar electrode, a
|

bright platinum electrode, a gas inlet tube and a I

gas outlet. A constant temperature water-bath I

at 37° was equipped to hold 1 6 ofthe redox tubes
. |

After addition of the organisms (in the side cup), I

buffer and solutions, a stream of nitrogen, puri- H _
fiedby passing overhot copper gauze andthrough i

"

alkalinepyrogallate,wa8bubbledrapidlythrough ft Platinum Hrctro4c

each tube for at least five minutes. i
Reading of the initial potential was taken ' bX

—
on the substrate-buffer mixture by use of the ' 6
vacuum-tube amplifier described by Workman, j

Johnson, and Coile [1933]; the organisms were —
jp-g j

then mixed with the contents of the tube and
the mixture agitated. During the experiment a constant nitrogen pressure was

^ IIiIh work was supported in part by Industrial Science iiesearch Funds and the Kockefeller

Fluid Research Fund of Iowa State College.

( fi24 )

- Afjar electrode

-‘Platinum electrode

-Cab inlet tube
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maintaintKl in the tubes by means of a mercury trap. The course of the potentials

was followed by constructing time-potential curves.

Th(‘ tubes and electrodes WfTe thoroughly cleaned with chromic acid. Elec-

trodc‘s were calibrated against each other by placing them in oik* large cell : only
those reading within 2 mv. of thfi mean were used.

The substrate and buffer solutions wen* prepared with boiled redistilled

waU*r and the taken with a glass electrode. During the experiment the pjj
rarely changed more than 6*05 of a unit owing to the use of a relatively large

quantity of buffer.

, fl <.<nitrgl

HiiUrn .iml

*
!

' ^
|l*roinom« anJ'

| ,

|

’

! ^ |

Si 200 24t)
“ •<**" 120 *l4fr IWJ “'iSti

Time in jninu<<‘ii Time in minutes

Kig. 2. Pig. H.

0 ('out nil; X Imfyrie and valeric aeids; r formic acid: acetic acid; ^ propionic acid.

But yric acid; <d valeric acid; o control; i formic acid; acetic acid; & propionic acid.

)20i T-

I 20 40 60 «0 100 120 140 160 180

Time in minutes

Fig. 4.

30 ->0 70 90 no 130 130 170 190 210

Tunc in minutes

Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Irtt curve (top) control; 2nd curve (middle) 01 ml. Na acetate; 3rd curve (bottom)

0*2 ml. Na acet^ite.

Fig. 5. Upper curve contnd; lower curve acidic acid.

Studies wert' carried out at ST on formic, acetic, prtipionic, butyric and

valeric acids using methylene blue and in some cases NaNOs, or o-chlorophenol-

indophenol as hydrogen acceptor. Three species of Propionihacterium have been

employed: P. arabinoaum (34W), P. pentosacemn (49W), and P. ahenmnii

(52W). These are described by Workman and Brown [19331. In a typical ex-

periment 10 ml. of 1% phosphate buffer, 1ml. of methylene blue (0*005 if),

0*2 ml. of 0*05 if substrate (Na salt) and 3*8 ml. of HjO were placed in the redox

Bioohom. 1936 xxx 40
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tube and 1 ml, of bacterial suspension in the side-<nip. For the control tube

4*0 ml. of HgO were added and the substrate omitted. Bacteria effecting de-

hydrogenation of the substrate bring about a reduction of methylene blue and a

corresponding lowering of El^ . Representative time-potential curves are shown

in Figs. 2-5, and additional results are condensed in Table I.

Table I. Activation of Imver fatty cuiids by Propionibacterium at 37'',

Pu Ph 6*0-0 Ph or»- 7*(» 'I'ottil

f
——

—

t
. —

.

f
- - , -— >,

Substrate H-Accep. Species -* - V 4- - y -r
- y 4 - ?

Formic acid M.B. 34W 1 0 0 u 0 1 3 1 11
. S f) 24J)W 0 1 0 1 0 <( 2 2 <•

ft r>2\v . . • 0 1 0 1 0 ‘•1

Acetic acid M.B. 34W 2 0 0 1 0 U r> i) I]

49W 2 0 0 2 1 0 2 1 1 IS 2 3

ft 52W . . . .3 0 1 r 0

Acetic acid NaNC), 34W 1 0 0 • 1[710
NaNOjj 49W 3 0 0 i 0 0 2 i 0|

OCI 34\V . . . 2 0 0 2 0 1) 4 0 0

Propionic acid M.B. 34W 1 0 0 1 0 0 U 0 "1
14 3 149W 1 0 1 0 1 0 3 0 0

r)2VV . • 1 2 0 2 0 o|

Butyric acid M.B. 34W 0 1 u 0 0 1 0 i '*1id ;< 2
149W 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 ll

Valeric acid M.B. 49W 0 J u 0 0 1 0 1 (» 0 2 1

H-Acoep. — Hydrogen acceptor. OCI - o-Chlorophenolindoph(‘n < ) 1 . M.B. -Methylene blue.

Note. Figures in the columns marked + indicate the number of e\pt*rinjents showing
activation under the conditions stated; - indicates no activation. Results shoMing sligiit or

questionable activation are placed in the ? column.

Discussion.

Formic acid shows activation under certain conditions; howt^vor, tlie reduc-

tion is not as rapid as in the cases of acetic and propionic acids. Clear-cut hydro-

gen donations are most frequently shown at values near 7*0 (Fig. 3). The
species of Propionifmeteriurn show no marked individual ditTer(*nces in their

behaviour towards formic acid. It may be pointed out that of the 5 negativt*

results, 1 was obtained with organisms older than 72 hours, and 3 others had
potentials higher than the control. We have found that aging causes inhibition of

the dehydrogenases of Proplonibacteriurn

,

It is jiossible that the high potentials

may be explained by the sodium formate eitluT inhibiting dehydrogenase
activity or acting to some extent as a hydrogen accept/or. Appanmtly the pro-

pionic acid bacteria show a moderate attack on formic acid. This is of interest

in relation to the observation of Wood and Workman
1 1936] that COg is utilised

by the propionic acid bacteria in their dissimilation of glycerol. It is possible

that the COg is reduced to formic acid ajtd that the formic acid is in turn
assimilated.

Activation of acetic acid.

Propionibacterium generally activates acetic acid to donate hydrogen to

methylene blue. Nitrates and o-chlorophenolindophenol also act as hydrogen
acceptors (Figs. 4 and 6). The results with nitrate show a strong activation at

pjj 6*0-6»0. At pij values near 7*0 the reduction is not as marked. In experiments
using NaNOg as a hydrogen acceptor, the potentials were not as stable as when
a dye was added. However, though no added reversible system was present, a
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readable potential was set up, owing perhaps to some reversible system in the

bacterial suspension.

The donation of hydrogen by acetic acid in the presence of Pro'pi(mib(icterwm

is of particular interest in view of the suggestion of Wood tl al. [1935, see

also Grey, 1924] that two molecules of acetic acid may condense to form one
molecule of succinic acid along with two atoms of hydrogen. The hydrogen
may, in the dissimilation of glucosti, be accepted by pyruvic acid [Wood and
Workman, 1934] or some other hydrogen acceptor. The fact tliat the hydrogen
donation to nitraU^s is particularly marked at an acid reaction is interesting

when we consider that acetic acid tends to accumulate in the early period of the

propionic fermentation (when the medium is less acid) and then decreases

[Wood and W(*rkman, 1934J.

Activation of propionic acid.

The propionic acid bacteria cause a marked activation of propionic acid,

particularly at values near 7*0. Failures to activate occurred at lower pj,
values. In gcuieral the rate ofreduction ofthe dye by propionic acid approximates
to that by acetic acid (Figs. 2 and 3). The significance of these observations can-

not Ik* determined definitely at the present time. Possibly activation is to be

expectf'd, since the organism produces the compound, and enzymic catalysis is by
definition reversible. The conversion of lactic into propionic^ acid is readily

brought about by Propionibacteriuin but the exact mechanism is not understood.

If we assume that the rt'verse process takes x)lace {i,e. propionic acid to lactic

acid), we may postulate two mechanisms:

(1) IX‘hvdrogenation follow^ed bv hvdration,
4 H,(>

CHa.CHg.COOH -CH., • >

Propionic aci<l Acrylic acul

0H,.CIlOH.COOH
Lactic, arid

(2) Knolisation followed by hydration and dehydrogenation.

^ HA)
(’Ha.CIL.COOH vrHg.CHOH .CH(OH)a
Propitmic acid Enol

CHs.CHOH.CUOH^ini
Lac'tie arid

In each of these reactions two hydrogen atoms are available and the reduction

of methylene blue or other acceptor is accounted for. Thus in the fermentation of

glucose, whether the dissimilation of propionic acid occurs would depend on the

presence of a suitable hytlrogen acceptor. Such a breakdown of the acid might

go unnoticed if it proceeded via either of these reactions, for the resulting lactic

acid may be isolated os an intermediary and is readUy fermented. The possibility

of propionic acid occurring as an intermediate product has apparently not been

previously suggested.

Activation of butyric and valeric acids.

Neither butyric nor valeric acid showed any substantial donation ofhydrogen

to methylene blue. In the case of butyric acid, two of the results showed higher

potentials than the controls (see Fig. 3). This may be the result of an inhibition

of dehydrogenases by the acid.
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SUMMAEV.

A study with resting cells of Propionibaderium has been carried out on the

lower fatty acids with three hydrogen acceptors by determining the A\ of the

systems. The following observations have been made.

1 . Acetic and propionic acids are shown to be activated by Propionibacterium

to reduce methylene blue at fl-O-T-O.

2. Formic acid is able to donate hydrogen to methylene Idne to a small

extent, whilst butyric and valeric acids show no such ability.

3. Acetic acid may donate hydrogen to nitrates and o-ehlorophenol-

indophenol.

These results are discussed in view of their significance to the propionic

fermentation.
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Mkyerhok (1919] was the first to observe the oxidation of glycerophosphate by
muscle and liver tissue. Ahlgren [1925], Quastcl and VVhetham [1925], Quastel

and Wooldridge [1927], Alwall [1928: 1929], Collett ei al. [1929], Davies and
Quastrel [1932] and McGavran and RheinbergcT [1933] have considered some
of the proi)erties of tin* glycerophosj)hate dehydrogenase. There has not been

however any systematic investigation of this enzyme, and there are no data

available as to the method of preparation, the conditions for maximum activity,

tlu' nature of the oxidation product or the mechanism of tlu* reaction with

molecular oxygen.

I. Preparation of the enzyme.

The dissectcni skehdal muscles of a freshly killed rabbit were jmssed twice

through a coarse meat mincer, and washed exhaustively with tap water. The
washed mince was mixed with sand and 51X) ml. distilled watiT and ground to a

paste in a mechanical mortar. The sand and insoluble debris were filtered off

through muslin. 50 ml. of Mj\{) acetate buffer of 4*6 were added to the

filtrate*, and the precipitate was centrifuged. The sujxirnatant fluid was dis-

carded and th(‘ precipitate was resusptmded in 100 ml. Mib phosphate buffer of

Pji 7-2. The enzyme suspension retains the bulk of its acti\dty for a period of

10 days if kept at O'". There is a definite fall in activity e*ven at this low tem-

IK^ratun*. The precipitate can also be dried in vacuo. The enzyme in the dried

form is (juil-e stable.

II. lieaclimi ivith methykne blue.

The aerobic ex{ieriments were carried out in Barcroft manometers. The

substrate was placed in dangling Keilin tubes and mixed with the enzyme after

equilibration of the manometers.

Fig. 1 shows the effect of the methylene blue concentration on the rate of

reaction ofthe substrate with molecular oxygen. Then» is no oxygen consumption

by the enzyme suspension in absence of substrate. However, there is a definite,

though small, uptake in presence of a-glycerophosphate without added carrier.

The magnitude of this blank is variable and depends to a great extent on the

thoroughness with which the minced tissue is both waslunl and ground . Saturation

of the enzyme with methylene blue is reached at a concentration of about 7 mg.

dye/3‘3ml offluid in the manometer cup. The low affinityofthe glycerophosphate

dehydrogenase for methylene blue resembles that of the hexosemonophosphate

dehydrogenase of blood [Warburg and Christian, 1931].

Experiments on the anaerobic reduction of methylene blue were carried out

in Thunberg tubes using the technique of Green and Dixon [1934]. The speed of

reduction of methylene blue varied directly with the concentration of methylene

blue (Table I).

^ Bolt Memorial Research Felloiv.

( 629 )
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Table I. The velocity of methyhne blue redaction as a function of the

concentration of methyhne blue,

2 ml. enzyme Buspcnsion. 0-2 ml. jW/10 a-glyeerophosphati*, water to 0*2 rnl. total volume.

J//r)(X) methylene blue (ml.) 3-0 1-5 1)*75 0*3 01 01
(without
8ul>strate)

Reduction time (min.) 32 18*5 14-o 0*5 tvO ao

1(K)// X ml. methylene blue 9-36 8*10 o-18 3 ir> 1-60

Fig. 1. Effect of methyhne blue concentration on the rate of oxygen uptake, 1 ml. enzyme suspension,
0*2 ml. 2M ammonium a-glycerophosphatc. Total volume of fluid 3*3 ml. 7*2, 39

Fig. 2. Effect of substrate concentraiUm on the rate of oxygen uptake. 1 ml. enzyme susjK'nsioii,

0*3 ml. 0*5 methylene blue, pj, 7*2.

Table II. Effect of concentration of substrate on rate, of reduction

of methylene blue.

0*5 ml. enzyme suspi^nsion, 0-15 ml. 0*02% methylene blue, 1 ml.

buffer pjj 7*2, water to 4 ml. total volume.
a-Crlycerophnsphate

ml. 2M 20 10 0-5 0*25 0*10 —
ml. Jlf/10 — — 02 0‘0.>

Final molarity 1*0 0*5 0*25 0*125 0*(»5 0*005 ()*(H)12

Reduction time (min.) 10*0 9*5 9*5 9*0 8*0 9*5 12*4

miT 10-0 10*5 10*5 IM 12*5 10*5 8*0

III . Concentration of substrate.

The relation between the substrate concentration and the velocity of oxygen
uptake is shown in Pig. 2. The Michaelis constant (Km), i.e. the molar substrate
concentration at which halfthe limiting velocity is reached, is 0-01 . It is doubtful
whether such a high concentration is ever present in animal tissues. This can
mean either that the dehydrogenase in the cells does not function at maximum
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velocity or that the Michaelis constant is not a fixed property of the dehydro-
genase and de]:)end8 upon the conditions of the experiment. Table II shows that

the Michaelis constant is about 0*001 when the methylene blue concentration

is reduced to 1/25 that in the manometric experiments.

IV. Pj/.

In k?sting the dependencji- of reaction v(*Iocity on the difficulty due to the

natural buffering action of a-glycerophosphoric add at neutral roa(dion was over-

come, (a) by using reduced concentrations of 8ubstrat<^which were rather less than
those required for the limiting velocity, (6) })y using the enzyme so diluted that

no appreciable change in the substrate concentration occurred during the course

of the readings, and (r) by using (ioncentratc^d buifer solutions. At the end of the

various exyK'riments no appreciable shift of had occurred.

It was found that enzyme activity fell off rapidly below pjj 6 and above

pj£ 12 (Fig. 3). Within the limits of Pji 6-11 the velocity varied only slightly

with hydrogen ion concentration. The variation is due more probably to differ-

ences in the buffer systxmis rather than to differences in pjj

.

Fig. 3. Kfft'i't of pj7 on thr rate of oxygen uptake. 0*5 lul. t'lizymc su«|H'n8ion, 0-2 ml. 0*2J/ sub-

strate, (M ml, 0*5 methylene blue, 2*5 ml. of M o buffer.

Fig. 4. The roursi' of the oxidation of n-glyeerophoaphate.

V. Product of the oxidation of %-ghjcerophosphate

.

200 ml. of enzyme suspension (representing the extract of two rabbits) were

mixed with 50 ml. of 0*5% methylene blue and 100 ml. of 3//10 a-glycero-

phosphate. Oxygen was passed through the mixture for 2 hours at at such a

rate as to maintain the methylene blue in a state of partial oxidation. Completion

of the reaction was indicated by a sudden reoxidation of all the reduced methy-

lene blue. After a further 10 min. treatment w ith Og, the enzyme suspension was

deproteinised with 50ml. of50% trichloroacetic acid, filtered through filter-paper

impregnated with kieselguhr to remove the methylene blue, and concentrated
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in vficuo to 50 ml. Then 100 ml. of a saturated solution of 2 : 4-dinitrophonyI-

hydrazine in 2A^ HCl were added, and the mixture was kept at 70"" for 10 min.

The bulky red precipitate was filtered off and washed thoroughly with 2iV HCl

and finally with alcohol and ether. The yield of the crude producit was 5<X) mg.

The derivative was recrystallised several times from a mixture^ of amyl alcohol

and nitrobenzene. The appearance of the crystals, solubility and colour in

alcoholic potash corresponded with those of the 2 : 4-dinitrophenyJosazone of

methylglyoxal ; m.p. 21K)” (uncorr.), authentic specimen M.r. 289' . mixed m.p. 289' .

(Found (Weiler): C, 41-93: N, 25-01; H, 2-66; 0, 29-8%. requires

C, 41-66; N, 25-92: H, 2-77; 0, 29-6%.)
Johnson [1936] has recently isolated the 2 : 4-dinitrophf»nylosazone ol' methyl-

glyoxal from a solution of a-glyeerophosphate whi(?h had been ineubat(*d with

minced brain tissue.

The question next arose whether methylglyoxal w^as a decomposition j)roduct

of an unstable triosephosphatc, prt^sumably th(‘ first product of oxidation of

a-glyeerophosphate. Both the aldo- and keto-triosephosphatfs art* (‘xtr(*mely

unstable in alkali, decomposing to yield lactic ami phosphoric acids. This in-

stability permits the quantitative determination of the triose estt-r simply by

splitting off the phosphate group in N alkali, and estimating the inorganic

phosphate [Meyerhof and Lohmann, 1934J. In the t-xfKMimt-nts that follow',

inorganic phosphate has been e^stimated by the method of' Fiskt* and Subbarow

[1925], and methylglyoxal by the method of Ariyama [1928|. Triosephosphate

does not interfe^re with the* estimation of methylglyoxal.

The following typical experiment shows the course of thf* enzymic oxidation

of a-glycerophosphate. 85 ml. of enzyme suspension (pjj 8) w(*re mixed with

10 ml. M/IO a-glycerophosphate and 5 ml. of 0^*^% methylem* blue. The sus-

pension was kept in a tall cylinder, immersed in a thermostat at 39 . and
a rapid stream of Og was passed through. 10 ml were ])ipetti‘d out at iidervals,

deproteinised with trichloroacetic acid, dec^olorised by filtration thn)Ugh ki(*s('l-

guhr and analysed for inorganic phosphate, alkali-labile phospliate and methyl-
glyoxal. The curves of Fig. 4 show that during the first 3t» min. then* w^as a large

increase in alkali-labile phosphate although the production of methylglyoxal
and inorganic phosphate was small. After 90 min., both inorganic phosphate
and methylglyoxal showed large relative increases w hereas triose])hosphate was
not greatly cWnged. An expt^rirnent at pjj 6-8 gave similar results (Table III)

except that the rate of formation of inorganic phosphate and methylglyoxal was
much slower.

Table III. Course of the ojcidcUicm of oL-glycerophosphale.

Time Inorganic P Alkali-labile P MethylgIyo.\al
min. mg. rag. mg.‘

e 0-88 0-02 0
30 1-(M) 1-57 0
60 M2 2-25 'J'race

90 1-90 3-47 0-9

It is quite clear that the primary product of oxidation is a triosephosphate
which decomposes in neutral solution to yield methylglyoxal and phosphoric-
acid. The appearance of methylglyoxal takes place only after a considerable
formation of triosephosphate and is invariably accompanied by an increase in
inorganic phosphate. The correspondence between methylglyoxal and inorganic
phosphate formed is not exact owing to the partial conversion of methvlfflvoxal
into other products.

* ^
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Numerous attempts were made to isolate the triosephosphate as the barium
salt following the procedure of Meyerhof and Lohmann [1934]. Decomposition
of the trios(jphosphate during isolation was however so considerable that the final

product contained only a small amount of the original alkali-labile phosphate.

It was found that the triosc^phosphate could bti stabilised with KCN, w’hich

is usually a reagent for fixing an aldehyde group. 40 ml. of enzyme suspcuision,

35 ml. of Mjli) a-glycerophosphate, 15 ml. of 2% NaHCOg, 15 ml. of 0*5%
methyleruj blue and 5 ml. of M KCN were mixed together. The mixture was
aerated and samples were drawn for analysis after various intervals. Table IV

Table I\'. Effect of KCN on the course of the oxidation, of cr.-(flyceropkosphate

.

Tim<‘ Inorgaiiii* P Alkali-labiie P Methylglyoxal
min. mg. mg. mg.‘

0 0 0 0
70 Trace 240 0
120 27-S (»

ISO 27*8 0

shows that when tht‘ triosephosf)hate‘ is fixed with cyanide no inorganic phos-

phate* or methylglyoxal is forme^d. The barium salt of the triosephosphate-

cyanohydrin was isolated in the following way. 1(K> ml. of enzyme (representing

the extract of the muscles of 2 rabbits) were mixed with 1(K) ml. M/lO a-glycero-

phosphate, 1 5 ml. of Jf NaCJN (neutral), 25 ml. of 0-5% methylene blue and 50 ml.

of 2-5% NaHCO^. After 2 hours' aeration of the mixture 20 ml. of 50% tri-

chloroacetic ac id were added and the precipitate filtered through kieselguhr. The
clear, colourless filtrate was cooled to (f , neutralised with XaOH until just acid

to bromthymol blue and mixed with 40 ml. of 25% barium acetate, (k)lcl acetone

was added in ecpial volume and the precipitate* was centrifuged The super-

natant fluid was mixed with an equal volume of cold alcohol and the second

precipitate centrifuged. The two precipitates w^ere w^ashed thoroughly with
alcohf)! and fiher and dried in tmeuo. The first precipitate w eighed 2-1 g. and the

second 0*9 g. The latter usually contained a higher percentage of triosephosphate.

The two precipitates wen* found to be mixtures of the barium salts of triose-

phosphate-cyanohydrin, a-glycerophosphate and a small amount of inorganic

phosphate. Trjos€q)hosphate accounted for 50-60%, inorganic phosphate for

0-10%, and difficultly hydrolysable phosphate for the balance of the total

phosphate.

LabiliU^ of the phosphate group in alkali does not sufficient!}' identify a
triosephosphate. The presumed triosephosphate should also yield an equivalent

quantity of methylglyoxal and phosphoric acid in N HCl at lOO"" [Meyerhof and
Lohmann, 1934]. Table V show's that the crude barium salt, dissolved in dil. HCl

Table V, Product^ion of methylglyoxal and phosphoric acid

from crude Ha triosephosphate after acid hydrolysis.

Barium salt (dried oi vacno at 80^'*), 92 mp.

Alkali-labile P Methylglyoxal

(mg./92 mg. (mg.;92 mg.
barium salt) barium salt)

Initial 0 0
15 min. in N alkali at 18® 2-50 —
1 hour in N HCl at 100® 2*45 4-20

4*0 2*45
Observed methylglyoxal--^^ --.72% theo!y\ Observed theory.
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and decomposed with H2SO4 has this property. Attempts to purify the

salt were unsuccessful. Fractional precipitation with acetone and alcohol failed

to yield a product with more than 3% alkali-labile P. Apparently the solubilities

of barium triosephosphate-cyanohydrin and barium a-glyecrophosphatt^ are very

similar. An insoluble derivative formed in the (iold with 2 : 4-diniirophenyl-

hydrazine was the osazone of methylglyoxal. Tht' ready decomjiosition of triose-

phosphate in presence of this reagent thus explains the large yield of methyl-

glyoxal bishydrazone in the early isolation experiments. Fischer and Baer

[1932] have prepared the actual 2:4-dinitrophenylhydrazone of glyoeraldehyde-

phosphate by rapid manipulation at low tem|)eratures, but state that large

amounts of the methylglyoxal derivative were also formed. p-Bronioj)b(*nyl-

hydrazine and p-nitrophenylhydrazine similarly yielded the derivative of

methylglyoxal. Unsymmetricai methylphenylhydrazine formal a derivative*

under conditions in which methylglyoxal dkl not rt*act. The pn)duct however

was oily and defied crystallisation.

The triosephosphate may be either glyeeraldehydephosphate or dihydroxy-

acetonephosphate. The aldotriose has been synthesisf*d by Fiselu'r and Baer

[1932] and its properties studied in more <letail by Mc'yerhofand Lohmann [1934].

Kiessling [1934] has improved the synthesis of dihydrox\ a(‘<‘tonephosphat«* and

studied its chemical properties. Apparently both trioses have an alkali-labile

phosphoric group and decompose in N HCl at 1(M)"' to yi(‘Id in(*thylglyoxal and

phosphoric acid. The v(*loeity constants of hydrolysis an* practi(‘ally identical.

The only method distinguishing betw€‘en them is based on the fac‘t' that tin* aldo-

triose reacts with Ig or Br2 whereas the ketotriose is unaftec^ted by thes(* reag(*nts.

By use of this method Meyerhof and Lohmann |1934] and M(*yerhof and

Kiessling [1935] established that dihydroxyaeetonephos])hale is the prinei})al

scission product of hexosediphosphate.

The titration of triosephosphate with L involves certain difficulti(*8. The
reaction must be carried out in alkaline solution

,
as a result ofwh icii some methyl-

glyoxal is formed and oxidised by the iodine. >Since the* ketot-riost*. may similarly

liberate methylglyoxal the iodine titration offers no final evidence of the presence

of an aldotriose; it should therefore be controlled by determination of inorgani(J

and alkali-labile phosphate. If the iodine is utilised to oxidises the aldotriose* to

the corresponding acid, for each molecule of Tg ab8orlK*d J molecajle of alkali-

labile phosphate should disappear without reapjHiaring as inorganic phosphate.

Phosphoglyceric acid is extremely resistant to hydrolysis and its ]diosphorus

would not be estimated. If the iodine is utilised t^> oxidise mc»thylglyoxal, an
equimolecular amount of alkali-labile phosphate should b(* replaced by inorganic

phosphate. In other words, iodine titration juoves the presence of an aldotriose

only when the alkali -labile phosphate is simultaneously converted into a more
difficultly hydrolysable form.

Although Meyerhof and Kiessling [1935] recommend that the reaction with
I2 should be carried out in NagCOg in order to minimise* spontaneous decom-
position, we were compelled to use 0-1 NaOH in order to dissociate* the cyano-
hydrin. Even so, oxidation was not quite complete in 1 hour. 10 ml." of a
solution of triosephosphate (equivalent to 20 mg. Ba salt) were neutralised and
mixed with 1 ml. N/IO iodine and 5 ml. of A/10 NaOH. A control with no triose-
phosphate was also prepared. After 30 min. 1 ml. of 6A HCl was added to the
control and experimental flasks and the iodine titrated with A71OO thiosulphate.
The results are given in Table VI.

1 The presen^-e of cyanide in the Ba salt was slmwii by the Prussian blue tCHi, The triose-

phosphatc-cyanohydrin solution must be heated with NaOH ht^fore the tost is applied.
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Table VI. Oxidaiion of triosephosphate by iodim.

Before iodine
/.

Thiosulphate back-
titration

After iodine

Increase
of in-

Decrease
of alkali

-

% J’

which
is noliioraanie Alkali- Inorganic Alkali-

P labile V ("ontrol Exp. P labile P organic P labile P longer
mfr. ml. ml. mg. mg. mg. mg. estimated

0()4rj OoUO 10*0.-» 4-.H5 01S9 0*087 0*144 0*413 6.5

C-()45 0*500 10(H> 4*40 01 93 0*075 01 48 0-427 65

Many such cxjx^rimcnts confirm that no more than 35% of the alkali-labile

phos])hat<t which has disapjwared can be accounted for in the inorganic phosphate
fraction. The evidence definitely points to the formation of phosphoglyceric acid.

Admittedly the iodine titration was always substantially higher than corre-

sponded with the loss in alkali-labile phosphate : hut it is well known that in

strong alkali the stoichiometric proportions do not hold and that the equivalents

of iodine vary from 2 upwards according io the conditions.

Apparently, then, tlie oxidation product of a-gJycerophosphate is principally

and perhaps entirely glyceraldehydephosphate. There is however no evidence

definitely (‘xeluding small amounts of ketotriose. The complete chemical de-

scription of the triosephosphate must b<‘ deferred until it can be isolated in a

])ure state.

The ease with which methylglyoxal (‘an lx* formed from the triosephosphate

suj)]x)rts th(‘ contention of the Meyerhof and Embden schools that methyl-

glyoxal occurs only as a decomposition j)roduet in carbohydrate metabohsm,
and is in no sense an intermediary metabolite.

AT. The number of oxygen eguivalefU^,

For this work pure a-glycerophosphoric acid is es.sential. We have therefore

further purificHl our calcium a-glycerophosphate (Merck, D.A.B. 0, stated by
Meyerhof and Kies.sling [1933

1
to Ix' practically pure a-salt) by Rae, Kay and

King's ( 1934 )
modification of Karrer and Salomon's

[
I92t51 method for separating

the a- and j3-isoraerides. The final barium salt obtainc^d contained 40*70% Ba,

corresponding with CsHgO^PBa, 2H2O.

Fig. 5 shows that exactly one-half the theoretical amount of oxygen for the

comph^te oxidation of a-glycerophosphate to glyceraldehydephosphate is taken

up. Presumably onlyone ofthe tw^o optical isomerides in the s\Tith(‘tic (a) product

is oxidised by the enzyme system. Since the chemical resolution of the optical

isomers of a-glyfwophosphate is difiicult to confmm [Rae ct aL, 1934] owing to

the small magnitudes ofthe rotations, it is not jK^ssi])lc to examine each isomeride

separately. However, a natural product of muscle glycolysis [Embden ef aL,

1933: Meyerhof and Kiessling, 1933] is available w^hich consists of only one

optical isomeride since it yields twice as much lactic acid as the synthetic sub-

stance when incubated with the muscle glycolyticenzyme and pyruvate. Through

the courtesy of Prof. O. Me3’'erhof I have been able to test the action of the

dehydrogenase on this natural a-gly(^erophosphate. Fig. 6 shows that the

oxidation proceeds to completion an(i that the isomeride attacked b^^thedeh^’dro-

genase is identical with the one formed in glycol.vsis.

The optical specificity of the enz^une explains wh.v complete oxidation of

synthetic a-glycerophosphate was not obtained in the isolation experiments

even with a large excess of enzyme. a-GIycerophosphate from muscle has been

designated as ( — )
a-glycerophosphate [Meyerhof and Kiessling, 1933]. Smythe

and G<u*i8cher [1933] have shown that yeast ferments only the dextrorotatory
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component of sjmthetic glyceraldehydephosphate. Since it is only this com-

ponent of the synthetic triosephosphatc which can be dismnted by muscle, it

follows that ( — j a-glyccrophosphate gives rise to ( + )
glycerald(‘hydephosphat^'

on oxidation.

Fig. 5, The number of oxygen egmimlcnU of nyntheJtr oL-glyreropimphalc, 2-0 rnl. fii/.yrne mis*

pension, (Ki ml. im^thylene blue, pu 7-2. 0*3 K.()H (in oentre* pot), flu- «nmll
control uptake has been subtracted from th<‘ expc^rirncntal uptake.

Fig. 6. The number of oxygen equivnlmU of natural x-ghfcernphosphair. Details as in legend to
Fig. r>.

VII. Specificity of donator.

Glycerol, jS-glycerophosphatc'., synthetic 2-j)hosphoglycerat/e and natural
3-phosphoglycerate are not oxidised by the muscle dehydrogenast^. The tc^st

experiments must be carried out manoraetrically since traces of a-gl\"cero-

phosphate present in these substances are sufficient to ri^duce a small quantity of
methylene blue in presence of the enzyme though insufficient for any appreciable
oxygen uptake. The specimen of j8-gIycerophosphate was obtained from Boot’s
Research Department through the courtesy of Dr Pyman. It was 94% pure
^-salt. Synthetic 2-phosphoglyceric acid 'was prepared by the mc^thod of
Kiessling [1935]. Natural a-glycerophosphate was kindly given by Prof. 0.
Neuberg.

VIII . Specificity of acceptor.

In addition to methylene blue, all reversible indicators with an at p^ 7
of greater than —0*2 v. can be reduced by the a-glycerophosphate dehydro-
genase. The speed of reduction depends to a great extent upon the number
of acidic groups, and is generally lower the more acidic the eom|K)und.
Benzylviologen can be reduced only in alkaline solution This
suggests that the potential level of the a-glycerophosphate system lies near that
of the lactic system, i,e, about — 0-25 v.

Nitrate can be reduced to nitrite but only extremely slowly. This contrasts
with xanthine oxidase which even when quite weak will reduci a fair quantity
of mtrate in presence of hypoxanthine [Bemheim and Dixon, 1928]. A very
active a-glycerophosphate enzyme is required to produce in several hours an
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amount of nitrite which is just detectable by the sensitive Griess-Illosvay

reagent. The two controls (1) containing all the components without substrate,

and (2) containing a-glycerophosphate and no enzyme, were negative.

The dehydrogenase system does not reduce pyruvate or fumarate (as

indicated by failure to form alkalidabile phosphate). The disappc^arance of
pynivaie was also looked for analytically but there was no indication of any
reaction. Thus the enz^ine which catalyses the reaction between a-glycero-

phospliatt* and pyruvate in muscle glycolysis is distinct from the dehydrogenase
which activates a-glycerophosphate for oxidation. ‘ There is other evidence
supporting tin's view. The active glycolysing muscle juice does not contain any
a-glycerophosphate dehydrogenase and conversely the dehydrogenase prt^para*

tion cannot (‘atalyse any of the glycolytic processes. Furthermore, 0*0013/
iodoacetate which accoMing to Meyerhof and Kiessling [1933] inhibits the
reaction between a-gly(*erophosphate and pyTuvate has no effect on the oxidation
of gIy(*erophosphate (Section X). Johnson [1936] claims that the Embden-
Meyerhof scheme does not apply to brain since he was unable to obtain any
reaction betwt*en a-glyw.‘ro])hosphate and pyruvate in mincc^d brain tissue. But
it is clc^ar from his results that he w^as studying the activity of a-glycerophosphate
dehydrogeiiase which as shown above is not directly concemecl with glycolysis.

The possibility still remains open that in the intact brain the Embden-Meyerhof
scheme may apply m [)art.

IX. Comptitive inhibitkm.

It is gentTally a(!cepted that then' are two distinct processes involved in the

oxidation of a substrate by the appropriate dehydrogenase. The first involves

adsorption on tin? enzyme of some group of the substrate molecule: the second

involves activation of the adsorbed molecule and consequent oxidation. The
enzyme usually exhibits a high degree of specificity in the second process. But
many" substance's structurally" similar to the particular suh.strate oxidised are

capable of being spetufically" adsorlied on the enzyme surface although they are

not activated. The simplest method of demonstrating specific adsorption is that

of competitive inhibition. Adsorption on the enzyme surface of a substance

which is not activated interferes with the oxidation of the propt'r substrate. The
two substances comt^te for the active groups of the dehydrogenase. Fig. 7

shows the inhibition of the oxidation of a-glycerophospliate by 3-phospho-

glycerate. 2-Phosphoglycerate similarly inliibits the oxidation though not to

as marked an extent. )3-Glya'erophosphate has no action at all.

X. Re^piraiion inhibitors.

Table VJl shows the effects of KCN and NaN,, on the rate of oxvgen uptake.

Both reagents increase the velocity of oxidation w'hen present in concen-

trations sufficient to poison completely the respiration of animal cells and yeast.

Table VII. Effect of KCN and NaN,,.

2 ml. enzyme suspenBion, 0'2 ml. 23/ a>gly<*erophosphate, (Is} ml.

0*5 methylene blue, water to 3*3 ml. total volume,

MIIO KCN (ml.) - U-3

JlZ/lONaNalml.) ^ — Oo
^l.Oj/IOmin. 153 210 191

acceleration — 30 20

1 These experiments were done in collaboration with D. D. Woods.
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Table VIII demonstrates the inhibitory effects of ethyliirethane and octyl

alcohol. Those results agree with the findings of Keilin [1925; 1929] that cyanide,

CO and NaNg inhibit primarily the indophenol oxidase, whereas narcotics like

urethane and octyl alcohol inhibit the dehydrogenases.

Table IX shows that both NaF and iodoacetate have no ap])reciable effect

on the oxygen uptake in concentrations which 2H)ison glycolytic processes.

Table VIII. Effect of narcotics.

1-5 ml. enzyme suBpenHlon, 0-2 ml. 2J/ a-jjlyoorophosphate, nil.

methylene blue, water to 3*3 ml. total \’oliime.

5% ©thylurethane (ml.) —
Octyl alcohol (ml.)

/il. Og/lO min. 95

Vo inhibition —

1*0

0*3

70 :i(>

2« (13

Table IX. Effect of NaF and. OHJ .COOH.

1*0 ml. enzyme siispenHion, 0*2 ml. 2.1/ a-clvc erophoBphate. (t ;i ml.

(>•5^*0 methylene blue.

Control

/il. Oj/lO min.

59

Mo inhibit

MjOOi) iodoacetate 59 0

MjliOO iwloacetate 47 20

Mim NaK 49 17

JI//3() NaF 41 ;i()

XI, Production ofH2O2 .

Dehydrogenases arc for convenience divided into tivo groups—those that

react directly with molecular oxygen (e.g. xanthine, uric acid and amino-acid

oxidases) and those that require an intermediary carrier. Keilin and Hartret*

[1936] have demonstrated clearly that the aerobic oxidases as a class i)roduce

HgOg, and that the HgOj may be used in the pn^senoe of alcolioJ and catalast*

to oxidase alcohol to aldehyde. Detection of HgOg by this oxidation of alcohol

serves as a useful means of deciding whether the oxygen upt ake of a dehydro-
genase preparation is due to a direct reaction with molecular oxygen or whether
the blank reaction with oxygen is catalysed by trac^es of cytochrome. If the
yellow pigment is present however, this argument does not hold since the yellow'

pigment produces HgOg on autoxidation.

Ogston and Green [1935] considered the a-glyceropho.sphate enzyme to

belong to the class of aerobic oxidases since the blank reaction with oxygen of
their cruder preparation was not removed by exhaustive washing and was
hardly influenced by the addition of respiratory carriers. However, when the
enzyme is extracted by the method described in Section I, the blank reaction
though present is relatively weak. Table X shows that tlie addition of catalase

Table X. Effect of catalase and alcohol.

Enzyme auspenaion (ml.) 2*0 — 2*0 2*0 2*0
Liver catalase (ml.) — 0*7 0*7 — 0*7
M alcohol (ml.) — 0*25 0*25 0*25
a-Glycerophosphate 2M (ml.) 0-2 0*2 0*2 —
a-Glycerophosphate 0*1Jlf (mi.)

Water (ml.) M 2-15 0*15
0*2

M
0*2

0*15
^1. Oj/15 min. 28-4 1-4 28*2

fd. O2/IIO min. — — 54*8 51*6
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and ethyl alcohol does not either increase the speed of oxidation or affect the

total uptake, both of which should be increased were HgOg produced. Another
additional line of evidence against the production of HgOg is the fact that the

theoretical uptake for th(‘ oxidation of a-glycerophosphate was reached. If

HgOg were formed, the final value would l)e twice the theoretical.

On the basis of this and subsequent evidence it is probable that the a-

glycerophosphati^ <*nzyine is of the anaerobic type^ and that in abseiKie of a

])roper carrier it does not react directly with molecular oxygen.

Min. Min.

Fig. 7. Fig. 8.

Fig. 7. Inhibitnm by '^-phoHphaglyccrir aci*t. 0*5 ml. enzyme susptmsioii, {K\ ml. methylene
blue. 0-1 ml. 2.1/ a-glycen^phosphate. pn 7*2.

Fig, 8. Effa't of hart cytochrome c and of methylene blue on the rm<tion of the dehydrogenase with

molcrular oxygen, 1 ml. enzyme suspension, 0-2 ml, 2.t/ a-glycerophosphate. Final con-

centraliuiis: eytoehroine -(VIo x lO”** .V, methylene blue -0-18 x cyanide “ .V/tKX).

XII. Intermediary carriers.

Tables XI to XIII show that glutathione, Warburg and Cliristian’s flavo-

protein, lactoflavin, adrenaline and ascorbic acid, cannot function as respiratory

carriers for the enzyme system. The autoxidation of ascorbic acid is in fact

iuhibik'd by the enzyme preparation, as was first observed with tissues by
Green [1933]. This protective action can be eliminated by addition of methylene

blue (Table XIV)
;
this is probably due to metallic impurity in the methylene

blue preparation.

Table XI. Effect offlavoprokin, oxidised glutathione and lactoflavin.

p\. Oj'lo min. /xl. O^/SO min.

Control (enzyme +• substrate) 30 61

Control + 16'mg. flavoprotein 28 59
Gontrol*f 4 mg. QSSG ^7 56

Control +9y lactoflavin 30 60
Control -f 5 mg. methylene blue 290 550

Tabic XU. Effect of adrenaline.

p]. O2/30 min.

Control (enzyme -f substrate) ^ 24

Control + 1 mg. adrenaline 33 (without enzyme, 9)
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Table Xlll. Effect of ascorbic acid.

fi\. Og/IO min.

Control (enzyme -f substrate) 4
Control r 5 inp. ascorbic acid 15 (without enzyme, bl)

Tabki XIV. Jieversal of protective action of enzjpne on anfoxidation of

ascorbic, axid.

ix\. Og, 10 min.

5 mg. ascorbic acid 58

Enzyme suspension

Enzyme -f 5 mg. ascorbic acid 7

Enzyme + 5 mg. ascorbic acid + I mg. methylene blue 2t)4

Fig. 8 contrasts the actions of heart cytochrome c* and methylene blue on tlu^

oxidation of a-glycerophosphate, and the c^ffect of cyanide on tin', respective*

catalyses. 0-15 x io~^ M heart cj’tochrome c catalyses th(» oxidation of a-glyct'ro-

phosphate with a speed slightly less than half that in prc.scnce of IJl x 10"’ M
methylene blue ( = 87 x cytochrome concentration ). K( *N complett'ly inactivat<‘s

the cytochrome system whereas it increa.ses the methylene him* I'lb'ct. Cyto-

chrome c of yeast behaves in similar fashion (Fig. 0): cyanide complete ly

inhibits the catalysis.

The catalytic activity of cytochrome has been shown by KeiJin 1 1025: 1020)

to depend on two factors: the deliydrogeiiase system which reductes cytochrome,

and the indophenol oxidase which oxidises the redu(*,ed form. Inhere should

therefore be an active indophenol oxidase in the a-glyct‘rophosphatt* ])re|)uration

in order to account for the cytochrome effect. Table X^’ shows that .su(‘h is

actually the case. The effect of evanidf is therefore entir(*ly on the indophenol

oxidase.

Table XV. Indophenol oxidase in (x-glycerophosphate preparalion.

pi. (>2 20 mill.

Enzyme* suBpeuHion 0
Enzyme f 5 mg. p-phonyleni*diurain(» ISO (witlniut mzyme, 5)

Ogston and Green [1935] were unable to detect any appreciable effect of

yeast cytochrome c on the oxidation of a-glyoeTX)phos])hate by muscle brei. Thus
it appears that the ratio of cjdochrome to dehydrogenase is far greater in the.

brei than in the enzyme preparation. Table XVI shows that a high concen-

tration of cytochrome c produces less than a threefold increase in tlie velocity

of oxidation by muscle brei as compared with a thirteenfold increase when the
same concentration is* added to the enzyme prejmration. The t*ffect of cyto-

chrome c on the oxidation by the brei falls off rapidly with dilution. Thus little

effect ofcytochrome can be demonstrated unless a high concentration (1x1 0“^M
and greater) is used.

• 1 am indebted to R. Hill and Prof. D. Keilin for allowing me to use their unpublished elegant

method for the preparation of heart- cyto(?hromc c. The concentration of cytochrome c was deter-

mined by comparing oolorimetrically unknown cytochrome solutions with standard solutions of

mc'sobaemin pyridine haemoc'-hromogen, the absorption spectrum of which is practically identical

wdlh tliat of (cytochrome c of Imth yeast and heart. The colorimetric determinations were checked
from time to time by spectrophotomotric determinations. For the latter the absorption coefftcuents

determined by Dixon tit a/. [1931] were used.
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Table XVT. (Jovn/parison of cytochrorm ('ffect on muscle, brei

and on enzyme preparaiitm.

Chopp«id muscle Enzyme preparation

fjil. min. % increase fA. I),,, 20 mm. increase

a-(Jlyeeropliosphate 31 -- 9 —
*-(k') ml. yeaHtcytex^hrorne I >' 10“** J/ 80 277 120 1330

0. (ij inn/nnj ro>u'*'tttratio» of rt/iot hroine v on thf orifycrt uptake. 1 ml. enzyme*

susptmsion, 0*2 ml. 2 1/ a-j»lycerojihnsphate. ('yam<le = Ji tHWK A(M(‘d e^doehromf. 1 ^

Fiji. 10. The depemienei oj ihi " ^^evh^elzahJ" on the inoiat eoio'uttrniion of cytochrome e. 1 ml.

enzyme*. 0*2 ml. 2.1/ a-^dyen'rophosphaie.

Weoliselzahl - — . reruxl of observation, 10 min.
oxygen o<{Uivalent of added eytoehnune

Warburg and (liristian [1933] iiitroduml the ink-mstiiig eoneept of
“ Wechselzahr' or turnover number which they defined as the numlxT of times

per min. each molecule of a carrier is both reduced and oxidised. It is the

ratio of the total ox3"gen uptake/min. to the oxygen equivalcnct* of the carrier.

Cytochrome of living ^^east according to Haas |1934] and Warburg [1934]

reaches a value of 40(H1. Yeast cj'tochrome c lias a value of 35 when catah'sing

the oxidation of succinic or lactic acid [Ogston and Green, 1935].

Obviously the limiting value of the Wec^hselzahl”, dcU'rrained with the

e^inier working at full capacity, will Ix^ the most important value. This is best

determined by gradual dilution of the carrier until the effc^ct almost disappears.

Since the rate of reduction of a given amount of c^dochrome c will depend upon

the amount of enzyme present,^ the greatest rate per molecule will be reached at

infinite dilution of the c^dochrome. In practice, the increase in rate due to very

minute quantities of carrier falls within experimental error, and it is onty by"

extrapolation that the limiting value can be rt^ached.

* This reasoning does not hold if the affinity of the ©nsyme for cytochrome falls off rapidly

with dilution of eytoohrome.
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Fig. 10 shows the effect of dilution on the turnover numbers of heart and

yeast cytochrome c when catalysing the oxidation of a-glyeerophosphate. At

the higher concentrations the oxygen uptake is nearly proportional to cyto-

chrome concentration and the number is almost constant (about 25). Below

3'5x 10~** M extensive dilution of cytochrome produces only a small decr(*ase

in the extent of catalysis; hence the number steadily incnjases and reaches

about 310 as the limiting value for yeast cytochromt' c and about 270 for heart

cytochrome c. The close corres})ondenee of the (?urves for the two cytochromes

offers good evidence of their chemical identity.

The precise meaning of the turnover number requires some clarification. The

number is a property not only of the carrier but of the reducing and oxidising

systems. If hydrosulphitc is addenl to cytochrome the rc*duction is prai^tically

instantaneous. Suppose that an oxidant like ferricyanide could bt» introduced,

which would react only with reduced cytochrome. Then both the oxidation and
reduction of cytochrome would be practically instantam^ous and the turnov(*r

numlxT would approach infinity. Suppose, however, tliat the indophenol oxidast^

replaces ferricyanide as oxidant. The turnover number will tluui depend upon the

speed of oxidation of reduced cytochrome by th(^ indopluuiol oxida.se. Tht^re is a

limit to the speed of oxidation which is dettTmined by inoli»eular sizes and
shapes, and the probability of collision of the three components of the system.

7HZ. reduced cytochrome, indophenol oxidas(‘ and molecular oxygcui. Therefore

the turnover number is not a fixed property of either the carrit3r or the reducing

and oxidising systems but is a pro|ierty of tht system as a whole. In the above

experiments, the most active enzyme is the indophemt)! oxidast'. H<mee th(‘

turnover number refers to the catalytic activity of the reducing system , dehydro-

genase-cytochrome, and not to the activity of the oxidising 8vstt*m.

It follows from this discussion that <‘alculations of the proportion of tijtal

respiration which j>rocc‘eds through flavoprotein or cytochrome cannot be based

merely on turnover numbers in vitro. This num]>er being a function of the

concentration of enzyme, spatial configuration dc. will obviously i)e different

in vivo from that in vitro, and even in vivo will vary with the diffenmt dehydro-
genase systems.

XfH. Distribution of thf enzyme m tissHes,

The various tissues of a freshly killed rabbit were numbed, washed exhaustively
with tap water and then ground with sand in a mortar. The brei was filtered

through muslin, and the filtrate mixed with ac(*tate buffer, 4*(). The pn^-

cipitates were centrifuged and resuspended in distilled watt»r. Two ex|)eriments
were carried out with the enzyme preparation of each tissue; one a contnjl with
all the components except the substrates, the other with all components present.

In most cases the control was negative. In the calculation, the control respiration

if present is subtracted from the experimental. The absolute value of the
depends upon the concentration of meth5deno blue and substrate. These were
therefore kept constant in all the experiments.

Table XVII. Distribution of oL'^glycerophosphate dehydrogenase.

Qa-fflytvrophoBpliii t i-n
• O2 uptakc/mg. dry weight of enzynie/hoiir iu presence of

] *5 lug. methylene blue. 38®.

Brain 3*82 Liver 2*66 Lung 1-43
Muscle 2*72 Kidney 2*42 intestine 0'88
Heart 0-70
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Table XVII (K)ntains the various ^?a-giyceropho8phate values. Brain has the

highest and heart the lowest eoneentration of the tissues studied. It is curious

that skeletal muscle should bo much richer in this enzyme than heart muscle.

XIV. Purificatirm of the enzyme.

In the ])reparation of the muscle enzyme, the acetic acid precipitate is re-

susjiended in phosphate buffer. On standing, the precipitate settles, leaving a
clear supernatant fluid. If the mixture i.s centrifuged rapidly for 10 min., the
Hujwrnatant fluid shows no enzyme activity (Table XVI 11). Presumably the

enzyme is attached to particles which are not soluble. Table XVIII also shows
that the insolubility of the a-glyc,eropho.sphate enzyme holds also for brain and
kidney.

Table XVI II. Losh of acihniy of enzyme suspensions after centrifughig.

fii. Oj/lO rnin.

MiiM-le Brain Khlney

Klizymo t ««jf1y<*»'rtijihosphat«‘ - methylene blue (M 2r».'> 70
(’entritu^ed 1 mm. 3() — —
Ceiitrifugcij 2 min. :ir» —
(^entrifuired 10 min. 0 —
C^enfifriiged .*{0 min. — 4

XV. Coferments.

The method of preparation of the enzyme involving exhaustive washing of

the tissue, prior t<> extraction rules out the jK)ssibility of a soluble coenzyme.
Neither cozymase nor the hexosemonophosphate cofennent has any effect on
the sjK'C'd of oxidation of a-glycerophosphate. The |K)ssibility still remains that

there is a coenzyme which is rigidly fixed to the enzyme and which is not
removed by merely washing the particles to which the enzyme is attached.

XVI. Partial pressure of oxygen.

In all the manometric expt'riments, air was ust'd as the source of oxygen.

The enzyme system does not function any mort‘ rapidly at higher partial pressures

of oxygen.
‘

XA II. Yeast enzyme.

Ogston and Green [1935] prepared an active a-glycerophosphate dehydro-

genase from y<iast after grinding in a ball mill. This yeast preparation has the

following significant properties. (1) The yeast enzyme requires a high concen-

tration of methylene blue for maximum activity. (2) Synthetic a-ghxero-

phosphate is only half-oxidised whereas ( — )
a-glycerophosphatt* is oxidised to

completion. (3) The enzyme is soluble and cannot be removed from solution hy
centrifuging. (4) No success attended the attempt to link the tnizyme with the

cytoehrome-indophenol oxidase system.

SUMMAKY.

The preparation of an active a-glycerophosphate dehydrogenase from muscle

has been described. The influence ofPu , methylene blue concentration, substrate

concentration and partial pressure of oxygen on thf* rate of enzymic oxidation

has been studitMl.

The dehydrogenase oxidises only ( - )
a-glycerophospiiate, the natural muscle

isomeride. Evidence has been presentc^l that glyc^eraldehydephosphate is the

principal oxidation product. The possibility that dihydroxyacetonephosphate is

also formed is not excluded. Methylglyoxal arises as a decomposition product

of the triosephosphate.

41-^2
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The enzyme is not inhibited by KON or NaNj but is inhibited by octyl

alcohol and ethylurethane. NaF and iodoacetatc in conc^entrations which poison

glycol3d;ic processes have no action on the dehydrogenase.

The dehydrogenase does not catalyse the reaction between a-gly(;eropho8phaU‘

and pyruvate. Evidence is presented that the dehydrogenase is not the enzyme
responsible for this rea(*tion in the glycolytic cycle.

Plavoprottun, flavin, ascorbic acid and adrfMialine cannot (*alalyse the

reaction of the dehydrogenase system with molecular oxygen. (Jytochrome c of

heart and yeast are the only common natural carricTs w hicli art,* activt* with this

system. The cytochrome effect was analysed and it was shown that, under

suitable conditions, cytuchrome is reduced and oxidist'd about 3(K) times ]^er

min. The dehydrogenase is considered to be anaerobic in the sense that it does

not react with oxygen in absence of a suitable carrier.

The enz}Tne is widely distributed in animal tissues, and in the rabbit is

found in the highest concentration in the brain. When extracted from tissues,

it is found associated with })article8 and caimot bo brought into solution.

It is a pleasure to thank Miss *1. Bro.steaiix for h<*r kind assistanet* with tin*

experiments on c^i^ochromo and on th(* distribution of the (*iizyme. I am also

inclebted to Dr E, Friedmann for many suggestions.
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XCI. THE USE OF VARIOUS RAT ASSAY
METHODS IN COMPARING CRYSTALLINE

VITAMIN B, PREPARATIONS,

By FRANCIS FARNHAM HEYROTH.
Frotn thn Basic Science Research Laboratorif^ University of Cincinnati^

Cincinnati, Ohio,
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In oontinuatioii of tlio study of the parallelism between the ultraviolet absorption

spectra of sarn files of vitamin Bj preparations and their potencies [Heyroth and
Loofbourow, 1932J, three samples of crystalline material have been subjected ki

tietailed assay. The* diet of the rats and the symptoms produced have already

be*en described in detail fHeyroth, 1932]. Considerable variation has been
encountered in the tiriw* ref|nir(*d before the symptoms become evident. No
attempts have Ikmui made to determine the causes of this variation by altering

the diet. When the symptoms became marked, the vitamin preparation in

aqueous solution w^as injected subfjutantNiusly and the subsequent developments

noted. Th(‘ weight changes, the number of days required to produce a cure and
the duration of tin* cure were recorded. If the rat appeared normal 72 hours afUu’

the injection and was found paralysed 96 hours after injection, the cure was said

to have persisted 3 days.

Three preparations were t(*.sted. (A) was preparation 64 : 19 of Prof. R. A.

Peters, Oxford. (B) was oryzanin irom yeast and (C) was oryzanin from rice

polisliingws. (B) and (0) were prepared by S. Olidake, Tokyo, and furnished

tlirough the courk'sy of Prof. U. Suzuki and Dr Ohdake. To all these workers

I wish to t'xkuid my thanks for making these pi-eparations available.

(A) consisted of 2 ml. of a solution containing M9 mg. of crystals in 96

alcohol at 3 (approx.). Peters has re{)ortcd [Peters and Philpot, 1933:

Kinnersley et ah, 1933] its pigeon day dose as 2*2 y. (B) and (C) were furnished

in crystalline form and were dissolved to make stock solutions subsequently

diluted to strengths suitable for injections and for spectrographic work elsewhere

reported [HejToth and Loofbourow, 1936],

Resltlts.

Minimum curative dose.

Previous data of others with an early Windaus preparation [Windaus et ah,

1932; Seidell and Smith, 1930: Heyroth and Loofbourow, 1932, p. 37] suggested

that the rat would require several times the pigeon day dose. For this reason the

first doses of Peterses preparation emplcj’^ed were 12, 11 and 9y. The results

showed that these were needlessly large* : however, they furnished some informa-

tion as to the effects of large doses. The following observations were made as a

basis for a minimum curati\Tt dose of (A).

Three trials of 1*1 y failed to cure. 1*95y failed in one trial. 2*25 y failed in

two trials, gave incomplete or very slow cures in two trials and produced delayed

but complete cures in two trials. 3y cured in two trials. In a moribund rat,

which may be neglected, death occurred shortly after injection, 4y produced

( 645 )
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two cures. In a third rat traces of leg weakness persisted, but this rat was

abnormal in that the paralysis was flaccid rather than spastic. All doses of 5y
or more produced cures.

It therefore appears that the minimum rat curative dose of this prejmration

lies between 2-25 and 3y. This neglects the improvement noted in some rats

which received doses of 2'25 or l*5y. Since Fetters njported the pigeon day dose

of this preparation as 2*2 y, the factor for converting the pigeon day dost* into tlu^

rat minimum dose is 1*2.

In the case of the two flapanese preparations no attempt was made to

determine the minimum curative dose, since we w'ished to make* evt^y injection

yield some quantitative value. As the smallest dose of tht* yeast preparation

used (3‘97 y) cimd in several trials, the minimum curative dost* must 1h' loss than

this and so close to that of (A). Minimum curative doses liave since b(*<*u

published by Ohdake and Yamagislii [1935], who give 3y for each. This valm*

possibly represents a very slightly lower potency than that of (A).

Mexin day dose.

This has been determint'd for ea(4i of the pr(*parations and affords direc t

comparison of the needs of the pigeon and the rat for identical crxstalliiu*

specimens (sample A).

In determining the time of cure it is nec*essary to adojjt a definite cTiterioii

as to the return of the deficiency symptoms. W'e havi* ernfdoyt'd usually Hit*

return of severe symptoms in which the paralysed rat not only is nnabit* to walk

but is so incoordinated that on att(*mpting to right itself after having lK*(‘n

placed on its back it rolls over completely, usually suiiering convulsions during

the attempt. Such a state is commonly prec(*dc(i by two tu* three days during

which there are very slight symptoms, most frequently a spastic, state* of one iiiud

leg. It is obvious that if the appearance of such slight sym})toins be, ado])ted as

the criterion of the end of a cun*, the day dose will be higlu'r. In tlu* case of the

first preparation assayed, only the severe symptoms were emfiloyed with sufficient

regularity to make the results of value. With the Japant*se pr(*paration.s, more
attention was paid to this point, so that the results arc equally trustwortliy

whether the app<*arance of slight or of severe symjitorns bi? tak(‘n as marking the

end of the cure. There has also been employed as a third criterion of the end of

the effect of the injection the loss of weight gained shortly after injection.

Whichever criterion w^as employed, certain of the values were regardtid as

questionable. These represented either resistant rats which r(*main(*(l (*ured ftu*

extremely long periods, rats which died from undeterminc^d caus(‘s before tlie

return of symptoms, or rats in which the symptoms were of an unusual t\')x*,

e.g, flaccid rather than spastic paralysis. The mean values of all inj(*ctions, and
the means with the questionable cases climmat(*d (marked corrected) are givt*n

separately in Table I.

Table T. Swmmary of the rat day doses in y of three imparaiions.

MildHymptoras Severe symptoras Weight maiDienanet

Cor-

AU rected'

Preparation rpsults data All results

(A) Peters, 64: 10 — 0*462 d:0-14

a

as Corrected

data

as
Qf

All results

cr

as

‘Jo

Corrected

data

a

as

64 0*411 ±0*086 36 0*639 ±0*144 46 0*66110*144 37
(B) Ohdake, yeast 0*717 0*600 0*631 ±0*119 53 0*609 ±0*086 36 0*774 ±0*24 66 0*71310.232 63
(G) Ohdake, rice 0*675 0*508 0*604 ±0*284 91 0*460 ±0*114 44 0*843 ±0*606 108 0*688 ±0*192 51
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Table II. Comparative potencies of three preparations, that of Peters taken as 100.

Preparation

(A) Peters, 64 ;

( B) Ohdake, yeast

(C) Ohdake, riee

Severe sympt-ozos

All results CorrtH*U*d ilata

UMiO KMHl
85-1 8(1*7

74-8 91*3

VVei<<ht ixiaintenaiice

All results Corrected data

KKH) 1CK)0
69*6 77*3

63*9 93*7

From thv results of 14-22 injectioius for each preparation, tin; standard mean
deviations (a) have been oonipiited for the severe symptoms and weight main-

tenance doses.^ In Table I these have been prestuited as % of tlie mean value in

order to affoixl a more ready eonifiarison of the deviations found when em-
ploying the various criteria for the end of th<* cure. To each mean there has been

appended 2e, where € is th<' standard error of the mean,

Th(‘ weight eriterion has the advantage of requiring less experience of the

symptoms, but it demands a somewliat larger numlK'r of inji’ctions. since in some
eases the symptoms recur l)efor(‘ the weight has returned to its value at the time

of injection. Xo attempt has been made to employ this eriterion in rats declining

in weight but not yet showing paralysis. It is open to the serious objection that

thf‘ pres(‘ne(‘ of oilier members of the vitamin B complex might lead to error,

although in the prestmt s( rios there is no indication that such has b(‘en the case.

Djscpssion.

Then* has \mH\ much discussion as to the validity of the n^sults of the day
dose method. lVt(*rK [Kinnerslev ef al.. 1935], who has empIoycKi it extensively,

regards it as not vi*ry satisfactory for the crystalline vitamin in the pigeon,

whilst Birch and Harris [1934] think that, projierly employed, it is satisfactory.

Two points n^quire consideration, the qu€\stion as to wdiether th(» size of tlie dose

influences the value of thi* day dose and the great deviations of the results.

Pre\ious workers IKinnersley et aL. 1935; A"an Veen, 1932; Coward et al,,

1933; Birch and Harris, 1934] have found that the duration of cure does not

increase in direct proportion to the size of the dose, so that the day dose method
can be safely employed only over a very limited range of duration of cure. The
potency of a given preparation may appt^ar less if large doses are emjiloyed

than if smaller ones are used.

For the present series, these considerations are of relatively little importance,

sino(* the pi*eparations were so nearly alike in potency that it would have been

futile tt^ atti'mpt to select different dose levels for each to make the lengths of

cure the same. Most of the doses injected were 4-5 y, and the average time for

the recurrence of severe symptoms was about 1 2 days. Only in the case of Peters’s

preparation w^ere a few doses of 9y or more employed. If the higher doses should

give higher day doses they would make this preparation appt^ar leas active in

comparison with the other tw^o. Therefon* the inclusion of these few higher doses

in the case of this preparation tends to reinforce the evidence that this prepara-

tion is slightly more potent than the others.

To test the validity of the view that the duration of cure* influences the

results, the data were divided into two groups in which the cures wore (a) over

and (6) under 10 days. For each preparation, using all values, there were com-

puted the standard deviations from the means, as vtU as ct in % of the means.

» a - k/^-7 » The number of observations varied from 12 to 19.V n -

1
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For (A) they were 68% for the low and 49% for the high group. For (B) they

were 36 and 40% ,
and for (C) 84 and 47% , respectively. The view of Birch and

Harris [1934] that the deviations are somewhat greater with lower than with

higher duration of cure is borne out.

To determine whether the order of activities of the three preparations is

influenced by the duration of cure the means, with questionable values omitted,

were compared in each of these two groiqis. Tlie results are for the group witli

longer cures: (A), 0-384y
;
(B), ()*398y

;
(C), 0*391 y. For those with shorter cures

they are: (A), 0*484y; (B), 0*710y; (C), 0*634y. The order is the same in both

groups, and it is shown in Table 1 that it is also the same when the results are not

so grouped. The differences in the case of the group with longer cures, where the

uniformity is also greater, are not statistically significant, which tends to lessen

somewhat the significance of the differences found in the ungrouped results. No
attempt was made to group the results by sizes of doses injeetf»d, since only a

very limited range of doses was employed.

The magnitude of the deviations is of interest. Table 1 indicates that for

all values this varies from 64 to 91 % of the means. With the omission of*

abnormal cases, this is lessened to about 35-44% . In the pigeon, Peters usually

found the deviation to be 44%, while the results of Ohdak(^ and Yainagishi

[1935] appear somewhat more uniform as they cal<*ulate it to be 20-30%. in

the case of the weight criterion the results in (C) were worse*. 8uch dt^viations

greatly limit the value ofcurative methods in the intact animal for the comparison

of crystalline prejiarations of a high degret) of purity.

Histological studies [Hofmeistt^r, 1922: Prickett, 1934] of the brains of rats

showing the deficiency symptoms have showti disserninatt'd foci of haemorrhage
or intense congestion in the pons and medulla involving im|)ortant cranial nf*rve

nuclei. Pett‘rs and Thompson [1934] have found an impain^d ability of the

deficient pigeon's brain to oxidise pyruvic acid. The cure of the metal)olic dis-

turbance by the vitamin may be obscured by the presence of the compUoating
anatomical lesions. The large deviations encountered in the durations of the*

cures may have their origin in individual anatomical variations. The measun?-

ment of the oxygen uptake of minced brain, as in the (jatatorulin test of Peters,

would be expected to approximate to the metabolic effects of the vitamin more
closely.

Some speculation as to the n^ason for the dependence of appetite on the

vitamin may |:)erhaps be permitted from the histological work of Prickett [1934].

Lesions occurring in the regions of the nuclei of the fifth and ninth nerves might
well destroy or lessen the semse of taste. Disturbances of other cranial nerves,

e.g. exophthalmos, and more randy nystagmus, have been encountered in the

series.

To determine whether the differences in activity of the preparations indi-

cated by the means in Table I are statistically significant, for each pair of moans

the sums of their variances, have been divided into the differences of the
n

means. If these quotients are large numbers, the differences may l:>e judged
significant. These values, from symptom criteria, are 27 for the (A)-(B) pair,

8 for the (A)-(C), and 12 for the (B)-(C). By the weight test they are respectively

9, 0*5 and 7. While these results are not large numbers, it is believed that they
are sufficient, except in the case where weight was the criterion in the pair

(A)-(C), to indicate that (A) has a significantly greater potency than (B); the
deviations in the case of (C) were greater and it is not possible to be certain as to

its comparative rating beyond the fact that it is not more potent than (A). In
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Table I comparative values are given for the three preparations on the basis of

100% for (A). Although, as has just been indicated, its significance is limited,

it is included for comparison with spc^ctrographic data in the following paper.

The variations in the weights of th(i rats employed at the times of injection

were not great enough to permit a conclusion as to the influence of the weight of

the individual upon the dose required. In the few instances in which heavier rats

were used, the day doses obtained were among the lowest, and any weight in-

fluence may have been masked by the great deviations encountered in the

entire series.

When, however, the rat and the pigeon are compared, the interesting result

is obtained that the day dose is proportional to the mean weights of the two
species. In an (earlier paper Peters tit al. [1928J gave the w^eights of 17 pigeons

at the onset of symptoms as betwetm 205 and 310 g., the mean being 254 g.

This agrees with the mean of 255 g. reported by Windaiis et aL [1932] for

16 pigeons. The mean weight of our rats in the assay of Peters’s preparation

was 44 g. Multiplication of the dose for this preparation found by Peters for the

pigeon l)y the ratio of the weights of the animals (2-2 y x 44 '254) gives 0*39 y.

The rat rlay dose was found to be 0*41 y (Table I). The mean weight of Ohdake's

pigeons [Ohdake and Yamagishi, 1935
1
at the time of injection was 207 g., and

of our rats used in assaying his preparations, 44 g. Ohdake 's pigeon day dose for

tnth(T thi* yeast or the rice prej)aration was 2*4 y. (The identity of these prepara-

tions with the specimens sent to us is uncertain.) The* c‘alculated rat day dose is

0*51 y. There were found O .lOOy (yeast) and 0450y (rice). This fails to confirm

th(‘ observations of Kinnersley ft al. fl930J that tin* day doses are the same for

the pigeon and rat, irrespeetive of tht" difference in weights of the two species.

Nor d(H‘s it confirm the view* of Cowgill (1934] that niative to body weight the

rat rt^quires more vitamin Bi than the pigeon. (Cowgill, howo^'e^, appears to

have used as his criterion of activity growth for tlie rat and maintenance of a

weight h'vel for the pigeon.) Should man also have tJie same' requirement, the

curativ(' day dose would be 0 (> mg. On the basis of Cowgiirs expressions, a

mnn of 154 lb. requires 122 times as much of a given vitamin preparation as.

does a pigeon of 254 g. Since the pigeon day dt)se for the prevtmtion of the

ri'currence of severe s3nnptom8 is 2*2 y, the man would require about 0*27 mg.

pc*r da3^ or about half the amount calculated upon the assumption that weight

for weight the demands of the pigeon and of man are f'q\ml.

From Ohdake’s data [Ohdake and Yamagishi, 1935J, the pigeon appears to

differ in one resj)ect from the rat. He n^ports the minimum pigeon curative dose

as 3y and the pigeon da>’ dose as 2*4 y. In prt»vious work in this laboratory"

[Heyroth and Tx)ofhourow, 1932], the minimum curative dose for the rat was

found to 6*6 times the curative day’^ dose. This is confirmed in the case of

Peters's pre|)aration, since (v6 times the day dose of 0*41 y would give 2*7 y as the

minimum curative dose. Direct determination gave its value as between 2*25

y

and 3 y. If this same ratio applied in the case of the jugeon
,
the minimum curative

dose for that species would be about 16 y. The minimum curative doses seem

about the same for the two species whilst the day doses stand in the ratio of their

mean weights.

Since the rat day dose is 0*185 times that for the pigeon and the minimum
curative dose for the rat is 6*6 times as great as the day^ dose, it follow^s that the

minimum dose for the rat is 6*6 x 0*185, or 1*2 times the pigeon day’' dose. This

confirms the statement of Williams and Eddy 11931-32] that the minimum cura-

tive dose for the rat is certainly not loss than the pigeon day dose, a statement

based on the observation that prophylactic feeding teats on pigeons showed tliat
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0-2t5g. of rice polishings daily protects the pigeon indefinitely; 1 g. of the

polishings yielded on thorough extraction with alcohol 3-5 curative doses.

It may also be noted that Ohdake found 2*3)/ as the curative day dose of his

preparations when given orally and about the same value or 2*4 y when given by

injection. Kinnersley et al. [1935] believed a given sami>le to be 30% more active

by injection than when given orally. Van A^oen [19321 found that preparations

which were ineffective for the rat when given orally ciiml when injected. All

doses in the present series have been injected.

SUMMAKV.

1. Three samples of er^^stalline vitamin H, have bt^en assayed by the rat

method. Their potencies are, in the ord(‘r of decreasing activity : PeU^rs (64 ; 19),

Ohdake (rice), Ohdake (yeast). The differences })etween them apfwar to bo only

slightly beyond the limits of accuracy of the assay. The variations indicated

should not be taken as an implication that the vitamin has not been isolated, but

only as suggesting a contamination with slight but different amounts of im-

purities. Peters has recorded other samples of somewliat greater a(^tivity.

2. The minimum curative dose for the rat is 1*2 times thv ])igeon day dose,

and the rat minimum curative dose is 6*6 times tb(' da\ dose n‘(piired for pr(‘-

venting the recurrence of severe symptoms.
3. In determining the curatives rat day dovse a definite cTiterion must bt*

adopted as marking the return of symptoms. l)iifer(»iit \ allies are found when
this is taken as the first spasticity of the hind l(*g, or as convulsions and inco-

ordination. The order of activity of difieront preparations is the same in (dtlier

case.

4. As a third criterion, giving still diffr^reiit numerical values, there may Ik*

employed the number ofdays which elapse before the rise of winglit following the*

injection has been lost. This assumes the preparations to be nncontaminati'd f)y

other vitamins of the B group.

5. Histological reasons are advanced to acjefumt for the rather large standard

deviations encountcTcd in these assays.

6. In the cases of rats and pigeons, thf^ day doses reepured to prevent tlu*

recurrence of severe symptoms arc proportional to the mean W(‘ight.s of the

animals of the two species at the times of injection.
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In 1932 we presented a compariHon of the ultra-violet absorption spectra and
biological assay values ofa series of the most active vitamin concerntrates then

available [Heyroth and LooflK)urow, 1932]. That work indicated the vitamin to

have an absorption maximum at about 2600 A. and led us to suggest that it

might, contain n pyrimidine dcTivative or one of ergothioneine. Several crystal-

line prf*paration8 have since b(*en made available to us through the kindness of

Dr M. I. Smith, of the National Institute of Health, Prof. R. A. Peters, Oxford,

Dr A. (». Van Veen, Batavia, Java, and Profs. Suzuki and Ohdake, of Tokyo,

Home of whom [e.g. Peters and Philpot, 1933: Ohdake, 1932] have published data

on the ultra-violet absorption of this vitamin. As in our earlier work. wt‘ first

attempted to corrtdate the ultra-vioh't extinction values at various wave-lengths

with thc» biological |K)tencies of the preparations.

The study of these newer ])reparationa indioat(Ml for them an absorption

curve with two jieaks at 2360 and 2650 A. Huggestiv(‘ of that of cytosine fHeyroth

and I.40oftK)urow, 1934, 1], rather than a single |>eak at 2600 A. The publication

bj»^ Pi-tesrs and Pldljxit [1033] of a curve with a single yn^ak at 2470 A. caused us

to delay y)ul)lieation of our curves exce])t in a preliminary note lHe^Toth and

Loofbourow% 1934, 2] until a cause of the discrepancy could be found. With three

of the ncAver f)reparations w'e found very satisfactory agreement between ab-

sorption in aqueous solutions and biological potency, but in view of the un-

expected variations in the absorption of the \iUmin. we must regard iliis as in

part the result of Goincidence.

Recently Windaus ei al [1934] demonstraU'd the presence of two ring

comj)ounds, one a pvrimidine, in the vitamin. The other has bc'cn ideiitifi<Hl by

Clarke and (Jurin [1935] as a thiazole derivative. Recent syn^ctrographic studies

by Williams d al [1935] on the pyrimidine and by Ruehle [1935] on the thiazole

component afford a basis for a reconciliation of our curves for the vitamin (which

have been (X)nfirmed by Winterstciner e^ al, [1935]) with those of Peters and

Philpot [1933] and Holiday [1935]. We therefon^ prestuit, in leaving this field,

our absorption curves and analyse them in terms of the sej)arate contributions

made, under varying conditions, by each of the tw’o rings of the vitamin.

Absorption curves of crysiaUine vitamin Bj of mrt&us workers.

The first crystalline samples made available to us (April, 1933) were three

picrolonates of the vitamin isolated by Dr A. Seidell [Seidell and Smith, 1933]

and furnished through the courtesy of Dr M. I. Smith, who also provided us

with a solution which ha had assayed of the vitamin hydrochloride, prepared

( 651 )
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in the laboratory of Prof. Peters. It was thought to have l)oen his preparation

53:A14.

lYom the absorptions of these picrolonate solutions it was necessary to deduct

the absorptions of the amounts of picrolonic acid assumed from the biological

potencies of the solutions to be present. The resulting curves for the absorption

of the vitamin differtrd from the curve previously published by Windaus et ah

[1932] in exhibiting two well-defined absorption bands with maxima at about

2350-2400 A. and 2650-2700 A, separated by a minimum at about 2550 A. A
certain measure of correlation between extinction and biological activity was

found over the range 2600-2800 A. The result indicated that the wave-length

(2600 A.) at which we had previously found the closest correlation do<‘s not

correspond exactly with that of one of the maxima of th<^ mon^ highly purified

vitamin.

The hydrochloride preparation of Prof. Peters in general confirmed this new

type of absorption curve (Fig. I, D). In addition t.o the maximum at 2650 A.

there is a stronger one situated at 2330 A. This curve ditfcTcd from the curves

obtained from the picrolonate solutions only in having a mf»re marked minimum.

Shortly after we had obtained this curve, Peters and Phil pot 1 1933J presented

absorption curves of a number of samples which differt^d both from that r<*ported

by Windaus et al. [1932] and from that which we had just found in having oiu'

somewhat asymmetrical band with its maximum bid-w(M.‘n 2450 and 2500 A. To
aid in elinddating the discrepancy, Prof. Peters kindly sent us a solution of his

sample 64 : 19 in alcohol about A'/2(K) in hydrochloric acid. determina-

tions of the absorption of this sample diluted with about 25 to 50 volumes of

either water or alcohol showed that the solvent was not res]Kmsible for th(‘

discrepancy (Fig. 1). Van Veen’s preparation gave the same curve with water as

with alcohol as solvent (Fig. 2). This curve agreed in general with the inon^ recent

ones of Wiiitersteiner et al. [1935], in both so]v(*nts.

Vitamin Bi hydr<M'hlori(leM,

Fig. I . Preparations of Petors : A 64 : 1 9 in M*atc*r ; B - 64 : 1 9 in alcohol
;
0 64 : 19 in

water; D 53;A14 in water.

Fig. 2, Preparations of Van Veen : A in water; B in alcohol.

Fig. ."1. A Average oftwo yeast orj^nin curves : B .\verage oftwo riceoryzanin curves

;

C Preparation 64 ;19 of J^eters in water.

Fig. 1 indicates also a lack of reproducibility of the absorption curves in

water; our curve in alcohol also differs from that of Holiday [1935], who has
attributed the variations to changes in Pu between 5*5 and 7*0. It is unlikely,
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however, that the vitamin undergoes tautomeric change with alteration of

since the curves of Pote'TS and Philpot [1933] under extremely varied conditions

of acidity and alkalinity failed to exhibit the two-banded type of absorption.

Holiday [1935] also thought that when dissolved in acid alcohol various

samples of the vitamin, including recent ones of Windaus and \'an Veen, gave
absorption of the Peters and Philpot type with considerable uniformity. Before

tlie a})pearanoe of his paper we had also found a similar uniformity in the two-

banded abs()r[>tion of aqueous and alcoholic* solutions of preparations by
Ohdake (Fig. 3, A and B) and \^an Veen (Fig. 2), which agreed with the curves of

Seideirs samples and with those of Peters (Fig. 3, (•) under certain conditions,

as well as with those later rcfKjrted !)y Wintersteiner ef al. [1935]. In 1934 we
pubiislu‘d a note [Hevroth and Ijooflxmrow, 1934, 2] (*omparing the absorptions

of Ohdake’s preparations (Fig. 3, A and H) from rice polishings and from yeast

with that of one curve of Peters 64 : 19 (Fig. 3, ('). The rat day doses of these

three prej)arationH were found tf> 1k‘ [Hevroth and Loofboiirow, 1936] of the

order of 1(M), 85, 91 for the (64 : 19) yeast and ric^e j)reparations, respectively.

The. molecular extinction values at 2600 A. wen* found to l)e 74(K), 5700, 6200,

in very close agr(*ement with this ratio of potench^s. However, had we chosen one

of the otlier curv(\s for Peters’s preparation (Fig. 1), the agreement would have
been less a})par(‘nt. It is obvious that the variability of the absorption of the

vitamin greatly h‘ssens the value of any correlation of potency and absorption of

this material, unless the (*oinparison be restricted to curves of the same form.

The limitations of biologi<*al assay nwh'r tin* slight variations in potency of

(•rystalline pn'parations, as at present pre])ared, somewhat uncertain, and this,

together with the variations in thtdr absorption, makes any agretunent between

potency and absorption apfK^ar fortuitous. The gcmeral agreement that th(*

crystals obtained by most workers n‘preaent the very nearly pure vitamin,

mon^ovijr, makes unnecessary the eontinuation of such vstudies.

hiterprf'fafiom of iJu- two fypf i of vitamin Bj ultra-violet absorption curves.

In a eomninni<*ation to Prof. Peters cited by Holiday |1935j, Windaus has

stated that his more recent preparations yield curves of the Peters-Philpot ty7)e.

It rf*mains now to tx)rrelatc' the rt^cent work on tlu* constitution of the vitamin

wdth its ability to exhibit either one-banded absorption as found by Peters and

PhilfK)! or the two-banded curve first observed by us.

Aftt'r cleavage of the vitamin by the action of sodium sulphite, Williams et al,

[1935] isolated two products, one of which they believnl to be the sulplionic acid

of an ethyl- (or dimtdhyl-) aminopyrimidine. After deamination it yielded tlu^

sulphonic acid of an ethyl- (or dimethyl-) oxypyrimidine.

Very recently, Clarke and Gurin [1935] have identified the sulphur-containing

ring as 4-methyl-5-j3-hydrox3^ethyIthiazole and Williams [1935] views the vitamin

as a quaternar^^ compound of the thiazole with a chloride of the aminop>Timi-

dine. Ruehle^s curves [1935] for the absorptions of the free thiazole and its

quaternary methiodide and those for the p\Timidine [Williams et al, 1935] now

afford a basis for making tentative p^Timidine-thiazole summation curves, which

indicate a probable explanation of the variations in absorption exhibitt^d by the

vitamin.

Two processes require consideration, a deamination of the vitamin, analogous

to that demonstrated by Williams et al, [1935] for the pyrimidine component,

and the breaking of the quaternary linldng resulting in a dissociation of the

vitamin into its components, a change shown by Williams to occur in the
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presence of sodium sulphite which forms a relatively insoluble pyrimidine

sulphonic acid.

To prepare summation curves covering various stages of these two possibili-

ties, there are required the absorptions of the tertiary and quaternary forms of

the thiazole and those of the free and l>ound oxy- and amino-pjTimidines, six

curves in all.

The absorption of tlie tertiarj^ thiazole has been given by Ruehle [1936] ; his

curve for the thiazole methiodide may be employed as an approximation to the

contribution to the vitamin absorption made by the thiazole when in quaternary

combination with the pyrimidine.

The vitamin curves of Peters and Phiij>ot [1933] and of Holiday [1935] in

acid alcohol agree in the location of their maxima with that of the absorption of

the sulphonic acid of thfs aminopyrimidinc, and may be considered as summations
of the absorptions of the quaternary thiazole with that of the aminopyrimidinc

when bound to thiazole. Deduction of the ciirv(‘ of the thiazole methiodide from

Fig. 4. Curves used in constructing Figs. 7 and 8. A Absorption of the aminopyrimidiiie when
bound to thiazole. B Absorption of the oxypyrimidint* when bound to thiazole.
Q Absorption of free aminopyrimidinc. D- Smakula’s curve for Windaus’s
ethoxypyrimidine replotted with molecular extinction coefheionts as ordinates. K - . - - Sul-
phonic acid of the aminopyrimidinc. (Jurve of Williams at al. and Kuehle.

Fig. 5. flvpothetical curves of various sliages of dissociation of the aniinovitamin A 10^

'

B- 30%, 0 50%, D 70%, E - - - - 90%, dissociated.

the Holiday curve gives an approximation to the absorption of the amino-
pyrimidine as it may be modified bylinking with thiazole. It resembles (Pig. 4, A)
the absorption of the aminopyrimidinesulphonic acid (Fig. 4, E) with greatly
increased extinction values.

Smakula [1934] has given the absorption of a ‘‘hydrolysis product’* of the
vitamin, the analysis of which agrees with the result of deamination of the
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vitamin (Windaus formula). His curve may be presumed to represent the

summation of the absorptions of the (luaternary thiazole and of the oxypvrimi-

dine when bound t-o the thiazole. Deduction of the absorption of the thiazole

methiodide gives the curve of the Ixmnd oxypyrirnidine (Fig. 4, B),

III obtaining these curves, it has been assumed tliat in (‘aeh ease the vitamin
curves reyiresemted the undissociated <jomplex

.

Tliere is no assurance that the absorptions of the amino- and oxy-pyrimidines

are similar to those of their sulphonie acids. For the free oxypyriraidinc* we havt?

employed, for reasons stated in the next section, the curve (Fig. 4, D) given by
Smakula [1934] for a pyrimidine obtained by Windaus et al. [1934] by oxidative

cleavages of the vitamin with nitric acid. To obtain the absorption of the free

aminopyrimidine (Fig. 4, C), we deducted the absorption of tertiarj^ thiazole from
the Holiday curve for the vitamin in neutral alcohol on the assumption that this

curve, which has very low extinction values, represents the vitamin after com-
plete dissociation into its amino]>yrimidine and thiazole comy)onerits. The
assumyition that the pyrimidine^ has suffered little if any deamination is based
ii])on the observatimi of Holiday that on acidifying a solution of the vitamin in

neutral alcohol, its abs(»ry)tion increased and tended towards the form of curve
('xhibited when tin* vitamin is originally dissolved in acid alcohol. As the
addition of acid could not introduce an amino-group, it is evid(Mit that the

yiyrirnidine in th<' Holiday ncaitral alcohol curvt^ could not have been an oxypyri-

inidine. The addition of ac id ayiparently leads to the recombination of the dis-

sociat^sl comjX)nents into a r|uaternary thiazol**.

Two seri(»s of hypothetical absorption curves of various proportions of free

and bound aminopyrimidiiK* and of frt^e and bound oxyf)\Timidine were pre-

ymred. Summations of the absoryition due to various ratios of (quaternary and
tertiary thiazole were then made with the corresponding proportions of free and
bound jiyrimidines of each t vyK*, jielding tw^o families of curves indicative of the

effect of dissociation of th(‘ yiyrimidine-thiazole complex, one for the amino- and
the other for the ox v-y)yrimidine (Figs. 5 and 6). At each level of dissociation it

should be yiossible to construct a series of curves showing the effect of deamina-
tion. In prey)aring these summation curves, errors are introduced at wave-lengths

shorter than about 2400 A. because the effects of negative absory>tions or ayiymrent

fl»iorescen(X5S of the bound forms of the pyrimidines have bc(ui neglected.

We have compared several vitamin absory)tion curves with the most similar

of these hypothetical curves in Figs. 7 and 8 of which the legends are self-

explanatory. Obviously, the Holiday acid alcohol curves, the Holiday neutral

alcohol curve and that of the Smakula deamination product are also accounted

for, since the hypothetical curves were derived from these. No quantitative

significance is to be attached to the figures stated for the (extent to which each

of the processes has occurred in the cases cited; they arc to lx* n^garded merely

as roughly indicative of the changes which may have occurred in the very

dilute solutions employed for the measurements. In all these comymrisons the

disagreements are similar in type. The hyy)othetical curves usually have too little

absorption in the short-wave region and too much in the longer. The error is

probably chiefly the result of the assumption of too small a contribution from

quaternary thiazole. The agreement appears close enough to indicate that the

two assumed reactions (reversible dissociation of the quaternary thiazole and

deamination of the pyrimidine <?omponent) are sufficient to account for the

diversity of curves published for the vitamin.

From these considerations it appears that the most nearly correct curves for

the absorption of the aminopyrimidine-thiazole compound are those of Peters
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and Philpot [1933] or of Holiday [1936] in add alcohol. When the compound is

largely dissociated into its components the absorption assumes the two-banded
form obtained by Holiday in neutral alcohol. Subsequent acidification increases

the absorption by inducing a recombination. When dissociation is relatively

Fig. (5. HyjK)th(*tioal absorpticm oarves for tlw* deaminaled vitamin in vanouK stagoa of dissocia-

tion. - -- oO**,,, (Jissodatctl.

Comparixons of ohMeroad and hy/x>thetn'al ahaorptani rarvcH.

Fig. 7. Vitamin dissolved in neutral alcohol and re-aeidified (< urve of Floliday).
- - - Hyp<^thctical curve for araino-vitamin dissociated. -- - Vitamin (curve of
Smakula). Hypothetical curve of undissociatcd vitamin. deammati*d.

Fig. 8. - Vitamin Hi curve of Wintersteiner ef o/. - - Hypothetical curve for tlu‘ oxy-
pyrimiflinethiazolc complex, di.ssociated. - — X'itamin H, prcfMircd by V'an Wnm.
- - Hypothetical curve for vitamin 70^*o dissociated and .jO'*,, deaminated.

slight and accompani«»d by some deamination, eurves of the Hmakula [1934]
form result. Further dissociation, accompanied probably by variable* amounts
of deamination, yields curves of the type obtained in neutral alcohol or water bv
Wintersteiner et ah

j
1 935] for their product, and by ourseivi^s for sarnyiles obtained

from Prof. Peters, from Dr Van Veen and from Pi*ofs. Suzuki and Ohdake.

Tht pyrimidine compmmU and its absorption.

If the free vitamin base corresponding to the hydrochloride is forminl in a
manner analogous to the thiazol(* methiodide, the parent pyTimidine according to
Williams’s formula is 5-hydroxy-6-ethyl-4-aminopyrimidine. The assumption of
a hydroxy-group in the parent pyrimidine, rather than the very unlikely chlorine,
would resolvtj the most serious discrepancy between tht? empirical formulae of
Williams’s pyrimidine (analysed as sulphonic acid) and the pyrimidine, 07H,o02Nj
of Windaus ef ah [1934], The presence of but two nitrogen atoms in the latter
indicates deamination of the original pyrimidine to have occurred during the
action of nitric acid on the vitamin.

Restoration of the amino-group and saponification of the etiioxyl group,
which was introduced during the isolation, would make the formula for the
original pyrimidine C^H^ONj,, which differs from the pyrimidine of the Williams
fonnula only in lacking a methyl group. During the action of nitric acid this
might have been removed by oxidation and loss of carbon dioxide.
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Esterification of the carl»oxyl formed by oxidation of the methyl group can
he eliminated as it would yield a product containing mon*, oxygen than Windaus
found. The hydroxyl introduced by deamination would in the acid solution be
expected to undergo a laotim-lactam rearrangement so that it would not be
available for replacement by ethoxyl. It is tJierefore likely that the esterification

in Windaus's pyrimidine occurred on the hydroxyl initially present on the carbon
atom which becomes linked to thiazolc in the vitamin.

The absorption of Windaus’s ethoxy-derivative* of the oxypyrimidine giv£‘s

some information as to the aUocati(»n of this h^xiroxyl group. If the ethoxyl
occurred in the 2-|K)sition, tlit* saponified prridiict would be a methylth>inine,
aixl both it and its ethoxyl derivative should exhibit one absorption band
[Ileyi’oth and Loofbourow, 1934, 1: Austin, 1934). As the Windaus product
show(‘d two bands, a 2-ethf)xyl structure apj)ear.s unlikely.

The ab.sorption of the fre(‘ oxypyrimkliiK* cannot he determined from the

vitamin eurv<\s. Whe‘n bound to thiazole, its absorption (Fig. 4 B) differs from
that of its sul])honie acid in lacking the short-wave band. This is understandable
in view of tJie possil)iJity of a lactam-laerim rearrangement. It was therefore

necf^ssary to choc»s(* for the <*urve to represent the free oxypyrimidine in tht*

comparisons of the prccreding section lietwcen a one-banded and a two-banded
curve.

Actually, two sets of the summation curves were prepaf*ed, using for the

absorption of the free ox^^iyrimidine as a one-handed curve the absorption of

th.^inino, and as a two- banded curve, that of the Windaus ethoxj^-derivative.

The curves based upon the former failed to give agreement with the ob.served

vitamin curves. This affords further support for the view that position 2 is not
the site of the hydroxyl group in the free pvrimidine, and leaves only positions

5 or () available for it. It is interesting to note here tliat o-hydroxypyrimidine
derivatives, f.g. /.vobarbituric a<‘id, are easily oxidised to dipyrimidines, fluor-

escent in alkaline solution. This may point to a iiu*chanism for the production of

fluorescent eom[K>unds on oxidation of the vitamin [Peters, 1935].

SUM3VIARY.

] . Holiday ’s observation of variations in the ultra-violet abs£)rption spectrum
of vitamin Bj pre|>ared In' Peters has been confirmed.

2. Samples of the vitamin pn^pared by Seidell, Suzuki and Ohdakc, and Van
Veen have in aqueous solutions ultra-violet absorptions similar to those reported

by Wintersteiner, Williams and Huehle.

3. A eorrelation between biological activity and ultra-violet absorption

has bt^en dc^monstrated for thrive crystalline preparations, but because of the

ease with which the absorption is altered must l>e considered merely as a

coincidence.

4. The diversity of ultra-violet absorption spectra reported for the vitamin

is attributed to two independent processes occurring to varied extemts
:
(a) re-

versible tiissociation of tlie vitamin into an aminopyrimidine derivative and a

thiazoie derivative and (6) deamination of the aminopyrimidine.

5. The curve presented by Peters and Philpot for acid alcohol solutions most

nearly represents the vitamin. Holiday''s curves in neutral alcohol represent the

result of the breaking of the quaternary linkages of the thiazoie. Other curves

represent intermediate stages, accompanied by some deamination of the

pyrimidine.

6. A consideration of the possible structures indicated by the analysis of the

pyrimidines isolated from the vitamin by Windaus and by Williams leads to the

Bioehem. 1936 xxx 42
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conclusion that the pyrimidine comjx)nent of the vitamin has one amino, one

hydroxyl and two methyl (or one ethyl) groups as substituents. The spectro-

graphic evidence suggests that the hydroxyl group is probably not in the 2-

position.
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(Rtceived February 29th, 1930.)

(jrYOROY ef al.
1
192S] showed that medulJa of kidney belongs to the most strongly

gjycolysing tissues. They found for tlw* ana<Tobic glycolysis of medulla of kidney
of the rat values of = as average and 34* 1 as maximum. The aerobic

glyeolysis of the slices in Ringer solution was found to amount to — to 17.

This aerobic gly<;oIysis however was stat(‘d by these* authors to disappear wheii

S(‘ruin was used instead of Ringer solution.

In tht‘ course of invt‘stigations on the glycolysis of animal tissues we found it

desirabh' to reinvestigate these* little-known observations. Wo could confirm

them fully with the (‘xcjeption of one important point: we did not find a dis-

iippoaranc(* <)f aerobic glycolysis in s(*rum, even in the senim of the same
sjK'cies. As a matter of fact the atTobic glycolysis in serum w^as exactly the same
as in Ringer solution. The rc*spiratorv quotient was determined in some instances

and found to be al>out unity, thus confirming the rul(* that normal tissues with

high glycolysing }>ow*(t have a R.g, of 1.

Medulla of kidney thcTc'fore provides in adiiition to retina another example of

normal ‘resting’* tissue with an anaerobic typ* of metabolism. Hut in contrast

to retina wiu*rt* a great vuliKTability of the highly s|)ecialis(*d cells may be

anticipati'd. kidney medulla consists of a system of conducting tubules of simple

(quthelium, wiien* no abnormal suse<*ptibility appears likely.

This is rel(*.vanl to tin* theories wiiich rt*gard an anaerobic type of metabolism

as associated with grow th or even with malignant grow th only. We suggest that

the eausi* of au anaerobic type of metal)olism is in all such cases merely a

disparity between blood supply, i.c. oxygen supply, and energy requiremeuts of

the tissue in vivo.

Methods.

Slices were cut from that part of the kidney only which is known as the

pyramid. The metabolism was measured in the Warburg apparatus at ST’o" in

the usual W’ay. Serum was inactivated for 2 hours at oO'", glucose w as then added

to give a concentration of 0-2% . R.Q. was determined by the method of Dickens

and Simer [1930].

( 659 )
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Results.

Species Medium Hoiu*a ^>2

Guinea-pig Bicarb.-glucosc-Ringor Ist - 7*4 14*2 33(5

2nd - 8*6 13*3 25*6

3rd - 71 12*0 20*8

Bioarb.-glucose-Riiiger ist - 5-7 15*7 26*7

2nd - 0-2 171 26*7

ord 71 9*3 19*7

Horse serum 1st - 1(H) 17*4 2H*«

2tid - 54 11*9 23*3

Horse serum Isi - 7-0 13*5 28-2

2nd - 6-,> 10-8 25*0

Guinea-pig Rorum let - 0-3 140 29*4

2nd 04 11*0 21*8

Cat Bicarb.-glucose-Ringer Ist - 2*7 0*5 131
2nd ~ 1-6 (50 11-9

Hicarb.-glucoRO-Ringer 1st - 0 4 7*5 13-9*

Guinea-pig Phospbatc-glucose - 1st - 10-3 —
kinger 2nd - 8-7 -

3rd - 8-0

4th - H'O -

5th - 8-7 - -

Phosphate-glucose- Ist -101 --

Ringor 2nd - 9 (> -

3rd ' 9-2 -

4th >- 9-5 -- -

5th - 9*3 -

* In absence of trlucosc 2-4 (falling).
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Elliott and Baker 1 1935] have repeated a number of observations made, by
ourselves on respiratory quotients of various isolated tissuc^s [Dickens and
Simer, 1930,2; 1931,2; Dickens and Oreville, 1933, 1,2: 1935J. Wliile duplicating

many of our results they state tliat in some cases “important difft^rences from
their findings have' been observed"’. On the^se differences they base a funda-

mental criticism of our work on metabolism.

The most striking difference report<Kl was in the (‘as(^ of rat-brain cortex,

when* Elliott and Baker report a mean r.q. 9-8fi (extremes ()-93-0*78). Our
results were niu(;h higher being in the region of unity, thus supporting the view

held by nearly all workers that in brain the oxidation of carbohydrate prepon-

derates [Oayda, 1914: Loebel. 1925; Meyerhof and Lohmaiin, 192fi, 1, 2:

Himwi(jh and Xahiirn, 1929; 1930; Himwieh and Fazikas. 1932 : Himwich, 1932;

Ashford and Holmes, 1931: Gerard and Schaeht(T, 1932; Weil-Malherbe,

unpublished],

l)es})ite the fact that tludr results were in opjX).sition to this prevailing view

and that their exfKMiment.s werts based on a single technique for determination

of R.o. and on a e<naparatively small number of ext)erirrumts, Elliott and Baker
sugg<»st that their own results should be am*pted as eorrc*et.

In vi(?w of the fact that by tli(‘ use of our three independent methods of R.Q.

determination we have never observed values of the order claimed by Elliott and

Baker, now re]:K)rt (Table I) all successfully (completed exjx^riments on rat-

brain (jortex made during the last five years. Fig. 1 shows the graphical repre-

sentations of thc'st* r(*sults. They an' quit.^^ clearly those to b(' expt^cted on

statistical grounds for a tissue of r.q. 1 ,
using a method subject to an error of a

few j)or cent.'

Elliott and Baker’s ci^mplett' results on rat-brain corte.x are included in

Fig. 2 : the difference betw^eon tliese results and our own is far outside any possible

error of our experiments. It w^ill be nott'd that whilst the results in our experi-

ments follow the statistical law, those of Elliott and Baker show no peak but

rather a wide plateau indicating a lack of uniformity in their results.

Elliott and Baker attempt to explain their low results by a complicated

theory based on the action of salt solutions on tissues. They suppose, too, that

our experiments lasted for 5 hours which wras not the case (ace Table I), and

they also assume wrongly that the r.q. rose during this |XTiod. A simpler explana-

tion of this supposed increased r.q. will be suggested later.

» Since the tt.Q. of medulla [Himwich and Pazikas, D>:i2] and of peripheral nerve [Meyerhof

and Schmidt, 1920] which consist largely of white matter is low, it is possible that a slight con-

tamination with white matter may account for a few results being low.

( 661 )
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Table I. RespiraUyry quotient of rat-tyrain cortex; medsurenients of Dickens

and co-workers.

Exp. Hespiratory Time of exp.
MethodDate no. quotient (mill.) Medium

3. IV. 30 1 1*00 120 PG D&Sl
29. iv. 30 102 180 »«

.3 IfK) 180
4 103 IKO

30. iv. 30 5 0*96 150 ,, ,,

(5 0*98 150
7 1(K) 120 *»

7. vi. 30 8 094 75 ,

9 1-00 105 fT »»

8. vi. 30 10 <i-96 165 *»

11 0*98 135
10. vi. 30 12 0*98 \m

13 0*97 180 ,,

. hi. 31 14 1-00 75 Btl 1)& S2

. iii. 31 15 0*99 90 If

- iv. 31 16 1-00 100
. iv. 31 17 <»*99 380

18 0*99 180
3(». vi. 31 19 094 ISO ,,

20 0*96 180 ,,

. V. 31 21 1*04 180 B(5 (serum)
lUi. V. 31 22 (»*95 180 ,,

23 0*95 180 ,,

1.). xii. 31 24 0*96 150 BL ,,

1(5. xii. 31 25 l*(M» 1.50 ,,

17. xii. 31 26 1*01 ISO BG
11. i. 32 27 0*97 ISO ,,

28 1*02 ISO
BF

,,

13, i. 32 29 0*97 KM) ,

,

14. i. 32 30 1*01 210 BL
13. iv. 32 31 1*01 160 HF
28. ii. 33 32 l*(H» 2^)0 BG ,,

33 1*01 2(H) BF , ,

2. iii. 33 34 0*91 ISO B(;
35 0*95 180 BF

3. iii. 33 36 1*01 120 PG >»

37 1*03 120 PF
19. vii. 33 38 1*03 90 BG 1>& G
24. vii. 33 39 0*99 120 ««

30. i. 34 40 0*98 120
3. ii. 35 41 102 90 pi; 1) & K 1

42 1*01 90
.5. ii. 35 43 1(»3 120 BG D &,S2

25. iv, 35 44 1*(K> 80 PG JJ & S 1

45 1*02 80
4. vi. 35 46 0*96 180
5. vi. 35 47 102 120

48 i 01 120
3. V. 34 49 0*99 175 JIG 1) & K2
4. ix. 34 50 0*96 180

23. xi. 34 51 0*97 150
2H. xi. 34 52 0*92 180

f •

17. XI. 33 53 0*96 185 BL
2(5. xi. 33 54 0*97 165 99

A hbriwiaiiom. Medium : B = bicarbonate saline

phosphate saline

(J=medium contained 0*2% fi^lucose

F =medium contained 0*2% fructose
medium contained 0*2% lactate

Methods: D & S 1 ssDickens and §imer (1930, 1)

I) & B 2 ^Dickens and Simor (1931, 1)

J) & G =Dickens & Oreville (1933, 2)
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0*93 0-% 0-^K) |.0| 1-02 1-05

R.Q.

Fig. I. R<’«f>ii‘rttory quotient of ral-hrain oortox [Dickons and coAvorkerHj.

H.Q.

l^g, 2. Keapiratory quotient of rat-krain cortex [Elliott and Baker,

Table II. Rat-brain cortex: results of ElluM mid Baker \19So\^ Tabic //,

p, 24S4,

Hate of respiratitin “ Respiratory

Exp. no.* {ill O.^ per hour) quotient”

15 150 lfM»

14 160 0*93

7

4
182
183

0-93

0*93
* Moan 0*93

8 213 0-90

3 217 0-91^

1 272 0-8D

12 3(K» 0-83

2 302 0-88

13 316 0-89

5 328 086 • Mean 0*84(5)

11 333 0-85

10 342 0*84

6 366 0*78

9 380 0*87

These ntiinbers refer to the 15 individual estimations of Elliott and Baker, Table 11, samples

I to 10; numbering from the top downwards.
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It appeared to us probable that there was some unsuspected error in the

technique used by Elliott and Baker.

Inspection of their results [EUiott and Baker, 1935, Table II] revealed a

possible source of such an error. The quantities of tissues used by Elliott and

Baker are very large and consequently the rate of gas exchange is much higher

than in our exp€‘riments. In Table II Elliott and Baker's results for rat-brain

cortex are recorded in order of increasing gas exchange calculated from their

figures for respiration and tissues weight.

ft is evident from insjxjcjtion of this table that there is a gtmeral fall in the

observed ‘‘respiratory quotient’’ with increasing rate of gas exchange. In six

experiments out of fifteen where the gas exchange is below 220 /xl. O2 per hour,

the ‘ k.q.” is never below 0-90 and the average is 0*93. In tlie rtnaaining nine

observations where the gas exchange exeec'ds 250 /xl. per hour there is not otu*

“r.q.” of 0*90 or above and the average is 0-845.

The one value of R.Q. 1-0 in Elliott and Baker’s table is explained by them
as being due to the j)rolong(^d action of salt solution. It s<*f*ins to us more

probable that the correct (explanation is that tliis was the only experiment in

which adequate gas equilibrium oecurred, the gas exchange- In-ing in this

particular t*xperiment at the more reasonable levtd of 150 pi. Og per hour.

The need for caution in this respect was (-mphasis(-d in our (-arlier papers

[Dickens and Simer, 1931, 1, 2] where we })ointed out that with our nu-thod gas

exchanges above a certain magnitude W(-re liaWe to introduce serious error,

ft is of course impossible for us to say what limit of gas exchange is p(^rmissibl(-

for the ])articular apparatus and rate of shaking used by Klliott and Bak(T, but

the critical survey of their results suggests that it may b(*- of tb(‘ saim^ order as in

our vessels, viz, 1(K)-150 pi. ptT hour. The errors introduced by ignoring this

precaution are not susceptible to quantitative treatment. They (tonld perhap^

account also for some of Hliott and Baker's results on highly glycolysing tissues,

where it appears probable that th(- gas exchange dm- to very large glycolysis

might easily lead to quite indeterminate irregularities in these results.

To my former and present colleagues, Dr F. Simer, Mr G. 1). Grevilh* and
Dr H . Weil-Malherbe, 1 would like to express ray thanks for many ofthe measun--

ments included in Table I.
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It has long Ixh^ii realised that glutamic acid differs from most arnino-aeids, since

it is oxidised in orgajis whose metabolism is supposed to be mainly concerned
with carbohydrate and which an* quite inert towards most of the other amino-
acids. This suggests a connection bi^tween glutamic acid and carbohydrate^

metabolism.

Thunberg [1920] first showed that glutamic acid Ma.s the only amino-acid
in presence of which washed frog muscle d(‘Colorised methylene bliu*. Harrison

[1925] des(Tibed aerobic oxidation of glutamic acid by washed frog muscle.

Needham
1 1930] showed that glutamic acid is oxidiseni to succinic acid by tlic

muscle* of ox, rabbit, pigeon and frog. Holmberg (1934] prepared extracts from
W'ashed muscle which rediKieni me*thylene blue in presence of glutamic acid.

Thunberg [1923] demonstrated oxidation of glutamic acid by minced peri-

pheral nerve and Quastel and Wheatley (1932] by brain. Krebs [1935, 1]

observed increased respiration of brain and rt*tina in the presence of glutamic

acid.

The prol)able oxidation of glutamic acid by tumour tissue was indicated by
the observation of Fleisoh (1924] that a preparation of washed, minced Jensen

rat sarcoma reduces raetJiylenc blue in presence of glutamic acid and by un-

published exjRTiinents of Dickens and Weil-Malherbe.

Mbthops.

Respiration was Tneasim*d hy the maiiometric method of Warburg [1926].

Ibiless otherwise stak'd, brain slices (grc}'^ matter oiJy) of rats or guinea-pigs

W'en^ used. The tissue (KVlSing. dry ^vt%) was suspended either in phosphate

saline [Krehs, 1933] or in bicarbonate saline [Krt'bs and Henseleit, 1932], When
phosphate saline was used, the manometer was tilled with oxygen and the re-

spiratory CO2 was absorbed by 0-2 ml. of 10% NaOH in the inner cup of the

vessel. For the experiments with bicarbonate saline a. gas mixture containing

^% CO2 was used. Any substrate added was neutralised to litmus paper. All

expt'riments wore done at

Ammonia and glutamine were determined according to Krebs [1935, 1, 2]

with the apparatus of Pamas and Heller.

Units, The amount of metal)olites formed or disappearing is (expressed in

fil. (1 miUimol -22400 /xl.) or in (?-value8 with a corre-

sponding index.

Nomendature. The nomenclature of the amino-acids is that of Freudenberg

and Karrer [cf. Krebs, 1936, 1].

Further experimental details will be giwn in the following sections.
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I. 1( + )-Glutamic mid m a substrate of brain respiration,

l{ -f ) Glutamic acid maintains the respiration of brain slices which without

the addition of a suitable substrate falls off rapidly. Glutamic acid is in this

respect equal or even superior to glucose (Table I, see also Krebs, 1935, I).

Table I. Respiration of brain slices in presence of 1( 4-
) ‘glutamic acid.

Phosphate satins.

Mpecies Substrate added 1st 2nd 3rd hr.

Hat 0 - 8 5 - 4-8 1-9

glucose <)r> 9*5 1(H)

Af/100 1( H- )-glutamic acid 14-4 - 12-0 10-4

Guinea-pig 0 iva 3-4 1-7

0*2 glucose - 8-8 ' 8-7 9 4

J//riO /( -f )-gIutamie acid 12*8 11 -5 - lO-fi

Guinea-pig JU/lOO /( -f )-glutamie acid 14-5 11-2 91
J//ie00 1{ + )-glutamie acid 13-9 S*9 4S
^7/4000 /( 1- )-gliitainic arid 13-4 r>3 3-7

0 - 10-3 ' 5-7 3«

If the concentration of l( + )-glutamic acid is diminishc^d, n^spiration starts

at a high rate and begins to fall aftc^r some time indicating exhaustion of th(*

substrate (Table 1, last exp,).

An increase of bicarl>onate is observed when brain slices are incubated witli

/( 4- )-glutamic acid (Table II). This indicatf's disappearaiuje of acid in the course^

of glutamic acid oxidation.

Table II. Acid disappearance during the oxidation 0/1(4- )-glutamir acid.

Brain slices of guinext-pig in bicarbonate saline.

Method

Cone, of

l( 4
tamic acid

M Xriil

Isl 2nd 3rd 1st 2nd 3rd hr.

Warburg { 1924 1, cf. Meyerhof 0 '-2-0 04 -04 - 5'7 34 2-2

and Lohniann |1926J 4-9 ;js 3 0 -10 1 9-2 5-0

Dicltens and J^iiner [1931] 0
37,50

- 0*80
’ 2-9

3 5
14-3

The R.Q. is little below unity (Table III). The theoretical value ff>r t^omplett?

oxidation is M.

Table III. r.q. of brain slices in presence of 1( -f yglulanric acid.

Time of

Method S|)ecies Medium Substrate added hrs. n.Q. Remarks
Dickens and
Simer [1930]

Rat Phosphate

saline

Ml100 1{ 4 )-glutamie. acid

0*2% glucose
0

2 - 10*7

40*8
- 60

0-

91

102

1-

Ol

Dickens and

Simer [19301

Guinea-

pig

Phosphate

saline
Mj 10(} l( + )-glutamit? acid ^

1

- 12*3

-124
0*95

0-97 )

Dupli-

! cate

0*2% glucose
1

- 9*5

- 9*9

0*97

0-98
j

experi-

) ments

Dickens and
Simer [1931]

Guinea-

pig

Bicarb.

saline

37/100 1( -f )-glutamic acid

0
3 -14-3

- 3-5

0*91

107
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presence ot other oxidisable substrates Z(-f)-glutamic* acid raises the
respiration still further (Table IV'). This indicates a summation of oxidations.
Brain thus differs from kidney or yeast, in which, in the* presence of several sub-
strates, there is competition for the available oxygen (Krebs, 1935, 1].

Table IV . Sumtnatiofi of oxidatuyna in brain. Phosphate saline.

Qo,

Spt'cies Substrate added 1st 2nd 3r(l hr.

Guinea* 0 2**0 glne,ose - 9*0

P'K d/.'50 /( - )-glutamie acid - 11*3

0*2"o glncose f .11/50 /( f )-giutamie acid 14*0 -
Hat /( 4 )-glutamic acid - 14*3 10*2 71

M'lUM) laetie acid 171 - 15*3 - 12-9M /lOU lactic acid -f M KK) /( -• )-gluTamic acirl 21*5 - 19* > - 15*9
.1/;100 pyruvic acid 2M lS-2 16*6
J/ 'KM) pyruvic acid 4 J/ l(HI/( ^ )-glntainic acid 24*4 21-5 i7*.5

Guinea* M IOU/( * )-ghitaiiiic acid iiri - 100
pig M 100 hueemie acid - 10*9 - 4*0

M 100
/(

* )*glutami^‘ aiud - M 100 muTinic acid ISO l.VS —

II. Other arnino-acids.

/( -f )-(jrlutamic acid is the only amino-acid oxidisc*d in brain. The following
12 naturally occurring amino-acids have been tested and found ineffective in

maintaining brain respiration; /( -I- ).alaniue, /( + )-valine, /(- )-leucine, ?(-)-
methionine, Z{ — )-prolino, /( — )-hydroxyf)roline, </Z-serine, Z( — ) -aspartic acid,

/( f )-ornithine, /( 4- )-arginine, /( — )-hi.stidine and /(-)-tryptophan (concentra-
tion alf '100 in all experiments),

III, Glutamine and di--}-glutamic acid.^

(dutamine like /( -f )-glutamic acid maintains brain respii’ation. although not
qiiit<^ so cffectiv(*ly (Talile V). The oxidation of glutamine may proceed partially
or totally vm /( + )-gIutaniie acid, since Kn'bs [1935, 2] has shown the presences
in brain of an enzyme capable of splitting glutamine to /( -f )-glutamic acid and
ammonia.

</( — )-( flutamic acid, the non-natural isomeride, is not oxidised by brain
slices. Tliere is even a slight depression of n^spiration in absence as well as in

presence of glucose (Table V and Fig. 1).

The same, specificity in the behaviour of brain slices towards the optical

isomerides is observcHi in methylene blue experiments.

The oxfKjrimcnts were done in onlinary Warhurg raanonieters. The sliet*8 ^sere previously

sliaken in oxygen long enough to (>xhaust their stores of preformed suhstrates and were transferred

to the vessels containing hJcarboiiale saline in the main part and 0-2 ml. of a freshly prepared

2*V solution of ehromous chloride in the inner cup. The gas spare was tilled with Xj ^

After 10 min. for absorption of the last traces of oxygen the methylene blue was tipped from the

side bulb and the time necessary for complete decoloration was noted. After the experiment the

slices were dried and weighed. In order to facilitate the comparison witli the respiratory experi-

ments the results are expressed in values of Vmb» pi. of reduced methylene blue (373*5 mg, -

224(KI pi.) per hour and mg. dry weight.

In view of the fact that 2 mols. of methylene blue con'cspond to 1 mol. of
oxygen, it will be noted from Table VI that the anaerobic oxidation with

* I am indebted to J)r 11. A. Krebs for sampU^ of both substances.
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methylene blue is about 15-20 times smaller than the oxidation in oxygen, a fact

which has already been pointed out and discussed by Pleisch [1924]. The experi-

ments however show clearly that /( 4-)-glutaraic acid accelerates the decoloration

of methylene blue whereas d( — )-glutamic acid is slightly inhibiting.

Table V. Respiration of brain slices in presence, o/ 1( -f ^glutamic a^id^

d( ~ yglvJtamic and glvtamine. PhospJiatc saline,

^02

Species Substrate added 1st 2nd Wvd hr.

Rat 0 8-.5 - 4-8 1-9

-1 ) -glutamir acid 14*4 120 - 10-4

glutamine 10-2 8*7 - 7-0

)-glutarair acid 40 2-5 1-6

Guinea-pig 0*2 glucose

0*2 glucose + - )-

glutamic and
- 8-:i

- 9 :i

- .”>*r>

Fig. 1. Respiration of rat brain in preHence of /( )-^lutannc arid,

A - )*gJutainii' arid and glutainlne.

Table VI. Reduction of methylene blue by slm s of guinea-pig brain in prese'nce

of d- ayid \-glvtamic acid, 0 2 nuf. of methylene blue in each vessel.

Dry weight Deroloration

Substrate added
of slices

mg.
time
min. ^MB

0 23-21 20 1-55
MjTtO l{ + )-glutamic acid 26-00 12-5 2-21
Ji/oO d{ - )-glutamic acid 2017 18 1-53

0 19-36 49 0-76
Mifyi) l( 1 )-glntamic acid 18-67 34 M4
M/50 d{ - )-glutamic acid 21-62 48 0-69

Remarks

Slices pH'vionsly
shaken for 1 hour
in Oj

Slices previously
shaken for 2 hours
in O,
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IV. Ohitamic acid deaminase

Since brain slices only attack the natural isoineride it is the more surprising
that extracts of brain not only attack the non-natural d( — )-glutamic acid, but
even attack it prc?fiTentially. Z( 4-)-Glutamic acid is also oxidised but more
slowly and, relatively to the rf-acid, the more slowly the more the extract is

diluted. This behaviour is shown under aerobic (Table VII) as well as anaerobic
conditions (Table VI II).

Table VII. Oxygm vplakc of an extract of frash ox brain.

“>0^. of frt'Kh o.\ brain (furvy inattiT) arc* jjround A\ith ml. water and contrifiiged. 1*ht*

Huix»rjiataiit tirfaniy I'muLsioii is dccantetl and diluted wit)» J/, HM) venvnial buffer of 8-2. Each
s’csstd contains 2 rnl, t)f the exfra<*t.

PartH of bufffr

added to 1 part /il. Og uptake
of extract Substrate added (6<) min.)

1 C J03
\f 50 /( )-i:lutauiU' aoid 114
M 50 tf{ - )-glutamH* aeid 126

.3 0 37
J/ '.50/( . )-glutamic acid 46-5

J/ '50 iJ{ - )-glutainio acid 55

7 0 15-5

M 50 t )'glatamic a(.*id 22
.1/^50 tl{ - )-ghitamic aeid 20*5

Tabl(‘ \TI1. Reduction of meihyhnc blue by extracts of fresh brain.

Thunberg technique.

Extract 1 was identical with that used in the experiment of Table VTf, diluted with 10 parts of

\cronal buffer pu 8 2. Extract 2 wn** prepared bv grinding a rat brain with 10 parts of i/. 50

]>hoKphate buffer 7*4) and centrifuging. Each tube contained 2 ml. of extract and 0-2 ml. of

methylene blue solutum 1 ; 50(K».

Decoloration

Extract (no.) Substrate added time (mm.)

1 0 4o

d//50 l{ -r )-gliJtamie acid rid

.If/50 d{ - )-glutamic aeid 13

2 0 31

M /50 -T )-glutamic acid 20

J//50 d( - )-glutamie aeid 0

Unless it is assumed that an enzyme which was previously masked suddenly

appears on extraction, one must conclude that on extraction the same enzyme

undergoes a change of its specificity towards the two optical isomerides. Change

of optical specificity is a well known fact in enzyme chemistry [cf. Rona and

Ammon, 1933]. In this connection it is of special interest that steric selectivity

may cliange wdth difieront methods of preparation [Bamann and Laeverenz,

1930] or with a different position of the catal3dically active group on the colloidal

carrier [Schwab et al., 1933]. Bamann and Laeverenz [1930] conclude “that the

difference of optical selectivity cannot be explained by differences of the active

chemical group of the esterases, but is due to a changed association with

specific carriers, brought about in the organism”.

The behaviour of other organs towards optically icomeric amino-acids differs

from that of brain. ]Prom the work of Krebs [1933; 1935, 1] it is known that

kidney slices oxidise not only the natural, but also the non-natural amino-acids,
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the latter even faster in many cases. As to the glutamic acids I find that the

d-acid is oxidised by kidney slices little less rapidly than the /-acid in phosphate

saline or in dialysed horse serum (Table TX).

Table JX. Oxidation of 1( + )- ayid d( — )’glutamic acid by kidney dices

(guinexi-pig), (1) in phosphate salme, {2) in dialysed horse serum.

Prt'iMiration of the dialysf'd hcjrae seniin: 101) ml. of horse serum \v(‘re satunitcil with COj and

dialyse:! iii a eoUodion sae afidiust 21. of distilled water saturated w’ith (^>3 [Van Slyke ct al.,

1923) far 2 day-i. The water was (?hati«^od iw'iee daily. The serum was then freed /w wwuo

from dissolved neutralised with NaOll to /Jh 7*4 (pheiu)l red), maile up with salts and

phosphate buffer to correspond to the phosphate saline and fiiuilly inaetivatiHl at oS ’ for 2 hours.

1‘hopphate saline Dialysed horsi* seriim

Substrate added Qo. VnHi Q K V\lls Q Vintd. N

0 1 st hr.

2nd hr.

- 12-7
1

- 9-7
J[

!•<« 1*07
13*4

Il*f> 1

O-Wi 0'91

Jf/5() l{ + )>glu-

tamic acid

1 st hr.

2n(l hr.

-291
1

30*2
1[

(» e:t fv."»8
29S
31 0

r»(H)

J//0O d{ - ).glu- 1 st hr. -23*1
1 1-34 1*22

22*5
1 ‘^-0.3 1*94

tarnic acid 2nd hr. - lfi*4
1

- 17 4
)

“

Considerable amounts of the amino-acid dcaminas(‘ pass into solution wlu^n

kidney slices are incubated in saline (Krebs, 1933] and it ia v tTV ]>ro!)abl<' that it

is the dissolved part of the enzyme which H(?coun<s for th(' oxidation of th(»

d-acids. When the cell has been killed with octyl alcohol oxidation of the /-acids

is stopped, but that of the fZ-acids continues [Krcihs, 1935. Ij.

Dickens and Weil-Malhorbe (1935) showed that tumour slicf‘s attack /- and
rf-glutamic acid with about the same velocity. Tumour in tliis r(‘spect b(ibav<'s

like kidney. On the other hand glutamic acid s(*(‘nis to be th(‘ only amino-acid

oxidised by tumour.

Another difference lietween brain and kidiK^y is imj)ortaiit : whereas a fresh

extract of brain still possesses some activity towards /(-f )-glutamic acid, an
extract of kidney is entirely inactive towards all /-amino-acids.

These discrepancies were thought pf)ssibly to l>e link(*d with the dilTcrence ol‘

the chemical composition of the two tissues, espeiMally with the abundance of

lipoids in brain. The assumf)tion of a dissociable complex of th(^ enzyme with

some lipoid could explain why brain slices hold the enzyme mon^ .strongly than

Table X. Extract of dry brain powder after actUmt *>xtraciion.

Thunherg texkniqm.

100 g. of fresh ox brain are treated with -500 ml. of aeetone and dried in mruo over PjOr.

The finely ground dry pow^de^ is repeatedly tn»ated at room temperature wit h UK) ml. of acetone.

Extract 1 : I part of the powder extracted with 10 parts of M/100 v(‘ronal buffer (pu 8-2) and

centrifuged.

Extract 2 ; extraet 1 diluted 5 times with veronal biifier.

Each tube contained 2 ml. of extract and 0-2 ml. of methylene blue sohition I : oOOO.

Extract (no.) Substrate adde<l

Discoloration

time (min.)

1 0 33
M/50 1{ + )-glutamic acid 18

M/50 d{ - )-glutainic acid 22

0 78
M/60 l{ -f- )-glutamic acid 81
M/50 d{ - )-glutamic acid 51
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kidney or tumour slices, which are comparativrely \hjov in lipoids. The oxidation

of the natural amino-acids might then ascribed to the enzyme-lipoid complex
as it exists within the cell and as it xwirsists to a certain extent in the extract of
brain, which is rich in lifx)ids.

The following facts sup[>ort this view: a concentrated aqueous extract of an
acetone-dried brain j:K)wder, ri(!h in lipoids, attacks both glutamic acids with
about the samc^ velocity ;

the Z-acid is oven slightly ahead of the d-acid. When the

same extract is diluted o timtjs with water, the activity towards the Z-acid is

completely lost and the d-acid only is attacked (Table X).

Wlion the same acetone-dried powd(T is (extracted with ether, even a con-

centratt'd aqu(*ous (extract will only attack the d-acid, but not the Z-acid. This
behaviour is seen both in aerobic and anaerobic experiments. Table XI repro-

<luces an oxygen uptake exp(‘rirae‘nt.

Table XI. Oxt^gfu tiptahi with ixtraxf of dry brain powder

after ether extraction.

'I'wo <lilToroiit prejjaratiori.s an* used in these experiments. Powder 1 is the same as in the

preMOus <‘xp. (Table X) after rejK'ated extraetion with lar^e quantities of ether at room temp.

I*o\\fler 2 was prepurerj from another ox hram in the same way but was treateil with eldoroform

aftc ‘1 t'tlier e\trav*Hoii, Both powder^ were e.\traeted with Jo parts of J/, 100 veronal buffer

(Pj, S 2) Hiui (MTitriJumnl. Iilm-h vcssi*] <*uiitaim‘<l 2 ml. of extract.

JN»w(lfU’ ( no.) SuhMrHic Aihled 'rime (hours) 0>-uptake (/liI.)

I u () o4
M;r>0l[ <• )'glu1amit aoiil r>i)

a(‘ul 80-5

2 0 4 20*5

J//V)0 1{ r- ).j£lutamic acid 16

M - )-irlutaiuic acid 44

Since the lipoid carrier res|K)nsibIe for the steric selectivity of the enzjnne is

very readily extractable with ether, it probabh^ belongs to the monoamino-

jdiospliatide fraction

.

Attempts to restore* the power of attacking Z-amino-acids to kidney extracts

bv adding emulsions of brain lipouls failed. It therefore seems tliat the dis-

sociation of the enzyme-lipoid complex is irreversible.

Enzyme-lijioid complexes have rciK^atcdly been rejiortod \cf Przyleeki,

19:ioJ. 1 1931] and Truszkowski [1934] found that uricase is bound to lipoids

in the tissue.

The findings of Abderhalden and Tetzner [1935] that rats fed with dZ-alaniiie

excrete d( — )-alaiiine uncliangt*d, iigree well with the view that in the intact cell

only the natural amino-acid is metabolised.

Some properties of the ghitamic acid deamiiMse of brain.

1. Oxyge^n uptake. The oxygen uptake of an extract of the dry brain powder

after exhaustive extraction with ethor and alcohol or chloroform is small but

constant for many hours.

2. A.tn'moiiia prodvetuyn. Ammonia estimations in the enzyme solution are

impaired by the presence of a substance which causes a precipitation in the

distillate on addition of Nessler^s reagent. This difficulty could be overcome by

repeated extraction of the brain powder with alcohol and by adding Nessler's

reagent shortly before the colorimetric measurements were carried out. TableXII

reproduces such an experiment. It will he noted that the ratio oxygen uptake

:
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ammonia formation is 1 : 1 and not, as would theor(^tica]ly l)e exjMJCted, 1 : 2.

Krebs [1935, 1], in oertaiii cases, came across the same phenomenon which must
be explained by the assumption of a coupled oxidation. Keilin and Hartrce

1 1936] have recently shown that alcohols may serve as substrates for coupled

oxidation in the presence of the deaminase-amino-acid system. Since our brain

powder has ksen treated with alcohol, it mi^ht be suggested that tlie coupled

oxidation observed was caused by retained alcohol. But the alcohol had been

completely removed in vacuo over P20r, and it is therefore probable that the

powder contained other substances serving as substrates for coupled oxidation.

3. Spexiificity of the glviamic acid deaminojie. Tabic XII shows that other

amino-acids of the d-series arc not oxidised by the enzyme.

Table XII. Oxygen uptake, and ammonia formation with extrart of dry

brain powder after ether and alcohol extraction.

Powder 1 of Table XI rept'atedly treated with abn. alcohol at room temp. Alcohol removed

in vacuo over p2
<^

6 ‘ Extracted >\ith 15 parts of .lf/l(Kl veronal buffer {p^x S-2) and cimtrifuged.

Kach vessel contained 2 ml. of the extract. Duration of the exjierinioiit: b hours.

Oj uptake Kxtra On
XH„

ffU'n\ation Kxtra XH-, Katid
Substrate added /.I. pi. pi. ,a. 0,:NHh

() .33*5 48*9 --

Jf/50l( T )-alamnc .34 r 0-5 46« 2.3 -

M/aO tll-alumne 32 - 1*5 48*3 00
ilf/50 <W-valino 34 4 0 5 50-6 - 1-7

M/50 l( 4 )-glutamic acid 37 » 3*5 45-4 35
MJ50 d( - )-glutamic acid 58 f 24 5 730 . 24-7 1 : 101

V. Isolation of a-ketoglutaric acid.

The first product of the oxidation of Z(-f) -glutamic acid in brain is a-keto-

ghitaric acid. It was isolated as 2:4-dinitrophenyIhydrazone. This was yK)ssible

by checking its further oxidation with arsenic [Krt^bs, 1933]. a-Ketoglutaric

acid could only be found in the presence of both l{ + )-glutami(’, acid and arsenic.

The controls with either arsenic or Z( 4* )-glutamic acid alone wert* negative.

Minced brain was used for these experiments instead of slices.

300 g. of fresh ox brain obtained from the slaaghter house were mineerJ, susixuided in 300 ml.

bicarbonate saline, containing il//25 1( + )-glntanuc acid and ilf/lOCM) As^O,, and shaken in 3 wash-

bottlos with ground stoppers for 4 hours. Tlio w^ash-bottles were filled with oxygen containing

5% COj. After incubation the contents of the bottles were centrifuged and the proteins in the

supernatant fluids were removed by adding 1/10 vol. of30% trichloroacetic acid. I’he filtrate was

acidified with 1/5 vol. of couc. H(3 and 100 ml. of 1% sol. of 2:4-dinitrophenylhydrazine in 2N
HCl w’a.s added. After 12 hours in the ice chest the precipitate was filUTcd off, redissolved in

2X NaaCOg and reprecipitaied with 2N HCl. The precipitate was washed at the centrifuge with

water, dried and recrystallised once from ethyl acetate —light petroleum and once from ethyl

acetate. 123 mg. of alemon-yellow crystalline product were olitained; M.r. 224^ (uncorr.); m,p. of

a sample prepared from pure a-ketoglutaric acid 224® (uncorr.); mixed m.p. 224° (uncorr,).

(Found : C, 40*26
;
H, 3*35

; N, 17*12% . Calc. : C, 40*44 ; H, 3*09; N, 17*18% .)

The crude precipitate contained considerable amounts of the 2:4-dinitro-

phenylhydrazone of a second keto-acid which was encountered also in absence
of either arsenic or glutamic acid. It was red, amorphous and easily soluble in

NagCOj with a dark brown colour. With alcoholic KOH it gave a deep violet

eolour. Its properties agree in many respects with the bis-2:4-dinitroph6nyl-

hydrazone of glyoxylpropionic acid which has been described by Veibel [1931]
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and Mayer [1931]. Yet the substance docs not seem to l)e identical with this

compound. Similar or identical 2;4-dinitrophenylhyclrazones from brain have
l)een descrilwd by Kraut and Nefflen (1935] and Johnson [1936].

Attempts to use semicarbazide for the fixation ofa-ketoglutaric acid, following

Hahn et al. [1929], were entirely unsuccessful. Semicarbazide in the concentra-
tions used by Hahn did not even depress the oxygen uptake of brain slices in

presence of a-ketoglutaric acid to any considerable extent. TJiis experience
makes the useiulness of this reagent for the acMjumulation of k(*Jo-acids under the
experimental conditions described v(Ty doubtful.

VI. The. fat'e of th^ animmiia derived from deamination of 1( -f yghdamic acid,

Krebs (1935, 2] has shown that kidney and brain slices synthesise glutamine
from l( -f )-gliJtarni(r acid and ammonia. It is therefore not surprising that no free

NHg is found when /( -h )-glutamic acid is oxidised by brain slices, since all the

NH3 li Iterated reacts at once with oxces.s glutamic acid to form glutamine.

Krebs found however no incretuse of the total NH3 (free NHs + amide-N) as com-
pared with tlie control exjK^rinient, when glutamic acid was present. Only a

shift in the relation : amide-X/free NH3 was observcnl, the amide-N content being

inert^ased and the fr<‘e NH3 disappearing in the presence of glutamic acid. But
the sum of lK)th fractions was substantially the same as in the' control. The
same puzzling phenomenon was encountered by Ne'cdham [1930] in muscle

where glutamic acid is oxidised to succinic acid without increased formation of

either ammonia or amides.

Fig. 2. Ammonia and glutamine formation by sliees of guinea-pig brain.

Pull line : free ammonia. Dotted line : amide-nitrogen.

X X Jf/50 /( + l-glutamic acid. • Tiithout substrate.

Biochem. 1936 xxx
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Table XIII. Amm<mia and glvkbmmtformation byslices ofguinea-pigbrain without

added substrate and in presence of M/5/? 1( + )-ghttamic aeid. Phosphate, saline.

No substrate /( 4 )-Glutaniic aoid

/Ta. NHa /xl Ami(le-N /*!. tot*l NH,* iTNHj fil Amide-N ^1. totalNH/
Time v '

min. |)er mg. tissue (dry weight)

15 0-63 0-59 1-22 0-33 O'iHi 1-23

30 0-96 049 145 044 1-30 1-74

60 1-68 0-55 2-23 0-27 1-90 2-17

120 247 0-54 301 0*51 2-75 3-26

240 3*70 0-65 4-35 0‘80 4-25 5-05

* Total NK^ sum of free NH., and amide-X.

Our own experiments have confirmed Krebs’s findings. The increase of

amide-N in the presence of i( + )-glutamic acid is accompanied in the control

experiment by an increase of free NHg which is only slightly smaller, so that

practically all the NHg derived from the deamination ofglutamic acid disapfx'ars.

Kg. 2 shows a time curve of the NHg and glutamine formation in presence and in

absence of glutamic acid.

The fate of the NHg derived from deamination of glutamic acid w^ill \>e dis-

cussed fully in a subsequent paper dealing with the problem of formation and

metabolism of NHg in brain.

VII. Reversibility of the reactmi 1( + YgUUamic acid on-ketoglutaric acid.

An increased amount of amide-N is found in the pn)8enee of glucose, p>Tuvie

acid and a-ketoglutarie acid. Addition of NHg further enhances the formation of

amide-N. Simultaneously NHg disappe^ars from the solution, the largest dis-

Table XIV. Ammonia-binding mechanism and glutamine formation.

Ouinm-pig brain.

mg.
tissue Incu- Ml. XH,
(dry bation

Substrate added weight) (hours) Medium Initial Final Vvtia

(» 18*27 3 l^bospliate 0 77*0 1*40 (t*24

ilf/50 a-ketoglutaric acid 18*28 saline 0 27*4 0*50 0*42

0 15*81 2 Bicarbonate 0 39*2 1*24 0*30

0*2% glucose 15*09 saline 0 6*2 0*20 0*57

Ar/50 a-ketoglutaric acid 16*83 0 16*3 0*48 0*52

Jf/60 a-ketoglutario acid 4-0-2% glucow* 16*17 0 0 0 0*46

0 15*64 85 102 0*54 0*31

0*2% glucose 18*26 85 41*3 -1*20 0*84

Jlf/50 a-ketoglutaric acid 14*04 85 77*3 - 0*27 0*55

lJlf/50 a-ketoglutarir acid 4-0*2% glucose 12*21 85 29*7 -2*26 1*22

0 17*67 2 Bicarbonate 0 47*2 1*34 0*41

0*2% glucose 18*a5 saline 0 10*6 0*28 ' 0*52

Jf/50 pyruvic acid 14*50 0 8*7 0*30 0*45

Jlf/60 pyruvic acid 4-0-2% glucose 16*94 i) 0 0 0*40

0 14*54 91*5 119 0*95 0*33

0*2% glucose 20*97 91*5 40*8 -1*21 0*82

Jlf/50 pyruvic acid 17*64 91*5 80*5 -0*31 0*61

{.MjSO pyruvic acid +0*2% glucose 10*09 91*5 57 -1*71 1*23

0 14*18 2 Bicarbonate 91 113 0*78 0*30

glucose 14*65 saline 91 54 -1*26 0*78

.4f/50 pyruvic acid 22*80 91 75 ' 0*35 0*48

Ml50 a-ketoglutaric acid 22*65 91 85 -0*13 0*65

0*2% glucose + Jlf/50 pyruvic acid

0*2% glucose + if/50 a-ketoglutario acid

13*62 91 48*5 -1*56 0*92

16*29 91 28 -1*94 1*35
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appearance being observed in the presence of glucose and the smallest in the
presence of a-ketoglutaric acid. But when glucose and p3nruvate or glucose and
a-ketoglutaric acid are added together, amounts ofNHg disappear which exceed
the sum of the disappearances in, presence of either substrate alone. The highest
rate ofNH, disappearance and at the same time the highest values of amide-N
are observed when glucose+ a-ketoglutaric acid are added (Table XIV).

To explain this, it is necessary to anticipate some results which will be fully

dealt with in further publications of this series. It will be shown that a-keto-
glutarie acid is an intermediate in the oxidation of pyruvic acid. We assume,
following Toeniessen and Brinkmann [1930], a condensation of 2 mols. of pyruvic
acid to form aa'-diketoadipic acid. The next step however is probably not, as

these authors assumed, hydrolysis to succinic acid and 2 mols. of formic acid
but decarboxylation and oxidation, the prodmit being a-ketoglutaric acid.

CHj.OO.dOOH », CHj.CO.COOH CO, CH,.COOH
4- - fc , — - ^ .

CHj.CO.COOH CHj.OO.COOH • 40, CH,.CO.CO()H
T*yruvu' acid a*'-Dikotoatlipi<* at'itJ s-Kotof^Iutam* acid

From the fact that the “NHg-binding mechanism*’ described above is regu-

larly aciiompanied by an increase of amide-X it is concluded that the same
reactions whidi lead to the disappearance ofXH.3 and formation of glutamine in

tht‘ presence of /( + )-glutamic acid can be arrived at from a-ketoglutaric acid,

jiynivic acid or glucose. Krebs [1935, 2
]
has already shown that the synthesis of

glutamine from H + )-glutamic acid and XH3 in brain and retina is very small in

absence of glucose. The synthesis of glutamine from a-ketoglutaric acid and
XH3 equally requires the presence of glucose. Therefore the NHg-binding

mechanism is smaller with a-ketoglutaric acid than with glucose, although the

former is an intc^rmediate in the process. The true effect of a-ketoglutaric acid is

seen in tlu? presence of gluciose only. An analogy is the increasing effect of glucose

and other substrates on urea formation in liver [Krebs and Henseleit, 1932].

Bicarbonate saline is a more favourable mcnlium for the NH3-binding mechan-
ism tiian phosphate' saline.

VIII. The rSle of 1( + )~glutamic acid in metabolism.

It is very improbable that the amount of glutamic acid supplied to the brain

is sufficient to be of importance as fuel comparable with carbohydrate. The

peculiar position of glutamic acid among the amino-acids suggests that it fulfils

a specific function in connection with carbohydrate metabolism. The view is

held that in vivo the glutamic acid deaminase of brain is concerned rather with

synthesis than with breakdown of glutamic acid. This synthesis is part of

an NHa-binding mechanism which leads from glucose via pyruvic acid and

a-ketoglutaric acid to glutamic acid and glutamine. Glutamine is not the

end product of the process, since it disappears also without liberating NH3

[Krebs, 1935, 2]. Further work on these lines is in progress.

IX. SUMMAKY.

The only amino-acid oxidised by brain is l{ -f )-glutamic acid which is oxidised

to a-ketoglutaric acid and NH, and further to HgO and COg. The enzyme

responsible for the oxidation of 1(+ )-glutamic acid to a-ketoglutaric acid and

NHg does not attack d( - )-glutamic acid so long as it is bound in the cell or to

some constituent ofthe cell, probably a lipoid. In solution however the specificity

is changed and d( — )-glutamic acid alone is oxidised.

43—2
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The NHg derived from the deamination of l( + )-gIutamic acid disappears in

secondary reactions leading to and beyond glutamine.

The reaction ?( + )-g]utamic acid a-ketoglutaric acid is rtivorsible. The
existence of an NHg-binding mechanism is shown leading from glucose via

pyruvic acid and a-ketoglutaric acid to l( + )-glutamic acid, glutamine and furthc^r

to an end product. The view is expressed that in vivo the glutamic acid deaminase

is rather concerned with synthesis than with breakdown of glutamic acid.

The author wishes to express his thanks to the British Empire Cancer

Campaign for a research grant, to the North of England (Council of the Campaign

for facilities in this work and to l)r F. Dickens, Research Director, for his un-
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The obnervations of Drummond el al. [1923: 1924] and of Golding et ah [1926]
that cod liv(T oil in the diet of lactating cows leads to reduction of the fat con-

Uuit of the milk have bcH»n confirmed by several other workers. McCa}'' and
Maynard [1935J, who also state that ingestion of this oil causes muscular lesions

in the animal, found that the effects of shark liver oil or salmon oil W€‘re so

much less and so inconsistent that it is questionable whether they act like cod
liver oil. These W'orkers agreed with Golding [1928] that the specific (‘ffect of cod
liver oil w^as not shown when the imsaponifiable fraction of that oil was given in

the diet, thus ]K)inting to the injurious or active component occurring as part of

the triglycerides. Madsen et al. [1935] observed similar harmful results of cod

liver oil in the diet of guinea-pigs, rabbits, goats and sheep.

In an attempt to ascertain which of the cod liver oil compements were
responsible for the diminished fat content of the milk, experiments were con-

ducted at the National Institute for llesearch in Dairying in the early spring of

1934, in which the effect of cod liver oil was compared with that of rape or

linsetnl oil in the diet. Rape oil contains nearly half its weight of erucic glycerides,

i,e., glycerides of an acid with a chain of 22 carbon atoms in the molecule, but

monoethenoid as contrasted with the tedra- and penta-ethenoid unsaturation of

the cod liver oil and Cgj acids, linseed oil has a higher mean unsaturation

than most cod liver oils, but the unsaturation is due solely to glycerides con-

taining di- and tri-ethenoid acids of the series (linoleic and linolenic), each of

which forms about 40% of the total fatty acids in linseed oil. Captain Golding,

who informs us that ingestion of neither rajM' nor linseed oil caused any deficiency

in the fat content of the milk, kindly placed at our dist)osal sufficient of the

milk fats from these investigations, with corn*sponding control samples, to

permit full analyses of the (^omponent acids by the ester-fractionation method.

The present communication records the results of these analyses and of deter-

minations of the proportion of fully-saturated glycerides in each of the fats.

The cows from which theses raiUt fats wert^ obtained received, in addition to

the basal winter ration fed to the control animals, 4 oz. of either rape, linseed or

cod liver oil twice daily for a week or more before taking the milk samples. (A

fuller account of the experimental diets, in which the added oil was given twice

daily, first in 2, then in 3 and finally in 4 oz. rations, w^as given in a recent

communication by Dann et al, [1936].) The details of the milks, from wliich were

prepared the six specimens of fat wliich we have studied, are given in Table I.

The ^noral analytical characteristics of the corresponding milk fats are

given in Table II.

( 677 )
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Table I. Sources of the. six milk fats analysed.

Reference
no. Cow or cows Diet

Inclusive dates of collection

of milk

1

2
3
4
r>

6

Gertie 3
Welcome 7

Flom 16 and Flora 20
Flora 16 and Flora 20
Fortin 3
Lena 3 and Welcome 7

Control
Control
Control -4 linaecd oil

Control + rape oil

Control + cod liver oil

Control + cod liver oil

p.m. March 14~a.m. March 16, 1934

Feb. 16-Feb. 19, 1934

p.m. March 27-p.m. March 28, 1934

p.m. March Kl-a.m. March 14, 1934

a.m. March 17~p,m. March 18, 1934

March 30-April 3, 1933

Table II. General analytical characteristics.

Milk fats from cows no. ... 1 2 3 4 5 6

Oil fed to cow None None Linseed Rape Cod liver Cod liver

Reicbert-Meissl value 33-6 30-0 28-9 28-5 16-0 15-3

Polenske value 3-3 2-1 2-1 1-8 1-4 1-3

Kirsebner value 24-3 23*8 22-4 21-7 13-9 13-7

Sa^nificatinn equivalent
Iodine value

239-7 244-2 249-0 251-2 264-2 2660
34-5 34-9 46-0 44-5 51-7 54-

J

These figures show quite clearly that intake of fatty oil by the cows has

caused considerable modification ofthe milk fat, but of course they indicate only

the broad effects so produced and give little information as to the actual differ-

ences in the component acids, except that cod liver oil in the diet has approxi-

mately halved the amount of butyric and n-hexanoio acids in the milk fat and
at the same time caused an increast^ in the total unsaturation of about 50%,
whilst the average equivalent of the mixed fatty acids has increased by about

25 units. Ingestion of linseed and rape oils apparently had little influence on
the content of lower acids, but increased the mean unsaturation and equivalent

to values similar to those characteristic of summer pasture butk^rs [cf. Hiklitch

and Sleightholme, 1930; Dean and Hilditch, 1933, I], For more definite in-

formation as to the relative amounts of specific component acids, recourse to the

more elaborate and tedious analytical methods by lead salt separation, ester

fractionation etc, is essential, and it seemed well worth while to undertake this

procedure on these six milk fats in view of the interesting features revealed by
the data in Table II.

Th€i methods employed have been descrilied in detail previously (Hilditch and Jones, 1929:

Hilditch and Sleightholme, 1930] and may be summed up as follows:

(a) The mixed fatty acids from about 400 g. (when available) of milk fat were first distilled

in steam for 4-5 hours. The aqueous distillates were thoroughly extracted with ether and the

extract dried over neutral anhydrous sodium sulphate. After removal of the ether, the residual

volatile acids were fractionated direct. The acidity of the ether-extracted aqueous liquors, and of

the ether etc, recovered by distillation up to 160**, was calculated as butyric acid, tho com-

positions of the remaining fractions being calculated from their mean equivalents (with allowance

for the small amount of unsaturation present in the final residue).

{b) The acids non-volatile in steam were submitted to the lead salt separation from alcohol

and thereby divided into mainly saturated ('* solid”) and mainly unsaturated (“liquid”) acids.

(c) Each group of acids, “solid” and “liquid”, was converted into the corresponding neutral

methyl esters, which were fractionally distilled in a high vacuum from a Willst&tter bulb,^ the

first fraction (25-30% of the whole) being refractiosiated whilst subsequent ones were collected in

fractions of about 7-12 g. each. In the refractionation of the first primary fractions the distillates

were divided into much smaller fractions (2-5 g.).

^ We desire to emphasise the importance of employing some kind of simple fractionation

ndcyice in these mixed ester distillations. Die use of a Olaisen bulb [c/. Ault and Brown, 1934] s,

in our opinion, iusufilcieiit for the present purpose.
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Table III. Prelimiruiry separation of the mixed fatty acids into (a) steam-
volatile. and (b) ^^solid^* and ** liquid’^ non-steam-volatile fatty acids.

Milk fat no. 1 2 3 4 5 6

Oil fed to cow Control Control Linseed Rape Cod liver Cod liver

Weight of fat uhocI (g.) 450-9 250-5 450-8 341 208 506

Total fatty acids (g.) 425-3 235-1 429-5 326-3 198-2 481-9

Steam-volatile acids (g.) 32-5 15-1 29-5 18-7 6-3 15-9

Lead salt separation

:

“Solid” acids (g.) 1S9-2 115-8 177-6 136-8 86-8 2204

Corresponding methyl esters:

Equivalent 275-8 275-4 276-0 281-8 276-2 278-6
l.V. 5-2 4-9 ll-O 111 15-.5 22-2
“ Liquid” acids (g.) 203-6 106-2 222-4 170-8 105-1 245-6

Corresponding methyl esters:

Equivalent 2tl8-5 2693 273-6 276-1 280-8 289-6
I.V. 68-1 7J-7 78-6 76-7 81-0 84-4

Table IV. Analyses of acids volatile in steam.

Milk fat no. ... 1 2 3

Oil fed to cow ... Control Control Linseed

A<‘i<!ity (as butyric acid) in:
Equiv. g- Equiv. g- Equiv.

Ether-cxtracted aipieous solution M6 — 0-74 — 2-31 —
Recovered ether 0-53 0-26 0-66

Distillate fractions:

1 (up t(. KK)-) 0-29 — 0-11 0-27 —
2 (100- lOO") 9-48 3-52 ' 0-70

3 3-70 94-1 1-99 91-3 1-61 90*1

4 4-02 96-7 2-49 91-8 1-99 91-0

5 3-95 KHV7 2-04 93-9 3-87 92-0

6 4-95 114-5 1-27 103-3 3-75 93-0

7 - - 1-30 116-2 6-92 96-3

8 _ - — 2-68 112-5

9 — - - 2-15 121-8

10 .. _ - 1-26 139-4

Residue {
4-40 153-8

'

1-42 155-5) 1-29 198-2

»

\..v. -- 9-9) - 12-2 1
22-3

1

Milk fat no. 4 ti 6

Oil fed to cow Rape fJod liver (\)d liver

Acidity (as butyrii- acid) in; g- Equiv. g- Kijuiv. g- Equiv.

Ether-extracted aqueous solution 0-35 — 0-21 0-84 —
Recovered ether 0-30 0-16 — 0-38 —

Distillate fractions

:

1 (up to 100'*) 0-37 - 0-49 0-14 —
2 (100-160®) 1-68 1-90 — 1-68 -

3 1-07 91-8 0-87 95-0 1-59 91-4

4 1-08 92-1 0-74 97-3 2-19 91-6

5 2-17 92-2 0-70 108-1 1-65 91-8

6 1-99 92-0 — — 1-46 93-0

7 2-47 93-7 — — 1-27 95-5

8 2-18 95-8 1-17 99-9

9 1-50 101-7 -- — 2-13 115-7

10 1-26 lU-2 — — — —

-

11 0-86 121-5 — — —
Residue ^

1-40 151 -2 )

10-61

1-27 152 -9 )

11 -5 ;

1-40 177-81
20-3

f
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{(1) In certain eases, the mean equivalent ofthe saturated esters present in individual fractions

was determiiiod, after removal of all uiisaturated esters by permangaiuite*acetone oxidation. This

was carried out Mrhon it was desired to ascertain the mean unsaturation and equivalent of the

unsaturated components also prciHciit in the fractions in question.

These detailtKl analyses show very clearly, especially with the milk fats from

cows fed with rape or cod liver oil, the factors which have contributed to the

marked changes in general analytic^al characteristics. In ord(»r to discuss the

results adequately it is necessary to refer to specific parts of the ester fractiona-

tions and therefore also to quote the fractionation data somewhat more fully

Table V. Methyl esters of *\solid"* acids.

Milk fat no. .

.

1 3

Oil fed to cow.., tJontrol Control Linsectl

Fraction c. Sap. e(j|

.

I.V. Sap. e(]

.

I.V. g- Sap. et^

.

I.V.

1 ‘riniarv fractlonatu .

S 1 48-7.') 258-3 1-9 35*60 262-3 1-9 31-40 258 2 3 1

iS 2 1J19 270-5 3-0 7-04 271-6 2-9 9-03 268-9 49
s :i 13-64 272-9 3-4 9-53 274-0 3-3 9-61 271-6 6-0

S 4 13-71 276-S 4-2 10-38 276‘ 1 3-9 12-12 275-3 7-1

S 5 12-40 279-5 .1-4 10-75 278-2 .5-2 13-73 277-3 8-7

S 6 13-<I9 283-2 0-7 9-73 283-9 7-5 15-62 280-7 12 1

S 7 8-80 287-0 8-2 9-93 291-2 11-4 14-SO 287-9 18-2

S 8 10-98 291-7 10-8 1-11 296-8 13-0 10-tM> 295-6 23*1

S 9 8-63 296-1 11-5 S-49 29S-4 23-9

SiO 7-19 297-9 12-1 --

Hesidue 4-36 311-0 14-1 7-58 305-1 14-5 3-78 307-2 25-6

Rcfnwitioiiations «»f j»rimary fractiouK 8 1.

S U 2-80 237-1 0-6 4-42 248-0 0-9 2-62 241-8 0-6

S 12 2-87 243-1 0-6 4-02 250-5 0 9 2-lM) 246-4 0-5

8 i:i 4-89 247-7 0-7 5-38 255-3 0-8 3-74 250-6 0-6

8 14 0-4.5 251-0 0*7 4-91 261-4 0 9 5-10 256-7 13
S15 8-40 250-7 0-9 4-82 269-7 1-4 5-42 264-6 2-5

8 16 7-80 205-9 1-5 5-57 273 5 2-4 3-72 269-6 4-S

8 17 5-85 273-0 2-9 - -- -

Hesidue 4-98 283-1 6-0 2-92 281-5 7-9 3-99 279-4 11-8

Milk fat no. .. 4 5 6

Oil fed to co\^ ... Rapt- Cod liver (’twl liver

Fraction
^

'

/?• Sap. eq. I.V. g- Sap. eq. I.V. g- Sap. eq. I.V,

Primary- fractionations.

8 1 43-44 262-8 3-5 31-42 2.5.5-8 4-3 45-37 265-6 6-2
8 2 12-71 276-4 6-0 7-72 275-6 7-9 9-54 272-4 IM
8 3 12-07 279-7 7-7 7-20 276-6 10-2 12-37 277-7 13-1
8 4 12-19 282-8 9-9 7-82 280-3 13-0 13-90 278-9 16-0
8 5 12-91 287-7 14-0 6-31 284-6 19*9 11-68 280-6 20-4
8 6 11 -98 295-6 18-4 6-92 292-1 27-4 13-83 284-5 27-0

,

8 7 8-86 3(K)-8 21-4 1 1-98 289-4 37*0
8 8 6-00 306-6 23-7 — . - 14*98 298-4 50-1

Residue 6-87 330-8 37-2 10-56 304-6 39-6 10-39 315-2 62-8

Refractionations of primary fractions 8 1 .

S IJ 4-49 243-9 M 2-94 260-0 1*4 4-01 247-7 12
812 4-80 252-2 2-0 2-80 252-2 1-3 4-26 253-3 1-4
8 13 5-92 256-1 1-2 4-81 258-9 1-6 5-10 256-0 20
8 14 7-00 263-0 1-9 3-82 267-4 2-6 7-59 26:m 2-8
H U 7-03 270-0 2-9 4-26 271-5 4-0 5-56 268-1 4-0
8 16 5-45 276-2 5-1 3-06 275-0 7-0 4-55 271-5 6-5
8 17 — — — — — 5-13 273-3 9-7

Residue 4-95 284-8 11-2 2-69 274-7 17-9 4-94 282-4 25-5
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than has b(^n the recent custom in communications from this laboratory, where
it has been consider*^ sufficient to give only the final percentage compositions

obtained for th(j component acids of a fat. The details of the analyses are there-

fore summarised in Tables III, IV, V and M. The weights of the fats used and
the corresponding total weights of fatty acids accounted for, werci as shown in

Table III.

Table VI, Methyl eMers of ‘"liquid*' acids.

Milk fat no. ...

Oil fed to oow ...

Kractioij

L 1

L 2

L 2
L 4

L 5
L e
L 7

L 8

L 11

L 12

US
L14
L lo

b 10

b 17

b 18

b 10

ll(*8lclU0

Milk fat no.

Oil fed to ...

Fraetion

L 1

L 2
b 3
L 4

b r>

b 0
I. 7

b 8
L »
LIO

ReHidiie

LH
L12

‘ b 13
bl4
bl5
L16
L17

Residue

a-

12-81

lO-ofi

i7-;ki

10-14

2202
12-01

7-13

2-64

2-04

0-48
.^>•20

o-(m

io-r>3

0-49

0-81

4-20

Ji-

48-20
23-78

12*01

10-

44
16-3o

11-

40
ll*r>3

i:i-3o

3-40

3*20

5*05

13*81

15*70

3*43

I 3

Control Control

Sap. c(j

.

I.v. g. Sap. eq.

Primary fractionations.

I.v.

>167 22-6 31-23 227*0 33-5

275-5 68-8 6-37 280*3 71-8

289-3 87-8 8-99 280*1 80-1

292-4 94-7 10-46 291-7 87-1

293-2 98-2 11-14 293-4 91-9

294-8 101*2 8*85 296-0 94-0

299-7 106-5 10-60 297-6 96-3
— 6-19 298 7 96*9

341-3 112-6 \
0-46 325-.-> 99-7

303-9* i(m-2*f .30] 8* l(H)-7*

Hefra<-tionations of primary fractions L 1.

163-7 3*2 2-78 169*4 0*7

174*0 6-2 3-09 187*5 13-4

185-4 9-1 4*10 209-8 11-5

193*1 9-1 .5-14 232*4 18*1

213-3 11*2 3-76 248*9 27*6

227-9 11-9 4*11 263*4 48*0

244*4 19*5 —
263*3 49-8 -- —

295-7

4

Rapi*

86*2 5- 1

5

21MM

5

Cod liM-r

86*8

Sap.cq. I.v. g. Sap.cq.

Primary fractionations.

l.\.

240*5 40-8 :i5'2l 252*0 56-S

289-7 87-9 16*08 291-4 90*4

293*7 92-1 8-78 294-5 95-3

295*5 94-1 9*32 294-2 95-5

296*6 95-7 10*09 298-3 98-1

297*2 96-5 6-n 302-3 98-4

299*7 98*3 5*79 308-1 101*6

330*6 99*9

1

~
1

8*16 32<»-7 99*0

320*1* “ 310*0* —
Refract ioiiatioiis of primary fractions b 1.

172-4 5*8 2*50 186*2 11-7

190-6 13*8 4*62 222*3 21*1

215*1 12*1 10*17 250*6 42-1

244*2 21-9 10*31 283-6 80-7

279*5 66*5 ”

293*4 89*8 4*35 298-2 94*7

Residual esters, freed from unsaponifiable,

binsecd
^

Sap. eq.

41-51 232-2

11-87 283-5

1214 289-8

16-21 291-3
22*08 293*0

11-96 294*8

9-73 295*3

8-76 297-2

10-00 323-8
304-8*

3*08 17(M»

2-55 188-8

2-35 196-4

3*22 212*7

4-45 228*0

4*90 244*5

4-90 254*5
3-50 268-0

4*03 282-5

4*62 292-1

6

Cod liver
A

g- Sap. (*q.

45-44 251-7

12-00 •290-0

12*58 2WI-2

13-38 296-4

10*99 296*8

15-91 298-5

7-56 •299*7

7-46 303-3

7-42 :i06-4

6*02 317-3

8-16 375-8
318-0*

3-04 182*7

4-37 215-5

5*45 238*0

5*89 252*5

7-85 265*9

5-36 280*4

4*97 288*9

4-57 296*9

37*4

82-4

88-4

94-0
97*8

98-7

98-9

101*0

106*1 1

103-9*)

5*8

12*0

11*7

10*6

14*0

23*7

34*8
56*0
80*0

94*2

i.v.

53-5

89-(»

93-7

96-9

99-6

102*3

103-2

105-

5

106-

9
113*5

118*5 1

110 - 1 * [

10-5

17-2

33-3
37-1

55*9

77-1

89-7

99*3
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Without entering into the full details of the calculations used in evaluating

the complicated series of data in Tables III-VI, the general principles which

were employed may be briefly enumerated:
(i) Esters of unsaturated Cjs atcids, Tlie unavoidable assumption has been

made that in each case the unsaturated esters of the acids distil throughout

in the same proportions {e.g., in milk fat 1, these esters have been taken through-

out as of i.v. 101-2; in milk fat 4, of i.v. 94-1 etc.). This assumption, although

strictly not correct (di-ethenoid esters distilling slightly more readily than mono-
ethenoid esters in the lower-boiling ranges), is not very far from the truth. In

previous papers these acids have finally been computt^d as mixturt^s of oleic

and “linoleic’’ acids. The occurrence of ordinary linoleic acid in milk fats has

recently been discussed at some length [Bosworth and Brown, 1933; Eckstt‘in,

1933 : Green and Hilditch, 1935]. The result of these investigations leaves us of

the opinion that practically the whole of the unsaturated Cig acids are either

mono- or di-ethenoid. Consequently, for the purpose of these analyses, we feel

justified in making no alteration in the presentation of the results, except that

it is more appropriate to term the diethenoid acid or acids “octadec^adienoic
’

and to avoid the use of the specific connotation “linoleic'*.

(ii) C20 fluids present in normal caw milkfats. The final fractions of the
‘

‘ solid

esters have almost always possessed equivalents slightly higher than correspond

with esters of acids and fractional percentages ‘as arachidic acid " have con-

sequently been recorded. Whether this is in reality aracliidic acid, OjjgH^oOg. or

traces of still higher saturated acids, we cannot say; it might be a mono-ethenoid

acid or acids, but the mon? unsaturated arachidonic acid should not appe^ar in

the “solid" acids. The latter acid or acids, in the small amounts (0*2-0-3%)

recorded by Brown and Sutton [1931], has, in our previous butter fat analyses,

been left in the residue from the primary fracitionation of the liquid esters \cf.

Hilditch, 1934, p. 784] and it has not b(*en necessary to include it in our cal-

culations. Curiously (and somewhat unfortunately in view of the fact that some
ofthe present fats are further complicated bv thepresenw* ofingestc^dunsaturatc'd

and C22 acids), all the milk fats (including the controls) now’^ studied contain

definitely more of these unsaturateMl or acids than has previously been
observed: so much so, that the equivalents not only of the residual “liquid”

esters but also of the fraction or fractions immediately preceding are definitc-ly

higher than that of Cjg esters (ca, 295-5). (O/., for example, Table VI, milk fat

no. 2 (control), primary fractions L 7, L 8 and residue, equivalents respectively

297*6, 298-7 and 301-8.) A similar state of affairs has been observed in the case*

of some pig depot fats (Banks and Hilditch, 1932; Dean and Hilditch, 1933, 2],

and the method of approximate calculation used for these pig fat analyses has
also been employed in the present work. Apparently the unsaturated Oag.22
acids in the present group of milk fats amount to nearly 1 % of the component
acids, apart from any of these acids derived from fatty oils added to the diet,

(iii) Rape oil diet. In this instance abnormally high equivalents characterised

the final fractions (S 7, S 8, S 9, L 8) from both “aolid" and “liquid" esters.

Examination of the saturated esters present in S 7-9 (obtained after oxidation

with permanganate in acetone, v, infrOy Table VIII) led to the conclusion that
methyl erucate was present in the unsaturated portion of these fractions, and
allowance for this was therefore made in the calculations.

(iv) Cod liver oil diet. Nothing very abnormal was noticed in the fractions

obtained by the distillation of the “solid" esters from milk fats 5 and 6, but the
later fractions from the “liquid" esters (no. 6, L 5-8 and no. 6, L5-11) were
marked by equivalents which rose well over that of esters and, at the same
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time, by increasen in i.v. as compared with that of the C^g esters. Clearly,
unsaturated acids of the Cgg .22 series were present in much greater quantity than
in the other fats and had passed into the milk fat from the ingested cod liver oil.

With the modifications rciferred to above, the composition of the various
groups of acids (steam-volatile, “solid”, “liquid”) derived from each milk fat
was calculated from the data in Table's III-VI by the usual methods, and the
final results are given, in the form of weight and also of molar percentages, in
Table VJI.

Table VII. Component acids of cow milk fats nos, 1—6,

Milk fat no. 1
•> 3 4 .5 ft

Oil fed t<» COW' Control (Control Linseed Rayw Cod liver Cod liver

Acid 0

(i)

O' O'
0 0

VWighi iKTCcntages.

0
0

0
0

0
/O

liutyrif 4*4 4.4 4-2 3-6 2-0 21
N-Hexaiuiict 2*2 1-4 2-0 1-6 0-6 0-9
n -Octanoic 2-4 1-8 1-3 1-3 0-9 0-.5

M-Decanoie :t‘8 1*9 2-3 l-ft 1-3 1-2

Laurie 4.4 31 3-1 2-8 4-1 3*1

Myrktio 10« 9-3 S-4 8*6 ft-7 6-4
Palmitie 2:^1 27-5 21-8 18-1 23-2 22-7

»Stearie 120 12-2 9-9 i;i-K 8-2 0*7

As Arae.hidio 0-7 1*0 0-ft 0.5 0-6 (»ft

Okie 28*9 33-1 39-3 39-7 42-8 43-3
As OctadecadienoK* 0-6 .3-1 5-9 3-7 4-r> 4-8

As Ojo^a unaaturated 10 1-2 J-2 1-0 7-1 7-7

Ah Krue.ie

(ii) Molar |M*rcc-ntage8.

3-7

Butyric 11*5 11-7 11-2 9-9 7-7 61
/}>Hexaiioie 4 3 2-8 4-1 3-4 1-2 2*0

7(-Ootanoie ;i'7 2-9 2-1 2 3 l-ft 0-8

77-l)ecanoie ii*0 2 ft 3-1 2-2 1-9 1-8

I^urie .7*0 ;ift 3-ft 34 7*1 3*9

Myrkrie lOH 9,5 HG 9-1 7-4 71
Palmitic 20-5 25-2 20 9 17-0 22-8 22-4

Stearic 10-

1

100 8-2 11-7 7-3 60
As Arachidic 05 0-8 0-4 0-4 0-.5 0-7

Oleic 23-3 27-4 ,32-8 .340 38-3 38-8

As OctatU'cadjenoic 4*.> 2-6 ,V0 3-2 4-1 4.4

As (%. unsaturaitui 08 0-9 0-9 0-8 41 6-2

As Erucic 2-6

The general results of the investigation are readily revealed by inspection of

Table VTI : ingestion of cod liver oil has resulted in each case in reduction of the

proportion of butyric-lauric acids in the milk fats to about half of the amount

present in normal milk fat^, whilst the milk fat component acids include 5-8%
(wt.) of unsaturated a-cids, as comparted with about 1 % in cases in which

the cows received no cod liver oil. On the other hand, ingestion of neither

linseed nor rape oil led to any comparable effect (although certain minor effects,

almost within the range of experimental error, might possibly be attributed to

the rape oil); consequently neither high mean unsaturation of the ingested

(linseed) oil, nor the presence therein (rape) of high proportions of the mono-

ethenoid Cjg (erucic) acid, produces the results specific to cod liver oil.

Before discussing the data in further detail, it is desirable at this point to

record the results of some experiments which were made in order to ascertain

whether palmitoleic acid (which also occuirs in quantity in cod liver oil) had

passed, like the fish oil ^ extent. If so, this
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acid would be present in “liquid*’ ester fractions immediately preceding the

approximately individual Cjg ester fractions. Some of these fractions were there-

fore submitted to permanganate-acetone oxidation in order to isolate the

saturated esters present and dctt^mine the equivalcmt of the latter. At the

same time, similar oxidations were carried out on certain lower fractions the

mean equivalent of which indicated a high concentration of esters of Cj4 acids.

The results of these experiments (and also of oxidations of certain “solid”

ester fractions undertaken to ascertain whether erucic* or gadoleic acids were

present in specific cases) are given in Table VIII.

Table VIII. Saturated eaters present in certain ester

fractions {Tables F-F/).

Kstf-r fractions Saturated

.Villli

fat no.
Wll

to COAV So. Sap. eq. I.v. Sap. eq

(i) “Liquid”' ester frat‘tions.

4 RaiKj L14 13*81 244*2 21*0 240*0

4 L 15 15*70 •270*5 66*.5 263*4

4 L2 23*78 280*7 87*0 270*4

T) Cod ]ivi*r L 13 10*17 25t^*6 42 t 240*6

L 14 10*31 283*6 80*7 267-0

n L2 16*08 201*4 00*4 265*3

6 99 L15, Lie. L 17 18*18 276*1 71*4 261*8

L 2. L 3 24*58 200*1 OM 200*2

(ii) “Solid” ester fractions.

4 llajK?

»»

8 7. 8 8 14*86 303*1 223 301*2

4 S« 6*87 330*8 37*2 327*2

0 Cod livcT 87 10*56 304*6 30*6 303*2

(i 8 8 14*08 208*4 50*1 207*4

6 89 10*30 315*2 62*8 320*6

The data in Table VTTI for fractions of equivalent 280-290 suggest that, in

ail three milk fats, the equivalent of th(^ unsaturatod ostc^rs is somewhat lower

than 295-5 (methyl esters of Cjg acids)—^in other words, that small amounts of
palmitoleic ester are also present. (It should be pointed out that the pro-

portion of saturated ester in fractions such as L 2, with i.v. 85-90, is very small
and its isolation and the accurate determination of its equivalent a matter of
some difficulty.) In fractions 4, L 14, and 5, L 13, with mean equivalents of
244-2 and 250-6, the proportion of saturated ester was fairly large, and the
interesting feature emerges that the mean equivalent of the unsaturated esters

here is also low (240-250), indicating the presence of detectable amounts of
methyl tetradecenoate. Evidently therefore the small projwrtions of decenoic
and tetradecenoic acids observed in milk fats by Griiti et al. [1922; 1924] and by
Bosworth and Brown [1933] have appeared, as would be expected, in the lower-

boiling fractions of the refractionated first primary fraction of the “liquid”
esters. We know however that methyl oleate also passes in small quantities into
ester fractions of the average equivalents in question, and it is therefore quite
beyond the capacity of the fractionation procedure to attempt any precise

estimate of the amounts of these minor unsaturated components. Yet, if we
assume for the moment that fractions L 11 and L 12 contain only methyl
decenoate as unsaturat/cd ester, and that succeeding fractions contain only either
tetradecenoate, or the latter with hexadecenoate, or hexadeccnoate with
uhsaturated esters, the residts so calculated (while probably exaggerating the
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amounts of these lower unsaturated acids) will afford at all events a comparison
of the hexadecenoic (palmitoleic) contents of milk fats when cod liver oil has or
has not been included in the diet. These figures also show the relatively small
effect which allowance for thes<5 minor cornpt^nents has upon the estimated
amounts of the major component acids. Table IX giv(*8 the result of such
alternative computations for milk fats 4 (rape oil) and 5 (cod liver oil). (Un-
fortunately the L 1 1 dc. fractions in the two control fats 1 and 2 wore not
collected in quantities suitable for oxidation <*xp(‘riment8, but, since palmitoleic

acid is not present in rape oil, the use of milk fat 4 for the present purpose
presents no objection.) In Table IX the weight pf^rcentages of the component
acids are calculated (a) without allowance for lower unsatiirated acids (as in

Table VII) and (h) allowing as described alwve for deccmoic, tetra- and hexa-
decenoic acids in the 8])ecified estt^r fractions of the L 11 etc. groups.

Table IX. Alternative, mlculations of component acAda in

milh fats 4 a7id 5 ('* „

Milk fat no. i

Oil ft‘(l to <-ow Ra{)e Cod liver

(«) {!>) (</) {>‘)

Acid tt

o
O
O (»

O'
o

Butyric 3*6 20 20
«-Hexanoio IB IB OB 0*6

w-Oc’taiioif 10 09 OB
n-l>canoi(j 1*6 ir> 1'3 1*3

l^uric 2-8 1-8 41 0-9

Myristic 8-6 81 B-7 84
I’ahnitic 181 20-3 23*2 25-4

Stearic 13-8 13*8 8-2 8-2

As Arachidic 0-5 0*5 OB OB
As Deronoic — 0-2 - 0-5

As Totratlfcenoic — 1*3 — 14
As Hexadcmioic — 2-4 .... 3-3

As Olcii- 397 36-0 42-8 37-8

As Oct^<leca<lienoic 3*7 3-3 4-5 3*9

As ujisaturati’d 10 !•() 5-1 ol
As Kruc!i<' 3*7 3*6 -- —

These figures have several points of interest. They show that, with the

extreme assumption that unsaturation in the lower ester fractions is due

entirely to unsaturated acids of lower molecular weight than oleic, the only

notable difference is a drop of about 4% in the estimated content of oleic acid

and a rise of about 2% in that of palmitic acid ; the rest of the acids are affected

either not at all, or to no significant degree. The actual amounts of decenoic and

tetrade<^noic acids suggested by the calculations accord well with the minimum
amounts which Bosworth and Brown fI933] concluded must be present (0*18%

decenoic and 0*87 % tetradecenoic). If the computation is accepted for these

acids, it would be illogical not to apply it to hexadecenoic (palmitoleic) acid,

but Bosworth and Brown were unable to confirm Griin’s earlier statement that

this acid also occurred in butter fat.

We do not consider that the ester-fractionation procedure, as we have used

it, can be rightly pushed to this extreme of arithmetical deduction, which in the

ordinaiy way we should not adopt ;
the cose might be otherwise if much larger

amounts of fatty acids were employed and it was consequently feasible to per-

form a number of refractionations of the lower-boiling ‘‘liquid*’ esters. Our
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primary purpose in this discussion has been to discover whether palmitoleic acid

(present to the extent of about 15% in cod liver oil) has, like the highly un-

saturated Cso and C22 acids of that oil, passed into the milk fats of cows receiving

the oil and, whatever may be the limits of accuracy of the alternative calculation

adopted, it is clear that the palmitoleic acid content of milk fat 5 is not markedly
greater than that of milk fat 4, whereas the unsaturated Cgo-ga acids of fat 5

show a fivefold increase over those of fat 4.

Gbnbbal discosston,

A general comparison of the fatty acid compositions in Table VII may now
be made.

*"C<mtroV' milk fats 1 and 2, These are of the usual type for winter-fed cattle,

with comparatively low oleic and octadecadienoic contents and the usual pro-

portions of but3Tic etc. acids. The palmitic acid content is rather different in the

two fats, that of fat 1 being the more normal, although the higher figure of fat 2

is not extreme
;
the palmitic and oleic acid contents of normal butters raav vary

inversely over a range of 5-6% ,
perhaps depending upon the agt' of the cow

[Dean and Hilditch, 1933, 1].

"'Linseed oiV' milk fat 3. The only marked effect of the ingestion of linseed oil

is an increase in the content of oleic acid. Octadecadienoic (or other polj"-

ethenoid Qs) acid is present in only slightly, if at all, increased prof)orti()n

compared with the control fats or other normal milk fats. Although thv un-

saturated O18 acids yielded on oxidation very small amounts (1-2%) of tetra-

hydroxystearic acid, m.p. 155'', they failed to give either the petroleum-insoluble

tetrabromostearic acid or the ether-insoluble hexabromostearic acid char-

acteristic of the linoleic and liiiolenic acids which arc prestjnt in largo quantity in

linseed oil. Thus there is no tnudence ofpassage of the highly unsaturated linseed

oil acids into the milk, the lower saturated acids of the milk fat are unaffected

and the only notable effect is the increase mentioned in oleic acid. The stearic

acid content is a little lower than in the control fats.

"Rape oiV milk fat 4. Here again the chief effect is an increase (quanti-

tatively similar to that with linseed oil) in the proportion of oleic acid. The lower

saturated acids are perhaps slightly below the normal amount, as is also palmitic

acid, whilst the stearic acid is slightly increased. The reduced proportions

mentioned may however be merely the additive result of infiltration of the rape
oil acids which, as shown by the small proportion of erucic acid present, have
passed into the milk to a small extent. Nevertheless, the large proportion
(nearly 50%) of erucic (C22)

add combined in the rape oil has not materially

affected the composition of the milk fat, which is very similar to that in the
linseed oil feeding experiment.

"Ood liver oiV' milk fats 5 and 6. The chief points to be observed in these fats

are
:
(i) the enormous reduction in the lower saturated acids, (ii) a proportionately

similar increase in oleic acid, (iii) no groat difference from the normal in the
amount of octadecadienoic (or other polyethenoid Cjg) acid, (iv) the presence of
about 5% of €20-22 ansaturated adds instead of the 1 % of these acids found in
fats 1-4 and (v) the apparent absence of any palmitoleic (hexadecenoic) acid,

although this is almost as prominent a component of the cod liver oil acids as the
€20-22 acids. These features are seen clearly in Table X, in which the differences

between the molar percentages of the component adds are given for the re-

spective mean values of the “contror* milk fats 1 and 2 and the “cod liver oil
**

milk fats 5 and 6.
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Table X. Differences in component acids of milk fats from rows m '‘control”

and "cod liver oil” diets.

(Mean values of fats 1 and 2, 15 and 6 respoet ivelv.)

Acid

“Control*'
J and 2
”0 (mot)

“Cod liver oil”

5 and 6
(mol.) Differonce

l^orcentage

alteration

iiutyric 11*6 5-9 5-7 49
w-Hexaiioic 3-6 1*6 2(» 50
»>()ctanoic 33 1-2 21 fi4

?/-I)ecannic 3-8 1-9 - 1-9 50
l.rfian(' 4-3 4*5 4 0-2

Myristic 10'2 7-2 - 3(> - 29
Palmitic' 228 22d> 0-2 _

Ktc‘aric JOO 6-7 - 3-3 33
Ah Araehidic O-fi or> 9-1

( )leMC 20-4 38-5 -rl31 + .52

.'Vh Ootadfcatlicntju* 3« 4-2 t Ofi
('
20 , a uiisaturatcd (>•8 5*2 - 4*4 -i 5.50

It should Ih" noted that, even if the increase in were interpreted

as the result of infiltration of cod liver oil glycerides as a whole (the absence of
increase in palmitoloie acid of course shows this is not the case), this would
correspond with the admixture of at most 20% of cod liver oil in the milk fat;

and would by no m<*an8 account for the disproportionate diminution in the

saturated acids (other than jialmitic). The analytical data disclose definitely an
influeiujc on the milk fat metabolism quiU* beyond the limits of any additive or

dilution effect.

Th(' palmitic* acid figures in Table VII are also interesting. Cod liver oil has

not affected the normal cont<mt of this acid in the milk fat, linseed oil has perhaps
caused a slight fall, and rape oil has produced a definite fall to below any figure

which we have previously observed in a butter fat. Rape* oil contains only 2%
of palmitic acid, linseed oil about fi% and cod liver oil 15-18%; and the above
data might be inU*r])r<*ted in favour of the \iew t hat a part, at least, of animal
fialmitic acid (which forms about 25% of all depot and milk fats yet examined)

is derived by assimilation of preformed vegetable palmitic acid.

Fully-scUuraied glyceride cmient of milk fat^ 1-6, Since the content of fully-

saturated glycerides in milk fats and in cow, sheep and pig de];)ot fats has a

quite different relation to the total proportion of saturated to unsaturated acids

in the whole fats from that which obtains in seed fats or fish oils, and since this

relation, when plotted graphically, gives a series of points which, for the group

of fats mentioned, lie about a smooth curve, it was felt desirable to determine

the content and mean equivalent of the fully-saturated glycerides in each fat

of the present series, in order to ascertain whether the cod liver oil diet had also

produced an anomalous effect on the glyceride structure of the milk fats. The
experimental data obtained are summarised in Table XI and have also been

plotted (Pig. 1) together with all the data obtained previously for cow milk

fats, depot fats and pig depot fats.

Insv^cient material was available for detailed analyses of the component

acids in the fully-saturated glycerides, but their saponification equivalents point

to a similar composition in each of the fats 1-4 ; Hilditch and Sleightholme [1931]

observed close similarity in the oompositioiis of the fully-saturated glycerides

in milk fats (of varying total unsaturation) from cows fed in summer or winter

conditions. The ''cod liver oil” milk fats 5 and 6 however evidently contain

fully*saturated glycerides which have less of the lower saturated acids and more
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Table XI. Fully-saturated glyceride, carUents of milk fata 1-6.

Whole fat
- ^

,

Haturatod Kully-saturated glycerides

Milk Oil fed acids ^ 1. . A.

fat no. to eow I.V. )Sap. eq. “(» (mol.) %(wt.) (mol.) Sap. eq.

1 Control 34-5 239-7 71-4 :ni 40-4 221-0

2 34-9 244-2 69-1 3M 34 2 224-6

3 fAnseed 460 249-0 61-3 22-2 24-8 222-4

4 Rape 44-5 251*2 59-4 22-4 25-3 225-0

5 Cod liver r»i-7 264-2 .>3-5 1.5-3 17-2 235-7

6 .>41 266-0 50-6 12-8 14-6 235-1

Mols. saturated acids in total acids

Fig. 1. Data from previous work ; B, cow milk fats; V, Buffalo milk fat; shc^ep depot fat ; O, ox
depot fat; P, pig depot fat. Data from present work: 1, 2, cow milk fat (control); 3, cow
milk fat (linseed oil); 4, cow milk fat (rape oil); 5, (5, cow' milk fat (cod liver oil).

palmitic (and probably myristic), as is not unnatural in view of the deficiency of
the former acids in the fats as a whole.

At the same time, as will be seen from Fig. 1, the projKjrtion offully-saturated
glycerides in these “cod liver oil” milk fats has exactly the same relation to the
total saturated acids in the fat as in the remainder of the butter fat and the
corresi>onding depot fat series. The ^ivhole group lies about a regular curve which
would intersect the horizontal axis at a point corresponding with about 30%
of total saturated acids (i.c. the approximate content of palmitic (with myristic)
acid characteristic of all animal depot fats). It forms a series quite distinct from
most vegetable and some other animal fats, in which the glycerides are assembled
on “evenly distributed” lines, having negligible contents of fuUy^saturated
glycerides unless their total saturated acids amount to more than about 60%
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of the whole, and thereafter giving a relation <‘xpresse(l by the broken line in

Fig. 1. These speeial relationships in the milk and depot fats of the animals
concerned are explicable* [c/. Hilditch and Sleightholme, 1931; Banks and
(lilditch, 1931; 1932; Hilditch and Htainsby, 1935] on the hyf>othesis that the
unusual amounts of fully-saturated components are the result of formation of
stearic glycjcrides or glycerides of lower saturated acids from oleic gl^^cerides

(which would hav(j existed primarily mainly in the form of “evenly distributed’’

mixed palmito-olco-glycerides). In spite of the marked difTerenccs in the relative

amounts of their component acids, the milk fats from cows receiving cod liver

oil in the diet still conform te this typical relationship with regard to their

fully-saturatcfd com|K)ncnts. Indeed their positions on the curve in Fig. 1

emphasise the fact that, from this aspect of glycc*ride structure, there is com-
plete uniformity in type between cow milk fats and ox, sheep or pig de})ot fats.

•The pKisent work has enabled us to dcfini* mon* cdosely the factor in cod liver

oil which is responsible for the marked alteration in the milk fat. Previous
investigators fdolding, 1928; McCay and Maynard, 1935] have agrc*ed that the

triglycerides of tlie oil contained the injurious or active comy>onent; our analyses

show that, of the sj>ecific cod liver oil acids not pn^sent in the other oils used in

the feeding trials, palmitoleic acid has not passed appreciably into the milk fat,

whereas the highlj-unsaturaied f^20-22 acids appear therein in some quantity.

There is thus evidence of specific retention by the mammary tissues of (x^rtain

fatty acids and not others: wliilst these highly-unsaturated OaQ„22 *^^*^^*^ com-
paratively readily absorbed, linolenic and (very largely) linoleic acids of linseed

oil cannot b(* det(*cted, although enicie acid, of rape oil is probably

accepted to a minor extent. Lovern ( 1932 ; 1934] has found evid(‘nce for similar

specificity in fatty acid absorption in the adipose tissues of fish and marine
mammalia, lletention of Cao- 22 glycerides of eod liver oil by the mammary gland
does not of course imply in itself' that this is the causative factor of the abnormal
milk fat composition

;
nevertheless, we consider that, if the above general hypo-

thesis of the elaboration of the characteristic milk fat structure may be pro-

visionally accepted, there is a simple and logical reason why this should in fact

*^be the case.

The production of stearic from preformed oleic glycerides (in dej)ot fats and
to some extent in milk fats) involves simple reduction or hydrogenation ; that of
the lower saturated glycerides of the milk fats is a much more complex process,

the mechanism of which cannot yet be 8urmisi*d but obviously would involve

oxidation as well as reduction. It is well known that the highly unsaturated

(?2o and C22 acids of the “ clupanodonic ” grc>up (or their esters) are avid acceptors

of l)Oth hydrogen and oxygen ; for (*xample, they absorb atmospheric oxyg(*n, or

undergo catalytic hydrogenation, far more rapidly than monoetheiioid fatty

acids or esters. Their presence in a biological oxidation-reduction system, such

as must be conceived necessary for the production of glycerides of butyric-

docanoic and stearic acids, where otherwise glycerides of oleic add would appear,

would therefore be exi>ected to retard this part of the metabolic process. It is

unnecessary to postulate that in such circumstances alternative products of

metabolism should be observed. Selective adsorption alone by the enzyme
83^tem concerned of the highly-unsaturated glycerides would disturb and hinder

its normal action. In other words, the function of the highly-unsaturated

glycerides would be that ofa “catalyst poison ”, entirely analogous, for example,

to the prevention of atmospheric oxidation of an unsaourated fat by an “anti-

oxidant”, or to the retardation of the union of ethylene and hydrogen at a

nickel or other catalytic surface in presence of carbon monoxide, when the*

Bioohem. 1936 xxx 44
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retarding agent may be chemically unaltc^red, or much moK^ slowly altered, by
concurrent catalytic action uj)ori itself.

This conception of the effect of the presence of highly-unsaturated glycerides

in the mammary gland accounts for the nature of the component acids observed

in milk fats 5 and 6
,
and also for the fact that the general relationship of fully-

saturated glycerides to total saturated acids therein still remams unaltered as

compared with other milk and depot fats. Table X shows that, after allowing for

the influx of Cao -22 acids, all tliat has happt^ned is a substantial increase above
normal in the proportion of oleic acid while the formation of butyricsdecanoic

acids has been greatly rtdarded and also, to a smaller extent, that of stearic

and myristic acids. The explanation offered is also in harmony with tht^ results

ofthe other feeding experiments. With linseed oil, which also po8Si\sses high mean
unsatiiration, no evidence was found of absorption of tri- and di-ethenoid acids

into the milk fat, and it therefore seems that the mammary tissue is not ])er-

rneable to thcisc partieular glycerides. The metabolic proei'sses are cojiseqiKMitly

undisturbed exce])t that th(‘ abnormal Intake of oleic acid (also present in the

linseed oil) is refleet<'d in a higher percentage of that acid at the expense of slight

reductions in stearic and one or two of the other saturated acids. A similar state

of affairs is seen in th(i rajK^ oil expcTiment, although orucic glyctTides have
passed to some ext<‘nt into the milk fat; but erucie is a monoethenoid acid and
would have no more intense effect than oleic as regards st'lective adsorf)tion hy
the metabolic enzymes.

Similarly, shark liver oil whicJi, ae-cording to MeC’ay and Maynard 1 1911/).!, is

innocuous, is an Elasmohranch oil: the glycfTides of these contain nnsaturated

acids of the ('
3,,, Cgo and C24 series which however are almost wholly

monoethenoid in contrast to the Cgo and acids of 'JVI(»ostcan fish
f
Hilditeh and

Houlbrooke, 1928]: so that, on the present hypoth(*sis, the results obsr^irved are

those which w^oidd be expected. Salmon oil, on th(* otlu^r hand, (contains highly-

unsaturated C2n-‘22 acids, but McCay and Maynard found no abnormal (effect in

its ingestion, this obsi'rvation being the* only one not in harmony with our
suggested exj)lanation. McCay and Maynard’s studies were focussi*d on changes
in the muscular tissues, another instanct? in which oxidation -reduction processes

are involvtid, and the influence of highly-unsaturated Cgfj .gg glycerkh*s here may
perhaps be similar in character to that suggestenl in the mammary gland.

Finally, the rapidity with which the milk fat (and its content in the milk)

reverts to normal when the addition of cod liver oil to the diet is abandoned
[Golding, 1928; Dann et aL, 1935] is wholly in accord with the view that the

tuizyme system concerned in producing the characteristic biitter-glyceridt^s has
been temporarily and partially put out of action owing to selective adsorption

of the highly-unsaturated CaQ_a2 glycerides.

SUAfMAKY.

Detailed studies were made of the corajx>nent acids in milk fats from cows
receiving (a) a normal winter ration and (6 )

the same ration with additions of
cod liver, linseed or rape oils. Cod liver oil had a marked effect, the lower
saturated acjids of the milk fats being reduced to half the normal content, while
the proportion of oleic acid was much increased, and a certain amount (

5-7 %)
of highly-unsaturated CaQ.22 acids was present. Polyethenoid unsaturation in tlie

acids was not more than normal and palmitoleio acid had not l>een appre-
ciably absorbed from the cod liver oil. The effect of linseed oil was merely to
increase the proportion of oleic acid; linolenic acid was not detected in the milk
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fat and linoleic acid only in very small amoiuits, tiKy- mean unsatnration of the

Cxs acida and the amount of lower saturated aeids were normal. Rape oil had a

similar effect to linseed oil, but small amounts of orucic glycerides were present

in the milk fats. The relationship between fully-saturated glyciTide content and
projK)rtion of total saturated acids in the milk fats was normal (i.e. of the type

charactijristic of cow milk and dejKit fats) in all cases.

The in vtistigation shows that some of the higlily-iinsaturated OaQ^22 glycerides

of cod liver oil (but not its palmitoleic acid or the linolonic and linoleic acids of

linseed oil) pass into th<^ milk fats; and it is suggested that selective adsorption

of these highly-unsaturated compounds by the enzymes responsible for the

(elaboration of typical cow milk fats retards their normal function and causes

the observed effects. This hypothesis is a corollary to that previously suggested

to explain the abnormal production of fully-saturated glyccTides in milk and

certain animal depot fats as compared with vegetable fats and some other

animal depot fats, and is also in harmony with the results obtained on adding

lins<'ed, rape or sliark liver oils to the diet of lactating cows.

W(* dtLsire to thank Captain Golding and the Din^ctor of the National

Institute for Rest^arch in Dairying for placing thii milk fats and details of the

diet of th(‘ cows at our disposal, and M('ssrs Lever Brothers, Limited, whose

Research Studentship in this Department was held by one of us (H. M. T.)

during })art of the* investigation.
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The fact that phosphates stimulate the respiratory sugar metabolism in Jiigher

plants suggests that the formation of phosphoric esters may occur as part of this

process. Stoklasa et al. [1904-1913] obtained cell-free^ zymase-like preparations

from peas, beet-roots, potatoes etc., which actively fermented sugars. Bodnar

[1916] confirmed these results under strictly aseptic conditions, since some*

investigators had attributed St/oklasa’s findings to bacterial contamination.

Evidenee of phosphorylation was first given by Bodndr [1925] who demonstrated

that inorganic phosphate disappeared when added to ground peas in presence of

toluene. His results were con&med by Zalcsky and Pissarjewski [1927] who did

not however regard this process as a necessary step in the respiration and

attributed the stimulation to alkalinity of the phosphatt^ rather than to the

formation of phosphoric esters. More recently, Rao [1935] has pn*pared active

cell-free aqueous extracts by plasmolysing fermemting peas with light petroleum

and states that in such extracts the decomposition of sugar and the phosphoryla-

tion are concomitant processes.

While Bodndr’s findings indicated the possible parallelism between carbo-

hydrate metabolism in the higher plants and in yeast or muscle fHarden, 1932;

Bodndr and Tank6, 1929], little evidence was available regarding the nature of

the compounds formed during the phosphorylation. It is known that when
preparations of germinating peas, beans, barley etc. are allowed to act upon the

hexosediphosphoric acid of Harden and Young products are formed which are

characteristic of sugar breakdown in yeast or muscle [Neuberg and Gottschalk,

1924; 1925; Neuberg and Kobel, 1929: 1930; 1934, 1 ; Baba, 1935]. Mort>ovcr,

with phosphoglyceric acid as a substrate, pyruvic acid is formed [N(*ubcrg and
Kobel, 1934, 2].

Barrenscheen and Albers [1928] found that the acid-soluble phosphorus
increased during assimilation in irradiated Elodea canadensis and during
germination of rye. A phosphoric ester was isolated by Barrenscheen and Pany
[1930] from the phosphorylated products formed when Elodea was kept in a
dilute solution of sugar and inorganic phosphate for an irradiation period of

4 hours. In its composition (Ba, P) the ester resembled a hexosemonophosphate,
but it differed from the Robison ester [Robison, 1922] in possessing a much
lower reducing power (iodimetric, 3*2%; H..T. 3*5%). These investigators also

isolated the barium salt of a phosphorylated octaamylose from the germ plants of
wheat. This substance gave a high dextrorotation, [a] yf -f 44*9®, and after hydro-
lysis by takadiastase of its magnesium salt, yielded a hexosemonopbosphoric
ester having H.J. 22*6% and [a]‘j;’-4*3®. On hydrolysis by bone phosphatase
the monophosphate yielded fructose, which was identified by means of its

methylphenylosazone. The authors also found that the synthetic"phosphorylated

1 (.’ommunicated to the Hungarian Pfaysiologieal Society on Juno 4th, 1936; Abstract
publiehed m Ber, gea^ Physiol, (1936), 88, 326.

( 692 )
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starch, prepared by the method of Kerb, yielded on partial hydrolysis by taka-

diastase a comjxiund probably identical with the phospho-octaam^dose obtained

from plants. These experiments, carried out under conditions approaching the

physiological, strongly sujiport the view that hexo8e})hos])hat<\s are formed by
higher plants. The crude monophosphate isolated from Elodm by Barrcmscheen
and his collaborators resembles none of the esters characteristic of yeast and
muscle, and these investigators considered that the phospho-octaamjdose of

wheat occurred preformed in the starch molecule. Wiilst plants may have their

own individual peculiarities in combining phosphate with sugar, the results of

NeulKTgand his co-workers, rofern^d to above, S('(*mk) suggestthat the phosphoric

est(‘rs known to take a leading part in the sugar-breakdown by yeast and muscle
may also form a part of the phosphorylatc'd compounds produced by higher

plants.

The aim of thc^ present research has been to approach the problem of

phosphoiylation in higher plants from the preparative side and to isolate and
identify as far as y»ossibie the <‘Om^)ounds produ(‘e(l by pea preparations under the

conditions devistnl by Bodnar.

Experimental.

Ground peas wen^ pnjpared according to Bodnar [1925]. Removal of the

proteins was effected by trichioroac(dic acid and the phosphorus was estimated

by Briggs’s metJiod, as modified by Martland and Robison [1926]. Marrow
|M*a8 (No. 110, supplied by G. Kontsek, Ltd.) yielded active (phosphorylating)

preparations simply by grinding the sc^eds, the skins being removed by sifting

through gnuiadine (metal sw^ves were avoided). Preparations of Victoria and
sugar peas did not phosphorylate unless the peas wen* first allowed to swell in

water
;
th(* skins being removed and the seeds dried at 30-32^ before being ground

and sifted.

The behaviour of the marrow' jx^a-flour indicated that bacterial contami-

nation during the swelling process was not responsible for the phosphorylation.

Moreover, if the swelling was allowed to proceed in the presence of chloroform

or toluene instead of W'at^'r alone, equally active preparations were obtained.

The* y>ca-flour retained its activity for several months. Using the marrow pea-

flour, the addition of inorganic phosphate equivalent to 10 mg, P per g. of flour

w'as found to provide the most suitable experimental conditions; in(?reasing the

phosphate to 15 mg. P p(*r g. did not appreciably increase the amount of esterifi-

cation, whilst the larger proportion of unesterified phosphate interfered with the

subsequent isolation phosphoric esters.

Thi>. optimum p// for esterification.

0*3 g. of the pea preparation was added to 1*5 ml. portions of the buffer

solution (veronal-acetate buffer [Miehaedis, 1931]), each containing 0*9 mg. P as

inorganic phosphate. The tubes (10 mi.), to which a drop of toluene was added,

were placed in a desiccator containing water and toluene and kept at 32"^

;

several tiib<?s were prepared at each pjj . The inorganic phosphate was estimated

at 0, 2 and 5 hours after the addition of3 ml. of HgO and 2*5 ml. of 10% trichloro-

acetic acid. The was determined on a separate series of tubes of similar com-

position, using the quinhydrone electrode. As is shown in Table I, the optimum

Pii for the disap{)earance of inorganic phosphate lies slightly on the acid side ot

neutrality. The observed optimum may be an apparent one, for 1 mg. of organic

phosphorus was present in the pea preparation used, and some of this may have

been hydrolysed at the more alkaHne Pn values.
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Table I. Effect of pfj on the disappearance of inorganic phosphate from

pea preparations.

\ eronal-acctate buffer. The inorganic P values are calculated for g. pea used in each

(‘xperiment. Estiinatifui of />h was carried out by means of the quinbydrone electrode at 22°.

Time

2 mill.

Pit
\

b-63 am 703 8-02 8*34

2 hours 6J4 br>4 0*77 7-43 7-87 8-24

5 hours 612 0-49 6-6» .* 7-30 7-78

mfr. iiiuTganic P/0-3 g. prejiatation

7-99

0 hours Mb M7 1-17 M7 110 M7
2 hours l-Ob 100 0-9» MO 119 1-21

5 hours ()-»8 0-9J «>-86 1-07 1'23 1 28

Rate of phosphorylation.

20 g. of pea-flour in a 200 ml, flask wore stirred to a paste with 40 ml. HyO
or phosphate solution (204 mg. P; p^j 7*2) and 2 ml. of toluene. The pea-flour was
stirred at intervals and the expt^riment was stopjK'd at the tinu' indieatx'd by th<‘

addition of 70 ml. of HgO and 70 ml. of 10% trichloroacetic acid. The protein

precipitates were washed with 50 ml. 3% trichloroacetic acid.

The filtrates were adjusted with NaOH to 8*4 and the prec ipitates woi c'

filtered off, washed and dri(*d (Fraction 1).

Basic lead acetate solution was added in slight excess to the filtj*ates. 'flu*

washed basic lead precipitates wfTc 8uspend(*d in water and di»compc)S('d with

H2SO4: the PbS04 was centrifuged down and washed rejxnitedly with aciditicwl

HgO, The centrifugates and w^ashings were adjusted to pjy 8*4 with baryta

(without the removal of the BaS04) and the phosfJioric esters precipitated by

the addition of 2*5 volumes of 90% alcohol. The dried precipitate* (A), aft(*r the*

total and inorganic P had estimat(*d, was repeatedly (*xtra(*ted with 15

times its weight of HgO, added in portions. The solution was again precipitated

with alcohol; the dried precipitate' w^as extracted with HgO as bel’ore, and 33

alcohol, sufficient to give a 10 solution, was added. The insoluble portion was
(‘cntrifuged down ; the P remaining in the centrifugate represented Fraction 2.

i.e. the neutral barium salt soluble in 10% alcohol.

Fraction 3, the barium salt insoluble in 10% alcohol, is represented by th(‘

P content of precipitate A, less that of Fraction 2. The reducing sugars in the

filtrate from the basic lead jjrecipitation were determined by the Hagedorn-
Jensen method and were calculated as glucose.

The results, summarised in Table II, show that a considerable accumulation

of esterified phosphate occurs when the pea-flour preparations arc* incubated for

periods of from 35 to 70 hours in the presence of added inorganic phosphate. The
amount of reducing sugar fell in each experiment where phosphorylation t(x>k

place, suggesting that phosphoric esters of the* sugars were formed. The phos-

phorylation is greatly in excess of that taking place in the autofermentations.

The phosphoric esters produced are found mainly in Fraction 3 and to a much
loss extent in Fraction 2. Fraction 1, which remained at a constant level

during the autofornientations, decreased slightly in the experiments in which
inorganic phosphate was added; this fraction had a phosphorus content of

16-18% and gave a negative Molisch reaction. The lead salt was insoluble in

acetic acid and the fraction gave the Pischler and Kflrten [1932] reaction for

phytin.
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Table II. Distribution of organic P in fractions obtained from phosphorylation

experiments mth j)exi-flour,

20 g, of pea pTOpa ration were, uaod in i*Hcb experiment and all figuroa arc calculated for the

total trichloroacetic filtrate.

Fractions: 1, insoluble sodium salt.

2, soluble barium salt.

3, sparingly soluble barium salt.

In Kxps. 3, 5, 7 the figures in brackets show the iiu rcase in estcrified J* resulting from the

addition of inorganic phosphate.

In the aiitofcrmentations the dropp'd from b*8to ()-4; in th«>'.c withaddcdinorganic phosphate

fnmi 7*0 to 0*0.

The rcilucing power was estimated in the filtrate's from the basi<- lead prc<'ipitatcs.

rug. P Jii deduc-

ing. Trichloroacetic Filtrate (d Tl..).

inorg. Dura- filtrate Frat*- fraction 1 Frac- Fraction 3 mg. as

V tion — tion 1 — .. - tion 2 . glu-

1 \|). rt<kl(’(l c hours Org. 1 nf>rg. Org. i )rir. Inoru. Org. ( »rg. Jnorg. COh('

1 0 (io 17 18 IS 10 4 0 12 100

0 32 s 711 S r.i 30 7 11 s 7 373
ii 2C4 32 s 130 ion 40 00 160 14 (3) oO (12) 155 J72

1 32 3:1 SI il 47 33 32 14 n 10 416
r> 204 32 3o 273 IS in 220 22 32 (18) 159 (148) 26 205.

0 21 70 HO 4 48 3S 4 16 14 3 374
7 204 21 70 274 13 42 2.32 13 28(12) 163 (140) 17 US

The effects of Jifforidt and monachloroacftir arid,

I'lie formation of h(*xose})hos|)hat.es was strongly inhibited by 0*002 NaF,
and a similar result was obtained with monodiloroaeetio acid. The hydrolysis in

y HCl, at KKl of the trichloroacetic filtrate from an experiment with 0 ()()02 Jf

NaF (witich did not inhibit phosphorylation), did not reveal any evidence of the

accnmnlation of more difficultly liydroly.sable testers in comparison with the

controls.

Isolation and idcntijication of the phosphoric esters formed.

As Table II sliows, Fraction 3, the sparingly soluble barium salt, constituted

by far the greater part of the phosphoric estcTs formed during tin* experimental

period. For isolation and ident ifu*ation ofthe esters, the* jdiosphorylated products

obtained from several exf)eriments (carried out under the same conditions as

Exp. 7) were combined and fractionated according to the general procedure

already outlined above. The basic lead salt w^as decomposed with H2SO4 at 0“

to avoid possible hydrolysis, and th<‘ imutral barium salt was prepared.

Fraction 3 was further purihcfl by formation of the soluble acid barium salt

by the addition of HCl to Pn 3, the insoluble BaSO^ being separated by centri-

fuging. It was precipitated from the centrifugate at pji 4 by the addition of

4 volumes of 96% alcohol. The filtrate^ from this precipitation w^as adjusted to

pji 8*4, and the precipitate obtained was combined with Fraction 2.

Fraction 2 was further purified by four reprecipitations from its aqueous

solution by alcohol. The portion insoluble in 10% alcohol was purified by

precipitation of the acid salt with alcohol and then combined with inaction 3.

From 100 g. of pea-flour, to which 1 g. of P as inoi ganic phosphate had been

added, about 6 g. of the crude acid barium salt of Fraction 3 and 1 g. of the

crude neutral barium salt of Fraction 2 were obtained.
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The dipfiosphcUe fraction {Fracticm 3). This fraction was still contaminated

with morganic phosphate, which was removed by means of magnesia mixture,

and the acid barium salt again precipitated (yield, 5 g.). There was no separation

of phosphogl^’^eerates when a small amount of the ester was kept at 0® in solution

in 20% alcohol. The ester was further purified by two reprecipitations ofthe acid

barium salt (yield, 3*5 g.). Part of it was converted into the neutral barium salt

by dissolving in water, adjusting to 8*4 with baryta and precipitating with

an equal volume of alcohol. The analysis of the substance is shown in Table III,

No. 1. (All figures are calculated on the dry weight; 90 minutes’ drying at 110®

Table III. Ayialyses of neutral Ba salts of the phosphoric esters isolated

from the phosphorylation, experiments,*

Reducing
power as

glucose, %
Fructose

(Seli-

Ba P A
^ vanotf)

No. Souivp of Ba salt Iodine O'
(» [^r;;

1 Fraction 3, purified - 10*0 12 1*4 S 4 30‘

(< -28*6‘>o)

1 a Monophosphate obtained from No. — 7*S 34 20 2 r> h 2*3

1 bv aoid hydrolysis

o Fraction 2, crudi* 33*« .l-O 21 * 24-0 1 4*6

3 Fraction 2. purified through brucine
salt

34*6 7*7 29*5 28 8 73

3 a Mother-liquor of brucine salt 2*7 U) 14 >> —
4 No. 3 after removal of aJtloses by _ 7*8 22 O*.*) 17 4*3

bromine oxidation

6 Fraction 2, originally present (0
hour exp.)

— 1*9 9 22 2 -17*2

6 Fraction 2, from autofermentation
(21°, 70 hours)

” 2*9 9 20 1 - 6*9

Analyses of hexosephospliates for comparison

;

1 1 wm
Hexosediphosphate ‘ 10*0 12 J-5 9 ^ 20
Fructose-fi-phosphate ^ 7*73 35 1*6 22 » 23
Robison ester ^ 7-85 30 25*t^ 6 f 14*4

Glucoso-fi-phosphate * 7*86 36 45*7 (0*5) f20*6
MannoBe-6-phosphate ® 7*87 36 28*5 (0-3) + 3*6

Fructose- 1-phosphate * 7*85 26 0*9 24 - 39*0

Galactose-fi-phosphate * 7*86 28 41*0 (0*7) f 30*0

1' J>et,ermi«eil with addition of O-o ml. of 0*5 jV NaOH.
^ Macleod and Kobison 1 19331. * Robison [1922 1. * Jephoott and Robison [19341.
* Taiiko and Robison [1935]. ^ Grant [1935].

in the Pregl micro-dryer.) The analysis of the neutral barium salt agrees closely

with that of fructosediphosphate. The rotation was measured in acid solution

and calculated for the neutral salt.

Phenylosazone

.

The phenylhydrazine salt of the phenylosazone was prepared
and reprecipitated from alcohol-chloroform; the phospho-osazone obtained,

dried over in vacuo had m.p. 152-5-153®. (Found : P, 5-52% ; G^HaiO^NfiP
requires P, 5*08% .)

Rate of hydrolysis. The rate of hydrolysis of the acid salt in N HCl at 100® is

shown in Table IV, where it is compared with that found by Macleod and
Bobison [1933] for l:6-diphosphofructofuranose; the figun^s art) in excellent

agreement.

The monophosphate prepared by the fractional hydrolysis of the acid salt

(6 min. in N HCl at 100®) was analysed and found to consist of the Neuberg
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Table I\’. Hydrolysis in N IICl at 100^ of hfxosHliphosphatf' isolMf'd from
pea products.

Hydrolysis

A B

Time

Diphosphate ft oiii

pea products
(0*455 nipr. V

1 : 0-Diphosphn-
fructf>furanose*

(0*454 mjr. V
k ' [O’*

(mitt.) per ml.) ptT ml.) A B
r» 23*7 23-3 22*3 230
10 :i6-5 36-8 J.V9 10-8

53*5 54-4 90 9-4

00 69*5 08 8 5-2 4*7

120 84*1 83*5 4*7 40
180 91*4 90*2 4.4 3*7

3(K) 90*8 96*0 3*0 3*8

* MafU'od and Bobistm

ester, fnictose-b-phosphate (Table III, la). The n^sults show that the hexose-

diphosphatf* isolated from Fraction 3 and formed during the phosphorylation

taking pla(^e with the pea preparations used is identical with the Harden-Young
ester formed by ,yeast preparations, i.c. 1 :6-diphosphofructofurano8e.

I'he hcxosentonojihosphcde. fraction (Fraction 2). The analysis of the crude'

Fraction 2 suggested that it consisted partty of hexosemonophosphates. The
reducing }}ower was in good agreement with the P, but the ratio Ba/P was 1*3

and the substance contained about 2% N, only partly precipitated by phospho-

tungsti(.* a('id. By fractional precipitation with alcohol a fraction was obtained

between 40>70*J^^, alcohol, which had the following analysis: P, 3*9%: Ba/P
1*8: H.J. 12 38% . Thus the crude fraction contained a compound of low

and relatively high Ba eontemt (suggesting a carboxylic group) and possessing

a high iodine value.

For further purification, Fraction 2 w^as converted into the brucine salt

[Robison and King, 1931] and 1K)% of the original phosphorus was found in

fractions having P, 2*9-2*5% (brucine hexosemonophosphate requires 2-95%).

The fractions of lower P content, after recrystaliisation from 90% alcohol, gave

P 2-9 . The fractions wvre combined and recrystallised from water. During

the se(>aration of the first crop crystals were formed resembling those of brucine

fructose- 1-phosphate [Tank6 and Robison, 1935J. The combined crops (P,

2‘85~2*94%) were reconverted into the barium salt and reprecipitaU^d three

times in tlie usual manner. From 1 g. of the crude barium salt of Fraction 2

0*4 g. of the purified monophosphate w^as obtained. The residue left in the

mother-liquors was convertc»d into the barium salt and precipitated several

times from its aqueous solution with 96% alcohol. The analyses (Table III,

Nosi 3, 3 a) show^ that a hexosemonophOsphatt^ w as obtained in fairly pure state

and separated from the material in the mother-liquors, w hich had a low P and a

high io^e value. The monophosphate obtained (N-free; Ba/P= 1 )
differed from

the Robison ester chiefly in its Iowxt dextrorotation, in spite of its somewhat

higher iodine value.

Removal of aldosemonophosphates by oxidation with bromine. A portion of the

pure monophosphate (0*3 g.) was oxidised with bromine to remove the aldose

components as described by Tank6 and Robison [1935]. The analysis of the

product (0*05 g.), after the separation of the phosphohexonates, is given in

Table III, No. 4. The rate of hydrolysis of this non-aldose portion in N HCl at
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Table V. Hydrolyses of hexosetnonophosphates obtained from pea products.

Before bromine oxidation (0-297 P per ml.)

^
A ^ After bromine oxidation

Hydrolysis (0*294 mg. 1* per ml.)

Time
min.

/
“

Found

j- -

Calculated^ k X 10® Hydrolysis % k X 10®

5 — — 24*0 23*8

35 20*2 200 2*8 49*6 5-7

60 - — 68*0 3-1

180 34-8 33*8 0*60 73*6 3*4

630 48-4 49*5 0*23 82*8 0-41

2160 75-5 — 0*21 — —
5160 93-7 0-19 — --

Assuming the composition to 54% of glucose-6-phosphate, 4; =0-23 x 10®; 8')^, of nian-

ii08e-6-phosphato, 0*29 x lO"*®; 38% of the compound obtained after bromine oxidation whose
hydrolysability is showm in the last two columns.

100° is (iompared T^ith that for the original nionophosphate in Talile V. The ob-

served properties of this non-aldose com|X)nent are difficult to explain on the

assumption that it consists only of the two known fnictosemonophos])batos

(fructose-6- and fructose- 1 -phosphate*). The observed laevorotation is too smaJI

for the high initial rate of hydrolysis, assuming this to be diK* to fructose- J-

phosphate: the low Solivanoff value suggests the presenc(‘ of a non-fnictose

derivative, as does the rapid fall in the rate of hydrolysis after 3 hours. hVuctose-

6-phosphate (l*s=4‘2x 10*"^ [Robison, 1932]) under the above conditions would
be hydrolysed to the extent of 28*7 % in 35 min., 82-5% in 180 min. : the non-

aldose component of the present monojihosphate is hydrolysed 49*6% in 35 min.,

73*6 % in 180 min. The excellent solubility of the non-aldose jKirtion, the corr(‘(*t

phosphorus and low iodine values rule out the possibility that unchanged aldose-

monophosphate or phosphohexonates can be responsible for these discn'pancies.

Fructose-6-phosphate is a most likely (jonstituont of tlu^ }>roducit, accompanied
by a more readily hydrolysable compound (possibly fructose- 1 -phosphate) and
one less roadilj’^ hydrolysable. More attention will have to be directed to the

compounds originaUy present in the ptm-flour used, or formed during the auto-

fermentation process (see Table ill, Nos. 5, 6, for analyses), which possess low P
and Selivanotf values, high iodine value's, are Jaevorotatory and aii* hydrolysed

by acids at a ratt* comparabh? with that of ghicose-6-phosphate.

Phosphohfxokinasc in pea preparations.

It has been shown that the Robison ester of yeast fermentation consists of a
mixture of the 6-phosphates of glucose, fructose and mannose [Robison, 1932]
and that a phosphohexokinase occurs in yeast and in muscle, bone and other

tissues capable of causing this equilibrium mixture to be formed from any one*

Table VI. Demonstration of phosphohexokinase in pea prepamtion.

mg. pea prepara-
tion per rag.

ester P

Substrate; fructose-B-phosphate.

Time (min.) ... 2 5 15

44-6 . Aldose % 33
Aldose % 21

58 62
22-3 38 60

The original Ij value of tho fructose-6-pho8phate was 2*6%,
Ooncontration of ester (Na-salt) 0-02 molar:
The fibres for aldose are based on the L values, less the amount due to the pea preparation,

ana are given as percentages of the total calculated hexose in the substrate.
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of the hexosemoiiophosphatoH ILohmann, 1933; Taiiko and Robison, 1935;
Patwardhan and Robison, unpublished results]. The proportion of 62% aldose
and 38% non-aldose esters in the monophosphate at present under investigation
suggested that suc^h an enzyme might also be prestmi in the plant preparation
used.

50 or 100 mg. of the pea-flour were added to 1-4 ml. portions of a solution

of the sodium salt of fructose-O-phosphate (1*6 mg. ester-P per ml.). The
mixtures were kept at room temperature and the action was stopped by the
iiddition of triehloroaeetie a(‘id. The iodimetric reducing power was estimated on
the noutralist'd trichloroatretic filtrate. The iodine valm* of the pea-flour used w as

low in ({omparison with the change's Uking plac(' and did not alter significantly

during the ix'riod of the exyK'riment. The ketose ester (which had only 2*5%
iodine value) was converted to thf' extent of into aldose ester. The change
w^as ('oinplet*' in 15 min. and no hydrolysis of the ester took jdace in that time;
nor was fructow^-flijdiosphate liy<lrolysed when added in place of the mono-
pho.sphat(*. Tlurt' was no apjuvoiable increase in iodhu' value when fniotost' and
inorganic ])hoHphat(‘ w^ere ii.sed.

Di.SiU’.ssioN.

These results indicate that under the optimum conditions t('inperature

juid concentration of i?K)rganie, f)hosphate)for therateofphosphoiylatioii of dried
p(‘a preparations, a hexosediphospliatf* and hexosemonophosphates accumulate.
These eaters hav(' Ikoii isolated and their jroperties eomf)ared with those of the
}>hosphorie esUrs known to j)lay a part in the carbohydrate metaholisni of yeast
and muscle.

The diphosphate* which (‘oii8titut(*d the major portion of the phosphorylated
products w^as tlu' Hard<*n-Young ester, l:6-diphosf)hofructofiirariosc. No
(^videiK'C* was obtained of th<,* formation of pho8J)hogIyc(^rat(^s. The mono-
phos[)hate fraction was a mixture of aldose and ketos(* (*ster.s rcwsembling the

Robison ester, but containing otlu'r components, possibly fructose- 1 -phosphate

and a diffi<*ultly hydroJysabh* non-iildose ester which islx'ingfurtherinvestigated.

The phosphorylation in the pc*a preparation was inhibited by NaF and by
monochloroacetie a<‘id. Tlu* [)re})arations contained a phosphohexokinas('.

The evidence obtaiiu'd supports the view^ that phosphorylation takc*s place

in hight*r plants, with tlie production of the same phosphoric esters as are

fbrnu'd in yeast or miiscie. In additioji esters are f)resent which differ in con-

stitution fnirn the known phosphoric esters and which may be related to the

reserve materials of the pea preparations, since these were the source of the

hexose constituents of the plios]jhoric esters produced. The pea preparations

used in the experiments hydrolysed hexoRedij>lios]>hate at very low rates.

Prt'parations obtained iu a similar way from fr(*sh green peas hydrolysed the

diphosphate very rapidly, and this may ex])Iaiii why such preparations did not

produce any accumulation of phosphoric esters. Preparations from germinating

marrow pt^as bc^haved similarly to those from fresh green peas. Further w'ork

•will be carried out to define the nature of tlie monophosphates formed w hen the

hexosediphosphate is hydrolysed by these preparations.

Summary.

1. The optimum conditions of the experiments devised by Bodnar [1925]

were invostigatod in order to increase the amount of organic phosphorus com-

pounds formed from added inorganic phosphate by pea preparations in the

pKJsence of toluene, without any extra carbohydrate.
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2. The method of separation of the phosphorylated products is described.

These compounds are phosphorylated derivatives of the sugars.

3. The greatest part, over 90% of the esterified phosphorus, has been

identified as the Harden-Young ester, l:6-diphosphofructofuranose.

4. The monophosphate complex has been separated from the other fractions-

and purified by means of the brucine salt. The pure monophosphate resembled

the Robison (‘ster but had a somewhat lower dextrorotation and there was
some evidetice that this was due to fructose- l-phosphate. Another difficultly

hydrolysable non-aldose ester was present and is being further investigated.

5. The presence of phosphohexokinase in the pea preparations has been

demonstrated; this enzyme converts fructose-6-phosphate into a mixture of

62% aldose- and 38% non -aldose-esters.
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XCVIIL DISTRIBUTION OF VITAMIN C IN

DIFFERENT PARTS OF COMMON
INDIAN FOODSTUFFS.

By MAHEXDRA NATH RUDRA,

From th Dfpartmmt of Organic Chemistry, Prince of Wales

Medical (College, Patna, India,

[Ree^eived Dec>tmber 25th, 1935.)

SmcE vitamin C was identific'cl with ascorbic acid several attempts have been

made to assay the vitamin in foodstuffs by modifications of Tillman's dichloro-

phenoliudophcnol titration method. Bacharac.h et al. [1934] by examining

oranges, tangeriiu‘s and lemons found that vitamin C was presemt in gradually

diminishing amounts from the skin inwards and they suggested that vitamin C
w^as photosynthesised at the skin. A systematic investigation of a large number

of foodstuffs was undertaken in this laboratory in order to ascertain the distribu-

Hon of vitamin C in different parts of the foodstuff. Bessey and King 1 1933] and

Birch et al. |1933] give methods of extracting the vitamin from foodstuffs for

titration with the indophenol reagent. The author used the following modified

method in order to obtain strictly comparable results.

T) 10 g, of the Hubstanoc, or h** mu‘ h as is available, arc taken in a mortar and 10 ml. of 20“„

trichloroacetic acid are added. The mass is then ground into a fine paste with clean sand previously

treated with acids, washed and dried. The pasty mass is then stirred up with water and filtered

on a Buchner funnel with suction. The residue is transferred to the mortar, 2’5ml. of trichloro-

aeetie acid are added and the moss is ground up and filtered. The residue is washed 2 or 3 times

with water and the combined filtrates made up to 50 ml.; 0-5 ml. of tlic dichlorophentdindophenol

solution (Jlf/100 approx.) is taken and 10 ml. of glacial acetic acid are added following upon the

observation of Ghosh and Guha [1935] that the addition of the acetic acid inhibits the decolorising

action of trichloroacetic acid. The red solution thus obtained is then titrated wdth the filtrate w'

from a burc-tte until the dye is decolorised. The titration is timed by a stop-watch and is finished

in almut IJ min. The dye is next titrated with a solution of ascorbic acid, at about the same rat«^

The ascorbic acid is finally titrated with X'lOO iodine solution.

Generally the ascorbic acid contents of the skin and the flesh of fruits and

vegetables have been assayed. In some cases the ascorbic acid content of leaves

and in two cases that of the seeds have also been determined. It will be seen

that in all cases the ascorbic acid is more concentrated in the skin than in the

flesh (Table I). The result thus confirms the finding of Bacharach et al. It was

expected that the leaves of the root vegetables would give higher values than

the skin or the flesh and this expectation was realised except in the case of the

radish where the difference is within the experimental error.

Quite recently Ranganathan [19351 reported that he had confirmed the

results of Bacharach et al. in some but not in all cases. McHenry and Graham

[1936] also found that in cucumber the ascorbic acid was more concentrated in

theskin than in the flesh, bnt in turnip the reverse'was the case, and theyadvanced

an argument to expltin this apparent discrepancy. We have, however, failed to

( 701 )
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Table I.

Ascorbic acid content (ing./g*)

Serial Name of ,
^ ^

No. food Scientific name Skin Flesh Leaves Seeds

1 l*atal Momurdiva diora ))-444 0-25 0-289 0-09

2 Pumpkin Cuciirhta maxima 0-1 0-051 0-1 0-03

3 Niiiua Luffa aetjgptira 0-102 0-023 --

4 Banana Musa 0-062 0-0.52 - —
.) Plantain M w '*a 0-486 0-451

0 IVar Pijru ft commmntt 0-072 0-016 —
7 Apple PyriM malus OlSXl 0-202 —
S Hadiah Raphanits mttrus 041 0-16 0-43

9 Turnip firasAiva eampvnlritt 0-259 01 72 0-393

10 Gourd Latjeiiaria rnlgans 0-671 0-141

11 Potato. Solatium tuhvrosum 0-56 0-363

12 Tamarinci Tamarindus indiea 0-222 0-135 --

13 Guava

.

Psidiiim (jmiifavn 1-854 1-02 --

14 Plum Zizifphits jujitha .3-2 0-337

ir> n»». (another v'ar. )
4-0 0-470 —

16 Tomato Lgeopersicum ts ulentinn 0-57 0-39

17 Carrot Dimeus earoUt 0-75 0-31 - - -
IS Green rjliilli ('apstciim 3-9 33 - -

J9 Sweet potato Ipomoea batatas 0-987 0-911 0-99.3 —
21) Kohl rabi Bransica oleraxm 1 -552 0-97 3-264 -

21 Brinjal Solanam melotigena 0-8 0-267 —

find this departure from normal in any case. On the other hand we have found

that when the fruit or the vegetable is fresh and >'oung the ascorbic acid in tin*

skin is invariably more oonc(»ntrated than in tlu* Hf*sh; but if the material

is dried up, that is, if it is stored for sometime the ascorbic acid of the skin may
he less concentrated than that of the flesh (Table II). The obvious explanation

Table 11. Ascorbic acid cordents of skin and flesh of dried and
stored foods (rtuj. per g.).

Name Skin Fl(‘.sh

1 Ltijfa aegypttea (Niuiia) 0-022 0-029
•> Plantain 0-092 0-099

3 Sweet jwitali) 0-703 0-90

is that the ascorbic acid of the skin, being exposed to atmospheric action, begins

to deteriorate while that in the flesh, being protected by the outer coating,

remains unharmed and intact for tionsiderably longer pciriods. The failure of

Ranganathan to detect ascorbic acid in the skin of the plantain or banana
may be due to his method of extraction with 8% acetic acid. Clhosh and
Guha [1935] have adduced evidence that trichloroacetic acid fails to extract all

the ascorbic acid from germinating mung. McHenry also points out that one
extraction with trichloroacetic acid fails to extract aU the ascorbic acid. We have
also found that our method of extracting twice with trichloroacetic acid (20 %)
failed to extract all the ascorbic acid from some materials.

Examination of animal foods has revealed that the liver is the richest in

ascorbic acid whilst muscle is the poorest (Table III).

Table III. Ascorbic acid contents of animal foods (mg, per g,).

Bone*
Name Liver Kidney Heart Mancie marrow Milk

.,1 Goat 0-263 0-176 0-077 0-066 0-088 0-085

2 Hilna (Clupea lUsha) 048 — — 0-276 — —
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Summary .

It has been found that vitamin C is more eoneentrated in the skin of fruits

and vegetables than in the edible j)ortion. In the case of root vegetables vitamin

C is in the greatest concentration in the leaves. Animal foods gave tlie following

result in regard to their vitamin C contents

:

liver > kidney > Ixme-marrow > milk > heart > muscle.
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XCIX. CARCINOGENIC ACTION AND ABSORPTION
AND FLUORESCENCE SPECTRA

OF i:2-BENZPYRENE.

By CHARLES SANNTlS.

From the Laboratoire de Chimie, Institut du Cancer de fa

Facnlfe de Medecine, Paris,

(Receivexl December 4th, 1935.)

Isolation of the active principles of carcinogenic tars [('ook ei al., 1933; Maisin

and Coolen, 1934; Barry et ah, 1935] was accomplished by using their charac-

teristic fluorescence spectra [Hieger, 1930: 1933]. It seemed interesting to

ascertain at what stage in the synthesis of 1 : 2-benzpyrene [Cook and Hewett,

1933], the most active carcinogenic constituent of tar, the characteristic

fluorescence and the physiological activity might appear, and also whether the

fate of 1 : 2-benzpyrene in the organism could be followed by this sp(*ciflc

fluorescence (as attempted by u.v. absorj>tion spectra with 1 : 2 : 5 : fl-dibenz-

anthracene [Chalmers, 1934]). To this end we rc^eord here the spectra of some
precursors of 1 : 2-benzpyrene as well as of 1 : 2-benzpyrt‘ne itself.

Carcinogenic activity.

Our purified synthetic 1 : 2-benzpyrene (m.p. 17(v5~177-5"; picrate, m.p.

197-198^^) was more greenish yellow in colour than was Cook's product although

of nearly identical m.p. The colour of the pure 1 : 2-benzpyrene obtained by

Winterstein and Vetter [1934] by chromatographic fractionation was also

yellow-green. Our product, tested on mice [Sanni6 et a/., 1936], showed carcino-

genic activity entirely concordant with that observed by Barry ct ah [1935].

Ultra-violet absorption spectra.

Absorption spectra were determined by using a large F6ry spectrograph to

obtain photographs which were microphotometered as already describtjd

[Sannie, 1934; 1935]. For 1 : 2-benzpyrene absorption was similar to that

described by Mayneord and Roe [1935] in alcoholic solutions. In hexane
solutions, bands were observed at 2544, 2840, 2966, 3290, 3460 and 3640 A., with

finally a wide band at 3800, resolvable into three lines at 3787, 3807 and 3829 A.

Lessdistinct inflectionswere observedabout 2620 and 2725 A. 4'-Keto-T :2' : 3* : 4'-

tetrahydro-1 :2-benzpyrene. gave absorption maxima as follows: 2403, 2618, 2727,

3130, 3269, 3424, 3644, 3846 and 4079 A. Comparison of this spectrum with the

spectrum of l:2-benzp3Tene (and especially with the subsidiary inflections ob-

served at 2620 and 2725 A.) makes it probable that our synthetic 1 :2-benzpyrene,

in spito of purification to m.p. 176-5-177-6®, still contained appreciable quantities

of its ketonic precursor.

Fluorescence spectra.

Fluorescence was excited in an apparatus similar to that of Bourguel [1933]
for Raman spectra by using intense light from a mercury arc (Galois lamp
filtered through Wood’s glass (Coming)). A Huet spectrograph with an average
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dispersion of about 13 A. per mm. at 4000 A. was used, opened at F/8, with
Fulgur Guilleminot (sensitised to 5000 A.) or Agfa isochrome plates. The photo-
graphs were microphotometcK^d as described, using the arc spectrum of iron as
reference spc^ctrum. Maxima were r(‘.corded from the curves with an accuracy
varying from ± 10 A. in the regions of longer wave-length or broad bands to

±1 or 2 A. with short wave-lengths or narrow bands.
White pyntne, purified by chromatograpliic fractionation, in liexane or

benzene solutions gave three clear bands at 3940, 4050 and 4187 A. and then a
zone of general fluorescence without any distinct structure, from 4250 to about
4700 A. The intermediate compounds, ^-l-pyrenoylpropionic acid and d'-keto-

r : 2' : 4'4etrahydro-] : 2-henzpyrene gave different spectra in benzene solution

from those in hexane solution. In Schroeter mixture
[
Hieger, 1930] the fractions

boiling at 260-3(Kf^ and above 300*^ are vorv similar. Bands for the fraction b.p.

260-300^ are noted at 4065, 4100-4110, 4200-4220, 4300, about 4450, at 4555
and 4700-4750 A. 1 : 2-Benzpyrene gave spectra which varied considerably with
concentration and markedly too with solvent. In benw^ne solution at concentra-

tions 0*002 ()-02g. 1, lines with maxima at 4075, 4112, 4182, 4312, 4580 and
4880 A. were observed. In stronger solution (0*2 g./l.) these lines merged to

3 broad bands at 4175, 4300 and 4750 A., whilst fluorescence faded off about
4150 A. and W'as extinct at 4100 A.; in still stronger solution (2 g./l.) a band at

53(K) A. a})pi*artd. Similar tendencies were revealed in hexane solutions at

concentrations 0-(Kl5, 0*05, 0*5 g./l. (Fig. 1). Such effects seemed characteristic

Fi^r. 1. Fluorescence of 1 :2-lK'nzpyrenc in hexane Holulioti. O o, O-Oo and n-<K.»r> p.

1 ::2-benzp;yTene pt*r 1. hexane.

both of our own synthetic material and of a similar sample kindly supplied by
Dr J. W. Cook. In explanation, it seems likely (a) that some fluorescence

bands are reabsorbed in strong solution (auto-absorptiou) and (6) that impurities

may bo present (as suggested by our data for ultra-violet absorption).

We find indeed that purification of l: 2-benzp3TOne (m.p. 171-172^ raised to

176-177°) has not only changed the shapes of the absorption curve but shifted

the maximum some 50 A. towards longer wave-lengths (see, however, Mayneord
and Roe [1936]). Even more striking effects of purifying 4'-keto-r:2':3';4'-

tetrahydro-l: 2-benzpyrene (m.p. 168-171° raised to 171*5-173*5°) were appanmt
in that the shape of the curve was markedly changed and band shifts of some
280 A. (from 4640 to 4270 A. and from 4740 to 4450 A.) occurred,

Biochem. 1936 x.vx 45
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In neither solution were those bands at 4000, 4180 and 4400 A., which are

specific for carcinogenic tars [Hieger, 1930; 1933], revealed.

It therefore seems improbable that fluorescence sjiectra charaot(‘ristic of

purified hydrocarbons would bo recognisable in complex mixtures such as tar

or Schroeter mixture. Even experimental conditions have a noticeable influence

on the fluorescence optimum [Boutaric and Bouchard, 1933]. Moreover, it

would only be possible to find constant bands in var3dng mixtures of fluorescent

substances if the fluorescence power, <I> given by ''' [Perrin, 1924], and
optimum concentration, ,

were identical in all fluorescent substances in the

mixture and in practice this is never the case. Winterstein et al. [1934] have

demonstrated that the blue fluorescence of anthracene is almost completely

extinguished by adding 1 /100,000th part of naphthacene, and totally so with

l/30,000th part. Thus it seems impossible to asttsrtain the fate of carcinogenic

hydrocarbons in tissue solely from fluorescence data. Indeed, so sensitive do the

spectra seem to traces of contaminants that they constitute, rather, a delicate

test for chemical purity.
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C. FLUORESCENCE SPECTRUM OF
1 :2-BENZPYRENE.

By W. V. MAYNEORD axd E. ROE.
From the Research IriSlUvie of the Cancer Hospital (Free), London.

{Received December 4th, 1935.)

Hiegisb [1930 ‘
: Cook et ah, 1933] used the fluoresc?ence spectra of various pitch

fractions to aid in the isolation of l:2-benzpyrenc as the carcinogenic hydrocarbon
contained therein. The low dispersion of his sptT,trograph permitted him to record
only the three main hands. This work has therefore hem repeated using a Hilger

I‘U12 ntK )ier ml beuxene

I GOO mg. i>er ml. bencene

1 037 mg per ml iKmceoe

Specimen melting 176*5 177 “i

Sample X melting 175*5-I7«*.j

Si)ecimeu melting 171-172

Fig. 1. 1 : 2-Benzpyrene Holutious (Cook's samples).

ExiK)8ure I hour (Panchromatic plat.e).

medium quartz spectrograph (dispc^rsioii of about 40 A./mm. at 4000 A.) and
light from a mercury arc filteriMi through Wood's glass. Synthetic samples of
1:2-benzpyrene (from Prof. Cook and from Prof. Sanni^) gave by visual

observation of the photographic plates apparently identical results. A benzene
solution of 1 mg./lO 1. showed three main bands with short wave-length edges
at approximately 4040, 4270 and 4540 A. (Hieger’s 4000, 4180 and 4400 A.
bands). These were seen to be multiple bands, and from a visual estimation the
position of the maxima were at 4055, 4110, 4180, 4310, 4580, 4880, 5500 A. There
is thus good agreement with the microphotometered dett^rminations of Sanni^

[1936] except for the weak band at 5500 A. (Sanni^, 5300 A.).

We do not agree, however, that the effect of impurities on the fluorescence

spectrum of 1: 2-benzpyrene is as great as suggested by Sanni6 [1930]. Three
samples of benzpyrene (1) isolated from pitch (Cook’s sample X, m.p. 175-5~

176*5°), (2) synthetic (Cook’s pure sample, m.p. 170-5~177*5°) and (3) crude

^ The dSSO A. mercury line mentioned is really the strong 3650 A. line.
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synthetic ((book’s sample, m.p. 171-172'’) gave under comparable conditions

(1 mg./ml. benzene, 1 hour's exposure to tr.v., identical Panchromatic plate)

liuorescence bands which appear by visual estimation to be in the same positions

(Fig. 1). There was no shift to longer wave-lengths of 50 A. with elevation of

the M.P. from 171-172“ to 176-5-177-5'’, and such a shift would be easily visible

with the instrument used. Furthermore the addition of 1: 2-benzanthracene to

benzpyrene solution to the extent of 30% by weight seems to have no effect on
the positions of the band edges. It appears therefore from these experiments

that the fluorescence spectrum can still be employed as a usc'ful qualitative test

for the presence of 1: 2-benzpyrene.
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CL TUMOUR METABOLISM IN THE PRESENCE
OF ANTI-CARCINOGENIC SUBSTANCES.

By ISAAC BERENBLUM,^ LAURENCE POLLARD KENDAL^ and
JOHN WASHINGTON ORR,

From the Depaiirmnt of Exjjerimental Pathohrjy and Cancer

Research in the University of Leeds.

(Received February 14th, 1930.)

The discovery by Warburg of the eharaeteristic gJyeolytic metabolism of

malignant tumours lias been amply confirmed. Nevertheless, little evidence has

been found supporting his claim [Warburg, 193dJ that the origin of tumours may
be ref<‘rn*d to the d(‘velopment of a non-oxidative type of metabolism in tissues

partially asfJiyxiafed by morbid processes. Orr 1 1034: 1933] showed that inter-

feren(?(‘ with th<* local circulation accelerated carcinogenesis due to tar and
dilienzanthraeene and suggesti^d that Warburg's hyj)otlu\sis might explain such

results. It o(;curred t-o us 1 hut the efficacy of the anti-carcinogenic substances of

Berenhlum [1929; 1935] might be due to sonu' ability to inhibit glycolysis in

cells which W(‘r(‘ d<‘veloping the tumour ty|w of metabolivsm.

Of these anti-carcinogenic substances, mustard gas (j8/5'-dichlorodiethyl-

sulphide) has IxMai most fully investigated fBerenblum, 1929; 1931]. A number
of chemically nJaied compounds have been similarly tested on tarred mice,

as well as c(^rtain irritants whi(*lK while chemi(^all>' dissimilar, produce similar

anatomical changes on application to mou.se skin | Berenhlum, 1935], Of the

former group, the irritant members inhibited tumour formation and the others

did not, while of the latter group only cantharidin had an elfeet comparable with

that of rnustanl gas. We hav(" now examined the i^ffect of certain of these

substances on tissue metabolism.

Methods.

The (*hi(‘f difficult}'’ in examining the metabolism of tissues b}’ the mano-

metrie method in presence of mustard gas depends on the instability of this

(jorniKuind. At 37 in slightly alkaline solution (bicarbonate Ringer) mustard gas

is rapidly hydrolysed with liberation of HCl, and the resultant change may
be greater than is permissible in metabolism experiments. This behaviour of

mustard gas, as well as its low solubility in water, [)recludod the use of the usual

tissue slice technique. Mustani gas however has a high lipoid-water partition

(^efficient, and we hopd by adding it directly to the tissue to impregnate th(‘

tissue liix)ids with it and thereby to delay its hydrolysis. It was found that if a

drop (roughly 25 mg.) of mustard gas were distributed through 4-5 g. of tissue

mince by further mincing with fine scissors, the mustard gas incorporated in the

mince had then only a very slight effect on the of the biearlK)nate Ringer.

For this reason minced tissue was employed in the ex[K*riraents here described.

Manometer readings wen' l)egun about 30 min. after the addition of mustard

gas.

In our experience the metabolisms of minced and sliced tumour (JRS) tissue

differ only quantitatively. Table I gives the mean values obtained for the

* Hilcy Smith Fellow. * William Aykroyd Fellow.

( 709 )
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Table I. M^holism of minced and sliced^ tumour tissue.

Mince Mean of 20 experiments 3-7 9-8

mV,

Mince Mean of 3 experiments 3*4 9-1 14-5

Slices .Mean of 5 experiments 8-6 23-2 36-3*

* Mean of 2 experirnents only.

respiration (Qoji aerobic glycolysis (Q%^) and the anaerobic glycolysis ((2 o4 kj)

of Jensen sarcoma mince and slices. They refer to periods of 40 min. duration at

37°. The figures for the metabolism of slices accord with those of CVabtree [1934],

who showed further that the respiration of JRS in phosphate Ringer is 20-30%
lower than that in bicarbonate Ringer. Although the metabolism of the mince

is considerably lower than that of the slices, the ratio ^ almost tht»

same, i.e. 1:2-7: 4-3 for the mince and 1 : 2-7: 4*2 for the slices. The mechanical

injury to the tissue in mincing has therefore depressed proportionately th(^

oxidative and glycolytic metabolisms. Many workers have found that fn^ezing

and thawing destroys the glyeoI\d;ie power of tumour tissue, and similarly

attempts to prepare glycolytically active ct^U-fn^' extracts resembling the active

muscle extracts of Meyerhof have consistently failed. These facts, together with

the figures for mince and slict* metabolism given above, suggest that glycolysis

and respiration in tumour tissue are equally dejxmdent upon the integrity of the

living cc4l. The measured metabolism of tumour mince is therefore probably

confined to the intact cells, and the relation between the respiratory and glyco-

lytic phenomena in mince is presumably no less normal than in slices.

The Jensen sarcoma tissue was taken from rats immediately after th(‘ animals

had been killed by a blow on the head. Only peripheral tissue, as free as possible

from necrosis, was selected. The tissue was minced with fine curved scissors and
the metabolism measured according to the principles established by Warburg.
Barcroft differential manometers were ostxl, 0-25 ml. of mince being suspended
in 4-75 ml. of phosphate saline for respiration measuremeuits and in the same
volume of bicarbonate Ringer c?ontaining 0-2% glucose for the measurement of

glycolysis. In the latter case the compensating vessel of the manometer con-

tained 0-25 ml, of the same mince in 4-75 ml. of bicarbonate Ringer without
glucose. The phosphate Ringer was made up from isotonic solutions of NaCl,
KCl, CaClg, phosphates {pj^ 7-4) and 10 % glucose in the proportions

50:1:1:20:1-5; the bicarbonate Ringer consisted of isotonic solutions of NaCl,
KCl, CaClg, NaHCOg in the proportions 50:1-2:1-2:10. The manometers were
shaken in a thermostat at 37° and were filled three times, after evacuation at the

pump, with Og, 02-1-5% COg or Ng-f5% COg.
jSjS'-Dichlorodiethylsulphone, ethylene-bis-jS-chloroethylsulphide and can-

tharidin are also hydrolysed in bicarbonate Ringer at 37°. The sulphone and
ethylene compound form hydroxy-derivatives with liberation of free HCl, and
the cantharidin is converted into eantharidic acid, of which it is an anhydride
(formula, Table IV). The rate of acid production from these substances under
the conditions of manometric metabolism experiments was determined. 5 ml. of
bicarbonate Ringer were placed in each vessel of the Barcroft apparatus, and
shaken with 02+5% COg at 37° until equilibrium was attained. The material
under test was then tipjied in from a Keilin tube as usual and the course of
hydrolysis followed by observation of the COg displacement from the bicar-
bonate. Fig. 1 shows that the sulphoxide is not hydrolysed, and that the rates
of liberation of acid from the sulphone, ethylene-bis-chloroethylsulphide and
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eantharidin are mutually similar but less than from mustard gas. Rg. 2 however
suggests that the rate of acid liberation from ethylene-bis-chloroethylsulphide
and from eantharidin is limited by the low solubility of the com2)ounds since
smaller amounts arc hydrolysed at greater 8j)t?eds relative to the sulphone.

I. HydNilysiH uf mustard gas tic, in 5 ml. bicarbonate Ringer at 37^’.

o Mustard ga<i, 41 ing. a. /5/?'-l)ichlorodiethyl8ulphoxide, o iJmg.
o )9/?'-l)ieklorodiethyl8ulphone, 4-7 mg. x Ethylenc-bia-jS-chloroethylsulphide* 4*8 mg.

• eantharidin, 4*7 mg.

Fig. 2, Aa Fig. I but 1*0 mg, of each Rubstanoe.

Since these substances are solid at ordinary tempcTatiires it was not desirable

to apply them to the mince as in the case of mustard gas. They were added in

the form of 5 mg, of a fine powd(*r directly to the medium in tlie Barcroft vessels

ill l>oth sides of the manometer.
At the end ofmany of the experiments the media were transferred in syringes

to a glass electrode ajiparatus of the Stadie type in which the values were

measured. The small changes were insufficient to play any part in the effects

observed : this was checked in the case of eantharidin by special experiments.

The chief danger of acid production, of course, lies in the measurement of

glycolysis, for accuracy in this measurement depends on the pn^cise balancing

of CO2 displacement from this cause on the two sides of the manometer. There-

fore in a few' experiments the manometric measurement of glycolysis was con-

hrmed by chemical estimation of the lactic acid formed, using the method of

Friedeinann, Cotonio and Shaffer [1927],

Results.

The respiration (Oa absorption) and glycolysis (COg displacement) of 0*25 mg.

of minced tumour tissue with and without impregnation by mustard gas are

shown in Table II. The marked inhibition of glycolysis rather than respiration

was confirmed in respect of aerobic glycolysis by chemical estimation of the lactic

acid formed at the end of the period of manometric observation (Table III).

The effects of the other irritants and poisons tested on the metabolism of minced

Jensen sarcoma are shown in Table IV.
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Table II. Effect of mustard gas on the metabolism of minced tumour tissue.

Duration of experiment, 40 min.

Reepiratioii

(Ml. O*)

Aerobic
fflvcolvsis

(Ml. Ob,)

Auaitrobic

givcolysis

(mI. CO,)

Poroeiitage inliibition by
nitiRtard gas

Anaerobu
Control Exp. f-ontrol Exp. Control Exp. Respiration glycolysis glycol;

99 66 274 54 -- 33 80
118 83 415 67 - 30 84
117 70 338 78 40 77
131 104 358 115 -- 21 65 -

107 94 --- 305 106 12 65
119 91 ... 446 129 24

Av. 27 76

71

68

67 57 in 29 _ 15 74

* JRS—Jensen rat sarooina.
t A transplantable mouse eareinoma kindly .supplied by the ImpiTial Cancer Ueseareh Fund

luaburatories.

Table III.

Duration of experiment, 1 hour. Figures in brackets represent lactic acid eiiiUAalent to 1'0_,

displaced.

Aerobic glyeolj’Tsis

^
— ‘ Percentage udubition

Manometrie Chemical ,
.

Respiration (/il. CO,) (mg. lactic acid) OlycolysisRespiration

Control Exp.

16:1 150
166 13.5

Control K\p. Control Exp. licKpinition Manotn. (3ienn<al

538(2 15) 172(0.60) 1-98 0-58 S 68 71
369(1.48) 1.50(0.60) 1.48 0.54 19 59 (U

Table TV.
Aerobic

Respiration glvcolvsi.. Percent Riic

(mI. 0,) (mI.C inhibition

(Compound Strnrtiiri* (kintnd Exp. Control Exp. Hc.spiration Civ eol^\rtis

Mustard gas S(CHj.CHjCI)j — 27* 76*

Thiodiglycol 171 153 490 510 n 4
112 103 318 206 8 16

PP'- 1 liolilorod iethyl- 0S(0H,.CH,C1), 112 80 318 273 29 14
sulphoxide 130 102 372 2.73 22 32

)3j8'-Dichlorodiethyl- (),S(CH,.CH5CI), 121 61 399 68 50 83
sulphone 130 86 372 47 34 87

88 42 268 41 52 85
EthyIene-bis-/3- CjH,(S.CH,.CH,Cl), 136 96 331 260 29 21
(dd'oroethylsulphide 177 150 :m) 374 15 4

Cantharidin 116
131

100
90

368
329

211
115

14

31
43 .

65

1 0 ) % no 73 309 80 34 74
139 114 324 125 18 61
132 107 408 211 19 48

Sodium fluoridet 135 132 311 14.5 2 53
3f/500 131 122 329 145 7 56

Acriflavino 1/1000 116 87 368 416 25 13
22136 94 31) 381 30

Croton oil no 120 309 321 - 9 4
92 134 267 :io2 -46 18

t Ca-fret*! Ringer used in this case.Average figures (Table [I).
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To ensuro that increased acidity of the medium due to hydrolysis was in no
way responsible for the inhibitions of glycolysis observed," experiments were
earruKl out in the cas<t of eantharidin in which the acid production from this
cause in the experimental vessel was eompensatefl by occasional addition of
suitable amounts of alkali (Table V). 0-5 ml. of minced tumour was suspended

Table
Additions to

'fimu Flask A Flask B
4.<M) 25 ml. bicarbonate Ringer 25 ml. bicarbonate Rinj;cr
4.<»7 <»-.5 nd. .IR4S mince 0-5 ml. pJRS miricc
4.00 2.) mjz, eantharidin
4.11 O*.") ml. 10^*,', ;flurose 0*5 ml. I0‘\, glucose
4.24 0*45 ml. Lsotoriic XaCI 0*45 ml. X120 NaOH (made

isotonic with NaCl)
4.;io 0*.')0 0-50
4..>4 0-45 0-4.1

.•i.OO <>•40 0-40
5.11 K.v|)eriment stopfX'd. and la<*tir acid eHtiniated

Pinal pn 7:10 7-2;i

laotic a< ul (mif.) a*72 2-20
Initial lartH' aenl ui niiiKM* (ln>^.) 0‘8S 0-8S
Iwwtif acid fornied (niii.) 2-84 1-41

InhiliitioM - .>0'>.,

with and without 25 mg, powdtTcd oaiitharidin, in 25 ml. of ghioose-bicarbonate

Hingf^r in 1(M> ml, conioal tlask« through which 02H“5% (MJg was passed. The
tlasks were shaken in the thermostat at 27\ The amount of alkali reijuired was
calculated from Fig, 1. Lactic* acid formation was determined chemically. In

thret* su(*h exjKTiments the inhibition of a€‘robic glyi'olysis was 5i), 47 and 50%
respectively.

NaF in J//5(>0 concentration ha<l only a slight effect on the res})iration of

JRS tninee. hut diminisln*<l the glycolysis to about half its normal magnitude.

AeriHavine (I/IOOO) had a marked inhibiting action on the respiration whilst

increasing the aerobic glycolysis by J0~20%. Oroton oil, which is a powerful

skin irritant, was unii|ue in that it appeared to stimulate both respiration and
glycolysis.

Discussion,

Of the <Jom}Kmnd8 examined in the foregoing section, sodium fluoride and

acriflavine have not been tested for anti(*arcinogenic properties. They were

investigate*! in order to satisfy us that tissue mince under their inlliienc*' behaved

in a manner comparable with that of slices. The* results wt^re satisfactory in that

NaF exerted a selective action on glycolysis similar to that reported by Crabtree

and Cramer fl934J for slices, whilst the behaviour of mince in the prtssence of

acriflavine did not differ from that reported by Mellanby [1933] in the ease of

slices.

Inhibition of glycolysis to a much greater extent than of respiration was

observed with mustard gas, dichlorodiethylsulphone and eantharidin, but not

with thiodiglycol, diehlorodiethylsiilphoxide or croton oil. The first three are

known to inhibit the induction of tar tumours in mice ; the others do not pro-

duce this effect. This suggested that the capacity for inhibiting glycolysis much
more markedly than respiration might be a general characteristic of anticar-

cinogenio compounds. The behaviour of ethylene-bis-^-chloroethylsulphide,

however, does not accord with such a view. This compound is quite as potcuit
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aci mustard gas in preventing tar tumours in mice, but its inhibiting effect on

glycolysis was rather less than that on respiration. It may, however, be pointed

out that the conditions obtaining when it acts in the one case on mouse’s skin

and in the other on tumour mince are widely different. If the ultimate agent in

anti-carcinogenesis were a slowly formed reaction product of ethylene-bis-jS-

chloroethylsulphide, then the absence of any effect during the short period of the

metabolism experiments is understandable.

In a few experiments the effects of mustard gas and of cantharidin on the

metabolism of rabbit brain and chick embrj’o, tissues with a characteristically

high anaerobic glycolysis,were examined. Ineach case the inhibition of anaerobic

glycolysis was of the same order as that found for Jensen sarcoma tissue. The

respiration of these tissues, however, seemed more sensitive to the irritants than

was that of tumour tissue, and this was especially true of embryo, in which the

percentage inhibition of respiration was about the same as that of glycolysis.

The depression of respiration of Jensen sarcoma by mustard gas etc. increased

progressively during the course of an exptmment, whilst a simultaneous increase

in the inhibition of glycolysis was less marked. The major effect was at first on

glycolysis, but the tissue gradually approached a condition in which respiration

and glycolysis were almost equally depressi'd. It is difficult to assess the signifi-

cance of this. Crabtree and Cramer fl934] suggested that the inhibition of

I’espiration by iodoacctate is an indirect effect accompanying the diminished

glycolysis, and the same may hold for the effect with which we arc hen* «>n-

cemed. On the other hand, the inhibition of glycolysis by mustard gas observed

in the later stages of an experiment may be smaller than the tru(! effect of the

substance, on account of the considerable decrease in glycolysis of the control

tissue, which is largely due, we suppose, to the accumulation of lactic acid and

other metabolites.

During the progress of this investigation Jany and Sellei [1935] publishi'd a

report on the effects of a number of “poison gases ’’ on the metabolism of H. coli.

It was found that mustard gas inhibited glycolysis by R. eoli (aerobic glycolysis

by 64 %) but that respiration was more than doubled. Similarly the respiration

of Ehrlich rat carcinoma was stimulated by 164% and the aerobic glycol^ysis

inhibited by 94%. Whilst this inhibition of glycolysis restimbles our results

with Jensen sarcoma, we have never seen any stimulation of respiration in the

latter tissue. Jany and Sellei measured both aspiration and glywlysis in

bicarbonate Ringer, and appear to have been unaware of the rapidity of h3^ro-

lysis of mustard gas in this medium; this may' have introduced errors into their

results.

SnMMABY.

jSjS'-Dichlorodiethylsulphide (mustard gas), jSjS'-dichlorodiethylsulphone and
cantharidin, which inhibit the induction in vivo of tar tumours, rtfduce the

glycolysis of minced Jensen sarcoma tissue in vitro more than its respiration.
‘

jSjS'-Dichlorodiethylsulphoxide, thiodiglycol and croton oil, which have no
inhibiting effect on carcinogenesis, do not reducti glycolysis more than respiration.

Ethylene-bis-jS-chloroethylsulpliide, which inhibits the induction of tumours,

has no selective action on glycolysis.
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iNTROOrOTION.

A METHOD has been described [Conway, J93.>j for the niicro-d(*t<‘rminHtion of

chloride dejx^nding on the oxidation of chloritle to chlorine bv an a(‘id jHT-

manganate mixture in the outer chamber of an absorbing ’ Unit [(Vinway and

Byrne, 1933]. The chlorine formed is estimated iodinu'trieally. the whole jiro-

cedure being conductwl at room temperature. Quantitative determinations (?ould

be carried out witli as little as (Kyy (!, whic^h contaiiu^d in 2 ml. represents

0*025 mg./lOOrnl. Cl. Still smallfT quantities could l>e determined in apparatus

of reduced size.

The principle and g(*neral technique of the chloride determination may also

be applied to that of other halogens. Both free bromine and iodine are suffi-

ciently volatile to require about the same absorption times as chlorine. In the

pn^sent communication tlie micro-bromide tt>ehnique isdcscribiHl, bromide b(»ing

determine?d to an ultimate standard deviation of 0*08y Br, which in rnilli-ecpiiv.

is about one-third that found with chloride. The standard deviation of the

blank value may lx? expressed as 0*037)/ Br, which is only about oiu'-seventh

of the equivalent value found with chlorid(». The diffcrfuice probably arises from
minute traces of chloride likely to be present in water and on glassware. These

ultimate* errors for chloride and bromide determinations appear to be the lowest

yet reexirded. The (»arly pajxTs on micro-determination of bromide have been

reviewed by Bernhardt and Ucko [1925]. Accx)unt8 of the more recent develop-

ments may be found in the papers of Quastfd and Yates [1934], Dixon [1935],

Bertram [1933], Stoll and Brenken [1934], Indovina [1935 j, Leipert [1935] and
others. Here reference will be made only to such previous work having im-

mediate bearing on the present method and the results obtained for normal
blood and urine.

Such micro-bromide determinations consist essentially of throe stages.

Firstly, th(‘ ashing of the material. Secondly, the oxidation of the bromide to

bromine by a suitable oxidant. (These two stages may be combined in wet
ashing methods such as that of Leipert and Watzlawek

[
1934 1.) Thirdly, the

determination of the liberated bromine after extraction, aeration eic.

In the present method these three stages are also followed for blood and urine,

Ibshing being obviously unnecessary for purely inorganic mixtures or such as

contain only traces of organic matter {e.g. sea water). The stages are conducted

( 716 )
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in a manner hitherto undc^Bcribed and jK^rmit the least absolute error of
bromide with the least manipulation. Also, it is possible with this method to

carry out large numbers of determinations at the same time.

The apparatus used for the liberation and absorption of the bromine is that

already described in previous communications. In the outer chamber of the

apparatus is containtnl a diehromate oxidation mixture and in the centre 1 ml.

of20% KI in which the formed bromine is absorbed, liberating its equivalent of
free iodine.

The ashing procedure. The ashing of the blood is carried out after preliminary
removal of the proteins with methyl alcohol and subsequent evap<^)ration of

the cleared fluid. This reduces the incineration time to a few minutes and was
introdu(5ed hcTc for the reason that it is now practically certain that all the

bromide in normal blood is present in inorganic form. If a complete ashing

procedure is desired, the technique of Indovina [1935] seems v’^ery suitable. In
this method magnesium oxide is employed to pn?vent bromide losses on heating.

The oxidation jvrocAidure . The oxidant found most suitable for bromide deter-

minations is dicliromate and sulphuric acid. The dichromate is used in powdered
form and the sulphuric acid as 1 ml. of a solution containing 40 vol. % of sul-

phuric acid to I ml. of th(‘ ash extract. (Upwards of 48 vol. % may be used after

bromide administration.) Acid dichromate of this strength has a scarcely de-

tectable influenc<' on 1 ml. of 1 % Nad even after 20 hours* action, whereas all

the bromi(l(‘ is oxidised and absorbed in 2-21 hours.

The presi'nce of iodide interferes with this method as shown in the experi-

mental section. With normal blood and urine this is of little or no account as the

final error introduced will not exewd 1 %.
After administration of iodide, the iodide prc*sent may be removed as iodine

by treating the ashed extract in the outer chamber with dichromate in about
0*KV sulphuric acid, the inner chamber Ixmig empty. Raising the acidity

to the* required degree will th(»n lilKTatc' the bromine which is absorbed and
determined as usual. Instead of letting the formed iodine escajK*, it may be

determined in a similar manner to bromide.

As referred to in a pn^vious communication [('onway, 1935] the use of a

suitable acid |K*rmanganate mixture w^ould have the advantage of rendering

the method indc»pendc»xit of the presence of both chloride and iodide. It was
found howt‘ver t.o have the disadvantage of <?au.sing marked losses as bromate,

whtm the concentration of bromide for dek^rmination is very small.

The determination of the hromrne formed on oxidation. In the present method
the bromine diffuses into the mitral chamber of the “unit*’, liberating its iodine

equivalent from 20% KI. The iodine is then determined as for chloride [Conway,

1^5] by titrating with thiosulphaU* ifmore than SOy Br are present
;
an absolute

colorimetric determination of the iodine colour itself is like\idse found very

suitable for the range from 80 to 16y Br. Below this level, starch is added and

the colour produced is colorimetrically determined.

In the method used by Leipert and Watzlawek [1934] for tlie determination

of the bromide content of normal blood the formed bromine is oxidised to

bromate after alisorption into alkali, the bromate being then det(^rmined iodi-

metrically. An advantage of this procedure is that six times the equivalent

of the original bromine is finally present as iodine. This variation could also be

used with the ‘‘unit ”, with possible advantage for the minutest bromide deter-

minations.

The delicacy of the method selected however is so great that it is doubtful

if a subskintiai increase in accuracy would result, and further operations with
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numerous reagents would be required. Also errors in the bromine formation and
absorption are likewise multiplied by six.

With the present method, using starch, each y Br will in fact cause an increase

in the extinction coefficient of the mixed fluid from the central chamber of 0*09

(for a wave-length of 464m/x approximately).

Procedubb.

Inorganic,

(a) Above 80y Br, Into the outer chamber of a ‘‘unit” is placed a small

quantity of pure powdered potassium dichromak^—roughly about 0*2 g.—by
means of a spoon spatula, and into the central chamber J ml. of 20% KI. Into

the outer chamber is now introduced 1 ml. of the bromide solution and the lid

smeared with the fixative (see below) and placed in position. The unit is sUghtly

tilted by resting it on the edge of a spare lid, the lid is slightly displaced

and 1 ml. of a solution containing 40% (by vol.) sulphuric acid is run in

quickly without blowing—best from a simple tube with a mark at 1 ml.

approximately. A solution containing 45% acid (by vol.) may be used when the

Br/Cl ratio exceeds 1/500. After the introduction of the acid the lid is quickly

replaced. The fluids in the outer chamber are well mixed by rotation. After

2 hours the free iodine in the central chaml>or is titrated with 0*05iV thiosulphate

from the special burette [Conway, 1934], the number of divisions on the burette

being multiplied by the bromine equivalent or factor which may be detennined
as for chloride by making some initial determinations with standanis or titrating

standard iodine in 20% iodide in the central chamber. In this latter case the

thiosulphate required is multiplied by 0*97 to allow for th(‘ slight constant loss of
iodine from the central chamber during a determination.

(b) Below 80y Br, The proc(^dure is carried out in the same way as for

the previous method, except that the 1 ml. of iodide (which should have been
carefully delivered) in the central chamber is examined colorimetrically. This
is done either by direct colorimetric investigation without standards or by the

addition of 0*2% starch solution and subsequent determination.

WithotU standards (to abont 16y Br). The contents of the central chamber
are pipetted into a micro-colorimeter ^cup and the plunger set at 8*35 mm. or

convenient multiple. Using the “grey solution” of Thiel [1933] and Leitz filter

No. 3 the depth in mm. of grey solution multiplied by 10 gives the y Br
analysed. l*4y are added to the result as representing a small constant loss as

bromate. It is advisable that the depth of the fixed plunger be so chosen that
the mm. grey solution required for a match do not much excet^d 10 for

this direct colorimetry, though this precaution is not necessary when using

starch. For this absolute colorimetry the Pulfrich photometer may also be
employed or the new Leifo instrument of Leitz, the extinction coefficient being

*

given directly on the instrument and the bromide concentration being sub-

sequently read fix>m a graph or tables.

With starch addition (to about 2y Br), This method is most suitable for

bromine quantities under 16y, but may be used to cover the whole range from

80y Br downwards. Where the amount is under 16y, 0*5 ml. of a 0*2% starch

solution is added to the central chamber but for the range between 80 and
16y, 2*0 ml. of the 0*2% starch solution must be used. The mixed contents from
the central chamber are pipetted into a micro-colorimeter cup and the iodine
is estimated by comparing it with standard iodine in 20% KI similarly treated.
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or by absolute colorimetry. Using the grey solution the fixed plunger in the
starch iodide solution is put at 29-0 mm. (or convenient multiple or submultiple)
and the reading of the grey solution multiplied by 0-2 with subsequent addition
of 1-4 gives the y bromine analysed. Leitz filttT No. 3 (464m/Lt) is used. (If

2 ml. starch have been added the reading is multiplied by 04.) The values
obtained by absolute colorimetry may be cheeked by standard iodine and starch
as described in the chloride method. It may be mentioned however that a greater
constancy with absolute colorimetry in relation to the starch-iodide colour was
obtained than was anticipated, provided that the same starch solution was used
througliout, so that the whole procedure 1k‘1ow 80y Br could be conducted with-
out standards.

Aahing and extraction procedure for blood and urine.

Normal blood (1 ml.). Into a 15 ml. (jentrifuge-tute is pipetted 1 ml. of blood,

12 ml. of 95% methyl alcohol are added and the whole is well mixed. The tube is

then cappc'd and c^cuitrifuged for 5 min. 10 ml. of the clear fluid are pipetted into

a small crucible (20-30 ml. capacity) and 0-2 ml. of a standard KBr solution

containing 2y Br is addcxl. The fluid is dricKi in the oven at 90-100° and then the
crucible is heatetl in the Bunsen flame until the bottom and sides have been
brought for about 1 min. to a dull rc*d heat. It is then cooled and 0*5 ml. of dis-

tilled water is pipetted into the crucible, mixed and rotated around the walls.

The solution is then pijx^th'd into the outer chamber of a unit. Another 0*5 ml.

water is added and the proct^ss repeated. The presf»nc(» of some carbon particles

does not interfens The determination then follows the inorganic procedure
(above outlined) for quantities under 16y Br. The 2y Br are added to bring

the amount analysed on to the linear curve. A blank determination is carried

out in an exactly similar manher including the small bromide addition.

The calculation of bromide analysed is then made as al>ove, the blank value

being subtracted and the addition of I4y Br here omitted.

Bloods after bromide administration (0^2 ml,). A similar procedure is adopted.

5 ml. of 95% methyl alcohol are used and 3 ml. of the clear fluid pipetted ofi for

drying. No bromide need be added. The mode of determining the free iodine

in the central chamber will depend on the order of magnitude of Br expected.

It may be noted that the ingestion of 2 g. KBr by the human subject will

pro<liice about 16~32y Br in 0*2 ml. of whole blood.

The recovery of bromide from Folin-Wu filtrates is described below.

Urine. The same procedure for ashing and extraction may be adopted for

normal urine as for urine after bromide administration. Since the bromide in

urine very closely follows the chloride it is always advisable to carry out a pre-

liminary chloride determination. The bromide concentration has in fact little

significanc^e apart from this chloride figure. Where the urine contains the average

quantity or more of chloride, 2 ml. an* used for ashing witii correspondingly larger

volumes with reduced chloride concentrations. 2 ml. urine are pip(*tted into a

crucible and dritni in the oven. The crucible with dried contents is now held over

the Bunsen flame and cautiously incinerated. The contents char at first, then

fumes are emitted, the residue finally melting as a rule when the bottom of the

crucible turns red. At this stage the crucible is withdrawn from the flame and

cooled. The whole procedure does not require more than a few minutes, and

the bottom of the crucible is brought only for about 1 min. to a dull red heat.

After cooling, 2 ml. of distilled water are added and mixed with the contents.

After a short time 1 ml. is pipetted into the outer chamber of a ‘‘unit’', the

standard method being then followed. If it is found difiicnlt to obtain 1 ml. free
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from many charred particles, 2 ml. of extract art* centrifuged in a smaU tiibt',

which procedure may be followed as a routine. After bromide administration,

the free iodine present in the central chamber can be titrated with the N/20
thiosulphate from the special burette.

Notes on method and solutions required.

No special care need be taken to free the analytical reagents used from
bromide, since it is found that they contain none. But it is advisable to

clean the units, after the usual cleaning, with a little alcohol and ether, sub-

sequently rinsing them with distilled water. For the smallest bromide quantities

the units should not be exposed to dire(*t sunlight during the absorption and may
be covered with a light cloth ; under these conditions the blank values will show
no alteration even after 24 hours or more. Another point that may hv em-
phasised is that 0-5 ml. of 0*2% starch is no longer sufficient when the bromide
exceeds 20y. 2*0 ml. are then a convenient amount and will b(* sufficient for the

whole range.

40^If,
sulphuric acid. This is made up as a volume concentration, 40 ml. of

the purest sulphuric acid (sp.gr, 1*84) l)eing made up to 100 ml. with water.

A certain latitude (of a few % at most) is permissible in the actual coiujentration,

but the purest sulphuric acid must be used. 45 vol. % is advisable when the

Br/CI ratio exct^eds 1 /500.

20*% potassium iodide. The purest reagent should be employcKl, and for the

minutest bromide determinations it should be freshly propannl. Wh<»n over 80y
Br are being determined, a slight coloration is of no con8equent‘e as it will

be allowed for in the blank.
0*2

"/ft starch. This is best prepared as described for chloride d(*terminations.

T^he fixative

.

This is also the same as for chloride.

0*02N iodine. This is made up as a stock solution from N or 0*liV iodine and
stored in a brown bottle in the dark.

Standard bromide. 1*489 g. of pure powdered and dry KBr are dissolved in

1 litre of water. Then each ml. contains 1001)y Br.

Experimental.

Determinations on standard bromide solutions.

Table I gives a summary of the results obtained in solutions containing from
800 to 2y Br. The accuracy for the higher quantities resembles that alread}'

found with chloride, namely 0*6% as a coefficient of variation for 800y Bi*

compared with 0*5% for 355y (‘1. For the lower quantities, 8“2y Br, the

bromide determinations are more accurate owing to iht^ smaller blank values.

The bromide blank values in fact arise merely from the light absorption

by the added starch solution and may be occasionally due to trac^es of free

iodine contained in the iodide solution. It will be seen from the table that for

the 16 determinations from 8 to 2y Br the maximum deviation was 0*21y Br.

For 8 determinations of 2*()y Br the standard deviation was 0*08y.

Fig. 1 shows the bromide values obtained (iodine equiv. multiplied by 1*03)

plotted against the values added to outer chamber. Here the constant loss

of l*4y Br has not l)een added to the calculated results: the validity of
this correction is however apparent from the figure. The line has been extra-

polated beyond 2*0y Br to out the abscissa at 1*4. Some determinations of
U‘8y Br indicate that the full curve leads from somewhat under this point
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Table I. DetermvruUion of bromide in standard solutions.

Bromide
No. of

Mean value
of bromide
recovery

y Br (in-

cluding

Extinction
ooeff. of

fluid from
central

chamber

Standard
deviation
of the

individual
Maximum
deviation

Method of
determining the

analyHod

Y Br
addition minus det^Tminaiion found free iodine in

analyHe.8 of l*4y Br) blank y Br y Br central chamber
8(M)0 6 803*2 — 4*8 (or>‘\d 15*0(1*9%) Titration
80-0 7 70*9 0*471 J*4(l*8%) 4*0 (5*0 “o) Direct colorimetry
160 3 lo*7 1*228 -- 0*34 (2*1 %) i ’olorimetry wnth st arch
8*0 18 8*13 0*578 0*12(1*.“,%) 0*38 (4-8%)
60 4 6*01 <1*396 0*10(1.7%)
4*0 4 3*99 0*223 0*21 (5-2%)
2*0 8 2*03 0*054 0*08 (4*0%) 0*16 (8*0%)

iUanks 11 - 0*(>17 0*037 0*09

The 1 1 blank lioterniinations were earned out in the one series. A few obv ionsly spoiled results

have been omitt<*d.

The method of eali iilatmjr the results is dofu*nbed in the text.

Fig. 1.

Pig, I. 'J'he bromide fVmnd (determined from the liberated iodine x 103). The result

obtained using the same colorimetric method with the theoretical equivalent of free iodine

added iminediatdy to 1 ml. of 20^V, Kl. The calculation m the tc.\t allows for the factor 103
and the constant addition of l‘4y Br.

into the origin. The addition of a trace of bromide (2y Br per ml.) in the 40%
milphuric used for the determination and the blank will eliminate the addition of

l-4y Br to tlie result. Tlie same result is achieved adding 2y Br (as bromide)

directly into the outer chamber of the units, the strength of the acid added being

suitably altered for the extra volume.

Tht effect, of dihride and iodide on the bromide.* determinations,

jFor biological determinations it is essential that chloride should have no

appreciable influence since it will almost always be pn'sent in largely pre-

ponderating concentrations. With the above determinations in the 2 hours of

bromide absorption the chloride oxidation is scarcely measurable when the

chloride concentration in the outer chamber is of the order 0*5-“l*0% NaCl

{i.e, 1-2% in the fluid for examination). These represent the higher range of

Biocliem, 1936 xxk
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concentration likely to be met with in urino analysis : even after 24 hours' action

the amount represents less than 2y Br. It may be noted however that when the

chloride is increased to concentrations of the order of 10% the amount of

chloride oxidised is incrc?as€^d in much greater proportion. Tliis effect is shown in

Table 11. If 1 ml. of 10% NaCl was added to the outer chamber with 1 ml. acid,

Table II. Effect of chiwide on bromide determinations (dichronuite oxidation).

Chloride in outer
chamber expressed

Bromide
in outer Time i>f Total lialogcn oxidised

Experimental as its bromine chamber action as Br equivalent

group equivalent y yBr hours ( + l-4y Br)

1 136.7(H) - 21 r»2

2 13,070 20 1-6 (maximum value)

3 13,670 - 2-5 - (indeterminable)

4 13,670 4 2-0 4-06

i'he free iodint' in the central chnralier was dek'rmined eolonnietrieallv as described in the

tex^;. The average room temperature w’as

an excess value of about Oy Br at room tempiTature of 15"" was obtained for

the 21 hours’ absorption, the chloride present at tht* same time representing an
equiv. of 136,7(X)y Br.

The effect of iodide may be seen from Tabb* 111.

Table III. Effect of iodide on bromide determ inathns (dkhromate oxidation).

Botassiuni

iodide

in outer \aCl in outer Brojuide Total haiogeii

chamber as chamber os in outer oxhllsed

Experimental Br equivalent Br e(|uivalent cliamter determined as

group y y y Br Hr e(iuivalent

T) SO 13,670 8-0 4S4
6 s 13,670 8*0 13-8

7 8-0 8-0

The outer oiiaiuber of tJie units ooiitaimHl tesicles 1 nil. of sulpliuru* acul 0*2 j;. solui

dichromato and 1 ml. <jf a halopTi mixture in oatih exporiiiiental ;zn>up. In ^^roup 7 only stamlard
KHr solution was used.

About lialf the equivalent of the iodide present app<?ars as free iodine in the

central chamber, the remainder being converttd into iodak^ at the concentration

of acid used.

Table IV illustrates how iodide may be removed if present in appreciable

quantity. In the outer chamber wen? plained some solid dichromate, 1 ml. of

Table TV. Removal ofiodide before the bromide.delerminaiion (dichromnte oxidation),

into the outer chambers of a number of units were placed 0*2 g. (approx.) dichromate, I ml. of

.V/1000 KI and 0-1 ml, of N H2ISO4. The units were then exposed tc» the air with empty central

(‘hambers for varying periods, at the end of which 1 ml. of 20 KI was run into the central

chamber and the unit covered by a lid with fixative, the iodine abHorption being allowed to proceed

for 2 hours at room temperature.

Time of
Iodine subsequently

absorbed in Time of
Iodine suljsequently

absorbed in
exposure central ohamber exposure central chamber

min. y iodine min. y iodine

0 118 36 2-6
2 98 42 1-5
8-5 44 72 01
14o 16 72 0*0
23 11 78 0-0
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N/lOOO K1 (equivalent to 80y Br) and 0*1 ml. N H2SO4 . The iodide is cjonverted
into free iodine, which entirely disappears in about 1 hour’s exposure. Instead of
permitting th(^ iodine to escape, it may be determined in a similar manner to the
other halogens. With an acidity of N/IO H28O4 in the presence of dichromate, no
appreciable fraction is converted into iodate.

Recovery of bromide added to shed blood. To 10 ml. of dofibrinated blood was
added 1 ml. of a standard bromide solution, 1 ml. of water being added to a
second 10 ml. blood. A series of 0-2 ml. samples from both mixtures was then
analysed. The results are shown in Table V, when^ the results from the blood

Table V, Bromide recoveries"' from blood.

Brornule ^ CDofficient of
added por Blooil Bromide variation Maximum

0-2 ml. blood analysed Xo. of recovered of individual deviation

y Jir ml. analyses y Br determination

140 0-2 10 146 3 a :)-2

14*5 0-2 12 14*6 3-8 6-6

The blood for analysis was prepared by aidinsr 1 ml. of standard KBr solution to 10 ml. o.

dofibrinated 8heep\s blood. For the blank value'i water was substituted for the standard KBr.

containing no add(‘d bromide were tre^ated as blank valiums. Where I45y added
lir were contained in each 0-2 ml.. 141>)/ were recc^vered as the mean of 10 deter-

minations, a maximum terror of 5*2% b(‘ing ob.scrvod for tlic individual analysis.-

When 14-oy of addf^l Br were present, 14*0 wer(» rt^eovered as the mean of 12

d(3terminations, th(‘ maximum error being of the mean.

The bromide recovery from blood is therefon* (piantitative.

Recovery of bromide added fo urine. Somt^ 2 ml. samples of normal urine were

(‘va|iorated and ineincratiHi as abort*. To other similar samples of the same urine

1 ml. of standard KBr solution was tuided, the whole evaporated and incinerated

as before. The bromide was then determined, tlie urine containing no added
bromide being used as a blank. The free iodine in the central chamber was deter-

mined by titration. The results arc shown in Tabk* \d. The recovery of added

Table \T. Bromide recoveries"' from urine.

Bromide added
to crucible Vol. of urine .Vo. of liromule Maximum deviation

pt^r 1 ml. urine incinerated analyses recovered found

y Br ml. y Bi-
t>/
'0

80 20 3 ts 4-8

200 20 9 199 6-1 (second highest = 3*1)

400 2-0 3 392 3-3

2 ml, of distilled water were used to extract the incineratetl urine, 1 ml. of the extract beiiiji;

taken for subHequent analysin.

c|uantities varjydng from 80 tt) 400y Br was investigated. For the 15 results

summarised in the table, 99% was recovered as a meaji value. Only 1 of the

15 results showed a deviation of more than 4*8% from the mean.

The bromide content of normal blood and urine..

Normal whole blood and urine samples from 8 students were investigated in

the manner described. The mean value for blood was 372y Br/100 ml. individual

values varying between 227 and 572. The results are given in Table VII, The

corresponding urine samples gave a mean value of 656y Br.'lOOml.with a range of

variation of 297--855, The chloride of the urine samples was determined as well as

46-2
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Table VII. Bromide in normal blood and' urine.

Blood bromide Urine bromitle
^ _.A -.V

^
rrine chloride

MiUi- MilU- f
- “A.- . Cl/Br

cquiv. per oqiiiv. per Miin- (milli-

y Br jMir m ml. y Hr per 1(H) ml. mjr. (
'1 per equiv. per equiv.)

{Subject 100 ml. xl()» 100 ml. xl0» 100 ml. 100 ml. in urine

Sh. 300 4*50 705 8-81 501 14-1 1600
Cos. 257 3-21 297 3*71 355 10-0 2700

227 2-84 685 8*50 778 22-2 2590
Cu. 341 4-26 550 6*86 6U 17-2 2510
Mu. 572 7*15 702 8*78 688 19-4 2210
Ma. 487 0-08 757 9*46 599 16-9 1790
Cion. 455 508 7<M) 8*75 593 16-7 1910
Cr. 276 3-45 855 10-69 716 20-2 1890
(Fo.) (181KM (23-0) (2450) (30-6)

The above fipiiros for normal bl<KKl and urine were obtained on blood and urine samples from
9 students. For the last of the jrroup it was found on subsequent in(|uiry that a course of brouiiih‘

had been prescribed (ainountin£ altogether to approximately 10 t?. K Hr) the last dose having been
taken 7 weeks Inifore the date of blood determination. The student Has unaware that he had
taken bromide.

the bromide, using the method described in a pre\rious coinmunication [(^onway,

1935]. The ratio of chlorine to bromine, each expressed as milli-etjuiv. per 100 ml.

is 2150 as an average value, individual values varying between 10(K1 and 2590.

The chloride in the blood samples was not determined. If we assume tliat the

mean ratio of bromine in the whole blood to bromine in the plasma is 1 : 1*12

—

a figure derived from Leijtert’s tiata fl935j— and that the concentration of

cliloridein plasma is rather constant and 10*35 milli-equiv./l(K)ml., then wo may
derive the mean valuta of Cl/Br for the plasma as 2lk). Comparing this valut'

with the corresponding ratio of 2150 for urine it appears that compared with
eliloride the bromide in urine is almost identical with that in blood. Leipert

obtained a comparatively high ratio, namely 1 : 1*5.

Recovery of bromide from a Folin* Wufilti’afv.

In th(' preparation of a blood filtrate from defibrinated blood prejiared

according to Folin and Wu [1919] standard bromidt? has been added to a final

concentration of ca. ()*0()liV, A similar filtrate? was prepared without added
bromide. 1 ml. samples were taken in the outf?r chamber containing solid

dichromate and the method carried out as previously descrilM?d, the filtratt^

without added bromide serving as a blank. The free iodine in the central

chamber was determined by direct colorimetry using the “gre^y solution*’ of
Thiel and filter No. 3 (Leitz). The results illustrated in Table VIII show a

Table VIII. Bromide '^reemeries'^ from a tungstate fiUraM.

AddtMi broniid<^ Bromide recovered
No. of in 1 ml, filtrate fr<»ra 1 ml. filtrate

determination y Br y Br

1 78-9 79*0

2 78-9 82-3

3 78-9 79-0

quantitative recovery. In this determination of bromide in a tungstate filtrate

it is better to add 1 ml. of a solution containing 45% sulphuric acid (by vol.)

instciad of the usual 40% . The use of the Foliii-Wu filtrate is suitable only after

bromide administration corresponding to a fewg. or more in the human subject.

Somewhat reduced “recoveries” were noticed in some experiments in which
Qie filtrate contained only 8y Br in ml.
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The effect of varying the corUlitums in the alxrve bromide method.

Varying the add concentration. The effect is illustrated in Fig. 2, the rate of
absorption from bromine water being also given for comparison (dotted line).

It will be seen that changing the acid concentration has a marked effect ofa kiud
similar to that shown for cldoride. 20 min. after adding the 40% sulphuric
acid (as described above) 50% of the bromide has been oxidised and absorbed.
When 20% acid was added only 4-5% of the bromide was recjovered in the same
time. In a similar way to the action of the permanganate system on chloride, a
marked deffcicncy appears in the total amount n-coverod when the concen-
tration of acid excmls a certain limit (see curve C, Fig. 2). This deficiency

Fit!;. 2, CurvcH ( \ l>. K and F rfpn'sciit t lie absorption ratt^s of tin* bromine from the outer chamber
eontaiiiinji (M ml, of 0-l.V KHr, 1 ml. of saturated dichromate and 1 ml. of sulphuric acid of

Htrenjiths 7."), 4(». 30 and 20 (h\ v«>l.) resjx'etively. (’urvt* A represeDts the fall in pt'rcontag**

value of free iodine in the outer chamber introduced bet'on* a blank deternunalion (allowance

bcinj? made for blank vuIuc.h). (^irve H repn*sents tlic absorption of broniino from 21 ml.

bromine water in the outer chamlH'r.

Fiju:. 3. (hirvea /h F. F and O represent the bromine absorption from the outer chamber con-

tHiniiur 01 ml. A' KBr, I ml. of 40“,, (by vol.) of suiphuric acid and 1 ml. of .saturated, half*

quart<*r- and one-Hixteenth-.saturaUsI djehromate ies]WHtively. iixperiments conducted at

room temperature of about 18^ Curves A and li arc the same us in Fig. 2,

however is not evi(l(*nt until the eoneentration ot acid in the mixed fluids

exc(*ed8 24% . The concentration of acid should in fact be maintained Tvithin

24-19 %, sincjo a higher concentration than 24% causes a loss in the total amount

recovered and less than 19% gives an uiMiuly slow absorption.

In Fig. 2, curve A shows that a slight constant loss of iodine occurs from the

ec’^ntral chamlKT (approximately 1 % per hour of tlie total amount present).

The effect of chatvgiing the dichromate comentradoti in the outer chaynber. The

effect is much less than changing the concentration of acid. Similar results were

obtained with the ]i«*rmanganate system and chloride; but whereas the rate of

chloride oxidation seemed to be proportional to tlu* permanganate concentration,

the influence of varv’ing the ooiKxmtration of dichromate appears to follow a

square root relation.

The effect is shown in Fig. 2. It may be noted that saturated potassium

dioliromate at room temptTature (18
')
contains 9*S g. dichromate per 100 ml.

solution.
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With regard to changes in the other conditions such as fluid volume, tem-

perature c/c., the reader is referred to the previous communication on chloride

[Conway, 1935].

Discussion.

This method for micro-bromide determination is applioabh^ to general

inorganic analysis and to blood and urine determinations cic. With blood the

normal bromide concentration may be determined in 1 ml. After bromide

administration finger blood (0*2 ml.) can be used.

Pincussen and Homan ( 1929], «upportf‘d by Zondek and Hiijr [1931] advana‘d

the theory that normal blood bromide consisttHi largely of bromide combined in

organic linkage and functioning like thyroxine as an important catalyst in the

organism. The pituitar>' was thought to be tlu^ site of th(» fi)rmation of this

substance. Its passage from the jutuitary into the mid-brain was believed to

be associated with the advent of normal sleep and the content of bnjinidc in tlie

blood to be much reduced in maniacal depressive states. The views of Pincussen

and Zondek were based however on faulty methods as shown by Fleisohacker

and Scheiderer [1932].

Ucko [1934], who with Bernhardt [Bernhardt and Ucko, 1925: 1926] had
obtained very high bromine* v’^alues for the pituitary, has now stat(*d that using

a revised method iie could not find more bromide in the pituitary than in otlit'r

glands and that no valid evidence exists for assuming the pn‘S(*nce of* an organic

bromide catalyst or for the assumption that a glaiul is associated with its

production. F^xim the work of Quastcl and Yates flJI34], Dixon [1935| and in

particular the recent detailed studies of Leipert 1 1935], and of Ltupert and Watz-
lawek [1935] there are no valid grounds for supposing that thi* normal blood

bromide is other than the inorganic substance. Leipert has shown that protein

precipitation, dialysis or ultrafiltration giv(‘S no indi(*atioj) of a l>romo-pu)tein

compound. Moreover the bromine of blood is completely pr(*<*ipitat(d by siher

nitrate, whereas organic bromide compounds of the type* of dibromotyrosine

are not pri‘cipitated by this reagent.

Concerning the origin of the normal blood bromide the gn*ater part of this

must come from the bromide associated with the natural chloride of the food

although this does not often exceed 20% of the total ingest(*d. The Br/Ol ratio

in commercial chloride has beim found here not to exceed 1 : 7(K)0 for four

samples, whereas the Br/Cl ratio of sea water and of ordinary drinking water
(e.g. Dublin Vartry water) is of the order 1 :7(X) to KXK). Presumably the natural

foodstuffs possess a similar ratio to the latter with regional variations. The
commercial chloride taken would therefore dilute the “natural” ratio—^the

general limiting value of which may be presumed to be that of tlie sea.

The failure of the evidence hitherto presented for an organic bromide com-
pound in the blood by no means removes biological interest from micro-deter-

minations of bromide. Among other consulerations the study of the Br/Cl
ratio may throw considerable light on the chloride metabolism as well as on the

functioning of such organs as the kidney. From the clinical side also an easy and
accurate method for carrying out micro-bromide determinations on very small
quantities (finger blood after a single therapeutic dose) is of considerable interest.

SUMMABY.

1. A method is given for the micro-determination of bromide, using the
special absorbing apparatus already described. With the method, bromide can
be determined to an ultimate standard deviation of 0*08y Br.
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2. Using standard KBr solutions, the coefficient of variation for a single

determination of 80()y J3r was found to bc‘ 0*6% and with 80, 8 and 2y Br it was
found to be J-8, 1*5 and 4*0% respt^ctively.

3. In the method the bromide ion is oxidised to free bromine in the outer

chamber and the formed bromine is then absorbed in 1 ml. of 20% KI in the
central chamber, the whole proeiMlim being conducted at room temperature.
The free iodine liberated is titrated with 0*05iV thiosulphate (using the special

burettes already described) when the bromich* exct^cds about 80y. It is colori-

metrically determined iiclow this level, either directl}" or after starch addition,

without standards, using modcTn methods of absolute colorimetry and in a
similar manner to that already described for minute chloride determinations.

The determination rna\ be also carrii^d out with an ordinary colorimeter,

iifter starch addition and using standards.

4. The oxidant select ed as most suitable is acid di<;hromate. For all biological

determinations W'here thii chloride strength do(‘s not much excticd 1 % as NaCl,

the d(dermiiiation is eTltirel^^• iiideptuident of the pr(\sence of chloride tjven when
the molar concentration of chloride is 70tH) times that of bromide. With acid

dichromate the method is not indcficndont of the presence of iodide, but iodide

can be easil\' and completely removed by a preliminary treatment wdiich may
be also made' the basis of an initial iodide determination.

5. A])plications of th<» method to the dettTminafion of bromide in normal

blood and urin(‘ arc* described. Such determinations may be carried out on 1 ml.

samph^s. Aft<*r administration of bromide the determination can be carried out

on finger blof>d (0*2 ml.). Ih’omide iulded to blood and urine can be quantitatively

recov’^ered.

fi. Tiie eoneentration of bromide in normal blood viiried for 8 students

betw’oen 227 and 572y/l(>d ml. Tlu' mean values for blood and urine were 372 and

fi56y/l(K)ml. respectively, th(‘ average ehloride concentration of th(‘ urine being

fiOomg./lOOml. The average Hr/Cl ratio in urine was 1:2150, the halogen con-

centrations being expressed ns milli-eijiiiv.
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By ERIC BOYLAND anb ALFRED AARON LEM.
From the Research Institute of The Cancer Hospital (Free) London,

(Received February 22nd, 1936.)

In a previous communication it was sliown that rats and rabbits fed on a diet

containing anthracene excreted two diifertmt isomerieJes of dihydroxydiliydro-

anthracene [Boyland and Levi, 193oj. These compounds were excreted as such

and as conjugation compounds with glycuronic acid. The structure of the

glycuronic acid compounds has now been determined.

The glycuronic acid compound from rabbit urine was oxidised by alkaline

KMn04 naphthalene-2:3-dic^rboxylic acid (V), but treatment with acid

caused loss of water to give an anthrylglycuronic acid (II), which was oxidised

by K]VIn04 to give a-hydroxyanthraquinonc (IV). The acid must therefore be
l;2-dihydroxy-l:2-dihydroanthraoeno-l-glycuronic acid (I). That the oxygen
atoms are attached in the 1 and 2 positions is shown by the formation ofa-anthrol
(III) by acid hydrolysis, and 2-keto-l:2:3:4-tetrahydroanthraoene (VII) by
catalytic reduction and acid hydrolysis.

The glycuronic acid from the rat urine occurred in much smaller amounts
and was isolated with considerable difficulty from the acid solution. The purified

product showed the chemical properties of a-anthrylglycuronic acid, but its

optical activity was somewhat greater than that of the a-anthrylglycuronic acid
(II) produced by acid hydrolysis of l:2-dihydroxy-l;2-dihydroanthraoene-
glycuronic acid obtained from rabbit urine. It is probable that the rat urine
contains a laevorotatory l:2-dihydroxy-l:2*dihydroanthraccneglycuronio add.

( 728 )
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Of the two l:2-dihydroxy-l:2-dihydroa!ithracene^s the laevorotatory compound
is excreted by rats, and it is probable that a glycuronic acid complex of this is

formed. Rats excrete chiefly (0*2 g./I.) free l:2-dihydroxy-l:2-dihydroanthracene
and very little glycuronic acid. Rabbits produce little free 1 :2-dihydroxy-
l:2-dihydroanthrac(me and con>siderable amounts (0*5 g./l.) of the glycuronic
acid complex.

Experimentaj..

The animals were treated in the manner desoribofl in the previous communica-
tion. Aftc*r the neutral urine had been extract(3d with other to remove dihvdroxy-
dihydroanthracenc it was acidified with HCl until acid to ( ’ongo red and extracted
with CHCLj in large separating funnels to remove mercapturic and other acids.

The urine was then shaken twic(‘ with 5 g. lots of charcoal (norite), and filtered.

(iUjeuroniv acid from rabbit urine.

The rabbit urine contained relatively large amounts of glycuronic acid

(about 0*5 g. 1.), which was readily extracted hy shaking with 2 portions of

amyl alcoliol in a se|)arating funnel. The extraction was facilitated by the

addition of about 300 g. (NH4)2 SO4 1. The amyl alcohol was tlien extracted with
2N NaOli. The extract on acidifying and stirring gave a precipitate? of crude

glycuronic acid whi(*h was purified by cTystallisation from hot water or hot

alcohol.

The purified extract from acidified rabbit urine crystallised from hot water
in laminae*, M.r. 197"' with decomposition, and from alcohol in rosettes or needles,

ai.p. 193-195"; [a] y';” in dioxan (c,0*(>%)-f'197 : lal}fNasalt in t[20(c, 0*3^4) -f 95".

Soluble in a(*etone and alcohol, sparingly soluble in etluT and water: insoluble

in benzene and chkiroform. (Found (Schoeller): V, 50*4; H, 5*1%; ecpiiv. wt.

408, 412, 407. (^2oW2iP8» recjuirc^s (, 59*2; H, o*4%; mol. wt. 406.)

T)u» pun? substance gave a strong naphthorc^sorcinol test for glycuronic acid.

It did not rc?duee Fehling's solution exce})t after acid hydrolysis. Boiling dil.

HOI for 5 min. changed the optical activity and gave* a less soluble product

which ap|x*ared to be anthrylglycuroiiic acid (II).

Aruhrylglycuronk acid. For the preparation of this substance the glycuronic

acid of the rabbit is dissolved in hot water and, after the addition of a little HCl,

kept at about 70" for an hour. The aiithrylglyeuronic acid slowly separates in

shining laminae and is removed from the cook'd solution, washed with benzi'iie

to remove a small amount of a-anthrol and purified from a large volume of

water, or from aqueous methyl alcohol; [a] y,” in dioxan (c. 1*0%)— 52"; [a]ff Na
salt in HgO (c, 0*3^'o) -79\ R(?adily soluble in alcoliol and acetone, sparingly

in water and eth(?r. The solubility is greater in alcohol and k*ss in wat(?r than

that of the original acid. (Found (Weiler): C, 62*6; H, 5*1 %; equiv. wt. 392.

H2O rc?qum*s C, 61*9; H, 5*1 %; mol. wt. 388.)

The anthrylglycimjiiic acid (0*5 g.) was hydrolysed by boiling with 0*2 xV

H2SO4 for 4 liours. On cooling, the precipitate was filtered and extracted with

iKUizenc. The extract gave crude a-anthrol (IH) (91 g.), which was acetylated

with cold acetic anhydride and yyridme. The a-aeetoxyanthracene was purified

by sublimation in vacuo giv'ing needles, m.p. 127° (a-acetoxyanthracene has

M.F. 128-130°).

The residue after benzene extraction of the hydrolysis product was readily

soluble in alcohol and was recrystallisotl fnim water. It appeared to be un-

changed anthrvlglycuronio acid; [ajfj* in dioxan (c, 0*8%) — 50°. This appears

to be identicarwith the anthrylglycuroiiic acid obtained by short boiling of the
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original acid with dilute mineral acid and indicates that this acid is much more
resistant to acid hydrolysis than other glyouronic acids, such as bornylgiycuronic

acid [Quick, 1927J.
Oxidation of the original glycuronic acid with CrOg in acetic acid at 100® gave

a yellow crystalline product which was ree.rystallised from aquetius alcohol, and

rc^sublimed in vacuo, m.p. 185-186° (a-dihydroxyanthraquinone has m.p. 193®),

It was soluble in alkali with an orange colour and apjx^ared to be a-hydroxy-

anthraquinone (IV). Oxidation of a-anthrylglycuronic acid (obtained by acid

hydrolysis of the original acid) with KMn04 in alkaline solution gavi' the same
a-hydroxyanthra(iuinone (IV). This w^as purified by sublimation in vacuo and

formed orange needles, m.p. 193

Oxidation of the original glycuronic acid wdth alkaline K]Vln04 gave naph-

thalene-2:3-dicarboxylic acid (V), M.p. 236-238 ' (m.p. in literature 240 ):

equiv. wt. 114 (theory= 108). On vacuum sublimation this gav(^ the anhydride,

M.P. 242-244° (m.p. in literature 245°).

The glycunmic acid was not hydrogenated under the conflitions whi(4i were

effective with l:2-diliydroxy-l :2-dih3’droanthraeene (i.c. using a Pd-BaSO^
catalyst), but using dioxan as solv(‘nt and a Pd catalyst })r(q)ar(Hl by reduction

ofPdCla with sodium formate the glycuronic acid took up . The hydrogenal ion

})roduct W'as mucli less soluble in dioxan and acetone than the original acid and

crystallised from hot w'ater, m.p. 188®; [aJ/> Na salt in w^at/cr (r, 0*14%) — 41 .

(Found (Weilcr): C, 56*6; H, 6*2%; equiv. wt. 420. OjjoH 2.>Oi», 2H 2O requin*s

C, 56-3
; H, 6*1 % ;

mol. wt. 426.)

It appc‘ared to havt‘ one molecule of hydrogen more than the original

acid and w^as probably 1 :2-diliydroxy-l:2:3:4-tetrahydroaiithraceneglycur()ni<‘

acid (Vi).

The reduced glycuronic a(4d W'as rapidly changed wdth boiling 2 AT HOI and
gave 2-koto-l:2:3:4-tetrahydroanthracene (VII), m.p. 149° [Brown and Bayer,

1926], ideiitical as to m.p. with that obtained from 1 :2-djhydro.\y-l :2:3:4-

tetrahydroanthracene [BoyJand and Lc*vi, 1935]. The keto-compound (*ould not

be recrystalliscKl satisfactorily. (Found (Weilcr): ( 5
,
85-0; H, 6*4

requires C, 86-2; H, 6*1 %.)

(wlycuroiiic a^cid from rat urine.

The rat lirine gave a much less intense glycuronic acid reaction with naphtho-

resorcinol than the rabbit urine. After removal ofthe 1 :2-dihydroxy-l:2-dihydro-

anthracene by ether extraction, the urine w’^as acidified with HCl and extracted

with ether in continuous extractors for 2 or 3 da37s. Small amounts of crystalline

glycuronic acid separated from the ether. The yields were much smaller than
those obtained from rabbit urine. The glycuronic acid was n^poatedl^^ crystallised

from hot water and was finally obtained in laminae, m.p. 199-290® with decom-
position

;
[a]/> in dioxan (c, 0-5 %) —114°; [ali> Na salt in HgO (r, 0-3 %) ~ 126°.

Soluble with violet fluorescence in alcohol and acetone but not in benzene.

(Found (Schoeller): C, 61*3; H, 5-06%; equiv. wt. 392. C2oH2oOg requires

C, 61-8, H, 5-15%: mol. wt. 388.)

The puHi substance gave a strong naphthoresorcinol reaction for glycuronic

acid. The glycuronic acid was heated in a sealed tube at 100° with 0-2 A’ HCl for

24 hours. A dark green precipitate was filtered off, dried, dissolved in benzene
and acetylatod with cold acetic anhydride and pjTidine. The acetoxyanthracene
was sublimed in vacuo to give white crystals, m.p. 126“ (a-acetoxyanthracene,
M.p. 128“-130°; jS-acetoxyanthracene, M.P. 198°).
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The glyciironic acid was oxidised with KMn04 ^ aqueous dioxau solution.

The solution was decolorised with SOg and concentrated by evaporation. An
orange precipitate was filtered off, dried and sublimed in vacuo. Orange noodles,

M.p. 193'\ agreeing with that of a-hydroxyanthraquinone, m.p. 193*.

STTMMAEiT.

Rabbits fed on a diet containing anthrac(uie excrete a dextrorotatory

l:2-diliydroxy-]:2-dihydroanthraeAme-l-gIycuromc acid. Rats fed on the same
diet excrete much less glycuronie acid, but it is probable that they excrete an

analogous laevorotatory comxKJund which is readily hydrolysiKl to a-anthryl-

glycuronic acid.

One of us, A.A.L., has ))leasure in thanking the Sir Halley Stewart Trust for a

Fellowship held (hiring the progress of this work.
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Brown and TJayr (1926). Lithi(j\ Atm. 451, 1.

Qiiif'k (1927). 7. HioL ( /k/w. 74, 331. '
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Principle of the method.

In studying uric acid synthesis in avian tissues a relialile mic ro-method for the

determination of uric acid is desirable. Folin s colorimetric method and its

modifications which are fairly r(*liabl(' for blood, and possibly for normal uriru^,

are very unsatisfactory in presence of tissue extracts. The colour-producing

reaction lacks sfK'cificity
|
Fujiwaraand Kataoka, 1933] and the colour d(‘veloped

is not wholly proportional to uric acid concentration. A second method developed

by Fosse et al, [1930] depends on the ultimate (|uanti1.aiive (‘onversion of uric

acid into urea and glyoxylie acid by the enzymes uricase and allantoinas(^ With
the enzyme preparations at our disposal, however. th(^ analysis take s too long

(12 hours). We first tried to improve this (uizymic method but finally abandoned

it in favour of a similar but npn-enzymic procedure.

In the method described in this pajier uric acid is dec()m])osed by the

following reactions

:

I Tic acid

1. I shaken in air with
)

AUantoin
2. I alkaline hydrolysis (100^: /)jj --'10; 20 min.)

Allantoic acid

3. i acid hydrolysis (100^; --<2; 3 min.)

Urea glyoxylie acid

Either end-product can be determined with ease, glyoxylie acid c*olorimetric-

ally [Ro, 1932 : Mourot, 1935] or by bisulphite-titration, urea by many methods.

We prefer to determine urea manometricallv by means of unease, since this

method is specific, simple and accurate. Though the yield of urea is not

theoretical, the deficit is constant (8 ± 3 %) and can be allowed for by a correction

faijtor. In practice 237 yl, COg per mg. uric acid are obtained instead of 265 fxl,

COg. Since the error in determining COg manometrically is 1-2 pL, the method
allowsO- 1-1*0mg. uric acid to bedeterminedwith reasonable accuracy (Table III).

The method is particularly suitable for use^ in conjunction with tissue slice

work [Edson et al, 1935]. It is not suitable for blood analysis, nor is it re-

commended for very dilute solutions containing less than 0*1 mg. uric acid in

5 ml. of fluid.

Experimentaj..

I. Reagents,

1. Manganese dioxide,, 10 ml. 20 vols. % HgOg are added to 10 ml. of 1*82%
KMn04 solution. When effervescence has subsided, the precipitate is separated
by centrifuging, washed first with water and then with 0*1M NaOH and finally

suspended in 100 mi. 0*1 Jf NaOH. When the precipitates is uniformly distri-

bute 0*1 ml. of this suspension contains 0*1 mg. MnOg. The suspension retains

its activity for several weeks; it has to be uniformly distributed liefore use.

2. 2 N sodium hydroxide,

3. N sodium bicarbonate.

{ 732 )
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4. Thymol blue (0-2 in 70 alcohol),

5. 6 N sulphuric add,

6. 3 N sodium acetate.

7. 3M acetate buffer, 27*2 g. sodium aet^tato (NaCgHgOa, SHgO) and 6*0 g.
glacial acetic acid in 100 ml. 5*0.

8. Naphthyl red (0*25% in 70 % akroliol).

9. Urease: 1 part of jack bean meal (Arlco or British Drug Houses, Ltd.) is

shaken for 30 min. with 4 parts of water. After centrifuging, 01 volume of
acetate buffer is added to the separate'^ supernatant fluid, which contains the
enzyme. The* solution retains its activity for st^veral months if kept cool and if a
drop of octyl alcohol is added to maintain sterility.

II. Details of the reactions involved.

Oxidation of uric acid, Schuler and Reindel [1933] have shown that uric acid
is oxidised catalytically by molecular oxygi*n in the presence of MnOg; the
r(*action depends on temperature, Pi^ of the medium and tlu* concentration and
method of i)reparation of th(' catalyst. The dried IVInOg of British Drug Houses,
Ltfl. is almost (‘ompletely inactive under (‘onditions in which freshly precipitated

catalyst is highly active. 0*3 ml. of the suspension described in Section I oxidises,

under the given conditions, 1-2 mg. uric acid in 30 min. (Table 1).

Table I. Catalytic oxidation of uric acid with MnOo .

Manoirietri(* oxpcriuient; coineal cup bull»8; main part of cup contained 2 ml. uric

acid solution ( = [‘Syr* rug, uri<‘ acid) +0*1 ml. 2*V NaOlT; siile bulbs, 0*3 ml. MnOj suspension:

40''; gas, air; MtiOj and uru* acid mixed after e((uilibratioii.

1’imc after mixing (min.) “> 10 20 -40 80
< )xygen absorbed (jul.) 33*4 0.?> 123 I2tv5 12(vr) (calculated 12t>*;*>)

Hydrolysis of allantohi. The conditions established by Ro [1932] for the

alkalino and acid hydrolysis of allaiitoin hare been found satisfactory for our

pur|X)se. Table JI shows that the method yields 90-9vS% of the theoretical

amount of urea. Allan and Cerceedo [1931] showed that the yield of urea can

be increased to 109% if the hydrolysis is carried out at 70 '. Allan and Cerecedo’s

procedure, however, nHpun^s 2*0 hours.

Table 11. Hydrolysis of alUmtoin (20 min.
\)ji 10; 3 min. p// 2).

AlLuiitoin Urea found yield

rag. (expresaed in pi. CO.^) o
/u

0-284 77-7 97-0

0-448 323-0 97-3

0-493 135-0 97-2

0-697 197-0 96-6

III. Procedure.

3-5 ml, of solution containing uric acid are transferred to a conical Warburg

cup. If those cups are being used in a tissue slice experiment, the slices are simply

removed from the solution. Sufficient 2N NaOH is added to the solution to make
the fluid approximately 0*1 N with resj^ect to OH' ;

0*3 ml. MnO^ suspension is

then added, and the Vessel is attached to the manometer and shaken for

40 min. at 37-40®. The gas space contains air. The MnOa separated from

the solution by filtration, the filtrate is collected in a 10 ml. graduated test-tube

and its volume read carefully. If the diameter of the filter-pap(?r is 4 cm. and

the filtrate is allowed to drain thoroughly, the loss of fluid is about 0*3-0-4 ml.
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Next 0*1 volume ofN NaHCOg solution is added to reduce alkalinity. The
tube is heated for 20 min. in a boiling water-bath, a drop ofthymol blue is added,

and when cool the fluid is cautiously acidifled by addition, drop by drop, of 6N
H2SO4 until the indicator is distinctly red 2). The tube is returned to the

boiling water-bath for 3 min. and cooled. A drop of naphthyl red is added and
is adjusted to 5-0 by 3 M sodium acetate ; a drop of both indicators added to

acetate buffer of pji 5*() serves as a standard colour. An aliquot of the solution

is then transferred to a conical Warburg flask and urea is dett^nnined with urease

by the method of Kn^bs and Henseleit |1932].

IV'. Example.

3 ml. of solution containing 1-450 mg. uric acid were shaken with 0-3 ml.

MnOg suspension and 0*15 ml. 2 N NaOH (40 min.: 40’).

34.'>N
factor for correction [i ml. .V NaH(M).,.Filtrate — ml,

Heated to 1(K)° for 20 min.

i cooling. +1 drop thymol blue-fOA’ H^SOj until red.

Heated to HM)® for 3 rain

I cooling. +1 drop naphthyl red sodium acetate until the eolour of the
control w reached.

I Total rulurae now .1*1 ml. Transferred into manometru* flask for urea rtetc-rraina'

tion : 0*0 ml. ( factor for correethm 1
*

}

).
\ . 1*0 /

Trea determination : 0*4 ml. urease: Tj., r)*4ml.; ! (;
11*17; .38 . 1-7.3.

Presflure change.s after mixing: time 2(1 40 (10 nun.
"

mm. 213*5 2.3S 2.38*5

-Vo, -238 S . 1-273 x x =.357

(theoretical value 38.5: yield 92*7

V. Recovery.

In Tabl(' III a number of recovery experiments, carried out on pure uric-

acid solutions, are listcid. Th(? av(*rage ;vdeld is 92*1 % ,
if the first two determina-

tions, in which the amount of uric acid was small and the accuracy then-fore less,

are excluded. The last column of Table 111 shows that tiu- deviations from the
average figure are, with one (-xception, less than 3% . We correct this deficit in

the uric acid determinations by dividing the COg found by 0*92.

Table III. Hejcovery of uric acid.

Uric acid adde<l (X). found Yield
mg. fd.

O'
/<)

0073 18*8 97
0*14(1 39*1 101

0182 45*7 94*8

0*241 59*7 93*3

0*253 63 94-0
0*255 62*5 92*5

0*292 69-2 89*2

0*328 82*0 94*3
0*484 112 87*.

5

0*507 122 9M
0*730 179 92*4
0*967 236 92*2
1*450 357 92*7
1*930 482 94*0
1*930 469 91*5
2*42 577 90*6^

Average*

92*1%
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VI. Interference by other substances.

The recovery of uric acid is equally satisfactory, if liver slices, liver extract or
dilute (1:10) s<*rum are present. Higher concentration of proteins, above 1-2%

,

interfere with the filtrations. Agglomeration ofMnOg , which may occur in certain

protein-containing solutions, do(‘s not significantly aifecjt the catalytic activity.

If the solution contains glucose, and possibly other substances, autoxidisable
products are formed in the course* of the alkaline* hydrolysis. Th(‘sc cause an
al>sorption of oxygen during the^ urea dete^rmination, but this difficulty can be
overcome by filling the manometric flask with nitrogen.

If urea is pre^sent, it is advisable cither to determine it directly in an aliquot

or to destroy it by means of urease before the determination of uric acid.

V’ll. SpeciJicUy.

The following purines and pyrimidines do not yield urea when treated
acconling to Section HI and do not absorb oxygen with MnO^ in alkaline

solution : hypoxanthine, xanthine, adtmine, guanine, cytosinti, uracil, thymine.
Sul>stances which may interfere with the det<*rnunation of uric acid are

a number of guanidine derivatives (arginim*, glyeocyamiiu*, guanidine and
creatiniiK') and some ureid(*s (such as alJant-oin, allantoic acid, parabanic acid,

oxaluric acid and dialnric acid). Table IV shows the extent to wdiieh uiva may

Table IW ProdHCtion of urea from substances other than uric acid.

Subatanee

Uiva formed when
treated aceordinji to

.section III.

rnaximum yield

Ailantoin 9S
Allantoic* acid 9S
Parabanic a<‘itl 9K
Dialunc acid 9S
Arj,diiiiie 9

Guanidine 11

Cmituiuic 10

Glycocyamiue 10

< »xaluric 9S

be formed from these subst^inces under the c^ontlitions of the determination. In

all these cases the urea is produced during the alkaline or acid hydrolysis so that

uric! acid can Ik? determined in their presence if the urea formed in an aliquot,

without previous treatment with manganese dioxide, is measim*d.

Summary.

A method is described, by which 0* 1-2-0 mg. uric acid can be determined with

reasonable accuracy. Uric acid is converted into urt'a and glyoxylic acid and the

urea produced is estiraatt^d manometrically by means of urease. The method is

esfmcially suitable for use in conjunction with tissue slice work.
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Introduction.

This work is a oontiiiuation of ihat ofMoggridgo and Ogston
1
1 Oik'll. It enibodios

titration curves of vitamin Bj in more eoncentratiHl solution and of thiociiroine

[Kuhn and A'etter, 1935; Barger et al,, 1935], speetrographie measurenients and

catatorulin tests. Thiochrome is of int< n?st since it is an oxidation ])rodn(‘t of th(‘

vitamin differing by onl\" 2 or possibly 3 H atoms.

Rksults and discussion.

Vitamin The vitamin combines with only two ecjuivalents of acid. The
formula proposed by Williams [1935] demands that one* of thcisc^ shall be^ com-

bined with a quaternary nitrogen of unusual tv}>e forming part of a thiazole

group. The structure of the latkT apjR^ars to have been eompl(‘tely s(‘ttled by
the synthesis of Clarke and Giirin [1935]. The peculiar N atom det(Tmines the

character of a pseudo-acidic or pseudo-basic grouf) which can Ik* titrated in tin*

neighbourhood ofPn 9*0 [Birch and Harris, 1935; Moggridge and Ogston,^ 1935;

Williams and Ruehlo, 1935], This group it is agreed nupiin^s two ecpiivalents of

alkali. All these workers agree that a furtluT group is present which can bi*.

titrated near Moggridge and Ogston described also a liasic grouj) of

Pk 3-4. But'this is inconsistent with thci remaind(*r of the evidence.

The present results show clearly that the titration (*urve of vitamin Bj

below Pn 7*0 is satisfactorily acc^ounted for by a single group of /q- 4-8. The
finding of Moggridge and Ogston was due th<*rcfore to the fact that too dilute

solutions were employed; either then* was some decomjiosition of the vitamin
or ix)ssibly an error in the large water correction. Hence all work(*rs now agree

that vitamin has 4-8 corresponding to a basic group and pj- about 9-0

corresponding to a pseudo-acidic or pseudo-basic group, thc’s latter group
requiring two equivalents.

The present results upon vitamin wereobtained with the hydrogen electrode.

They are consiskmt with the previous findings regarding 4*8 olitained with
‘

the glass electrode?
; spectroscopic observations (Pig. 1 ,

Curve 1 )
indicate that the

vitamin structure is essentially intact after titration fr/. the curves of Holiday,

1935; P(5ters and Philpot, 1933]. On the other hand, exposure of a vitamin
solution to the hydrogen electrode under the conditions of titration at pjj 7*0 for

12 hours in one experiment (5) reduced its catatorulin activity by 80% without

^ FroeiJom Rosoarch Fellow.

* Tlies<^ authors thought that this group must be regarded as pseudo-acidic because of the

elfect of alcohol upon the . The group however is so unusual that the alcohol effect may well l)o

anomalous.
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causing any material change in the absorption spectrum. It is possible therefore

that even in the shorter period of titration (30 min.) the vitamin may be slightly

Fig. 1. t^Itraviolet absorption spectra. Curve I. Vitamin at M after having been in contact

with H./Pt in the titration vessel. Curve Tl. Thiochrome at pn 8. Curve III. Thiochrome at

Ph 3. Curve IV. Thiochrome at 3 after titration with the glass electrode.

Experimental points for
1Fill. 3. Comxjted titration curves of vitamin B, and thiochrome. ^ Expcri

i . .
^ vitamin B, below pb 7- Full lino is theoretical for 1 equiv. ofp^ 4-8. O Experimental pomts

for thiochrome; fuMine theoretical for 1 equiv. Pk 6-6. 0 Equilibrium points for tht chrome.

altered. It has idways been found that the colour reaction is affected [c/.

MAggridgft and Ogston, 1936]. Kinnersley et al. [1936, 2] suggested that the

group which can be titarated near pjj 4*8 contains quaternary nitrogen. The

Biochem. 1936 xxx
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elimination of the group of 3*7 now means that we must return to the original

view of Moggridge and Ogston that the group of pj^ 4*8 is the amino-group

attached to the pyrimidine ring. Since tliis group remains intact to the titration

while the colour reaction disappears, it seems that the amino-group cannot be

responsible for the diazo-reaction as has been suggested by Kinnersley et al,

and Barger eJt al,

Thio^rome, Proper determination of the titration curve of thiochrome with

the hydrogen electrode proved impossible, the c?urves being of indefinite form and
changing with successive titrations of the same 8ami)le ; this was associated

with a change in absorption, diminution of the long-wave band and the appear-

ance of a new band at about 2700 A. This is a confirmation of the hand given by
Kuhn and Vetter [1935] for reduced thiochrome. Using a glass electrode how-
ever excellent titration curves (Fig. 2) were obtained, very similar to those of the

vitamin; the ultra-violet absorption curve was not changed during titration

(Fig. 1); there is a single group with 5*6 the acid binding corresponding to

one equivalent per mol. thiochrome (assumed to be Ci2Hi40N4S = 264). Its

titration seemed to correspond closely with the change from yellow to colourless

of the solution. Between pji 7*0 and 9-0 (the limit of the glass electrode) the

solution behaved somewhat similarly to the vitamin; the pjj values drifted to

equilibrium indicating the presence of a pseudo-acidic* or pseudo-basic group
titrating between 8 and 10.

From determination of the fluorescence changes Kuhn atid \'etter (1035]

found a pj^ of 6-3 for a basic group of thiochrome. Our data give a rather more
acid value of 5-6.

Let us cjonsider the interpretation of these results in relation to the recent

formula proposed for thiochrome [Barger et al., 1936; Kuhn and Vetter, 1935;

Windaus et al., 1934] with formation of a central glyoxaline ring (I). From the

11.

/N /N.

HC 0 C—

S

I' I

C=C—

oW
Hi —
iia'— CHj-dbOH.

/N, /NH,
HC c—

s

i I -/

A,
(Ih.

titration data it st^ems that the p^ 5-() of thiochrome bedongs to the same N atom
at 8 attached to the pyrimidine ring ; the change from 4-8 to 5-6 might accompany
the ring closure. The value of 5-6 is consistent with the p^r values of known
glyoxaline basic groups [Levy, 1936]. It seems probable that the drift at alkaline
reaction has the same cause both with vitamin and thiochrome. Formula I does
notaccount satisfactorilyforthese points ;we suggestformula II with a quaternary
N atom. As Barger et al. point out there are objections to the assumption of a
quaternary N atom in thiochrome; but without assuming this grouping we
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cannot account for the alkali drift, since according to Clarke and Ourin the
opening of the ring and alkali drift are associated with the quaternary attach-
ment of the thiazole nucleus. Both Kinnersley et al. and Barger id aL (jonsider
that the acquisition of blue fluorescence (quinochronie and thiochrome) involves
loss of sulphur lability.^ No formula seems completely satisfactory. Thiochrome
has been found to combine with 2mols. of HCI. one of these being held less

closely than that of vitamin Bj . This would suggest a weaker base for the second
HCl whereas actually the titration data indicate a stronger base of 5*6.

The changed absorption spectrum found after titration with the hydrogen
electrode is sufficiently similar to that of vitamin to suggest the application
of the catatorulin test, though Barger et al, stak^ that hydrogenated thiochrome
is not vitamin Bj . The short-wave maximum 2700 A. is not very near that ofB^ in

acid solution at 2470 A . A few catatorulin tests have been made upon thiochrome
itself and specimens after reduction by contact with hydrogen and platinum for
4 hours (see Fig. 3). The thiochrome both from Germany and Edinburgh showed

Fig. 8. Ultra-violet al>8Cirptioii spt^ctra. Curve I. Thkwhrome at /^h 3 after 4 hours’ contact with
Hj/Pt at pu 7. (’urve II. Thiochrome at 3 after 4 hours' contact with Hg/Pt at 5*5.

no catatorulin activity (Exps, 1 and 2) in confirmation of animal tests from these

laboratories. Some specimens of reduced thiochrome (Exps. 3, 4, 5) showed a

trace of apparent activity almost within limits of experimental error. This

matter is l^ing further investigated.

Experimental.

Hydrogen electrode titrations were performed in a small rocking half-cell

(Kg. 4) working on the principles of that described by Clark [1920]. Its capacity

was 0*15 ml. Hydrogen electrodes were small platinised plates [Ogston and

Brown, 1935]. Hydrogen flowed over the surface of the liquid and escaped

tlm)ugh a trap ;
contact ofthe liquid with hydrogen and the electrode and mixture

of the liquid were assured by keeping the cell mechanically rocked through an

^ On the other hand, Kuhn and Vetter state that after long boiling with 2:V NaOH thiochrome

liberates S as —SH.
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angle of 20° about three times per sec. A 3'6N calomel electrode was the
reference electrode

; the whole ceU was in an air thermostat at 25± 0*2°.

Glass electrodes were of the type described by Macinnes and Dole [1933]
having very thin membranes of a^ut 2 mm. diameter; they were calibrated
against buflFers standardised with the hydrogen electrode. Electrical measure-

Kig. 4. Hydrofion elwtnKlc vessel.

ments were made with a Tinsley slide wire potentiometer naing a Tinsley valve
electrometer with glass electrodes. Potentials were measured to the nearest
millivolt. Titrand solutions were approx. Jf/160; 0-1 N titrant solutions were
added from a capillary microburette which allowed reading to ± 2 x 10-* ml.

Ultra-violet absorption spectra were obtained with a Hilger E 310 Quart?,
spectrograph with a Spekker photometer. All spectra were measured in solutions
of about pjj 3 except that of thiochrome which was measured at py «.

The amount of thiochrome used for these experiments was nndfr 1*0 mg.
The vitamin was prepared in the Department of Biochemistry, Oxford

University [Kinnersley et al., 1935, 1]; the thiochrome was available to us by
permission and through the courtesy of Prof. Kuhn and Prof. Barger. All
observations upon thiochrome with the exception of the catatorulin tests,
Exps. 1 and 2, were made with Prof. Kuhn’s specimen.

Catatorulin tesla. Medium: Ringer phosphate of py 7-3, no pyrophosphate;
substrate: pyruvate instead of lactate. Figures represent average Og uptake
pl./g./hr. for a period of 1-2 hours.

AdditionR /il./g./iir-

Ek(i. 1 (1 861
id, Bj ly 1346
Thiochrome Kuhn 6y 848
Tiiioohrome Barger fiy 869

Exp. 2 0 666
Vitamin B^ ly 996
Thiochrome Kuhn .5y 660
Thiochrome Barger 6y 672

The iwultsB^w thiit lessthan I% vitamin B, activity (catatorulin) is present in the t.Mo«hromf
pi'eparations of Kuhn and Barger.
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Exp. 3

Exp. 4

Exp. 5

Exp. (i

Additions ^l./g./hr.

Vitamin H,
Vitamin

llc^duced thiochronu* />n 3- 9
during titration

Vitamin Bj
Vitamin Bj

Reduced thiochrome Ph 7*5

(4 hours)

Vitamin Bj

Vitamin Bj

V'itainin Bi

0
O-Sy
lOy
lOy

0
0*25y
O'fiy

0
0-25y
o-r>y

2y original Bj reduced

Pu 7*0 (12 hours)

12y reduced thiochrome

pji 5-5 (4 hours)

0

2y
f 22y reduced thio-

ehrome 2*5 (12 hours)

565
973
1016
679 Not more than

0-1 5y vitamin Bj
present or 1 **,,

476
675
757
489 Nil

508 Not more than
0’05y present

618
924
1010
912 Not more than

0*25y or not more
than 12^!'o

772 0 12yor 1“^
present

602
1219
639 Not more than

0*05y or 1 in 500
probably

12282 -f 22y thiochrome

All reductions at 25^" or room temperature with Hg and Bt black.

Summary.

1. The titration curve of vitamin Bj on the acid side is completely described
by one basic group having pj^ 4*8, All workers are now in agreement.

2. Thiochrome (Kuhn) shows a basic of5*6 and like vitamin a tendency
for a drifting titration value to the alkaline side of the neutral point. It hasno
vitamin activity by catatoriilin test.

We are indebted to Mr H. W. Kinnersley for help.
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OBITUARY NOTICE.

GEORGE ALECK CROCKER GOUGH.

1902-1935.

Geokoe Aleck Crocker Gough died on November Sth, 1935, after a prolonged
illness.

Gough received his education at Battcr8(^a St^c^ondary School from 1917 to

1919 and then proce(‘dt‘d to Battersea Polytechnic where he remained until 1926.

In 1922 he ol)tamed the B.Se. degree with first class honours in Chemistry and
three years later he was awarded a Ph.D. degree for a thesis embodying work
that he had carried out in collaboration with Dr J. Kc^nyon and Dr H. Hunter
on the Geometrical and Optical Isomerism of the Methyk^/rfohexanols (J. Chem.
Hoc. (1926), 2052).

Towards the end of 1926 Gough went to work in the (!homical Laboratory of
the National Institute' for Medical Research at Hampstead and here his talents

were quickly recognised. In collaboration with Dr H. King he entered a new and
difficult field of research and investigatc'd the relation between the structure, the

physical and chemical properties and the therapeutic activity in experimental

trypanosome infection of some new organic compounds containing arsenic

(J. Chem, Sor, (192S), 2426 and (1930), 669). During the preparation of nicotinic

acid, with a view to the synthesis from it of certain arsenical compounds, an

unknown by-product was obtained and was subsequently identified as 4-nitro-5

(3«pyridyl)-pyrazole. Tliis compound was found to have originated as the result

of a new type of nuclear conversion (»/. Chem, Soc, (1931), 2968; (1933), 350).

In 1929 Gough was awarded a Rockefeller Travelling Fellowship. During its

tenure he w orked under Prof. Wieland at Munich, studying some of the less well-

known stends ofyeast {Liebig's Anii, (1930),482 , 36). As soon as he had completed

his studies Gough took a course of quantitative organic analysis under Prof. Fritz

Prt'gl at the Medizinisch-C^hemisehen Institut of the University of Graz. He
remaine'd keenly intt^rested in micro-chemical methods and after he had rc'tumed

to England he gave sc^veral courses on this subject at the Sir John Cass Technical

Institute in London.

When Gough resumed work at the National Institute he extended an investi-

gation which commenc?ed many years before, when the late Dr H. W. Dudley

demonstrated the existence of a specific carbohydrate-hapten in tutercle bacilli.

Gough devised an improved technique for the isolation of this serologically

reactive substance from largo quantities of organisms and obtained by this

means sufficient material for a thorough chemical analysis. He showed that by

mild acid hydrolysis it was possible to obtain from the polysaccharide material a

mixture of sugars, of which arabinose, mannose and galactose were isolated and

identified (Biochem. J. (1932), 26, 248). Gough also examined the water-soluble

protein substances which had been derived from tubercle bacilli, and he suc-

ceeded in isolating them in an undenatured condition and showed that they^

possessed different chemical and immunological properties {Biochem, J . (1933),

27
, 1048). Gough 8 work at this time also include<l an examination of the poly-

saccharide material of Timothy grass (Phhum preUense), The relationship of

certain constituents of pollens to the allergic diseases to which they give rise led

Biochem. 1936 xxx ( 743 )
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Gough to examine the polysaocharide fraction that he had isolated from the

pollen of Timothy grass since it seemed probable that this material was respon-

sible for the specificity of the allergic reaction. He found that the polysaccharide

displayed a certain similarity to the specific carbohydrate of the tubercle bacillus

and that acid hydrolysis of the carbohydrate material produced Z-arabinose,

galactose and a non-reducing acid.

Gough next investigated the properties of two proteins that are found in the

synthetic medium in which tubercle bacilli have betui cultivated and he attempted
to ascertain the part played by each in the “tuberculin” reaction. He showed
that the reaction produced by old tuberculin when injected into the skin is

associated with both fractions, one of which is a typical protein whereas the

other is a proteose-hke substance which is not precipitated by trichloroacetic

acid (Brit, J. Exp, Path. (1934), 15, 237).

Gough’s last contribution to immuno-chemistry was concerned with the

chemical nature of the phage-inactivating agent in bacterial extracts. In

collaboration with Dr F. M. Burnet he showed that the activt^ agent Ls a poly-

saccharide which can be converted into the spt'citic bacterial hapten by trciat-

ment with alkali. The results of this work indicated that during the cours(‘ of

degradation of the phage-inactivating agent by heat and alkali tin* power to

inactivate different phag(*s is lost in definite stagers. The evidence^ supported thc^

belief that the specific somatic antigen of dysentery and of salmonella bacilli is a

complex labile poljTOCcharide which is responsible both for the serological

character and the phage-susceptibility of the bacteria (J, Path, Bact. (1934), 38,

301).

Gough became an Associate of the Institute of Chemistry in 1924, a Fidlow of

the Chemical Society in 1926, and a Member of the Biochemical Society in 1931.

Gough was of a quiet and retiring tiisposition and was an enthusiastic lover

of nature and of the open country. He took a keen and especial delight in his

garden and in the lieautiful countryside near his home in Surre^y. His untimely

death cuts short a promising future and removes an abl(» and exceeMlingh’

conscientious worker from the field ofimmuno-chemistry. His loss will bt* deeply

felt by all his friends and especially by the colleagues whom h(* hiid served so wtdl.

W. T. J. M.
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From the Department of Biochemistry, University of Alberta, Canctdu,

(Received February 5th, J1936.)

For quantitative colorimetric purposes there iwS probably no other reagent so

sensitive and so well adapted for precise measurements, and at the same time
applicable in so many fields as diazotised sulphanilic acid. The present paper
(*on tains some observations, now some years old, on certain substances in many
resfiects often widely different but which under similar conditions yield colours

with this reagent. The group has the common character that all its members are

caj)able of keto-enolic tautomerism for which reason I venture to speak of a
keto-enolie type* of diazo-U»st.

The n^agents required for the tests an'

:

] . The* diazo-reagent made according to KoesskT and Hanke [1919].

2. Id % sodium carbonate solution.

3. 3*0 y sodium hydroxide solution.

4. 20% hydroxylamine hydrochloride in water.

Pyrimidines and dmzodf'st-'^.

The l)ehaviour of pyrimidines with diazo-compounds has been most closely

studied by Johnson and Clapp [1908-9]. Uracil, cytosine and ('specially thymine

were* found to give colours when mixed with (liazobenzenesulphonic acid in

pn'seiKM* of excess of sodium hydroxide. No reaction occurn'd with 3-melhyl-

pyrimidines, whence it was sliggest(xl that the grouping —GO—NH— must be

j)res(;nt in the 2:1- or 2:3-positions of the pyrimidine ring to allow’^ coupling.

That coupling does not occur in the 4- or 5-positioiis was shown by the fact

that 4:5-dimethyluracil gives a red colour.

»lolin8on an(i (fiapp tried without success to isolate the reaction product of

thymine and diazobenzenesulphonic acid. The nature of the linkage thus remains

obscure although the available evidence favours the view that coupling takes

place in j)osition 3, in wiiich case the reaction products would be N-azo-com-

pounds. flohnson and Clapp further state that fi-hydroxy- and O-amino-pyri-

midine do not couple; Ev^ans [1893] obtained a red colour with 2-oxy-4:6-

dimethylpjrimidine, and Pauly [1904] an intense colour with 4-methyluracil.

Steudel [1904] first observed that thymine couples with diazo-compounds in

presence of sodium hydroxide.

The writer has confirmed the results of Johnson and (Jlapp with uracil,

cytosine and thymine. It should be noted howx'ver that the colours are obtained

only with relatively large amounts of the pyrimidines in question. The sensi-

tivity of the tests can be raised slightly by^ the application of heat to the solutions,

but it is unneoessaiy to emphasise this in view of the much more delicate test for

thymine which will now be described.

( 745 )
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The new test for thymine.

The test is performed as follows.

To 2*5 ml. of sodium carbonate solution add 1 ml. of the diazo-reagent. At
the end of 1 min. add 0*6 ml. of a solution containing about 0*1 mg. thymine.

Keep for 5 min., after which period a faint yellow colour is present. Add 1 ml.

ofSN NaOH and keep for 1 min. Then add 1 drop ofthe hydroxylamine solution

and mix quickly. An intense red colour rapidlj’^ develops. It is stable for several

hours.

The high sensitivity of the test is shown by the fact that a marked colour is

still obtainable with less than 0*01 mg. thymine present in the test solution.

The test is not given by as much as 0-5 mg. uracil or cytosine, although yellow

colours are produced by these in contact with the reagent and sodium carbonate.

It is necessary that coupling take place in sodium carbonate solution, since

no colour is obtained at the above dilutions with excess ofsodium hydroxide even

on the addition of hydroxylamine.
It is difficult to assess the relevance of the present test to previous o]>serva-

tions on the behaviour of pjrimidines with diazo-reagents. With Johnson and
Clapp’s procedure m'acil and cytosine give positive tests though less intense than

thymine, whilst the test now described quite definitely distinguishes tliymine

from uracil or cytosine. In the present test uracil and cytosine may couple, but

if they do, the product is incapable of undergoing rtHiuction to an intensely

coloured complex as in the case of the thymine-coupled product.

T*he Iceto-enolic diazo-test,

Hanke and Koessler [1922] showed that if (in place of thymine in the test

described above) 0-25 mg. acetone, acetaldehyde or acetoacetic acid were added,

a purplish colour developed after the addition of hydroxylamine. The cjoupling

was supposed to take place with the keto-form of these substances, the hydroxyl-

amine playing an essential part, in the production of the final red colour wliic^h

was regarded as a hydrazoxime derivative.

The principles of the Hanker and Koessler test derives from the work of

Ehrlich [1882], Penzoldt [1883, 1, 2] and Petri [1883] who mdejxmdently found

that under certain conditions the urme of diabc*tic patients gave a marked
diazo-reaction which was traced to the presence of glucose.

According to Penzoldt 2 ml. of glucose solution (containing more than 0-1 %)
were made strongly alkaline with KOH, and 2 ml. of 1'67% diazobenzene-

sulphonic acid, previously made slightly alkaline, added. In presence of a large

amount of sugar a purplish colour developed aftcT 15 min., but with small

amounts of glucose only after an hour. A slight excess of nitrous acid did not
interfere.

Penzoldt and Fischer [1883] showed that the test is a general one for alde-

hydes. Easily oxidisable aldehydes behaved like glucose, but aromatic aldehydes*

reacted only in presence of sodium amalgam, by the use of which a much greater

colour was also obtained from glucose and acetaldehyde.

Positive tests were obtained by Penzoldt and FischcT with acetaldehyde,
acetone, ethyl acetoacetate, valeraldehyde, furfuraldehyde, glyoxal and benz-

aldehyde. The same test was also given by phenol, resorcinol and pyrocatechol,

if care were taken to bring them in contact with the diazo-compound in presence
of excess of alkali so that the known dyes are not formed.

Petri [1883; 1883'-84; 1884] added to 6 ml. of urine 2 ml. of 30% KOH and
5 ml. of a diazo-reagent, made with approximately the theoretical amount of
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potasBium nitrite. He found that colour development was hastened by warming
and was given only with fixed alkalis. Reduction with zinc in the absence of
oxygen could replace reduction with sodium amalgam but over-reduction with
zinc produced a colourless solution, which on exposure to oxygen rapidly became
coloured again. Petri later found that peptones and proteins by the use of zinc

give the same fuchsin-red colour as is obtained from aldehydes.
It appears probable that the glucose test is not given by glucose as such, but

by substances of the type of acetaldehyde produced by relatively long contact

with the strong alkaU, although ’t is possible tlmt enolisation [Nef, 1910] may
cause the reaction to be given by glucose itself.

It thus appears that the tests described by Penzoldt and Fisclier and by
Petri for aldehydes are fundamentally the same as that described by Hanke and
Koessler for acetone etc,, and that the hydroxylamine of the last workers
noplaces sodium amalgam or zinc as the reducing agent which is necessary for all

the tests, except whtm, as with acetaldehyde, the substance itself has strong

reducing properties.

The writer has confirmed the main findings of Penzoldt and of Petri, as well as

thost' of Hankcj and Koessler. It appears that the best conditions for the test

with such a substance as acetone lie between those adopted by Penzoldt and by
Hanke and Koessler. It is tnie that coupling does take place, especially with the

aid of heat, in the presence of a largo excess of strong alkali
;
but it is at best very

alow and incomplete presumably owing to the fact that there is little active

coupling diazo-compound presemt under such conditions. On the other hand in a

dilute sodium carbonate solution of acetone there is probably very little of the

enolic tautomeride, which according to Dimroth and Hartmann [1908] is the

only form capable of coupling. The greater colour produced by acetone on pro-

longing the time of coupHng in presence of dilute sodium carbonate, as found by
Hanke* and Koessler, or by the use of 10% sodium carbonate instead of M %
and keeping the coupling time 5 rain, as found by the writer, is readily explicable

on this h^'pothesis. A high concentration of weak alkali thus provides the best

conditions for coupling as it does not greatly diminish the active diazo-compound

and at tht* same time tends to increase the proportion of enolic form present.

The great variations in the extent of coupling of different substances of this

type under such specific conditions as those adopted by Hanke and Koessler is

also in accordance with the alx)ve explanation, the proportion of enoUc form

pn^sent under definite conditions lieing very variable for different substances.

It has further been found that many reducing agents may replace hydroxyl-

amine in the production of the final colour. The addition, instead of hydroxyl-

amine, of zinc, aluminium, tin or a drop of very dilute stannous chloride is

quickly followed by the apj)earauce of the red colour. In the case of stannous

chloride the colour intensification with acetaldehyde is practically as great as that

obtained with hydroxylamine. With the former, however, the colour is unstable.

On keeping the test-tube, the colour fades rather rapidly except on the top layer.

By shalfing the contents it quickly returns, apparently to its full extent. The

process may be repeated many times.

It is thus apparent that, although hydroxylamine may have more than a

purely reducing function in the Hanke and Koessler test, yet it is not a necessary

constituent in the general type of reaction under consideration. The Hanke and

Koessler formulation is thus inadequate as an explanation of the mechanism of

the reactions concerned.

It is probable that these proceed on the lines indicated by Dimroth and

Hartmann [1908] for the coupling of diazonium salts with tribenzoylmethane.
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According to this view the enoHc compound would first form a yellow 0-azo-

derivative; migration of the arylazo-group to the neighbouring carbon atom

would convert the latter compound into a deeply coloured (7.azo-derivativo

which is unstable and passes spontaneously into the isomeric hydrazone (colour-

less).

The above series of reactions would represent the complete courses of events

in the ab8enc*e of a reducing agent. The effect of such an agent may be explained

by supposing that it converts the hydrazone into a hydrazide which is oxidised

in turn byatmospheric oxygen with regeneration ofthe coloured C-azo-compound.

In the absence of direct proof of the existence of the above-mentioned inter-

mediate products this explanation must bo regarded as tontative; it appe^ars

however adequately to cover the observed facts.

Tyrosine and iyramine,

Hanke and Koessler [1922J discovered that tyrosine and tyramine give* in a

very beautiful fashion, and indeed quantitatively, the ty]:)e of diazo-reaetion

under discussion. p-Hydroxyphenylpropionie and p-hvdroxyphenyllaotie acids

behave as normal phenols, the presence of NHg in the side-chain giving rise to

tliis remarkable difference in behaviour.

The writer has tested p-nitrophenol and p-aininoplienol but with negative'

results. Ho has also found that tyrosine gives the Penzoldt aldehyde test but

only in the presence of a metallic reducing agent. The use of stannous chloride i!i

place of hydroxylamine hydrochloride in the Hanke* and Koessler nudhod gives

the characteristic intensification of colour. As with the keto-enolic* substan(*es,

the colour fades rather rapidly exet^pt on the surface layer and is quickly

regenerated by shaking. As before the process can be rep(*at(‘d many timers.

The parallel behaviour of tyrosine with the k(*to-(uiolic tautom(U‘i<les tlius

leaves little doubt that the red comjK>und produced in both cases is of tlu* same
type, and in the case of tyrosine is explicable by a set of reactions similar t.o that

outlined for acetone. The initial fonnation of an 0-azo-compound is in ci>n-

formity with the conceptions of Chattaway and Hill [1922] of the mechanism of

the coupling of phenols, but in the case of tyrosine, through the infliumce of the

NHg-group in the side-chain, the migration of the arylazo-group is in s(inic way
effected, or th(» hydrazone structure is the more stable form as in the mixed azo-

compounds. No azo-derivative of tyrosine has yet been described.

Thymine,

The test for thymine has already been described. Here again, the final colour

behaves with stannous chloride as does that from acetone or t^TOsine, and the
colour produced by hydroxylamine is very stable.

The fact that uracil and cytosine do not give tJie test is perhaps no more
remarkable than that jo-hydroxyphenylpropionic acid and similar substances
without an amino-group in the side-chain do not behave like tyrosine. The
methyl group in the 5-position ofthymine has an effect on the reaction apparently
analogous to that of the amino-group in the side-chain of tyrosine. In the case
of thymine, we must also suppose that the labile hydrogen migrates l)etween a
c^arbon and a nitrogen atom.

Vitamin Bj

,

It is mentioned by Kinnersley et at. fl935] that their vitamin gives the
keto-enolie type of diazo-test. As noted by these workers their test is given in a
weak manner by acetone. It is more marked with acetaldehyde and glyoxal but
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negative tests are obtained with tyrosine, thymine and acetoacetic acid. By
their particular technique acetaldehyde gives a colour in presence offormaldehyde

but none when the latter is replaced by hydroxylamine. The colour obtained

from acetaldehyde by the so-called formaldehyde-azo test is kss than that by
the procedure de8cril>ed here. It is not stated by the Oxford workers ifthe colours

obtained from vitamin by the two techniques are comparable in intensity.

Summary.

1. A sensitive diazo-test for thymine has been described by which this

pyrimidine may he distinguished from cytosine or uracil.

2. The term “keto-enolie ty7)e” of diazo-test is suggested to embrace a

diversity of diazo-tests previously described as given by such substances as

glucose, acetoacetic* acid, acetaldehyde, acetone, tyrosine and now thymine, on
evideneo submitted that the tests all rest fundamentally on the same chemical

principles.

3. The essentials for such a test apjxmr to be (a) the capacity for keto-enolic

tauk)meri8m in the substaiK*e to hv coupled
; (6) the necessity for a reducing agent

in the development of significant colour from the product of coupling.

I am indebted to Prof. Treat B. Johnson of Yale for the synthetic thymine

used.
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Attention was drawn in the previous communi(3ation [Dainodaran and

Sivaswamy, 1930] to the fact that in analysing the globulin anaeardein according

to the Van Slyke nitrogen distribution method the precipitate obtained with

phosphotungstic acid was completely free from sulphur, though the presence of

cystine in the protein was established both qualitatively and quantitatively.

The existing literature on the subject (for a historical summary see Hoffman

and Gortner [1922]) would give the impression that the precipitation of cystiru^

by phosphotungstic acid is nearly quantitative except w'hen the former has been

subjected to prolonged boiling with acid. Thus Van 8Iyk<‘ [19111 re(!ords a

recovery of 88*8%, HoflFrnan and Gortner (1922] of 89*7 %, and Plirumer and

Lowndes [1927] of 97% of cystine in the pliosphotungstic acid precipitate.

According to the first two authors, the precipitability of cystine is reduced by
boiling with concentrated hydrochloric acid for 24 liours to 50 and 50*78

respectively of the cystine originally present, Plimmer found that after similar

treatment for 36 hours the phosphotungstic acid pn^oijiitate represented 40%
of the cystine-S. These observations are however incapable of explaining the

complete absence of sulphur from the phosphotungstic acid precipitate observ(Nl

in the case cited above. Such an observation could only be understood if the

precipitability of cystine were influenced by its concentration and there existed

a certain minimum value of the latter below which cystine failed to give a

precipitate with phosphotungstic acid. No systematic investigation B(‘ems to

have been carried out from this point of view and it was considered advisable to

study this question, especially as cystine-N values based on tlu* sulphur content

of the phosphotungstic acid precipitate obtained in the Van Slyke method con-

tinue to be widely quoted and the point is of importance in view of the occurrence

of more than one sulphur-containing amino-acid in proteins.

Solutions ofpure cystine in varying concentrations wore treated with phospho-
tungstic acid under exactly the same conditions as in the usual nitrogen distribu-

tion method and the amount of precipitation taking place was determined.

Experiments were carried out at three different temperatures, viz, at room
temperature, which during the period varied from 29 to 30"', in a thermostat
at 20® and at the tempt^rature of the refrigerator (5-8®).

The results are represented graphically in Fig. 1.

It is obvious that precipitability is considerably influenc(*d l>oth by the
temperature and by the concentration of cystine, and that within certain ranges
of the latter no ])recipitation takes place. IVom the shape of the curves it can be
inferred that at no concentration is the precipitation likely to be complete. By
extrapolation it is possible to estimate the limiting concentrations at the various
temperatures below wiiich no precipitation would take place. These are approxi-
mately at 5-8® 3*1 mg., at 20® 16*9 mg, and at 29*30” 50 mg. of cystine ptT 100ml.
of splution. Translated into terms of protein, assuming the standard conditions

( 760 )
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of the Van Slyke method, where 3 g. of protein are hydrolysed and the “bases”
precipitated in a volume of 200 ml. at about 20° the results obtained show that a
jnotein containing less than 1-13% by weight of cystine would give no preci-

pitate of cystine phosphotungstato, whilst from one containing as much as 5%
of this amino-aeid only about 81*4% would be precipitated. In the experiments
of the authors already mentioned only one concentration of cystine was tried in

Fig. 1. Prpfipitat ion curves of eystiiio at differorent temperatures.

(*ach case. Van 81yke as well as Hoffman and Gortner [1922] (with whose
results the values now obtained are in close agreement at the particular concen-

tration tried by tlu'm) used a solution containing 0*1 g. cystine per 100 ml.;

thc^ t‘xperiments of Plimmer and Lowndes [1927] were carried out on a solution

containing 0*25 g. in 200 ml. These figures corresjK)nd to 3 g. of proUdu with

cystine contents of % and 8-33% rt‘S|)ectively. Since no protein, apart from
soim* keratins, contains such large proportions of cystine, the results obtained by
the above authors at tlie high concentrations investigated by them have no
iK'ariiig on the applicability of the process to the analysis of protein hydrolysates.

It also follows that the solubility correction of t)*(X)26 g. to be added to the

cystine-X, recommended by Van Slyke on the basis of his experiments on the

cystine solution of the strength mentioned above, is purely arbitrary and of little

significance. Further the extent of the alteration or decomposition of cystine

during treatment with acid as determined by Van Slyko and by Plimmer and

Lowndes is subject to correction, inasmuch as these authors assumed that

precipit^bility by phosphotuiigstic acid was a measure of unaltered cystine.

It will be seen that at the temperature of the refrigerator almost quantitative

precipitation can be obtained. This is in conformity with the results recently

published by Toennies and Elliott [1935] w'ho carried out the precipitation at 0°.

But advantage cannot be taken of this fact in the analy us of proteins, as at such

low temperatures the nitrogen content of the phosphotuiigstic acid precipitate

is out of all proportion to the basic amino-acids present.
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Expbbimbntal.

Cystine was prepared from human hair without the use of sodium acetate for

precipitation* After two recrystallisations, using sodium hydroxide for neutrali-

sation, the preparation was analysed. (Found : N, 1 1 *61 ; S, 26*58% . CgKi204N2S2

requires: N, 11*66; S, 26*67%.) For precipitation, solutions of the cystine were

made up in varying concentrations in N/5 hydrochloric acid and the exact

quantity of the amino-acid present ascertained by micro-Kjeldahl determina-

tions on aliquots. Known vohimes of the solution were pipetted out into

stoppered pyrex bottles calibrated to contain 40 ml., 20 ml. of a solution con-

taining 3 g. of 24-pho8photung8tic acid (Kahlbaum) and 3*6 g. concentrated

hydrochloric acid were added and the volume was made up with water to

exactly 40 ml. After redissolving the precipitate by placing the bottles in a

boiling water-bath they were allowed to stand for 48 hours either at room
temperature, in a thermostat at 20*^ or in the refrigerator according to the

tempe^rature at which the prt»eipitabilitv was to he dett^rroined. The contents of

the bottles wert^. then decantt^d through a dry filter and the nitrogen in the filtrate

determined in aliquots (referred to the original volume of 40 ml.) by the micro-

Kjeldahl method. The amount of cystine-N in the precipitate was then cahai-

lated by difference.

Summary.

The precipitation of cystine by 24-[)hoaphoturigstic acid at varying con-

centrations of the former has be(m studied under the usual cf)nditions of prottmi

analysis with the following results.

1 . The extent of the precipitation at any particular temperature* is dependemt

on the concentration of cystine pres(»nt.

2. Below a certain minimum concentration of cystine no j^recipitation takes

place, so that a protcun may contain cystine and still show no cy.stin<*-S in the

phosphotungstic acid precipitate.

3. Precipitation does not appear to be complete at any cone(*ntration. At
the concentrations of cystine usually present in protein hydrolysates only a

small fraction is precipitated. Cystine-N values ba.sed upon this method are

therefore of no significance.

4. Nearly quantitative preciiiitation is obtained only at such coru^entrations

or at such low temperatures as are inapplicable in the analysis of proteins.
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In Part I [Ellis, 1J)32| a rnothod for studjing the oxygen uptake of the fatty

a(!idft was deseribt'd. Elaidie acid showed an uptake of over 20% of its weight in

about 36 hours. This rate depended upon high dispersion of the acid at tempera-

tures above its melting point, upon its thorough admixture with cobaltous

elaidato as a eatiilyst and upon a circulation of oxyg(ui with the accompanying
removal of the carl)on dioxide formed. In subsequent expt»Timents this degree

of autoxidation (which marks the (md of an even rate of oxygen uptake) has been

attaintnl in less than 7 hours; partly by increasing the rate of the circulation of

oxygen to 2 ml. per see. as eompar(‘d with 04 ml. ])er sec. previously employed..

A probable exydanation of this effect is that the carbon dioxide formed causes a

lowering of the partial jiressure of oxygen and may e\’en become adsorbed by the

disf)ersed liquid and its jiroducts, so retarding the autoxidation unless removed
by a rapid passage* of oxygen. An increased proportion of the catalyst from

0 05*!-;, of the metal to 0*o*'o has also increased th(* velocity of the reaction, but

no further increase by greater concentration has been noted.

The biochemi(‘al significance of this work is not lessened by devoting most of

the study to pure elaidie acid instead of to oleic acid, which is so difficult to

purify. In Part I it was shown that both acids autoxidise at comparable rates,

and since" examining the products in the two cases, there is little doubt that their

differtmees may be attributed to stereoisomerism. Nor does the employment of a

dry film and of dry oxygen gas detract from this significance, for it will be shown

that there are close similarities both in the rate and in the products of dry

autoxidation as compared with thost" obs(*rved for autoxidation in oxygen satu-

rated with aqueous vapour at the temperatures of autoxidation. The latter

observation has been made with a slight modification of the apparatus shown in

Pig. 1, Part I. The cylinder A, containing the dispersed acid, was provided at its

base with two jK?rforated porcelain discs between which cotton w^ool soaked in

water was placed. The upcoming oxygen w'as thert*fore saturated at the tempera-

ture of the reaction. It should l>e noted that water is an immediate product of

autoxidation so that working under a(*tual dry conditions is impracticable. The

conditions adopted, therefore, may l)e compared w ith th(» autoxidation of an oil

emulsion. Olive oil becomes rancid rapidly when in the form of a very fine

emulsion and when a metallic catalyst is present, but it is doubtful whether such

a process could lead to satisfactory result-s: the emulsion would have to be very

bulky and autoxidation would lead probably to demulsification and so to practi-

cal stoppage of the reaction.

The products are numerous and in some cases complex. Reduction in the time

of autoxidation does not appear to have simplified the process or to liave pro-

duced a main, initial autoxidation product. It has been necessary for practical

(
753 )
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results to work at temperatures above 55®. The results obtained in recent work
are set out in Table I. This Table is a continuation of Table I, Part I. The
elaidic acid has been allowed to autoxidise in lots not exceeding 23 g. A single

experiment will not >ield fractions which suffice to give some of the quantitative

results to be describ^. Over 70 autoxidations have been carried out and similar

fractions have been combined for a number of the actual estimations. The
various products obtained will be described under different headings below and
in further communications. They are given in the order in which they may be
isolated.

Carbon dioxide and water.

These are absorbed from the circulating oxygen system as descril^ed in

Part I, where the results of various estimations were tabulated. A few additional

results have been obtained. In Exps. 4, 16, 15 and 10 of Table I the f)xygen

uptakes are 16-7, 18-2, 21-6 and 21*1 % respectively (col. 8). The oxygen evolved

as carbon dioxide was estimated as 44, 4*6, 4*9 and 5-2% respectively, account-

ing for 25% of the oxygen absorbed. These results are in agreement with those

obtained in Part I. The water evolved was estimated in Exps. 15 and 16 and
amounted to 7-0 and 7*5% as oxygen. The results of water determinations may
be too high, owing to the presence in the absorption tubes of volatile acids. A
total water and carbon estimation may be obtained from the diffenjnee of th(^

total products calculated from the oxygen uptake and those other tliaii water

and carbon dioxide actually isolated. Exp. 74 gave 11-3% by this method.
Exp. 15 gave 11*9% as oxygen by absorption of both products in dry caustic

soda. Both results are probably high, but there is litth* doubt that when elaidic

acid shows an oxygen uptake of about 20% ,
nearly half this oxygen is evolved

as these two products. These results will be referred to again.

The main autoxidation products.

The fine, purified sand, used as dispersing agent, is extracted in a Soxhlet

apparatus with ether. From 20 g. of the acid nearly 23 g. of an oily extract are

obtained. This mixture is yellow to light brown and will darken slightly on a
water-bath. Otherwise it appears fairly stable. Kept for some hours it will

deposit crystaUine matter, which camiot be separated advantageously at this

stage. It is complettdy soluble in sodium carbonate and titrates to an equiv. wt.

about 250. It gives i.v. up to 50, which is partly acc^junted for by the presence

of unchanged elaidic acid. It possesses a pungent odour resembling ‘‘drying'’

linseed oil. This odour is also obtained in the autoxidation of stearic acid

(Part I). It liberates iodine from an acetic acid solution of potassium iodide in

amounts corresponding to 1-2% of a peroxide of elaidic acid. When boiled with
water or dilute acids, the aqueous portion gives a faint colour with titanic acid,

but not more than can be accounted for by the peroxides in the ether used in the
extraction. It is miscible with small proportions of most solvents, but is only
partly soluble in large proportions of light petroleum, carbon disulphide and
cold methyl alcohol. It forms a slightly gelatinous solution in benzene. Many
attempted fractionations of the salts of lead, zinc, magnesium, calcium and
copper have not proved satisfactory. Of the various methods tried, that which
has proved the most successful for the separation of the various constituents will

be detailed under the different headings below. It has been found advisable to
express their yields as the amounts obtained from the autoxidation of 100 g. of
elaidic acid. For this purpose, when necessary, any unchanged acid ha^ been
estimated and this amount deducted from the weight experimented upon.
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The product oxido-elaidic acid with notes on its isomeride oxido-oleic acid.

CHs{CH2hCH---4JIJ{CH2)7COOH.

Themain autoxidation products fromelaidic acid
,
obtained as described above,

were dissolved in seven times their bulk of alcohol. The solution was cooled in

ice and diluted with water until a cloudiness appeared. Salt was then added to

the ice and the solution of the products stirred from time to time during several

hours. The deposit of crystals was filtered rapidly on a cooled Buchner funnel

and washed with a little cold 70% alcohol. A fiirther small crop of crystals

has sometimes benm obtained by cooling the mother-liquor by means of (carbon

dioxide snow. The dried crystals were fractionated iji light petroleum. The
solution must not be cooled below 15® until most of the oxido-elaidic acid has

been separated : otherwise unchanged elaidic acid is deposited and little frac^tioiia-

tion is effected. The oxido-elaidic acid separated in this way was njcrystalliscui

from dilute alcohol or acetone. It is readily soluble in most solvents in the cold,

with the exception of light petroleum. It crystallises from alcohol, acetone or

light petroleum in minute but })erfectly formed rhombic platc'S of m.p. 55*5®.

(Found: equiv. wt. 299; mol. wt. cryoscopic in iK^nzene 333; in ac*ctic acid 2H5
;

by East's method 304. C, 72-48: H, 11*35%. requires mol. wt. 29S;

C, 72*42
;
H, 1 1 *49% .) It gave i.v. 1 *0 and 0*0. When boiled w'ith 40% NaOH it

was nearly completely converted into dihydroxystearic acid, m.p. 133‘. An
identical oxido-elaidic acid was synthesised. Klaidic acid was dissolved in dilute*

NaOH and 1| mol. proportions of dilute NaOCI aelded. Carbon dioxide was
passed in and the mixture left for 12 hours. The solid chlorohydrin was separated,

dried and added to excess of sodium ethoxide in alcohol. The mixture was
shaken frequently for 2 hours at about 40®. The acidified, dilut(jd solution gave a
good yi(*ld of crystals, which on purifying with light |x'troleum gave the sanu*

minute rhombic plates melting at 55*5®, unchanged on admixture with the

autoxidation product.

The percentage yields of oxido-elaidic acid are shown in Table 1, col. 11.

These are for the purified product and are therefore low% but it is not thought that

more than 20% of this product is formed. It results from (catalytic? autoxidation,

for Exps. 11 and 16 gave very low results and these are the only two conducted
in the absence of the catalyst. The results of Exps. 8 and 13 are the only others
giving low figures. The former was conducted at a temperature below the
melting point of elaidic acid and was therefore consid('rably prolonged, whilst the
latter represented an autoxidation in the prt‘sence of hydrochloric acid va]:K)ur.

In both these cases hydrolysis of the* oxido-derivative must have taken place,

but hydrolysis by aqueous vapour for the shorter JK^ri(Kls corresponding to those
of the majority of the autoxidations is very slight. Exp. 17 gave a fair result

although the oxygen employed was saturatefi by aqueous vapour at the tempera-
ture of autoxidation. Furtlier evidence regarding hydrolysis w^as obtained as a
result of Exp. 9, not recorded in detail in Table I. The usual drying tubes were
employed with the circulating oxygen, but the contents of the autoxidation
cylinder were removed in three partes and examined separately for their oxido-
content. These parts comprised a lower portion into which the dry oxygen
entered, a middle portion receiving in addition the water vapour formed in the
lower* portion, and an upper portion imder additional humid conditions. These
fractions contained 15*6, 13*0 and 9*4% respectively, ofoxido-elaidic acH. There
is evidence of slight hydrolysis. On the other hand when 1*005 g. of the pure
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product were dispersed on sand and maintained at 65° while oxygen saturated

by aqueous vapour at this temperature was circulated for 12^ hours, 0-9781 g.

of pure oxido-elaidic acid and 0-0136 g. of the nearly pure acid were recovered.

There was little or no hydrolysis. Interest in this question was partly due to the
possibility of this derivative being a precursor of diliydroxystearic acid. This
latter compound is not present in the free state in any appreciable amount as an
autoxidation product, but, as will be shown in a further communication, in

combination it represents a large proportion of the oily products.

Some interesting comparative work on the autoxidation of oleic acid has been
undertaken. This will be described in more detail in a further communication,
but mention may be made here of the possible formation of an isomeric oxido-

oleic add. Pure oleic acid was not employed, but the commercial samples were
nearly freed from the saturated fatty acids by crystallising these out from dilute

acetone at —30°. The crystalline portion of the autoxidation products was very

soluble and could only be separated from dilute alcohol by cooling well below 0°

for some hours. Recry.stallisi-d from light petroleum, a fraction only slightly

soluble in this cold solvent yielded the thin, minute, rhombic crystals of oxido-

elaidic ae.id. The melting point of this and of its mixture with the elaidic acid

derivative* was 55*5^ The mother-liquors yielded a crystalline mass of m.p. 52°

and this was thought to hv the oxido-oleio acid obtained by Bauer and Bahr

( 1929J by the oxidation of oleic* acid witli perbenzoie acid and having this melting

point. The microscopic appearance of the autoxidation product did not point

to its being a pure substance. On re]»cated recrystallisation from light petroleum

followed by (lilute ae<»tono a very soluble mass (*rystallising in long thin plates

was obtained. It melted at about 58 but could not be freed from a trace of

impurity. It approximately agreed with a })erbenzoic acid oxidation product of

oleic acid obtaimnl by Pigulevski and Petrova (1926] who gave the m.p. as

57*5-58 A product synthesised by Xieolet ami Poulter [1930] through the

chlorohydrin was described as melting at 53*8 , and a similar product from elaidic

acid likewise molted at 53*8 . These latter results cannot be accepted. Previously

Nach and Saytzeff [1892J had obtained by the action of silver oxide on the

dibromide of oleic acid a ' glyeidic acid” of m.p. 57-60\ while Albitzki [1900]

describes a chlorohydrin synthesis of the oxido-derivative of oleic acid leading to

an oil, the product from elaidic acid having m.p. 57-60^. In view of the un-

certainty existing it was decided to rejxjat the above described successful

synthesis of oxido-elaidic acid substituting oleic acid of fair commercial purity.

The yield was poor, nor could the mixture of the small amount- of oxido-oleic acid

be separated from the saturated fats originally present in the oleic acid. The

experiment was repeated with 5 g. of free acid suspended in 500 ml. of water

containing a little gum arabic. To the emulsion was added dilute NaOCl
(1-5 mols.) and carkm dioxide was passed in until the mixture was saturated.

After 12 hours the liquid or mucilaginous chlorohydrin was extracted with ether

from the acidified solution. The evajKjrated solution was dissolved in alcohol and

cooled in ice. Water was then added until a slight opacity was observed. The

solution was cooled by carlion dioxide snow with constant stirring, and the

separated fatty acids "were filtered off, advantage being taken of the highly

soluble, liquid chlorohydrin for the removal of these impurities. The alcohol

solution was dried by anhydrous sodium sulphate and loft for 3 hours with

excess of sodium ethoxide in alcohol. The diluted, acidified mixture was

extracted with ether. A white crystalline mass (25 %) was obtained. A com-

parative treatment of 20 g. of oleic acid yielded 20%. Pure oxido-oleic acid

is difficult to isolate. Its solubility may be compared with that of palmitic
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acid, with which it was probably mixed. The mixture was fractionated many
times with ice-cold light petroleum (40-60°) with the occasional use of activated

charcoal in small quantities. The melting point was gradually raised from below
53 to 57°. Finally, the product was recrystallised slowly from about 80%
acetone, until it had m.p. 59-5°. The pure product is highly characteristic.

It is very soluble in all the common organic solvents including the various

chloro-derivatives in use. It crystallises in long plates, so thin as to be almost
invisible under the microscope and when suspended in dilute acetone. (Equiv.

wt. 296*5; C, 72*50; H, 11-50%.) Boiled with 20% aqueous NaOH it jnelded

over 90% of dihydroxysteario acid, m.p. 94°; confirmed by a mixed melting

point with a knovTi permanganate oxidation product of elaidic acid. Although
melting higher than the product obtained 1)3’^ Pigiilevski and Petrova [1926]

the comparison is only a question of relative purity, for these authors noted

hydrolysis to the dihydroxystearic acid of m.p. 94°. It was somewhat un-

expected to find the oleic acid product of higher melting point than that obtained

from elaidic acid. The readjustment of this reversion on hydrolysis of the oxido-

compounds to their dih.vdrox3
^8tearic acids is also of interest.

The total solid acids of the main autoxidation products from 20 g. of okic

acid yielded 3-9 g., composed largely of the oxido-elaidic acid. Its isomeride

could not be freed from traces of fatty acids, so that the melting point was not

raised to that of the chlorohydrin synthetic product. The characteristic long,

thin plates readily soluble in warm light petroleum were obtained. The extrenu'

difficulty of its se^paration from the mixed fatty acids originally present in the

oleic acid accounts for the various failures on the part of previous workers, as

mentioned above, to isolate this compound in a pure stat<\ It may^ be conclud(‘d

that autoxidation of both elaidic and oleic acids .yields the same oxido-elaidic

acid, to the extemt of about 20%. Oxido-oleic acid does not appc'ar to }>e

formed in any^ appreciable amounts.

The vxUeT’Soluble cleavage products: suberic, azelaic and oxalic acids.

The alcoholic filtrate from the crystalline fraction described above is dilul(‘d

with water until oil is no longer precipitated. The emulsified oil is partly removt-d

by filtration through a fine paper. The filtrate contains for the most part suberic

and azelaic acids, which are highl.v soluble in the diluted alcohol, and which are

thert^fore almost entirely removed in this procc^ss from the remaining oily

products. This removal is of impo^tana^ in order to facilitate examination of the

oils to be described later. To isolate the dibasic acids the dilute alcohol is

evaix)rated. The residue is taken up in hot water and some oil is removed by
absorption on cotton wool. This oil is extracted with hot water until it is clear

when cold. The aqueous extracts are concentrated and cooled in ice. The mixed
acids are filtered off, dried and treated with chloroform. Most of the suberic acid

remains undissolved. The use of this solvent for the separation of suberic and
azelaic acids is more efficacious than other methods which have been proposed

from time to time. The suberic acid is purified from chloroform containing a little

alcohol. Very pure products have b^n obtained, possessing the characteristic

<5rystalline appearancx^ and solubilities. One preparation gave: m.p. 140% equiv.

wt. 88-4, 88-8. A mixed melting point established its identity. Azelaic acid has

been isolated in the pure condition with difficulty. The mother-liquors were
evaporated, and the crude acid crystallised from concentratcjd, warm aqueous
solution. Traces of suberic acid in the chloroform mother-liquors accumulate
with the azelaic acid at this stage, so that further treatment with chloroform

becomes necessary^. The azelaic acid is then crystallised from benzene and
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finally again from water. This acid has been obtained in a pure form from a
number of experiments. It possessed the highly characteristic crystalline

appearance, forming shining, rectangular platelets. It gave m.p. 106®, equiv.
wt. 94-0, 94*5, and a mixed m.p. confirmed its identity.

Quantitative work involved in the separation of these acids must be ap-
proximate only, but it was noticed in one separation that whilst about 0-57 g.

of fairly pure suberic acid was isolated, only 0*45 g. of azelaic acid was obtained.
The latter would suffer greater Joss owing to its more difficult isolation, but the
large proportion ofthe 8-carbon dibasic acid indicated a cleavage ofsome interest,

particularly as no other dibasic acid could lx* isolated. For this reason a further

product comprising these mixed acids was thoroughly investigated. Many
fractionations on the lines indicati^d aliove were conducted which need not be
recorded. Adipic, pimelic and sebacic acids wen* carefully looked for. It is

doubtful whether they are present even in traces. The results obtaint^d were as

follows: pure suberic acid 1*27 g.
:
pure azelaic acid 0*74 g.: impure azelaic acid

(m.p. 86-104 equiv. wt. Ill) O-Otl g., residue (impure, w-hitt^ solid) 0-23 g., equiv.

wt. 106. Further separation could not be effeett^d. These results show almost
ccirtainly that the cleavage of this form of oxidation is almost entirely such as

gives rise to azelaic acid and to suberic acid. The isolation of the latter led to

a search for oxalic a(;id. This could not be found with these acids. Its low
solubility in <*ther, together with its probable combination with the cobalt used
as catalyst, tends to prt'vent its removal in the extract of the sand described

above. In several cases this sand was subsequently extracted wdth dilute HCl.
This, on evaporation to small bulk, neutralisation and precipitation of the cobalt

as sulphide, yielded a calcium salt insoluble in acetic acid. Permanganate titra-

tions of these salts treated with sulphuric acid gave amounts varying from a trace

to(M5%.
The p<'rc(‘ntage yields of the mixture of azelaic and suberic acids are set out

in Table 1, col. 9. These figures are too high in most cases because the diluted,

alcoholic solution yields on evaporation some oil wdiich is not redissolved in pure

water. The figures in brackets are obtained by titration of the solution of the

crude acuds before the oil is removed, and the titration value has been expressed

as azelaic acid. In the several cases in which the crude acids have been analysed

for azelaic and suberit* acids as described above, the yield of oil has approximated

to 20 or even to 30% . On tlie average, deducting 20% of oil, about 8% of these

acids has been obtained, and this, as showm, represents about 4 % of the

two acids. Azelaic acid is of almost common occurrence amongst the products of

any oxidation of oleic or claidic a(*id. The appearance of suberic acid, with

traces of oxalic acid, wull be referred to below.

TAe volatik clfavage products : nonanoic and octanoic acids.

The oily products precipitated from the diluted alcohol as described above

are taken iip in light [x^troleum (40-60®). They are miscible with small propor-

tions of this solvtmt but continue to be precipitated almost indefinitely on

dilution. In practice these products, when from 20 g. of elaidic acid, have been

extracted with alK)ut 400 ml. of the itre-cold solvent. On evaporation a clear,

straw-coloured or almost colourless oil remains. Some of the yields of this

fraction are shown in Table I, col. 12. The variations (20-30%) are partly due

to the imperfect separation of this fraction from that of the insoluble iractions

shown in col. 13. Nonanoic and octanoic acids have been obtamed from the light

petroleum fraction by steam -distillation and also by distillation in vacuo. These

acids have also been obtained by steam-distillation of the whole autoxidation

Biochem. 1936 xxx
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products, in which case they may be accompanied by nonaldehyde due to a

decomposition to be dealt with in a further communication. The two volatile

acids have been isolated and identified in the course of several different experi-

ments. In one case the zinc salts were obtained from a steam-distillation product.

Crystallisation from alcohol yielded fairly pure zinc nonanoato, m.p. 129®. The
acid recovered was of the highly characteristic odour; it readily crystallised

in ice and had equiv. wt. 159. When the mixed volatile acids from several

experiments were fractionally distilled in vacm the first fraction had equiv.

wt. 149. This is a little high for octanoic acid (144), probably owing to the

presence of a little nonanoic acid. Moreover the not unpleasant odour of

nonanoic acid is markedly different fi^m the sweat-like odour of octanoic acid

as obtained in the first distilled fraction. This product likewise ciy'stallised

readily on cooling. It would not be possible to separate quantitatively these two

acids. Their presence was to be expected when it was realised that azelaic and
suberic acids were amongst the products of autoxidation. Since the dibasic acids

appear to be formed in about equal amounts the two volatile acids should lx*

formed to the extent of 83% of these, assuming mol. proportions of azelaic and

nonanoic and of suberic and octanoic acids. Actually as will be seen by reference

to Table I, col. 10, the yields obtained are considerably less, but the volatile acids

arc* more difficult to determine quantitatively. They are slightly soluble in the

diluted alcohol which is employed to remove the dibasic acids. Further, their

vapour pressures at the temperatures of autoxidation are sufficient to cause their

appearance in the absorption tubes of the oxygen circulating system employed.

The latter cause for low results particularly accounts for those of Exps. 10 and

17, when small quantities of olaidic acid were expcirimented upon, and where* the

error becomes more apparent. Generally the results shown in cols. 9 and 10 an*

confirmatory and point to a total of 1 (i-20% of these cleavage products from the

olaidic acid autoxidised.

The smallness of the amount of oxalic acid obtained is due, with little doubt,

to its suffering further autoxidation, for Jorissen [1899J has shown that .solutions

of this acid autoxidise in the presence of magnesium sulphate, a catalyst

closely comparable in its effect with the salts of cobalt, (hiriously, Jorissen

observed that the absence of light was a necessary factor, which, however, was
a condition of the present experiments. This cleavage is comparable with the

oxidation of oleic acid by potassium permanganate in slightly alkaline solutions.

Lapworth and Mottram [1925] showed that suberic, oxalic and octanoic acids

are obtained in nearly theondical yields when dihydroxystearic acid m.p. 133° is

so oxidised. The latter is formed from oleic acid by the same reagents under more
carefully controlled conditions. It may be a percursor of the three cleavage

products. Mention has been made that this dihydroxystearic add occurs in

combinationamongstthe oily products to be described. Saytzeff [1886], however,

showed that a similar permanganate oxidation ofelaidic acid gave the dihydroxy-
stearic acid M.P. 94°, which has not been found as an autoxidation product.’

Although selective oxidation may tend to produce only one ofthe two dihydroxy-
stearic acids, either may suffer cleavage of the nature found in this autoxidation.

The disappearance of most of the oxalic acid accounts for about half of the
carbon dioxide obtained during these autoxidations, but only for a small propor-

tion of the water fonned.
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Summary.

The rate of autoxidation of olaidic acid has been increased from that de-

scribed in Part I to an oxygen uptake of 20% in less than 7 hours. Carbon
dioxide must be removed by rapid circulation of oxygen over the dispersed acid,

and as much as 0*2% of cobalt, as the salt of elaidic acid, must be added. The
presence of aqueous vapour does not appreciably affect the rate of autoxidation.

When a 20% oxygen uptake is recorded, a large proportion of this oxygen is

evolved as carbon dioxide and water. The former may account for 25% of this

oxygen and the latter for even more.

Oxido-elaidic acid,

is formed during catalytic autoxidation of elaidic acid to the extent of 16 or
|K*rhaps 20% of the acid autoxidised. It is only formed in small amounts in the
absence of a catalyst and can be obtained in nearly similar amounts whether
autoxidation occurs in oxygen dried b\’ calcium chloride or saturated with
aqueous vapour. Jt melts at 55*5^ and crystallises in minute, perfectly formed
rhombic plates. It is fairly stable and requires strong alkali for hydrolysis to

dihydroxystearie acid m.p. 133 . It is not readily further acted u]Km by oxygen
in the prefc^en(^e ol’ cobalt.

An identical oxido-elaidic acid has been s^mthesised. Similar autoxidation of
olei(^ acid of fair purity yields about 20% of the same oxido-elaidic acid but in

addition a small percentage of an oxido-oleic acid of m.p. 59»5^ which crystallises

in very thin elongated plates, and which has been synthesised from the chloro-

hydrin of oleic acid. Both of these isomerides, obtained by autoxidation and by
syntheses, have been purifi(»d with gn^at care with a view to clearing up some
doubts which had arisen regarding various syntheses of these compounds
previously described by different workers.

Certain cleavage products obtained amount to 16-20^o of the elaidic acid

autoxidised. Of these the dibasic acids consist almost entirely of azelaic and
suberic acids in about equal amounts and of a trace of oxalic acid. Of the volatile

ackls nonanoic and octanoie acids predominate. In addition to the very usual

cleavage of elaidic acid into azelaic and nonanoic acids, there appears to be one

(causing a simultaneous double fission into suberic, oxalic and suberic acids.

This latter seems to approximate in amount to the former.

With an oxygen uptake of 20^o the 120% products obtained from 100 parts

of elaidic acid include : carbon dioxide about 0-5% ;
oxido-claidic acid 16-20%

:

cleavage products azelaic, suberic, oxalic, nonanoic and octanoie acids totalling

16-20%. These account for 42-54 ^'o- The remaining 68-76 are the oils

which will be described in a further communication.
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CIX. STUDIES ON BILE PIGMENTS.

IL A NEW TEST FOR BILIRUBIN IN THE URINE
AND ITS USE FOR DETECTION OF BILIRUBIN

IN NORMAL URINE.

By HANS NORBERT NAUMANN.

From the Devonport Pathological Laboratories, Seamen's Hospital, Greenwich,

{Received March 10th, 1936.)

Tests for bilirubin in the urine are unsatisfactory owing to their lack of sensi-

tivity. Gmelin’s test with nitric acid and Rosin s test with iodine, depending on

the formation of green bilivordin or blue bilieyanin, are positive only in the

presence of high concentrations of pigment and many modifications of these

methods do not give much better results. The n'ason for this failure is tlu^ fact

that bilivordin or bilieyanin is only a transitional stage of bilirubin oxidation, the

final stage being represented b3^ the pink choletelin which is forintnl more rapidly

in the presence of smaller amounts of bilirubin. Yet it is just in cases of alight

jaundice that the detection of small amounts of bilirubin ia of particular

diagnostic importance.

Zins modified iSteonsma’s ^lotho^^ by adt»orbinfr the pijxment on naS ()4 and testing: the

precipitate on the filter-paper with triehloroaeetie add. Cole [1920] de.s(Til)ed a modification of

Huppert’s method. adHorbirig Inlinibin on BaS04 , eluting the pigment with add al(‘(»hol and

oxidising it with KdO^. Kuhn [1928] performs the oxidation by an alkaline eop|H*r solution and

extracts the biliverdiii in a layer of alcohol on the top. A HpeetroseopU^al test after oxidation of

bilirubin to bilieyanin is deflcribed by Beecari [1928j. Italiic (1929| devised a modification of

Steensma's method, adsorbing the pigment on talc, (‘luting it with acid alcohol and oxidisitig it with

NaNOj, Recently Godfned [1934] de-scrilied a teat devisi‘d by Harrison who adsorbs the pigment

on BaS()4 and tests th(j precipitate on the filter with a drop of Foiiehe's reagent.

Experimental.

l^elimiriary experiments showed that bilirubin is most efficiently adsorbed

by filtering through a layer of adsorbing material. The urinary pigments lieing

adsorbed on the surface of the layer the bilirubin can then easily be detected

with an oxidising reagent. Talc was found to be the most suitable adsorbent and
for oxidation Fouche's reagent or nitric aeid art* equally suitable. The tost is

performed in the following way:

A Buchner funnel of cm. diameter is fitted with tlu^ ordinary filter of

3 cm. diameter which is wetted with water. 5 ml. of li)% talc suspension in

water after shaking well are poured on the filter and, after sucking dry, o ml. of

urine are poured on the talc layer, which, after sucking off again apix^ars as a
yellow or orange disc. One drop of Fouch^’s reagent^ or 10% HNO

3 , is put in the
middl(‘ of the talc disc and sucked off. Even traces of bilirubin are indicated

immediately by a distinct blue spot. The colour intensity increases for 1-2 hours
fading slowly until, usually after 20 houre, only a faint grey is perwptible unless

the reaction has bi^en very strong.

* Foiich(‘’8 reagent consistB of 25 g. triehloroac(»tic aeid, 10 ml. of FeCh 10% and 100 ml.

distilled water.

{ 762 )
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The method of adHorption by filtration has advantages over the usual method
in which a precipitate is formed in the urine; the bilirubin remains on the

uppermost layer and so produ(H38 favourable conditions for the test. The
difference between the two methods is illustrated by the following ex|^eriment.

5 xnl. of 10% talc* 8u.s{M.'ii8ioTi are filtered as dcsoril)c*d above and 5 nil. of urin€» eoritaining a slight

excess of bilirubin are poured on the lale layer. Another portion of 5 ml. of urino is shaken with

I g. of tale after acidifying slightly with acetic acid and filterc*d off. The first talc layer will be

found much more stained than the second and if a drop of Konche’s reagent is put on both the blue

spot on the first filter is much stronger than on the second.

It is furthermore essential to use an acid-resistant adsorbent; most of the

adsorbing substances such as CaCOg, BaPOg, BaCO^, CaPOs, etc., are jjartly

dissolved by acid n^agents, so that part of the pigm(‘nt is dissolved and therefore

subjectfMi to a much more vigonms oxidation and transformed rapidly into

choleteliii. The reaction between acid and adsorbed pigment, on the other hand,

is mildfT and can be better controllf^d. Thus, by using oxidising agents of different

strengths it is j)ossihlc to produce at will any transitional stage of oxidation

beiwtK'n bilirubin and choletelin from yellow through green, blue, violet to pink.

Table 1 gives a survey of those colour reactions with different reagents. As will

Table I. Tvsts with drops of different oxidising agents on a taU disc with

adsorbed jaundice urine.

Hcagenfs

Pouche's reagent
HN()3 95%
HNOa25^
HNOa 10

‘fo

Trichhinmcetic acid 50*^o
Trichloroacetic acid 25^0
OUwinever’s reagent

KM11O4X 10

Iodine S, 10

HaOjVHi l(K)vol.

HgO, 90/100 vol. 4 KcClj lO^o

( ’olour of reaction

Blue
Pink
Violet

Blue
Bluish green
Cireon

(ilrc^ish white
(Jrcy

Brown
Pink with greenish periphery'

Brown with greenish jH*nphery

No colour reaction

Pink with sharp blue ring

be seen Fouche’s reagent and 10% HNO3 are the most suitable for producing a

blue bilicyanin reaction. More eoncentratod HNO3 as well as KMn04 and iodine

have moi'e vigorous actions, oxidising the hiliriibiii rapidly to choletelin. H2O2

reacts only in conjunction with FeCi2 producing a spot with a centre of pink

choletelin surrounded by a circle of blue bilicyanin.

It is interesting to note that the method gives a jx)sitive reaction also with

normal urine, and as this is not the case with other methods it is necessary to

show that this positive test is actually due to bilirubin. The only possible

interfering substances would be indole comyM^unds which can bo transformed

into indigo blue. However, pure indole did not react with Fouche’s reagent, and

indican only after about 30 min. and neither gave a pink choletelin colour.

Furthermore, urines with a large amount of indole as shown by Jolles’s test, did

not give an increased bilirubin test nor did a jiositive test appear if before

adsorption the urine was treated with strong oxidising agents. The blue reaction

in normal urine can therefore be attributed to the presence of bilirubin.

The sensitivity of the test was determined by dilution of pure bilkubin

solutions until a famt grey reaction was Just observed. Proceeding according to

the method of Van den Bergh and Grotepass [1934] the bilirubin was dissolved
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finally in diluted aqueous NaOH, diluted alcohol and urine freed from pre-

formed bilirubin by treatment with HNO3 subsequent neutralisation. The
limiting concentrations varied with the solvents being 6*0, 0*8 and 0*9 parts per
million in NaOH, alcohol and urine respectively. These values compare favour-
ably with the value of 70 parts per million in Harrison ^s test according to
Godfried’s statement.

The dilution technique may be applied to obtain an approximate figure for
the actual concentration of bilirubin in normal urine. From 20 normal urines the
limiting dilutions for a positive reaction varied between 1 : 350 and 1 : 480 .

These figures multiplied by the limiting figure of 0*9 part per million as stated
above give a content of roughly 0*3 mg./lOO ml., a figure corresponding k) the
bilirubin content of the serum. Assuming a daily urinary output of 1| 1 . the
output of bilirubin in normal urine should l>e about 5 mg. per day. However,
these figures cannot be more than approximate.

Summary.

1 . A new test for bilirubin in urine has been described consisting in the
adsorption of urinary pigments on a layer of talc and the production of blue
bilicyanin by oxidation with a drop of Fouehe s reagent or 10% HNO3.

2. The described method permits for the first time the detection of bilirubin
in normal urine.

3 . The blue bilicyanin reaction in normal urine has been investigated with
regard to the interference of indole compounds and has been found to be specific
for bilirubin ; excessive amounts of indicaii react only after about 30 min.

4 . The limits of detectability of pure bilinibin dissolved in w'eak NaOH,
diluted alcohol and urine freed from preformed bilirubin are 6*0, 0*8 and 0*9 parts
per million respectively.

6. Quantitative estimation by means of a dilution technique gave a bilirubin
content of approximately 0*3 mg./lOO ml. in normal urine and an output ofabout
5 mg. bilirubin per day.

I wish to record my best thanks to Dr Arthur Davies, Director of the
Devonport Pathological Laboratories of »Seamen’s Hospital, Greenwich, for his
help and interest in my work, to the Seamen's Hospital Society for their
assistance and hospitality to me and my assistant Miss Larissa Frenkel, whose
cooperation has been of value and to the Academic Assistance Council for a
personal grant.
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CX. PROTEASES AND ONTOGENESIS.
I. CATHEPSIN IN THE CHICK EMBRYO.

By EDMUND MYSTKOWSKl.
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The distribution and activity in the embryo of protc^olytic enzymes, especially

cathepsin and }>olypeptida8cs, have not hitherto attracted very much attention.

In a paper on the activity of cathepsin in tumours, Krebs [1931] found only a

small amount of cathepsin in chick embryos of 8 days’ incubation, the proteolytic

factor (?Q) lM‘ing only 1-24, whilst in the most active tissue (rat kidney) he
found PQ 25-30. Similar results have been obtained in a fragmentary way by
Maschmann and Helmert [1933], Borger and Peters [1933] and others. The
present paj)er describes a systematic investigation of cathepsin in the chick

embryo.

Experimental.

The method of Krebs was applied with small modifications. The chick

embryos, after being removed from the eggs, were washed several times with

Ringer solution, then weighed and crushed in the mortar with a suitable amount
of glycerol (100 ml. 87 % glycerol -f 0-5 ml. glacial acetic acid), 2 ml. of glycerol

being added to each gram of tissue. The mixture was left for 7 hours at room
temperature and then for about 15 hours in the refrigerator at 0". The extract so

obtained was centrifuged and used as the enzyme extract. Gelatin purified by

HCN and acetic acid was generally used as substrate, but in some experiments

ovalbumin and lecithovitellin were used. To 5 ml. of gelatin, 1 ml. of

enzyme extract was mlded, with either 1 ml. of 0*8% cysteine or 1 ml. of water.

At the beginning of the experiment and after incubation for 28-33 hours at 37®,

the amino-N in 1 ml. of solution w^as determined by the Van Slyke method.

The activity of cathepsin is expressed as follows [Krebs, 1931] :

ry {a I h)

where <= time of action of enzyme, r—vol. of enzyme extract used in the experi-

ment, a and 6==vol. of tissue and of glycerol, respectively, used for extraction.

Since in this equation the dry weight of tissue is calculat(‘d using factor 5 we had

to change this in our calcuiations in order to get the true dry weight, which

changes with age of the embryo [Needham, 1931].

In the first experiments the increase ofaraino-N in solutions ofgelatin without

enzyme and in corresponding enzyme extracts was also determine^d, but this

increase was so small that it had no influence on the final results. Similar controls,

however, were necessary in experiments with enz^mie extracts from the yolk-sac.

Incubation of the hen’s eggs was carried out in electrical incubators as

described by Murray [1925], but the humidity was somewhat below optimum.

The eggs were from pure-breKi White Leghorn and Rhode Island Red hens.

( 7ri5
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Results.

The optimum pjj for the cathepsin of the chick embryo agrees with that for

cathepsin from other sources (Table I). Cysteine hydrocliloride was used as

enzymic activator. Oxidation of the cysteine was incomplete (nitroprusside

Table I. Effexst of p^j on cLCtivity of chick embryo cathepi

Embryo of 7 days Kmbr>'o of 0 days

f
A

^ r
^ —

^

Vn PQ Pn PQ
4-0 0*00 4-0 0-12

4-4 0-H) 4-7 0-2

4-() Old 4-9 0-18

50 010
5-2 0-H)
5*4 0-00

reaction) even after 33 hours under the experimental wnditions at 4*7 and it

was not necessary to make the experiments in absence of air. However, a few

parallel experiments were performed under aerobic and anaerobic conditions and
found the same PQ in both cases, e,g, 0-24.

Table II. Change of actimty of cathepsin during development.

iJayfl PQo Averago PQ„.i Avi-rage

til 0 -2() 0-37

4 0-27 0-42

0 -2J1 0-25 0-48 0-45

6 0-18 —
0-28 —
0-29 0-24 0-42 0-42

6 0-24 0-24 0-39 0-39

7 0-32 —
0 -

J 8 0-25 0-38 o:m
9 0-23 0-23 o-:i4 o-:w

11 0-16 0-31

0-27 0-22 0-41 0-30

n 0-21 0-21 0-40 0 -4«
15 0-19 0-19 0-40 0 -4 <)

18 0-24 0-59

0 -3o —
18/19 0-22 0-27 0-28 0-43

During the whole life of the chick embryo the state of activity of cathepsin

undergoes little change (Table II), Between 11 and 15 days' incubation the
activity is perhaps a little smaller, but even these changes in PQ are hardly out-

side the experimental error. The catheptic activity is very small, whether
activated by cysteine or not. In agrec^ment with Maschmann we found a great
part of the cathepsin in the activated state, this activation depending probably
on the presence of—SH groups in the enzyme extract. We could always find a
positive nitroprusside reaction in fresh enzyme extract, though sometimes it was
very faint. It is interesting that the extent of activation by cysteine is nearly the
same m all our experiments and very rarely more than 100% . It seems to indi-

cate that about half of the cathepsin in chick embryo tissues is in the activated
state. But it is noteworthy that in our experiments the PQ is even lower than
found by Krebs. On testing rat kidney we found a PQ of 16, as against 25-30 in
Krebs s experiments. Probably these differences depend on the gelatin used*
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Table III. Activity of cathepsin in the yolk-sac.

Days PQo PQrys,

n 2-48 5-34
4 2-57 4-74
rj :i:i (>1

12 3-2 5-8

18/19 2-8 6-8

18/19 3-5 7*2

It is very interesting that the activity of cathepsin in the yolk-sac (Table III)

is much greater tlian in the embryo tissue. The average PQ of yolk-sac is about 3
and when activated by cysteine about 5-6. It seems probable, in view ofthe great
synthetic task of embryonic tissues, that the work of decomposing the proteins

takes places, not in the embrj'o its(df, but in the surrounding membranes which
send to the embryo the material necessary for building new tissues.

Experiments on the distribution of cathepsin in the embryo were performed
by determining the activity of cathepsin in th(^ head part and the tail part of the

embryo separately. In both parts we were able to find cathepsin, as shown in

Table IV.

Table IV’. Distribution of cathepsin in the embryo.

Eniljry(» of H day.«4 Embryo of 18 days

iVn i’Qcvst PQo PQnst

Tdtal 9* 14 0-29 — —
H^*ad jiait C-07 919 9-23 0*24

Tail part 9-20 9:i4 0-23 946
Livpr — — 4-7 5-7

Kidmy — — 2*2 4-2

In the embryo of 6 days the amount of cathepsin in the tail part is much
greattr than in the head part, but in the embryo of IS days the PQ in both parts

is the same. The ai)parent change in distribution probably depends on the

development in the tail part of the embryo of heavy legs, feathers etc., which do

not contain cathepsin. In the liver and kidneys we found a comparatively

greater amount of cathepsin, but not as great as in rat kidney.

Ix»eithovitellin (obtained from egg yolk by the procedure of Blackwood and

Wishart [1934]) and ovalbumin were also used as substrates (Table \) as they

Table V. Experiments with (a) lecithoviieUin, (b) ovalbumin.

Embryo of 9 days.

Ph PQu PQnst

{a) 4-0 9 9

4-2 9 0

4-5 912 —
5-8 oir> 0-3

6*7 04 0 18

(b) 4.7 0-24 9-36

seemed a more natural material for study of cathcptic activity in the embrj^o.

However, it was not possible to demonstrate any great decomposition of these

egg proteins. With lecithovitellin the quotients obtained were even smaller

than with gelatin, whilst the optimum appeared to be shifted more to the

alkaline side (to pn ®'®)- ovalbumin in 2-4% solution, the PQ at p,j 4-7

was nearly. the same as with gelatin, e.g. 0’24 (or 0‘36 with cysteine) in the

embryo of 7 days, 0*26 (or 0*36) in the embryo of 18 days.
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Kesulta indicating enzymic synthesis of protein under certain experimental

conditions have been periodically reported. The importance of certain factors

has been deduced: e,g, sufiicient initial concentration of the products of decom-
position [Wasteneys and Borsook, 1930], and some connection with oxido-

reductive processes [Rondoni and Pozzi, 1933]. Besides this work on “plastein ”,

work on the reversibility of cathepsin action has l)een described of recent years.

It seemed that the embr3^onic tissue of tlie chick would be especiallj’^ good
material for such experiments. In such a scries of experiments we used the

following method. The gelatin (or ovalbumin) was digested by an enzymic
extract from yolk-sac for 4-5 days at 4*7, then concentrated and brought

to pjj 6-7*2. Then the new enzyme extract from omhvyo was added. In some
experimentswe added HgOg

,
glycogen or OUSO4 ,

substances inhibiting the decom-
position of protein. At the beginningand at the end of the expt»rimcnt amino-N
and total protein (Kjeldahl) were determined. In certain cases it was possible to

observe the disappearance of amino-N : but on observing all the conditions laid

down by the above authors we could not find an^" svmtliesis of protein. Further

experiments on this very interesting subject will l)e carried out.

DrscossiON.

The problem of the utilisation of egg proteins by the embr^’o is not yet

satisfactorily solved. It may be examined in two wavs. First, w^e may examine
the disappearance of proteins from white and volk and their ]>arallel incTea.se in

the embryo. Much work has been carried out along theses lines, but we do not

know accurately in what form the embr^^o obtains its material for building new'

tissues—whether in the form of poljrpeptide complexes or of simple' amino-acids.

From investigations on tissues growing in vitro we can only conciludc' that the

mechanism of nitrogen assimilation is not very simple and it ma}" or may not

bear on the problem of the developing embryo.
The experiments of Carrel [1924] and especially of Willm(*r and Kendal

j
1932]

show" the importance of suitable material for this purpose. We have not mendy
to find the ways and products of decomposition of egg proteins, but also the

form under which they are utilised by the embryo. The second line of attack is

therefore to examine the enzymes of the whole embryonic sj^stem including tlie

membranes. From our present experiments it may l>e concjluded that tht' proteo-

lytic activity ofembryo tissues is very small. Apparently, polypeptidase activit^^

(which, however, has not been examined throughout tlic whole fw^riod of

embryonic life) is also not well developed in embryo tissues [Borger and Peters,

1933]. This suggests that decomposition of egg proteins takes place somewhere
outside the embryo itself, probably in the yolk-sac. Unfortunately we cannot yet
say how far this decomposition extends, or whether the products are ‘'growth
proteoses ” or amino-acids.

Results showing the beneficial effect of small quantities of embryo extract in

the presence of proteoses [Willmer and Kendal, 1932], and our own results seem
to us to point to embryonic tissue as a suitable material for examining protein
synthesis. But here the question arises as to the character of such synthesis ; is it

a synthesis of “ancestral” protein (Urprotein) not differentiated from simple
amino-acids, as Alcock [1936] would suppose, or rather simply a reversal of
cathepsin action as in plastein formation. The theoretical possibilities of such
reversibility" have been discussed by Borsook [1935], but the need for a source of
energy for such synthc^sis still exists. We have tried to obtain a reversed action
of cathepsin, but so far without success.
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Summary.

1 . The activity of cathepsin in the chickembryo in connectionwith embryonic
synthesis of protein was investigated.

2. The activity of cathepsin in the chick embryo (using gelatin, ovalbumin
and lecithovitellin as substrates) is very smaU whether activated by cysteine or

not. With lecithovitellin the ppj optimum is shifted more to the alkaline side.

3. The activity of cathepsin does not undergo much change during the whole

developmental period of the chick embryo.

4. The yolk-sac is much more active (15-20 times) than the embryo.

5. No positive results on synthesis were obtained in vitro.

The author is indebted to Sir F. (». Hopkins for his kind hospitality and to

Dr (loseph Needham for his assistance in suggesting and supervising the work.

The author also wishes to express his gratitude to the Polish National Culture

Fund for a grant.
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The object of the present study was to determine quantitatively the fn.‘e amino-

groups in the proteins of human serum using the Sorensen titration [OlK'rmaeyer

and Wilheim, 1913], and to investigate the reaction of ninhydrin with proteins.

A product of this reaction with definite jihysical and chemical propt^rtics has

been isolated.

Experimental.

Preparation of proteins free from amino-acids. 15 ml. of clear human serum

were treated with 15 ml. of 10% trichloroacetic acid. Tlic proteins were separatc'd

on the centrifuge, completely redissolved by adding 4-5 ml. of N NaOH, to

make slightly alkaline (phenolphthalein) and the solution made up to 30 ml.

The process was then repeated using 30 ml. of 10% trichloroacetic a(‘id, and the

redissolved proteinswere made to 30 ml. Final adjustment to the ph(*nolphthalc‘in

end-point was made with iV/10 HCl or NaOH, with care to keep the protein in

solution. Any traces of free amino-acids were found to be completely nunoved
by this treatment.

Formaldehyde titration. 5 ml. of protein solution, adjusted to phenol-

phthalein as above, were treated with 2 ml. of neutral 35 formaldehyde and
2 or 3 drops of phenolphthalein. Nj10 NaOH was then quantitatively intro-

duced until the medium turned reddish again. Subsequent addition of neutral

formaldehyde did not change the final alkalinity. The dry W(*ight of protein

was simultaneously determined: a 5 ml. aliquot was precipitated with 5 ml. of

10% trichloroacetic acid, centrifuged and rinsed with distilled water with care

to remove no protein; the coagulated proteins were dried at 105' for 24 hours

and weighed. It was found (as an average of 20 dettTminations showing slight

individual variations) that a formaldehyde titration amounting to 0*417 ml.

NjlO NaOH was given for every 100 mg. dry protein. Since each sample was
itself a mixture of many individual sera, the result represents an average com-
position of human serum.

If the formaldehyde-treated protein itself was precipitated and weighed,

an increase of weight was always shown. This larger weight however was not
a suitable basis for quantitative comparisons.

Sorensen [1907] has shown that the formaldehyde titration is never fully

quantitative and has defined conditions such as indicator end-point and form-
aldehyde concentration on which it depends. Under conditions approximating
ours, estimation of amino-acids was about 95% complete. Recently, Kekwick
and Cannan [1936] have emphasised the importance of formaldehyde concen-

tration on the dissociation curve of egg albumin. In our titration, the formalde-
hyde concentration was greater than 3Af, which gave us consistent figures at
the phenolphthalein end-}H)int. Much lower figures were obtained for very small

concentrations (about 1/20). By applying our routine titration procedure to

( 770 )
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pure amino-acids in order to get a comparative empirical figure, we found that
1 ml. of N/10 NaOH corresponded to 1*52 mg. of amino-N. From this, it appears
that the average human serum contains 0-635 mg, of amino-N per 100 mg. of
desiccated proteins.

To discover whether the possible denaturation of proteins by trichloroacetic
acid could aflfect this result, the titration was repeated with proteins purified
from amino-acids by ultrafiltration. A mixture of numerous sera was ultra-

filtered under a pressure of 20 atmospheres X and the separated proteins
redissolved in pure water and treated with formaldehyde. Then they were
precipitated by tri(?hloroacetic acid and compared with a control precipitate of
an untreated portion. From these experiments an average figure of 0-65 mg.
of amino-N was found for 100 mg. of desiccatt^d 2)roteins.

Formaldehyde-treated proteins differ from normal proteins in some pro-

perties. When on(^e pn^cipitated by trichloroacetic acid, they cannot be brought
back into solution again. They are less sensitive to alcoholic precipitation than
normal proteins. They do not react with ninhydrin.

Albumins and globulins. A mixture of sera was treated with an equal volume
of saturated (NH4 )2S04 at room temperature. Various fractions of proteins w ore

separated by centrifuging at successive intervals during the following 24 hours.

Every fraction w^as carefully purified from adsorbed (NH 4 )2S04 b}^ repeatedly

dissolving and j)reci[utating with trichloroacetic acitl. until the filtrate gave no
reaction with Ba salts or Nessler reagent.

As an avtTage, proteins collected after a few minutes (globulins) contained

about 0-5 mg, amino-N per KK) mg. dry weight, whereas proteins still in solution

after 24 hours (albumins) contained 0*85 mg. An actual analysis, including

inteTiuediate fractions, is illustrated in Table 1. The amino-N content of the total

protein (3-686 mg, pt»r 571 mg. — 0-646 mg. per 100 mg.) closely approximates to

that already recorded.
Table 1.

Weight of
mu. amino-N'riuir of contact proteins

with nniinoniuin collected .\inino-N per 1(K> mg.
‘sulphate mg. niR. dried j)rotein

min. 0*504 (M80
2 licmrs 0*5iK» 0-470

t» hours 0*152 0-394

24 l.<.urH
i;no
178*8

0*700
1*080

0-580

0*905

Total 570*8 8*080 —

The action of ninhydrin. To 5 ml. of neutral protein solution freed from

amino-acids as descriUd, 0-6 ml, of A; 10 NaOH and 40 mg. of ninhydrin

(dissolved in 2 ml. of water) were added, and the mixture kept stoppered at

37^ In a few hours, some insoluble material (amounting to about 6 mg. jwr

UK) mg. protein and containing small variable traces of nitrogen) appeared and

was removed by centrifuging. Thereafter, the mixture remained homogeneous at

37 for many days. Two days after treatment the proteins were precipitated by

addition of 1*5 ml. A^/10 HCl and centrifuged. The supernatant licjuor contained

no protein, provided that a demonstrable excess of ninhydrin was
2
)resent,

The precipitate was of a dark violet colour and could be redissolved by addition

ofabout 2 ml. iV/10NaOH and again reprecipitated by A. 16 HCl. Treatment with

10% trichloroacetic acid destroyed the corajHiund.

Ninbydrinised proteins apparently do not react 'with formaldehyde. When

viewed against a strong electric light, a slightly alkaline solution of nmhydrinised
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proteins has a reddish colour in presence of phenolphthalein. On addition of

N/IO HCl, a grey turbidity appears suddenly at the neutral point. Addition of

formaldehyde did not seem to produce an increased acidity as usual since no
turbidity l^came visible in a solution of ninhydrinised proteins brought exactly

to the neutral point, even though a single drop of N/lO HCl was sufficient to

produce it immediately after.

Some ninhydrinised protein has been prepared in a greater state of purity,

by using ultrafiltration to avoid the use of coagulating agents. Proteins, pre-

pared by ultrafiltration, were treated with ninhydrin as above. It was notable

that the usual small precipitate was hardly apparent. Then the whole of the

liquid was again ultrafiltered. In the ultrafiltrate an excess of free ninhydrin

was demonstrated. The remaining protein was a violet powder which readily

dissolved in pure water and gave with formaldehyde no reaction whatever.

It was more readily precipitated by HCl from aqueous solutions than were

normal proteins.

Discussion.

In this paper, the basis of comparison has been the weight of protein as

precipitated by trichloroacetic acid and dried. Such precipitates are heavier

than those obtained by addition of two volumes of alcohol or of acetone. The
last two are mutually similar and represent, within a somewhat narrow range of

variations, about 92% of the trichloroacetic acid priH'ipitates. Although tlu\v

presumably represent more accurately the actual weight of proteins, they cannot

be redissolved in water and so were unsuited to our ])urf)08e. If refereuice to

such alcohol or acetone precipitates is desired, the results quoted throughout

should be multiplied by 1*085.

The significance of the amirio-N estimation is of course restrict(*d by the

ordinary limitations of a Sorensen titration. Only amino-groups and the imino-

groups of proline and hydroxyproline arf^ ordinarily determined. It may be

remarked that the total N of a solution of j)rot(*ins is not altered by redaction

with either formaldehyde or ninhydrin.

The difference in amino-N contentof successive fractions of the serum proteins

suggests that aniino-N determinations might assist in the? purification of proteins.

The modified proteins here described might b(» interesting material for

studying the effect of blockage of amino-N on the antigenic behaviour of a
protein. An immunological study of these prottnns is now Uung carried out.

Summary.

A quantitative study of the amino-N in the various proteins of human
serum by formaldehyde titration is reported. Albumin contains more amino-N
than globulins.

The existence of definite reaction products of ninhydrin with proteins from
human serum is established. Purification and propt'rties of these products are

described.

The phj’sical pro]>erties of proteins are considerably altered by combination
with formaldehyde or with ninhydrin. The ninhydrin-protein compound no
longer reacts with formaldehyde, and vice versa.
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The origin of tht^ aqueous Jiuniour and the nature of the equilibrium existing

between it and the blood plasma are problems of considerable significance in

relation to the cause of glaucoma. The \dew that it is the secretion of “ciliary

glands’* has lK*en gradually abandoned in recent years in favour of the thesis

that it is a dialysate from the jilasma in the capillaries similar to the cerebro-

spinal and glomerular fluids. This theory derives its main support from analyses

of the blood and aqueous humour of the horse by Duke-Eld(»r [1927] who found
an excess of cations in the plasma over those in the aqueous humour and the

reverse for anions in accordance with <‘xpectation on the basis of the Donnan
equilibrium: diffusible non-electrolytes were approximately equally distributed.

However, n^cent work has cast doubt on the validity of the dialysis theor^L

Thus Walker
[ 1933] found that (a) the inorganic P concentrations of the aqueous

humours of all species examined averaged 50% of those in the corresponding

plasmas, (h) in rabbits, dog and man the urea concentration w’as 08% of the

plasma value, (c) the uric acid concentration in fowls and man was 60 % of the

plasma value and (d) reducing substances were generally present in lower con-

cemtration than in the plasma. Adler [1933] showed that in cats the concen-

tration of urea in the aijueous humour was always less than in the plasma. Both
Walker and Adler made their determinations on the blood and aqueous humour
of the same animal, whereas Duke-EldcT carried out a complete analysis of a

|X)oled specimen of aqueous humour derived from the eyes of some thousand

honw^s and compared the results with those of a similar analysis of a single sample

of blood obtained from the M.R.C. farm. The significance of Duke-Elder's

n\sults dei)ends therefore on the limits of variability from individual to individual

of the concentrations of the substances determined in the blood and aqueous

humour. In the light of this consideration and the claims of Walker and Adler

that the capillary membrane separating the aqueous humour from the blood

plasma shows a selectivity incompatible with the assumption that it is an inert

membrane, we have carried out careful and accurate analyses of Na^, K+ and

Cl“ in the aqueous humours and bloods of cats. The values for any given aqueous

humour wert^ comjjored with those of its corresponding plasma. The results

obtained demonstrate that so far as these ions are concerned there is a Donnan

equilibrium between the aqueous humour and the blood plasma.

Experimental.

CJats were anaesthetised with EtgO and bled from the carotid; during the

bleeding the aqueous humour was removed from both eyes with a synnge.

After clotting, the serum w'as removed and 5 ml. were measured into a centrifuge-

tube. Proteins were removed with trichloroacetic acid, the w^ashings evaporated

to dryness in a silica flask and the residue was ashed with cone. HNO3 [Kutz,

( 773 )
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1931]. The ashed residue was made up to 10 ml. with distilled water and used

for the Na+ and K+ determinations. For determinations of Na+ and K+ in the

aqueous humour, 0*5 ml. samples were measured into silica flasks and ashed

directly with HNO3. The ash^ residues were washed out into silica beakers,

evaporated to dryness and taken up with 1 ml. of water. was determined

by the method of Barber and Kolthoff [1928], K^’ by Kramer's method [1920]

and Cl~ directly on the serum and aqueous humour by a modification of

the method of Van Slyke and Sendroy [1923], The modification consist/cd in

filtering off the AgCl precipitate through an asbestos filter before titration with

KCNS. All methods gave errors of rather less than 1 %

.

Resui^ts.

In Table I are shown the results of experiments on six individual eats

(Exps. 1~6) and on the pooled aqueous humours and plasmas offour cats (Exp. 7).

In this latter case the individual samples of plasma and aqueous humour

Table I.

Na K (^1

Kxp.
no.

Aqueous
humour Serum

Aqueous
humour Senim

x4queouH
humour Serum

1 If),") Kil 1*04 — — 130 124 0-96

153 157 103 6-25 6-56 104 128 123 0*96

3 147 101 1-00 .

—

— — 122 117 0*96

4 UV2 170 I'Ori 6-20 6-0.5 0417 135 135 1*(H)

5 — _ — 630 6H0 108 129 122 095
S 151 161 1-07 615 6*75 MO 127 123 097
7 150 160 105 600 6-50 108 129 123 0-95

Concent rations are ex])r(*8»ed in milUmols. per kc. of water.

were pooled in proportion. This rtmdered possible the use of o ml. samples of

aqueous humour for ashing just as with plasma so that triplicate determinations

of all three ions could be made ;
although trichloroacetic acid was unnecessary

in the case of the aqueous humour, it was added so as to make the conditions

identical. In the table the R values indicate the ratios of the conc^entrations of

the ions, expressed as millimols. p(^r kg. of HgO, in the senim and aqueous
humour; thus R^,, equals [Na]^/[Na]^„. Blanks in the table indicate that in-

sufficient material was obtained for all three analyses.

It is evident that in all cases R^^^ is greater than unity as would be expect(*d

on the basis of the Donnan equilibrium; in all cases but one R^,^ is less than

unity
;
the values of R^ were more variable than the oth(*rs but similar in trend

to those of R^.^. The values for Exp. 7 represent the pooled senim and aqueous

humour of four cats with a considerably smaller margin of error in the actual

determinations.

Discitssion.

Van Slyke [1926] has shown that human plasma in equilibrium with its

dialysate should give values for R^^ and R^ of 1*()4 and for fi,,, 0*96; the

experimental values obtained show a fairly satisfactory agreement with ex-

pectation. Thus Exp. 7, which is the most significant of all, gave values for R^^
and jBk of 1*05 and 1*08 respectively and for iZ<., 0’95. However, the variability

of the values of i? as seen in Exps. 1-6, especially of
,
cannot be attributed to

experimental errors in the determination of the ions. It must be emphasised
that the Donnan ratios should be expressed in terms of activities and there

seems no reason to suppose that the activity coefficients will be the same in
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both aqueous humour and serum; furthermore the procedure for obtaining
the fluids, anaesthesia, insertion of a hypodermic needle through the tough
cornea etc, must have temporary influences on the local concentrations of
these ions; for example D’Silva [1934] has shown that adrenaline, which is

libc^rated during the anaesthetising process, causes an increased blood Thus
it appears ]:)ossible that the variations are primarily artificial, so that the assump-
tion that the membrane separating the aqueous humour and the blood plasma
is normally capable of selective accumulation of ions is unwarrantable on the
basis of the experimental results descril)ed in this paper. On the other hand,
the results of Walker and Adler show for non-electrolytes and inorganic P that
the membrane is capable of maintaining concentration gradients. It seems
improbable that the gradients exist merely in virtue of the low permeability
coeiflcients of the solutes concerned, so that changes in the blood concentration
are reflected only after some time in corresponding changes in the aqueous
humour concentration, since the concentration gradients observed in a large

number of experiments were alwaj^s in the same direction, the scrum concen-
tration being in all cases higher than that of the aqueous humour.

As a main conclusion then it may be taken that the acpieous humour is a
dialysate from the blood plasma, showing the ionic distribution characteristic

of such a system; superimposcKi on this simple s^’stem is the phenomenon of
selective absorption which manifests itself in concentration gradients of certain

molecules, but most probably not of Xa*, K+ and CP.
The relation of these flndings to the problem of glaucoma may be briefly

indicated. So long as it was maintained that the aqueous humour was a secretory

product of “ciliary glands’", the normal intra-ocular pressure could be described

as the secretion pn'ssure of the glands and its pathological increase in glaucoma
could be explained as the result of hypersecretion. By regarding the aqueous
humour as a dialysate from blood plasma, the intra-ocular pressure has to be

considered as similar to any other tissue pressure, lieing made up of the hydro-

static capillary pressure partly balanced by the difference in osmotic pressure

between tlu* aqueous humour and plasma. To account for the raised intra-ocular

pressure in glaucoma now, no such simple explanation is available; there is no

change in the protein content of the blo^, so that a simple change in the colloid

osmotic pressure cannot be said to be the cause of glaucoma, as it is claimed to

be the cause of renal oedemas. Similarly ther(‘ is no evidence that glaucoma is

due to raised blood pressure. Thus the necessity for a well founded theory of the

conditions which determine the formation of the aqueous humour is apparent.

We gratefully acknowledge our indebtedness to Prof. Drummond for his

inforest and advice and to the Medical Research Council for pt^rsonal grants to

two of us (H. D. and G. H. B.) and for defraying the whole cost of the work.
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{Received March 25th, 1936.)

The well-known differences in the fat percentages and in the relative carotene

and vitamin A contents of the milks of Shorthorn and Guernsey cattk^ have led

us to a comparative investigation of the vitamin D contents of these milks.

Experimental.

( 1 )
Source of milk.

Five Guernsey cows and five Shorthoni cows wtTe allowed to run together

on the same pasture from about the middle of April until the middle of June,

1935. Prom the first of May (the last cow joined the group on April 30th) until

the end of the experiment the cows received in addition to the pasture an

average of 9*6 lb. of concentrates, 24 lb, of mangels and 6 lb. of oat and vetch

silage per cow daily in the Guernsey group and 5J lb. of concentrates, 25 lb. of

mangels and 6 lb. of silage similarly per cow in the Shorthorn group. Supple-

mentary feeding to this extent is not common during May and June, but tin*

additional foods were given in this case because the pasture was short and

heavily stocked. The difference in the intake of concentrates was partly due to

the higher milk yield of the Guernseys and partly to the higher fat content of

their milk. They received 4 lb, of cubes for each gallon of milk over 15 Jb. per

cow per day, while the Shorthorns, producing milk poorer in solids, were given

3^ Ib. for similar quantities. The concentrates consisted mostly of cubes com-

pounded from maize meal, middlings, rice meal, decorticated groundnut cake

meal, maize gluten feed, linseed cake meal, undecorticated cotton cake, sugar

cane molasses, with small additions in the case of two Guernseys and one

Shorthorn cow of mixtures of slightly different composition.

All the milk of the cows in the two groups was measured and collected each

morning and evening over the period from June 11th, a.m. to June 13th, p.m.'

both dates inclusive. The fat percentage was estimated twice daily for each cow.

From the mixed milks of each group, 6 pints were kept from the evening milk
and 9 pints from the morning. The coUected milk of each group was separated

on the morning of the 14th and churnings of the two creams were done on the

18th of June. The butters were melted at 60'^, filtered, and the butter fats were
stored at -2°.

Table I gives the ages, dates of calving of the cows, the number of lactation,

the date when turned out to pasture and the average daily weight and the fat

content of the milk yielded during the 3-day collection i)eriod.

( 776 )
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Table I. Ages^ dates of calving, number of lactcUicn, dates of turning oujt to

'pasture, milk and fat yields of experimental emus.

Average daily yield
Age No. June llth-lJtli
(years Days of Turned

^

—

—

^

Wt. and since lacta- out to Milk Fat Fat
Breed Name l«g- months) calving tion pasture kg. kg. O'

/U

Guernsey Fanny 2 447-7 4, 1 117 2 12. iv. 35 16-25 0-735 4-52
Peace 2 54M 8. 2 93 6 18. iv. 35 10-77 0-511 4-74

„ Rosoy 0 449-5 5, 3 79 3 29. iv. 35 16-33 0-807 4-94

„ V'’alvon 2 2520 2, 8 139 1 12. iv. 35 13-61 0-670 4-92
Venus 1 460-4 7, 2 106 5 12. iv. .35 21-50 0-888 4-1.3

Average 448-1 5, 6 107 3 — 15-69 0-722 4'(M)

Shorthorn Flora 1(» 586-0 i>, 7 184 3 18. iv. 35 12-3(> 0-441 3-57

Flora 21 495-3 4, 7 87 2 29. iv. 35 14-67 0-454 3-09
Lily :J 526-2 8, 6 82 6 30. iv. 35 11-83 0-372 3 14
Lottie 7 446-3 4, 0 288 1 18. IV. 35 13-08 0-455 3-48
Wistaria 4 551-1 6, 5 163 4 9. iv. 35 14-.59 0-568 3-90

Average 521-0 5. 10 161 3 — i.3-3l 0-458 .3-44

(2) Biological tests oti butter fats.

The Guernsey and Shorthorn butter fats were tested for their vitamin D
content in protective experiments on rats. The technique of these tt^sts has been
previously described [Kon and Henry, 1935]. The butters wore tested at one
level of intake, 0*3 g. of butk^r fat per rat per day (with the exception of Sun-
days), on groups of 12 rats and compared with one level of the international

standard for vitamin D (V.D. 10) and with negative controls.

The rt‘sult8 of the tests are given in Table IT.

Table II. Bone ash of rats receiving Shorthorn and Guernsey butter fats.

0-3 g. Shorthorn 0-3 g. Guernsey
Negative controls 0-2 Unit Standard hutk'r fat butter fat

Ash A.sh Ash Ash
Hat Sex Litter Rat So.\ Litter Rat Sex Litter o

,o Rat Sex Litter %
4787 1 29-0 4788 9 1 42-1 4789 9 1 ,39-8 4790 9 J 44-8

4791 c? 1 24-9 4792 o 1 45-8 4793 o 1 .38-9 4794 3 I 36-3

4795 2 290 4796 2 47-3 4797 o 2 38-5 4798 3 2 ,38-1

4807 o' 3 27-6 4808 o 3 43-2 4809 0 3 38-1 4810 3 40-0

4811 s
o 3 24-6 4812 o 3 46-4 4813 j 3 36-9 4814 .3 .36-5

4815 V 4 25-5 4816 9 4 44-6 4817 4 33-9 4818 4 39-1

4819 4 29-1 4820 o 4 39-4 4821 o 4 32-2 4822 0 4 35-1

4823 V 5 26-1 4824 9 5 48-1 4825 h.' 5 45-3 482ti 3 .5 39-1

4827 s 5 27-6 4828 S 5 45-4 4829 o 5 33-8 4830 A
O 5 42-3

4831 V' 6 .32-4 4832 y 6 46-1 4833 6 42-2 48.34 y t) 48-3

4835 ? 6 29-2 4836 y 6 48-0 4837 9 6 4.3-3 4838 9 6 46-2

4839 9 7 30-2 4840 9 7 45-0 4841 7 42-5 4842 'r 7 39-6

Average 27-93 45-12 38-78 40-45

8.E.M ±0-67 ±0-73 ±1-18 ±1-19

Guernsey butter has produced a slightly better calcification than the same
level of Shorthorn butter, the difference being 1'67 percentage units. This differ-

ence is, however, not statistically significant, as its standard error of the mean
(calculated from differences between litter-mate pairs on both treatments) is

1-24 and the probability of it being due to chance accidents of sampling 1/5

according to Student’s” t test [Fisher, 1932].

50—2
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The gains in percentage of ash over the negative controls were as follows:

Substance tested Gain S.E.M.*

0-3 g. level of Guernsey butter fat + 12-62 ±0*93
0*3 g. level of Shorthorn butter fat + 10-63 ±1-18
0-2 unit of International Standard + 17-19 ±1*06

* In order to take advantage of litter<mate comparisons, the standard errors of the mean are

calculated from means of individual differences within pairs and not from differences of means.

From these gains the vitamin D content of the butter fats has been cal-

culated in International Units by means of the equation

Gain in ash %= 26-33 -f 16*6 log dose (i.u.).

The method of calculation has been fully described in an earlier paper [Kon and

Henry, 1936].

The following values were obtained

:

Guemsej^ butter fat 0*35 j.it. per g.^

Shorthorn butter fat 0*28 i.u. per g.

They are lower than those usually obtamed by us for summer butters [Kon and
Henry, 1935].

As already pointed out, the difference between these- two values is not

statistically significant. The following calculations have been carried out on the

actual values, but the statistical limitations of this procedure arc realised. The
average fat yield of the experimental Guernsey cows works out at 0*722 kg. per

cow per day and the corresponding figure for Shorthorns is 0*468 kg. (Table I).

On the assumption that the total vitamin D activity of the milk is concentrated

in the fat, a Guernsey cow secreted daily on the average 253 i.u. and a Shorthorn

cow only half this amount, namely, 128 i.u. This comparison is, however, hardly

fair, as the Shorthorn cows were more advanced in lactation than the Guernseys

by some 8 weeks and were yielding relatively less milk. Wlieti the calculations

are carried out per kg. of milk the difference between Guernseys and Shortlioms

narrows to 16 i.u. against 10, still an appreciable difference. The effect of the

stage of lactation on the vitamin content of milk has not been investigated so far

beyond the colostral stage and it is difficult to say whether the shght difference

between Shorthorn and Guernsey butters (if at all real) was due to such an effect.

Whether or not the present findings of a lack of serious difference in the anti-

rachitic activities of Guernsey and Shorthorn butters would be confirmed at other

seasons, or under different nutritional conditions, is a matter of conjecture. If

they are provisionally accepted as valid, the relative activities of the milks of the

two breeds could be simply expressed by the ratio of the fat percentages.

A comparison of the present results with those obtained by Hess et al, [1932]

when feeding irradiated yeast to cows of various breeds shows an interesting

difference. These authors found that on the same intake of antirachitic material

the vitamin D concentration in the butter fat was the higher the lower the total

yield of fat.

The relationship does not obtain in the present case and it is significant

that cows on pasture are likely to obtain the antirachitic factor not only by
ingestion but also through the direct action of the sun. The relative contributions

from these two sources are now under investigation in our laboratory.

1 These values express the antirachitic potencies of the butters as measured by the feeding of

butter fat to rats. In making use of these figures the reservations made by Kon and Booth

[1933; 1934, 1, 2] should be kept in mind.
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Summary.

1. The vitamin D contents of Guernsey and Shorthorn butter fats produced
on pasture under similar conditions of feeding and management have been com-
pared. The Guernsey butter fat was found to contain 0-35, the Shorthorn

0*28 i.u. of vitamin D per g., but the difference is not statistically significant.

2. It is suggested that if the relationship is generally valid the relative

vitamin D activities of the milks of the two breeds could be simply expressed by
the ratio of the fat percentages.

We are indebted to Mr J. Mackintosh for access to the cows, to Miss D. V.

Dearden for the churning of butters and to Miss M. Chapman for help with the

rats.
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The existence of a water-soluble thermo-labile nutritional factor distinct from

vitamin B^ or Bg was first described by Reader [1929]. This substance was
designated vitamin B4 [Reader, 1930, 1 j, indicating a similarity in n^spt^ct to

solubility to other factors in the vitamin B complex. In a series of publications

[Reader, 1930, 2; Barnes et al, 1932; Kinnersley et aL, 1933] a method of pro-

ducing vitamin B4 deficiency in the rat, a method for assay of this factor and a
scheme for concentrating the substance were described.

More recently there? has appt^ared expression of doubt of the existence of

vitamin B4 as a separate entity. Interpretations of feeding experiments have
resulted in an opinion that vitamin B4 deficienty is a chronic phase of vitamin B^
deficiency and may be cured by excessive doses of vitamin B^ [see Harris, 1935;

O’Brien, 1934; Birch et ah, 1935].

In opposition to this denial of the reality of vitamin B4 , we wish to express

belief in its existence, with a precise function in the metabolism of at least two
species of animals.

Keenan et ah [1933] demonstrated the necessity of this factor for growth
and normal behaviour of the chick in this laboratory. Concentrates of vita-

min B4 ,
prepared according to the method of Barnes et ah [1932], prevented

the development of paralytic symptoms in the chick, a syndrome which de-

veloped in the animal receiving a diet containing adequate amounts of vitamin
Bj . In this species the vitamin B4 deficiency is characterised by a complete loss

of coordination, a tendency to lie on the side and turn cartwheels and finally

general prostration and death. A degeneration in the cerebellum of the vitamin
B4-deficient chick was found, similar to the encephalomalacia reported by
Pappenheimer and Goettsch [1931]. Improvements in technique and further

purification of the constituents of the chick ration [Kline et ah, 1936] have given
us a valuable method for assay and study of vitamin B4 .

For further proof of identity of the antiparalytic factor with the vitamin B4

of Reader and associates, it was necessary to produce the deficiency in the rat

and to cure it with a vitamin B4 concentrate. We felt that this was not impossible,

becaust^ symptoms of vitamin B4 deficiency have been observed in our vitamin
Bj studies in rats fed diets low in both vitamins Bj and B4 ,

as well as in experi-

ments on other factors of the vitamin B complex.

* Published with the permission of the Director of the Wisoonsin Agricultural Experiment

Station.

( 780 )
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A synthetic diet, designed after that used in the chick experiments but more
highly purified, was used. Diet 442^ consisted of:

Dextrin

Purified caseinogen

Salts I

Lard
Autoclaved liver residue

Vitamin Bg concentrate

Cod liver oil

63-5

240
40
6-0

20
~ 2% liver extract powder
10

The dextrin was heated for 24 hours at 120®. Caseinogen, prepared from skim
milk, was reprecipitated from dilute NH4OH solution with dilute HCl at 4-6,

then washed with distilled water. This treatment was repeated three times. The
salt mixture used has been described previously [Kline et al.^ 1936]. A com-
mercial, water-extracted liver residue, autoclaved 10 hours at 120° to destroy

any residual vitamin B4, was used to supply the essential liver growth factor

[Kline et ah, 1934]. A vitamin Bg concentrate, prepared according to the method
of Elvehjem and Koehn [1935], was added to the diet equivalent to 2% liver

extract powder.

In our first experiments the technique for producing the deficiency described

by Reader was employed. Diet 442^ was made available to suckling rats

10 days old. The mother was removc'd to a separate cage for several hours daily

and fed the stock ration. The young were weaned at 23-25 days of age, vnth

a beginning weight of 40-45 g., and placed in individual screen-bottomed cages.

At the first indication of polyneuritis, which occurred usually during the ^th
week, a vitamin B^ supplement was given.

Fig. 1. Growth curves of rats which received basal diet 44^^ with the various supplcmoiits in-

dicated. P denotes the onset of polyneuritis; B* dcf. indicates onset of symptoms of vitamin

B4 deficiency. The vitamin Bj used was Merck’s crystalline B^ in all cases except curve 4,

5 y Bi{0), which was Ohdake’s orystalline preparation. The vitamin B4 concentrate was
prepaid from peanuts.

The growth curves presented in Rg. 1 are typical records and illustrate the

points we wish to bring out. Records of two control animals (curves 1 and 2),

which received the basal diet without vitamin Bj supplement, indicate that

polyneuritis was followed by death in the fifth week. Curve 3 demonstrates a
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lack of growth response to vitamin {5y daily of Merck’s crystalline pre-
paration), with the onset of vitamin B4 deficiency during the twelfth week,
followed by death of the animal. Curve 4 is the record of an animal which
received 5y daily of Merck’s crystalline vitamin B^ beginning on the 28th day
of the experiment, replaced by 5y daily of Ohdake’s orj^stalline vitamin Bj in the
twelfth week. Onset of vitamin B4 deficiency was observed during the fifteenth

week. It is apparent that after a very brief rise in weight vitamin Bj had no
fiirther effect on weight increase.

Curves 5 and 6 are records of rats which developed a severe |K)lyneuritis

during the eleventh week of experiment. The basal diet was supplemented with
50y daily of Merck’s crystalline vitamin Bj beginning at the twelfth week.
Polyneuritis was completely'' cured, but only a slight growth response was
obtained in a 5-week period. No change in rate of weight increase was noted
when the dose of vitamin B^ was reduced to 5y daily for a 2-week period.
Growth was resumed, however, after the nineteenth week of the ex|)eriment
when 2% of peanuts, as a source of vitamin B4 , were added to the basal diet
and the 5y daily dose of Bj continued. In chick assays, peanuts have been found
to be an exceUent source of this factor. For the rat represented by curve 7 ,

0*75% brewer’s yeast was used as a source of vitamin B^, added at the beginning
of the third week, before polyneuritis had developed. Rapid growth until the
eighth week was followed by marked loss in weight with the onset of vitamin B4
deficiency occurring during the ninth week. Administration of a vitamin B4
concentrate prepared from peanuts was begun during the eleventh week,
allowing an increase in weight of 75 g. in 4 weeks, when the animal was killed

for histological study.

Typical symptoms of vitamin B4 deficiency, similar to those reported by
Reader, were observed in these animals. The rats were inactive, sat in an
extremely hunched position, and when walking retained the characteristic
humped back, “walking high” on the hind legs. As the condition developed
there was a noticeable loss of coordination. These animals failed to show the
swollen red paws which Reader described.

In a subsequent experiment it was found necessary to use crude liver extract
powder (1 : 20

) to furnish vitamin Bg in place of the vitamin Bg concentrate

Fig. 2 , Growth curves ofrats fed basal diet 44jh 5 y daily of vitamin concentrate.^ Vitamin
B4 deficiency’ symptoms were observed at | . Indicated supplements added at f .

This diet is designated 442h* The liver extract powder was aerated in water
solution at 100" for 24 hours to decrease the small amount of vitamin B4 it

might contain. The practice of first producing polyneuritis in the rats was found

^ Vitamin B, concentrate was obtained from Sankyo Company, Tokyo, Japan. 1 ml. contains

500y of crystalline vitamin B^ , of which 1 -5 y is a rat day dose equivalent to 1 i.u. fOhdake, 1935],
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unnecessary, and from the tenth day the suckling rats had access to diet 442h
containing 0-6y of vitamin B, per g. of diet. After weaning on the twenty-fifth

day the animals received 5y of vitamin daily by dropper.

When a decline in growth rate was noted and symptoms of vitamin B4
deficiency appeared, supplements were made to diet 442^ plus vitamin Bj.

These are indicated in Pig. 2. An increase of 25 g. in a 5-week period on the

basal diet may be compareid with an increase of 139 g. when vitamin B4 con-

centrate was used, and 105 g. when 10% of peanuts was included in the diet.

The marked growth increase was accompanied by complete cure of the paralytic

symptoms. This response we believe is the result of supplementing the diet

with a single factor, vitamin B4 , and bears no relation to vitamin Bj ,
which at

the level of 5y daily we have shown to be adequate on a diet low in vitamin B^

.

Ohdake [1935] found ly per day to be sufficient for a rat on a diet containing

arachis oil which was probably furnishing a considerable amount of vitamin B4.

Discussjon.

If vitamin B4 is a factor distinct from vitamin Bj in both constitution and
function, it should be unnecessary to produce polyneuritis in the rat prior to the

dev(Oopment of vitamin B4 deficiency symptoms. It is possible that diets

which have been used by other workers have not l)een sufficiently low in vitamin

B4 to limit the intake of this factor to such an extent that symptoms could

appear without first lowering the food intake by avitaminosis-Bi. This may
explain the apparent vitamin B4 potency of vitamin Bj preparations. This re-

lationship has i>een discussed by Elvehjem and Arnold [1936].

Success in producing vitamin B4 deficiency in the rat depends to a very large

extent upon purification of the various constit\ients of the diet. We feel that the

reprecipitation of the caseinogen is highly essential, and the purification of the

dextrin or use of sucrose may aid materially in reducing vitamin B4 intake. The
use of more concentrated supplements furnishing the necessary dietary con-

stituents other than vitamin B4, as for example the use of crystalline vitamin B^

in place of yeast and highly potent liver fractions as a source of vitamin Bg,

Havin, and other necessary factors, was essential to our success. In continued

studies the'use of more highly purified concentrates of the B-vitamins will un-

doubtedly improve our method.

SUMMABY.

Further experimental evidence is offered for the existence of vitamin B4

and its necessity in the normal nutrition of the rat. Our work confirms the

earlier observations of Reader.

The authors are indebted to Prof. S. Ohdake for a generous supply of

crystalline vitamin
,
and to Dr David Klein of Wilson Laboratories for the

liver fractions used.
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The idea that disorders observed in polyneuritis are due to the accumulation of

intermediate substances originating from carbohydrate breakdown which cannot

be metabolised in the absence of vitamin Bj has prevailed since the pioneer work

of Eijkman.

The investigations of Peters and his associates have greatly increased our

knowledge of the function of the vitamin and indicate that its action is conc(»med

with the metabolism of lactic and pjTuvic acids. Kinnersley and Peters [1929]

found an increased amount of lactic acid in the brain of polyneuritic pigeons as

compared with the normal Meikeljohn d al. [1932] and Passmore et al. [1933]

have demonstrated that minced cerebrum from polyneuritic pigeons has a low

rate of oxygen uptake in the presence of lactate. This lowered rate of respiration

was brought back nearly to normal by the addition of small amounts of vitamin

concentrate in vitro. However, Meikeljohn [1933] found that brain from

polyneuritic pigeons readily removes lactic acid and that the increased oxygen

uptekc with lactate* as substrate was not accompanied by an increasKl lactate

removal.

Birch and Mann [1934] have reinvestigak^d Boyland's [1933] work on the

hypothesis that vitamin B| may act as a coenzyme for lactic dehydrogenase.

Using a more highly purified dehydrogenase preparation they have shown that

the coenzyme for lactic dehydrogenase may be divided into two factors desig-

nated by them as eoenzyme ‘"A” and coenzjme *‘B'l Evidence was presented

to indicate that coenzyme ‘'B*^ contains a factor responsible for the removal

of pyruvic acid. Small amounts of pyruvic acid were shown to exercise an

inhibitory effect upon the rate of lactic acid dehydrogenation in this isolak'd

enzyme-coenzyme system. Tests for the vitamin B^ activity of these (‘oenzymes

based upon the cure of bradycardia in polTOCuritic rats showed that, although

“A” was inactive, “B” exercised some temporary curative effect.

Prom the work quoted above it is generally concluded that in pigeon brain

vitamin Bj is concerned with some phase of lactic or pyruvic acid metabolism.

Since all these tissue oxidation investigations have been carried out upon

mature pigeons which have been depleted of their vitamin Bj stores by polished

rice feeding, a slow method requiring at least 30 days to produce head retractions,

^ Pablished with the permission of the Director of the Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment

Station.
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we were interested in applying similar methods of study to the polyneuritis

produced in chicks by feedbig a vitamin Bi-deficient ration develop^ in this

laboratory by Kline et al, [1932] and described in detail by Elvehjem [1936].

This ration has the advantage of being so low in vitamin Bj that polyneuritis

is developed in chicks within 2 weeks and yet furnishing ample amounts of the

other known factors.

Experimental.

The present investigations have been carried out on young growing White
Leghorn chicks weighing 300-500 g. Day-old chicks were placed upon ration 3«61

[Kline et ah, 1934], a complete ration, until they had reached a weight of 250 g.

Birds to be used as normals were continued upon this ration, and the experi-

mental chicks were changed to the vitamin Bj-low ration 242 A, which produced

acute opisthotonus in 250-g. chicks in 2 weeks. It was found advanttigeous to

grow all chicks to 250 g. weight before placing them upon the vitamin B^-low

ration in order to ensure organs of sufficient size for respiration studies.

Technique emjployed in resjnration studies.

All poljTieuritic chicks showing acute opisthotonus and normals were killed

by decapitation. After allowing the blood to drain from the neck for 1 min., the

cerebrum and other organs to be studied were uncovered and removed to a watch
glass where they were gently wiped with filter-paper to remove adhering blood.

All tissues were finely minced at room temperature with chromium-plated
scissors. Six samples w<Te weighed upon pieces of glass made from coverslips and
all introduced at once into the flasks of the Barcroft apparatus,^ previously filled

with buffer, substrate and vitamin (when used) to make a final volume of 3 ml.

Rolls of filter-paper were inserted in the absorption tubes which contained 0*6 ml.

of 6% NaOH. After the clumps ofminced tissue had been broken up with a glass

rod, the flasks were attached to the manometers, immersed in the water-bath at
37*^ and shaken for 10 min. to ensure temperature equilibrium. The stopcocks
were closed after the zero reading had been taken, and successive readings were
made at 20-min. intervals.

The Ringer phosphate buffer used was made as follows : 20 vols. of Af/2
NaaHP04 and 80 vols. of Ringer's solution (NaCl 0-9%, KCl 0-025%, CaClg

0-02%, NaHCOg 0-015%) were mixed. Enough AT/IO HCl was added to bring

the final solution to 7-3. This solution w^as diluted to 3(X) vols. and was then
Af/30 in phosphate concentration.

In many experiments Ringi^r phosphate phis pyrophosphate buffer was used
and was made as follows: 20 vols. of if/2 Na2HP04 , 10 vols. of 0-3M Na^PgO^

,

lOHgO and 70 vols. of the above Ringer's solution were mixed, adjusted to

Pn with A/IO HCl and diluted to 300 vols., making the final solution if/30
in phosphate and if/100 in pyrophosphate.

The vitamin Bj concentrate used was Oryzanin Fortior “Sankyo".* An
aqueous solution of the concentrate was made to contain 26y per ml. A 0-1 ml.
aliquot containing 2-5y was added directly to the flasks just before they were
attached to the manometers.

Merck’s sodium lactate was adjusted to p^ 7-3 and diluted to give 3% lactic

acid. 0-2 ml. aliquots were added to the right- and left-hand flasks from which
an equal amount of buffer was withheld, making 0-2% lactic acid in the flasks.

^ The Barcroft apparatus used in these studies has been describedby Stare and Elvehjem [1933].
* Obtained from the Takamine Corporation, 132 Front Street, New York City.
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Experimental resttlts.

Oxygen uptake studies.

Table I shows the results from 18 experiments to determine if tissues from
polyneuritic chicks show any abnormalities in their utilisation of lactate.

Although the oxygen uptake of the avitaminous cerebrum in the absence of

Table I. Effect of lactate upon the oxygen uptake of normal and polyneuritic

cerebrum and heart tissue in Ringer phosphate buffer ^ 7*3, 37^.

<>2 uptake in /il. 'g./hr.

Period (min.) Period (min.)

Exp. 0-40 40-80 80-120 Exp. (»-40 40-80 80-120

Normal cerebrum. Avitaminous cerebrum.

1 No lactate 1210 970 720 7 860 830 600
Lactate 1430 1630 1250 1310 1140 930

2 No lactate 1090 930 810 8 980 880 760
Lactate 1380 1230 1060 1400 1510 10.30

;) No lactate 980 730 610 9 650 720 460
Lactate 1530 1340 1040 10.30 1030 850

4 No lactal^ 1040 850 710 10 i)40 870 670
Lactate 1010 1370 1210 1310 1190 1030

5 No lactate 1140 850 620 11 1150 960 720
Lactate 1070 1380 1.320 1030 1400 1240

V) No lactate 1140 750 590 12 940 870 440
Lactate 1540 1320 1370 1350 1210 970

Av. No lactate 1100 850 680 920 860 010
Av, Lactate 1430 1380 1210 1260 1270 1000
Av. Increase 270 530 530 340 410 390

Normal heart. Avitaminous heart.

13 No lactate 414 330 283 16 193 198 119
I.«actate 519 388 330 250 190 129

14 No lactate 220 175 127 17 276 225 298
Lactate 365 3(K) 235 279 181 255

15 No lactate 377 170 167 18 273 195 168
Lactate 453 278 258 243 208 184

Av. No lactate 337 225 192 247 206 195

Av. Lactate 446 322 274 257 193 189

Av. Iuen.^ase 109 97 82 10 - 13 -6

substrate was consistently lower than that of normal tissue, the increase in

oxygen uptake produced by the addition of lactate to avitaminous cerebrum

was not significantly less than that produced by similar additions to normal tissue.

Avitaminous heart muscle, on the other hand, seemed to show a marked abnor-

mality in its utilisation of lactate in a majority of cases.

In order to determine whether this apparently decreased oxygen uptake was
due to a deficiency of the vitamin in the heart muscle, experiments were carried

out with additions of vitamin B| concentrate to avitaminous heart muscle

respiring in lactate substrate. Similar additions of vitamin Bj were made to

avitaminous cerebrum for comparisonwith results obtained in Peters’s laboratory.

Typical results are given in Table II. In avitaminous chick c(^^eb^um the addi-

tion of 2*5y of vitamin Bj concentrate had no stimulating effect npow the oxygen

uptake in lactate-Ringer phosphate plus pyrophosphate solution. However, in

heart muscle the vitamin significantly increased the oxygen uptake in the
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Tabic II. The effect of vitamin Bj concentrate upon the oxygen uptake of

avitamiruMS tissues.

LRP— laotate-Ringer-phospliate.

PP ~ pyrophosphate.

RP —Ringer-phosphate.

V - vitamin 2*5y.

O2 uptake in /il./g./hr.

Period (min.)

r— ' A-
^ % increase

Exp. 0-40 40-80 80-120 Average with vit. B,

Cerebrum

;

19 RP 940 868 441 750

LHP 1347 1203 959 1170

LRP + PP 1321 1128 1080 1176

LBP+PP+V 1239 1217 1140 1198 ^ 1

20 LRP 1233 1342 1200 1258

LRP+PP 1287 1240 1155 1227

LRPfPP4 V 905 1005 1108 1040 -14

21 LRP 146.5 1126 1006 1219
LRP+PP 1352 1130 1126 1203
LRP+PP+V 1236 1242 1188 1222 + 2

Heart muscle;

22 « RP 281 241 159 227
LRP 382 272 207 287
LRP + V 404 247 225 292

22 b RP + PP 385 213 140 248
LRP+PP 538 247 200 328
LRP hPP +V 617 212 265 365 12

23 LRP 419 209 106 201

LRP+PP 293 188 207 229
LRP + PP 4 V 562 324 289 392 71

24 a RP 225 190 120 178

LRP 3J3 238 203 271

LRP +V 345 241 225 270

24 b RP 4 PP 268 155 100 174

LRP+PP 337 188 279 268
LRP+PP+V 395 243 264 300 12

25 RP 488 202 237 309
LRP 547 417 440 468
LRP + V 574 355 387 438

20 RP + PP 312 229 249 203
LRP+PP 349 382 302 344
LRP+PP+V 433 377 432 414 20

presence of pyrophosphate. In Exps. 22 6, 23, 24 b and 26 increases of 12, 71, 12

and 20% resptsctively were observed in flasks containing added vitamin. In the

absence of pyrophosphate (Exps, 22 a, 24 a and 25) the vitamin appeared to have
no significant effect upon the rate of respiration of avitaminous heart.

Lactic acid removal by normal and avitaminous cerebrum and heart tissues.

The ability of avitaminous tissues (especially heart) to utilise lactic acid as

substrate for oxygen uptake was so much below normal that it was decided to

check this lowered rate of respiration by chemical determination of lactic acid

removal.

The technique adopted was similar to that employed by Meikeljohn [1933].

After the minc^ tissues had respired for 2 hours the respirometers were removed
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from the bath, and the contents of the flasks immediately washed into small

mortars containing 1 ml. of 20% CClgCOOH (addition of CClgCOOH to the

flasks before removal of the tissues was avoided since it caused particles of tissue

to stick firmly to the walls of the flasks). After thoroughly grinding, the contents

of the mortars were washed into 16 ml. centrifuge-tubes and centrifuged. The
clear liquid was jwured into 25 ml. volumetric flasks and the tissue residue

extracted twice more with 5 ml. portions of 4% CClgCOOH. The extracts were
added to the 25 ml. volumetric flask in each case and finally brought to 25 ml.

vol. Aliquots were taken for lactic acid determinations according to the method
of Friodemann and Graeser [1933]. The values ro|K)rted represent mg. lactic acid

removed in 2 hours and 15 min. since the tissues were respiring in the presence

of their substrates for 10 min. before the stopcocks were closed and an additional

5-min. period elapsed between the final reading of the manometers and the

emptying of the flask contents into the mortars.

Reference to Table III shows that avitaminous cerebrum was able to remove
lactic acid at approximately the same rate as normal. However, the rate of

removal in avitaminous heart was leas than half that of normal tissue.

Table III. Aerobic removal of lactic arid by normal and avitaminous tissues.

Lactic Lactic-

arid acid

Fresh Laotio fireKcnt Lactic acid re- Fresh Lactic- present Lactic acid re-

wt. of acid after moved in 24 hrs. wt. of acid after moved in 24 hrs.

tisHue added 21hr8. tissue added 2} hrs.^

mg. mg. mg. mg./g. g- mg. mg. mg. mg./g.

Normal cerebrum. Avitaminous cerebrum.

C130 0 0-41 - 0-144 0 0-48 — —
01 34 5*77 5-43 0-75 5-55 0-142 5-01 5-43 0-60 4-58

01 22 0 0-20 — 0-145 0 0-37 — —
0124 5-80 5-74 0-32 2-00 0-147 5-01 5-54 0-44 3-00

0139 0 0-19 0-205 0 0-.38 — —
0138 5-39 5-10 0-48 3-48 0-207 5-00 5-41 _ 0-47 2-30

Av. removal 0-52' 3-88
‘

‘“6-52“
3-30

Normal heart. Avitaminous heart.

0-250 0 0-80 . - 0-250 0 1-15 — —
0-248 5-77 5-(K) (M()7 2-70 0-2i>4 5-01 6-37 0-39 1-54

0-210 0 0-74 0-212 0 0-90 - —
0-215 5-80 5-97 0-58 2-70 0-209 5-01 6-30 0-21 1-00

0-192 0 0-62 0-220 0 0-71 — -

0-188 5-39 5-50 0-51 2-72 0-222 5-60 0-05 0-20 1-17

Av. removal 0-59 2-71 0-29 1-27

A possible fallacy in our calculations requires discussion at this time. It was
assumed that the amount of lactic acid which accumulated in the control tissues,

to which no additions of lactic acid were made, also accumulated in the flasks

containing tissues with added lactic acid. Since this lactic acid accumulates as a

result of the action of the glycolytic enzyme system which is dependent upon the

oxidation-reduction potential of the suspension [Michaelis and Kunnstrom, 1934],

this assumption seems justified. It is believed that the addition of sodium lactate

has not inhibited the formation of lactic acid.

Lactic acid dehydrogenase activity of avitaminous and normal tissuen.

Lactic acid dehydrogenase activity was measured directly in avitaminous

and normal cerebrum and heart tissues by means of the Thunberg [1920]

technique. The tissues to be studied were removed from the chick, weighed and
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ground with fine quartz sand in 5 cm. mortars. The ground tissues were then

washed into tall 50 ml. graduated cylinders with Ringer phosphate solution and
diluted with Ringer phosphate to a volume which would make a 5% suspension

of the tissue. The contents of the cylinder were thoroughly mixed by shaking,

and allowed to settle for 1 mm., and 2 ml. aliquots were transferred to Thunberg
tubes from the clear tissue suspensions. When substrate was used 2 ml. of

0*5% lactate adjusted to pg 7*3 were added to the tubes. Ringer phosphate

replaced the lactate in experiments where no substrate was used. Exactly 1 ml.

of 1 : 5000 methylene blue was pii)etted into the bulb of the Thunberg tube,

making the total volume 5 ml. The tubes were evacuated, their contents mixed
and placed in a water-bath at 37°. Typical results are given in Table IV.

Table IV. Decoloration of methylene bine by 5°/^ suspensions of mrmil and
avitaminous tissues in Ringer phosphate and lactate’-Rin^er phosphate,

Kxperiments run at 37", Pn 7-3 in Thunberg tubes. Values are reported

in min. for 80% decoloration of 1 ml. 1 : 6000 mothylcne blue.

Normal Avitaminous Normal Avitaminous

t
^

No lactate

^
^

t
''

1

LactateNo lactate Lactate Lactate No iactato Lactate No Iactato

Cerebrum. Orobellum.

.30 7 2.5 () 24 0 26 0

32 8 26 7 29 8 35 7

29 6 36 7 20 7 30 7

Av. 31(10)* 7(11) 29 (0) 7(6) 2.5 (8) 7(10) 29 (0) 7(0)

Optic lobes. Heart.

30 8 26 8 .30 4 90 18

32 8 30 8 20 6 00 10

31 10 36 9 40 6 00 24
13 9 90 00
30 9 36
00 4 30 12

11 4 00 30

Av. 31 (8) »> (10) 31 (6) 0(8) 29 (7) 8(7) 01 (7) 24(7)

* Numbers in parentheses indicate the number of experimental animals used.

The ability of chick cer(d)rum, cerebellum and optic lobes to reduce methylene
blue was not decreased in avitaminosis. However, in avitaminous heart muscle,

the results indicated that there was a lowered ability to reduce methylene blue.

This subnormal reducing rate still persisted in the presence of lactate. It was
found that normal heart tissue reduced methylene blue in one-fourth the time
required for avitaminous tissue to reduce the same amount of mothylcne blue.

In order to determine if this lowered reducing activity in avitaminous heart
muscle were a primary result of vitamin deficiency, additions of vitamin Bj
were made to avitaminous tissue in Thunberg tubes. Ringer phosphate-
pyrophosphate buffer was used throughout. It may be seen from the results

given in Table V that the in vitro addition of vitamin B^ had no effect upon the
reaction. The time required for avitaminous heart to reduce methylene blue was
not decreased by vitamin B^. In order to make the conditions more nearly
comparable with those in oxygen uptake studies, experiments were carried out
using minced instead of ground heart muscle. But with tissue prepared in this

way, as with ground tissue, the vitamin did not affect the rate of decoloration of
methylene blue.
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Table V. The effect of vitamin Bj concentrate upon the rate of defloration

of methylene blue in lactate^ substrate by avitaminous heart tissue.

ExperimentM run at 37°, jtu 7*3 in Thunberg tubes witb Ringer phosphate-pyrophosphate buffer.

Values are reported in min. for 80% decoloration of 1 ml. 1 : 5000 raethylene blue.

Concentration of
tissue suspension

% Xo substrate Lactate
J..actatc f vitamin

(2.5y)

r> 40 14 15

5 40 14 15

5 70 10 10
2-5 — .">0 50
2*5 — 7.5 75
2 120 120
* — 7,5 75
* 2.")0 120 12()

Each tube contained 0-05 g. of scissor-minced heart muscle.

Inhibition by pyruvic acuL

Birch and Mann [1934] showed that small amounts of pyruvic acid inhibited

lactic acid dehydrogenation by their purified enzyme-coenzyme system. We
have found that pymivate additions to heart and kidney tissues likewise caused

an inhibition of lactic acid dehydrogenase activity, which is especially marked in

avitaminous tissue. Typical results are shown in Table VI. In avitaminous tissue

Table VI. Effect of additions of pyruvic acid upo7i the lactic dehydrogenase

activity of normal and avitaminous tissues.

Experiments run at 37 ', pn 7-3 in Thimlieig tulR's. Each tube contained 2 ml, of a 5% sus*

pc^iskm of tissue in Ringer phosphate-pyrophosphate buffer, 2 ml. of substrate and 1 ml. of

000 methylene blue.

Substrate

Min. for

80% de-

('oloration

«if methy-
lene blue Substrate

Min. for

80% de-

coloration

of methy-
lene blue

Normal heart.

Nil 05
Avitaminous heart.

Nil 08
Lactate 8 Lactate 30
Lactate f pyruvate (2 mg.) 17 Lactate r pyruvate (2 mg.) 70

Lactate 4- pyruvate (4 mg.) 35 Lactate • pyruvate (4 mg.) 80

Lactate -t- pyruvate (8 mg.) 40 Lactate pyruvate (8 mg.) 100

Normal kidney.
Nil 10

Avitaminous kidney.

Nil 35
Lactate 0 Lactate 20
Lactate + pyruvate (2 mg.) 9 Lactate-* pyruvate (2 mg.) 35

45Lactate f pyruvate (4 mg.) 11 Lactate i pyruvate (4 mg.)

Lactate -1- pyruvate (8 mg.) 11 Lactate -f pyruvate (8 mg.) 50

2 mg. of pyruvic acid were sufGicient completely to inhibit lactic dehydrogenase

activity. Normal tissue was able to tolerate higher concentrations of pyruvate

without complete inhibition of this reaction.

Discussion.

These results are not entirely in agreement with those of Peters and co-

workers, who have found that disturbances in carbohydrate metabolism occur

principally in brain tissue in polyneuritic pigeons. Rydin [1935, 1] has shown

Biochem. 1936 xxx 51
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that the effect of the vitamin upon oxygen uptake of pigeon brain tissue is less

marked in pigeons showing only leg weakness than in birds exhibiting acute

opisthotonic s3rmptom8 . He [1936, 2] has more recently found that the decreased

oxygen uptake in skeletal muscle, liver, kidneys and erythrocytes of pigeons fed

with polished rice until opisthotonus developed was due to inanition. It must be

remembered that the polyneuritis developed in pigeons by a diet composed

exclusively of polished rice is a slowly developing deficiency and may be

complicated by the absence of other essential factors of the B-complex

besides

The nature of the pol3meuritis which develops in experimental animals upon
a vitamin B^-low diet appears to be dependent upon the amount of vitamin

previously stored and upon the rate at which these stores are depleted. Birch

and Harris [1934] suggest from their studies on bradycardia in polyneuritis that

rats given no vitamin Bj have a very low heart rate and no polyneuritic con-

vulsions, while shght traces of vitamin Bj act by keeping the heart rate at a high

enough level to permit the more slowly developing chronic symptoms to appear.

Our results with growing chicks with a very high vitamin requirement indicate

that with a more rapidly developing jK)Iyneuritis, disturbarujes in tissue meta-

bolism may appear in heart and possibly other organs before the noticeable

(jffects upon the central nervous system are produced.

Although the oxygon uptake of cerebral tissue from polyneuritic chicks is

lower than normal, the oxidation of lactate (as measured by the increase in

oxygen uptake produced by the addition of lactate substrate and actual removal

of added lactic acid) is not influenced by the avitaminosis nor does the addition

in vitro of vitamin Bj have a stimulating effect upon oxygen u])take. No
diminution in the rates of reduction of methylene blue by cerebrum, cerebellum

and optic lobes in the presence of lactate was observed in pol3meuritis. However,
with avitaminous heart tissue a lowered utilisation of lactate both as substrate

for oxygen uptake and for methylene blue reduction was observed. A lowered

rate of lactic acid removal was found in avitaminosis. The subnormal rate of

respiration could be improved by m vitro addition of vitamin Bj: however,

measurements of the rate of reduction of methylene blue suggest that the action

of the vitamin is not primarily associated with dehydrogenation of lactic acid.

It may be, as was suggested by Birch and Mann [1934], that the dehydrogenation

of lactic acid is inhibited by the accumulation of its own dehydrogenation pro-

ducts and that an increased rate of oxygen uptake resulting from the addition

of vitamin Bj to avitaminous tissue respiring in lactate may be due to the action

of the vitamin in the removal of some intt^rmediate in lactic acid oxidation.

Unpublished results from this laboratory indicate that the vitamin is closely

associated with p3npuvic acid metabolism.

Summary.

1. Lactic acid oxidation by normal and polyneuritic chick tissues has been
investigated by means of oxygen uptake studies, determinations of lactic acid

removal and estimations of methylene blue reduction time. No significant

disturbances in lactate oxidation were observed in brain tissues, but in avitamin-

ous heart a decreased rat(* of oxygen uptake in lactic acid and a decreased rate of
lactic acid removal were found.

2. Lactate oxidation is not affected in avitaminous brain by the addition of
vitamin B^

,
but in avitaminous heart similar additiems produce increased oxygen

uptake.
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3. Additions of pyruvate inhibited lactic acid dehydrogenase activity to a
greater extent in avitaminous heart and kidney than in normal tissues.

4. The action of vitamin Bj in lactate metabolism is not primarily concerned
with dehydrogenation of lactic acid but may indirectly influence the reaction

through its participation in some closely associated reaction.
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From time to time it has been suggested that in the dog (and presumably the

arguments apply to other animals) glucuronic acid for detoxication processes

may be derived from body protein rather than from glucose directly [Thi(*r-

felder, 1886; Mandel and Jackson, 1903; Quick, 1926, 1]. Quick |1926, 2] states

that “the precursor of glucuronic acid may be derived more readily from

glycDgen and glycogenetic amino-acids rather than from glucose”. Miller ei aL

[1933] suggest that tlu^ dog possesses a store of glucuronic acid or can synthesise^

it from carbohydrates or amino-acids, but that, when this store is depl(‘ted,

mucin, which contains glucuronic acid, is used as a source for detoxication

purposes. In the case of the rabbit Miller and Connor [1933] have showm that

this animal is unable to synthesise glucuronic acid from carbohydrates or

amino-acids (or at least performs these syntheses very slowly), but that it can

utilise glucuronic acid, obtained by digestive processes, when fed with mucin.

Miller and Connor therefore suggest that glucuronic acid for detoxication pur-

poses is derived from food sources. That the food material has an influence on
the efficiency of another detoxication j>rocess has been demonstrated by Abder-

balden and Wertheimer [1925j in the cases of the formation of mercapturic and
hippuric acids in the rabbit. In the case of glucuronic acid detoxication a some-

what similar influence of diet has been demonstrated recently by Palladin and
Persova [1928], by Kusnetzova [1930] and by Makarevitsch-Galperin [1930].

From the above data the balance of evidence seems to indicatt* that the glucu-

ronic acid utilised in detoxication is preformed either in the diet or in the bodj'

of the organism. Glucuronic acid itself, when fed alone, is metabolised to a very

slight extent and is a comparatively inert substance physiologically [Biberfeld,

1914; Hurthle, 1927; Quick, 1928].‘

These conclusions are obviously at variance with the Fischer and Piloty

[1891] theory of intermediate glucoside formation as a step in glucuronic acid

conjugation. Indeed we have already showu [Hemingway et ah, 1934] that

phenyl- and bornyl-jS-glucosides, when perfused through the isolated liver of the

dog, are not (converted into the corresponding glucuronic acids, although the
liver-kidney preparations used were capable of conjugating free phenol and
bomeol and of excreting these as the glucuronic acids. A repetition of these

experiments (hitherto unpublished) using phenyl-a-gluooside likewise gave no
glucuronic acid in the perfused liver. ^ None the less experiments have been

^ This exi)orimeni was carried out with the co-operation of I)r A. Hemingway.

( 794 )
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described which have been interpreted as providing evidence in favour of a
direct conversion of glucoside into conjugated glucuronic acid. Thus, the experi-

ments of Hildebrandt [1905; 1909] and Hamalaienen [1913] may seem to support
this theory, in that conjugated glucuronic acids were excreted after injection

and ingestion of certain glucosidos. These observations may however be ex-

plained on other grounds than direct oxidation of the glucoside to the corre-

sponding glucuronic acid. Thus the glucoside may be hydrolysed in vivo to give a

free aglucone which may then be detoxicat(*d by conjugation with preformed
glucuronic acid. Our own observations lead us to favour the latter view, and
references are to be found in the literature which likewise favour this conclusion.

Thus Brahm [1899] found that rnethyl-a-glucoside yielded no glucuronic acid

and was excreted unchanged, whilst Schuller’s interesting case of phlorhizin has

been referred to by Quick [1926, 1]. Schuller [1911] found that on feeding large

doses of phlorhizin to rabbits, phlorhizinglucuronic acid was found in the urine.

In this conjugattni glucaironic acid, however, the original glucose molecule was
still intatit, and a glucuronic acid molecule had been condensed with one of the

free phenolic* groups of phloretin, the aglucone of phlorhizin. The experiments

now described were designed to elucidate observations of the type made by
Hildebrandt.

It is well known that ph(*nol is detoxicated by conjugation with both sul-

])huric and glut‘uronic acids. It might therefore be expected that if phenyl-

glucoside were directly oxidised to phenylglucuronic acid no increase in ethereal

sulphate exen^tion would occur. This exiH‘ctation is strengthened by the obser-

vation of Koike and Tosawa [1933] that oral administration of phenylglucuronic

acid itself does not give rise to increased excretion of ethereal sulphate in the

rabbit. On the oth(*r hand if phenylglucoside were first hydrolysed and then

detoxicated an increase in ethereal sulphate excretion may be expected, and an
observed increase could only be explained hr such a hydrolysis.

lat alternative.

2nd aUemative.
niioiiylglurosifle >‘phfnylgluriironie acjd.

PhonylgJiico8idt‘ Phenol + gluoose

conjugation

^ \
Phenyl sulphate phenylglucuronic acid.

The present experiments indicate that the second of the above alternatives

holds in the case of the rabbit. Two female rabbits were used, one serving as

control. In rt^peat ex}K?riments the rdles of control and experimental animal

were reversed with the view of eliminating possible individual variations in the

two animals. In each experiment the control animal was given a known amount
of phenol, whilst the other was given phenyl-jS-glucoside sufficient to yield an

amount of phenol approximately equal to that given to the control. The phenol

and pheny^lucoside were fed to the rabbits on the same day, and each animal

ret^eived food from the same stock, thus eliminating possible dietetic variations

which might influence the detoxication process. The results indicate that phenyl-

j8-glucoside reacts, in regard to detoxication as ethereal sulphate, exactly as if

it were free phenol; the percentage of phenol detoxicated and excreted as

ethereal sulphate in the glucoside-fed rabbit was the same as that detoxicated

and excreted in the control. In both cases very slight trac.es of fixje phenol

were found in the urine after phenol or glucoside feeding, but the amount of

conjugated glucuronic acid excreted, as indicated by the naphthoresorcinol test,
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was very little more than normal in each case. The urines after boiling with

hydrochloric acid gave a very slight reduction which was probably due to traces

of conjugated glucuronic acid rather than to unchanged glucoside.

Other experiments were performed in which phenyl-a- and jS-glucosides were

injected subcutaneously. There followed an increase in ethereal sulphate output

similar to that observed after oral administration, whilst the urine gave very

definite indications of the presence of free phenol.

It may therefore be concluded that, as in the case of the isolated liver,

the intact animal fails to give any evidence of the direct formation of glucur-

onides from glucosides administei^ either orally or subcutaneously. Further-

more phenylglucosides are hydrolysed in vivo and, at the levels administered in

our experiments, are detoxicated preferentially by conjugation with sulphuric

acid, behaving in this respect like the equivalent amount of phenol.

Expebimental.

(1) Feeding experiments.

Phenyl-a- and jS-glucosides were prepared by the method of Hclforich and
Schmitz-Hillebrecht [1933] for the sjmthesis of phenolic glucosides. The final

pure crystalline products had physical constants in accord with those already
published. The female rabbits us^ were fed on a mixed diet of bran, oats and
cabbage. Urines were collected in a beaker by means of large tinned copper
funnels in which the rabbit cages were placed. Ethereal sulphate was estimated
daily by the gravimetric method. Phenylglucoside and phenol were fed in

small gelatin capsules. In the case of phenol, liquid paraflBn was added to the

capsule to reduce the corrosive action of solid phenol on the stomach. The
animals suffered no apparent iU-effects during the entire course of the experi-

ments.

The experimental period lasted 23 days on each of which ethereal sulphate

was determined. The maximum value found, excluding that of the Ist day
after each administration of phenol or glucoside, was for rabbit 11, 27-2 mg.,

Table I.

Rabbit- 11, female, 2140 g. Rabbit 12, female, 1800 g. Diet, oats and cabbage.

Controls. Phenol

Phenol
Normal
ethereal

Ethereal

SOs on
Increase

in Phenol % phenol

Rabbit
fed SO3 3rd day ethereal conjugated conjugated
mg. mg. mg. SOs (calc.) with SO3

11 134 15 43 28 32*9 25
11 195*5 12 82 70 82*2 42
12 142* 11 30 19*1 22*3 16
12 142 11 48 37 43*5 31

Phenyl- /S-glnooside

Glucoside Phenol
Normal
ethereal

Ethereal
SO3 on

Increase
in

Phenol
con-

% phenol
con-

Rabbit
fed equivalent SO, 3rd day ethereal jugated jugated

with SO,mg. mg. mg. mg. SO, (calc.)

12 397 145*5 14*6 41*4 27 31*7 22
12 474 174 11 69 58 68*1 39
11 379 139 12 .38 26 30*6 22
11 387 142 14*6 58*5 44 51*7 36

fiome phenol lost during feeding: amount fed uncertain.
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for rabbit 12
,
23*4 mg. The minimum values were rabbit 11

,
6-2 mg., rabbit 12 ,

6-6 mg. The normal value of the ethereal sulphate output was taken as the

average for the 2 days immediately preceding, and for the 2nd and 3rd days

following, the administration of phenol or glucoside. The experimentally induced

increase was taken as the output observed on the 1st day immediately following

the ingestion of phenol or glucoside. The results of the exjxjriments are given in

Tables I and II. Fig. I records graphically a result obtained for one 5-day period

in which rabbit 11 received phenyl- jS-glucoside and rabbit 12 phenol.

Table II.

Pht-nol fod rabbit Glucosiclo-fed rabbit

Rabbit

% phenol

conjugated
with SO3 Rabbit

phenol

conjugated

with SO3

11 25 12 22

J1 42 12 39

12 1«* 11 22

12 31 11 3b

* See Table I.

Fig. 1. Increase in ethereal sulphate output following the administration of phenylglucoside

contrasted with that following the administration of the equivalent amount of phenol.

(2) Injection ejoperiments.

Phenyl-a- and jS-glucosides were also injected .subcutaneously and the

ethereal sulphate increases wx»re measured as in the experiments already

described. Ethereal SO3 was determined for 25 days. The maximum normal

value found was 39-6 mg. and the minimum 7*4 mg. The results are given in

Table III.

Table III.

Rabbit C, weight 2740 g.; at the end of experiment. 2r» days later, 2090 g.

Glucoside Normal E.S. E.iS. 3rd day Increase phenol

g- mg. mg. mg. detoxicated

0-5)3 22-9 781 55*2 35-4

0-4 a 22-8 00-2 37*4 30
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SUMMABr.

Phenyl-a- and jS-glncosides administered orally or subcutaneously to the

rabbit are not converted into the corresponding glucuronides but undergo

hydrolysis. The liberated phenol is detoxicat^ and excreted as ethereal sulphate.

The phenylglucosides behave in this respect as the equivalent amount of phenol.

The expenses of this work were in part defrayed by a grant from the Medical

Research Council. One of us (R. T. W.) is indebted to the Coimcil for a whole-

time assistance grant.
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CXVII. THE BIOCHEMISTRY AND PHYSIOLOGY
OF GLUCURONIC ACID.

VII. A NOTE ON THE CONJUGATION OF
BORNEOL IN MAN.

Jiy .JOHN PRYDE and RICHARD TECWYN WILLIAMS.

From the Physiology Institute, Newport Road, Cardiff,

{Received March 27th, 1936.)

In two instances reported by Quick [1928] in which bomeol was ingested by man,
al)out SO% was excri'ted conjugated with glucuronic acid within 10 hours of th(‘

administration of 2 g., whilst 09% was similarly excrctf'd within 6 hours after

giving 3*5 g. In th(' dog Quick has observed 52% excretion within an un-

speeifiiHl time. We have extended these experiments to a greater number of

human cases, and have measured the excretion of conjugatf'd borneol at various

times bctw'cen 0 and 12 hours after ingestion. Jn agreement with Quick we find

that the maximum amount of bornt^ol conjugated with glucuronic acid seems to

be about 80% of that ingested and that, in the normal human being, this limit is

rt^ached within 12 hours. IVeliminary expiidments on certain pathological cas(‘s

se(‘m to indicate that, w'here the liver is affected, there may be a marked delay

in this conjugation process.

Expertmektal.

Twenty-four student volunteers of age range 15-25 years, and all free from

albuminuria, were each given about 2 g. of borneol accurately weighed in gelatin

capsules. All urines collected from the time of ingestion to the end of the expcTi-

mont (i.e. G-I2 hours) were analysed for borneolglucuronic acid. A measured

volume of the urine was acidified and extracted for 3 hours in a liquid extractor

with t‘ther. The ether was removed and its content of borneolglucuronic acid was
hydrolysed with HCl. After neutralising, the glucuronic acid was determined by

Table I.

Urine vol. Time
Subject ml. hours

R. T. W. 910 20*5

H. K. 505 12-0

G.M.J. 390 12

J. H. 345 11-5

H. S. 305 11

A. Q. 400 11

R. G. I). 690 11

R. T. W. 300 10-5

C. D. 0. 432 10-5

L. P. W. 500 10-5

L. B. 435 10-5

H. M. R. 550 10-5

R. T. W, 327 10-6

J. P. 300 10

% borneol
conjugated

with
glucuronic

Subjectacid

78-7 W. G.
77-5 W. L.

77*5 W. T.

78-9 V. M.
781 J.P.S.
700 J.H.
741 R. T. W,
77-9 J. C. J.

77-3 S. W. B.
75-2 K. G. S.

750 M. L.
74-8 M.R.
730 C. J. E.

81-6

borneol
conjugated

with

Urine vol. Time glucuronic*

ml. hours acid

:no 10 79*3

OHO 10 7H-3

445 10 750
310 10 74-8

375 (10)? 73*H

H30 8*5 70*9

242 8*5 68*0

3H0 7 HO-5

350 H 58H
270 H 58-0

330 H 57-7

550 H 57-5

550 H 50H

{
799 )
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the Benedict sugar method as modified by Quick [1925] for glucuronic acid.^ The
results are given in Tables I and II. None of the 24 subjects noted any ill-effects

following the ingestion of borneol, but in a few cases a transitory dizziness was

Tabic 11. Individual case. % borneol

Urine vol. Time

conjugated
with

glucuronic

Subject ml. hours acid

R. T. W. 125 4*5 54

>« 242 8*5 68

>» 327 10*5 73

>> 464 1,3*0 72

mentioned. The bomeolgluouronic acid content of each sample of urine w^as

determined as soon as possible after collection. Urines kept for 24 hours even in

the refrigerator gave results lower than those obtained for the same urines when
fresh.

SUMMABY.

Figures are given, obtained from 24 human subjects, showing the progress of

the excretion of bomylglucuronide following the administration of l)onieol. The
maximum amount conjugated and excreted as ghicuronide is approximately

80% of that administered and this maximum is attained in from 10 to 12 hours.

The expenses of this work were in part defrayed by a grant from the Medical

Research Council, One of us (R. T. W.) is indebted to the Council for a whole-

time assistance grant.
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OF MICRO-ORGANISMS-

XLIX. PALITANTIN, A HITHERTO
UNDESCRIBED METABOLIC PRODUCT OF
PENICILLIUM PALITANS WESTLING.
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Alsbekg and Black [1913] described a new mould metabolic product, pcnicillic

acid, C^H|o04 ,
which they isolated from cultures of Penicilliutn puberulum

Bainier. Birkinshaw et al. [1936] have recently reported that cultures of Alsberg

and Black’s strain of P. puberulum which, in their hands, gave moderate yields

of penicillic acid some seven years ago, no longer produced any penicillic acid

in 1933. Search was therttfore made for other strains of P. puberulum. It was
found that Morgan [1933] and Moir [1933] had recorded that this species of

fungus is frequently met with in certain discolorations of New Zealand cheese.

Through the good offices of the High Commissioner for New Zealand we were

able to obtain three different strains of the organism, isolated by Messrs G. F. V.

Morgan and J, 0. C. Neill from New Zealand Cheddar cheese, and believed by
them to be strains of P. puberulum.

We found however that when these three strains were grown on Rauhn-Thom
glucose medium no penicillic acid was formed, but considerable quantities of

a hitherto undescribed mould metabolic product were isolated. The question

then arose as to the identity or otherwise with P. puberulum of tlie New Zealand

cultures. They were therefore submitted to Dr Charles Thom of the United

States Bureau of Agriculture. He reported that they were not identic^,! with

P. puberulum, but were more closely allied to the P. terrestrv Jensen series, or to

P. solitum WestUng or to P. palitans Westling—three species which are difficult

to distinguish from each other on purely morphological grounds. Cultures of

each of these three organisms, together with the three New Zealand strains and

Alsberg and Black s strain of P. puberulum were therefore grown under parallel

conditions on Raulin-Thom glucose medium. The new metabolic product, for

which the name palitarUin is suggested, was isolak^d from cultun^s of the type

strain of P. palitans [Westling, 1911] distributed by the Centraalbureau voor

Schimmelcultures, Baam, and from each of the three New^ Zealand strains (none

of these four organisms produced any penicillic acid); a different and hitherto

undescribed metabolic product, which will form the subject of a future com-

munication, was isolated from P, terrestre; no j)alitantin was produced by P.

puberulum and nothing of interest could be isolated from P. solitum. We are

therefore of the opinion that the cultures isolated by Morgan and Neill from New
Zealand cheese are more accurately named as strains of P. palitans with which

they agree closely in morphological characteristics. This opinion is shared by

Dr Thom*

( BOl )
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Palitantin is a colourless crystalline substance and has the empirical formula

C14H22O4. Its molecular constitution has not yet l)een fully elucidated, but the

following points bearing on this question have been established

:

1. It is optically inactive, is a neutral substance, and its molecule contains

three active hydrogen atoms.

2. It contains an aldehyde group, since it gives a jiositive Schiff’s reaction,

and the usual aldehyde derivatives, e.g. a mono-oxime, semicarbazone, phenyl-

and dinitrophenyl-hydrazone. It is rt^adily oxidised by potassium merouri-

iodide to the corresponding monobasic palitarUic acid 0i4H22O5

.

3. It does not contain a methoxyl group but contains two hydroxyl groups

since it gives a dibromobenzoate.

4. It contains at least two double bonds since on catalytic reduction it

gives tetrahydropalitantin, Ci4H2e04 , which still contains the aldehyde group and
is readily oxidised by hy}X)ioditc‘. to the corresponding monocarboxylic acid,

tetrahydropalitantic acid CJ4H26O5

.

5. The function of the fourth oxygeui atom has not yet been determined. It

does not aptxmr to be present as a carl:)onyl group since neither a dioxime nor a
di-phenylhydrazone (or osazone) could be obtained. Since palitantin only gives

a dibromobenzoate it does not appear to contain more than two hydroxyl groups

although it contains three acjtive hydrogen atoms.

6. On reduction with sodium amalgam tetrahydropalitantin gives rise to a
mixture of two isomeric hexahydro-derivatives, Ci4H2g04 ,

each of which contains

four active hydrogen atoms. Unlike their pare!)t substance, neither of them
gives a positive Schiff’s reaction. They probably contain an alcohol grouping in

place of the aldehydes group originally present.

7. Palitantin, C14H22O4, and tetrahydropalitantin, Cx4H2e04, are oxidised by
AgjO to dibasic acids CigHgoOg and CJ3H24O5 respectively, which were isolated as

the dihydrazides.

Further work on the molecular structure of palitantin is in progress and will

be reported at a later date.

Experimental.

Cultures.

The following strains of PenicilUum palitans WestUrig were used

:

(a) L.S.H.T.M. Cat. No. P. 126. Type strain purchased from Centraalburcau
voor Schimmelcultures, Baarn, Holland, in August 1931. Received by them from
Westling in 1929 and derived from his original strain. (6) L,S.H.T.M. Cat.

No. P. 200, New Zealand strain No. 9. (c) L.S.H.T.M. Cat. No. P. 201, New
Zealand strain No. 352. (d) L.S.H.T.M. Cat. No. P. 202, New Zealand strain

No. 354.

Cultures 6, c and d were received by us in January 1934 from Dv T. R.
Vernon. They were sent to him in 1933 by Mr J. C. Neill of the Plant Research
Station, Palmerston North, New Zealand, who diagnosed them as P, pvherulum.
They were isolated from discoloured New Zealand Cheddar cheese.

Cultural conditions.

The culture medium used throughout this work was a Baulin-Thom medium
of the following composition

:
glucose, 75 g. ;

tartaric acid, 4 g. ; diammonium
tartrate, 4 g.; (NH4)2HP04, 0-6 g.; K2CO3, 0*6 g.; MgCOa, 0-4 g.; (NH4)2S04,
0*26 g. ; ZnS04, 7H20^ 0-07 g. ; FeS04, 7H2O, 0-07 g. ; distilled water, 1500 ml.
This was distributed in 350 ml. amounts in a number of 1 -litre conical flasks,

sterilised, sown with a spore suspension, prepared from Czapek-Dox glucose-agar
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slopes, of the organism studied and incubated at a chosen temperature until the
glucose content, as determined by polarimeter, had fallen below 1 % . The yields

of crude palitantin obtained per flask from P. 200, P. 201 and P. 202 were
respectively 0*10, 0*125 and 0*16 g. at room temperature (m. 18-20'") and 010,
0*10 and 0*02 g. at 24'’.

Preparation of palitantin.

Batches of 100 flasks of Raulin-Thom medium were sown with P. palitana,

L.S.H.T.M. Cat. No. P. 202, New Zealand strain 354. (The strains P. 2(X) and
P. 201 gave smallcT yields of palitantin.) The flasks were incubated, originally

at the tem}ieratiire of the laboratory, but in all the later experiments in under-

ground vaults, as the lower temperature prevailing there gave better yields of

product. The most favourable temperature was found to ))e in the region of 10“.

When the glucose content, as determined on a sample flask by polarimeter, was
reduced to 0*4-0*9% (usually after 18-22 days at 10") the metabolism solution,

which gave a positive Sehiff's reaction, was filtered from the mycelium. Acidifi-

cation before extrac^tion was found to be unnecessary since palitantin is a neutral

compound and undesirable since it gave rise to a product which did not readih^

crystallise. Extraction of the evaporated metabolism solution also resulted in a

sticky product. Hence, in spite of its laljorious nature, «‘xtra(*tion of the un-

evajK)rat<'d metabolism solution was followed as a routine procedure. The
filtrate from each 20 flasks (alx>ut (>400 ml.) was extracted with chloroform. Two
extractions were performed, each time using 2 litres of chloroform. Tlie chloro^

form from the second extraction was used for the first extraction of a further

batch of 20 flasks. The chloroform was removed under refliKHul pressure and the

extracted material from the whole J(K) flasks w^as combined. The crystals

separating from the chloroform w^ere filtered off and washed on the filter wuth

ether, until a pure white producjt was obtaim^d. A second and usually a third

crop was obtained from the mother-liquor aft(‘r dilution with ether. After

complete; evaporation of solvent an uncrystallisable s\Tup always remained,

5-0 g. in weight

.

The first crops of palitantin thus obtained were recrystallised from hot water

(5 g. to 1 litre) and were them pure enough for most purj-wsc's. The secjond and
third crops were twice recrystallised. The average yield at 10

' w^as 10-12 g. per

batch of 100 flasks. The exjierimental details of a number of preparations arc

given in Table I (batches 1-14).

Isolation of palitantin using the type strain of P. palitans WestUng.

One batch (Table I, batch No. 15) of 1(K> flasks was sown with the type strain

of P. palitans, L.S.H.T.M. Cat. No. P. 120. The medium, cultural conditions and

method ofextraction were identical with those described in the previous sections.

The CHOI3 extract (12*13 g.) contained much uncrystallisable syrup as only

3*40 g. of colourless crystalline material were isolated, m.p. 143 \ [a]54fi|H- 27
*2 ''.

This proved to be a mixture of palitantin with a dextrorotatory a(;id, which will

form the subject of a future communication. The mixture w^as dissolved in

CHCI3 (2(X) ml.), water (50 ml.) was added and then, drop by drop, N NaOH
(4*7 ml.) with vigorous shaking to neutrality to phenolphthalein. The aqueous

phase was separated and acidified with HCl. An oil whi(ii quickly crystallised

separated (1*01 g.) and is the dextrorotatory acid referred to above. The OHCI3

layer was treated with 4 vols. of light petroleum (b.p. 50-80*^). Palitantin, 1*45 g.,

M.P. 157-9°, optically inactive, separated. Recrystallised from hot water in

colourless needles, m".p. 165°, alone or mixed with sample from P. palitans,

Cat. No. P. 202.
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Table I.

Titrat-

Residual able

In. glucose Final acidity

cubation by I>HOf ml. iV/10 Yield of

period Temperature (°) polari- meta- NaOH crystallim

in A

Range Av.
meter bolism per products

Batch days /o solution 10 ml. g-

1. Incubated in laboratoiy 18 — — 0-78 2-9 1-42 612
2. 17 Max. 27 20 0-66 31 1-34 3-42

3. Incubated in vaults 18 16-19 18 0-73 31 1-26 11*83

4. 18 — — 0-44 3-3 1-20 7*67

5. 17 16-5-21-5 19 0-56 30 1-52 8*44

e. 18 16-21 18 0-44 3-3 1-20 9*67

7. 19 10-15 13 0-56 2-9 1-38 13*77

8. 19 6-16 11 0-83 2-9 1*67 12*67

9. 22 6-13 8 0-64 31 1-45 11*13

10. 27 8-10 9 0‘42 3-4 0-79 13*96

n. 22 9-11 10 0-66 2*8 M2 12;i5

12. 20 9-11 10 0-86 2*8 119 9*81

13. 20 10-12 11 0*81 2-9 1-32 10*49

14. 26 6-10 8-5 0*70 30 102 11 -(K)

15. f} 26 5-9 7 0-89 2-8 6-60 3*46

Properties of palitarUhi,

Palitaiitin crystallises from water in colourless needles. It may also be

crystallised from alcohol, but with more loss. It is only slightly soluble in cold

water and ether but is more readily soluble in hot waW, alcohol or CHCI3 . It

is optically inactive and is neutral in reaction. It gives a positive Schiff’s test

and reduces AggO to metallic Ag.

It behaves in a somewhat curious manner in a melting-point determination.

At about 135® a film of oily drops forms on the sides of the tube, the solid softens

from about 150® and is only completely melted at 163®. The colour is now yellow-

ish. It resolidifies on cooling. This behaviour appears to be characteristic and not

due to impurity since it was observed with every sample examined. Moreover,

analytical figures agree well with a compound of definite composition, which is

also borne out by analysis of derivatives. (Found (Schoeller), sample from
P. 202 ex alcohol: C, 66*34; H, 8*81 %. Sample from P. 202 ex water: C, 66*27

:

H, 8-70% . Sample from P. 126 ex water : C, 66-12
; H, 8-52% . N, nil

;
OCH

3 ,
nil.

Mol. wt. (Dr A. E. Oxford) cryoscopic in dioxan 256. CJ4H22O4 requires C, 66-10;

H, 8-73%. Mol. wt. 254.)

Palitantin contains three active hydrogen atoms since in a ZerewitinofI

estimation it afforded 2-7 molecules of CH4 in anisole at 28®; 3-1 in anisole at
95® and in pyridine.

Derivatives of palitantin,

Palitantin momsemicarbazone, Semicarbazide hydrochloride (0-11 g.) dis-

solved in water (2 ml.) was treated with 5% alcoholic potassium acetate (2 ml.)

followed by 0-11 g. of palitantin. A clear solution resulted. After keeping over-

night a good crop of crystals separated which were filtered off, washed with
water and rccrystallised from methyl alcohol. Yield 0-04 g, of colourless needles,

M.P. 212-213® (decomp.). (Pound (Schoeller): C, 58-26; H, 8-00; N, 13-69%.
C15H26O4N3 requires C, 57-84; H, 8-10; N, 13*49%.) The substance is thus a
monoscmicarbazone of Ci4H2a04 .

Palitantin rn<)nx)phenyihydrazone, Palitantin (0-1 g.) was heated with phenyl-
hydrazine hydrochloride (0*5 g.), anhydrous socUum acetate (0-5 g.) and about
10 ml. of water in a boiling water-bath for half an hour. An orange-coloured
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insoluble substance was formed (0'13 g.) which on recrystaUisation from alcohol

gave colourless needles, m.p. 175-176°, not raised by further recrystallisation.

This product proved to be the monophenylhydrazone of palitantin. (Found
(Weiler): C, 69-31; H, 8-15; N, 8-61%. CaoHjjgOaNg requires C, 69-71; H, 8-20;

N, 8-14% .) No evidence of a bisphenylhydrazone or osazone was obtained. The
orange colour was due to a substance present only in small amount which could

not be obtained in crystalline form,

Palitantin mono-oxime and mono-2 : 4-dinitrophenylhydrazone . Hydroxyl -

amine hydrochloride (0-14 g.) was dissolved in water (2 ml.) and 4 ml. of a 5%
solution of potassium acetate in alcohol were added, followed by 0-25 g. of

palitantin. No crystals could be obtained so the mixture was evaporated to

dryness in vacuo and the residue was extracted with ether. On (evaporation of

the ether an oily product remained which only crystallised after some months.

It could not be recrystallised, and molted at 104-106°. It is doubtless the oxime

of palitantin. As it was readily soluble in water it was used without further

puriOcation to investigate the point as to whether there is a second ketonic or

aldchydie group in palitantin. Its aqueous solution was treated with an excess of

2:4-dinitrophenylhydrazine in 2N HCl in the hopc‘ of obtaining a mixed oxime-

2:4-dinitrophenylhydrazone. A yellow* precipitate w*as obtained which w*as

recr^^stallised twice from meth^yl alcohol; yellow needles, m.p. 209°. (Found

(Schoeller) : C, 54-87
;
H, 6- 10 ;

N, 13*35% . requires C, 55-27
;
H, 6-04

;

N, 12-90%.) Hence the oxime group has been eliminated and replaced by a

dinitrophcnylhydrazine group, the product being palitantin 2:4-dinitrophenyl-

hydrazone. There is thus no evidence for another ketonic or aldehydic group in

palitantin.

Palitantin di-p-brornobenzoate, Palitantin (0-25 g.) was heated with p-brorao-

benzoyl chloride (0*7 g.) in pyridine (5 ml.) on the water-bath until the mixture

began to darken in colour (10 minutes). After cooling, water (40 ml.) w*as added

an(l the brownish oil which precipitated was separated from the aqueous portion

and shaken with a few ml. of sodium bicarbonate solution. After keeping over-

night the oil was taken up in a little warm alcohol and water was added until a

slight turbidity appeared. The crystals which separated were recrystallised three

times in the same manner from aqueous alcohol; colourless plates, m.p. 153-154°.

(Found (Schoeller): C, 54-24, 54-33; H, 4-72, 4-66; Br, 26-45

requires C, 54*18; H, 4-55; Br, 25-77 %.)
Palitantic acid, CJ4H22O6 . Doeuvre’s reagent [1927] was found to oxidise the

aldehyde group in palitantin to a carboxyl group almost quantitatively. Pali-

tantin (2-54 g. from P. 202) suspended in water (1 litre) was treated with a

solution of Hgig (4-54 g.) and KI (30 g.) in water (25 ml). After adding 50 ml.

N NaOH the mixture was left for some hours with occasional shaking. The

solution was filtered through kieselguhr to remove mercury and titrated. It

required 20-5 ml. N HCl, showing a production of 29-5 ml. of N acid in the

reaction, the theoretical amomit being 30-0 ml. 10 ml. of 2N HCl were then

added. Palitantic acid began to crystallise immediately. After chilling, the

product was collected; long colourless needles, m.p. 146-148°, wt. 1-63 g., vhich

did not require further recrystallisation.

Palitantin from P. 126 behaved in an exactly similar manner with Doeuvre’s

reagent, giving paUtantic acid, m.p. 145-147°, alone or mixed with palitantic

acid from P. 202. (Found (Weiler), sample ex P. 202: C, 62*06, 62*28: H, 8-11,

8-04%. Sample ex P. 126: C, 62-07; H, 8-26%. Kouiv. by titration, 270-5.

CiiH^Og requires C, 62-18; H, 8-21%. Equiv. titrating as a monobasic acid,

270.)
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TeirahydropalitafUin,C14H26O4 . Palitantin (1 g.) dissolved in alcohol (lOOml.)

was hydrogenated using a Pd-norite catalyst. The absorption of hydrogen was

rapid and ceased after 5 min., when the equivalent of 2 mols. of Hg had been

absorbed. The solution still gave Schiff ’s test. After filtration the solution was
evaporated to small volume and about 4 vols. of water were added. The product

separated in the form of colourless needles, m.p. 115°, and was filtered off. A
further crop was obtained on concentration of the filtrate. The yield was quan-

titative. The product was recrystallised from alcohol and water (1:5). A sample

sublimed in a high vacuum melted at 116°. It solidified on cooling and re-melted

at the same temperature. (Found (Schoeller) : C, 65* 17, 65*20
; H, 10*21 , 10*29%

.

C14H26O4 requires C, 65*07: H, 10*15%. Zerewitinoff estimation (Roth): Tetra-

hydropalitantin affords 3*3 mols. of CH4 in anisole at 18°, 3*0 in pyridine at 18°.)

Monoaemicarbazmie of tetrahydropalitantin. Details as for the semicarbazone

of palitantin (p. 804). After keeping overnight no crystals had appeared, so water

was cautiously added until crystallisation bc^gan. The product was recrvstallised

from a mixture of methyl alcohol and water; colourless rosettes of needles,

M.P. 188-189° after softening at 186°. There was some darkening at the m.p.

(Found (Schoeller) : C, 57*22
;
H, 9*37

; N, 13*01 % . CjgHgANg requires C. 57*10

;

H, 9*27; N, 13*32% )

OL-Hexahydropalitantin and P-hemhydropalitarUin, T(itrahydropalitantin

(0*5 g.) was dissolved in alcohol (50 ml.) and 2*5% sodium amalgam (KK) g.) and
N H2SO4 (110 ml.) were added each in ten lots over a period of about 4 hours.

The mixture was thus never allowed to become alkaline, since the amount of

acid was slightly in excess of that required to neutralise the sodium hydroxide

produced. The mixture was heated on the water-bath under reflux. The solution

was then extracted with chloroform and the solvent evaporated m vacuo, Th(»

residue was extracted with boiling ether (about 250 ml.) for some time but a

small amount failed to dissolve and was filtered off; wt. 0*04 g., m.p. 140-142 .

When recrystalliscd from water it separated in the form of colourless j)lat('s,

M.p. 142-143°. On chilling the ether filtrate, a further amount (0*08 g.) of the

material, m.p. 135-136°, was obtained. It gave the same product, m.p. 142-143°,

on recrystallisation. It contains 2 atoms of hydrogen more than the original

substance, and unlike the latter it gives no Schiff 's reaction. It was termed
OL-hexahydropalitantin, (Found (Weiler): C, 64*39: H, 10*87%. C14H28O4 re-

quires C, 64*57; H, 10*84%.) In a Zerewitinoff estimation (Roth) it gave 3*91,

3*93 mols. of CH4 in pyridine, and 3*34, 3*84 mols. in anisole, at 18° and 95° in

each case respectively.

The ether mother-liquor when evaporated to about 10-15 ml. gave 0*10 g.

of crystals (plates), m.p. 90-93°. On recrystallisation from water, then from ether,

the M.P. was raised to 98-99°. There was a syrupy residue from the ether of

0*23 g. The substance, m.p. 98-99°, proved to be isomeric with a-hcxahydro-

palitantin and like that substance it gave no Schiff ’s reaction. It was termed
^•hexdhydropalitantin, (Found (Schoeller): C, 64*43; H, 10*72%. Ci4H280i
requires C, 64*57; H, 10*84%.) In a Zerewitinoff estimation (Roth) it gave 3*83,

3*85 mols. of CH4 in pyridine, and 3*73, 3*81 mols. in anisole, at 18° and 95° in

each case respectively.

Eeaciion of tetrahydropalitantin with hypoiodite, Tetrahydropalitantin

(0*0403 g.) was dissolved in 100 ml. of water by warming. The solution was
cooled and to it were added 40 ml. of N/IO iodine from a pipette and approxi-

mately 50 ml. of A/10 NaOH. After keeping overnight 5 ml. of 2N H2SO4 were
added and the unused iodine was titrated. A blank experiment was performed
on the reagents. The iodine absorbed, 3*07 ml. of A/10, corresponded with
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1-97 atoms of iodine per mol. of tetrahydropalitantin. The most probable
reaction would be an oxidation of an aldehyde group to a carboxyJ group and a
larger-scale experiment showed that this actually occurs.

Teirahydrcypalitaniic acid. Tetrahydropalitantin (0*4 g.) was dissolved in

1 litre of water by warming, and to the cooled solution 200 ml. of Nj\^ iodine
and 250 ml. ofNjlONaOH were added, the latter slowly and with shaking. After
keeping overnight 25 ml. of 2A^ H2SO4 were added and the solution was titrated

with thiosulphate. The iodine used, 2*15 ml. N, corresponded with only 69% con-
version of aldehyde* into acid. The only difference between this experiment and
the previous one, except in scale, was a reduction in the excess of alkaline iodine

employed. Evidently about 14 times the theoretical amount is required for

complete conversion

.

The solution was extracted with ether, using about 400 ml. in two lots;

the acids W(*re transferred to .sotlium carbonate solution which was acidified and
extracted with either. The yield of acids, 0*25 g., represents 59% of the theore-

tical amount. The product set to a mass of crx'stals. It was reerystallised from
ether giving colourless plates, m.p. 110', to an opaque liquid clearing at 135°.

(Found (Scho(?ller) : 61*18, 61*12: H, 9*56, 9*48%. Equiv. by titration 275.

C]4H2o05 requires (\ 61*27: H, 9*56 Equiv. (titrating as a monobasic acid)

274.) In a Zerewitinoft’ estimation (Roth) it gave 3*77, 3*92 mols. of CH4 in

}\VTidiue and 1*90, 1*86 mols. in anisole. at 18 and 95^ in each case respectively.

Oxidation of palitanlin, Cj4ff2204 . to a divarbo.rylic acid. Ci^H^oOs

.

Palitantin

(1 g.) and silver oxide (5 g.) were mixed in about 150 ml. of water and the

mixture was luxated in boiling water under reflux for 1 hoTir. There was reduction

of the silver oxide and formation of a silver mirror. The mixture was acidified with
7 ml. of coiKxmtrated HC1 and extracted with ether. The acids were extracted

from the ether by means of aqueous NaHCO^ and then transferred to ether after

acidification. On (evaporation of the ether, 0*4 g. of a yellow oily residue re-

mained, smelling somewhat of butyric acid. This was esterified with diazoniethane
in ether and after removal of the ether and excess diazomctliane w^as treated

with 1 ml. of alcoliol and 1 ml. of 50^/J, aqueous hydrazine hydrate. In a few
minutes crystals appeared, and the mass became semi-solid. The crystals after

separation and washing with alcohol and ether melted at 201-202°, after

shrinking at 198°, and weighed 0*08 g. The m.p. was unchanged after recrystal-

lisation from alcohol. Analysis showed that this substance w as the dihydrazide of

a dicarboxylic acid (or its lactone C13H18O4). (Found (Schoeller):

C, 54*75 : H*, 8*50; N, 19*67% . C13H24O3N4 requires C, 54*89 ;
H, 8*51

;
N, 19*72 %.)

Oxidation of tetrahydropalitantin, OjiffeeO^, to a dicarboxylic add, Ci3H2iO{i.

Details as for the oxidation of palitantin. The s^^Tupy acids weighed 0*49 g.

The esters became solid ahnost immediately on addition of 1 ml. of alcohol and
1 ml. of hydrazine hydrate (50%). The crude product (0*19 g.) after recrystal-

lisation from alcohol yielded 0*13 g. of material melting at 190° after softening

at 188°, Analysis showed that it was the dihydrazide of a dicarboxylic acid

(or its lactone C13H22O4). (Found (Schoeller); C, 54*23; H, 9*74; N,

19*49%. C13H28O3N4 requires C, 54*12; H, 9*79; N, 19*44%.) In an attempt to

improve the yield of this product the conditions of the experiment were varied

and other oxidising agents, e.g. bromine, CrO^ in acetic acid and nitric acid, were

tried. Bromine did not appear to give rise to acidic products under the con-

ditions employed, and CrOg and nitric acid (the latter diluted with water in the

proportion 1 in 3) gave rise to the same product as silver oxide in yields of the

same order.

Biochem. 1036 xxx 52
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Stjmmabv.

PalUantin, GX4H22O4, a hitherto undcsoribed mould metabolic product, is

formed on Baulin-Thom medium by the type strain of PeniciUium paU^ns
Westling, and by three different strains of the same species isolated £rom certain

discolorations in New Zealand Cheddar cheese. Various derivatives and re-

duction and oxidation products of palitantin are described. Palitantin is an
nnsaturated dihydroxyaldehyde of, at present, unsettled molecular constitution.

We desire to thank Mr W. K. Anslow for much technical assistance in the

preparation of quantities of palitantin. We tender our best thanks to theResearch

Council of Imperial Chemical Industries, Ltd., for a grant to one of us (J. H. B.).
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The work to be described in the present paper represents an attempt to obtain
accurate data concerning the acid- and base-binding powers of pure insulin by
the method of electrometric titration. The experiments have been extended to

a study of the physico-chemical and physiological properties of an iodinated

product obtained from crystalline insulin by a method which has been used
successfully with other proteins [cf. Neuberger, 1934, 2] and which appears to be
limited in its effect to substitution of the tyrosine groups.

The material used in the investigation was a sample of crystalline insulin,

kindly given to us by Dr D. A. Scott to whom we wish to express our best

thanks.

Existing data bearing on acid- and ba^e-binding powers of insulin.

It is unfortunate that, for the obvious reason of the expense of the material,

no complete analysis of the constituent amino-acids of insulin has been made
which is sufficiently accurate to allow a close estimation of its acid- and base-

biuding groups.

Recent determinations of the basic amino-acids of insului by the Van Slj^ke

distribution method [Jensen and Wintersteiner, 1932, 2; Fisher and Scott, 1934]

have led to widely divergent results for the individual bases, although the sums
of the total basic amino-acids found by the two groups of workers are not greatly

different. Assuming a molecular weight of 35,100 for insulin [Sjogren and
Svedberg, 1931] the number of basic groups per molecule (including one terminal

a-amino-group) is 30 according to the results of Jensen and Wintersteiner

[1932, 2] and 22-5 according to those of Fisher and Scott [1934].

No satisfactory information is available concerning the dicarboxylic amino-

acid content of insulin, the only experiments bearing on this point being the

qualitative isolation of glutamic acid and failure to obtain aspartic acid from

the products of hj^'drolysis of insulin recorded by Jensen and Wintersteiner

[1932, 1]. The value of tike isoelectric point of insulin however suggests that the

number of free carboxyl groups in the molecule must be at least equal to that of

the basic groups.

The figures for the tyrosine content of insulin, viz. 12-12-5% [Du Vigneaud

et al.y 1928; Gerlough and Bates, 1932], rest on a more secure foundation since

accurate and specific colorimetric methods are available for the determination of

this amino-acid. The value of 12-5% tyrosine, which has been used in the present

work, corresponds to 24 tyrosine groups per molecule of insulin; combination of

this figure with the approximations deduced above for the basic and carboxyl

groups leads to the conclusion that the total base-binding capacity of insulin

(tyrosine 4- carboxyl groups) should be >46 ^oups per molecule.

( 809 )
52—2
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Isoelectric point of insulin*

The exporiments of Howitt and Prideaux [1932] and tliose of Wintersteiner

and Abramson [1933] suggest that insulin in the amorphous condition or ad-

sorbed on quartz is isoelectric at p^ 5*30-5-35. The optimum for crystalli-

sation of insulin however varies in different buffer solutions from 5*8 to 6*3 as

shown by Scott and Fisher [1935]. The latter authors indeed incline to the opinion

that the zinc which they find to be an essential constituent of crj^stalline insulin

is bound in salt-like combination with free carboxyl groups.

This view receives some support from the X-ray measurements of Crowfoot

[1935] but is rendered of doubtful validity by the following considerations.

(1) Electrophoresis ex]:)eriments indicate that insulin crystals are isoelectric

about p^ 5*0 [Wintersteiner and Abramson, 1933].

(2) The acid-binding capacity of crystalline insulin determined in the jiresent

work does not differ greatly from that found for ash-free amorphous insulin by
Harvey et al. [1934],

(3) If insulin crystals are suspended in COg-free water the solution acquires

p^ about 5*3. (The evidential value of this observation is diminished by the

very low solubility of insulin at its isoelectric point.)

In the present paper calculations have been made on the assumption that

crystalline insulin does not differ in its acid- and base-binding capacities from

the pure ash-free protein : the results are thcTcfore subj(‘ct to future re-calculation

if evidence should appear that (Tystalline insulin is in fact a zinc salt.

lodination of insulin,

Blatherwick et al, [1927] and Jensen et al, [1932] have shown that iodine in

dilute aqueous solution in the p^ range 6*8-8*0 causes irreversible inactivation

of insulin
;
this inactivation was ascribed by the latter authors to oxidation of

disulphide groups. It is possible however to select conditions for the action of

iodine on a protein under whicli the tc^ndency for oxidation is greatly diminished

and that for substitution increased.

It was found in the case of zein [Neuberger, 1934, 2] that iodination under
such conditions led, so far as could be judged from analytical data, exclusively

to the iodination of the tyrosine groups. The same? appears to hold good for

insulin which takes up an amount of iodine which is almost exactly in agreement
with the figure calculated from its tjTosine content.

The titration and the physiological properties of this product, which present

points of some interest, arc described below.

ExPEBIMENTAjL.

Titration vessel.

In order to conserve the valuable material it was necessary to devise a
method for continuous titration suitable for use with protein solutions having a
marked tendency to froth. For this purpose a cell was constructed as shown in

Fig. 1 which is self-explanatory.

During the titration purified hydrogen, saturated at the thermostat tem-
perature with the appropriate solvent, was passed through the cell which was
rocked in the thermostat with a frequency of about 30 complete rocks per min.;
condensation in the connecting tubes was prevented by juxtaposition ofa lamp.
The rocking device was constructed from Meccano parts and was electrically

driven*
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The reference electrode was a saturated calomel cell which dipped into a
vessel containing saturated KCl (also immersed in the thermostat)

;
junction

with the titration vessel was effected by a saturated KCl-agar bridge, the end of
which dipped into and moved freely iii the saturated KCl vessel.

Fig. 1. Titration vossel; J actual size. .4, inlet for hydrogen; />*, opening for hydrogen electrode,

the height of which is adjusted so that the electrode is alternateK covoi*od by the solution

and ftxfjosed; (\ ojiening for agar bridge, (he end of which is continuously below the surface
of the solution; />, opening for burette; F, outlet for hydrogen.

This size of vessel is suitable for 10~l»’)ml. of solution.

Titration« were carried out at 25'" ± 0-05 \ The protein was introduced into

the cell in the dry state, the solvent being added afterwards. Titrant was added
from a microburette in such a manner that the drops fell directly into the

solution. Gold-plated platinum electrodes were used and were only introduced

into the cell after all the protein had dissolved.

Steady and reproducible jKitentials were readily obtained with this technique,

and no difficulty was experienced from frothing of the solution. Crystalline

ovalbumin, when titrated in this apparatus, gave a titration curve in excellent

agreement with that determined by Kekwiek and Caiman [1930].

Titration of hisulin and iodinated insulin.

Over the range pj^ 4-3-“7‘8 insulin is so insoluble in water that it cannot be

titrated accurately, whilst in 80% alcohol the zone of low solubility is even more
extended. No attempt was made to determine potentials except when the

solution was perfectly clear.

Iodinated insuUn was titrated on the alkaluie side only, since in this case the

object was to determine the shift in the curve produced by the alteration m the

dissociation constant of the phenolic groups.

lodination of insulin.

Two preparations of iodinated insulin were* made by the following slightly

different methods.
{a) Crystalline insulin (200 mg.) was dissolved in a mixture of purified methyl

alcohol (10 ml.) and aqueous ammonia (2 ml.; sp. gr. 0*880); the solution was

cooled in an ice-salt mixture and treated gradually with iodine in potassium
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iodide (2*8 jV') in slight excess over the amount calculated for iodination of the

tyrosine contained in the insulin; 0*2 ml. of the iodine solution was used in all.

About 45 min. after the last addition of iodine the solution, which was still pale

yellow, was centrifuged and the clear supernatant liquid treated in the cold with

glacial acetic acid (2 ml.). The clear neutralised solution was diluted with water

(about 3 vols.), kept in the cooling mixture for an hour and centrifuged
;
the Pu of

the motherJiquor was 4-5.

The precipitate was warmed to 55° with 15 ml. of 5% acetic acid and the

mixture centrifuged; separation was bad but a good flocculation was obtained by
adding 5 ml. of 0-1^ NaOH to the mother-liquor; the mixture was again centri-

fuged. (The supernatant fluid, which had 3*2, was adjusted to 5*0; this

produced a slight precipitate which was probably a trace of unchanged insulin

and was rejected.)

The precipitate was suspended in water and again centrifuged, this process

being repeated twice, and was finally dried in a vacuum desiccator; the aqueous

washings (p^j 3*9-4-4) were slightly cloudy and a further small flocculation wa.s

obtained by adding to them sufficient acetic acid-sodium acetate buffer at Pu 4*5

to make a final concentration of i//50; this second precipitate was collected and
dried as above.

The total yield was 180 mg. (76% of the theoretical) of a cre^am-coloured

powder. The product gave no Millon reaction but gave on the other hand a

strong reaction for the o-diiodophenolic grouping with nitrous acid and ammonia.
It contained 1-42% HgO (loss of weight on drjung at 1 20*^) and 1 -98% of ash ;

on
an ash- and water-free basis the iodine content was 15*4% (calculated on the

assumption that the original insulin contained 12*5% of tyrosine: I, 15*4%).

The product differed from insulin in being readily soluble in buffer solutions

of pjj 6*8 or over. On the acid side its solubility was profoundly influenced by
the presence of salt. Solution was readily obtained below pj^ 3*0 in the almost

complete absence of salt, but even at pjj 1*5 addition of quite small amounts of

sodium chloride caused quantitative prt^cipitation.

Attempts to crystallise the material by methods which have btM^n successfully

employed with insulin have failed, but it must be remembered that the amount
at our disposal has been so small as to i)recludc any <‘xtended exploration of
suitable conditions.

(6) Crystalline insulin (200 mg.) was dissolved in aqueous ammonia (2 ml.;

sp. gr. 0*880) and the solution cooled in an ice-salt mixture. Iodination was
effected as above with 0*2 ml. of 2*8N iodine in potassium iodide. In this case

the addition of each drop of iodine solution caused precipitation of nitrogen

iodide which rapidly disappeared on stirring. After about half the iodine had
been added a white precipitate began to separate and at the end of the addition

the mixture had become a stiff jelly. There was no apparent residual excess of
iodine.

Addition of water gave a clear solution which was neutralised with glacial

acetic acid (2 ml.). The resulting precipitate was collected at the centrifuge

(Pij of mother-Uquor 5*4) and re-suspended in water; N HCl was added to Pu 3*0

when, on warming to 45°, an almost clear solution was obtained; readjustment
of the reaction to pjj 4*5 caused sharp flocculation. The precipitate was again
collected, and dissolved in water by the addition ofN HCl to p^ 2*0; the clear

solution was treated with a few drops of saturated aqueous NaCl and centrifuged.

The supernatant fluid gave no reaction for protein with salicylsulphonic acid;

the precipitate was washed at the centrifuge with 0*35% NaCl and dried in a
vacuum desiccator.
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iodide (2*8iV) in slight excess over the amount calculated for iodination of the

t3nx)sine contained in the insulin; 0*2 ml. of the iodine solution was used in all.

About 45 min. after the last addition of iodine the solution, which was still pale

yellow, was centrifuged and the clear supernatant liquid treated in the cold with

glacial acetic acid (2 ml.). The clear neutralised solution was diluted with water

(about 3 vols.), kept in the cooling mixture for an hour and centrifuged ; the pg of

the mother-liquor was 4-5.

The precipitate was warmed to t55® with 15 ml. of 5% acetic acid and the

mixture centrifuged; separation was bad but a good flocculation was obtained by
adding 5 ml. of 0*1 JV NaOH to the mother-liquor; the mixture was again centri-

fuged. (The supernatant fluid, which had pjj 3*2, was adjusted to Pn 5*6 ;
this

produced a slight precipitate which was probably a trace of unchanged insulin

and was rejected.)

The precipitate was suspended in water and again centrifuged, this process

being repeated twice, and was finally dried in a vacuum desiccator; the aqueous

washings (p^ 3*9-4*4) were slightly cloudy and a further small flocculation was
obtained by adding to them sufficient acetic acid-sodium acetate buffer at pj| 4*5

to make a final concentration of J//50; this second precipitate was collected and
dried as above.

The total yield was 180 mg. (76% of the theoretical) of a cream-coloured

powder. The product gave no Millon reaction but gave on the other hand a

strong reaction for the o-diiodophenolic grouping with nitrous acid and ammonia

.

It contained 1*42% HgO (loss of weight on iying at 120'') and 1*98% of ash ; on
an ash- and water-free basis the iodine contemt was 15*4% (calculated on the

assumption that the original insulin contained 12*5% of tyrosine: I, 15*4%).

The product differed from insulin in being readily soluble in buffer solutions

of 6*8 or over. On the acid side its solubility was profoundly influenced by
the presence of salt. Solution was readily obtained below p^ 3*0 in the almost

complete absence of salt, but even at p^ 1*5 addition of (piitc small amounts of

sodium chloride caused quantitative preeijatation.

Attempts to crystallise the material by methods which have been successfully

employed with insulin have failed, but it must be remembered that the amount
at our disposal has been so small as to preclude any extended exploration of
suitable conditions.

(6) Crystalline insulin (200 mg.) was dissolved in aqueous ammonia (2 ml.;

sp. gr. 0*880) and the solution cooled in an ice-salt mixture. Iodination was
effected as above with 0*2 ml. of 2*8N iodine in potassium iodide. In this case

the addition of each drop of iodine solution caused precipitation of nitrogen

iodide which rapidly disappeared on stirring. After about half the iodine had
been added a white precipitate began to separate and at the end of the addition

the mixture had become a stiff jelly. There wa.s no apparent i-esidual excess of
iodine.

Addition of water gave a clear solution which was neutralised with glacial

acetic acid (2 ml.). The resulting precipitate was collected at the centrifuge

(Ph of mother-liquor 5*4) and re-suspended in water; N HCl was added to p^ 3*0

when, on warming to an almost clear solution was obtained; readjustmei^it

of the reaction to 4*5 caused sharp flocculation. The precipitate was again
collected, and dissolved in water by the addition ofN HCl to pg 2*0; the clear

solution was treated with a few drops of saturatedaqueous NaCl and centrifuged.

The supernatant fluid gave no reaction for protein with salicylsulphonic acid;

the precipitate was washed at the centrifuge with 0*35% NaCl and dried in a
vacuum ^siccator.
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The yield was 210 mg, (90% of the theoretical) of a product identical in

appearance and behaviour with that described under (a) above. As might be

expected from its mode of separation this preparation (6) contained higher

proportions of wato (4*0%) and ash (5*8%); on a water- and ash-free basis

however it again contained 15*4% I and had 1 1*7 % N, the latter figure being in

good agreement with that calculated from the nitrogen content of the original

insulin.

Discussion of results.

Acid- and base-binding powers of insulin.

It is not easy to arrive at accurate values for the ‘‘maximum” acid- and
base-binding capacities of proteins, since most of the latter contain groups which

dissociate in very acid or alkaline ranges, under which conditions liquid junction

potentials cannot be entirely eliminated. A more serious source of error is the

impossibility of making valid blank corrc?etions owing to the fact that the theory

of strong eh>sctrolyteR cannot as yet l>e applied to multivalent colloidal electro-

lytes and hence that the activity of hydrogen ions in solutions containing such

compounds cannot Iw evaluated. Furthermore the protein itself may dissociate

into smaller molecules at high acidity or alkalinity with resultant liberation of

free acidic or basic gn)Ups.

Titrations in aqueous solution recorded in the })resent pajier have been con-

fined to the range /q{ 2*5-1 l*t5 over which the blank correction remains reason-

ably small and liquid junction potentials can Ik* neglected. The blank correction

has been calculated on the assumption that the activities of H+ and OH“ are

equal to their concentration.s : this assumption is certainly incorrect and probably

leads to values for acid and base bound which are too high
;
there exists however

no sound theoretical basis for any other mode of calculation. For the value

of 13*98 has been adopted [Bjerrum and Cnmack, 1929].

The results given in Table 1 and Fig. 2 show that there is no evidence of

maximum acid-binding at 2*5. The possibility of including the extreme limits

of acid- and base-binding in the titration is greater if the latter be performed

in 80% alcohol ovsing to the effect of the lower dielectric constant in depressing

the dissociation of the groups concerned [Neul>erger, 1934, 1]; pjj
3*0^ in 80%

alcohol, at which the error introduced by the blank correction is stiU quite' small,

con'esponds to about 1*5 in water. Examination of this part of the titration

curve of insulin in 80% alcoholic solution (Fig. 2) indicates a value of 43 ±2
groups per molecule as an approximate estimate of the maximum acid-binding

capacity of the protein.

Turning to the question of the base-binding power of insulin we find a less

satisfactory situation. Owing probably to the fact that for reasons already

given no activity correction could be made, the base-binding at 11*5 seems

unreasonably high in comparison with the base-binding calculated from analy-

tical data (w. supra). Titration in alcoholic solution does not help greatly in the

alkaline range. Whereas in the acid range the titration curve in alcoholic solution

lies about 1*3 Pu units above that in aqueous solution in accordance with

expectation [Neuberger, 1934, 1, 2] in the alkaline range the shift of the alcoholic

titration curve varies from a small amount at moderate alkalinity to a large

amount at high alkalinity; this deviation is due to the fact that in the range

under discussion two sets of groups are dissociating, namely basic groups {e.g,

^ The term Pa ^ It applies to alcoholic solutions is used in the conventional sense

indicated by Neuberger [1934, 1].
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Table I. Titration of inmdin.

A, With acid, 75 mg. insulin; 11 ml. water. Temp.

Mol X 10» H+ Mol X 10* H+
ml 0-1 A" HCl bound per g.

protein

bound per g.

ml 0-1 iV HCl Vn corrected mol protein

0-56 3-308 0-510 71-0 26-0

0*«0 3-28fi 0*540 75-0 26*5

o-se 3-150 0-580 81-0 28-4

0*74 3-000 0-623 87-0 30*5

0-82 2-858 0-654 91-5 32-0

0-88 2-750 0-670 03-5 32*9

0-95 2-(>«8 0-694 97-0 34*0

l-OO 2-607 0-710 99-3 34*8

MO 2-506 0-723 101-0 35*5

Rorersed titration.

Mol / 10» H+ Mol X 10* H+
mlon24.V ml 0-1.V HOI bound per g.

protein

bound per g.

NaOH V\\ corrc^cted mol. protein

0-21 2-806 0-622 87() 30-5

0-39 30!»1 0-560 78*3 27*5

0-50 .3-362 0-483 67-5 23*7

0-60 3*680 (>•400 56-0 19*6

0-65 3-870 0-353 49*3 17*3

0*70 4-0.59 0-304 42-5 14*9

0-75 4-241 0-250 35-0 12-3

13. With alkali. 75 mg. insulin; 12 ml water. Temp. 25''.

Mol X 10* H+ Mol X 10* H+
ml 0*1 124 A" ml O-IAT NaOH bound i)er g.

protein

bound per g.

NaOH 7>h corrected mol protein

1-5 11-342 1-370 191*5 67*2

1-6 11-392 1-423 199-0 69*8

1-8 11-487 1-570 219*5 77*0

Reversed titration.

Mol. X 10* H+ Mol X 10* H+
ml 0-1.V NaOH bound per g.

protein

bound per g.

ml 0-lN HCl Vn correeted mol protein

0-2 11-419 1-435 200-6 70-4
0-3 11-351 1-390 194-0 68*2
0*4 11-291 1-330 186-0 65*3
0-5 11-2.32 1*264 177-0 62-0
0*6 11-167 l*2tH) 168-0 68-9
0-7 11-044 1-152 161-0 56-5
0-8 10-963 1-082 161-0 53-1
0-9 10-826 1-020 143-0 60-0
10 10-709 0-940 131-0 46-1

M 10-506 0*870 122*0 42*7
1-2 10-267 0*790 111-0 38-8
1-3 9-952 0*710 99*0 34-8
1-4 9-692 0*620 88*0 30-4
1*5 9-.173 0*520 73*0 25-5
1-6 8-337 0-420 69-0 20-2
1-7 7-967 0-320 45-0 15-9

^anidino-groups) which are little affected and phenolic groups which are con-
siderably affected by change of solvent.

Between the isoelectric point and pjj 8*5 the base-binding amounts to 21-22
groups per mol. of protein

;
from pjj 8*5 to 9*5 there is little buffering, as is indeed

the case with most proteins. As to the total base-binding between the isoelectric
point and 11*5 it is only j^ssible to say that this approximates to 60-70 groups
per mol. of protein

; from this and from the knowledge of the number of tyrosine
groups present it may be calculated that the insulin molecule contains at least
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30-35 free carboxyl groups. The protein is indeed remarkable as a whole for the

very large number of ionisable groups which it possesses.

It is apparent from Table I and Fig. 2 that reversed titrations gave results

in satisfactory agreement with those of the direct titrations in spite of the small

change which must have occurred in the ionic strength of the solution; this

indicates that no irreversible change was produced in the protein by exposure to

high degrees of acidity and alkalinity, a supyiosition which was confirmed in so

far as the aqueous titrations were concerned by the recovery of 75% of the

starting material in crystalline form : the simple recrA^stallisation of insulin gives

Fig. 2. Insulin.

a yield of the same order [Scott, 1934]. The possibility of reversible dissociation

at high alkalinity cannot however be excluded; such dissociation may indeed

contribute to the abnormally high figure for the total base-binding.

An electrometric titration ofinsult has been reported by Harvey et al. [1934],

It is difficult to compare the results of these authors with those obtained in the

present communication since an amorphous preparation of insulin was used and
no details ofthe technique of titration are given. Nevertheless the value obtained

by them for the acid-binding power of insulin in aqueous solution is in agreement
with that determined by us.

lodimted inavlin.

Analyses by earlier workers indicate the presence of 23-24 tyrosine groups

in the molecule of insulin; the iodine content of our fully iodinated product

corresponds with 24 tyrosine groups per mol. on the assumption that the iodine
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has entered exclusively the 3:5-position8 of the tyrosine residues. The titration

curve of iodinated insulin over the range jpu 6‘6-ll*5 is shown in Rg. 3 in which

is included, for purposes of comparison, the titration curve of insulin over part

of the same range. The shift in the titration curve owing to the diminution of

the of the phenolic groups in the iodinated product can be clearly seen, as

can also the fact that the total base-binding of the protein is unaffected by

iodination.

The curve on the left of Fig. 3 has been obtained by plotting the difference

of the number of groups titrated in insulin and iodinat<?d insulin against pji .

The maximum value of this difference is 20 and is therefore somewhat smaller

than that calculated from analytical data (23-24; v. supra); this slight dis-

crepancy is partly to be explained by the extended range over which the phenolic

groups of insulin dissociate and the consequent overlap of the titration curves of

insulin itself and of the iodinated product. Such a discrepancy would also be
caused by error in the isoelectric point {p^ 6*6) assumed for iodinated insulin;

that no great error of this kind was made is shown by the identity of the total

base-binding capacities of iodinated insulin and insulin itself.

The general conclusion that the phenolic groups of insulin are free and that

these groups alone are affected by iodination under the conditions employed in

this work is supported by the results of the titration; it is further reinforced by
the extended range of solubility of iodinated insulin in the neighbourhood of

Pb ^hich has already been mentioned in the description of its properties and
which is shown graphically in Fig. 3.
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Effect of iodination on physiological properties of insulin.

Since chemical evidence favours the view that iodination under the con-

ditions which we have employed induces no change in the molecule of insulin

other than substitution of the tyrosine residues it bt»came of interest to examine
the physiological properties of the iodinated product.

For co-operation in this part of the work we are greatly indebted to Mr H. P.

Marks, whose results may be summarised as follows.

Mouse tests. The iodinated product caused no convulsions in mice in doses as

high as the equivalent of 1/5 unit of the original (rystalline insulin, whether
given subcutaneously or intravenously; a dose equivalent to 1/4 unit of the

original material injected intravenously caused convulsions in 12/20 mice. This

would correspond to an activity about 15% of that of the original insulin.

Rabbit tests. The iodinated insulin had very little hypoglycaemio action in

rabbits when given by subcutaneous injection ; thus in one case iodinated insulin

equivalent to 10 units of original insulin gave less effect than 1/2 unit of the

latter. After intravenous injection on the other hand the same dose (10 units)

of iodinated insulin lowered the blood sugar to an extent of the same order as the

lowering produced by 1 unit of insulin.

The general conclusion to be drawn from these results is that the iodinated

product retains 5-10% of the physiological activity of the original insulin.

Removal of iodine from iodinated insulin.

It is evident that whilst the results recorded above leave no doubt that the

physiological activity of insulin has been greatly diminished by iodination they

leave much to bf' desired from the point of view of quantitative accuracy, since

there is a discrepancy between the effects of the iodinated product when given

by the subcutaneous and oral routes, which makes its comparison with insulin

difficult. Thus no convulsions were produced in mice with any subcutaneous

dose of iodinated insulin although an intravenous dose was effective
;
this is in

direct contrast with the greater efficacy of subcutaneous than intravenous

injections of insulin itself. Again in rabbits the activity of iodinated insulin

appeared to be about 2-5% of that of insulin by the subcutaneous test and 10%
by the intravenous test.

The relatively lower effect of subcutaneously injected iodinated insulin

suggests that its absorption may be delayed in comparison with that of insulin.

In this connection the possibility was considered that the residual activity of

the iodinated product might be due to the persistence of a small amount of

unchanged insulin, the absorption of which was delayed by its association with

a preponderance of totally inactivated material; such a possibility was however
practically excluded by the observation that insulin could exercise its normal

effect in mice when administered subcutaneously in admixture with the iodinated

material.

A doubt nevertheless remained whether the loss of activity on iodination

represented total inactivation of 90% of the insulin, the remainder being

unchanged or 90% inactivation of all the insulin. In order to gain further

information on this point attempts were made to remove the iodine from the

iodinated product in the hope that restoration of physiological activity might

be obtained. The experiments about to be described will show that this hope has

been partly realised.

It will be apparent that the major difficulty to be faced in these experiments

was the search for a method of removing iodine which would not at the same
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time cause physiological inactivation through the induction of other changes in

the molecule. Insulin is well known to be irreversibly inactivated by treatment

with reducing agents even imder the mildest condition, such inactivation being

accompanied by exposure of sulphydryl groups. The only method which offered

any prospect of success therefore appeared to be that of catalytic reduction

which was unlikely to attack the disulphide linkages in the protein.

Catalytic dehalogenation of organic compounds is usually effected in strongly

alkaline solution with palladium deposited on calcium carbonate or barium

sulphate ; in this case the use of strong alkali was excluded for obvious reasons

and it was therefore decided to use 50% aqueous pjTidine as solvent, a pre-

liminary experiment having shown that diiodotyrosine could be satisfactorily

deiodinated in this mediun).

lodinated insulin therefore (100 mg.) was dissolved in a mixture of equal

parts of water and pure redistilled p^Tidine (10 ml.) and the mixture shaken in

an atmosphere of hydrogen in presence of palladium-barium sulphate catalyst

(1 g.). Uptake of hydrogen ceased after about 4 hours; the amount absorbed by
the catalyst itself was so much greater than that taken up by the protein that tlie

latter quantity could not be determined with any accuracy. The catalyst was
filtered off and the solution evaporated under diminished prtjssun^ to nunove
pyridine; adjustment of the reaction topj^ 5*5 caused flocculation of the protein,

which was separated on the centrifuge, redissolved in aqueous pyridint^ and
subjected to further hydrogenation with a fresh lot of catalyst. The whole
process was then repeated a third time.

The combined mother-liquors (which showed positive reactions for iodide of

decreasing intensity) were freed from pyridine by distillation undeT diminished

pressure after addition of potassium hydroxide; the iodide* was then determined

by oxidation with bromine followt'd by titration wdth thiosnlphatfj and was
‘foimd to correspond to 10'4 mg. of iodine or approximately 70% of that in the

starting material.

The protein was dissolved in water acidulated with hydrochloric acid and
reprecipitatod at 6-2 from a phosphate buffer (total volume 50 ml.) under the

conditions described by Scott [1934] for the crystallisation of insulin. No
crystallisation occurred but a flocculent precipitate slowly separated which, after

keeping at 0"^ overnight, was collected and dried. The yield was 35 mg. of a
product which gave a strong Millon reaction and only a faint reaction for the

o-diiodophenolic grouping. It contained 4-2% of iodine, from which it may be

conclude that approximately 2/3 of the phenolic groups had been restored to

their original condition. The nitroprusside reaction for sulphydryl groups was
entirely negative.

Since the amount of material available was so small it was decided to subject

the partly de-iodinated product to physiological test rather than to attempt
more complete removal .of iodine.

Pig. 4, which is based on tests kindlycarriedoutfor us byDr H. P. Himsworth,
shows in a striking manner the very considerable degree of re-activation which
accompanies the removal of iodine. The upper curve represents the effect on the
blood-sugar of a rabbit of the intravenous injection of 1/50 mg. of fully iodinated

insulin and the lower curve the effect of the same dose of the partly deiodinated

product. Prom the lower curve it may be deduced that the latter product
possessed at least 50% of the activity of crystalline insuUn. A test on mice
carried out by Mr Marks showed that the deiodinated product produced con-

vulsions in mice when given subcutaneously in the ordinary way and indicated

an activity in the neighbourhood of 30% of that of insulin.
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In view of the residual iodine content of the final product an activity of

about 60% of that of crystalline insulin was the maximum to be expected. The
results of the rabbit test (Fig. 4) are in accordance with this expectation

; those

of the mouse test are somewhat lower. It is however clearly established that

dciodination has effected a re-activation which is roughly proportional to the

amount of iodine removed and therefore to the restoration of the original

phenolic groups.

Fig. 4. The curreB represent the effects of intravenous injection of 1/50 mg.
of the resjK'etive products into a rabbit.

It seems r(*asonable then to conclude that the phenolic groups of insulin are

of imiiortanee in relation to its physiological activity, since this activity can

be almost completely abolished by loading the phenolic groups with iodine and
can be restort»d in approximate proportion as the iodine is removed. We are

inclined to Mieve that the residual activity of the fully iodinated product is

intrinsic to this product and is not to be ascribed to the persistence of unchanged
insulin although we are unable to offer incontrovertible proof of this point.

It may be pointed out that our conclusion is in accordance with the obser-

vations of Jensen and Geiling 11928] and of IVeudenbcTg and Eyer [1932-33] on
the partial re-activation of acetylated insulin ; the treatment of the acetylated

product with dilute' alkali adopted by these workers is such as to hydrolyse

0-acetyl but not iV-acetyl groups, and the partial reactivation obtained is almost

certainly associated with regeneration of frev phenolic groups.

Summary.

1. CryBtalline insulin has been titrated electrometrically, in both aqueous
and 80% alcoholic solutions, in a specially designed apparatus.

2. Rom the results it is deduced that insulin has an acid-binding capacity of

43 + 2 groups per molecule and a base-binding capacity in the neighbourhood

of 60-70 groups per molecule.

3. The interpretation of these results in relation to existing analytical data

concerning insulin is discussed.

4. Insulin has been iodinated; evidence is presented that the iodinated

product differs from insulin only in that the tyrosine groups are substituted with

iodine in the 3:5-po6itions.
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6. It is shown that iodinated insulin retains only 6-10% of the physiological

activity of the parent substance, but that partial removal of iodine by catalytic

reduction is accompanied by approximately proportional restoration of activity.

One of us (A. N.) wishes to express his gratitude to the Academic Assistance

Council for a personal grant during the tenure of which this work was carried out.

We desire to acknowledge our indebtedness to Mr T. H. Mead for his valuable

assistance in the construction of the apparatus for continuous titration.
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In the course of investigations on the permeability of erythrocjijes, it was
noticed that the potassium content and osmotic pressure, as judged from the

total ionic concentration, oferythrocytes from cases of acholuric faruily jaundice,

were much diminished, whilst the osmotic pressure of the plasma was about
normal. In view of the contradictory nature of these observations, a more
complete survey of the several constituents of the cells and plasma in various

normal and abnormal conditions was undertaken.

The conditions investigated fall into five groups: normal; microcytic

anac^inia; macrocytic anaemia; myelosclerosis; acholuric family jaundice (con-

genital haemolytic icterus).

Potassium, sodium and chloride were determined in cells and plasma;

haemoglobin and water were estimated in the cells and bicarbonate in the

plasma, whilst cell bicarbonate was calculated from the formula

[Cl-] cells

[Cl~3 plasma*

The value of k (which from the Donnan equation should be 1) is between
0-8 and 0-9. It has been given the value 0-85 and the error in cell HCO," cal-

culated in this way is not likely to exceed + 1 m.eq.

Plasma water was assumed to be 93% . De^'iations from this average figure

are almost certainly less than ± 1’5%

.

Eurther, in order to correlate the findings with erythrocyte destruction and
regeneration, the percentage of reticulocytes, the plasma bilirubin and the

erythrocyte fragility in solutions of sodium chloride were investigated.

Methods.

Heparinisod blood was centrifuged under liquid paraffin at 4000 r.p.m. for

30 min. in tubes drawn out into sealed graduated and calibrated capillaries.

Part of the supernatant plasma was removed for analysis and the residue washed
away. The volume of oelk was measured and the cells analysed. The object of the

liquid paraffin was to prevent evaporation ofplasma during centrifuging. To some
extent it may also check loss of CO2 ,

because its viscosity prevents mechanical

agitation of the plasma surface.

Sodium was estimated by the method of Oberst [1935]. For plasma, O-OS ml.

was used, the error being ± 2% . In the case of cells 0*15 ml. was used, the error

being not greater than ±6% (equivalent to ±0*5% of the total base present).

Oberst points out that jdasma contains about twenty times as much sodium as

do oeUs so that the presence of even a trace of intercellular plasma will give a
figure for cell sodium which is relatively much too high. He recommends that

t^ odls be washed with a sodium-free fluid consisting of dialysed plasma whose
osmotic pressure is restored by addition of potassium chloride. The use of such

( 821 )
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a wash-fluid, if not actually objectionable owing to the possibility of removing

sodium from abnormal cells, is time-consuming and unnecessary, for if Oberst’s

own figures are examined it will be seen that the subtraction of 9-2 mg./lOO ml.

from the sodium content of unwashed cells gives a very close approximation to

the sodium content of the corresponding washed cells. It can in fact be shown
that the intercellular plasma is about 2*8% by volume, which would correspond

to an apparent increase in cell sodium of 9-2 mg./lOO ml. Thus, if 0*1 ml. centri-

fuged cells is suspended in 2 ml. saline and the suspension re-centrifuged, the

protein content of the supernatant saline (consisting of plasma washed out from

between the cells) can be estimated and if the protein content of the corre-

sponding plasma be known, the plasma content of the supernatant saline, and

hence of the centrifuged cells before suspension, can be determined. The protein

content of the supernatant saline was estimated by nesslerisation after oxidation,

and also with Folin’s phenol reagent, a blank determination being carried out

on the supernatant saline after precipitation of the protein with sodium tung-

tate and sulphuric acid.

In thirteen of Oberst’s experiments the sodium content of washed cells,

calculated in the above way, differed from the estimated values as follows:

+ 50, +19, +16, +8, +6, ~5, -4, +2, +2, -2, -2, -1 and0%. If the first

three results are excluded the differences between the calculated and estimated

figures are well within the region of experimental error.

The technique of washing cells, moreover, is objectionable on other grounds;

thus whilst it is true that intercellular plasma gives incorrect and weighted

results for cell sodium, the same observations apply to other ions and as it is

impossible by using different wash-fluids to obtain absolute figures for each of

these constituents, it is not reasonable to attempt this in the case of sodium
alone. The supernatant plasma above the centrifuged cells is presumably in

equilibrium w ith intercellular plasma and this in turn is in equilibrium with the

cells. For practical purposes of comparing and contrasting plasma and cell ion

distributions it is essential to consider the supc^matant plasma as one phase and
to group the cells and intercellular plasma together as the other jhaso.

Potassium was determined on a protein-free filtrated by the method of

Kramer and Tisdall [Maizels, 1935], duplicates on 0*1 ml. cells diffei*ed by less

than 4% and on 0*6 ml. plasma by less than 10%. These results were 1 or 2%
lower than those obtained with ashed cells. For chloride, the method of Claudius

[1924] was used on 0-05 ml. plasma and 0-1 ml. cells, and for plasma bicarbonate

that of Payne as described by Maizels et aL [1930] on 0*1 ml. material. Water
was estimated by heating 0*1 ml. cells at 105® to constant weight. The errors of
these three determinations were within ± 2%

.

Haemoglobin was estimated by the method of Haldane, the figure 100%
corresponding with 138 g, per litre of blood and from this and the haematocrit
value the amount of haemoglobin per litre of cells was calculated. The amount
is normally about 6 mM with respect to cell water, but as Adair [1928; 1935]
has shown, this is osmotically equivalent to an approximately 12 mM solution.

In addition to the chemical estimations, the number of erythrocytes per
of blood was counted and from this and the haematocrit value, the mean cell

volume was derived.

There are certain advantages and disadvantages inherent in the methods
employed of centrifuging blood in narrow graduated tubes. Intercellular plasma
is reduced to a minimum and a very small volume ofpacked cells can be measured
accurately so that it is possible to carry out all the estimations on about 1*6 ml.
centrifuged cells instead of on 10 ml. and therefore, in the case of anaemio
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patients, it suffices to withdraw only 6 ml. blood instead of 40 ml. On the other

hand, loss of COg is not prevented and only partial oxygenation of the haemo«
globin of the venous blood may occur: since both those processes affect the

distribution of water and electrolytes between cells and plasma the latter cannot

be investigated with the accuracy achieved by Van Slyke and Henderson.

However, the method j)ermits certain conclusions to be drawn and it may be

said that the pjj of blood after centrifuging under oil wns between 7*7 and 7*8

at 17°, that the haemoglobin appeared to be well oxygenated and that results

obtained on normals were consistent and agreed fairly well with those of other

observers.
ResiiUs*

Normals (Table I, Nos. 1-0). The cases about to be described were either

normal or show^'d a minor degree of anaemia in association with some condition

like rheumatoid arthritis. The averages and ranges for the various findings were
as follows: haemoglobin 91 % (82-102), erythrocytes 4*95 millions per /xl. (4*3-

5*4), haematocrit 42*4% (37-4(5), mean cell volume 86 /x® (80-91). Haemoglobin
per litre of cells 295 g. (272-313). Cell constituents were as follows: K 106 m.eq.

(101-110), Na 12 m.eq. (10-15), Cl 51 m.eq. (48-56), water content 71 % (69-72).

In the case of the plasma, the figures were: K 4*1 m.eq. (3*8-4*7), Na 139 m.eq.

(136-142), HCO3 ^S*5 m.eq. (23-27), Cl 102 m.eq. (97-106). The ratio of cell to

plasma chloride concentrations, R, W'as 0*65.

Details of individual eases are given in Table 1, but it must bii noted that

cell and plasma constituents are given in terms of tlicir concentrations per litre

of water, and if it be desire<l to convert concentrations into contents per litre

of cell or plasma, it will be necessary to multiply the concentrations by the

percentage of water present.

The figures for plasma K are a little lower than those of some observers, but
agree with those of Laurent and Walther [1935J obtained by a different method.
It is possible, that as Walther suggests, the high results of othc^r workers are due
to delay in separating cells and plasma.

The average concentrations of cell and plasma base per litre of cell water
were respt^ctively 166 and 154 m.eq.—a difference of 12 m.eq. From the latter

figures, 3 m.eq. must be subtracted corresponding to an excess of 2 m.eq. cell

Mg on the one hand, and an excess of 5 m.eq. plasma Ca on the other. Thus
the excess of cell over plasma base is in the present series about 6% . This excess

of cell base is to be expected owing to the presence of the non-permeating Hb“
present in the cell. Similarly the sum of plasma [Cl'J + EHCOa”] is greater than

the sum of cell [CU'"] -f- [HCOa^] being 137 m.eq. compared with 93.

It is generally agreed that the osmotic pressures of erythrocyte and plasma
are equal and therefore the sum of cell anion and cation should equal the sum of

plasma anion and cation. In the present series the concentration in cell water

ofK+Na+ Cl-f-HCOs is 258*5 m.eq. To this figure must be added about 12 m.eq.

for cell Hb so that the total psmotic equivalence of the cell contents is about
270 m.eq. The corresponding figure in the case of the plasma is 291. (The osmotic

pressure of the plasma proteins which is small has not been considered—^for the

purposes of the present discussion it may be neglected.) There is thus an apparent

excess of at least 21 m.eq. of osmotically active substances in the plasma.

Henderson [1928] remarks on this apparent excess of plasma constituents and
suggests that it may be due to “differences between the two phases in activity

coefficients of water and of dissolved substances'^ and “to unequal dis-

tribution of substances not accounted for in the balance sheet*’. It is however
at least as simple to assume that a proportion of cell water is not free, in the

Bioohem. 1936 xxx 53
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sense that it is not available for the solution of substances present in the cell.

Thus if 8% of cell water were bound then the discrepancy in the sums of osmo-
tically active substances in cell and plasma would disappear. On general

grounds it is to be expected that bound water is present in erythrocytes since as

Adair and Adair [1934] have shown 1 g. Hb binds 0*2 g. wat(T and hence the

30 g. Hb present in 100 ml. cells should bind about S% of the total water present.

And whilst on the one hand there is direct experimental evidence that between
5 and 10% of cell water is bound [Maizels, 1935], there is on the other hand no
evidence at all that ionic activity is increased in the presence of haemoglobin
[Adair and Adair, 1934].

The microcytic anaemias (Table 1, Nos. 7-14). The averages and the ranges of

the findings in this group are as follow's: colour index 0*52 (0*42-0*64), mean
cell volume 66 (57-73), Hb jx^r Ktre cells 216 g. (180-250), cell K 112 m.eq.

(106-122), ceU Na 13 m.eq. (11-14), cell Cl 53 m.eq. (48-57), cell watc^r 75%
(70-79). Plasma K averaged 4*0 m.eq. (3*7-4*5), Na 141 m.eq. (139-144),

HCO3 25 m.eq. (23-26), Cl 102 m.eq. (99-107), and the ratio of cell to plasma
(chloride concentrations was 0-64.

Thus the mean (jell volume and amount of Hb per unit volume of cells are

decreased. In the plasma, K, Na, Cl and HCO3 are about normal while the

contents of cell anion and base are greater than normal. As cell HgO is also

increased how(‘ver the cjoncentrations of cell acid and base are only slightly

raised.

In thrive of the easels of microcytic anaemia the reticulocyte count w^as in the

neighbourhood of 3%, but this apjx'ared to make little difference to the con-

centration of cidl base. Indeed the latter remained fairly constant in spite of

great variations in cell water and Hb in all anaemias with tlie single exception of

acholuric jaundice. It seems as if the* concentration of cell base were; of the

first importance and that the other cell constituents were modihed so as to

maintain this constancy. Thus in case 9 although, as a result of treatnjemt, Hb
rose from 28 to 70\ and Hb |X‘r unit volume of cells by 20% , the concentration

of cell base remained practically unaltered. The same is true of case 10.

The mcLcrocytic anaemias (Table I, Nos. 16-21). One of these cases contained

less Hb )XT unit volume of wlls than normal (No. 18), a case of sprue ; the others

contained about the normal amount.
Colour index averaged 1*36 with a range from 1*24 to 1*56. Mean c*ell volume

W'as 137 (122-149). The concentration of cell base was about normal, whilst that

of anion was sliglitly detTcased, The ratio of cell and plasma chloride concen-

trations was decreast'd, being 0*6 against the normal 0*65. Since this ratio varies

inversely with cell [Hb”] and since the latter is not increased, the decrease in JR

is difficult to explain, unless some other non-permeating anion be present in the

cell besides Hb.
As a result of treatment cell base decreased and water increased, as observed

by Henderson in a case described by him. The increase in plasma base noted by
Henderson, however, is not observed in this series.

The chloride ratio rises as a result of treatment, but since the concentration

of cell Hb does not decrease, the increase in this ratio may perhaps be attributed

to a decrease in some other non-permeatmg anion.

In three cases of the present series the apparent excess of osmotically active

substances in the plasma over those in the cell was greater than normal, being

29 m.eq. compared writh 21, Henderson [1928] had previously noted this in-

creased discrepancy between plasma and cell osmotic pressures in pernicious

anaemia and suggested that it might be due to the presence of reticulated cells

53—2
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or cells which have recently passed through this stage. In such cells it is possible

that “water and electrolytes are associated with nuclear material in proportions

quite different from those existing in the cell solution”. Equally, it is possible

that the reticulocyte has a greater proportion of bound water than has the

mature erythrocyte.

But whatever deviation the immature erythrocyte may present, it may be

said that cell K remains fairly constant and that cell destruction as shown by

increased bilirubin in the blood or cell regeneration as shown by reticulocytosis

has very little influence on the potassium level.-

Myelosclerosis (Table I, Nos. 21 and 22). The two cases of this rare disease are

of interest because of certain findings which sometimes compare and at others

contrast with those present in acholuric family jaundice. Features in common are

:

an anaemia with colour index in the neighbourhood of unity ; a marked excess of

haemobilirubin in the blood and the presence of nucleated and reticulated

erythrocytes.

Myelosclerosis differs from acholuric jaundice in that the amount of haemo-

globin per unit volume of cells is normal and not increased and that cell fragility

is not increased. In both conditions the spleen is enlarged, but in myelosclerosis

splenectomy is not followed by improvement in the anfiemia, reticulocjdosis or

jaundice.

The various chemical findings, including cell potassium an^ not abnormal in

myelosclerosis.

Acholuricfamilyjaundice (Table I, Nos. 23-29). The erythrocyte of acholuric

family jaundice (congenital haemolytic icterus) differs from the normal in several

respects; it tends to be less biconcave and even biconvex; it contains more
haemoglobin per unit volume of cells (346 g. compared with the normal 290).

In agreement with this observation cell water is decreased, btung 6«5~09% com-

* pared with the normal 69-72% . Mean cell volume is normal or slightly de-

creased; the decrease in cell diameter is more marked and hence it follows that

the cell tends to be more convex than normal.

Cell K is decreased by 20-30% , cell Na is normal : the other constituents of

the cell show no abnormality. The decrease of cell K is not related to the intensity

of the Van den Bergh reaction or to the reticulocytosis. It would not indeed

have btjcn expected to be so related in view of the findings in the anaemias and
in myelosclerosis where marked jaundice and noteworthy reticulocytosis are

unaccompanied by any significant change in cell K. Nor can cell K bo correlated

with the cell fragility in saline solutions for in case 25, where haemolysis was
seen in 0*7% NaCl, cell K was 87 m.eq., whilst in case 23 with slight haemolysis
only in 0*6% NaCl cell K was 72 m.eq. Further the same case may show con-

siderable variations in cell K without corresponding changes in fragility (cases 23
and 24). The findings are summarised in Table II.

The more complete data of cases 23, 24 and 29 show certain other abnor-
malities. The concentration of cell base (K+Na) is less than the concentration of
plasma base, averaging 144 m.eq. against 167, whilst the apparent excess of
plasma osmotic pressure is much greater than normal, being over 40 osmolar
millimols in each case, compared with the normal 21. Now u^ess the of the
acholuric cell is less than 6-6, the isoelectric point of haemoglobin, cell base
concentration must be greater than plasma base. On general grounds the p^
of the acholuric erythrocyte is not likely to be less than p^ 7, in fact although
it is more acid than normal its pjj is definitely greater than 7 [Hampson and
Ma&els, 1927-28]. Here again it may be that, as Henderson suggests, the dis-

tribution of electrolytes in the immature erythrocyte is different from that in
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Table II.

Case
Date

Cell K
content

Van den
Bergh

Reticulo-

cytosis

%

Haemolysis
commencing

No. m.eq. units NaCl, %
23 9. X. 34 72 0*6

17. xi. 34 72 — —
16.i.35 85 9 (> 0-6

30. i. 35 86 — — —
11. xi.35 77 () 5 0-6

24 16. X. 34 84 4 12 (>•.57

22. iii. 35 7;) 3 10 (>•57

ll.iv.36 82 2-5 6 0*57

26. ii. 36 87 3-5 4 0*57

25 — 87 3*5 12 0-70

26 16. V. 34 88 4 12 0-51

3. xii. :ir)* 92 04 01 048

27 — 82 5 18 0*6

28 26. V. .35 86 0 13 0-57

26. i. 36* 87 0-25 1-4 0-57

29 27. V. 35 84 12 18 0-6

20. i. 36* 88 1*5 04 0*54

Post-ofierative rocorrl.

the mature ecJl. It is however more probable that the inoreased proportion of

bound water in the acholuric cell explains the apparent anomalies. It has been

remarked previously that in normal blood, plasma osmotic pressure is apparently

greater than cell osmotic pressure, and in order to explain this it was suggested

that about 8% of cell water (6 ml. per 100 ml. cells) was bound. If the same
amount of bound water were present in the acholuric cell, cell base concen-

tration would be 150 m.eq. against 157 in the plasma. It is further jiossible that

the amount of bound water in the acholuric cell is greater than that assumed to

be present in the normal. This is in fact quite likely, since the absolute amount of

haemoglobin in the acholuric cell is about 20% greater than that of the normal
cell, corresponding to the binding of about 10% of total water. Further the

concentration of Hb is also greater and under these circumstances the quantity

of water bound is relatively increased. Thus Kunitz et aL [1933-34] have shown
that 1 g. Hb in 6*3% solution binds 0*14 g. water, whilst in 10*45% solution it

binds 0*22 g.

It is of course possible that this deficiency in cell K+ Na might be compen-
sated by the presence of Ca or Mg, but estimation of total base in one case

showed that this was not so.

After removal of the spleen the condition of the patient shows a notable

improvement: reticulooytosis and excess of bilirubin disappear from the blood,

cell volume increases slightly. The haemoglobin content of the cells falls by

10%, the water content increases slightly and fragility becomes slightly less

marked. [Cell K shows a very slight increase.

Disca^ssiON.

There remain for discussion two aspects of the preceding observations;

firstly, the relation of cell anion to cell cation, and secondly, the nature of

the acholuric erythrocyte.

Bdation ofceU cation to cell anion. The concentration of cell cation [K+J + [Na***]

should equal that of [Cl“‘] + [HC03""] + [Hb-]. Any excess of cation over the
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latter value must presumably be due to the combination of base with some
undetermined acid. Such an excess ha^ been demonstrated by Henderson [1928J
who refers to the acid as HX. [X”] equals [K+] 4* [Na * ] — [Cl“] —

|
HOO3”]— [Hb~].

In the present investigations, K, Na, Cl and HCO3 are known. To determine

[Hb"] it is necessary to know the concentration of Hb and also the cell pji

.

The lattcT value, unfortunately, is not known. It is however possible to assign

certain probable limiting values to cell
,
and hence to lHb“] and so to [X~].

Thus in normals cell p^ will certainly be between 0-05 and 0-2 less than that

of the plasma [Hampson and Maizels, ]927~2S]. In the present experiments,

plasma p^ w^as between 7-7 and 7*8 and it is very probable that cell pjj was
between 7*5 and 7*7. The average concentration of cell Hb was 25-5 m.eq.

corresponding to between 52 and 65 m.eq. base bound [Adair, 1925|. The excess

of cell base concentration over [Cl"*] + fHC03 J
w^as 72 m.eq. so that the con-

centration of base uncombined with [Cl“]-f [HCOg-J + jHb"] w’as between 7 and
20 m.eq. The latter figures are obviouslj^ approximate and it must be interpreted

to mean that a small excess of base is present in the normal ervthrof ytt' over and
above that combined with [CJ“], fHCOj-] and [Hb]; it is presumably combined
with some other anion of simple or complex nature.

In the microcytic anaemias the value of [HbJ averagt'd IS m.eq. The ex(t\SH of

cell base over [Cl‘] + |HCO;,' ] was 75 m.eq. and in the absence of X~ it follows

that 4*2 m.eq. base are bound per m.eq. Hb corresponding to a eel! /qj of 8*8.

Such a low hydrogen ion concentration is quite impossible and it is e(*rtain that

the anion X~ must be present in the anaemic cell and in gn^ater amounts than in

normal cells. It is in fact very probable that pjj 7‘5“-7'75 will cover the cell

range in anaemia and this corresponds to betwt'cn 38 and 48 m.cup bound : under
these circumstances the concentration of X"- must be between 27 and 37 m.eq.

It is clear therefore tliat when all the various approximations are taken into

account, the value of [X"] in anaemic cells is much higher than in normals. It

varied directly with the degree of anaemia and decreased when Hl> rose as a
result of treatment.

In the macrocytic anaemias, the con(^entration of base not bound by [Cl~] and
[HC03~] averaged 85 m.eq. and that of [11 bj was 24*6. As the p^ of th€>

macrocytic erythrocyte is less than normal [Hampson and Maizels, 1927-28;

Henderson, 1928] it is clear that the base bound by Hb~ will also be less tlian

normal and that X“ will be greakT than normal. Thus the dilh^nmec* in

}x*micjous anaemia ranged between 0*2 and 0*5. Assuming then that imder the

experimental conditions cell pjy lay between 7-25 and 7*55, the concjentration

of basti bound by Hb would lie betw^een 38 and 55 m.eq. and the concentration of

X between 30 and 47 m.eq.

As a result of treatment the concentration of cell base combined with
[Hb"] -f [X ] fell to 73 m.eq. while the concentration ofHb remained unchanged.
Even if one assumes that cell were unaltered (although it had i)robably in

fact actually increased) then it is certain that the amount of base combined with
[X“] had decreased. Such a decrease in the value of X“* in treated cases had been
previously noted by Henderson [1928].

The chloride ratio rose in treated macrocytic anaemia. This ratio varies

inversely with the concentration of ionised haemoglobin. But as [Hb~] had not
decreased but rather increased, one must ascribe the increase in the chloride

ratio to a decrease in some other non-permeating anion, possibly X itself.

In acholuric jaundice [Hb] averaged 31*5 m.eq. From the data of Hampson
and Maizels, cell p^ may be taken to be between 0*3 and 0*6 less than that of the
plasma, namely between 7*26 and 7*45. The concentration of base bound by
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[Hb""] under these conditions lies between 49 and 63 m.eq. Base combined with

[Hb'']-h[X”] equals 55 m.eq. and therefore^ the concentration of cell X"' lies

between +6 and —8 m.eq. From which it follows that the concentration of X'*

in this malady is very low.

Regarding the nature of the erythrocyte in acholuric; jaundice, it will have
been realised that this cell is very distinctive. It tends to be more globular

than normal, contains more ha(;moglobin and less water than the normal cell

and is more prone* to haemolysis. Its Na content is normal, but K and therefore

total base are low. It might be thought that the globular shape of the* acholuric

cell and its fragility depemded on its distension by the increa.sed quantity of the

contained Hb hut this is probably not the east*; thus No. 25 which has the low^est

Hb per litn* of cells has the highest fragility.

It is probable; that the low level of the cell K in acholuric jaundice is signifi-

cant, although it does not jmrallel cell destruction, regeneration or fragility and
is therefore not dejxmdent on these: like them, however, it may arise* from some
primary dc*ft*ct in th(* cell which afiects these manife.stations in different degrees.

Considi'rations of such a defect must necessarily l>e speculative* ; it might lie

in tlu* structure or comfHjsition of the c(*ll membrane and might act in one of two
ways: (1) accelerated loss of K from the mature cell: (2) delayed permeation of

K into tlie immatun* cell.

(1) (’(;11 base is chiefly K
;
plasma base Na. It is possible that the originally

impervious cell suspended in plasma, gradually becomes effete and ssheds a

pro})ortion of its K. Indeed it is possible that haemolysis may occur when cell K
rcach(*8 a c(‘rtain low' level. There are, how'ever, certain obje<*tions to this tlieory.

If K diffuses out of th(* cell into the plasma, Xa should paR.s from plaKsma to cell;

there is no c*vidence that this occurs. Further, there is no evidence* that the

aoholurie cell suspended ev(*n in .simple salt solutions is more pervious than

normal. Thus the gain of K in K(1 or loss in NaCl solutions (after suspc‘nsion for

I hour at 37") is not greater than normal, altliough acholuric cells are specially

liable to damage by fortdgn solutions. Finally, it has already been noted that

the excessive haemolysis of }x*rnicious anaenua and myelosclerosis is not accom-

panied by a (hHToase in (;ell K. It seems improbable th(»refort* that the* low level

of cell K in acholurie jaundice depends on accek*rate*d loss.

(2) The level of K in the normal erythrocyte is higher than that of most

other cells. It seems probable that the primitive er\i:lirocvte contains no more
K than other cells, but that at an early stage* an inflow’ ofK occurs, deternnned

by imknown factors. Later, the erythrocyte becomes impervious to all cations,

and the entry or exit of K and Na ceases.

This may be j)art of the proe^*ss of maturation and if the process occurs too

early the content of K achieved will be less than normal so that a number of

cells will be left in a more or less immature condition with deficient K and a

persistent reticulum in rt‘lation to wdiich there exists an excessive proportion of

bound water.
Summary.

1. The concxmtration of anions and cations in erythrocytes is less than the

concentration of anions and cations in plasma. An apparent deficiency in cell

osmotic pressure thus exists, which makes it necessary to assume that about 8%
of cell water is bound.

2. An amount of base is present in the erythrocyte which is greater than that

required to combine with cell Cl'"-l-HC(^“4‘Hb“. It is suggested that this

excess of base is combined with some other anion present in the cell. This un-

known anion is increased in most anaemias, but not in acholuric family jaundice.
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3. Anion, cation and water are about normal in the macrocytic anaemias and

in myelosclerosis. In microcytic anaemias, the cation content of the cell and
also its water content are increased, but the cation concentration is only slightly

raised. The concentration of cell cation is thus relatively constant in spite ofgreat

variations in the concentration of cell Hb and notwithstanding wide variations in

blood regeneration and destruction.

4. In acholuric family jaundice, cell K and water are low; cell Na is normal

and Hb per unit volume of cells is increased. Cell base concentration is less than

plasma base concentration in spite of the of the cell being greater than the

Ph at which oxyhaemoglobin is isoelectric. This can only bo explained on the

assumption that more bound water is present in the acholuric cell than in the

normal.

6. The level of cell K in acholuric jaundice is not related to cell destruction,

regeneration or fragility. It is suggested that it may be due to failure of K
to penetrate during an early stage of the eeirs deveh)pment.
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CXXI. THE COMPOSITION OF SOME
VEGETABLE FIBRES WITH PARTICULAR

REFERENCE TO JUTE.
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The vegetable fibr(*8 ciomnionl}" met with find very diverse uses according to

their physical characteristics and chemical composition. Very few comparable
analyses are, however, to be found in the literature, and the wide differences

which exist in composition arc not generally known. Cross and Bevan [1895]

originally devised methods for the study of many fibre's and carried out much
experimental work on jute. Jute they considered to Ix' a typical example of the
‘‘ lignocellulose ” group of “ compound celluloses ” and a very convenient material

for the investigation of the cellulose-lignin relationship in the cell wall and the

chemistry of lignin itself. In some respects their views are not acceptable today,

and particularly is this the case with the concept of ‘‘compound celluloses”.

Analytical methods too, have been improved or their shortcomings recognised.

Methods which have recently been devised for W'hole plant materials are

applicable directly to a study of isolated fibres.

Through the courtesy of Dr S. G. Barker, and members of the Indian Jute

Mills Association, samples of jute of known history and quality, covering the

entire commercial range, were available (Jute 6-22). For other samples, 1 am
indebted to Messrs Darragh Small and Co. Ltd, (coir), the Linen Industry

Research Association (flax), Messrs F. Ashton (hemp, manilla hemp, sisal), the

Imperial Institute (sisal, jute), Messrs Landauer and Co. (ramie), Messrs Myles

and Stewart (jute), Messrs Wigglesworth and Co. Ltd. (hemps), the New Zealand

Government (Phormium tenax), and Dr S. O. Barker (Pita grass. Chinese hemp,
coir and Cahtropis gigantia).

Methods.

The following determinations were made on samples previously ground,

wherever possible, in a high speed mill, (The coir samples were very resistant

and in this case the determinations had to be carried out on material of very

variable particle size.) The method of sampling adopted was to select at random
a considerable number of small groups of fibres, which, collected together, formed

the composite sample for analysis.

I. Cellulose by the Norman and Jenkins [1933] modification of the Cross and

Sevan [1918] procedure. Chlorination is carried out in solution by acidified

h3^chIorite, No pretreatmont is given, owing to serious effects on one com-

ponent of the cellulose aggregate.

II. Lignin by the Norman and Jenkins [1934] modification of the Ost and

Wilkening [1910] process employing 72% H2SO4 . The modification involves the

pretreatment of the material with 5% HsS04 for 1 hour to remove pentose-

containing polysaccharides, it being found that pentose groups in the presence of

strong acid slowly give rise to furfuraldehyde, which condenses with the lignin.

( 831 )
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III. Furfurdldehyde yield by distillation with 12% HCl and precipitation as

the phloroglucide. The yield of furfuraldehyde from the isolated cellulose is also

determined.

IV. Uranic anhydride content by the yield of COg on boiling with 12% HCl.
This determination was made on only a few samples.

The analytical figures expressed on the oven-dried material are given in

Table I.

Table 1. Analyses of sofne vegetable fibres.

All results expressed on 100 g. oven-dried material.

Tellu- Furfur-
Total lose Xylan aid. Uronic
furfur- furfur- in from aeid

No. Fibre and description

Ollu-
losc Lignin

aid.

\icl.l

aid.

yield

cellu-

lose

hemi-
ccll.

anbv-
drifle

F. 1 Flax (Sandringham) 92*20 <)*04 1*80 1*37 2-37 0*5

F. :i Flax (Irish) 91*20 ,3*27 2*,32 1-93 301 0*4 —
Cg. 1 CaUttropis giganlia 9M0 0*07 1*99 M9 1*85 0*8

H. 1 Ramie 1 85*97 1*01 2 39 0*84 1-30 1*0

R. 2 Ramie 2 84*12 1*20 2*.39 0*78 1*21 1*0

H. 1 Hemp (Italian) 89*2.3 5*.32 Ml 1*12 1*73 0*0 —
H. (S Hemp (Czechoslovakian) 81*03 .5*.51 3 13 0*99 1*54 2*1

H. 5 Hemp (Chinese) 75*8(> 4 12 3*S7 2*47 3*84 1*4 —
H. 2 Kemp (Indian) 77*27 7*28 2*83 M5 1*79 1*7 —

Pg. 1 Pita grass 1 90*20 3*1.3 9*73 7*78 12*07 2*0 -
Pg. 2 Pita grass 2 90*8.3 2*40 9 75 7*t>l 11*80 2*1

j. 1 Jute (lightening)

.lute (Dacca Tossa)
74*9.5 11*70 UH)(» 7*34 11*39 3*3

J. 2 78*02 11*22 10*90 7 07 11*90 3*3
J. 2 .Jute (ordinary 'fossa) 75*84 11*29 9*7<) 7*01 11*85 2*1

J. 4 Jute (I)aisee) 74*50 11 *,38 9*75 7*43 1 1*53 2*3 —
J. 15 .Jute (best .lat Suti) 74*20 11*01 9*72 7*10 11*12 2*0 4*<K1

J. 16 .Jute (goofl Jaf SnU) 70*87 12*08 UHM> 7*39 11*47 2*0 5*12
J. 18 Jute (average Jaf 8uti) 73*59 ll*2»i 10*19 7*49 11*02 2*7 5*(4
J. 17 .iut(' (good 8uti- Eastern) 74*05 l-M>2 9*04 7*20 11*20 24 4*80
J. 19 Jute (average Snti-filastern) ti9*81 12*04 9*93 7*08 11*93 2*3 0*32
J. 22 .Jute (discoloured Suti) 72.55 12*35 10*04 7*05 10*94 3*0 5*04
J. 21 Jute (average rejection Suti) 07*01 14*05 10*30 7*85 12*17 2*.5 0*08
J. 20 Jute (stick rejection Suti) 04*78 13*79 10*00 0*90 10*72 4*1 7*20
J. 13 Jute (good soft district 'fossa) 74*40 10*37 9.50 7-70 12*04 1*8 4*00
J. 14 .lute (average soft district Tossa) 74*32 11*53 11*07 8*27 12*82 2*8 4*72
J. 0 Jute (good Jat Rogi) 74*54 10-.57 ice02 7*48 11*01 3*1 4*30
J. 7 Jute (medium Jat Bogi) 71*91 12*12 10*27 7-99 12*40 2*3 5*50
J. 10 .lute (low Bogi) 73*90 11*79 10*01 8-01 12*42 2*0 4*80
J. 8 Jute (low soft district Bogi) 7f»*00 11*22 11*17 8*25 12*8t) 2*9 4*84
J. 9 Jute (very low soft distric^t Bogi) 71*80 13*91 10*(H) 7-70 11*94 2*3 5*08
J. 12 Jute (average Bogi rejection) 71*87 13*10 10*09 7-51 11*05 3*2 5*28
J. 11 .Jute (Bogi stick rejection) 08*74 12*47 10*47 7*32 11*30 3*2 0*30

MH. 1 Manilla hemp 74*14 8*51 9*f>7 9*04 14*01 00
Pt. 1 Pkfrmiwm tmax 72*04 11*13 13*33 9‘74 15*09 3*0
S. 1 Sisal 1 (African) 74*95 0*04 13*03 11*97 18-.50 1*7
S. 2 Sisal 2 79*43 0.57 12*81 10*.54 16*35 1*3
C. 1 fJoir (bristle fibre—^good) 55*09 30*59 14*98 8*.52 13*21 0*5
C. 2 Coir (bristle fibre—bad) 51*28 29*75 1.3*02 0*0,5 10*32 7*0
C. 3 Coir (mattress fibre—good) 54*48 32*03 13*92 9*(»8 14*08 4*8
C. 4 Coir (mattress fibre—bad) .56*97 .31 *,50 14*18 8*91 13*80 ,5*3

C. 5 Coir (CJochin fibre—^good) 54*29 28*50 13*90 8*44 13*07 5*5
C. i\ Coir (CJochin fibre—^bad) 50*52 29*45 13*85 7*48 11*04 6*4 —

Interpretatiok of analyses.

I. Cellulose, Cotton cellulose, which is taken as the standard for all work on
cellulose fibres, is unique in two respects. In the first place, a pure product may
be obtained by very ^d treatments, since it is neither encrusted nor infiltered
with other constituents, and in the second place, the cellulose itself corresponds
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more or less to chemically ‘‘ideal ” cellulose, being composed solely of polyglucose

anhydride molet'ules. The ordinary cellulosic framework of plant materials,

woods and fibrc^s is encrusted with other Ciell wall constituents, and while con-

sisting largely of “true ’’ cellulose, as typified by that of cotton, is not exclusively

so and may contain polysaccharides of other sugars. Such associated poly-

saccharides or celluJosans an^ retained tenaciously and must be regarded as an
integral part of the cellulosic aggregate.

Th(* cellulosan associated with most celluloses is xylan, though in Gymno-
s|xu*m8 mannan also is found. The nature of the association between <‘ellulose and
cellulosans is undcT investigation and will be reported elsewhere. The molecule

of c(*llulosan polysaccharides is undoubtedly very much shorter than that of

cellulose, and their presence has a considerable influentJC on the properties of the

cellulose aggregati* as a whoh*. The xylan content is obtain(*d from the fiirfur-

aldchyd(‘ yic‘ld of the isolated cellulose by reference to Krober’s tables.

IJ. Lignin. The d<‘termination of lignin is deceptively difiicult, and a method
satisfactory^ for all t\'[K‘s of material hits yet to be elaborated. The principle of all

procedures is the same—to dissolve (‘eUulose and otlier polysaccharides by strong

acid and to weigh the residiu* after hydrolysis as lignin. Two serious sources of

error (‘xist in th(‘ determination, due to the presence of pentose groups in the

IK»ly.saecharid<‘8 aiul to the presence of proteins. The disturbance caused by
p(*ntos(‘ is minimised by tlie hydrolytic pretreatment with H2S()4 wliii'h

nunoves the disturbing |K}lysaccharides, and that caused by proteins did not

arise in these fibre samples. The results given may therefore he regarded as

approximately ttceurat<‘ and comparable.

III. Furfuraldehf/dt ifit.UL 1'he furfuraldehyde obtained on distillation with

H(‘l may come from two grou])ings, |R‘ntoses and uronie acids, lii such

mat<‘rials as W'ere useil in this work, the uronie acid content (in encrusting hemi-

cclluloses and fH’ctin) is n*latively low, so that the maj(u* part of the fiirfuralde-

hyd(‘ arises from the xylan in the cellulose and the pemtose units in the encrusting

hemieidluloses or yndyuronides. The difference betwefui the total yield and that

from the cellulose tlierefore n*prevsents that from the pento.se and uronie groups

in the encrusting lu‘mieelluloses and ])oetin. if present. No satisiketory method
of direct determination of the encrusting hemicelhilosc‘S is known. All methods
so far .sugg(*.sted, whether dei>endont on hydrolysis or extraction, include to a

greater or lesvStT extent the cellulosan fraction of tlu‘ cellulose and are therefore

obj(*etional)le. lentil a procedure which distinguishes between these two
important polysaccharide groups i.s elaborated, the best that can he done for

(‘omparative purposes is to take the furfiuraldehyde yield of the encrusting hemi-

colluloses AS a measure of the total amount present. No extra precision is gained

by calculating separately the furfuraldehyde from uronie acid groups, unless the

material hapf)ens to have a high content ofpectin or polyuronides, a circumstance

that was not met with in the fibre samples described here.

IV. Uranic acids. Uronie acid anhydride groups are found in pi‘etin and the

encrusting hemictOluloses as mentioned above. In retted fibres the pectin content

is quite small and the CO^ jield is therefore almost exclusively due to hemi-

celluloses.

Discussion of results.

Flax, ramie, CakUropis gigantm and Italian hemp are fibres with very high

cellulose contents and contain only small amounts of lignin. The yields of

furfuraldehyde which they give are also low, being mainly derived in flax and
hemp from xylan in the cellulose with the implication that in these fibres there
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can be little encrusting hemicellulose. Ramie, with a lignin content of about 1 %,
contains considerably more hemicellulose, &s the major part ofthe furfuraldehyde

is not associated with the cellulose. Chinese hemp and Indian hemp have lower

cellulose and higher hemicellulose contents than Italian hemp, which represents

the best quality fibre of this group. The remaining fibres may be clearly

distinguished from those already mentioned by the relatively high content of

xylan which is to be found in the cellulose. Roughly then, isolated vegetable

fibres seem to fall into two groups, those which have a high content of cellulose,

free or almost free of xylan, and those which contain appreciable amounts of

other constituents such as lignin and hemicelluloses, and the celluloses of which
contain much xylan. Jute, sisal, manilla hemp and coir are the most important

members of the second group. The distinction between these two groups is not

sharp in respect to cellulose content, though, with the one notable exception of

Kta grass (a Brazilian fibre from the leaf of an agave), the members of the first

group tend to be higher in this constituent. With lignin the reverse is the case,

Pita grass again being an exception. The lignin of some members of the second

group, particularlyjute, seems to be intimately concerned with the fibre structure,

whilst in the first group, a portion of it at least arises from woody clcin<»nts not

wholly removed in isolation. Flax and ramie, for example, give only w (*ak general

colour reactions for lignin.

Whereas in most cases the fibre samples analysed were supplied as t\7)i(ral, in

the case of jute and coir, fibres of various qualities and sources were examined.
The grading of jute dejx'nds almost solely on appearance, w^iic^h may not be
related directly to the amounts of the chief structural constituents presimt. The
grading of coir, on the other hand, is based on the suitability of the fibres for

certain rather different uses and is based on stiffness or flexibility. In jute, no
clear differences in analysis were found l)etween the two main tyfws, Corchorus

capsularis (‘‘white jute’^) and C. olitorim (“brown jute —the Bogi and Tossa
samples), but within each group the better samples tended to have the higher

cellulose contents. The uronic acid present, being a measure of encrusting hemi-
celluloscs, increased considerably as quality decreased, probably indicating in-

different retting and poor separation from the softer tissues, or over exposure to

sunlight with the production of oxyceUulose. The xylan in the cellulose of jute,

expressed as a percentage of the whole fibre, varied surprisingly little (10*72

to 12*82% being the limits). Omitting “rejection’’ and discoloured samples the

average analysis of jute is cellulose 73*9%, Ugnin 11*6%, xylan in cellulose

11*9%. No generalisation is possible from the results obtained on the coir

samples, the lignin content of which was higher than that of many woods. The
variation in amount of xylan in cellulose was greater than expected in view of the

fact that each of the grades of coir fibre comes from the same part of the plant,

namely the husk. The figures for furfuraldehyde from hemicelluloses indicate the

presence of considerable amounts of this group, approaching the quantity found
in mature straws.

In Table II the xylan content of the cellulose of all the samples is calculated

as a percentage of the total cellulose contaming it. The xylan must not be con-

sidered as an impurity or contaminant in the cellulose but as an integral and
structural part of the cellulosic fabric forming the fibre bundles. The relationship

of the cellulosan fraction to the cellulose contaming it is under investigation by
Astbury and Norman (unpublished). The view has been put forward that the
xylan molecules in the cellulose participate in the micellae, are orienti^d in the
same direction as the cellulose chains and are retained by the same forces as are
responsible for the lateral stability of the cellulose chains. The molecules of xylan
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Table II. Xylan content offibre celluloses.

Expressed m % on the celJuIosc.

Fibre Xylan Fibre Xylan

Flax 1 2G Jute 21 180
Flax 3 3-3 Jute 20 16-5

Cahtropif! 20 Jute 13 16-2

Ramie 1 1*5 Jute 14 17'2

Ramie 2 1*4 Jute 6 15-6

Italian hemp 1*9 Jute 7 17*2

Hemp <i 1*9 Jute 10 16-8

rJhinese hemp 50 Jute 8 16*9

Indian hemp 2-3 Jute 9 16-6

Rita graHs L 13-4 Jute 12 16*5

ih'ta graHs 2 130 Jute 11 16-5

Jute 1 15*2 Manilla hemp 18-9

Jute 2 15*2 Phormium ienax 20*9

Jute 3 1.5 0 Sisal 1 24-7

Jute 4 I.5-5 Sisal 2 20-6

Jute ir» 150 Coir I 23-8

Jute lt> U‘v2 Coir 2 20*1

Jute IS 15-8 Coir 3 26-9

Jute 17 15*2 Coir 4 24-2

Jute IJ) 17‘1 C^oir .5 24-2

Jute 22 151 Coir 0 230

are undoubtedlv much shorter than the long eellukise chains which may contain

UKK‘100 glucose units. The presence of the xylan in the cellulose must have an
important influence on the properties of the aggregate, so that a cellulose high in

xylan might be exiK^cted to be less perfect in many respects than pure cotton

('eJlulose. It is significant in this connection that the high quality textile fibres

are those low in xjdan, and that between the two groups there is almost as wide
a gap in valuation as in xylan contents. The difference is also reflected in com-
mercial uses and market prices.

Tlie highest contents of xylan in cellulose have iK'cn found in cereal straws

and hard woods (vide Table III), the celluloses of which are notoriously of poor
quality. Coir cellulose seems to lye similar in composition to the straws. No claim

Table III. Xylan content of some other ceUulosea,

Expressed as % on the cellulose.

Material Xylan

Oat straw 29-3

Barley straw 23-5

Wheat straw 28*6

Rye straw 29*4

Oak wood 26*5

Beech wood 24*0

is made that there is an absolute relationship between xylan content and quality,

but only that the xylan content is an indication of the type of cellulose present.

The percentage of xylan in the cellulose of any given material is not constant,

but varies, within l^its, with age and environmental conditions. Xylan has

been found in the cellulose of extremely young cexeal seedlings, but is present to

a greater extent in cellulose produced later. It is presumably laid down by the

same mechanism as synthesises true cellulose, the balance between the two
components changing with age.

IVom the practic^ aspect, the division of fibres into two broad groups on the

basis of xylan content is of some importance since statements have ^quently
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been made to the effect that if certain coarser fibres could onJy bo delignified and
softened, they could replace the more expensive fine fibres. Even if this were

achieved the celluloses would be of different types and possess different

properties.

The extraction and hydrolysis of celluloses containing a high percentage of

xylan has been investigated and will be reported elsewhere. Such celluloses are

far more susceptible than cotton. Apart from the loss of xylan on treatment with

acid or alkali, a portion of the cellulose, or a hexosan fraction associated with the

cellulose, comes into solution concurrently. The existence of a less resistant

portion of the cellulose has long bt'en known, and in the arbitrary method of

estimation of a-cellulose (cold extraction with 17-5% KaOH) the /J- and y-frac-

tions together represent approximately the amount of xylan plu^ less resistant

hexosan. The figure is only approximate since the a-cellulose residue is rarely

pentose-free. The nature and amount of the less resistant hexosan fraction in

fibre celluloses is a subject calling for investigation. Some observations that liave

been made on the effect of hot dilute alkalis on fibre celluloses show that generali-

sation is not possible. The cellulo.ses were prepared and extracted without drying

Table IV. Extraction of celluloses iritli hoi alkali.

Kesuits i‘A pressed as oven-dr\ e(*lhiIose.

(Vmc. of

NaOH^'o Residue
Xylan in

residue*

X> Ian

loss

Hexosan
loss

Xylan loss

Hoxosan los'

Flax 01 94*0 2*;5 0*0 5*1 —
10 80*0 1*0 0*9 12*5 7

Ramie 01 98*1 1*5 0*0 1*9

10 90*7 0*9 0*7 8*0 8

Italian hemp 01 90*4 13 0*0 3*0 20
1*0 85*5 1*2 0*7 13*8 5

Juto 0*1 94*2 12*4 2*,3 3*5 40
1*0 88*7 10*8 .3*9 7*4 3.5

Manilla hemp 0*1 9.5*1 1.5*8 2*0 2*4 52
1*0 9;i*:i 14*8 3*5 3*2 .53

8isal 0*1 92*7 16*:} 4*0 55
10 90*7 14*4 5*9 3*3 04

Barley straw 01 82*2 12.3 12*3 .5*,5 09
1*0 73*4 8*5 10*1 10*5 00

with 0*1 and 1*0% NaOH at the boilmg-jK)int for 1 hour (Table R'). The high-

xylan fibres are not notably more affected by these extractions than the low-

xylan fibres. In the former group, jute cellulose stands out from maniUa hemp
and sisal in that the xylan removcnl forms a lower proportion of the total loss,

and that 1-0% NaOH removes a considerably greater amount of the less resistant

hexosan than does 0*1 %, whereas in the other two cases little difference was
found. The barley straw cellulose, typical of all cereal celluloses, is far more
susceptible to extraction, a high proportion of the loss being xylan. That jute

cellulose contains more of a hexosan fraction easily removed by alkali than sisal

or manilla hemp celluloses may also be seen from Table V. Samples were treated

in the cold with 0-5 to 10% NaOH. From sisal or manilla hemp, concentrations

above 4% result in the removal of little additional hexosan material. In jute,

the amount increases progressively with concentration.

The experiments described here on the effect of alkali on fibre celluloses show
the extreme variability in properties that occurs and also that it is not possible to
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Table V. ExtrctcMon offibre celluloses mth cold NaOH.

2 hours—^room toniixjrature,

UeHults expressed as % oven*dded original cellulose.

Alkali Total Xylan in Xylan Hexosan Xylan loss

eono. %
Jute:

loss residue loss loss Total loss

cr» 3-52 13-50 1-23 2-29 35
10 4(i2 13-31 1-42 3-20 31

2 574 12-29 2-44 3*30 43

3 10-40 9-00 5-13 5*27 49
4 13-48 7-70 7-03 0-45 52
r* 15- 13 0-01 8-72 0-41 58
0 10-95 4*3;) 10-38 0-57 01

7 210(» 2-03 12-10 8-iK> 58

8 21-28 2-71 12-02 9-20 57

9 22-01 2*56 12-17 10-44 54
10 23*03 2-50 12-23 10-80 53

8iHal:

O-.l 2-10 18-93 1-43 0-73 00
10 3-20 18-19 2-17 1-09 07

2 7-40 15-79 4-57 2-83 02

3 11-20 12 84 7-52 3-74 07
4 15*05 9-13 11-13 4-.52 72
;*» 17-22 7-92 12*44 4-78 73
0 18-00 0-40 13-90 4-04 75
7 19-7(» 5-49 14-87 4-83 70
8 19-70 5-12 15-24 4-52 77

9 2(M0 4-50 15-80 4-30 79
10 20-32 4-25 10-11 4-21 79

Manilla hemp:

10 3-95 14-39 3-90 — 100
2 7-39 12-49 5-80 I -53 79
3 10-13 9-31 9-04 1-09 89
4 12-81 7-08 10-07 2-14 84
T) 14-59 0-08 11-07 2-92 80
0 15-41 r.03 l2-,32 3-09 80
7 10-40 4-88 13-47 2-93 82
8 17-90 3-09 14-00 3-24 82
9 18-49 2-51 15-84 2-05 85
10 19-42 1-41 10-94 2-48 87

deduce from, xylan content the resistance ofthe celliilosic* aggregate. It has some-

times been the practice to correct tlie gross cellulose figure for pentosan content

to obtain “true’' cellulose or “pentosan-free cellulose’'. The validity of such a

correction is questionable, not only on structural grounds but because the

residues may apparently contain varying amounts of a less resistant hexosan
fraction. The molecular size of the true cellulose chains in these fibres may also

be more variable or shorter than those of cotton cellulose, though the evidence on
this point obtained by viscosity measurements is not conclusive, as the effect of

the other components has not always been given adequate consideration. In any
examination of the factors affecting the properties ofa cellulosic fibre these points

of ultimate composition and micellar stnicture must be taken into account as

well as the nature and distribution of encrusting substances.

SUMMABY.

Vegetable fibres of many types fall into two well-defined groups, according

as the cellulose of the fibre is low or high in xylan. The first group, low in

xylan, indiudes the high grade fibres such as flax, ramie and Italian hemp. The
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second group, high in xylan, consistB of fibres of the coarser type, such as jute,

manilia hemp and sisal, all of which contain also appreciable amounts of lignin

apd encrusting hemicelluloses. No direct relationship between quality and xylan

content was found in awide range ofjute samples. The resistance or susceptibility

of isolated cellulose to such treatments as boiling with dilute alkalis cmmot be

deduced from the xylan content, owing to the presence of varying amounts of

easily extractable hexosan.

The author is much indebted to Dr S. O. Barker for his advice and assistance

in this work.
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CXXIL THE EFFECT OF VITAMIN A DEFICIENCY
ON THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE RETINA
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One of tho earliest effects of vitamin A <lefieiene> i> a failure in tlie regeneration

of visual purple in the retina
[
F>i(leri(‘ia and Holm, 192.') : Tansle v, J W3J ; Yoshiere,

1925]. The (lefieioncy may also cause damage to the outer limbs of the rods

which contain the visual purple jTansley, 1934], It was thought, therefore, that

by depriving very young animals of vitamin A during the period when the

retina, and particularly the outer limbs of the rods, are still d(^veloping, it might

be possible, not only to inhibit the production of visual jmrple, but also to

produc(5 n*tinae with abnormal, or p(Tliaps no, outer limbs to their rods.

Rats were chosiui for this study partly because much is known about tlieir

vitamin requirements and partly because thtdr eyes only become mature at a

relatively late date after birth. The ndina is not fully developed until the rat is

15 days old and visual purple does not appe^ar until at least 12 days after birth

and often later [Tansley, 1934). Dann [1932] found that the young rats of

mothers deprived of vitamin A possessed no re.serves of the vitamin in the livtT

at birth. It w^as, therefore, thought that it might be ^>ossible to obtain animals

which were d(»,tici(?nt in vitamin A during the crucial first 2 w e^eks of life when the

outer parts of the retina are develoyung.

Methods,

The mother rats wen* taken from the Lister Institute breeding stock. This

stock has an exceptionally good diet and therefore the mothers probably had
adequate vitamin A reserves at the Ix'ginning of tlie experiments. The vitamin

A-deficient diet used subsequently was that usually employed at the Lister

Institute. It was made up as follows:

Caseinogen (Prideaux’.s) lOOpt.

Wheat starch ... 250 „

Hardened cottonseed oil (irradiated) 75 „

Salt mixture 25..

Dried yeast 92,.

Lemon juice 25 m].

Potassium iodide (04 g. per litre) ... 0 33 „

Copper sulphate (15-25 g. |)er litre) ... 10 „

Water 350

Three series of experiments were done. In the first the mothers on the

ordinary stock diet were mated at about 200 g. weight and received tlie deficient

diet in the 2nd week of pregnancy. They were then about 4 months old. No
^ Working with a part time grant from the Medical Research Council.

Bioohom. 1936 xxx ( 839 )
54
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vitamin A was given during the latter half of the pregnancy period or during

lactation. I'he rats were allowed to suckle the whole litter. In the second series

the mothers were given the deficient diet when very much younger, as soon as

they had reached about 60 g. weight. This would be at about 5-8 weeks old.

After 4 weeks, or sooner if they began to decline in weight, ly jS-carotene in

coconut oil was given daily: this dose is just sufficient to maintain non-pregnant

rats on the deficient diet described above. These animals were allowed to

mate as soon as they would after going on the deficient diet. This occurred

8-34 days later but most often after 15-20 days. In the third series the pro-

cedure was the same as in the second, except that 2y jS-carotene daily were

allowed. In both series II and III the carotene was replaced by 2 g. daily of

wheat germ as soon as the placental sign appeared (usually about the 10th-15th

day of pregnancy). This material contains only small amounts of vitamin A but

has been found to assist lactation and in series III it was continued until the

young were weaned. In this series only two young rats from each litter w ere left

with the mother.

In scries II and III vaginal smears were taken daily from th(‘ mother rats

both before mating and during ]>regnancy.

The young were killed at varying ages during la(*tation and th(dr <‘\'es w'cn*

sectioned and stained in order to dett^et the charai'bTistic changes found to

occur in the retina in vitamin A deficiency. These changes art* shown in a

shortening and ragged a])pearance of the outer limbs of tht* retinal rods together

with a marked thinning at the junction of the outer and inner limbs. There is

also a failure to produce visual pur|>le which may bt* detect (*d by fixing the eyes

in platinum chloride. This fixative <‘olours tin* visual pur])le in the rods yellow

and no yellow reaction is given by the retinae of vitamin A-deficient animals

[Tansley, 1934], In tht* case of animals killed at 15 days of age or older, one* eye

was treated with platinum chloride as a test for the ])resence of visual j)urj>le.

Those young rats vvhi<*li were* reared to the* stage of w^eaning tht‘n received

the vitamin A -deficient diet until they showed a serious d(*cliiu‘ in weight.

Some w’ere then killed and their eyes examined, while litttT-rnates wen* given cod-

liver oil until th(* w'cight began to I'ecover, wdi(*ji tla^se w^tTc also killed and the

eyes investigated

.

The eyes of control young rats from the JJsttT stock w(‘r(^ also t*xamined at

12 and 15 days of age in order to confirm the normal (*ourse of development of

visual })urple and of the rods in the retina.

The fixatives used were Zenker, Bouin and Flemming without thf* ac?etic

acid (F. W, A.), and the stains WTre Mallory's triple eoniK^ctive tissue stain and
Mallory’s pliosphotungstic acid haematoxylin. Stern’s (1905] method was used
as the test for visual purple*.

‘
* Results.

Series L In three eases the ex))criment failed. In one ease the mating did
not result in pregnancy and in two cases the mother rats would not (*at enough
of the deficient diet. One of the latter east a litter of 10 of which 8 were dead,
and failed to suekle the remaining 2. The other was transferred to the stock diet

5 days before parturition; 6 of the litter of 11 were born dead, but the other 6
w^ere satisl'actorily reared and all their retinae developed normally.

Four rats produced and suckled litters of 9-13 young. Although of normal
weight at birth, these young w^re all under weight at weaning, the average
weight at 21 days being only 27 g. as compared with about 40 g. for the normal
young of this stock. The results of the histological examinations of the retinae
are^given below with those of series III.
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Series II, Fifteen rats became pregnant but none was successful in casting

and rearing her litter. All these rats had an abnormally long gestation period

and none took less than 6 hours over the actual labour. The normal gestation

time in the rat is 21-22 days and labour should take about 2 hours. Of the

above 15 rats, 1 cast a litter on the 22nd day of pregnancy, 2 on the 23rd day,

5 on the 24th day, 3 on the 25th day, 3 on the 26th day and 1 on the 28th day.
One rat was 0 hours in labour, 8 took 12-24 hours, 3 over 24 hours and 1 took
2 days. Two rats died after 2 days in labour, having produced dead litters of

2 and 3 respectively and having several foetuses still in the uterus. The 15 rats

produced at least 99 young, of which 85 were bom dead and 14 alive. The figure

for the dead young is probably too low since nearly aU the bodies were partially

eaten when found and it is likt‘ly that some were entirely destroyed. The average
size of litter was, however, much below normal. Two of the mother rats died

3 and 4 days after the uterus was emptied. None of the young which were born
alive survived more than 2 days.

This condition sereins to be due, at h^ast in part, to uteriru* inertia. In several

easels the uterine muscle was found mortem to be quite flaccid. The symptoms
are probably due to the vitamin A deficiency, since a daily dose of 2y j8-carotene,

as giv(‘n to the mothers in series III, was found to prevent their apjxjarance.

Similar results were* noticed by Mason [1935] in rats deprived of vitamin A.
In some of his rats the deficiency was severe enough to pre^vent tlie continuation

of pregnancy iK^yond the 2nd wet*k. Although early death and resorption of all

the fo(‘tUHC»s was not found in the experiments described above, this probably took
place to some extent since at least 9 of the 15 litters were abnormally small.

Serkfi III. Nine rats became pregnant in this series. The resulting litters,

which contained an average of 10 young rats, were all cut down to 2. Although,
judging by the condition of the n^tinae, these young were, on balance, more
deficient than those of series 1, the gain in weight during suckling was better, the
weight at weaning laung 30-35 g. This indicates that the vtTy poor grow th shown
by the young of series I w^as chiefiy due to lack of food and not entirely to any
transfiTeiice of vitamin A deficiency from the? mother to the young.

In stTies II and 111, where vaginal smears were taken daily until littering, it

was found that in no case was th<‘ deficiency sevt^re enough to cause a constant

appearance of cornificd cells. Of the rats in series II, 4 had normal cycles before

mating and a constant anoestrous smear after mating. Of the remaining 1 1 rats,

4 had frequent cornificd cells in the vagina lK)th l^efore and after mating thougJi

not sufficient to obscun? the oestrous cycle. The other 7 rats tended to show a
])rolonged oestrous snjear before mating but were normal afterw'ards.

In series HI all but 2 rats produced normal smears throughout the experi-

ment. Of these 2, one had occasional onniified ceils in the smears taken during

pregnancy while the other showed a cornified smear lasting 2-3 days instead of

the normal 1 day before mating.
A general review of the three series of experiments described above (see

Table I) leads one to the following conclusions.

(1) A complete absence of vitamin A from tJie food of a pregnant rat, which

had had a good diet for the first 4 months of life, did not affect its 'ability to

complete a pregnancy successfully. If the deficiency w'as continued during

lactation, however, insufficient milk was secreted for the satisfacjtory rearing of

a large litter, A normal rat of this stock is quite able to rt?ar a litter of 10 to a

weight of approximately 40 g. per individual young rat at 21 days. In the cases

here studied the milk seemed to be deficient in quality as well as quantity since

all the young rats of the first series showed signs of vitamin A deficiency.

64—2
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Table I, Sumrnary of history of rats before and after pregnancy,
Av.

Wt.and \Vt. at wt. of

ape at l)eginning No. No. yoang
No. beginning of which of at

of of exp. prt'gnaricv rcareil young weaning

Series mothers g- Diet young reared g-

I 7 n/. 200
(m. 4 inonthH)

rfl. 200 Vitamin A-<i(*licient during
second half of pregnancy
and lactation

4 4l» 27

11 1.5 at, 00
{cn, 5-0 weeks)

80- 144 Vitamin A-deficient, supple-

mented after ca. 4 weeks
with 1 y |3-i*arotene daily.

Carotene replaecfl by 2 g.

wheat germ after 15th day
of pregnancy

ot 0

III 0 at. fiO 00-14.3

(m. 5-0 weeks)

* Litters not reducrrl.

As in series II but supple-

ment of 2y j3-carotene in-

stead of 1 y

0 ist 30- .35

t All mothers showed prolonged gestation and cUfifienlt labour,

j Litters redue<‘d to

(2) A small daily ratio of 1 y of jS-carott?no, which is sufficitmt to maintain a

non-pregnant rat on a vitamin A-defieicnt diet was not enough to enable a

pregnant animal to cast its littt^r,

(3) A very small increase in the extra carotene provided, to 2y daily, not

only allowed normal reproduction to take place but also made it possible for

the mother to rear a small litter. The milk, however, did not contain sufficient

vitamin A to protect the yoimg from the retinal abnormalities which follow a

deficiency in this vitamin,

Oeneral hi^tol^ical examination of the young rats. All the young from series I

and III, as well as those which were not partially eaten from series II, were W(‘ll

developed and of normal weight (4-5 g.) at birth. The lungs, kidneys and eyes of

many of the young from series II and III were examined liistologically at birth

for signs of keratinisation or abnormal development, and with the exception of

one litter from series 11, all were found to be normal. The only abnormal litter

was one of 11 cast by a rat from series II at intervals in a labour lasting over

6 hours. Of these 7 wer(‘ bom alive and 5 dead, but none survived till the next
day. Of the living young 3 were very blue and made violent gasping efforts

about once a minute. On examination the lungs were found to be very full of

blood and almost solid with a few large cavities. The general appearance sug-

gested that something had prevented the proper expansion of the greater part

of the lung with the movements of the chest wall but that the pull had been
enough to produce abnormally large cavities where the tissue could expand. The
circulation through the lung had obviously bf^en established.

Examination of the retinae of the, young ratsfrom series I and 111, The eyes of

59 young rats were examined at ages from 3 to 61 days. No changes from the

normal development of the retina were detected during the first 12 days of life,

that is until the first appearance of the outer limbs of the rods. After this period
the development of the outer limbs tended to be retarded but was never pre-

vented altogether. Of 23 rats killed between 12 and 21 days, 12 showed almost
normal morphological development of the redina although only 4 had perfectly

healthy outer limbs. No visual purple was produced b^rfore 21 days of age and
even then the amount was far below normal. In normal young rats visual

purple can usually be detected between the 12th and 15th days. All the deficient
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retinae except those from 2 rats showed the characteristic lack of differential

staining of the outer limbs.

Of the 59 young rats suckled by deprived mothers 12 wore weaned on to the

vitamin A-deficient diet. Of these one developed a small corneal ulcer 36 days
after weaning and another severe xerophthalmia of both eyes 35 days afttT

weaning. In all the others the eyes remained healthy external ly. Of these* 12 rats

5 received cod-liver oil, 2 for 3 days, 1 for 5 days and 2 (of which the young rat

with xerophthalmia was one) lor 6 days liefore being killed.

The 7 rats which did not re^ceive cod-liver oil were killed between 44 and
58 days of ag(*. All the retinae* showed typical symptoms of vitamin A deficiency

with poorly stained, unhealthy outer limbs to the rods and thinning at the

junction of outer and inner limbs. Dosing with cod-liver oil for only 3 days w^as

sufficient to restore the staining reactions but even 6 days* treatment was not

enough to repair the damage to the structure of the outer limbs. In the rat with

xerophthalmia whi(;h W’as killed after reeemng c(xl-liver oil for 6 days the retina

had completely disafipeared in one eye and w^as seriously affected in the other.

However, in the better eye the rods stained normally where they wen* still

present, indicating that even when the stru(*ture of the retina is severely

damaged, administration of vitamin A is able to restore tlie normal staining

reactions.

Discussion.

The results of tliesc* experiments are rather disappointing since it seems
doubtful wliether tin* young rats examined W'ere suffering from a seAere de-

ficiency during the actual period of retinal development. Tlu* offe<‘t of vitamin A
deficienev in ups(*tting the mechanism of labour makes it difficult to obtain

young rats seriously deficient at birth while the effect on lactation adds a
further compli (*ation

.

It does appf*ar, however, that partial deprivation of vitamin A will postpone

the first appearance of visual purple and, in some cases, prevent its formation

in young suckling rats. These (‘X|ieriments also indicate that the first effect of

vitamin A deficiency on the developing rt^tina is show n on visual purple formation

and that the damage to the rod structure is a later effect. Thus, although visual

purple is not found in unhealthy" rods [Tanslev, 1934], it would seem probable

that vitamin A affects the production of visual pur])h^ directly rather than by
intcrferen<;e w ith the normal health and structure of the ro(is. This idea is in

harmony w’ith Wald's conception of the visual purple system. He believes that

visual purple is formed by a direct combination of vitamin A with protein [1935],

and the I'csults described above may certainly be explained on this theory.

Summary.

1. All attempt was made to obtain young rats which were deficient in vitamin

A during the first 3 weeks of lift*.

2. I^gnant rats subjected to too severe vitamin A deficiency were found

to show a prolonged gestation period and an abnormal and difficult labour. They
also failed to suckle their litters.

3. It was therefore found possible to induce only a moderate, and not a

severe, deficiency in young rats during the suckling jx^riod.

4. In such youiig rats the development of visual purple w^as retarded and in

some cases prevented, while the effect on the structure aiid development of the

rods was not so marked.
6. The part played by vitamin A in the visual purple s^^tem is discussed.
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cxxni. THE WATER-SOLUBLE B-VITAMINS.

V. NOTE ON THE TWO TYPES OF SKIN LESION
OCCURRING IN VITAMIN DEFICIENCY IN

THE RAT IN RELATION TO DEFICIENCY OF
FLAVIN AND VITAMIN B„, RESPECTIVELY.

By ALICE MARY COPPINC.

From th(t Division of Nvtritiony Listt^r Institute.^ London.

(Receded March SlsU 1936.)

In recent papers Oyorgy [1934; 1935] lias shown the relation of the two con-

stituents of vitamin Bg, flavin and vitamin to the skin lesions seen in rats

receiving diets deficient in vitamin Bg. Chick et al. fl93o] also described two
kinds of skin symptoms:

(a) A symmetrical florid di^rmatitis, with redness, swelling and oedema
affecting first the paws and tips of ears and nose. This condition is similar to the
“ specific typt» of dermatitis described by Oyorgy and the jiellagra-like condition

in rats described by Goldberg(‘r and Lillie 11926].

(b) An affection of* the skin in which the hair is shed without swi^lling or

inflammation, with develoyiment of bald patches esjiecially ov'er the head and
face : th<* eyelids are often stuck together with a serous, blood-stained fluid which
exudes from the ej-c^s and from the nostrils. This condition corresponds to that

described as “non-specific” by Oyorgy.

Oyorgy found that vitamin B^ prevented and cured the ‘specific ”, and flavin

the “non-spc'cific”, skin lesions. Although in tliis laboratory we found that

flavin eurt^d the (h) akin affection, vitamin Bg did not always cure the florid (a)

tyjK? of dermatitis and we rather doubted whether the relation ofthe “pellagrous
”

rat dermatitis to lack of vitamin B^ was as simple as Ovbrgv concluded [Chick

et al., 1935, pp, 730, 732J.
It was, hoAvever, realised that the specificity of the two factors for these

different skin affections could be better studied b}^ observations of the prophy-

lactic type on young rats maintained from the time of weaning on diets lacking

only in flavin or only in vitamin B^, Subsequently attempts were made to cure

the sick animals. These experiments, of which a short summary has already been

published [Capping, 1935], form the subject of the prestmt paptu*.

Methods.

In previous studies [Chick et ah, 1935] on vitamin Bg, a basal diet containing

crude maize sugar as a source of carbohydrate productHi skin symptoms more
regularly than one containing rice starch. The following diet was therefore used

:

caseinogen 100, maize sugar 300, cottonseed oil 60, lard 15, salt mixture (Mc-

Collum’s no. 185) 25. The diet was thoroughly mixed by hand and stored dry,

but before feeding was made into a stiff paste with distilled water. Vitamins A,

D and were given separately from dropping pipettes, A and D as cod-liver oil,

and as Peters’s concentrate from yeast, prepared a(?cording to the modified

method described by Kinnersley et al. [1933]. The rata, which were deprived of

( 845 )
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vitamin only, received 12y of pure hepaflavin daily, and litter-mates, deprived

of flavin only, received doses of vitamin Bg as 1 ml. (equivalent to 0*6 g. of

original dry yeast) of a j^east extract from which vitamin Bj and flavin had

been removed by autoclaving and treating with fuller’s (^arth [see Chick et a/.,

1935]. In some curative tests, vitamin Bg was given as a cold alcoholic extract

of whole wheat or whole maize, prepared according to the method described by

Bourquin and Sherman [1931] for use in a modifit^d Sherman and Spohn diet,

in doses equivalent to 4 g. of original cereal [see also Copping, 1936].

Table I. Ty^e of skin ksions devehptd on'' —B'" dki with addition of

vitamin Bi and either flavin or vitamin B^.

(a)=sfl<)rkl (lomiatitis; (6)*«fnon-ijillaiitiii«iuiT skin afttH-tion witli loss of liajr; symptoms.

Proparatory ])i‘ri(j(i Curative* })(*riod

Component No.

Typeofskiulesioiis Av.

of \it.

Group given

((»)-! Ill

(0) (al (6) (/O

0 2 1 0 3-5

B 127 flavin 10 1 ^ 0 1 1-U

10 0 () J 2-1 {

weekly Time weekly

iiicreahi* t'umtixv Xo. of in iricrea.>e

Resultiiitttif. inatcrul afidod rats weeks mwt.g.

(
1

) 127 flavin
-}
puriluid

vit. B,=7.0-5 c. yeast, dty

wt.

1, (h) 4 12 Cure not quite

perfect

(2) 127 flavin 4- alcoholic

extract of maize or w heat

H4g. cereal

2, (a) J l(i-5 Perfect cures

(1) Purified vdt. B,= 0-r> g.

yeast, dry wt.

(2) lUij>urifi(jd yea.st ex-

io) 1-t -0-7 Animals det(*ri-

orated

ti‘act.s=0-6 g. >east, diy 4

wt.

3

(M

!>-9 Imperfect cures

(3) Alcoholic extract of

maize or wlieatiE-l g.

cereal

3. (fl) 3^1 11-6 Perfect cures

2-(. 127 flavin 10 12-3 5 cures, 3 de-

teriorated,* 2

died

C Vit. B, as

a purified

yeast ex-

tract=0*5g.

yeast, dry wt.

* These animals nen* afterwards curoil and giuMlli wa.s restorwl uIhmi the purifii‘d vitaimu Bj was replami by an unpurified

yeast extract or an alcoholic extract of niai/e.

In the experiment detailed in Table I, the test animals wert^ three litters of

young rats which had been partially deprived of vitamin Bg from birth. This was

done by removing yeast from the diet of tlu* lactating mother and, for the last

week of lactation, replacing the stock diet by the usual Ji ” diet, siipplemtmted

by vitamin Bj as Jansen and Donath s acid clay adsorbate from rice polishings.

At weaning the rats usually weighed 35-40 g. and were immediately placed in

separate cages and given the experimental diet and doses of vitamins A, D, B^

and either vitamin Bg or flavin. 3 rats received neither component of vitamin Bg

and acted as controls.

Of the 10 rats which received flavin only from the time of weaning, 8

developed thi? florid (a) type of dermatitis, 1 showed both (a) and (h) symptoms
combined, and 1 had no definite skin symptoms at the end of 14 weeks. Six of

these animals, derived from two of the litters, were successfully cured by
administration of vitamin Bg given either as an autoclaved yeast extract, or as

an alcoholic extract of maize or wheat, although the increase in weight on the

combined doses tended to he subnormal, the weekly average gain being 9-9 g.

in the former case and 11*5 g. in the latter. The condition of the 4 rats from the

third litter was bad after the preparatory period on flavin alone, and only one
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cure was successful. The otliers deteriorated after receiving vitamin as

purified or unpurified yeast extract
;

I died and the other 2 were killed.

Of the 10 rats receiving vitamin B^, none showed the florid (a) type of skin

symptoms, 6 developed the {b) type, one had a combination of symptoms and
3 showed no definite skin symptoms after 14 weeks on the diet. The condition of

the animals receiving vitamin B<j only w’as generally worse than that of animals

receiving flavin only, even though the skin symptoms were less severe. Two of

the rats in this grou]) di<*d shortly after the curative dose of flavin was given,

5 cured very slowly, and in 3 cases definite florid (a) sym]»toms developed within

a few days afttT the flavin dose w^as given. The reason for this is not clear, but it

seems as if flavin, given under these circumstances, may at first cause the

pathological process responsible for the florid dermatitis to flart' u]) tt?mporarily,

even though vitamin B^ is ])resent in the diet. The florid symptoms eventually

cleared up spontaneously before the end of the exjKTimt‘nt, but the (‘ure was
slow.

Of the 3 negative control rats which had received no vitamin Bg component
from the beginning of the experiment and were observed for 3 to o weeks, 2

showed some type (or) symptoms, which w'ere rapidly cured by alcoholic extracts

from maize and wheat, resfKeetjvely. and 1 show^ed the (b) tyi>e. All 3 animals

finally ree<dved flavin and vitamin B^ and w^en* satisfa(?torily cured of all

symptoms and gr<‘w normally.

The results of these experiments show' clearly that flavin prevents the (b) type

and vitamin B,. the (ri) tyi)e of skin disorder. Further evidence of the effect of

flavin in ])reventing the (//) tyjKi of skin lesions is recorded in the accompanying
paper [Topping, llKlfl]. In a long si‘ries of proj)hylaetic exjxeriments with a
modifitKl Boiirquin and Sherman diet which contains vitamin Bg as an alcoholic

cereal (‘xtract, the typ* (a) dermatitis was observed in onh" 1 rat, and the

typ' {b) was show'n by 37 rats. These* W'ert5 rapidly cured and growth w'as restored

by the addition of flavin to the diet. Full confirmation is thus givtm of the

conclusions of Gyorgy |lfl34: 1935].

The above (‘xperiments also demonstrated the indispmsability of both flavin

and vitamin B^ for maintenance as well as for healthy skin condition and suggest

that in order to obtain full b<?nefit of the one, the other must be ])rovided in

adequate amount. As in our former aeries [Chick ef aL, 1935], attempts to cure

by flavin or a purified eoucentrate of vitamin B^ ,
n*apectively, were not always

successful, except when alcoholic (‘Xtracts of w heat or maize were used as source

of vitamin .

SrMMARY.

1. In a series of prophylactic expriments with >ouiig rats maintained on

diets lacking only one constituent of vitamin B.^, those deprived of flavin

develops the (b) typ^ of skin lesions, whilst those deprived of vitamin Bq

developed the florid (a) typ of dermatitis.

2. In the former case cures w^ere observed and grow th restored in 5 rats out

of 10 by the administration ofpure flavin. In the latter ease speedy and complete

cures were obtained by administration of vitamin B^j as an alcoholic extract of

whole maize or wheat, but cure was more irregular and imprfect when vitamin

Be was given in the form of a preparation from yeast.

In conclusion I make gratefnl aeknowdedgement of the continued lielpful

advice of Dr H. Chick and of Sir Charles Martin. I have to thank Dr Sidney

Smith for the supply of hepaflavin which enabled this work to be done, and the

Medical Research Council for a prsonal grant.
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CXXIV. THE WATER-SOLUBLE B-VITAMINS.

VI. FLAVIN AND VITAMIN IN CEREALS.

By ALICE MARY COPPING.

From the Division of Nutrition
, Lister Institute, London,

(Received March 3lst, 1936.)

In the course of investigations on the skin symptoms in rats due to lack of

vitamin Bg and of its separate comjK>nents, it was found advisable to .study the

effect of the Bourquin and Sherman [1931] tyjx^ of diet. This di(^t has been

widely used in the study of vitamin Bg, and recentlj" by Kuhn et al. [1933, 1]. It

was originally devised to be free from vitamin Bg and to contain vitamin Bj as an

alcoholic extra(‘t of whole wheat.

Booher [1933; 1934] demonstrated that when this diet was supplemented

with flavin good growdh was obtained, but Kuhn et al. [1933, 2
]
and Gyorgy et al.

[1934] found that some further factor obtained from yeast, and considered at that

time to be vitamin B4 [Reader, 1929], was requircnl a.s well as flavin to supple-

ment the diet completely. Nevertheless, flavin w^as assumed to be identical with

vitamin Bg. Later results published by Euler et al. [1934] and Gybrgj" [1934;

193/)] and also the observations of Chick et al. [1935] show^ed that Wtamin Bg
was eomjx^site in nature, that flavin was only one eorn})onent, and that a

supplementary substance was also present, which was named vitamin B^ by
Gyorgy.

In this laboratory preliminary tests with Bourquin and Slierman diets con-

firmed the observations that the growth of rats could be stimulated when this

diet was supplemented with flavin and indicated that while flavin was lacking

in the alcoholic cereal extract present in the diet, vitamin w^as present in

abundance. This was confirmed by Birch and Gyorgy [1935] and this conclusion is

also supported by observations reported in another paper [Copping, 1935; 1936]

on the relation between the constituents of vitamin Bg and the occurrence of

different types of skin lesions. Alcoholic extracts ofwheat and maize were potent

in curing the skin symptoms of the florid (a) type develoj)ed in the absence of

vitamin B^ [see Chick et al, 1935].

Considering the dietetic importance of cereals, the connection of endemic

pellagra with the consumption of maize and the theories connecting the etiology

of this disease with deficiency of vitamin Bg, it seemed of interest to investigate

more fully the dietary factors present in an 80% alcoholic extract of maize and

other cereals, and the relative amounts of the two components of vitamin Bg

present in whole maize and wheat and their milled products.

Methods.

Alcoholic extracts ofwhole wheat, white patent flour, whole maize, maize endosperm (polenta)

and ground polished rice were prepared according to the method of Bourquin and Sherman.

800 g. of the cereal were shaken at room temperature (ca, 18®) for 1*5 hours with 1*5 litres of

fl0% (by weight) alcohol, and the extract filtered through a Buchner filter with suction. The

residue was then shaken for 1 hour with a fresh litre of 80% alcohol, again filtered and the residue

washed with about 300 ml. of 80% alcohol. The combined filtrates, concentrated in twuo to

about one-fourth of their original volume, were then poured on to .300 g. of corn starch and dried at

( 849 )
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room temperature under an electric fan. Thus 300 g. of the final prepared starch contained the

extract from 800 g. of the original cereal. In the preparation of the extract, allowance was made

for the water content of the cereals, the first extraction usually being made with 85% alcohol.

Diets were prepared, of Avhich 100 g. contained the extract from 50 g, i*ereal (as in the original

specification of Bourquin and Sherman) and from 150 g. of cereal, res|K*ctively. ^’hese diets may

then be stated to contain 50 and I.IO “gram equivalents” of cereal “q, respectively. For con-

venience, they are called Diets H and S 1 and B and S IJI and their compositions are given below.

Caseinogen
Salt mixture
Hardened eottonseed oil

Lard
(^orn starch

Corn starch -f cereal extract

Di(‘t B and S I

18

4
8

2
40
10

Diet B and S III

18

4
8
2

12

50

Young rats which had lx‘on {mrtiallv de}>rived of vitamin Bg from birtii. as

described by Chick et ah [1935], were weaned at 21 days, when tht\v wfdghed

30-40 g., placed in se]mrate cages and given the above diets containing cereal

extracts, together with vitamin.s A and D as a separate dos(‘ of cod-lj\'er oil.

Bats receiving the B and S 1 diets were given additional vitamin Bj as Ptders's

concentrate. Otherwise, when they ate verylitth', it was feared that the,\' might

be short of this xdtamin. It was assumed that rats receiving H and S 111 diets

obtained enough vitaimin Bj ex<‘ept when the diets contained (‘xtracts of highly

milled cereal products: in this case a supplement of vitamin Bj was giv(‘n.

InVESTIOATION of ALCOHOUC EXTKAOTS of CEKEALS for TflE PRESENCE
OF VITAMIN B^ AM) FLAVIN.

{a) Incidence and cure of skin symptoms in rats rmiring difts containing

wheat extract.
4

In an initial exixTjmont to investigate the alcoholic extract of wh(*at, a litter

of 9 young rats was used; 5 rats received the B and S I, and 4 the B atul S III

type of diet. After 3-5 weeks all the animals showc'd a s(‘V(‘re degree of th(' (b)

type of generalised skin affection, which has bei*n shown to bi* di*velo]Hxl in th(*

absence of flavin when vitamin Bq is provided.

Of the 5 rats receiving the B and S I diet, 3 which had ef‘ttsed to grow and had
developed severe skin symptoms were dose<l with hepafiavin (12y) daily for

4 weeks, during wdiich period their skin lesions wen* liealed and there was an
average gain in weight of 8 g. w^»ekly. One of the other tw'o rats on this diet w as

given a dose of vitamin B^ in the form of a yeast extract from w'^hi(‘h tlu* vitamin

Bj and flavin had been removed by autoclaving and treating with fuller's earth

[see Chick et ah, 1935], but this supplement caused no improvement of the

severe (6) type of skin sjTnptoms, nor was growth restored until flavin was given
as well. The condition then imjiroved rapidly and the rat gained an average of

18 g. weekly for 4 weeks on the combined dose. The fifth animal was in a very
poor condition and died a few days after it was given a dose of flavin, without
showing any remission of its symptoms.

The 4 rats which received the B and 8 III diet remained in a better condition
than those receiving the B and S I diet and even grew slightly for 2 or 3 weeks.
They also developed severe (6) type of skin symptoms after 6-10 weeks and 3 were
given daily doses of 12 y flavin. Their average weekly gain in weight was 18 g. for

4 weeks and their condition was good at the end of the experiment. The fourth
animal of this group received a dose of vitamin for 3 weeks, during which it
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showed no improvement and its condition became very bad. Improvement took
place after an additional dose of 12y of flavin was given, but growth was sub-

normal (average of 10 g. weekly) and the skin symptoms did not clear so quickly

as those of other rats which luwl been deprived of flavin for shorter periods.

This supplementary effect of flavin added to a diet containing wheat extract,

in curing the generalised skin condition devi‘lopecl on this diet, indicated that the

alcoholic extract of whole wheat contained a fair amount of vitamin Bg but was
deficient in flavin,

(6) on grouih of *,xtracfs from difftrmt certain.

Witli weight iriereasi* as criterion, a long series of experiments was made to

study the vitamin Bg components present in diets containing extracts of wh(‘at,

white top patent Hour, maize, maize endosperm, ground polished rice. The diets

were pre])arcd to carry extracts supplying cither 50 (B and S I) or 150 (B and S
III) g. equivalents of whoh' cereal per 100 g. of diet, but for the milled cereal

products, only dir‘ts currying 150 g. equivalents were used, as it was thought

pro})al)l(* that their eonterd of vitamin Bg would be much less than that of the

c<uTt*.sponding whole grains.

Young rats given these di<'ts at weaning sometimes gi'C‘W slightly for 2 to

5 \v<*(*ks, but their wt‘ight generally remaiiu^d stationary at about 50 g. and they

rapidly d(‘veJoi)ed skin symptoms of the (b) type*. Out of 42 rats which received

tlie.s(* dieds for 1) weeks, 37 showed the (b) ty|>e of symptoms. Aft(»r 3-fi weeks the

rats were dosed with flavin and growth response to 12y daily of flavin for

4 'Weeks was observ(*d. The* skin symptoms cleaned up in every cusc in which they

were present. The rt'sults an* summarised in Table 1.

Table 1.

Before flavin do‘«e'? After flavin doses

Food intake Av. Food intake Av.
. . . ’

^ wcc'kly (
’ weekly

g.equiv. incrt'aNC* g. cquiv. increase

No. of g, per ofrejt'al inwt. g. per of cereal in wt.

rroilp1 Cereal diet rats
r ’ JT' *

week* per week*
L

week per weekt g-

1 B and S 1 wheat extract T {o)\

.> (A)J
38 19 2

1:S
15(11-18)
26 (21-,32)

7

13

2 B and 5S IIJ wheat extract 4 (n)l

3m ryj IS 2-5
IS

69 (5.V78)

91 (88-93)

16
19-5

3 B and S J maize extract 5 («)1

ti (h)t
r>6 28 15 J3U

152

15 (13-19)

26 (22-33)

9
13-5

4 B and S III maize extract 2 («)l
: (6)f

of) 84 2-5
149

158

74 (69-77)

89 (81-99)

16

15

5 B and S III white flour

extract

8 3fi 54 -> 52 77 11

B and 8 III polenta ex-

tract

11 29 44 1-5 ,“)(» 75 11

7 B and 8 III ground rice H Ho 52 <> 52 77 10

extract

* The diets were fe<i as dry powders and at first there was some scattering so that the figures

for intake in cols, 4 and 5 are to be regartled as approximate.

t Figures in brackets indicate* the extent of variation within the group.

The variation in the intake of supplementary factors, vitamins B^ and B^,

with variations in appetite, constitutes a fundamental difficulty in the use of the

Bourquin and Sherman type of diet, but in these exptTimeiits the effect of any
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variability in the amount of vitamin Bj can be neglected, since the adequacy of

the supply was assured by giving additional doses of Peters’s vitamin Bj con-

centrate from yeast in all cases where it was considered that the intake in the

diet was low. The food intake was completely recorded irt all experiments so that

the amounts of vitamin Bg ingested could also l)e checked.

It was found that intake and growth resjwnse varied considerably in indi-

vidual rats, similarly treated, without relation to sex, so that the results were

analysed on the basis of a division into groups (a) and (b) eating more or less

than 20 g. equivalents weekly in the group receiving the H and S I type* of diet,

and more or less than 80 g. equivalents in the group receiving the B and S III

diet. These amounts indicate not only the cereal extract consunutd (and the

vitamin Bg consumption) but, in any one group, are also proportional to the

calorie intake.

In the period before the di(»ts were suppleraentcHi with flavin all the rats

showed a uniform lack of growth whatever the intake of cereal extract; after

flavin w^as given those rats receiving the B and S 111 diets showed much more
satisfactory weight increases than those on B and 8 T diets. At the lower levels

of intake there would not appear to be a great difference in effective supfde-

mentary factors in the extracts from wheat and maize, but at higher levies of

intake w^heat extract appears to he rather betU‘r than maize in growth-pro-

moting effect. With wheat extract, increased intake in grouf) 2 5 (Table I) is

reflected in an increase in average growth rate, in group 4 5 w ith maize t'xtrac‘t

there is no such effect, and the possibility is suggested that the larger intake of

tlie alcoholic extract of maize even have had a slight (lef)ressing effect on
growth.

Extracts from milked (‘(Teal products, when sup]>lem(nted with flavin, elicited

a much lower growth nvsponse in proportion to intake than the (‘xtracts from

w'hole cereals. Tlu^re is a striking agre(*ment b(‘tween the figure's for intake and
gain in weight in gi’oups o, ft and 7, Table 1, which indicates that th(' endosperm
of these cereals contains a fairly constant, ifscmiewhat low%amount of vitamin Bg

.

The average intake of the eeTeal extracts in the.se groups w^as about tlu' snmr as

that of the (a) groups receiving the extracts of whole wheat and maize in similar

B and 8 III diets, but the growth response was much less. It must therefore be

eoneluch'd that a considerable proportion of the vitamin Bg juvsent in the original

cereal liad been lost in milling and wm therefore situated in the germ and
integuments.

In some (experiments the addition of extra vitamin Bg, in the form of a yeast

(extract from which vitamin Bj and flavin had btecen n'moved, was inv('stigated,

but such addition did not usually improve the condition of th(' rats or inereast*

the growth rate. This was to be exj)ected as they w(Te alreaciy receiving

vitamin Bg in the cereal extracts but wwe deficient hi flavin.

It may be concluded from these experiments that the alcoholic ('crcjal extracts

are rich in vitamin Bg and deficient in flavin. The latter observation is not
unexpected as, even if flavin were present in the w hole cereal, it would not easily

be extra et(^d by (*old 80% al(Johol.

Comjmrison of whole cereals and ahohoKc cereals extracts as regards content

of vitandn Bq and flavin.

Bireb and (^yorgy [1935] found that only part of the vitamin Bg activity of
wheat and maize was extracted by cold 80% alcohol and the following tests with
diets containing whole cereals and cereal extracts have confirmed this observa-
tion.
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Diets containing 50 g. of whole wheat or maize per 100 g. of diet were com-

pared with B and S I diets containing 50 g. equivalents of whole cereal per 100 g.

of diet. A diet with white top patent flour was also made up to compare with the

diet containing extract of flour (Table I). The composition of the diets, allowing

for variations in the content of protein and carbohydrate in the cereal was as

follows: caseinogon 11, salt mixture (McCollum’s No. 185) 4, hardened cotton-

seed oil 7, lard 2, com starch 2G, cereal 50.

Exp. 1 . These diets were testc^d on 25 young rats from 3 litters, groups of

6 receiving 50% whole wheat diet, B and S I wheat extract diet, 50% whole

maize diet, B and S I maize extract diet and 50% whole flour diet, respectively

(see Table II).

Table II.

Bffare flavin duseh .ifter flavin du-st's

Group

No. ot

rat!)

Time in

weeks

Weekly
intake of

cereal, 4
*.

(M g equiv.

Ar. weekly

increase

in wt.

a

No. •)!

rats

Time in

weeks

Weekly
intake ()f

cereal, g.

org equiv

Xv. weekly

increase

in wt,

g.

Kxp. 1 :

1 Whnltj wheat r)0 *\, 4 4 32 134 1 4 43 20
2 White flour 5 4 14 0 4 2M* 10

3 Whole, loaize 1 22 i .*0 i 4 33 10*4

4 K anil 1 vheat wtract 4 13 -0*:^ A 4 2t>4 9-0

5 B and 1 maize e\lrai t 5 4 (>2 5 4 20 9-0

Lxp. 2 :

(i Whole wheat 1 2-4 7 0 7*2 1 4 22 00 ,

7 W’hole 30'',, -1 2-1 11 ir\ 4 4 21 io-s

g B and S I wheat esiraei [ 2 4 15 4^ 1 t 2n 12‘7

9 B and S 1 maize extract 4 24 10 4 -tl 4 4 2s 14-0

Th(‘ rats n^ceiving the diet c'ontaining 50 whole wdieat grew steadily at a

rate of 10-19 g. weekly without additional flavin, except in the case of I rat which

ate very litth^ in the first 2 weeks of the experiment and did not thrive until it

received a dose of flavin, after which it grew 81 g. in 4 weeks. The 5 rats r(*ceiving

the diet containing 50^;, whole maize showed a much smaller incr(‘ase in weight,

only about 0 g. wwkly, until they reccivKl additional flavin, when their growth

rate was of the. sanu* order as that of their litter-mates receiving the wiiole wdieat

diet without added fla\in. The results were complicated by differing food con-

sumption, .since the rats receiving the 50% whole wiu‘at diet ate 23-45 g. wheat

per w(H‘k, and those receiving the 50 ?o whole maize diet ate only 10-29 g. of

maizt* per week hefore receiving the flavin doses but 20-40 g. afterw^ards.

The rats in gi*oups 4 and 5 rt^ceiving diets containing 50 g. equivalents per

100 g. of wheat and maize as extract were all given flavin doses at the same time

as litter-mates in group 3 receiving the 50*J„ whole maize diet, and their average

growth was much less than that of the rats rt^ceiving the unsupplemonted whole

wheat diet, or those receiving the whole maize diet with additional flavin. Those

receiving the wheat extract diet supplemented with flavin had an average intake

of 20 g. equivalents of wheat W'oekly and only show^ed an avt^age gain of 9 g.

weekly, and those receiving the maize extract diet showT.d similar figures for

both intake and growth. The amounts of extract consumed in groups 4 and 5

were not equivalent to the amounts of whole cereal consumed by rats in groups

1 and 3 receiving the whole cereal diets, but oven so the grow'th response w’as so

much less as to suggest that by no means all the vitamin Bg of wheat and maize

is extracted by 80% alcohol at room temperature.

The results of this experiment did not give a quantitative estimate of the

extroctibility of the vitamin Bg in wheat and maize by cold 80% alcohol, but did
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serve to demonstrate a notable difference between whole wheat and whole

maize for the maintenance of growth and good condition and indicated the

presence of the whole vitamin complex in whole wheat, but a lack of the

flavin component in whole maize.

Rats receiving the diet containing 50% white flour, Indore they were given

flavin, grew' rather less than those receiving the whole maize diet and very much
less than those receiving the whole wheat diet; their intake was, however, very

low. After they w^re given doses of flavin their avcTago weekly growth was 10 g.

and average intake 22 g. of flour weekly. A comparison of those figun^s with

those for group 5 in Table I shows a very similar growth result (weekly average

11 g.) for rats which ate 77 g. equivalents of flour as alcoholic extract, thus

indicating that the alcoholic extract contained only one-third to one-(]uarter of

the vitamin present in the flour.

Exp. 2. An experiment was made with diets containing 30 whole wheat

and maize, in the hope of obtaining a lK‘tter estimate of the vitamin Hg content

of these grains and of the extent to which it was extracted by alcohol. The I’csults

given in Table II show that in the case of wheat supplemented with flavin, with

comparable intake of whole cereal and of g. equivalents of cental extract (22-

26 g. or g. equiv.), the growth with the former (weekly average 22 g.) far exceeds

that with the lattcT (13 g.). A comparison of these figures with those* of groups 1 (b)

and 2 (5) in Table* I suggests that such a difference in grow^th response corre-

sponds to about tliree times the intake of cen'al as g. equivalents, and if this

calculation be permitted, it may be (‘.stimated that rath(‘r less tlian one-third of

the vitamin B^ in whole wheat is extracted by cold 80% alcohol.

The maize extract contained definitely less vitamin than an equivalent

amount of whole maize, but no exact calculation of the proportion extraetiHl

could be made as there was no consistent increase in growth elh*ct corresponding

to increased intake either of the whole cxwal or of the extract.

* Further, this exi)eriment provides more evidence of the fact that wheat
contains more flavin than maize.

CONCIAT.Sl()NS.

These results confirm the observation of Birch and Gyorgy [J935] that cereals

are a good source of vitamin Bg. Wheat and maize seem to be about equally

I)otent sources at levels of intake up to about 20-30 g. or g. equiv. of cereal

weekly. At higher levels of intake there is evidence that maize was either a less

effective source of vitamin B^, or that its activity w as prejudiced by the presence

of some other factor, possibly harmful to rats. For whilst increased intake of
wheat, either as such or as the 80% alcoholic extract, was accompanied by
increased growth, a similarly increased intake of maize only allowed increased

gi’owth up to a limited amount, l)e3"ond which there was no further increase

and sometimes even a sliglit falling off. Similar results were obtained with all

types of maize diet used, whether containing wheJe maize or the extract (see

Table I, grouxjs 3 and 4: Table II, groups 3 and 7), so that if there is some
deleterious factor in maize it would seem to be extracted by cold 80% alcohol.

The milled products of wheat and maize, and also ground polished rice, were
found to be less active sources of vitamin B^ than the whole cereals. A comparison
of groups 5 and 6 in Table I with groups 1 and 3, respectively, suggests that flour

and polenta contain only about one-third ofthe amount of vitamin present in

the whole grains, since when supplemented with flavin about three times the
intake (calculated as g. equiv.) is needed to support a similar growth rate. In
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the case of flour thk result agrees with that derived from a comparison of ihe

unextracted materials, which showed that white flour was much inferior to whole
wheat as a source ofvitamin . It is therefore apparent that much ofthe vitamin

Be of the grain is contained in the germ and integuments.

Whole wheat was also found to be a slightly better source of the entire

vitamin Bg complex than whole maize, but when the whole maize diets were
supplemented with flavin tlae growth rate became approximately equal to that
obtained with whole wheat unsupplemented. Whole wheat would therefore

appear to contain a greater amount of flavin than whole maize. This conclusion

has been confirmed by Dr Ellinger (pri^T^ate communication) by chemical work, in

which an attempt was made at quantitative extraction and estimation of flavin

in wheat and maize.

The experiments made with the Bourquin and Sherman diet indicated that

the flavin of cereals was not extracted with cold 80% alcohol, but that about
one-third to one-quarter of the vitamin Bg could be removed by two extractions

with cold 80% alcohol. This finding is not in accord with that of Birch ei al,

[1935, pp. 2836, 2849]who found this vitamin to l^e extracted with great diflaculty.

A significant nutritional difference has thus been demonstrated between
wheat and maize in the larger content of flavin in wheat. The experiments in

this paper permit no other conclusion. The result is, however, opposed to that of

Birch et aL [1935] who found flavin present in maize in greater amount than in

wheat. We can suggest no explanation for this discrepancy unless there is con-

siderable variation in the flavin content of different samples of maize.

It is important to note that the use of the Bourquin and Sherman type of

diet in investigations of this type is not very satisfactory, since the variation in

intake of food with the appetite of the experimental animals also causes variation

in the intake of certain essential dietary factors and makes results more difficult

of interpretation. A more r<*liable result would l>e obtained by giving the test

materials as separate doses, as in a few^ experiments reported elsewhere [Copping,

1936].

PELI.AGBA A55D MAIZE-EATING.

It would be tempting to emphasise the significance of the deficiency of flavin

in maize, scjcing that many substances which prevent and cure pellagra (liver,

liver extract, meat, milk, yeast) are rich in flavin. Clinical trials have not, how-
ever, indicated any curative property for human pt^llagra in pure flavin [Dann
et al,, 1935; Spies and Chinn*] nor can black tongue in dogs be cured by it

[Gyorgy, 1935]. Further, white flour, on which so many wheat eaters subsist, is

equaUy deficient in flavin and populations livdng in poverty in isolated districts

and subsisting too exclusively on milled wheaten products tend to develop

beriberi, whilst endemic pellagra is unknown in such circumstances [Aykroyd,

1930].

Ihere is, however, in some of the experiments recorded in this paper a sug-

gestion of an unwholesome element in maize. In several tests, increasing the

amounts of maize or maize extracts in the diet, even when these were providing

an essential vitamin, did not show an increasing beneficial effect, as was the case

in similar trials with wheat and wheat extracts. The theory postulating some

toxic factor in maize and regarding endemic pellagra as a disease of intoxication

has been put forward by many investigators, chiefly on clinical grounds, and is

possibly supported by this observation.

1 See Birch el at, [1936, p. 2860].

Bioohem. 1936 xxx 65
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Summary.

1. The results of experiments on rats with diets of the Bourquin and
Sherman type, containing extracts of wheat or maize or their milled products, or

diets containing the unextracted whole cereals, indicate that wheat and maize

are good sources of vitamin B^j and that one-third to one-quarter of the vitamin

Be present is extracted by cold 80% alcohol.

2. Wheat appears to contain a greater amount of flavin than maize, but no
flavin is extracted by cold 80% alcohol.

3. The vitamin Bg in both wheat and maize appears to be present in greater

amount in the germ and integuments than in the endosperm.

4. Some of the experiments with maize and maize extracts suggest the

possibility that a deleterious substance is present in this cereal, and is, moreover,

extracted by cold 80% alcohol.

My best thanks are due to Dr H. Chick for her unfailing interest and advice

concerning this work, and to Sir Charles Martin for his helpful criticism, to

Dr Sidney Smith for supplying pure heimflavin, without which this work w^ould

have been impossible, and to the Medical Research Council for a personal grant.
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CXXV. THE EFFECT OF INCOMPLETE DIETS
ON THE CONCENTRATION OF ASCORBIC ACID

IN THE ORGANS OF THE RAT.
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(Received March 31st, 1936,)

It has been known for some time from biological tests that the Hvtjr of animals
<‘ontains vitamin C in very much higher concentrations than many of their other

tissues. Recent observations have brought to light that the small intestine aLso

is rich in the vitamin. Harde and Wolff [11134] were the first to demonstrate that,

of the entire intestinal tract, the small intestine of tlie mouse kept on a scorbutic

diet showed by the indophenol titration method a more or less constant ascorbic

acid content about etjfual to that of the liver—^an observation which led them to

suggest that the vitamin was most probably synthesised by the former. A ff*w

months later Hopkins [11134] made a similar observation with regard to the rat

and further (extended the investigation in order to determine its connection with

the vitamin content of the liver and the relation of the concentrations in these

organs to the composition of th(‘ diet consumed by the rat. Soon after the

publication of the above communication tht* writer [Zilva, 1935] produced
(*videnee which militated against the view that the concentration of ascorbic

acid in the small intestine of the mouse or rat was due to the synthesis of the

vitamin in that organ. He was able to .show that when guinea-pigs—animals

which do not synthesi.se ascorbic acid—^were kept on a good mixed dici containing

cabbage ad lib, extracts of the walls of the small intt^stine jwssessed a reducing

capacity for indophenol of an order similar to that of tlu* mou.s(‘ and the rat.

Wiieii, however, the vitamin was withheld from the diet the reducing capacity

fell almost to zero. Furthermore, when asc/orbic acid was injected into the blood

stream of vitamin (!J-dej)leted animals the reducing capacity for indophenol rose

to about the level found in the .small intestine of guinea-pigs subsisting on a diet

rich in vitamin C. The re.sults indicated that it was more probable that the

mouse and the rat, like the guinea-pig, tend to concentrate and store rather than

to synthesi.se ascorbic acid in the small intestine. From the writer's experiments

with guinea-])igs it could be concluded in addition that the indophtmol-reducing

substance in the walls of the small intestine of the mouse and rat was mainly as-

corbic acid. Similar results were also obtained independently by Jacobsen [1935].

In a recent publication Hopkins [1935]*-^ with the assistance of B. R. Slater

gives in greater detail the results and conclusions previously outlined in brief in

his preliminary note [Hopkins, 1934]. He found that when rats existed on a

^ Member of the scientiiic staff. Medical Research Council.

* In discassing the origin of ascorbic acid in connection with animals which synthesise the

vitamin Hopkins says in this communication “That it (ascorbic acid) is normally present in the

latter (the small intestiuo) is now well known [Hopkins, 1934; Harde and Wolff, 1934; Zilva, 1935;

et flZ.J”. For the sake of precision the writer would like to point out that in his publication, here

referred to he demonstrated the presence of ascorbic acid in the intestine of the guinea-pig and not

of the rat or mouse, the object being, as mentioned above, to stress the improbability of synthesis

in the small intestine implied by Harde and Wolff and by Hopkins in their communications.

( 867 )
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normal mixed diet the average concentrations of ascorbic acid in the liver and in

the small intestine were the same. When however a carbohydrate diet was

consumed by these animals the concentration in the liver rose immediately,

becoming higher than in the intestine. On the other hand on diets lacking

carbohydrates such as those consisting of protein and fat or fat alone and after

48 hours’ starvation the concentration in the liver rapidly fell while that in the

intestine rose. He tlierefore considers that the liver and the intestine represent

sites of formation rather than of storage of the vitamin. When carbohydrate

in the liver is inadequately available as a primary source for synthesis, the

intestine can then utilise protein for this purpose. A mutual adjustment is thus

possible in the productive activities of these organs.

This work appeared to call for repetition. From the data provided in this

communication it will be seen that some of the major results could not be

reproduced, whilst others when considered in their entirety are subject to an

interpretation different from that given to them by Hopkins.

Technique,

Although the technique used by Hopkins was in principle the same as is

usually applied to work of this nature, all the conditions were adjusted as nearly

as possible to those observed by him in his w^ork.

Stock. Rats raised in two different places, namely the Lister Institute and
by a breeder in Hampshire were employed. The origin of these experimental

animals was found, however, not to influence the results. Each experimental

animal was kept in a separate cage.

Diets. Rats on the normal diet were offered a free choice of brown bread, milk,

oats and bran. The carbohydrate diet contained three parts of starch and one

part of cane sugar
;
the protein and fat diet two parts of caseinogen and one part

of lard. The last two diets were made into a paste, the first with about one-

quarter part by weight of water, the second with about an equal part of water.

The fat diet consisted of lard only. To each of the diets about 5% of a balanced

salt mixture was added. Clean water changed daily was offered ad lib. in all

cases during the experiment, including the 48-hour fasting period. The amount
of food consumed was recorded daily.

Preparation and extraction of tissues. All the animals were killed by stunning
and bleeding. The livers and the intestines were taken out immediately, and
after removal of all adhering tissues were worked up for analysis with the utmost
speed. The intestines extending from the pyloric to the caecal end were emptied
oftheir contents by a flow of tepid water, squeezed and well dried on filter-paper.

The organs were then thoroughly ground with sand in three times their weight
of dilute trichloroacetic acid, so as to yield a final extract containing 2*5%
trichloroacetic acid.

Titrations. All the titrations were carried out by running the indicator into

5 ml. and occasionally less of the colourless extracts adjusted to 2^5 from a
macro-burette, until the addition of two drops left the solution coloured for

10 sec. Each extract was titrated with both dimethylaminobenzoindophenol and
2:6-dichlorophenolindophenol. These figures usually agreed very well. When
there was a small difference the average of the two titrations was used in the
calculation of the result, the average diy weight of the organs being taken as a
basis. In a number of representative experiments the extracts were also titrated

with both indophenols fostly by delivering the indicators from a micro-burette
into the extracts and secondly by running the extracts from such a burette into
a measured quantity of 2:6-^ohlorophenoIindophenol of known strength
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(0*2 ml. N/2O0 or 0*05 ml. N/lOO). The control micro-determinations were carried

out independently by Mr A. E. Kellie to whom I should like to express my thanks

for assistance in this matter. The indicators were standardised daily against pure

ascorbic acid.

Determination of dry matter conterUs, The adhering fatty and other tissues

were carefully removed from the organs. They were then dried at 37" for about

24 hours, after which they were ground to a fine |X)wder and dried to constant

weight at 100". All the intestines and some of the livers were extracted with

ether in a Soxhlet apparatus during 1 working day previous to drying at 100 ^

Discussion of results.

Before considering the general results reference must be made to the condi-

tions under which the determinations of ascorbic acid were carried out. The
writer and his colleagues have during the last 10 years been employing the

indophenol technique with good results when this reduction method could be

applied specifically in the assessment of the vitamin. The standardised indicator,

pheiiolindophenol or dimethylaminobenzoindophenol used by them was always

delivered into about 5 ml. of test solution until the addition of a few drops left

the solution coloured for a specified time. Later Tillmans, using the somewhat
more highly coloured 2:6-dichlorophenolindophenol which, as weU as the above

indophenols, is decolorised by ascorbic acid and compounds of a similar or greater

reducing potential, also obtained good results by titrating in the same manner.

Still later Szent-Gyorgyi made the useful suggestion of titrating in acid solution

in order to suppress the reducing activity of some accompanying substances

[c/. Harris and Ray, 1933]. This was followed by the introduction by numerous
workers of minor modifications the utility of which is not immediately obvious.

One of these [Birch et ah, 1933] consisted of delivering the test solution into the

indicator instead of the reverse way of titration. Hopkins utilised this variant of

indophenol titration and found it an excellent method. In view of the lack of

agreement between some of the results in the two investigations it was necessary

to ascertain whether it could he traced to the slight difference in the titration

procedure. The results obtained (Table I) by the various procedures show that

such differences as were observed could not be traced to one particular mode of

titration but were due to a general error inherent in the indophenol tecimique as

applied to animal tissue extracts. It may therefore be concluded that the diver-

gencies in the results are not due to the minor variation in the technique and that

the inverted order of titration with 2:6-dichloropheno]indophenol, apart from the

personal predilection, does not, when considered objectively, endow the results

with any higher degre^e of accuracy.

In this investigation not only are data given of the concentrations of ascorbic

acid in the intestine and liver of the rats kept on the various diets but also of the

total contents of the vitamin in these organs together with their weight. These

latter data were not provided or considered by Hopkins, but, as will be seen later,

they form evidence of an essential character in the argument of the thesis.

For the sake of convenience the average results of all the experiments are

given in Table VIII, p. 867.

The first experiment to be considered will be that of the rats kept on the

stock diet, since the results obtained with them must serve as the standard for

comparison. Considering that these rats had a free choice of a mixed diet it was

difficult to record the quantity of food consumed by them per day but from

various observations it may be estimated to be about 10-15 g. calculated on dry

matter. In this and in all the other experiments, the results are divided into
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Table I.

Liver Intestine

Macro Macro Micro Micro Micro Macro Macro Micro Micro Micro

direct direct direct direct inverted direct direct direct direct inverted

Dim. Dichlor, Dim. Dichlor. Dichlor. Dim. Dichlor. Dim. Dichlor. Dichlor.

mg./g. mg./g. mg./g. mg./g. mg'/g- “ig./g- mg./g. mg./g. mg./g. mg./g.

48 hours without food.

0-,30 0-30 0-29 0-31 016 0*16 0*18 0*17 0-20

0*21 0-20 0-22 0-20 0*21 0*18 0*17 0*20 0*19 0*20

0-22 0*22 0*22 0-23 0-27 0*27 0-28 0-26 0*30

0-23 0*21 0-26 0*24 0*23 0*23 0*23 0*27 0*24 0*28

0-20 0*21 0-22 0*20 0-20 0*21 0*20 0*23 0*23 0*24

0-31 0-33 0-33 0-29 0-33 0*31 0*30 0*28 0*25 0*28

0-.30 0-29 0-29 0-28 0-30 0*27 0*27 0*28 0*28 0*29

015 0-17 017 018 0*16 0-32 0*40 0*34 0*35 0*34

018 0-18 016 016 016 0-30 0*31 0*30 0*29 0*31

0-28 0-30 0*30 0-31 0*34 0-31 0*3(» 0*28 0*28 0*24

Av. 0*24 0-24 0-25 0*24 0*25 0-26 0*26 0*26 0-25 0*27

3 daya on carbohydrate diet after :2 days* faat.

0-20 0-20 0-17 017 0*23 010 0*10 0*10 010 0*14

0-29 0-29 026 0-27 0*33 014 0*16 0*18 0*17 0*17

0-35 0-35 0*,30 0-30 0*34 — OlO 0*16 0*15 0*18

0-34 0*,34 0-30 0-30 0*31 0-16 016 (M.5 0*14 0*16

0-24 0-24 0-24 0-23 0*25 0*10 0*10 012 0*10 0*11

0-30 0-36 0-35 0-34 0*37 010 0*12 01

3

0*13 01

4

0-22 0*22 0-21 0-21 0*22 0-15 Ol.") 0*18 0*17 0-IK

0*29 0-29 0-29 0-28 0*28 0-18 0*18 0*19 0*19 0*20

Av. 0‘29 0-29 0-27 0-26 0*29 O'la 014 015 0*14 0-16

3 days on protein-fat diet after 2 days’ fast.

0-31 0-32 0*36 0-35 0*36 0*35 0*35 0*31 (K31 0*32

016 0*17 014 015 O' 18 0*24 0-23 0*24 0*21 0*25

021 019 0*20 0-18 0*23 0*21 0*19 0*20 0*20 0*23

Av, 0-23 0-23 0-23 0-23 0-26 0*27 l>*2() 0-25 0-24 ()-27

Oim. =dimothylarainobenzoindophem»I. JJichlor. - 2:<i-diohlorophonolindoplienol.

two sections—one consisting of those obtained with animals wtdghing between
150and 200 g., sucjh as are most of those used by Hopkins, and the other of those

of heavier rats. It is seen (Table IT) that as the animals grew the total amount of
ascorbic acid in both organs increased but the concentrations remained more or

less the same. In comparing the respective results of the two communications it

was found that whilst the average concentration observed in the livers was
essentially the same in both cases, that of the intestines as recorded by Hopkins
(0*26 mg./g.) is rather higher than the figure found in the present investigation

(0-19 mg./g.).

The results next to be considered are those obtained with the animals re-

cehing no food for 48. hours (Table III). Their livers showed the same con-

centration as that found in the case of the rats on the stock diet. On the other
hand the intestines of the fasted animals belonging to the 150-200 g. group
showed a rise of possible significance in the vitamin concentration as compared
with the same group on the stock diet. This difference is similar to but of a lower
order than that found by Hopkins (0*26 mg./g. for stock and 0*40 mg./g. for

fasted rats). The latter suggested that the increase in the concentration in the
gut was duo to S3mtbesi8 of the vitamin in the organ owing to “a s|)ecific effect of
failure in carbohydrate supply”. The present writer's figures offer a different

interpretation from the above. A fast of 48 hours’ duration, as would naturally
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Table 11.

Stock diet.

Ascorbic acid liver Ascorbic acid intestine

Wt. of Wet wt.
r

Total Wet wt.
f

Total
rat of liver content ofintestine content

g- 8es g* nift./g. mg. g* rag./g. rag.

150 5*5 0*25 1-4 0-0 0*21 1*3

152 5-5 0-22 1-2 00 0*20 1*2

152 $ 5-5 0*24 1-3 0-0 0-18 1*1

157 00 0-23 1-4 0-0 0*10 10
172 5-0 0*24 1-2 7-0 019 1*3

175 5-5 0-22 1-2 7-0 0*17 1*2

195 70 019 1-3 7-.*) 0*20 I*."*

100 00 0*27 J-O 00 0*18 M
155 50 0-20 1-3 5-0 0*20 1*3

100 5-5 0-27 1-5 00 0*20 1*2

135 S 40 0-23 0-9 00 0*20 1*2

155 c? 5-0 0-30 1-8 0)0 0*25 1*5

140 5*5 0-31 1-7 7-0 017 1*2

197 0*5 0-20 1-7 7o 0*17 1*3

180 o 00 o:io 1*8 8*0 01

9

1*5

170 o 50 0-20 1-3 8-0 014 11

103 5*5 0-20 1-4 r>o 0*19 1*3

200 S 70 0-21 1*5 9-0 0*19 1*7

210 0 5*5 0-27 10 5-5 0*32 1*8

255 2 110 0-22 2*4 11*0 0*25 2*8

205 VJ 100 0-24 2-4 5-5 0*20 M
295 S Ui) 0-31 3-4 110 0*10 1*8

335 s 130 0-20 20 100 0*19 1*9

410 130 0-28 3*0 9*0 0*19 1*7

230 (J 80 0-34 2*7 0*5 0*29 1*9

270
(?

100 0-32 3*2 9*0 J*9
274 6'27~~ 2*0 8*5

__
0*22

~
1*8

* Pregnant.

bt" expected, produced a loss in the dry matter including a large part of the ether-

extractable fraction (Table JV) accompanied by a corrc8jx)nding fall in the wet
weight of the intestine, and, as the total vitamin content of this organ remained
unaltered, the concentration per g. of tissue in the lighter group of animals (such

as used by Hopkins), therefore, rose in consequence. It is essential in interpreting

results such as these that the weight ofthe organ and its total content of ascorbic

acid and not the concentration alone be taken into account—a consideration

omitted by Hopkins from his argument. It may be further noted in this con-

nection that there was a similar diminution in the weights of the livers but in this

case it was accompanied by a corresponding diminution in the total vitamin

content of these organs. This observation however has no direct connection with

the present argument. Further work will be required to ascertain whether the

decrease is significant.

The experiment which has the strongest bearing on the thesis under discus-

sion is that carried out on rats receiving a carbohydrate diet. The results of the

present investigation are given in Table V. The first point that emerges from

them is that the incomplete diet had a detrimental effect on the animals. This is

reflected m their appreciable loss of weight. Furthermore when the figures for

the dry matter content and for the ether-extractable fraction of the intestine are

examined (Table IV) a condition similar to but not quite so marked as that found

in the caae of the fasted rats is observed, namely a loss in weight in each of the

fractions as compared with the corresponding figures recorded in the analysis of
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Table in.

48 hours without food.

Ascorbic acid liver Ascorbicadd intestine

Wt, of rat t ^ Wet wt.

^ Wetwt. Total of

Final
Wetwt. Total of Total

Initial of liver content intestine content

g- g- Sex g* mg./g. mg. g* mg*/g* mg.

140 no (J 40 015 0-6 4*0 0*32 1*3

210 196 a 6-0 0-28 1*7 6*0 0*31 1*9

185 160 6 60 048 0-9 5*0 0*30 1*6

130 116 6 3*2 041 1*3 4*5 0*27 1*2

135 116 ? 3-5 0-34 1*2 4*5 0*29 1*3

175 145 4*3 0-26 M 6*0 0*21 1*3

180 160 4-5 0-36 1*6 5*3 0*26 14
185 162 o 64 0-31 1*7 5*6 0-21 1*2

195 170 50 0-28 14 4*6 0*36 1*6

145 120 4-0 048 0*7 6*0 0*22 1*3

210 185 6 5-5 0*24 1*3 5*5 0*25 14
216 192 0 5*5 0-33 1*8 60 0*28 1*7

150 132 o 45 043 0*6 7*0 0*19 1*3

195 172 5-0 0-28 14 60 0*25 1*5

205 185 5-0 0-22 1*1 7*5 0*19 14

177 155 4*7 0-26 1*2 5*6 0-26 14

280 250 $ 70 0*29 2*0 7*0 0*16 1*1

300 270 0 8-0 0*21 1*7 8*5 0-18 1*5

285 262 9 60 0-23 14 7-0 0*27 1*9

410 380 •*

o 9-»> 0-23 2 1 6*0 0*23 14
375 347 o 80 0*20 1*6 7*0 0*21 1*6

295 280 9 7-0 0-31 2*2 6*0 0*31 1*9

280 240 6 70 0-27 1*9 8*0 0*29 2*3

310 260 8-0 0*30 24 6*0 0*27 1*6

280 252 9 6-5 0-25 1*6 7*0 0*17 1*2

360 332 8-6 0-28 24 8*5 0*32 2*7

250 225 9 60 0-25 1*5 6-7 0*16 M
311 281 74 0-26 1*9 7*1 0*23 1*7

the intestines of the rats on the stock diet. 3 days on the incomplete diet there-

fore did not bring the condition of the animals up to the level observed in the
stock rats. In the light group of the previously fasted animals there was some
rise in the total ascorbic acid content of the liver. This increase was, however, not
observed in the case of the heavier group and of the group which subsisted for

6 days on the diet without a previous fast. The vitamin concentrations of these

3 groups were 0*30, 0*31 and 0*26 mg./g. respectively as compared with 0*26 and
0*27 mg./g. the figures for the corresponding groups in the stock diet animals.
It seems rather doubtful whether this rise of 15% in the concentration of the
reducing substance extracted from the livers of the previously fasted animals is

fully significant, especially as no increase in concentration, such as was found by
Hopkins, could be recorded in the animals which had no previous fast. His
figures were 0*35 mg./g. for the animals after 2 days’ fast and 3 days on the
carbohydrate diet and 6*32 mg./g. for those on 6-7 days of the diet without
previous fast as compared with 0*26 mg./g. for the rats on the stock diet, thus
registering an increase of 34*4 and 23% respectively, figures much higher than
those above. Unlike his results there was also a greater variation in the liver

vitamin concentrations of the individual animals in the present investigation.
IVom Table V it is further seen that a significant fall is recorded in the average
vitamin content and in the average vitamin concentration in the intestines of all

the groups on the carbohydrate diet as compared with the stock diet group, in
spite of tie loss in the wet weight. This observation is also at variance with that
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Table IV.

Av.

Av.

Av.

Av.

Av.

Wt. of rat Wet wt. Wt.of O'
/o Wet wt. Wt. of %

-A. \ of Total ethereal Total of in- Total ethereal Total
Initial Final liver dry wt. extract dry wt. testine dry wt. extract dry wt.

g* g- Sex g* g- g- Wet wt. g- g* g* Wet wt.

Stock diet.

150 ? 6-50 1-77 — 27-21 6-31 1-21 0-30 19-18
135 or 7*34 1-88 — 25-66 6-71 M7 0-23 17-43
150 <? 609 1-70 0-16 27-93 6-86 1-06 0-21 15-44
155 5-42 1-49 0*13 27-48 5-00 0-97 0-25 19-38
250 8-76 2-63 — 29-98 6*41 1-44 0-54 22-50
250 S 8-81 2-62 — 29*70 7*46 1*22 0-26 16-39
290 12*18 .3-16 — 25-98 9-87 1-77 0-28 17-98
1451 9 11-70 3-33 — 28-48 6-25 M4 0-26 18-22
1521’ 9 — — — — 4-98 1-02 0-28 20-54
150 9 — — — — 7-10 0-94 0-24 13-21

183 7-42 2-06 0-15 27-80 6-69 M9 0-28 18-03

48 hours without food.

177 137 s 3*87 1-07 0-09 27-65 5-01 0-60 009 12-07
175 137 3*97 Ml 0-11 28-08 4-29 0-67 0-12 15-63

180 150 9 4-56 1-28 — 28-14 5-23 0-77 0-10 14-82
177 148 9 4-02 1-10 — 27-43 4-62 0-69 0-12 14-84
185 152 4*48 1-27 — 28-33 5*75 0-76 0-11 13-30
180 145 o 4-10 1-20 — 29-33 4*76 0*68 0-10 14-32
270 245 5 5-90 1-88 — 31-81 4-80 0-87 0-19 18-17

305 285 7-55 2-36 — 31-28 6-98 MO 0-21 18*37
*300 270 $ 7-28 2-35 — 32-31 5-82 0-81 0-10 13*85
270 220 9 6-31 1-99 — 31-46 6-92 1-02 0-26 14-73
280 250 6-83 2-18 — 31*85 7*48 1-14 0*20 15*26
170 130 9 — — — — 5-95 0-75 0-09 12-52

160 145 'S
— — 5-14 0-62 0-15 12-13

*176 125 9 -- — — 4-60 0-58 0-07 12-49

215 181 5*35 1-62 0*10 29-79 5-45 0-79 0*14 14-46

3 days on carbohydrate diet after 2 days* fast.

200 195 6-70 1-83 0-22 27-39 6-18 0-88 0-19 14-29

200 200 6-16 1-56 0-19 25-31 6-25 0-98 0-13 16-66

215 217 7-14 1-87 0-23 26-18 6-91 1-03 0-19 14-94

170 152 9 6-90 2-06 0-37 29-83 5-14 0*66 010 12-80

165 135 9 6-10 1-68 0-18 27-60 5-93 0-94 0-17 15*81

180 155 7-12 1-97 0-18 27-67 5-76 0-92 0-15 16-06

180 177 s 6-88 1-95 28-31 5*58 0-90 0-16 16-21

180 190 7-73 2-23 — 28-85 6-03 1-01 0-19 16-78

180 177 5-56 1-56 — 28-11 5-36 0-80 0-12 14*91

186 178 6-70 1-86 0-23 27-69 5-90 0-90 0-16 16-27

3 days on protein>fat diet after 2 days' fast.

160 127 5-67 1-71 0-24 30-11 6-26 1-00 0-17 15-99

140 130 4-36 1-32 0-12 30-13 6-19 0-74 0-08 11-93

150 135 5-67 1-75 0-22 30-81 6-82 0*87 0-14 12-81

172 152 s 6-03 1-80 — 29-77 7-12 0-99 0-15 13-96

180 157 5-13 1-55 — 30-14 5-46 0*81 0-08 14-77

160 145 6-08 1-71 — 28-17 6-38 1*03 0-19 16-13

159 141 5-49 1-64 0-19 29-86 6-37 0*91 0-13 14-26

3 days on fat diet after 2 days* fast.

160 115 ? 3-72 1-19 0-28 31-88 4-64 0-73 014 15-83

190 160 7-37 2-04 0-43 27-72 9*90 1-61 0-34 16*27

175 140 5-81 1-63 0-45 28-07 7-58 1-35 0-37 17-84

180 145 6 5-60 1-84 0-69 32-90 6-38 1*09 0-28 17-12

176 140 5-63 1-68 0-46 30-14 7-13 1-20 0-28 16-77

Pregnant.
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Table V.

Ascorbic acid Ascorbic acid

liver intestine

Wt. of rat f ^ Wet wt. r
.A

,

,
^ Food Wet wt. Total of in- Total

Initial Final intake of liver content testine content

g- g- Sex g- g- n»K-/g- mg. g- mg./g. mg.

3 days on carbohydrate diet after 2 days’ fast.

180 135 (J 5 3-8 0*29 1*1 5*5 0*15 0*8

160 137 <J 8 50 0-28 1*4 5*0 014 0*7

160 140 9 6-5 0*28 1*8 5*0 0*18 0*9

165 140 6 10 5*0 0-26 1*3 5*5 0*15 0*8

175 150 11 5*5 0*26 1*4 5*5 0*11 0*6

160 150 12 4-5 (>•33 1*5 6*0 0-13 0-8

170 152 e 13 5-5 0*37 2-0 6*0 0*15 0*9

*177 155 $ 12 50 0*38 1*9 6*5 0*17 0*9

190 155 11 60 0*28 1*7 6*2 0*15 0*9

IfM) 165 10 6-2 0*23 1*4 7*5 0*10 0*8

183 165 11 5-8 0*24 1*4 5*5 0*15 0*8

180 170 11 50 0*28 1*4 5*5 0*15 0*8

190 170 10 60 0-32 1*9 6*0 0*21 1*3

195 172 o 14 50 0-38 1*9 6*0 0*17 1*0

190 175 3 7 6*5 0*34 2*2 6*0 0*18 M
215 197 3 14 70 0*29 2*0 6*5 0*17 M
200 190 -9 14 100 0*28 2*8 5*7 0*16 0*9

190 180 9 13 7-3 0*38 2*8 5*0 0*18 0*9

185 172 9 11 7-5 0*36 2*7 6*0 0*13 0*8

195 185 $ 13 7 5 0*20 1*5 6*0 0*10 0*6

180 165 9 9 8*0 0*29 2*3 5*7 0*16 0*9

175 145 o 7 5*5 0-35 1*9 5*0 0*16 0*8

190 162 8 6*5 0*34 2*2 6*7 0*16 0*9

195 170 $ 8 7*0 0*24 1*7 5*0 0*10 0*5

190 170 $ 7 7*0 0*36 2*5 5*0 0*12 0*6

175 142 $ 6 6*0 0*22 1*3 6*0 0*15 0*9

170 150 9 6 6-5 0*29 1*9 5*5 0*18 1*0

186 161 10 6*2 0*30 1*9 5*7 0*15 0*9

215 200 3 15 8*5 0*32 2*7 55 0*15 0*8

220 200 3 14 8*0 0*22 1*8 7*0 0*11 0*8

230 205 •A

o 10 7*5 0*33 2*4 6*0 0*15 0*9

215 205 -A

li 13 7*0 0*33 2*3 5*5 0*16 0*9

230 220 3 14 5*5 0*40 2*2 6*5 0*22 1*4

210 220 o 12 6*5 0*24 1*5 5*5 0*13 0*7

225 225 s 16 8*0 0*36 2*9 7*0 0*17 1*2

230 237 3 13 8*5 0*25 2*1 7*0 0*11 0*8

222 214 13 7*4 0-31 2*2 6*3 0*15 0-9

6 days on cjarbohydrate diet.

190 185 3 10 6*0 0*27 1*6 6*0 0*14 0*8

185 190 3 13 6*0 0*37 2*2 6-0 0*20 1*2

170 152 11 5*0 0*26 1*3 6*0 0*18 M
167 140 ? 9 5*0 0*24 1*2 5*0 014 0*7

170 150 3 13 4*0 0*30 1*2 55 0*16 0*9

162 142 9 10 4*0 0*25 1*0 50 0*20 1*0

160 150 3 8 5*5 0*22 1*2 5*0 0*14 0*7

170 150 $ 8 5*0 0*18 0*9 6*6 0*09 0*6

150 137 $ 7 4*5 0*18 0*8 50 0*12 0-6
260 247 3 10 7 5 0*33 2*5 6*5 0*18 1-2

270 265 3 13 9*0 0*27 2*4 7*0 0*19 1*3

187 163 10 5*6 0*26 1*5 5*8 0*16 0*9

I^gnant,
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made by him since he found that the intestinal concentration of the vitamin was
unaffected by the carbohydrate diet. A point of particular interest recorded here

is that the total vitamin content of the intestines of the heavier animals instead

of being proportionately greater than that of the corresponding lighter animals,

as was the case in both the preceding experiments and in the livers of the animals

of this experiment, was actually only equal to it. Thus in effect the fall in the case

of the larger animals was even much more marked than in the smaller animals.

It is therefore seen from the above data that the crucial evidence of Hopkins's
hypothesis cannot be easily reproduced, a fact which, even without questioning

the identity of the substance responsible for the increased reduction, dis-

Table VI.

Ascorbic acid Ascorbic acid

liver intestine

Wt. f rat. r
A. Wet wt. f ^

/
^

^ Food Wet wt. Total of in- Total
Initial Final intake of liver content testine content

#?• P- Sex P* g- mg .'g* mg. g* mg./g. mg.

3 days on protein-fat diet after 2 days’ fast.

177 155 o 8 50 0*16 0*8 7*0 0-23 1*6

177 15(» o 7 5-3 0*17 0*9 8-0 018 1*4

180 157 o 8 0-5 0*.35 1*9 7*0 0-31 2*2

*180 170 9 8-5 0*20 1*7 7*4 0-20 1-5

180 150 t' 8 5-7 0*18 10 6*5 0*18 1*2

*182 155 7 0*5 0*26 1*7 7-0 0-27 1*9

185 100 8 6*5 0*26 1*7 7-0 0*24 1*7

200 180 J 7 80 0*25 20 8-0 0-25 2*0

220 2(M) J 9 6*5 0*29 1-9 6*0 0-30 1-8

200 2fK) 9 8 8*7 01

7

1-5 8*0 0*2(> 2-1

180 102 7 7*0 0*19 1*3 7*0 0-29 2*0

175 155 5 60 0*23 1*4 5*0 0*26 1-3

220 192 o 9 6*0 0*20 1*2 10-0 0*22 2-2

220 192 7 6*5 0*20 1*3 9*0 0-24 2*2

191 170 8 6*6 0*22 1-5 7-4 0-25 1-8

200 225 6 9 90 0-27 2-4 9-0 0*21 1*9

280 262 9 10 10*0 0*24 2-4 11*0 0*17 1*9

240 230 9 8 7-5 0*21 1*6 8*0 015 1*2

2JK) 270 2 9 10*0 0*20 20 10*0 0*16 1*6

285 270 ? 9 8*5 0-21 1*8 9*0 0*17 1*5

271 251 9 9*0 0*23 20 9*4 0-17 1*6

5 days on protein -fat diet.

140 127 o 9 5*2 0*19 1*0 6*0 0-20 1*2

142 135 9 5 5*0 0*18 0*9 6*0 0-22 1*3

142 130 S 5 5*5 0*22 1-2 60 0*23 1*4

150 115 4 8*5 0*21 1*8 9-5 0*23 2*2

160 150 9 6 5*0 018 0-9 6*2 0*16 0-9

210 197 o 7 8*0 0*25 2*0 6-7 0*28 1*9

215 175 o 3 6*0 0J8 M 6-0 015 0-9

215 180 5 7*0 0*27 1-9 70 0-20 1*4

172 151 6 6*3 0*21 1-3 6*7 '6*21 1*4

12 days on protein-fat diet.

170 137 5 5*5 0*24 1-3 5*5 0*20 M
167 150 $ 6 6*5 0*21 1*4 60 0*17 1*0

170 155 $ 6 6*5 0*19 1*2 6*6 0*23 1*5

175 170 8 7*5 0*27 2-0 8*0 0*26 2*0

170 175 J 6 6*0 0*20 1*2 8*0 0-20 1*6

205 202 3 6 7*0 0*19 1*3 7*0 0*21 1*5

230 240 0 7 9*5 0*20 1*9 9*0 0*19 1*7

184 176 6 6-9 0*21 1-5 7*1 0*21 1-6

Pregnant.
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courages the ready acceptance of his theory that the liver of the rat is the seat of
formation of ascorbic acid from carbohydrates as the ultimate source.

The experiments with the protein-fat diets also do not offer evidence in

agreement with the general hypothesis. The animals on this diet throve even
worse than those on the carbohydrate diet. They consumed less food and lost

considerably in weight during the experiment. The majority of the rats developed
diarrhoea or soft stools soon after being placed on the diet and their intestines at
the post mortem examination were somewhat oedematous in appearance. These
organs, especially in the light group previously fasted, disclosed a rise in the wet
weight (Table VI), no doubt due to the oedematous condition, and signs of loss

in dry matter etc. reminiscent of starvation (Table IV). In fact the condition of
the experimental animals was such that it would have been unsafe to assume
synthesis had any increase in the concentration of the vitamin in the intestine

been observed. However with the possible exception of the lighter group of the
previously fasted animals, no such rise in the concentration of the ascorbic acid
was observed. It should be noted that the total content in the intestines of the
heavy group here was not greater than that in the lighter group, as was the t^ase

also in the similar group on the carbohydrate diet.

Nor could the rise in the intestinal concentration in rats existing on a diet of
fat alone be confirmed (Table VII). These results, however, hardly deserve

Table VII.

3 days oa fat diet after 2 days' fast.

Ascorbic acid Ascorbic acid
liver intestine

Wt. of rat /
^

,

A Wet wt. t
— ^

(
^

N Food Wet wt. Total of in- Total
Initial Final intake of liver content testine content

g- Sex g- g- mg*/g* mg. g- mg./g.

160 142 $ 7 .'5-0 0-24 1-2 5-0 0*26 1*3
165 137 $ 6 4-5 0*27 1*2 7*0 0*20 1*4
165 137 8 5-2 0-10 0*5 7-0 0-11 0*8
167 140 a 6 4'5 0*27 1-2 7*0 0*20 1*4
167 142 8 5-0 0-20 1-0 7*0 o*i;i 0*9
180 152 8 5*0 0*22 M 7*0 0*20 1*4

167 142 7 4-9 0*22 1*0 6*7 0*18 1*2

serious comment. The animals in this experiment lost much more oftheir weight,
and were in a very poor condition. At the post merrtem examination lumps of
undigested lard were found in the stomach. The livers showed definite fatty
degeneration. The analysis of this organ of the rats on the diet indicated a great
rise in the weight of the ether-extractable fraction (Table IV).

The results obtained in this communication do not therefore justify the
hj^thesis under consideration. Conceding even that on feeding a carbohydrate
diet there really is a preferential rise in the indophenol-reducing capacity per
unit of tissue in the liver and that a similar rise takes place in the intestine on
protein or fat diets and during a fast, do such increases necessarily imply
synthesis of ascorbic acid in these organs? In the first place it must be borne in
mind that although, as previously shown [Zilva, 1935; Jacobsen, 1936], little
doubt can exist that the capacity for reducing indophenol is in the main due
to the presence of ascorbic acid in these organs, it does not necessarily follow that
a rise in the reducing capacity especially of liver extracts or in extracts of
oedematous tissues is due to a rise in the concentration of the vitamin. There are
substances of physiological significance such as alloxantin which decolorise
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Table VIII. Average remits.

Ascorbic acid Ascorbic acid
liver intestine

Wt. olfrat t ^ Wet ^
_A

^

TotalFood Wet wt. Total of in-f

Initial Final intake of liver content testine content
g* g- g- e- m-/«- mg. g. ing./g. rag.

Stock diet (Table 11).

— 163 — 6-5 0-26 1-4 ee 0*19 1-3— 274 — 9-8 0-27 2-6 8-6 0*22 1*8

48 hours without food (Table HI).

177 15.5 — 4-7 0-26 1*2 5-6 0-26 1*4

311 281 — 7-4 0-26 1-9 71 0*23 1*7

3 days on carbohydrate diet after 2 days’ fast (Table V).

186 161 10 6-2 0*30 1-9 5-7 0-15 0-9

222 214 13 7-4 0*31 2-2 6‘3 0*15 0-9

6 days on carbohydrate diet (Table V).

187 163 10 5-6 0-26 1*5 5-8 016 0-9

3 da>^ on protein-fat diet after 2 days’ fast (Table VI).

191 170 8 0-6 0-22 1-5 7-4 0*25 1*8

271 251 9 90 0-23 2*0 9*4 017 1-6

5 days on protein-fat diet (Table VI).

172 151 6 6*3 0*21 1-3 6-7 0-21 1-4

12 days on protein>fat diet (Table

184 176 6 6*9 0*21 1-5 71 0-21 1*5

3 days on fat diet after 2 days’ fast (Table VII).

167 142 7

^

4-9 0-22 1*0 6-7 0*18 1*2

iiidophenol much more rapidly than sul£>hydryl eoinpouiids in acid solution and
the presence of these as well as the latter in amounts which would increase the
reduction to the extent noted by Hopkins could hardly be detected by studying

the velocity of the reaction as was done by his colleague G. A. Millikan. Con-
ceding further that the increase was really due to ascorbic acid, such an increase

could just as well be assumed to be due to the transfer of the vitamin from the

other parts of the body to the organ in question in order to fulfil a physiological

need conditioned by the constitution of the diet. Such a view is in the

opinion of the writer a less hazardous speculation than that which assumes the

rise in the concentration of the vitamin in an organ to be due to local synthesis

induced by the consumption of a diet predominating in a certain constituent

capable of acting as an ultimate precursor of the vitamin. The fact that the diets

were, as seen above, so drastic in character as to bring about marked disturbances

in the metabolic functions of a hardy experimental animal like the rat calls

particularly for forbearance in the choice of the latter interpretation. Taking

these arguments into consideration in conjunction with the observed divergencies

in the essential results ofthe two communications, it would appear that Hopkins's

hypothesis, attractive as it may be, is so far not fuUy support by experimental

evidence,
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Haworth and his eo-workers have recently developed a eheinical method for

the determination of the minimum mol. wt. of jxilysaecharides, which involves

assay of the relative amounts of tetrametbyl- and trimi^thyl-glucoses formed by
the hydrolytic cleavage of the fully methylated polysaccharide. For glycogen

this method originally gave a minimum mol. wt. of about 2500 [Haworth and

Perdval, 1932] while that for starch was about twice this vahu*. Later exjieri-

ments however [Haworth, 1934] showt^d that some specimens of glycog(‘n had

mol. wts. approaching that of starch. The figure for starch is not in agreenuuit

with that determined osmotically by Same(‘ and his collaborators, who obtained

values of 100,000-500,000 (Samec and Meyer, 1921 ; Samee, 1934] but this and
other discrepancies can be explained on the basis that the large particles in

solution are aggregates of the smaller chemical molecule [Haworth, 1934].

As the development of an osmometer for low pressures [Oakley, 1935]

enabled an accurate determination of the osmotic pressure of glycogen solutions

to be carri(‘d out, it became of interest to compare the* value for the particle

weight of glycogen given by this method with the chemically determined

‘minimum mol. wt. Furthermore as the preparation of methyl-glycogen is an
essential step in Haworth’s method of mol. wt. determination, and as this

method has been criticised [Irvine, 1932] on the basis that the metliylation

process might involve some degradation of the molecule (c/. however Bell and
Kosterlitz [1935]), a comparison of the particle weights of glycogen and of

methyl-glycogen, determined osmotically, was of some interest.

Methods,

Osmometer. The special form of low pressure osmometer used in this work
has been described recently [Oakley, 1935], but since further exp<*rience has

indicated s(*veral improvements in design and technique, the modified form is

illustrated in Fig. 1. The most important alteration is that the tap connecting

the levelling tube with the main v(»88el is diagonally bored to eliminate tlie risk

of a slow leak, and is placed with its axis vertical, thus enabling control to be

effected by a long handle projecting from the tliermostat. The levelling tube has
been brought to within 1 cm. ofthe main vessel to reduce the angle throughwhich^

the cathetometer must bc turned; the alcohol manometer connection is now led

off from the side of the main vessel so as to allow an imobstructed view of the

menisci: the manometer, is connected by a ground glass instead of a rubber

joint. The tap at the top of the main vessel is now eliminated*

The temperature control must be within ± 0*005'^.

When tap 1 is closed the liquid enters the sac C by osmosis and the alcohol

rises to an equilibrium position in E. This equilibrium position fluctuates

^ Beit Memorial Fellow.

( 868 )
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regularly with the temperature fluctuation of the thermostat but should not

exceed 0*2 mm. Errors of parallax can be avoided by fixing a celluloid scale on
to the face of the thermostat just opxx)site to and parallel with the capillary

tube of the alcohol manometer and viewing the meniscus in line with some
arbitrary mark on the scale.

The alcohol manometer reading is converted into a figure expressed as mm.
of colloid solution by op«*ning taj) 1 and adjusting the level of the liquid in

tube Z>, w'ith a capUlary dropper, until the alcohol meniscus attains its previous

equilibrium position. It has been found that the alcohol level falls ()-l“()*2 mm.
in 5 min. after adjustment and a final levelling must then be made. The difference

in levels of the menisci in C and D is then n^ad off by the cathetometcr. It has

been found that this “single reading” method is quicker and more reliable than

the method first described [Oakley, 1935] in which an intcTpolation curve was
plotted connecting manometer with cathetometer readings. It is advisable that

the menisci in C and D should be arranged to lie in the same focal plants since

cathetometers frequently show’ a focussing error. Successive readings are re-

producible to within O-l mm.
Collodion sacs were made by Adair‘s method [Adair, 1925].

Fig. 1. A - cylindrical outer vessel, 6’ — tul>e, 1 cm. in diameter, fitting into A by a ground glass

joint. 6' — collodion sac, 10 cui. long, attached to G, i>= levelling tube of tiie same diameter

aaG, E -^ capillary tube, 0*2 mm. in diameter, with scale attached. F — alcohol. B = meniscus

and air space. Diameter of tube is 3 mm. 1 = diagonally bored tap with long handle. 2 =tap
to facilitate adjustment and tilling.

Prej^araiim of glycogen. “Aqueous-extraeted glycogen” and “alkali-ex-

tracted glycogen” were prepared from both Uver and muscle tissue by the

methods outlMed by Bell and Young [1934] ; in some cases further purification

was effected by precipitation with 80% acetic acid as described by Bell and

Young. The purity of the sample was determined in each case by the criteria

laid down by these authors. All solutions were thoroughly dialysed for some
days before determinations were made.
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Results.

Babbit liver glycogen,. Two rabbit fivers from fed animals were each divided

into halves and one-half of each used for the preparation of “alkali-extracted

glycogen” (B), and the remainders were used for “aqueous-extracted glycogen”

(A) preparation. A sample of the latter specimen was further purified by acetic

acid precipitation (C).

Table I. A. Aqueous-exU'octed, dried at room temperature.

Solution

6’ = cone, in

g./10<>S
solvent

P=osmotic
presBuro in

mra. of water P/C

Water 9*93 550 5*62

0O5N CaCl, 9-93 28*1 2*83

0-lA^ CaClj

99

9*93 28-3 2*86

7*16 16*3 2*28

99 5-28 11*6 2*26

99 4-49 9*1 2*03

99 3*33 7*4 2*23

99 2*83 65 2*30

99 2-24 4-7 2*10

99 1-73 3*8 2*20

Average P/O =2-23.

M=mean mol. wt. = 1*18 ±0025 x 10®.

Table II. B. Alkali-extracted, dried at room temperature.

Solution

C=conc. in

g./lOO g.
solvent

P= osmotic
pressure in

mm. of water P/C

Water 10*39 56*8 5*48

0*1W CaCl, 10*39 17*4 1*68

•t 8*39 11*7 1*40

99 6*02 7*15 1*19

99 4*53 5*3 1*17

99 3*42 3*95 1*16

» 2*33 2*7 1*16

Average P/r ==M7±0*01.
Niuean mol. wt. —2*16 ±0-02 x 10*.

Table III. C. A^^ueous-extraoted, reprecipitated with acetic

acid, dried at room temperature.

C=conc. in P- osmotic

g./100 g. pressure in

Solution solvent mm. of water P/C

0*1 JV CaCl, 7*38 10*6 1*67

99
6*50 6*45 1*18

99 4*74 5*05 1*07

*9 3*76 4*1 1*09

Average P/C =Ml ±0 06.

jftf—mean mol. wt.=2»27±0‘12 x 10®.

The results are given in Tables I-UI. All measurements were made at 26®.

To eliminate possible effects of a Donnan membrane equilibrium resulting from
the |H:esence of any ionogenic groups in the colloid, experiments were carried

out using j^/10 GaCls as solvent. That such a precaution is necessary is shown by
the large drop in osmotic pressure when Gadj solution is substituted for pure
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water. Such a fall in osmotic pressure might be due to increased aggregation of

the particles; if this were so, however, the average degree of aggregation would
not be expected to remain independent of concentration but to decrease with
decreasing concentration, thus giving increasing rather than constant values

for P/C.

Fig. 2. Osmotic pwssurc of solutions of liver glycogen in 0*1 A" CaClg.

The apparent “mean mol. wt.'’, or average particle weight, was calculated

from the equation used by Adair:

J/= 10PP.67P ==2,520,OOO. C/P at 25°

where M = mol. wt,, C= concentration of glycogen in 100 g. water, P= osmotic

pressure in mm. water at 4°, The concentration was estimated by weighing the

residue after evaporating the solution in vacuo at lOO*^, and subtracting the

weight of CaCl2 calculated to be present on the assumption that it was present

in the same concentration relative to water on both sides of the membrane.
The data of Tables I and II are plotted in Fig. 2. A good straight line is

obtained below a concentration of 6 •

Samples B and C both have “mean mol. wt.*' of about 2,000,000, while

sample A has a value of about 1 ,000,000. It seems probable that this lower value

is due to the presence of a small quantity of an impurity ofmuch lower mol. wt.,

since precipitation with acetic acid considerably raised the value as shown by
sample C.

Alkali-extracted rabbit muscle glycogen. The preparation was dialysed for

2 days and the osmotic pressure then measured against water and Y/50 NaCl
with the results given in Table IV and Fig. 3.

Table IV. Rabbit muscle glycogen.

Solvent

Water
Nm NaCl

?=conc. in P= osmotic
g./iw>g- pressure in

solvent mm. of water PjC

318 121*4 38
318 20*3 6*4

2-47 12-7 5*3

1-61 6-4 4*2

100 40 4*0

0-64 2*6 3*9

045 b65 3*7

PjC (limit)= 3-6.

mean mol. wt.=:0‘7 x K**,

Biochem. 1936 xxx 56
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The results were much less satisfactory than those with liver glycogen and it

appeared that the concentration of NaCl was too low completely to repress ionic

pressure effects. For this reason the experiment was rcjpeated with N/IO CaG]2

as solvent with the results given in Table V’' and Fig. 3.

Table W Rabbit muscle glycogen.

6’^ponc. in P— osmotic
B./KK) g. pressure in

Solvent solvent mm. of M'ater PIG
A710 GaX'lj 4-25 12*3 2*9

»* 2-29 r)‘3 2*3

»* 1-47 ;j*3

*>.7

2*2

>

I lt>

0-72 1*9 2*9

P C (limit)

M =mean mol. wt. - 1*1 x 10®.

Concentration, g. per lOOg. water

Fig, 3. Osmotic pressures of muscle glyc ogen solutions.

The PjG curve is lower and flatter than in the previous experiment, showing
that the effect of ionic pressure has been almost suppressed, although the last
two points are high.

A^tic a^id-precipitaiei muscle glycx)gen. An alkali-extracted specimen of
rabbit muscle glycogen was ijrecipitated with acetic acid and again treated with
KOH followed by another acetic acid precipitation and dialysis. The results are
given in Table VI and Fig. 3.

Table VI, Rabbit muscle glycogen.

C~-vonc, in P= osmotic

Solvent
g./lOO g. pressure in

solvent mm. of water PIG
Jf/lO CbCIj 4*43 7*9 1*78

3*06 5*3 1*73
1*91 2*9 1*55

n 1*48 21 1*42

PIC:=h4:0,
JI/=--mean mol. wt. = I‘8x J0«.

The curve for PjG is still lower and flatter than in the previous experiment
giving a mean particle weight of nearly 2 x 10« and it seems piobablo that there
is no significant difference between the apparent mol. wt. of the specimens of
liver and muscle glycogen used, but that the latter is much more difficult to
free from impurities and is admixed with substances of lower mol. wt. which
can be removed only with difficulty.

'
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MethyUglycogen in water. We are greatly indebted to Dr D. J. Bell of the

Department of Physiology, University of Aberdeen, for a sample of methyl-
glycogen prepared according to the method of Haworth and Percival [1932]
from rabbit liver glycogen [Bell, 1935]. This specimen had a methoxyl content

of 45' 1 % and was readily soluble in cold water. The osmotic data are given in

Table VII and Fig. 4.

Table VTI. Meihyl-glycogen.

Solvent

C -- cone, in

g. 100 g.

solvent

P— osmotic
pressure in

mm. of water P/6’

Water 9-37 172 18*4

.\7i0 CaGljj 9-37 5M 5-47

0-44 24*7 3*83

4-23 120 2-83

99 2-7 6-0 2-22

99 1*76 3*.> 1-99

tf M4 215 1-89

PtC (limit) — 1 ‘So.

J/ — mean mol. \vt. - X 106.

As appears from Fig, 4, PjC does not reach its limiting value until a con-

centration of about 1 % is reached. The mean particle weight is of the same
order as that of glycogen itself, the value after correction for methyl content

l)eing 1*08 x 10®.

MeihyUglycogen in benzene. It might be expected that a change from water

to an organic solvent Avould profoundly alter any micellar equilibrium should
this (‘xist, and the possibihty that benzene might favour the dispersion of the

highly methylated com][)ound, owing to the affinity between the aliphatic methyl
groups and the organic solvent, arose.

Fig. 4. Osmotic pressure of solutions of raethyl-glycogen.

Collodion membranes were used, being transferred first to water, then to

alcohol and finally to benzene by way of alcohol-benzene mixtures. As stopcock

lubricant for the osmometer metaphosphorie acid was used, this being protected

from the water of the thennostat by rings of ordinary stopcock grease in

appropriate positions. Owing to the large coefficient of expansion of benzene

the fluctuation of the alcohol meniscus in the manometer amounted to about

1 mm. so that it was hardly possible to take readings below 3 mm. ;
in spite of this

the results lie on a good curve as shown in Fig. 4 and Table ATII. The particle

weight corrected for methyl content is 2*7 x 10® and although it is about 2^ times

56—2
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that in water it is still of the same order of magnitude. Carter and Record [1936]

have recently found that the osmotic pressure of methyl-glycogen in carbon

tetrachloride or nitromethane indicates an average particle weight of the order

of 1 X 10®, a value not greatly different fix)m those which we have observed in

aqueous or benzene solution.

Table VIII. Methyl-glycogen in benzene.

C = conc. in

g./lOOg.
solvent

P=osmotic
pressure in

mm. of water PjC

7-57 9*16 1-21

6-10 6-25 1*03

5-33 4-76 0*89

4-57 3*97 0*85

3-70 3*00 0-81

P/C (liinit)=0-75.

M =mean mol. i»'t. = 3*4 x 10®,

Apparent electrovahncy. If we assume that the value of PjC associated with

tbe osmotic pressure of the colloidal particles only is equal to the observed

limiting value of PfC in CaClg solution, i,e, the value of PjC when C=0, and is

constant for all concentrations of glytiogen, then the observed rise of the value

of PJC in CaClg solution with increasing concentration might be due to the

influence of ions, the effect of which becomes appreciable only at coUoid-ionic

concentrations which are significant in comparison with the concentration of

Ca^"^ and Cl" ions.

The number of ions dissociated per glycogen particle at concentration c would
then be given by

where water= the value of ~ in water at concentration c, and

(

P\ P
CaCl2=the value of

^
in CaClg at concentration equal to zero.

In Table IX are given the values thus calculated for the apparent electro-

valency of glycogen, i,e. the number of ions dissociating from each particle of
glycogen.

Table IX.

Substance
Concentration

o/
/o

Apparent
electro-

valency

Liver glycogen A 9*93 1*5

Liver glycogen B 10*39 3*7

Muscle glycogen
Methyl-glycogen

.3*18 16*0

9*37 9*0

It is impossible to say whether this charge is associated with the real structure

of the molecule, for example the dissociation of a phosphoric acid group, or is

due to an adsorbed or free impurity; it may merely illustrate the fact that even
chemically neutral particles may show a charge in water, e,g, air or amyl alcohol.

It must be remembered that a charge of a few units on a particle weighing some
2,000,000 represents an exceedingly small stoichiometrical quantity.
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Discussion.

The data obtained show that treatment with potassium hydroxide and pre-

cipitation with 80% acetic acid have littJe, if any, significant effect on the

particle weight of rabbit liver glycogen in aqueous solution. The value of about

2 X 10* obtained here is significantly different from that obtained by Samec and
Isajevic [1923], who found a value for the micellar magnitude ofdog liver glycogen

in water of about 114,000.

The value of about 2x10** for the mean particle weight of rabbit liver

glycogen in aqueous solution is in agreement with that given in Table VI for

highly purified rabbit muscle glycogen although a difference of the particle size

might have been suspected on the grounds that the specimen of muscle glycogen

used gave, as do many muscle glycogen preparations, a distinct purplish tint

with iodine, quite different from the brown colour given by liver glycogen.

This common, though not universal property of muscle glycogen preparations

may depend on the length of the chain of the chemical molecide rather than on
the particle size in solution. The difference in colour with iodine was the main
distinction in properties between the sjiecimens of muscle glycogen used in this

investigation and liver glycogen, as determined by the criteria laid down by
Bell and Young [1934].

Methylation of glycogen seems to have little effect on the size of the particles

in aqueous solution, although one might exj)ect that if the glycogen particle in

water consists of an aggregate' of large numbers of chemical molecules, the

substitution of hydrophilic hydroxyl groups by hydrophobic methoxyl groups

might have a marked effect on the state of aggregation in aqueous solution.

Furthermore, the fact that the particle size of methyl-glycogen in l>enzene is of

the same ordcT of magnitude as that in W’ater seems to indicate that the aggre-

gating forces may be different from those concerned vith known cases of

physical aggregation, which are usually modified by a change from aqueous to

organic solvents.

If fully methylated glycogen gives an aggregatocl particle of the same order

of magnitude as that of non-inethylated glycogen then those bydrox\'l groups

which are accessible to methylation cannot responsible for the aggregation

[Haworth, 1929]. Bell (1935], however, has recentlyshown that mcthyl-glycogen,

with a methoxyl content of 45*o% , ('ontains two free hydroxyl groups in each

dodecasaccharide unit so that it seems possible that these unmethylated hydroxyl

groups are concerned with the aggregating forces. Bell has, however, introduced

nitro- and dichloroacetyl groups into the free hydroxyl groups of apparently

fully methylated glycogen and found that the proj^erties of the compound were

not affected in any obvious manner, but the criteria which he used were not such

as would easily indicate a change of aggregation. If these fully substituted com-

pounds were shown to possess a much higher degree of dispersion, this would be

strong evidence that the two non-methylatc?d hydroxy-groups in ordinary

methyl-glycogen are responsible for the aggregation, and a plausible hypothesis

would be that they induce aggregation by engaging in co-ordinated oxygen

bridges both in methylated and in ordinary glycogen. This would explain why
the degree of aggregation of methyl-glycogen is not significantly affected by a

change of solvent. Osmotic pressure determinations with solutions of methyl-

glycogen in mixed solvents should be made, however, since greater dispersion

is sometimes obtained in such solutions than with solutions in pure solvents.

The values for the “molecular weight’* given in this paper art', of course,

only mean values and we have no evidence whether glycogen in solution is
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mono-disperse or not. Lamm [1934], using the ultracentrifuge, showed that

certain preparations of starch were polydisperse; whether glycogen exhibits a

similar tehaviour can be shown only by a similar means.

Summary.

1. Solutions of rabbit liver glycogen, rabbit muscle and methylated rabbit

liver glycogen in JV/IO CaClj all give osmotic pressures indicating a mean particle

weight of the order of 2 x 10*.

2. A solution of methyl-glycogen in benzene gave an osmotic pressure in-

dicating a larger particle size but of the same order of magnitude (3'4 x 10*).

3. The significance of these results is discussed.

We are greatly indebted to Dr D. J. Bell of the University of Aberdeen for a

gift of methyl-glycogen. The cost of preparing the glycogen used in this research

was defrayed from a grant to one of us (F. (i. Y.) from the Government Grants

Committee of the Royal Society, to which our thanks arc due. One of us

(H. B. 0.) also wishes to thank Prof. F. G. Donnan for liis kindly interest and

Messrs Unilever Ltd. for a grant during a part of this work.
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Malonate stronpjly inhibits the enzymic dehydrogenation of succinate

[Qiiastc‘l and Wooldridge, 1928; Quastel and Wheatley, 1931). Gozsy and Szent-

Gyorgyi [1934] found that it also strongly inhibits the respiration of minced

pigeon br<*a8t muscle. They considered that in tlus tissue' a water-soluble sub-

stance acted as hydrogen carrier between activated substrate and activated

oxygen, and that this substance was succinate or fumarate. As a result of further

work on the same tissue by Szent-Gydrgyi and his colleagues this idea was
elaborated [Annau et al., 1935]. The hydrogen carrier is fumarate, which, acti-

vated by a dehydrogenase, is oxidised to oxaloacetate by the Warburg-Keilin

system i.e, by cytochrome respiratory enzyme and oxygen. The oxaloacetate is

immediately reduced back to fiimaratt' (or malate) by the activ’ated substrates.

The inhibition of respiration by malonate was explained as follows.

During respiration a small fraction of the oxaloacetate^ formed is “over-

reduced*’ to succinate. This would represent a loss of the fumarate which is

acting as a hydrogen carrier were not the sucemate promptly oxidised to fumarate

by succinoxidase. In the presence of malonate the succinoxidase is inhibited, so

that suc(!inate accumulates, fumarate disappears, hydrogen transport fails, and

the respiration falls.

The experiments described in this paper represent part of a critical study of

Szent-Gyorgyi’s theory which will att(»mpt;

(1) to confirm the experimental basis of the theory;

(2) to find out whether fumarate can act as hydrogen carrier in tissues other

than pigeon breast muscle ; and

(3) to determine the nature of the activated substrates which can transfer

their hydrogen to oxaloacetate, i.e, to see whether the theory applies to the oxida-

tion of fat, protein or carbohydrate.

This paper deals with the effects of dicarboxylic acids on the n'.spiration. In

considering whether these effects accord with Szent-Gyorgyi’s views the following

must be borne in mind.

Firstly, it is not essential that added fumarate should accelerate the respira-

tion of the tissue. This should only occur when the tissue contains less than the

optimum amount of fumarate, either normally or as a result of loss by diffusion

into the suspension fluid. Secondly, it is not essential that malonate should

inhibit the respiration; this should only take place when the reduction intensity

of the tissue is high enough for “over-reduction** of oxaloacetate to sucemate to

occur. Thirdly, if malonate does inhibit the respiration, this inhibition should be

prevented by the simultaneous addition of fumarate.

1 Halley Stewart Research Fellow.

( 877 )
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Experimental methods and results.

Measurements of oxygen consumption were made in the Haldane-Baroroft-

Warburg apparatus. The suspension medium was buffered by sodium phosphates,

7*3.

Preparation of tissue. Immediately after the death of the pigeon, the breast

muscle was cut into several pieces, which were quickly cooled on distilled-water

ice. After quick drying on filter-paper, the pieces were passed through an ice-cold

mincer into an ice-cooled dish. The mincer forced the tissue by a plunger

through a sieve plate and cut it on the far side by revolving knives, as specified

by Aimau et al, 1 1935]. In some experiments the minced muscle was weighed and
added to 3 vols. ice-cold phosphate buffer; the suspension was then pipetted into

the Warburg vessels. In other experiments, equal portions of tissue were quickly

weighed on a torsion balance and transferred to the Warburg vessels. The
vessels described by Dickens and SimcT [1930, 1] were found to be suitable,

provided that the oxygen uptake did not exceed 500 fil, per hour. 100 mg. tissue

(moist weight) were used in all experiments with pigeon breast muscle. The vessels

were filled with air.

In experiments with tissue slices, the tissue was prepared in soluticms on ice

or at 38°, according to the circumstances; the vesstds were filled with oxygen,

sometimes while inside the thermostat, sometimes while outside.

Effects of malonate and fimarate cm the respiration of rninced pigeon breast

muscle,

Banga [Annau et al,, 1935] found that with fumarate addition the muscle

showed a large constant oxj^gen uptake
;
without addition, the respiration was

either almost the same as that with fumarate, or, more usually, it progressively

decreased. She concluded that ‘‘das Fumarat die Atmung eigentUch nicht

‘steigert ’, sondern bloss ‘konserviert
' ;
vom Abfall bewahrt ”. Malonate caused a

strong inhibition
;
with fumarate and malonate^. the respiration was the same as

with fumarate alone. These observations have been confirmed.

The respiration of the tissue w ithout fumarate or malonate addition depends
on the osmotic pressure of the suspension fluid (Figs. 1 and 2). In the experiment

of Fig. 1 the muscle w^as placed in a hypotonic solution. The solutions in the

vessels were as follows

:

F S N
ml. ml. ml.

Phosphate (0*11 M) 0*5 0*5 0*5

Fumarate (0-1 M) 0*4 — —
NaCl (0*9%) — 0*4 —
Water 1*1 1*1 1*5

The solutions corresponding to the curves of Fig. 2 were very slightly hyper-
tonic, and were as follows

:

F N M
ml. ml. ml.

Phosphate (0*177 M) 0*3 0*3 0*3

Fumarate (0*1 31) 0*4 — —
Malonate (0*1 Af) — — 0*2

NaCl (0*9%) 1*2 1*6 1*4

In the second experiment the respiration did not fall off in the absence of
added fumarate. Malonate (0*01 M) inhibited strongly. In the first experiment
(hypotonic solutions) the respiration was low and falling. It was maintained at
a high value when 0*02 M fumarate was added. When instead of fumarate NaCl
was added in iso-osmotic concentration (0*03 31) the respiration was again
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maintained at a higher value, even if not quite so well as by the fumarate. Part

of the effect of the fumarate might, therefore, be ascribed to osmotic action.

This consideration is not likely to affect the interpretation of Banga’s experi-

ments which were performed in solutions which were not very hypotonic

Fig, 1, Pigeon breast muscle (hypotonic Fig. 2. Pigeon breast muscle (slightly

solution). hypertonic solution).

X, no addition; F, fumarate; J/, malonate: NaCl.

(0-05M phosphate). But in the experiment of Gozsy and Szeiit-Gyorgyi [1934],

in which it was shown that fumarate raised the respiration without itself dis-

appearing, the muscle was suspended in 0*022M phosphate, and in view of this,

the experiment loses much of its force.

The effect of calcium.

When the respiration of minced pigeon breast muscle is measured in isotonic

phosphate-containing solutions, the addition of calcium in the concentration in

which it occurs in blood or Ringer’s solution causes a strong inhibition of the

respiration. In the experiment shown in Fig. 3, the effect of the addition of

8*8 mg./lOO ml. Ca and 20 mg./lOO ml. K is shown. The solutions (1*9 ml. in

each vessel) were isotonic, the phosphate concentration was J//36, and the

curves correspond to the following additions:

F

Fumarate
(M)

002

I^Ialonate

(if)

Calcium
(mg./nX) ml.)

Potassium
(mg./lOO ml.)

M — 001 — —
OF 0-02 — 8-8 20
CFM 0*02 0*01 8-8 20
CN 8-8 20
CM — 0*01 8*8 20

On the addition of calcium and potassium, fumarate and malonate have little

effect on the respiration, which becomes very low and of the same order as the
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malonate-inhibited respiration in the absence of calcium. A number of experi-

ments showed that the elBfect was due to the calcium alone, the respiration being

strongly inhibited by concentrations as low as 4 mg. per 1(X) ml.

Fig. 3. Fig. 4.

I'ig. 3. Pigeon briiast inusele.

Fig. 4. Rat diaphragm. 0*(Ki2j>/ CaClg, 0*005 J/ KCl. X, no addition; F, 0*02 Jf fumarale;

M, O-OIJR mcJouato; MF, 0*01Jtf malonatc 4 0-02 J/ fumarate.

That calcium strongly inhibits the respiration ofminced tissue was discovered

by Thunberg [1909, 1, 2] and his observations have been confirmed and extended

by others, including Meyerhof [1919] and Hoick [1934]. It is now seen that this

inhibition also occurs in the presence of fumarate.

,
It is int(*resting to compare the effects of cations on the minced pigeon muscle

with their effects on the respiration of slices of rat brain cortex [Dickens and
Grevillc, 1935]. With the latter material, calcium lowers the respiration,

potassium accelerates it [compare Ashford and Dixon, 1935] and can overcome
the effect of calcium. Magnesium also lowers the respiration. Experiments with

minced pigeon breast muscle in isotonic solutions containing 0-02 M fumarate

have shown that: (1) Potassium (concentrations up to 0*09 M) has little effect

on the respiration. (2) Addition of potassium (0-003-4)d5 M) does not relieve the

inhibition due to calcium. (3) Magnesium (up to 0*005 M) has little effect on the

respiration.

Dickens and Greville [1935] have suggested that calcium modifies the condi-

tion of the brain protoplasm so as to make the enzymes less available. If, as

seems probable, the effect of calcium on the minced muscle is due to irreversible

damage consequent on penetration of the calcium into the tissue, the differences

in the effc^ets of cations in the two materials are not surprising.

It is clear that the effects of the dicarboxylic acids have been studied using

tissue in such an “unphysiological” condition that the respiration is heavily

inhibited b^’^ the addition of “ physiological’ ' concentrations of calcium.^

^ It may be thought that the sensitivity of the tissue towards calcium in those experiments is

duo to damage caused by the particular mincer used. The respiration in Szent-Qydrgyi's experiments

in calcium- (and bicarbonate-) containing Ringer solution is only a little lower than that in the

calcium-free phosphate. There is, however, no evidence of undue damage. The mincer conformed

to Szent-Uyorgyrs specifications, and the oxygen uptakes observed in absence of added fumarate

agree well with those given by iStraub [Annan et al,, 1935].
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Ahlgren [1925] remarks that "‘Ringer-Losung fiir feinverteilte Oewebe wonigstens

bei Atmungsversuchen eine sehr ungceignete Suspensionsflussigkcit ist”. The

more acceptable view would be that it is the state of the tissue rather than the

fluid which is unsuitable. Hence it seemed desirable to test the effects of malonate

and fumarate on tissue as little damaged as possible.

Effects of dicmboxylic acids on the. respiration of diaphragm and heart muscle.

The most suitable material seemed to be the rat diaphragm. Warburg et al.

[1924] showed that with young rats (1(H) g. or less) the tissue is thin enough to be

completely saturatted with oxygen; and Meyerhof and Himwich |1924] and

Meyerhof et al. [1925] found that respiration is constant for 2 or 3 hours, being

somewhat increased by the addition of pyruvate.

The diaphragms of rats of 80-100 g. were frt'cd from the central tendon and

divided into four. The respirations of the four pieces agreed well. Fig. 4 shows

that in isotonic media containing phosphate, calcium and y>otassium, 0*01 M
malonate has little eflect on the n^spiration. In the absence of (!a and K similar

(‘urves wer(‘ obtained : calcium did not inhibit the respiration. Malonate had no

greater effect in the presence of pyruvate. But if, in th(‘ absence of added

substrate, higher concentrations of malonate^ I:>e added, and the respiration

fjllowed over longer periods, malonate is seen to exert a very definite effect

(Fig. 5). Pig. () shows that 0-02 M fumarate overcomes the inhibiting action of

Fig. 5. Fig. C).

Fig. 5. Rat diaphragm. Inhibition by malonate.

Fig. 6. Rat diaphragm. N, no addition; M, 0*03 M malonate; MF, 0*03 M malonate + 0-02 M
fumarate.

0*03M malonate. Thus the events which are explained by Szent-Gyorgyi s

theory can occur with tissue that has suffered minimum damage, the respiration

of which is not reduced by the usual concentrations of calcium.

If now the diaphragm tissue be severely damaged, by being cut into small

pieces, the lower concentration of malonate (0*01 Jtf) has an immediate action,

the respiration falls off in the absence of added fumarate, and calcium strongly

inhibits the respiration in the presence of fumarate. Fig. 7 shows an experiment

in which the pieces of diaphragm were weighed on a torsion balance, and then

each piece rapidly cut with scissors to a fine brei. Control experiments showed

that ^e respirations of four pieces of the same diaphragm cut in this way agreed
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well. If the damage were not so severe, the out particles bemg^ larger, the

respiration did not fall off so rapidly in the absence of fiunarate, calcium had not

much effect, but malonate still inhibited strongly (Kg. 8).

Fig. 7. Rat diaphragm. Severely damaged. Isotonic Bolutions. i’, 0*(>1 J/ fumarate; Jf, 0*01 J/

malonate; JV, no addition: CF, 0*01 Jljf fumarate + 0'002 (.aClg -t 0*005 Jf K(’l.

Fig. 8. Rat diaphragm, moderate!}^ damaged. (Legend as in Fig. 7.)

Finally, with muscle tissue c ut in slic'es tJie effects of malonate and fumarate

were very pronounced. This is shown by an experiment with sliced guinea-pig

heart muscle:
1 3 4

Phosphate (0*11 JI) 0*0 0*6 0*0 0*B

Fumarate (0*1 Jf) — — 0*4 0*4

Malonate (0*1 M) — 0*2 — 0*2

NaCl (0*9%) 1*4 1*2 1*0 0*8

Q02 40 min.) -6*5 -1*5 -18*7 -14*8

Fjfecl of dicarboxylic acids on the respiration of brain cortex and retina.

As a first step towards finding out whether carbohydrates can be oxidised in

the tissues by means of fumarate catalysis, the effects of fumarate and malonate
on tissues with a pure carbohydrate respiration have been tested. One such tissue

is the brain corte^x, the respiration ofwhich is maintained only when it is supplied

with^ carbohydrates or carbohydrate derivatives, which are burnt completely
[Loebel, 1925; Dickons and Simer, 1930, 2], Fig. 9 shows the effect of 0-05 M
fumarate and 0*02 M malonate on the respiration of rat brain cortex slices in

glucose and phosphate-containing medium. Fumarate acceleratesthe respiration

;

malonate reduces it to below half the control value. It may remain constant at
this lowered value for at least 90 min. Fumarate only partially relieves the
malonate inhibition. Similar results are obtained whether the tissue is prepared
in solutions at room temperature, at 38°, or on ice.

Malonate has less effect on the respiration when the substrate is pyruvate
than when it is glucose. Fig. 10 shows the effect of0*01M malonate on the oxygen
consumption of rat brain cortex in the presence of 0*2% glucose, of 0-2% lithium

^ Succinic, a-ketoglutaric and I ( -f )-glatamic acids are also vigorously oxidised [Quastel and
Wheatley, 1932; Krebs, 1935; WeilMalherbe, 1935].
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pyruvate and of 0-2% glucose+0-2% lithium pyruvate. If Szent-GySrgyi’s

explanation of inhibition by malonate is to apply to brain cortex, it would be

neoessary to say that since malonate has less effect on the respiration/,in the

Fig. ». Fig. 10.

Fig. 0. Hat brain cortex (HliceH). *V, no a^idition; J/, malonate; F, fumarate; MF, malonate

+

fiimarate.

Fig. lb. Hat brain cortex (slices), (u glucose; glucose -Milalonate; P, pyruvate; PM, pyruvate
+ tuulonate: GP, glucose -r pyruvate; GPM, glucose + pyruvate -{- malonate.

proaence of pynivate than m the presence of glucose, the reducing intensity (or

the “ Wasserstoffmobilisierung ”) is Jess when the former is substrate [Annau et ah,

1935, p. 12]. This would be possible. Again, since addition of pyruvate lessens

the malonate inhibition in the presence of glucose (Fig. 10), addition of pyruvate
to the glucose solution would have to lessen the ‘‘ WasserstoflFmobilisierung^^ and
the “ Wasserstotfiiberschuss ” of the tissue; and a consideration of molecular

collisions shows this to be iKissible also.

It will bt‘ seen from Fig. 9 that the addition of 0-02 M fumarate reduces the

inhibition due to U Ol M malonate, but that the relief is partial. It is essential,

if Szent-Gyorgyi’s explanation is to apply, that fumarate should relieve the

malonate inhibition completely
; but it is possible that a failure of the fumarate to

diffuse adequately into the tissue prevents this from being observed. Evidence
has been sought in several ways

:

1. AUmpted alterations in the permeability of tissue. The respiration of

brain cortex is very dependent on the cations in the medium [Dickens and
Qreville, 1935]. The medium in the experiment of Fig. 9 contained Na, Ca, K,
Mg. Removal of Ca, of Ca and Mg or of Ca, K and Mg did not appreciably

modify the effects of fumarate and malonate (Table I
;
in these experiments the

Table I. — of rat brain cortex.

Glncose-phosphate-medium. Cation concentrations as in the paper by Dickens and Greville [1935].

Duration No Malonate Fumarate

Malonate
(0-01 M)^
Fumarate

Cations min. addition (0-01 M) (0-02 M) (0*02 M)

Na-K-Ca-Mg 40 14-0 6-3 15-5 10*4

Na-K-Mg 30 14-2 5-8 17*2 9-8

Na-K 35 10*4 7-7 21*6 12*2

Ka 40 191 7-5 20-8 10*6
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fumarate and malonate concentrations were the same as those in the pigeon

breast muscle experiment).

2. Cui tissue. With diaphragm, cutting the tissue resulted in more marked
actions by malonate and fumarate. When rat brain cortex slices were cut with

scissors to a brei, the eflFect of malonate became rather less; and no evidence was
obtained of increased relief by fumarate.

3. Increased fumarate concentrations. Relief was still only partial with

0-06 M fumarate (Table II).

4. Malate, Instead of fumarate, the oiffect of Z-malate was tried. This should

be brought into equilibrium with fumarate by the tissue fumarase [Quastel,

1931], and might possibly penetrate better. However, the relief was still in-

complete (Table TI).

Table II.

Substrate: glucose. Tune: (iO rain.

Malonate {M) — 001 0*01 0*01 0*01

Fumarate [M) — — 0*0(5 — —
1-Malato {M) — 0*01 0*03

-Qo, 17*5 5-4 12*0 9*2 13*0

Malonate (M) — 001 0*01 0*01

/•Malato {M) — — 0*02 0*04

17*7 7*;i 13*4 14*4

In order to see whether this imperfect relief was a peculiarity of brain tissue,

the behaviour of another tissue with pure carbohydrate respiration was tested.

With rat retina, fumarate was even less eifec’tiv^e:

Substrate: gJucosc,

Malonate Malonate (0*01 M) +
No addition (O'Ol M) fumarate (0*02 M)

•“<;^Oj(<»0iuin.) 2J4 7-4

Tumour tissue.

It was found that 0'()2 M malonate inhibited the respiration of slices of

Jensen rat sarcoma in glucose medium by 20-40% . Similar results have recently

been published by Boyland and Boyland [1936].

Effect of malonate a'nd fumarate on artificially-stmulatsd respiration,

Dinitrophenols accelerate the respiration of .normal tissues [Dodds and
Oreville, 1933; Ehrenfest and Ronzoni, 1933; Euler, 1933] and tumour tissues

[Dodds and Greville, 1934], The increased respiration is strongly inhibited by
malonate. In the following exjx^riment with rat brain cortex, malonate and
fumarate were added after 30 min. respiration (substrate: glucose).

Binitro-o-cresol present initially

[M y 10
~6

)

— 3 3 3 3

Added after 30 min. Malonate
(0*02 ilf)

Fumarate
(0*02 Af)

Malonate
(0*02 Af) +
fumarate
(0*02 3f)

~C?02 addition (30 miii.) 13*1 39*0 30*3 36*6 33-2
"* addition (40 min.) 13*7 40*6 11*9 38*5 13*9

The next exfieriment, in which dinitro-o-cresol and malonate were added
together, also shows that the latter abolishes the action of the former on the
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respiration of rat brain cortex. The respiration during 30 min. after addition is

expressed as a percentage of that during 30 min. before addition.

Fumaraie preBcni initially (M) — — 0-02 0-08

Added after .*{0 niin.

:

Dinitro-o-cresol (if x 10~®) — 3 U 3 3
Malonate {M) — — 0-01 0*01 0*01

% of initial respiration 101 184 62 78 98

Concentrations of fumarate as higii as 0*08 M do not overcome the action of

malonate in preventing the acceleration.

In tumour tissue (flRS) malonate prevents the acceleration by dinitro-o-

cresol in the same way. In the experiment given below, malonate and dinitro-o-

oresol were added after a preliminary period. The respiration after addition

(35 min.) is expressed as a percentage of the respiration before addition (35 min.).

With both brain and JRS, dinitro-o-cresol only accelerates the respiration in

presence of carbohydrate or carbohydrate derivatives; so presumably here we
have another case of carbohydrate respiration being inhibited by malonate.

Besid('s the nitrophenols, certain of the redox indicators accelerate the

respiration of tumour tissue [Barron, 1930; Dickens, 1934]. The acceleration in

respiration produced by one of the most efficient of these, brilliant cresyl blue

[Dickens, unpublished], is not prevent(*d by malonate.

JRS. Substrate: glucose.

Added after 35 min.

:

Malonate (it/) — — 0-01 — 0-Ul

J/initro-o-onjsol (Jf x lO”**) 1 1 — —
Brilliant ercHvl blue (.1/ x Kr-q ... — — 2 2

, of initial respiration 89 204 85 218 207

Although their effects are often similar, the modes of action of the redox

indicators and nitrophenols on respiration are jx)ssibly quite different [Greville

and Stem, 1935; see also Krahl and Clowes, 1935]. That malonate overcomes

the action of the latter and not of the former may therefore be of interest.

Discussion.

According to Szent-Gybrgyi, fumarate acts as a hydrogen carrier for the

tissue oxidations. In any particular tissue it might act as a hydrogen carrier for

the whole? of th(‘ respiration or for a part of the respiration. Before the former

could be claimed for a given tissue it would be necessary to establish that:

(1) The tissut», killed at any time during full respiration in such a way that

post mortem cht^mical changes could not occur, contains enough dicarboxylic

acid (fumaried- malic 4- succinic -f oxaloacetic) to bo a catalyst for the whole

respiration at that time.

(2) The tissue’s own fumarate (or malate) can be oxidised to oxaloacetate in

the tissue, and the tissue’s own oxaloacetate can he reduced to fumarate (or

malate) in the tissue.

(3) The tissue’s own fumarate (or malate) is oxidised to oxaloacetate at a rate

at least equivalent to the oxygen uptake during rt'spiration.

(4) The tissue’s own oxaloacetate is reduced to fumarate (or malate) at a rate

at least equivalent to the oxygen uptake.

(5) Oxaloacetate reduction in the tissue is connected with substrate oxidation.

These conditions are essential, but it would be almost impossible to establish

(3), (4) and (5). If the following further conditions, which are in themselves not

essential, could be established in addition to (1) and (2), it would become higlily

probable that fumarate acts as a catalyst for the whole of the respiration.
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(6) Added fumarate (or malate) is oxidised to oxaloacetate at a rate at least

equivalent to the oxygen uptake dimng respiration.

(7) Added oxaloacetate is reduced to fumarate (or malate) at a rate at least

equivalent to the oxygen uptake during respiration.

(8) The reduction of added oxaloacetate is accompanied by an equivalent
oxidation of substrate.

(9) The dicarboxylic acid content (fumaric+ malic+ succinic+ oxaloacetic)

remains constant, either with or without addition of any of these acids, during
respiration.

(6) and (7) are not essential because of the possibility of feeble penetration of
the added acid.

If, on the other hand, fumarate is to act as a hydrogen carrier for only a part
of the respiration, (2) and (5) would be essential, (8) and (9) would become a
valuable addition to the evidence ; but as to the rest, there would be no inde-

pendent way of determining what proportion of the respiration was carried by
fumarate.

For pigeon breast muscle, Annau et al. [1935] have produced evidence for (7)

and (9). For kidney, liver and tumour none of these points has been established.

The remark of Boyland and Boyland [1930] that '"malignant tissue therefore
seems to resemble muscle, kidney and liver in using C4 dibasic acids as oxygen
carriers’’ would therefore seem to be premature.

The results with brain cortex in this paper emphasise the necessity of con-
sidering the question of permeability in future work with the dicarboxylic acids.

It is to be hoped that many more facts about the effects of dicarboxylic acids
on respiration will be established, so that it may be seen whether they receive
their explanation from Szent-Gyorgyi’s most stimulating theory.

Summary.

The effects of malonate and fumarate on the respiration of various kinds of
surviving tissue have been studied. With minced pigeon breast muscle, the
effects described by Szent-Gyorgyi and colleagues have been confirmed. The
tissue was in so damaged a condition that its respiration, even in the presence of
fumarate, was strongly inhibited by physiological concentrations of calcium.
With tissue which had suffered minimum damage (rat diaphragm) the effects of
malonate and fumarate could still bo shown. Damage by cutting this tissue
facilitated the demonstration of their actions. Whether any action would occur
with perfectly undamaged tissue is not clear.

Pure carbohydrate respiration (rat brain cortex and retina) was also in-
hibited by malonate, but fumarate only partially relieved the inhibition.
Respiration (presumably carbohydrate oxidation) artificiafiy accelerated in
brain cortex and tumour by dinitro-o-cresol was strongly inhibited by malonate.
That produced in tumour by a redox indicator was not.

These exi)eriment8 were a first step in studying the applicability of Szent-
Cryorgyi’s new theory that fumarate is a hydrogen carrier in respiration.
Observations on malonate inhibition cannot confirm any particular theory; but
the findings do not contradict Szent-Gyorgyi’s views, if the failure of fumarate
to overcome completely the malonate inhibition in brain and retina can be
ascribed to insufficient penetration of the fumarate into the tissue.

The establishing of Szent-Gyorgyi’s theory will be very difficult. Conditions
necessary for estabUshing a claim that the theory applies to any particular tissue
are discussed.
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CXXVIIL A SIMPLE MICRO-TEST FOR
ACETONE IN URINE.

By JOHN FREDERICK BARRETT.

From the Courtauld Institute of Biochemistry, Middlesex Hospital, W. 1,

{Received March 3rd, 1936.)

The nitroprusside test, as modified by Rothera, is eommonly used for the

detection of acetone bodies in urine. In practice this test has certain dis-

advantages. Firstly, two of the reagents, concentrated ammonia and solid or

saturated ammonium sulphates are a menace to a clinical laboratory where

blood analysis is in progress, while the third reagent, sodium nitroprusside, is

unstable in solution. Secondly, acetoacetic acid responds to the test much more
readily than acetone, so that the response is difficult to interpret. Finally, the

presence of blood or bile may mask a faint reaction.

It is well known that acetone combines with mercury salts under certain

conditions giving complex precipitates. Nesslers reagent, which is })otassium

mercuric iodide in alkaline solution, also reacts with acetone. This test is so

delicate, that if a bottle of acetone be opeiKd near a nesslerised solution, the

latter will become turbid in a few minutes. At the boiling-point, this change

appears to be almost instantaneous, with the formation of a copious creamy
precipitate. Under suitable conditions 0-01 rag. of acetone jdelds a definite

precipitate with 0*5 ml. of Nessler s reagent.

Test.

Reagents: (1) Nessler’s reagent [Koch and McMeekin, 1924] diluted with an
equal volume of water,

(2) 5% salicylsulphonic acid in 1% sodium sulphate solution.

Apparatus: This is an apparatus previously used for the distillation of
ammonia [Beaumont and Dodds, 1934], It consists essentially of two bulbs,

about 8-10 ml, in capacity, connected by a U-tube containing the liquid. When
steam is blown through, the liquid oscillates in the tube, but the bulbs prevent
either sucking back or blowing out. The apparatus is easUy cleaned with hydro-
chloric acid.

Procedure: Place approximately 0-2 ml, of urine and 3 ml. of acid in an
8 X 1 in. monax test-tube. Add a porcelain chip. Close the tube with the trap
tube containing 0*5ml. ofdiluted Nessler’s reagent. Place the tulx^ on a sand-bath
and heat steadily and strongly until steam begins to pass through the Nessler’s

reagent. If the sand-bath is hot, this process takes 1-2 min.

IrUerpretation.

The test is given by acetone and acetoacetic acid since the latter is decom-
posed by boiling in acid solution. Under the above conditions normal urines give
no definite response. A small but definite creamy precipitate is given by acetone
solutions containing 0*01 mg. per ml. When urine contains more than 1%

( 888 )
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acetone, the reaction is characteristic. The dense initial precipitate, which
appears, dissolves gradually and may be reprecipitated by continued boiling.

Volatile reducing substances, t.g. formaldehyde, when present in urine, interfere

with the test, giving a red precipitate. In this case, repeat the test, adding one
drop of 1 % sodium hypochlorite to the Nessler’s reagent before heating. This
alteration renders the test less sensitive. The normal output of acetone and
acetoacetic acid is generally considered to be less than 20 mg. per diem or 0-01 mg.
per ml. The test may also be applied to blood filtrates

;
in this case 2 ml. tungstic

acid filtrate are used and treated as described above.

I wish to express my thanks to Prof. E. C. Dodds for his kindness in

allowing me to carry out this work.
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CXXIX. THE QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION
OF VITAMIN K. I.

By fritz SCH0NHEYDER.

From the Biochemical Institute, University of Copenhagen and the Carlsberg-

Foundation Biological Institute, CopenhagpM,

(Beceived March 30, 1936,)

In a reeont paper [Dam and Sehonheyder, 1934] a deficiency disease in chicks

was described, the main symptoms of which are a tendcsncy to large haemor

rhages, certain pathological changes in the gizzard and anatmiia. The blood of

chicks suffering from this disease has a considerably prolonged clotting time.

The cause of the disease was ascribed by Dam [1935, 1 , 2] to lack of a spc^cific

fat-soluble vitamin which is called vitamin K. Almquist and iStokstad [1935],

working independently of Dam, have already confirmed this suggestion. Tlie

delayed (Jotting was occasionally observed by Dam [1930] and by McFarlane

et al. [1931] and has rocenflj^ l>een subjected to more intensive study by
Schonheyder [1935: 193()].

Out of a total of 323 animals presenting symptoms of vitamin K deficiency,

prolongc'd coagulation time (over 10 min.) was found in 86*5 The clotting

timt‘ was determined in the following manner. Tlie brachial vein was opeiu'd by a

slight cut and 2-3 ml. of blood were allowed to drop into a small porcelain bowl.

30-45 sec. wore usually required to obtain this amount of blood. The period of

time from the venous puncture until complete clotting is called the clotting

time. This is between 1 and 10 min. in normal chicks, while it may be several

hours for diseased animals. This simple procedure enables one to diffenmtiate

betweem normal and diseased animals, and the results are in accordance with

those obtained by a more exact m<‘thod of measuring the clotting time (see

later).

Previous research [Schonheyder, 1936] on the subject has shown that the

prolonged clotting time cannot be due to insufficiency of thrombokinase in the

tissue or thrombocjl^es, or to insufficitmey of fibrinogen in the plasma or an
accumulation of anticoagulating agents, especially antiprothrombin, in tlie

plasma. The serum calcium values were usually found low and the inorganic

phosphorus values constantly elevated in the diseased animals. The addition of

Ca-^ to the plasma of the diseased animals did not shorten the clotting time, and
no change in p^ or salt content of plasma could be demonstrated.

It was shown, however, that per unit of time and under identical conditions

far less thrombin was formed, aftcT addition of thrombokinase, in abnormal
plasma than in nornxal. Normal plasma was further found to contain a surplus

of a certain ingredient which accelerates the coagulation process in chickens
having lack of vitamin K. The most probable explanation of the prolonged
clotting time in the diseased animals is that it is due to reduced concentration
of prothrombin.

As with other vitamins, two methods of biological assay, preventive and
curative, may also be used for vitamin K. By means of the preventive method
we have found that a portion of dried pig’s liver equivalent to 20% of the
diet gave complete protection while 10% afforded only partial protection. All

portions of pig’s liver are not of equal potency.

( 899 )
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The curative method.

It appeared, that by giving the animals with a oonsiderably prolonged
clotting time a vitamin K test substance, it was possible to make the clotting

time normal. The animals suffering from vitamin K deficiency became normal
with reference to clotting time in 3 days when given sufficient food containing

vitamin K. The administration of 11*3 mg. of dried pig’s liver per g. chick daily

for 3 days was found sufficient to restore the coagulation time to normal values.

The curative method of assaying vitamin K is based on this fact. Meanwhile it

appeared desirable to find a more exact method of measuring the clotting time.

The method of Fischer [1930] appeared to be most suitable as it is especially

founded on experiments marie w'ith plasma from hens. It is well known that

blood from hens docjs not clot when it is shed through a cannula which is

inserted in a blood vessel. In this manner it is possible to obtain blood under
identical circumstances. The plasma thus obtained does not clot until a clotting

agent is added. Normal and diseased plasmata show an enormous difference in

clotting tim«^ in the })rescnce of the same clotting agent. Instt'ad of using a

clotting agent of con.stant strength, the concentration of the clotting agent is

increased until the plasma of the K-avitarainous animal is made to clot as

quickly as normal plasma. The relation Ix^tween the concentrations of the

clotting agent which clot a plasma from a sick animal and normal plasma in

the same time indicates the degree of vitamin K deficiency. For practical

reasons wo have chosen to multiply this relation by 10. This figure, which
expresses the animaPs condition, is called the S figure of the animal = degree

of sickness). If 8 is equal to or less than 10 the animal is normal as regards

vitamin K. and 8^ are taken to be the numerical expression of the animaPs
condition previous to the vitamin assaying and after the test substance has been
given for 3 days respectively. One unit of vitamin K is defined as the least

amount of a test substance per day per g. of (*hick which is able to reduce the

animal’s = 1500-2000 to 8^^ 10 when given for 3 days. This unit is small but

when it is multiplied by 1000 it equals the amount of substance which isnecessary

to cure an animal with >Si== 15fH)-2000 and a weight of 333 g. in the course of

3 days, the animal receiving one-third every day.

The basal diet is a modification of diet 124 of Dam [1935, 2].

Ct^seiiiogen

Dried pig’s liver extracted with ether

10

10

Dried yeast 15

Sucrose 62*3

Salts No. 2 2-7

1(H.>

Cod liver oil 4

The caseinogen preparation used was free from vitamin A. It was idenfioal with the pre-

paration used at Statens Vitamiu-Laboratorium. According to the declaration of the manu-

facturer (Dansk Mejeri Industri and Exportkompagni, Copenhagen), it consists of lactic acid

caseinogen, which has been subjected to drying in air at room temperature for 24 hours. The liver

is spread on thin trays and dried in a current of air not over 40°. The dried liver is scraped from

the trays and ground to a fine powder. This is first extracted with light petroleum, which dissolves

most of the fat. The rest dissolves when extracted with ether in Soxhlet’s apparatus, leaving a

fat-free residue. The yeast, which is first autolysed for a day at 40° and then spread out on trays

to dry at 40°, is ground to a fine powder. Ordinary grade sugar is used. Salts No. 2, CaCOj 2*00,

MgOOs 0*10; ferric citrate 0*16; NaCl 0*44; KI 0*000025. When these ingredients have been mixed

4% fresh ood liver oil (from Peder Moller, Oslo) is added.
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The animals all became equally ill whether they had received this food from
the time of hatching or from the age of 2 weeks. During the first 2 weeks the

animals therefore were given Oluf Nielsen’s chicken food. The diet was then
changed. The animals must be kept on the basal diet mentioned for at least

3 weeks, ix. until 35 days old. Experience has taught us the important fact

that when chicks of the same breed are given identically prepared diets tliere is

very little variation in the severity of the attack (S^) and that this is inde-

pendent of the age (30--()0 days) and the weight during this period. The decisive

factor when determining S is the animal’s weight. Not until this is 200 g. is it

possible to obtain blood under standard conditions. Since haemorrliages occur
more frequently the more animals there are in a (jage because of mechanical
injuries it is advisable to have as few as possible together.

The test substance should be given as tablets. If a small quantity of a substance
is to be measured the substance is dissolved in a few ml. of an indifferent oil, for

example olive oil. The olive oil is then mixed with a suitable quantity (25 g.) of
the basal diet and the whole mixture is made into tablets.

Blood sampUs. Carel’s method [1922] for adult hens is used.

3'hp blood is not taken aseptically. An assistant holds the chick so that it lies on its back
on a low table, the animars neck being allowed to hang over the edge and its head being bent so

far back that the front of the throat forms a convex surface. Anaesthesia is not necessary since

the animal apparently goes into a hypnotic state in this position. An incision 1*5 cm. long is now
mode in the mid-line between the base of the head and the uppe^r breast aj)erture. The skin and
subcutis are drawn aside and the muscles and the anterior surface of the <'olumna are now seen,

covered with a thin fascia, which is incised. It is easy to find the two c^arotid artorieM which lie

close together apparently in the same sheath; they are separated from one another with forceps

and one of the arteries is exposed in the field of operation by means of a retractor, and the vessel

is held in place by means of a ligature with long ends. A small artery clamp is applied 1 cm.
proximal to the ligature on the vessel. The whole operative area is rinsed with Ringer’s solution,

followed by mineral oil. With a sharp pair of scissors a small incision is now made between the
ligature and the artery clamp and the cannula is inserted into the lumen of the blood vessel.

The clamp is taken off and the blood allowed to flow through the cannula and collected in an ice-

cooled paraffin-lined glass. From 3 to 4 ml. are taken. After centrifuging the plasma is pipetted
off and is now ready for use in the clotting experiment.

DetermiruUion of dotting time. Since plasma, when clotting agent of constant
strength is added, coagulates more and more slowly for each day of standing, it
is necessary to undertake the clotting determination on the day of operation.
The plasma is always diluted with an equal volume of Ringer’s solution, thereby
making several determinations possible. One drop of clotting agent is invariably
add(‘d to 5 drops of diluted plasma. The method of Fischer [1930] was used with-
out modification for determination of the clotting time.

The measurement takes place in a water thermostat at 40®. 5 drops of dilated plasma ore
dropped into a Fischer’s miniature test-tube (30 x 8 mm.; thickness 0-9 mm.). The test-tube is
placed in a metal stand, i.e. a holder especially constructed to accommodate 15 miniature test-
tubes in a row. It can be opened and closed as the upper wall is on a hinge at one end and can be
tightened at the other with a screwing device. The underside of the movable wall is covered with
a thin layer of rubber which fits tightly over the opening of the tubes. A thin layer of parchment
paper is always placed over the rubber, forming a covering above the test-tubes. This must be
changed between every determination in order to prevent impurities being conveyed from
experiment to experiment.

The holder is closed at once after the clotting agent has been added to the plasma in the glasses
and is then transferred to the thermostat. It is inverted once, to mix the contents of the tubes>
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and at this moment a stopwatch is started. At the moment the plasma is no longer liquid the time

is noticed. The determinations are made in duplicate. We generally work with clotting times

between 120 and 600 sec.

A watery extract of hens’ lungs was used as clotting agent. Ethyl green was
added as antiseptic. The lung extract must be kept in a refrigerator and retains

its properties for some time. It is constantly necessary to test the clotting agent

on normal animals. No difference whatsoever could be shown in the clotting

times in normal adult hens and normal chicks, measuring with the same clotting

agent. When the clotting agent is to lie used for a determination we make
several dilutions with Ringer’s solution. The lung extract must be shaken before

use. It is necessary to wait 15 min. before using the various dilutions, as they
require this period to obtain a constant strength which then remains unchanged
for 3-4 hours. The plasma to be examined should be kept on ice. The pijiettes

are placed in distilled water.

CakMlation of tha S-values. Fischer [1935] has recently shown that the

following equation applies to the relation betwtjcn the clotting time and the

concentration of the clotting agent:
J

= 7!rC“, where <== clotting time, c= con-

centration of clotting agent, and K and a are constants. Using logarithms in the

above equation we get : log
J

= log K+a log C= 4- u log C,

This equation is merely an approximation to the actual relationship, but

for practical use it is obvious that interpolation is facilitated by obtaining a
straight line. The above-mentioned logarithmic dependence was found to deviate

only slightly from a straight line and was therefore suitable for the purpose. If a
1000

curve has b(*cn plotted for the related values of log cone, and log -y-, it is only

necessary to interpolate to the log cone., wdiieh corresponds to

, KKK) , imo .. ^

,

log— =log-j-^=0-/4.

The following is an example of a test of the clotting agent and the measure-

ment of 8 in an arbitrarily chosen plasma.

( 1 ) Plasma from a normal chick.

Lung extract in

the added drop % log cone.

,
KHH

log—
0125 0 0097 0-469

0-25 00398 0*602

0-50 00699 0-762

0-75 00875 0-854

1*00 01 0-880

The points are plotted with the abscissa giving the log cone, and the ordinate

log 1^. A curve is drawn between the points and its point of intersection with

(2) Plasma from chick No. 1298.

iQg extract in

added drop % log oonc.

,
1000

log-r

1-25 0-097 0-067

2-50 0*398 0-222

5-00 0-699 0-392

10-00 1-000 0*619

16-00 M76 0*762

20-00 1-301 0-824

33-33 1-622 0-903

60*00 1*699 0-921

76-00 1-876 0-947
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a line drawn parallel with the abscissa through 0*74 on the ordinate axis is deter-

mined. The point of intersection corresponds to 0*(Xi6 on the abscissa. This

means that 0-46% lung extract can bring about clotting of normal plasma in

180 sec.

The data are treated as before. The point of intersection corresponds to 1*16

on the abscissa. Antilog 1-1G= 14*46. According to this the S value of the chick

A provisional curve for the relationship between the coi^centration of the substance

and its effect. During the whole expe^riment the same portion of dried pig’s liver

was used. It was given in tablets of 2*5 g. each. Before receiving the tablets

all animals are assumed to have had aSj= 1500.

Chicken
No.

mg. dried liver

per g. chick per
day for 3 days

Chicken
No.

mg. dried liver

per g. chick per
day for 3 days .V,

1260 1-6 600 1312 0*8 4(»

1276 2'2 102 1184 7-2 21
1292 2*8 178 1206 8*2 19

1293 30 130 1280 9*9 12

1196 3*7 78 1214 10*2 10
1268 4*4 47 1191 11*3 9
1297 4*8 02 1217 14*8 K
1289 6*1 39 1279 17*S 9

Fig. 1,

20
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We see that about 10 mg. of dried pig’s liver per g. of chick per day are the

least quantity which is able to reduce <S\==ca. 1500 to 6\=10, About 10 mg.
dried liver contain one vitamin K unit.

The curve shows that as far as exact results are concerned it is not very
important to have a specific Sj at the beginning of the measurement, provided

it is more than 1500. For example we see that in order to reduce ^i= 500 to

&2= 10, 8-5 mg. of dried liver per g. yier day are necessary. To reduce* aSj= 10^)0

to 19, 9-3 mg. are required, t.e, a difference of 10% . Therefore if it is certain,

at the beginning of the expt‘riment, that JS is greater than 1000 tlie percentage

error cannot ex(H»ed 10% in this respect, if enough test substance is given almost

to cure the animals.

As s(*en above, the curve resembles a hyj)erbola. The author is inclined to

believe that the relationship between the i8-values and the amount of the test

substance in mg. may be expressed as follows:

.V2.mg.2=1100.

The dotted curve is plotted from this equation. The curve is used as

follows. Th(‘ dose of test substance must be so chosen that iSg falls to the

left of tlie yK)int of intersection between the curve and the horizontal line

through ^0—19 on the ordinate parallel with the axis of abscissae. Thus it is

seen that if a certain amount of a substance per g. of chick yjcr day for 3 days
reduces jSj = 1500 to >S2= 50, we may conclude that the quantity of substance in

question contains 1/2 vitamin unit. Twice the amount would be the least

quantity which is able to make >§2—19.

The number of animals required for an exact determination of the curve

defHalids iiy^on the exactitude demanded when determining a vitamin K unit. It

might be desirable to dotonninc the curve with other sources of vitamin K than
the {fig’s liv^er used here. At present we believe that the curve represents general

conditions, even though a number of supplementary studies should be made in

the future. A more exact evaluation of the technique as well as a mathematical
appli(*ation of the curve based on more extensive data will be rej)orted later.

SVMMABW

Vitamin K is best estimated by the curative method. An animal suffering

from vitamin K deficiency becomes normal with reference to clotting time in

3 days, when food containing sufficient vitamin K is given. It was decided to

characterise a plasma by the concentration of clotting agent which uyjoii the

addition of 1 drop to 5 drops of 50% plasma would cause the latter to clot in

180 sec. at 40".

The relation between the concentration which is necessary to clot a diseased

plasma in 180 sec. and that which is necessary to clot a normal plasma presents

a quantitative expression of the degree of sickness of the animal. The relation

multiplied by 10 is called the animal's S value. A vitamin K unit is defined as the

smallest daily dose of a test substance per g. of chicken given for 3 days which

is able to reduce the S value from over 1500 to 10. The substance to be tested

for vitamin K should be given in tablet form.

The methods of drawdng blood from the carotid artery, of determining the

coagulation time and of calculating the S value are described. A provisional

curve of standardisation is given.

Part of this work was aided by a grant from P. Carl Petersens Fond.
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CXXX. THE OCCURRENCE AND CHEMICAL
NATURE OF VITAMIN K.

By HENRIK DAM and FRITZ SCH0NHEYDER.
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(Received March 27th, 1936.)

It has been shown that the antihaemorrhagic factor of the chick is a fat-soluble

and rather thermostable vitamin which can be distinguished from vitamins A, D
and E [Dam, 1935, 1,2; Schonheyder, 1935; Almquist and Stokstad, 1935, 1, 2].

One of the sources of this vitamin—^for which the letter K has been proposed

|Dam, 1935, 1,2]—is hog liver fat, where it may !)efoimdin the easily soluble non-

sterol fraction of the non-saponifiable matter, when cold saponification is used.

On partitioning between light petroleum and 90% methyl alcohol the vitamin

was found in the light {letroleum layer [Dam, 1935, 1, 2]. Its occurrence in hog

liver fat, hemp seed etc. was established by means of the preventive method.

Since then a curative and more convenient method has been published by
Schonheyder [1936] and it has thereby been possible to determine the content of

vitamin K in different foodstuffs with some degree of accuracy and to gain

further information about the chemical properties, which are to be taken into

account during attempts to isolate the substance.

The method used in the assay was that described by Schonheyder [1936].

The substances were given on 3 successive days in the form of weighed tablets,

either alone or, when fats and oils were to be tested, in mixture with a certain

amount of the basal diet, one or two animals being used for each determination.

The unit is that amount of the vitamin w^hich is required per g. of the animal

on 3 successive days in order to render the clotting power of the blood normal

(the whole tnatment of an animal weighing 333 g. will require 1000 units).

The simple chemical treatments used in connection with the work will appear

from the tables and description.

Table I.

Dried cabbage, white*
Dried cabbage, red*
Dried cabbage, “Spitzkohl”*
Dried kale*

Dried spinach*
Dried spinach, “selected quality “t
Dried alfalfa, Producer If
Dried alfalfa. Producer llf
Fresh carrot, calculated on dry matter
Fresh potato, calculated on di^ matter
Barley

Dried hog liver}

Dried dog liver§

Dried chicken liver, normal§
Dried chicken liver, K-avitaminou8§
Dried cod liverS

* Dried in air 60°.

t Dried commercially in air of high temperature for a very short time.

} Dried in air 40°.

S Dried in a vacuum desiccator at room temperature.

( 897 )

Units per g,

230
60

240
260
270
540
136

250
190

20
15

100

67
< 11

< 11

10
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1. Occurrence of vitamin K in different plant materiaU and livers.

The figures in Tabic 1 do not pretend to represent mean values but are merely

obtained by means of 1 or 2 samples of each substance. They do, however, give

a very valuable orientation.

The high activity of vegetables is obvious, and the statement ofAlmquist and
Stockstad that alfalfa is an active material is confirmed by these as well as by
our previous findings.

It is perhaps somewhat surprising that the liver of normal chicks is a rather

poor source of vitamin K.

2. General chemical properties of vitamin K in hog liver fat.

Hog liver fat was, as mentioned before, one of the first sources used in our

early investigations on vitamin K. Table IT shows the result of different

chemical treatments of this substance.

Table IT.

Hor liver fat prociirod 4. vi. 35:

Without any treatment
Without any treatment
Noii-saponltiablo matter (cold saponitication 5 min. with tlie calcu-

lated anioinit ofKOH in methyl alcohol)

(ft) Fatty acid fraction

Fatty acid fraction

Water-solubh' fraction obtained ))y the 8a|K>nificati(>n

Liver fat after removal of the free fatty acids

Hog liver fat procured 10. iii. 35:

Without any tivatracnt

(6) Non-saponiiiable matter freed from cholc8torol by erystaUisatiou

from light petroleum (cold saponificaf ion 0 hours with 1(M> excess
of KOH[ in methyl alcohol)

The same
Nun-saponifiable matter (5) again treated with the same amount of

the saponification agent at room temperature for 45 hours
Non-saponifiable matter (6) treated with the saponification agent on
the boiling W'ater-bath for 0 hours

Non-saponitiable matter (6) 4 fatty acids (a)

Non-aaponifiable matter (b) 4 fatty acids (a)

Non-saponifiable matter (h) heated at 1(X)^ 13 hours
Non-saponitiable matter (0 )

-v* ether containing peroxide, 23 hours
Liver fat after standing in light and air 147 days

Lnits LoiiS by
ralnulaied Hapoiiiti -

IK'r g. oaf iuu

liver fat o
1}

2m)
.3()9f

107 <}3

0 _

0 —
0 —

307

40(f

139

1

i 129
1

73

1191
93 28

0 100

370
400 —
143
101 —
143

During work with the preventive method we noted that the process of cold

saponification involved a loss in vitamin K activity. This observation was fully

confirmed by the curative technique, not only for hog liver fat but also for plant
extracts (the saponification ex})eriments with the latter are not reported in this

paper in order to avoid unnecessary repetition). It appears from the table that
cold saponification lessens the activity about 60-70%, the duration of the
treatment and the excess of KOH being of relatively small influence, while hot
saponification destroys the activity completely. The fatty acid fraction (obtained

by ether extraction at acid reaction after complete removal of the non-saponifi-

able matU^r at alkaline reaction) was found to be inactive in accordance with
previous observations by means of the preventive method. The water-soluble
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fraction (containing glycerol, glycerophosphoric acid etc. and eventually un-

knoivn compounds) was also, after neutralisation and precipitation of inorganic

salts by alcohol, found to be inactive.

When the fatty acids were added to the non-saponifiablc matter, in the same
proportion as in the liver fat, the activity was to a large extent restored. The
significance of this interesting result is being investigated further. Removal of

the free fatty acids of the liver fat had no influence (hog liver fat contains much
free acid, the sample from 4. vi. 35 had a saponification value of 160*5 and an
acid value of 79*5).

Heating at 100° for 13 hours did not diminish the activity of the non-

saponifiablc matter. This finding is in accordance with our previous results with

liver fat and with the results of Almquist and Stokstad.

Ether containing peroxide (giving a black precipitate with metallic mercury)

did not, within 23 hours, effect any large destruction of the vitamin in the non-

safionifiable matter, but keeping the liver fat in light and air in the laboratory

for 147 days diminished the activity of the liver fat to 29% of the original value.

Whether this is du(‘ to the direct action of the light or to rancidity has not yet

IxH^n elucidated.

Channon et al. [1934] have isolated a new hydrocarbon from hog liver fat

{( or C5oHtJ4 )
which has about the same solubility projjerties with regard to

light p('trolcum and methyl alcohol as vitamin K. A sample of this substance,

courteously furnished by Prof. Channon, was tested for \dtamin K; 17 mg. were
completely inactive when given to a chick weighing 4(K> g.

3. Extraction of the vitamin from vegetables.

Previous experiments with hemp seed disclosed the fact that it is difficult to

(‘Xtract the vitamin from this material completely with ether. We have therefore

now tested the effect of different solvents on a green vegetable, viz. a sample of
dri(»d alfalfa. The (extraction was carried out in a Soxhlet apparatus surrounded
with a vapour jacket whcTeby the solvent was kept at the boiling point while in

contact with the substanc(» to be extracted (see Table TIT).

Table HI. Extraction of dried alfalfa {138 units per g.) at the boiling point

of the solvent.

Solvent

Duration of
extraction

hours
Extract %of
dried alfalfa

Tnits per g.

extract

Units in the
extract of 1 g.

dried alfalfa

A7)parcnt
output

o
/O

Ether 50 3-5 3900 136 100
Alcohol 99% 10 5-37* 5000* l»68* 197
Acetone 3*5 715 41f>0 296 21S
CClt 13 4-35 4160 174 128

* Calculated on the ether-soluble portion of the alcoholic extract.

It is obvious that a prolonged treatment with ether would appear to (‘xtract

all the vitamin of the sample (138 units per g.). But the results with the other

solvents show that it is possible to obtain a somewhat larger quantity of the

vitamin in the extract than that which was found by direct measurement of the

dried green vegetable. This effect, w^hich has been established in a series of experi-

ments (not described in this paper) is most probably to be explained by assuming
that the animal alimentar}^ tract cannot completely extract vitamin K from
dried green vegetables while a much better extraction may be obtained by
means of suitable solvents. Acetone appears to be particularly suited for the

purpose.
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When referring to the content of vitamin K in a sample of dried green vege-

table it is, therefore, necessary to distinguish between the effective value, found

by feeding the vegetable directly, and the absolute content found after suitable

extraction.

4. Further concentration of the vitamin.

During the work on liver fat with the preventive technique, it was found that

the vitamin remains in the light petroleum layer when the petroleum solution is

shaken repeatedly with 90% methyl alcohol. Almquistand Stokstad, however,

state that they found the light petroleum and the methyl alcohol fractions

equally active. By means of the present method wt have found that when the

light petroleum-soluble portion of an acetone extract from alfalfa containing

11.000 units per g. was shaken with 2/3 of its volume of 90% methjd alcohol tliree

times, the petroleum fraction, representing 39% of the whole, had 25,000 units

per g. while the methyl alcohol fraction had less than 250 units per g. After

separation of a less active fraction from absolute alcohol by leaving it in the ice

box for several days, and repetition of the partitioning between light petroleum

and 90% methyl alcohol it was possible to obtain a preparation containing

190.000 units per g.

By adsorption on AI2O3 and subsequent elution with benzene-alcohol it was
possible to recover 87% of the dry matter from this material, and this fraction

(filtrate+ eluate) could be shown to be practically inactive. AlgOj, apparently,

holds the vitamin (and certain of the chlorophyll decomposition products) so

firmly that elution is practically impossible in the ordinary way. This (‘xjieri-

ment shows that, assuming that the vitamin is not destroyed by the adsorption

on AlgOg, the pure vitamin must contain more than 2.10* units per g.

When worldng with small quantities, it was fMjssiblc to adsorb the vitamin on
CaCOg or cane sugar from light petroleum. When the pigments including

chlorophyll had passed through the column, the vitamin could be eluted by
methyl alcohol (or by dissolving the sugar in water and shaking with light

‘petroleum). In this way about the half of the vitamin coiild be obtamed, from
CaCOg, in a concentration of 600,000 units per g. while the treatment with cane
sugar yielded about one-third in a concentration of 10* units ])er g. This latter

preparation is a viscid oil. It is the strongest concentrate hitlicrto prepared,

1 mg. is sufficient to render the clotting of the blood of a 333 g. chick normal.

The concentration and adsorption methods are at present being elaborated

with a view to large scale operation and final isolation of the substance.

The concentration process.

2*15 kg. of dried alfalfa (effective content 250 units per g.) were extracted

with acetone in a Soxhlet apparatus for 21 hours. The acetone was distilled off

and the residue was repeatedly agitated with light petroleum and filtered.

Weight of light petroleum extract 70 g. with 11,000 units per g.

The light petroleum solution, 1270 ml., was treated with 810 ml. methyl
alcohol and 90 ml. water 3 times in a tap-funnel.

Light petroleum fraction 27 g, with 25,000 units per g.

Methyl alcohol fraction 43 g. with < 250 units per g.

The light petroleum fraction was taken to dryness, dissolved in absolute
alcohol and placed in the ice-box for several days. After filtration the dissolved

portion contained about 50,000 units per g. After repeated shaking with 90%
methyl alcohol, the light petroleum-soluble fraction was brought up to a strength
of 190,000 units per g.
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Adaw'ption on AkOs (Merck puriss), 2*3 g. substance (440,000 units) in

50 ml. light petroleum were passed through a 5 x 30 cm. column of the adsorbent,

washed with light petroleum and a mixture of this and benzene (304*70), elution

with benzene-ethyl alcohol (50+ 50):

Filtrate: 0*2 g. (crystals resembling hentriacontane).

Combined eluate: 1*8 g. (including carotene zones and a green-brown zone

with subdivisions).

Filtrate and combined eluate contained <20,000 units per g. <40,000 units

in all.

Adsorption on finely powdered mm s'ligar, 1 ml. of a solution of the con-

centrate in light petroleum containing 56 mg. = 10,600 units, was passed through

a 20 X 20 mm. column of the adsorbent and washed with light petroleum until

the pigment zones had just passed through the column. The adsorbed substance

was then eluted by dissolving the sugar in water and shaking the solution with

light petroleum several times.

Eluate: 3*6 mg. with 10® units per g. = 3600 units. Filtrate: 50*4 mg. with

60,000 units per g. = 3000 units.

Adsorption on CaCOs (Merck pro analysi), 1 ml. of the same solution was
passed through a 15 x 22 mm. column of the adsorbent and treated in the same
way. The elution was effected hy methyl alcohol-acetone (equal parts)

:

Eluate : S*8 mg. with 600,000 units j)er g. =5300 units. Filtrate : 50-8 mg. with

60,000 units pcT g. = 3000 units.

SUMMARV.

1. A series of substances has been tested quantitative^ with respect to their

contentofvitamin K, Green vegetables are particularlyrich sourcesof the vitamin.

2. Cold saponification of hog liver fat lessens the activity to a))out one-third

of the original value and hot saponification destroys it completely. The fatty

acid fraction is inactive per se but appears to t‘nhance the activity of the non-

saponifiable matter obtained by cold saponification. The thermostability of the

vitamin is confirmed.

3. The efficiency of different solvents in extracting vitamin K from dried

alfalfa has been studied. Acetone has been found to be particularly suited for the

purpose. Certain solvents (alcohol, acetone) extract more vitamin K from dried

alfalfa than could be foimd by directly feeding the vegetable. This is explained

by assuming that the extraction in the alimentary tract is not complete.

4. Attempts to concentrate the vitamin from dried alfalfa have been made.
The method of removing inactive material from a light petroleum solution of the

extract by means of 90% methyl alcohol has given good re.sults. AlgOg adsorbs

the vitamin so firmly that it cannot be eluteil by ethyl alcohol-benzene, but it is

possible to obtain a concentration up to 600,000-1,000,000 units per g. by means
of CaC03 or cane sugar.

Part of this work was aided by a grant from P. Carl Petersens Fond.
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The commontT methods for the estimation of blood (‘hloride are modifications

of the Volhard titration [e.g. Whitehom, 1921 ;
Van Slyke, 1923]. In the micro-

modifications [Smirk, 1927 ;
Patk^rson, 1928] the use of solvents such as alcohol

or acetone is necessary to obtain even semi-permanent end-points. The possi-

bihty of chloride loss in the “open” Cariiis acid digestion of the blood prior to

chloride estimation has frequently been poink^d out [vide Norris and Ampt, 1933].

The iodimetric procedure of McLean and \"an Slyke [1915] has boon applied to

Folin-Wu blood filtrates by Gettler |1921], Hanna [1928] and others, but, as

Hanna remarks, is not readily adaptable to small amounts of blood. Use of

adsorption indicators has been recommended [Saifer and Komblum, 1935]. The
above' jirocedures are essentially refinements of macro-methods and are not

“micro” in the same sense as the procedure to be described, where six atoms of

analysable constituent (iodine) are available for titration for each chloride ion

originally present.

The method here described is based on the reaction

:

(i) NaCl+AglOa— AgCl-fNalOg.

Silver iodate is added in ammoniacal solution to tlie chloride solutions, and with
the silver chloride formed, is precipitakd by exec'ss of acid. After filtration,

iodine is liberated from the soluble iodate fonnt‘d and is titrated with 0-005

N

sodium thiosulphate. Van Slyke et al, [1927] estimated sulphate in a somewhat
analogous manner by the addition of solid barium iodate to the sulphate solution,

followed by gasometric determination of the liberated iodate.

The solubility of silver iodate in water is approximately 4 mg./lOO ml. at 25°,

while the figure for silver chloride is approximately 0-15 mg./lOO ml. There is

therefore a “blank” titration diie to dissolved silver iodate.

This “blank” will depend on the equilibria:

(ii) AglOs AglOg Ag ^ + IO3-.
solid dissolved

Excess of soluble iodate, added or set free according to (i), will depress the
“blank” due to dissolved silver iodate.

Chloride-free mixtures, containing silver iodate, were treated with amounts
of potassium iodate, calculated from (i), corresponding to various concentrations

of chloride. The “blanks” (i.e. the titration of the ad^tional iodate found) were
added to the “theoretical” titrations, also calculated from (i). The figures thus
obtained agreed almost exactly with the experimentally found titrations with
chloride solutions of corresponding concentrations. This fact shows that (i), for

practical purposes, goes to completion (see Table I).

( 902 )
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The reaction was studied over the range 0-80 mg. of sodium chloride per
100 ml. It was found that the titration of iodate set free from sodium chloride

solutions of concentrations from 10 to 40 mg./lOO ml. had to the concentration
a relationship which could be expressed by an equation of the form NaCl
(mg./lOO ml.)= a (titration — 6). From 40 to 80 mg. NaCl/lOO ml., the iodate

liberated corresponded almost exactly with (i); i.c. the “ blank could be
neglected and the chloride calculated directly from (i).

The method gave identical results with sodium, potassium, calcium and
magnesium chlorides. For blood or plasma, it was found convenient to use the
Somogyi [1930] zinc hydroxide method of protein removal. Sodium chloride

added to such a filtrate, previously freed from chloride (with silver nitrate,

followed by hydrogen sulphide) was quantitatively recovered. Good recovery of

sodium cliloride added to blood was also obtained. Analytical results on 0-2 ml.

of whole blood or plasma agreed within 1 % among themselves and with gravi-

metric analyses carried out on larger samples of the original blood or plasma.

Expkrimental.

Preparation of silver iodate. Solid silver iodate was prepared from silver

nitrate (in very slight excess) and potassium iodate. 2 g. of the washed and
dried solid were dissolved in 100 ml. N ammonia. Both solid sUver iodate and its

ammoniacal solution appear to decompose slightly on keeping with liberation of

soluble iodate. Immediately before a serit*s of determinations, therefore, 5 ml. of

the “stock 2

%

ammoniacal silver iodate were acidified with 2N sulphuric acid

(5 ml.) and centrifuged. After removal of the supernatant liquid, the iodate was
redissolved in fresh N ammonia (5 ml.). This “silver iodate reagent” lasted un-

changed at least 1 day. It was not improved by preliminary w^ashing of the

precipitated silver iodate.

I'echnique of the analyses. The cliloride solution (2 ml.) was treated with 1 ml.

of the above silver iodate reagent and, after carefiil mixing, with 1 ml. of 2
sulphuric acid. The mixture was shaken and filtere^d through a small fine paper.

2 ml. of the filtrate were treated with potassium iodide (1 ml. of 1 %) and the

liberated iodine was titrated with 0*005xV sodium thiosulphate, with starch as

indicator. Such titrations, using 2 ml. of sodium chloride solutions of con-

centrations from 0 to 80 mg./lOO ml., are shown in Table I, col. 4.

Table I.

Theoretical
Chloride titre

(‘oncentration

(mg. NaCl/KM ml.) ml.

0 0
5 103
10 205
15 3-08

20 410
25 513
30 616
35 7*19

40 8*20

45 9-23

50 10-26

60 12*30

70 14*35

80 16*41

Silver iodate Experimental
“blank” titr©

.V sodium thiosulphate

1*25 —
0*65 1*75

0*51 2*60

0*46 3-57

0*37 4*50

0*30 5*42

6*20 6*37

014 7*31

0*10 8*25— 9*24
— ’0*20

12*30— 1434— 16*30

Biochem. 1936 xxx 58
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DeUrmirmtim of silver iodate '‘blanks'*. The quantities of iodate, as 0*1N
potassium iodate, which should be set free according to (i) from the different

chloride solutions used, were made up with water to 2 ml. The resulting solution,

in each case, was treated exactly as the chloride solution in the above procedure.

The experiment was then repeated, but with addition of N ammonia (1 ml.)

instead of the silver iodate reagent. The difference* between the titration figures

gave the silver iodate “blank’’ for the particular chloride concentration. The
“blanks” are shown in Table 1, col. 3.

Calculation of results. In Fig. 1 the concentration of sodium chloride has

been plotted against the “theoretical” and experimental titrations of 0*005

sodium thiosulphate. Above 40 mg. NaCl/100 ml. the two lines are identical;

below 40 mg./lOO ml. the experimental eurv^c deviates somewhat from the

theoretical, but between 15 and 40 mg. (curve B) it is practically a straight line.

The equation of curve B is

NaCl (mg./lOO ml.) =5*275 (titre-0*fi5),

and that of the theoretical curve*, A, is

NaCl (mg./lOO ml.) =4*875 x titre.

Hence, at the point of junction, P,

5*275 (litre -0*65) =4*875 x titre.

Hence litre= 8*575 mJ

.

And NaCl=41*8ing./100 mi.

From 15 to 40 mg./lOO ml., therefore, the formula corresponding to curve B
is applicable, while from 40 to 80 mg./lOO ml. the equation of curve A is used.

mg. NaCl })er 100 ml.

Fig. 1.

Application to bhod. 2 ml. of a Somogyi zinc hydroxide filtrate (1 in 10
dilution) are used exactly as in the case of the chloride solutions above.
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On the small scale the method is as follows: 0*2 ml. of whole blood (or

plasma) is pipetted into 1*4 ml. of water (LO ml. for plasma). 0*2 ml. of 10%
zinc sulphate and 0-2 ml. of NaOH (0*4 ml. of each reagent for plasma)

are added and thoroughly mixed. The mixtures are then centrifuged. 1-0 ml. of

the supernatant liquid ( sO-1 ml. of blood or plasma) is treated with silver iodate

reagent (0-5 ml.) and, afte^r mixing, with 2N sulphuric acid (0*5 ml.). The
mixture is shaken and filtered through a small fine paper. 1*0 ml. of filtrate

(—0*05 ml. of blood or plasma) wth the addition of potassium iodide (1*0 ml. of

1 %), is titrated with 0*005 A' sodium thiosulphate with starch as indicator.

Calculation of results. Chloride (mg. NaCl/KK) ml. of blood or plasma= 97*5

X titre).

If the titre is less than 8*575/2, i.e. 4*30 ml., curve B must be used, and the

calculation becomes: chloride (mg. NaCl/lOO ml. of blood or plasma =105*5
(titKJ— 0*65)).

Comparison of results. NaCl (mg./lOO ml.); plasma A; gravimetric, 675; new
method, 672. Plasma B: gravimetric, 612, 614; new method, 614. Blood B:
gravimetric, 422, 414: new method, 423.

Summary.

A new method for th(* estimation of chloride is described, depending on the

liberation of soluble iodate from silver iodate added to the chloride-containing

liquid. On addition of potassium iodide, six atoms of iodine are liberated for

each c4iloride ion originally present. The determination of the iodine makes
possible the accurate estimation of chloride in small amounts of blood or plasma.
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Pederson-Bjebgaabd and Schott [1935] recently measured the absorption

spectrum of oestrone in aqueous-alcoholic solution and found that the peak of

the absorption band moved from about 2800 A. in acid or neutral solutions to

about 2960 A. in alkaline solution, whilst the intensity also increased slightly.

They attributed this change to enoHsation of the 17-keto-group and the influence

of the new ethenoid linkage produced, as shown in formulae I and TI.

I H

It seemed improbable that introduction of an isolated ethenoid linkage would
produce this change in absoiiJtion spectrum, which might better be attributed to

salt formation by the phenolic 3-hydroxy-group. Strictly analogous changes

occur in the case ofsimple phenols when they form phenoxides, as has been shown
by Baly and Ewbank [1906] and by Ley [1920],

The matter was, therefore, put to the test by measuring the absorption

spectra, in neutral and alkaline aqueous-alcoholic solution, of two oestrin

derivatives in which tautomerism in ring IV is impossible, but which can form
phenoxides : namely oestradiol (III) and oestriol (IV). Oestrone methyl ether (V)

in which enolisation is conceivable but salt formation is impossible was also

investigated. The measurement of the absorption spectrum of oestrone was
repeated under the same conditions.

Ill IV V

As may be seen in the diagrams (Fig. 1), oestrone, oestradiol and oestriol all

behave similarly. One molecular proportion of NaOH in the concentration used

{ 906 )
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(ca. N13000) produced little elfect, whilst 30 molecular proportions shifted the

maxima to 2950-3000 A. (Fig. 1, a, 6, c). On the other hand, the absorption

spectrum of oestrone methyl ether was not affected by an excess of NaOH
(Fig. Id). It is, therefore, demonstrated that the change in absorption spectrum

in alkaline solution is to be attributed to the formation of phenoxide. No
evidence is afforded whether enolisation occurs or not. It may be pointed out

that this method of examination is diagnostic of a free phenolic hydroxy-group,

and should be applicable to natural esters of oestrone or oestrioi (such as the

oestriolglucuronic acid of Cohen and Marrian [1936]) in the same way that

absorption spectra have been applied to the determination of the constitution

of the purine nucleosides by Gulland et ah [1934].

Experimental.

Materials, The m.p. (uncorr.) of the substances used were a.s follows:

(a) oestrone, 255-257° ([alf, +165°): (b) oestradiol, 170-172°; (r) oestrioi,

279-280°; (d) oestrone methyl ether, 167-169°: specimens (a) and (r) were given

by Dr A. Girard to Dr 0. Rosenheim, to whom 1 am indebted for passing them
on, (5) was purchased from British Drug Houses, Ltd., (d) was prepared from
oestrone as described by Cohen et ah [1935].

Measurements. The absorption spectra were measured by the method of

Philpot and Schuster [1933], and are expressed as log
J
where

incidont

transmitted
^0

and c is the concentration in g. per 1.

The substances were made up in about 0*01 % solution in absolute alcohol.

5 ml. portions of this were diluted with (i) 0*5 ml. of water, (ii) 0*5 ml. of aqueous
iV^/300 NaOH and (iii) 0*5 rnl. of a(|ueous Nj\{) NaOH and photographed.
Comparison sjwctrographs of the solvent were made from the same mixtures of

alcohol with aqueous NaOH. The actual final concentrations used were:
oestrone, 0-00969% ;

oestradiol, 0-00960% : oestrioi, 0-(K)949% ; oestrone methyl
ether, 0-(X)936%.

Summary.

Addition of sodium hj’droxide to solutions of 0(‘strone, oestradiol or oestrioi

causes a shift of the ultraviolet absorption band towards the visible region. The
absorption of oestrone methyl ether is unaffected. The change in absorption is

therefore due to salt formation by the phenolic group in the 3-position, and is

not to be explained in the case of oestrone by enolisation of the 17-keto-group.

I am indebted to Mr E. H. Pittc for technical assistance in these measure-
ments.
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The recognition of the important part played by polysaccharide substances in

the specific reactions that are induced by bacterial antigens, such for example as

those which take place between virulent forms of bacteria and the homologous
antibacterial immune-sera, followed the observation of Dochez and Avery [1917]

that culture filtrates from the three main types ofPneumococcus contain a soluble

substance which gives specific precipitation with the homologous immune-serum.
The serologically reactive material w’as subsequently isolated and identified by
Heidelberger and Avery [1923; 1924; 1925] and Avery and Goebel [1933] as a
complex polysaccharide which was contained in the bacterial capsule and which
was specific for each of the types of Pneumococcus investigated. Furthermore,
their work indicated that the specific polysaccharifh's are not antigenic, but that

as they exist in the intact bacterial cell they are almost certainly bound withsome
other substance—most probably a protein—and that it is the resulting complex
which possesses antigenic properties.

The conception of antigenic structure which attributes the specific immuno-
logical properties of a complete bacterial antigen to a polysaccharide constituent

and the antigenicity of the bacterial complex to a combination of this con-

stituent with some other substance is now supported by a considerable body of

evidence which, when considered in conjunction with studies on bacterial

variation, has gradually led to the idea that the essential ditfertmcti between the

antigen of a virulent and of an avirulent organism is the presence in the former

of a specific polysaccharide which is not found in the avirulent strain. Substances,

such as the specific bacterial polysaccharides, that do not possess complete anti-

genic power but have the capacity ofreacting with immune-sera prepared against

the whole antigen, have been termed haptens by Landsteiner.

As soon as it was generally recognised that tlie primary function of the

polysaccharide portion of a bacterial antigen is to endow the antigen with its

characteristic immunological specificity it became of considerable importance

to ascertain the influence exerted by certain chemical groupings within

polysaccharide on the specificity of the whole antigenic complex.

Considerable advances have already been made in our knowledge of the

influence of the structure and of the stereochemical configuration of simple

carbohydrates on the specificity of artificial carbohydrate-protein antigens

[Goebel and Avery, 1929; Goebel et al., 1932; 1934], but it must be admitted that

as yet we possess little definite insight into the essential factors that are re-

sponsible for the strict specificity, or for overlapping specificity where this exists,

t^at is shown b3' the serologically reactive bacterial polysaccharides. Goebel

[1935] attempted to find a chemical basis for the immunological cross-reactions

( 909 )
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that are displayed by the specific polysaccharides of Pneumoccus Types III and
VIII, and his investigations revealed that the polysaccharides of these strains

contain an identical uronic acid component and that this molecule is most
probably the common structure within each of the polysaccharides which gives

rise to the overlapping specificity.

With the view of obtaining further knowledge concerning the nature of the

carbohydrate groupings that are associated with immunological specificity in

bacterial antigens a study has been made of the specific polysaccharide of

5. dysenteriae (Shiga). In a previous paper [Mprgan, 1931, 1] a preliminary

account was given of the isolation ofa specific polysaccharide from this organism.

Since then a number of modifications in the technique of isolation and purifica-

tion have been introduced, and these, together with the properties of the purified

specific polysaccharide, are described in this communication.
An examination of the properties of the crude, protein-free polysaccharide

preparations isolated from Shiga's bacillus by the original process showed that

they were mixtures of several polysaccharides [Morgan. 1931, 2]. The intro-

duction of certain modifications in the methods of isolation and purification ofthe

specific polysaccharide has made it possible to separate at least throe non-

specific polysaccharides from their association vdth the specific substance. Two
of these polysaccharides give sj)ecific precipitation with an anti-agar serum up to

a very high dilution and, therefore, appear to be related to the agar on which the

dysentery bacillus was grown. An examination of these substances has shown
that they do not consist of unchanged agar but that they are most probably

soluble agar derivatives which still retain the serologically reactive configuration

of groups that are present in the undisrupted agar molecule. It seems probable

that these soluble forms of agar have been produced by certain enzymic processes

associated with the growth of the dysentery bacillus. Another non-specific

polysaccharide substance, which was found to be nitrogen-free and strongly

dextrorotatory, was subsequently identified as glycogen.

Experimental.

The isolation of the specific polysaccJiaride.

The variant of B. dyserUeriae (Shiga) that has been used throughout this

work (jorresponds to the “smooth ’’ form originally described byArkwright [1921].

The organism yields a stable suspension in ordinary broth culture and in 2-5%
saline, and it produces typical smooth, gliskming colonies when grown on
nutrient agar.

The bacilli from 250 Roux bottles were washed oif with distilled water
saturated with chloroform in the proportion of about 1 1. to 100 bottles. The
final bacterial suspension was adjusted to 4*0 with acetic acid and was
immediately passed through a Sharpies centrifuge, the clear supernatant was
rejected and the organisms were resuspended in about one-tenth of the original

volume of distilled wate^ and stored at 0"^ in the presence of chloroform. This
procedure was repeated until the growth from 1000 Roux bottles hod been
collected. The rejection of the first supernatant fiuid, which contained most of
the soluble products of bacterial metabolism, together with a proportion of the
specific substance, eliminated practically the whole of the non-specific poly-

saccharides that made up so large a part ofthe protein-free mixed polysaccharide

preparations which were isolated by the original method. The washed and re-

suspended bacteria were adjusted to p^ 4*0 by the addition of acetic acid and
were heated at 100° for about 45 min. The suspension was again passed through
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the supercentrifuge or filtered through chain-cloth to remove the bacterial

debris and the coagulated bacterial protein. The process of extraction was
repeated until the whole of the specific polysaccharide in the bacterial mass had
been recovered. The method of isolation of the specific polysaccharide from the

combined acid extracts was essentiaUy the same as that wMch was described in

the earlier communication. Since that time, however, the precipitation of the

specific substance as a basic lead complex has always been carried out at 0® and
the addition of the dilute ammonia carefully controlled in order to avoid an
excess of alkali. The basic k^ad complex was immediately filtered off, washed
with ice-cold water, resuspended in water and saturated with carbon dioxide.

If the original supernatant culture fluid has been completely removed from the

bacilli bt'fore they are heated in the acetic acid solution, only a small precipitate

is produced when mercuric acetate is added to the acidified polysaccharide

solution resulting from the decomposition of the basic lead complex with carbon

dioxide. The ad^tion of mercuric acetate at this stage to some preparations

produced no precipitate. The test must be repeated on a small sample of the

solution after it has been concentrated by evaporation to about one-tenth of its

original volume
;
only if the test is then negative can the mercury purification be

safely omitted from the main preparation. The final material, which was found
to be prof <3in-free, consists of the specific bacterial polysaccharide hapten con-

taminated with small amounts of various non-specific polysaccharides the last

traces of which were removed as follows. The crude pol3n5accharide material was
dissolved in ten parts by weight ofwater and glacial acetic acid was slowly added
until a concentration of 90% acetic acid was reached. The precipitate which
formed })osses8ed a relatively low specific activity and was removed by centri-

fuging. Acetic acid was then added to the clear supernatant fluid until the whole
of the specific polysaccharide was precipitated; under these conditions this occurs

between 90 and 96% concentration of acetic acid. The material which remained
in solution and which possessed only slight serological activity was recovered

by the addition of several volumes of alcohol or ether, which precipitated it

as a white flocculent mass. The specific polysaccharide substance was further

purified by solution in 10 parts of water and treatment with acetic acid

as described above until a 10% aqueous solution of the substance gave no
precipitate on the addition of ten times its volume of glacial acid; precipitation

should, however, be complete when a further 10 parts of acetic acid are added.

The specific material was again dissolved in 10 parts of water and was fraction-

ated by the addition of acetone which was slowly added with constant shaking.

A sticky oily precipitate first formed and was separated after the solution had
remained at 0® overnight. The further addition of acetone produced a flocculent

precipitate which could be readily separated by centrifuging and a final fraction

was obtained by pouring the supernatant fluid into several volumes of acetone.

The fractional precipitation of the crude material with acetic acid and subse-

quently with acetone removes all the non-specific polj^saccharide substances. A
preparation of the specific polysaccharide is not considered homogeneous until

the first and last fractions obtained from the use of both these methods have
been found to possess identical chemical and serological properties.

The final product, after several reprecipitations from aqueous or pyridine

solution by alcohol, had [a]x)+ 98® (c—1-0%) and repeated fractionation from
aqueous or pyridine solution with acetic acid, acetone, alkaline, neutral or acid

alcohol failed to yield a polysaccharide fraction which possessed a different

specific rotation or serological activity. The specific polysaccharide preparations

isolated from two different strains of Shiga’s bacillus were found to be identical
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in all the chemical and immunological properties examined. During the course

of this work more than 10,000 Roux bottles of growth have been investigated by
the method described and the results have shown that from 1000 Roux bottles

1-2 g. of pure specific polysaccharide are usually obtained. The specific poly-

saccharide has been found to represent not more than about 20% of the total

polysaccharide material present in the original unwashed bacterial suspension.

Chemical properties of the specific polysaccharide.

The specific polysaccharide, [a]x)-t“98°, after repeated precipitation from

aqueous solution by alcohol or acetone, is obtained as a white amorphous sub-

stance. It can be heated at 100° in air or in vacm without becoming discoloured.

Analysis of the substance after drying at 100° over phosphonis pentoxide

in vajcuo\ C, 41*9
; H, 6-35

; N, 1-61 % . The polysaccharide yields 97% ofreducing

substances (Hagedom and Jensen) calculated as glucose after acid hydrolysis.

A specimen of the polysaccharide (0*64 g.) requmd 7*1 ml. 0*01 ^ caustic soda

for neutralisation
; the acid equivalent is therefore about 9000. An aqueous 2%

solution of the polysaccharide forms no precipitate when it is treated with

solutions of the following reagents: tannic acid, barium hydroxide, mercuric

acetate, uranium acetate, copper sulphate and lead acetate. The orcinol and
phloroglucinol tests for pentoses, the naphthoresorcinol test for glycuronic acid

and the salicylsulphonic acid, trichloroacetic acid and picric acid tests for

proteins were uniformly negative when testod on 20 mg. samples of the specific

substance dissolved in 0*5 ml. of water. The polysaccharide gives no coloration

with Selivanoff’s reagent or with iodine solution. It is not precipitated wlum
warmed with Fehlings solution. After prolonged electrodialysis, using cellophane

membranes and a potential of 120 v., the polysaccharide which was recovered was
indistinguishable, in all the chemical and immunological properties examined,
from the untr€»ated substance. The specific polysaccharide dialyses very slowly

through a cellophane membrane ; the rate of diffusion however is too small to be

ofany practical value. A 1 % solution ofthe polysaccharide in acetic acid, p^ 2*5,

is serologically active after being heated for several hours at lOO'". The specific

substance is slightly soluble in a saturated solution of ammonium sulphate and
this property has occasionally been utilised as an alternative method for the

removal of non-specific polysaccharide impurities.

In an earlier paper it was shown that treatment of the crude polysaccharide
preparation with nitrous acid, under conditions similar to those used in Van
Slyke’s technique for the determination ofamino-groups in amino-acids, faiU^d to

liberate the nitrogen contained in the specific polysaccharide complex. A similar

experiment has now been made with a specimen of the pure polysaccharide;

although the reagents were allowed to react for 1 8 hours at 35° there was no
liberation of nitrogen nor was there any demonstrable alteration in the sero-

logical properties of the specific substance. Hynd and Macfarlane [1926] found
that the action of nitrous acid on certain nitrogenous sugar derivatives could be
considerably accelerated' by the addition of mineral acid to the reacting mixture.
A preliminary experiment showed that the prolonged action of sulphuric acid of
higher concentration than 0*1 N caused destruction of the specific serological

properties owing to hydrolysis of the polysaccharide. The reaction mixture was,
therefore, made 0*05 N with sulphuric acid and allowed to react at 35° for

18 hours. The results given in Table I show that the nitrous acid has no action

on the specific substance.

These experiments indicate that the nitrogen contained in the polysaccharide
is most probably not present in the form of free amino-groups. This conclusion is
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Table I.

The result of the action of nitrous acid on the specific* polysaccharide

in presence of 0*05 N H28O4 at 35® for 18 hours.

Property

Specific rotation,*
\
ai\jy

Specific serological activity

Nitrogen (%)
Minimum anaphylactic dose (mg.)

Reducing power (H. and J.) (%)

Before treatment

+ 95®

1 : 12 X 10«

1-62

0-015
2-4

After treatment

+ 93®

1 : 12 X 10«

1-

70
0-010

2

-

2

Uncorrected for ash.

rendered more certain when the stability of the nitrogen atoms to the action of

alkali is considered. It has been found that whereas glucosamine and chondros-

amine—carbohydrate substances which contain free amino-groups

—

3deld

practically the whole of their nitrogen in the form of ammonia on heating for

a few minutes with nonual alkali at 100'', the specihe polysaccharide behaves
under those conditions like the JV^-substituted substances, acetylglucosamine and
acetylchondrosamine, which evolve only a small proportion of their nitrogen.

Further evidence for the existence in the specific polysaccharide of substituted

amino-groups only will be given when the results of the acid hydrolysis experi-

ments are considered.

The action of emulsin, malt-diastase, takadiastase and a commercial
preparation of cellulases and hemicellulases called *‘Luizyme” on an aqueous
solution of the specific polysaccharide was investigated. In no case was there any
deti'c table decomposition of the substance as dete*rmined by an increase in

reducing power or by the usual serological precipitation technique. The decom-
position and inactivation ofthe specific polysaccharide by a speciesof Myxococcus
has already been described [Morgan and Thaysen, 1933].

Acetylation of the polysaccharide.

The thoroughly dried and finely powdered polysaccharide (0*50 g.) was added
to a mixture of freshly distilled pvridine (16 ml.) and “a.r.’* acetic anhydride

(10 ml.). The material dissolved after 5 minutes' heating at 50° to jdeld a pale

yellow solution; the heating was continued for 1 hour at 70°. The pyridine

solution was then cook'd and poured into 250 ml. of ether. The fine buff-coloured

precipitate of the acetyl compound was filtered off, washed successively and
thoroughly with water (200 ml,) and alcohol-ether and dried in vacuo over

sulphuric acid. The aqueous washings failed to give sj>ecific precipitation when
they were diluted 1 : 100 or 1 : 1000 with saline and were mixed with an equal

volume of a 1 : 4 dilution of a B, dysenteriac (Shiga) serum; it seemed therefore

that the whole of the specific polysaccharide had been converted into the in-

soluble acetyl compound. The acetylated substance was dissolved in acetone

(8 ml.), filtered to remove traces of insoluble material and re-precipitated by
pouring into a mixture of 100 ml. ofabsolute alcohol and 50 ml. ofdry ether. The
solution of the substance in acetone and its reprecipitatioii with alcohol-ether

mixture were repeated several times. Fractional precipitation of the acetyl

polysaccharide from acetone or chloroform solution by the addition of ether

showed that the derivative was homogeneous. The acetyl polysaccharide was
obtained as a white amorphous solid; it was insoluble in methyl and ethyl

alcohol, ether and water, but was readily soluble in chloroform and acetone;

yield 0'66 g.; [a]/f +71° (in acetone, c=:=0*5%). Analysis: C, 48*0; H, 5*4%.
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Regeneration of the polyacuxharide. The aoetylated polyBaccharide (0-6 g.)

was dissolved in 30 ml. of aqueous acetone, and a slight excess ofN KOH was
added and the mixture kept at 37® for 4 hours. A test for serological activity

showed that after this time the acetyl derivative? had been hydrolysed and that

the specific polysaccharide had been liberated. The solution was dialysed against

distilled water until it was free from acetone and salts, evaporated to a volume of

10 ml. and poured into several times its volume of alcohol containing a trace of

potassium acetate. The precipitated polysaccharide was filtered off, washed with

absolute alcohol and dried in vacuo. The regenerated substance was very

similar in chemical and immunological properties to the original polysaccharide.

It gave specific precipitation with the homologous immune-serum at a dilution

of 1 in 10^ and induced fatal anaphylactic shock when it was given intravenously

to guinea-pigs that had been passively sensitise^d with immune-serum. The
polysaccharide had [a]Jf+ 95® and was insolubJe in methyl and ethyl alcohol,

acetone and chloroform. Analysis: C, 421 : H, 6-5; N, 1*6%.

Benzoylation of the polyaacchiy ide

.

The benzoylation was carried out by the metliod of Sehottem and Baumann.
To an aqueous solution of the polysaccharide (0-45 g. in 20 ml. water) benzoyl

chloride was slowly added with vigorous stirring : the solution was kept slightly

alkaline during the reaction by the addition of dilute sodium hydroxide. The
benzoylated polysaccharide separated from the solution as a heavy white

precipitate. After the reaction was complete a 1 in 100 dilution of the clear fluid

failed to give a positive Molisch test or to give specific precipitation with a

B, dyserUeriae (Shiga) immune-serum. The precipitate of the benzoyl compound
was filtered off, washed successively with 0*01 N NaOH, water and alcohol and
dried in vacm over sulphuric acid. The white amorphous material was dissolved

in 5 ml. of 95% acetone, centrifuged to remove traces of insoluble residue and
reprecipitated from the acetone solution by the addition of 200 ml. of a mixtun* of

equal parts of alcohol and ether, [a] if+63® (in acetone).

The regeneration of the polyaacehiride.. An aqueous acetone solution of the

benzoyl polysaccharide was treated with alkali exactly as described above for

the regeneration of the polysaccharide from the acetate. The properties of the

regenerated polysaccharide were similar to those found for the original material.

The serological properties of the specific polysaccharide.

The specific polysaccharide gives a definite precipitate up to a dilution of
1 : 12,000,000 with the homologous immime rabbit or horse sera but it fails to

form a precipitate when it is mixed with a normal rabbit or horse serum, with a
horse serum that contains a high titre of agar precipitins or with an immune
rabbit serum which had been produced by the intravenous injection of formal-
ised ‘"rough” B, dysenteriae (Shiga). Serial dilutions of a homologous immune
rabbit serum which had been repeatedly adsorbed with a suspension of washed
“rough” B, dysenteriae (Shiga) gave precipitation to the same end-point as the
unadsorbed serum when they were treated with an optimum concentration

(1 : 100,000) of the specific polysaccharide. Prom these observations it would
appear that the specific polysaccharide is not associated with the antigenic com-
plex that is present in the “rough” variant. The absence of the serologically

active polysaccharide from the carlmhydrate material that has been isolated from
the “rough” variant of Shiga’s bacillus gives support to this conclusion. In
order to obtain evidence that the specific polysaccharide, in the form in which it
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has been isolated, accounts for all the serological phenomena of specificity

associated with the undisrupted antigenic complex of the smooth*' form of B.
dyaerUerim (Shiga), the following experiments were made. A homologous anti-

bacterial rabbit serum (10 ml.), which had been repeatedly adsorbed with a dense
washed suspension of “rough” J8. dyaeMeruie (Shiga), was treated at 37^ with a
1 : 5000 dilution of the specific polysaccharide until the serum no longer pro-

duced a precipitate on the subsequent addition of the polysaccharide solution.

The serum was kept at 0° for 24 hours and filt<^red at this temperature through a
Berkefeld filter candle. The addition of a further quantity of the specific sub-

stance produced no precipitate after the adsorbed serum had stood for 2 hours
at 37"^ and overnight in the cold room. Two other immune-sera were treattd in

the same manner ; untreated samples of the three immune-sera were used as

controls.

A dense freshly prepared suspension of B. dyaenterim (Shiga) was divided

into three (50 ml.) portions which were adjusted to 4*5, 7-0 and 8*5 respec-

tively by the addition of an equal volume of an appropriate phosphate buffer

solution. The bacterial suspensions were again divided into equal (50 ml.) parts.

Three of the portions, at pjj 4*5, 7*0 and 8*5 respectively, were heated at 100®

for 10 min. and filtered at once through small sterile Seitz filters. The three

remaining portions w'ere allowed to autolyse at 37® in the presence of toluene for

72 hours and were then filtered in the same manner. A series of ten-fold dilutions

in saline of each of the six filtrates was tested against the adsorbed and un-

adsorbed antibacterial sera. The results obtained with each set of three serum
sampleswere identical : one series ofresults is given in Table II. It will be seen that

Table II.

The results obtained when extracts of B. dy^enteriae (Shiga) are added to an antibacterial

serum from which the precipitins for the spctcific polysaccharide and the “rough” antigenic com-

plex had been re»rnoved by adsorption.

Treatment of
B. dysenteriae

(Shiga) sus-

pension

Heated 100®

10 min.

Autolyaed 35"'

72 hours

Dilution of filtrate tested

1 : K) 1 : UK) J : 1000 1 : 5000 1 :: 10,000 1 : 10 1 : lOO 1 : Tooo

Ph Unadsorbed serum
V

Adsorbed serum

4*6 + tr tr 0 0
7*0 # -f- + 0 0 0 0 0
8-5 # •If + tr 0 + 0 0

4-5 •w* -H-
4. 4- 0 0 0 0

7*0 •«• + tr 0 tr 0 0
8*5 -Hf w* •r + tr + 0 0

•IH*, very heavy precipitation.

+ , distinct precipitation
-rt-, heavy precipitation,

tr, trace of precipitation.

in no instance was there any appreciable precipitation with the adsorbed serum,

a result which indicates that simple extracts or autolysates of the bacterial cell

made at an acid, neutral or alkaline reaction do not contain a substance which
will precipitate with a serum which has been thoroughly adsorbed with the

purified specific polysaccharide and the “rough” antigenic complex. Further-

more, the unadsorbed sera agglutinated suspensions of B, dyatndtruit (Shiga)

to a titre of about 1 in 4000 but after precipitation with the purified specific

polysaccharide complete agglutination failed to occur at a higher dilution than

1 : 10. It appears therefore that treatment of an antibacterial B, dyaeMeriaa

(Shiga) serum with the specific polysaccharide until tlie whole of the specific
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procipitins for this polysaccharide hapten have been removed also completely

removes the agglutinins for the intact homologous organisms.

The specific polysaccharide has been found to possess the property of

neutralising the haemolytic action of ‘ Shiga' heterophile antibody on sheep

red-cells as well as of combining with the homologous antibacterial immune-
substance. The property of neutralising these two distinct ty^)e8 of antibody

suggests that the ‘Shiga’ polysaccharide contains in each of its molecules two
kinds of determinant receptors of diverse spt'cificity [Meyer and Morgan, 1935].

Acid hydrolysis of the specific polysaccharide.

The specific polysaccharide is slowly hydrolysed by dilute mineral acid with

the liberation of 97% by weight ofreducing substances calculated as glucost' and
with the complete loss of its spcicific immunological properties. Fig. 1 shows the

results of a hydrolj^sis experiment with ()•IN sulphuric acid at 100''. The progress

Fig. 1. A, reducing power (Hagedom and Jenson); B, reducing power (hypoiodite method).

of the hydrolysis was followed by estimating the reducing power of the solution

by the Hagedorn and Jensen method and by the sodium hypoiodite method as

modified by Macleod and Robison [1929]. Tht? reducing power determined by the
latter method is, in the absence of certain groups within the molecule, a measure
of the free aldehyde groups liberated during the course of the hydrolysis. It will

be seen from the curves that during the early stages of the hydrotysis the H. and
J. reducing power was almost twice as great as the reducing power of the solution

towards the alkaline solution of iodine. The iodine reduction, however, rises more
rapidly towards the end of the hydrolysis than the H. and J. reduction and, after

about 10 hours’ heating, is equal in amount to the reducing power as determined
by the latter method. The simplest explanation of the results is that early during
the hydrolysis the polysaccharide complex is easily and rapidly broken down
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into smaller structual units. The existence of reducing oligosaccharides in the

solution during the preliminary stages of the hydrolysis would give rise to a set

of reducing values similar to those recorded in Fig. 1 for the hydrolysis products

of the polysaccharide. The further action of the acid finally results in the com-
plete breakdown of the intermediate structures into simple hexoses.

From the analytical figures obtained for the purified polysaccharide and from
other evidence already mentioned it would appc^ar that the whole of the nitrogen

present in tlie complex is in the form of substituted arninf)-groups and that most
probably one of these groups is associated with one out of every five hexose units

wliich constitute the j)olysacchari(le structure.

The following experiment was made in ord('r to identify th(^ nature of the

substituent group attached to the amino-group in tht‘ specific polysaccharide.

A specimen of the polysaccharide (0*9 g.) which had boon repeatedly repreoipi-

tatt^d, first from weakly alkaline alcohol and then from neutral alcohol, was
dissolved in 10% sulphuric acid (25 ml.) heated at 1(X)^ for an hour and distilled

in a current of steam. The distillate was allowed to run into an aqueous suspen-

sion of freshly prepared silver carbonate which was contained in a closed receiver

kef)t at 0\ Wlien the distillation was complete the suspension was warmed
slightly, the excess of silver carbonat/C was removed, the filtrate was evaporated
in vacuo to 5 ml. and 15 ml. of alcohol were added. After standing at 0"^ for

1 8 hours a mass of colourless needles separated
;
they were filtered off and again

crystalli8(*d fn^m 75% alcohol. Analysis (material dried in vacuo). (Found;

C, 14‘5; H, 2*3; Ag, 64*2%: silver acetate requires C, 14*4; H, 1*8; Ag, 64*7®o)*
The crystals appeared to he identical with an authentic specimen of silver acetate

which had been crystallised under similar conditions. From this experiment
the iV-substituted hexosamine present in the polysaccharide is identified as a

JV^-aeetylhexosamine. The quantitative estimation of acetyl groups was made
according to the method of Prcgl and Soltys [1929], (Found: 4*92 and 5*09%

Calculated for a jxilysaccharide eoinjosed of units each of which
consist of four hexoses combined with a molecule of acetylaniinohexose, CO . CH3

,

5*03^’;,.) FurthcTinoro the results indicate that the whole of the nitrogen con-

tained in the polysact^haride (l-fil %) is present in the form of ace^tylated amino-
groups.

During the acid hydrolysis of the polysaccharide with 0*1 X sulphuric acid

there is a gradual elimination of the acetyl groups from the xV-acetylhexosamine

molecules with the consequent formation of primary amino-groups wliich react

with iodine in alkaline solution and give rise to false reducing figures. This is

clearly seen from the iodine reduction curve showm in Fig. 1 where the reduction

calculated as glucose rises towards the end of the hydrolvsis to a value well over

100 %.
In an attempt to follow the rate of liberation of A^-acetylhexosaminc during

the acid hydrolysis of the polysaccharide, Morgan and Elson [1934] developed

a method whereby this compound could be quantitativeh" determined in the

presence of the mixed hydrolysis products. It was soon found, however, that the

A^-acetylaminohexose which was liberated during h3'drolysis Mvith 0*1 N sul-

phuric acid was readily converted by the further action of the acid into the

corresponding deacetylated aminohexose. In order to follow this additional

hydrolytic change it became necessary to devise a quantitative procedure for the

determination of aminohexoses. The work of Pauly and Ludwig [1922] had
already shown that glucosamine could be converted into a pyrrole derivative by
heating with an alkaline solution of aoetylaoetone so that it was only necessary

to determine the optimum conditions for the quantitative conversion of glucos-
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amine or chondrosamine into their corresponding pyrrole derivatives in order to

elaborate a method for the determination of these two aminohexoses or pre-

sumably any other simple 2-aminohexose. The method, which has already been

described in detail [Elson and Morgan, 1933], has enabled the whole of the

nitrogen present in the final hydrolysis products of the polysaccharide to be

identified as aminohexose. By the use of these methods for the determination of

JV-acetylaminohexose and aminohexose at different stages of the hydrolysis it

has been found that during the early stages of the acid hydrolysis of the specific

polysaccharide the products, after heating for a few minutes in alkaline solution,

develop a reddish purple coloration foDowing the addition of hydrochloric acid-

p-dimethylaminobenzaldehyde in acetic acid solution. The unhydrolysed and
the completely hydrolysed j)olysaccharide fail to develop the coloration under
the same conditions. Furthermore, the treatment of the final hydrolysis products

with an alkaline solution of acetylacetone causes a bright red colour to appear

when an alcoholic hydrochloric acid solution of p-dimcthylaminobcnzaldohyde

is added. The unhydrolysed polysaccharide does not give the coloration when it

is treated under similar conditions. The above exi)erimental observations can

be readily explained as being due to the presence of A^-acetylhexosamine units

(Formula 1) in the undisrupted polysaccharide complex. The inability of the

unhydrolysed polysaccharide to develop the reddish purple colour is due to the

absence of the terminal aldehyde group from the A^-acetylhexosamine units

owing to the involvement of these groups m the glycosidic linkages which join

the acetylhexosamine molecules to their neighbouring hexoses. It has been

found that 1-methyl-iV^-acetylglucosamine, wliich likewise does not possess a
free reducing group, also fails to give rise to the red-coloured complex. During
the early stages of the hydrolysis, however, the polysaccharide breaks down
into a number of smaller structural units among which single hexoses may exist.

In any event, the iV'-acetylhexosaminc molecule (II) is now found to possess a
reducing aldehj’^de group as shown in structure (III), which, in the presence of
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alkali, presumably changes to the enolic structure (IV) and eliminates water
with the formation of a heterocyclic ring structure (V) or (VI), and it is the
2:4-di8ubstituted oxazole structure (V) or oxazoline structure (VI) which con-
denses with the p-dimethylaminobenzaldchyde and gives rise to the reddish-
purple coloration (unpublished observations).

When, however, hydrolysis of the polysaccharide is complete, the acetyl
groups are found to bt? completely eliminated from the V-aeetylhexosamine
molecules with the result that the formation of a heterocyclic ring structure
similar to that suggested in the above schc‘me cannot take place and therefore no
coloration develops with the p-dimethylaminobenzaldeliyde reagent. If the
resulting deacetylated hexosamine is now heatefl with an alkaline solution of
acetylacetone, condensation is able to take place with the formation of 2-acety]-

3-methyl-;>-a:j9:y:S-tetrahydroxybutylpyiTolc (VII) which readily condenses
with p-dimethylaminobenzaldehyde to yield the red-coloured complex. It will

be seen that with the unhydrolysed polysaccharide the formation of a substituted
pyrrole derivative similar to (VII) cannot occur owing to the absence of a
primary amino-group in the molecule. The presence of a reducing group in

position 1 of the aminohexosc does not app€*ar to be necessary for the condensa-
tion to take pla(*e since it has b<‘en observed that 1 -aminoglucose readily con-
denses with a(*etyIac(‘tone to form a pyrrok' derivative.

The destruction of the specific immunological properties of the polysaccharide

during hydrolysis .

Table III shows that after heating a 1 % solution of the polysaccharide with
0-1 -tV sulphuric acid for 60 min. at 100 , the serological property of forming a
specific precipitate when it is mixed with an antibacterial Shiga* rabbit serum

Table III.

Showing the destruction of the wrologieal activity of the speritic polysaccharide

during the course of hydroIy.‘»is with 0-1 jV sulphuric acid at IfM^.

Dilution of polysaccharide giving specitic precipitation with

antibacterial rabbit serum
Time
mill. 2 X 10® 2 X 10^ 1 X He 2xi(e 1 X He 2 <He 0 X He 12 X He iTTio*

0 4 # 44 4 4 - 4- ±
15 4 4 4 H- * tr 0 0
30 4 + tr 0 0 0 0
4.T - f tr 0 0 0 — — —
00 tr tr 0 0 0 - — — —
90 tr ?tr 0 0 — — — — —

Signs a.s in Table IJ.

has been completely destroyed. From the acid hydrolysis curves Fig. 1, it will

be seen that after 60 minutes’ heating, the reducing power of the solution had

risen to about 36% as measured by the H. and J. method, and 18% as measured

by the hypoiodite method : both these figures are calculated on the weight of the

polysaccharide. Those results indicate that as soon as the polysaccharide com-

plex is split into smaller molecules, the specific serological activity, as measured

by the precipitation test, disappears. It has been found, however, that the acid

hydrolysis products of the polysaccharide at this stage of the hydrolysis cause

a specific inhibition of precipitation when they are added to an antibacterial

“Shiga” rabbit-serum before the addition of the intact specific polysaccharide.

Biochem. 1936 xxx
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Furthermore the hydrolysis products, when injected intravenously into guinea-

pigs which had been passively sensitised with an antibacterial B. dyserUeriae,

(Shiga) serum, caused the animals to become desensitised so that a subsequent

injection of unchanged polysaccharide which would normally bring about a rapid

and fatal anaphylactic shock, failed to induce anaphylaxis.

The inhibition experiments were carried out as follows. The partial hydrolysis

products were neutralised with dilute alkali and diluted with physiological saline

to yield a 0-1 % solution. An equal volume (0*25 ml.) of immune-serum was
added to several different dilutions of this stock 0*1 % solution and the mixtures

were incubated at 37° for 2 hours. To each mixture 0-25 ml. of a 1 : 10® dilution

of the specific polysaccharide was then added and the tubes were again kept at

37° for 2 hours. After standing at 0° overnight the tiihcjs were examined for the

presence or absence of a specific precipitate. In order to determine more closely

the point at wliich the power of the polysaccharide to form a precipitate with

immune-serum is completely destroyed, a number of hj^drolysis experiments

were carried out using different acid concentrations. When 0*01 N hydrochloric

acid was used the polysaccharide after heating for 16 hours at 100° failed to

prcci]>itate with immune-serum but inhibited precipitation and anaphylaxis

more efficiently than after it had been heated with 0*1 N sulphuric acid at 100°

for 1 hour.

Attempts have b<^en made, by means of simple dialy.sis experiments, to

separate the active constituent of the hydrolysis product which is able to cause

the specific inhibition of the combination of the polysaccharide with its homo-
logous antibody. The results of inhibition tc^sts carried out with the dialysate

and with the bag oontonts of a ty}ucal dialysis experiment through cellophane

are shown in Table IV. It is evident that both the non-ditfiisible bag contents and

Table T\*.

inhibition of the hoiuoiogous antigen-antibody reaetion by the partial

hydrolysi.s products of the H|jecitir |H>lysa(Tharide,

Final dilution of the acid hydrolysis products

tration iTtoO 1 : 15(M^ I : 22r»U 1 ; .‘{000 I : .*{750 I : 4500 1 ; 5^0
mg, ricr V ^

Material 1 ml. Degree of inhibit ioti

Bag contents 3-3 e e e i fr o o
Dialysate 4-2 c e ae i o o

c, complete inhibition. tr, trace of inhibition,
ao, almost complete inhibition. o, no inhibition,

i, incomplete inhibition.

the dialysate completely inhibit the formation of a precipitates even when the
unchanged jKjlysaccharide is addend in optimum concentration (1:10®). Dilutions
of the hydrolysis products greater than 1 : 3000 cause only a partial inhibition of
precipitation.

By the use of 0-01 N hydrochloric acid it is possible to avoid the elimination
of the acetyl group from the iV-acetylhexosamine during the hydrolysis and, at
the same time, to cause the destruction of the whole of the glycoside linkages
that exist between the potential aldehyde groups of the iV-acetylhexosamine
units and the neighbouring hexoses. After 16 hours’ heating practically the whole
of the iV-acetylhexosamine in the ]3olysaccharide can be estimated by the
colorimetric method of Morgan and Elson, a result which mdicates that the
acetylhexosamine has been liberated in the form of single molecules or, as is more
piebable, as reducing end-units in the oligosaccharides which have been formed.
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A more detailed account of the acetylhexosamine and hexoses that are

liberated during the acid hydrolysis of the polysaccharide will be given in a later

communication.

The presence of agar-like substances in the crude specific polysaccharide

preparatiom.

During some experiments which wore made in 1931 and in which the specific

inhibition caused by the partial hydrolysis products of the specific polysaccharide

material was first demonstrated, it was noticed that the hydrolysis products

continued to yield a precipitate when they were treated with a B. dysenteriae

(Shiga) horse serum although no precipitate was formed when the corresponding

rabbit serum was employed. The precipitation tests that were set up with im-

mune rabbit serum showed that the specific serological properties of the poly-

saccharide were rapidly destroyed whereas the precipitation tests carried out
with the immime horse serum indicated that after a rapid fall in activity during

the first 30 min. the precipitating activity of the specific polysaccharide appeared
to remain constant at a level ofabout 1 : 500,000. The results of the precipitation

tests are shown in Tables and VI.

Table V.

Precipitation tCHtfl using an antibacterial B, dyscnitriae (Shiga) rabbit scrum.

Time of
Final dilution of partially hydiolysed crude baotorial

poh^^saccharide preparation (0-25 ml.)

X&VCwl/lXlK

hours 1 X 10* 5 V 10* I xlO* .*) X 10* 1 A 10« 3xl0« 0 X 10®

0 -h Wr # » 'f' i-

0-25 -tr th- if •tr 0
0-50 -th •tf 0 0
0*75 4' + 0 0 0 (t

10 + tr 0 0 0 0 0
1*5 ? 0 0 0 0 0 0

Signs as in Table II.

Table VI.

Precipitation tests using antibacterial B, dyaeMeriae (Shiga) horse serum (commercial sample).

l*"inal dilution of partially hydrolysed crude bacterial

Time of polysaccharide preparation (0-2.'i ml.)

heating ,
^

hours 1x10^ 5xl(P 1x10* 5x10* I x 10« 3 x 10“ (>xl0«

0
0-25 ^ ^ ^ ^ +
0*50 # # # -» +

0-

75 ^ ^ ^ ^ tr

1*0 # tr

1-

5 # ^ tr

2-

0 # + *t- 0

Signs as in Table II.

At that time it was not possible to explain these experimental results, but

the observations of Sordelli and Mayer [1931], who found that agar adsorbed on

bacteria is rendered antigenic and produces agar antibodies in animals that are

immtmised with these organisms, suggested that the antibacterial horse serum

that had been employed by us as a precipitating serum contained a high titre of

agar precipitins.

+ +
tr 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

6^2
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An examination of several samples ofanti-dysenteiy horse serum showed that

they possess a considerable titre of anti-agar bodies and yield precipitates with

high dilutions (1 : 500,000) of agar. Anti-dysentery serum is frequently pro-

duced on the large scale for therapeutic use by the intravenous inoculation of

horses with killed cultures of B. dysenteriae (Shiga) which have grown on nutrient

agar. During the immunisation agar precipitins are slowly formed and after

several courses of injections, which would normally extend over several

months, a potent anti-agar serum is produced. The absence of agar antibodies

from the immune rabbit serum is presumably due to the short course of im-

munisation which they receive as compared with the intensive and repeated

series of inoculations usually given to horses that are producing therapeutic sera

for general use. It has been observed that for the })roduction of a precipitating

anti-meningococcus serum in rabbits it is iuu‘t*ssarv to administer a very pro-

longed course of immunisation and under these circumstances the resulting

rabbit serum has occasionally been found to contain agar-precipitins.

The anti-agar horse serum that has bt^en used in the experiments describ('d in

this paper was obtained from a horse that had beem immunised with agar-

grown meningococci and was therefore free from precipitins which would react

with the specific polysaccharide of B. dysenterm^ (Shiga).

It follows from these serological observations that the sj)ecific polysaccharide

preparations in use at that time were contaminated with agar-like polysac’charide

substances and therefore reaett'd with the anti-agar bo(lies present in the im-

mune horse serum. In our experkmce specific polysaccharide preparations which

have been obtained from organisms that have grown on agar always react with

the formation of a precipitate when they are mixed with an anti-agar immune
serum unless a very thorough chemical purification has been carried out.

The non-specific polysacchakides.

The isolation and identification of the various non-sj)c*cific f>olysaccharide

substances present in the supernatant fluid obtained from the original bacterial

suspension has been considcin^d to l)e of subsidiary importance in this investiga-

tion and for this reason they hav(‘ only be<‘n supf^rficially examined and will only
be briefly discussed.

The first supernatant fluid, after the bacilli had been remove*d, was treated

with normal and basic lead acetate and with mercuric acetate in the same
manner as has l)een descrilied for the isolation of the spt^cific polysaccharide.

From the supernatant fluid obtained from one batch of bacterial growth (KXK)

Roux bottles) about 10 g. of mixed, protein-free, non-specific polysaccharide
was obtained. Fractional precipitation of the mixture with acetic acid yielded

several fractions, the [a]/> of which varied from —60 to -1-20®. The further

fractional precipitation of an aqueous solution of each of these fractions, first

with acetic acid and finally with acetone has yielded three apparently homo-
geneous polysaccharide substances; their pro|>ertie8 are shown in Table VII.

Table VII, The properties of the non-specific polysaccharides.

Greatest dilution of fraction giving
precipitate with

Polysaccharide
Nitrogen

%
B, dy^enteriae

(Shiga) serum Anti-agar serum

1 -00" 5-2 0 I: 5,000,000
2 4 20 0*6 0 1 : 10,000,000
3 + 1»5 00 0 0
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Polysaccharide fraction no. 3 has been identified as glycogen. Since the poly-

saccharides 1 and 2 were not exhaustively fractionated it is not possible to claim

that the specific rotations are those of pure substances. A strongly laevo-

rotatory substance, — 78“, which is readily soluble in 96% acetic acid and
which possesses a very high nitrogen content (14-1 %) has also been isolated.

A detailed account of the agar-like polysaccharides that are associated with
the specific polysaccharide of B, dysevieriae (Shiga) will be published later.

Discussion.

The serological behaviour of the purified s|X'.cific ]3olysaecharide isolated

from JB. dysmteriac (Shiga) supports the view that this substance is res]K)nsiblc

for the most important sfiecific immunological properties of Shiga's bacillus and
that it represents a further example of the class of bacterial substances, termed
by Landsteiner haptens, which confer ii|)on certain bacterial antigens their strict

immunological sjxcificity.

The addition of the purified polysaccharide to the homologous antibacterial

serum removes by precipitation the whole of the proeipitins engendered by the

spe(jific antigen associated with the smooth form of /?. dysenteriae (Shiga),

FurthcTmore, antibacterial sera that have been completely absorbed with the

polysaccharide no longer give specific agglutination with suspensions of Shiga’s

bacillus nor do they \aeld precipitates when treated with simple acid, neutral or

alkaline extracits or autolysates of the intact organism. These experimental

results, when considered together, give strong support for the belief that the

highly purified polysaccharide hapten accounts completely for the serological

phenomena of specificity of B, dysenteriae (Shiga).

The specific substance of B. dysenUria^ (Shiga) appears, therefore, to belong

to a group of substances, the complex polysaccharides, which possess colloidal

properties and liigh molecular weights and for which adequate criteria of homo-
geneity are diflicult to j)rescribe and determine. It is imjKJssible, therefore, to

claim with certainty that the s|:K‘cific substance, in its present state of purity, is

a single chemical compound. However, after each stage in its purification the

polysaccharide preparation has shown a corresponding change in its chemical

and physical properties together with an increase in serological activity as

measured by specific precipitation with the homologous immune rabbit or horse

serum and a diminution in the minimum amount of the polysaccharide substance

necessary for the induction of a specific and fatal anaphylactic shock in guinea-

pigs that have been sensitised with the homologous antibacterial serum from the

rabbit [Morgan, 1932], The purifitKi sfjecifie polysaccharide, [a]^-f98®, wdiich

has been described in this paper, has remained unchanged in properties follow ing

the application of several methods of purification. Thus, conversion of the specific

polysaccharide into the acetyl or benzoyl derivative and its regeneration by
treatment with alkali yields the specific substance unchanged in all the chemical

and immunological properties examined. Furthermore, the prolonged action of

nitrous acid in the presence of dilute mineral acid fails to liberate the nitrogen

contained in the specific complex or to alter the immunological properties of the

polysaccharide. Finally, the repeated fractionation ofthe specific substance from

acetic acid solution or from aqueous or pyridine solution by alkaline, neutn^I or

acid alcohol or acetone has also failed to yield a specific polysaccharide substance

with different chemical and immunological properties. These facts when con-

sidered together with the other data presented suggest that the polysaccharide

substance which possesses an optical rotation [a]i> + 98f and a nitrogen content
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of 1‘61 %, is the specific bacterial polysaccharide hapten virtually freed from

other non-specific polysaccharide impurities.

The properties of the specific pol3rsaceharid6 , so far as they are known at

present, support the belief that the basic structural unit in the polysaccharide

aggregate consists of four hexose molecules and one N-acetylaminohexose

molecule. The unhydrolysed polysaccharide gives an iodine reduction which is

equivalent to 3*4% of glucose and this reducing figure would be given by a
polysaccharide which has one hexose end-unit, possessing a free aldehyde group,

in each group of 30 of the hexoses that constitute the whole polysaccharide

molecule. It would appear therefore that the basic hexose imit repeats itself six

times in the polysaccharide molecule. The molecular weight of the polysac-

charide calculated from the hypoiodite titration is about 5100.

The polysaccharide (10 mg.) gives only a very faint test—^representing less

than 0*05 mg.—^for the presence of N-acetylaminohexose, whereas if the terminal

reducing group of the polysaccharide were associated with a N-acetylamino-

hexose molecule a quantitative determination would show the presence of about

3*5% of N-acetylhexosamine. The reducing end-unit in the polysaccharide

structure is therefore not a iV'-acetylaminohexose molecule. Acid hydrolysis of

the polysaccharide under conditions that do not remove the acetyl groups from
the N-acetylhexosamine molecules, rapidly breaks the glycosidic linkages which

join the aldehyde groups of the A^-acetylaminohexose molecules with their

adjacent hexoses. It has been found that when, under these conditions of

hydrolysis, the reducing power reaches about 45% (H. and J.) and 30%
(h3^oiodite), the whole of the nitrogen in the polysaccharide can be estimated

colorimetrically as N-acetylaminohexose, a result which indicates that each

N-acetylhexosamine molecule now possesses a reducing aldehyde group.

When the specific substance is heated with dilute mineral acid the serological

properties are rapidly destroyed and their destruction is complete when the

reducing power of the solution has reached only about one-third of its final value.

It would appear therefore that as soon as certain linkages within the poly-

saccharide molecule are broken and long before the whole of the component
hexoses are liberated as single molecules the substance loses its power to pre-

cipitate with the homologous immune serum and to induce anaphylaxis in guinea-

pigs that have been passively sensitised with an antibacterial B. dyaerUeriae

(Shiga) rabbit serum.

The products of partial hydrolysis at this stage of the hydrolysis, however,
still possess some degree of serological activity since when they are added in a
dilution as high as 1 : 3000 to the immune serum they cause a specific inhibition

of the precipitation which normally takes place on the subsequent addition of
the appropriate quantity of the specific polysaccharide. Furthermore the partial

hydrolysis products are also able to desensitise guinea-pigs which have been
passively sensitised with immune serum and thus protect them against the
anaphylactic shock that is induced by a subsequent intravenous injection of the
intact polysaccharide. These experimental results suggest that the chemical
structure which is responsible for the spedfioity of the polysaccharide remains
intact after the whole of the jy-acetylaminohexose in the polysaccharide has
been liberated in the form of single molecules or, as appears more probable, as
end-units in the oligosaccharides that are formed. Experiments designed to isolate

from the hydrolysis products the chemical substance which has the power to
inhibit the specific polysaccharide-antibody reaction are in progress.

During the course of this work several non-specific poljnsaccharide substances
have been isolated from their association with the specific polysaccharide of
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B, dyaenteriae (Shiga). At least two of the non-specific polysaccharides react

with immune sera which contain anti-agar bodies and these appear to be

associated in some way with the agar upon which the organisms have been
grown. The chemical and physical properties of these two serologically reactive

but non-specific substances differ widely from the corresponding properties of

agar, which indicates that they have been derived from the agar by enzymic
processes which are most probably associated with the growth of the dysentery

bacillus.

An examination of the literature reveals the frequency with which workers

are content to designate their specific bacterial polysaccharide preparations

‘"pure” provided that they are protein-free and essentially polysaccharide in

nature, while the presence of non-specific jwlysaccharides and serologically

reactive agar-like substances is frequently overlooked. It is suggested that

serological tests for the presence of agar-like carbohydrate should be carried out

on all specific polysaccharides that have been obtained from organisms grown
on nutrient agar. Similarly, preparations of specific pol3^8accharide which have
lH?en derived from organisms that have Ix^en grown on solid (agar) medium
or in broth cultures should be carefully examined for freedom from non-specific

}X)ly8accharides before they are accepted as *‘pure^’ for immuno-chemical
studies.

Summary,

1. A modified method is descril>ed for the isolation and purification of a
specific polysaccharide from the ‘'smooth” form of B. dysenteriae (Shiga).

2. The polysaccharide is strongly dextrorotator\% (a]j!>+ 98°, it contains

I’O^o nitrogen the whole of which is present in the form of acetylated amino-
groups, and it yields 97% of reducing sugars on acid h^^drolysis.

3. The specific substance accounts completely for the serological specificity

of B, dyserUeride (Shiga).

4. The occurrence and significance of certain non-specific polysaccharides is

discussed.
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Many papers have appeared during the last few years dealing with the dehydro-

genase reactions induced by suspensions of washed bacterial cells. Up to the

present no attemj>t has been made to examine systematically the acjtivities of

these enzymes in relation to any variations that might n'sult from growing the

organism under different conditions. In the past it has been more or less

assumed that when grown on one of the usual bacteriological nutrient media an
organism will exhibit a characteristic range* of enzymic* behaviour, although

instances have been cited in which differences in this behaviour appeared

to develop. Thus Klotz [1906] showed that a non-lactose-fermenting organism,

/i. perturbans, if grown upon a solid medium containing lactose, produ(!ed

colonies which develoj:)ed lactose-fermenting papillae. When the organism

was sub-cultured from the central non-lactos(*-ferm(‘nting colony the resiilting

cells did not ferment this sugar, whilst subcultures from the lactose-fermenting

papillae again formed colonies with a non-lactose-fermenting centre but with
lactose-fermenting papillae. It would seem that under the conditions of these

experiments an organism whicjh was apparently unable to ferment lactose had,

during growth upon a m(‘dium containing this sugar, developed the necessary
‘ enzjTnes to effect this change. Karstrom [1930] extended this work and showed
that of the enzymes of bacteria that attack sugars some, the so-calle<i "con-
stitutive ” enzymes, form an invariable part of the cellular biochemical structure,

whilst others, the adaptive” enzymes, are absent from the cells which have not
been grown in the presence of their substrate. Stephenson and Stickland [1932]

demonstrated that a susjKmsion of washed cells of Bad, coli grown in broth
containing added formate possess a hydrogenlyase which will decompose formate
with the evolution of hydrogen, whilst the cells obtained from the same organism
grown on plain broth do not possess this enzyme. Yudkin [1932] developed this

work further. These results indicate the possible importance to its enzymic
make-up of the constitution of a medium upon which an organism grows. In the
present seriesof papers it is hoped toextend theenquiryinto an analysisof various

factors that might influence enzyme formation. The work described in this

particular paper serves to show that the activities of dehydrogenases, when
tested by the usual procedure, are not constant throughout the life of a culture,

but appear to vary considerably wdth the time the organism is allowed to grow
before it is reaped for enzyme examination.

Expebimental.

The organisms examined in this paper were grown upon the usual nutrient
media, viz, heart broth, caseinogen digest broth or nutrient agar. With the liquid

medium good aerobic conditions were secured by placing 120 ml. in Roux bottles

( 926 )
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and im^ubating them on their sides. For a particular series of experiments all

flasks were inoculated, as far as possible, at the same time
; if this was not possible

the stock inoculum was stored at 0® for the short time (a few hours at most)
during which it was being used. Every flask of medium received equal amounts
of the stock inoculum, which was sometimes a broth culture and sometimes a
8U8j)ension of the organism in quarter strength Ringer solution. The inoculated
flasks were incubated at S?"", and a sufficient number were n^moved at the
required intervals to ensure an adequate su])ply of washed organisms for the
enzymic examinations. The cell suspensions were obtained in the usual way by
centrifiiging, or washing the cellular deposit twice with saline, suspending
finally in quarter strength Ringer solution, aerating for 20 min. and examining
within a short time for dehydrogenase activity. The numb(*r of inoculated

flasks required to give sufficient organisms after a short period of growth
was naturally much larger than the number required for longer periods of
growth.

Th(* Thunherg tubes contained 1 ml. of bacterial suspension, 1 ml. 1/10,000
methylene blue solution, O o ml. substrate solution at 7*4 and O o ml. of
phosphate buffer, jpjj

7*4. The tubes were evacuated at tlu‘ wat-er-pump, immedi-
ately incubated at 45"^ and the time requirt'd for decoloration of 90 of the
in(»thylen(‘ l)luc noted. The end-point w'as obtained by matching a similar mix-
ture of organism and nitrate* containing only I 'lO as much methylene blue.

All the bacterial susjxmaions of a given scTies were standardised by turbidity

comparisons with standard suspensions of Bad. coli cells and were usually
adjusted to an opacity of 5 x lifi cells |)er ml. of suspension. With Bad. pullonim
and Bad. snipf^stifer thicker suspensions were required. All bacterial sus}>ension8

were examined within an hour or two of their preparation.

Variable dehydrogenase adivity of Bact. coli grown on heart broth.

When suspcuisions of cells of Bad. coli grown on heart broth are prejmred and
examined in the way previously described it is found that their dehydrogenase
activities arc not constant but may vary considerably with the age of the culture

from which the organism was obtained. This variability is not the same for all the

enzymes as an examination of the ratio of the reduction times for any two
donators throughout the series will show. Nevertheless, there seems to be a
general tendency for the dehydrogenase activities to increase at first, reach a

maximum and subsequently to decrease. These observations are illustrated by the

results recorded in Table I, It will be seen that whilst the activity of the formic

dehydrogenase remains practically constant throughout the course of the

experiment, the activities of all the other enzymes examined vary to a greater or

less degree. The reduction times obtained with the 4, 24, 48 and 72-hour

organisms are respectively 8*9, 2*9, 2*5 and 3*5 min. for lactate, and 5*2, 3, 23 min.

and > 2 hours for glucose; results which clearly illustrate both the variability of

the activity of individual enzymes and the fact that this variability is not the

same with each enzyme. This difference in variability is further emphasised

by the ratios given in Table I, comparing one series of reduction times with

another. With the amino-acid enzymes the peak in the activity is very

marked. Of those examined the most active suspension, considering the

enzymes collectively, appears to be that obtained from the organism grown for

24 hours. A comparison of the various reduction times obtained with this and
with other suspensions (vide last column, Table I), emphasises the differences

that may be obtained. In fact the differenc^es may be so great that it would be a
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Table I. Dehydrogeimse adivitiea of empenaions of Bact. coli cdU obtained

from cultures of variable ages grown on heart broth.

Experimental details desoribed in the text. The reduction times are given in minutes. In this

and subsequent tables the shortest time for each donator is given in heavy type. Temperature 45“.

All the bacterial suspensions were standardised to a turbidity=5 x 10^ Bacl, coli cells per ml.

Period of growth in hours Ratio
4 hr./

24 hr.Substrate 4
'

6 12 24 48 ?2

Control >120 113 68 >120 >120 >120 —
Formate 2-7 2-9 30 2 2 2 1*35

Lactate 8-9 7 3*7 2*9 2*5 3*5 307
Glucose 5-2 41 3*5 3 23 >120 1*73

Succinate 18*5 14-3 6 3 6 8*3 6*17

Glutamate 37 29 7 5 100 >120 7*4

Alanine 29 20*5 16*5 9*5 >120 >120 305
Trytophan >120 43 32*6 20 >120 >120 >6

Ratios:

Laotate/formate 2*93 2*42 1*20 1*45 1*25 1*75 —
Glucosc/fonnate L93 1*41 M7 1*5 11*5 > 60 —
Glucose/laotate

Glutamate/formate
0-68 0*59 0*95 103 9*2 > 34 —
13-7 10*0 2*33 2-5 50 > 60 —

pardonable error to conclude that the suspensions were in reality obtained from

quite different organisms. Thus the times for the 72-hour sus]>ension suggc'st that

it was derived from an organism possessing active formic, lactic and succinic

dehydrogenases but lacking the enzymes for sugars and amino-acids, whilst the

results with the 24-hour suspension suggest an organism of a different type,

showing marked activity with all the substrates.

Bact. coli groton on caseinogtn digest broth.

Another strain of Bact. coli was grown similarly on a caseinogcn digest

medium and the activities of its dehydrogenases were examined. The results

obtained are similar in character to those described with heart broth (Table II).

Table II. Dehydrogenase activities of Bact. coli groum on caseinagen digest for

variable periods of time.

Details as for Table I. co = > 180 rain.

Period of growth in hours

Substrate 5 10 17 24 48 72 96 J60

Control 00 00 63 00 00 00 00 00

Formate 2-4 2*8 3*5 2*7 2*5 3-5 6 19*3

Lactate 15 10 10*5 7*3 6*3 7*5 17 52
Glucose 6 5*7 4 7*7 7-7 11 00 00

Succinate 11 13 4*5 6*5 9*5 14 58 00

Glutamate 5-5 6-3 5*6 7 9 11 16 210
Alanine 112 106 18 84 00 00 00 CO

Ix*ucine 150 146 21 90 95 00 00 <30

The formate enzyme again shows the least variation but there are signs of a
falling off in its activity after growth for 96 hours, a diminution which is quite
definite after 160 hours’ growth. With many of the enzymes there are indications
of an increasing activity of the dehydrogenases during the early hours of growth.

This variability in enzyme activity was also shown aerobically in the Barcroft
difierential manometer. Table III illustrates the rate at which oxygen was
absorbed by similar Bcwt. coli suspensions in the presence of certain substrates.
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Table IIL The rate of oxygen, absorption by Baot. coli grotm for variable

periods on caseinogen digest.

Experimental details for the preparation of the bacterial suspensions (1 ml.sS x 10» cells) as

given in the text. The figures represent the oxygen absorption in 1 hour, expressed in /4I. at

N.T.p., by the various bacterial suspensions in the preface of the named substrates. Both cups of

the manometers contained bacterial suspensions and buffers but only the right-hand cup contained

the substrate. The usual technique was followed [Dixon, 1934).

Period of growth in hours

Substrate 2 5 10 17 24 48 96 160

Formate 80 71 70 72 72 69 — 23

Glucose 86 99 182 169 178 87 42 32

Glutamate 176 178 240 300 238 m 36 45

Alanine 12 19 .79 41 142 — —

•

20

The activity ofthe formic enzyme is again remarkably constant but falls off after

prolonged growth, whilst the other enzymes examined exhibit more variable

activities which at first increase but later diminish in a way similar to that

demonstrated anaerobically.

Variation in the dehydrogenase activities of other organisms with the period

of growth.

The reduction times obtained with various substrates in the presence of

suspensions of Bact. aerogeneSj Bact. puUorum and of Bact. suipestifer that have

been grown for variable periods of time on nutrient media are displayed in

Table IV. The dehydrogenase activities of Bact. aerogenes grmm on heart broth.

DctailK UH for Table I. Each Thunberg tube contained 1 ml. of bacterial suspension corres-

j)onding in turbidity to a Bad. coli suspension containing 7 x 19* cells per ml.

Period of growth in hours

Substrate 0 3 0 12 18 2,5 36 48 72 96 120 144

Control 40 40 4o >120 >120 >120 >120 >120 >120 >120 >120 >120
Formate 4 3-7 7 11-7 11-7 11'3 11-3 14 14 14-3 44 63

Lactate 15 4 5 iW) 6*3 3-3 3 3-5 4 4 9 10 -

Glucose 6 37 37 6-5 6 5-3 5*5 5-3 9-3 11 120 >120
Succinate 11 -u 11 11-3 23 29 9 77 10 21 23 >120 >120
Glutamate 6-5 4*7 4 5 5*7 6*5 9 9o 14 17-3 >120 >120
Tryptophan >80 24 18 30 30 32 34 ~ >120 >120 >120 >120

Table V. Dehydrogenase activities of Bact. pullonim gromt on nutrient agar

for variable periods of time.

Experimental details as for Table 1, ex(«pt that the original suspension was obtained by washing

off the bacteria from the solid medium with a few ml. of sterile saline. The suspensions used were

equivalent to Bact. coli suspensions containing 16 x 10* cells per ml. oc = >120 min.

Period of growth in hours

Substrate 5 9 12 18 24 48 72 120

Control OC 00 X X X X 66 00

Formate — 00 90 26 18>5 30 40 —
Lactate 27 21 20 9-7 11-7 4 7 27

Glucose — 27 18 20 6 4 8*5 13

Succinate 35 87 16 9 —
Glutamate 29 22 22 13*3 8*5 6*5 26

Glycine — — 32 223 24*3 100 — ao

Alanine — — — 60 40 15 29 00

Tryptophan — 00 00 83 48 CO — 00
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Table VI. Dehydrogmaae dclivities of Bact. suipestifer grown on nvirient

agar for variable periods of time.

Experimental details as for Table V. The bacterial suspensions contained 20 x 10® cells per ml.

Period of growth in hours

Substrate 5

Control 00

Formate 4*0

Lactate 36*5

Glucose 00

Succinate 53
Glutamate oc

Tables IV, V and VI. The results exhibit a similar variability to those previously

obtained with suspensions of Bact. colt. With these three organisms the formate

enzjmie is comparatively weak but it is especially so with Bad. pullorum.

8 12 24 54 72

CO CO 30 4() 00

0-8 5-3 7-2 7-7 29

5 35 4*5 5-8 15

5-8 4 5*3 8-6 27

8-5 67 0-8 9-5 34

7-5 7-3 7*5 10-

1

31

Discussion.

It has been shov^n that the dehydrogenase activity of many, if not all,

bacterial cells may vary considerably with the period between inoculation and

reaping of the organism. There appears to hv a general tendency for the enzyme

activities to increase at first and subsequent!}^ to decrease. Whether the maxi-

mum activity has any relationship to the logarithmic phase of growth cannot be

stated at present, although it usually occurs within the first 24 hours of growth.

That the variability of dehydrogenase activity is not identical witli each enzyme

is clearly shown by an examination of the ratios of reduction times given in

Table I. The curves in Fig. 1 show that, although many bacteria exhibit varia-

Age of bacterial cells (period of grow'th)

Fig. 1. Variability of the formic dehydrogenase of different organisms. •—• Bad. coli

(heart broth); x— x Bact. aerogenes (heart broth); — Bact. pullorum (nutrient agar);
o—o BncL suipestifer (nutrient agar).

tions for particular dehydrogenases (e.g. the formic dehydrogenase), the variations
obtained are not necessarily the same with the different organisms. It is not
our intention in this paper to assign causes for these variations but several

possible factors that might influence the enz3rmic activity of such cellular suspen-
sions as have been examined may be cited. Thus the activity might be influenced
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by the proportion of viable to total cells in the culture medium or in the actual

cell suspension used for the tests, by differences in permeability and other

properties associated with the ‘‘condition” of the cell with respect to its growth
phase, by variation in the concentration of co-enz3rme8 ,

by differences induced

m the cell by variations in the chemical or physical nature of the medium during

the course of growth or by the effect of these earlier conditions upon the ability

of the cells to undergo some change in the Thunberg tube, such as a change in

shape or cell division, which change might affect the rate of reduction of the

methylene blue. It is hoptid to examine the effects of many of these factors in

further work, meanwhile it is important to emphasise that the ay)parenf enzymic
complex of bacterial suspensions prepared and examined in the wa}^ originally

d(‘scribed by Quastel and Whetham [1924] does not necessarily indicate a range

of activities characteristic of that organism throughout its life (as was more or

less implied by Quastel and Wooldridge [1925]) for it appears not only that the

order of the activities of the various enz^mies will differ among themselves but

that certain enzymes which seem to be inactive at one time may be very active

at some other stage in the life of the organism. The importance of this fact

and its bearing upon the question of “constitutive” and “adaptive” enzymes
is obvious. Thus an “adaptive” enzvTne may simply be a “constitutive”

enzynuj which is active apparently only during a part of the life of the cell and is

not normally recognised by the technique most usually employed in the enzymic
examination of the organism. By suitably altering the conditions of growth of

the organism, however, the concentration and stability of such an enzyme may be

increased so that it becomes readily detectable by the usual technique.

Summary.

1. It is shown that the activity of most bacterial dehydrogenases may vary

eonsid(Tably with the time the organism is allowed to grow before reaping.

2. The activity of most of these enzymes appears to increase at first, to reach

a maximum and subsequently to diminish. This variability is generally least

with the formic acid enzyme, vule the results with coli, but even with this

enzyme it may be great, especially with some other organisms such as Bact,

pullorvm.

3. As the series of reduction times obtained with a standard ctdl susptmsion

and several substrates may differ considerably with the initial period of growth

of the cells of the suspension, it is concluded that to secure a true picture of the

enzymic make-up of organisms such as bacteria it is necessary to examine the

organism at different stages in its growth.

Our thanks are due to the Medical Research Council for personal grants to

two of us (R. K. and V. G.), and for a grant towards the expenditure entailed in

this work.
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CXXXV. THE DETERMINATION OF VITAMIN A
BY MEANS OF ITS INFLUENCE ON THE

VAGINAL CONTENTS OF THE RAT.

By WALTER HOHLWEG and MAX DOHRN.

From the Chief Laboratory^ Schering-Kahlbatm A.G.

(Received February 21$t, 1930,)

Coward et al. [1935] report on a method of estimating vitamin A by influencing

the constitution of the vaginal secretion of rats fed on a vitamin A-free diet. We
should like to point out that preWous to 1930 we carried out the testing of

vitamin A on this principle and published a description of the method [1930, 1],

In the same year this new method of testing was also communicated by us to the

Congress for Sexual Research held in London [1930, 2].

The oestrus-like appearances occurring in rats fed on vitamin A-free diet we
called **Kolpokeratose’’. This condition, as we were able to prove, has no con-

nection whatever with the appearance of oestrus, but represents a pathological

comification of the vaginal epithelium and can be quickly caused to disappear

by the administration of cod-liver oil or vitamin A. The test based on this

appearance we called the ‘^Kolpokeratose test’’.

Both these expressions, “Kolpokeratose” and ‘‘Kolp^keratose test”, have
been adopted in scientific literature and used in numerous papers appearing

later on this test, which confirm its excellent utility for tlie standardisation of

vitamin A. [See Wolff and Oberhoff, 1933; Klussman and Simola, 1933; Moll,

et al., 1933; Bomskow, 1935.]

Various groups of workers, notably Moll et al. [1933], have endeavoured, with

success, to improve the technique of this test.

We wish to draw attention to these facts as the authors do not mention the

literature on the “Kolpokeratose test ”, nor do they even make use of the general

expressions, “Kolpokeratose and Kolpokeratose test”.
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CXXXVL SELECTIVE FERMENTATION.
III. FERMENTATION OF HEXOSE-PENTOSE MIXTURES.

By harry SOBOTKA, MARJORIE HOLZMAN and
MIRIAM REINER.

From the Laboratories of Mount Sinai Hospital, New York,

(Received February 28th, 1936.)

The mutual influence of fermentable hexoses on the fermentation of each has

been studied using several varieties of yeast and has been reported in preceding

communications [Sobotka and Reiner, 1930, 2, 3]. In the present study, we have
investigated the influence of non-fermentable sugars on the fermentation of

fermentable hexoses. We measured the rate of carbon dioxide formation from
mixtures of glucose or fructose with a pentose and also determined in one series

ofexperiments the total amount ofcarbon dioxide developed from such mixtures.

It appears that the fermentation by brewer’s yeast of glucose, and more so

that of fructose, is retarded in the presence of xylose and also of arabinose. This

effect was observed in all sugar concentrations tested from 0*8 to 6*7% and
with yeast concentrations from 0*6 to 15 %, under aerobic and anaerobic condi-

tions. The inhibitory effect of the pentose varied parallel with the ratio of its

concentration to that of the hexose, leading sometimes to almost complete

suppression of fermentation, particularly with yeasts that had been kept more
than 24 hours in the ice-chest. Fructose fermentation was inhibited more than
glucose fermentation, and xylose proved a stronger inhibitor than arabinose.

While fermentation went slower in the presence of the non-fermentable

pentoses, it progressed further. Thus, the deficit between the actual and the

theoretical amounts of carbon dioxide obtained at the end of fermentation was
decreased in the presence of xylose, even vanishing in some instances.

In analogous experiments with baker’s yeast no such effects on the rate and
amount of fermentation could be observed. On the contrary, in the case of

aerobic fermentation of glucose by baker’s yeast an acceleration of the develop-

ment of carbon dioxide took place when xylose was present.

In an attempt to explain these observations the possibility that the total

sugar concentration reached a level high enough to impair the progress of fer-

mentation could be eliminated. On seeking more specific explanations, competi-

tion of the pentose with the hexose in one of the early stages of fermentation had
to be considered. Concerning phosphorylation no disappearance of inorganic

phosphate could be observed with xylose when using a dry yeast preparation

which effectively phosphorylated glucose in parallel experiments.

In order to evaluate the possible influence of diffusion on the ''pentose-

effect”, a study was undertaken of the rate at which various sugars diffuse into

the yeast cell. To this end known amounts of yeast were treated with a solution

of a given concentration of xylose, arabinose or other unfermentable carbohy-

drate. Samples of the supernatant, withdrawn at intervals, revealed the rate of

disappearance of the sugar from the solution into the yeast cell. This rate of

diffusion is rarely high enough to allow an equilibrium to be established. With
most of ike sugars tested, diffusion was so slow, that no equilibrium was reached

( 933 )
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within 18 hours, at which time the yeast had begun to autolyse. But the amount
of sugar diffused within a given initial period, e.g, one hour, serves well for pur-

poses of comparison. In order to make the diffusion rate of fermentable sugars

available for comparison, fermentation had to be suppressed. This was accom-

plished by means ofiodoacetic acid in a dilution sufficient to prevent fermentation

but without significant influence on the rate of diffusion as tested with xylose.

According to the speed ofdiffusioninto the yeast cell the compounds testedmay
be arranged in the following order: xylose > glucose > galactose > d-arabinose > Z-

arabinose> mannitol >rhamnose> lactose. The remarkable speed with which

xylose is taken up by the cell suggests that this sugar competes with the ferment-

able hexoses so effectively for entrance into the yeast cell that it may retard

their fermentation under certain conditions. The diffusion rates of fructose and
glucose* were compared in one experiment (no. 85) using yeast that had been

treated with iodoacetic acid. The diffusion of fructose was about one-fourth

slower than that of glucose, and this difference may be responsible (a) for the

faster fermentation of glucose from glucosc'-fructose mixtures (previous papers),

(6) for the greater inhibition of frueto.se than of glucose fermentation in the

presence of xylose and (c) for the moderate inhibitory effect of arabinose on
fructose fermentation. The slower diffusion of arabinose as compared with xylose

explains why only the latter has a significant effect on glucose fermentation. It

has been shown [Nord and Wt*ichherz, 1929] that diffusion is a controlling factor

in fermentation, since rapid stirring offermenting sugar solutions may accelerate

the rate of fermentation. Thus, it is likely that competitive diffusion is one of

the causes of the ‘‘pentose-effect”. However, it should be noted that the diffu-

sion measurements yielded analogous results for baker's and for brewer's yeast,

but that the pentose inhibition was confined to brewer’s yeast.

The great differences in rate of diffusion of various sugars are of interest

beyond the explanation of the mechanism ofthe “pentose-effect ” and of s(‘l(»ctive

fermentation. They demonstrate that in the domain of diffusion phenomena small

structural and steric differences can cause as high a degree of sj)ecificity as one is

accustomed to associate with enzymic and immunological reactions. Kate of

diffusion is notdetermined by a simple physical propertysuch as molecularweight

or merely by molecular structure, but depends also on steric configuration. Thus,

it differs for two substances whose properties are identical exc(‘pt for their opposite

optical activities as in the case of d- and Z-arabinose. This confirms our belief that

diffusion is based on transient chemical combination with constituents of the

cell-wall. The comparison of the diffusion of xylose, arabinose, glucose and
galactose shows an analogy between the pair xylose-glucose and arabinose-

galactose in regard to the speed of diffusion. As the structural resemblance in

each pair issues from the aldehydic group, it can be assumed that this groupenters
into the chemical reactions with the cell-wall constituents responsible for the

selective diffusion phenomena in our experiments.

The study of diffusion of non-fermentable sugars into unicellular organisms
can be applied to the differentiation of extracellular, intracellular and chemically

bound water in pressed yeast and similar products. At most 90% of the water
contained in yeast, as determined by drying at about 100°, is accessible as solvent

for xylose or other sugars entering the cell, and for the less rapidly diffusing sugars

this limit is never reached. 10 to 15% of the water is chemically bound in the

cell constituents, especially the plasma protein, and is not available as solvent.

On the other hand, with a sugar like lactose which practically does not diffuse

into the yeast cell, one may observe an instantaneous disappearance of a few
per cent, from the supernatant fluid indicating the free and immediate aocessi-
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biJity of about one-tenth of the water content of the presMod yeast. This is the

amount of moisture on the surface of the cells and in the spacjcs between them
and corresponds to the figures for extraoeUular wat(T obtained by rapid washing
with chilled alcohol or acetone. This amount of extracellular water is subject to

great variations depending on the d(*gree of pressure used on the yeast, and these

variations are reflected in the variations of lac^tose absorption (p..g. Exps. 74

and 75).

Tht! increased yield of carbon dioxide from hexose fermentation in the

presence of pentose must be attributed to a luixose-saving effect of the pentost*..

Whether the pentoses enter any of the side-reactions such as glycerol formation,

which are made responsible for the usual carbon dioxide deficit in alcoholic

fermentation, or play some part in respiration and formation of polysaccharides

and other cell-constituents, by replacing hexoses in other reactions, they release

them for alcoholic fermentation. It is likely that such sugar-saving effects of

non-fermentable carbohydrates contained in molasses are utilised in industrial

fermentations without re(?ognition of the underlying mechanism.

Experimental.

FermeTUation of mixtureji of a htxose with a pentosp.

The (‘X]KTim(mts r(‘cordcd in Table J were carried out in the \'an Iterson-

Khiyver apparatus fSol)otka and Reiner, 1939, 2, p. 92S|. The amounts of sugar

and of fr(‘sh yeast and the volume of solution, which was always pre-satiirated

Table 1. FemerUatum of mijctures of a hex<m with a pvntotit.

Time for half of fK
),

fermentation , ^

'
^

pentose Without With
Without With Hate M'ithout pentose pentose

Xt..

HfNOSf Pentose Voast Vol. pentose pentose |K'ntose of “o of
nijLj. injr. ml. mui.

laager yeast

min. o
0 theory theory

1 (jiluroBe 50 Xylose 50 0-2 2t» 81 91 89

,4 50 Arabiiiosc 5(* 0-2 2-0 — 84 96 —
FriKJtose 50 Xylose 50 0-2 2-0 84 103 81 - —

„ 50 Arabinosc r>0 0-2 2 0 - 98 86 —
2 (irlucoso 50 Xylose 25 0-2 1-5 121 153 79 __

50 Arabinosc 25 0-2 1-5 135 90 __

;j Glucose 50 Xylose 50 0-2 20 30 48 75 71 89
Fructose 50 „ 50 0-2 — 42 53 79 04 76

4 Glucose 30 Xylose 30 0-2 1-3 25 27 93 86 92

M 00 0-2 10 46 51 90 81) 88

T) Glucose 30 Xylost' 30 0-2 1-3 19 29 65 — —
00 » 00 0-2 10 34 40 85 —

(> Glu(!08e 50 0-2 1-5 47 93 —
» 50 Xylose 1(K) 04 30 24 30 80 91 97

50 „ 3(K) 0-8 60 <21 23 <1H) 80 96

7 Fructose 50 — 0-2 1-5 70 101

M 50 Xylose 100 04 3-0 42 54 78 89 103

» 50 „ 31H) U-8 00 29

Baker's yeast

46 03 97 107

8 Glucose 50 Xvlo8€* 50 0-2 1*0 67 08 98 85 87
Fructose 50 „ 50 0-2 10 71 77 92 80 87

9 Glucose 50 Xylose 100 0-2 10 81 80 101 87 87
Fructose 60 „ 100

Biochem. 1930 xxx

0-2 1-0 85 92 92 84

00

85
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Table II. Rate offermentation in aheenoe. and presence of xylose.

All fermentations carried out in Barcrofb-Warburg manometers at 30° with 16 mg. yeast

{ca. 4 mg. dry weight) in 2 ml. of
Hate wit h pentose

Kate without pentose

/Ltl. C(
)jj
developed %

in 30 rain. Pentose
'

'V Hexose
Glucose

<v
/O

Xylose
V
.()

Without
xylose

With
xylose

X

No. 1:1 2:1 3:1 Remarks

Lager yeast

10 5*0 5-0 488 548 112 — —
5*0 5-0 447 456 102 — — Anaerobic

11 o-O 5-0 364 333 92 — — —
.5-0 5*0 520 445 84 — Anaerobic

12 6-7 6-7 250 190 80 —
13 5*0 5-0 523 377 72 . „ —
I4a 2-5 2-5

137
^

ri30 95 — —— 5-0
1 105 _ 77

ir>o 2-5 2-5
‘>•1

J

[214 95 —
5-0

1 180 — 84 —
16cf 2-5 2-5

142 J
rii6 82 — Anaerobic— 5-0
1 100 * - 71

17ff 2-5 7-5 67 39 __ 58
18<7 2-5 7-5 331 158 — ... 48 —

92 Ti
"

53 Averages

Kakcr’s yeast

10 2-5 5-0 116 218 188 . <

2-5 rH) 560 601 — lot) Anaerobi<j
20 2*5 5-0 180 273 - 151 —
21

0

2-5 5-0 184 236 — 128
22rt 2o 5-0 187 220 — 118
23 0 2*5 5‘(» 580 590 — 103 Anaerobic initial

2-5 50 536 514 — 06 — Anaerobic after 240

Fructose min.
o
o Lager yedst

146 25 2-5 143 130 91
25 5-0 150 125 83

156 2-5 2-5 107 182 92 —— 5-0 277 209 75
24 50 5-0 365 301 83
25 2-5 2-5 254 205 81 „
26 5-0 5-0 464 353 76
27 2-5 3-75 157 117 - 75 Pent.: Hex. 1-5:1
28 2*5 5-0 180 16 8 1 nitial

2-5 5-0 301 63 -- 20 — After 170 min.

20 n

2-5 5-0 278 118 — 42 — After 28(> rain.
2*5 5-0 307 360 93 . .

30 2-5 6-25 130 71 — 55 Pent.: Hex. . -2*5:1
206 2-5 7-5 307 315 — 79
31 2-5 7-5 288 7 3
166 2-5 2-5 129 122 96 — Anaerobic

2-5 50 125 108 86
176 2*5 7-5 44 19 43
186 2-5 7*5 325 200 - 62

86 71 48 Averages

216
Baker's yeast

2-5 50 190 225 113 _

226 2-5 50 192 209 109 ,

236 2-5 50 610 588 — 96 — Anaerobic

*tnmbered 14o and 146, etc. were carried out simultaneously using samples of the
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with carbon dioxide, are given in Table 1. The theoretical amount of carbon
dioxide obtainable from the given amount of fermentable sugar was calculated

and corrected for temperature (22° to 27°). The gas burettes were shaken and
read every five minutes. The rate of fermentation is expressed by the tim(* in

minutes required for half fermentation, i.e. for the development of 50% of the

amount of carbon dioxide theoretically possible [Sobotka, 1924]. The samples of

baker’s yeast used in this and in the following series displayed uniformity in tluur

fermenting powiT. (ilreater deviations in ratt* of fermentation under identical

conditions were exp(*rieiiced with the various sj)ecimens of bn^wer’s yeast d<‘-

pending on freshiu^ss, season and other factors beyond our control. The total

solids varied from 25 to 28%.
The seri(i8 of experiments recorded in Table II was carried out in the

Barcroft-Warburg apparatus, using conical vessels of about 20 ml. capacity in a

water-bath kept at 30*0°. The amount of yeast applied was invariably 16 mg., the

total volume 2 ml. The vcJocities given in Table II are initial velocities and are

expressed in /xl. carbon dioxide developed during the first 30 min. In some
instances, the obstTvations were interrupted after this period, but the fermenta-

tion was allowed to (*ontinue with the stopcocks opened; readings were then

resumt^d after 2 or 5 hours. At this time, because of th(‘ ndatively small amount
of yeast, tlie sugar content was far from exhausted and fermentation still

proceeded at full sj)eed, the absolute and relative rates not deviating from the

initial rates to a significant degree (see Exp. 23a), except in Exp. 28, where
the fermentation in presence of pentos(? was almost comph^tedy suppressed in the

beginning, but inc'nmsed in tht* subsequent stages. Regardless of the variations

in fcTinenting power of tlie Lager yeast, xylose consistently exerted a retarding

influence. This effect remained unaltered under anaerobic conditions. On the

other hand, in the case of baker’s yeast no retardation was observed, but in the

fermentation of glucose the rate of carbon dioxide development was frequently

accelerated.

Diffusion experimeMs}

Approximately 5 % solutions of the various sugars were prepared and the

exa(;t concentration was determined. Fresh yeast was washed twice with

distilled water to remove any reducing substances, centrifuged at high speed and
pressed. 20 g. of the pre^ssed yeast were then suspended by thorough mixing

in 20 ml. of the sugar solution. The amount of sugar varied between 120 and
180 mg. per g. of dry yeast except in Exps. 626, 62 c, and 70. After the intervals

given in Table III aliquot samples of the suspension were withdrawn and cujntri-

fuged, and the clear supernatant was analyseKl for sugar by Hanes’s modification

of the Hagedom-Jensen method, using the tables of Sobotka and Reiner

[1930, 1], Mannitol was determined polarimetrically after saturation of the

solution with borax. The amount of sugar which had passed into the yeast was
calculated from the original amount minus the residual sugar content of the

supernatant.

The water content of the yeast determined by drying at 100° was made the

basis of the calculation of how much sugar could be removed from the super-

natant if the dissolved sugar reached the same concentration within as without

the cell
;
e.gr. when 20 g. of yeast containing 28-7 % total solids (5-74 g.) are added

to 20 ml. of sugar solution, the amount of potential solvent is increased to

34*26 ml. In case of an ideal equilibrium 14*26/34*26 parts or 41*7% of the

^ A preliminary report on these studies was given at the December Meeting 1933 of the

Bioohemioal Society, London.
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Table III. Diffusion of variom sugars into the yeast cell,

20 ml. of approximately 5^,^, sugar solutions were mixed with 20 g. yeast (total solids 2 tio 3*V„).

From these data we calculated in each instance the amount of sugar that would disappt'ar from the

supernatant ifequilibrium ofthe sugar concentration within atui witliout the cell were established.

The figures given in the table are the percentages of this amount which have actually disappeareil

from the supernatant at a given time.

Diffusion after

Sugar 15 min. I hr. 2 hrs. IS hrs.

ExiH^riments with brewer's yeas
f
(Lager)

51 Xylose 88-4 — After 5 nun.
52 Galactose 69*6 84*5 —
53 0 </-Arabinoso 44-3 7.3*2 -

53 ft LArabinose 33-9 444 —
54 a fZ-Arabinose .311 67*2
54ft /-Arabinose 25-8 .38*7 —
.55 Rhamnose 20-4 31*2 — —
.56 Mannitol 30-2 - - _ -

57 «
57 ft

a-Lactose

p- Ijactose

14*6

16-5

20*7

22*7

—
58 Lactose* 13-4 22*4 (’ourtesy Milk Sugar Institute

50 Lactose 15*8 — — *“

60 Xylose

Kxperiment-s with baker’s

76*5

yeast (Flcischmaiin)

After 5 nnn.
61 Xylose 83-8 — -

,,

62 a- Xylose 82*8 _ — _ —
62 ft Xylose 80-2 - - — From a 10 xylose* solution

62r Xylose 75*9 — — From a 20 xylose solution

63 (tIucosc 61-0 — — After 5 min.
64 Glucose 954 — — Beginning fermentation ?

65 Maltose 5 11 — — 28*9% after 5 min.
66 Galactose 26() — 67*7
67 Galactose 24-9 65*8 81*7

68 d-Arabinose 18-7 — 31*0 — —
69a (/-Arabiiioso — 381 67*7 9M —
60ft dZ-Arabinose 29-9 .55*2 88*4

69r /-Arabinose 22-

1

24*3 .52*3

70 f/Z-Arabinose 69-8 736 94*3 From 2*5 arabinose solution

71 Rhamnose 24-2 33-0 — —
72 Mannitol — 33-3 — —
73 Mannitol 170 23*2 — —
74 Lactose 9-6 20*3 —
75 Lactose — 9*1 — Extra tlry yeast (total solids 34

76 Xylose

Baker’s yeast treaWd with iodoacctie scid 0 4'*;'>

83-2 — — —
77 Xylose 71-2 82*0 — — —
78 Xylose 69*7 — — —
79 Xylose 67-5 77*2 — — —

,

80 Xylose —

.

88*5 88*5 90*8

81 Glucose 61-3 — — — —
82 Glucose 44^7 .53*4 — — —
83 Glucose 44-

1

— — — —
84 Glucose 34-8 .56*7 — — —
85a Glucose — 45*4 .55*1 81*2 —
85ft Invert sugar — ,56-9 6M 85*9 —
85c Fructose — 340 42*5 62*0 —

86 Maltose

Experiments

670 —
with Scurharamyces mararianus

87 a Glucose 51-8 — Fermentation suppressed with

87ft Maltose 32-8 — — 04% CHglCOOH
99
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dissolved sugar, e,g, 401 mg. out of 963 mg. would disappear from the super-

natant, provided that under the conditions of the experiment the volume of the

yeast cells remains constant; this was ascertained in control exp(^riments. As an
additional elieck, the yt^ast, after having taken up a known amount of a non-
ferrnentable sugar, was separated and rci-suspendod in a given amount of distilled

wat(*r : thus, we could demonstrate that the sugar would diffuse from within the

cell to the outside in the expected measure when the gradient of concentration

was reversed.

The yeast samples used in Exps. 76-85, and 87, were treatcjd for 15 min. with

an equal amount of an aqueous 0*4% solution of iodoa<*etic acid, which was
sufficient to suppress any subsequent fermentation.

The inability of some yeasts to ferment certain carbohydrates, and on the

other hand, the adaptation of some strains of yeast to unaccustomed sugars

remain to h(' investigated from the viewpoint of selective diffusion. The inability

of Saccharomyces marxianiis to ferment maltose [Sobotka and Reiner, 1930, 2
]

is due to otJier factors, as diffusion of maltos(i in this yeast occurred at normal
speed (Exp. 86), more than half of the rate of glucose diffusion (Exp. 87, cf.

Exps. 63 and 65).

Sekefive diffusion. In a few instances an attempt was made to compare the

rates of diffusion of two comf)onents of a sugar mixture. In experiments on the

simultant'ous diffusion of d- and i-arabinose and of glucose and fruct^^se it was
found that tlu^ /-( -h )arabino.se diffuses half as rapidlj'^ only as its d-( — )isomeride

into th(^ yeast. Tn the case of invert sugar, the glucose molecules penetrate the

cell wall at about 1*33 times the rate of those* of fructose. Table IV illustrates the

Table* IW Diffvsimi of sugar mixtures.

(Jutside Holutiim Jiitra(*(‘IIular sugar
Outside Holiition sugar partition partition (ealeulated)

rimt*

hrn. "0 »ngar lajj) /-Arabinosp d-Arabmoso /-Arabinose d-Arabinose

No. (iC/>

0 rvIH 0 .50-0 — —
1 404 5-2® r)2r> 47-5 31*2 6S-8

4- 10 -f- 7 :1 53*5 40*5 38*1 61*9

18 :i-4(» T 3'5 51*7 48*3 46*8 53*2

No. 7(»

0 2*59 0 50*0 50*0 —
1 1-80 -f 13*3 56*3 43*7 36*1 63*9

2 1-70 i 19*3 59*2 40*8 30*7 69*3

18 1-54 0 5(H» 50*0 50*0 50*0

No. 856

0 402 -- 19*0

Fructi>Re

49*5

Glucose

50*5

Fructose (ilucose

1 3*52 -19*9 50*1 49*9 47*0 52*4

2 :i*44 -22*8 52*1 47*9 41*9 58*1

18 2-96 -18*0 49*0 51*0 50*4 49*6

manner of calculation of the relative speeds of diffusion in Exps. 696, 70, and

856, where the supernatant was analysed polarimetrically for the individual

components in addition to the determination of the total sugar content.

Summary.

1. Pentoses, particularly xylose, have a retarding effect on the rate of

fermentation of hexoses by brewer’s yeast; however tlu'y sometimes increase

the total amount of CO2 evolved.
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2. The rates of diffusion into the yeast cell of a number of fermentable and

non-fermentable sugars differ to a considerable and significant degree. Competi-

tive diffusion is a major factor in the mechanism of the ‘‘pentose-effect’’ and of

selective fermentation.

3. Studies of diffusion permit the differentiation of extracellular, intra-

cellular and chemically bound water in yeast.

We wish to tliank Mr Lc^o Wallerstein for numerous samples of brewer's

yeast, Dr Chas. N. Frey and the Manufacturing Department of Standard

Brands Inc. for specially pressed baker s yeast, and Mr R. T. Baldwin of the

Milk Sugar Institute for samples of pun^st lactose and of j8-lactose.
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Technique,

To 8 ml. of the standard eystine or cysteine solution in a f?raduated 15 ml. centrifuge-tube

were added 5 ml. of buifer at 4*6 and 10 to 12 drojw of the freshly prepared cuprous chloride

solution. The mixture was kept for 3(>-40 min., centrifuged for 5 min. at moderate sjxied and the

supernatant liquid decanted. The precipitate was stirred with a fine glass rod in buffer at 5*2

added to the 8 ml. mark, after which HgS was bubbled through for 3-4 min. with constant stirring

to break up any particles of the mereaptide. The solution W'as filtered through a small fine filter-

paper into a test-tube and nitrogen or carbon dioxide gas bub})lcd through vigorously for about

20 min. to remove HjJS. A 5 ml. aliquot part was piiiottod into a 25 ml. volumetric flask containing

1*5 ml. of buffer at pn 5-2, followed by 2 ml. of the uric acid rt‘agenl . At the same time 0*5 ml. of

the same buffer uere added to 2 ml. of the standard cysteine solution in a second 25 ml. volumetric

flask and 2 ml. of the uric acid i-eagent addetl. Both solutions \\crc made up to volume with water

and read in a colorimeter after 20 min.

eVsteinc standard in mol. 20 , _ ,

^ . —mol. cystine recovered.
2 K

Mercuric chloride precipitation,

Solutwm, In addition to solutions b, d and h list<*d above, sodium ucetaU' Molution and a

saturated solution of merrunr chloridf were employed.

Procedure, The same procedure as in the cuprous chloride precipitation was followed, except

that 5 nd. of2M sodium acetate were added to the standard solution, followed by 2 ml. ofsaturated

HgC'lg. Since precipitation is slow', the mixture was kept several hours, usually overnight, after

which the tubes were centrifuged and the precipitate treated as described ab(»ve.

Vickery and Leavenworth fl930], ufKin deconipoHing their silver mereaptide
with HgS, found 97% of the nitrogen in the form of cysteine and 3% in the form
of cystine. In the experiments reported in this paper, repeated attcjmpts were
made to demonstrate the presence of disulphide in the solution after treatment
of the copper or mercury precipitate with HgS and aeration of th(‘ filtrate with
CO2 . In no case did the addition of sodium bisulphite to the test solution before

Table I. Recovery of cystine and cysteine as cysteine after precipitation

with CuoClj under varying conditions.

(^VMt inc ('\Htcinc Time Bccovcrv in of 5 ml. aliquot
0(M)1 M 0*002 M ppt. stood ,

. .
' No.

ml. ml. drops nnn. Max. Min. Av. tests

8 — 10-12 40 07*7 S8-0 93*5 30— S 10-12 40 98-3 87-3 944 25

Effect of varying the quantity of <‘ystinc or cy.'^tcinc.

2 — 10 40 98-3 87-2 93*0 (5

4 U) 40 97-0 89-0 92*3 6— 2 10 40 970 90-

1

92*5 (>— 4 10 40 981 874 91*3 6

Effect of varying the amount of precipitant

.

8 — 5 40 91(5 85-0 87*2 7
8 S 40 94-2 84-(5 93*1 10
8 — 15 40 77-3 74-2 75*1 4— 8 15 40 — — — —

Effect of standing for varying periods after precipitation.

8 — 10-12 0 90-5 82-5 86*9 5— 8 10-12 0 93*8 72*2 83*« 8
8 — 1(K12 20 95-8 84*9 93*2 8— 8 10-12 20 96-8 87*3 95*0 8
8 — 10-12 120 970 87*2 930 6— 8 10-12 120 97-7 86*4 95*7 6
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introduction of the uric acid reagent bring about development of more than
twice the colour produced with the uric acid reagent alone, as should theoreti-

cally have occurred if mixtures of cysteine and cystine instead of cysteine alone

had been present.

The results upon varying the conditions of the precipitation of cystine and
cysteine and their recoveries as cysteine are reported in Tables 1 and IT.

Table II. Recovery of cystine and cysteine as cysteine after precipitation

with HgClo under varying conditions.

Medium

('ysteinc 2M
'

Rocoverj*
O CMJl M NaAc 2 J/ HAo M NaOH Hgcn^ theoretical No.

ml. ml. ml. ml. ml. ml. range tests

.'J
— 5 — 1 32-W-47-3 3

r» 5 — — 2 65-9-7 11 30
5 -- — 3 63-7-7C-6 5— 5 — 4 62-6-71-2 5— 5 -- 6 60-3-71-4 5
T) — 0-2 1 40-0 1— 5 — <»-2 2 42-9-48-0 *r

— 5 - 0-2 3 43-0-62-7 5
it 5 0*2 4 49-6 1

it 7t — 0-2 6 49-0-56-3 4
5 ir» — — 60-2-05-8 5

i> 5 — — 1 80-l~82-<» 3— it r» — — 2 S8-0-95-t> 16
- it r> 4 86-8-90-() 3

T) n*2 — 2 Reading
meonstarit

3

— 7) T) (»*2 — 4 Reading
inconstant

3

Results.

(a) CuoClj,

Recovery under standard conditions. The average yield of cysteine from
cystine was 93*5% in thirty tests (88-97*7%). The recovery of cysteine from
cysteine was not significantly greater, averaging 94*4% (87*3-98-3

Effect of tytrying the quantity of the precipitant. When 5 dro})s of the cuprous

chloride solution wore added, the recovery was slightly lower. The failure of the

precipitate to settle out promptly indicated that an insufiicient amount of the

precipitant had l>een used. When 15 drops of the cujjrous thloride were added,

the recovery again was low, possibly because of the solubility of the mercaptide

in the large amount of potassium chloridt' added.

Effect of varying the quantity of cystine and cysteine. Since the })reseiice of

excess precipitant affects the solubility of the precipitate, the recovery of

smaller amounts of the test solutions under otherwise standard conditions was
studied. Aliquot parts of 2 and 4 ml. of cystine or cysteine were recovered

equally well as 8 ml.

Optimum period far allowing the precipitate to stand> before centrifuging. When
the precipitate was centrifuged immediately after the addition of cuprous

chloride the average recovery fell to 87% . With a delay of 20 min. the average

recovery was about the same as with the 40-min. interval, but as the individual

values were somewhat erratic, the shorter period was deemed hardly sufficient.

Keeping the precipitate overnight did not further increase the yield.

61—2
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(b) HgCk.

The yield of cysteine from cystine precipitated with mercuric chloride was
lower than when cuprous chloride was used as the precipitating agent (Table II),

69*0% as average under optimum conditions and 71*1 and 65*9% as maximum
and minimum respectively. 1 ml. of the mercuric chloride proved insufficient

for the precipitation of the amount of cystine employed, and 6 ml. did not

further increase the yield. In more acid or alkaline media the 3delds were lower

and greater amounts were determined in the filtrates. The recovery of cysteine

was comparable with that of cystesine under the cuprous chloride precipitation.

Effect of varying the temperature. Since it was shown by Vickery and Leaven-

worth [1930] that, in the silver precipitation, maintaining the solution at 10^

or lower tends to prevent decomposition of the mercaptide, the cuprous and

mercuric precipitations were carried out at 2"", the* reagents being embedded in

ice or allowed to stand in a refrigerator at that temperature. Under these con-

ditions the copper mercaptide separated in colloidal form and could not be

successfully centrifuged even after 12 hours. The yield averaged about 12%
lower than at room temi)eraturc. The yield from eyskune was only slightly

higher. In the case of the mercury precipitation, the same colloidal effect was
not produced, but the yield was not increas(*d above that reported in Table II.

Slight improvement in the yield occurred when cysk‘ine was precipitated, the

average value being about 95% as against 94% at room temperature. The
range of values however was (‘ssentially the same, so it was concluded that this

difference was not significant.

Disoussiou

.

The average recovery of about 95% of the cystine precipitated wuth cuprous

chloride is in close agreement with the figures recorded by \^iekerv and White

[1933], whose recovery averaged 94*6% and who employed cuprous oxide as the

precipitant, after preliminary reduction of the cystine to cysteine by tin and
acid. They believed this preliminary reduction to be essential for a nearly

quantitative yield, as it had been previously demonstrated that the reduction

of cy.stine to cysteine by tin is quantitative, whereas in the reduction which
takes place during the precipitation by mercury and silver salts, one-sixth of the

cystine had been report(‘d to l)e oxidised to cy8t(‘io acid [Vickery and Leaven-

worth, 1930: PreisJer and Preisler, 1930; Simonsen, 1931-32]. The findings of

the present authors that the percentage of cystine recovered without previous

reduction is as great as that of cysteine, corroborating the conclusions of

Rossoiiw and W^ilken-iJorden, indicates that this simultaneous oxidation and
reduction does not take place when cupmus chloride is used as th(* precipitant

und(T the conditions of these experiments.

Rossouw and Wilken-Jorden, on the basis of 100% recovery of cystine after

cuprous chloride precipitation, postulate that each mol. of cystine gives rise ki

2 mols. of cysteine as mercaptide instead of 5 from 3 of cystine. According to

them the exe(»ss cuprous chloride used in the precipitation drives thc‘ reaction

to the SH si^le, while in the process of dissolving the mercaptide in dilute acid,

the initial state of the cystine is recovered owing to the presence of excess of the

cupric ion in the complex molecule. It may be expresseni :

RSSR -f 4Cu+ 2R8Cu + 2Cu+

+

and is forc^ed in either direction depending upon whether cupric or cuprous
oopfH^sr is in excess. A second reduction of S—S to SH must be postulated during
the subsequent treatment with HgS.
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Andrews and Wyman [1930] rejected the possibility of the reduction by
HjS since they beUeved that in this event free sulphur would appear in the

solution according to the equation

:

RSSR+S-:^2RS--fS".

The authors are able to confirm their observation that no free sulphur appears
in these solutions. It is known, however, that the rapid reduction of cystine to

cysteine by HgS does occur in the presence of ions of the heavy metals [Mauthner,

1901], w^hich were not pn^sent in the solution tested by Andrews and Wyman,
It is reasonable therefore to assume that in the transfer of electrons the copper

ions are involved and that the reaction is more complex than these authors

suggest. The markedly different results obtained under th(‘ merctiric ('hloride

treatment lead to the conclusion that a different set of reactions must be

occurring when cystine is being precipitated by the mercuric ion. Here, a yield

of 40-75% of the original cystine is obtained from the precipitate according to

the conditions of the experiment, whereas cysteine may be n'covcred to about
the same extent as when cuprous chloride is used. Since the fundamental
diff(‘rence b(‘tw'een these two procedun^s consists in the substitution of the

mercuric ion for the strongly reducing cuprous ion, the conclusion seems justifi-

able that in this case simultaneous oxidation and reduction occur in some such

manner as that suggested und(*r the first equation above, and that the reaction

goes to completion because of the insoluble character of the mercury mercaptide

which is one of the reaction products. At no time, however, could a value as

great as S3% of the original cystine be obtained from the combined precipitate

and filtrate, the actual figures varying between 68 and 74% . Hence some other

reaction is possibly also involved.

Since cystine, precipitated bj' cuprous chloride, could be recovered only to

about 95^0 the average following decomposition of the mercaptide with

hydrogen sulf)hide, an attempt was made to ascertain at what step the loss

occurred, by substituting decomposition by potassium thiocyanate, as employed
by Rossouw and Wilken-«Jorden. The following modification of their method was
made.

7’lie cuprous precipitate in the centrifuge-tube is stirred into I ml. of 0*.5*Y HCl and 1 ml. of

Od iV acetic acid until all particles have disappeared. Water is added to about .5 ml. followed by

0-4 nil. of 10 KiS("N to precipitat-e cuprous ions and after 2 min. of vigorou.s stirring, 2 drops of

pyridine are added from a linely pointed pipette t-o precipitate cupric ions. The volume is adjusted

to tile 8 ml. mark with water and the solution filtered through a fine filter-paper. No SH ran he

demonstrated at this stage, as stated by Rossouw^ and Wilken-.lordcn. A 5 ml. aliquot part of the

filtrate is pijicdted into a 25 ml. volumetric flask followed by 0-5 ml. of sodium acetate-acetic acid

bulTor at * ’•'5 i«l* ^1*1^ NaH8()j and 2 ml. of the urie acid reagent. A white precipitate

is formed by the exc(»ss K8t7N and the uric acid reagent. If this precipitate is large in amount,

additional reagent must be* added. The solution is centrifuged after 15 min. and compared with a

cysteine standanl prepared 20 min. pi’eviously.

The error of a single determination by the phospho-18-tungstic acid nudhod
with the filtrate as prepared above is somewhat greater than with the filtrate

from the HgS method, i,e. the proportionality l)etween colour developed and
amount of cystine present is less strict, probably owing to the varying amount of

the uric acid reagent remaining in the solution after partial precipitation. In all

cases, however, the final readings indicated a recovery of 100% (100 ± 1-5%).

The filtrate obtained after either method of precipitation may also be used

with the Sullivan method as modified by Rossouw and Wilken-Jorden [1934],
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111 this case however the proportionality between initial amount of cystine and

amount recovered was even less strict in the hands of the present authors than

with either procedure described above, although recovery of approximately

100% is indicated. Table III gives a comparison of results by the three methods.

Table HI. Comparison of quantitative determinations of cystine following its

precipitation mth CU2CI2 and its subsequent recovery, (a) Decomposition of

mercaptide with HoS and determination with the uric acid reagent. (6) Decom-

position of the mercaptide with KSCN and determination with the uric acid

reagent, (c) Decompositiem of the mercaptide with KSCN and determination

by the Sullivan method. In each case results of 5 tests were averaged and the.

recovery expressed, in percentage.

C\ystine pptd. Staiuiard

<
^ /

Recovered0001 M o-oonji 0001 ilf 0 005 A/
ml. 111). ml. ml. Method 0

0

•'1 ii — («) nii :i i c*4

4 — iy — ('0 04*»
i
O f)— 5 — (rt) ‘h)-2 4-0-4

2 5 ... 00 9;i-0 4 0-5

i i» — 00 94-2 i 0 .*»

5 5 — ('>) m i t-o-o

4 — f) — (fo l(M)-2 tO'5
3 — (M 9S-3 { 34
2 — 5 — (M 101:1 4-4*1

1 — 5 00 102*0 < 0*8
— 5 — 5 (r) i(KKl-j:2 3— 4 ... 5 (r) 10.^)*8-i*‘l«— :i 5 in 109-(>

{
4-9

These results indicate that the loss of 5% of the initial cystine in the cuprous

chloride and hydrogen sulphide method occurs during the decomposition of the

mercaptide by HgS and the subsequent redu(jtiou of the cystine to cysteine.

The following experiments were performed: 8 ml. of 0-001 M cystine were intro-

duced into a test-tube, 2 drops of 5% cupric chloride added and HgkS bubbled
through for 0-5 min., then removed with COg- Recovery of cystine from a 5 ml.

aliquot part w-as 100%, of which about 98% was cysteine and 2% cystine.

When HgS was bubbled for 1 min., 100% was recovered as cysteine. The same
experiment was pi^rformed with mercuric? instead of cupric chloride* and similar

results were obtained. Since the loss of 5% of the initial cystine cannot be
accounted for in any of these 8t(*ps, it seems most probable that it occurs by
occlusion of cysteine on the copper sulphide. Attemj)ts were made to recover a
great(*r amount by washing the cop|:)er sulphide in hot buffer solution, but the
yield was increased only by about 1 %

.

Summary.

A study has been made of the precipitation of cystine and cysteine from
solutions by mercuric chloride and cuprous chloride and its recovery as cysteine
in sodium acetate-acetic acid buffer solutions suitable for subsequent use in

quantitative determination by phospho-18-tungstic acid.

Recovery following decomposition of the mercury mercaptide by hydrogen
sulphide averaged 69% of the original cystine. Recovery from cuprous mer-
captide by the same method averaged 95% of the original cystine.

Recovery of cystine from cuprous mercaptide by precipitation of the copper
with potassium thiocyanate and pyridine yields 100% of the cystine, but the
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filtrate does not lend itself to accurate quantitative determinations by phospho-

18-tungstic acid.

The filtrates obtained by either procedure may bo used also with the Sullivan

method of cystine determination. The proportionality is still less strict than with

the phospho-18-tungstic acid method.

The procedures described above, except for the less sensitive Sullivan test,

may be carried out with 8 ml. or less of the solution to be tested, containing

as Uttle as 1 X lO"** g. mol. of cystine (0*24 mg.) in the sample. This value, as

will be shown in a later paper, is comparable with those found in normal urine.
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Few ultracentrifugal studies on milk proteins have bi>(*n carried out since

the ultracentrifuge was constructed hy Sv't'dberg.' In 15)24 Svedberg and
Fahraeus [v. Svedlx'rg, 1930] estimatwl the degn'c of dispersion of calcium
caseinogenate in cow’s milk and conchided that the (^a caseinogenatc formed a
very polydisjxsrse suspension in the milk serum, that the distribution curve
was very flat and that the diameters of the particles were of the order of magni-
tude of 20-1 40 wip, (mi/x=: 10 ’ cm.). TluicxfX'riments w(‘re carried out in relativtdy
low centrifugal fields of about l.^KK) times gravity.

Svedberg et al. fl930, 1, 2] stiulied purified caseinogen in centrifugal fields

up to lOO.oik) times gravity. They concluded that, caseinogen is a very unstoble
protein and that the molecular weight and the homogeneity of caseinogmi
depend on the way in which it has Imhti pn'pared. Tlu* bulk of the crude
caseinogen prepared by the method of Van Slyke and Baker had a mol. wt.
between To.OOO and 100,000. The caseinogen prepared by the Ilammarsten
method was still more; hetcTogeneoiis, but it was {X)8.sible by means of acidified

/0% alcohol to extract from the Hanimarsk'n caseinogen a homogeneous pro-
tein with mol. M’t. about 37.5,000.

Svedbttrg and Sjogren [1930] .studied the behaviour of la»;talbumin in the
ultraoentrifuge in fields up to 100,000 times gravity. They found that la«!t-

albumin prepared according to the method ofWichniann was heterogeneous with
regard to mol. wt. (12,000-2.5,000); they mentioned that Tiselius had found it

to be electroehemically heterogeneous with isoelectric ]ioint near 5-2. Further-
mor<', they made some experiments in order to ascertain whether the hetero-
geneity was caiwed by the jwocsedure of isolation and concluded that the
“purified” lactalbumin does not exist in the milk but is formed during the
process of “purification”. cs{K*cially by the action of ammonium sulphate in
high concentration. According to these authors lacjtalbumin is formed by
successive aggregation from a substance with a mol. wt. not exceeding 1000.

Nichols et al. [1931] studied the influence of preheating on the dispersity of
Ca caseinogenate in skim milk. They concluded that the maximum on the
distribution curve is somewhat more pronounced in the case of preheated skim
milk. Mo.st of the particles are less than 200m/i in diameter and the mean size
is about 90w/i.

Tn the autumn of 1934 the author started to investigate the crystalline
globulin prepart*d by Palmer [1934] from the albumin fraction of cow’s milk.
It was immediately evident that this lactoglobulin was a quite uniform substance

‘ For recent review of the method, see Svedberg [1934, 1, 2, 3, 4|.

( 948 )
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having a definite mol. wt. and a definite isoelectric; j>oint. Prof. Svedberg
suggested that the problem of laetalburain should be taken up again, as the

efficiency of the centrifuge had been increased very much since the earlier work
in 1930.*

In the meantime (spring 1935) Philippi^ made some experiments in order

to find the substance of low mol. wt. expected to form the pn‘-lactalbumin

and in order to investigate details of the association process. Contrary to ex-

pectation he found that the proteins which are generally eall(»d ‘‘lactalbumin"

arc* present in the milk at least in a very early stage of the preparation.

The first part of Philippi’s investigation was carried out using the light

absorption methcxl. However, this method was found to be unsatisfactory

for solving this sjK^cial problem and the rt'fraetoraetric method worked out hy
Lamm [1928 : 1929] was applied.

By this technique it was shown that skim milk from which caseinogen has

been removed by isoelectric precipitation contains thn^e distinct proteins, a. ^
and y, which are characterised by different sedimentation constants. The
magnitude of these sedimentation constants increases in the order from a to y.

With the available rcsoh ing j>ower of the ultracentrifuge it was not ]>ossi!)le to

detc'ct other components in any appreciable amount

.

Valiu's ofthe sedimentation constant ofthe a-component between 1 and 2. 19

w<»re ribserved, very low values for a prottun. The sedimentation constant of

th(* ^-compf)nent was found to be 313. 10 *^ in the pjj range 5*5-7-9. identical

with that of I'almer's lactoglobulin (Pedersen, 1936J within the limits of error.

Hen(!(' Philippi concluded that the ^-componemt is identical with the Palmer
protein. For the sc^diinentation constant of the y-component values betw^eeii

7*0 and 7*4.10"'*'* were obsiTved.

In the autumn of 1935 Kekwick^ succeeded in isolating the j^rotein

witli the low sedimentation constant. The ex|>m’iments sliow that it is an
electrochemi(;ally hoinogcmeous substance: from centrifugal and diffusion experi-

ment.s which have been carried out so far it seems to be of uniform size.

About the same time the author began to study the sedimentation of skim
milk and fractions obtained from it by treatment in different ways. The
results of these experiments serve as an introduction to a more detailed study of

th(‘ high mol(*cular substanct‘s present in milk. These exjx?riments servf^ to show’

how th(‘ Svedberg idtracentrifuge can be used for studying biochemical solutions

in their native state, and the changes caused by the differt*nt fractionation pro-

cedures can be follow<‘d.

First there will be given a description of some of the recent modifications

of the refractometric method in the sedimentation vt^Iocity and the sedimenta-

tion equilibrium methods. Finally the experiments carried out on milk will

be descrilKKi.

Experimental tbchnioi e.

The sedimentation velocities were determined in the same ultraeeiitrifuge

as described previously by McFarlane [1935]. For recording sedimentation two

different methods have been used, viz. the light absorption method and the

refractive index method of Lamm [1928: 1929].

The light absorption method. Details of this method may be found in some of

the earlier papers of Svedberg ei al. [e.g. 1926 and 1932]. Throughout this work
the short wave ultraviolet light absorption of the proteins was used. In order to

reduce the infiuence of the change in the latent image between exposure and

^ Results not yet publishccl.
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development, the photographic plates were stored 1 day before being developed,

since the change in the latent image is most pronounced during the first hours

after exposure.

Dilute solutions of potassium chromate in 0*05 JIf sodium carbonate solution

were used to give the relationship between concentration and blackening on the

photographic plate [Svedberg and Eriksson, 1932j.

The refractive index method. This method, described some time ago [McFar-

lane, 1935], was used with the modifications givt^n below.

The projeciicm system. The j)rojection systcmi was improved to giv«' a more

linear projection of the scale. In the first projection apparatus (I) used by

McFarlane the projection lens was a single Zeiss Tessar with a focal length of

13-5 cm. and an aperture of F 4*5: this lens however is not symmetrical, it does

not give a linear scale image. By substituting two special Zeiss Tossars as

selected for stereoscopic photography (/=2fi cm. and an aperture of F/6-3)

one gets a symmetrical projection lens that gives a much more uniform scale.

This projection system is called (II). But even this projection systtun was found

to be unsatisfactory, esjjccially when used with sonu* of the new centrifuge cells

having a high sedimentation column. Thentbre a new projection system (111)

has just been constructed. In this case the projt'ction hms is composed of two

Zeiss Tessar lenses with focal lengths 39 cm. and an afXTture F/()‘3. This .systcuu

seems to give as good delineation as is necessary.

The reference scaU. In th(‘ work of McFarlane [1935] th(* standard und<'viated

scale was obtained before the actual experiment f)y bringing the centrifuge to

the desired speed with the* cell filled with ^vater and a photograph w^as tak(*n

shortly after this speed was reached. In this work the cells w^(*rc fiUed to exactly

the same height with the same' “solvent’* as th(* one in wdiich the proteiti was

dissolved. By “solvent” is meant the buffer solution of the* same concentration

as that in the protein solution (or else tla* ultrafiltrab* from this solution). It

w^as found [Pedersen, 1934] that the sediim*ntation of tin* small inorganic*

molecules gives rise to a refractive iiidc'X gradient and tlierefore to a deviated

scale. Considering the time for establishment t)f the (*(juilibriuin under tin* con-

ditions used, which is generally from 8 hours to 1 day, it inc*ans that i*ven in the

absence of a high-molecular substance from the (‘ell om^ obtains a diff(*rent dis-

placement of the lines at different times from the start. Therefore throughout this

work special reference scale experiments have always b(*(‘n carried out: exposures

are taken at short intervals for all the scale* distances used ; the experiments an*

extended over the same time interval as used in the actual protein experiment.

Wh(*n the same “solvent” and the same ceil are use.d in all experiments as far

as possible it is found that very often the same reference scale can be us(*d for

several ex[K*riments.

Since the displacements of the lines are proportional to the scale distance*

and the thickness of the cell, it can be seen that the nec(*ssity of taking reference

scales becomes greater when thicker <?ells and longer scale distances are used.

In this work nearly all the experiments were (jarried out with 6 and 12 mm.
cells and with scale distances up to 120 mm. (160 mm. in a few special cases).

McFarlane generally worked with a 2 mm. cell and scab* distanct^s from 20 to

40 mm., so that in his case it was not so necessary to take the same precautions
with the reference scale. Some of his “base line” troubles may have been caused
by the fact that he used pure water for reference scale experiments instead of the

proper salt solution.

The cmcentration of the sedimenting substance, McFarlane [1935] generally

found that the concentration of the sedimenting substance calculated from the
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arcja below the curve was always lowe^r by 10-15% than the analytical value.

Some experiments done by the author have shown the same to bo the case for

horse scrum albumin. But for lactoglobulin the value from the sedimentation

diagram agrcMjd very well with th(‘ analytical value. We therefore believe that

the concentration calculated from the curves gives the correct value for the

sedimenting substance [Pedersen, 1936].

Sedimentation equilibrium. The conwmtration gradient in the centrifuge cell

was in this case determined in most ofthe experiments by means of the refractive

index method [Lamm, 1928: 1929]. In a few experiments the n(‘w r(*fractive

index method of Lamm [1933] was used.

Calculations of kesults.

SedimeMation equilibrium. According to Svedbe^rg [1925; 1920] the molecular

weight of a solute may be obtained from its sedimentation equilibrium by means

of the equation
(‘y .(1),

(J -

wIktc J/ = molecular weight, /? = gas constant, 7’= absolute temperature, Co and
Cj ar(* tin* concentrations of the solute at the distances and from the axis

of rotation, p the density of the solution, V the partial specific volume of the

solute and a> = angular velocity.

When the light absor])ti()n method is used, the coimentrations at all points

along the cell are obtained and this equation may be used directly to calculate

the molecular weight of the solute. By the refractive index method the values

for till* cxmcervlration gradient at all points along the cell are obtained. According

1o Lamm [1928; 1929] the scale displacement Z is determined by the equation

Z = Gab'^=aahxy
(f.i f/.r

d.v Z
(->).

where 6'= camera magnification of the displacement, cr = the cell thickness,

5 z= optical distance between the scale and the middle* of tlu* cell,
|^^
= th(*

rc*fraetive index gradient in the cell and a==~ or the refractive incrcnu*nt of

the solute.
^ ^

Wlu*n the concentration gradient is known at any point in the cell, it is

possible to calculate the concentrations throughout the cell, if we assume that

th(' whole material present at the start is still present in solution in the cell

w hen equilibrium is established. That means in the case of a rectangular cell that

l‘^*'cQdx== where Cq is the original concentration of the solution and c, the

concentration in the level from the centre of rotation after equilibrium is

established. In order to find the values for we may use the following procedure.

If the values for ^ vary only slightly with r, thenf^^^ is calculated for ev(*rv

0*05 cm. in the cell and as a first approximation it is assumed that at the point

x,,^ (somewhere in the middle of the coll) the concentration c„^= CQ and at the

next point j
concentration is (Fig. 1)

W

=

c„,^i
+
-r 1 J (3),
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S/C
If the values for^ vary greatly with x the following calculations have generally

been used

:

4*75 4-80 4*85 4-90 4*95 5*00 5*05 540 5*1 5cm.

Fig- F

When all the values for c are calculated and plotted, the value of
j

Is

l Stft
J Stu

determined. If its value is equal to / ^dx, then the calculated values for c give

the actual values in the cell. If the two integrals arc not equal then all the c

values should be changed by the same amount Ac, where

(5).

If the cell is not rectangular in shape but sectorial, then the following exj)ression

must be fulfilled
: , ^

' SPo *‘0

If these two integrals are not equal all the calculated values of c should be

changed by the amount Ac and

—4--" - (7).

If the cell has another shape then the expression becomes more generally

hcof(x)dx== ['"''cj(x) dx (8),
J Xft J Xn

where / (j;) gives the geometrical shape of the cell, and

J Xo ' Xu

I Xo

The calculation of the (c, x) curve from the x^ curve could be made mother

ways than described here, but other methods generally require two successive

integrations instead of the one necessary in the method just described.
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Tf the value for a or for some reason that for Cq is difficult to obtain it is still

possible to use the method just described if a refractive index diffusion experi-

ment or sedimentation velocity experiment is carried out on the same solution

used for the sedimentation equilibrium experiment. From either diffusion or

sedimentation curve one can calculate the value for the difference (Wj— tIq) in

refractive index due to the sedimenting substance.^ It is only necessary to sub-

stitute (Wj-no) for c#, for c, and = for to get the (n,-Mo). x
curve.

When the (c, x) or (w, - w^), x curve is found, it may be used in the same way
as in the absorption method to calculate the molecular weight from the formula

2Rrin- 2Rr
IX. or M =

(1 - rf>)to*(.r2* -V) (
10

)

or we may use the differential formula from which the above integrated expres-

sion was originally derived:

il/ =

or

RTy
axRT (J /w c ^

{ 1 yp) aj>^ X ( 1 - I’p ) X r
...(11)2 or Jf= dr

3/= ,-r

RTZ,
(I - I'p) ui^ r,r,(tahr

...(13)2 or M=

(\-Vp) <•)*(«,

(I - yp) co^ x^{n{-n„)({ah

...( 12 ).

...(14).

If the solute is monodisptTse and obeys the gas laws, it is generally easier to

us<‘ another formula for the calculation of 3/, since it has been shovii by Lamm

[1929] (see also Pedersen [1934]) that could be substituted for and the
•**2

^

expression for the molecular weight Incomes accordingly

iUT In

(1 - I»a.-(.r,= -j,*)
(lo).

If the solute is iwlvdisperse, then differs from and the equation (1.3)

does not give the mol. wt. ; but Lansing and Kraemer [1935] have shown that

equation (15) gives which is of some value for finding out the degree of

* It may ho of interest to have both tho value for the area of the difFusioii eur\e and ftir the

area of the sedimentation curve. If the values of the two areas an* the same, then the diffusing

Mubstanoefl are equal to the sedimenting ones; if they an* different, tlien oitlier the solution con-

tains some coarse disperse substances whieh sediment to the bottom of the cell before the nu'asure-

ments are started or the solution contains a low-molecular substance that docs not give rise to a

measurable refractive index gradient in the cell. In such a case it is not justifiable to use the area

from the diffusion curve (or the analytical concentration), sinct* in this case the refractive index

gradient in the equilibrium cell will be determined only by the amount of substance corresponding

to the area of the sedimentation curve (from the velocity c.\|icriment). In some cxpcnnicnts of

the author with serum albumin (results not published) it was found that there was a strong drift

in the calculated values for M as long as the analytical valu(‘s for the concentrations were used; if

the values calculated from the sedimentation velocity diagram were used, f he drift in the molecular

weight became rather small and J/jf' was not much different from M

d

(the value calculatt d from

diffusion and sedimentation constants).

* These formulae have lieen given l»efore [Heidelbergcr and Pedersen, 1935) and their use was

first mentioned by Pedersen [1935].
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poJydispersity. According to these authors one can calculate three different

average molecular weights from the ultracentrifuge? data, viz .

:

number-average = 2 (16)

weight-average '
(17)

2-average = (18),

where w, is the number of molecules of weight
,
while is the total weight

of that molecular species. The usual physico-chemical methods (f'.j/. osmotic
pressure measurements) generally give values, whilst and ilf, may be
obtained from ultracentrifugal data. For a monodisperso solute we have

= but for a polydisperse solute we have at least in

very dilute solutions where the gas laws are valid.

There is often a small drift in the values : sometimes the values increase

towards the bottom of the cell (which would indicate that the substanct*

was heterogeneous) and sometimes they decrease towards the bottom (which

ordinarity means departure from the gas laws). But since the drift is very small

and sometimes in one direction and sometimes in another, it is assumed that the
drift is caused by small experimental errors in the 7j valu(*s or in computing
the c values from the 7j values.

The Jfgj. values often fluctuate widely, but the and J/„ valiums an* not
so very different. By a simple comparison of the determining factors in the two
cases we get

r —r ^ ^ -

Cj J-jj .Ig \ -I /

and 2 ^1 _

From this it is quite evident that the terror in must be much larger thaji the

error in especially when A;r is very small.

Preliminary ultracentrifijgal STrj)Y of tiik milk proteins.

Material. All the experiments here described w(*re carried out on cow's milk.

The fresh milk was drawn into Jena flasks and immediately brought to the

laboratory, where the bulk of the butter fat was nunoved by skimming the milk
in one of the ordinary laboratory centrifuges for a short time, after which the

skim milk was spun in a closed separator bowl at liigh speed for about 10 min.

By this procedure some fat went to the central pari of the bowl and some
“slime’' to the periphery; these two fractions were generally thrown away
and the solution, the milk plasma, was used for the ex^Kjrirnents. Toluene was
added as i)reservative to all solutions that w(?re dialysed.

The first experiments were carried out on milk serum which was spun
directly in the ultracentrifuge, since the large cast*inogen particles sedimented to

the bottom of the centrifuge-cell before the centrifuge had reached the speed
necessary for the measurements on the milk serum. In two successive experi-

ments 1*6 ml. of milk plasma were placied in the largest ultracentrifuge-cells

and submitted to the action of a centrifugal field of about 100,000 times gravity
for some minutes. By this procedure about 3 ml. of milk serum were obtained,
an amount suflicient for carrying out four different experiments (M \-M 4).

As found by Svedberg and Fahracus [Svedberg, 1930] and by Nichols et al.
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[1931] it was evident that the suspended caseinogen (or calcium caseinogenate)

was present in a quite polydisperse condition; at the start the solution was
quite non-transparent, but as the speed increased the solution became more
and more transparent and finally water-clear. By following the caseinogen

separation by means of the scale method it was not possible to detect any
measura])Je sedimentation of monodisperse substances during these milk plasma
experiments.

K.rp. M 1, A portion of tho milk scTum was investigated in a centrifugal field of about 1*30,OCO

times gravity by means of the scale method. The reference scale was made with the ultrafiltrate

from the milk. The sedimentation diagram showed peaks corresponding to the molecules a jS

an<l y (for nomenclature see later); besides these there weif* probably present to a very small

extent a few more species, y was present only in a very low concentration (less than 10 "o

a 4- jS) and was rather difficult to identify owing to the refractive index gradient caused by the sedi-

mentation of the large amount of laetost'. During the exj)erinienl an attempt was made to take

some light absorption pictures using chlorine and bromine light filters, but even with exposure

times as hjiig as 10 min. it was impossible to get any blackening on the photographic plate (the

usual exposure time is .30 se<‘.); tlu* fhieknes.s of the cell was 12 mm. The large light absorption i^

due to lactose and laefoHavin and jicrliaps to some other low molecular substances.

P^.irp. M 2. A second portion of the milk serum was dialysed in the ice-box against frequently

changed buffer solution (0*003/ Na(3 -t 0*023-1/ KH2PO4 4-0*0173/ Na2TlP04,j!>ji about 0*7). When
tht‘ lactose had disapiicared the solution was investigated in the centrifuge. (In all the following

ex|KTimcnta the reference scale was made with the corresponding buffer in the cell.) The sedi-

mentation diagram showed the same peaks as 111 M 1, that is a- and y phis some less distinct

jieaks. Light absorption pictures were easily taken during the exfK?nment and showed a fairh
‘ uniform” curve (diu' to when y had sedimenteil down to the bottom of the cell. The
bed 1mentation constants w<Te for 3*2.10“^^ and for y .s'.,o”7.1 . Kr^®: the constant for a

could not b(‘ determined; its presence >vaa ju.st evident from the curve.

hJxp. 3/ 3. A third portion of the milk serum (about I*.’) ml.) was dialysed until it was in

(M|iiilil)riuin against a very frequently changed acetate buffer (0 23/ Na(3 4-0 07r>3/ sodium

acetate -f-0*(>2ri 3/ aceti<* acid; p^ o-O). The sedimentation diagram showed the same peaks as in

t he preceding experiiumits. For j3 ^ 3*04. 10“^* and for y s,^ - 7*4. 10“ ^3. In this experiment it

was just possible to get an (‘stimate of the sedimentation constant for a -- 1*8. 10~*®).

Kxp. 3/ 4. A fourth portion of the milk serum was u.sed as in M 3, but f be light absorption method
was eiiijiloyed. On the microphotometer re<‘ord the pre‘»em‘e of a couM hardly be detc<‘ted, so

that values (‘aJculat(*d as the sedimentation constant for p are rather a mean of the sedimentatifui

constants for a and namely .Vgo -’7 . The presence of y was (piite evident from the curve,

but it was not possible to calculate its sedimentation constant.

E.rps. M 3, 13, 16 aiiiJ 17. In the.se experiments the milk plasinata from two different samples of

milk were dialysc'd for about a week in the cold (3-5 ’) against fri'qiiontly changed plmsphate huffers

(in M 5: 0*00^1/ Na(3 4-0*0173/ KH2PD4 4-0*0233/ Na2Hl*04, in the others; 0*23/ Na(’l -f 0*02 3/

KH2p04 4 0*03 3/ Na2Hl*04
, pu 0*8). I )uring t his time most ofthe susptuidcd caseinogen went into

solution and the ap|>earanre changed from milky to opalescent. W’hen the solution was spun in the

eimtrifuge, it became clear at a low sp(*cd and the amount of precipitate was very small. The
s(Mlimentation diagrams from these four experiments wer(» on the whole (luite similar but entirely

different from the diagrams in M 1-4. The jx'aks belonging to the molecules a, p and y were

likewise present here, but there were at least 7 more peaks apparent (see Fig. 2a-d). For tiu‘

4 slowest sedimenting pi^aks the mean sedimentation constants wert': a, 1*8; p, 3-18; y, (}*8 and

5, 10*4.10“"^®. P'or the other molecules the sedimentation velocity was too high to allow an

accurate determination of the sedimentation constant; it ranged from 13-3(L 10“ (in order to get

a proper determination of these high sedimentation constants the centrifugal field should be less

than 100,000 iimos gravity). The total protein concentration in Exps. M 10 and 31 17 w as 1*4

The concentrations of a and j8 were not the same in the different experiments

;

in M 5 the concentration of a was about 1/5 of that for )8, while in M 16 and
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M 17 it was about twice that of )3. Whether tliis difference in the concentration

was due to differences in the two samples of milk or to different permeability

of the cellophane membranes to the a molecules cannot be decided at present.

2 A-D. fltracpuinfugal sediuientation diagramn jumt M Itl ohimm'd hylhc nfractwn mnihod.

The alwciHsae (A’ m em.) represent Uistanecs from th(* eentn* of rotation and tlie ordinates

(Z in mm,) n^present the seale line displacement h ^hieh are proportional to the concentration

gradient. Kach peak on the diagram corrCHponds to the Hcdimentation of nioleeules of a

certain size. The faster the peak moves toward the right side of the diagram, the larger tlie

inolecnle: the area below the peak is proportional to the concentration of the molecule which
gives rise to the peak. Kxp. M 10 was earned out with a dialysed (in phosphate buffer)

saniph* of skim milk and the solution contained most of the proteins present in milk.

Centrifugal force: 200,000 times gravity. (Jell thickness: 12 mm. A. Exposure taken l.'J min.

after reaching full speed. B. Exposure taken 40 min. after reaching full speed. (J. Exposure
taken llo nun. after reaching full speed. D. Exposure taken I So mni. after reaching full

speed.

In the description of the experiments the different peaks of the Hedimentation

diagrams were named by Greek letups m such a way that the one with the

smallest sedimentation constant was called a, the next smallest |8 and so on.

The new milk protein isolated by Kekwiek has in the purified condition

a sedimentation constant of about 2.10“^®, a value very close to that of the

component a, so wo may assume that a is the Kekwiek protein.

In the same way the sedimentation constant found for jS agrees very well

with that found for Palmer’s lactoglobulin (see Pedersen [1936]). Probably

the so-called lactalburain is a mixture of the two molecules a and j8 and the

molecule usually referred to as lactoglobulin is y, but this has so far not been

proved.
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Since all |)eakR from 8 on apj)cared when the caseinogen was dissolved, we
must suppose that at least some of these peaks originate from the caseinogen.

Owing to its size the bulk of the caseinogen must be present in the 8 peak and
its sedimentation constant therefore must be 10-4. 10'^^.

Some experiments were carried out to follow a fractionation process. Equal
amounts of neutral saturated ammonium sulphate solution and milk plasma
were mixed together. The caseinogen precipitate was centrifuged off and sus-

pended in a solution of 0*2 Jl/ NaCl 4*0 02M KH[2PO44 0 (»3J/ Na2HP04 and
dialysed against the same buffer (frequtntly clianged). The filtrate from the

ammonium sulphate precipitatien was dialysed under pressure against a
solution of 0*0f)J/ Na(l4-0017jT/ KH2P04 -f 0-023 Ji Na2HP04 until it was
free from sulphate. Th(‘ voluiru* was reduced to 1-2 times the volunu? of milk
plasma (Exp. M6). Later the dialysis was (-ontinued against a solution of

0-2J/ Nad 4*0-02 ji KH2PO4+0-03J^ Na2HP()4 until the volume was reduced
to 0-4 times the volume of milk plasma (Exp. M 8).

Krp, M 6, The CApcriirient was tarried ouf. on the tiltraie from the amuioniiini sulphate pro-

eipitation. The hulk of the material belonjred to the molecules a and giving sediment atioii <'Oii-

Htants of 1*9 and 2-9. 10“"^‘* respoetively (an extraordinarily low value for 8). Very small amounts of

faster-sedimenting molecmJes eould be ob8er\ ed.

Ejp. 8. The same stilution was used as in M 6, hut c oncentrated h\ dmhsis. The eoneen-

t ration W’as .*{ times that in M (». a and fi inolecmles were present, but the amount ol a was con-

siderably decreased; ,s‘ eould only be measured for and was 3*03. l<r'‘=». There were indieations

of moh'oules witJi higher sedimentation constants.

A’.rp. M 7. This exjMTiiiient whs on the jireeipitate from the ammonium sulphate prcdpitation.

The centrifugal li(‘Jd was in this <‘ase only 180,(MM) times gravity. The molecules a, y and S W'ere

present. For 8 >’20 = - 1 1*1. 10^ and for y 9-2. 10”*®. a ooiihi not be determined aoeurateU for a

ow*ing to the low speed and the short time of the exjHTirinmt. The eulculated value was 1-1 . lO”**®,

an extr(*ineh low value for a. The 8 peak pre^dominated.

The rest of the solution from M 7 was dialysed against a f requently clianged

solution containing 0-1 J/ sodium acetate *f U- 1 Jf acetic acid. The lu^avy pre-

cipitate' w'as centrifuged off, washed several times with water, and suspended in

a solution containing 0-2.1/ Nad 4*0-02 J/ K112P04 40-03 J/ Na2HP04 and
dialysed against the same buffer (Exp. M 9). The solution from the caseinogen

precipitation was dialysed under pressure against a solution containing

0-2 J/ Nad4(b075Jf sodium aeetat-e-f 0-025 3/ acetic acid (exp. Mil).

J/ 9. ruarinogen fraction. The concentration of the caseinogen was J-2"„. The

sedimeidatioii diagram whowed the moveuiont of just one single peak with a sediment atiou con-

stant of 1 1*9. 19 *®. The peak was not quite symmetrical but was somewhat broader towards the

meniscus, perhaps indicating some dissoi-iation of the inoleeiile. At the top of the cell there was an

indication of a small peak sedimenting very slowly, but the concentration was too small to allow*

deterininatiuii ofthe sedimentation velocity. The solution w*as also investigated electrophoretically

by means of thi* scale method. It appeared quite heterogeneous with regard to electrophoretic

migration showing several peaks with diflfenuit migrations.

Exp, M 10, For this expi'riment an aliquot of the solution used in .M 9 was boiled for a fcAv

minutes in order to study the influenee of boiling on the seilimentatioii constant. The sedimen-

tation diagram had exactly the same appearance as the one from tht* pn'ceding t'xpenment, but

the sedimentation constant showed a slight increase (^fg^ - 12'8. 10”^®).

Exp, M 11, 7'fie filtrate frtm ifte mseinogeM precipitation. The concentration of the proteins in

this solution was considerably increased by means ofpressun- dialysis. The sedimentation diagrams

showed the presence of «, y and some faster-sedimenting molecules in very low concentration. For

the sedimentation constant the values were: for y “6‘9. 19“*® and for 1*2.10“** (again a

very low value), but this time the experimental conditions were favourable for determining #,

since a was the pi-edominant peak.

Biochem. 1939 xxx 62
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For the next experiments the skim milk was spun for 20 min. at high speed

in the closed separator bowl. By this procedure a rather large amount of material

collected at the periphery of the separator bowl. This “separator slime’' was
suspended in a solution of 0*2JI/ NaCl-f 0*02ili^ KHgPO^+O-OSJlf Na2HP04 and
dialysed against the same buffer (Exp. M 12). The milk j)Ja8ma was first dialysed

against 0*4 ilf acetic acid -f- 0-07 J/ sodium a<!etat<^ for a short time and then

against a solution of 0-2 J/ NaCl4-0‘075i¥ sodium acetate+ 0 0253/ acetic acid.

The caseinogen precipitated very well and could be easily washed with the

same buffer solution : it was suspended aftcTwards in a solution of 0-23/ NaCl +
0*023/ KH2P04+ 0-033/ Na2HP04 and dialysed against tlu'same buffer (Kxps.

M 14 and M 15).

Exp. M 12. The On dialysing the* separator slime not all of the suspended

material went into solution; its apfiearanee after several days of eontinuous dialysis was still

quite milky, even after it had been spun in an ordinary laboratory centrifuge at high sjiecd.

‘‘Separator slime” evidently consists of what is usually c‘alled st'jiurator slime plus the more

coarsely dispersed part of the (Ja caseinogenate. The centrifinral fiehl «ap I80,(KK) times gravity.

The sedimentation diagram was of a very complex natiin* showing a main peak with a sedimen-

tation constant of 13*1. and a number of small peaks with sedimentation constants ranging

from 10 to 35. 10“^® (see Fig. 3). Later exposures showed indi(‘ations of a very slowdy sedimenting

substance (a ?). Evidently thi* main peak must be dm* to casf‘inogen (8).

Fig. 3. Sedimentation diagram of “separator slime” -t coarsely disperse part of (*a easeinogenate
di.ssolvc‘d in phosphate buffer <1*8. Centrifugal force: 180,000 times gravity. Cell thick-
ness: 12 mm. Exposure taken 20 min. after reaching full speed. Abscissa, X in cm.;
ordinate, Z in mm.

Exp. M 14. The caHvin^en fraction. Concentration: 2-()0,; . Centrifugal field: 1 80,000 times
gravity. The sedimentation diagram showed a single peak (besides indications in the last exposures
of the sedimentation of a’) having a sedimentation constant of 23.I0~^^*. The pt?ak w^as quite
unsymmetrieal being much broader toward the top part of the cell and the apparent diffusion W’as

much higher than would be expected for a molecule with such high sedimentation constant. It

must be eoneluded that the substance is dissociating during sedimentation and producing new
molecules with smal](*r sedimentation constants in the part of the boundary, where the con-
centration is lowest. No molecules with higher sedimentation constants than 23. 10~*® could be
detected in the diagram ( Fig. 4).
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hhp, M 15. On cascinogen from the same solution as in M 14, but with a protein concen-

tration 1/3 of the concentration in M 14. Centrifugal field: 180,000 times gravity. The sedimen-

tation picture from this experiment was entirely different from that of M 14 (compare Figs. 4

and r>, which were taken almost at the same time from the start of the centrifuge). In this experi-

ment the main component showed a sedimentation constant of IM. 10~^^ but besides this main

Fig. 4. Se<limentation diagram of a cascinogen fra<‘tion. Concentration: - Centrifugal

force: 180,000 times gravity. Exposure taken 24 min. after reaching full sfieed. Abscissa,

A' in cm.; ordinate, Z in mm.

Fig. 5. Sethmontation diagram of the same caseinogeii fraction as in Fig. 4 after dilution. Con-
centration: 04) ‘Jo- Centrifugal force: 180,000 times gravity. Exposure taken 20 min. after

reai'hing full sjiocd. Abscissa, X in cm.; ordinate, Z in mm.

component the sedimentation diagram showed several different peaks corresponding to particles

with .sedimentation constants ranging from 24 to 30. 10“'®. In the later exposures the peak became

very broad and uiLsynunctncal thus indicating dissoi’iation of the molecule.

Biscfssion.

From the experiments just descrilKHl some conclusions may be drawn. In

the first experiments (M 1-4), where the suspended Ca easeinogenate was
removed from the milk plasma by ultracentrifuging, it was found that practically

the whole material was present as molecules a, B and y, wliere a is a low-

molecular protein isolated by Kekwick, P the lactoglobulin isolated by Palmer

and y corres})onds probably to w'hat is generally called lactoglobulin. It may be

assumed that what w^as earlier (‘ailed laetalbumin is a mixture consisting mainly

ofa+ /Ef.

The results mentioned are very similar to the earlier results of Philippi.

In his exjK?riments however the caseinogen fraction w^as removed by isoelectric

precipitation. Comparison of the two series of experiments shows that it makes

little or no difference whether caseinogen is removed by isoelectric precipitation

or by ultracentrifuging.

Since only the molecules a, jS and y could be found in the milk serum, we

must supptjse that the cascinogen is only present in the milk as very coarsely

dispersed particles (Ca easeinogenate) and that the laetalbumin and lacto-

globulin (a, and y) molecules present in the milk are small as compared with

the smallest of the caseinogen particles.

The experiments carried out on the caseinogen fractic/ii have shown that this

protein is poJydisperse and of a very complex nature; it was found that the
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sedimentation constant (and therefore the dispersity) of the caseinogen was

markedly dependent upon its concentration; s decreased with decreasing

protein concentration. Svedberg et aL [1930, 1, 2] found in their studies on

the Hammarsten and on the Van Slyke and Baker caseinogens a similar con-

centration effect on the sedimentation constant. The protein prepared by them

according to both methods was polydisperse and the sedimentation constants

found for this caseinogen were considerably lower than the values found in

the present investigation. It is possible that the disagreement may be due to the

different salt concentrations used, 0-0171/ in the (earlier work and 0-253/ in the

present paper. Lundgren in Upsala found (results not yet published) that for

a protein which dissociates by dilution, the dissociation is much mon^ pro-

nounced in dilute salt solutions than in the 0-21/ solution usually applied. In

this work it has not been possible' to identify in the caseinoge'ii frai'tions a

protein corresponding to the honjogeneous one which Svedberg et aL isolated

from the Hammarsten caseinogen by means of hot acidified 70% alcohol.

From the few experiments done in this investigation it could not be asccT-

tained whether tlu' peak named a correspondc'd to one and always th(' same
substance or whether it corresponded to two differe-nt substances.

The work is being continued.

Summary.

1. A description has been given of a modified method for calculating sedi-

mentation ec|uilibriura concentrations from the refractive index data by the

method of Lamm.
2. In some preliminary ex|>t'riments on milk plasnui it has bt*t‘n shown

that the caseinogen is present in the milk only as a (‘oarsc-polydispc'rse suspension.

3. When the caseinogen has been brought into solution in sodium and
potassium phosphate buffers it is of a ver>' compk'x naturt', tlie degree of dis-

persity being dependent (amongst other factors) on the (*aseinogen concentration.

4. The milk serum was found to contain at least three- diffen-nt proteins: a

substani-e of low mol. wt. isolated by Kekw ick, the lactoglobulin of Palmer and
what is usually called la(;toglobulin.
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CXXXIX. ULTRACENTRIFUGAL AND ELECTRO-
PHORETIC STUDIES ON THE MILK PROTEINS.

II. THE LACTOGLOBULIN OF PALMER.

By KAl OLUF PEDERSEN.
From the Institvte of Physical Chemistry, The University,

Upsala, Sweden.

{Received March 30th, 1936.)

It is generally assumed that milk scTum contains two different jiroteins:

lactalbiimin and lactoglobulin. However, Palmer [1934] recently isolated a
crystalline, globulin-like protein from the albumin fraction of cow s milk.

Recent ultracentrifugal studies by Philifipi^ have shown the pri^sence of at least

three different proteins in milk serum: a protein of rather low molecular weight,

isolated latter on by KekwiekJ the lactoglobulin studied by Palmer [1934] and
a protidn with a molecular weight higher than that of the latter.

Recent investigations by the author gave similar results [Pedersen, 1936].

This pap(T gives the result of an ultracentrifugal and electrophoretical study of

the protein isolated by Palmer.

The lactogloliulin used throughout this investigation was kindly put at the

disposal of Prof. The. Svedberg by Prof. Sorensen. It w^as prepared by Dr
Palmer at the Carlsberg Laboratory from cow's milk at*cording to a modification

of the nu'thod worked out by Dr Palmer himself. This pn^paration had been
recrystallis(*d four times. The material was received in Upsala as a ^^et crystal

paste containing some toluene as pn*servative and w'as stored in this condition

in the refrigerator (3-5"'). A part of the lactoglobuhri was later dried in a desic-

eator over PgO^ and kept in the d('siccator. These two materials behaved idiuiti-

cally in the centrifuge and in electrophoresis. At the end of this investigation a

few experiments were carric^d out using another material prepared by K. A.

Kekwiek in ITpsala according to the method of Palmer. The sedimentation values

found for this maU'rial were identical with the earlier ones.

The specific refraction increment and' specific volume of lactoglobulin.'^ The
determinations of the specifi<; refraction increment were can'ied out on solutions

prepared by dissolvmg the lactoglobulin in 0*5 3i NaCl solution find dialvsing

it in cellophane bags against a 0-5Jf NaCl solution in water. The determinations

W'ere carried out by means of a differential prism a}>paratus arranged for photo-

graphic registration of the undeviated and refracted beams. The concentrations

were determined by drying a weighed amoimt of protein solution and a weighed

amount of dialysate to constant weight (105-1 10^").

In Table I are given the results of two indejiendent determinations. A
micro-Kjeldahl determination (Gunning-Pregl method) gave for total nitrogen

of the first solution 15-14% and for the second 15-26% in good agreement with

Palmer’s value which was 15-3%

.

The specific volume of lactoglobulin was found to be 0-7514 at 20^ w hich is

in good agreement with the values found for other proteins.

^ KesultH to bo publinhed soon.

® I’he author is much indobtod to Mr Kjell Andorsson for having carried out these deter-

minations.

{ 961 )
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Table I. The specific refraction increment («) of lactogMulin in

0-5M NaOl solution.

Protein concentration A in /w/i

g./lOO g. sol. g./lOO ml. 366 436 546 579

1*231 1*2566 196*2 189*3 181*3 181*2

1*853 1*8934 196*4 189-2 182*3 180*9

Mean for a: 196*3 189*2 181*8
' isFo

The isoelectric 'point ayid the electrophoretic mobility of the lactoglobuUn. These

experiments were carried out by means of a special moving boundary method
worked out by TiseJius [1930] and Pedersen

f
11)83]. In this method the i)rotein

solution is introduced into a quartz U-tube below a solution of the same buffer

Exp. No.

17

:i

7

0
2
8
4
5
0
13
10
12

19
11

14

20
15
10

18

Table IT. Electrophoretic mobility of Uicioglobulin.

Vm

3-

22
300

4-

18
4*48
4*05

4*95

5-

20
5-49

5-55

5-70

(M8
0-40

600
7-00

7-

47

8-

27
8-92

l()-07

]0'38

Buffer

Ac'ctatc

Migration

(’athoilic

Plio8|»hatc

Ph08 1
»hat ( ‘ • horatc

Phosphate

Phosphate horale

I’liosphale-carhonate

19-6

17*3

121
8-r>

0-8

2-2

11
2-9

4-

6

5-

9
8-5

9*8

11*8

140
150
18-0

19-7

21 :>

21-7

Fig. 1. Electrophoretic mobility of lactoglohulin.

composition as that in which the protein is dissolved. The migration of the
boundary is followed by taking photographs from time to time (in the short
wave ultraviolet, A below 270 m/x). These photograplis are registered later by
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the microphotoineter in the same way as the* oeiitrifuge plates and the move-
ment of the boundary is determined from these records.

All the expiiriments were carried out at 20*0^ The protein concentration in

these experiments varied Ix^twetm 0*15 and 0*20 g. per 100 ml. The acetate

buffers had all a constant sodium acetate and a varied ac(*ti<* acid concentration,

viz. 0*023/ sodium acetate'4-a:*3/ acetic acid. The other buffers were made up to

constant ionic strength /[x= 0*02. The mobility u is measured in cin.'-^/sec.

In Table IT and Fig. 1 are given th(‘ values found for the mobility of lacto-

globulin in the diffc^nirit buffers. From these figures it is s€*en that the isoelectric

point of lactoglobulin is at 5*20 in acetate biifl’ers of the composition
0*023/ sodium acetate -f.r 3/ acetic acid. The sloj>e of the mobility curve at the

isoelectric point = 11*9. 10 The curves show no sign of inhomogeneity.

The ('w, pjj) curve is of a v(‘rv characteristic shajK^ with abrupt changes in

the slopes at the following pjj values: 3*8, 5*6 and 7*7
;
otherwise the points lie

on straight lines. The change* in the s1o|k* at 7*7 corresponds to the jump in

tlu* pji stability curve* (see later). The change in slope at p^ 5*6 may perhaps

be cxplaiiK*d by a change from the simple uni-univalent acetate systc*m to the

more complicated phosphate system : on the other hand there is a change in the

s(*dimentation constant slightly above p^i 5. The change at pjjj
3*8 does not seem

to (correspond to a change in the sedimentation constant.

Stdimenlation vflociiy experiments. The sedimentation constant was deter-

miiK^d between p^^ 1 and 11. The buffer solutions generally were made up in

such a manner that the (concentration of NaCl wm 5-10 times the concen-

tration of the proper buffc^r substance in order to n*duce both primary and
secondary charge effects.^ The protein solutions were made up imm(»diately

before? starting the experiment except in some cases indicated in Table Illn.

Experiments 21, 34 and 35 were carried out in order to see wdiether it

W'as possible to detect a secondary charge (*ffect at these values, w^herc

the protein must be very strongly charged; the experiments however did not

give a verv definite answer, although the values for Sqq are of the expected

orders, viz] 2*79. 10" for KCl, 2*92.10-^3 for NaCl and 2*98,10- for LiCl.

From the values given in Table 111 a and Fig. 2, it is seen that the sedimemta-

tion constant of lactoglobulin is divided into three diff(*rent groups. The first

group between 1 and 5 shows a mean sedimentation constant of 2*95.10“^3

(mean of 19 values). The* next group betw(»en pjj 5*2 and 7 has a in(‘an sedimenta-

tion ('onstant of 3*12 . 10 *3 (mean of 13 values). The third group, pjj 7*6-9*8, gives

j<(

2o= 2*76. 10 13 (13 values). Between these three groups interm(*(liat(* values are

found. On the alkaline side of the third group there seems to b(* a rise in the

sedimentation constant whic'h increases, if the solution is allowed t»o stand for

some time at room temperature (compare too equilibrium Exp. 13). At still

Jiigher values (above 11) there is a strong fall in the sedimentation constant

at the same time as the light absorption is increased to about/ three times its

normal value indicating profound changes in the lactoglobulin molecule.

The influence of the lactoglobulin concentration on the sedimentation con-

stant (compare Exps. 40-46) is extremely small and hardly beyond the limits

’ The primary charge effect is caused by the |X>tentiHl gradient set up by the unequal ‘“sedi-

mentation tendency'* of the protein and its “gogenionen The secondary charge effect is caused

by the influence of the pot(?ntial gradient set up by the sedimentation of the um^qually dense

salt ions on the sedimenting charged colloidal particles. Whereas the primary charge effect is

rcduc*ed by the mere addition of electrolytes, the secondary effect is r(»duced by the addition of

electrolytes with equally dense cations and anions.
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Table III a. Sedimentation velocity of lactoglohulin,

(Jontrifugal force 240,(10()-21W),000 times gravity except in Exp. 7, where it was 570,000 times
gravity. Thickness of column of solution : 0*2-2*2cm. Source of light: mercury lamp. Light filter:

chlorine and bromine (except in the experiments marked with where the refractometric

method of Lamm was used). Plates: imperial process. Time of exposure: 20-45 sec. Mctol
quinol developer 1 min.

Exp.
No.

Lactoglohulin

concentration
0
O Solvent system

Total

salt

molarity
Ph of
solution ,^20* 10^"

23 0-31 NaOl, HCl 0-59 1-04 2-88
21 0-3

,, O'55 1-28 2-92
35 0-3 LiCI, HCi 0'.55 1-24 2-98
34 0-3 KCl HCI 0'55 1-33 2-79
25 0-31 NaCl, HOJ 0'5i 1-98 2-94

22 0-35 NaCJ, citrate, HfU 0'55 2-53 2-97

12 0-30 NaCl, sodium acetate, acetic acid 0-55 3-32 301
48 0-31

»• »» 0-24 3-81 2-80

14 0-30 01

5

4-00 3-14 ?

50 0-32
•• 0*53 4 -28 2-88

5 0-3 » «« 010 40 3*(M)

47 0-31
*» »» 0-24 408 2'99

27 0-3 » f* 0-58 4-80 302
45 0-05 n 0*275 5-00 2-99
43 0*00

>» » 0-275 5-rM) 2-92
44 012 » 0-275 r)-(K) 2-90
42 L 0*32

»• »» 0-275 5-00 3-03
41 L 04»4

f* 0-275 5-00 2-99
40 L 1-28

•» »» 0-275 5-00 2-97
40 L 4-47

,, ,, 0-275 5-00 (2'8r>)*

38 0 3 NaCl. 0-59 5-12 311
39 104

ff •» 0-59 5* 12 2 99
3
1

0*3 Na(3 0-2 About 5-2 3-12
01

5

»» 0-2 About 5-2 3-17
49 0-31 Na(;i. KH.l’O,, Na.HI*(l, 0-29 .5-.33 2-94
8 0-31 KHjI’Oj, NajHl'O. 0-18 5*30 3* 14
9 0-30

*1 .. 0-10 5*81 3* 19
10 0-30 NaCl, IvHjPO^. NajHl’o^ 0-12 5-87 3'08
15 L 1-40 012 5-87 3-21

7 0-3 0-2 0-33 3- 13
52 0*33 0-58 0-41 3- 14
53 0-34

^9 99 0-00 0-4J 31

0

51 0-32 ()'58 0-5 3-03
2 0*15

99 0-23 0-.57 3- 12
54 0-33

** 99 0*25 (>•77 3-10
i 0*3 0-20 7-09 3-07

37
10

O'.)
^9 99 0'.54 7-30 302

0-3 K Na,B,0, 0-27 7-09 2-88
32 0-33 NaCl, KIIjl'O,, Na.B,(), 0't>4 7-81 2*84
19 0'3

99 004 7-81 2-00
31 0-33

99 99 0-04 7-84 2-75
11 0-3 KH,PO., Na,B/), 0-25 8-25 2-05
55 0-33 NaCl, KHjPO,, NajB^O, 0-53 8-38 2-00
50 0-33

ff » 0-55 8-38 2-70
13 0-30 KHsPO,, NajBiO, 0-28 8-4 2-78
171. 1-22 NaCl, KH,PO„ NajBjO, 0-11 8-5 2-75
28 iKi NaCl, Na,B,0,, NajCO, 0-54 9-00 2-73
30 0-3

ff *» 0-58 9-33 2-78
6 0-3

ff f> 0-19 0-74 2-85
18 0*3

ff ft 0-58 9-75 2-85
29 0-3

»* ff 0-58 10-05 3-05
20 01 Na(.1, Na,HPO„ NaOH 0-53 IMG 2-42t

* Not used in averaging, owing to to the high protein concentration,
t Strong change in light absorption.
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8x10’^

Pu

valiu's from TaliJc 111 - valu<‘s from Table III b.

Fip. 2. />„ stability Hiajiram of laetojzlobulin.

Table TIIb. Sedimentation velocity of lactoglohnUn.

(’orKlitioii^ as in Table 111 v with the exception that in this case the lat'toglobulin solution was
made home time b(‘forc the ('xj)i‘riment .>tarted. (The solutions contained toluene as a preservative.)

JVotcin

couc.
‘’t,

Solvent system

Total
salt pif of

molarity sniiitioti lo'*"

Time interval

between making
up solution

and experiment

24 Xa(1. liCl 0o9 104 2811 2 days at 20
;i(» u*:{ Nad, citrate, HO o-oo 2*ir> ;bU7 V

12 u (»;i NaCl, HO<ljum acetate, acetn- aud 2 7t> 2 days at 20
Nad, NaoIV>7 0-<4 7'S4 2*112 4 tiays at 20

2ii 10,1 NaCI, XaJl
4 <>T. OoS ;m.> 14 days at 20-

of experiin(‘iital error (‘xoept jHThaps in tho oast* of the 4*5 solution. In this

r(‘sp(M*t lactoglobiilin diHers from othor protein.s that have so far been studied

over a wider eoiKviitration range.

In tht' experiments marked with L the initial eon(‘entration of the sedi-

inentiiig protein was <*aleulated from tlie sedimentation diagrams as d(\seribed

bv M(*Farlane
[ 1935J. For these ealeulations tlie exjKisures were used only where

th(‘ whol(‘ sedimentation pt*ak was free from the meniseus and where it had
not yet reached the bottom of the eell. In Table the valiums calculated from
tlie single exposures are given in chronological order. It is seen that the nu‘an

values diff(T vary little from the analytical conet'ntration except in Exp. 46,

wher(‘ possibly the value given for analytical concentration is too high.

Table 1\. CmcmtratUm of lactoglobuUn calculated from

Exp.
No.

sedimentation diagram

.

Concentration ealeulated from the single expoaiiie.s

Mean cone.

g.TOU ml.

Anal com*

g. loo ml

15 1-50, 1*.)0, 1-46, 1*45, 1*59, 1*40, 1*48, 1*51 1-19 1-46

17 1-24, 1*22, 1*23, 1-22, 1*20, M9 1-22 1-22

40 1-23, 1*24, 1*25, 1-21 1-23 1-28

41 0 H15, 0-667, 0-637 0-640 0 64

42 0-313, 0-324, 0-349, 0*329, 0-337, 0-326. 0-32G, 0*319 0-328 0-32

40 4-24, 4*17, 4-39, 4-27, 4-05, 4-11 4-21 4-17*

* No exact analysis on this solution, the value t*47 is t he maximum possible value.
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The sedimentation diagrams often showed a small irregularity between the

meniscus and the lactoglobulin curve indicating the presence of a small amount

of a substance with a lower sedimentation constant than that of lactoglobulin:

the concentration of this substance was too small to give even an approxi-

mate value for its sedimentation, but in all (*as(^s it was lower than that for

lactoglobulin. This substance is probably eitlu‘r some degradation product of

lactoglobulin or more likely the low-molecular protein of Kekwick mentioned

before.

Diffusion constant. The author is indebted to Mr Poison for carrying out some

diffusion measurements on lactoglobulin. The exp(‘rimerits were carrienl out by

means of the refractometric method described by Larnm and Poison
1 193()|. The

values giv('n in Table V for Dgo valiums reduwHl to a water basis and infinite

protein dilution.

Table Diffusion of lactoglobulin.

Exp. J*rotoin

( Dftomiinations bv A. (». J\>Is(»n.)
Mean

I0>«

^fDNo. cone. Solvent pii />20. lo’ at same />||

1 0-2 if NaCI r>-0

0*038M Hodiurn acetate
0*012 J/ acetic acid

7*27 2*95 39,700

2 !•(» O-OOlA/NagHl^O^ 5*4

0*0193/ KH2P()4
0*21/ NaCI

7*19 :M2 4J,0(K>

3 10 0*0375 il/ KHjiP04 0 1

0*01253/ Na2HP04
0*23/ Na("l

7*:i2 :M2 42,400

4 10 0*02 3i NajCOj 9*:}

0*02 M
0*23/ NaCI

0-SS 2*7»)

Mf*an value

3!),2(K)

40,7(M1

According to Svedberg (192/); 1927] it is possible to calculate the mol. wt. of

a solute from its sedimentation and diffusion constants, if one assumes that the

frictional coefficient is the same for a sedimenting as for a diffusing particle.

Then we have

Tn the deduction of this foj’mula no assumptions have been made about the

shape of the particle
; it is therefore of general use.

In column 7 of Table \' are given the values calculated from this formula.

Seditnentation equilibrium experiments. The ultracentrifuge t(;chnique by
means of sedimentation equilibrium measurc*mc»ntH allows a direct deter-

mination of the mol . wt
.
[Svedberg, 1925 ; 1926] . 1 7 equilibrium exjH'riments wen*

carried out with different concentrations of lactoglobulin and different buffers.

The speed was varied between 8700 and 12500 r.p.in. The temj)erature was in

all (jases 20°. Equilibrium was generally obtained after 5 -7 days.

The measurements of the concentration gradient in tlui centrifuge cell were
made by means of the refractometric method of Lamm [1928; 1929; 1933] and
th<; calculations of the mol. wt. were carried out in the* two different wa3^s

described earlier [Pedersen, 1936], Only in the case of a monodispt^rse system
and where the gas laws are valid can it be expected that the two methods
should give the same result, viz. the correct mol. wt. All the average mol. wts.
were calculated according to the method of Lansing and Kraemer [1935] as
described in the preceding pape^r [Pedersen, 1936].
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In Tables VI and VII are given tbc» more detailed data for equilibrium
in Exp. 5 at pjj 6*36 where the lactoglobiilin is monodisperse, and Exp. 13 at

Pu 9*75 where it is polydisperse.

Table VI. LacLoglobulin aquilibnum, Exp. *J.

(bnccntrationof lactoglobulin at Htart: 0 J625g./100inI. buffer solution :0 r» 3/ Nan-i-0 0tj2r)M
KH 8p()4 +(H)02.) J/ NajHPO^ . y/u --6-36. Thickness of cfll; I *201 cm. Hottom of cell; 5*17 eni.

from axis of rotation. Meniscus of solution : 4*8.3 cm. from avis of rotation. Optical scale distance:

8*77 cm. G- l -Ol.*). Light tilter: ('orniiig nickel oxide (A -3(it)w/A). aaef, — Hhi :L 10“^ Temperature;
20*0^'. Rev. per sec.: 182*8. T -O*7ol4. p-1 •034. (1 - Tp) —0*2231. Exposures us<‘d taken

110, 12;), 144, 140 and 107 houi*s from the .start. Cell not sector-shafied hut with

/(r) -- - 2*0 1hr -f 1 1 *483 (Eq. 8 and 9 Petlersen [193hJ).

•: in p
ffr

fir
r

4*87 r>7*.7 - — —
4*90 02 0*29.7 0*1.30 38,300 .39,1)00

4-9.7 70-.7 0*3.30 0*140 .38,400 32,300
.7*(X) 78*r) 0*374 0*1 37,800 32,00()

5*0;7 87 *.7 0*417 0184 37.2(H> 37,000
.7*10 99 (M71 0*200 37,2(K) 39,.>(K)

.7*1.7 113 0*r»38 0 231 37,;700

J/„, ^ 37,t»00 Mean 3(i,2(Xl*

* 'foo strong huetuatioii in the to allow an accurate determination of

Table Vll. Lactoglobvlin equilibrium Exp. 13.

Concentration of lactoglobiilin at start: 0*341 g./KK) ml. Hufh'r solution: 0*5 Jf XaCl-r 0*0208 M
NaglV)--; 0*002.) il/ pj| -9*75. Thickness of cell: 0*999 cm. Bottom of cell: .“)*18 cm.

from axis of rotation. Meniscus of solution: 1*7.) cm. from avis of rotation. Optical distance;

8*79 cm. G • 1*01 1 . Light (ilter : Corning nickel oxide (A - 30t) ///p). -- 1 9()*3 .
10~*. TeiniH*rature

:

20*0^ Rev. |K*rse(*. : 180*tl. V •- 0*7.714. p
— 1*032. (1 - Tp) ---0'2247. Exposures used in calcu-

lations taken 187, 209, 21.7, 230, 239 and 2.70 hours from start. Cell not sector-shaped hut with

parallel walls.

(if

.r :: in p
fix

r

4*80 77 0*442 0*209 37,4tH)
02,0(.K)

01,000
(5.7,900

70,000
7,7.800

83.S(K)

S7,.700

M. - 77,8n0

4-8r) 93 0-r)34 0-234 39,900
4*90 112 0*043 0-203 42,300
4*9.) 1.37 0*780 0-299 45,000
;)*(M) 170 0*975 0343 48.2(K»

.70,7 215 1*234 0-.397 ;)2,200

.7*10 279 1*001 0-408 ;)(),8(M)

5*1.) 307 2*100 0-.700 01,8(K)

J/„. ^.70,200

The drift in the values in Exp. 5 is within limits of experimental errors

[Pedersen, 1936] whereas the drift in Exp. 13 certainly is real and means

that the molecules at this pjj are aggregating. It is characteristic? that the

equilibrium in Exp. 13 took a much longer time to be established than usual,

probably because the aggregation process is taking place slowI\’ which is in

agreement with the two velocity Exps. 18 and 26. The first of these was

done immediately after mixing a portion of the .same* solution as the one used

in equilibrium Exp. 13; the sedimentation constant was 2*85.10 which is

a little higher than the mean value for that p^. Exp. 26 was done on the

stock solution used to prepare the equilibrium solution ; this had been standing

at 20® for a fortnight, and the sedimentation constant was 3*15. 10“^®, which is

much higher than the mean value for that pg ,
likewise indicating aggregation.
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Table VIII gives a summary of all the equilibrium experiments. It can be

seen that the most probable mol. wt. found from sedimentation equilibrium is

about 38,000. There is some discrepancy between this value and the values

Table VlII. Sedimentation equilibrium experiments on lacioglobulin.

Exp.

Initial

prott*in

cone.

Total
buffer

cone.

Kev.
j>er

No. o
o Buffer solution M Pm see.

I 0-21 NaCl, KH^PO^, NuaHPO., 0-24 5-4 ISO 37,700 38,5(M)

2 042 0-24 r>-4 180 37,300 38,000

3 0-21 0-24 5*4 204 35,300 35,700

4 042 0-24 r>-4 204 3(>,4t»0 30,01M)

5 040 003 0-4 183 37,000 (30,200)*

C 040 003 0*4 208 30,000 (30,300)*

7 0*30 0 12 .'i-9 145 37,900 39,800

8 147 042 .5-9 145 40,700 42,500

9 0-30 042 r>-9 180 40,800 37.800

10 147 042 .•>•9 180 41,300 40,.5tM)

lit

I2t

1 47 »» 042 5*9 145 37,500 --t
1 47 042 r» 9 180 30,700 -t

i:i 0-34 Na(n, Na.COg 0 .'i8 9*8 180 .50,200 77,800

14 041 NaCl, KHaPO^, Na^IVl? 0-04 7*8 180 35,500 40.900

Jo 0-84 0-04 7-8 180 30,400 (40,500)*

10 0 41 or>4 7*8 204 37, KM) 39,9(M)

17 0-84 ** 004 7 8 204

Average* for No. 1~12
14-17

30.300

37,9(X>

:t(i,300

41,(MM)

38,800
40,000

* Ordinary mean values due to atronp fluttuation in valu(‘rt.

i Thc' new refractoinetric method of Lamm [I934j used.

X 'I'oo strong Hinduations in to allow any (*alculations of average values.

calculated from the diffusion and sedimentation (‘onstants, althtnigh som(‘ of

the single values for 3/^, and 3/* agree witli the M j, values. If we consider all

the values for 3f^, and 3/^; W(» get as probable mol. wt. for lacioglobulin

39,000.

Drscrssiov.

This investigation shows that the lactoglobulin prepared according to the

method of Palmer [1934] from the laetalbumin fraction of cow's milk is a

monodispersc protein with a mol. wt. of 39,000 and an isoelectric point of 5-19

(in acetate buffers). From the result of the sedimentation equilibrium (‘xperi-

ments and from the mol. wts. calculated from sedimentation and diffusion con-

stants we must assume that the mol. wt. of lactoglobulin is independent of the

hydrogen ion concentration of the solution from the most acid values studied up
to pjj 9. At still liigher Pu values the lactoglobulin undergoes a slow aggregation

as found from sedimentation equilibrium and velocity experiments. Above 1

1

the light absorption increases strongly and the sedimentation constant decreases,

indicating profound changes in the molecule (probably hydrolysis).

If we assume that the mol. wt. is constant between 1 and 9 and take the

small variations in Afj, as being due to experimental errors, then we have to

explain the change in the sedimentation constant at pjj around 5 and 7*5. For
an unchanged mol. wrt. change of the sedimentation constant must be due to

change of the molecular frictional constant. A change in the molecular frictional

constant can be due to two causes : either the shape or the kinetic volume of the

particle has been altered, e,g, due to change in hydration. From sedimentation
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and diffusion data alone it is impossible to distinguish between these two modes
of change. The electrophoretic mobility (tt, curve shows a characteristic

jump at about the same values as the sedimentation constant. A mere

change in the shaj^e of the particles would probably not explain the change in

slope in the (w, pjj) cnirve, since it ha.s often been found (for instance in Abram-
son’s work with protein-covered quartz particles) that the size and shape of

the particle influence the electrophoretic mobility very little. The jump in the

(u, Pii) curve is therefore probably due to some change in the ionisation of the

molecule.

The fact that the sedimentation constant hardly changes with conctmtration

shows that the di.ssociation tendency of lactoglobnlin is negligible.

From the constancy of the mol. wt. one cannot infer that the lactoglobnlin

molecule remains unchanged in such a manner that it should still ])osscss its

original properties, when it is brought back to a around the isoelectric point

after having been exposed to acid or alkali. Two electrophoresis experiments

have* shown that changes in the lactoglobnlin molecule take place under these

conditions. In one of these experiments some lactoglobulin w-^as dissolved in

dilute HCl to give a of about 1*8 and was left in this solution for 1 day; after

that time the solution was first dialysed against distilled water and later against

phosphate buff(*r at p^ 6-15. The dialysate w^as changed several times. The
electrophoretic mobility was detcTmined and gave* = wherefis the

normal value is 8*3. 1(> so that it may be assumed that the lactoglobulin lias

probably undergone some change. Another sample of lactoglobulin was first

tr(‘ated at p^ Id for 1 day and then dialys(‘d against water and phosphate

buffer (pjj 015). While the H(1-treated lactoglobulin gave uniform curves but a

somewhat dilh^nuit mobility from the normal, this lactoglobulin gave quite

heterogeneous curves showing that more par1joI(*s w^re present with different

niobilitkss. This indieat(*s that profound changes in the molecule have occurred

at 10.

Summary.

1. An ultracentrifugal study has been carried out on the lactoglobulin

pr(‘pa.red ac(;oniing to Palmer,

2. The protein was found to be homogeneous and to have a mol. wt. of about

39,(KK).

3. The mol. wt. w^as found to be constant between pjj 1 and 9 but the

sedimentation constant varied indicating a change^ in the molecular frictional

constant at about 7)^ 5 and 7*5.

4. An ek^ctrophondic study of lactoglobulin has show'U that its isoelectric

point is at p^ 5*19 in acetate buffers.

The author wishes to expr(‘ss his gratitude to Prof. Svc'dberg for his inspiring

interest in this work.

The ex[)en8es of this investigation have been defrayed by grants from the

Andersson Foundation, The Nobel Foundation and The Rockefelk^r Foundation.
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CXL. CONSTITUTION OF CERTAIN
NUTSHELLS.

I. THE SEED-COAT OF BERTOLLETIA EXCELSA
(BRAZIL-NUT).

By JAMES GOODBURN BOSWELL.
From the Botany Department, the. University of Sheffield.

(Received April 6th, J936.)

Survey of the literature reveals that little or no work has been clone on the
constitution of nutshells. In fact a quantitative detiTinination of the main
constituents of peanut hull (Arnchis hypogea) is the only investigation recorded
for this type of tissue [Emley, 1928]. The following table gives the results of

Emley's analysis:

Waier-ftolublo, col<! 8-;")

Water-soluble, hot

1 % alkali-Holiible, cold ... ... 21*5

Ether-soluble 0*o

Aleohol-soluble .'t*2

JVntosans 18'5

Lignin :L‘b4

CWlulose ... ... ... ... 44*9

IViitosans in pulij ISo

One ]K)int stands out clearly, that the pentosan content of tlu* shell is high

and in particular that part of the pentosan associated with the cellulose is large

compared with that from the celluloses of other lignified tissues.

These figurc\s suggested that other “nut” shells might repay investigation

by bringing to light general characteristics of this group of tissues. The results

obtaine^d from the first of these investigations, on the Hrazil-nutshell, are

recorded in this pap(*r.

Preliminary analysis.

The shells carefully freed from all traces of the oily endosperm were ground
to a fine powder. Wry fine grinding was essential in order that the cellulose

might be obtained from the lignocellulose complex without considerable

oxidation taking place. No attempt was made to separate the layers which
made up the shell. The following table gives an average of the analyses of the

samples taken from the bulk:
Vo

Benzene-soluble 4-()9

Alcohol-soluble l*i)6

Water-soluble 184
5% NaOH (cokl).8oluble ... 16 00
Lignin 53*25

Cellulose 25*47

102*11

Preparation of fractions.

The mass of the powdered shell was treated by the methods used in the

quantitative analysis. The Ixmzene, alcohol and water extracts were prepared

with an extractor working on the Soxhlet principle and holding about 1000 g.

( 971 )
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at each filling. These three fractions were obtained by evaporation of the

solvents under reduced pressure. The NaOH-soluble fraction was obtained by
treating the residue from the water extraction with 5% NaOH in the pro-

portion of 100 g. ofthe residue to 1 1. of solution for 24 hours at room temperature

with constant stirring. The residue was filtered off and the filtrate acidified with

a slight excess of acetic acid. The bulky, fawn-coloured precipitate was centri-

fuged. This precipitate designated hemicellulose A was washed on the centrifuge

with increasing concentrations of alcohol, finally with absolute alcohol and

ether and dried in a vacuum desiccator. When the filtrate was neutralised with

solid sodium carbonate and gently warmed a second pre(‘ipitate came down.

This precipitate, hemicellulose A i, was separated, washed on the centrifuge

and dried as before. The filtrate was dialysc-d for 8 days : it was then concentrated

in vacuo to low bulk, filtered to remove a small amount of precipitate' and tn^ated

with 3 vols. of 95% alcohol. The resulting precij)itate was collected, washed

and dried as before—hemicellulose B. The lignin was prepan'd by tn^ating part

of the NaOH-insoluble residue with fuming HOI ov(‘rnight, diluting to 5% and

boiling for 6 hours. The residue, washed fn'e from acid and dried by treatment

with alcohols of increasing strength and wdth ether, w^as regard('d as lignin.

Cellulose was prepared by chlorination of part of the NaOH -insoluble r(*sidue

and solution of the; chloroligniii in either 3*^^ sodium snl]:)hite or 95% alcohol.

Both methods gave similar results.

lUyizonc-solnbh' fraction .

After removal of th(' solvent th(' ri'sidue was obtained as a dark brown
viscous mass which on standing doposite<l a white solid “stearin ”,

Th(' crude product had th(‘ following characteri.stics

:

Sap. oquiv
I.v

gr

Kok'hort-Moidcl value

Solidified at

JOOO
110*9

0*93:] at

2*11
-5"

Tht'se values are closely similar to those given by Schuettc* and Enz [1931
1
and

Schuette et al. [1930J for the express(*d and residual oils from the endos[x;rni

of the Brazil-nut, exct'pt that tlu' .shell-oil has a somewhat higlu'r Rcu'chert-

Meis(*l value suggesting that it had bt'come slightly rancid during storage of the

shell before use.

The crude extract was saponified and the fatty acids .soparatefl by the l(;ad

salt process. The unsaponifiable residut' was negligible in quantity. After

repeat(;d crystallisation the “solid” lead salts retaiiu'd an appreciable quantity

of the “liquid” fraction.

The “solid” acids had equiv. by titration 230 and i.v. 12 and the “liquid”

acids equiv. by titration 187 and i.v. 131*5, figures which again indicate? the

essential identity of the shell-oil with the endosperm oil examined by Schuette

et al.

It is probable therefore that the oil in the shell is a casual mtrusion by
diffusion from the endosperm and has no part, in the structure of the lignified

tissue which forms the shell.

A Icxihol-solubh fraction.

The dark brown amorphous mass was readily soluble in pyridine and partially

soluble in water leaving a brown, gummy residue. The water-soluble part gave
a green colour with methylene blue, indicating the presence of tannins. Further,
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tlie green colour with ferric? chloride and the yellowish brown precipitate with
bromine confirmed the first test and indicated that the tannins were of the

catechol type. Further investigation of this fraction yielded no other conclusive

results.

Water-soluble fraction.

Part was dissolved to a strong solution, but fractional precipitation was of

no value in the isolation of any of the constituents. An acpieous solution of the

fraction, decolorised with charcoal, was acjid in reaction and failed to reduce
Fehling's solution. The solution wac, reduced to a small volume^ in vacuo and on
standing deposited crystals which, on dissolving in water, gave a precipitate

with l(?ad acetate solution, and on testing with resorcinol and sulphuric acicl gave
a reddish tint and on heating a deep violet colour. Thc^y were therefore considered

to be tartaric acid.

5
'Vo ^0,011-soluble fraction,

Tlu‘ three fractions hcinicelluJoses A, A 1, B, were brown or fawn-(‘oloured

amorphous bodies. A and A 1 made up the major part of the alkali-soluble

fraction, B being present only to th(‘ ext<*nt of 1 %. A was partially soluble in

w'arm water and w^as dividend into water-soluble and insoluble fractions^ the

former being separated by acidification; the acid-insoluble precipitate was
coll(‘cted and dried by a sequence of alcohols of incTcasing strengths.

The quantitativo detenuinationH were as foUoTtv.

(1) Lignin content. The hemkcllulose was treated with fuming BCl for 18 hourN, the acid

diluted to 5% and boiled for 0 hours. The residue washed free from acid was regarded as lignin,

(2) Ftirfumldehydc yield. The jihloroglucide precipitation method was used. The precipitate

was washed with hot alwolute alcoJiol to remove methylfurfurakhhyde and <«-hydro.\\’fiirfur'

aldehyde. In view of the <‘onfusod state of the literature as to the method to be used to obtain

accurate results, this procedure is followetl without any claim being made concerning the accuracy

of the results obtained, but at least minimum furfuraldehydo yields can be calculated.

(3) Vronic anhydride content by the established carbon dioxide yield method.

The ideiitilicatiou of the acids and sugars contained in these fractions was based on their

acid hytlroJysis products. The hemictiluloses w'ere hydrolysed with 3% HjSO* for t)-8 hours. The

residue w'as filtered off and the filtrate half-neutralised with barium liydroxide and completely

with barium cai'bonate. The precipitate which came dow^n was filtered off and will be referred to

as precipitate 1. The filtrate was reduced in vacuo to a small bulk and treated with three volumes

of alcohol. Any precipitate which came dow^n w'as filtered off and w ill be referred to as precipitate 2.

The filtrate was evaporated to dryness in vacuo and extracted twice with hot absolute alcohol,

then with 80 alcohol and finally with water. These 8olution.s w'ere evaporated to dryness, taken

up in water and decolorised with charcoal.

In no ca.se was the attempt to isolate the uronic acid successful; the small cpiantitj- present.

W’as probably decomposed by the hot acid during the hydrolysis. In tw o casc.s a trace of pentose

was found among the sugars and it is possible that this repwsents the remains of a decarboxylated

uronic acid.
Hemicelliiloses

^
.

A A 1 B
A -

Water-
soluble

O/
/o

Water-
insoluble

0 o O'
/<) o /o

Lignin content 70*8 410 OT*.") ;ur>

Uronic anhydride 810 92 11 24 18-4

Furfuraldehyde 1-8 31 40 0-2

Biochem. 1936 xxx 03
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HemiceUulose A,

Water-soluble, Precipitate 1 on decomposition with dilute H2SO4 yielded no

identifiable products. Precipitate 2 was very small in quantity. In aqueous

solution it gave barium reactions with HgSO^ and with an aqueous solution of

rhodizonic acid. (The latter is a micro-test using a freshly-prepared 1% aqueous

solution of the acid which gives a brown stain when in contact with barium salts

on filter-paper.) The Ba content of this salt, after b(ung twic^e precipitated

with alcohol from solution in water, was 39*6% . The amount of the salt was

too small to permit of further examination.

The absolute alcohol extract gave a faint pentose* reaction with orcinol and

HCl but the quantity was too small to permit of identi filiation of the sugar. The

aqueous extract, treated in the usual way, yielded mannosej)henylhydrazone,

M.p. 190°.

Water-insoluble. Precipitate 1 contain(*d no organic matter. Precipitate 2

was a barium salt (id(‘ntified as b(*fore) having Ba 30*7%, but obtained in too

small quantity to permit of any examination of the acid radical.

The absolute alcohol extract gave a strong pentose reaction with the reagents

previously used and on treatment with bromini* and (*admium carbonate tin*

characteristic crystals of cadmium xylobromide were obtained. The water-

soluble fraction reduced Fehling's solution and \i(*lded gincosazone, m.p. 203°.

IlemlceUulosc A 1,

Precipitate 1 contained no organic matter. JVecipitate 2 was decomposed
with dilute H2SO4 in the calculated quantity. The pn‘(ipitate was r(*moved and
the filtrate concentrated in racMO. Part W'as neutraliH(*d with barium hydroxide,

yielding a crystalline barium salt with Ba 25*5% . Anoth(‘r ])art was warmed
and neutralised with cinchonine. Thi* ri'sulting cim‘h()nine sail crystallis(*d from

90% alcohol melted at 186 \ A third portion w^as t‘vaporated to a gummy mass
on a boiling water- bath; wiien this syrup w^as kept in a v^acuiini desiccator

over H2S()4 for a long time, crystals separaU‘d which, aftc*r freeing from the

residual gum, melted at 130'\ Gluconic acid fortns a crystalline salt containing

26-0% Ba, forms a cinchonine salt, m,i\ 187 , and on keeping in a desiccator

for a long time forms a lactone, M.r. 134-136'.

The absolute alcohol extract gave a jK*ntose r(*action and on treatment with
the usual reagents formed crystals of cadmium xylobromide. The 80% alcohol

extract gave a pentose reaction and on treatmt*nt with y>-bromophenylhydrazine
hydrochloride and sodium acetaU^ in the cold gave a crystalline mass which
when recrystallised from 60% alcohol melt(*d at 160 \ The corresponding
dcTivativc of arahinose melts at 162°.

HemiceUulose B.

This was a dark brown amorphous solid with a lignin content of 34-5 %

,

a uronic anhydride content of 18*4% and a furfurakhdiyde yield of 4-2%. The
amount available was too small to permit of further analysis.

Cellulose fraction.

This was prepared from the lignocellulose residue ofthe 5%NaOH extraction.
This residue was washed free from alkali, dried and treated for periods of 5 min.
with gaseous chlorine. After each chlorination the excess chlorine was removed
by washing with brine and the chloro-derivative removed by boiling either with
sodium sulphite solution or 95% alcohol. The process was repeated until cellulose
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was obtained free from lignin. The resulting cellulose* was a hard, greyish mass
with a uronic anhydride content of 4-68% and a furfuraldehyde yield of 17-4%

.

Allowing for the furfuraldehyde from the uronic acid, the pentosan content was
high and, using Krdber’s tables, was calculated as 29-3% . The pentosan was
extracted from the cellulose by boiling it with 12% NaOH for 5 hours. The
residue was filtered off, the filtrate cooled and treated with an equal bulk of

95% alcohol at 35^. The precipitate accumulated overnight and was filtered

off as a granular mass. The jxjntosan was hydrolysed by the method of Heuser
and Jayme [1923] by boiling it with 3% HNO3 for 1 hour, the solution neutra-
lised with barium hydroxide and evaporated to dryness in vacuo. The dry mass
was extracted with boiling absolute alcohol three times. The alcohol was re-

moved, the residue tak(*n up in water, decolorised with (*harcoal, the colourless

solution was evaporated to dryness in tnicuo and the* resulting mass crj^stallised

from absolute alcohol. The crystals afU*r twice recrystallising from absolute

alcohol mcltt'd at 142”. With bromine and cadmium carbonate crystals of
cadmium xylobromide wen* obtained. The cellulose fraction appears to be
associated WM'th a large amount of xylan.

Lignin fraction.

The lignoccllulose resi<lue from tht* 5% NaOH f*xtraction w'as used in this

pr(*parati()n . An attempt was made to isolate the lignin as a ehloro-derivative

1)V treatment witli gaseous chlorine, removal of the excess by washing with
brine and extraction of th(* derivative with 95% alcohol. The chloro-derivative

was obtain(*d from the alcoholic solution by pr(*cipitation with water. This
method was unsuccessful, tlu* lignin having iind(*rgone oxidation and having a

variable* chlorine content. Acid hydrolysis however yielded a uniform product.

Tin* dried lignoce'llulose* r(*sidue was treated with fuming HCl for IS hours, tin*

solution diluted to 5 boiled for 6 hours. The r(*sidue was washed free from
acid and on combustion gave the following figures, i\ 584)2: H, 64)3 %

.

C„Hi.X)4

r(*(piires 0, 58*70 : H, 6*63%. Treatment with acetic acid and acetic anhydridt*

containing a few drof)s of sulphuric acid for 1 hour in a boiling water-bath

yieldt»d no acetyl derivative, the lignin being recovered unchanged. Benzoyl-

ation either in alkali or pyridine resulted in a complex change which obscured

any addition of benzoyl groups. This change has b(*en observed in the attempted
benzo;V'lation of lignin from other soun*es. By the semi-micro method of (!!larkt*

[1932] the product gave 3*2% methoxyl.

DlSClT.SSION.

As already suggested the fat content of the shell is probably a casual intrusion

from the endospi*rm where it is the main reserve product of the seed. The hemi-

cellulose fractions are similar in constitution to those found in other plant

tissues, with the exception that acids of the gluconic type have not previously

been isolated, uronic acids being the usual form. The furfuraldehyde-yielding

bodies with the exception of uronic acids are present only in small quantities in

this fraction and in no wise compare in quantity with the 5% of pentosan not

in pulp which Emley [1928] found in the peanut hull. The (cellulose however

with its large xylan content is similar to that from the peanut hull. The uronic

acid content is much higher than that found in other lignified tissues. The
greatest pn^cautions were taken to avoid over-chlorination and consequent

cellulose oxidation and exclude any possibility that the high uronic acid value

was a result of the method of cellulose preparation. In view of the hardness of

63—2
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the shell it is interesting to note that the cellulose was obtained as a hard mass
whatever method of drying was used. This can be compared with the cellulose

obtained from timber after the attack ofthe dry-rot fungus, Memlius kLchrymaria,

In this case the cellulose was isolated as a hard grey mass with a high uronic

acid content [Barton-Wright and Boswell, 1931 J.
There appears to be a close

relationship between the uronic acid conkmt and the texture of the cellulose

obtained. The lignin basic formula of C9H12O4 fits into the Cg® formula which

appears to be the basis of lignins isolated from many sources. Owing to the

unreactive and insoluble nature of the substance it is extremely difficult to

obtain even an approximate value for its mol. wt.

This investigation has shown that these two nutshells, peanut and Brazil,

have certain characteristics in common (pentosan content) and other shells are

being examined to determine to what extent the common ground can be ex-

tended.

Summary.

Brazil-nutshells reduced to a fine jK)wder were extracted with benzene,

alcohol, water and 5% NaOH successively, lignin and cellulose being prepared

from the residue. These fractions were examined and their constituents identified

as far as possible. The hemicellulose and lignin fractions similar to those

isolak^d from other lignified tissues. On the other hand the cellulose fraction

with its high furfuraldehyde yield was similar to that of peanut hull. The fat

isolated from the benzene extract was id(*ntical with tliat isolated by othiT

workers from the endosperm.

My thanks are due to Messrs Rowntre(‘ of York for their kindness in supplying

the nutshells, to the Trustees of the Dixon Fund of the University of London
for the use of the micro-balance required for the combustions, to Prof. W.
Edington for the use of the centrifuge which so greatly reduced the time and
labour required for the preparation of the slimy hemicellulose fractions anti

finally to Prof. B. H. Bentley for his interest in this work anti the many ways in

which he has facilitated it.
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Different theories exist as to the causes, remote and immediate*, of dental

caries, but it is probable that all theories admit of th(^ view that the more
perfect the structure of a given tooth, other things being equal, the less likely

is that tooth to become carious. The relation between surface and histological

structurii of the teeth and th(i incidence of caries was investigated in children by
Mellanby [1923; 1927, 2; 1934]. It was shown by her that when teeth were
graded either in tlu* hand or in the mouth for both the degree of hypoplasia

and of caries, among the ti^eth which showed the more severe hypoplasia there

was a greater incidence of caries. Hy];)oplastic teeth [Mellanb}'', 1927, 1] are

rough and have pits and fissure*s, as opposed to perfect teeth which have a hard,

smooth surface. It is easy to understand that the former would rnon* easily

harbour and favour the growth of the micro-organisms of caries
;
but the relation-

ship betwt*en hypoplasia and caries might go farther than this and be in some
way related to chemical com|X)sition or structure.

Thewlis [1934], as a result of X-ray analysis of human teeth, concluded tliat

there were, judged from this particular physical aspect, three kinds of enamel,

exhibiting variations in the amount of preferiTitially orientated apatite and in tlu*

degree of pr(.‘ferential orientation. Whether these classics of enamel can be related

to the degree of imperfection of the surfa(*e structure, further work must decide*.

The aim of the present investigation was to see* whether (*hemical anal^^sis could

establish any differe*nc('s between perfect anel imperfect (hypoplastic) non-

carious teeth. Tlu* analyses were carried out on material obtained from the*

L.C.C. school dental clinics. All the extra(*tions from 12 clinics were collected

over a period of nearly 2 velars. The total number of teeth obtained was about

10,000. The sound premolars (numbe*ring over 300) were selcct(*d and carefully

classified by examination with a lens and prolie. Five classes were formed. The
figures for the percentage occurrence of the teeth of the ditT(*rent classes are

given.
OrcuiToiioe

r)

o

(1) Class N No hypoplasia, or normal 4

(2) Class Hy {Slight restricted hy})oj)ia8ia 2<»

(3) Class Hy -t More generalised hy poplasia 3<)

(4) Class Hy + -t- More severe and more generalised 2.3

(5) Class Hy gross N'^ery severe, areas delit ient of enamel 1

1

Tn classifjfing these teeth the method used was that of Mellanby [1927, 1].

She, however, graded into four classes and included a class Hy— which would

correspond to Hy or come between N and Hy in the abovt^ classification.

It must be remembered that these figures do not apply to all teeth but to

teeth of this one group, sound prcmolars, removed from cliildren imd(*r 14 years

of age for regulation purposes. The reason for the small percentage of non-

hypoplastic (class N) teeth is probably that perfect teeth do not often occur in

( 977 )
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an overcrowded mouth. Teeth not fitting well into this classification, for example

a few showing severe but very restricted hj^poplasia, were discarded. Analyses

of the separate enamel and dentine obtained as previously described [Bowes and
Murray, 1935, 2] were made. Classes 2-4 inclusive were analysed quantitatively

for ash, N, Ca, Mg, P, COg and Cl by methods described in a previous com-

munication [Bowes and Murray, 1935, 2], in which was set forth the chemical

composition of the class Hy. In that communication references to methods and
to previous investigations w(*re given. So few perfect teeth were obtained that

the separate analysis of class N had to be abandoned—(a few N teeth were in-

cluded in the analyses of class Hy). Sodium and fluorine were not determined

in all classes because of the relatively large amount of material required. Small

variations in the amounts of these two elements are probably not significant in

this particular group of analyses. Fluorine has not been included in the calcu-

lations because it is possibly not present in all teeth.

Mellanby [1929] noticed that on ashing in a crucible the teeth of dogs fed

on different rachitogenic diets, the less well calcified teeth gavc^ a black or

grey ash, whereas the teeth of good structure gave a whiter ash. The weight of

ash and the Ca content calculated as pcTcentage of “wet” weight were less in

the hypoplastic teeth of rachitic animals. Th(‘ children from whom the teeth

used for the analyses in the present investigations were obtained were not

examined for evidence of past rickets, but since hypoplasia (gross) of the teeth

is associated tluTcwith [Wilson and Surie, 1930; Eliot et al.y 1933; Mackay and
Rose, 1931], it might be presumed that the more severely hypoplastic; teeth

came from children who had had rickets. Iliese human teeth, then, formed to

some extent a series comparable with those ol‘Mellan})y’H dogs. It was therefore

of interest to repeat on these classified jKTmanent tt‘eth what might be* called

a rough test of hypoplasia. The teeth used for this purpose were all second maxil-

lary premolars and of as nearly the same weight as possible. This was considerc'd

important because it was hoped in this way to minimise differen(^(*s in mod(*lling

of the tecitli and in the relative amount of enamel and dentine. The tecdh were;

taken as soon after extraction as possible, having been k(*])t moist, and were
placed in saline in a refrigerator, ifnot used at once. They were brushed vigorously,

the crowns cut off at the gingival line and the pidp cavities cli^aned out. The
crowns were dipped in alcohol and dried between filter-paper and put in an ovcm
at 75® for a few minutes to remove th(* alcohol. They were weight'd in a crucible,

heated at first over a free flame and then wdth a blow-})ip" till all smell of burning
had gone ; at this stage diffcn^nces in the colour of the ash were noticed similar

to those observed by Mellanby. Longer heating in a furnace, however, con-

verted all samples into a white ash. Frequently this ash had a pinkish tinge.

The final weights of the ashes were then t ak(*n and d(‘t(*rniinations of Ca made,
the following results being obtained.

Weight (’a in
Initial “wet” of ash “wot”

(Mass weight (g.) (g.) % Ash material

Hy 0-mJH 0-5691 84-98 31-62

If 0-0188 0-5229 84-50 32-64

ff 0-5028 0-4780 84-92 33-00

Hy + (»-0068 0-6084 83-79 30-42
0-5801 0-4791 82-57 31-36
0-6809 0-.5590 82-10 30-96

Hy+ + 0-6084 0-4942 81-23 29-73

tf 0-6612 0-5402 81-7 29-65

Hy gross 0-4700 0-3665 77-98 29-07
•» 0-6186 0-4127 79-58 29-71
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The small but progressive decrease in the ash and Ca content from class to

class represents a decrease in calcified material and indicates, either a relative

decrease in the depth of the enamel, or a relatively greater organic content of the
dentine, or a greater total area of poorly calcifi(‘d areas and interglobular spaces
in the dentine. It was found impossible to select teeth of the gross class of a
weight equal to that of the others, no doubt because of the areas deficituit in

enamel; the enamel has a greater specific gravity than dentine. It would
probably have been more satisfactory if slices of fresh dentine had been used in

this test.

The composition of different enamels. The results of the detailed analyses of

the enamels of the different classes are given in Table I.

Table I. Analysis of ejnamds.

% in dry
enariKd Hy Hy + • Hy+-f Hy gross

Apatite
(carbonate)

Ash ihvtm 95-20 94-70 94-07 —
N 0J5(» 0-101 0-153 0-208 —
C‘a 3707 30-83 30-29 33-81

V 17-22 18-01 18-04 17-72 --

C’Oa 1-032 2-312 2-424 2*434 —
Mg 0-404 0-504 0-404 0-477

Cl 0-3 0-334 0-29 0-19 _
CO2 % iii ash 0-34 0-038 0-3H4 0-r>05 —
rti:P:C()2 10; 3-99; 0-48 10 : 0-31 : 0-.37 10:0-41 :0-0l 10 ; 0-39 : 0-02 10:0:1
(molar)

(’a/I* 2-133 2-040 2-012 2-020 2-151

(’a '(’(.>2 18-99 13-94 14-97 14-71 9-10

J*;(’()2 8-8 7-8 7-0 7-0 4-23

Determinations of Na and K were made in one class only. Hy had 0*25% Na
and a trace of K; the latter was not found spectroscopically.

Consideration of the figures makes it possible to draw several conclusions.

Firstly the composition of the different enamels is very similar, which fact has

in the past made many workers say that it is constant. But close consideration

reveals differences. The loss in weight on ashing increases with increasing hypo-
])lasia, giving a decreasing ash content. This could result from an increased

content of <*ombiru‘d COg or HgO, or organic matter. There is definitely an
increased COg (content. The small decrease in C^a content with increase of hypo-

plasia is in keeping with the decrease in ash content. The phosphorus value does

not vary in the same way but shows both a relative and an absolute increase

with a consequent effect on th(' Ca/P ratio. For this reason it is to be emphasised

that no analyses of th<* Ca content of tooth siibstaiiee should be (*onsidered apart

from the phos})liorus content. The progressive decrease in Ca/P ratio and the

consequent departure from the apatite value is considered by us to be one of

the most significant points as regards the enarned constitution. T}i(‘ Mg values

do not suggest that where the ratio is lower Mg has replaced (?a, for w ith the

exception of the Hy-f class the Mg values show little variation. This would

indicate that the increase in Mg content found in caries and pyorrhoea by various

workers [Howe, 1926; Ulrich, 1925; Kaushansky, 1932] is a result and not a

predisposing cause of the condition.

The amount of COg in enamel does not permit the assumption that carbonato-

apatite is the only compound present. The chlorine value decreases progressively

from the sound to gross hypoplasia. The significance of this is hard to det/crmine.

Frankel [1907] stated that with increasing age there v’^as a dt‘er(‘ase in halogen

content but we are not dealing here with age differences. The highest chlorine
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value we have obtained was found in the enamel of sound molar teeth of old

pc^ople, natives of India. All ashed samples of enamel have a small COg content,

the amount does not seem to vary much. The variations in the molar proportions

are significant and show a progressive increase in phosphorus and COg.
In order to bring out points of differeiuie between the diflFerent classes of

teeth, calculations have been made to arrive at some idea of composition of

these various enamels. Any calculations of composition are beset with diffi-

culties because of lack of precise knowledge as to the manner in which the

inorganic substance is laid down. It is generally accepted that various X-ray
investigations have settled the fact that the chief constituent of bones and teeth

is a form of apatite. But the existence in teeth of various cations and anions not

present in calcium carbonate or hydroxy-apatite necessitates the consideration of

the important point discussed fully by Robison [1932]. Robison’s view is that,

in the absence of more knowledge of the physicochemical system of calcifying

tissues, it is dangcTous to postulate the composition of the calcifierl substance.

He prefers the view based on much experience that then' is one bone and tootli

compound, fundamentally a complex calcium carbonato-phosphate in which
the (^a can be replaced by equivalent amounts of Mg. Na or K and in which the

carbonate moiety can be replaced by (OHlg or Clg and occasionally by minute
traces of Fg. Such a replacement theory might explain the alterations in (!om-

])osition of bones with ag<' and in fossil bone formation. In any case it must be

admitted that from such a complex selection of ionic* substances as exist in blood

plasma, the possibility that the calcified substance will contain some of all the

ions present is very great. Whether those other ions like Mg"’*"’' and 01“ ek, are

actually present combined in the bone compound or whether adsorlK'd or

separately deposited has not been dett'rmined.

A detailed consideration of the results obtainc'd on Hie enamel and dentine*

from the diff(*rent grades of tc'cth has b(*en made*. One of the points considere*!

was the calculation of the total cation (Ca"’^^, Mg’""’", Na"’’ and K."’ ) and anion
(P04--, CO;,"", Cl“) concentrations. The following values were obtained (Tabh* IJ).

Tabh* TI. No. of cation aiat avion grain eqnivalent

s

per 100 g. enamel.

by H\ -f Hy t Hy j»roaH

Cation 1-9032 1-901 1-8592 1-8413
Anion 1-7094 l-85t^l 1-8702 J-8374
Excess cation 0-1338 0-0440 - 0-01 10 0-(M)39

There is then a progressive decrease of total cation and a less regular diminution
of anion concentration. The better formed enamel is more basic.

If all the cations are calculated as equivakuit ('a and compared with the
P and COg values, then only in the Hy grade can all the P be prt^sent as apatite.

In no grade of enamel is all the apatite in the carboiiato-form
;
some hydroxy-

apatite must be present. We have (calculated the jjossible composition of the
different enamels, not so much to postulate the composition as to make com-
parisons between the different classes.

The Mg has been included in the apatite and where possible all the P has
b(^en placed as apatite. When an excess of Ca o(*curred it has b(*en included as
CaCOjt f»^bd where an excess of P as CaHPO^. The inclusion of the latter com-
pound must be taken as provisional until a more satisfactory means of dealing
with the excess P has been found.

This method of calculation gave the figures set out in Table III.
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Table ITT.

Chloro-apatite

3Ca,(P04),.CaCl2

Hy
4-397

iiy +
4-91

Hy+ H

4-251

Hy gross

2-768

Carbonate-apatites
3Ca3(P04),.CaC0si
3Ca3(P04),.MgC(),r

24-498 53-73 56-47 56-64

Hy<iroxy-apatite

3Ca,(P04)..Ca(0H)3 64-01 33-81 26-47 27-99

Excess Ca as CaCOa 2-028 Nil Nil Nil

Excess P as CaHP<>4 Nil 4-803 9-342 7-675

Such a table eiu|>hamse» the effect 'which small differences in Ca and P have
on thi* calculated composition. Facts which could \)c deduced from the anion
and cation values are shown in this table. The diminishing total apatite, the

increase of carbonato-apatite and the more acidic phosphorus compound as the

hypoplasia increases are the notabh* jioints. Because of the different molecular
weights of the different apatites it is better to compare the apatite calcium. If

th(‘ value for the apatite P ofHy is put as 100, then the corresponding values for

the other classes are: Hy-I- 98, Hy-f-f 92-5, Hy gross 92-5. The calculations

th(‘n seem to bear out the deduction made earlier that enamel of the hypoplastic

teeth contains less apatites

Dentine. The analyses of the* dentines never gave such consistent results as

did those* of the enamels. The inconsistencies encountered in the dentine are

probably mainly due to the fact that even after eruption, and particularly soon

after, rww dentine is b<*irig laid down. This later and post-eruptive dentine

deposited near the pulp, possibly because it is more slowly deposited, is often

of better structure than the rest in a hypoplastic j)ermanent tooth [Mellanby,

1927, 1]. In th(* collection of tlu* dentine for analysis, some of this more highly

calcified, as well as some of that near the enamel, which is often defective, was
not includt‘d, so that though the dentine of the teeth of each class would be
largt'ly of good structure, nevertheless it can be seen that dentine can never be

uniform throughout except in pTfeet teeth. The most characteristic differences

between the dentine of teeth of good and bad structure is to be seen by histo-

logical investigation, showing the occurrence of interglobular spaces. But if

there are differenc(*s in the composition of the calcified material, then our method
should detect them. Determinations were carried out on dry and ashed dentine

and the results given in Table IV w^ere obtained. Sodium and potassium were

not estimated in the separate (’lasses. Class Hy-f dentine contained 0*19%
Na and 0*07 % K. These values were used in calculations.

Table IV. Analysis of dentines ('Vo in dry dentine).

Apatite

Hy Hy-h ily+-f Hy gross (carbonate)

Ash 71-09 70-64 70-17 70-28 —
N 3-43 3-247 3-371 3-449 —
Ca 27-79 27-54 27-27 26-96 —
1' 13-81 14-35 13-61 13-5 —
COj 3-176 3-383 3-046 3-102 —
Mg 0-835 0-882 0-797 0-728 —
Cl Nil Nil Nil 0-023 —
Ca : P : 00- (molar) 10: 6-12 ; 1-04 10 : 6-72 : 1-12 10 : 6-44 : 1-02 10 : 6-46 : 1-05 10:6: 1

Ca/Pdry
Ca/P ash

2012 1-919 2-004 1-995 2-151

2-091 2-044 2-059 2-043 —
Ca/CO| dry 8-75 8-13 8-95 8-89 9-10

P/COa diy 4-15 4-24 4-4(> 4-35 4-23
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The results show less than the enamels in the way of progressive alteration

of any one constituent. Slight decreases in ash, Ca, P and in the Ca/P ratio

occur with increase of grade of hypoplasia. There was no increase in the Mg as

the hypoplasia increased. This is worthy of not,o since an increase in Mg in whole

crowns occurs in l)oth caries and pyorrhoea [Ulrich, 1925; Kaushansky, 1932].

It is probable that the low Mg in gross hypoplasia is a general occurrence,

for we have obtained several low figures for this value. The Ca/P ratios for all

dentines, even after ashing, are less than that n^quired by apatite. A comparison

of the enamel and dentine values should be made, since many people consider

them to bo identical in all respects but organic content. The differences found

were;
(
1 )
The Ca/P of ashed dentine (average) is 2*057, which is lower than the

average enamel value of 2*140. (2) JX'ntine contains twice as much Mg as

enamel. (3) Dentine has a higher COg content, all of which is driven off by
ashing. (4) The dentine substance, with one exception, does not contain com-

bined chlorine. Dentine proba})ly contains Naf.-l in interglobular spaces and
l>Tnph channels in its nourishing liquid, but this would have been waslied out

with water and all th(‘se (^1 d(*t(Tmination8 , like those of sodium, w'ere made
after water extraction, m a dilute HNO3 solution. The sodium content of dentine

(not listed) was only 0*1 9%

.

The close correspondence of the dentine with earbonato-a]>atito si'cn in the

molar proportions in Table* III, is only apparent because no corr(‘ction has Ix'cn

made for the Mg, which must make a considerable difference. Calculations of

the probable composition of the dentines presented great difficulties. Having
tried many methods we came to the conclusion that in dentine also apatite is

the chief constituent and that mort* of this is in tlu* carbonato-form. Other

substances appear to be prt^sent, for instance ("afJO^ or MgCO^ an<l an acidic*

phosphate compound. It was considered best to deal with anion and (*ation

concentrations as a basis for comparison. These are set forth in Table* V'.

Table V. No. of cation and anion gram equivalents per 100 g. of dentine.

Hy
CaX,\o\\

KxfcsH anion

lly+ Hy i ^ Hy

V4\HH
V4r,>V

Hence it is scon that whereas in enanu*! th(*re is in most ea.ses (*xcf'S« of
positive equivalents, in dentine there is always an excess of lu'gative equivalents.
Ihis fact and the (.-a/P ratio.s yM)inl (o the* existence of some form of calcium

t>ther than triealcium ])hosj)hat(*, a more acidic phosi)hate. Burns
ai)(l H<'nd('r8on tl!»35j came to a .similar coodusiot, working with iMinc. Even if
an the metak are expressed as th,- equivalent amount of Ca and the "corrected”U/P obtainwl, tneae ratios do not r(>aeh the apatite value. The «)rr«‘cted Ca/P
ratios are: Hy H,y4 2 034, H.v++ 2- 114, Hy gr.,.ss 2-l<U. As to the

V
^^aslc and gives theS correetid. That the k-st dentine is a more basic

dentine a.s the best enamel is also mon* basic.

was put forward bv Oasamann

l me i!sio™*“rt'’^f
eompared them with othoV teeth; hkonckswn ms that whereas ,n bone.s and te.«th geiu-rally, the pro|iortion8 of

over^and^nlT
^ wisdom teeth there was excess Ca and CO,

4 1 whiefE! t£^t^ TJ'" ‘he proportion
4.1, whirh he took to mean that the formation of apatite was iLimplete.
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His theory was that the first formed compound in calcification was the co-

ordination compound

<>}-
called the “hcxol salt’’, this by replacement of the hydrogen of the hydroxy-
groups by CaPOg” was converted into carbonato-apatitc. The hexol salt was less

stable, i,e, less resistant than apatite, so that when incomplete conversion took
place, susceptibility to caries resulted. His argument was indirect, based on the
known susceptibility of wisdom teeth to caries. The point of interest here is that
the re8ult<8 ]>ut forward by the present authors indicate that hydroxy-apatite
(as well as the carbonato-apatite) represents an abundant compound in the
onamid of teeth. There is lack of agreement between us and Gassmann, in that

his theory would correlate* susceptibilit}’^ to caries with a relative diminution of
phosphorus, whereas we find invariably a relative increase of phosphorus with
increases of h ypoplasia.

In conclusion it would be well to emphasise that the results have shown that
teeth do vary in their (?hemieal composition but that these variations can only
be seen in ratluT elaborate analyses of separated enamel and dentine. This

investigation confirms by chiunical eviilcnce the X-ray findings that ditferent

kinds of enamel exi.st |Thewlis, 1934] and indicates that X-ray analysis of

ditferent classes of enamel should give significant results. The analyses are being

extended to carious and pjwrhetic teeth.

Summary.

1. Analyses of separated enamel and dentine of teeth showing the different

grades of hypoplasia defined in this jmper were made. The determinations

included ash, N, Ca, Mg, Na, K, P, COg and F.

2. Small progre.ssive variations in P content, Ca/P ratio and COg content

occurred.

3. With increase of hypoplasia the enamel showed definite alterations of

composition, tlu* most outstanding of which was the decnmse of apatite content

from 92 to 8()% and a cornvsponding increase of some other phosphorus com-

pound.

4. Thc‘ different dentines show'ed less regular variations in composition.

Alterations in composition of the inorganic part, similar to those shown by the

enamels, were found. The apatite decreased from 53 to 49%

.

5. Enamel and dentine differ in other respects than in the amount of organic

substance, hence they should be analysed separately.

6. Calcium determinations alone are not sufficient to show up alterations of

composition ; they must be taken in conjunction with phosphorus and magnesium

values.
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The work doHcribod in this paper originated in 1931 with tests upon an acid clay

supplied by I^of. Jansen as a preliminary trial for the international standard.

It was continued with the actual international standard, and extended to in-

(ilude trials of extracts made from the international standard and of crystalline

vitamin Bj. Both of the lattc^r can be compared by injection and by the mouth.
Some rather remarkabh' discrepancies have appeared between t(‘sts with our

crystalline vitamin fKinn(*rsle‘y et aL. 1935] and a vitamin concentrate.

Experimental.

Tests have been made by the technique previously described with little

change. Birds have been left for at least 4 hours after dosing with sugar solution

to minimise the number of pseudo-cures. Samples of clay or extracts have been

given in approximately 5 ml. water, the latter being neutralised whore necessary

immediately before use.

We have niad(‘ 3 types of comparison, (1) tests carried out over different

parts of the year, (2) serial tests, in which a group of standard or other tests is

sandwiched in between groups of other tests, and (3) some simultaneous tests,

in which alternate birds are dosed with the preparations to be compared. Though
the latter may give more* confidence as a control, we are inclined to think that,

owing to the particular w^ay in which birds have to be prej)ared lor these tests,

the extra gain in control over the serial method is illusory [v. Kinnersley et ah,

1935, j). 707]. So far as we can tell, the variations as between one time of the

year and the other lie within the error of the method. Following our usual con-

vention w^e have not included in our reckoning those birds which were not cured

for 1 day. Contrary to previous practice we have included in our average even

very high tests, because it is difficult to exclude these : owing to the large error

of the me^thod big groups have been used.

Table 1 gives results for the solids, preparation 2 being the intcTnational

standard. It is remarkable to note how consistent the values were for the groups

of tests in 1934. The average value for the whole scries of 50 mg. tests gives

‘‘10 mg. equal to 1*12 pigeon day doses in our terms”.

Comparing £xps. 1--4 with Exps, 5 and 6, we see that high doses of the clay

tend to give erroneous results. This is probably due to failure upon the part

of the gut to elute the vitamin from the clay in the course of passage through

the animal. R. B. Fisher (private commmiication) has found that food passes

through the gut of pigeons in a few hours. Indirect evidence was obtained in

some other experiments that this might happen.

There arises at once the question whether some of the variations in the

figures of Table I arise from the uneven liberation of vitamin from the clay by the

( 985 )
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Table I. Jamen'8 activated clay.

Exp. Prep. Vear Month

No days

Dose No. cured*

mg, birds av.

Not L)a.y

curedf dose

% lug.

Individual tests

days

1 1 1931 Jan.-Mareh

2 1931 Jan.-March

3 1931 dan.-Feb.

4 1931 March

5 1931 May-Juiie

0 1932 OcX.-'Nov.

7 2(1.8.) 1932 Uct.-Nov.

8 1934 28/29 May
9 1934 Sept.

10 1934 28 Oct. Nov.

250 2 11-5

2(K) 4 9*0 Of

UK)

100

9

7

741
8*3]

[7.H *1

50 5 5*01
[ 5.J

201
50 11 4*8]1 )

50 8 0*5 —
50 10 5*5 9

50 14 5*0 7

50 18 5*3 —

1*20

12-8

9-8

7-

7

!M

8-

9

94

10, 4, 7, 0, 6, 13, 9, 7, 5

4, 5, 0, 7, 8, ir>, 13

(>, 0, 6, 8 , 2

5, 4, 5, 3, 2, 3, 5, 11, 9, 2, 4

4, 6, 6, 5, 7, 10, 10, 4

10, 0, 2, 2, 3 r>, 2, 15, 5, 5, 5

r», 5, 5, 3, 12, 2, 0, 5, 4, 8. 5, 9,

5,4

5, 9, 10, 2, 0, i, 4, 3, 5, 3, b, 11,

_2, 0, 9, 2, 3, 3

Average 50 5*0

* Cure and prot(‘ction.

t Not cured for 1 day; not included in resiilfs.

i*reparatioii 2 is the International Standard (t.s.).

testa. Exps. 0 and 7. Exps. 8 and 30*10 |c. Kinnersley I'i al, 19351: .34*3 iinmedialcK siureeded

Exp. 10.

8*9 M2 average day doses

I *09 if 9*2 tak(‘n for 1 934 ligiires

digestive juices. The matter has been tested by obtaining data with an eluate

from the clay made* with baryta. If the clay is rm'ndy shakem with th(‘ bar\ ta as

in the dansen and Donath nudhod, (juantitative extraction from the clay does

not take [dace. If, however, it is ground with baryta as is usual at the phospho-

tungstate stage in our preparation of vitamin r(‘sults indicate that (juantita-

tiv(' elution takes place.*

Standard baryta ertracts of the acid clay.

5*0 g. of the acid clay are ground in a 100 ml. eentrifuge-lube with an c‘((ual volume of solid

IKiwdered baryta and 25 ral. distilled water for 3 niin. at room temperature, 15 3*0 The whoh* is

eonlrifuged and the extract filtered through a small filler-paper, tlie filtrate Udiig made acid

immediately with 20% H2SO4 avoiding excess. 3’lie residue is ground twi(*e more with 25 ml.

water, and the process repeated, in all 3 <*xtracts being made. I'hi* eombined filtrates are adjusted

to yin 5*0, \\armed, centrifuged and made up tf> a eonvenient volume containing 20 ethyl

alcohol; it is suitable if 1*0 ml. is eijual to 50 mg. of original clay.

Table II. Extract8 of activated clay.

Dose No.

No. days

cured

Not
cured

1 )ay

dose

Exp. J^rep. Year Month mg. birds Av. 0
0 mg. Individual tratH

11

12

1 1933

1933

Jail. -Feb.

Mareh-April

67

07

10

10

6*1

5451 . ,

17 11*0 8, 14, 7, 7, 3, 2, 7, 4, 4, 5

4, 4-5, 7-S, 5, 2 r), (i, 4, », 5, 7

13 1933 18 April May 07 16 0*7
1 4 10*8 «. 3, 2, 7, 10, «, 7, 9, 9, 3, 6, 2,

9, .7, 13, 10

14 1934 July 14-17 50 0 4*8 14 10*0 9, 4, 8, 2. 3, 3,
•

15 1932/33 Nov.-Feh. 45 3 4*3 10*5 4, 4, It

10 1932/33 Nov. Feb. 22*5 5 3*8 — 5*9 2, 2, .7, 2, 8

15 2(i.s.) 1932/33 Dee.-tlan. 72*0 7 7*3 9*9 fi, .7, 10, 9, 2, 10, 9
10 1932/33 Dec.“Jari. 54*5 7 7-0 12 7*8 4, i7, 9, 11, 9, .7, 6
17 1932/33 Oee.-Jan. 30*3 4 7*2 20 5*0 4, 4, .7, Ifi

18 1932/33 Dec.-,Ian. 18*2 0 2*8 — 0*5 4, 2, 2, 5, I, 3
19 1934 June 50 15 0*0 18 8*3 3,10,5,2,.7, 11,1, 10,5,11.0,

7. 4. .7, 5

» We do not know whether this has advantage over the (juinine method of Williams ei nl.
[ 1934].
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In Table II are given all the results obtained with the extracts; in Exps. 15,

16, 17, 18, there arti not enough birds for the results to be more than suggestive,

but there is a tendency for high results to be obtained with amounts below the
equivalent of 50 mg. In our hands, l(‘ss than 50 mg. did not cure many birds

when it was given as the solid. There is no more than this in favour of the
improved rate of absorption of the extract; for in Table III it will be seen that
tlie results obtained with the solid and with the extract are remarkably alike and
well within the limits of error.

Table HI. Vornpariaon of ttsis with solid and extracts. (Activated clay.)

Prvp.
Amount
mg. tests

Day dose
ing.

1 Solid 50 16 9-8

Extract 50-67 oo 10-7

2, I.s. Solid 50 50 8-9

Extract 50-73 1»9 8*5

It may be enquired further whether the injected extract of the clay compares
favourably with the extract givcm by the mouth. ^ The ex|X‘riments are shown in

Table W. Experiments with the T.s. wer(‘ sufficient to show the correspondenct*.

Table I\'. Comparis(m of injection vdih oral admhiistration (50 mg. dose).

Exp. Prc*p. ^'ear Month
No

birds

No.
days
cured,

av.

Not
cured
o
o

Day
(lose

mg. Individual tests

J4 1 Mouth 1934 duly 6 4-7 14 lU-6 See Table JI

20 Injection 1934 du!> 6 .3*5 Nil UO 4, 4, 3, 4, .% 3

19 2 Mouth 1934 dune 15 6*0 18 8«3 See Table 11

21 Injection 1934 dune 22 6*05 8*3 6, 4. 3, 8, 10, 6, 4, 3, 4, 5,

In (‘ach ease tests were simultaneous.

4, 1, 11.4, 5, 6, 7, 6, 4.

18, 13, 6

This is important because it gives confidence in the oral route for administration

:

but further it makers it possible with the baryta extracts to have a soluble standard

for injection, made quantitatively from the i.s. So far the impossibility of in-

jecting the I.s. of vitamin Bj has been an objection. It may be significant that

all birds were (mi*ed with injected vitamin, as compared with 84 and 88% by
mouth.

The day dose method and crystalline vitamin Bj .

The international CJomrnittec has asked us (and others) to determine the

relation between the activity of crystalline vitamin Bj and the i.s., for which

1 unit is 10 mg. We did not anticipate that this would prov(‘ an awkward task,

but actually it is beset by considerable difficulty with the pigeon, to which some

brief allusion has already been made [Kinnersley et al.y 1935]. The experiments

in this laboratory have been based u]:)on the assumption that there is a satis-

factory relation between the time of cure and the dose given. Others are in

agreement with this view" among whom we may mention Coward ef al. [1933],

Birch and Harris [1934] and Ammerman and Waterman [1935], The tests in

Tables I and II do not bring this out verj" clearly though the rule seems to be

^ Our previous view that injected vitamin is more potent than vitamin by mouth is not sup-

ported in this paper for these extracts; but for crystals there was slight evidence in its favour

[Kinnersley et al., 1935].
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followed roughly if we exclude the very high and very low doses. Two further

series of tests (see Table V) have been made with one of the 50% alcoholic

extracts of charcoal prepared by us. The experiments in the first series tested

were not simultaneous and not numerous, but the second series was done under

Tabl(' V.

No. No. J)ay

of days dose

Dose lurds cured Not prl-Cl
Exp. Year Month mJ. cured av. our(‘<l ml. Individual tests

A. Vitamin Bj concentrate' 71 A.

22 1932 April-May 0-C5

0075
01

8

7

0

4

(i

0

1/9 8

8

0

2, 3, 1, 5, 0, 5, ti, 4

8, 13, <i, 3, 2, 4, 0

5, 7, 12, 3, 4, 4

1932 Feb. 0-25 9 9*3 3-7 10, 8, 10, 12, 9, 0, 10, 10, 9

23 I935* Mar.-July 0*05 30 4-9 8/44 9*8 Mar. 5, 5, 0, 4, 3, 2. 5, .5, 2, 5, 3

May 7, 1 1, 11, 4, 8, 2, .3, 4. 0, ti. 5, X 1

June 5, 5, 3, 10, 7, ti, .3, 3, 7, .7, 2, 4

91 37 7-85 9,40(a\.) 7-85 Mar. 2, 0, 1, 4, 4. 9, 8, 5, 9, 5, 1

1

May 7, 5, 0, 1 1, l(t, 10, 7, :3, lO, 17, 1.3. 0, 10

June 0, 4, 4, 0, 3. 0, Ki, .7. 7, 13, 0, 2:3, 0

J3. Crystalline vitamin B]
1
injecteil, .30*10.

24 mi*
r

5 27 5-2 —
y

0-90t 1<), 4. 13, 4. f), S. !». 7. 3. 3. (i. 10,

3, 3, 3. (i. 3, 3, 1. 3. 3. 7, 3, 3. <i

10 23 5*7 — l-O II, 14, 10, 4, 3, 10, 7,3, .3, 7, 3, 11,

3, 3, 4, 3, 3, 12, 3, 1, 3. S

25 1934* •Sept-Nov, 10 37 4-54 — 2*2 4, 3, 3, 3, t), .7, 3, 3, 3, .), 3, 3, 3, 4

10, 7, 3, 3, 3, (i, 4, 7, 7, 3, 0, .'i. 4, 3

Nov, 3, 3, 12, 7, 10, 1. 9

l!134 Sept.-Nov. 15 42 4'55 3-3 7, 7, 5, 4. 4, 3, 3, 2, ,7, 7, S, 3, 4, 3, 7, 4,

4, H, «, 4

3, 2, 3, 4, 4, 7, (i, 4, 4, 7, 7, 3, 7. 4, 4, 4,

•Nov. .7, 3, 7, 8, 3, ,7

C. Crystalline vitamin B, by mouth.

2ti 19:30 Jan.-Mar. 7 :30 5*0 10 Jan. 3, 3, 0, 2, 3, 0. 7 2, 4, 3. 7. 0. 0, 0

Mar. 2, 2. 0, 4, 4, 2, 2, 2, 2. li, 2, 0, 3. 0, 0. 18,

0, 17, 0, 2, 17, 7, 1, 4, 0, 13

19:30 Jan.-Mar. 14 37 5-8 4 — Jan. 0, X 2, 4, (», 3, 2, 5, X 0, X X X 9, 0

Mar. 6, ItJ, 2, o, 4, 5. 7, 3, 1, 17, 7, 2, 4, 0. 1).

Ti, 2, 1.^ 5, 9, 3, 8, 3, 13. 10, 2

* Simultaneous dosing. t IKinnorslcy et al.^ 1935 1.

the best conditions of modem control. Doses of 0-05 ml. and of 0*1 ml. of the

concentrate were compared over a period from March to July with simultaneous

dosing. Though the relation is not rigid, the figures support the assumption which
we hav(‘ always made that vitamin in these concentrates shows a rough

relation between dose and activity. Therefore it is all the more surprising to find

that this relation does not hold at all for crystalline vitamin Bj
;
Table VB shows

simultaneous tests, with different doses of injected hydrochloride.

The fact is that upon the average injected crystalline vitamin Bj in our hands
does not give a longer period of cure with increasing dose. Supposing that we
are correct in believing that such a relation is shown by the concentrates, there

are two possible explanations: (1) it is due to the route of administration or

(2) it is due to some chemical difference, the impurities are having some adjuvant
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action. We have tried to obtain light upon (1) by carrying out a series of
simultaneous tests by the mouth with 7y and 14y vitamin, Table V" c. In these
again there is no clear relation between time of cure and dose, though there is a
distinct tendency for the low dose not to cure the animals (so that the oral route
is better for test), it may be interpreted that the difference is due to (2) and
that there is some factor in the crude preparations which alters the effect of the
vitamin Bj.This would bo consistent with the suggestion of vitamin which
has pr(*viouHly been made [Carter et al., 1930], but the data an? not decisive.

Meanwhile, it seems certain that the pigeon day dose is no use for deciding
difFer(?ncos in potency b(?tween injected specimens of vitamin Bj. Fortunatf?ly

this does not now matter because there are available both the colour reaction,

formaldehyde-azo-test [KinncTsley and Peters, 1934], and the catatorulin test,

as well as the bradycardia test which is stated to give good results,

Catatorulin tests (Appendix I) were made upon the extract of the inter-

national standard clay, comparing this with crystalline vitamin Bj. They
fimctioned effi<?iently, and showed definitely that an amount of th(‘ international

standard extractequal to lOmg.ofthe original clay (1 unit) was eijiiivalent in effect

to l*99y vitamin HCl.
Statistical considerations

As pri'viously stated, a rough plotting of our figures shows that they hav(‘ a
skew distribution. If the values are jdotted logarithmically, /.c. dose against the
logarithm of the number of days of cure, there is a nearer apjwoximation to the

normal distribution. When the logarithmic averagers are calculated with the

standard deviation for sotni* of the princijial groups in this paper, th(‘ values of

Table VI are obtain(*d. These averages make no substantial difference in the

Table \''I. Results for the most significant experiments calculated logarithmically.

.Moan Mcan 1 1mos ly j rig

No. of (logarithmic) between 21 2-
Kxp, Dose birds as days days

7, 8, 9, 10 Activated clay 50 mg. 5t) 4-91 410~5*87

19 Activated extract 50 mg. 15 5*07 4-r)tt-^r)*7

1

23 Vit. Bj conevntrate 0-05 ml. 3(> 4-31 300-519
tM ml. 37 (j'07 5-43-818

24 Oystallmc vit. Bj injected oy 27 4-28

23 413 —
25 Crystalline vit. Bj injected lOy 37 385 3-22 4 t)0

ir.y 42 4-3 3-84-J-8J

26 Crystalline vit. by mouth 7r 30 3-7t> 2-90-4-78

Hy 37 4-ti8 3-7(i -5-82

Sole. Figures in last column obtained by tinding standard deviation (a) for the logarithmic

mean . / and then Actual figures— antilog meanV 1 \ w

conclusions, but the main contention is brought out mon* sharply so far as tht‘

difference between the crystalline vitamin and the 50% alcohol coiie('iitrat(‘.s is

concerned. The differences in Exp. 23 are significant. An application of Fisher’s

[1929] t test^ (difference of means) gave f= 3151b from which the prohahility

that random sampling could give the differences is eonsidi^rably less than 1 in

100. Compared with this in Exp. 26 (crystalline vitamin) /= 1-285 giving a

probability of 1 in 5. Provided that the statistical formulae apply to the

logarithms, this may be considert^d to prove the prosen ei* of a chemical difference

in the impun^ concentrate.

^ We are grateful to Br K, B. Fisher for this calculation.

Biochem. 1936 xxx 64
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Discussion.

It seems from the catatoruliii test that one i.r. (10 mg.) = 2y vitamin Bj

hydrochloride; a similar value is obtained with formaldehyde-azo-tests, using

the extract of the i.s. This value can be used to int(?rpret the pigeon data.

From Table VI we have 5 i.u. (50 mg.) = 5*0 pigeon day doses, 5-15y Bj by in-

jection and 7-14yBi by mouth = 4-13 and 4*3S day doses respectively. An
apj)roximatcly correct value is obtained for the crystals, if we assume that lOy

vitamin Bj give the correct value. In this case 2*5y B, would be equivalent to

1 I.u. In the past we have used mainly lOy, and we have always quoted 1 i.u. as

approximately equivalent to 2 0 y vitamin Bj . Hence the present work entails no

modification of previous data. But it is now clear that the values n^ached

previously with injectt'd crystallini' material were actually empirical.

In a recent pa]:)er from Suzuki's laboratory, Ohdake and Yamagashi [1935]

have found for their vitamin hydrochloride l*fiy~l i.u. At first sight this

indicates a greater potency than ours. Examination of tlu‘ir protocols shows that

they had a day curative dose for the i.s. of 15 mg., /.c. 50% more than needed

by our pigeons. Their figures were (Table 1, p. Ill),

International

Claj" dose No. of
mg. birds

150 7

50 4

Av(Tagf‘ day
dose
rng.

J8()
11*2

Th(‘y averaged these figun's in the belief that this was jMTmissible with the

adsorption product. From our Tabl(* J, the liigher amount of 100 mg. gave a
larger average dose, if their results for 50 mg. are tak(‘n, they are so close to our
own that there is no reason to Ix'lieve in a higher |X)tency. 0’0023-0*(K)25 mg.
was their actual day dose. That the (Tvstals from Prof. Suzuki \s laboratory an*

not mort* potent is suggested by two further facts. Heyroth [1930] has con-

cluded that our preparation 64. 19 by a rat tt*chni(|ue is slightly iTK)re potent than
one sent by Ohdake. We have carried out ojk* catatf)rulin test (see Apfxmdix)
and colour tests upon a specimen of oryzaniii fortior (Suzuki): the potency was
identical with the specimen of our crystals which was used.

The biological explanation, A curious dib*mma is rais(*d by the finding that
dos(*s of 5-15 y vitamin show equal biological <dfocts. I’he fact is difficult to recon-
cile with the well-known belief that utilisation of vitamin is proportional to the
metabolic rate; for instance CowgilKs [1934] (ralculations for vitamin Bj require-

ment are based upon the formula w(*ight. The explanation is likely

to prov(* interesting.

Summary.

1 . One international unit of vitamin Bj (lOmg. Jansen C'lay) is approximately
equivalent to 2y crystalline vitamin Bj hydrochloride.

2. Extracts of the International Standard clay of full activity can be made
by a standard method and injected. The same result is obtained as by mouth.

3. The day dose method for pigeons is not satisfactory for assay of injected
crystalline vitamin Bj, though useful for impure vitamin.

We are grateful to Messrs Wakelin and Clark for help with the tests, and to
the Medical Research Council for a personal grant (H. W. K.) and for expenses.
We also thank Prof. R. A. Fisher, for statistical advice and Miss Chick for the
si>eeimen of oryzanin fortior from Prof. Suzuki.
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Appendix I.

Catatorulin tests.

These were done as desmbed by Kinncrsley et at. [1935], with the following
changes: the Ringer-phosphate, 7*3, contained Na jiynivate approximately
0*034 M. This was added immediately before tissue division with the glass

Table \"11. Cataiorulin tests.

Exp. 989 pl./g./hr. 992 1057

Vitamin 0 (i58 8S(i 1018
0*5y 1020 1270 1540t
ly 1220 1322 —

i.s. extract ™ 0*107 unit 923
=0*2.5 unit — 1243
=0*333 unit 1088 -- —

Vitamin (Suzuki) 0*5y — —
1533t

By inspo(‘tion of curve 0-IH7 I.r.=0-Ii5y or 2‘ly per unit
0*333 i.u. -0-05y or l*95y per unit
0*25 i.r. ::i-0-48y or l*i)2y per unit

Average =:= 1*99y

* Vitamin Bj (Kinuersley, O’Brien and IVters).

I Average of triplicate, rest duplicate.

crusher. })yruvaip was made freshly before use by cautiously neutralising a
solution of pyruvi(‘ acid (approx. 5 M) obtained from crystalline acid and kept
in cold store. The n^ason for using pyruvate alone will be given in a subsequent

y)af)er by R. A. I\

Four experiments were made of which the details of two are given. The two
not ({noted wer<‘ k'ss satisfactory but in substantial agreement. The average (X,

uptake for tin* period hours is given in Table VII.
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CXLIII. INVESTIGATIONS INTO THE PRESENCE
AND THE r6lE OF BROMINE IN THE BODY.

By H. UCKO.

Fro7n the Physiology Department, Guys Hospital, London.

(lieceived April 28th, 1936.)

The olomcntH of the halogen group being generally associated in nature (as in

minerals, sea-water, mineral springs) an* absorbed together by plants and

animals and should be jiresent as normal constituents of the living tissue. The

presence of chlorine, iodine and fluorine in the body is known while that of

l)romine, denied for a long time*, is doubted evt'U in the latest editions of some

biochemical handbooks.

In the past, some authors claimed to liavt* demonstrated occasionally the

presence of bromine in urim* and tissues, but ord;v a few workers emj)loyed a

suitable technique. Damiens [1022] found bromim* in the organs (»f dogs, and

Bernhardt and Ueko [1925; 192(1] showed that it was constantly j)n*sent in th<‘

blood and organs of man.
Zondek and Bier [1932; 1933] pointed out:

(1) That the normal bromine content of the* blood and the cendmispinal

fluid was greatly diminished during th(* difhTent stages of manic-dt*pressiv(‘

psyc^hoses.

(2) That the hypophyseal bromine diminished or disap])(*ar(‘d during

artificial sleep whereas the bromine content of the mesence})halon increas(‘tl.

An extract containing the hypophyseal bromine was said to produce aj)atb>

when injected into dogs. The authors presumed that the pituitary secreted a

substance containing bromine and that this substance could act upon tin*

cerebral centres, facilitating the production of sh^ej).

The method of Roman [1929] and Pincussen |1932J tmi^Joyed by Zondek for

these investigations has been studied by diflerent authors
[
Fleischhacker and

Sc.heiderer, 1933 ;
Hahn, 1 933, 1 ;

Holtz and Roggeiibau, 1933] and has been shown
to be subject to gross errors. Bier and Roman [1933] did not succeed in the*

quantitative determination of bromim* solutioTis given to them by the above--

named authors. The method on which Zondek based Ids (*onchisions seems

thereforci to be unsuitabk- for the estimation of bromine in blood and tissues.

Other methods have recently been described. Ltipc^rt and Watzlawek 1 1934]

destroyed the organic matter by sulphate of silver and chromic and suljih uric* acids

in a special apparatus, collected the halogenous vapours in NaOH and, using the

formation of hypochlorite to oxidise bromides to bromat(*H, determined bromine
by iodimetric titration. Dixon [1934; 1935] utilised the same reaction, destroying

th(^ organic substance by imaneration with alkali. As Dixon pointed out, in this

t3q)e of reaction there will always be formation of chlorate whi(4i will liberate

iodim*. The quantities of iodine liberated in “ blank '' estimations were equivalent

to 04 ml. of Nj^OO thiosulphate
(
= 10-7y of bromine). After ignition with

alkali, Francis and Harvey [1933] liberated bromine by a chromic-phosphoric

acid mixture, collected it directly in a KI solution and titrated with thiosulphate.

Yates [1933] used a chromic-sulphuric acid mixture of a certain concentration

which is said to oxidise bromides completely without oxidising chlorides.

(
992 )
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As a specific reaction for the determination of bromine seemed to be more
satisfactory than one based on the general principles of oxidation-rc^duction, the
author studied the colorimetric bromine reactions of Guareschi [1913] and
Baubigny [1897], The former, used in Bernhardt and Ucko's investigations, was
found to be less suitable for i^xact quantitative determinations than Baubigny \s

reaction. This reaction consists in the formation of tetrabromofluorescein
(eosin) by the action of bromine on fluorescein. The method employ(‘d is as

follows.
Method.

To 10 ml. oxalated blood (0*2 g. potassium oxalate per 100 ml. of blood) or

an equivalent weight of triturated organs in a nickel crucible is added 0*25 g.

pure NaOH per g. dry weight of the material. The mixture is evaporated to

dryness on a water-bath and then heated on a wire-gauze over a small flame.

After the swelling of the mass and the formation of tarry vapours have ceased,

it is heaU^d again over a flame at a gradually increasing temperatiin* and kept

at a dark red heat for 2-3 min. (observed in a dark room). After cooling, tlic ash

is moist(‘ned A^dth water to dissolve the pyroj>hosphate8 which inhibit the further

ignition. It is then dried and heated in the sanu‘ way and this procedure

is repeated till almost wliite ash remains (in case of blood the ash is bric*k-red).

In this iiianiifT the organic matter is completely destroyed at a low temperature
in 7-8 hours. The ash is moist<‘ned with very small quantiti(\s of hot water,

thoroughly stirred up with a glass rod over a small tlanw^ and the contents

filtered into a 10 ml. flask. This process is repeated several times and, provided

that these precautions are adoj)ted, 10 ml. of water are sufficient to extract the

l)romideH fjuantitativedy. If a very low bromine (‘oncentration is expected,

the liquid is filtcTcd into a small Erlennu^yer flask and the volume reduced by
heating to 3-5 ml. The filtrate is then neutralised in presenc(» of a small piece

of litnnis paper with 25% H2SO4 and 33% NaOH. The solution is vigorously

shaken after the addition of each drop to aid the elimination of COjj. The total

amount of the liquid must be noted.

For the colorimetric; reaction, 0 ()4-0'0(> up to 0*2() ml. of a ten times diluted

standard solution, containing 0-1489 g. KBr (
= 0-1 g. Br) per litre, are deliven^d

into a series of test tubes of 5 ml. capacity and absolutely uniform diameter.

The contemts of th(^ tubes, containing 0-4-0'6 up to 2-fi)/ of bromine, an- made
up with water to 1 ml.

Preliminary invc'stigations have shown that a well-define.d colour is given

with amounts as small as 0-1 y Br, provided the reaction is adjusted to pjj 5-3-5-4.

Therefore, 0-5 ml. of a buffer solution consisting of a mixture of 1 part of N
acetic acid and 4 parts of sodium acetate is added to each tube.

One drop of a 0-125% solution of fluorescein is added to each tube. This

solution is prepart^d with fluorescein twice recrystallised from alcohol, 1-2 g.

being dissolved in 25 ml. NaOH and made up with water to 1 litre. It can be

kept in the dark for several weeks.

To oxidise the bromides to bromine, one drop of a 0-4% solution of chlor-

amine T is added. The use of chloramine instead of chlorine water or hypo-

chlorite was suggested by Hahn [1933, 2J.

The tubes are shaken at once and the reaction is stopped, after exactly

1 min., by addition of two drops of 20% ammonia and one drop of sodium

bisulphite. On examining the different pink colours on a white ground in the

day-light, differences of 0-1 y of bromine are easily recognised.

The reaction is carried out in the same way with different quantities of the

tissue filtrate, the colours compared with those of the standard range and the
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arithmetic mean noted. This comparison gives better results than the use of a

colorimeter.

About 200 bromine estimations have been carried out by this method.

The only objection is the time and care to be devoted to the destruction of

the organic matter (which has to be watched carefully). A suitable method of

wet ignition would be more satisfactory.

Blank determinations showed that the quantities of reagents and of doubly

distilled water employed did not contain appreciable amounts of bromine so that

special purification of the reagents was unnecessary. The colorimetric estimation

in the blood filtrate itself, without isolation of the bromine compounds, has the

further advantage of avoiding any loss of bromine. The addition of phosphates,

sulphates, chlorides and carbonates to bromine solutions did not affect the

colorimetric reaction.

The presence of chlorides does not affect the reaction. Iodine forms with

fluorescein the similarly coloured tetraiodofluorescein. Normally, there is less

than O ly iodine in the quantities used for one estimation. In the case of

tissues rich in iodine the latter must be previously separated.

Control of the method.

(1) In about thirty estimations of aqueous bromid(» solutions (‘ontaining

different quantities of bromides not known to the operator (from 0*4 to 3*5 y)
the error was below 0*1 y.

(2) After the addition of dibromotyrosine to an organic mixture, otherwise

free from bromine, and ignition with alkali, bromine was found with an accuracy

of 3-4%.
(3) The differences in about a hundred duplicate estimations of organic

material were less than 5%

.

(4) The following table shows the amounts of bromine found in human blood
and urine together with amounts after bromide has been added in (quantities

not previously known to the ope^rator.

Table I.

Total Br
J5r without Quantity of ^

— . ,

addition Br added ( ’aleulated Found
mg. per mg. per mg. pfT ing. per Differences

Material 100 ml. 100 ml. 100 ml. 100 ml. o/
/o

Blood D 0189 0-1.50 i):m 0-334 -1-5

M F 0L>9:i 0-150 0-44:i 0-452 + 2-0

B 01 20 0-120 0-246 0-256 t4-0
» A oj;n 0-100 o-2:n 0-229 - 3-4

„ Fh 0171 0-180 0-3.51 0-336 -4-3
„ M 01 9.7 Ol.-K) 0-345 0-318 -7-9
Urine TJ 0-441 0-600 1-041 1-040 -O-l

Accc^rding to the calculation of the probable error, the maximum error of the
method would be 8-10%. Practically, it was seldom higher than 5%.

Results,

(1) In almost all especially in halogen derivatives, bromine has been
found. One sample of chloride of sodium, claimed to be chemically pure, con-
tained 1*55 mg. of NaBr per 100 g.

(2) The blood. About 100 samples of human blood have been analysed.
Bromine was regularly found. The figures, obtained from the blood of ncJrmal
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persons never treated by bromine-containing medicaments, varied between
0*15 and 0*35 mg. per 100 ml. These values are lower than those previously

recorded. Similar figures wert' found in the blood of dogs. The great variations

in normal blood bromine recorded by .some authors [CJuillaumin, 1933; Yates
and Hennelly, 1935] were not observed. As the normal chlorine and iodine

concentrations in the blood are very constant, a relative invariability in the
normal blood bromine seems to correspond well with the conditions of the other

halogens. The ratio Br to Cl, i,e. Br/Cl in the blood was 0*0005-4) (K)14.

After bromine intake, the blood bromine rises markedly, while the total

halogen content remains normal. As the rate of bromine elimination is very
slow, an incr(‘a.sed amount of bromine in blood and tissues can be found many
months after the intake of Br has ceased. This fact may be one of th(* cau.sc's for

the variable figures recorded by different authors. In France,^ where these

investigations have been performed, bromine-containing drugs are very rarely

administered, and the author has had th(‘ opportunity of examining a large

number of cases untreated by such medicaments [Deko, 1934].

In ten cases the blood bromine level was high (O-G-3-0 mg. per 100 ml.). In

two of these cases no evidence of previous bromine or iodine administration

was found, and both suffere^d from Graves’ disease : the blood bromine of one of

them was 1*8 mg. j^>er KMJ ml. In neithtT case was iodine separated. Two other

patients with Graves’ disease showed normal figiirt'S.

The relative distribution of bromine ln^tween corpuscles and plasma was
found to be v(Ty constant whether it was present in normal or artificially in-

creased amounts. The ratio was about 1:3, lower therefore than that found for

chlorine. No difference was found between the bromitie content of whole and
defibrinated blood, between plasma and senim and between corpuscles and
blood-clot: from this it may be concluded that the Br content of plasma proteins

is negligible.

To obtain some idea of the chemical state of bromine, the alcohol-soluble

and insoluble fractions of bromine have been separated in two samples of normal
bloo<l, as has been done in the case of iodine fv. Fellenberg, 1926: Veil and
Sturm, 1925].

To 1 part of total blood 4 parts of 95% alcohol are added, the precipitate

is filtered by suction, ^vashed thrice with alcohol, the alcohol is distilled off

and the residue and the precipitatt? separately ignited and analysed. About 1/5

of the total bromine was found to be in the alcohol-insoluble part of the blood,

which suggests that this fraction of the blood bromine is present in some organic

complex.

(3) The urine. No record of systematic investigations into the normal

bromine content ofthe urine has been found. In about seventy 24-hour specimens

examined bromine was constantly present, the amounts eliminated varying

from I'O to 2'5mg. The bromine content varied very much in samples passiKi

at different jieriods of the day, but these variations were always related to the

amount of chlorine (Br/Cl =b*0(K)3-0-0(X)5) and to the specific gravity. The

Br/Cl is therefore much lower in the urine than in blood and tissue (see below).

After the intake of large amounts of bromine tlie bromine output is increased

and the ratio rises. The highest ratio found among the cases examined was

O'l-l. An increased urinary bromine was always associated w'ith a high blood

bromine level.

In cases where retention of bromine was very marked, the J^r/Vl was found

to be very similar in urine and blood.

* Hdtel-Bieu, Paris (Prof. Carnot).
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In one deterniination of the alcohol-inBoluble part of the urinary bromine,

only traces were found suggesting that the urinary bromine was entirely present

in an alcohol-soluble form.

After intravenous injection of 1 g. NaBr ( = 780 mg. bromine) the average
bromine elimination was : „mg. Br

1- 4 hour8 after injection 7-11

4-8 „ „ 2-8

8-24 „ 5-10

Total amount in 24 hours 14- 24

The elimination of very small doses (0*3-0*5 mg. daily) was studied in a dog.

The animal was fed on a standard diet on which the daily urinary output con-

tained ] •2-1*4 mg. Br. After 8 days of this diet small doses of bromine were
given daily with a total of 15 mg. in 35 days. Tlu' output of urinary bromine
increased in the first 2 days to a figure of 1 -7 - 1*9 mg. and remained at that level

for the rest of the experimental period. At thc‘ end of tlio ex]:)eriment the blood

bromine had risen from 01 80 to 0*286 mg. ptT 100 ml. indicating an increase of

about 0*63 mg. of bromine in tlu' blood ( = 1/13 of body weight). In proportion

to the intake much more bromine w’^as eliminated during 24 hours in this

experiment than after the injection of on(‘ larg(‘ dos(\

(4) The gastric juice. In t(‘n normal patients O o-O-O mg. per 1(K) ml. (in one
cas(* 1*2 mg. per 1(K) ml.) of bromine wer(‘ found in the gastric juice of the

“fasting’’ stomach. It seems to l)e ])r(\seiit “normally’' and in a higher per-

centage than in the blood. The Br/Cl was lH‘tw'(‘cn ()*odl7 and 0*0055.

The* effe'ct of histamine upon the bromine content of gastric juice* w'as studied.

After wdthdraw^al of the fasting juice 1 ml. of 1 histamines phosphate^ was
injf'Cted and gastric samjiles collected at 10-min. inte‘rvals. The bromine, total

chlorine and free hydrochloric acid W(‘re cstimate*d in each sampl^^ and the
Br to Cl ratio calculated. Table II gives the results of tlire^e^ typical experiments.
It will be seen that histamine has no a]iparent effect u]X)n the normal bromine
content, despite great variation in the chlorine* content and free* acidity.

Tabh* II.

Broraino
Timt* in rag.

min. after /
"

injection 1

Initial 1-2

10 1-19

20 1-15

30 0-87

40 0-73

0*76

0-80

0-57

Chlorine
rag. per 100 ml.

8

0-57

1
0*58

1

308
481)
537 [

505

1

423)

292

407

31fi

Free acid— rag.

per 100 ml. ('1

3

340

1

102
314)
387 f

220 i

153)

73

230

0

Br/Cl

1 2 3

00055
0-0025

)

0-0021

1

0-fK)17 I

0-0017
}

0-0020

0-0020

0-0018

0*0017

The effect of intravenous injection of bromide was studied in a similar
manner. 1 g. NaBr was injected intravenously and gastric samples were removed

Table JIJ.

Time in rain,

after NaBr

Initial

10

20
30
40
50
00

mg. pt?r 100 ml. Br
after NaBr injection

0-82

lO-O

12-0

13-0

1

13*0
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at 10-min. intervals. Table Til gives the result of a typical experiment and it will

be seen that there is a marked and maintained rise in the bromine content. The
effect of histamine U]x)n this raised output was investigated (Table IV) and no
appreciable difference was recorded.

Table IV.

Time in min.
after XaBr

Tim<* in min.
after histamine

mg. per 100 ml. Br
after NaBr and

histamine injection Br/Cl

Initial 0-87 0-0024

10 — —
20 — —
3<» 13*4 003O.7
40 20 13-7 0-0290
r>o 30 13-2 0-0287

to J4-1 0-0310

If repeated doses of bromidi* have l>een taken so that a large part of the

gastric chlorine has been replaced by bromine, histamine seems to have an
effect on the gastric bromine level so that, under these conditions, bromint‘

appears to have' become an int(‘gral component of the secretory response. An
example of this is given in Table V.

Table V. Hiaiamim^ intake of 6 g. NaBr by mouth daily during

5 days (total a)nonnf ^ 2S g. bromine).

Time in Bromine Total halogens (Chlorine

min. after mg. ealeulated as mg. mg. jHT Free acid - mg.
histamine 100 ml. pf'r 100 ml. a 100 ml. \ycr 100 ml. Cl

Initial ](»8 284 230 18

10 100 500 43t> 280
20 143 572 520 419
30 130 550 492 400
40 135 547 487 391
50 100 543 408 351

(5) The organs. Table VI shows the bromine figures obtained by the analysis

of different organs.

Unfortunately, human pituitaries could not be obtained for analysis. In

animals (except in the case of one bull) the hypophyseal figures were not higher

than those of other organs. Dixon found tlu‘ bromine content of human
pituitaries to vary from 0-4 to 24 mg. ptT UK) g., calculated for wet weight; in

four exceptional cases it was 4-4, 4*0, 9*0 and 26. The last two cases had previously

received bromine and in the first cases some jKissibility of bromine dosage was

presumed.
Serbescu and Buttu [1934] claimed ree.ently that the thyroid gland contains

2-3*1 mg. per 100 g. of bromine although the method they employed failed to

demonstrate the presence of bromine in the blood and in most human organs

(limit of sensitivity of method 30y). The authors have apparently not succeeded

in removing all iodine from the thyroid, a necessary preliminary for the deter-

mination of bromine by colorimetric methods.

A satisfactory procedure for the removal of iodine is to oxidise the iodides in

an acid medium by the addition of a few drops of a 10% solution of sodium

nitrite. Iodine is collected by shaking in chloroform. Nitrous acid does not

oxidise bromides if present in a low concentration. The process is repeated till
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Tabic \T.

Organ Species

Bromine
mg. per

100 g.

Chlorine
mg. per

100 g. Br/Cl

IMtuitary Ox 0*59 200 0-0029

r* Ox 0*78 — —
Ox 0-59 — —
Cow 001 108 0-0037

Cow O-oo 178 00031
Bull 1-47 182 0-0080

Pituitary, commerc. powder 1170 0-0028

Suprarenal Ox o:i9 —
Ox 0o8 144 0-0040

Cow 0-62 144 0-0043

Suprarenal, cornmerc. powder 4-9 -r 1-2* :m 0-0080

Suprarenal Man 000 171 0-0038

Man o;« 180 0-00 J 8

Testicle Ham 0-57 175 00033
Epididymis Ram 0*80 —
Ovary Calf orM 151 0-0037

Ovary (two corp. lut.) Covf 001 —
Pancreas Dog 010 ~ —

5>t>g 013 — —
Thyroid Ox 0-89 123 0-0073

Cow 0-75 112 0-(K»07

tf Dog 0-42 115 0-CK)37

Dog 0-94 —
»» Man 0-48 — —

Thyroid, com mere, powder .VO^M* —
Spleen Dog 0-20 — —

99 Man 0-.33 200 0-0017

99 Man 0-24 1.58 0-0015

Liver Man 017 — —
Liver (cirrhosis) Man 014 — —
Kidney Man 0-27 105 0-0010

* Wet (calculated).

the chloroform gives no coloration with a starch solution. Using these pre-

cautions the bromine content of the thjToid (see Table VI) was found to be not
markedly higher than that of other organs.

(6) Bromine in mental diseases. Ten typical manic-dcprt»ssives were ex-

amined and the amounts of bromine in blood and urine determined during the

active phases of their mental disease. In nirie^ of them the figures for blood

and urinary bromine lay within normal limits. The tenth patient had been
treated previously with bromides and had a blood bromide of 2(5 mg. }x?r 100 ml.

(Br/Cl = 0-096) and a urinary excretion of 19 mg. Br in morning sample
(Br/Cl=0-08). Two cases, one immediately after an epileptic fit and one in a
state of stupor, showed similar normal bromine figures. Though the number of
cases is small, it can be concluded that there is no constant diminution of blood
bromine in cases of manic-depressive psychosis.

Conclusions.

As bromine is eliminated extremely slowly from the body and can accumulate
in fluids and tissues in very great amounts, “normal'’ figures can be misleading
and high figures, e.g. pituitary, may be due to unrecorded previous administration
of bromine-containing drugs. Bernhardt and Ucko [1926] pointed out that it

was unlikely that the inorganic bromine of the body had any specific functional
significance owing to the fact that it accumulated so easily in the body without
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producing any obvious effect. If this assumption is correct, bromine could only
have a specific rdle as a normal constituent of the body if it were present in a
special chemical state. The observation that 1/5 of the blood bromine is found
in the alcohol-insoluble part of the blood, but only traces in the alcohol-insoluble

part of the urine, suggests the possibility of the existence of some bromine
complex which is not allowed to escape via the kidney.

The main source of bromine is the food, especially common salt. Plants
regularly contain small quantities of bromine [Damiens and Blaignan, 1931;
1932]. The “normal ” figures will therefore only n‘fer to the bromine content on a
“normal” diet. The maintenance of a constant level of blood chloride despite

great variation in chlorine intake points to a delicate regulation of the chlorine

balance in the body: a similar type of regulation would appear to control the

bromine level. This regulation is sufficiently deli(iate to prevent any accumu-
lation of bromine as a result of dietetic variations or following very small doses

of bromides. It would appt^ar that the smaller the dose of bromine taken, the

smaller is the proportion retained. This may explain why the food bromine does
not accumulate in the body. AfUT the administration of large do.ses, bromine
seems to be stored in tissues and body fluids, as previous observations and its

appearance in the gastric juice suggest.

Normally, a definite relationship exists between the distribution of bromine
and chlorine in the body. The ratio Br to Cl is 5-10 times smaller in the urine

than in the tissues.

Br/Cl (average)

Organs 0-0015-^0080
( iostrio juice 0-00 1 7-C-0055
Blood 0(KH)5-0*(K)14

Urine 0 0003-0'00()(>

An explanation of the low bromine content of the urine would be that

normally the kidneys do not excrete bromine above a certain limit. It is there-

fore retained in tb(‘ body in higher proportions when present in large amounts.
Viewed in this light

,
the replacement of chlorides in the body by bromides, for-

merly attributed to a “lack of discrimination” on the part of the kidneys

regarding halogens, would be due to a restriction of bromides excretion and to a
compensatory incrc*ased excretion of chlorides to maintain the normal osmotic

equilibrium. Thus the total halogen level in the body remains unaltered.

The kidneys, however, are capable of excreting far larger amounts of bromine
than they do normally. If a certain degree of bromine storage has been estab-

lished, we see that even small quantities of urine may contain several mg. of

bromine. Under these? conditions, the Br to Cl ratio rises till it becomes of the

same order as that of the blood, so that bromine is then excreted in the same
proportion to chlorine as it exists in the body.

We do not know whether the physiological rt?tention of bromine depends

solely on a renal factor or whether a tissue factor is also concerned. Nor do we
know whether the high output after bromine storage is due to an increased

permeability of the normal renal filt(?r or to a lack of storage capacity in the

tissues.

Summary.

1. A method is described and criticised for the determination of bromine in

body fluids and tissues.

2. The figures for bromine found in blood, urine, gastric juice and tissues

in normal cases and after the intake of bromine are recorded.
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3. Ten manic-depressive patients showed normal figures both in blood and
urine.

4. The bromine equilibrium in the body and its relationship to the chlorine

content are discussed.
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An account was given in a previous (jommunioatioti [(boper and Preston, 1935]

of the study of the biochemical conditions influencing the formation and activity

of diastase and invertaae in bacteria, and also of the synthesising enzyme
associated with tlie formation of polysaccharides of the *‘Iaevan” type by
baijterial action. It was suggested in that pajuT that th(^ investigations would
be of wider physiologi(*al interest if they could be extended to the formation of

oiluT p(»lysaccharides such as dextrans, galaelans, pentosans, in addition to

laevans. ExjKTiments in this direction were commenced with numerous micro-

organisms, but in tbe case of the aerobic. sj)oring bacilli and the plant-pathogenic*

bacteria their synthetic caj)acity was limited to ‘laevan formation’’.

Further inv(‘s<igations with other micro-organisms have now been carried

out and are described in th(^ present paper.

The general experimental methods and basal culture media employed were

the same as those used in the previous work, the principal culture medium
being a solution of

Peptone 0-1

XnjHPO^, 1211/) 0-2

K(n 0-5

Carl)ohydrate 10

Section 1.

The micro-organisms tabulated in Table J were cultivated in 10 or 20 ml.

].K>rtion8 of the fon^going medium containing 10^^;, of various carbohydrat(‘s.

The cultures were incubated at the optimum temjx^rature of the particular

organism for 7- 10 days, and evidence of polysaccharide synthesis w as looked for

by filtering the cultures and allowing the filtrate* io run into three times the

volume of alcohol with mechanical stirring. The polysaccharide was thrown out

as a white prt‘cipitate and purified by redissolving in water and precipitating

twice with alcohol, grinding with alcohol and then ether and finally drying in a

vacuum desiccator.
Table I.

Microorganism

Bai'illus lactis

BacL fluoresrens liqueJacMtiH *

BacL addi lactici i

Bact, hyacinthi

Chromobarter viacomim

Micrococcus lactis viscosus

Polysaccharide formation

“Fnictosan" from sucri)se only

Nil

Trace from sucrose

Trace from sucrose and galactose

Nil

^ On leave of absence from the Peiping Union Medical College, Pciping, China.

* Lcverhulmo Research Fellow.

( 1001 )
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Bacillus ladis, occurring in milk, readily formed a polysaccharide from

sucrose. This was laevorotatory and was readily hydrolysed by acids, yielding a

sugar, which was also laevorotatory and formed glucosazone. The product thus

resembled the laevans synthesised by other sporing bacilli and plant pathogens.

Bact. hyacinthi only produced a trace of polysaccharide from sucrose (5%),
and a chemical examination was not possible. The organism failed to grow in

10% sucrose solution.

Chromobacter viscosum. According to Harrison and Barlow [1905] this

organism produces a slime from sucrose, lactose and galactose. We have con-

firmed these observations but havc^ not l>een able to isolate the polysaccharide,

owing to the small amount synthesised by the particular culture. Replacement

of peptone by asparagine, glycinc', alanine or IcuciiK^ did not increase the yield,

although the organism grew satisfactorily. There was no growth, however, with

succinamide, malonamide, urea and methylurea as sources of nitrogen.

In the case of this organism, it has not been possible to stimulate enzyme-

formation or to increase the amount of polysaccharide synthesised.

Skctton 11.

Polysaccharide formation by TjC'uconostoc species.

Dextran formation by Leuconostoc was investigated by st'veral earlier workers,

especially by Liesenberg and Zo])f [1892], Zettnow [1907] and Beijerinck [1912].

Tarr and Hibbert [1931], however, were the first to investigate accurately the

conditions of formation of dextran by Leuconostoc mesenteroides^ and these

workers have provided an extensive bibliography. They found that the poly-

saccharide is sjnithesised by this organism in a peptone-phosphate medium from

sucrose, but only in a very small amount from glucose and not at all from other

carbohydrates. In the case of sucrose dextran production ijierease^d with rise in

concentration up to 20% and attained a maximum within a ])eriod of 10 days.

Tarr and Hibbert were able to prepare large amounts f)f the* dextran for chemical

investigation.

We have continued these investigations with L. mesenteraides, the organism

being grown at 30'^ in the same culture medium as d(‘scribed in the previous

section. With two cultures the yield of “dc^xtran" was very small indeed. We
endeavoured to increase polysaccharidti formation by replacing or supplementing
the peptone by 0*1 % concentrations of various amino-acids (glycine, d-alanine,

asparagine, Z-leucii](?, glutamic acid). Only in the cas(‘ of /-huicine was any
difference noted, a percej^tible increase in jK)Iysac(^haride production occasionally

being observed, but the improvement was not sufficiently marked for a large-

scale synthesis. Subsequently we attcmipted to isolate active organisms from
“leuconostoc slime”. The inoculation of the 10% sucrose culture medium with
a particle of the slime rapidly caused opalescence after only 48 hours’ incubation
at 30*^, and by precipitation with alcohol a dextrorotatory polysaccharide was
obtained, yielding glucose after hydrolysis with acid. A culture was therefore
plated out on sucrose-nutrient agar, and pure cultures were isolated and main-
tained on the same medium. None of these cultures, however, produced poly-
saccharide in a sucrose-ixqitone medium, notwithstanding the synthetic activity
of the organisms in the original slime. Moreover, the capa(;ity of the mixed
slime organisms was lost on repeated subculture into fresh sucrose-peptone
medium. We then found that Hucker and Pederson [1930; 1931] had stated that
most Leuconostoc strains require an accessory growtli substance, present in yeast
or tomato extract, in addition to the ordinary peptone-nitrogen supply, Allison
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and Hoover [1934] and Thome and Walker [1934] also showed that certain

nutritive factors present in yeast, molasses and egg albumin were essential for

the growth of Bdct. radicicolum, and our experience in this laboratory with this

organism has fully confirmed their conclusions.

Wo therefore decided to investigate the influence of the presence of raw beet-

sugar and molasses on polysaccharide synthesis by LetLComstoc, and samples
for the purpose were kindly supplied by the West Midland Sugar Co., Ltd.

The cultivation of the foregoing organisms (isolated on the nutrient agar
medium) in peptone-sucrose solutions, containing varving proportions of raw
beet-sugar or molasses, however, did not lead to any improvement, as poly-

saccharide was still not produced. The organisms present in the original crude
slimt*, on the other hand, maintained their dextran-producing capacity with
rejjeated subcultivation in raw sugar media, although, as already pointed out,

this was rapidly lost in pure sucrose cultures.

The teclinique of isolation of the organisms from the crude slime was, there-

fore, repeated, employing nutrient agar, containing 8% sucrose^ and 2%
molass€\s, and the pure cultures were maintained on this medium (with the

addition of ('al(‘ium carbonate) throughout the experimental work. Certain of

the coIoni(»s isolated during the process of plating out were now vigorously

gum-producing and became surrounded by a highly viscous secretion. Four
types of organism wen* finally selected and slock cultures kept on the mola8s<*s

medium. The cajiacity of these cultures to svnthesise dextran was test(*d in

(a) 10% sucrose, (b) 6% sucrose -f-4% raw bet‘t-sugar, (c) 8% sucrose +2%
molasses, pc‘[)tone being employed as source of nitrogen. The synthetic powers
of two identified varieties of Leucortosfoc kindly sent to us by Prof. A. J. Kluyver^
were also compared in th(* sam<* media.

The re*sults are s(*t out in Table II.

Table II.
((> days' incubation

Dextran-forniation ^
at m )

(f>) (0
(«) Raw beet- MoJaaso8 +

Organ i.<ni 10% Sucrose .sugar \ sucrose 8% sucrose

OrgaiiisniH isolated from the slime A
B

- 4- --- 4- 4

0
I) 4- 4 4 4

Bctacocrm arabinomr^uft anhatfmo- 4-

lylicMS (Kliiyver) {Leuvonosioc

mesenieroides)

Belacoccus arabinosareu^ hnemolyiicuA

(Kluyver) (Leuronomtoc dfijrirnmcum)
+ t- 4 4 4

- No dextran formation. 4 Slight. 4- 4- Moderate. •+•
-i \ Maximum.

The results indicate that in the case of all synthesising cultures, dextran

formation was greatly increased by the x)re8ence of raw beet-sugar or molasses.

Only one organism (fi. arab, haemolytiem) produced dextran actively in pure

sucrose medium, and even this was stimulated by raw sugar; organism A, wdiieh

produced great viscosity on molasses-agar, not only failed to syntJiesise dextran

from pure sucrose but also failed to grow in this m(*dium. Two organisms B and
C did not possess any synthetic capacity in any of the three media employed.

JB. arab, haemolyticus (L, dextranicum) produced great viscosity in sucrose

solutions, with or without raw sugar or molasses, the viscosity being so marked

^ These varieties of LeMconosioc are elassifieil under the generic name Jktacxjcrus (see Table II).
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that tho cultures could be safely invertcxi. In pure sucrose medium viscosity

was well marked within 4 days; in the presence of raw sugar or molasses it was

apparent in 2 days and sometimes in 24 hours. Notwithstanding this initial

stimulation, it is important to note that after 10 days* incubation the yield of

polysaccharide (by weight) was practically the same.

Proof that the polysaccharides sunthesised by the foregoing organisms were

of a dextran nature was afforded by the following evidence. The polysaccharides

were precipitated by the addition of alcohol (equal volume) to the viscous

cultures and purified by the method already described in Section T. The products

from all these organisms were entirely soluble in hot water, giving dextro-

rotatory solutions. After prolonged hydrolysis with N H2SO4 they yielded a

sugar, which had the 8i)ecific rotation (approximately) of glucose and formed

glucosazone with phenylhydrazine.

On accoimt of the readiness with which L. dextranienm synthesises a dextran

from sucrose with the production of an (‘asil3"-recognised vi8Cosit3^ we have*

employed this organism in some further rese‘arches, with the object of throwing

light on the two following problems:

() An explanation of the failure of this organism to produce* dextran from

glucose.

() The chemical nature and role of the so-called a(‘(;essory growtli factor

jiresent in raw beet-sugar and molass(\s.

(a) Action on glucose. The inability of this organism to synthesise dextran

from 10% glucose solution except in very small amount was first confirmed. It

was observed that growth was poor and visc^osity did not dc^velop, and on adding

alcohol U) the glucose cultures onl\* a turbidity or ver\’ small amount of jire-

cipitate was obtained. Identical r<\sults were obtained when very small amounts
of beet-sugar or molasses were addend to the glucose medium to stimulate the

organism, and there was no improvement in yield by working at concentrations

of glucose of 2 or 5%

.

This failure to produce dextran was not apparentl^^ due to the iiihibitorN

effc^ct of acid formation from the glucnse, as the Pn of glucose and sucrose*

cultures after a week’s incubation was of very much the same order

(about 4).

From these results it might be provisionally inferred that the dextran is

synthesised from the fructofuranose section of the sucrose molecule.

We attempted to test this possibility by studying the (*ffect of L. dextranicum

on laevan synthesised by B, pru7ii. The laevaii, howevi*r, was not attacked, and
there was no evidence of dextran-formation.

An examination of the reducing sugars present in cultur(*s of L, dextranicum

in 10% sucrose media was therefore next undt^rtaken. It was found that after

removal of the polysaccharide by alcohol the solutions were definite^ laevo-

rotator^^ and from the oi)tical activity and reducing jx)wer it was calculated

that the reducing sugar j^resent was mainly fructose, suggesting that th(* dextran
had been built up from the glucose. Notwithstanding, a role might still have to

be ascribed to fructofuranose in order to actjount for the dextran formation from
sucrose only, and it seemed possible that, whilst the dextran is actually 83mthe

-

sised from the liberated glucose, yet the nascent fructofuranose might lie

essential in the constructive metabolism of the organism. However, in experi-

ments in which small amounts of sucrose were added to glucose there was no
utilisation of glucose for polysacchande formation. On the contrary, the yield

of dextran from sucrose was perceptibly diminished in the presence of excess of
glucose.
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At the present time no explanation can be offered to account for the slight
growth and low synthesising activity ofthe organism in glucose media, compared
with sucrose.

Experiments have also been carried out to ascertain wh(»ther there is

evidence of the formation of a synthetical enzyme in a jx^ptone medium con-
taining 2% glucose and also 1 % molasses. The organism was grown in this
medium (10 ml.) for 3 days; at this stage tolu(‘ne was added and also 10 ml. of
20% sucrose. Incubation was continued at 30“ for a week, and the culture was
then poured into three times its volume of alcohol. No ]')recipitate was obtained,
indicating that dextran had not been formed, and therefore an active synthesising
enzyme hiid not been produced in the original culture.

The question as to whether L. d^xtraniemn could utilise as a carbohydrate
source the dextran it s\TithesLsed vras next examined. The organism was sub-
cultured into a peptone- pliosphate medium, containing 1 % dextran, and after

10 days the medium was tested for reducing sugar and change in 7>|j. No
evidence of hydrolysis of the |K)lysaccharide or protluction of acid was obtained,
showing that the organism had not utilist^d the synthesised dextran as a reservt'

carbon su])ply under the conditions empk»yed.
The results are analogous with those obtained by Anderson [1033] who found

that the gum synthesised b\' Hhiznbiutn was not utilised by the organism. In
both ea.se8 polysaccharidf* s^mthesis appt'ars to be an irreversible ])ro(*ess.

{b) The stimuUifing action of rate beet-angar and mokisaes on polyaarcharide

formation. In th(‘ first place (experiments were carried out to ascertain the
minimum amount of these substances essential to effect a definite stimulation.

Varying amounts of raw beet-sugar or molasses Avert* thert^fore added to siicro.se-

pejdone cultures, tlie amount of pure sucrose being adjustt'd to maintain the
sugar (Concentration at 10%. It was found that comparatively small amounts
were adequate to accelerate the development of viscosity. 0*2% of (‘ithcT raw
beet-sugar or molasses j)roduced viscosity in 24 hours, whereas in this experi-

ment the sucrose-peptone control culture required 90 hours. However, we also

found that O-o% of molasses could replace the peptone, viscosity being obtained
in 24 hours. Therefore, the presence of availabk* nitrogen in the molasses had
to be considered.

When the pepton(* was replaced by 0-1% of any of Ihe following nitrog(in

com}>ounds: glycine, d-alanine, /-leucine, asparagine, glutamic acid (sodium
salt), creatine, malonamide, succinamide, ammonium succinate*, urea or methyl-

urea. no growth or dextran formation took place in the absence of raw sugar

or nudasses, except on one occasion with eZ-alanim*, when slight viscosity

developed. The addition of small amounts of histidine, lysine or proline to su])ple-

inent the foregoing nitrogcui compomids^>r peptone was also without effect.

These results point to the conclusion that the essential substanix* pr(*s(‘nt in

beet-sugar and molasses cannot be identified Avith any of these amino-acids or

amides.

The fact just mentioned that viscosity is produced in peptone-sucrose

medium, but not in media in which the pc»ptone is rt'placed by pure amino-aeids

and amides, suggested, however, that peptone contains a certain proportion of

the substance present in raw sugar and molasses, essential for groAvth and
dextran synthesis. The requisite structure could, of (bourse, be either in the

combined or free state in the peptone.

50 g. of peptone were therefore refluxed with 2(H) ml. of absolute alcohol

for 24 hours, the mixture filtered and the filtrate* concentrated in naevo and
finally made up with distilled water to 20 ml. It was sterilised before use. The

Biochem. 1936 xxx 65
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extracted peptone residue was again refluxed with alcohol, washed with alcohol

and ether and dried in the steam-oven. Culture media containing 0*1 % of the

original and the extracted peptone with 10 jjucrose and the usual salts were

then prepared for comparison.

It was found (.see Table III) that whilst the viscosity develo|)ed in the

presence of the original i^ptone in 48 hours, with the extracted peptone it was

delayed until 72 or 96 hours, and sometimes had not developed in 2 weeks.

The addition of 0-05 or 0*1 ml. of the jx^ptone extract to either original or

extract;ed peptone on the other hand accelerated the development of viscosity.

The substitution of 0*05 ml. of the peptone extract for peptone as sole source

of nitrogen also readily produced viscosity in 48 hours.

0*01 ml., however, contained a marginal amount of available nitrogen for

the organism, as viscosity w'as post|ioned until the 10th day of incubation. The
percentage of nitrogen in this extract was 0*375. It is interesting to record,

however, that the addition of this limiting dose (0*01 ml.) of extract to culture

media containing the extracted ixiptone did not accelerate the appearance of

viscADsity, and a similar addition to media containing 0-1 % asparagine^ alanine,

or ammonium succinate did not result in the development of viscosity any
earlier than in the control exfieriment (10 days). Thus, when the amount of

(‘xtract is so reduced, in order to re8tri(jt tlu* available nitrogen, there is no
evidence at all of any stimulation. We have been able, how'evtT, to d(iraonstrat<'

stimulation by using extrac^ts of molasses under conditions where available

nitrogen, if present, was inadcjquate. These extra(‘ts were prepared as follows.

100 g. of molasses were* refluxed with alcobf)! for 6 Ijours, the mixture being

shaken occasionally during this period. The clear al(;oholic layer w^as [K)ur(xl ofl

and the extraction of tin* molasses was rcpoate<l during 3 hours with 100 ml. of

alcohol. The combined alcoliolic extracts were evaporated und(»r diminishcxl

pressure to a syrup which was dissolved in about 50 ml. of hot absolute al(!ohol

and allowed to stand overnight at a temperature of 5-10 '. This cooling caused

the precipitation of siKTose and on ]M)uring otT the alcoliolic solution and eva-

porating in vacuo a small amount of a brownish yellow^ residue was obtainc*d.

This residue was then extracted with 100 ml. of ether, the*, other (‘xtract poured
ofT and the ether-insoluble portion extracted with 100 ml. of alcohol-ether

(50 : 50). The alcohol-ether extract was pound off and tJie insoluble portion

was dissolved with 100 ml, of absolute alcc:)hol. The three solutions thus obtained
w(',re evaporated in vaevo and each of the residues was taken up in water. The
ether-soluble portion was made up to 10 ml., the ether-alcoliol portion to 20 ml.
and the alcohol-soluble residue to 20 ml. These solutions are referred to as
(extracts A, B and C respectively in Tabhi 111.

It was found that these extracts, unlike the jieptone extracts, were deficient

in available nitrogen, even 0*5 ml. per 10 ml. of culture medium being inadequate
as sole source of nitrogen for sustaining growth and polysaccharide S3aithesi8 .

On the other hand, very small amounts, e.g. 0*01 ml., accelerated in a remarkable
degree the development of viscosity in the media containing peptone or ex-
tracted peptone.

There was evidence, moreover, that extract C (alcoholic) was more efficacious

than tlic alcohol-ether extract B. The ether extract A contained the stimulating
factor, but we do not know yet whether the content is less than in the case of
Bor C.

The results indicate that the stimulating action is not due to the nutritive
effect of the presence of available nitrogen in the extracts, but is dependent on
a distinct factor, which is being further investigated.
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When the peptone was replaced by ammonium succinate and certain amino-

acids (Table III) dextran formation did not take place, even in the presence of one

ofthe stimulating extracts. In the case of asparagine with an excess of extract t',

a slight viscosity developed after some delay (7 days), hiuaynosioc is, therefore,

much more specific in regard to its nitrogen requirt^ments than the “laevan'’-

forming organisms, which synthesised the polysaccharidt* in certain amino-acid

media as effectively as in the presence of peplom^ [Cboper and Preston, 1935).

Large-scale preparaiion of the dextran synthemsed by Betacoccus

arabinosac(Mia haemohdiciis

.

Equal volumes of sterile 20% sucrose solution and doubh* strtmgth peptone-

salt medium (0*2% peptone) were distributed while hot into large Erlenmeyer

flasks, the total volume of medium per flask being 800 ml. o ml. of sterile 50%
molasses solution were added to all th(‘ flasks. wdii(‘h were then inoculated with

a 48-hour culture of th(‘ organism in th(» same medium and incubated at 30'^

for 2 weeks. It was found Jidvisable to avoid steaming tht* sugar and piq)tone

solutions after admixture, as previous experience had shown that even in the

presence of molasses the organism then occasionally failed to grow^. The total

volume of medium employed for the dextran synthesis w as 5 litres.

After 2 weeks the contents of the majonty of 1 he flasks were highly viscous,

and they were then poured into an ecjual volume of ethyl alcohol with vigorous

stirring. The yield of crude dry j)olysaccharide was 121 g. (about 25% of tlie

saccharose employed).

SrMMAUY.

1. Bacillus hriis synthesises a polysaccharide from sucrose, but not from

other carbohydrates. The product proved to be of the ‘ fructosan” type, analo-

gous to the “laevans’* synthesised by other aerobic sporiiig bacilli and also plant-

pathogens.

2. Dextran formation from 8ucrc»se by Lf ucorwstoc species is greatly stimu-

lated by the presence of raw beet-sugar and molasses.

3. There is evidence in the (*ase of L, dcxtranicum (Beiacoeem ambmosacevs
haemolyticus) that the dextran is synthesised from the glucose ix.)rtion of the

sucrose molecule. Notwithstanding, even under varied conditions, the i)olv-

saccharide is only formed in very slight amount from free glucose.

4. Small amounts ofraw beet-sugar, molass(\s or alcoholic extracts of peptone
can supply the required available nitrogen for normal dt^xtran synthesis, and
can thus replace ordinary peptone in the culture media.

5. Alcoholic extracts of molasses, however, arc deficif*nt in available nitrogen,

but minute proportions greatly accelerate growdh and dextran formation in

either peptone or alcohol-extracted peptone media. The stimulating action is

thus dependent on some other factor than nitrogen supply.

6. Polysaccharide formation does not take place in media in which peptone
has been replaced by certain amino-acids or ammonium succinate (Table III).

7. A method is described for the large-scale preparation of the dextran
synthesised by L. dexiranicum.

This investigation has been carried out during the tenure of a Leverhulme
Research Fellowship by one of us (E. A. C.).

The authors desire to express their thanks to Prof. W. N. Haworth and
Dr K. h. Hirst for their interest and encouragement; and to Dr R. St John
BT‘or>ks, Dr G. J. Hucker, and Prof. A. J. Kluyver for kindly supplying the
micro-organisms used in this research.
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CXLV. THE NITROGEN METABOLISM
OF THE PEA SEEDLING.
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(Received March JOth, 1936.)

The investigation of the lupin fM(*Kie, 10311, an asparagine-producing plant,

has been followed by that of the pea, in whieli no asparagine or other amide is

formed in anj^ amount, with a vit'w to (dueidating still further the part played by

the various nitrogen metabolites. Similar (‘onditions have ber^n observed, and at

the same time a parallel inv(‘stigation of certain aspc^ets of etiolated pea seedlings

has been made.
•Experimental.

Pea seeds (Pisnm sativum), about (5-12 ])er p(d, wt^re grown in batches of 50

in a good potting mixture from January to April, 1035. The temperature of the

greenhouse varied from 50 to i\T F. For no bat(*h wer(‘ (‘onditions extrc^me or in

any way adverse. The harv(*sting and preparation of material for analysis were

carried out as for the lupin [McKie, 1031].

Drying. The temperature recommend<*d by Link and Schulz [1024] was

finally adopted. The seedlings, from spirit, weri^ dried at 65^ for 3 hours, then

ground to a fine powder in a mill and tht* meal thinly spread on filter-paper and

dried in an air incubator at 65‘ for 48 hours. Analyses for total N (Kjeldahl),

were made on this dried material.

Extraction of material. Th(^ dried and weighed material (6-7 g.) was intimately

ground for 20 min. with 50 ml. of ammonia-free water and filtered through fine

(mesh 0-017 cm.) weighed and dried muslin. This process was repeated, 6 times

in all, using 30 ml, of water for (*ach subsequent extraction, each muslin being

pressed as dry as possible. The residue was drie^l to (onstant weight at 105®.

Analyses were carried out as follows:

Residue. Total-N was estimated by Kjeldahl and expressed as “Insoluble N
Filtrate. The combined washings w(tc made up to 500 ml. (250 ml. for 0 (a)

and 3 (a and b) days and 1000 ml. for 32 days), with ammonia-fn^e water and
analysed for total N and individual water-soluble N compounds. Analyses for

total N, proteose, ammonia, amide and nitrate were p€*rformed as described for

the lupin.

Protein. Owing to the presenci? in the jx^a of Icgumin, a protein soluble in

acidulated water and incompletely coagulated by beat, a modified method of
precipitation and filtration based on a study of the optimum conditions was
adopted. The of the extract was adjusted to 4-5, the isoelectric point of
legumin, by addition of acetic acid, and thv extract gently boiled for 1 hour.

The coagulum was filtered hot through hardened filter-paper (Whatman No. 50)
under slight pressure, repc^atedly washed with hot water and dried to constant
weight at 105®. Analyses for total N were then made on this material.

Proteose. Since some legumin inevitably remains after coagulation, and since
this residuum is precipitated byNa2S04 ,

the estimation of proteose by the method
of Wasteneys and Borsook [1917] gives proteose plus this residual protein. 5 ml.
of extract were used for each determination.

( 1010 )
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Amino-cusid. The Van Slyke method was adopted, 3 ml. of extract being
used for each determination.

Days of growth

Fig. 1. Distribution of various forms of nitrogen.

Tabk? 1. Variation of nitrogenous constituents.

Seedling Insoluble material Ooagiilable ])rotein

r
Age Dry wt., Total N TV O' N 0-w /O

days g- g- g- X o dry wt. g* /fy
dry wt.

0(«) 12U 0-48 3-70 1-46 0-46 4-40 7-90 2-87

W 12-23 0-49 3-59 1-41 0-42 5-02 7-32 3-09

» («) «-ori 0-2o 4-26 4-29 3-03 0-80 4-98 0*66

(^) 8-7() 0-3t5 ti:i5 4-58 3-33 0-97 5-00 0-55

5 5-Ul 0-24 2-57 3*86 1-98 1-44 5-69 1-64

9 7-20 0-38 308 4-74 2-03 2-05 6-33 1-80

Hi 4-65 0-26 1-50 4-55 1-47 1-49 6*41 2-05

18 3-56 0-3(i 0-81 3-26 0-74 1-09 5-86 1-79

22 0-02 0-35 2-41 4-43 1*78 1-57 6-84 1-78

32 7-71 0-39 4-27 5-3 2*94 0-76 6-1 0-60

Age Froteose-N AminO'N Amide-K Ammonia-N Nitrate N Insol. N/
days o/

/O dry wt. dry wt. % dry wt. % dry wt. o
o dry wt. atcr-sol. N

0(a) 0-47 0-09 0-05 0-(K)5 — 7-71

{b) 0-34 0-10 0-04 0-010 -- 8-62

3(fl) 0-27 0-01 0-05 002 — 0-38

(b) 0-03 0-09 0-04 0023 — 0*23

5 0-55 0-33 0-04 0*028 1*31

0 0-27 0-64 0-05 0026 — 1-37

13 0-67 1-25 0-19 0-039 — 2-86

18 1-02 1-54 0-15 0-060 0-27 6-52

22 0-78 0-61 0-13 0-073 0-19 2-01

32 0-65 0-29 (b21 0-027 — 0-67
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Over a period of 32 days’ growth from seed, it is seen (Fig. 1, Table I) that

insoluble N, protein-N and amino-N represent the greater part of the total N.
Small quantities of amide-N and ammonia>N occur at all stages but never

amount to more than 6% , and in the earlier stages of growth are only about

1*4% of the total N.
The most significant fact is the increase of a-amino-acids from 2% of the

total N in the seed to 25% at the 18th day. This is paralleled by the decrease of

insoluble nitrogen compounds, which, after a perplexing maximum at the 3rd

day, reach a minimum on the 18th day. Protein, after a rapid fall during the

first 3 days of growth, rises to a fairly steady level, representing about 40% of

the total N. The seedling growth ofthe pea is slower than that ofthe lupin, and at

each stage the plant has a smaller proportion of leaves
;
hence active synthesis of

protein is delayed. Thus the ratio of insoluble to soluble nitrogen compounds falls,

and the active metabolites show a tendency to accumulate (Table I). The curve

for proteose-N follows closely that for coagulable protein, as would be expect('d.

since this fraction in the pea contains part of the actual ]>rotein (legumin).

Amides never accumulate. They are present to th(‘ (‘xtent of 1 % in the seed,

and keep at this level through the early stagers of growth, showing a tendency to

increase in the leafy seedling. Ammonia follows a parallel course but in still less

amount. Nitrates have been detected at the 18th and at the 22nd day. Thus the

behaviours of the labile metabolic products, other than asparagint* and amino-
acids, in the lupin axid the pea show a close paralkd.

Amino-acids represent the chief nitrogemous metabolic products in the jx^a

during the early stages of growth, when hydrolysis of protein is the principal

metabolic process. After the 18th day leaf formation accelerates and amino-
acids are removed. Comparison with the lupin [McKie, 1931] shows that the

r61e of amino-acids in the pea is play(»d by asparagine in the lupin. Tlie amide
content of the pea is at all times negligible and asparagine has never been
detected. On the other hand, the amino-N content of the lupin never reaches

1 % of the total-N.

Etiolated pea seedlings, grown in complete darkiU‘ss to the 18tJi day, show
that amino-acids still represent tlie major w’at(*r-soluble nitrogen compounds

Table II. Kffpct of etiolatkm mi nitrogen (JiHtribution,

9 day^ 18 da^'s

Ktiolated <

“ ^
Ut*en Etiolated Green

Ammonia-N (% total N)
Amido-N (% total N)

048 0-90 M
3-7 1 l.*14 34

Amino-N {% total N) 5-6 1201 2000 2.7-3

Complex N — - 0.7-0 58-9

Wator-8ol. N — - 344 33-4

(implex N 0.7-0 58-9

Amide-N 13-4 34
Amino-N ~

1 1

Amide-N — — 0-07 0-13

(Table II). Thus, while the ratio of complex N to water-soluble N is approxi-
mately the same in both ty|)e8, indicating that light does not appear to affect
the extent of hydrolysis, the ratio of amino-N to amide-N changes from 1/0-13 in
light to 1/0-67 in the dark, showing that the course of hydrolysis is considerably
different. Total N (as % dry weight) is parallel in etiolated and green plants
to the 9tb day, but is 5% in the former as compared with 6% in the latter at the
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18th day. If this difference is real—it is difficult to ensure that growth is exactly
parallel—^it might indicate that nitrogen metabolism, as weU as following a
different course, is lowered by virtue of decreased intake.

Evidence has been adduced [McKie, 1931], in line with other workers, that

asparagine, when it is produced as a nitrogen metabolite, is probably a soluble,

mobile translocation product. In the absence of asparagine, amino-acids seem
to serve predominantly for translocation.

There is some evidence [Allison, 1934; Maskell and Mason, 1930; Montiverdi,

1889; Prianischnikov, 1922, 2; 1924: Schulze, 1901] that the nature of the trans-

location products is affected by the concentration of carbohydrate, t.c. asparagine

formation seems to be greati\st in seedlings which have low' non-nitrogenous
reserve, and this is now' substantiated by the comparison of green and etiolat(*d

s(^edlingH in thf^ pea. Failing an adequate* carlxihydrate supply oxidation of

amino-acids occurs, wdth separation of ammonia, which is then transformed into

asparagine (indo the suggestive finding of Butkc'witsch [1909] that, in an
asparagine-forming plant, ammonia accumulates if asparagine formation is

inhibited by anaesthetising). In the ]:)ea, a non-asparagine plant, carbohydrate
reser^'e is comparatively high and amino-acids accumulate until protein syn-

thesis becomes active. The occurrence of asparagine in the lu])in is strikingly

accompanied by a low' carbohydrab' reserve. Further, w'hen carbohydrate for-

mation is artificially hindered by absence of light, the amino-acid content falls

and is acc^ompanied by amide formation. Thus, in the first days of growth, when
the carbohydrate values are identical, no difference is observed between the green

and tlie etkilated seedling. Only when secondary carbohydrate supply, available

to the green plant l)y ])hotosynthe.sis, fails does oxidation of amino-acid and
formation of amide become evident.

SUMMARV.

1. Soluble anil msoluble protein-N in the pea togi'ther account for about

87 of the total N of the seed, as wiupared with 100% in the lupin. Small

quantiti(*s of proteoses, amides and amino-acids art^ also present.

2. Insoluble nitrogen compounds reach a minimum on the 18th day, cor-

ri'sponding w ith a ma.\imum content of amino-acids.

3. Amino-acids apjwar to represent the chief metabolic product and to have
the same significance in the pea as does asf)aragine in the lupin.

4. The f)ossible role of asparagine as a labile translocation product, formed

in plants with low' carbohydrate r(\scrvc by tiie oxidation of amino-acids, is

confirmed by tlu* comparison of green and etiolated seedlings. Amide is pro-

duced at the expense of amino-acids when carbohydrate is depleted by the

absence of fight.
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In a communication on the ascorbic acid content of Indian plant materials

[Damodaran and Srinivasan, 1935], attention was drawn to the fact that

different plant juices showed marked variations in the rate of oxidation of the

ascorbic acid present in them. As a strikinf? instance rmmtion was made of

the fruit of the Indian gooseberry (PhyllurUhvs emblica), wdiich ac(*ording to the

Tillmans-Harris titration method had an ascorbic a(‘id content of about 4-6 mg.

per g. of the material. The undilub'd press-juice of this fniit was extremely

resistant to atmospheric oxidation and, in contrast to most other plant juices

which rapidly deteriorated in their ascorbic* acid content on standing, retained

its titre undiminished even after a week’s ex})osurc to the air. The suggestion was

therefore made that Phyllanthus emblica possibly contaiiu'd some mechanism

which prevent(*d or retarded the oxidation of ascorbic acid. Further evidence

for this view w as found in the fact that in the gooseberry a considerable pro-

portion of the ascorbic acid remained unaffected even when the fruits were

dried. The existence of such a proU'ctive mechanism in animal tissues has been

demonstrated by Mawson [1936] who, howeviT, could find no evidence of its

counterpart in plants.

The distinguishing characteristics of the gooseberry’ press-juice in comparison

with most other plant juices examined were a strong acid reaction and the

presence of a large amount of taimin substances with characteristic colour

reactions, which were not quantitatively jirecipitated from solution by normal
lead acetate, but which could be completely removed by means of mercuric

acetate. Experiments in which the rate of oxidation of the press-juice was
compared with that of a solution of ascorbic acid of similar concentration and
at the same showed that the stability of the former was not primarily due to

its acidity (Table I).

It was also shown that after the complete removal from the gooseberry juice

of substances reacting with ferric chloride by precipitation with mercuric acetate

the filtrate underwent rapid oxidation approximately at the same rate as a
solution of ascorbic acid of the same strength (Table II).

Experiments canied out by making additions of various fractions from the
material precipitated by mercuric acetate to solutions of ascorbic acid or to
orange juice indicated that the factor responsible for the protective action was
either a tannin or associated with the tannins, but clear-cut results could not he
obtained on account of the difficulty of preparing homogeneous solutions of the
different fractions. It was therefore decided to prepare the tannins in as pure a
condition as possible before studying their effects on the oxidation of ascorbic
acid.

( 1014
)
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Serious difficulty was encountered in working with the press-juice on account
of its tendency to rapid decomposition with the deposition of a white precipitate

which was later identified as ellagic acid. This decomposition could not be
prevented either by boiling the liquid to prevent enzyme action, by neutralising

the natural acidity of the press-juice or by keeping it in a reducing atmosphere
by saturation with sulphur dioxide. The tannins were, however, finally prepared
by drying the gooseberry and extracting the powdered material with organic

solvents. By fractional precipitation of a methyl alcoholic extract with ethyl

acetate and acetone in succession two preparations were obtained representing

the chief tannins of the gooseberry. The first of these preparations, soluble in

methyl alcohol but not in ethyl acetate, resembled the typical tannins in being

precipitated by gelatin and hide-|)owder, but did not give any of their cha-

racteristic colour reactions with ferric chloride. On acid hydrolysis the substaneo

yielded ellagic acid and glucose. The second preparation, which was soluble in

ethyl acetate but not in acetone, answered all the tannin reactions and gave rise

on hydrolysis to gallic acid in addition to ellagic acid and glucose. As in the case

of the majority of the tannins hitherto investigated, it has not been possible

to establish the indhdduality by crystallisation of either of the above pre-

parations or to account quantitatively for the products of their hydrolysis. But
care was taken to ensure the complete absence of substances other than of the

tannin class, in ]»artieular, of sulphur compounds and of tannin degradation

products such as free phenols and phenolic acids.

Of the t/wo substances isolated it was found that whilst the simpler one con-

sisting of ellagi(‘ acid and glu(}ose had no inhibitory action on the oxidation of

ascorbic acid (Table III), the second product composed of glucose, gallic acid

and ellagic a(;id ('XCTcised a d<*finite. retarding influence on the reaction (Table I\' ) .

Experiments carried out at different hydrogen ion concentrations and in the

presence of tra(?es of cojiper threw some light on the nature of the protective

action. It was found that the taimin had no protective action on ascorbic acid

at alkaline reaction (Table IV), and that the loss of activity was not due to any
appreciable de<’omposition of the tannin itself at an alkaline reaction. The
explanation of this is probably te be found in the fact that the oxidations of

ascorbic acid in acid and alkaline media are essentially different reactions

[Herbert e/ ah, 1933]. Further, as in the exi)eriment8 of Kellie and Zilva [1935]

on the catalytic action of metals on the oxidation of ascorbic acid, it was found
(Table VI) that the protective action could be completely neutralised by the

addition of suitable amounts of copper salts, so that it is to be inferred that the

action of the tannin under consideration is not a specific effect on the ascorbic

acid but is probably connected with its capacity to inhibit the action of heavy
metals which are now known to be responsible for the autoxidation of ascorbic

acid.

It is also to be stated that all tannins do not necessarily have the type of

protective action now noted, as experiments with gallotannin (B.D.H. tannic

acid) proved (Table VII). To what peculiarity of structure the tannin from

gooseberry owes its action, it is not possible to say at present. It is hoped that

experiments now in progress will give a clearer insight into the molecular com-

position of the gooseberry tannin.

; The fruit of PhyUanth'us emblica has always been held in very high esteem in

Indian medicine. As no alkaloidal or other active principle has been demon-

strated in it, it seems justifiable to conclude that it owes its medicinal attributes

to vitamin C and the protective tannin now described, which make it a valuable

antiscorbutic in the dry as well as in the fresh condition. It is interesting to
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find it on record that an attack of scurvy in the Indian army at Nassirabad in

Rajputana in 1837 was successfully treated with an extract of the dried fruits

[Chick and Hume, 1919]. ,

Expeeimbntal.

Methods.

Ascorbic acid was determined by the Tillmans-Harris technique [Harris et al.^

1933]. The press-juice was obtained from the pulp of the fruit separated from the

seeds, metallic contamination being excluded as far as possible during the

pounding and pressing.

Oxidation of gooseberry press-juice compared with that of

ascorbic acid at the sa^yie pjy.

20 ml. of centrifuged gooseberry press-juice filtered through paper-pulp were

made up to 100 ml. and titrated against dichlorophenolindophenol. An ascorbic

acid solution of nearly th(^ same reducing |>ower was prepared and its reaction

adjusted to that of the press-juice (pjj 2) b}^ the addition of very dilute acetic

acid. Equal volumes of the two solutions were allowed to stand in large stop-

pt^red flasks and the titres of the two against A^/200 Tillmans's indicator were
determined at intervals.

Table I. Oxidation of ascorbic acid and gooseberry press-juice, at the same p^

.

Ascorbic acid prcjst^nt in 5 ml.
(ml. of .V/200 Tillmans’s indicator)

Time in hours Press-juice Ascorbic acid

0 7-76 0-80
1 7-35 6-35
2 710 5-70
4 0-45 4-75
(i 5-7.5 3-55
10 3-90 1-45

Oxidation of press-juice after treatment with mercuric aretate.

25 ml. of centrifuged and filtcTed press-juice Were neiitralised with dilute

NaOH. A filtered mert^uric acetate solution (20 g. in 100 ml. of water) was
added till precipitation was compk'ie. The precipitate was separated on the
centrifuge, the supernatant liquid freed from mercury by hydrogen sulphide
and the filtrate freed completely from hydrogen sulphide by a current of carbon
dioxide. The resulting solution, neutralised with dilute NaOH, was made up to

Table II. Oxidatio7i of ascorbic axid and of gooseberry press-juice

after treatment with mercuric acetate.

Ascorbic acid present in 5 ml.
(ml. of iV/200 Tilimans’s indicator)

Time in hours f*iess-juice Ascorbic acid

0 6-20 5-95
1 4-95 4-70
2 3-70 3-45
3 245 2-25
4 1-25 MO
5 0-90 0-75
6 0-10 0-00
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100 ml. The litres of the solution at different intervals against JV/200 2:6-

dichlorophenolindophenol are compared with those of an as(‘orbic acid solution

at the same neutral reaction in Table II.

Preparatimi of the tannins.

The pulp of fresh gooseberries was separated from the hard seed by pounding
in a stone mortar, dried rapidly at 60" and the dry material reduced to line powder
in a mechanical grinder. l*o kg. of the powder were extracted in a Soxhlet
extractor with 4 1. of a mixture of equal volumes of dry ether and light petroleum
for 6 hours to remove chlorophyll, free gallic acid and other phenolic substances.

Extraction was then continued with 4 1. of 98% methyl alcohol, the air in the

apparatus being displaced by carbon dioxide. The methyl alcoholic solution was
concentrated undtT reduced pressure in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide to a
syrupy consistency. The light brown concentrate was next shaken up rej)eatedly

with light }R‘troleum U) rc?move the last trae€‘s of chlorophyll and with ether to

remove any gallic acid present. To the sjnrup ethyl acetaU^ was gradually added
in excess, wliile the preci])itate was removed by centrifuging and purified by
dissolving in 98% nu'thyl alcohol and reprecipitating with ethyl acetate. This
process was rejx^ated thre«^ times and the product obtained as a wdiite amorphous
powder on drying over sulphuric acid varvo; yield 19 g. (tannin I).

Tin* solution after removal of the first precipitate was concentrated in vacuo

to nearly KH) ml. Dry acetone was adrled to this concentrate vith stirring. The
white precipitat/<^ was removed on the centrifuge and purified by dissolving in

ethyl aci»tate and reprc(jipitating with acetone three times. The substance when
dried in vacuo over sulj)huric acid was obtained as a deliquescent white.* powder
and weigh(*d 13 g. (tannin II).

Experhnents with tannin /.

Properties and composition. The fraction precipitat(*d by ethyl acetate was a
dry amorphous })owder with a faint bitter taste. It dissolved r(*adily in cold

watiT giving a distinctly colloidal solution, which on standing depc»sited a white

crystalline precipitate. The same crystalline material also separated out when
some of the substanc^e was hydn)lyst'd at 100

' with A’/20 H.2SO4 in a pressure-

bottle for 6 hours. The insolubility of the material in all solvents other than
pyridine and hot alcohol, the appearance of the crystals under the microscojx*,

the characteristic crimson colour on treatment with concentrated nitric acid and
dilution showed that the substance in question was ellagic acid. On recrystal-

lisation from pjTidine and w^ashing with hot alcohol, yellowish white spindle-

shaped crystals, m.p. above 360^, were obtained. The material was further

identified by acetylation when it gave an acetyl derivative melting at 339"^

[Nierenstein, 1909]. The filtrate from the ellagic acid was found to contain a
reducing sugar which was identified as glucose by means of the osazone. In a

quantitative experiment 0-57 g. of the substance on hydrolysis yielded 0-33 g.

of ellagic acid determined by direct weighing and 0*20 g. of glucose as estimated

by Bertrand’s method. These account for 91 % of the weight of substance* taken

and are roughly in the proportion of one molecule of ellagic acid to one mole-

cule of glucose. The highly colloidal nature of the solution of the substance

however points to a much higher molecular "weight. The substance did ni»t show'

any of the colour reactions with iron salts used for the detection of tannins but

was readily precipitated by gelatm and hide-powder. It did not reduce Tillmans s

reagent but readily reacted with iodine solution.
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Effect on the oxidation of ascorbic acid. A 3% solution of the substance was

added to a solution of ascorbic acid and the Tillmans titre value of the mixture

compared with that of a solution of ascorbic acid, observations being made
every hour (Table III). The results indicated that the substance had no inhibitory

action on the oxidation of ascorbic acid.

Table III. Oxidation of ascorbic acid in the presence of tannin /.

ml. ml. ml.

Ascorbic acid 20 20 20

Tannin solution 20 10 0

Water 0 10 20

Time in hours Ascorbic acid present (ml. of iV/200 Tillmans's reagent)

0 4*70 4-95 4-55

1 3*45 3*70 3-35
0 2*20 2-55 2-20

3 1-00 1-20 105
4 0-45 0-H6 0-35

5 005 015 0*(K)

Experiments with tannin II.

Properties and. composition. This was a whitc^ powder with an astringent taste

and extremely deliquesct'iit in air. On heating it did not mvW but sofie^ned and

decomposed at 120^^ with the libcTation of carbon dioxide. It was readily

soluble in water, alcohol and (itbyl aendate. The aqueous solution on standing

deposited insoluble ellagi(* acid. That the formation of this precipitate was not

hindered even by saturating th<* solution with sidphur dioxide showed that tlH‘

ellagic acid must have been an integral part of the mohnuile and did not arise*

from the oxidation of gallic acid.

With ammonium acetate and ferric citrate a solution of the substance gave a

deep violet-coloured precipitate |War#% 1924]. A dilute solution with a few

crystals of potassium nitrite exhibited tin* gradual change of colour from light

pink to deep blue described as characteristic of ellagitannins [Procter, 1894).

The substance was precipitated by gelatin and hide-powder. Aft(T hydrolysis of

the substance with A/20 H2SO4 at 100’ in a pressure-bottle for 6 hours the

decomposition products were identified as gallic acid, ellagic acid and glucose

;

it thus resembles in composition the tannin studied by Schweitzer [1935]. The
ellagic acid separated out as an insoluble precipitate. The filtrate was rep(iatedly

shaken up with ether. The ether on evaporation gave a crystalline residue of

gallic acid, which after recrystallisation from water was obtained as fine needles

melting with decom}W)sition at 239° and gave the characteristic colour reactions

with dilute potassium cyanide and ferric chloride. The aqueous layer after ether

extraction was found to contain only glucose identified by the osazono. The
tannin has a slight though definite action on Tillmans’s reagent, 1 g. of the

material being equivalent to 0-0023 g. of ascorbic acid. This reducing action is

not affected by repeated solution and reprecipitation of the tannin. Careful

tests did not reveal the presence of any sulphur compound.
Effect on oxidation of ascorbic acid. 20 ml. of A/100 ascorbic acid were placed

in each of three similar flasks of 100 ml. capacity, and 20 ml. of a 3% solution

of the tannin added to each. The reactions of the three solutions were adjusted
to pjj 2, 6 and 10 respectively and the total volume of each made up to 50 ml.
For each p^ control solutions were prepared from which the tannin was omitted,
and the rate of oxidation studied. The results are expressed in mg. of ascorbic

acid oxidised to show the effect more clearly (Table IV).
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Table IV. Oxidation of ascorbic acid at various values

in the presence of tannin II.

mg. of ascorbir acid oxidi^ied

I’ime p„ 2 0 10
in '

^
^

• z'
^

—

in r- —*
. , ..

^

hour!!! Exp. C‘ont rol Exp. Control Exp, Control

1 012 0-28 0-27 0-78 0*81 1*59

2 0*21 0-57 0-48 1*41 1*61 2*40

3 0-36 0-87 0*78 2*22 2o0 2*82

4 0-45 Ml 1*05 2*91 2*97 305
T) 000 1-32 1*35 3*27 2-97 3*45

() 0-77 1*50 1*58 3*54 2-97 3*45

Oxidation of the. tannin in alkaline solution. It was thought necessar3" to

examine whether th(* loss of protective action at 10 was due to oxidation of

the tannin. A solution of the tannin of the same concentration as used in the

previous experiments was prepared. Equal volumes of it were taken in three

similar flasks and their values adjusted to 2, 6 and 10 respectiveh . The
iodine titres of these solutions which serve as an index of their tannin contents

were detiTtnined each hour. 1 ml. of the solution was withdrawn each time,

treated with 5 ml. of A^/200 iodine solution and after mixing well the excess of

iodine titrated back against A/200 thiosulphate solution. The results in Table V
show that the oxidatioji of the tannin at pjj 10 is too slight adequately tp

account for its loss of protective action.

Table* W Oxidation of tannin II at different pjj vahtt s.

Time in

hours

nil. of A'/ 2(H) iodine solution

Pii- Ph Pu
0 2*85 3*05 2*90

1 2-80 2*95 2*75
•> 2*85 3*(K) 2*50

3 2-85 2*90 2*45

4 2*75 2*80 2*30

2-70 2*90 2*20

0 2-75 2*85 2*05

Effect of adding copper sulphate on the protective action. An approximateh"

0*03% solution of ascorbic acid and exactly 3 and 0-05% solutions of the tamiins

and pure copper sulphate respectively were prepared in water obtained free

from metallic contamination by repeated distillation over glass [Kellie and
Zilva, 1935]. Six conical flasks of 50 ml. capacity were taken and numbered.

Table VI. Oxidation of ascorbic qxid in the presence of

tannin II and copper sulphate solution.

ml. ml. ml. ml. ml. ml.

Ascorbic acid (0*03%) 20 20 20 20 20 20

Tannin solution (3%) 20 20 20 20 20 0
CJopper sulphate (0*06%) 1 2 3 4 5 0
Water 4 3 2 1 0 25

Time in hours Ascorbic acid present (ml. N/^OO Tillmans’s reagent)

0 4*70 4*85 5*10 4*80 5*05 4*95

1 4*65 4*70 4*80 4*30 4*40 4*75

2 460 4*65 4*70 4*20 4*35 4*65

3 4’55 4-60 4*60 4*10 4*15 4*50

4 4*35 4*30 4*45 3*90 3*85 4*30
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The solutions were added to each in the proportions given in Table VI. 2 ml. of

the solution in each case were titrated against N1200 Tillmans’s reagent every

hour. The last column is the control with neither tannin nor copper sulphate

added.

Commercial gallotaimin exercises no protection (see Table VII).

Table VIl. Oxidation of ascorbic acid in the presence of gallotannin at pj^ 6.

Time in hours

0
1

2
3

4
5
0

Aseorbio acid present (ml. of A Tillmans’s reagent)

20 ml. ascorbic

acid + 20 ml.

3% tannin

20 ml. ascorbic

acid + 20 ml.

1 -fi% tannin

20 ml. ascorbic

ac id + 20 ml.

water

6*25 5-80 0*35

filO 5-35 5*06

5*85 4*80 4-75

iVGO 4*30 4*25

5*15 4*05 4*00

4*70 3*85 3-75

4*30 3*55 300

SVMMAKY.

1. The atmospheric oxidation of ascorbic actid in the press-juice of the

fruits of the Indian gooseberry (Phyllantkm ewhlica) is considerabl}^ slower

than that of a solution of pure ascorbic^ acid at the same .

2. Two different tannins havi' been pr(‘i:)ared from the fruits and their

[properties studied.

3. One of those containing gallic acid, ellagii* acid and ghujose in its molecule

is shown to have an inhibitory action on the oxidation of ascorbic acid solutions

in air and is apparently responsible for thi^ resistance to oxidation of the ascorbic

acid in gooseberry press-juice.

4. The other tannin isolated, consisting of ellagic acid and gliuiose, exercises

no such protective action and resembles in this respect crommercial gallotannin.
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CXLVII. STUDIES ON BILE PIGMENTS.
III. THE QUANTITATIVE DETERMINATION OF

UROBILIN AND UROBILINOGEN IN

URINE AND FAECES.

By HANS NOHBERT NAITMANN.

From thf' Df vonport Pathological Laboratories, Smrnens Hospital, Greenwich,

(Received April 27th. 7930.)

In a previous paper [Xaumann, 103(5] the qualitative tests for urobilinogen and

urobilin have been studied. In the folloudng the quantitative* asf)t‘(;t of the

l»roblem is treated.

A basis for the estimation of urobilin and related eompoiinds was first intro-

diie<*d hy T<*rwen ( lOiil : 1025]. The* main features of tJiis metliod consist in det(*r-

ininiug the sum of urobilinog(*n ami urobilin as iu'ohiltnog(*n after reduction by

im*ans of a f(*rn)us salt in alkaline solution, the* extraction of the* total chromog(*n

with c'ther or light ])ctroleuin, the timing of the* alel(*hyelc r(*actioji, the rcplace-

m(*nt of th(‘ hydre)(*hle)ric acid by ace*tie* acid by adding sodium acetates and the

ce)m]Kirison with a phenefiphthale'in stanelarel in an Aut(*nrie‘lli e*olorime*ter. The
me^thoei has lK*en examined anel partly meielitied by Greppi

1 102(5], Fuertli and

Singer [1020], He»ihn<*V(*r 1103l|, Watson |103l|, l?ove*r [1034] and (/hristophe

[1034],

Terw'e*u*s me'thesl is subject to the* disaeIvan tage ot the non-s]K*eificity of the

ald(*hyde reaction as explained fe>rmerly. Many of the intertering substanevs,

e.g. indole- and phenol d(*rivatives, ])henazone, Extr. Rhei e7r.,are e*xtracted by

ethe*r and light petroleum : the rej)la(*ement of the* hydrex-hloric acid by acetic

acid only partly eliminati*s this source* e)f error. A furt}u*r disturbane,*e* is (jaustxl by

(he })rese*ne*<* e>f inuc'h bilirubin which is (*xtracte*el partly by t*ther, whilst light

petroh*um elo(*s not (*xtract bilirubin, but at the same time* fails to (*xtract uro-

biline)gen ce)mplctely. Also the final colour in the* pre*sence of interfering sub-

stances is more orange or browmish, whii'h rtmders the cedorimetric comparison

rather difficult.

Experimkntal.

Influence of profeiu aiid mucus on thr ether extraction.

Yet a further source of error (!aus(»d by the presence of prot(*in in urine is fhe

incompleteness of the urobilinogen extraction (see Table I). If the albuminuria

is not excessive the loss can be presumed to be less than 20 much greater

Table I. Influence of the presence of prote in and m ucus on the e.rtractalnUty

of nrobilinogen

.

Amount of urine tested

Approx.
of protein

Ptol)dino^»en

euiiKMit in

mji., 100 ml.

Loss
o

(»

10 ml. urine without addition .
,0-(iS3 -

10 ml. urine +0-1 ml, serum 01 0 072 i.*?

10 ml. urine - 0-5 ml. serum O-o 0008 18

10 ml. urine f* 1*0 ml. serum 1 0-005 oo

10 ml. uriue f 2-0 ml. serum .« 0-002 25

10 ml, urine + l-O ml. sputum — 0-054 35

Bioohem. 1936 \xx ( 1021 )
00
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loss is caused by the presence of mucus which in a rather small quantity can cause

a deficiency of 35% . Thus the presence of protein disturbs in two ways: (1) by
interfering with the aldehyde reaction; (2) by preventing complete extraction of

th(^ urobiUnogen.

The reduction of urobilin by ferrous ammonium sulphate (Mohr^s salt),

Greppi [1926] states that the reduction is not always successlul but will be

effective after repetition, and Adl(»r [1927] and Royc^r [1934] point out that

urobilinogen is partly destroyed during reduction, whilst the latter found that if

ferrous sulphate is used according to Watson [1931] there is no destruction. If

the iron reduction is to be effective the following conditions must be ensured

:

(1) Bilirubin is not transformed into urobilinogen.

(2) Urobilinogen is not <h‘stroyed.

(3) Urobilin is n^duced completely.

Watson [1931] states that bilirubin is partly reduced to urobilinogen when
ferrous sulphate is used and removes tht‘ bilirubin with Ua(OH )2 before reducing.

However, under the conditions of Terwen's method and the modification de-

scribed below^ no positive aldthyde test was obtained cither directly or after

extraction w'ith light petrol(*uni, although tli(‘ bilirubin solutions showed a lighter

colour after r(*duction. Jt can thus be assumed that with Mohr’s salt reduction

of bilirubin to urobilinogen docs not take jdace.

Mg. 1. Reduction of aqueous faecal extra<’t with Mohr's salt under varying conditions of con-
centration, time and temperature.

In order to investigate whether urobilinogen is destroyed and whether
urobilin is completely reduced it was necessary to determme the conditions of
reduction. Fig. 1 shows the effect on reducing experiments with aqueous faecal

extracts of variation of the concentration ofMohi 's salt scilution (Curve I), of the
time of reduction (Curve II) and of the temperature (Curve III). In the curves I,

1 1 and III the estimated amount of urobilinogen is i)lottod against ml. of Mohr's
salt solution added to 2 ml. of faecal extract, against time of reduction, and
tempTature in ° C. of the reaction mixture respectively. From these curves the
following optimum conditions are deduced:

(1) The optimum concentration is 2 volumes of diluted faeces -fl volume
of Mohr's salt solution.
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(2) The optimum time of reduction is 3 hours at 20".

(3) The optimum temperature is 35" for 5 min. of reduction.

However, as will be seen below these results are not always uniform.

Table 11. Comparimn of different reducing methods.

Aut hor’a modification

Without TerM'eiP.s Wabson’s 5 min.
reduction mothotl in(xliO cation 3 hours 35^

Urine No. 1 (M2 0-10 0-07 014 (Ml
2 0-33 0*2(5 0-21 0-33 0-32

3 0-37 0-35 0-22 0-4.) 0-17

4 0-7.5 0-81 0-84 0-92 0-73
5 217 1-90 2-22 2-80 2-01

Facet's .Vti. 1 11 05 11-88 13*38 15-41 J8-(X)
.) 28-00 33-80 30-40 34-40 35.30
:< 3310 40-80 3.‘)-40 38*30 34-40
4 83-40 90(H) 90-.30 108-20
5 333 50 247-30 .39<5-20 284-50 388-30

Technique of tests.

From th(‘s(‘ r(»sults the following t(‘ohniqut‘ has been derived.

Tifit tu

I g. of till* \Ac]l iiiixcd faci'c.s la weighed on a niicroaeopo slide coverslip and ground together

>\ith the glass m a mortar with gradual addition of 9 ml. of Mater. 3 tests are then performed.

{a) Tfst Without nductioH, O-lJ ml. of the (acoal mixture i» washed cjuant itaiivcly into 5 ml. of

water placed in a M*parating funnel; 2U ml. of ether and 0*5 rnl. of 20 tartane acid are added.

After shaking vjgorouslx th<' aqueous phase is drawn off and the ether w’ashed tw^ee w’lth small

amounts of water. Then 5 drops of 1 Vo jedimelhylaminobenzaldehyde in cone. IK'I arc added and

shaken for 1 inin, 1 ml. of eone. sodium acetate is added and the coloured solution drawn off into a

10 ml. measuring cylinder, the ether M ashed Mith 20*^0 acetic acid and the solution made up to 5 or

10 ml. or a greater volume according to the colour depth and compared M’ith TerMcn's phenol-

jihthalein standard in an Auteiirieth colorimeter.

'Po th<‘ remaining faecal mixture, 2*.> ml. of 115 Vo ferrous ammonium sulphate and 2-r> ml, of

12^\, Na(lH are added, m'cII mixed and poured into tM'o small te.st -tubes.

(h) 7Vvf/ after reducing for hours. One of the tM'o portions covered M'itli a layer of paraffin oil

is set aside in the dark for II hours and filtered. 0*2 ml. of the filtrate is Morked up as desirihed aliove.

(r) Test after reducing frr 5 mifi. One of the two portions is put for 5 min. in a Mater-bath at

35 and then filtered immediately. 0-2 ml. of the filtrate is treated as dt'seribed.

Cak illation.

() 100 -.r \ xO-t is the eoneentratioii of urobilinogtui in mg./lOOg. in the

faeces Muthout rcdiietioti, i.e. the actual urobilinogen content Muthout urobilin, jt is the reading of

the scale of tht‘ Autenrieth colorimeter,

() and (r). 100 -x y"*”— x 1-5 x 10 xO-4 +2% (to allow for the ^ ml. taken away

for (n) from the original faecal raixtme) is the toiieentration of urobilinogen in mg. /1 00 g. in the

fat'ces after mlurtion, i.e. the concentration of urobilinogen + urobilin.

Test in urine.

(fl) Test mthout reduction. 2 ml. of urine are placed in a separating funn»d and treated corres-

pondingly as described above.

(6) Test after reduction. To 9 ml. ofurine are added 0*5 ml. of 10% ferrous ammonium sulphate

and 0-5 ml. of 12% NaOH with good mixing. The mixture, placed in a small test-t ube and covered

Mdth a layer of paraffin oil, is set aside for 3 hours in the dark and filtered. 2 ml. of the filtrate are

treated as described.

00-2
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Cakuhtwn,

{a) 100 - X X 0*4 is tho concentration of the actual urobilinogen in mg./100 ml, in

the urine, if .r is the reading on the Autenrieth colorimeter.

(6) 100 - j X
volume

^ j ^ ^ conmitratioii of urobilinogen -mrobilin in

mg.1100 ml. in the urine.

A comparison of the different reduction metJiods in Table II shows a 10-50%
})etter yield by the autlior’s modification witli tlie exception of faecjes samples

Mos. 2, 3 and 5. It must be considered, however, that differences up to 5% are

within the limit of error. The advantage of the dc^seribed technique is more

pronounced in the urine tests where only 3 hours' reduction giv(*s good results.

From Table II it is setm that the figures obtained byTerwcMi 's method in all th<j

urine samples except No. 4, ajid in t\^o of tin* faec(‘s samples art' lower than those

obtained without reduction, whilst, the figures obtained with W'atson s modifica-

tion are lower only in three iiriri(*s and one faece\s sample. Tliis can Ik* ex])lained

only by a destructive action of the reducing process on the urohilinog(*n. On the

other hand the 3 hours’ rt'duction d(*s(*ril)ed gives a higli(‘r iigure than is obtained

without reduction in all urine* samples e‘X(‘(‘pt Xo. 2, when* tho figure's an* the

same, and in the faee^e*s sample's figure's e)btaincel with citht*r tJu* 3 hours or the*

5 min. technique are higher than without n*duc*tion. In the* lattc'r e^ase* the be*tter

yield must be considered to be* the corree*! re'sult. Jt must then'fon* be* concluele*d

that Te*rwen’s nu'thod anei to a smaller e*\te*nt also Watson's mejelifie^atiem e*ffect

a partial de\struction of urobilinogem, y\hioh is pre've nte'eJ or at least greatly

restrie*te*d by the t(*e*hnique‘ elescribe*d hen*.

The completene'ss of re'diictieui of the urobilin is usually estimate*d by the

spectroscopic* test which deqa'iids gn*atly on the sensitivity of the* instrument.

A distinct urobilin band in Hartrielgc's s]K*ctros(*()p(* aft(*r n*duction b\' e*itb(*r of

the described methods has not b<*en detected and has only bee'n obscrvt*d in a

malaria case A\jth an <‘xcessivc e*xe*n*tion of urobilin. The problem has bt^eii

investigated further by the following t*\])e*riment.

A punlied acpieoiw urobilinogen solution was prepared aeeording to IVrwen by treating a

urobibnogen light petroleum extract ^^ith slightly alkalme water. The urobiUnogen content of the

almost colourless solution was 3-8.*l mg./HK) nil. After standing for 24 hours in the dark the solu-

tion became slightly brown with a distinct urobilin s]:)eetruin and a urobilinogen content of 2*<>l

mg.;ie0 ml. After reduction according to the author’s iiioditieal ion the filtrate was only faintly

yellow’ without a urobilm spectrum. Tho (*onteiit was 3-84 mg... JOO ml.

The latter expe*rimt*nt which is in accnrdiince with similar experiments of

Te*rwe»n supports the* assumjition that in genc'ral the reduc'tion of urobilin wdll be

complete* unless a great (excess ejf the* pigmeuit is pre.*se*nt. Iji sue*h cascis faeces

or urine must be diluted or a gre*a.le*r amount of iron solutiem used.

Stability of the phenolphthalem Mandurd Holution.

A disadvantage of.Terwen’s original method is the constiiiit nt*ce*ssity of fresh

prc'paratioii of the standard phenolphtlialein solution whie‘h is siqiposed to keej)

stable not longer than afew hours. Observation of the* phe*jK)l])hthaiedn standard,

])rcpared by dilution of 1 ml. of 0-05% alcoholic* phemolphthaloin anel 5 ml. cone.

NiufX)., plvs distille*d watt*r up te^ lOO ml., showed l)owe*vcr tluit the* decrease of

colour of such a solution tak(;s place in a certain regidar way. Afte*r a perie:)d of

stability of about 5 hours the colour str€*ngth eleoreases slowly until a new stability

is readied after about 18 hours. This definite value is maintained fe^r about a
month and decrease's only very little during the? course of a year.
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This change is due to the influenct^ of OH ions on the different compounds of
the phenolphthalein group and is a general property of all phthaleins as pointed
out by Kolthoff and Pischgold [1932]. The degree of decrease is about 15-30%
of the colour of the freshly prepared solution and depends on the purity of the

phenolphthalein preparation. In view of the regular nature of this change it is

possible for practical colorimetric purposes to ust‘ the phenolphthalein standard
as a relatively stable one after an interval of a day provided that it is controlled

at intervals of about a month. Such a phenolphthalein solution has been kept
by the author in the wedge of the Autenrieth colorimeter for 17 months and no
change has been noticed for about 8 months.

SUMMAKV.

1. The quantitative estimation of urobilinogen and urobilin by the method
of Terwen has bcien examined. It has been found that errors are caused by the un-
s|:)ecificity of the aldehyde reaction owing to interfering substances, particularly

at a low urobilinogen content, and bj’' the fact that the extraction is not com-
plete in the prc^sence of protein and mucus.

2. Investigation of Terwen ’s method of reducing urobilin by means ofMoh r 's

salt has given the following results

:

(a) The reduction is cie|^>endent on the time factor, the reducing action

following a course with a peak after 3 hours at 20° or 5 min. at 35'.

(b) The reduction is dependent on a suitable relation b(‘tween iron salt and
urobilin concentration,

(c) In the course* of the reduction urobilinogen is 7)artly destroyed.

(rf) The reduction is complete except in the jwsenee of a great ex(*ess of

urobilin.

(a) Bilirubin is not reduced to urobilinogen by Mohr’s vsalt.

3. A modification of the reduction by using a suitable concentration of

Mohr’s salt and limiting the time of the reducing process gave 10-40% better

yields than tin* method of Terwen and Watson.
4. Tlie phenol})hthalein standard solution fades to the ext(*nt of 15-30

during 18 hours after preparation and can be regarded afterwards as relatively

stalde for the period of a year provided that it is controlled at monthly intervals.

I w ish to record my best thanks to Dr Arthur Davies, Director of the Devon-
port Pathological Laboratories of Seamen’s Hospital, (xreenwieh, for his help

and inU'rest in iny work, to the Seamen’s Hos
7
)ital So(*it*ty for their assistance

and hospitality to me and my assistant. Miss ]..arissa Frenkel, w'hose eo-operation

has been of value, and to the Academic Assistance Council for a personal grant.
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It was noted in an earlier commnni (nation fAeharya, tiiat when nitro-

genous substa-nces were treated witii a mixtiin^ of ehroinie and sul})hiiric acids,

a part of the organic nitrogen was oxidised to nitrate while another was, in

several eases, lost in gaseous form. A mon^ detailed examination showed that
the percentage of total nitrogen recovered as ammonia showed a higher and
variable value with small amounts of substances but soon reach(*d a constant
figure on increasing tlie weight of substance taken. For amounts of substances
of less than 5 mg. nitrogen content there seemed t-o h(‘ an interference, ])ossibly

from the high i3roportion of sulphuric to chromic acid in tin* oxidising mixture,
which tended to raise the percentage r(H*overv to nearl\ IdO; whereas on
increasing the weight of substance taken and conse(ju(*ntIy narrowing the
chromic : sulphuric ratio, the curves representing t he percentage of total
nitrogen recovered as ammonia rapidly becamt» horizontal, and continued to

mg. N in the aliquot taken

Fig. 1. The relation between oxidation conHtant and w'oight of aulwtance taken. .-1, easeinogen;
7i, edestin; C, caffeine, theobromine; urea, creatine, uric acid; F, dicyandiamide*
F, guanidine.

*

rt'main at that level. The percentage value at this constant level has been termed
the “oxidation ermstant” [Acharya, 1935J and kiars a dofinib' relationship to
the structure of the eomjwund. The curves for some typical substances are given
in Fig. 1 and arc comparable to those obtained by Hhewan [1935].

I. Inflwnci' of structure on the nitrogenom ‘products dttnined.

In order to explore the relationship between structim' and the nature and
quantity ofnitrogenous products obtained, a large number (nearly 150) of organic
nitrogenous substances of different types were treated with chromic-sulphuric
mixture according to the previous procedure [Acharya, 1936]. In some cases
commercial samples of the substances contained chloride either as impurity or

( 1026
)
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as hydrochlorides of nitrogenous bases, and it has been reported already that

chlorides tend to increase the proportion of nitrate-nitrogen at the cost of

ammoniacal nitrogen and thus ink'rfere in the determination of the oxidation

constants. In such cases the chlorides were removed by precipitation with silver

sulphate'.

With sev('Tal substances, it was found that the sum of ammoniacal and
nitrate-nitrogen formed accounted only for a fraction of tin? total nitrog(5n, the

remaining portion being presumably lost in gaseous form. As the apparatus
and proetdure outlined Iw^fore [1936] lirnitetl itself to th(' estimation of am-
moniacal and nitrate-nitrogen on Is and no provision was made for th(‘ collection

and estimation of gaseous nitrogen compounds evolved, the following modified

ap])aratus shown in Fig. 2 was adopted to niec't the dilficulty.

Kig. 2 . Apparatus ibr t he estimation of nitrogen by wet eombu&tion.

A is a Kjeldahl fiask f»f about 300 ml. capacity fitted with an inlet tube £,
thistle funnel (' and exit tube I), Tube B carrit's a three-way cock connected

to an oxygen cylinder at E and water suction at F. The exit tube /> is conn('ct(*d

to a tube H about 20 cm. long and 0*5 cm. bore packed with Sofnolite (to absorb

the COg evolved) and thence to a Henijn'l's burette J/ via the three-way cock K,

L is an explosion pipette, O a three-way cock connected to an absorption pipette

P filled with alkaline pyrogallol, and also to an opening Q which serves either as

an exit to the atmosphere or as inlet for the ailmission of hydrogen for purposes

of explosion. The bure>tte M is filled with mercury and the pre.ssure inside can

be manij)ulated by altering the position of the levelling tube *V. The connections

in th(' gas analysis a7>paratus are all of thick walled capillary tubing.

To start with, a known weight of the substance under examination is trans-

ferred into the flask A through a glass tube, tht' sides of which are washed with

about 5 ml. of water. The flask is fitted into place, the mercury level in M is

brought to B by raising tlie levtdling tube N, cocks R and O are closed and the

air inside the apparatus is replaced by oxygen, by a]teniat<dy applying suction

at F for a fvw minutes followed by connecting the tube B to the oxygen cylinder

E, After repeating this opt'ration three or four times, su(*tion is applied at F
for some minutes to ensurt' low pressure in the apparatus, the k'velling tube N
is lowertd so as to keep the pressun' at R about 3-4 in. of nu'reury and cock B
is opened. The level of mercury in M show^s a fall on op<‘ning R but slowd}’^ rises

on continuing the suction at F, When the level reaches R. further suction is cut

off by closing cock B: and chromic acid followed by sulphuric acid is added

through the thistle funnel C, as described previously [Acliarya, 193()]. The

sulphuric acid is added in small amounts at a time so as to avoid » xeessivo

vigour of reaction and escape' of gaseous products by back-bubbling through tlie

thistle funnel 0. After the addition of acid is completed the contents of the

flask are mixed well and hc'ated to gentle boiling with a micro-burner.
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On the addition of sulphuric acid there is vigorous decomposition and gas

evolution, as shown by the rapid fall ofmercury level in M. The internal pressure

in the apparatus is kept at about 10 in. of mercury by lowering the levelling

tube N from time to time so as to keep the difference in levels between M and N
at about 20 in. After about 25-30 min. heating (and longer in certain cases,

cf. p. 1029), cock R is closed, cock C is opened, the levelling tube N is raised to

equalise the levels in M and N and the volume of the gas collected in M is read

off. This represents a mixture of oxygen (formed by decomposition of chromic

acid) and gaseous nitrogen compounds evolved by the action of chromic acid on

the nitrogenous substance taken. These latt(^r could ])os8ibly be nitrogen and

nitrous oxide only, since nitric acid in the amounts formed is retained in tlie

digest itself'by sulphuric acid and any trace of the higher oxides of nitrogen which

might be evolved wotild be retained by the soda-lime tubi* H which, ineidimtall^’,

also servt^s to remove the COg formed.

The relative proportions of oxygen, nitrous oxide and nitrogen in tin*

mixture in M were determined by two methods.

(1) Oxygen was removed from an alifjuot by absorption in alkaline })yr<)-

gallol. This removed in the (»arlier stages sonu* NgO also, but after a few absorj)-

tions further absorption of NgO was found to be negligible. The residual gas

containing nitrous oxide and nitrogen was nu^asured and analysed by explosion

with hydrogen. The contraction in volume on (explosion was ecpial to tlu' amount
of nitrous oxide present.

(2) An aliquot of the gaseous mixture containing Og, NgO and Ng was
exploded with a known volume of hydrogen, the (contraction in volume noh'd

and the amount of residual hydrogen detcTmiru'd by a second explosion with

oxygen. Jf the volumes at N.T.P. of gases present in the' givtui aliquot be

02= A", N20= Y and Ng-Z, the values of AT. F, Z could be determined from

the following equations:

X+ F -fZ= a = original volume of aliquot:

3A 4- F = /> = contraction on explosion with hydn^gen:

2X-f F= c= volume of hydrogen used up in the first explosion.

It was found that the two methc^ds gavt* concordant r(\sults, the* first being

adopted for simplicity of procedure and consistency of valu(\s.

After completion of the gas analysis, the digest(‘d n^sidue in the Kjeldahl flask

A was analysed for ammcmiacal and nitrate-N as ])reviously [Acharya, 193()|.

The values for nitrogen distributum {i.e. NH^-N : NO^-N; NgO-N and Kg)

by chromic oxidation of some typical grou[)s of organic substances are given

in Table I.

They show that nitrogenous substances in their relation to oxidation by
chromic acid could be broadly subdivided under tlu* following heads:

(1) Substances having their nitrogen atoms attach(‘d to different carbon
atoms

;
these yield almost the theoretical recovery of nitrogen in the form of

NHg-N plus a small quantity of NOj,-N with the exception of hydroxylamine
and hydrazine derivatives.

(2) Substances having two or more nitrogen atoms attached to the same
carbon atom ; these yield low recoveries of nitrogen as NH3-N the proj)ortion

depending on the stnicture of the compound. The proportions of ammonia
recovered from certain typical groupings are as follows : biuret group, 2/3 of total
nitrogen; iminazole group, 4/5; guanidine group, 4/11 ;

creatine group, 2/3. Of
th(5 fraction not recovered as ammonia, a small portion is oxidised to nitrate but
the juain bulk is lost in gaseous form as nitrous oxide.
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(3) Hydroxylamine derivations are almost wholly converted into nitrous

oxide and nitrate, while hydrazine derivatives lose almost the whole of their

nitrogen as elementary nitrogen. In both cases the proportion of ammonia
formed is inappreciable.

1 .

Tyi>e8 of substances

Table I. O'
/O of total nitrogen as

A
^

NO3-N NgO-N

Compounds with N atoms attached to different C atoms:

(a) Tertiary amines including pyridine, quino- 100
line, ?«o(pjiiioline and alkaloids; qu'dernaiy'

ammonium derivatives including betaine and
choline

(b) Secondary amines and substances with 95 5

>NH groups

(c) T’riinary amines, amino-acids, amides and 97-5 2*5

f‘omponnds easily hydrolysed to above,
nitriles

Jl. (Compounds with two N atoms linked to a C atom:

00-7

(2/3 of total N)

80

(4/5 of total X)

74

(a) ('omixmnds w'ith—N H ) —NH— grouji- 00-7 3-3

ing or easily hydrolysed to the above grouping
by acids, c.j/. cyanamide, urea, biuret, alloxan,
allantoiii, uric acid efr.

(b) Compounds with grouping, e.g.

N<
glyoxaliiie, liistamine, histidine Wc. (values for

the a-ainino groups have been deducted)

(r
) Su bst an(*es w it h bot h the above groupings in

the molecule, f.g. caffeine, theobromine ctr.

IJJ, Compounds with three N atoms linked to the same C atom:
(fi) strongly basic substances absorbing COg 36*5 2-5

from the air, < .g. guanidine (4/ 1 1 of total N

)

(b) Argiiiint*, deducting a-amino-group 50 2*5

(r) C.H'atine, m^atinine, dicyandiamide (de- tH)'7 —
ducting cm! - '(’H group) ‘

(2/3 oftotal X)

IV. Other nitrogenous com]X)unds:

(ft) Hydroxylamine and its derivatives 0-5 35-40

(b) Hydrazine and its derivatives 0-5

30

20

2<i

01

47*5

33-3

As XgO
55-tiO

As nitrogen
9.5-l(K)

II. Resistance of nitrogemms substances to chromic oxidation.

While most nitrogenous substances, e.g. aniline, acetamide, hippiiric acid,

asparagine efr., were rapidly oxidised bythe chromie-sulphurie mixtiin^ and, under
the ex|KTiniental conditions adopted, theoretical values for carbon wen* obtained

after 20-25 min. digestion, in the case of others, higher and varying degrt^es of

resistance to oxidation wen* met with. (Vmijwunds having two or three nitrogen

atoms attached to the same carbon atom, e.g. urea, biun*t, eatr(»ine, creatine,

guanidine, dicyandiamide etc., were more slowly attacked and correct values

for carbon were obtained only after about 40-45 min. heating. Pyridine,

quinoline and isoquinoline required mon' than an hour. Betaine, choline and the

tetrammoniurn basc^s were very slowly attacked. TIk* relative rates of oxidation

of different types of nitrogenous substanc^es ai’e shown graphically in Fig. 3

and their possible physiological significance will Ik* discussed lator.

Shewan [1935] also noted that a much longer time of heating was necessary

to obtain theoretical yields of nitrogen from betaine and quinoline derivatives,
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but attributed it to a preliminary transformation of the nitrogen into some form
before conversion into ammonia. But a simultaneous comparison of the yields

of COj obtained would show that the longer time necessary in these cases is due
to resistance to oxidation.

It has been noted already [1936] that completion of oxidation of such

resistant compounds could be tested cither by weighing the Sofnolite tulKss at

half-hour intervals or better by having two sets of Sofnolite tubes in parallel

and passing the OO2 into each set alternately while weighing the other.

Fi>;. 3. Kate of oxidation of different nit rojeenoxiR ec^mjiotindn, .aniline; K. pyrrole, pi|)eridine;

C, quinoline, iVtoquinoline; D. pvridine, E, iK'taine, rhohne; F. (CH,)4N.OH.

Dl.St't'SSIOS.

The relation betwwn .structure an<l chromic oxidation of nitrogenous sub-
stances has been hint.ed at by previous workers [(luyot and Simon, 1920:
Shewan, 1935], but has not been systematically examined before. The data given
above would show that the loss oetuirs in the form of nitrous oxide in the case of
C-2N and C-3N linkages and with hydroxylamine derivatives; whereas fn*!!

nitrogen is liberated from hydrazine and azo-derivatives. The fraction of total
nitrogen recovered as NHg-N, or the value of the chromic "oxidation constant”,
depends on the particular type of linkage, even among the C-2N and C-3N
linkages, as shown in Table 1.

In regard to the applicability of the chromic ackl method for the estimation
of nitrogen, the procedure as outlined previously [Acharya, 1936] was found to
give only approximate results and the limits of applicability of the method
for the determination of nitrogen in soils and plant materials were defimtd. For
organic compounds containing the (%2N and (-3N linkages, t)r the hydro-
xylamine and hydrazine groups the method was inapplicable without further
modification. The modified procedure given in this paper promises to lie

one of universal applicability for all types of nitrogenous substances. This
improved wet combustion procedun" could with advantage replace the tradi-
tional Dumas method for nitrogen, in view of its rapidity and ease of mani-
pulation. and could lx- easily modified so as to maki- a simultaneous deter-
mination of carl)on and nitrogen on the same sample.

It is interesting to note that substances which have the (!-2N and C-3N
linkages exert a marked phy.siologieal action on the human and animal systems,
( .g. jnirine and p_\Timidine bases, guanidine, creatine, dicyandiamide, arginine,
histamine, histidine etc., and all of them evolve substantial amounts of nitrous
oxide on oxidation. It is not intended, at the present stage, to draw any causal
relationship between such physiological activity and the formation of nitrous
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oxide—at least until direct experimental evidence is forthcoming on the pro-

duction of nitrous oxide by biological or enzymic oxidation of the above t3rpes

of substances. At any rate, the technique of chromic oxidation appears capable

of being developed into a rapid laboratory method for the detection of sub-

stances exerting marked physiological action.

It is also noteworthy that substances exhibiting a markc^d resistance to

oxidation such as pyridine, quinoline, i«o(|uinoline and i\w tetrammonium
bases, f .g. betaine and choline, are either of no nutritional value or are highly

harmful to the human and animal system. It is well knovm that administration

of choline, b(*taine or the tetrammonium bases l(‘ads to a rapkl depletion of the

fat content of the liver. A possible explanatif)n for this may b<‘ found in the

above noted high resistance* of these substances to oxidation and the effort made
by the system to effect their oxidation and removal ev 6*n at the cost of a large

amount of fat.

The chromic oxidation m(*th<Kl jiromises to be of vahu* in the characteri-

sation of different classes of proteins and in assessing the nutritional value of

different types of food materials. It is well known that the quality of a food

material improves with its content of diamino-acids, e.g. arginine and histidine,

and these amino-acids yield a low” recovery of XHg-N on chromic oxidation.

The values for ’‘oxklation constants’’ for some typical protems are given in

Table 11. There appf*ars to be a rough inverse proportionality between the

content of arginine and histidine and the loss of nitrogen on chromic oxidation.

A more detaik^d examination of the behaviour of proteins, more widely differing

in their contents of diamino-acids, and of protein hydrolysates and decom-
position products towards (*hromic oxidation may yield iiiformation of great

interest and value.

Table II.

tSubstance

Arginine and
histidine as % of
total nitrogen

Chromic
^‘oxidation

constant”

1 . Wheat gliadin 90 97
2 . Wheat gluten 12-2 95
iii‘. ('aseinogen 1.T6 92-5

4. (jflutenin (wheat) 150 92-5

5. Kgg aibumin
Blood albumin

16-7 90
0 . 17*7 90
7. Haemoglobin 18-8 90
8 . Fibrin (blood) 18-7 90
9. Keratin 19*3 89
10 . Fdcstiu 32-7 82-5

11. Histidine 1(K) 86-7

12. Arginine 100 Oti-T

The figureH for the content of arginine and hintidine are taken from the analytical data pre>

eented by Mitchell and Hamilton ( 1 939 1.

Summary.

1. The qualitative and quantitative composition of the ])roduots obtained

by chromic oxidation of nitrogenous substances vary wdth the stnu turc of the

eomjK>und. Compounds in which the nitrogen atoms are attachc'd to diff(Tt*nl

carbon atoms, with the exception of hydroxylaniine and hydrazine derivatives,

yield full recovery of nitrogen in the form of NH3-N accompanied by small

quantities of NO3-N ; those having two or three nitrogen atoms attached to the

same carbon atom lose a portion of the total nitrogen in the form of nitrous

oxide. Hydroxylamine derivativ^es are converted into nitrous oxide and nitrati*,
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while hydrazine derivatives yield mainly elementary nitrogen; in both cases,

the amount of NH3-N formed is inappreciable.

2. The fraction of total nitrogen recovered as NH3-N is termed the chromic

“oxidation constant” and is shown to depend on the structure of the com-

pound.

3. The varying resistance to chromic oxidation of different types of nitro-

genous compounds has been studied. Pyridine, quinoline, isoquinoline, betaine,

choline and the tetrammonium bases m' found to be highly nwistant; the

physiological significance of such resistance has lx;en discussed.

4. An improved wet combustion apparatus has been described which in-

cludes the analysis of gaseous products and is applicable to the determination of

nitrogen in all types of organic compounds.

5. The potentialities of the eliromie acid method in offering a laboratory test

for the detection of substances |»08ses8ing marked physiological activity, in the

characterisation of proteins and in assessing the nutritive value of different

kinds of food materials have been pointed out.

The author’s thanks are due to Sir E. .1. liussell and Mr E. H. Richards for

their interest in the work.
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The work described iu this ])aper is th(‘ result of a study of the degn‘(‘ to which
certain fats of widely varying chemical composition and physical j:)ro]7erties

accumulate in the liver when fed to animals undcT certain dietary conditions. It

was undertaken in order to obtain information eonc(Tning the* nature of the

fatty acids which appeared in the liver iindtT these difh'nmt conditions and
because knowdedgi* of this kind should proviih^ evidenc(‘ as to the fiart played by
the chemical nature of the food fat in fatty liver produ<*tioii. Further, it sei'med

possible^ that additional i^vidence of the part playcnl by tlu' liver in fat meta-

bolism might 1m‘ so obtained. Such a study has not so far b(‘en report(Kl, for in

investigations of the fatty Iiv'(‘r problem, Be.st and his coll(‘agues have used beef

fat and “(Visco" as their dietary fats for the routine production of fatty liviTs.

wdiilst for th(‘ same purpose the forimT fat only has been us(‘d in this laboratory.

In the first exjuTimeuts carrif‘d out in 1933 w<* employed tin* mixcrl grain diet

with 40 fat wducli has bcM^n much used by the Toronto w^orkiu’s since their

original discovery
|
Best et al., i932|. (Groups of animals w'ert‘ fed for tliriM* WT'eks

on this diet with liutter, beef dripping, palm oil, coconut oil, olive oil and cod-

liver oil as the dietary fats. The average }'>er(*cntages of fat (fatty a(‘ids and in»-

saponifiable matter) present in the livers were 3*2o, o-70. ()*90, (5’33, t)*B2 and
3-42 respect iv<‘ly. This and other failures to produce fatty livers hy the* use of

th(' grain diet with 40^;, fat caused us to leave the problem at that time and led

to the inv(‘stigations whi(*h n^sulted in the finding that the amount of fat occur-

ring in tlie liv('r was governed by the amount of protein in the diet, irrespective

of any action of choline [Ohannon and Wilkinson, 1930 : Beeston d «/., 1935),

Tht* nssults of the repetition of the work, in which use w^as made of this finding,

are reeordi'd here.

Expekiiviental,

Six groups, (*ach of ten rats, wa^e fed on a basal diet of alcohol- and etiier-

extracknl caseinogen 5, marmite 5, glucose 45, salt mixture 5 parts, witli 1 drop
of cod-liver oil per rat every 3 days, together with 40 parts of one of th(‘ foliownng
fats: butto fat, beef fat, palm oil, coconut oil, olive oil and cod-liver oil. The
diets were administered for 14 days, and the animals were then guillotined and
the livers removed. The total ether-soluble material was extracted from the

Table I. IFeight records of the animals.

Group no. 1 2 3 1 5 8

Fat in dirt Butter Beef l*alm ( Wonut Olive (.’od-Jiver

fat fat oil oil oil oil

Av, initial body w t. (g.) 185 18(> m 188 J8U 187

Av. final body wt. (g.) 187 188 179 177 177 188

Av. gain or Iosb (g.) + 2 ±0 -18 -9 -3 -21

Food intake (g. per rat

per day)
10‘0 9-5 8-1 9*5 9-2 8*9

( 1033 )
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pooled livers and its contents of lecitliin, cholesterol, cholesteryl esters and gly-

ceride estimated as described by (Shannon and Wilkinson [1934]. The data

relevant to the animal side of the experiment are recorded in Table I.

Results.

1 . Fatty liverproductim. Table 11 records the j:)ercentages ofeach constituent

present in the fresh liver and also the absolute weight of each constituent in the

liver of the 100 g. rat. These are arranged in order of defToasing fat content of

the livers. This table shows that all the fats have caused fatty livers, although the

Table 11. The liver lipoids.

{a) Percentage of each constituoiii (g./lOO g. fresh liver).

(6) Weight of each constituent present in the liver of the KKl g. rat (g.).

(

a X liver as fx^reentage of body weight
i

\ JOO

Group no. 1 2 3 4 5 0

Dift-ary fat ,. Butter fat Beef fat Palm oil Coeonul oil ( >live oil (’(xl'liver oil

{!')'

/

(") (fc) («) on w' (") (A> («) (fc)

Jjecithin 2-59 0-12 2-.>7 012 2-25 010 2-92 o-n 3-02 0-10 3-1)0 0-13

Cholesterol 0-14 0-01 0-20 0-01 (>•25 OtU 0-19 0-01 0-23 O-Ol 0-28 0-91

Cholesteryl oleate 04)4 oo;i o:»ti 0-03 0-31 0-01 0-31 0-01 0-85 0-03 0-20 091
Glyceride

Total % of liver

27-80 1-30 23-70 1-00 23-54 1-05 17-12 0-ti7 11-47 0-39 3-04 9-11

30-()7 27-0;i 20-35 — 20-r4 15-57 7-18 —
Wt. per liver of 100 g.

- 1-4H — 1-22 M7 0-80 - 0-53 — 9-2t)

rat (g.)

i.v, of food fat 1 40 49 10 80 145

intensity of the act‘umulaiion in the iiv('r varit's. Sav(‘ for ( ‘od-liver oil, in the

case of which the livers an* only slightly fatty (7*iSV'o)» remaining gron[>.>

contain total lipoids varying from 15-57% ,
in the ca.se of oliv(‘ oil, to 30-07 % for

butter fat; the very high values for butter fat, beef dripping and palm oil, 30-07.

27-03 and 20-35% resix'ctively, are nott'wortby in view of tb(» short period (d*

(‘Xj)eriment, 14 days only. The results again d(»?nonstrate (*learly tlu* t‘fTe(*ti\'e-

ness of the 5% protean diet in fatty liver produc-tion with a variety of oils and it

seems likely that such variations in the nature at]d amount of th(‘ fatty aeids

present in the livers may provide a means for further elucidation ofthe fatty livcT

problem. The iH^rcentages of the individual liver lipoids call for little commejit.

Those of lecithin fall with increasing fat contemt and the absolute weight of this

substance in the liver of the 100 g. rat varies over a roughly similar range. The
free cholesterol content varies little from the normal valu(‘, 8 mg. in the liver of

the 100 g. rat. Both the percentages and absolute weights of the cholesteryl

esters show a definite increase, the normal figure being of the order of 0-01 %

.

As was to be anticipated, the differences in the degn^e of lij)oid accumulation

in the livers are entirely due to the differing glyceride contents, which vary

from 3-04% in the case of cod-liver oil to 27-30% in that of butter. Thus the

livers of the animals receiving cod-liver oil contained 0-11 g., three times the

normal amount, whilst those of animals receiving butter gave the highest figure

and contained 1*303 g., about forty times the normal. Best [1934] remarks that

he had found l>eef fat more effective in producing fatty livers than butter, and the

present result is contrary to this finding. Best however used butter, whilst in

our experiments filtered butter fat was used and it is possible that the explana-

tion of tlie different finding lies here. Whilst any oaseinogen presemt in the
butter would tend to exercise a lipotropic effect, its amount would be too small
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significantly to affect the result. In other studies our colleague, Dr Loach, has
demonstrated the presence in milk of cholinecompoundsother than phosphatides.

It is possible that these may accumulate in the butter and exert a lipotropic

effect, yet be removed in the preparation of butter fat by filtration.

The figun^H in Table II show that in general the intensity of the fat infiltration

of the liver rises inversely to the iodine values of the dietary fat. Thus cod-liver

oil, the most unsaturated fat fed in this experiment, J.v. 14-5, has caused only a

very small increase in the glyceride content of th<‘ liver, whilst butter fat, r.v. 33,

beef fat, i.v. 40 and palm oil, i.v. 49 have resulted in very large increases in the

glyceride content of the livers, siuih increases being however of about the same
order. Olive oil, with an intermediate i.v., gives a glyceride content between
these two extre^me values. Coconut oil is the one excerption, for with the lowest

T.V., 10, it should have caused the givatest accumulation of liver fat, if the degree

of unsaturation were the only controlling factor. It is possible however that the

short-chain fatty acids, which constitute a very considerable portion of the fatty

acids of this oil, are more readily ra(^talK)lised and do not therefore play so promi-
nent a part in fatty liver production.

In Tabl(r III arc recordc^d thc^ average percentage compositions of groups of

the fatty acids of the various food fats used in thest' (r^poriments. The degree of

fat infiltration in tlie liver runs parallel wdth the ])erct‘ntag(‘s of saturated

Table in. ^ Vfraqi percentage ronip(Mttinn of fatty acids of the various

food fats.

Saturated fatty acids ITusaturatcd fatty acids Intake of
•-

^
,

‘
^ saturated

or
low or

Lower
than (‘j

,4 ^18

Iliiihor

than (’ig

Cj4-C,g aoifU

g. rat 'tla,\

Hut tor fat 12 ri2 30 - 2-(t8

Beef fat - o2 -- 4S L9S
Halm oil — 48 52 — 1*55

Coconut oil 29 — 8 Ml
Olivo oil - - 12 — 8i — 0-44

Cod -liver oil 15 — 40 44 0*41

acids present in the diffonmt fats, except in the cases of olive oil and cod-liver oil.

The last column of Table III shows the actual daily intake by each animal of

saturated acids calculated from the food intake. These figures fall into

the same order as do tlw^ jH'rccntages of liver fat, although from the fact that the

intakes by the olive oil and cod-liver oil groups are similar, 0-44 and 0-41 g. per

da}^ respectively, it might have l>een anticipated that these two fats would ha\'e

caused similar degrees of fat accumulation. The actual amounts of glyceride are

however 1 1 -47 % for olive oil and 3*04% for cod-liver oil. Whilst a certain deduc-

tion cannot be made from these results, the amount of saturated acids

ingested appears to govern in a general manner the accumulation of fat in the

liver. Worthy of notice in this connection are the observation.s tiiat the inclusion

of a relatively saturated fat in the diet of depancreatised dogs, receiving con-

trolled insulin administration, considerably shortened the period before the

appearance of signs of liver failure [Allen et aL, 1924 ; Hershey and Soskin, 1931].

One further point needs emphasis regarding the liver fat j>ercentage of the cod-

liver oil group; in all the other groups the daily food intake varied from 8*1 to

10*0 g. per animal, while in this group it was only 6*9 g. Further, there are many
reports of the toxicity of cod-liver oil which has been demonstrated in a variety

of ways. These two factors make it necessary to regard the result with this oil

with caution.
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2. The fatty acids 'present in the livers. Table records the i.v. and mol.

wt. of the total liver acids obtained by hydrolysis of part of the total ethereal

extract and removal ofthe iinsaponifiable matter. The phosphatide and glyceride

Table IV. Analysis of the total liver fatty acids.

Group no. 1 2 3 4 5 0

Fat in diet Butter Beef J*alni Coconut Olivo C(Kl-liver

fat fat oil oil oil oil

Total fatty acids in liver 28*2:1 24*7.3 24*19 18*57 i:i*40 5*55

(g./100g. liver)

I.V. 83*5 85*9 87*9 07*9 91-.) 158*2

Mol. wt. 270 27.5 274 257 2K() 287

Fatty acids of fat fed. i.v. :i5 42 51 12 84 150

Mol. wt. 245 270 206 210 280 290

Table V, Analysis of the liver glyceridf fatty arids.

Group no. 1
•> 3 4 5 0

Fat in diet Butter BtTtf Palm ( Jdconut Olive Cod-liver

fat fat oil oil oil oil

Glyceride fatty acids 20*25 22*72 22*10 B)*77 12*88 .3*31

g- liver)

I.V. 77 74 87 00 83 173

Mol. wt. 271 270 281 201 281 291

Liquid fatty ac‘id.s %
T^\ itchell K^paratinii.

02*2 00 :J 08*1 57*7 78*1 70*1

i.\. no lot; 121 101 109 170

Mol. wt. 29(i m) 298 21 ;o 289 313

Solid fatty acids 37*8 33*7 :b*9 42*3 21'9 23*9

I.v. — 14 .5 7 10 49

Mol. wl

.

— 2t>7 209 257 207 310

Table VI. Analysis of (hr liver phosphatide fatty adds.

Group no. 1 2 3 4 5 0

Fat in diet Butter Beet Coconut ( )Iive Cod -liver

iat fat oil oil oil oil

I’hosphatide fatty acids 1*05 1*59 1*42 1*52 2*11 2*03

(g./l(K)g. liver)

I.V. 138 i:u J4!i 1.32 148 143

Mol. wt. 295 29ti :»88 270 291 .337

Liquid fatty acids %
T^\it^•hell scjiaration.

58*3 00*5 .59 0 57:1 57*8 57*0

I.v. 185 170 205 189 179 192

Mol. wt. 3(i8 :io9 350 334 380 3.50

Solid fatly acids % 41 7 .39*5 40*4 42*7 42*2 42*4

I.v. 15 10 21 20 28 15
MoJ. wt. 299 289 273 204 319 343

fractions of the total ethereal extracts of the livers were then obtained by means
of acetone precipitation. The fatty acids were, prepan^d from each fraction in

the usual way and the liquid and solid fatly acids separnt(‘d by a modified

Twitchell process [Hilditch and Priestrnan, 1031]. The results of these analyses

are set out in Tables V and VI.
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DraciTssioN.

{a) Totalfatty acids. Prom Table IV it is seen that where a greatly increased

deposition of fat in the liver has occurred, i.c. in all but the cod-liver oil group,

the i.v. of the total fatty acids have decreased quite considerably from the
normal (about 115), although the i.v. and mol. wt. of the dietary fats are well

reflect€jd in the corresponding values of the liver fatty acids. This is seen parti-

cularly well in groups 4, 5 and 6, receiving coconut, olive and cod-liver oils

respectively.

(h) Glyceride, fatty acid^. Witii the exception of the cod-livcr oil group, i.v. of

the glyceride fatty acids given in Table W are considerably lower than that of the

glyceride nonnally present in the liver (i.v. about \K)). These liver glyceride acids

reflect in general the nature of the acids fed. Thus those of group 4 have the

lowest I.v., flO, and the lowest mol. wt., 2(51 (coconut oil fatty acids havt? r.v. 8;

mol. wt. 257). With these may he contrasted those from groups 5 and (5. The
liver glye(‘ride acids of group 5 have i.v. 83 and mol. w t. 284 (olive oil fatty acids

have I.v. 84; mol. wt. 280). Those of group 6 are i.v. 173 and mol. wt. 291 (cod-

liv<»r oil fatty acids have i.v. 150; mol. wt. 290). CJonsideration of the results with

thc*se three fats, which provide the lic^st contra.st because of their chemical nature,

indicates that the coinjK)sition of the gl^'ceride fatty acids accumulating in the

liv(‘r is markedly influenced by the dietary fat. Similarly the highest percentages

of unsaturate*d acids are foun<l in the olive and cod-liver oil groups, 78*1 and
76*1 resjieetively, while the lowest occurs with coconut oil, 57*7. The mol. wts.

of these three groups of acids, 289, 313 and 266, also refl(‘et those of the acids

of the fats fed. It is notewwthy that apart from the cod- liver oil group the i.v.

of the unsaturated acids vary only from 106 to 121, in spite of the varying

characteristics of tlu; fats administered. Attention is particularly directed to

the I.v, of tile aciils from the coconut oil group, 191, which differs little from that

of th(* olive oil group, 109, in spite of the fact that coconut oil contains but a ^ ery

small jiroportion of iinsatiirated acids (about 8% of oleic acid, i.v. 90), whilst

olive oil (I.v. 83) contains some 87 % of unsaturated acids. The mol. wt. of

the coconut oil grouj) ainds, 26(5, together with the i.v., 101 , indicates the presence

of (ronsiiierable amounts of unsaturated acid of less than eighteen carbon atoms
and may be evidiuice of the liver having desaturated the saturated acids of this

oil. It is of interest also that then* has not been a greater deposition of saturated

acids in groujis 1 ,
2 and 3, for it has already been |K)inted out tliat the intake of

higher saturated acids seems to govern the intensity of the fat accumulation.

(r) The phosphatide fatty acids. The i.v. of the phosphatide fatty acids vary

only from 132 to 149 and supjxirt the finding of Sinclair [1931 J that the i.v. of the

fatty acids of the food fat and that of the liver phosphatide fatty acids do not run

parallel. The i.v. of the liver phosphatide fatty acids from group 4 is also .similar

to results obtained by Sinclair
\ 1932] when coconut oil was fed. There is however

a very considerable difference between the result obtained in group 6 (cod-liver

oil) and those obtained by Sinclair [1931; 1932]. That author recorded con-

siderable increases in the i.v. of the liver phosphatide fatty acids up to 170-180,

when feeding cod-liver oil in small amounts and up to 21*3% of the diet. His

values were much higher than those obtained after coconut and olive oil feeding.

In this experiment 40% of cod-liver oil in the diet has been fed, yet the i.v. of

the phosphatide fatty acids has increased only to 143, which is not as great as

that due to feeding olive oil and only slightly higher than that due to the in-

clusion of coconut oil in the diet. Further the i.v. of the acids of the glyceride

fraction, 173, is considerably higher than that of the phosphatide acids. No
Biochem. 1936 xxx 67
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explanation for this divergence can be given. Although the i.v. of the phos-

phatide fatty acids does not bear any relationship to tlie i.v. of the food fatty

acids, the mol. wts. of these fatty acids do appi'ar to n^flect to some extent those

of the food fatty acids, save in the ease' of butter fat, this indicating that the

composition of the liver phosphatides may vary to some extent with the dietary

fat. Consideration also shows that little diffenmee occurs in the percentages of

the liquid and solid fatty acids present in the different groups, the range for the

unsaturated acids being 57-3 to (K)*5. There is also little variation in th(‘ i.v.

of the liquid fatty acids, which are considerably higher than those of th(‘

glyceride fatty acids, save in the ease of group (> which are only sliglitly raised.

The mol. wts. of the liquid fatty acids are extremely high and fall within a very

narrow range. It is possible that these values are iTUiccurate, since a considerable

period of time unavoidably elapsc^l befc»re th(‘ completion of the analyses and

(chemical change may have occurred, even though the i.v. have remain(*<l at a high

level. The mol. wik. of the solid fatty acids, although higher than those of the gly-

ceride fatty acids, again reflect to some exb'Ut the mol. wds. of the food fatty a(*ids.

These results thus appear to shoiv that the fat oc(*urring in th(' fatty liver

when different fats are fed, if not deprived exclusivtdy from the dietary fat, is

considerably modified by its nature, whi(»h also governs the degree of accumula-

tion occurring. Further discussion of the‘.se results, from which many points

emerge, will be deferred until work at pn^stuit in progn‘ss has b(‘(*n compk‘t(‘d-

After removal of the livers and gastro-intestinal tracts of all the animals, the

carcasses wtTc pooled and tlu* total fatty a<‘ids of (‘ach group w'(‘re worked up.

These are being analysed by the (‘stcT distillation method after being submit tetl

to the Twitchell process. Discussion of the liver rt\sults will b(‘ further facilitated

when the composition of the dt‘pot fats is thus mad(' available. Further, the

re^sults at prevsent reported made it appear worth while to ])ut large groups of

animals on to the diet used in this pa|XT. with coconut and olive oils, in order to

obtain suffi(iient liver fatty acids for ester distillation, since light on the livc‘r

desaturation process, in which choline may be involved, as well as more ac(*urate

information concerning the natun* of tb(‘ fatty acids accumulating in the fatty

liver under different dietary conditions, wdll be so obtained.

SlMMAHY.

1 . Groups of rats have been fed on the diet previously found effeetive in pro-

ducing fatty livers and containing r}% c*aseinogen with 40% fat. N'arious fats

were used and the effectiveness of this diet is shown by tin* fact that the livcTS of

all the groups were very fatty.

2. Th{‘ total lipoids present in the liv(Ts eorresfK^nding to the various fats at

the (md of 14 days were: butter fat 30-67, beef fat 27-05, palm oil 26-35, coconut
oil 20*54, olive oil 15-57, cod -liver oil 7-18% of the fresh liver weight.

3. h'actors influencing the variations in the intensity of fat deposition in the
livers with the different fats are discussed.

4. The total lipoids were fractionated into phosphatifle and glyceride frac-

tions. The fatty acids from all the fractions were analysed by the Twitchell
procedure and the r.v. and mol. wt determined. The results indicated that the
nature of th(‘ fat in the livers was markedly influenced, both in th(» glyceride and
phosphatide fractions by that of the dietary fat from which much of it was
derived.

The (jxpenses of this research were defrayed by a grant from the iMedical
Research Council, to whom we wish to express our thanks.
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In one experiment of a aeries in which study was made of th(^ effect of choline in

preventing the accumulation and accelerating the removal of fat in tht^ liver of

the rat, Best and Huntsman [1935] observed that, when rats which already had a

liver fat percentage of 10-"13-5 wert‘ transferred to a diet of pure sucrose, the

liver fat was further increased by some 8^^, during the (jourse of 6 days. In a

comparable experiment in which the transfer was made to a diet containing

80% of sucrose with 20% of coseinogeiK this increase in liver fat did not occur.

Assuming a daily food intake of 10 g. per animal, this experiment suggestol that

2 g. of caseinogen had prevented an 8% ris(‘ in the fat of a liver which was already

loaded with fat. Best and Huntsman were unable to de(*ide at that time whether

this action of caseinogen was du(‘ to thc‘ fraction of a mg. of choline present in the

diet and they pointed out in further possibJ(‘ (‘Xplanation of this result that

caseinogen might give rise to betaiiu^s during its metaliolism, since betaine itself

was shown to be hpotropically active by Best and Huntsman [1932]. At the

same time Channon and Wilkinson [1935] were investigating the production of

fatty livers in normal animals on synthetics di(‘ts, because they had failed to

obtain such livers by the use of the diet of mixed grain and 40% fat originally

used by the Toronto workers. Various considerations discussed by tlumi sug-

gested that the amount of the protern present in th('. diet might be a governing

factor in fatty liver production and they concluded from a series of experiments

that the amount of fat appearing in the liver was controlled by the amount of

protein in the diet, irrespective, however, of any action of choline. In a criticism

of these results, Best et al, [1935J dn‘w attention to their c*xperiment mentioned
above and stated that the results of their more recent unpublished experiments

suggested that 1 g. of the caseinogen used by them had no greater effect on liver

fat than did 0-5 mg. of choline. Tlu'y further stated that, whilst the lipotropic

effect of caseinogen was not to be underestimated, in their opinion the effect

could be accounted for if the protein contained 0-2 or 0-3 % of choline, betaine

or other substances with a similar action.

Meanwhile Beeston et al. [1935] had applied their previous findings on this

protein effect to a further exUmsive study of the '‘eliolesteror’ fatty liver with
results which amply confirmed their original conclusion that the caseinogen

present in the diet controlled the amount of glyceride appearing in the liver,

irrespective of any action of choline. As typical of this powerful action of the
caseiilogen may be mentioned an experiment in which the amount of glyceride

ill the livers of a group of animals w^as reduced by 18*69% by the extra daily

^ The substaDco of this paper was reported at a Meeting of the Biochemical Society, on
15th Not. 1935 [Beeston and Channon, 1935J.

( 1040 )
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intake of only 1 g. of protein per rat. Such figures as these left no doubt as to the

validity of the conclusion that traces of contaminating choline could not be
responsible for the effect and personal discussion of these and unpublished
Toronto results led to Best and Channon [1935] stating that contaminating
choline could account for only an insignificant part of the caseinogen effect.

A further point which emerged was that the li]:>otropic effect of the caseinogen

used in Liverpool appeared to be very much greater than of that used in Toronto,
for in their experiment mentioned above, Best and Huntsman found that 2 g.

prevented an 8% rise in liver fat, whilst in this laboratory, in preventive exjx^ri-

ments on normal animals l)oth with the “fat” fatty liver and the “cholesterol”

fatty liver, a very much greater effect had been repeatedly observed.

Apart from emphasising this considerable difference both in the degree of the

lipotropic action of caseinogen in the results from the two laboratories and in its

interpretation, Best et al. [1935 j
noted that in certain experiments the percentages

of fat observed in the Toronto laboratories were higher than those obtained here.

A constant amount of marmite was used in the different diets of all our groups of

animals as a source of B-vitamins and Best et ah suggested that marmite might
contain other unknown lipotropic factors which would lower tlie liver fat per-

centages. They further stated that the 2 mg. of choline received by our rats might
be a significant factor in the conditions of our experiments.

The work described in this paper was therefore carried out with three objects

in view. Firstly it was clearly desirable to express the preventive action of

caseinogen on liver fat in terms of a standard, choline, for only by such means
can the lipotropic actions of diffenmt proteins be accurately compared; secondly

to investigate the effect of marmite on the degree of fat accumulation in the liver :

and thirdly to determine the minimum amount of choline which exercised an
efl'ect on liver fat in the diet containing 5 % caseinogen and 40 % fat generally

used by us. It was hoped that these experiments, the results of which have al-

ready appeared in summarised form [Beeston and Channon, 1935] would further

establish or finally disi)ose of the apparent disparity between the results at

Toronto and those at Liver|K)oJ,

Experimental.

The method ofexperiment was to feed ten groups of rats, each of 8~10 animals,

on a basal diet consisting of caseinogen (alcohol- and ether-extracted) 5, fat (beef

dripping) 40, glucose 45, salt mixture 5, cod-liver oil 1 part. Five of the groups

received in addition 5 parts of marmite, whilst in the remaining five this was
substituted by a further 5 parts of glucose. In <*ach of the two series varving

percentages of choline chloride were added to the diet. Two further groups of

animals received, with and without marmite, a die't differing from the basal diet

in containing 30 parts of caseinogen, 25 parts of the glucose of the basal diet

being substituted by this protein. After 14 d&ys the animals were killed by
guillotine and the amount of fatty acids and unsaponifiable matter in the livers

determined by the methods previously used [Channon and Wilkinson, 1935]. In

Table I are recorded the essential data regarding the animal side of the experi-

ment. Choline determinations on the food constituents weiT made by the method
of hydrolysis followed by acetylation and biological assaj’^ on the isolated rabbit

intestine. The marmite used in these experiments contained 440 mg. of choline

per 100 g. and the caseinogen 0-6 mg. per 100 g. The daily food consumption

was measured and in the figures in Table II the total daily choline intake includes

not only the added choline in groups 1 6-1 e, and 2 6-2 c, but in series 1 that
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Table I.

1. Marmite present
A

2. Marmite abKent

Diet Av. wt.

'' f
-

Av. w*t.

^
A change 4. Food ehange i- Food

(Jasoiri- Choline Av. final % initial eonsnnip- Av. final % initial consump

ocen chloride No. of wt. body wt. tion g./ No. of wt. body w^t. tion g./

«/
/o % animalB g. k- rat/day animalB g- g- rat/day

(n) 5 +()*(K) 9 ir>fi -01 8-2 8 140 8*7 7*8

(b) 5 ^ 0*02 8 109 - .34) 8-7 8 130 - 3*2 8-2

(') 5 M)*05 9 107 04 91 9 152 7*9 7*3

(rf) 5 +0*10 9 102 4 3-3 9*2 7 132 -3*7 7-3

(<) T) 4 0-20 9 107 4 2-3 84» 8 100 3*2 7-7

(/) 30 4 0*00 9 178 f 100 84i 9 104 f 1*0 7*3

TahJplI.

1. Marmite present 2. Marmite absent

Diet Daily intake Daily intalo*

Pro- (’holine Total CW4n 33>tal ( Win-
tein chloride eholine ogen Liver tat (‘holme ogen Livt'r fat

n 0
'0 0 mg./rat g rat wet wt. mg. rat g. rat wet wt.

(«) o i-OOO 18 041 io-t.-) 04) t)-39 23*00

w T) 4 0-02 34 043 1.3-14 14 )4l 24 33

(0 i} 1 O-Oo o-O 043 9*02 3*2 0*30 12*44

w 5 4 0*10 10(1 040 8 38 0-3 0*38 8*32

(0 5 ^ 0*20 10-8 043 020 L3‘3 0*38 0*74

(/) 30 l-O-OO 1-9 2:)8 3-02 0 0 2*20 0*84

present also in the marniite providfKl in the It is to tnentioned that the

groups 1/ and 2 /in Table II in which aboul 2 g. mon* caseinogen ing(‘sted

than in groups a-e, received iu conseqiKMiee 0*01 mg. additional choline })cr rat-

per day, an amount whi(ih is insigrnficant and which may be disregarded in the

discussion.

The lipotropic action of caseinogen in rejvrence to cholbu as standard.

The figures in Table II show tliat in all the grou})s a-e in s(.Ties 1 and 2 the

caseinogen intake per rat per day varied between 0*30 and ()'40 g., a figure which

may be takt*n as sufficiently constant to ]XTmit a satisfactory comparison of the

different results. In group 1 a the cas<dnogen intake* of 0*41 g. y)er rat per day has

yielded a liver fat percentage of 20*45. In the same s(‘ries in group 1 /a caseinogen

intake of 2*58 g. per rat per day has yielded a liver fat percentage of 5*62. Thus
an extra intake of 2*17 g. of oaseinog(*n per rat p(;r day has lowered the liver fat

percentage by 14*83. Further, in series 2, in which marmite was absent, an

extra intake of 1*81 g. of protein has lowered t})e liver fat from 23*() to 0*84%,
a reduction of 16*76%. These figures cx)rn*Rpond to reductions of 7 and 9% in

the liver fat respectively per g. of protein ing(*sted. The lowest figures for the

liver fat in the two series caused by the greatest amounts of choline given, 16*8

and 13*3 rag. fx*r rat per day respectively, are 6*20 and 6*74% (groups 1 e and
2e). If th(‘S(; bo taken as the same as those resulting from the 30% protein diets

in groups 1/and 2/, 5*62 and 6*84% n?spectively, then in series 1, 2*17 g. of

protein have had an effect equivalent to 16*8 mg. of choline, while in series 2,

1-81 g. of protein have had an effect equivalent to 13*3 mg. of choline. Hence in

series 1 , 1 g. of protein has yielded an effect on the pcTcentage of liver fat equi-

valent to 7*7 mg. of choline, while in series 2 it is equivalent to 7*3 mg. of choline.
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With these figures is to be contrasted the statement of Best at al. [1935] that in

unpublished results following theirexptTiment mentioned above 1 g. of caseinogen
is equivalent in action to not more than 0-5 mg. of choline, which is about one-
fifteenth of the value recorded here.

In experiments which have since been carried out on normal animals by the
preventive technique originally used by us in investigating this problem, Best,

Grant and Ridout [1936] have now fully substantiated our findings [(Iiannon
and Wilkinson, 1935: Beeston H al., 1935] that caseinogen exercises a very con-
siderable action on liver fat in this type of exy)eriment. Th(‘y now emphasise the

importance' of limiting the caseinogen c(»ntent of thf' diet, if the rapid jroduction

of large fatty livers is desired
,
and it is for this reason that we have ado])ted during

the last two years the use of a diet containing 5 % of (aseinog('n and 40% of fat

jChannon and Wilkinson, 1935; Becvston f4 al., 1935; Channon and Smith, 1936],

It is of considerable interest also that in this tyjK' of experiment Best, Grant and
Ridout [1936] find that 1 g. of their casednogen ('xercises an efiect comparable
with “jRThaps 5 or 6 mg. of cholin(‘’\ This confirmation of our results [Beeston

and (3iannon, 1935] by the Toronto workers makes it very unlikely that there is

any difhTciKje in th(‘ lipotropic valu(*s of thc' caseinogen yavparations us(*d in the*

two laborate)ries, for the difiercn(*e betw'eem their figure of 5-6 mg. and ours of
7-8 rug. is, in our opinion, wvll wiOiin the* range of exy)(‘rimt‘ntal (*rror. As these

authors yroint out, it thus ayrjK'ars that tin* lipotrojur* action of caseinogen in the

transfer exyreriinent on which tlu'v originally based th(*ir criticism of the n^sults

of Channon and Wilkinson [1935; Best, Huntsman and Ridout, 1935], is far

l(*ss than in the y)rev(*ntive tyyre of experiment carried out on normal animals. If

the active substanct* ]>n*sent in caseinogen is a contaminant, the possibility

exists that its amount may vary in different prej)arations of the protein. It is

therefore of interest that the 'i'onmto workers have now obtained a n‘sult similar

to our own, when eniyrloying tlu* same (*x|)erimental method, ev(*n though
feeding caseinogen from a different source.

B(*st, Grant and Ridout [1936] also confirm that the fat content of the livfT

dc'creases to approximatc'ly normal value as the yrrotein contc*nt of the diet is

increased from 5 to 39 and make the additional observation tliat furtlu'r in-

(•R^as(* in tlu* dietary prot(*in to 50% causes no further lowering of the liver fat

}K:‘reentage. With their figure for a liver fat percentage of 5*04 on the 30%
protein diet, whieli they mention as Ix'ing only slightly above normal, may be

eom])ared the eorresyK^nding figures in Table IT, whicli an* 5*62 and 6*84

resyK'etively. Thc*se figures also are definitely above the normal value, which is

usually tak<*n as 3-4%. In all our ex|K*rimcnts of tliis type wo have never ob-

tained a figure as low as 4%, although, as is discussed later, ludther has choline

in the amounts used by us caused a reduction to the normal figure.

It is not known at the present time whether caseinogen eff(*eis tliis lipotroync;

action through some integral part of its molecuk* or by virtue ofsome contaminat-

ing substance. \^arious possibilities have been discussed [B(*st and Huntsman,
1935; Channon and Wilkinson, 1935; Best and Channon, 1935; Beeston, Channon
and Wilkinson, 1935: Best, Mawson, McHenrj^and Ridout, 1936]. We would like

briefly to draw attention to one further possibility. The (‘Xtensi\ e exfxriments of

Best and Huntsman [1935] showed that when animals, wh(*ther with normal
livers or livers already loaded with fat, w^ere transfi*rred to a diet of pure sucrose

only, the amount of fat in the* liver was markedly incrt*ascd and the authors

commented on the possibility of a “specific'’ effect of sucrose. These results,

together with the fact that the mixed grain diet with 40% of fat used by the

Toronto workers in their original work, although providing some 10 mg, of
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choline daily for each animal, yet caused fatty livers, led us to enquire whether
this effect of increasing protein intake might be due merely to the corresponding

decrease in carbohydrate intake. We endeavoured to investigate this possibility

by feeding three groups of animals on diets containing 20% of fat, 2% of chole-

sterol and 5% of caseinogen ; one group served as control, whilst in the second

and third groups 5% and 25% of glycine were added at the expense of the

corresponding amounts of glucose of the basal diet. The object of this experi-

ment on the cholesterol fatty liver was to cut down the carbohydrate intake by
substitution of a pure amino-acid which might ])e expected to have no lipotropic

effect. This experiment was carried on for 21 days. The percentages of total

ether-soluble material in the pooled livers of these three groups were : control

39-4% ; 5% glycine 42*4% ; 25% glycine 34*4% . We feel that the somewhat
lower figure of 34*4% on the diet with 25% glycine is of doubtful significance,

since the food consumption on this particular diet was not good and the weight

losses considerable (21*7% of the initial body weight). Hence these results

appear to dispose of the idea that ‘‘dilution '* of the carbohydrate is the cause of

the protein effect. Some figures recorded by Host, (5rant and Ridout [19361 in an

experiment designed for anoilier purpose appear to provide confirmation of this.

They fed three groups of animals on a diet containing 40% of fat with {a) 10%
caseinogen, (6) 30% caseinogen and (c) 10% (*avseinogen with 20% gelatin. While
the increase of th(‘ caseinog(‘n content from 10 to 30% reduc(»d the fat content

of the liver from 24*7 to 6*5%, the addition of 20*^0 gelatin to th(‘ diet con-

taining 10% caseinogen had no effect, the recorded figure, 22*4%, not being

significantly different.

Apart from this interesting observation that gelatin appears to possess no
lipotropic activity. Best, Grant and Ridout [19361 report that dried egg white

possesses an activity approximately equal to that of caseinogen, whilst minced
ox muscle proteins have a smaller activity than that of caseinogen. In this

laboratory studies of the lipotropic actions rif diffcTent protcuns are also in pro-

gress. For this purpose we have prepared a number of plant and animal proteins

of varying biological value and these are now bcung tested against caseinogen,

with and without the addition of certain €*ss(mtial amino-acids. It will not In*

possible to express their activities in terms of caseinogen with accuracy, because
of the difficulty of preparing pure proteins in sufficient amount, Hinee'l~2 kg. of
each protein are required for a single experiment on two groups of animals. At
the present stage we can only report that edestin a})pc*ars to exercise a consider-

able lipotropic action, since groups of animals receiving a diet containing 40%
of fat and 5% of edestin yielded a liver fat of 23*7 % , while those receiving

25% of edestin and 40% of fat gave a figure of 9*0% . The further results will be
reported in dm* ('ourse.

The e.ffect of marmite on the liver fat percenUige.

The effect of marmite on the liver fat percentages can be seen from the
figures in Table IT, in which are recorded the choline intakes of the two series of
animals, together with the percentages of liver fat resulting. Considering first

series 2, in which marmite was absent, it is seen that in group 2a, with a choline
intake of zero, a liver fat percentage of 23*6% resulted. The intake of 1*43 mg.,
group 2 5, has had no eflect on the liver fat percentage, the difference between
the resulting figure, 24*33%, and that of group 2 a, 23*6%, being of no signi-
ficance ill view of the normal group variations. Increase of the choline intake to
3*2 mg., group 2 c, has caused a marked effect in lowering the liver fat to 12%
and the percentage progressively decreases through groups 2 d and 2 e to 6*74%
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with increasing choline intake. In the series in which marmite was present,

group 1 a, in which the choline intake was 1*8 mg., yielded a liver fat of 20-45%

,

a figure which is little different from that obtained in group 2 b (marmite absent,

choline intake 1-4 mg.). The increase of the choline intake to 3*4 mg., group 1 6,

has also caused a sharp fall in the liver fat percentage to 13-14% ,
a figure again

of a very similar order to that occurring in group 2 6, 12-44%, in which the

choline intake was of the same order, 3*2 mg. A further increase to 5-9 mg.
causes a further fall to 9*62% ,

group 1 c, whicli again is quite similar to the

figure in group 2 d at a similar choline intake. Similar remarks apply to group
1 d compared with group 2 e.

It appears therefore from these figures that the presence or absence of mar-
mite in the diets has had no effect on the liver fat except by virtue of the choline

which it contains and that no other lipotropic substances are present in sufficient

amount tp cause any obvious effect. These results therefore appear to discount

the suggestion made by Best, Huntsman and Ridout [1935] that the lack of

greater deposition of liver fat in our experimental animals could be attributed to

li|:)otropic substances other than choline contained in the marmite. On the

other hand, although marmite has exercised no li}X)tropic effect other than that

due to its contained choline, it is not unlikely that this lack of effect is nuToly
the balanc'c between the opposing factors of substances tending to increase liver

fat and those binding to decrease it. Thus McHenry [1936] has shown that

vitamin B| increases the amount of fat in the liver. Wliilst the results of series 1

do not show any increase over those of series 2, in spite of the vitamin pro-

vi(l(»(l as marmit(\ this is probably explained by the fact that only on diets of

extremely low ciioline content was the effect of vitamin B^ observed [McHenry,
1936]. Further it is probable that a yeast extract such as marmite will contain

cystine, of which amounts as low as 7-5 mg. pt*r rat per day have been found to

be markedly effective in increasing the pt^rcentage of liver fat on this particular

diet [Beeston and (.^lannon, 1936]. Anj’ effect of these two factors tending to

increase liver fat may l)e offset by betaines, the presence of which is probable in

such an extract.

The minimum effective dose of choline.

The figures in Table 11 show very clearly that alwut 3 mg. of choline have
caused a marked c*ffect in decreasing the liver fat percentage. Thus in groups 1 a

and 2 5, in which the choline intake w'as 1-2 mg., the percentages do not differ

from those of 2 a, in which no choline was ingested. On the other hand in

groups 1 b and 2 c, in which the choline intake has been raised to 3*4 and 3*2 mg.
respectively, a sharp fall in the liver fat pc'rcentages to 13*4 and 12*44% rt\s|K‘c-

tively has resulted. These figures thus show that on the diet most frequently

used in this laboratory, containing 40% of fat and 5% of protein, 3 mg. of

choline have a marked preventive effect. It is interesting to note that Best,

Mawson, McHenry and Ridout [1936] have obtained a similar figure on a diet

containing 15% of protein and 40% of fat. On the other hand it is seen in

groups 1 e and 2 c, in which 16-8 and 13-3 mg. of choline were administered per

rat per day, that the liver fat percentages are 6-2 and 6-74% resix^ctively, figures

which are definitely above normal. We have repeatedly encounttTed this finding

that choline in the amounts used by us has not reduced the liver fat to normal on

this particular diet. Thus in the experiments of Channon and Smith [1936] in

which the effect of triethyl-jS-hydroxyethylammonium hydroxide was compared
with that of choline, a large number of groups of animals was used. All these

groups received the 40% fat and 5% protein diet for periods varying from 13 to
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20 days and in addition received choline in amounts varying from 8-8 to 79*8 mg.

per rat jkt day. If all the results be pooled, the mean value for the fat content of

the livers of these 64 animals was 7-75% , a figure approaching twice the normal,

while the lowest figure obtained for any group was 5*2% and in 5 out of 1 1 groups

a figure of 8% or over was obtained. It thus ap})ears that, wliilst small amounts

of choline have a very marked effect in preventing a rise in the liver fat per-

centage^, a considerably greater quantity is necessary to maintain it at a normal

level.

Summary.

1. In continuance of previous studies of the effect of dietary protein in

preventing the occurrence of fatty livtTs in rats receiving diets containing 40*)'^,

of fat, the action of caseinogen has been (equated against that of choline. 1 g. of

(aseinogen is ecpiivalent in its preventive* action on livcT fat deposition to 7-S mg.

of choline.

2. The provision of nuirmite, or its abs(*nce from tlu* diet, had no further

effect on liver fat accumulation than that anti(!i])ated from its cliolim* content.

3. In pr(*v(*ntiv(' experiments on diets containing 5\ of caseinogen and 46

of fat, 3 mg. of choline per rat pcT day caused the liv(T fat percentage to be re-

duced from 26 to 10% . On the other hand it, is ])oitited out that amounts varying

from 8*8 to 79-8 mg. a day did not prevent some tat accumulation oecuring in tlu*

liver.

4. Edefetin is shown to have a lifK)tropic. action.

The ('xpenses of this research were defray(*d by a grant from the M(*di(‘al

Res(*arch (buneil, to whom we wish to express our thanks.
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Of the (uirrent methods for the determination of total iron in blood, none ap])ears

to be entirely (juantitative [Kurmester, 1934]. Tlu* method here d(‘seribed how-
ever has been found reasonably accurate and is well suited to routine analysis

when* numerous samph's must Ik* examined in a r(dativ(*ly short timi*.

The IS with a siilphurio-nitrit* acid niixtun* an<I thu Fo OKtiiimturl by a mudili-

uation of Kill’s
|
U),‘{1

]
ota'-dipyridyl method. The detailed procedure is as follows. Kiijette (•o nd.

of oxalated blood into a pyrex nvst-tube (12/2 ein.). Add l-o ml. t)f I'e-free concentrated H^S04
and O’o ml. of redistilled HNO3 . iJeat cautiously over a nucro-burner, with (‘ontiimous shaking,

until nitrous fumes cease to Ik* evolved. Cool .slightly, ad<l 2 drops H\Uy and heat as lx*fore,

r<*peating until a clear solution is obtained and the nitrous fumes are completely expidled. Cool

and make up to 20 ml. with distilled water. Mi\ I ml. of this solution with 1 ml. of aa'-dipyridyl

reagent (()*(MU2 M aa'-dipyridyl in oA' Fc-frec ammonium acetate) in a 1 cm. tube of a Lovibond

tintometer. Add NajSgO^ grain by grain with continuous shaking until the maximum colour is

developed (only a trace is needed; a largo excess w*ould prodme cloudy solutions). The intensity

of the hkI colour is then almost directly proporthmal to the Fe contt‘nt within the* conc(*ntration

limits ob.served (Fig. 1 ). The Fc content may therefore be determined either from the approximate

n*lation: mg. Fe/lOO ml.=ti*4't (Lovibond red units), or from a gra])li eoiistructed by treating a

scries of standard Fe solutions exactly as describf'd above. Fig. I was obtained in this nianruT

(except that the n*d colour was measured in a 1 cm. round cell ot a Ilo.<!cnheim-Schustertintoineter).

Fig. 1.

In Table I are presented the results of an analysis of oxalated sheep blood by

the present method and by the usual thiocyanate procedure as described by

Peters and Van Slyke [1932].

( 1047 )
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Table I.

mg. Fe per 100 ml. blood
/

*
.

Present method Thiocyanate method

43*5

420
40*5

350
33<5

27-5

260

45*5

41-6

420
350
33*5

27*0

26*5

The authors wish to express their thanks and appreciation to Mr B. C,

Aston, of this laboratory, for his kind interest in this work.
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Studies of the iron in vertebrate blood have shown that the iron of the haemo-
globin molecule is to be distinguished from the residual iron, which may reside

partly in the corpuscles and partly in the plasma [see, especially, Barkan, 1925;

1927; 1933J. This important distinction has been established by at least three

independent methods, supposed^ giving similar values for non-haemoglobin
iron. These are: (1) Colorimetric estimation of non-haemoglobin iron on an
ultrafiltrate from blood which had lK‘en incubated with dilute hydrochloric acid

(Barkan, 1925; 1927; 1933], (2) lodimetric estimation of iron in the trichloro-

acetic acid filtrate from blood wiiieh had been boiled with oN hydrochloric acid

[Starkcnstein and Weden, 1928]. (3) Colorimetric estimation of iron in the

trichloroacetic acid filtrate from blood which had been treated with thiolacetic*

acid [Tompsett, 1934, 1].

For whole blood or serum, Tompsett [1934, 1 (
has shown that 2(1% trichloro-

acetic acid does not completel}" extract iron, added as iron alum, except in the

presence of thiolacetic acid. Quantitative recovery of added inorganic iron in

presence of thiolacetic acid however is not sufficient proof of the suitability of

this reagent for the detennination of non-haemoglobin iron in blood. Shorland

and Wall [1936, 1] have shown in preliminary work that thiolacetic acid can

liberate iron from haemoglobin, and this conclusion is now substantiated in this

paper.

We have therefore examined sodium pyrophosphate [Tomps(‘tt, 1934, 2;

1935] as a possible alternative reagent and compared the results with those

given by the Starkenstein and W\^den [1928] method.

Experuuental.

Experiments were made on samples of oxalated sht'cp's blood. Filter-paptTs

were washed with dil. HCl and distilled water to remove traces of Fe and then

dried. The trichloroacetic acid solution was prepan'd from freshly distilled acid.

Periodic blank experiments showed the reagents to be practically free from Fe.

(1) The action of thiolacetic acid on haemoglobin iron.

In these experiments a method essentially similar to that recommended by

Tompsett [1934, 1] was followed. 2 ml. of blood were diluted with an equal

volume of water and treated with a specified quantity of thiolacetic acid. 4 ml.

of 20% trichloroacetic acid were immediately stirred in and the solution filtered

after a given time through a no. 41 Whatman filter-pajHT. 1 ml. of filtrate was
treated with 2 drops of cone, ammonia in a 1 ml. cup of a Duboscq colorimeter.

The standard colour was prepared similarly from 2 ml. of a stock solution of

( 1049 )
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iron alum containing 2 mg. Fe in 100 ml. 1% H2SO4. Comparison is made
after dilution of the unknown to approximately the same depth of colour as the

standard and the non-haemoglobin Fe evaluatol.

Fig. 1 shows the variation of apparent non-haemoglobin Fe with time at

two concentrations of thiolacetic acid. Fig. 2 show's the effect of varying the

concentration of thiolacetic acid from 2 to 25 drops (1 drop=:0*05 ml. approx.)

in a 48-hour reaction.

Fip. 2.

Fig. 1. Effect of time on the value obtained for non-ha(‘nioglobin iron by thiolacetic acid. Total
Fc, 4.1 mg./KK) ml. (A) 5 drops thiolacetic acid; (U) 1 drop thiolacetic acid.

Fig. 2. Effect of concontratiou of thiolacetic acid on the libiTation of iron from blood. (A) Total
Fc, 45 mg./ 100 nd. (B) Total Ft*, ,‘14 mg./ 100 ml.

Clearly, th(‘ time taken for the estimation, w'hii'h is not specified by Tomps(»tt

[1934, 1], would materially affect the ajiparent value for the non-haemo-

globin Fe. When the yieriod of contact was .short (3 min.), values of 0-83 to

1*09 mg./lOO ml. were obtaine^d for noii-haenioglobin Fc. These company with

0*96 to 1*50 mg./KK) ml. for human blood (Tonipsett, 1934, 1].

(2) So(Iiu7n pi^Tophhsphate as a reagent for the delerminatum of non-

haemoglobin iron.

Method. Mix 2 rnl. of oxalated blood and 2 ml. of4% sodium pyrophosphate
in a test-tube. After 15 min. stir in 2 ml. of 20% trichloroaeetic acid solution

and filt(*r through a no. 41 Whatman papt*r. Add 2 ml. of filtrate to 1 ml. of

0*0012 M aa'-dipyridyl in 5 M ammonium acetate. After developing the

colour as described in Shorland and Wall's
[ 1 930, 2] modification of Hill’s method

[1931], compare with standard colour (pn'pared similarly from 2 ml. of a solution

of iron alum containing 1 mg. Fe/lOOml. 1 % HgSO^) in a Duboscq colorimeter.

Table I. The dHerniinatwa by the sodium pyrophosphate methM of
inorganic iron added to blood.

mg. Fc/IOO ml.

Non-haemoglobin
Fe of sample

0-72

0-33*

0-38*

0*87

0-86

0-51

Added
inorganic Fc

1<K>

100
JOC
200
200
200

Rf^portod noii-

hacmoglobin Fe

1*7()

J-33

1*35

2-80

2-85

2-51

^ Determinations made on samples which had stood several days.
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Table I shows that inorganic Pe, added as iron alum, is quantitatively

recovered, affording an indication of the efficiency of the method. It is not,

however, certain that non-haemoglobin Fe is fully determined by this reagent,

as Barkan [lOIlS] has shown that there is in blood the ‘'easily-separable ” Fe which
can be distinguished from inorganic Fe by its failure to be adsorbed on aluminium
hydroxide. Tompsett [1034, 2] has suggested the use of pyrophosphate for the

liberation of Fe from such complexes.

The* ac.tion of sodium })yrophosphate on the haemoglobin Fe was t(\st(‘d In*

allowing the reagent to stand in contact with blood for differi*nt periods prior to

estimation of the libc*rated Fe (Table II).

Table II. Tho ffffct of tiwe of amtact of the sodium pyrophosphate solution

irith blood on the re/mrted non-haemoglobin iron.

Time of contact (min.)

Sample (A) 10
20

Sampl€'(B) 5
20
50

Keported non-hat‘inoglobin

Fe (mg. Fe/IOOml.)

0-83

0-83

0-70

0-70
0-70

Table III shows that fresh bk)od gives a higher non-haemoglolun Fe valu(‘ by
this niethofl than blood which has stood several days

Table III. The effect of agehig of blood samples on their reportt'd 7wn-

haemoglMn iron content.

Fresh bUH»d 3 (iays old

mg.

Fr(‘sh

Fe/1(M) ml

8 days ohJ Frc.sh 15 days old

0-71 U-30 ()-8« 0-.38 0-91 0*59

Osl 0 29 0()S 0*27 0*80 or)(>

0-89 0-33 0*59 0*33 0*75 048
0-32 0*77 o*m — --

OWi 0-42 0*71 0*57 —

The actual rate of change of non-haemoglobin Fe as givtui b\ this method is

shown for a y)articular sample as below

:

Table IV.

Hours mg. Fc/lOO ml.

0 0*89

24 0*80

30 0-51

48 043

Barkan [1927] observed that by use of his method the apparent non-

haemoglobin Fe incn'asexl if the blood were aged for severs I weeks prior to th<»

determination. The reverse seems to be true of the j)resent method.

Although, so far as the authors are aware, comparable figures for th(» non-

haemoglobin Fo of sheep’s blood are not available', Barkan [1927] finds for several

species of vertebrates, including man, a mean value of approximately 1*7 mg. Fe

per 100 ml. For human blood this has been confirmed by Starkenstein and
Weden [1928], whilst Tompsett [1934, 1] gives lower values varying from 0*96

to 1-56 mg. Fe per 100 ml.

Even for fresh blood, the values given by the sodium pyrophosphate method
appear to be somewhat low. The method was therefore compared (Table V)
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with that of Starkenatein and Weden [1928], Firstly, however, the statement of

Starkenstein and Weden that boiling 5N HCl had no appreciable action on
haemoglobin Fe was confirmed : boiling the sample for 1 min. with the 5N acid

resulted in practically the same figure for non-haemoglobin Fe as boiling for

5 min.

Table V. Reported nm-hae,moglMn iron.

Mg./l(IO ml.

Sodium pyrophosphate
method

Starkenstein and
Weden’s method

0-79

0-86

0-79

0*71

0-87

0-89

0-97

9-89

0-80

1-22

1-52

1(59

I -20

2(M>

1-73

1-79

1(54

1-88

The values for the non-haemoglobin Fe obtained by the sodium pyrophosphati*

method are much lower than those* obtained with Starkenstein and V\'eden’s

reagent. Since both these reagents are without effect on the haemoglobin Fc*

under the experimental conditions used it st^ems that [>art of the non-haemoglobin

Fe must be more labile than the' rest.

Summary.

Tlu* actions of thiolacetic acid and sodium pyrophosphate resfiectively on the

iron in blood have been (‘xamitu'd. The former reagent has a definite action on
haemoglobin iron and is therefore not suitable for the estimation of non-haemo-
globin iron. Good recoveries of inorganic iron added to blood are given by tht*

latter reagent which is shown not to attack hac^moglobin iron. The values obtained

for the non-haemoglobin iron by the sodium pyrophosphate method, however,
apj)ear to be considerably low«*r than those obtained by nu*ans of Starkenstein

and Weden’s reagent (boiling 5N hydrochloric acid).

In conclusion the authors wish to express their appreciation to Mr B. C\ Aston,
of this Department, for the opportunity of carrying out this investigation.
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In recent years much attcmtion has been directed to the part played by lack of

the B-vitamins in the production of a number of diseases of obscun* origin, and
the use of one or more constituents ofthe vitamin B complex has been advocated

for the cun* of a variety of conditions. A review of this subject will be found in

the ''Discussion on avitaminosis (B group) in tropical and temperate countries’*

at the Royal Society of Medicine, in 1934.

In particular, the occurrence in a nunib<‘r of diseases of a multii)le periphtTal

neuritis, similar to that of berilx'ri, has suggested a causal relationship of the

B-vitamins. (Jobb and Coggeshall [1934] have summarised the causes of neuritis

and given a list of condition.s in which it occurs as the possible result of dietary

deficiency; among these are included combined system disease, occurring in

jx*rnicious anaemia fGildca ft al., 1930], and '“alcoholic" i)olyneuritis [Minot

et al., 1933; Strauss, 1935]. The deficiency in the former state has been thought

possibly to be due in some cases to defective absorption of the vitamins, in the

latter state to an insufficient intake, since advanced alcoholic addicts consume

alcohol at the expense of more normal, vitamin-containing constituents of the

diet.

Unfortunately, most of the evidence connecting the B-vitamins with these*,

conditions has been of a curative nature, and as such does not throw much light

on their causes, since the fact that a substance cun's a disease does not nect\ssarily

prov(* that its lack has caused the disease. A further disadvantage of human
curative observations of a dietetic nature is th(* difficulty of ensuring that only

one constituent of the diet is altered at a time. This is particularly true when
additional vitamin Bj is fed, since it has been shown [Gowgill et ah, 1925] that

this increases the appetite, so that there is a concurrent increase in tht‘ intake of

all other constituents of the diet. But ]:)erhaf)s the most serious disadvantage

till recently has bt^en that no pure sources of the B-vitamins have been available

for clinical use, so that therafxmtic effects obtained from feeding yeast or (»ven

liver have often been attributed solely to the B-vitamins contained in these

substances. However, as the knowledge of the composition of the various

B-vitamins advances, it is becoming possible to investigate their separate effects.

Some therapeutic effects of crystalline vitamin Bj have already been examined

[Vorhaus et al., 1936].

The assumption that conditions such as ** alcoholic poljmtnjritis " and com-

bined system disease are caused by lack of the B-vitainins has therefore rested on

the fact that they occur in patients who have, it is thought, been living on diets

deficient in the vitamins. It is, however, seldom easy to decide whether a diet

has contained adequate B-vitamins; for the distribution of the B-vitamins in

^ Working with a Rockefeller Fellowship for Medical Research, awarded by the Medical

Research Council.
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foods is widespread and variable, the quantities consumed are always difficult to

ascertain, the amounts needed by man have not been definitely settled, and there

is no certainty that the amount consumed will always be absorbed.

A method of discovering whether a patient is in a deficient condition is

therefore badly needed. By adopting the method used with vitamin C [Harris

et aL, 1933; Johnson and Zilva, 1934], a study was made of the vitamin

and Bg content of human urine, in the hope tliat the amount of these vitamins

excreted might give some indication of a surplus or deficiency of them in the

body. The urine of three normal subjects was examined and also that of a patient

with “alcoholic*' polyneuritis.

Historical.

The presence* of an antineuritic factor in human and animal urine was shown

by Muckenfuss [1918], Gaglio [1919] and Van de Walle |1922], the last two also

showing that the amount was reduced in starvation and in vitamin Bj deficiency.

More recently, Gulick and Daniels [1931] investigated the vitamin B (Bj) content

of the milk fiicds, urine and faeces of eleven infants. They found a fairly uniform

retention of vitamin B, increasing with the size of the child.

Helmer [1935] investigated t he amount of vitamins Bj and B2 in urine from

throe normal subjects receiving a w(ughed, ^vell balanced di(*t and in the urine

from one patient with untreated pellagra. He found that w^hilst th(? urine from

the normal subjects contained appreciable amoujits of both vitamins Bj and Bg,

neither of these vitamins could be detected in the urine from the pellagrin.

Thus there are already indications that the amount of tlu* B-vitamins in tlu*

urine is affected by the oral intake of vitamins, but it is not known whether any
quantitative relationship exists.

Experimental.

1, The subjects studied and their vitamin intake,

A study w^as made of the excretion of vitamins Bj and Bg in three control

male subjects (1. IT and IV^), admitted to hospital for reasons unconnected with

diet or metabolism, and in one male patient (111) with “alcoholic” polyneuritis.

This patient, 5,*? years of age, had for years cohhuummI moderate amounts of alcohol, at times

as much as 1 pint of whisky a day but usually not more than 2 or 3 pints a week. Eor years he

bad eaten irregularly, soinotimes taking practically nothing but 1 pint of whisky daily, during

several days, as his apparent source of calories. It was ira[x>ssible to determine any regular dietary

habits. Recently lus appetite had been very poor. There had bt^en no prominent gastro-intestinal

symptoms but there was marked decrease of hydrorhlorie acid in the stomach contents.

A month i)efoi‘e entry he noted tenderness of the calves of the legs, sensations as of pins and
needles in the feet. At that time progressive “weakness” of the legs began. Kxamuiation on entry

to the hospital showed definite but not severe signs of “alcoholic” iwlyncuritis. Strength was
diminished in the legs and feet. The gait was ataxic on a slightly broad base. Knee jerks were
diminished and ankle jerks were absent. Babinski’s sign was not present. The calves were* markedly
tender on pressure. There was slight hyporaosthesia of the soles of the feet. Vibration sense was
moderately diminished, but position sense was apparently normal. By the end ofthe observations,

which included a period (3) during which a high vitamin diet was fed, diminished ankle jerks were
the only residual sign.

Since it was not possible to feed diets of known vitamin content, the ex-
cretions at different levels of vitamin intake were •‘ompared. In each the
subjects received the different diets for 12 days and the vitamins in the total
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urine excreted during this period were estimated. By this procedure it was hoped
to eliminate variations caused by day to day changes in the food and by any
lag in excretion when the diet was changed.

The control “normal” subjects were observed for two successive periods of

increasing vitamin intake, periods 1 and 2 below. The patient with “alcoholic”

polyneuritis was observed for a third period, 3, with a still higher vitamin intake.

This patient received 1 quart of whisky daily throughout the experiment. The
diets given were as follows

:

Period 1. The ordinary hospital diet.

Period 2. The same diet with daily additions of lo g. (10 tablets) of ’‘Harris

Yeast Vitamin” and 18 g. (3 level teaspoonfuls) of “Vegex” (“Marmite”).
Period S. A high vitamin diet as used for the treatment of cases of

‘
‘ alcoholic

”

polyneuritis by Minot et al. [1933] and by Strauss [1935], together with “Harris

Yeast Vitamin” and “Vegex” in the same amounts as in Period 2.

“Harris Yeast Vitamin” {12*5 g.) and “Vegex” (15 g.) in the proportions

fed to the patients in Periods 2 and 3, were mixed with water, made up to

1(X) ml. with water, and the B-vitamins estimated in this preparation, 'which

will be referred to as the “B-vitamin mixture”. The amount of additional

vitamins fed in Period 2, as compared with Period 1 ,
w^as thus roughly ascer-

tained.

The vitamin excretion was estimated in the urine only. The amount excreted

in the fac^ces was not taken into account, since it would almost certainly be

aflected by bacterial action in the gastro-inle.stinal tract and therefore be no
guide to the true excri'tion. At the same time it must be remembered that,

t'spccially when large amounts of the vitamins are being fed, it is possible that

absorption may b(; incomplete, so that any balance sheet constructed without

consideration of exogenous excretion of the vitamins can only be approximate^.

The total urine for each 12-day period was collected, lO^'o alcohol

containing 3% of HCl, being used as preservative. It was then concentrated at

about 50° in vacuo to a volume of 1 litre. The concentration could be carried to

this point without appreciable sc^dimentation occurring. The concentrated

material was Iwought to a pjj of about 4*0 with NaOH and stored in the cold

till used. 83 ml. of the final preparation then represented a day’s output of

urine.

It has recently been shown that vitamin Bg can be resolved into two factors

[Kuhn et a?., 1933, 1, 2, etc.], one factor being a lyochrome (liavin) and the

second known as supplement or vitamin Bg. In this work, how’ever, the vitamin

B complex was estimated as a w^hole, so that there is no indication whether the

urines tested W'ould not, on further work, be found to contain large amounts of

c'ither flavin or vitamin Bg. That they did contain both these factors to some
extent was however demonstrated, for in the absence of eitheu- factor, no

“vitamin complex ” activity could have been observed by the growth methort

employed.

2. Details of the vitamin tests employed.

Vitamin estimations. The method of estimating this vitamin w^as a modifi-

cation of that described by Bum [1932] and Coward et al. [1933]. Determination

was made of the percentage of animals, in the original work pigeons, in the

present study rats, which were cured of the neuritis which develops, when
vitamin Bj is absent from the diet, after a given dose of vitamin B^-containing

material. A curve showing the perexmtage of animals cured by different amoimts
of a standard vitamin Bj preparation was constructed at the same time, and by

68—2
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comparison with this, the amount of the vitamin in the tested dose of each

material could be found.

This curative method was employed for two reasons. Since only one dose of

vitamin-containing material was used for each animal, the total quantity needed

for a test was small, whereas in growth tests doses are fed daily over a period of

weeks to each animal. Also, difficulty was experienced in persuading animals

deprived of vitamin to consume daily doses of concentrated urine, whereas

a single dose could be introduced artificially.

The rats used weighed 100-200 g. and had previously received a synthetic ration with adequate,

but not superabundant, B-vitamins. They were given a di(‘t containing vitamin Bg but no vitamin

Bj, this iKnng constituted as follows: washed caseinogen (U. H. Thomas) 20 g.; corn starch 60 g.;

salt mixture (McCollum No. 61) [Itter tt al., 1935] 5 g.; and “Crisco” 15 g.; mixed with 100 ml.

of a watery solution of autoclaved “ Vegex” (1 hour at 9-0) containing the equivalent of 50 g.

of '‘Vegex”, to supply vitamin Bg. The diet w^as cooked for 2-3 hours in a steam steriliser. Cod

liver oil was fed as a separate daily dose.

After 3 or more w'eeks, during which time the rats lost about one-third of their weight, acute

neuritis developed. Three degrees of severity of symptoms were recognised, slight, definite, and

severe, and rats with each degree WTre used to titrate each dose, but no correlation was found

between ease of cure and the severity of symptoms. Similarly it was not found that the w'eight

of the rats when dosed influenced the cures.

As soon as the nervous symptoms were appanmi, a single dose of the material to be tc*sted was

introduced into the stomach, by means of a pump ma<lc from a graduated 5 ml. syringe to which

was attached a length of small size rubber catheter. In this way it was })os8iblc to ensure that the

animal received the w'hole of its dose. The rat was then observed for 2 da^s, at tho end of which

time the olTeot of tlie dose w’as always eleai.

The results of the tests are shown in Tabl(‘ 1. Tli(» (jurative effects of the

following materials were investigated.

Table I. The curative effect of various vitamin B^-cmifaining

inaterials on rat neuritis,

Boses tested (ml.) and niimter of rats cured. In
Material brackets the number of rats observed Amounts needed

Urines* _ A — — to cure .50-70%
^Subject Period 0()6 0125 (»*25 0-5 10 20 of animals

I (1)
— 0(1) 0(1) 0(1) 0(1) 0(1) >2-0 ml.

(2)
— 0(1) 0(2) 4(6) 0-5 ml.

11 (1)
— - — — — 0(1) >2 0 ml.

(2)
— 0(2) 4(6) 0-5 ml.

IV (»)
— — — 0(3) — >10 ml.

(2)
— — ... 0(4) 3 (6) — 10 ml.

III (J) — — — 0(1) 0(1) >2-0 ml.

(2)
— 0(2) 3(6) — 0-25 ml.

(3) 0(2) (fi) -- -- 0125 ml.

B-vitamin mixture* (ml.) 0125 0-25 0-5 0-25- 0*5 ml.
0(1) 0(4) 6(7)

Acid clay, international 10 20 30 20 mg.
standard (mg.) 3(10) 6(10) 8(10)

Concentrated so that 1 litre^l2 days’ output.

{a) Standard, With the international standard acid clay adsorbate of vitamin
Bj

,
and with 10 rats receiving each dose, 10 mg. (1 Inteniational Unit) produced

cures in 30% of the animals, 20 mg. (2 i.u.) in 60% and 30 mg. (3 i.ir.) in 80%

.

The curve expressing these results is shown in Fig. 1 , together with the curve
given by Coward ei al, [1933] for pigeons. It will be seen that the two are exactly
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comparable in form, but that the pigeon appt^ars to need twice as much vitamin

Bj as the rat. Thus to cure 50% of the pigeons a dose of 30 mg. was required,

while apparently 16 mg. would have been sufficient for rats; and to cure 80%
of the pigeons 60 mg. were required, while for rats only 30 mg. were needed.

Fig. J. KesponHC to graded doses of aeid rla> adsorbate (international vitamin Bj standard)

of pigeons and rats witli neuritis due to vitamin B, deficiency.

This r(‘sult contradicts that obtained by Kinnersley ei ah [1930], who found

that the vitamin Bj retjuirements of pigeons and rats were equal, as judged by

the number of days after a single dose of test material during which cures of

neuritis last^^d. Tt agrees, howevcT, with the statement made by Plimmer et ah

[1927], that whilst pigeons need 4% dry yeast in the diet to maintain weiglit, rats

only need 2% . It is probable that the different amounts of vitamin Bj needed

by th(* pigeon and the rat are related to the different body weights of these

species, thus the pig<‘ori may lx* considert'd to be roughly twice as large as the

rat. This matter has been investigated fully by (.bw^gill [1932], w’lio took re-

storation of appetite in depleted animals as thcj criterion of vitamin Bj activity.

At the same time it may be point.<^d out that Cowgill's other hypothesis, that the

need of animals oi’ a given spi'cies for the vitamin increases with increasing

weight, was not supjKirted in these observations, where cure of neuritis was the

criterion, for the weight of the rats, within the limits observed, 88-179 g., di<l

not influence the cures.

(b) Urines. When testing the urines it was found that if the dost's tested were

of the order 1, 2, 4, 8 efc., the minimum dose which had any effect cured 50~00%
of the rats. Such minimum effective doses, irrespective of the exact proportion

of the animals cured, were taken to contain equal quantities of vitamin B, and

to be equivalent to 20 mg. of acid clay, which promoted cures in 60% of the

animals, that is equivalent to 2 i.r. No doubt, if the number of animals observed

with doses of half these amounts had been larger, a small proportion would have

been cured, comparable with the proportion, 30% ,
cured by 10 mg. of acid clay.

It will be seen that no vitamin Bj could be detected in the urine from

patients receiving the ordmary hospital diet witliout additional vitamins,

Period 1, although as much as 2-0 ml. of the concentrated urine was tested.

Larger amounts than this could not be given as they appeared to be toxic,

causing the death ofthe animals before the effect on the nervous symptoms could
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be observed. Whether these urines did in fact contain smali amounts of vitamin

Bj remains therefore in doubt, and it can only be said that 2 ml. of concentrated

urine contained less than 2 i.u. of vitamin B, ,
so that 83 ml. concentrated urine,

or 1 day’s output, contained less than 83 i.i^. The urines from the patients

receiving additional B-vitamins, Periods 2 and 3, all contained appreciable

amounts of vitamin B|
,
from 0-125 to 2*0 ml. containing 2 i.xt., or, 1 day’s output

(83 ml.) containing 167-1333 i.u. of vitamin Bj.

(c) B-vitamin mixture, given to subjects during Periods 2 and 3. The minimum
amount of this material found to cure (0-5 ml.) reliex ed the symptoms of 86%
of the rats observed

;
0-5 ml. would thus sc^om to be equivalent in effect to 30 mg.

of acid clay (80% cures) and so to contain 3 i.rr. of vitamin Bj. It was therefore

calculated that ml., that is 0-17 ml. contained 1 i.r. of vitamin Bj . It would

have been expected that some of the animals receiving 0*25 ml. (1*5 i.u.) would

have been cured; actually none of the 4 rats observed was cured.

The equivalent of 120 ml. of this B-vitamin mixture* was fed daily to the

patients during Periods 2 and 3 of the experiments. They ther(»fore received

720 I.u. of vitamin Bj in addition to the amount present in thfur food.

Vitamin eMirmtions. The grow’th method of Chick and Roscoe [1928] was
employed for tin* estimation of this vitamin.

Rats of 3.'V-40 g. weight vvere given a diet <*<jniHii>ting of unshed easiMiiogen (R. H. Thomas)

:J0 g.; corn starch CO g.; salt mixture (McCollimi No. 51) jitter tt uL, lOIf)] o g.; and “Crisco*’

15 g.; mixed with 100 ml. of water and cooked foi 2-3 hours in a steam st<*riliser. After 1 week

the rats wero also given 0*1 ml. daily of a vitamin <*oneentralo, pri'pared from l>n*uer*8 yeast

[Kinnersley ei ah, 1933), an amount ecpinalent to 0-0 g. dry weight of tJie original yeast, and eon-

taining sufficient vitamin Bj for normal growth. Cod liver oil was fed as a fH*parato daily dose.

The animals were observed for a further week or until they verc no longer growing, and the

doses of the vitamin Bj containing materials were then fed. The feeding of these materials was

continued for 5 wc^eks, 0 days a w'eek, and the growth during this period observed. In order to

increase the palatability, sugar was mixed with the dosi's of urine.

In Table II are shown the results obtained when the vitamin Bg in tin*

B-vitamin mixture and in the conccntratt^d urines was tested by this method.

Table II. The growth promoting effect of various vitamin B^-containing

material for rats.

Amounts of urine* and B-vitainin mixture fed to young rats (40-90 g.
weight) as source of vitamin Bg, together with tfie resulting weight

inerease in .5 weeks. In j)ra<‘ket.H the* number of rats observed

Material
Tines* Dose

Average
weight
inerease Dose

Average
weight
increase Dose

Average
weight
inen-aso Dose

Average
weight
increase

Subject Reriod ml. g- ml. g- ml. g- ml. g-

1 (J) 0-5 45 (4) I'O 59 (4) —
— — — — 0-25 «2 (0) 0-5 67 (2)

11 (1) 0*25 43(4) 0-5 57 (2) ---

(2) — — 0-25 50 (0)
- -

IV (1)
- - 0-125 50 (4) 0-25 59 (5) 0-5 64(1)

(2) - — — — 0-125 01 (4) 0-25 58(6)
111 (1)

— - 0-25 50 (4) 0-5 04 (2)
(2) 0-25 53(4) 0-5 01 (2)
(3)

3-vitamin mixture —
000

0-125

50(4)

50(4)

0125

0-25

63 (5)

61 (4)

0-25 68(3)

* Concentrated so that 1 litre= 12 days’ output.
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It will be seen that large variations in the amount of vitamin Bg-containing
materials fed produced only small differencjes in the growth response. Thus the
concentratc'd urine from subject IV, during Period 1, was tested in thrt'o

different doses, 0*125, 0*25 and 0*5 ml. and the average growth during 5 weeks
observed in rats receiving these amounts was 56, 59, and 64 g. This result was
entirely different from the results obtained previously with this method, when
rats bred at the Lister Institute, London, were used. As an example of these
results the test for vitamin in dried banana may bt* quoted [Roscoe, 1931,
Table III]; 1 g. of banana promoted 35 g. growth in 5 weeks, 2 g. prornotecl

62 and 4 g. promoted 102 g.

It was at first thought that the inability of large amounts of the concen-
trated urines to stimulate a greatcT w’eight increase might be due to a toxic

matt'rial in the urines which inhiluted growth. Two facets were opposed to this

theory however, the first being that growth did not appear to ix* affected by the
actual size of the dose, irrespective of the vitamin content, and the second that

wlien other rats received the B-vitamin mixture as source of vitamin Bg, the
difference between the responses to 0*125 and 0*25 ml. was also very slight, the
average weight increase with these two (losc*s b(‘ing 56 and 61 g. respectively.

It seems, tlierefore, that for some* unexplained reason, the rats clid not respond
to graded doses of vitamin B., in the same* way as tho.se (unploy(‘d in previous
(‘xperiments.

This fact emphasises th(* nc'cessity for employing in all vitamin Bg tests

some material as standard with which others may lx* compared, and of not
relying on a standard growth response. Only in this way can comparisons b(*

mad(* betw(‘en tht* results obtained in different laboratories, for it is apparent
that growth resfxmse. is an uncertain factor, varying according to the strain of

animals employed, and even, it is possibh*, in the same strain according to the

time of year.

The absence of a marked difference in weight iiien*ase as a result ol‘ feeding

widely difft'rent amounts of vitamin Bg considerably reduced the accuracy of the

tt‘8ts, but by comparing two or three different doses of each material it w^as

found possible to assess their relative vitamin Bg contents. In Table II the

doses of the materials tested are arranged so that amounts promoting equal

weight increases fall in line. Tlie amounts in each cohimri may then be con-

siderexi to have containeil i^qual cpiantities of vitamin Bg,

Since the materials tested in this >vork were not compared wdth a standard

material, it must be understood that no conclusions can be drawn as to the

absolute amounts of vitamin Bg present. But since the B-vitamin mixture, fed

to the patients as source of vitamin Bg and the urines excuvted w en‘ t(»sttxl at the

same time and by the same method, a rough estimation of the proportion of the

additional intake of the vitamin which was excreted could be made. For tlie

purpose of this work, the vitamin Bg in the urines was expressed in terms of the

amount present in 1 ml. of the B-Aritamin mixtun\ this being calked 1 ml. equi-

valent of vitamin Bg. Tlien since “Vegex*’ and “Harris Yeast Vitamin'’ were

fed to the subjects, during Periods 2 and 3, in amounts equal to those present in

120 ml. of the B-vitamin mixture, the additional vitamin Bg intake, during these

periods, was 120 ml. equivalents.

Prom 0*06 to 1*0 ml. of the different concentrated urines was found to be

equal in vitamin Bg contemt to 0*125 ml. of the B-vitamin mixture, or 0*5- S O ml.

contained 1 ml. equivalent of the vitamin. Since 83 ml. of concentrated urine

represented in each case 1 day's output of urine, the daily output of vitamin Bg

in different urines varied from approximately 160 to 10 ml. equivalents daily.
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3, The vitamin and J?2 contents of the urine of different subjects.

In Table III the intake and urinary output of vitamins and Bg are given

for the four subjects. The results relating to the two vitamins will be considered

separately.

Table III. Intake and urinary output of vitamins and in

four subjects.

Periods (12 days each)

f A

Intake of vitamins Bj and B,:

All subjects Hospital Hospital diet -r vitamin B^ High vitamin

diet 720 i.r. and vitamin B* diet + vitamin B^
120 ml. equivalents* daily 720 i.u. and

vitamin B, 120 ml.

equivalemts* daily

Output and retention of vitamin B^ (i.r. daily):

< )utput ( >ut put Increased

retention

Output

1] < 83 333 387 470 —
11 Controls . 8.3 333 .387 470
IV < U»7 107 5.13-720 -

HI “ .Alcoholic" polyneuritis < 83 (»l»7 53 l.3ti 13.33

Output and retention of vitamin B.^ (ml. f‘qlavalcnt^* daily):

J| U) 80 50 -

II Controls 20 40
IV 80 mo 40 --

HI “Alcoholic” ])olyncuntiH 40 40 120 U>0

* Arbitrary units adopted for this work only, sec* p. 1050,

Vitamin B, . As already stated, ilu‘ amount of this vitamin present in the

urine of tlie subjects rec'civing the oidinarv hospital di(*t (Period 1) was so small

that it could not be estimated bv the method here used. This might m(*an that

this diet contained so little of the vitamin that it was all utilised by the patients.

The diet was, however, a liberal oik', so that this does not seem probable.

The increascHl intake of vitamin Bj during Period 2 was reflected in an
increased excretion in tlie ease of all the control subjects (I, 11 and IV). The
amounts excreted in the urine were 333, 333 and 167 i.r. daily. As.suming that
the vitamin B, in the hospital diet remained (constant, so that the additional

intak(' during this period was that provided by the “Harris Yeast \'itamin'’
and the “ Vegex”, that is 720 i.n. daily, the increased retention during Period 2
could be calculated. It is shown in Table 111, and will be seen to have been
betw(»en 387 and 470 i.r. daily in two casc*s and between 553 and 720 i.u. in

one case. Thus an increased consumption of vitamin resulted in increased
excretion and increased retention.

It was expected that patient HI with “alcoholic'’ jK)lyTieuritis, who, it was
thought, had been suffering from a deficiency of vitamin Bj, might, when the
intake was high, retain more of the ingested vitamin than the other subjects,
to replenish depleted stores. This was not so. During Period 1, again no vitamin
Bj was det(^cted in the urine, so no comparison could be made. During Period 2,

the patient actually excreted more vitamin Bj (667 i.u. daily) than did any of
the controls (maximum 333 i.it. daily), and retained less (increased retention of
between 53 and 136 i.u. daily). During Period 3, the output of this vitamin was
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still further increased, 1333 i.u. daily being excreted, or twice as much as during
Period 2.

This large excretion of vitamin Bj ,
by a patient who was receiving alcohol

daily throughout the experiment, might seem to support the theory put forward
by Gigon and Odermatt [1925], that consumption of alcohol results in a washing
of this vitamin out of the body, by way of the urine. However, since only one
case was observed, no definite conclusions can l)e drawn.

Vitamin JBg. The normal subjects (1, 11 and IV) all excreted definite, though
small, amounts of vitamin B2 in the urine during the period when they received

the hospital diet alone (Period 1). The amounts excreted were 10, 20 and 80 ml.

equivalents daily. When, in Period 2, the intake was increased by 120 ml.

equivalents daily, the output was also initreased, being SO, 40 and 160 ml.

equivalents daily. The* increased retention, assuming a constantly increased

consumption of 120 ml. equivalents daily, was then 50, 1(K) and 40 ml. equiva-

lents daily. Thus, as for vitamin B^
,
there was an increase in both excretion and

retention following an increased intake. The proportion of the additional

vitamin excreted to that retained was verv variable, Ix^ing 70 : 50, 20 : 1(K) and
80 : 40.

Subject III with ‘‘alcoholic"' neuritis, excreted 40 ml. equivalents of vitamin
Bg daily during Period 1. an amount not different from that excreted by the

controls. However, when the intake was increased by 120 ml. equivalents

(P('riod 2), the exendion was not increased, remaining at 40 ml. equivalents

daily. The patient therefore apjHjared to have retained the additional 120 ml.

equivalents of vitamin Bg, suggesting that there liad previously been a de-

ficieiK’V. The retention of one of the controls was howev^er, nearly as large ; thus

Subject/ If retained 1(K) ml. equivalents daily. It is therefore doubtful whether
the retention (;an be considered to have been significantly large. When th(* intake

of Subject 111 was increased still more* (Period 3), an increased excretion was
observed, 160 ml. ecpiivalents daily, as compared with 40 ml. equivalents daily

in Periods 1 and 2.

Discussion.

I^he absolute amount of either vitamin Bj or vitamin Bg pn^sent in th(' urine

at a giv(*n time would not appear to give any ch^ar indication of the adequacy
of the diet, for the subjects, even when receiving an adequate di(d, excreted

only small amounts of these vitamins. It even a])peared that vitamin Bj

might 1)0 absent from the urines of subjects receiving a normal mixed diet,

though it is more probable, especially in view of previous work on the subject,

that some was excreted, but that the quantities mxtc too small to be appreciated

by the method used. Thus the maximum amount of concentrated urine that it

was found possible to test was 2 ml. or 1;40 of a day's output, whereas Helmer
[1935], using urine evaporated to dryness, was able to test doses representing

1/25 of a day's output, and found vitamin B^ activity in such.

Since considerable variations in urinary output of vitamins B, and Bg were

exhibited by different “ normal’’ subjects receiving the same diet, no mean
normal excretion on a given diet could lie found. This result may, however,

have been due' in part to variations in the amount of the diets consumed, whicli,

in these experiments, was not contnilled.

When the intake of vitamins B, and Bg by control “normal ’ subjects was
increased by a known amount, some of the additional vitamin was excreted in

the urine and some retained or disposed of by other means. The amoimt retained

was variable, both in absolute amount and in proportion to the amount excreted.
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Such variations occurring in normal subjects showed that extreme caution

must be exercised in interpreting the results obtained with patients who are

supposedly deficient. The absolute amount excreted would not appear to be

significant, and any variations in the retention of the vitamins, from that found

in normals, would have to be very large to be considered abnormal. Thus it is

doubtful whether the slight variations observed in the one patient with ‘‘alco-

holic’’ polyneuritis studied in this work, a decreased retention of vitamin Bi

and an increased retention of vitamin Bg wln^n additional vitamins were fed,

can be considered to have been significant.

The results obtained do not on the whole encourage the belief that the

balance sheet method can be applied to the study of the metabolism of the

B-vitamins, though this question cannot bo finally settled until more extensive

experiments are carried out with diets of known vitamin content, and until it

can be ensured that all the vitamin administered is absorbed.

Summary.

1. V'^itamins B^ and Bg were estimated in the urine of four subjects, three

normal controls and one case of “alcoholic” polyneuritis. The subjects first

received the hos})ital diet for 12 days, and then, ior a further 12 days, the same

diet with a known daily addition of B-vitamins. Tlie case of “alcoholic” p^)Iy-

neuritis also received a special high dtamin diet with tulditional B-vitamins for

a third period of 12 days.

2. The total urine excreted during tlu'se periods was concentrated and fed

to rats deprived of vitamin B, or Bo respectively. The vitamin B, activity was

estimated by the power of the urines to cure neuritis, the vitamin B.^ activity

by their power to promoter growth

.

3. This method of estimating vitamin Bj, which consisted of finding th(»

proportion of a number of rats that was cured when single doses of the test

material were fed, has not previously been used with rats as test- animals. The
method was standardised by observing the c'tfects obtained with the inter-

national standard acid clay adsorbate of vitamin B,

.

4. Vitamin Bj was not found in the urine of control subjects receiving the

hospital diet, though it is probable that small amounts wen^ presemt. The addition

of 720 i.u. of vitamin Bj daily to this diet was followed by th(* daily excrc^tion of

167-333 I.u. in the urine*, the remainder of the additional intake may be assumed
to have bc^n retained.

5. Vitamin Bg was present in smaU quantities in the urine of control subjects

receiving the hospital diet. Feeding additional vitamin Bg increased the amount
excreted in the urine and at the same time the rettuition appeared to have been
increased.

6. In the one ease of “alcoholic” polyneuritis studied, the initial excretion
of vitamins Bj and Bg was comparable with that of the controls. When additional
B-vitamins were fed, the retention of vitamin Bj was slightly less than that
observed in any of the controls, and the retention of vitamin Bg slightly greater.

The differences were, however, probably too small to be significant.

1 am indebted to Dr G. R. Minot and Dr W. B. Castle for suggesting the
subject of this work and for helpfiil criticism, and to Miss M. Evans for help
with the experimental animals.
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CLIV. METABOLISM OF NORMAL
AND TUMOUR TISSUES.

XVI. ACTION OF SOME OXIDATION-REDUCTION
SYSTEMS.

By frank dickens.

From the Cancer Resexirch Laboraiory, North of England Council of the

British Empire Canc^er Campaign^ Royal Victoria Infirmary, Newcastle-

upon-Tync,

{RecHved May 1st, 1936.)

The a(‘.tion of reversibly oxidisable dy(*stufTa on the metabolism of living animal

C5t»lls was described in important experiments of Hairop and Barron [1928] and

Barron and Harrop [1928]. Barron [1929] examined the action on respiration of

erythrocytes and Barron and HoflFman
j
1930] on that of starfish eggs: they wen^

able to show a rough corn^lation with tin* oxidation potential of thf* dy(‘s. When
the rate of reduction of the dye by metabolites and of oxidation of the leuco-dye

by atmospheric oxygen proceeded more rapidly than the normal oxidation pro-

cesses in the cell, the rate of cellular oxidation w as increased on addition of the

dye.

Corresponding with the increased oxidations in erythrocyU\s, they found a

decreased aerobic glycolysis, and the (‘fb'ct of the dyes was also roughly propor-

tional to the fermentative power of the cell. This latter effect w^as found by
Barron |1930] to extend to slices of mammalian tissues, using methyl(*iu‘ blu(» as

dyestuff: Barron did not study the r*ffect of methylene blue on aerobic glycolysis

in these tissues. Th(‘ greatcjst effect of nu^thylene blue in increasing oxidation is

shown with tumour, since tumour tissiu* has a very high gly(^olyais. This has

been confirmc'd by Jares
j
1935], who show^tKl also that the r.q. of tumour tissue

was little affected by methylene blue : methylent* blue then^fore does not rcNstore

the defective carbohvdrate oxidation of tumour tissue [Dickens and Simer,

1930.]

Elliott and Baker [1935] hav<‘ also studied th(‘ acttion of some oxidation-

reduction dyes on normal and tumour tissues, mainly with a view to explaining

the inhibition of kidney r(‘spiration by 2:f)-dichlorophenolindoph(inoL

The toxicity of many of these dyestuffs is often (jonsidcrable and may cause

an increase of metabolism to be completely masked except in the more favourable
cases. Several dyestuffs have been found to exert a greati»r effect on respiration

than does methylene blue, and this is j)artly attributable to the greater toxicity

of methylene blue, a factor considered earlicT by Quastel and Wheatley 11931]
and also emphasised by Friedhoim [1934], who showt‘d that pyocyanine is less

toxic and causes a great increase in i-espiration accompanied by a variable but
often large inhibition of the aerobic glycolysis of tumours.

The experiments to be described show that certain other dyes which greatly
accelerate oxidation, though apparently no more poisonous than pyocyanine,
do not show any similar effect on aerobic glycolysis. On the other hand some
substances closely related chemically to pyocyanine have similar effects in

( 1064 )
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lowering aerobic glycolysis and increasing oxidation of tumour tissues. Since
pyocyanine is found also to inhibit anaerobic glycolysis, its action on glycolysis

appears not to depend merely upon the respiratory increase which it produces.
Moreover, measurements of r.q. show that the defective carbohydrate oxidation
of tumour is not restored by pyocyanine, so that it cannot be regarded as trans-

forming the metabolism of tumour more nearly to normal by remedying some
fundamental deficiency of the enzyme^ systems of tumour tissue.

Experimental.

Methods and reagerds.

Respiration, aerobic and anaerobic glycolysis and respiratory quotient were
measured on tissue slia^s susptmded in Ringer solution by the method.s of War-
burg and by those previously fully describc^d in this series. The medium was
buffered with phosphatt^ or hicarbonate-COg to 74 in the usual way; when
glucose or lat?tat(* was add(‘d the concentration was 0*2% . The time of experi-

ment was usually one hour unless stated.

The dyc‘s used were not specially purifii^d but were tliose sold as oxidation

-

reduction indicators. Bindschec tier’s green (B.D.H.) and C-apri blue were ob-

tained as zinc salts and were freed from zinc before iist^ by HgS and extraction of

the leuco-base; in the case of Bindschedl(‘r’s green oxidation of the latter is slow

and the solution was oxygenated for several hours before us(‘. Capri blue was
prepared by the methoci of (\)hen and Preisler [1931J: 6:7-dimethylalloxazine

according to Kuhn and Rudy [1934], Sources of the other materials are ac-

knowledged at the end of this pa}K‘r. Since several of these substances are

sparingly soluble in salt solution, the solutions were prepared by very thorough
grinding in a mortar, but in some cases the dye was prese»nt partly as a finely

divided sus]K*nsion; the concentrations given are the tot al amounts present in the

liquid. Figures for Eh at 7 appearing in the Tables are quoted from Stern

[1934J.

Toxicity: action on kidney metabolism.

With kidney cortex, a ti8.sue with low glycolytic power, toxic effects are more
evident than with tissues showing acTobic glycolysis [Barron, 1930; Friedheim,

1934]. The effect of substances used wrs therefort' first studied on respiration of
kidney tissue in glucose media as an indication of their relative toxicities. Since

different samples of kidney had to be used this comparison is imp(?rfect but
nevertheless useful. Results are shown in Table I.

With methylene blue Barron [1930] rejwrted an inhibition of rt\spiration of

14%, Jares [1935] found for 3x10”^ Jf concentration a transient initial rise,

which we have also observed, followed by a fall of 9% . Elliott and Baker
[
J 935]

give —62% for lO"* J/ and -27% for 10“^ Jl/. Methylene blue is thus de-

cidedly toxic.

With 2:6-dichlorophenolindophenol (1-3 x 10"“® 3f) Elliott and Baker [1935]

found 92% inhibition, and with Bindschedler’s green 10’ ® M 83%, wiiich agree

with our measurements. Bindschedler’s green undergoes oxidation during the

experiment to indophenol blue [Cohen and Preisler, 1931], with measimable Og

uptake for which a correction has been applied.

Nile blue is about as toxic as methylene blue, whilst cresyl violet, pheno-

safranine, Janus green, neutral red and phenazine methiodide are only slightly

poisonous in the concentrations used.
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Table I. Respiration of rat kidney (tnainly cortex).

at % alteration of respiration for dye concentration

Substance added
PH •

(volt) Medium 2-5 x 10“* 10“* 2 X 10-* 10-** 6 X 10-» 3 X 10-fi

Bindschedler's 0-224 Phos.

Glucose

-79 - -24 - 8 -6
green

2:6-Dichlorophe‘ 0-217 -74 — — — —
nolindophenol

Thionine 0062 — — ^ 3 — i-12 — —

Brilliant cresyl 0-047

Bic.

PhoH.

—

+ 1

(+28 to -22)
f 16

(+29 to +4)

h44 + 23

( +28 to +1)
+ 31

(-1 40 to +28)
+ 9 _ ••>

-

blue Bic. — 8 — - -
-f 19 — —

Methylene blue 0-01

1

Phos. -73 -60 4 2 — - 6 —
Nile blue -0-116 — -58 -37 -.37 — - 29

Cresyl violet -0-166 ,,
— -18 -13 — - 4 —

Phenosafranine -0-252 __ 28 - 8 - 4 - - 3

Janus green - 0-256 — -14 r 7 + 2 — 5

Neutral rod 0-:i3O ,, 1.3 ^ !» + 11 —

,

+ 11 —
Phonazine- —

,,
- —

T 7 4 12 —
metliiodide

Thionine Phob.

ha^-fatc.

+ 34 1 59 1 -T 55
— Bic. - — - i43 -

Brilliant cresyl — Phos. — - 8 — -39 --
^ 18 4 9

blue

Gallocyanine 0-021

Bic. + .3.*>

T 6 - 3

— --

Methylene blue — — -- — - 13 -- — ...

Pyocyanine -0034 -t 15

f l(t

+ 23 -12

Thionine (Lauth's violet B.D.H.) and brilliant cr(\syl blue (B.J).H.) provide

the most interesting results in Table 1, since in some experiments they caused

considerable increase of kidney oxidation; the results were vaiialde with

different specimens of kidney (Table II). Pyocyanine causes an increase in

phospliate- but not in earbonatc-Kinger [Friedheirn, 19341: with thionim* and
cresyl blue the increase was sometimes shown in phosphate, but a mon* markeil

increase occurred in bicarbonate, media, reaching +44% with cresyl blu(\

Table II. Ral kidney in glveose; thionine and hriUiant cresyl blue.

Substance

added

Thionine

Cone,
Voj Contml

M Medium hr. 2nd hr. Hrd hr. K.Q. Ist hr. 2nd hr. 3rd hr. R.Q.

6 > lO-*^ Phos. -30-3 -21-3 -22-21
-20-7 -19*3

2 X 10-»
99

-21-2 -14-7 - 9-2

1

i

21-4

6 X 10'’5 Bic. -33-6 -26-2 -17-411

-17-3 -16-7
2 V lO--* -32-5 -28-5 -

19-()Jr
- -21-7 —

(i A 10-'' Phos. 24-3 - 16-0 — 0-89 - 19-7 -17-8 — 0-85

Qo, «r>
6x10-5 Bic. (2 hr.) f

-26-5 4 1-7 + 5-4 -20-7 4 M + 6-2 —
dupl.

1
-29-1 - 0-2 + 40 - -20-7 + M + 4-9 —

10-5 Phos. - 17-4
1 - 17-01

- l7-4f
5 X 10-**

5 X 10-5

-24-8
- 20-6

1

1

dupl.

10“** -27-9]

5 - 10-5 -21-9 -22-3
2 V 10“5

,, -221
]

5 X 10“** Bic. -1911
- 19-75 X lO"-'' „ -29-0|

Brilliant cresvl

blue
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Table III. Rai kidney in lactate; tkionine and brilliant cresyl blue.

Substance
added

Thionine

CVes\’I blue

Conren- Qn.
tration

M Medium Ist hr. 2nd hr.

2 y I0“« Pbos. -304 -290
2 y 10 »« -42*7

^02

<» X lO-si
dllpi.

(
- 41-7

] -4:P7
-101
-IM

0 ^ 10
- - 41-3 -124

f) X 10-4 Phos. - 22-8
11

10 » -:i(M
1

!

5 > 10 - 27-8
j

to a -271JI

10 4 Bi(. -254
1<» *

,,
- 55*2

(Control

-22-1

R.Q. Q':: R.Q.

0-95 ( -2(5-9 (5-1 0-82
0-88

(
- 28-2 - (5-0 0-85

0-885 -31-2 - «-.3 0-815

24.31
- 25-5

)

dupl.

-224
..3551

-35-3)
dupl.

Tlie n^spiration of kidney in lactate Ls usually considerably highcT than in

glucose, and in the presence of either of tbesc^ dyes it is still further strongly

increased either in phosphate or bicarbonate media: pyocyanine also caused

soint* ineniase, whilst methylene blue showed a progressive toxic action and
gallocyanine had ik) effc^ct (Tabh' III). This action of thionine and brilliant

cresyl blue is strictly comparable with that of dinitro*o*cresol [Dodds and
(TH'ville, 1933J whi(‘h (‘auses an exactly similar effect. These dyes are distinctly

jKiisonouH in high concentrations, consequently an optimum concentration

(»xists which set»in.s to depend on some pro|>erty of the individual piece of tissue:

variation of the position of this maximum probably a(‘counts for differences with

differt'Jit sjK^cimeiis. This phenomenon has lieen frequently ob.st‘i*ved, the

optimum concentration being oft^m a little less than that which is markedly
toxic (Tables 1 and IN').

The K.Q. in glucose may be slightly increased by these two dyes. In lactate a

marked incrciase of R.y. is shown, and since with thionine the extra VO^ is

approximately equal to the extra Go (Table III) it ap}x^ars that the increasi^ is

mainly due to oxidation of lactate or carbohydrate. Corresponding with the

increas(»d oxidation of lactate an increase of base occurs in the solution.

Effect on tuinonr oxidation.

The exjK^rimental material was Jensen sarcoma and Walker/2oh carcinoma

of the rat, and mouse tumour 37S; I am indebted to Dr Cramer of the Imperial

Cancer Research Fund Laboratories for these original tumours. The action of a

fairly representative series of oxidation-reduction indi(^ators on the metabolism

of these tissues is shown in Table IV.

Only one experiment in each of the two media is quoted for each dye and for

each tumour, unless great variation in th(^ results occurn^d.

It appears from Table IV that the maximum action of those indicators in

increasing tumour res^iiration in glucose is exerted over a limited range of

oxidation-reduction potential. Thus ferricyanide has little effect as liave also the

strongly negative systems phenol red, cresyl violet, plu^nosafranint^ or benzyl-

viologen. This result is similar to that of Barron and Hoffman [1930] with

starfish eggs.

The greatest sustained increase, amounting to nearly +200% in some cases,

was obtained with thionine and brilhant ci*esyl blue, the two dyestuffs found least
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toxic to kidney respiration. That the cells in which this increased respiration had
occurred were still capable of growth was shown by transplantation into rats of

carcinoma W/266 following 2 hours at with 5 x 10“^M brilliant cresyl blue

in phosphate-glucose me(Sum, during which period the average increases of

respiration of the tumour slices were 128%, 110% and 103% over the

controls: there was a vigorous growth, similar to that of the control pieces, in all

three experiments.

With these two dyes the r.q. of the tumour was often considerably increased.

Since in the absence of glucose an increased respiration is not observed with the

dyes, it is probable that in tumour the oxidation of carbohydrate or lactate is

increased; a result which would be in agreement with the value of the ratio

(extra CO2 : extra Og) in presence of the dye, which is usually near to unity. This

result is unlike that with pyocyanine or with methylene blue [Jares, 1935],

where little increase of r.q. usually occurs: the reason for this difference is not

clear, though with methylene blue it might be explained by toxicity.

Brilliant cresyl blue and thionine therefore appear to be particularly ad-

vantageous for increasing the oxidation of tumours; however they do not restore

the metabolism to normal, but appear rather to add a dye-catalysed carbo-

hydrate oxidation to the ordinary respiration of the tumour, without effecting

any qualitative alteration of the latter or of its influence on aerobic glycolysis.

Thionine and brilliant cresyl blue also increase markedly the oxidation of

brain tissue in glucose media (Table V). Brain cortex in Ringer solution shows

a small aerobic glycolysis: with methylene blue the respiration is increased

13% [Barron, 1930], but with these two dyes increases of up to 190 and 100%
respectively have b<»en observed.

Table V. Brain coHex in glucose
:
perc^nUi^e. alteration of respiration.

Concent rat ion (
M

)

Substance added 2 > 10-^ 10 '4 0 > 10-* 2 > 10“ft JO-

6

Thionine Phos. + 81 - + 102 + 55
Bic. — - + 102 — —

Brilliant cresyl blue Phos. + 0 + 9.5 20
Bic. — + 100 — — • —

Phenosafranine Phos. -24 30 ~ 2 + 5
Bic. - 00 __ 0

Neutral red Bic. ~ 10 — —
Benzyl viologen Bic. -- - 21 — — ...

Phenazine methiodido Phos. + 12 + 10
Bic. — + 20 — + 9 —

Effect on aerobic glycolysis.

The most marked effect on aerobic glycolysis is the enormous increase caused
by phenosafranine [Dickens, 1935] in both brain and tumour (Tabic IV). This
will be dealt with in the following paper of this series.

Barron and Harrop [1928] showed that in erythrocytes the increased oxidation
caused by methylene blue was accompanied by a fall in lactic acid : this however
is exidained by Warburg et al. [1930] as an oxidation of lactate to pyruvate
brought about by the intc»rmediate formation of methaemoglobin. A similar

effect was not to he anticipated in ordinary body cells, and on the whole no fall

of glycolysis was found to accompany increased oxidation caused by methylene
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blue in tumour (Table IV)
;
occasionally an increase was observed [cf, Gerard,

1931.] The less toxic dyes thionine and brilliant cresyl blue, despite very large

increases caused in oxidation, often leave aerobic glycolysis quite unaffected.

Their action is therefore not comparable with that of a normal respiration.

Methyl Capri blue caused a slow continuous fall of aerobic glycolysis both with

JRS and W/256.
It is clear that the action of dyes on aerobic glycolysis, like that on respira-

tion, is complicated by irreversible toxic effects. For example, with brain tissue

brilliant cresyl blue in higher concentration (10“** M) causes at first an increased

oxidation, which with this concentration of dye falls quickly, the aerobic

glycolysis increasing simultaneously (Table VI). This effect is more marked with

Table VI. Brain cortex in glvxose: effect of brilliant cre^jl blue.

Control

Cone. /
A

\

Animal M Medium Qot Oo- Ql^ Qot Qf
Rat 3x10-4 Phos. -ll-7j

10“4 -23*0' f-n-2
3xl0“» *« -16*3r t - 12*4

io-» -14-9)
10-4 Bic. Ist hr. -21*6 6*8 26-2 12-4 0-8 20-2

2nd hr. -12-9 8-9 250 12-6 -0*7 18*2

3rd hr. -11*8 91 20-3 13-7 -06 14*2

4th hr. - 8-4 6-4 19-2 12*9 -0*4 11*8

Guinea- 10-4 1st hr. -21*3 90 27*4 -10*4 -f-2-5 17*0

pig 2nd hr. -17*7 10 241 - 91 3*6 13*1

3rd hr. -15*3 0-9 250 - 8*3 0*0 13*7

rat brain than with guinea-pig brain though KCl [Ashford and Dixon, 1935]

affects both similarly (unpublished). Gerard [1931] reports increased glycolysis

of brain caused by methylene blue.

The strongly positive systems ferricyanide [Mendel, 1933], Bindschedler’s

green and toluylene blue (Table IV) cause a fall of aerobic glycolysis in tumour.

This behaviour, though it is complicated by general toxic properties, would
aecord with the work of Lipmann [1933; 1934] who has demonstrated inhibition

of fennentation in yeast and muscle extract by the more powerful oxidants.

Action of pyocyanine on glycolysis.

The action of pyocyanine [Friedheim, 1934] on aerobic glycolysis is of more
interest since it appears to be possibly more nearly related to physiological pro-

cesses. In Table IV the action of pyocyanine on JRS is shown and agrees with

that found by Friedheim for other tumours. Respiration is increased with

accompanying fall of aerobic glycolysis; the r.q. however is not much raised as

one would expect if the defective carbohydrate oxidation of the tumour were

restored to equal that of normal tissue with similar glycoMic power [Dickens

and Simer, 1930]. Moreover pyocyanine, as will be shown, also decreases anaerobic

glycolysis of tumours.
It appeared possible that, in addition to its effect in increasing oxidation,

due to its action as a reversible oxidation-reduction system, pyocyanine might
have an independent specific inhibitory effect on glycolysis. Accordingly the

behaviour of some chemically closely related phenazine compounds, not known
to behave as oxidation-reduction catalysts, has been studied. The formulae of

60-2
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the substanoeB tested, for which I am indebted to Prof. Clemo and Mr Mollwain,

are shown below:

0

cIh,

Pyocyanine

ODo
(UI)

Phenazinemethiodide (I), which resembles pyocyanine in the presence of the

i\^-methyl-group but differs from it in the absence of the a-oxy-group, has an

action on tumour metabolism similar to that of pyocyanine (Table VH).

Table VIL Action of phenazine compounds related to pyocyanine on

tumour met^lisnL

Metabolism Control

Cone. ^

A
\ ,

Substanco M Tumour Medium Qoi « ^02

Phenazine 4 X 10-4 JRS Bic. -100 23-2 35-4 - 9-8 2.31 36-3

Phenazino*a-carboxy]ic acid l(r» ,IRS » -llo 23*8 — -11'6 25-6

a-Hydroxyphenazine lO-* JRS it
- 8‘9 20-0 384 - 9-9 2.53 400

jVjV'-Dimeihyldihydro- 1-5 X 10~* JRS t* -2i';i 26-6 401 - 103 251 461
phenazino W/256 a -14*3 14-4 -11 4 21-9 —

Phos. - 14-0 — — - 8-7 —
Phenazinemethiodide 3xl(H JRS Bic. J-338

1-27-0
94
8-2

18-0 - 12-5 20-9 43-5

3 X lO-* JRS Phos. -16*2 — - 8-7 — —
* Ordinary nitrogen 3 X 10-« JRS Ist hr. 29-0

GrCl2-ptirified nitrogen 3xl(r» JRS

2nd hr.

3rd hr.

1st hr.

2nd hr.

23-4

22-6

490
33-2

1

Ist hr.

2nd hr.

3rd hr.

39-5

37-8

41-2

3rd hr. 24-4

10^ W/256 Bic. -27-8 120 ]

[ Qr 17-3
3 X 1(H W/256 a -28-4 18-8

1
^

- 8-5

io-« W/256 Phos. -23*7 — 1

1-8-43x10-^ W/256 »» -240 — —
1

Red oxidation product of CO. 10-« JRS Bic. - 6-6 20-9 28*0 - 9-0 19-6 281
^.methyldihydrophonazine

The respiration is greatly increased and with the higher concentrations the

aerobic glycolysis falls at once whilst the anaerobic glycolysis is also slowly

depressed. This substance is non-toxic to kidney respiration (Table 1) in the
concentration used and slightly increases brain oxidation with depression of

aerobic glycolysis.

.ftfjy'-Dimethyldihydrophenazine (II) is sparingly soluble in salt solutions

(approx. nevertheless it increases tumour respiration and shows a
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tendency to depress aerobic glycolysis comparable with that of phenazinemeth-
iodide in similar concentration.

These compounds are both free from substituents attached to the C atoms of
the phenazine ring. It might therefore be concluded that the oxy-group is not
necessary for the pyocyaninc type of action. This, however, is not certain,

since the compounds may undergo oxidation within the tissue. In the case of
phenazinemethiodide this is actually observed: when the tissue slices are shaken
in oxygen with phenazinemethiocUde, itself very pale yellowish green, they
l>ecome stained a brick-red colour, which is discharged on transferring the
tissue to nitrogen and returns again on re-admitting air. Kehrmann L1^^13]
obtained a red oxidation product, not isolated in the pure form, probably
.^-methylaposafranone of structure VI, from alkahne solutions of methylphen-
azonium salts

;
the same worker [1924] also obtained a similar product from the

mcthosulphate of 2-hydroxyphenazme. Hantzsch [1916] mentions the formation
of phenazine and a red substance by air oxidation of A-methyldihydrophenazine.
An attempt was made to test the hypothesis that the red compound formed in

the tissue is rc^sponsible for the catalytic action and that it is of similar type to

these oxidation products. Unfortunately the solubility in salt solution of the
red compound VI, prepared by the method of Hantzsch [1916], was found to be
exceedingly small, and the result is therefore inconclusive (Table VII).

iViV'-Dimethyldihydrophenazine appears structurally unsuited for a respira-

tory catalyst, but it is readily oxidised [cf. Clemo and Mcllwain, 1935] and
probably undergoes oxidation before it exerts its effect. The activity of these two
compounds and their chemical relationship to pyocyanine indicate that in these

substances the presence of the jV-raethylphenazine structure is associated with
the specific inhibitory effect on glycolysis as well as with increased oxidation. On
the other hand, when the aV-methyl-group is absent, as in a-carboxyphenazine
(V) and the sparingly soluble unsubstituted phenazine (III), these properties arc

lost. Although a-hydroxyphenazine (IV) shows a measurable oxidation-reduction

potential volt [Michaclis 1931]) its action on tumour metabolism is not
marked (Table VI), and is of a ver^^ different ortler from that of pyocyanine or of
the tw^o xV-substituted phenazines tested. It Is of int<Test in this connection that

the introduction of amino-groups, as in phenosafranine (3 : 6-diamino- 1 0-phenyl-

phenazonium chloride) entirely reverses the activity of the substituted phenazine
compounds, so that instead of an inhibition of glycolysis an increase is observed,

the Pasteur mechanism being put out of action by phenosafranine. This action

will be described in the next paper of this series.

Action on anaerobic glycolysis.

As with atirobic glycolysis, the strongly positive systems ferricyanide,

2 : 6-dichIorophenolindophenol and toluylene blue caused a decrease in anaerobic

glycolysis. Methylene blue and phenosafranine in these experiments had little

or no effect. The action of brilliant eresyl blue is of intt'rost, since wdth brain a
marked increase of anaerobic glycolysis above the normal level occurred (Table

VI). With Jensen sarcoma, on the other hand, there was no effect for about
60 min., after which a fall in anaerobic glycolysis occurred, whether ordinary

commercial nitrogen or nitrogen in presence of ehromous chloride as oxygen
absorbent w'as used as the gas phase.

The action of pyocyanine in purified nitrogen showed a resemblance to that

of brilliant eresyl blue
;
in presence of ehromous chloride the anaerobic glycolysis

remained nearly constant for about 60 min. and then fell rapidly. When ordinary

commercial nitrogen, containing 0*3% Og, was used instead, the glycolysis was

(39—3
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inhibited from the beginning of the experiment. Inhibition of glycolysis only

occurred in when the concentration ofpyocyaninewas suflScientfor part of it to

remain oxidi^ throughout; in experiments where complete decoloration of the

pyocyanine occurredtherewas little or no inhibitionofglycolysis (TableIV) . From
these facts it seems probable that inhibition of glycolysis is brought about by the

oxidised form of pyocyanine, and that it is necessary for a limiting concentration

of this form to be present within the tissue if inhibition of glycolysis is to occur.

The presence of oxygen, even in traces, is sufiSdent to ensure this; if oxygen is

completely absent, as in the CrCl2 experiments, for a period of about W min.

the reducing systems of the tissue are able to deal with the pyocyanine which

penetrates the cell; after this period they do not appear to be able to react

quickly enough to keep the pyocyanine reduced. Consequently the oxidised

pyocyanine predominates and the glycolysis is inhibited.

In comparison with pyocyanine the action on anaerobic glycolysis of other

phenazines is of interest. Phenosafranme has little effect, phenazine none and
a-hydroxyphenazine may cause a slight decrease of about 20% in 3 x 10~*M
concentration. Phenazinemethiodide causes a slow fall, while dimetliyldihydro-

phenazine is too sparingly soluble to give a sufficiently concentrated solution to

show any effect.

I wish to acknowledge with gratitude the gift of the following materials:

pyocyanine and a-hydroxyphenazine from Dr F. L. Pyman and Prof. E. C.

Dodds; lactoflavin by the kindness of the I. G. Farbenindustrie ;
benzylviologen

from Dr D. E. Green; 9-methylalloxazme from Dr K. G. Stem; crystalline vita-

min from Prof. R. A. Peters and phenazine compounds and violacein from
Prof. G. R. Clemo and Mr H. Mcllwain.
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From the Biochemical Institute^ University of Copenhagen.

(Received Apn’i 27tht 19S6.)

SCH0NHBYDBE [1935; 1936, 1, 2] has shown that the most probable explanation

ofthe low clotting power of blood from K-avitaminous chicks is a reduced content

of prothrombin in the plasma.

The present brief investigation lends definite support to this view, because it

has been possible to precipitate, by the acetone method of Howell [1911] and the

acetic acid method of Mellanby [1930], the prothrombin from the plasma of

normal chicks, whilst a corresponding precipitate from the plasma of K-
avitaminous cliicks could be shown to be inactive as prothrombin.

The fact that a fat-soluble vitamin is involved in the maintenance of the

necessary amount of prothrombin in the blood of chicks would be explained if

prothrombin contain^ a lipoid component. Prothrombin is, as commonly
known, water-soluble and follows the globulin fraction in many precipitation

reactions.

Wljien the prothrombin precipitate was washed several times with acetone

and ether, whereby lipoids, including carotene pigments, are removed, the washed

precipitate was still found to be active, and the lipoids which passed into solution

did not show any activity as prothrombin. These facts do not, of course, exclude

the possibility that vitamin K, or a derivative thereof, might be present in the

prothrombin as a prosthetic group which is held in firm combination with the rest

of the molecule.

The washed prothrombin precipitate was, by a single test, found to contain

vitamin K.
Further investigation with more elaborate methods of concentrating the

prothrombin must decide whether vitamin K is an essential constituent of the

proenzyme.

A direct test of vitamin K for prothrombin activity was carried out and gave

a negative result.

Exfbrimbntal.

Precipitation ofprothrombin from the plasma of nonnal arid K-avitaminems

chicks,

1. Acetone method [Rowell^ 1911],

() Normal, 3 ml. plasma were mixed with an equal volume of acetone at 0®

and immediately filtered on a suction filter. After washing with ether the

precipitate was dried on the filter-paper in a vacuum desiccator and dissolved in

3 ml. Ringer’s solution; undissolv^ particles were removed by centrifuging.

() K-avitaminous, 3 ml. plasma were treated as above and the precipitate

was dissolved in 3 ml. Ringer’s solution.

2. Modified cuxt(me method,

(a) Normal. 4 ml. plasma were mixed with 4 ml. acetone at 0"^, centrifuged

and the precipitate washed with acetone and ether, all these operations being

( 1075 )
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performed at 0®
;
after drying in a vacuum desiccator, the precipitate was dis-

solved in 4 ml. Ringer’s solution.

3. Acetic acid meikod [Mellanby, 1930].

(a) Normal, 30 ml. plasma were diluted with 300 ml. water at 0® and
brought to pjj 5-3 by means of 1 % acetic acid. After 1 hour the precipitate was
separated by centrifuging, washed with acetone and ether and dried in a vacuum
desiccator. All operations up to the centrifuging were performed in paraffin*

coated vessels at 0®; weight of the precipitate, 239 mg. 7*9 mg. were dissolved

in 1 ml. Ringer’s solution.

{b) K-avitaminous, 5 ml. plasma were treated in the same wayas (3a); weight

of the precipitate, 30 mg. The whole was dissolved in 6 ml. Ringer’s solution.

Preparation of an emulsion of the lipoids,

4. 9 ml. plasma were allowed to stand with 10 ml. alcohol (96%) for

24 hours, centrifuged and the precipitate washed twice with alcohol and three

times with ether. The combined liquids were taken to dryness in vacuo and
extracted with ether. The evaporattni ether extract was dissolved in acetone

and allowed to flow in small droplets into 9 ml. water wdth constant shaking

;

after evaporation of the acetone in vacuo the solution was made up to 9 ml.

Preparaticm of an emulsion of the lipoidsfrom the prothrombin preparation {2 a),

5. The combined acetone and ether w^ashings were dried in vacuo, dissolved

in acetone and emulsified as above. The volume of the emulsion was made up to

2*5 ml. after evaporation of the acetone.

Emulsion of a concentrate of vitamin K,

6. 8*8 mg. of a concentrate of vitamin K from alfalfa, containing 650,(MX)

units j)er g., were dissolved in light petroleum (10 ml.). 1 ml. of this solution was
taken to dryness in vacuo, dissolved in acetone and mixed with 1 ml. of distilled

water. After evaporation of the acetone in vacuo the volume was adjusted to

1 ml, I ml. of the emulsion contains 570 units.

Dried plasma,

7. Plasma from 2 normal hens was taken to dryness in a vacuum (OaClg)

desiccator, spread in a thin layer on porcelain discs, and made into tablets. This
plasma was practically colourless.

Prothrombin precipitate f(yr vitamin K test.

8. 940 mg. precipitate were prepared from 99 ml. normal plasma (intense

yellow) from 4 normal hens, the acetic acid method described under (3 a) being

used. The precipitates was tested for prothrombin and made into tablets.

Lipoids from normal plasma for vitamin K test,

9. 60 ml. normal plasma (intense yellow) were stirred with 120 ml. 96% ethyl

alcohol, placed in ice for 30 min., centrifuged and the precipitate washed with
alcohol and ether until the etherremained colourless. The liquidswere evaix)rated

and the residue extracted with ether. The combined extract weighed 748 mg.
Tests for prothrpmbin activity. As test substrate plasma from K-avitaminous

chicks with an 8 value above 2000 was used [cf. Schonheyder, 1936, 2]. This
plasma was diluted with Ringer’s solution—equal parts—^and a certain amoimt
(measured by means of a dropping pipette giving 20 droplets per ml.) of the
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preparation to be tested as well as a thrombokinase solution were added.

Thrombokinase from lien’s muscle is available in the form of ''Thrombisol ” a
watery solution prepared by the firm “ Leo ” Copenhagen. Corresponding experi-

ments without thrombokinase served as controls for thrombin activity of the

preparations. The apparatus used for determining the clotting time was that of

Fischer [1930; see Schonheyder, 1936, 2]. The ‘‘thrombisol” must be so con-

centrated that it gives a suitable clotting time, e.g. 5-7 min., with the plasma
from K-avitaminous liver when no prothrombin is added (c/. the experiments in

which Ringer’s solution was used instead of thrombokinase). If necessary, the

thrombisol must be diluted with Ringer’s solution before use. The activity of

the prothrombin preparations is demonstrated by the difference in clotting time

between the experiments with Ringer’s solution and those with “prothrombin”.
The clotting times in the experiments with lipoid emulsions are to be compared
with the corresponding experiments with distilled water instead of emulsion.

The results apjiear in Table T, the plasma and thrombokinase being the same
in each experiment.

Table I.

Dilated
“K-avit-
aminous" Thrombo-

£xp.
no. Preparation Droplets

plasma
droplets

kinase

droplets Clotting time (sec.)

1 Ringer's solution 1 5 1 285, 300, 315, 300
Prothrombin, normal la 1 5 1 130, 130
Normal hen's plasma 1 5 1 85, 85, 85, 85
Protlirombiu, normal 1 a 1 5 0 >600, >600
Prothrombin, sick 1 6 1 5 1 315, 315
Prothrombin, sick 1 6 1 5 0 >6100, >600

2 Hingor's solution 1 5 1 390, 390, 405, 435
450, 435, 450, 465

Prothrombin, normal 3 a 1 5 1 135, 135

Prothrombin, normal 3 a 1 5 0 >900, >9(K)

Prothrombin, sick 3 b 1 5 1 375, 390, 375, 390
Prothrombin, sick 3 b 1 5 u >720, >720

3 Lipoids of normal plasma 4 3 3 1 210, 210
Distilled water 3 3 1 195, 210, 210, 210

4 Ringer's solution 1 5 1 195, 225, 210, 210
195, 180

Prothrombin, normal 2a 1 5 1 90, 90, 90
Prothrombin, normal 2a 1 5 0 >1800, >1800
Distilled water 1 5 1 165, 165

Lipoids from prothrombin 5
Equal parts of 2a and 5

1 5 1 170, 170, 180, 180

1 5 1 105, 105, 105, 105

105, 90
Equal parts of 2a and 5 1 5 0 >1800, >1800

5 Distilled water 2 4 1 240, 285
Vitamin K concentrate 6 2 4 1 270, 300

Distilled water 1 4 1 345, 345
Vitamin K concentrate 6 1 4 1 345, 345

TeMa for vitamin K. The method of Schonheyder [1936, 2] was used.

1. 3 X 1 g. dried plasma were given to a chick weighing 233 g. The 8 value

was found to be 160, corresponding to a vitamin K content of 46 units per g. dry

matter.

2. 3 X 310 mg. prothrombin preparation were given to a chick weighing

192 g. 180 corresponding to 142 units per g.

3. 3 X 222 mg. lipoid extract were given to a chick weighing 233 g. S== 143,

corresponding to 323 units per g. lipoid.
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Discussion.

Exp. 1 shows that the prothrombin precipitate (la) from a normal chick

(Howeirs acetone method) accelerates the clotting time from about 300 sec. to

130 sec., whilst the corresponding precipitate (16) from a K-avitaminous chick

has no influence. The normal plasma itself has a somewhat stronger action than

the prothrombin preparation (la) (acceleration to 85 sec.). The effect of the

prothrombin preparation (la) is not due to thrombin, since the preparation

without kinase does not clot the plasma within the time of observation (600 sec.),

Exp. 2 shows corresponding rc^sults for prothrombin precipitated by acetic

acid according to Mellanby (3a and 36).

Exp. 3 shows that the lipoids of normal plasma do not accelerate clotting.

Exp. 4 shows that the prothrombin precipitated from normal plasma by
acetone (2 a) in a modified way which secures a better removal of lipoids than the

original Howell method, also accelerates the clotting, and that the lipoids (5)

which are removed from the precipitate during washing with acetone and ether

do not have any accelerating effect. A mixture of the prothrombin preparation

(2a) and the lipoids (5) is no better than the prothrombin itself.

Exps. 5 and 6 show that vitamin K does not act as prothrombin in mtro. The
number of K-units which have been added in Exp. 5 is 57 in 7 droplets of liquid ==

0-35 ml., corresponding to 163 units per ml. This is a very large amount as com-
pared with the content of normal plasma. The pale normal plasma (7) contained

46 units of vitamin K per g. of dry matter, which is about 3 units per ml.

The lipoid fraction and the prothrombin frac^tion of intensely yellow plasmata

were found to contain 323 and 142 units per g. respectively. It is thus pc^ssible

that vitamin K circulates in the plasma in two ditferemt forms, one of which is

easily extractable with acetone and ether whilst the other is more firmly com-
bined with the proteins. Further investigation is, however, required to settle

this question and to ascertain whether %dtamin K is also a constituent- of more
concentrated prothrombin preparations.

Certain authors [Nolf, 1905; 1908; Gratia, 1914] have suggested that pro-

thrombin is formed in the liver. It might therefore be expected that vitamin K
would act through the liver of the chick and be stored tluTe, It is, in this con-

nection, interesting to note that Dam and Schonheyder 1 1936] found very little

vitamin K in the liver of a normal chick—^l(^ss than \ l units per g. dry matter, a
figure which is much smaller than that found in the plasma.

Summary,

1. It is possible to precipitate prothrombin from the plasma of normal
chicks by means of the acetone method of Howell and the* acetic acid method of
Mellanby, whilst the corresponding precipitates from the plasma of K-avit-
aminous chicks are inactive as prothrombin.

2. The prothrombin precipitate from normal chicken plasma is stiU active

after removal of lipoids by acetone and ether, and the lipoid obtained in this way
has no prothrombin activity. This also holds good for the lipoid which can be
extracted from the plasma itself by alcohol and ether.

3. A concentrate of vitamin K was found not to accelerate clotting in vitro^

when tested against plasma -fthrombokinase.
4. The prothrombin preparation precipitated by acetic acid (Mellanby) and

washed with acetone and ether was found to contain vitamin K. The interpreta-
tion of this result, however, requires further investigation.

A part of this work has been aided by a grant from P. Carl Petersen’s Fond.
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CLVL STUDIES ON AMINO-ACID
DEHYDROGENASE.

I. PROLINE DEHYDROGENASE.

By NALIN BANDHU DAS.^

From the Biochemical ImtiMe, the University of Stockholm.

{Received April 13thy 1936,)

It has been shown by many workers, especially by Knoop fl925] and Krebs

[1933], that amino-acids are oxidised by tissues in vitro. It has later been

reported by Bemheim and Bernheim [1934; 1936] and ICrebs [1936] that a cell-

free extract of tissues can also oxidise aerobically many amino-acids, and the

former authors claim to have obtained an enzyme from tissue extracts which can

decolorise methylene blue more rapidly in presence of proline, phenylalanine,

valine, leucine, serine etc.

The present work is a study of the mechanism of oxidative deamination of

amino-acids by cell-free dehydrogenases. It has been shown that dehydrogenases

such as alcohol dehydrogenase, glucose dehydrogenase, hexosemonophosphato

dehydrogenase etc, require the presence of a low-molecular co-enzyme; that is to

say the active enzyme (holo-dehydrogenase) consists of a high-molecular group

(apo-dehydrogenase) and a low-molecular prosthetic group (co-dehydrogenase),

the components of the holo-dehydrogenase being in dissociation equilibrium.

Up to the present time two co-enzymes (co-dehydrogenases) are known, namely
co-zymase (co-dchydrogenase 1) and the co-fermcmt of Warburg and Christian

[1935] (co-dehydrogenase TI),^ These co-enzymes act by taking up activated

hydrogen from the substrate, thereby forming the reduced co-enzymes which are

not autoxidisable but are reoxidised by flavin-enzyme. The leucoflavin-enzyme

itself can act directly with molecular oxygen or with a reducible dye like

methylene blue. It seemed to be of interest to investigate whether amino-acid

dehydrogenase has anything to do with ex)-cnzyme-flavin-enzyme catalysis. The
fact that amino-acid oxidation by cell-free extracts was not inhibited by KCN
made it possible that it might be such a metal-fn^e system in which co-enzyme-

flavin-enzyme catalyses the reaction.

In the present work the problem has been studied with reference to proline.

None of the known activators like co-zymase (Euler), co-dehydrogenase II

[Warburg and Christian, 1935; Euler and Adler, 1935, 3; 1936], flavin-enzyme

[Warburg and Christian, 1932, 1, 2], glutathione, ascorbic acid, adenylpyro-

phosphate can activate proUne dehydrogenase except glutathione in higher con-

centrations, (This may be due to some inhibiting metal which (jannot be bound by
lower concentrations of glutathione.) The facts that the dehydrogenase is not
catalysed by flavin-enzyme and that anaerobic reduction of dyes is relatively

much slower than the oxidation by molecular oxygen seem to indicate that
flavin-enzyme is not a necessary component of the system.

1 The Lady Tata Memorial Scholar.

^ For the general nomenclature of the components of dehydrogenases see Euler and Adler

[1936],

( 1080 )
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It has been found that the original enzyme solution heated at 80 to 90® for

6 min. at Pu 8-0 can activate proline dehydrogenase. This activator is destroyed
when heated at pjj 3*0 and ^2-0 for 5 min. at 90° and is also inactivated by
ultraviolet irradiation. The chemical nature and the specificity of this activator

have not yet been sufficiently studied but further investigations are in progress.

Experimental.
Extraction of the enzyme.

The enzyme was extracted according to Krebs [1935] from acetone-dried pig

kidney, 1 g. being extracted with 40 ml. distilled water for 10 min. and centri-

fuged. The centrifugate could oxidise proline, alanine, phenylalanine and leucine.

2 ml. of this extract were used for every exptjriment.

Method of experiment.

The oxidation experiments were carried out in Warburg-Barcroft apparatus
at 30°. Phosphate buffer (py 7-8, MI20) was always used with the enzyme
solution. Substrate was always added from the side-limb after equilibration of

the temperature pf the vessels and 0-4 ml. of 8% NaOH was used for absorbing

the COg formed.

Purification of the enzyme.

() Adsorption with aluminium oxide Cy (Willstatter). 30 ml. of the enz^mme

solution prepared from acetone-dried pig kidney were stirred with Cy suspensions

for 15 min. at pjj 6-0 and centrifuged. The centrifugate still contained most of

the proline dfdiydrogenase.

() Adsorption with kaolin. 40 ml. of the enzyme solution were agitated with

2g. kaolin for 15 min. at pjj 6-0 and centrifuged. The centrifugate had lost a
considerable portion of the proline dehydrogenase.

The enzyme was eluted from the kaolin by phosphate buffer (py 7 8, J//20).

To the kaolin ad.sorbate 9 ml. of phosphate buffer and 1 ml. of 1 % NagCOg w^ere

added, stirred for 30 min. and centrifuged. The centrifugate was found to

oxidise proline. The enz\une solution eluted from kaolin in this way was used

throughout this work, 1 ml, being employed for all exp(?rimcnts described below'.

Nature of the enzytne.

The light brown clear enzyme solution could hardly oxidise d-alanine, w'hilst

with rfZ-proline oxidation was extensive. The velocity of reaction was very great

at the l»eginning and then relatively slow. The enzyme was unstable at pjj 8*0 at

room temj)erature but more stable in the cold.

Test for activators.

In Older to see whether eo-zymase could act a.s an activator in the oxidation

of proline by the enz,>Tne 1 ml, of the enzyme solution freshly prepared from pig

kidney was tested in yeast fermentation according to the well-knowm method of

Myrback and Euler [1929], but no appreciable evolution of CO.g was found even

after 1 hour.

It has been shown that in fresh tissue extracts an inhibiting substance is

present which prevents the reaction with cio-zymase and that this inhibitor can

be destroyed by heating [Meyerhof, 1918; Euler, Adler and Dahlgren, 1935].

The enzyme solution was therefore heated for 5 min. at 80° and tested as before

on fermentation. In this case also however no appreciable amount of COg w'as

formed. Various kidney preparations were tested in this way and only in one

preparation was there very slight evolution of COg (0*75 COg/ml.).

1. Co-zymase, Co-zymase has been found by many workers, especially by
Andersson [1934], to activate many dehydrogenases. This wide range of co-
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zymase as an activator suggested its possible rdle in the oxidation of amino*
acids. Co-zymase, prepared from yeast according to Euler, Albers and Schlenk

[1935], was therefore added to the enzyme but no increased oxygen uptake was
found with proline, suggesting that co-z3nnase plays no part in the activation of

proline dehydrogenase. Various preparations of co-Z5anase have been tried.

Table I.

Enzyme Phosphate ul. uptake after min.

solution Co-zymase buffer Afproline r
'-
15No. ml. ml. ml. ml. 30 45 60

1 10 10 01 370 924 147-8 1954
2 10 0-3 10 01 401 92-8 1374 175-5

3 1*0 0-3 1-0 01 41-2 89-7 131-0 172-2

4 10 10 01 60-2 105-6 145-2 172-2

5 10 0-3 10 01 55‘8 111-5 150-3 179-4

6 1-0 — 10 — — — — —

2. Co-dehydrogenase II, (a) Warburg’s co-ferment from horse red blood

corpuscles, prepared according to Warburg and Christian [1933] acts as co-

enzyme in the oxidation of hexosemonophosphate. It has been shown [Das,

1936] that it can also act as co-enzymo to glucose dehydrogenase. It fails how-
ever to activate the oxidation of proline (Table II).

(6) Co-dehydrogenase IIfrom yeast. It was found by Euler and Adler [1935, 3

;

1936] that impure co-z3miase from yeast contained an activator for the oxidation

of hexosemonophosphate which was named co-dehydrogenase II and was
identical with Warburg and Cliristian’s co-ferment from blood-cells. This also

could activate glyoose dehydrogenase [Das, 1936] but faded to activate the

oxidation of proline (Table II).

Table II.

Enzyme Co-dehy- Phosphate ul. 0. uptake after min.
solution drogenase buffer M proline ^

»-A ^

No. ml. n (ml.) ml. ml. 15 30 45 60

1 1-0 — 1-0 0-1 37-0 92-4 147-8 1954
2 10 0-3» 1-0 0-1 32-1 81-6 128-2 171-9

3 1-0 0-3t 1-0 0-1 34-0 86-0 136-0 180-0

Euler and Adler [1935, 3; 1936]. t Warburg and Chrintian [1933].

3. Flavin-enzyme, Warburg and Christian [1932, 1, 2] isolated a yellow
pigment from bottom yeast which is a protein combined with a yellow prosthetic
group and is capable of reversible oxidation and reduction. It has been shown
that the enzymic oxidation of alcohol and glucose either by molecular oxygen,
methylene blue or lactoflavin is catalysed by flavin-enzyme [Euler and Adler,

1934; 1935, 1]. It was also shown by Euler, Adler and Hellstrcim [1935] that
reduced co-enzyme was reoxidised by flavin-enzyme, but the latter faded to
activate proline dehydrogenase (Table III).

Table III.
£nz3aue Flavin- Phosphate ul. 0. uptake after min.
solution enzyme buffer M proline r~ A-

No. ml. ml. ml. ml. 15 30 45 60'

1 1-0 — 1-0 0*1 13-2 42-2 84-5 1214
2 1-0 0-5 1-0 0-1 24-2 50-9 89-7 126-0
3 1-0 — 1-0 0-1 50-2 105-6 145-2 174-2
4 1-0 0-5 1-0 0-1 59-0 108-9 146-3 174-3

4, Adenylpyrophosphate {A,T,P.), Adenylpyrophosphate is involved in the
activation of several reactions such as muscle glycolysis [Lohmann, 1931] and as a
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phosphate donator to carbohydrates [Euler and Adler, 1935, 2 ,* Pamas et oZ., 1935

;

Lutwak-Mann and Mann, 1935]. A preparation of adenylpyrophosphate from
rabbit muscle was incapable of activating the oxidation of proline by the

dehydrogenase (Table IV).

Table IV.
Enzyme Phosphate ^1. 0, uptake after min.
solution A.T.P. butter M proline /

—
No. ml. ml. ml. ml. 15 30 45 60

1 10 — 10 01 290 79-2 116-2 147-8

2 10 0*3 10 01 330 65-5 89*7 109-1

5. Ascorbic ocid. The reversible oxidation-reduction of ascorbic acid suggests

the possibility of its important r61e in oxidation-reduction systems of the body.

It has been shown to be capable of activating intracellular proteases of the type
of cathcpsin, which by washing with acetone and alcohol have been freed from
their natural activators [Karrer and Zehender, 1933]. Ascorbic acid however is

also unable to activate the oxidation of proline by the dehydrogenase (Table V).

Table V.
Enzyme Ascorbic Phosphate ul. Go uptake after min.
solution acid buffer 3f proline r '

^

No. ml. ml. ml. ml. 10 20 40 60

1 l-O 1*0 0-1 11*7 29*14 72*9 102*0

2 l-O 0-6

(1 mg.)

1-0 0*1 19*4 38-8 65*5 82-4

3 1-0 — l-O 0*1 32*1 51*2 107*8 146*7

4 1-0 0-5

(2 mg.)
1-0 0-1 30*3 49-5 82*0 107-3

6. Glutathione, Since the discovery of glutathione by Hopkins [1929] many
speculations have been made as to its rdle in metabolism. It was shown by Mann
[1932] that glutathione is reduced by glucose dehydrogenase and later by
Meldrum and Tarr [1935] that it is also reduced by the Warburg and Christian

hexosemonophosphate oxidising system. It has also been studied as an activator

in various reactions, and it therefore seemed to be of importance to study its

rdle in the oxidation of amino-acids by the dehydrogenase. Various concentra-

tions were used and it was found that a concentration of Jf/300 activated the

system whilst a smaller concentration {M/1500) had no effect (Table VI).

Table VI.
Enzyme Gluta- Phosphate ftl. 0. uptake after min.

solution thione buffer M proline f
V

No. ml. ml. ml. ml. 15 30 45 60

1 1-0 1*0 0*1 21*1 50*2 81*8 108*2

2 1-0 0-1

Jlf/300

1-0 0*1 52-6 97*8 137-9 168*0

3 1*0 0*1

.V/1500

1-0 0-1 28*0 40*8 77*8 99*6

Action of dyestuffs on the enzyme.

The anaerobic reduction of methylene blue by the enzyme was very slow in

absence of proline and was only slightly more rapid in presence of the substrate

[Bemheim and Bemheim, 1934; 1935]. The effect of the dye on the aerobic

oxidation of proline was then studied and was found to be slightly inhibitory in

a concentration of Jlf/60,000. A dye with more positive redox potential, 2:6-

dichlorophenolindophenol, was also studied but was found to have no effect in a

concentration of Jlf/60,000 (Table VII).
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Table VII.
Enzyme Dyestuffs Phosphate pi. 0, uptake after min.

solution ml. buffer proline
'
10

—
ml. Jlf/60,000 ml. ml. 20 40 60

10 10 01 67-6 1180 222*7 288*2

10 0-3* 10 01 47*0 102*8 205*6 268*2

10 0*3t 10 01 36-4 80*0 167*3 228*0

* 2 :6'Dichlorophenolindoph6nol. t Methylene blue.

Action of inhibitors on the enzyme,

1 . KCN. KCN in the concentration of MjlOi) had a slight activating effect

on the dehydrogenase. This might be due to some metal which was present in the

original enzyme solution. The original enzyme solution was thercifore treated

with KCN and kept at room temperature (20°) for 1 hour, but the same slight

activating effect was found as when KCN was added along with the substrate

after equilibration of temperature of the vessels (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Oxygen uptake in ^1. (-4) Enzyme and proline; {B) enzyme, proline and ^If/lOO KCN.

Fig. 2. Oxygen uptake in ^1. (-4) Enzyme and proline; {B) enzyme, prolinc and CuSO^ (ilf/75);

(C) enzyme, proline, CUSO4 (if/75) + KCN (if/lOO).

2. CUSO4 and CuSOi -hKCN. Both C^SO^ and CUSO4+KCN when added to

the enzyme had activating effects for a short time, followed by complete in-

activation of the enzyme. The initial activation might be due to the formation

of a copper compound of the substrate which had a more labile hydrogen, whilst

copper itself acted as a poison to the enzyme. The action of CUSO4+ KCN was
the same as that of CUSO4 itself. The slight increase of initial oxygen uptake
with the ‘'Cu-complex’’ might be due to the slight activating action of KCN
(Fig. 2).
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Action of H2O2 on the enzyme.

It was shown by Keilin and Hartree [1936] that the HgO^ formed during the

oxidation of xanthine by xanthine oxidase destroys the enzyme. It has also

been shown that HjOg is formed during oxidation of amino-acids by amino-acid
dehydrogenase. To see whether the decrease in velocity of the oxidation of pro-

line after a short time is due to the destruction of the enzyme by H2O2 formed
during the course of reaction, a solution of H2O2 was added with the substrate

after equilibration of temperature to make 1% concentration; no inhibition

was observed however even after 90 min. (Table VIII).

Table VIII.
Enzyme
solution H2O2

Phosphate
buffer M proline r

fil. Oj uptake after min.
A

No. ml. 1% ml. ml. 15 30 00 90

1 10 — 10 0*1 10-6 34*3 70-6 110-9

2 10 01 10 01 lO'O 3P4 681 104-8

Heated enzyme solution as activator.

The possibility was next considered that the activator might have been
bound up with some protein carrier which could be split off by heating. The
enzyme solution was therefore heated at 80® for 5 min. at pj£ 8*0. The heated

enzyme solution, when added to the original enzyme, produced a great increase in

the oxidation of proline which was not due to the presence of residual enzyme or

any substrate.

The ash of an enzyme preparation had no effect on the enzyme, showing that

the activation bv the heated solution was not due to the presence of any metal

(Table IX).

Table IX.
Heated Ash

Enzyme
solution

enzyme
solution

of the
enzyme Buffer

M
proline

/xl. Og uptake after min.
A

\

No. ml. ml. solution mi. ml.
'
15 30 45 60

1 1-0 — — 1-0 0-1 29-0 79-2 116-2 147-8

2 1-0 0-5 — 1-0 0-1 78-7 163-2 224-4 268-1

3 1-0 — 0-5 1-0 0-1 37-6 82-7 127-9 162-0

4 0-5
(6 mg.)

1-0 0-1

5 10 0-5 — 1-0 — — — — —

That the activation was not due to co-zymase or co-dehydrogenase II was
also proved by testing the hcatcnl enzyme preparation on yeast fermentation as

well as on the hexosemonophosphate oxidising systt^ra
;
furthermore, KCN did

not inhibit the activation, showing that neither catalase nor peroxidase is

responsible (Table X).

Table X.
Heated Phos-

Enzyme enzyme phatc M f*l. 0* uptake after min.

solution solution KCN buffer proline r \

No. ml. ml. Jf/110 ml. ml. 15 30 45 60

1 1-0 1-0 0-1 10-6 34-3 76-6 110-9

2 1-0 — 0-3 1-0 0-1 32-1 67-0 107-8 145-7

3 10 0-5 1*0 0-1 50-1 100-1 170-5 228-1

4 1-0 0*6 0-3 1-0 0-1 65-4 126-0 184-2 242-4

Negative nitroprussido tests or tests of an intensity lower than that corre-

sponding with effective concentrations of glutathione were given by the heated

solution; it is clear therefore that the natural activator cannot be glutathione.
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Nature of the (zctivator,

1. Stability of the activator. In order to study the stability of the activator

the original enzyme preparation was heated at 90® for 6 min, at 3, 5, 6, 7, 8,

9, 10, 11, 12. It was found that the activity was partially destroyed at 11-0

and completely destroyed atp^ 3*0and 12*0, whilst at otherp^ values the activity

was fairly constant.

When the enzyme was heated at p^ < 8*0 a heavy precipitate was formed;

the clear colourless filtrate contained the activator.

2. Destruction by ultraviolet rays, 3 ml. of the heated enzyme solution were

exposed to ultraviolet rays in an open small crystallising dish for 15 min. The
activator was found to be completely destroyed.

3. Dialysis, The activator was found to be very slowly dialysable. After

4 hours* dialysis in a cellophane tube against running water about 10% and after

20 hours’ dialysis about 80 % of the activity was found to be lost.

Anaerobic reduction of dyestuffs.

Though both methylene blue and 2:6-dichlorophenolindophenol were re-

duced very slowly in presence of the enzyme and proline, the reduction was
comparatively rapid in presence of the heated enz}me, showing that the heated

enzyme could also act as an activator in the anaerobic reduction of dyes (Table

XI).

Table XI.

Enzyme solution heated at 90° for 5 min. at 8*0 was used as the activator solution.

Substrate: M proline, if/20 phosphate buffer at Pj[7‘8 and 2:6<dichlorophenolindophcnol

1 : 5000. Total volume of the fluid 3 ml. Thunberg technique was followed.

Enzyme Activator Phosphate Time of
'

solution solution buffer M proline Dye 1/6000 decoloration

No. ml. ml. ml. ml. ml. in min.

1 1-0 0-25 04 01 0-6 58
2 10 — 04 01 0-6 32
3 10 0-25 04 — 0*5 >180

SUMMABY.

1 . A purified enzyme has been studied which can oxidise di-proline more than
d-alanine, dZ-phenylalanine and leucine.

2. Several known activators such as co-zymase (co-dehydrogenase I),

Warburg co-ferment (co-dehydrogenase II), flavin-enzyme, glutathione, adenyl-

pyrophosphate and ascorbic acid failed to activate the proline dehydrogenase.

3. When the original enzyme solution was heated at 80® at jpjj
8*0 for

5 min. and added to the original enzyme an activation of the enzymic oxidation

of proline was found.

The author is grateful to Prof. Hans von Euler and Dr E. Adler for advice

and criticism.
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Kay [1928] and King [1931] have shown that the brain of animals contains a

phosphatase which hydrolyses glycerophosphate. Recently Edlbacher et al,

[1934] have investigated the enzymes of brain and have come to the conclusion

that the brain substance causes a slight cleavage of nucleic acid, magnesium
hexosephosphate and sodium glycerophosphate. Except for the above findings

very little is known about the phosphatases of the brain. Brain phosphatase is

of interest since it is present an an organ rich in phosphatides. In the present

work the nature and action of brain phosphatase and its identity with the

phosphatases present in other organs have been investigated.

Experimental.

Preparation of material. Sheep’s brain was used. The whole brain of each

animal (weighing about 80-90 g.) was obtained just after the animal was killed,

washed with distilled water and trimmed free from the outer membrane with

capillaries containing blood. The tissue was ground in a mortar, the pulp stirred

with 200 ml. of acetone for 15 min. and then filtered on a Buchner funnel. The
process was then repeated, foIlow(*d by washing with 200 ml. of ether. The dry

powder was spread in a thin layer on filter-paper and left overnight at room
tcmpd^rature. The next day it was ground in a mortar to a fine powder and stored

in a vacuum desiccator. The white, fat-free brain powder thus obtained amounted
to about 10-12 g. This powder keeps its activity for several months.

Enzyme, The powder was treated with ten times the volume of distilled water

containing toluene and allowed to remain at room temperature for 24 hours.

A slightly opalescent extract w'as obtained after filtration on a Buchner funnel.

The activity of this extract which was stored in a refrigerator at 0*^ remained

intact for a considerable time.

Buffers. Walpole’s acetic acid-acetate buffer w^as used for the acid range,

veronal buffer of Michaelis for the jpjj range 6’8-9'6 and Sorensen’s glycine

buffer for the pj^ range 8’5-12*9. All solutions were adjusted to the desired pjj
before mixing and the pjj of each mixture was determined by the capillator

method.

Substraies. The substrates employed were Merck’s sodium jS-glycerophosphato

and sodium hexosediphosphate.

The sodium hexosediphosphate solution was prepared from a pure sample of

calcium hexosediphosphate obtained from Messrs British Drug Hcaises Ltd. A
weighed amount was dissolved in water, treated with slightly less than the

equivalent amount of pure sodium oxalate and centrifuged. After testing to

ensure freedom from oxalate the solution was stored at 0°; fresh solutions were

made up at frequent intervals.

Procedure, The hydrolysis was carried out as follows. A series of tubes

was set up each containing S ml. of substrate (2% sodium glycerophosphate

Bioohem. 1936 xxx ( 1089 )
70
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solution, adjusted to the desired 10 ml. buffer, 6 ml. of the enzyme solution

and water to make up the total volume to 25 ml. When other solutions such as

IMigCls, 6HtO were added simple adjustments of the volume of buffer were made,
the concentration being kept constant. Control tubes containing enzyme, added
ions and buffer were inculmted with the experimental tubes. It was found that

in the control tubes containing the substrates no detectable amounts of inorganic

P were present at any time.

The hydrolysis was carried out in a thermostat at 35"^ for exactly 4 hours.

An aliquot portion of the reaction mixture was then removed, an equal volume of

10% trichloroacetic add added and the contents were filtered after 15 min. The
filtrate was then analysed for inorganic phosphorus by a colorimetric method
[Fiske and Subbarow, 1925]. The increase in inorganic P after deducting the

control expressed in mg. P per 10 ml. of reaction mixture measures the activity

of the enzyme.

Brain phosphatase aotivity and hydrogen ion concentration.

The activity of brain phosphatase at various hydrogen ion concentrations is

plotted in Fig. 1. The brain extract is found to exhibit two optima for phos«

phatase activity, one at pjj 9-4-9*6 and the other at pj^ 5-0. In this respect

Fig. 1. Effect of jph on the hydrolysis of sodium j3-glyoerophosphate by the brain phosphatase.

brain phosphatase resembles spleen, liv^r and kidney phosphatases, which have
been shown by Davies [1934] and Baniann and Biedel [1934] respectively, to

contain both alkaline and acid phosphatases.
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Prennce of two pho^phaiasea in brain.

Sheep’s brain vas found to oontun appreciable quantities of both the add
and alkaline phosphatases. In Table I are given the activities at p^ 6*0 and 9*4

of both the phosphatases of several brain extracts prepared from acetone-treated

brain. The ratio of the two phosphatases was very

nearly the same in most of the brains examined except in two oases where a
much higher value was obtained. Further, the results show that the indi%ddual

variation in the activity of the phosphatases, particularly the acid phosphatase,

is not considerable, so that the quantitative variation in the phosphatase activity

of brain under normal and abnormal conditions could be studied without any
serious error.

Table I. The relive activUiea of the acid and alkaline 'phosphatases

of brain.

Ratio
Activity of the acid

Activity (mg. P in 10 ml. of reaction mixture) phosphatase (jpq 5-0)

Brain Ko.
t

Acid phosphatase

"
N

Alkaline phosphatase
Activity of the alkaline

phosphatase (ph 0*^)

1 0*460 0*348 1-32

2 0-460 0*350 1-31

3 0-542 0-404 1-34

4 0-428 0-396 1-10

5 0-378 0-244 1-50

6 0-390 0-284 1*37

7 0-534 0-176 3-00

8 0-520 0-186 3-30

The activiiy of brain phosphatase as compared with the other

tissue phosphatases.

Brain, liver and kidney of the same animal (sheep) were similarly treated

with acetone and ether and dried in a desiccator. The dry powders were ex-

tracted with water in the same manner as described for brain. The activities of

the extracts were determined and the results are presented in Table 11.

Table II. Phosphatase activities of brain
y
liver and kidney.

The weight of The weight of the Activity (mg. P in 10 ml. reaction

fresh tissue taken dry powder obtained mixture after 4 hours* hydrolysis)

for acetone after acetone ^__-a
^

Tissue treatment (g.) treatment (g.) Ph
Brain 85 12 0-244 0-378

Liver 80 23 0-348 —
Kidney 65 12 0-994 —

Purification of the enzyme.

The crude extract from the dry fat-free brain powder can be purified by
the following methods.

Isoelectric predpiMion of the inert material at p^ 4-8. Purification was
effected by isoelectrio precipitation of the inert material at

0*2Jf acetic acid-acetate buffer to three times the volume of the extract and
centnfuging after keeping the mixture at O'’ for 30 min. A water clear extract

obtained in this maimer was found to be quite active. The extract can be further

purified by dialysis in a collodion bag for 24 hours.

7(V-2
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Dialysis, Short-period dialysis (24 hours) of the crude extract removed
the phosphate almost completely without any loss of activity of the emeyme*

On continuing the dial3rsis for about 15 days however the activity was almost

csompletely lost and could be regained by addition of magnesium.

UUrafiltraiian, Purification of the extract by high pressure ultrafiltration

was found to be quite satisfactory. Ultrafiltration was carried out through

cellophane sheet No. 300 under a pressure of 70 kg. per cm.^ The extract was
kept stirred electromagnetically during filtration. This prevented clogging of

the membrane and facilitated rapid filtration. The cellophane sheet was soaked

in water for 24 hours before use. Under these conditions the filtration was
effected in a very short time about 10-15 ml. being filtered in 1 hour. The residue

obtained after the ultrafiltration was found to have retained intact the activity

of the acid phosphatase and to have lost almost completely the activity of

the alkaline phosphatase which however could be restored by addition of the

ultrafiltrate. This method affords a very convenient means of obtaining a pre-

paration of the acid phosphatase only.

The results of a typical experiment are shown in Table III. 40 ml. of the

crude extract were filtered and the residue on the filter after complete filtration

was removed by washing repeatedly with distilled water and made up to the

original volume. The activities of the alkaline and acid phosphatases of the

ultrafiltered enzyme extract thus obtained were determined in presence and
absence of the ultrafiltrate. For activity determination 5 ml. of the ultrafiltered

enzjTue extract and 5 ml. of the ultrafiltrate were used.

Table III. UUrafiUralion of the aqueous extract of acetone-trejoted brain.

Activity (rag. P in 10 ml.

of reaction mixture)

f
— 11- I

Alkaline Acid
phosphataHO phosphatane

1. Ultrafiltered enzyme 0-02 0-163

2. Ultrafiltrate 0 ’ 0
3. Ultrafiltered enzyrae 0-178 0-168

'plvH ultrafiltrate

Acetone precipitation. The enzyme was also obtained in the form of a dry
powder by precipitation from the aqueous extract with twice the volume of

acetone after isoelectric precipitation of the impurities. The precipitate was
separated by centrifuging, washed with absolute alcohol and ether and dried in a

desiccator. A white powder was obtained which was found to exhibit very

little activity of the alkaline phosphatase
;
activity could be restored by addition

of magnesium. The preparation retained however the activity of the acid

phosphatase.

Effect of magnesium on brain phosphatase.

The influence of magnesium on the activity of brain phosphatase was studied
by using both dialysed and undialysed extracts of the acetone-treated brain.

Dialysis of the crude extract was carried out in collodion bags against distilled

water for 3 days. The activity of the alkaline phosphatase of both crude and
dialysed extracts in presence of vaiying concentrations of MgGIs, 6H2O was
determined at p^ 9*4 at 36®. The results are shown in Table IV.

It is evident that the percentage activation ofthe phosphatase by magnesium
is greater in dialysed preparations. Thus an increase of activity of about 600%
is shown by the dialysed exiract, whffiit the activity of the crude extract increased
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Table IV. Effect of magriesium on the activity of brain phoaphataae

Grade extract Dialysed extract

Added Mg

r

Activity (mg. Activity (mg.
N

P in 10 ml. P in 10 ml.
concentration of reaction Activation of rf.-aotion Activation

(M) mixture) O/
/O mixture) %

0 0-127 — 0-083
0-0004 0-222 75 0-412 395
0001 0-264 108 0-606 510
0-002 0-268 103 0-555 608
0-010 0-228 80 0-606 628
0-020 — — 0-597 618
0-040 — — 0-588 607

by only 100% at optimum concentration of magnesium. The concentration of

added magnesium for maximum activation of dialysed enzyme extract is found
to lie between 0-01 and 0*02 AT, while for the crude extract it is only0*001-0*002M.
This is in conformity with the observations of Jenner and Kay [1931]. A possible

explanation of this finding is that probably the crude extract contains mag-
nesium in an amount to account for partial activation of the enz>nxLe.

The acid phosphatase of the brain extract behaves differently from the

alkaline phosphatase towards magnesiiim. It does not show any increased

activity in presence of magnesium at p^ 5*0. It loses much of its activity on
dialysis which cannot be restored by the addition of magnesium. That the loss

of activity of the acid phosphatase during dialysis is due to autolysis and not

to the removal of any activator is shown by the fact that the activity of the

dialysed extract cannot be increased by adding boiled brain extract. It appears

from these results that the acid phosphatase of brain is identical with the acid

phosphatases of liver and spleen which according to Bamann and Riedel [1934]

and Davies [1934] respectively are not activated by magnesium.

Time course of the action of the acid and alkaline phosphatases of brain.

The experiment was carried out at 35° using 20 ml. of the enzyme, 20 ml.

of 2% sodium glycerophosphate solution, 40 ml. of buffer (acetic acid-acetate

buffer of pjj 5*0 and glycine buffer ofp^ 9*4 respectively) and sufficient water to

bring the volume up to 100 ml. 5 ml. of this solution were analysed at once for

P after the enzyme had been added; subsequent samples (5 ml.) were analysed

for P at known intervals of time. The rate of hydrolysis of sodium glycero-

phosphate by extracts of acetone-treated brain at p^ 5*0 and 9*4 are plotted in

Fig. 2. The broken lines indicate the time course of the action of dialysed extracts

with and without the addition of magnesium. All the curves can be considered

to be linear till about 10-12% of the substrate is hydrolysed. Subsequently

the rate of reaction diminishes. The course of the action of the phosphatase is

therefore of zero order. For reaction times up to 6 hours the amount of hydro-

lysis affords a good measure of the initial reaction velocity, 4-hour period hydro-

lysis was therefore adopted for all experiments on the detennination of the

activity of the enzyme.

Relation betioeen substrate concentration and brain phosphatase activity.

According to Michaelis and Menten [1913] an enzyme combines with its

substrate to form a compound and the speed of the reaction depends directly

upon the concentration of the enzyme-substrate compound. The theory which
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was origmally founded on expeximents with the invertase-sacroBe system has
been extended to other enzyme systems. To decide whether the oonomitratian

of the enzyme-substrate compound determines the rate of the reaction, it is

Fig« 2. Kate of hydrolysis of glycerophosphate^ by the brain phosphatase.

O—G Alkaline phosphatase (undialysed).

X— X Acid phosphatase (undialysed).

0—# Alkaline phosphatase (dialysed).

A—A Alkaline phosphatase (dialysed) activated by 0-01 M Mg++.

necessary to examine the applicability of Michaelis and Menten’s equations to

the enzyme system concerned. The observed initial reaction velocity v is given

by the equation (c/. Michaelis and Menten)

where v is the initial velocity of hydrolysis. Fmax is a numerical constant repre-

senting the maximum velocity obtain^ when the enzyme E exists completely
in the fonn E8 (jEtotai)]- S is the substrate concentration and (the

Michaelis constant) is the dissociation constant of the enzyme-substrate com-
pound. The value of the dissociation constant is given by the substrate con-
centration at half-maximum velocity. In order to decide whether combination
between enzyme and substrate according to the mass law actually takes place
the calculation of the substrate concentration at half-maximum velocity is not
enough. Further examination of the results is essential to show that the enzyme
system concerned behaves according to Michaelis and Menten’s theory. The
possibility of the application of this theory to brain phosphatase was tested.

The constants Fmax and K, were evolved by the graphical method described hy
Lineweaver and Burk [1934].
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The activity of brain pbosidiatase prepared by extraction of the acetone-

treated brain was determinedm the presence of substrate concentrations varying

from 0*0032 to 0*640Jf at 35®. The of each digest was adjusted to 9*2 and 5*0

for alkaline and acid phosphatases respectively. The activities of the two phos-

phatases were determined by the procedure already described. Typical results

are presented in Table V.

Table V. BekUion between svhatmle concentration and
brain phosphatase activity.

Alkaline phosphatase Acid phosphatase
activity at Ph ^*2 activity at 5-0

Glycerophosphate

Observed mg. P
per 10 ml.

reaction mixture

Calculated from
the equation

Observed mg. P
per 10 ml.

reaction mixture

Calculated from
the equation

concentration after 4 hours" 0*66 {8) after 4 hours’ 1-66(5)

M hydrolysis (iST) +0*012 hydrolysis "“(/Sf) +0*029

0*0032 0*134 0*139 0*178 0*165

0*0064 0*230 0*229 0*300 0*300

0*0128 0*350 0*341 0*504 0*508

0*032 0*430 0*480 0*766 0*860

0*064 0*350 0*555 M20 1*140

0*128 0*290 0*603 1*142 1*360

0*320 0*280 0*639 1*620 1*520

0*640 — — 0*992 1*590

It is evident that there is a close agreement between the observed and
calculated values. The initial velocity of hydrolysis can therefore be predicted

by the theory that glycerophosphate enters into combination with the phos-

phatase. Recently Folley and Kay [1935] have shown that the phosphatases of

kidney and mammary gland behave in accordance with the theory of Mich^Iis

and Menten, the Michaelis constant being the same for each. In the present case,

the two phosphatases of brain differ in their behaviour towards the substrate

the Michaelis constants of the two phosphatases being different; 0*012 was
obtained for the alkaline phosphatase, and 0*029 for the acid phosphatase

showing that the latter has less affinity for the substrate than the former.

Further the results indicate that in the range of concentration above 0*032

and 0*320 Jlf, for alkaline and acid phosphatases respectively, the observed

velocity was always less than the calculate. This is possibly due to a decrease

in the relative water concentration. Further work is however necessary to

elucidate this point.

Action on different substrates.

The hydrolytic activities of the two phosphatases of brain on sodium j8-

glycerophosphate and sodium hexosediphosphate were next examined. In each

test the enzyme was allowed to act on an amount of ester equivalent to 10 mg. P
at 35® and at the optimum Pu for the enzyme. The total P was determined by
the method of King [1932].

Table VI. Action on different substrates.

Activity ofthe alkaline Activity of the acid

phosphatase at Pn 9*2 phosphatase at 5*0

mg. P in 10 ml. of mg. P in 10 ml. of

Substrate reaction mixture reaction mixture

Sodium gb^oerophosphate 0*174 0*215

Sodium hexosecuphoBphate 0*240 0*310
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The results show that sodium hexosediphosphate is more easily hydrolysed

thau sodium jS-glycerophosphate by the alkaline and acid j^ioj^hatases of

brain.

SUMMABY.

1. Brain phosphatase exhibits two optima: one at jpjj
9*4-9*6 and the

other at ^*0*

2. The ratio between the activities of the two phosphatases is almost constant

for brains of animals of the same species.

3. The activity of acetone-treated brain extracts is about as high as that of

liver of the same animal.

4. The phosphatase can be purified by (a) isoelectric precipitation of the

inert material at 4-8, (5) ordinary dialysis, (c) ultrafiltration through cello-

phane membrane and (d) acetone precipitation.

5. Magnesium ions activate the alkaline phosphatase while the acid phos-

phatase remains unaffected. The percentage activation is considerably enhanced
when the enzyme extract has been previously purified by dialysis.

6. The time course of the reaction of the alkaline and acid phosphatases is

linear in character in the early stage of hydrolysis irrespective of the purity

of the enzyme and presence or absence of magnesium.
7. The initial rate of hydrolysis by the alkaline and acid phosphatases varies

with the substrate concentration in a manner predictable by the theory of

Michaelis and Menten.

8. Sodium hexosediphosphatc is more easily hydrolysed than sodium
glycerophosphate by the two phosphatases.

Our thanks are due to the Lady Tata Memorial Trust for the award of a
scholarship to one of us (N. C. D.). Thanks are also due to Prof. Subrahmanyan
for his keen interest in the present investigation.
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Thx jS-glyoerophosphatase activity of er3^throcyte8 &om human cancer patients

has been found to be frequently higher than that of erjrthrocytes from normal
subjects, whilst the absolute increase in activity when magnesium ions were

added appeared to be the same in both instances [Schoonover and Ely, 1935].

Therefore, the portion of the cancer erythrocyte jS-glyoerophosphatase which
furnished the increase over the normal amount seemed to be incapable of

magnesium activation.

There exists in animal organs [Davies, 1934; Bamann and Riedel, 1934] an
enzyme which could be responsible for this phenomenon, and it may conceivably

occur in the red blood cells. On the other hand, it is also possible that peculiar

conditions of natural activation could be the cause.

A comparison of the erythrocyte type of phosphoesterase and the organ type

of phosphoesterase shows that their most outstanding similarity lies in their

acid pg optima. The erythroc3rte phosphatase [Davies, 1934] as well as the

phosphatases of bottom yeast [Schafitaer and Bauer, 1935] and of Propioni-

baderium jensenii [Pett and Wynne, 1933] hydrolyse a-glycerophosphate more
rapidly than the j8-isomeride and are readily activated by magnesium ions.

The otgan phosphatase [Davies, 1934; Bamann and Riedel, 1934], like the acid

phosphatases of urine [Kutscher, 1935], of top yeast [Albers and Albers, 1934, 2]

and of Clostridium acetobvtylicum [Pett and Wynne, 1933], prefers the /9-ester

and is seldom activated by magnesium at or below its optimum pjj . With lower

hydrogen ion concentrations, the organ enzyme shows activation ;
the others are

inhibited. It has been suggested by Albers and Albers [1934, 1] that this

activation is due to imperfect removal of erythrocytes from the enzyme pre-

parations.

Phosphatase activity may be augmented by materials other than magnesium

ions. Jenner and Kay [1931] found that phosphoesterases from various sources,

especially from the red blood cells, retain a large part of their activity when
fr^ from all but traces of magnesium. Moreover, erythrocyte phosphatase

was sometimes found to be activated by magnesium ions. Bamann, Riedel and

Diederichs [1934] have shown that the capacity for magnesium activation of the

alkaline phosphatase is a function of the age and purity of the enzyme pre-

paration and also of the solubility of the enzyme complex.

In an attempt to define the origin of the behaviour of cancer mythrocytes

towards jS-glyoerophosphatase, some experiments were made with the a- and

j3-glyoeioph<»phata6e activities of the haemolysates of normal and of cancerous

human erytittrooytes. In accord with the theory that the organ enzyme, which

( 1097 )
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prefeirs the is present in large amounts in eanoer erythrocytes, no
difference was found between the average a-glycerophosphatase activities of

normal and of oaxM^er erythrocytes. The weight of the evidence, however, makes
it unlikely that this theory is correct. Both a- and jS-glyceroi^osphataae showed
quite similar behaviour with regard to magnesium activation. Artificial con-

ditions produced a destruction of the capacity of both glycerophosphatases for

magnesium activation, although considerable dephosphorylating power towards

both substrates persisted. a-Glycerophosphatase activity exhibits considerable

variation j&om one subject to another; it is the jS-, and not the a-glyoerophos*

phatase activity, which appears to be the more constant in the norm^ in-

dividual. The peculiarities observed in the jS-glycerophosphatase activity of

cancerous erythrocytes, then, are a distinct departure from the normal state,

and make it possible that other phosphoric acid esters also may be hydrolysed

in some unusual manner.

Expeeimental pboobdubb.

The erythrocyte samples used in this investigation were obtained from a new
series of cancer patients and normal individuals ; only two of the latter have
fumished data previously. It was not always possible to secure patients whose
malignant condition had advanced as far as it had in the series reported pre-

viously [Schoonover and Ely, 1935].

The buffered substrates were made up daily until it became apparent that

new lots of chemicals affected the of these solutions to an undesirable extent.

Later, they were made up in quantity and kept under the conditions recom-
mended by Bodansky [1933] for the preservation of the more alkaline sub-

strates. Quinhydrone determinations at room temperature were conducted

on each buffered substrate. There was no appreciable change in pjj , nor was any
formation of inorganic phosphate found, over an interval of 3 weeks. The phos-

phatase units (mg. of inorganic phosphorus liberated by 10 ml. of erythrocytes

in 24 hours at 37®) observed were plotted against the pjj values of the buffered

substrates ; from these p^-activity curves the value for any desired pjj within

the range could be read off.

Buffered substrates containing jS-glycerophosphate were made up in the

proportions described before and covered the approximate p^ range 5*0~6-0 at

intervals of about 0*2 p^ . Buffered substrates containing a-glycerophosphate

were prepared from a fresh stock solution of sodium a-glycerophosphate and
sodium acetate, which was obtained in the following fashion: to 100 ml. of
0*6Jf calcium a-glycerophosphate (neutral, DAB 6, Fraenkel and Landau) in

N acetic acid there were added 4*5 ml. of water, and then, with shaking, 96*5 ml.^

of O’BAf oxalic acid and 240 ml. of N NaOH. After 10-15 min., the mixture
was filtered, and 300 ml. of the filtrate, together with 35*4 g. of anhydrous
sodium acetate, were made up to 600 ml. with water. Two ml. of this solution,

diluted to 10 ml., as in the reaction mixture, contain an amount of phosphorus
corresponding closely to that of the jS-glycerophospbate substrates; moreover,
the 10 ml. are 0*2Af in acetate ion, al^ as in the j8-glycerophosphate substrates.

The individual substrate sohiiions, then, were prei}ared by diluting 2 vols. of
the sodium a-glycerophosphate-sodium acetate solution to 6 vols. with M
magnesium chloride (when magnesium was to be added to the reaction mixtuire),

^ 95*5 ml. was the quantity selected because the pnscipitate of calcium oxalate, after the
addition ofNaOH, corresponded to 95*4 ml, of oxalic add. When 100 ml., the theoretical quantity,

was employed, the calcium oxalate precipitAte oorrespemded to only 95*7 ml. of oxalic add.
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0*5N HCl in sufficient quantity to produce the pjj required and water. The Pn
range 5*0-6-0, at intervals of about 0-2 covert in this way.

To 6 ml. of each j3-glyoerophosphate sutetrate, after 6 min. previous heating
at 87®, were added 5 of a 1 : 00 haemolysate of unwashed erythrocytes. The
remaining haemolysate was diluted with an equal volume of water, and after

mixing, 5 ml. of this 1 : 100 dilution were added to each substrate containing

a-glyoerophosphate. This procedure was rendered necessary by the extremely
rapid cleavage of a-glycerophosphate by erythrocytes. The rest of the experi-

mental proc^ure was exactly the same as that described in the previous paper.

The use of the Bodansky [1932] table and factors to allow for the effect of
Beer’s law and for the influence of jS-glycerophosphate and trichloroacetic acid

on the colorimetric readings was found to be ^vantageous when the a-ester had
replaced the jfl-ester.

Pff optimum for erpthrocyte x-glycerophoaphaiase activity in

the range 5-0-6’0.

Pig. 1 shows that the optimum substrate for the hydrolysis of a-glycero-

phosphate by normal and by cancerous human erythrocytes is found to be close

Fig, 1. ps[>ap0tiyity curves for the a-glyoerophosphatase activity of human erythrocytes.

normal subjects; untreated cancer patients.

to 6*6 under the experimental conditions desciibed. This is the same optimum

as that for the hydrolysis of jS-glyoerophosphate.
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ReioHm of a- to ^-glycerophosphataae acHvUy,

In Table I may be seen examples ofthe rates ofhydrolysis ofa- and j8-glyoero-

phosphates by red blood cell haemolysates from normal and cancerous in-

dividuals. a-61yoerophosphate is split by both haemolysates at rates which

vary considerably from one subject to another. The cancer a-glycerophosphatase

figures fall within the normal limits. Half of the cancer j8-glycerophosphatase

values, on the other hand, lie above the highest normal figure. The low values

observed in the other half of the cancer cases are possibly due to the slighter

degree of advancement in the malignant process. An examination of the ratios

of the rates of hydrolysis of the two isomerides shows that there is no constant

ratio in either the normal or the cancerous state
;
in fact, there appears to be an

independence of submission to enzymic attack.

Table I. Comparison of the rates of hydrolysis of a- and ^-glycerophosphates

by erythrocytes from the same individwls.

Ph Pb. Ph
- A - Aw—

a-Gly- a-Gly-
r

/J-Oly- ^-Gly. a-Gly. ^-Gly.
cero- cero- cero- cero- cero- cero-

phos- phofi- phos- phos- phos- phos-
pnate phate phate phate phate phate

No. Type Units Units a/jS Units Units «ip XTnits Units a//5

1 Normal 16 41 3*9 38 8*4 4*6 31 7*7 4*0

2 *> 20 4-0 50 52 8-7 6*0 39 7*5 6*2

3 »> 33 5-7 5-8 54 11*2 4*8 37 11*2 3*3

4 *» 26 5-2 50 66 9*2 6*1 44 7*2 6*1

5 99 39 6-4 61 62 8*9 7*0 38 — —
6 99 25 51 4-9 (»4 9*9 6*5 67 8*8 6*6

7 99 27 5-4 60 65 10*4 6*3 61 10*3 6*0

8 99 27 6-4 4*2 73 11*9 6*1 50 9*8 5*1

9 99 45 71 6*3 84 11*9 7*1 70 12*9 5*4

1 Cancer 22 6-2 3-6 44 10*9 40
2 99 19 5-2 3-7 57 9*6 6*0 45 8*5 5*3

3 99 39 19-5 20 67 20*2 2*8 36 19*0 1*9

4 99 18 4-7 3-8 58 9*7 6*0 47 8*8 5*3

5 99 38 101 3*8 61 15*5 3*9 47 14*2 3*3

6 99 28 6*3 6-3 62 10*3 6*0 49 9*7 5*1

7 99 26 6-2 4-2 66 11*4 5*8 47 10*2 4*6

8 99 46 10-2 4-5 69 19*6 3*5 55 15*2 3*6

9 99 30 7-2 4-2 78 130 6*0 55 10*8 6*1

10 99 33 7-7 4-3 81 13*4 6*0 63 12*0 5*3

Activation of a- and P-glycerophosphatases by magnesium.

Erythrocyte a-glycerophosphatase activity, like erythrocyte jS-glycero-

phosphatase activity, is augmented by the presence of magnesium chloride.

According to the preliminary data recorded in Table II, 0-023/ magnesium

Table II. Effect of magnesium chloride in large concentrations cm the

QL-glycerophosphatase activity of normal and cancer erythrocytes.

Normal Cancer
M MgClj added to relation mixture M MgCl, added to reaction mixture
r

- -A—:
^ ^

0 0*02 0*05 0*10 0 0*02 0*05 0*10

Pm Units Units Units Units Units Units Units Units

6*0 27
‘

46 47 43 31 48 51 43
5*6 65 95 84 6! 60 97 88 62
6-0 61 82 67 37 50 — — —
6-2 31 — — — 37 76 66 27
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chloride appears to be the most nearly favourable concentration of the three

tried for effecting complete activation.

In subsequent studies^ when sufficient material was available, an extensive

survey was made of the effects of magnesium chloride upon the rate of cleavage

of both phosphoric acid esters. In others, where experiments could be carried

out only under selected conditions, the results are reported by average. The
increases produced in the actions of normal and cancer erythrocyte a- and
j9-glyoerophosphatase are presented in Table III.

The qualitative effect of magnesium chloride upon the hydrolysis of the two
substrates is much the same. That is, the increase with low concentrations of mag-
nesium chloride tends to become greater as the pjj approaches that of neutrality,

actually resulting in a displacement of the optimum. The best examples for

comparison are found in the cases of a-glycerophosphate in the presence of

0*01M magnesium chloride and of j8-glycerophosphate in the presence of 0-02 Jfef

magnesium chloride. This relation is to be expect^, since the amount of enzyme
source added to the a-glycerophosphate solution is one-half that added to the

jS-glycerophosphate solution.

Cancerous erythrocytes appear to respond less readily, in general, to mag-
nesium stimulation than do normal erythroc3rte8 . In the former communication

[Schoonover and Ely, 1935] it was stated that the increases in j8-glycerophos-

phatase activity produced by magnesium in cancer red blood cells were usually

equal to those found in normal red blood cells. However, the cases which are

reported in full in Table HI Kipresent those which displayed j8-glycerophos-

phatase activities within or only slightly above the normal range (see Table I).

Therefore, the previous observation that cancer erythrocytejS-glycerophosphatase

is capable of less proportionate, or percentage, activation by magnesium still

retains its validity. This finding is borne out by the averages of scattered values,

where the ciincer average now includes cases with higher j8-glycerophosphatase

activities as well. I have not been able, unfortunately, to observe the tremendous

activation observed formerly [Schoonover and Ely, 1935] when OdM magnesium

Table III. Vnit increases produced in a- and P-glycerophosphatase activities of

normal and cancerous human erythrocytes by the addition of various concen-

trations of magnesium chloride to the reaction mixture,

Pn 5-0 />H Pb C’O

No.
from

M .MgClj

jB

MUgVl, ATMgCb
r

P
JlfMgCIj JfAlgCla

/—

^

r

P
ifMgCb

Table I Type 001 002 002 005 010 0-01 0 02 002 005 010 0*01 002 0*02 005 010

1 Normal 3 8 6-4 9-3 8^2 28 24 171 18-4 14-6 31 23 21-5 19*1 16*6

2 91 3 1 6-9 81 6-8 20 24 140 17-1 IM 35 29 190 19*2 131
4 99

-1 10 4-9 7-4 6-8 21 22 14-8 15-8 104 24 23 21*3 18*9 8*8

6 99 12 16 5-9 7-9 7-9 29 24 13*8 151 10-6 23 10 18*3 16*2 7*0

8 »» 10 14 6*9 90 8-8 22 26 17'6 18-0 10-0 29 20 22*1 17*2 8*0

2 Cancer 12 7 4-9 7-8 5-6 17 14 13-6 14-7 5-7 15 9 171 13*3 3*8

4 13 8 6-0 7*6 7-7 17 3 140 14*8 90 17 6 )8*9 154 6*7

6 99
-7 5 4-3 5*9 5-7 11 14 11-9 12-3 6-2 10 9 15*5 12*4 4*5

7 99 5 7 6*9 8-2 6-9 19 22 13'8 154 10*2 — 24 18*4 14*6 65
9 99 5 7 30 51 3-7 12 lo 101 10-9 3*6 18 13 15*2 12*5 34

Normal average a 10 6*0 8*3 7-7 24 24 165 lG-9 11-3 28 21 20*4 181 10*7

Cancer average 6 7 4‘8 6-9 6-9 15 13 12-7 13-6 6-9 17 12 17*0 13*6 5*0

Average for all Bubjeots ffom Table I including above:

Normal average — 12 — — 7-6 — 28 16-6 27 191
Cancer average — 10 — — 6*7 — 25 — 14<8 — — 24 18*6 — —
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dibride was addsd to tiie j3>g^3roeK>idiosphate reaction nuxtuies of
j»j|t

5^
whidh contained erytiirocytes liom normal male aul^ects. Thia majr be due

to sli^t variations in (be hydrogen ion concentrations of tiie earlim: buffeted

substirates, for the j)Q>aotivity curve rises sharply in the r^on of pg; 9*0. Hie
results, oonsequentiy, show no sex difference and hence are no longmr segregated

according to sex.

Further examination of the relative effects of the most nearly optimum
magnerium chloride concmitrations, i.e. the lower ones, upon the hydrolysis of

the two esters reveals a noteworthy result. Hie increase in a-glycerophos-

ibatase activity compared with that in j8-glycerophosphatase activity is some*

what greater in terms of mg. of inorganic phosphorus released. Hie increase is,

however, not nearly as great as might be expected from the ratios of the rates

of hydrolysis of the two glycerophosphates when no magnesium has been added

to the reaction mixture.

Cotutaney of a- and ^-glyeerophoaphatase activities in vivo and in vitro.

Hie j3-glyoerophosphatase activity of erythrocytes from the same normal

subjects has been stuitied at different times. Table IV illustrates the constancy

of this enzymic ability in the normal individual, both in its state of natural

activation and in its response to magnesium stimulation. There appears to be no

seasonal variation in /S-glycerophosphatase activity. Several normal subjects

studied during the summer yielded results within the limits imposed by data

obtained from other normal subjects during the winter. Nos. 6 and 7 in Table IV
furnishexamples inwhich there are available for comparison figures obtained from

the same subjects at other seasons.

Table IV. Constancy of P-glycerophosphatase activity in the normal individual.

Ps 50 Pa 5-6 pg 6-0

Units Units Units

No. Date

with

OlOM
Units MgOlg

Unit
in-

crease

%
in-

crease Units

with
0*06 if

MgClg

Unit
in-

crease

%
in-

crease Units

with
0*02 if

MgOl*

Unit
in-

crease

%
in-

crease

1 Jan. 11 3-1 12-7 9*6 301 64 24-9 18*5 289
Feb. 21 2*3 11-9 9*6 417 5*9 25*7 19*8 334 — —

2 Jan. 15 5-7 20-2 14*5 254 134 30*8 174 130 12*2

May 16 5-7 12'6 6*9 121 11*2 27*2 16*0 143 11*2 — —
3 Feb. 14 5-2 124 7*2 138 10*0 26-5 15*5 155 10*0 25*7 16*7 157

Apr. 23 54
.

11-5 6*1 115 104 26*2 15*8 152 10*3 27*9 17*6 171

4 Feb. 20 4-7 9*3 — —
Oct, 8 4*3 — — — 8*9 — — — —

5 Mar. 7 4-4 131 8*7 198 8*5 25*1 16*6 195 8*3 28*8 20*5 247
Apr. 30 4-4 124 8*0 182 8*8 24*3 16*6 177 8*1 27*3 19*2 237

6 May 13 7*1 161 8*0 113 11*9 28*8 16*9 142 12*9 29*8 16*9 131
July 15 60 12-9 6*9 116 11*3 29*7 184 163 10*6 28*9 18*3 173

7 June 26 6*9 14*7 7*8 113 13*1 31*5 184 140 11*3 34*5 23*2 205
Oct. 31 64 15-2 8*8 138 11*9 29*9 18*0 151 9*8 31*9 22*1 226

The a-glycerophosphatase activity of both normal and cancer erythrocytes

is not so constant. It decreased remarkably in summer, although magnesium
chloride was still able to exert its usual influence and sometimes an even greater

influence. Hiis statement is derived from the averages contained in Table V,
which may be compared with those in Tables 1 and III. Hie summer alteration

in the a-glycerophosphatase activity forms a dose parallel with the apparent
alteration in a-glycerophosphatase when only one half the usual amount of
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enzyme sonroe is present in the reaction mixture. Thus, it may be attributed to

the dilution of a natural activator. (Whilst identical figures, calculated as mg.
of inoiganic phosphorus liberated by 10 ml, of erythrocytes, were obtained by
the use of either 0*10 or 0*05 ml. of erythroo3rtes, the use of 0*025 ml. resulted

in the data to be seen in Table V.)

Table V. x-Olycerophosphatase activities of normal and cancer erythrocytes in

summer aid in reaction mixtures containing me half the usual ammnl of

enzyme source.

Pu 5*0 Ph 5*6 Pu 6-0
- ^ ^ A

r
- \ ^ /

—

—
Units

with
0-02M

Units MgCl,

Unit
in>

crease

0/
/o

in-

crease Units

Units

with
002 JU

Mga,

Unit
in-

crease

0/
/o

in-

crease

Units

with
002 if

Units MgCl,

Unit
in-

crease

.%
in«

crease

Summer average:

Normal (6) 19 39 20 146 33 79 46 237 19 65 46 352

Caacef{4) 33 48 15 47 40 75 35 91 13 60 47 409

Normal No. 6 from Table IV

:

Hay 13 45 60 15 33 84 113 29 35 70 99 29 41

July 16 33 56 23 70 69 97 28 41 21 59 38 181

Normal No. 7 from Table IV:

Oct. 31 27 41 14 62 73 99 26 36 50 70 20 40

June 26 33 57 24 73 49 93 44 90 30 68 38 127

One half the usual amount of enzyme source (average):

Normal (2) 11 31 20 210 17 65 38 225 10 51 41 491

Cancer (2) 25 46 20 82 44 79 35 93 24 63 39 182

Table VI. Effect of preservation on the and a-glycerophosphatase activities
-ft * -

- 1 V ^
,

of haemdysed and urihaemolysed erythrocytes from normal males.

S-Glycerophosphatase

if M^lg added
A

a-Glycerophosphatase

if MgOK added
jC.

t

0 0-02 0-05 0*10 0 0*01 0*02

Date Pn Units Units Units Units Units Units Units

Haemolysed red Oct. 14 5-2 — — --- --- 31 51 55

blood cells from 24 — — — — — 32 28 33

a normal male 14 5*6 8-7 23-8 25-3 18*8 —
subject

„ 24 — 8*5 18-3 22'5 18*0 — —
» 14 5'8 — — — 47 77 76

24 — — — •— 37 48 48

Unhaemolvsed red

blood cells from
Oct. 17 6*0 42 8-9 12*0 11*8 16 21 25

„ 24 — 2-8 6-7 7-4 9*1 9 16 22

a normal male
» n 5-2 6-3 13*7 16*8 16*6

subject
» 24 — 5-2 10*7 13*3 14*6 — — —
» 17 5-4 7-3 18*8 2M 19*2 —

.

53 52

« 24 7-7 16-4 20-4 18*5 — 58 62

„ 17 5-6 — — — — 62 —
24 — — — — — 73

» 17 5-8 8*2 27-5 25-6 24*5 — — —
« 24 10*1 27*0 26-6 19*5 — — •—

.. 17 6*0 — — — 33 63 54

„ 24 — — — — — 48 72 65

99 17 6-2 8-0 28*9 27*0 13*1 — —
99 24 -- 9*9 28-7 28*1 12*2 — *—
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Table V contains a slight inaccuracy. At one time during the summer
hydrogen ion concentrations of the bufered substrates were not checked with

sufficient ficequenoy. Within this period, all the a-glycerophosphate reaction

mixtures were slightly less acid than they were supposed to be, Therefore, the

optimum Pu appeared to shift to the acid side of pjj 5*6. Subsequent experi-

ments, however, still showed the decrease in a-glycerophosphatase activity,

together with the practically unchanged response to magnesium chloride, which

apparently accompany warm weather.

Fig. 2 A. Fig. 2B.

Fig. 2 A. jPH-activity curves for the /S-glycerophosphatase activity of fresh and 19-day old

orythroc3rte8. The four upper curves are from fresh erythrocytes; the four lower curves from

19-day old erythrocytes. no MgCL added to the reaction mixture; 0*02 M MgCl{
added; 0-05 M MgCl, added; O-lOif MgCl, added.

Fig. 2 B. curves for the a-glyoerophosphatase activity of fresh and 19-day old erythro-

cytes. The three upper curves are from frkh erythrocyt/es; the three lower curves from 19-day

old erythrocytes. no MgCL added to the reaction mixture; O'Ol if MgCL added;
0‘02if MgClj added.

This behaviour is not due merely to phosphate inhibition, as might be

supposed from the statement of Havard and Reay [1925] that blood phosphorus

is increased during the summer months. No especially high inorganic phos-

phorus content was found in these red blood cell samples. Inhibition of neither
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nor jSiglyoeropfaosphataflie activity could in addition be observed when phos-

phcndo adid-sodium hydroxide mixtures of suitable were added to the

substrates in amounts representing 1^30 times the amount of inorganic

phosphorus present in the er3rthrocyte haemolysates.

The enzyme activity with and without magnesium chloride addition persists

for some time in both laked and unlaked r^ blood cells from norm^ male

subjects, when the samples are kept under toluene in the ice*box. The j9*glyoero*

phosphatase system is, however, the more stable. The data are found in Table VI.

The studies were made at scattered pjj values, but the substrates were from the

same lot as that employed for the fresh samples.

After 19 days in the ice-box under toluene, the intact red cells of a normal

male subject lost much of their glycerophosphatase activity. They also lost

nearly aU of their ability to be activated by magnesium chloride, inhibition

being noted under most conditions. The data obtained before and after the

19-day interval may be found in Figs. 2 A and 2 B.

Discussion.

In both normal and cancerous erythrocytes, the a- and jS-glycerophosphatase

activities show similarity in their optima and in their capacity for magnesium
activation over the pjj range 5‘0-6*0. The hydrolysis of both glycerophosphates

seems to involve two enzymic factors, one of which is activated by magnesium,
while the other is not. The first enzymic factor appears to act upon boih a-

and j9-glycerophosphates and is present, on an average, in equal ammmts in

both normal and cancerous erythrocytes. The existence of the second enzymic
factor is made probable by the work of Jenner and Kay [1931], who found
activity of erythrocyte phosphatase m the presence of minimum amounts of

magnesium, whilst a form of alkaline phosphoesterase incapable of magnesium
activation was reported by Bamann et al, [1934]. This possibility is supported

by the observation, in this investigation, that only a part of the a- and j8-

glyoerophosphatase activities is lost, whilst nearly all of the capacity for mag-
nesium activation is lost, if unhaemolysed erythrocytes are aUowed to stand

for some time.

It is unlikely that this second enzymic factor is the acid organ phosphatase,

unless it can be shown that the presence of erythrocj’tes, in the organ pre-

parations they used, caused some of the phenomena observed by Davies [1934]

and by Bamann and Riedel [1934]. Thus, at 6*0 with 0*02Jf MgCl^, both the

organ and the erythrocyte enzymes should be activated, and the sum of the

increases should produce an apparent activation of the erythrocyte phosphatase

greater than that observed in normal erythrocytes under these conditions.

Such was not found. Furthermore, if the yeast enzyme which prefers the jS-ester

is analogous to the organ enzyme, one would expect to find that the progressive

inhibition which Albers and Albers [1934, 2] found in this acid phosphoesterase

with increasing magnesium chloride concentrations would be reflected in cancer

erythrocytes. That is, the apparent activity should be decreased, because this

inhibition should detract from the effect of magnesium on the true erythrocyte

phosphatase . This deorease with high concentrations of magnesium chloride was
found, but with the a- as well as the j3-glyoerophosphatase, and the organ

enzyme is not supposed to be responsible for much of the attack on the a-

isomeride. Ano^er argument against the presence of the organ enzyme may be

offered. A normal ratio of rate of hydrolysis of «-glycerophosphate to that of

jS-glyoerophosphate, when a /5-ester-preferring enzyme would not be expected

Bicohem. 19d6 xxx 71
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to be j»^nt in inoreased amount, is accompanied by a decreased capacity for

magnesium activation in cancer er^hrocytes.

If this enzymic factor is a natural activator or a phosjihatase aocomp^ed
by a natural activator, there are no certain indications as to whether it is the

same for oc- as for jS-glycerophosphatase. There is, however, a distinct possibility

that it is not the same in view of the stability of the jS-glycerophosphatase in the

normal individual, whilst the a-glyoerophosphatase shows not only considerable

variation from individual to individual but also susceptibility to climatic

conditions.

It is not possible on the basis of my experimental evidence to identify the

source of the abnormal behaviour of cancer er3rthrocytes with regard to their

glycerophosphatase, particularly with regard to their jS-glycerophosphatase,

activities. Nevertheless, it seems more likely that this source is to be found in

abnormal conditions of activation, rather than in the admixture of the organ

enzyme. Of interest should be the fact that whilst a-glycerophosphatase activity

seems to be a rather unstable manifestation, the jS-glycerophosphatase is con-

stant and characteristic of the normal individual over a long period. Alterations

in the )3-gIycerophosphatase activity, then, ought to be significant, especially

since other substrates of physiological importance may also be attacked in an
abnormal manner.

SUMMABY.

Normal and cancerous human erythroc3rteB hydrolyse a-glyoerophosphate

optimally at substrate 5-6, usually at a rate which is about six times as great

as that for the jS-ester. The increase in a-glycerophosphatase activity with

magnesium chloride is similar to, but not so great in proportion as, that in

^S-glycerophosphatase activity. The relative effect of magnesium chloride on
both glycerophosphatases appears to be less in cancerous erythrocyte haemoly-
sates than in normal erythrocyte haemolysates. Indications have been found

that a part of the erythrocyte glycerophosphatase activity is independent of the

presence ofmagnesium ions. The erythrocyte jS-glycerophosphatase system seems
to be much more stable than the a-glycerophosphatase system in the normal
individual. It appears that it is the j8-glyc*erophosphata8e, and not the a-glycero-

phosphatase, system which has a tenclency to I>ecome altered in cancer erythro-

cytes. A possible explanation for these phenomena is suggested.

Acknowledgment is made to the division of pathology of the laboratories of

the Philadelphia General Hospital for its very helpful co-operation.
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iNTBODirCTION.

The production of ammonia as their main nitrogenous end-product by flesh-fly

larvae is now well known. The mechanism of its production however is still

obscure [Messer and McLellan, 1935]. Hobson [1931] for instance was unable to

find any evidence of deamination of glycine at pjj 6*8 by aqueous extracts of

Lucilia sericata larvae. One of us [Brown, 1935] carried out the same experiment
using larvae of Wohlfahrtia vigil on both glycine and tyrosine and varying the

Pu from 4*0 to 8*0 with entirely negative results.

Some hope for the elucidation of this problem lay in an observation of

Weinland [1908], who found that in his peptone brei of Calliphora tissue the

reaction became definitely alkaline to litmus presumably owing to the produc-

tion of ammonia. In the present communication the presence of a deaminating

enzyme has been established and some of its properties and conditions of action

have been determined.

Analytical methods.

Ammonia was determined by permutit adsorption and nesslerisation [Peters

and Van Slyke, 1932], In analysing solutions containing protein or its breakdown
products the (jolour on nesslerisation was unsatisfactory owing to a straw-

yeUow tinge which developed ; this could be obviated by repeated washings of

the permutit after ammonia adsorption or by substitution of permutit adsorption

by aeration into 01

N

HCl,

Amino-nitrogen was estimated by alcoholic titration [Willstatter and
Waldschmidt-Leitz, 1921] using N/50 alcoholic NaOH with cresolphthalein as

indi(jator.

Protein-nitrogen was measured by precipitating the protein with trichloro-

acetic acid and determining the nitrogen in the washed precipitate using the

technique described by Farber and Wynne [1935],

Uric acid was determined bj’^ the method of Benedict and Franke \v. Peters

and Van Slyke, 1932],

The organisms used in this investigation were Lucilia sericata Mg. and

CaUiphora erythrocephala Mg., both flesh-flies of the same ecological habit.

Notes on their laboratory breeding are published elsewhere [Brown, 1936, 2],

Preliminary investigations on brei.

Brei was prepared in the following manner. Large numbers of washed
larvae were ground in a mortar for 20 min. Of the resultant sticky mass portions

were remov^ in a horn spoon, weighed and transferred to another mortar. They
were then each ground with one-half their weight of the appropriate solution of

the substrate and enough water (measured) was added to make the resultant

brei thin enough to pour into a weighed centrifuge-tube which was then weighed

( 1107 )
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witb its contents. These mixtures were incubated under toluene for 24 hours at

30°. They behaved exactly as described by Weinland [1908], At the Mid of the

digestion period water was added to 40 ml., the contents were well sthred and
then centrifi^;ed and aliquot amounts of the supernatant liquid were analysed

for ammonia. Controls without substrate were also set up and the small value

of their autolyiic anunonia production, calculated on the same unit weight of

original tissue, was subtract^ from the experimental values.

It was found that ammonia was produced in large quantities from Witte

peptone. Mere alkalinity (pg 7-6-9-6) did not give rise to any production of

ammonia from peptone under these conditions.

It was necessary to establish the variations in the deaminating activity

throughout the life-cycle of the organism. Using brei of LwsUia on Witte

peptone the results in Table I were obtained.

Table I. Variation in deaminating activity of tissue brei during

the life-cyde of LudUa.

Stage of life-cycle

NHj pew g.

tissue

mg.

Weight per
100 larvae

g-

NHg per
100 larvae

leg.

Larvae Half-gorged 8*66 5-26 45-0

Fully gorged

8*47

IMl 4-80 53-3

26% with gut evacuated 10-74 4-49 46-1

2% pupated

9-69

7-63 3-53 26-9

Pupae 1-3 days after pupation 1-32 4-74* 6-5

Adults 1-3 days after emergence 000 1-60 0-0

* Batch of exceptionally largo-sized pupae.

The deamination therefore is at a maximum during the period of the most
intensive digestion of protein by the larvae. It drops rapidly, being low in pupae
and disappearing finally in the adult. It seems best to taJke larvae just before

Table II. Deamination of various nitrogenous compounds by tisstie

brei of Lucilia.

KHg in mg. per g. of tissue

' Substrate

Total production
/ ^

.

Average
Values I

Autolysis
control

II

In
substratem

1

Actual
production
I minus

II plus in
Witte peptone 13-23

13*04

13-14 4-50 0-07 8*57

Oaseinogen, B.B.H. 16-07

13-82

14-94 4-50 0-07 10-27

Ovalbumin, Merck

2-

75

3-

03
2-89 2-28 0-30 0-31

Bactopeptone, I>ifco

3-

68

4-

00
3-84 2-28 0-15 1-41

Glycine 3*84 3-84 3-85 0-00 -0*01

Also no NH, production from these other amino-aoids:

a-Alanine Aspar^ acid
d-Alanine Glutamic acid
Leucine Alpine
isoLeuoine

Phenylalanine
Tyrosine
I&tidine
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pupation, when {a) their gut is empty of contents which might interfere with the

experiments, and (5) they con be easily obtained in a clean dry condition from
the sawdust into wMch the larvae crawl on leaving the meat

;
although their

deaminating power is not at its height, it is quite enough to work with.

The deamination of various nitrogenous compounds by larval brei was next
investigated; the results are summarised in Table II.

The proteins and their more complex derivatives fiimish the best substrates.

Bactopeptone is composed of lower breakdown products than Witte peptone.

Ovalbumin is exceptional, presumably owing to its resistance to proteolysis

[Farber and Wynne, 1935]; moreover, it is a poor substrate for growth and
ammonia production for these organisms in vivo [Brown, 1936, 1]. All the

amino-acids studied are resistant to deamination.

Active preparations in powder form.

Powders were prepared m large quantities in the following manner. Up to

100 g. oflarvae were sifted out from sawdust, washed under water for 1 hour, dried

on filter-paper and well macerated in a large mortar. The tissue was then poured
into acetone (ether, light petroleum or alcohol partially inactivated the enzyme)
andthe firstextractwasdecantedthrough
cheese-cloth. Bykneadingthematerialin
the cloth with a stirring rod in frequent ^ ^

changes of acetone all the tissue except

the skins came out in a coarse suspension ^ 50 .

which was poured through a filter. It S //fi
dried on the filter-paper within an hour J 40 .

and could be readWy pulverised; after ^ j//
passing through a 60-mesh wire screen it 30 - ¥/
gave a powder of the texture of Witte ^ ji
peptone. 1^20 - Jj/

The activity of such powders was /Jf
tested and found to equal that of the •<> •

dried tissue; moreover, preparations of
^

CaUiphora and Lucilia showed the same i 60 80 lO) 120 hV
orderofactivity. These experiments were Time, hours

allowed to contmue for 4 days by de- l, Deaminating activity of dry prepara-

canting off the supernatant liquid (for tions from brci. A, dried tissue, Lwilia;

ammonia determination) and leaving the *
centrifugate; they were stopped when ^
the boiled controls began to show some ammonia production from bacterial

contamination. At this point nearly 40% of the peptone-nitrogen had been

converted into ammonia. Fig. 1 illustrates the results. These powders could be

kept in the refrigerator without perceptible loss of activity over a period of

weeks.
The substitution of extract for brei.

The solubility in water and in 50% glycerol of the enzyme system was next

investigated. Larval powders were triturated in the solvent and centrifuged and

the supernatant and centrifugate were tested. Both proteinolytic and deaminat-

ing activities were investigated; the results are shown in Table III.

Three types of active preparations were used:

(1) The dry larval powder triturated in water.

(2) A 50% glycerol extract of the larval powder.

(S) A 50% glycerol extract of freshly ground larvae.
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Table III. ScliibUitiea of deaminase, and proteinase of larval powders in

water and 50^!^, gVyceroh

Initial, mg.
24 hoW dige9tion, mg.
Change in mg.

% of total activity

Water S0% glycerol

Supernatant Centrifugate Supernatant Centrifugate

^ ^
i

, ^
i . A

-

^
I'

^

Protein- NHg- Protein- NH,- Protein- NH,- Protein- NHj-
N N N N N N N N
201 0-77 25*3 0*29 27*0 0-79 24*6 0-30

6^6 2-50 39 3-47 9-5 4-27 7-8 3*20

13-6 1-73 21-4 318 17-6 3-48 16-8 2*90

39 35 61 65 51 56 49 44

The digestion of caseinogen by the larval enzyme system,

Duj^cate digestswere set up ofthe larval powderwith 1% caseinogen (B.D.H.,

later Kahlbaum's preparation according to Hammarsten was used) solution of an

initial Pu of 8*6 in Erlenmeyer flasks at 37*5° with shaking under toluene. The
dropped to 7*0 during digestion. Residua! protein-N, free carboxyl groups and
ammonia were determined at appropriate intervals. The progress of two different

experiments (with different enzyme preparations) is shown in Mg. 2.

Pig. 2. The breakdoum of caseinogen by larval preparations. A, acetone powder 2 {CaUiphora);
B, acetone powder 4 {CaUiphora),

A, protein-N, decrease; B, amino-N; C, ammonia-N, scale magnified x5.

It is evident that the protein decreases and free amino-groups increase in a
fashion characteristic of “tryptic” digestion [Farber and Wynne, 1935]. The
production of ammonia however occurring in considerable amounts after a
short lag period is quite different from that in a tryptic digest.

In order to show the difference between digestion by trypsin and by the
larval preparations a “switch” experiment was devised. A tryptic digest of

caseinogen was set up; at three different points in the digestion a portion was
removed, boiled and submitted to the larval enzyme. The addition of the larval

enzyme immediately accelerated the production of ammonia. Data are pre-

sented in Fig. 3.

Three conclusions may be drawn:

(1) The larval enzyme produces ammonia much more quickly and in far

greater amounts than does try^psin.

(2) The stimulating effect of the additionof the larval enzyme is also shown
in the accelerated production of free amino-groups.
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(3) The best substrates for the larval deaminase are those products which
occur in the middle of the tryptic digestion, when the fragments of protein
breakdown are still large.

The avJbstrate for the larval deaminase.

The last experiment was repeated in greater detail: frequent samples of

a tryptic digest were taken, boiled, made up to their original volumes and
submitted to the action of the larval enzyme (in the form of a 50% glycerol

extract of firesh tissue) for 24 hours at 37-5® under toluene; the was adjusted

to 7-6, the optimum of the deaminase (see below). Typical results are given in

Table IV. The first column represents the length of time for which the sample

had been submitted to tryptic digestion and the second column the amount of

ammonia that was produced from it by the larval enzyme.

Table IV. Variation in deamination of tryptic digest of caseinogen by a

glycerol extr(Z€t of Calliphora.

Time NH,.N Time NHa-N Time NH,.N
hours mg. hours mg. hours mg.

00 0*77 13-2 080 1520 0-58

1-2 0-93 22-5 0-00 Erepsin added
3-6 0-89 25-8 1*03 152*5 0*46

4-7 0-95 290 0*91 157*5 0*53

6-7 0*99 350 0-73 106*5 0*66

S-5 100 37-8 0*91 193*0 0*30

10-2 0-99 480 0*59 286*0 0*36

120 0-95 77-2 0-41 359*0 0*27

Erepsin, in the form of a 50% glycerol extract of fresh hog intestinal mucosa,

was added to complete the digestion. Although the individual values are erratic,

the following conclusions may be drawn tentatively:

(1) The original protein is not as good a substrate as its higher breakdown

products.
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(2) The most effective substrate is present over a broad range of tryptic

d%estion.

(3) Deamination falls off as the d4;est approaches the free amino-acid stage*

(4) Addition of the intestinal extract has a short stimulating effect on
deamination, presumably due to deamination of the breakdovm products of the

protein contained in it*

The question of the best substrate was then examined from another angle.

Although amino-acids were resistant to deamination, it seemed possible that

mixtures of them would be susceptible or that there might be some unin-

vestigated susceptible amino-acids. The mono-amino-acid fractions therefore

from a tryptic digest of oaseinogen, from an acid digest of caseinogen and from
an acid dhgest of gelatin were submitted to the larval enzyme and found in no
case to be deaminated.

Samples of two dipeptides (glycylglycine, leucylglycme) and of a tripeptide^

(leucylglycylglycine) were next tested as substrates. In each case there was
considerable hydrolytic activity but no deamination: see Table V.

Table V* Behavumr of larval enzymes towards simple peptides.

MjSO leucylglycyl-

if/lO glycylglycine Jlf/40 leucylglycine glycine

^
A,

^ ^
A

^
A.

^

Substrate Amino-N NH,-N Araino-N NH,-N Amino-N NH,-N

Initial, mg. 10-56 0-256 7-35 0-1.39 5-86 0-130

24 hours' digestion, mg. 17-76 0-264 14-70 0-132 11-72 0-126

Produced, mg. 7-20 0-008 7-35 - 0-007 5-86 - 0-013

Since these organisms are strongly uricolytic [Truszkoswki and Chajkmdwna,
1935] it was thought possible that the ammonia might be produced from the

breakdown of uric add. Digests were therefore made up of 0*1 % uric acid m a

IdsCOs solution buffered at p^ 7*6 and submitted to the action of the larval

powder and of a 50% glycerol extract of fresh larvae, respectively. Samples
were taken after 24 and 48 hours, controls with the enzyme preparations alone

being run concurrently. The results are presented in Table VI.

Table VI. BehUion of urieolysis to production of ammonia by
larval preparations.

Powder Glycerol extract

Hours

0

Uric acid
Digest

A

NH,-N
Digest

mg. per 90 ml.
A.-_

NH,-N
Control

Uric acid

Digest

A

NH,-N
Digest

mg. per 90 ml.

NH,.N
Control

r'

40-0 0-36 37-8

—
0-67

24 28-0 1-25 1-18 29-2 1-09 1-04
48 17-9 1*68 1-32 18-4 1-09 1-08

The results indicate that the enzyme preparations are strongly uricolytic,

but that an inconsiderable amount of ammonia is produced as a result of this

process; this is in keeping with the suggestion of Robinson [1935] that the
allantoin present in the excreta of these organisms is the product of uricolysis.

The possible presence of a '"deamidase ” in the enzyme preparations was next

^ The authors wish to express their indebtedness and thanks to Dr Max Bergmann of the
Bcdcefidler Xnstitute for his very great generosity and courtesy in supplying samples of^
peptides*
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tested using 0^06% asparagine as substrate at 7*6. There was a slight pro*

duotion of ammoida; its small significance is indicated by the following data for

digests of 10 ml. substrate*bufier and 2 ml. 50% glycerol preparation.

mg.

NHg-N produced by action of larval enzyme 0*172

Total amide-N in substrate 5*300

NHy-N jproduced by same enzyme preparation on 1*028

tryptic digest of caseinogen
^

It had been hoped that the deaminase could be activated, e,g. by protein

breakdown products. A long-term tryptic digest of caseinogen and a similar

larval digestof caseinogenwere dialysed for2 days ; the dialysateandnon*dialysed
residue in both cases were added in small quantities to a digest of 0*1% glycine

with a 50% glycerol extract of fresh larvae. Controls without the addition of

“activator** and also without glycine but with “activator** were run con-

currently. The results are presented in Table VII.

Table VII. The effect of addition of vationa fractions on the prodvction

of ammonia from glycine by larval preparalions.

All values: mg. per 12 ml. digest.

“Activator**

Experimental
with glycine

Control
without glycine

“Activator**

as substrate

I minus 111

“Activation**

I minus 11

Caseinogen digest dialysate

Caseinogen digest residue

larval digest dialysate

Larval digest residue
Water, in

0*262 0*254 0*038 0*008

0*282 0*282 0*066 0*000

0*231 0*230 0*045 0*001

0*242 0*242 0*026 0*000

0*186 — — —

The data clearly show that there is no indication of activation. Incidentally,

it may be seen that the non-dialysed residues may act slightly as substrates and
the dialysates to a lesser degree.

Sig. 4. Efieot of temperature on deaminating activity.

Conditions regtdating the activity of the enzyme.

The effect of temperature.

The activities of two different powder preparations of the deaminase at

various temperatures are shown in 1^. 4.
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The relatior«8hip between temperature and deaminase activity is linear over

the temperature range investigate ;
temperature coefficients are as follows:

Powder No. 2 Powder No. 4

10-20® 1*50 —
20-30® 1*94 2 04
30-40® 1*46 1-49

The ejgfeci of hydrogen ion toncerUraiion.

An incomplete study of the effect ofPu on the deaminase activity indicates

that the optimum is about 7*6. Fig. 5 shows the results obtained for two
different enz3rme preparations.

Pig. 5, Effect ofpu on deaminaso activity.

Infilience of oxygen.

For a long time it had been suspected that this deamination was an anaerobic
process as suggested by Weinland’s observations on brei. The first experiment
in which digestion was carried out in presence of different gases is summarised
in Table VIII a. The substitution of oxygen for air did not affect the deaminase
activity whereas the presence of nitrogen accelerated the ammonia production.
The low value under COg is explicable by the depressing effect of the gas on
the pjj

.

In the second experiment digests in air were compared with those in mow
using Thunberg tubes; the results are given in Table VIII 6. Both sets of data
show that the deaminase activity is greater under anaerobic conditions.
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Table VIII, Effect of gases on ammonia production from casemogen
by larval preparcdions.

a
Total Actual

Gaasoufi
production production
ofNH,.N ofNH,.N

medium per g. powder per g. powder Final Pq
CO, 6*08 4*32 5*9

0, 8*09 6*33 6*3

948 7*72 6*5

Am 8*34 6*58 6*6

Control 1*76

r

—

Total

h

Actual
production

of NH,-N per
production

of NH,-N per
Conditions 5 ml. digest 5 ml. digest Average

Aerobic 0*638 0*395 0*391
0*6,30 0*387

Anaerobic 0*862 0*619 0*613
0*850 0*607

Control 0*243 — —

Is this deamination oxidative or hydrolytic ?

The fact that deamination proceeds better under anaerobic conditions is

striking. It may be argued that this is an oxidative process in which oxygen is

replaced as a hydrogen acceptor by other substances. Yet it seems unlikely that

glycerol extracts of larval powders would be rich in such substances and moreover
the process operates better in absence ofoxygen ; nor is the oxidative deamination
in the mammalian kidney stimulated by addition of hydrogen acceptors [Krebs,

1933]. The enzyme itself cannot be destroyed by oxygen since the activity of
preparations kept for long periods in air is unimpaired.

Moreover, a-hydroxy-acids have been detect^ in the deaminated residues.

Difficulties were encountered in attempting to estimate hydroxyl groups by
benzoyl chloride precipitation or by acetylation since these reactions are also

given by amino-groups. Recourse was therefore had to methods of deter-

mination of lactic acid, which estimate also in lesser degree other a-hydroxy-

acids. Residues in digests of the larval enzyme on caseinogen contained appre-

ciable quantities of a-hydroxy-acids as indicated by the phenol-ferric chloride

(Uffelmann’s) test and by quantitative estimation with the method of Friede-

mann el al, [1927]. A digest was set up with gelatin, which has a relatively high

alanine content, and the production ofammonia and lactic acid was follow^.

a-Hydroxy-acids were foimd to be produced at a rate roughly proportional to

the ammonia production; however, in this substrate, the amount of digestion

was too small to be of any great quantitative significance.

It is generally assumed that a deamination which is unimpaired by the

absence of oxygen and which leaves a-hydroxy-acids in the deaminated residue

is hydrolytic. But further work on the mechanism of deamination is indicated.

Separation of proteolytic and deaminating activities.

The enzyme preparations used are both proteolytic and deaminating;

experiments hitherto conducted (v., e.^.. Kg, 2 and Table III) gave no indication

of their separate identities. In o]^er to show that this ammonia production
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involves something more than a special ‘modification of proteolysis the two
enzymes must be separated. Three types of experiment were devised with this

end in view.

In the first a glycerol extract was precipitated with alcohol, but the results

were not conclusive.

Experiments were then carried out in an attempt to differentiate between

the two types of enzyme by varying the pg. The optimum for ammonia
production is 7*6 (see above)

;
however, the proteol3rtic activity at this pg is not

at its optimum. The pjj curves of proteolysis show two peaks, one in the

neighbourhood of p^^ 4-5 and the other at p^^ 8*3. This suggests the existence of

a tissue proteinase of the cathepsin type and of a proteinase of the trypsin type.

The third experiment was suggested by two observations of other workers;

the one made by Hobson [1932] that excreta of Inicilia are proteolytic and the

other made by Weinland [1907] that the excreta of Calliphora do not produce

ammonia. A large number of iMcilia larvae were taken at the point of their

maximum ammonia excretion [v. Brown, 1936, 1] and dropped into 100 ml. of

distilled water; in this way a ‘‘washing’’ containing some of the excretory

principles was obtained. The washed larvae were then placed on a sintered

glass filter overnight, water being slowly added ;
in this way a solution of excreta

was collected. The two solutions, “washings” and “excreta”, were incubated

at Pu 7*6 with caseinogen and with a tryptic digest of caseinogen, each digest

being finally tested both for proteolysis and ammonia production. The results

are shown in Table IX.

Table IX. Proteolytic avd deaminating cuytivitiea of excreta of Lucilia.

NHg.N Protein-N—
f '

InitialDigest Substrate “Enzyme” Initial Final Final

1 Caseinogen Washings 0-04 0-04 14-

1

1*7

1 A — 0'04 13*8 1*6

2 Excreta 005 0-07 12*0 0*0

2a — 007 12*1 0*0

3 Tiyptic digest

of caseinogen
Washings 010 0*17 — —

3 a — 0*18 — —
4 Excreta 013 0-17 — —
4 a — 0*17 — —

The excreta are strongly proteol3iiic, but during this proteolysis virtually

no ammonia is produced. This experiment thus demonstrates the separate iden-

tity of the proteinase and the deaminase and suggests that the latter, since

it does not pass out from the digestive tract, is an intracellular enzyme. This is

in accordance with the findings of Weinland [1908].

Discussion.

The evidence now obtained agrees with the results of other workers and it

seems permissible to attempt a tentative sketch ofthe protein metabolis^l in these
organisms which are purely protein feeders. Ingested protein is broken down
initially by proteinase thereby becoming a substrate for deamination which
may take place in the cells of the posterior segment of the mid-intestine. The
ammonia so produced may be excreted into the digestive tract without entering
into the circulatory fluid where it would be injurious in such high concen-
trations; the doaminated products, probably a-hydroxy-fatty acids, diffuse into
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the haemolymph and are used chiefly for fuel or may be synthesised into fat

in situ [Weinland, 1908]. The products of proteolysis that escape deamination

by proceeding too far towards the amino-acid stage may be absorbed into the

blood and be used in the endogenous metabolism; they are finally excreted as

allantoin [Robinson, 1935] which may be derived from uric acid [Brown, 1936, 1]

by the action of uricase [Truszkowski and Chajkindwna, 1935].

The deaminase also possesses peculiarities of exceptional interest. In the

first place, it is water-soluble; the only other water-soluble deaminase, as far as

the authors are aware, is a bacterial aspartase [Virtanen and Tarnanen, 1931].

Secondly, it is entirely without action upon amino-acids and simple peptides,

but is active on higher protein breakdown products; this appears to bo unique.

The only other instance in any way similar is that of an enzyme obtained from

rose petals [Grassmann and Bayerle, 1934] which deaminates di- and tri-peptides

more readily than amino-acids. This deaminase, however, required oxygen for

its operation.

The third peculiarity of the deaminase of flesh-fly larvae is that its optimum
activity is under anaerobic conditions. Examples of anaerobic deaminases are

rare; kidney histidase, aspartase and the so-called ‘‘spontaneous” deamination

of excised organs and tumours may be mentioned, but their function appears to

be quite specialised
;
perhaps the same may be said of the interesting enzyme

present in kidney, dehydropeptidase [Bergraann and Schleich, 1931], whose mode
of oj^ration is apparently hydrolytic. The only really parallel instance, i.e.

involving the deamination of protein breakdown products anaerobically, with

which we are familiar, is the production ofa-hydroxy-i«ocaproic acid from leucine

by Clostridium (icetobviyUcum [Schmidt et aL, 1924J.

Summary.

The deaminase of flesh-fly larvae has been extracted and studied.

1. The enzyme operates better under anaerobic conditions,

2. The optimum pg for its operation is 7*6.

3. The relation of its activity with temperature is linear over the range

10-37*5°.

4. The enzyme is water-soluble.

5. It is an intracellular enzyme.

6. The substrates are not simple amino-acids, dipeptides or tripeptides but

the higher breakdown products of proteins.

Preparations from these organisms were found to contain also proteinase,

polypeptidase, dipeptidase, uricase and very slight deamidase activities.

The authors wish to express their gratitude to Prof. Hardolph Wasteneys

and to Dr A. M. Wynne for unfading help and advice, to Mr Donald Robertson

for valuable assistance in rearing the insects and to Miss Jean P. Griffiths for

performing the lactic acid determinations.
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The use of 2:6-ditihlorophoiiolindophenol for the estimation of ascorbic acid was
introduced by Tillmans et al. [1932]. The specificity of the reaction under
suitably controlled conditions has been well established by Harris andRay [1933],

Birch ei al. [1933] and Johnson and Zilva [1934]. These authors have applied the

method variously to the determination of ascorbic acid in urine, tissues and food

materials.

The purpose of the present communication is to descTibe a method for the

estimation of small amounts of ascorbic acid in blood. The presence of large

amounts of protein in blood serum and plasma renders the direct titration by
dichlorophenolindophenol (Tillmans's reagent) impossible. Several methods
have b(^en employed for the removal of protein from serum or })la6ma before

titration with this reagent [Mirsky etal,, 1935: Roe, 1935; Oabbe. 1934; Emmerie
and \ an Eekelen, 1934: Farmer and Abt, 1935]. The most widely used method
has been precipitation by tri(*hloroacetic acid. However, this reagent is not
satisfactory for this purpose becau.se it slowly decolori.ses the dichlorophenol-

iiidophenol indicator, thus making a sharp end-point with the ascorbic acid

titration impossible. Farmer and Abt [1935], .seeking to avoid the unsatisfactory

end-point occasioned by the presence of trichloroacetic acid, resorted to sodium

tungstate-sulphuric acid as a protein precipitant, finding that it did not interfere

in the titration with Tillmans's reagent. During the past year, w^orking inde-

pendently. w^e have employed tungstic acid precipitation in the routine determi-

nation of the ascrorbic acid <*onteiit of the blood serum and plasma.

Procedfke.

The procedure should be commenced as soon as possible after the blood is

drawn to diminish any tendency for cellular breakdown or oxidation of the

vitamin. A 2 ml. sample of blood serum (or plasma) is jupetted into each of two
50 ml. centrifuge-tulK\s to provide for duplicates. 14 ml. of water and 2 ml. of

5% sodium tungstate are added to each tube. The protein is then precipitated by
the addition to each tube of 2 ml. of A^/3 H2SO4 . The contents of the centrifuge-

tubes are well mixed and allowed to stand until precipitation is complete and
are then centrifuged for 10 min. The supernatant liquid is decanted into

Erlenmeyer flasks and acidified with 0-5 ml. of glacial acetic acid. The flasks

containing the supernatant liquid from the successive washings of each sample

should be kept stoppered in a drawer in the dark until titrated.

(
1119 )
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The protein precipitate is redissolved in 2 ml. of 5% sodium tungstate solu-

tion by stirring and diluted with water. The amount of water added, together

with that used in washing the stirring rod, approximates to 14 ml. The protein is

then reprecipitated as before. This re-solution, precipitation and centrifuging is

repeated four times
;
the supernatant liquid being add^ each time to the previous

washings in the Erlenmeyer flasks.

The contents of each of these flasks are titrated with Tillmans’s reagent

prepared and standardised as given below. 1 ml. of this solution is equivalent to

approximately O’lO mg. of ascorbic acid. The titration is carried out rapidly to a
standard end-point, the colour produced by 1 drop of Tillmans’s reagent added

to boiled distilled water of approximately the same volume as the unknowns,

and containing 0*5 ml. of glacial acetic acid in an Erlenmeyer flask similar to that

used for the unknown solutions. Whilst the end-point is not fugitive, more con-

sistent results can be obtaine<l by arbitrarily choosing as an end-point the number
of ml. of Tillmans’s reagent required to produce a colour matching the standard

which will persist for 1 min. or more. The ‘‘blank'' introduced by this method,

amounting to not more than 0*005 mg. of ascorbic acid, is then deducted from the

value obtained.

Reagente,

1. Sodium tungstate,. C. P. Sterling Certified, 5% solution, freshly prepared

weekly.

2. Sulphuric acid. N/i, freshly prepared weekly.

3. ^4ce^ic acid. C. P. “Baker's Analysed" glacial.

4. Ascorbic acid.^ (“Cevitamic Acid" Merck) Standard solution 1 mg. per

ml. (see directions below).

5. 2:6-Dichlorophenolindophenol (La Motte), 0*2 mg. per ml. (see directions

below).

6. Iodine. JV/100 solution in potassium iodide. (Prepared according to

Treadwell and Hall [1924].)

7. Starch indicator. Prepared according to the method of Treadwell and Hall

[1924].

Preparation of standard solution. The standard solution is prepared by
dissolving 100 mg. of pure ascorbic acid in 100 ml. of boiled, distilled water.

Although the samples of ascorbic acid in the solid form were pure, it was found
that the a<5id was quite rapidly oxidised in solution. The reduced ascorbic acid,

remaining in the standard solution, was checked daily by determining its

reducing power with A7IOO iodine solution, using the method of Treadwell and
Hall [1924]. The iodine titration values have been found to fall to about one-

half in the course of 1 week. The standard ascorbic acid solution should be
preserved in a brown glass stoppered bottle and stored in the ice-chest.

Preparation of TiUrnans's rmgenJt. 20 mg. of 2:6-dichlorox>henolindophenoP

are dissolved in 75 ml. of boiling distilled water, cooled, trani^erred to a 100 ml.
volumetric flask and made up to the mark with distilled water. It is then checked
daily against the standard ascorbic acid solution. The reagent should be replaced
within 2 weeks in order to maintain a sharp end-point. Both Tillmans’s reagent
and the standard ascorbic acid solution should be protected from Ught in dark

' To Prof, Szent-GyCrgyi and to the Merck Company, Rahway, N.J., we gratefully acknow-
ledge the gifts of ascorbic add used in these experiments.

^ Soraotimes a reddish impurity is found in the commercial product which must be removed
by extraction with ether. Alternatively the dye may be prepared quite simply in the laboratory

by thq method of Cohen td. [1924] as suggested by Bessey and King [1933J.
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bottles and stored in the ice-box. In all titrations involving the use of Tillmans’s
reagent the solutions to be titrated are brought to the acid side of Congo red

(i^H addition of glacial acetic acid. In the method described 0*5 ml. of
glacial acetic acid was usually sufficient for this purpose.

Precipitant, Sodium tungstate-sulphuric acid was adopted as a protein

precipitant after many trials ofother substances. It was finally used in themethod
for two reasons : it avoided the fugitive end-point of trichloroacetic acid and the

solubility of the protein precipitate in an excess of sodium tungstate afforded a
ready way of washing the precipitate free from contained ascorbic acid.

Interfering agents. Under the experimental conditions outlined below the

following substances were found not to interfere: phenols, uric acid, amino-
acids, urea, creatinine, glucose. As has been reported previously, thiosulphate

interferes [Harris and Ray, 1933J.

Expebimental.

A fairly definite percentage of ascorbic acid is left in the protein precipitate.

Several experiments have shown that about 50% may be recovered without
washing, and that after each subsequent washing up to 30% of the ascorbic acid

remaining is occluded. After 4 washings, when small amounts of ascorbic acid

are added to the untreated serum, Ixjtween 89 and 111 % is recovered. Table I

gives recoveries obtained from ascorbic acid added to serum or plasma in amounts
ranging from 0*0151 to 0*272 mg.

Table I. Recoveries of ascorbic acid added to blood serum.

Ascorbic acid

present in 2 ml.
blood serum

Ascorbic acid

added

Total amount
ascorbic acid

found
Ascorbic acid

recovered Loss or gain
No. mg. mg. mg. mg. mg.

1 00386 0-0151 0-0551 0-0165 f 0-0018
2 00310 0-0159 0-0468 0-0L54 -0-0005
3 0 0489 0-0212 0-0696 04)207 -0-(M)0r>

4 0-04:^ 0-0282 0-0705 0-0275 -00007
r> 00386 0-0302 0-071 0-0324 + 0-0022
Cl 0-0489 0-032 04)79 0-0301 -0-0019
7 0-045 0-0405 0-0855 0039 -0 0015
8 0-045 0-0405 0-0834 0 0384 -0-0021

9 0-0386 0-0453 0-0875 0-0489 + 0-0036

]0 0-0489 0-0472 0-0960 0-0473 + 0-0001

11 0-043 0-0564 0-0960 0-053 -0-0034

12 0-0386 0-01)04 0-0938 0-0552 - 0-0052

lii 0-034 0-068 0-101 0-067 -0-001

14 0-034 0-102 0-136 0-102 ±0-000
15 0-043 0-1128 0-145 0-102 -0010
10 0-034 0-136 0-167 0i:J3 -0-003

17 0-037 0-154 0-174 0-137 -0017
18 0-034 0-204 0-244 0-210 + 0-000

19 0-030 0-216 0-230 0-1995 - 0-016

20 0-034 0-272 0-319 0-285 + 0013

In the recently published method of Farmer and Abt [1935] the proteins are

also precipitated by sodium tungstate-sulphuric acid. The determination is

made on plasma. It has been found that the plasma and serum values agree very

well provided that, in addition to the procedure outlined by Farmer and Abt,

the proteins are reprecipitated at least three times and washed. Without this

precaution, the values were found to be relatively low. The effect of washing

and reprecipitation is shown in Table II.

Bioohem. 1036 xxx 72
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Table II. Effect of washing and reprecipitation of the protein fiUrcde on
recovery of ascorbic acid from serum and plasma.

Subject

mg. ascorbic

acid per
100 ml. serum
(1 washing)

mg. ascorbic

acid per

100 ml. serum
(4 washings)

mg. ascorbic

acid per
100 ml. plasma

(1 washing)

mg. ascorbic

add per

100 ml. plasma
(4 washings)

Or. 0-30 0-69 0-34 0-80

McC. 103 — 0-93

Wa. — — 0-18 0-32

Me. 019 0-57 — —
Sh. — 000 — 0-09

Za. — 0-87 — 0*79

Gr. — 0-89 — 1-13

Fa. — 1-35 — 1-31

Fa. 0-87 1*73 0*82 1*73

Mo. 1-73 2*59 1*59 2*41

Ma. 0*29 0-41 —
Gr. 0*70 1-33 — —
Ch. 0-25 0*57 — —

Applications, Studies on the output of ascorbic acid in the urine of normal
individuals have shown wide variations dependent, to some degree at least, on
the intake. The level of ascorbic acid in the blood of normal individuals and
patients without infections likewise showed differences roughly parallel with the

dietary intake of the vitamin. Table III illustrates values found in a few of a

series of individuals representing, from the dietary point of view, a cross section

Table III. Ascorbic acid content of normal indnndnals and control patients.

Ascorbic acid content

of serum
mg. ascorbic acid [)er

Subject Diagnosis KK) ml. serum

Fi. Normal 2*24

Da. »» 2*03

Cu. >» 1*93

Ta. 1*90

Ow. ft 1*70

Fa. Hypertension 109
McG. Normal 1*03

Pa. 1*01

Na. 99 1*00

Fe. 1*59

PI.

He.
Spastic constipation
Normal

1*54

1*50

Fa. 99 1-.38

Lo. Cirrhosis of liver 1*35

Ab. Taenia saginata 1*25

La. Hypertension 1*23

Pa. Anxiety neurosis M8
FI. Normal 1*04

Wo. Dial>etes mellitus 0*85

ofnormal individuals in the community. The group contained adults of both sexes

and all ages comprising members of the staff and such hospital patients as were
free from infections or clinical evidence of dietary deficiency. These determina-

tions were all carried out in the months of July to October, inclusive, in Boston.

The average value in 33 such individuals was 1-61 mg, per 100 ml. of serum of

rciduced ascorbic acid with extremes of 2*43 and 0*83 mg. respectively.

In 10 adult patients with clinical manifestations of scurvy the level of ascorbic
acid in the blood was relative low, varying from 0*11 to 0-55 mg. per 1(K) ml. with
an average of 0-245 mg. per 100 ml. (see Table IV).
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Table IV. Bhod ascorbic acid in clinical scurvy.

eSase mg. ascorbic acid Case mg. ascorbic acid
No. Subject per 100 ml. No. Subject per 100 ml.

1 Sm. Oil* 6 Ta. 0*20*

2 Bn. Oil* 7 Ba. 0*26*

3 Co. 013* 8 O’H. 0*30*

4 Wa. 018* 9 Wi. 0*42

5 Jo. 0*19* 10 Be. 0*56

Average 0*245

* The experimental error, being 0*2 mg. per 100 ml., becomes relatively so great with the
lower values that it is perhaps preferable to designate any value below 0*4 mg. per 100 ml. as a
** trace*’ rather than to assign a quantitative figure to it.

The effects of the oral and intravenous administration of ascorbic acid on the

blood level of this substance are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The subjects were
fasting throughout the experiment. Fig. 1 represents the observations in a
normal young adult. The four determinations taken at hourly intervals in a

Time in hours

Fig. 1 . Asoorbif acid of blood serum after administration of 1 g. ascorbic acid to a normal subject,

f Time of administration. Intravenous. Oral. Fasting control.

Time in hours

Fig, 2. Ascorbic acid of blood serum after administration of 1 g. ascorbic acid to a scurvy patient,

t Time of administration. Oral. Intravenous.

fasting condition were constant within exf)erimental error and act as a control

for the experiment in this subject. On oral administration of 1 g. of ascorbic

acid, the serum level rose from a base line value of 1*57 mg. per IW ml. to a peak

of 2*29 mg. in 1 hour, returning in 5 hours to approximately the initial level. 1 g.

72—2
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of the vitamin was given intravenously 3 weeks after the previous experiment,

at which time the fasting blood serum level of ascorbic acid was 1*21 mg. per

100 ml. 30 min. after injection, the serum value was 3*49 mg. per 100 ml,, from
which it fell to 2*17 mg. per 100 ml. in 2 hours. At the end of 4 hours the serum
value was 2*30 mg. per 100 ml., still significantly higher than the initial level.

Fig. 2 illustrates the findings in a case of scurvy. 1 g. of ascorbic acid was
administered intravenously and the blood level of ascorbic acid was determined

after 30 min., 1, IJ , 2, 3 and 48 hours. The blood serum level of ascorbic acid

rose sharply from an initial level of 0*61 mg. per 100 ml. of serum in 30 min. to

2*68 mg. per 100 ml. of serum. In 1 hours the value had fallen to 1*24 mg. per

100 ml. and was maintained at this level for at least 48 hours. The curve following

oral administration was obtained 7 daj’^ later, the patient having been kept

on a vitamin C-free diet. The blood level had fallen during this interval to l*14mg.

per 100 ml. of serum. From this initial level the ascorbic acid content rose very

gradually after oral administration of 1 g. of the vitamin in aqueous sohition,

reaching a level of 1*70 mg. per 100 ml. 3 hours after ingestion. This value was
maintained for at least 2 more hours. 24 hours later the ascorbic acid content of

the serum had fallen to approximately the initial level.

Disottssion.

The transient rise in the blood level of ascorbic acid following administration

of the pure substance furnishes indirect confirmatory evidence of the spc^cificity

of the method itself. This observation and the finding of relatively low blood

ascorbic acid levels in scurvy are in keeping with the suggestion of Farmer and
Abt [1935] that the level of reduced ascorbic acid in the blood may be used as a

measure of the nutritional state” of the organism with respect to vitamin C.

The method is presented as a relatively simple and reliable procedure for the

estimation of the level of reduced ascorbic acid in blood serum or plasma. As
such, it offers a useful tool for the study of the effects of diet and disease upon the

metabolism of vitamin C. A report of such studies will be the subject of another

communication.

Summary.

1. A method is described for the estimation of reduced ascorbic acid in 2 ml.

samples of blood serum or plasma,

2. Recoveries of added ascorbic acid range between 89 and 111 %

.

3. In 33 individuals, free from infection or scurvy, the average level of

reduced ascorbic acid in the blood serum was 1*61 mg. per 100 ml., with extreme
values of 0*83 and 2*43 mg. per 100 ml,

4. Of 10 individuals with scurvy, 8 showed values of reduced ascorbic acid in

the blood serum below 0*4 mg. per 100 ml., which is the smallest amount which
can be quantitatively determined by the method usexi. The remaining 2 showed
values of 0*42 and 0*55 mg. per 100 ml. respectively.

5. Typical curves are shown illustrating the transient rise in the blood level

of reduced ascorbic acid following oral and intravenous administration of the

pure substance in a normal subject and in a case of scurvy.
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CLXI. CEREALS AND RICKETS.

VII. THE ROLE OF INORGANIC PHOSPHORUS
IN CALCIFICATION ON CEREAL DIETS.^
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The possibility that a particular agent is responsible for the poor calcifjong

properties of cereal grains has been a focal point of interest to students of

nutrition for some years. It has long been recognised that grains are a poor

source of Ca, yet this deficiency has failed to provide an adequate explanation.

E. Mellanby [1921 ; 1922, 1, 2: 1924; 1925; 1926, 1, 2; 1930] observed that a

high cereal diet invariably had a deleterious effect upon the calcification of bones

and teeth in dogs and rats. Oatmeal appeared unique in producing a greatc^r

severity of rickets than other c<*real grains. Mellanby [1926, 2] proposed the idea

that cereals contain some distinct anticalcifying substance which he provisionally

called a toxamin. This anticaleifying action was found by Green and Mellanby

[1928] to be neutralised by simultaneous administration of vitamin D, or by
exposure of the cereal to ultraviok't light, according to the findings of Steenbock

[1924] and Steenbock and Black [1924].

M. Mellanby [1928; 1929
j
emphasised the anticalcifying (effect of cereals on

teeth. Consideration of the chemical analyses of the cereals revealed that those

which had the worst effect on teeth frequently contained the most Ca and P.

Furthermore, the Ca/P ratio was not found responsible.

Gretm and Mellanby [1928] showed that oatmeal could be boiled with water
or heated in the dry state at 120^’ for 18 hours without correction of its anti-

calcifying propt^rties. If, however, it were boiled with 1 % HCl for ho hours and
then neutralised, the product was found to have lost its anticalcifying effect.

Holst [1927] r€5ported that oats contained a rickets-producing factor which
could be extracted with 0*5% HCl. Mirvish [1929: 1930] reported that when a
dilute HCl extract of oats was iiijecjted into animals it produced a marked fall of
blood Ca. Later Mirvish and Bosnian [1929] suggested the identity of the blood
Ca-reducing principle with the anticalcifying factor. Christiansen [1934] ex-
tracted oat flour with 0*5% HCl and then dialys(‘d the extract against distilled

water. The dialysate when injected into rabbits produced a marked fall in
serum Ca. However, similar effects on the serum Ca were obtained by injecting
substances which had no anti calcifying properties.

Fine [1930] corroborated Mellanby’s work with respect to the differences in
the calcifying properties of cereals, but he ascribed the difference to variations
in the vitamin D content. Harris and Bunker [1931] investigated the irregularity
in the production of rickets on a rachitogenic diet and traced the difficulty to the
yellow corn component in Ration 2965. They reported that the trouble could be

1 Published with the permission of the Director of the Wisconsin Agricultural Experiment
Station, Madison.
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corrected by storing the ground com meal for a few months before using. In a

later paper [1934], these workers emphasised the variations in the P content of

samples of fresh yellow com obtained from different localities and showed that

the Ca/P ratio in various rachitogenic rations may vary widely. Holmes and
Tripp [1933] and Davies [1934] also reported widely different Ca/P ratios on
various samples of Ration 2965, due chiefly to differences in P (jontent.

Steenbock et al. [1927] have been unable to demonstrate that rolled oats are

especially rickets-producing. They [1930] found that the cereals ranked in

decreasing order of their anticalcif3dng effect thus: corn, rolled oats, wheat,

regardless of whether they were fed alone or supplemented with CaCOa and
with H3PO4 . Of particular significance is their observation “that equalisation of

the phosphorus content of the cereal rations did not make them equally effective

in bone formation” and their suggestion that “phosphoric acid may not 1)0

equivalent in physiological properties to the organic phosphorus compounds in

the cereals”. More recent work by Templin and Steenbock [1933, 1] demon-
strated that superior calcification was produced by immature yellow dent field

maize as contrasted with the corresponding mature maize of the same variety

and grown under identical conditions. In another pajx^r by the same authors

[1933, 2] the striking antirachitic effect of autolysed germinated maize was
pointed out as compared with both mature maize and germinated maize, and
attention was again dii-ected to a consideration of the phosphorus component.

Bruce and Callow [1934] reported that “the apparent rachitogenic effect of

cereals when compared with other material of the same phosphorus conttmt is

due to the fact that cereal phosphorus is not in an available form ” and that “the

differences between oatmeal, maize and white flour can be completely accounted

for by differences in the total phosphorus content and in the proportion of

inositolhexaphosphoric acid”. Treatment of oatmeal with 1 % HCl was found

to destroy its anticalcifying effect very strikingly as the inositolhexaphosphoric

acid was hydrolysed. MeCance and Widdowson [1935] found, after feeding

phytin to 3 ^ults and 1 child, that 20-60% ofthe phytin was excretedunchanged

in the faeces.

Eddy et al. [1922] had reported earlier thatCwhen the inorganic P of the diets

of rats was replaced by phytin, the rats were not protected against rickets al-

though the food intake remained the same. Harris and Bunker [1935] recently

studied the phytin content of different samples of mature corn, but reported no
correlation between the phytin content of the corn and the severity of rickets

produced by it.

Experimental.

The striking effect of immature yellow dent maize and of germinated,

autol^'^sed maize in promoting calcification when contrast-<?d with the mature

4̂ seeds suggested the advisability of 8tud;\ing these materials for their organic-

inorganic P relations. The experiments of Templin and Steenbock [1933, 1, 2]

were, therefore, repeated with this objective.

Mature yellow dent field maize on the cob obtained from the UnivtTsity Farm
was dried with forced air circulation at a temperature of 42"" for 36 hours, after

which it was shelled and stored in a dry place. It was ground just before using.

The manner of preparing the maize for germination and autolysis has been

described in an earlier paper [1933, 2]. In the present work, “germinated maize ”

refers to that which has been germinated for a period of 96 hours, “germinated

autolysed maize ” to that which has been germinated for the same time and then

autolysed for 10 days.
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The method of assay employed in our experiments was unvaried. Six

groups of rats between 3 and 4 weeks of age and weighing 50-60 g. with six

rats in each group were used to test each of six rations. Litter-mate rats were

uniformly distributed among the groups. Food consumption was equalised, the

daily food intake ofeach rat being restricted to the amount taken by the rat with

the lowest food consumption provided that it was not obviously abnormal. In

addition to the modified Ration 2965 and distiUed water, eack rat received

supplementary carotene. This was administered by dropper in oiP solution, each

rat being given 5y in one drop on alternate days. All the rations were finely

ground, with the CaCOs thoroughly incorporated to prevent its settling out. All

rations represented modifications of Ration 2965 in which the yellow maize

was wholly or partially replaced by yellow maize of special selection or treat-

ment. The rats were weighed weekly. After 5 weeks they were killed with ether,

the costochondral junctions examined and the femora analysed for ash after

alcohol extraction.

In Series I, germinated and germinated-autolysed maize was used to replace

partially the mature maize component of Ration 2965. Preliminary experiments

had shown that partial replacement avoided poor food consumption and pro-

vided better growth than complete replacement. As an added precaution, 2% of

yeast was included in all the rations.

Determinations of inorganic P and total P were made according to an

adaptation of the Fiske and Subbarow method [1925]. Use of 0*8% HCl for the

extraction of inorganic P completely prevented the action of phytase. Determi-

nations of phytin-P were made according to Harris and Mosher’s [1934] modifica-

tion of the Heubner-Stadler method [1914]. Wc were unable to avail ourselves

of the recently reported modifications of this method by McCance and Widdow-
son [1935] and Young [1936], since their papers did not appear until after com-

pletion of our work.

The results of the experiments of Scries I are presented in Table I. The
importance of the inorganic P relations in these rations is clearly evident. Ger-

minated autolysed maize showed an antirachitic superiority over mature maize

Table I. Series I, Relation of inorganic P cemterU to the rachitogenic

propertm of germimted and germinated autolysed maize.

No.

1

2

3

4

Animals
Ration 2965 Each figure is average of 6 rats

Maize component
f

^

r
" A—

In- In-

Daily

food
organic Total organic Gain con-

Modification

P P %0f Ca/P in wt. Burned Femora Ash Ash

%0/
/o

0/
/o total ratio g- g- g* g.

Mature maize (basal) 002 0-33 6 4/1 45 7-7 0103 0*030 28*8
Germinated autolysed maize,

* 60%
Germinated autolysed maize,

26%
Germinated maize, 60%

0-14 0-33 42 4/1 34 7-7 0124 0*056 46*2

0*07 0-33 21 4/1 45 7*6 0115 0*043 38*5

006 0*33 18 4/1 29 7-1 0*093 0*022 24*2

as well as germinated maize. Determinations of the phytin-P of these rations
revealed an inverse relation between the phytin-P content and the antirachitic
effectiveness. Bruce and Callow’s conclusions are thus generally confirmed.

^ A vegetable oil sold under the trade name of Wesson Oil by Wesson Oil and Snowdrift Sales
Company, New York,
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Series II was designed to determine the effects of adding varying amoimts of

H3PO4 to the basal diet. H3PO4 was added to the rachitogenic ration in sufficient

quantities to establish various arbitrary Ca/P ratios ranging from 4/1 to 1/1.

The work of Shohl et al. [1932] was used as a guide. They stressed the importance

of the Ca/P ratio in the study of rickets, but likewise showed the necessity of

employing a basal rachitogenic ration of low P content. Our Ration 2965 was
shown to have a Ca content of 1*2% and a P content of 0*3%, giving a Ca/P
ratio of 4/1. The modifications of this ratio together with the results obtained are

presented in Table II.

Table 11. Series II. Effect of variom additions of H^PO^ to Ratim 296o

on its rachitogenic properties.

Animals
nation 2965

Maize component
Each figure is average of 6 rats

No. Modification

In-

organic

P
%

Total

P
%

In-

organic

%of
total

^

Ca/P
ratio

Gain
in wt.

g-

Bailv

food

con-

sumed

g-

Femora

g-

Ash

g*

Ash

%
7 Mature maize (basal) 002 0-33 6 4/1 35 6-9 0-088 0-026 29-9

8 Basal +HaP04 0-06 0-37 16 3-5/1 36 7-0 0-098 0-031 31-2

9 Basal + H3PO4 0*12 0-43 28 31/1 39 C-9 0-105 0-037 35-4

10 Basal + HjPO^ 0-20 0-51 39 2-6/1 39 71 0-120 0-053 43-8

11 Basal + H3PO4 0-32 0-63 51 2-1/1 43 7-1 0-151 0-073 48-2

12 Basal + HsP04 0-92 1-23 75 M/1 35 6-3 0-139 0-069 48-7

The ash analyses in Series II present a well-defined illustration of the effect

of varying the supplements of H3PO4 in a rachitogenic diet. The progressive im-

provement in calcification up to and including a Ca/P ratio of 2-1/1 runs exactly

parallel with the rise in P content. The failure of improved calcification with a

Ca/P ratio of M/1 as compared vith 2*1/1 becomes clear when we examine the

Ca/P relation from a stoichiometrical viewpoint. The theoretical amounts of Ca

and P required to produce Cag(P04)2 are 2 parts ofCa to 1 of P. The critical Ca/P

ratio appears to be between 2*6/1 and 2*1/1. In later work, therefore, it was

attempted to confine Ca/P ratios to the zone where the greatest change in calci-

fication took place, viz. between 3*1/1 and 2*6/1.

Since phytin is by far the principal source of P in cereal grains, Series III was

set up primarily to compare the availability of this form of P with other forms.

According to early workers, phytin is absorbed and the P is excreted as inorganic

phosphorus in the urine. Scofone [1905], Giascosa [1905], Mendel and Underhill

[1906], Cook [1909] reported that organic phosphorus compounds could be

assimilated as such and that they were preferable to inorganic phosphate as a

source of P for animals. Forbes and Keith [1914] reported no fundamental

difference in nutritive values of phosphorus compounds and therefore no basis

for a differentiation between their nutritive values.

Rogozinsld [1910] showed that in dogs the unabsorbed phytin was present

as such in the faeces, whereas in man it was h3^drolysed by the bacteria in the

large intestine. Rather [1918] found that after feeding large amounts of phytin

in the natural state to pigs almost all the P was excreted in the form of ortho-

phosphoric acid. He concluded that the pig has the power to hydrolyse phytin

completely.

A few contemporary workers are inclined to believe that phytin is actually

toxic to the animal organism [c/. Stockman, 1934]. Stockman and Johnston

[1933] reported the production ofsymptoms of nervous degeneration in monkeys
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by using a cereal extract presumably containing inositolhexaphosphoric acid.

These observations have not been confirmed by Bruce and Callow [1934].

To determine the effect of phytin as such, we prepared phytin according to

Boutwell’s [1917] modification of the method of Clarke [1914]. From 16 pounds

of wheat bran a net yield of 160 g. of phytin was obtained—a white amorphous
powder, insoluble in water, but readily soluble in dilute mineral acids. It con-

tained less than 0-01 % inorganic P, 14*0% total P, and 1
-8% Ca.

In Series III phosphoric acid was added to the basal Ration 2966 in amounts
necessary to establish Ca/P ratios of 2-9/J and 2*3/1 respectively. Other rations

were supplemented with phytin to provide ocjuivalent amounts of P, and in one

case Na glycerophosphate was added instead.

The results of the ash analyses in this series (Table III) reveal that phytin as

a source of P was without significant value. Equivalent amounts of P given as

Table III. Series III. Availability of phytin-P as compared with inorganic P.

AnimalB
Ratio?) 2965 Kach figure is average of 6 rats

Maize eojnpoijent f
—

Daily
In- In- food

organic* Total organic Gain con-

No. Modification

V
0 ,'

,0

P
0
'0

%of
total

(Ja/D

ratio

in wt.

8*

sumed
g‘

Femora
g*

Ash

g-

Ash

%
13 Mature maize (basal) 0-02 03.3 6 4/1 44 84 0*110 0*030 27*8
14 Basal -h HjPG4 0*15 046 .3.3 2*9/1 50 8*5 0*128 0*046 36-2
15 Basal + phytin

Basal + H^PO^
0-02 <146 4 2*9/1 39 8*2 0*106 0*030 27*8

16 0-26 0-57 4.3 2 .3/1 43 8*5 0*1.39 0*062 44*5
17 Basal + phytin

Basal 4 Na glycerophosphate

0-02 0-57 .3 2*3/

1

42 8*5 0*108 0*032 29*4
18 0*02 0*57 .3 2*3/1 46 8*5 0*167 0*088 52*8

phosphoric acid, however, resulted in a pronounced improvement in calcification.

Na glycerophosphate was still more beneficial.

The limitations in the general applicability of these results, how(*ver, mu.st be*

recognised, because Ration 2965 is not a balanced ration. Its high (‘Oiitent of
calcium carbonate is well ktiown to produce a cluunically unique intestinal

environment whicli undoubtedly has some effect upon the character of the
intestinal flora and the action of their phytas(*s as well.

In vu*w of the observations of Templin and Steenbock [1933, 1 ] that im-
mature field maize was definitely less rachitogenic than tht‘ seed from which it

was produced, P ndations in immature inaizt* were comj)ared in Series IV. Large-
sized ears of Golden Glow, a yellow dent maize, still in tht‘ milk stage and caiTj^-
ing a brown silk on wcdl enclosed cobs, were husked in the laboratorv and the
kernels cut from the cob by hand. The maizt* was carefully dried and ground,
the consistency of the final product approacdiing that of flour. It had a sweet
agreeable odour. Portions of the original frt^sh immature maize were suspended
in water, preserved with chloroform and toluene, and autolysed for 10 days.
Comparisons were made with mature? maize obtained from the same plot later.
The rations were compounded so as to contain inorganic P comparable in amount
with that contained in the immature maize ration. Immature autolysed maize
was used in one ration, mature maize supplemented with the proper amount ofH3PO4 in another. In still another ration phytin was substituted for HoPO. on
the basis of equivalent amounts of P.

The results of this series (Table IV) confirm the earlier reports from this
laboratory that immature maize is definitely less rachitogenic than mature maize.
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Table IV. Series IV. Relation of inorganic P content to the rachitogenic

properties of immature and immature autolysed maize.

Animals
Ration 2965

Maize component
Each figure is average of 6 rats

r
"

In-

organic Total

P

In.

organic

Oa/P
ratio

Daily

food

Gain con*

inwt. aumed Femora Ash Ash
No. Modification 0/

/o /O total g- g- g- g- %
20 Immature maize 0-24 0-39 61 3-4/1 49* 8-5 0-134 0-060 43-5

21 Immature autolysed maize 0-24 0-37 05 3-6/1 50-6 8-5 0-1.37 0-069 45-2

22 Mature maize 002 0-33 6 4/1 44t 8-5 0-101 0-031 31-2

23 Mature maize -H HjP04
Mature maize + ph3d;in

0-24 0-55 44 2-4/1 48 8-5 0-147 0-070 47-4

24 0-02 0-55

* 1 rat died.

4 2-4/1 44

t 2 rats died.

8-5 0111 0-039 34-5

They also deraonstrate that this difference can be correlated with a simultaneous

rise in inorganic P. Immature maize and immature autolysed maize, both con-

taining the same amounts of inorganic P, show comparable antirachitic, effective-

ness. Determinations of phytin-P on these samples showed that the increase in

inorganic P could be almost entirely accounted for by the hydrolysis of phytin.

In an effort to answer the question whether the unavailability of phytin-P

wholly exjjlains the anomalous behaviour of cereal grains or whether there might

be other anticalcifying factors present as claimed by MeUanby, the ex{)eriments

of Scrubs V were devistwl. Phytin was added to maize in the amount in which it

naturally occurs, and then, by acid hydrolj^sis of the maize in one case and of

phytin added to maize in another case, rations with the same inorganic P content

were produced. If the hydrolysis of phytin with the (corresponding liberation of

inorganic P were alone responsible for improved calcification, comparable calci;

ficatioii should be obtained in the two rations. If factors other than phytin were

involved and if these yielded to acud treatment along the lines suggested by

Green and Mellanby [1928], Holst [1927] and others, it was to be exj)ected that

there would be a discrepancy in the results.

In preparing this series of rations, allowance was not made for the hydrolysis

of other organicj P compoimds besides phytin. Consequently, the acid treatment

of maize gave rise to a greater amount of H3PO4
than had betm expected. In

order to compensate for this, the tn^ated maiz(‘ was diluted with mature un-

treak'd maize to give a corresponding inorganic P content (Ration 28). To pre-

clude any possibility of a deficiency of vitamin B, incurred by tht‘ drying of the

maize, 4% of yeast was added to eacjh of the rations in this series, at the expense

of the wheat gluten component.

Hydrolysis of the ph>"tin was effected by heating the phytin in 0-0.5% HCl
solution in an autoclave at 15 pounds pre^ssure for G hours. The solution was

then evaporated at room temperature on the yellow maize component of Ration

2905. This treatment was found sufficient to convert all the phosphoric acid of

phytin into the inorganic form.

The maize itself was hydrolysed in essentially the same manner. Sufficient

0*05% HOI was added to produce a thick mash atp^ 4-4. This was heated in an

autoclave at 15 pounds pressure for 6 hours. Practically quantitative hydrolysis

of the organically bound phcxsphoric acid was effected. Sodium carbonate in

amount calculated to neutralise the HCl was then added and the mixture dried

at 43®. The amount of NaCl added later in compounding Ration 2965 was

reduced to allow for the amount formed by neutralising the acid mixture.
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The results of the ash analyses in this series (Table V) unquestionably confirm

the importance of the inorganic P content and point to it as the prime factor in

determining the antirachitic properties. The striking similarity in the extent of

calcification on Rations 27 and 28 and again on Rations 29 and 30 where the

Table V. Series V. Effect of acid hydrolysis of rmize on Us rachitogenic

'properties.

Ration 2965

Maize component

In- In-

organic Total organic

P P %of Oa/P

% % ratioKo. Modification

25 Mature maize (basal)

26 Untreated maize -f untreated

phytiu

27 Untreated maize + hydrolysed

phytiu

28 Hydrolysed maize diluted

29 Hydrolysed maize + untreated

phytin

30 Untreated maize + untreated

phytin + H3PO4

0-02 0*33 6 4/1

0-02 0-46 4 2-9/1

0-10 046 35 2-9/1

010 0*33 48 2-7/1

0-25 046 54 2-9/1

0-25 0-76 33 4/1

Animals
Each figure is average of 6 rats

r
Daily

food

Gain con*

inwt. Burned Femora Ash Ash
g- g- g- g-

0/
/o

49 8-8 0-125 0-045 36-3

51 8-8 0-129 0-053 41-2

46 8-8 0-150 0-072 48-4

38 8-8 0-143 0-070 49-0

49 8-8 0-173 0-095 55-2

52 8-8 0-182 0-099 54-5

inorganic P content was kept constant bear out this contention. The origin of the

phosphoric acid appeared to be of no importance. No positive evidence suggest-

ing the existence of unidentified factors involved in the anticalcifying effect of

cereals was obtained. We desire, however, to call attention to the slight improve-

ment in calcification observed in Ration 26 with the addition of j)hytin. This

result is not in accord with our earlier findings, where it was entirely without

effect. Apparently, a partial utilisation of phytin can occur under certain

conditions.

In Series VI, mature yellow maize was hydrolyswjd in one case by heating

with 0*05% HCl for 2 hours in order to effect only a slight increase in inorganic P,

and in another case for 8 liours to effect rather complete hydrolysis with the

immediate objective of securing possible differential hydrolysis and destruction

of the phytin and the hypothetical toxamin of Mellanb}^

The '‘low inorganic P maize” produced by mild hydrolysis was used as the

basis in compounding one ration. Assuming all the inorganic P to have arisen

from hydrolysis of phytin, a corresponding amount of phytin was restored to

the ration. For comparison, a ration using mature yellow maize to which
H3PO4 had .been added in amount exactly equal to that which had arisen from
acid hydrolysis was used. Two other rations were prepared at a higher level of

inorganic P, one using the maize which had been hydrolysed for 8 hours, diluted

with equal parts of untreated maize, and the other using untreated maize and
H3PO4 sufficient to equalise the inorganic P content. Phytin was restored to

the acid-treated ration in an amount equal to that which had been hydrolysed.
Two pairs of rationswere compounded in this series, each pair containing identical

amounts of both total as well as inorganic P. An odd group using yeast as a source
of P was inserted to complete the series. It was fed at a level equivalent in P to a
control ration to which H3PO4 had been added.

Data obtained from this experiment were expected to afford an insight into
the possibility of the existence of the afore-mentioned other factors. Aafliimmg
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the phytin-P and inorganic P relations to be the complete explanation, com-

parable degrees of calcification should be obtained on these rations.

The results of this series (Table VI) on the whole reaffirm our previous con-

clusions. However, the fact that there occurred a consistent though slight

Table VI. Series VI. Comparison of the rachitogenk properties of acid-hydrolysed

maize with control maize containing same amourUs of inorganic and total P.

Ration 2966

Maize component

No. Modification

31 Mature maize (basal)

Hydrolysed maize +phytin
Basal +H,P04
Hydrolysed maize + phytin

Basal+H3P()4

30 Basal + yeast

In- In-

organic Total organic

P P nf
/o Ca/P

% 0/
/o total ratio

002 0*33 6 4/1

009 0*40 22 3*3/1

0-09 0*40 22 3*3/1

0*16 0*47 34 2*8/1

0*16 0*47 .34 2*8/1

0*04 0*40 10 3*3/1

Animals
Each figure is average of C rats

Daily

food

Gain
ini\1;.

con-

sumed Femora Ash Ash
g* g* g* g* %
54 8*4 0*118 0*038 32*1

69 8*4 0*151 0*067 44*5

60 8*4 0*138 0*060 43*0

52 8*4 0*155 0*074 47*3

62 8*4 0*158 0*071 44*5

65 8*4 0*137 0*052 43*0

superiority in calcification on the rations which contained acid-treated maize

suggested that the state of the phosphorus compounds did not provide the com-

plete answer. Whether the improvement in calcification was due to the destruc-

tion of Mollanby’s hypothetical toxamin, the hydrolysis of fibre or other changes

which can affect calcification, our data do not reveal.

The observed unavailability of phytin P to the rat suggested a study of the

action of various enzymes on phytin. Plimmer [1913] found no evidence for the

absorption of phytic acid, or for its hydrolysis by enzymes of the intestinal

mucosa from a number of animals. Phytic acid was attacked readily by only one

enzyme, phytase, which is found principally in bran and the castor bean. Hart

et al. [1909] concluded that in the pig '‘when the food supply of P was entirely

organic and 80% of it consisted of phytin, the form of the excreted P was almost

wholly inorganic”.

We made some observations on the hydrolytic effect of extracts of the

intestine from the rat and the chick on phytin as a substrate. No evidence for

the enzymic hydrolysis of phytin was obtained even after 9 days’ incubation.

This suggests that future studies should concern themselves with the phytase

activityof the intestinal flora and the influence that dietary changes have thereon.

Summary.

1. Germinated autolysed maize, immature maize, and HCl-treated maize,

which had been previously demonstrated to be less rachitogenic than mature

maize, were shown to owe this property primarily to an increased content of

inorganic P.

2. Treatment of maize with HCl improved its antirachitic properties in

proportion to the extent that its phytin was hydrolysed.

3. The inorganic P content of variously treated samples of maize bore a

direct relation to the antirachitic effectiveness of the ration and an inverse

relation to the phytin content.

4. Phytin proved itself to be a poorly available source of P when fed to the

rat in Ration 2965, in contrast with phosphoric acid and sodium glycero-

phosphate.
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5. Acid-treated maize was found to produce slightly better calcification than
untreated maize, beyond that which could be accounted for by the increase in

inorganic P content. The possible existence of other factors must still be given

consideration.
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CLXII. THE DESTRUCTION OF OAK
BY THE DEATH-WATCH BEETLE.

By AETHUR GEOFFREY NORMAN.

From the Biochemistry Section, RMamsted Experimental Station.

(Received 2 May 1936.)

Ceetain of the oak timbers of Rothamsted House were recently found to be

extensively damaged by wood-boring insects, the damage being ascribed chiefly

to the death-watch beetle (XesUMum rufoviUosum).^ The timbers are believed

to be of great age, and some wete probably used in an earlier building. In 1623

the house was extensively altered and the exposed timbering of the original

house covered by a brick front, which prevented the damage from being observed

before. It is ctortain, therefore, that the structural timbers are more than

300 years old and probably considerably older. Some of the framing posts

supporting the principal rooms wore in a serious condition as a result of Xesto-

bium attack and had to be replaced. The opportunity was taken of obtaining

analyses of this wot^d and of the borings or frass to which much of the wood
had been reduced. In this way some additional information as to the wood
constituents utilized by those larvae has been obtained.

Experimental.

Two samples of frass were obtained by shaking two heavily damaged timbers.

The material consisted of very fine dust and tiny pellets, together with larger

wood fragments which were sieved off separately. The frass was easily reduced

to a uniform condition for analysis. The two samples, F 1 and F 2, differed con-

siderably in colour. For comparison a portion of sound wood was also analysed

(W 1 ). Later, owing to differences in composition between F 1 and F 2, a further

ania.l1 piecc* of damaged timber was selected, the frass shaken out (F 3) and some

of the most seriously damaged wood, which was heartwood, cut away with a

chisel, 8t‘parate.d from frass and ground up (DW 1). The centre portion of the

same piece of timber was undamaged and radial shavings were taken and ground

up for analysis (W 2). In this way, analyses of frass, damaged wood and sound

wood from the same timber have been obtained. The analytical figures are not

directly comparable since the loss in weight as a result of attack is unknown, but

the differences are of such a nature as to leave no doubt of the changes due to the

activities of these larvae (Table I). In view of the importance of the lignin

determination on this material and the lack of agreement as to the most suitable

method, the results obtained by four procedures are given. Good agreement was

obtained, as usual, between the determinations carried out after an acid pre-

treatment and by the method of Ritter ef at. [1932]. In the other procedures,

the result is affected by the presence of pentose groupings.

^ A thorough eiuunination was made by Dr F. B. Cann of the Forest Products Research

Laboratory, Princes Bisborough.

(
1135 )
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Table I. AruH^aia of Xestobium fraaa and oak timbers.
^

All results expressed on oven-dry material, extracted with alcohol-benzene before analysis.

From same timber

Damaged
Frass Frass Wood Frass wood Wood

Determination FI F 2 W1 F3 DWl W2
Cellulose 27*6 3M 52-6 30-2 32*1 47*2

Total furfuraldehyde 9-8 11-6 14-4 9-2 8*6 13*8

Furfuraldehyde from cellulose

Xylan in cellulose

3-5 51 9-0 3-2 3*8 7*8

5-4 7-9 13-9 6*0 ' 6*8 121
Furfuraldehyde from hemicelluloses 6*3 6-5 5*4 60 4*7 6*0

iJignin^ (after hydrolysis) 31-9 24-9 18-7 30*3 28-3 19*8

Lignin® (direct) 38*9 34-3 24-8 40-3 36*8 27*8

Lignin* (direct) 35*3 31-6 22-6 37*9 35*1 25*2

Lignin® (after extraction) 31-2 25-9 18*2 30-7 27*3 19*5

Hot water-soluble* 19*3 24*1 17-6 190 24*3 18*2

Alkali-soluble* 66*9 54*5 31-7 63*7 59*8 42*3

Acid-soluble’ 300 390 33-7 29*6 31-7 32*8

Pre-hydrolysis with 5% H2SO4, 1 hour
and boiled 2 hours.

; then 72% HaS04, 16 hours, temp. <20°, diluted to

* 72% H2SO4, 16 hours, temp. <20°, diluted to 3% and boiled 2 hours.
® 72% HjSO*, 2 hours, temp. <20°, diluted to 3% and boiled 2 hours.
* Pre-extraction with hot water, 3 hours; then 72% H^SO^, 2 hours, temp. <20°, diluted to

3% and boiled 2 hours [Ritter ct oZ., 1932].
® Extracted in boiling water-bath, 3 hours.
« Extracted with 1% NaOH, in boiling water-bath, 1 hour.
’ Extracted with 6% H2SO4, at the boil, 1 hour.

Discussion.

The analyses of the frass are so widely different from those of the sound
wood as to leave no doubt that there has been an extensive removal of carbo-

hydrate material and notably of the cellulose. Lignin on the other hand is

apparently relatively resistant and has consequently accumulated. The cellu-

lose/lignin ratio is perhaps a good indication of the differences in composition

(Table II), the lignin figures obtained after pre-hydrolysis being used for this

purpose.

Table II. Cellulosejlignin ratio an sound oak and Xestobium frass.

Cellulose/lignin

Frass, F 1 0-86

Frass, F 2 124
Sound wood, W 1 2*81

Frass, F 3 0-99
Damaged wood, DW 1 M3
Sound wood, W 2 2-38

It is curious to note that the xylan in the cellulose was removed to a greater
extent than the cellulose taken as a whole. The xylan as % of the cellulose in the
sound wood is 25*7 and in the frass from it 16-6. If the assumption be made
that the lignin has been entirely unattacked, some indication of the loss of
weight undergone by the wood in conversion into frass may be obtained. The
loss appears to be about one-third, that is to say 100 g. of oak have lost 34*5 g.,
of which 27-4 g. were cellulose. The remainder is easily accounted for in the
removal of some of the hemicelluloses and of cell contents. The validity of this

assumption as to the unavailability of lignin is somewhat questionable. The
expedient of comparing the analyses of frass and sound wood by adjustment to
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an equal lignin content has, however, previously been used in studies on wood-
boring larvae by Ripper [1930], and on Teredo by Dore & Miller [1923], and
provides a minimum estimate of total loss and cellulose digestion, for if there

had been, in fact, some removal of lignin, these figures are an understatement.
The frass is produced by the boring activities of the larvae, the wood being

passed through the alimentary System and undergoing the changes noted above
as a result of the action of intestinal enzymes and symbiotic bacteria or protozoa.

The analyses of the damaged wood (DW I in Table I) are difficult to understand
since the changes seem to be extensive and the composition approaching that

of the frass. In the sample analysed, the wood was reduced to a mere frail

honey-comb structure, the boring having obviously taken placje between the

rays and through the softer spring wood of the annual rays. The profound
nature of the changes in the residual wood suggests that possibly the infected

frass as it leaves the larvae might have some local effect on the adjacent wood,
continuing as long as moisture relationships permit. Applying the same adjust-

ment to an equal lignin content, the total loss is m the region of 30% , of which
25% may be accounted for by the removal of cellulose. These losses are nearly

as great as those sustained by the frass.

Conclusion.

These results are supplementary to and a confirmation of the observations
made by Camjibell [1929] and Ripper [1930] on the activities of the larvae of the
death-watch beetle, and leave no doubt that the carbohydrates of the cell-wall

are extensively^ utilized, either directly or more probably by the agency of an
intestinal micro-flora. Other wood-boring larvae, such as LyrJus and Cossua,

apparently make no use of the skeletal material of the wood, since the frass

obtained is almost identical in composition with the sound wood. In so far as

it is possible to form an estimate of the material removed by XeMobivm, the
collulbse accounts for 80% of the total loss, which in these timbers analysed was
in the region of one-third of the weight. In most microbiological fermentations

with bacteria or fungi, it is unusual to find such a high proportion of the total

loss accounted for by the cellulose, and this is an indication of the exceptional

activity of the digestive system of these larvae.
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CLXIII. A FILTER OF PYREX GLASS AND
STAINLESS STEEL FOR USE WITH

SEITZ FILTER-PADS.

By BERT CYRIL JAMES GABRIEL KNIGHT^ and

PAUL FILDES.

From the Department of Bacterial Chemistry (Medical Research Council)^

Bland-Sutton Institute, Middlesex Hospital, W. 1.

(Received 8 May 1936,)

We have designed a holder for use with Seitz EK bacterial filter-pads (diameter

3 cm.) in which the filtering liquids come in contact only with pyrex glass and

a disc of stainless steel. This apparatus has the advantage that toxic metals

(e.g. copper) cannot be dissolved by the filtering liquids as from the ordinary

metal holder from which the plating (e.g. silver or rhodium) has been worn. Also

the glass filter-tubes can be cleaned with chromic-sulphuric acid mixture
;
this

is essential in much work in bacterial nutrition where traces of active material

can produce growth.

The design is shown in Fig. 1, drawn to scale. The pyrex glass filter-tubes

Ax and (made to our design by Messrs James A. Jobling, Wear Glass Works,

Sunderland) are supplied with their flanges ground flat. A shallow recess is

Fig. 1.

ground out of the lower piece, of appropriate diameter and depth to allow a
stainless steel disc (D), for supporting the filter-pad (F), to lie in it flush with the
flat surface of the flange of the lower glass piece. The disc for supporting the
filter-pad is cut from high grade stainless steel and drilled with holes (approxi-

mate diameter not greater than in.) over the central portion. The whole disc

is burnished, including the filtering holes, to eliminate the risk of corrosion. The
^ Halley Stewart Research Fellow.

( 1138 )
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flat metal clamping rings (l?x» cut from sheet brass (approximately

^ in. thick), the internal diameter being of a size to clear the glass barrel

of the filter tubes, but to clasp the glass flanges. The lower clamping ring is

supplied with 3 tapped bushes (B) and 3 dowel pins (P), the upper clamping
ring having clearance holes to correspond with the tapped holes and pins. The
two rings are drawn together by the 3 screws, using finger-tightening by the
milled heads {8).

To assemble the apparatus, the filter-pad is placed on the supporting stainless

steel disc, the pad itself acting as a gasket between the two glass parts. With the

fingers the screws are tightened just enough to hold the filter-pad in place, and
the whole apparatus is wrapped and autoclaved for sterilization. For use the

filter is fitted aseptically in the usual way to its appropriate sterile filter-flask,

the screws are screwed to finger-tightness and the apparatus is then ready.

We wish to thank Dr C. 6. L. Wolf for simplifying our original design of
the clamping part.

The whole apparatus or parts of it can be supplied by Messrs A. Gallenkamp
& Co. Ltd., Sun Street, Finsbury Square, London, E.C. 2.
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CLXIV. THE DETERMINATION OF CHLORIDE
IN BODY FLUIDS BY DIRECT TITRATION.

By CHARLES FRANCIS MATHEW ROSE.

From the L,C,C, Mile End Group Laboratory
y
Mile End Hospital, E. 1,

(Received 16 May 1936.)

Numerous methods for the estimation of chlorides in body fluids have been
published since Mohr [1856] introduced the titration of chloride with silver

nitrate using potassium chromate as the indicator, but it was not until com-
paratively recent years, with Fajans & Hassel’s

1 1923] introduction of adsorption

indicators, that any real advance was made in the direct titration of chloride.

The superiority of adsorption indicators over chromate soon established them
in general analysis but it was only to a very slight degree that they were used in

the estimation of chlorides in body fluids, probably because they have little ifany
advantage over chromate in the titration of body fluids containing protein.

Saifer & Komblum [1935] have shown that by using suitable concentrations
of organic solvents, small amounts of blood or cerebrospinal fluid and a suitable

adsorption indicator the chloride can be titrated directly without removing the
precipitated protein.

In the present instance considerable work has boon done in endeavouring to
find if it would bo possible to titrate the chloride directly, without removing or
precipitating th(" protein normally present in body fluids.

In the laboratory of Dr J. Patterson^ at Charing Cross Hospital a method for

the estimation of chloride in cerc'bruspinal fluid has been in use for some years.
Use is made in this method of the fact that if the chloride is titrated at the iso-

electric point of the protein the minimum uptake of silver takes place. The chief
drawback of the application of this method to biological fluids in general, using
chromate as the indicator, is that it is vitiated by protein contents exceeding
about 0-6% when 1 ml. of fluid is used. Another drawback is that if the reaction
is more acid than pH 5 the silver chromate precipitate does not form to indicate
the end-point.

To ascertain whether it would be possible to apply this method in general,
using adsorption indicators, a complete study was made of the figures obtained
when body fluids were titrated at a definite pH. It was thought that it might be
possible to arrive at a ^)oint where these fluids could be titrated in an aqueous
medium without precipitating or removing the protein or using organic solvents,
and consequently larger quantities of fluid could be used if so desired to make the
titration less liable to experimental error.

It was subsequently found that this was possible in all body fluids which were
tried with the exception of blood, where the protein content is so high as to make
the end-point of a direct titration very indefinite.

lor the purposes of investigation many adsorption indicators were available
but most workers agreed that fluorescein is the most suitable for the titration
of chloride, providing that the concentration of chloride is not below N/lOO and
that the solution is neutral or at the most very feebly acid with acetic acid.

1 To whom the author wishes to express his thanks for permission to make use of unpublished
data.

( 1140
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It has been shown, however, by KolthofP el al, [1929] that dichlorofluorescein,

which gives the same colour changes as fluorescein, is not subject even to these

limitations since it can be used in very dilute solutions of chloride and is not
affected by appreciable concentrations of acetic acid. Kolthoff [1927] and Pieters

[1929] have also shown that both bromophenol blue and bromocresol purple
among many other colouring matters could be used for this titration under similar

conditions.

To show the errors due to the presence of protein when titrating in an
aqueous medium using these indicators a whole series of estimations was carried

out (Table I). It will be seen that the presence of protein in any appreciable

quantity rendered the result higher than was actually true, although the figures

obtained were more nearly correct than with chromate as the indicator.

For the purpose of comparison, the chloride was estimated by a back-titration

method using the following technique: 1 ml. of fluid was mixed with 5 ml. of
concentrated nitric acid in a 6 x 1 in. test-tube and an excess of silver nitrate

added. This mixture was then evaporated down to a small bulk over a free flame,

cooled and made up to the original volume with distilled water. 6 ml. of acetone
were added and a standard amount ofiron alum and the mixture was then titrated

with alcoholic thiocyanate. A blank determination was carried out under
identical conditions and the chloride calculated from the difference.

Table I.

indicator used
liack- / >

titration Potassium Dichloro* Protein
Material figure chromate Fluorescein fluorescein O'

/O

Urine 425 428 Not definite Not definite Nil

»> 208 216 99 »»

»» 760 765 r* ,, 99

tr 704 780 015
436 494 202

Cerebrospinal fluid 706 710 70S 705 0025
632 660 659 656 0-320

Milk (human) 104 136 132 124 1-03

Milk (cow’s) 183 244 242 236 2-82

Gastric juice

t9

563 622 620 608 013
380 412 400 396 0-08

f*

Blood serum
660 692 690 686 0-24

694 704 692 642 6-72

Blood plasma
644 700 690 ((66 5-89

652 696 682 670 5-76

Urine, From Table I it will be observed that the indicators already men-
tioned do not give a satisfactory end-point, as there appears to be in urine a sub-

stance or substances having greater affinity for adsorption into the precipitated

chloride than the fluorescein. The coloured complex which usually forms on the

surface of the silver compound with the dye does not occur and as a result there is

no visible end-point. Subsequent investigation showed that the actual substance

responsible for the lack of adsorption was urea, as the same difficulty was
experienced in the analysis of a blood specimen containing 0*7 % of urea. Eosin,

a dyestuff often used for the silver titration of bromine, is of no use in an aqueous

medium for the estimation of the chloride because it is too strongly adsorbed and
competes too successfully against the comparatively feebly adsorbed chloride

ion. Owing to this fact it was thought that this dye might be used with urine to

give the desired result.
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Experimentally, it was found, however, that this reasoning was incorrect, but

that a mixture of the two dyes, eosin and dichlorofluorescein, could be used,

giving a very definite and sharp end-point.

The technique used for the estimation of chloride in urine is as follows.

Take 5 ml. of urine and shako with 0-1 g. of decolorizing charcoal and filter.

As a general rule take 1 ml. of the filtrate, but in cases where the chlorides are

likely to be low a larger quantity is desirable. Add this to 10-15 ml. of distilled

water and then add 1 ml. of eosin and 2 ml. of dichlorofluorescein. Titrate with

silver nitrate until the precipitate takes on a bright magenta hue. Calculation is

made on the basis that 1 ml. of silver is equivalent to 2 mg. of sodium chloride.

The strengths of the reagents used are tabulated at the end of the paper.

From Table II it will be seen that this technique although suitable for a

straightforward titration of chloride did not help in regard to obtaining an

accurate estimation in the presence of protein.

Table II.

Indicator used

Back- Mixed eosin Protein

titration Potassium and dichloro- present

Material fijrure chromate flnorescein 0/
/o

Urine 425 428 425 Nil

208 216 206 Nil

760 765 760 Nil

99 704 780 760 0*15

99 436 494 476 202

It was next decided to try whether accurate results could be obtained by
titrating at the isoelectric point ofthe protein. Furthermore, to ascertain whether
dichlorofluorescein could be used at various pH values and so take the place of

chromate in the titration, a series of buffer solutions as recommended by Cole

[1926] was used as the medium in which a definite amount of chloride was titrated.

Throughout the whole of the range, pH 3*8~5*6, the end-point was constant

and definite using the dye as the indicator but with chromate it was soon

apparent that the end-point became more indistinct as the concentration of acid

became higher.

Dichlorofluorescein not being affected by the variation in pH between the

figures mentioned, it was experimentally possible to determine whether by
using the mixed indicator a point could be attained at which the uptake of silver

would be negligible and an accurate determination could be obtained.

The same technique was used as already described, but 5 ml. of the buffer

solution were added to each of the titration solutions.

As the following tables show the minimum uptake of silver takes place when
the buffer used is atpH 5, although this doesnot necessarilymean that the solution

Table HI.

Indicator used

Mixed eosin and dichlorofluorescein
Back- Potas- , ^ —, Protein

titration slum Aqueous pH pH pH pH present
Material fijS'ure chromate medium 4'6 4-8 50 5-25 %
Urine 425 428 425 425 426 424 424 Nil

»* 208 216 206 208 206 207 208 Nil
760 765 760 758 758 760 760 Nil
704 780 760 700 706 704 722 015

»* 436 494 476 432 440 436 448 2*02
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is itself at jpH 5 for the addition of certain body fluids would make a considerable

difference in the jjH.

Cerebros'pimd fluids gastric juice and milk. Using the same technique of

titrating at a definite jpH, Table IV' shows that very little variation exists be-

tween these fluids in regard to the best point of titration, milk giving more
accurate results if titrated at a slightly lower pH, although for practical purposes

this can be ignored.

The most satisfactory technique to use for the analysis of those fluids is as follows. Tn a

6 X 1 in. test-tube place 15 ml. of distilled water. Add 5 ml. of buffer solution to bring to the

required pH. Then add 1 ml. of milk, cerebrospinal fluid, or filtered gastric juice and 2 ml. of di-

chlorofluorescein and titrate with silver nitrate until the precipitate formed is coloured a definite

pink.

Calculation: ml. of silver nitrate used multiplied by 200 = mg. NaCl/100 ml.

Table IV.

Indicator used

Back- Potas- r

Dichlorofluorescein

Protein
titration sium Aqueous pH pH pH pH present

Material figure chromate medium 4-6 4-8 5-0 5-25 o
0

Cerebrospinal 706 710 705 706 706 706 706 0 025
fluid

632 660 656 634 634 632 636 0-320
Milk (human) 104 136 124 108 104 106 118 1*03

Milk (cow’s)

Gastric juice

183 244 236 180 183 184 212 2-82

563 622 608 560 564 562 564 0-13

380 412 396 380 384 380 384 0-08

660 692 686 662 602 660 664 0-24

Blood (serum or plasma). Since blood is very rich in protcnn it was expected

that more difficulty would be experienced in evolving a method which would give

comparable results.

Dichlorofluorescein was unsatisfactory for use with blood as at a pH between
4*6 and 5-25 and in the presence of a comparatively large amount of protein the

characteristic fluorescence was absent and the end-point was very difficult to

determine.

Eosin could not be used because it was too strongly adsorbed and made the

end-point even more difficult to determine.

These facts led to the suggestion that if another dye could be used, say a blue

dye, which would not play a part in the reaction, but merely make a background

for the pink colour of the fluorescein on the silver chloride, the end-point might

be more readily detectable.

Numerous dyes were tried and the most satisfactory in use proved to be

bromooresol green. The use of this dye, however, did not completely solve the

problem as the recognition of the actual end-point required a fair amount of

experience on the part of the operator.

Smirk [1927] made use of acetone to stabilize the end-point of the back-

titration of chloride with thiocyanate.

It was found that with a little experience a definite end-point could be

obtained using serum or plasma in presence of acetone and an absorption indi-

cator, but the figures obtained were about 5-10% on the high side. The use of

bromooresol green was unnecessary unless bile was present in the fluid concerned,

when the addition of 0-16 ml. of the dye made the end-point more easily detect-

able.
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The technique that was employed is given here, because it was found that by
using it, the error introduced in the estimation of milk chlorides with buffer of

pH 5*0 could be eliminated.

In a 6 X 1 in. test-tube place 15 ml. of distilled water, 6 ml. of buffer solution, 6 ml. of acetone.

Then add 1 ml. of fluid and 2 ml. of dichlorofluorescein. Titrate with silver nitrate until the pre-

cipitate formed is coloured a faint pink.

Calculation: ml. of silver used x 200= mg. NaCI/100 ml.

When the protein was removed by tungstic acid or zinc hydroxide and the

filtrate used for the estimation, the same difficulty was apparent as in the case of

urine, no visible end-point being obtained. Using alcohol or acetone the end-

point was very satisfactory but the result was again high probably owing to

evaporation of the fluid.

Since the presence of acetic acid did not appear to have any effect on the

analytical result, it was decided to try wb#her this substance alone could be used

for the precipitation of the protein.

Several quantities were tried but ’difficulty was experienced in ranging the

amount to give constant results; when the solution was buffered between pH 4*6

and 4*7 much more satisfactory results could be obtained.

Wlien the usual quantity of fluid, namely 1 ml. , was taken and a portion of the

filtrate used, in most eases the analysis w^as very satisfactory. If, however, the

chloride content was small and the amount of urea large the results obtained were

very erratic.

It will be readily observed that ifthe amount of filtrate taken is small (actually

it is possible to arrange the conditions so as to obtain the equivalent of 0*75 ml.

of blood) and the amount of chloride is small, the silver chloride formed during

the titration is correspondingly meagre. Consequently, there is not a great deal

of precipitate available for the formation of the pink complex and since urea

tends to prevent the adsorption of the dye, the combination of these disad-

vantages obscures the end-point.

Attempts to solve this problem by means of different indicators were not
very successful but it was thought that if a standard quantity of chloride were
added and the mixture diluted and titrated, the existing conditions would then
be approximately normal in the relationship between the chloride and urea.

In practice this arrangement was found to be very satisfactory, and as Table V
shows, even when the conditions were such that the urea was present in the
maximum amount likely to be encountered and the chloride very low, the agree-

ment between the method described and the standard method was very good.

The technique used is as follows.

In a test-tube place 3 ml. of distilled w^ater, 3 ml. of 0*2 N sodium acetate, 3 ml. of 0*2 N acetic

acid and 1 ml. ofserum or plasma. Mix and place in a boiling water-bath for 2 min. Cool and filter

through a 7 cm. chloride-free filter-paper. In a 6 x 1 in. test-tube place 7*6 ml. of the filtrate, and
add for each 2*5 ml. of the filtrate used 1 ml. of 0*2 N sodium acetate. Then add 10 ml. of distilled

water and 2 ml. of dichlorofluorescein and titrate in the usual way.
Calculation

:

ml. of silver nitrate used x 200 x 4

3
=mg. NaCl/100 ml.

If, however, the blood is suspected of having a high urea content, or if less than 7*5 ml. of
filtrate can be obtained, it is advisable to add before titration 1 ml. of 1% sodium chloride. A
blank titration can then be carried out using 10 ml. of bufferpH 5*0, 10 ml. of distilled water, 1 ml.
of 1% sodium chloride and 2 ml. of indicator. The blank figure is then subtracted from the un-
known figure and calculation is made as previously described.
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Table V.

Back-titration
Direct titration

using 7*5 ml. of Titration using

blank method
Urea content

Specimen figure filtrate mg./l(X)ml.

I 612 613 612 35
II 696 698 598 64
III 496 502 498 182
IV 510 622 512 496
V 420 End-point poor

436
416 725

Whole blood. When the analysis of whole blood was attempted using the

same technique as for serum or plasma difficulty was experienced on account of

the colour. The filtrate obtained was a deep brown, probablyowing to the fact that,

the precipitation medium being definitely acid, it carried through some of the

haematin in a soluble form. This led to the suggestion that it might be possible to

precipitate the proteins at a higher and so avoid the concentration of acid

being strong enough to dissolve the haematin.

In practice it was found that, if the precipitation wore accomplished between

pR 5*25 and 5*5, the filtrate was in the majority of cases quite clear and in the

other oases very faintly brown. By using the filtrate obtained, adjusting back to

pH 5-0 and estimating the chloride by the blank method described for serum,

very accurate results (iould be obtained.

To obtain figures for comparison, it was necessary to precipitate the proteins

before attempting to analyse the chloride content by the back-titration method
already described.

The actual technique used for the direct titration was as follows.

Introduce into a test-tube 9 ml, of buffer solution, jiB. 5-3. add 1 ml. of blood, mix and heat in a

boiling water-bath for 2 min. Cool and filter through a 7 cm. chloride-free filter-paper. Take as

much of the filtrate as is available and for each 2*5 ml. add 0*3 ml. of 0-2 S acetic acid. Add 1 ml.

of 1% sodium chloride, 10 ml. of distilled water and titrate in the usual fashion.

Calculate

:

(ml. of AgNOa used in titration - ml. used in blank) x 2000

No. of ml. of filtrate used
=.mg. NaCl/lOU ml.

Table VI.

Back-titration
tSpecimen figure

1 520
IT 512
III 402
IV 310

Titration using

blank method Urea mg./100 ml.

522 32
513 70
402 142

308 725

Reagents,

Acetone AM, The acetone used should be first tested to ensure that no pre-

cipitate is given with silver nitrate.

Bromocresol green. 0*1 g. is dissolved in 14*3 ml. of0*01 N NaOH, and diluted

to 100 ml. with distilled water.

Dichlorofiuorescein, 5 mg. are dissolved in 100 ml. of distilled water contain-

ing 2*6 ml. of 0*01 N NaOH.
Eoain. 10 mg. are dissolved in 100 ml, of distilled water.
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Sodium acetate. Acetic acid solutionB prepaied according to Cole [1926] and
mixed in varying amounts to give the respective buffer solutions.

Standard silver nitrate. Dissolve 5*812 g. of pure A.B. silver nitrate in dis-

tilled water and make up to 1 litre.

SUMMABY.

1 . A quantitative method is described for the accurate estimation of chloride

by direct titration, using adsorption indicators, in all body fluids not containing

protein in excess of 3 %.
2. Aftej removing the protein by suitable means the same method has been

adapted to give accurate results in all body fluids where the protein concentra-

tion exceeds 3 %.

I wish to express my thanks to Dr E. N. AUott for his criticisms and advice

during the course of this work.
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CLXV. REDUCTION OF BILIVERDIN
TO BILIRUBIN IN TISSUES.
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Royal North Shore Hospital, Sydney,

(Received 28 May 1936,)

The object of this paper is to investigate whether or not it is possible to regard

biliverdin as the primary product of blood pigment breakdown in the body, and
bilirubin as arising by reduction of biliverdin. By the combined action of mole-

cular oxygen and of reducing substances like hydrazine hydrate [Warburg &
Negelein, 1930] or ascorbic acid [Karrer et al. 1933] haemin is transformed into

“green haemin”. This substance has been proved by Lemberg [1935] to be a

bile pigment haemochromogen, and it has been shown that it is easily con-

vertible into biliverdin. It has been suggested that a similar mechanism is at

work in the transformation of blood pigment into bile pigment in the body,

leading to biliverdin. Since, however, biUrubin is the only, or the predominant,

pigment in the bile of many animal species this hypothesis can be correct only

if it can be shown that biliverdin is reduced to bilirubin in tlie body at a rate

higher than the rate of blood pigment decomposition.

Little is known about reduction and oxidation of bile pigments in the

tissues. When biliverdin is found in bile, its presence is sometimes due to a

post-mortem oxidation of bilirubin in the bile exposed to atmospheric oxygen.

Dastre & Floresco [1897] have claimed that oxidases play a role in this process.

On the other hand, Haycroft & Scofield [1890] observed that the green bile

pigment of ox bile became reduced to bilirubin when the bile was kept in tall

cylinders. This reduction occurred in the absence of microorganisms, although

it was accelerated by putrefactive bacteria. Reduction of biliverdin by liver

tissue has been studied by Barry & Levine [1924] who report that at pH 7*4~7*6

biliverdin is reduced by the liver, whereas oxidation of bilirubin is favoured by
pH 6*6. Glucose was found to accelerate the reduction. Although biliverdin can

doubtless be formed in bile by post-mortem oxidation of bilirubin, this does not

explain all findings of biliveidin in bile. It is also present in some cases as the

primary bile pigment. Fresh frog’s bile often contains green bile pigment and
Nisimaru [1931] found that bile containing biliverdin is excreted by the liver of

the bull frog when the liver is transfused with blood. Stem [1936] has obtained

biliverdin as a by-product in the preparation of catalase from horse liver. The
bile of the starving dog is green [Hoppe-Seyler & Thierfelder, 1924]. So is

occasionally the bile of Echidna^ and of the fowl. We have isolated small

amounts of biliverdin from fresh rabbit’s bile in which bilirubin predominates.

In the bile of the guinea-pig we have never observed biliverdin, and for this

reason we have used this animal preferably for our experiments.

Pure crystalline biliverdin has not previously been reduced to bilirubin

either in vitro or by action of tissues. Barry & Levine used the crude mixture of

oxidation products obtained by autoxidation of bilirubin in alkaline solution.

Fischer et al, [1932] subjected mesobiliverdin (“glaucobilin”) to reduction with

^ Working under the J. £. Rofe bequest.

* We owe thanks to Dr Abbie of Sydney University, for giving us three fresh specimens of

Echidna gall bladders, two of which contained biliverdin.

(
1147 )
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zinc dust but wore unable to identify the product of reduction with meso-

bdirubin. For this reason we have also included a study of the reduction of

biUverdin and of mesobiliverdin by chemical means.

Since bile pigment is formed to a considerable extent in the liver and is also

excreted by this organ, we have particularly studied the reduction of biliverdin

in guinea-pig liver, but we have also made a few experiments with other organs

of the guinea-pig and with the livers of other animals.

Experimental.

Reductitm of biliverdin and of mesobiliverdin by zinc dust.

Fischer et al. [1932] transformed glauoobilin (mesobiliverdin) into meso-

bUinibin by heating it above the melting-point, but they were unable to obtain

mesobilirubin from it by reduction with zinc dust in hot methyl alcohol. This

reaction gave a different compound. We have carried out the reduction at room
temperature in ammoniacal solution, excluding atmospheric oxygen, since the

zinc salt of mesobilirubin is readily oxidized by molecular oxygen. The reduction

proceeds in a few minutes under these conditions, whereas Fischer boiled in

methyl alcohol for 4 hours.

The reaction was carried out in the apparatus described by Lemberg [1935,

p. 1331]. The small dropping funnel contained a solution of 20 mg. mesobiliverdin

in 5 ml. 2% ammonia, the tube with the porous filter 1 g. of zinc dust and the

small receiver 1 ml. of 20% HCl. During the reduction in the tube with the

porous glass plate nitrogen was passing in from below the porous plate agitating

the zinc dust. The end of the reduction, indicated by the change of the colour

to a clear orange-yellow, was reached in 5 min. The solution w'as now sucked off

from the zinc dust into the HCl which precipitated the pigment. By washing
with water, hot glacial acetic acid, then again with water and methyl alcohol

and by recrystallization from chloroform mesobilirubin was obtained in both
needles and rhombic plates.

Mr Mcllor has kindly compared these crystals with those of mesobilirubin

prepared by catalytic hydrogenation of bilirubin, and has found them identical

in shape, angles, angles of extinction and pleotjhroism.

Biliverdin was prepared as described by Lemberg [1932 ; 1934, 1]. It was
reduced in the same way to bilirubin. Orange rhombic plates of the cha-

racteristic form were produced.

Reduction of biliverdin in animal tissues.

Technique. The animal was killed and bled, and the organs wore removed
under aseptic conditions, immediately after the death of the animal, and put
into sterile Ringer solution. Slices of liver and kidney were prepared according
to Warburg s method, the other tissues being finely chopped. 0*3~0'5 g. of the
tissues was used for each experiment.

“Liver brei*’ was obtained by grindii^ chopped liver in a mortar with the
minimum of HCl-extracted sea sand.

“Washed brei” was obtained in the following way.
The liver brei was thoroughly ground with 5 vol. of distilled water in a

mortar, and the suspension was kept in the ice-chest for 1 hour. After centri-

fuging, the tissue was washed 5 times on the centrifuge, each time with about
5 vol. of distilled water.

The first two centrifugates, consisting of a red-brown cloudy solution, were
kept as “washings”.
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The liver enzymes” preparation mentioned below was obtained from the
washings by precipitating the enzymes by half-saturation with ammonium
sulphate, filtering the precipitate and dissolving it in 0*2 M phosphate buffer

jpH 7*6. It was then dialysed for 24 hours against 0-1 Jf phosphate buffer of the

samepH in the ice-chest. In a few experiments separately mentioned
,
phosphate

buffers were used instead of water for the extraction of the enzymes from the

brei. The amount of “washed brei”, “washings” and “enzyme preparation”

used, always corresponded to about 0*3“<)*5 g. liver.

Bacterial infection was avoided by sterilizing all vessels and solutions.

Toluene was added regularly, after the first experiments had shown that it had
no effect on the reduction. Very few experiments had to be discarded because

of bacterial infection.

For each experiment, unless otherwise mentioned, 3 mg. of pure crystalline

biliverdin dissolved in 0-1 ml. 0'2 N NaOH were used and the total volume of the
mixture was 7 ml.

The following buffer media were used:

Ringer solution, mammalian Ringer-bicarbonate (according to Warburg
[1930, p. 122]), 0-2 M secondary phosphates 0*2 M phosphate buffer pH 7-6.

In the experiment at pH 6-5 (Exp. 2, Table I) the pH was adjusted by adding
0*2 M phosphate buffer pH 6*0 until pH 6*5 had been reached.

Little or no difference was found in using the different media (of. Table I).

The aerobic experiments were carried out at 37° by shaking the tissues in

buffered biliverdin solutions in 50 ml. Erlenmeyer flasks with air. The qualitative

anaerobic experiments were not done under strictly anaerobic conditions. The
tissues were incubated at 37° with the buffered biliverdin solutions covered with

a 2 in. layer of liquid paraffin. In the quantitative anaerobic experiments the

reaction was carried out in vacuum tubes at a low pressure of nitrogen freed from
oxygen by passage over heated copper.

Quantitative isolation of the bile pigments from the tissues is impossible. A
nearly quantitative extraction followed by separation of bilirubin from bffi-

verdin could, however, be accomplished and is described below. It identifies

the yellow pigment formed as bilinibin in each case and gives a fairly accurate

account of the rate of reduction, but it is rather time-consuming.

A good rough measure of the degree of reduction can be obtained in a very

simple way in all experiments in which heat-coagulated proteins are not present

by observing the change of colour from the blue-green biliverdin to the orange-

yellow bilirubin. In the experiments with the liver enzymes, the degree of colour

change of the solution corresponds satisfactorily with the degree of reduction.

In experiments with slices and brei, microscopic observation is applied because

the reduction is almost completely limited to the tissue. In the tables, “no”
signifies blue-green colour and no reduction, ± green colour and weak or

doubtful reduction, -f signifies a distinct reduction with change of colour from

blue-green to yellowish green, -f- -f a greenish yellow colour corresponding to

about 50% reduction or more, and -I- -f + yellow colour and more than two-

thirds to complete reduction.

A further indication of the degree of reduction, particularly in the tissues, is

given by the crystallization of bilirubin. With a few exceptions bilirubin crystals

were seen whenever there was a -f- + + reduction, in some cases even with a -f +
reduction. Typical “haematoidin” crystals of both forms, rhombic plates and

fine needles, were observed. In the tissue slices crystals were generally found

lying within the liver cells. It was noted that the parenchymal cells of guinea-pig

liver did not display a uniform behaviour to the biliverdin solutions. Some
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of the cells were found to refrain from taking up bile pigment and to remain
colourless, whereas other cells stored bile pigment. There were slight difiEerenoes

in the degree of reduction in different parts of the tissue, but less marked than
the differences in bile pigment storage.

Table I. Aerobic reduction of biliverdin in guinea-pig liver slices.

0*4 g. liver slices. 3 mg. biliverdin. Total volume: 8 ml.

Shaken at 37^ in Erlenmeyer flasks mth air.

Redaction after
Exp. GuinciQ,*

^
A

^

No. pig Medium Additions 15 min. 1 hour 2 hours 4 hours 16 hours

1 21 Bi^er-phosphate —
pH 7*4

— — + + + +,
cr3rstals

+ + +,
crystals

2 21 Binger-phosphate —
pH 6*5

— — + + + +,
crystals

+ + +,
crystals

3 21 Binger-phosphate 0*1 ml. toluene
pH 7*4

— — + + + +,
crystals

+ + +,
crystals

4 21 Binger-phosphate 10 mg. thymol
pH 7-4

— — + + +,
crystals

+ +»
crystals

5 22 Binger 0*1 ml. toluene — + — + + +,
crystals

+ + +,
crystals

6 22 Binger-bicarbonate „ — + — + + +,
cr3rstals

+ + +,
crystals

7 22 Binger-phosphate „ „
pH 7-4

— + — + + +
crystals

+ + +,
crystals

8 30 Binger-bicarbonate „ „ — — — + + + + 4-,

ciy^stals

9 41 Binger-bicarbonate „ „ + + + JZ

10 41 0*2 M secondary „ „
phosphate

— + + + + +

11 38 Binger-bicarbonate „ „ i- + + +,
crystals

— + + +,
crystals

+ , a few
crystals

12 38 Binger-phosphate „ + + + +,
crystals

— + + +.
crystals

4 +
crystals

13 38 Binger-bicarbonate 1 ml. 0 02M
KCN

± + -f +,
crystals

— + + +,
crystals

+

14 38 Binger-bicarbonate 0*7 g. urethane f + + + + + ± No
15 39 Binger-bicarbonate Toluene + + — + +, a

few
crystals

+ + +,
many

crystals

+ +

16 39 Binger-bicarbonate Toluene +50 mg.
glucose

+ + +, a
few

crystals

— + + +,
many
crystals

The experiments in Table I show that there is considerable aerobic reduction
of biliverdin in guinea-pig Uver sUces. In Expe. 1-10 the guinea-pigs were kept
on the normal stock diet. Guinea-pig 38 (Exps. 11-14) had been well fed on
carrots 2 days before it was kiUed, guinea-pig 39 (Exps. 15 and 16) had been
starved over the same period. The results show a distinct variation in the speed
of aerobic reduction in normally fed animals. In general almost complete re-
duction in the tissue with crystal formation was found after 4 hours’ incubation
(e.g. in animals 21 and 22). In a few other cases, however, the reduction was
slow (Exp. 8) or incomplete (Exps. 9, 10). In the latter case there is even less
reduction than in the starved animal liver so that it is doubtful whether the liver
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of the animal 41 ow be considered as normal; no visible abnormality, however,
was noticed.

There is a very marked influence of the feeding of the animals on the rate of
reduction as shown by a comparison between Exps. 11 and 16. Whereas the liver

slices of the well fed animal reduce almost completely in 1 hour, and those of the
normally fed ones in 4 hours, there is in the starved hver a + + reduction only,

with the formation of a few crystals, after 4 hours. Exp. 16 shows that this

difference is due to the lack of substrate, probably glycogen, in the starved liver,

since addition of glucose renders the starved liver almost as active as the well

fed liver. This confirms the observation of Barry & Levine, that glucose increases

the reduction of biliverdin.

Reoxidation after 16 hours, sometimes even with disappearance of bilirubin

crystals, is observed occasionally (Exps. 9, 10, 11, 13, 15). A green fringe

surrounding otherwise yellow tissue was often observed after 16 hours’ incubation^

even when the tissue had been uniformly yellow after 4 hours. It will be dis-

cussed below whether the tissue plays a role in this reoxidation.

A comparison of Exp. 2 with Exp. 1 and of Exps. 10 and 9 shows that the

reduction varies little with the pH over the range 6-5-9. The finding of a strong

reduction at pH 6-5 is not in accordance with the result of Barry & Levine

mentioned above.

There is no appreciable influence of toluene (Exp. 3) or of thymol (Exp. 4),

or of the medium; 1/400 M KCN does not inhibit. Less clear is the influence of

urethane. It has no action of its own on bilirubin, but in presence of liver it

produces almost instantaneous reduction. No bilirubin crystals are observed,

and the yellow colour soon gives place again to the green colour of biliverdin so

that the reduction has almost disappeared after 4 hours. A satisfactory ex-

planation of this observation cannot be given. It might be that urethane acts

by way of protein denaturation which produces a similar effect.

In order to determine the velocity of reduction of biliverdin under aerobic

conditions 1 g. liver slices of the guinea-pig 22 was incubated for 4 hours at 37'^

with 10 ml. Ringer-bicarbonate solution containing 5 mg. biliverdin. The slices

at the end of that time were completely yellow and displayed many bilirubin

crystals, but no trace of green pigment. They were removed from the solution,

the latter was centrifuged and its biliverdin content was determined colori-

metrically against a freshly prepared biliverdin standard in Ringer-bicarbonate.

2-3 mg. of biliverdin were found in the solution, so that 2-7 mg. had been taken

up by 1 g. liver tissue and had been reduced in 4 hours.

This reducing power is certainly sufficient to account for the total output of

bilirubin in the guinea-pig. Provided that the activity of human liver tissue is

the same the total reduction to bilirubin of the daily amount of biliverdin (about

400 mg.) can bo brought about by 25 g. of liver tissue, about 1/60 of the total

weight of the human liver. The reducing power of the tissue is probably much
greater even, since the limiting factor of bilirubin formation in the above experi-

ment was clearly the uptake of biliverdin by the cells from the solution, and not

its reduction.

In human liver the reduction varied with the time interval between death

and autopsy, so that the true rate of reduction could be properly determined.

A liver excised 6 hours after death gave a strong aerobic reduction (cf. Table II)

which, however, was not complete. It is impossible to recover the bile pigments

sufficiently quantitatively from liver slices, and for this reason no quantitative

determination of the rate of aerobic reduction could be made. In the anaerobic

experiment (cf. Table V) the reduction in the tissue was almost complete after
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Table II. AerMc reduction of biliverdin in liver slices of

different animal species,

0*4 g. liver slices. 3 mg. biliverdin. 9 ml. Ringer-bicarbonate*

Toluene. Shaken at 37® in Erlenmeyer fla^ with air.

Exp. No. liver of 2 hours

Reduction after

4 hours 16 hours

1 Man + + + *

2 Horse + + + + +•

3 Cat + f + +
4 Rat + — -f -f +, many crystals

5 Mouse •f + crystals +
6 Echidna + + JL

7 Fowl + + + + +
8 Pigeon + + + t
9 Frog ± — ±

Remarks: *
-f + with lactate, f + + cr^'stals with lactate. { -h + + crystals with alcohol.

16 hours. With 1 g. of liver slices, 6 mg. of biliverdin had been incubated, of

which at least 3 mg., probably 4 mg., had been reduced. This shows that cer-

tainly less than 90 g. of human liver tissue are sufficient for the reduction of the

daily bile pigment output; for the reason mentioned above the real reducing

power is probably greater.

Aerobic reduction of biliverdin was found in the liver slices of all animals

examined, but no more than one or two experiments have been carried out with

each species. Only in the livers of the mouse and the rat, and in pigeon and
Echidna livers in presence of substrate was formation of bilirubin crystals

observed.

The human liver was obtained 6 hours aftt^r death from pneumonia.

Tabic III. Aerobic reduclim, of biliverdin in different

tissues of the guinea-pig.

Reduction after

Guinea-pig 38 1 hour 4 hours

' '
" ^

20 hours

Liver + -t- 4- , crystals 4- 4- 4' , crystals 4- , a few crystals
Kidney *T" + 4- 4-

Brain 4 4- 4- No
Spleen 4- 4- 'h +
Muscle — — No
Heart — - No
Skin — No
Lung — •- No

Under aerobic conditions reduction is found in the liver and also, although
less, in the kidney, in the spleen and in the grey matter of the brain. In the skin
a thin layer under the epidermis showed a slight

( + ) and the hair sheath a
marked

( -f + 4-
) reduction. Biliverdin might be useful for histological investi-

gations.

Oxidation of bilirubin in tissues.

Some experiments recorded in Table I indicate that on prolonged shaking
of the tissues with air bilirubin disappears again from liver slices and is reoxidized
to biliverdin, the degree of this reoxidation being found to vary considerably.
Beoxidation is perhaps due to exhaustion of reducing substrates, since addition
of glucose to starved liver slices prevents disappearance of bilirubin (cf. Exp. 16,
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Table I) which was, however, found in both well-fed and starved livers. It was
therefore investigated whether liver and other tissues can accelerate the oxida-
tion of bilirubin.

Table IV. Oxidation of bilirubin in presence of different

tissues of the guinea-pig,

3 mg. bilirubin in 9 ml. Ringer-bicarb()nato. 0*3 g. tissue slices or finely chopped tissue.

Toluene. Shaking for 20 hours at 37^ in Erlenmeyer fiasks.

Oxidation after 20 hours

Liver "['’issue yellow, bilirubin crystals,

solution greenish yellow
Less than control

Kidney * Tissue slightly greenish, solution

olive-brown
= Control

Spleen Tissue partly green Slightly more than control
Lung Tissue slightly greenish Slightly more than control
Muscle Fibres greenish, edges of fibres

and connective tissue yellow'

In the w'hole~(!ontrol

Heart Green on surface of tissue More than control
Skin Green spots in tissue, edges brown = Control
Blood No biliverdin found No oxidation
Control Solution olive-brown —

Table IV^ shows that only heart accelerates the oxidation of bilinibin dis-

tinctly, and spleen and lung to a minor degree. Kidney, muscle and skin show
very slight, if any, acceleration whereas liver tissue retards the oxidation. Even
washed liver brei still showed this retardation. If there is any oxidation of
bilirubin in the liver, it is very slow. Hence, the bilivcrdin-bilirubin system
cannot play a catalytic role in the respiratory mechanism of the liver cell.

No oxidation of bilirubin was found in sheep's blood. After the erythrocytes

had been removed by centrifuging the serum proteins were precipitated with
2 vol. of alcohol. The solution was yellow. The pigments were extracted with
ether. 1 % HCl failed to remove any green pigment from the yellow ethereal

solution, which proves the absence of biliverdin.

Anaerobic experiments unth liver slices.

The slowness of reoxidation of bilirubin in th('. liver of the guinea-pig is also

indicated by the rather small difference between the rates of biliverdin reduction

under aerobic and anaerobic conditions. This will be seen from a comparison of

Exp. 1, Table V with Exp. 9, Table I, or of Exp. 4, Table V with Exp. 1, Table I.

The somewhat greate^r difference between anaerobic and aerobic reductions in the

livers of other animal species (cf. Table V with Table IT) might cither indicate a

more rapid reoxidation of bilirubin in these livers or, more probably, inhibition

of the reduction of biliverdin by oxygon competing with biliverdin as hydrogen
acceptor in those livers which contain a small store of hydrogen donators. Like

the aerobic, the anaerobic reduction of biliverdin is not inhibited by cyanide

even in high concentration (Exps, 6 and 7), and is accelerated by glucose

(Exp. 2).

Table VI shows that almost all tissues of the guinea-pig are capable of

reducing biliverdin under anaerobic c^onditions, skin being an exception. In the

skin reduction was observed only in those places mentioned above.

Biliverdin was not reduced by incubation with defibrinated sheep’s blood

at 37° for 24 hours. The blood was worked up in the following way. Erythrocytes

were removed by centrifuging. From the green serum the proteins were pre-

cipitated with twice the volume of alcohol, and the centrifugate was distributed
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between ether and water in the manner described below. Biliverdin was com-

pletely extracted from the ether with HCl.

Table V. Anaerobic reduction of biliverdin in liver slices.

3 mg. biliverdin in 9 ml. Ringer-bicarbonate. 0*4 g. tissue. Toluene. Under liquid paraffin.

Exp.
Reduction after

A
f A

No. Liver of Medium 1 hour 2 hours 4 hours 16 hours

1 Guinea pig 41 — 4- 4- 4“ 4 4 4 4 4

2
9» 41 0*03 M glucose 4- 4- 4-

a few crystals

— 4 4 4,
many crystals

3 » 78 — — 4- 4 4,
crystals

4 4,
crystals

4 »• 21 — 4- 4 4- 4 4 4,
crystals

4 4 4,
crystals

5 f* 339 — — — 4 4 4,
crystals

6 339 0 01 M KCN — — — 4 4 4,
crystals

7 »» 339 01 M KCN — — — 4 4-4,
crystals

8 Man — 4- — — 4 4 4,
crystals

9 Horae — -- 4- 4- 4 4 4- 4 4 4
10 Cat — 4- 4* 4 4 . 4- 4
11 Rabbit — No — — 4 4 4,

crystals

12 Rat —. — 4- 4 — 4 4 4,
crystals

13 Mouse — 4- H 4-4 4* 4-4 4,
crystals

+ 4 4,
crystals

14 Echidna — — 4- }
— 4 4 4,

many crystals

15 Fowl — — 4 H 4 4 4 4 4 4,
ci'yatals

16 Pigeon — — 4 4 4- 4 ^ 4,
many crystals

17 Frog — 4- — 4 4 ,

a few crystals

Table VI. Anaerobic reduction of biliverdin in

of the guinea-pig.

different tissues

3 mg. biliverdin in 9 ml. Ringer-bicarbonate. 0*4 g. tissue. Toluene. Under nitrogen at 37°.

Liver
Kidney
Brain
(grey matter)

Spleen
Muscle
Heart
Lung*
Skin

Reduction after

2 hours 20 hours

+ *f

+ -f , a few crystals

+ + , a few crystals

+ ^ , crystals

+ 4 4-
, crystals

4- 4' 4-
, crystals

No
No
No
No
No

4- 4-
, crystals

4- + , crystals
4- 4-

, crystals
4* 4-

, crystals

No
Lung gives a reduction only ifair is carefuUy removed from the tissue by repeated evacuation

and filling with nitrogen.
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Experiments with liver breu

Liver brei reduces biliverdin as readily as liver slices (Exp. 2, Table VII)

;

this reduction differs from that observed with slices in being extended to the
solution. Cyanide (1/400 JIf) does not inhibit the reduction (Exp. 3). Careful

washing of the brei with water renders it almost inactive (Exp. 4), and addition

of the washings restores its activity (Exp. 5). This restored system now causes a
stronger reduction in the solution than in the tissue. Exps. 6 and 7 show that

washing with distilled water removes not only substrates but to a large extent

also the enzymes responsible for the dehydrogenation of biliverdin. That the

reduction in Exp. 6 is not due to heat-stable reducers in the washings, at least

to any great extent, is proved by Exp. 8 with the washings of heated brei.

The precipitate obtained by half-saturation of the washings with ammonium
sulphate contains the enzymes; it is spoken of subsequently as “liver enzymes”.
It is almost without reducing power either alone (Exp. 9) or together with the

washed liver brei (Exp. 10). This is due to the lack of substrates, which remain in

the filtrate from the ammonium sulphate precipitate. The activity is restored by
the addition of heated, filtered washings (Exp. 11) or by the addition of suitable

substrates as will be seen below.

Table VII. Anaerobic reduction of biliverdin in liver brei and
influence of washing and heating,

3 mg. biliverdia in 9 ml. Binger-bicarbonate. In test-tubes under liquid

paraffin at 37°. Toluene. Sol. —reduction in solution.

Reduction after

Exp. r
... X

No. Guinea-pig liver 2 hours 4 hours 18 hours
1 Slices + + 4 4 4, crystals 4 4 4, crystals

2 Brei 4- +, sol, + 4 4 4, crystals,

sol. 4 4
4 4 -f , crj'stals,

sol. 4 4 4

3 Brei H> cyanide (1/400 M) + -1- 4 4 4, crystals 4 4 4, crystals

4 Washed brei No No ±, sol. no

5 Washed brei + 'a'ashings + +, sol. + + 4 4 4, sol.

4 4 4
4 4 4, crystals,

sol. 4 4 4

6 Washings Sol. + + Sol. 4 4 4 Sol. 4 4 4,
many crystals

7 Washed brei + heated washings,
filtered

+ 4 4 4, a few iso-

lated crystals

8 Washings of heated brei No No Sol. 4

9 Ammonium sulphate precipitate

of washings
No

•

No Sol. 4

10 Ammonium sulphate precipitate

of washings +washed brei

No No 4 4, sol. 4

11 Ammonium sulphate precipitate

of washings + heated washings
filtered

Sol. + Sol. 4 4 Sol. 4 4 4,
crystals

12 Heated brei 4- + 4 , sol. no 4 4 4, sol. no 4, sol. 4

13 Washed brei heated 4 4 4-, sol. no — 4 , sol. no

14 Heated brei washed 4 4 4, sol. no 4 4 +, sol. no 4 4 4, sol. no

15 Heated washings, unfiltered 4 4 4, sol. no 4 4 4, sol. no 4 4 4, sol. 4

It was surprising to find that heated brei (Exp. 12), almost at once and much
more quickly than unheated brei, assumes an intense yellow colour with bili-

verdin solution. This yellow coloration was limited to the tissue, and crystals of

74—2
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bilirubin were never observed. It was also obtained with heated wwh^ 1^
(Exp. 13) which before the heating had not reduced biliverdin, or with heated

brei extracted with boiling water (Exp. 14). It is thus undoubtedly an aitmcial

effect caused by the heating. The same phenomenon was observ^ in the

coagulated proteins of heated washings (Exp. 15) and a comparison idth Exp. 7

shows that it is linked with the presence of the heat-coagulum, since it does not

occur when this has previously been removed by filtration. This reduction is

probably caused by SH-groups in the denatured proteins. In spite of the strong

yellow coloration of the coagulated proteins the degree of reduction is not great.

Often the yellow colour disappears again afU^r a few hours.

It is noteworthy that a slight reduction was still observed in the solution in

Exps. 8, 12, 15 where the enzymes had been destroyed by heating but where

the water-extractable matter of the tissue was present. It will be seen below that

this reduction is probably caused by ascorbic acid.

Reduction of biliverdin by dehydrogenase systems.

Reduction by washed liver brei with different substrates. The experiments

described make it probable that the greater part of the reduction of biliverdin is

due to the action of dehydrogenase systems using biliverdin as hydrogen

acceptor. We have therefore investigated several dehydrogenase systems (known
to be present in the liver) for their activity with biliverdin. The first experiments

were carried out with washed liver brei to which substrates wore added. After

what has been said of the water-extractability of the liver dehydrogenases

acting on biliverdin, it will not be surprising that the results vary a good deal.

Prolong(5d wasliing leads to a brei which does not rediu^e biliverdin even with

substrate added since the dehydrogenases liavo been washed away. On the

other hand incomplete washing leaves substrates in the brei sufficient for a

reduction of biliverdin without further addition. Substrates are however washed
out more readily than the enzymes, and it was thus possible to obtain pre-

parations of washed brei with which thtJ influence of substrate addition could he
investigated. These experiments were considered necessary since it was doubtful

whether all the enzymes present in the Uver could be extracted and, if so,

whether they were still active after ammonium sulphate precipitation and
dialysis in the “liver enzymes”.

Table VIII shows that the washed brei of guinea-pig liver 78 answered the

above requirements, whereas liver 44 was evidently extracted too much and
liver 92 not sufficiently. Brei 44 (Exp. 1) was completely inactive and remained
so even after addition of glucose and cozymase (Exp. 2). Brei 78 showed a very
small activity (Exp. 3) which was somewhat increased by the addition of glucose
and coz3nTiase. There was also a distinct increase of the rate of reduction by
addition of glucose to a mixture of washed brei and boiled filtered washings. In
this case we found a considerable reduction without glucose (Exp. 5), since the
washings contained other substrates, but the reduction was still accelerated by
addition of glucose (Exp. 0), coenzyme l>emg present in the washings. Of other
substrates lactate (Exp. 7), formate (Exp. 10) and citrate (Exp. 9) were very
efficient, but succinate only slightly so. Of non-enzymic reducers ascorbic acid
and glutathione were investigated. The latter showed no reducing activity, but
ascorbic acid was clearly active, although not as rapidly as some dehydrogenase
systems, particularly lacjtic dehydrogenase.

The results with brei 92 are less conclusive since the strong reduction without
substrate (Exp. 13) showed that the brei was not washed free from substrates.

Alcohol, lactate, ascorbic acid and citrate increased somewhat the speed of
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reduction, and the first three caused a more perfect reduction after 16 hours*

incubation (Exps. 13-19).

A few aerobic experiments with washed fowFs and cat’s liver brei with and
without glucose and with cozymase present show that there is a slight increase

of the rate of reduction by glucose in both, somewhat more marked in cat's liver

than in fowl’s.

From these experiments it appears that a number of dehydrogenase systems

can reduce biliverdin. Lactate, alcohol, formate and citrate are the best hydrogen
donators under the conditions of the experiment, loss so glucose and succinate.

Of non-enzymic reducers ascorbic acid is active, but slower than the dehydro-

genase systems.

The “ liver enzymes ’ ’

.

Before studying the effect of the liver enzyme mixture on the reduction of

biliverdin its action on methylene blue was investigated. In this way the

presence of the different dehydrogenases in the preparation was established and

a comparison between the hydrogen acceptors, biliverdin and methylene blue

was made possible.

As is shown in Table IX, the preparation contains a variety of different

dehydrogenases. The time necessary for reduction of 1 ml. methylene blue

(1 : 5000) was determined. For comparison of these experiments with the

biliverdin experiments it is necessary to keep in mind that this amount of

methylene blue corresponds to 04 mg. of biliverdin, whereas the amount actually
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Table IX. Reduction of methylene blue by dehydrogenase

systems in the ^^liver enzyme mixture”,

1 ml. methylene blue (1 : 6000), 3 ml. enzyme. 0*2 M phosphate buffer,pH 7*6. Total volume

7 ml. In vacuum tubes at a low pressure of nitrogen. In experiments with oozymase 12 units of

cozymase. Reduction time in min.

Without substrate No (>480) Washings 88
Oozymase without enzyme No (>480) Distillate of washings 195
Cozymase 19 Succinate 0*01 M 24
Glucose 0*01 M 165 Citrate 0*007 M 64
Glucose O'Ol ibr +cozymase 23 Formaldehyde 0*02 M 28
J.<actate 0*01 M 90 Acetaldehyde 0*02 M 1

Lactate 0*01 M + cozymase 13 Salicylaldehyde 0*002 M 1|
Alcohol 0*01 JM 135 Xanthine 0*0003 M 7
Alcohol 0*01 + cozymase 16

used in the biliverdin experiments was 3 mg., i.e. 7-6 times as much. A smaller
amount of biliverdin would not have allowed quantitative determinations.
From this it can be understood why the reduction times in all the biliverdin

experiments described below are much longer than the decoloration times of
methylene blue. By some experiments with an amount of methylene blue
corresponding to 3 mg. biliverdin (1*5 ml. methylene blue 1 : 1000) we verified

that the reduction time was roughly 7*5 times as long as in experiments with 1 ml.
1 : 5000 methylene blue.

The experiments were carried out in vacuum tubes at a low pressure of
nitrogen. The concentration of the substrate was in general 0*01 M, with the
exception of citrate, and of aldehydes and xanthine of which optimum concentra-
tionswere employed. Since the substrate concentration isnotoptimum in all cases,
an exact comparison of the effects of the different enzyme systems is not possible
nor was this intended. The data suffice to establish the presence of different
dehydrogenases and to demonstrate roughl}^ their strengths in the preparation.

Some dehydrogenase systems require the presence of cozymase; this was
prepared from bottom yeast (supplied by Tooth and Co. Ltd., Kent Brewery,
Sydney), according to Myrback [1931], the purification being carried as far as
the recovery from the mercury salt by HjjS. Cozymase when added to the
“liver enzymes” produces a reduction of methylene blue without addition of
substrates, which somewhat disturbs the study of those enzyme systems for
which cozymase is necessary. Neither cozymase alone nor the “liver enzymes”
alone reduced methylene blue. Sinc6 the velocity of the reaction in the presence
of cozymase varies with the “liver enzyme” used, it is probably due to the
presence of small amounts of a substrate in the enzyme preparation which
requires activation by cozymase. The most likely explanation is that this is
desmo-glycogen although its presence could not be demonstrated by other means.
Urban [1936] has recently observed that liver protein from cat's liver, prepared
in a way similar to that yielding the enzyme preparation, contains small amounts
of an unidentified carbohydrate.

Glucose without cozymase causes very slow reduction and the reduction in
presence of cozymase is not accelerated by glucose. Lactate however which,
without cozymase, causes a reduction in abouthalfthe time ofglucose, accelerates
the reduction in presence of cozymase (although the lactate concentration was
much less than optimum), and so does alcohol. If the reduction time due to the
endogenous subtoate-cozymase system is subtracted, a theoretical reduction
time of 43 min. for lactate in presence of cozymase is obtained instead of
90 min. without cozymase. Acetaldehyde and also salicylaldehyde reduce very
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quickly and, since heating of the ‘‘liver enzyme” destroys this effect, it is due to
the action of an enzyme. Xanthine reduces also, but distinctly less. The “liver

enzyme” preparation also contains succinic dehydrogenase and (somewhat less)

citric dehydrogenase (in the latter case the substrate concentration was nearly
optimum). It reduces methylene blue not only with the filtrate from the ammon-
ium sulphate precipitation of the enzymes, but also with a distillate of this

filtrate which gives slight aldehyde reactions. The ratio of the velocities with
filtrate and with the distillate is however no correct indication of the role which
the oxidation of volatile aldehydes plays in the liver since the distillate was
obtained from many times the amount of filtrate.

Reduction of biliverdin by dehydrogenase systems in the

liver enzyme*^ preparation.

The presence of a number of dehydrogenases in the “liver enzyme” pre-

paration having thus been established, we proceeded to examine their effects on
biliverdin reduction and the results are shown in Table X.

Cozymase along with enzyme but without substrate has little effect on the

reduction of biliverdin, and no difference was found in experiments with different

substrates with or without cozymase, which seems rather remarkable.

Glucose, in the presence of the enzyme preparation, reduced biliverdin very
little (Exps. 3 and 4, Table X),

Table X. Reduction of biliverdin by dehydrogenase systems in the

^'liv>er enzyme''^ preparation.

3 mg. biliverdin in 0*1 ml. 0*2 *V alkali. 3 ml. enzyme in phosphate buffer pH 7*6. Total

volume 7 ml. In test-tubes under liquid paraffin. Toluene. In experiments with cozymase 1 2 units

of cozymase were added.

Exp.
Guinea-
pig 55

Guinea-pig
K ...

303 Guinea-pig 31
A

Rabbit

No. Substrate 1 6 hours 1 hour 2 hours 16 houra A B C 16 hours

1 — No No No + 4 ± ± No
2 Cozymasc No — — — — — — —
3 O-Ol M glucose -f-

— — — — —
4 0*01 M glucose +

cozymasc
+ — — — —“ —

5 0*02 M lactate + 4-

,

crystals

— —

6 0*02 M lactate +
cozymase

4" 4*,

crystals

4- 4- 4* 4" 4't

crystals

+ 4, -^4,
csrystals crystals

4.
crystals

4

7 0*3 M alcohol 4- 4-.

crystals

r r-
--*4 4,
many
crystals

8 0*3 3/ alcohol

+

cozymase
4 4-,

crystals

— — — 4, 4 4,
crystals crystals

± 4

9 0*02 M succinate No 4 4 4- j- ± No
10 0*01 M citrate — No 4- 4 4 -+ 4 4 —
11 0*04 M formate — — 4 4 4- —
12 0*005M xanthine No — ir it. ± —
13 0*2 M acetalde-

hyde
f 4- 4 4- 4-,

many
crystals

4 + 4-,

many
crystals

4 4 4 , 4 f 4-

,

crystals crystals

4 4 4 4 + 4,
crystals

14 0*005 M salicyl- +• + 4- .
—

aldehyde many
crystals

A. Extract with water ) _
B. Extract with secondary phosphate 1- Reduction time 16 hours.

C. ’Extract with primary phosphate )
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Lactate and alcohol (the latter was used at rather high concentrations) are

excellent hydrogen donators for biliverdin; the fastest reducers, however, are

aldehydes. Neither acetaldehyde nor salicylaldehyde reacts with biliverdin

alone. It was suspected that the xanthine oxidase of the liver catalysed this

reaction; xanthine however had a very slight effect, if any. Succinate, citrate

and formate also gave a slight reduction ojf biUverdin.

On the whole the results agree with those obtained with washed brei. With
“liver enzyme citrate and formate appeared to be less active than with the brei;

in the case of citrate this was certainly duo to the small concentration of citric

dehydrogenase in the enzyme preparation. Lactate and alcohol produced a good

reduction with the enzyme preparation, although the former was used in sub-

optimum concentration and the enzyme preparation did not contain much
alcohol dehydrogenase.

It does not make a great difference whether water, secondary phosphate

or primary phosphate is used for the extraction of the enzymes. Extracts

with primary phosphate contain less alcohol, succinic and citric dehydrogenases

than extracts with water or secondary phosphate, to judge from the biliverdin

reduction experiments.

Eoughly quantitative experiments udth liver enzyme** and other

dehydrogenase preparations,

Tejchnique and estimation, 3 mg. of biliverdin were incubated with the enzyme
and some toluene in 0*2 M phosphate buffer, pH 7*6, in vacuum tubes at low

pressure nitrogen.

After incubation at 37° biliverdin and bilirubin were removed from the

proteins as quantitatively as possible and separated from each other in the

following way.
The mixture was made alkaline with a few ml. 0*2 N NaOH and 10 ml. of

methyl alcohol were added. This solution was poured into a separating funnel

containing 1 0 ml. of ether and a slight excess of glacial acetic acid. It was shaken
at once (not too vigorously!) and several times extracted with ether until no
more pigment was removed. Proteins were precipitated in the aqueous layer

which was filtered (filtrate C). The protein precipitate on the filter was boiled

out successively with methyl alcohol and with chloroform. In most cases those

extracts did not contain any appreciable amount of pigment. If they did the

methyl alcoholic extracts were again distributed between ether and dilute

acetic acid, and from the chloroform extracts the pigments were extracU^d with
0*2 N NaOH, and transferred to ether in the wa}^ described above. The united
ethereal extracts were washed with water, and biliverdin was isolated by two
extractions with a few ml. of 1 % HCl followed by one extraction wdth 5%
HCl (A). hVom the remaining ether solution, after washing wdth water, bilirubin

was extracted with a few ml. of 0*2 N NaOH (B).

Biliverdin was determined in A by adding methyl alcohol up to 60 ml. and
comparing this solution colorimetrically with a biliverdin standard in methyl
alcoholic HCl.

In B bilirubin was determined by the Van den Bergh reaction after addition
of alcohol and a few drops of glacial acetic acid. Biliverdin (and also meso-
biliverdin) does not react with diazobenzonesulphonic acid in acid solution.

The aqueous solution C was often colourless, but sometimes contained a
considerable amount of bilirubin wdth the characteristic properties of “direct
bilirubin”. The pigment was not extracted from the aqueous solution by
chloroform and gave the direct Van den Bergh test, wdth a somewhat more
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bluish violet colour which, however, turned to the typical red-violet when
alcohol was added. Bilirubin in C was determined by the Van den Bergh
reaction, alcohol being added after the colour had boon developed with the

diazo-reagent.

As standard we used cobaltous sulphate for determinations of weak solutions

of the azo-dyo. Stronger solutions were matched more satisfactorily against an
acid methyl red solution. Both solutions were standardized with pure crystalline

bilinibin. The cobaltous sulphate standard was equivalent to a bilirubin con-

centration of 0-5 mg. in 100 ml., the methyl red standard to a concentration of

2 mg. in 100 ml.

The sura of A, B and C was often 70% or more of the amount of biliverdin

used. In many cases however the protein precipitate after extraction still con-

tained as much as 70-80% of the total pigment. These precipitates were always
yellow and did not contain an appreciable amount of biliverdin, which was
much less adsorbed on the proteins than bilirubin. The pigment contained in

the precipitate therefore was assumed to be bilirubin.

The rate of reduction is estimated with a maximum error of about ± 10% of

the original biliverdin.

Glucose and biliverdin. In a number of experiments with liver slices of the

guinea-pig and the rat no accelerating action of glucose on the aerobic reduction

of biliverdin was found, but in other experiments a distinct acceleration was
observed like that reported above with liver slices of the starved guinea-pig

(Exp. 16, Table I). Glucose has also been found to accelerate the anaerobic

reduction in guinea-pig liver slices (Exp. 2, Table V), in washed brei of the fowl

(Exp. 21, Table VIII), and the eat (Exp. 23, Table VIII), and somewhat with the

enzyme preparation of guinea-pig’s Uvor (Exps. 3, 4 and 5, Table X). With
washed brei and with enzyme mixture the acceleration was however much less

marked than in those experiments with slices where it had been observed.

These observations and the fact that lactic acid is a suitable hydrogen donator

for biliverdin make it probable that glucose is first glycolysed and the lactic

acid thus formed acts as hydrogen donator.

The gluC/Ose dehydrogenase of the liver had also to be taken into account.

This enzyme was prepared from horse liver according to the procedure of

Harrison [1933]. The amounts of enzyme and coenzyme used corresponded to

0*8 g. of acetone-liver. In anoth( r experiment cozymase was added.

Table XI. Reduction of biliverdin and of methylene blue by

the glucose dehydrogenase system of horse liver.

Exp. No. 1 2 3 4

Enzyme (ml.) 0*4 0-4 0*4 0-4

Coenzyme (ml.) 0-5 — 0-5 —
Cozyma^e (12 units) (ml.) — 10 — 10
Glucose 2 M (ml.) 0*2 0-2 0-2 0-2

Methylene blue 1 ; 5000 (ml.) — — 0-4 0-4

Biliverdin 3 m^. (ml.)

Phosphate buffer pH 7*6 (ml.)

0-2 0-2 —
0-20*7 0-2 0-7

Reduction 0-0 mj?. 0-6 mg. 60 min. 15 min.

in 50 hours in 50 hours

Table XI shows that the enzyme preparation was somewhat less active

to methylene blue than that of Harrison. The reduction of biliverdin which is

caused is so small and slow that it remains doubtful whether the enzyme acts

at all with biliverdin. This action is certainly much slower than that with
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methylene blue, although the amount of methylene blue used was 20 times

smaller than that of biliverdin.

The amount of acetone-liver from which enzyme and coenzyme had been

obtained, corresponded to at least 5 times the amount of fresh liver tissue used

for the qualitative anaerobic experiments in which almost complete reduction

had been obtained in 4 hours. Unless the greater part of the enzyme present in

the fresh liver was destroyed by the preparation, we conclude that glucose

dehydrogenase cannot play a role in biliverdin reduction in the liver.

Lactate and biliverdin. It has been shown in experiments with washed liver

brei (Exps. 7 and 14, Table VIII), and with “liver enzyme” (Exps. 6 and 7,

Table X), that lactate is effective as hydrogen donator for biliverdin. Table XII
shows that the rate of reduction of biliverdin with lactate in presence of “liver

enzyme” is much greater than that caused by glucose dehydrogenase.

The amount of “liver enzyme” was the same as used for the qualitative

experiments and corresponded to about 0-4 g. liver.

Table XII. Reductimi of biliverdin and of methylene blue by

la^ctic dehydrogenase of guineu-pig liver.

Exp. No. . 1 2 3 4 5 6

Enzyme (ml.) 3 — 3 3 3 3
Heated enzyme (ml.) — 3 — — — —
Cozymaee, 12 units (ml.) — 1 1 1 1

Lactate 1 % (ml.)

Methylene blue 1 : .5000 (ml.)

0-4.5 0-45 — 0-45 —
— — — — 1 1

Biliverdin 3 mg. (ml.) 1 1 1 1 — —
Phosphate buffer pH 7-6 (ml.) 2-55 2-55 1-55 2 1-55 2
Reduction 1-5 mg.

in 16 hours
No 1‘.5 mg.

in 16 hours
No 30 min. 38 min.

Cozymase did not cause a reduction of biliverdin whether without or with
enzyme (Exp. 4), and did not accelerate the rati^ of biliverdin reduction with
lactic acid (cf. Exps. 3 and 1). The enzymic nature of the reduction follows from
the fact that heating of the enzyme destroys its activity (Exp. 2). The rate of

methylene blue reduction cannot be established quite clearly since cozymaso
produces a considerable speed of reduction of methylene blue hy the “liver

enzyme*’ without substrate. From the difference of the reduction times with
and without lactate one can estimate that the lactic dehydrogenase system brings

about the reduction of an amount of methylene blue equivalent to 3 mg. blU-

verdin in approximately 18 hours. This cal(;ulation is very inaccurate, but it

allows the statement that lactic dehydrogenase does not react much more slowly

with biliverdin than with methylene blue, at least if low concentrations of lactate
are used. The lactic acid dehydrogenase system probably accounts for a con-
siderable part of the biliverdin reduction in the liver.

It was considered interesting to investigate whether lactic acid dehydro-
genase from other sources would be equally capable of using biliverdin as hydro-
gen acceptor. Table XIII shows that an enzyme prepared from zymin of bottom

Table XIII. Reduction of biliverdin and of methylene blue by
yeast lactic acid dehydrogenase.

Enzyme
ml.

Lactate
0-5 iV

ml.

Methylene
blue

1 ; 6000
ml.

BiUverdin
3 mg,
ml.

Phosphate
buffer

pH 7-6

ml. Reduction

3 1 1*5 — 1-6 15 min.
3 1 — 1 2 0-6 mg. in 48 hours
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yeast aocording to Bemheim [1928] was very powerful in reducing methylene
blue even without cozymase but was almost inactive towards biliverdin,

although an optimum concentration of lactate was used.

Alcohol and biliverdin. Alcohol has been shown to increase the rate of bili-

verdin reduction by washed liver brei (Exp. 15, Table VIII), and by “liver

enzyme” (Exps. 8 and 9, Table X). Table XIV shows that liver enzyme mixture

with alcohol as substrate reduces biliverdin rapidly. As in the case of lactic

acid dehydrogenase there is no great difference between methylene blue and
biliverdin as hydrogen acceptors, but the same difficulties prevent an exact

determination of the rate of reduction of methylene blue. The reduction time of

an amount of methylene blue equivalent to 3 mg. biliverdin can be roughly

estimated to be 18 hours.

Table XIV. Reduction of biliverdin and of methylene blue by alcohol

dehydrogenase from guinea-pig liver.

Exp. No. ... 1 2 3 4 5

Enzyme (ml.) 3 3 3 3

Heated enzyme (ml.) — — — — •>,

Oozymase, 12 units (ml.) 1 1
— i 1

Alcohol 80 mg. (ml.) 0*1 — 0*1 01 0*1

Methylene blue 1 : 6000 (ml.) 1 1 — — —
Biliverdin 3 mg. (ml.) — 1 1 1

Phosphate buffer pH 7*6 (ml.) 1*9 2*0 2*9 1*9 1*9

Heduction 30 min. 38 min. 2’4r mg. 2*4 mg. No
in 16 hours in 16 hours

Succinate and biliverdin. Succinate (0*02 M) has been shown above to

accelerate biliverdin reduction in washed liver very little if at all (Exp. 16,

Table VIII), somewhat more in some experiments with “liver enzyme ” (Exp. 10,

Table X), The experiment set up to estimate the amount of bilirubin formed by
succinate and “liver enzyme * failed however to show any reduction in 18 hours,

beyond the small reduction given by the enzyme without substrate.

Succinic dehydrogenase of bottom yeast was prepared from zymin according

to Bernheim [1928]. Table XV shows that it caused biliverdin reduction, being

a stronger succinic dehydrogenase than the “liver enzyme” (the reduction time

of 7*5 times the amount of methylene blue was only twice as long). It is probable

that the failure to obtain reduction with the “liver enzyme” was due to a

destruction of the rather sensitive enzyme during the long period necessary for

reduction of 3 mg. biliverdin. We found also that 1*5 ml. methylene blue

(1 : 1000) could not be completely decolorized by “liver enzyme” in presence of

succinate. Even so, the succinic dehydrogenase system reacts much more slowly

with biliverdin than it does with methylene blue.

Table XV. Reduction of biliverdin and of methylene blue by succinate in

presence of liver enzyme'^ and of succinic dehydrogenase from bottom yeast.

Exp. No. ... 1 2 3 4 5 6

Liver enzyme (ml.) 3 3 3 — —
Yeast enzyme (ml.) — — — 3 3 3 (heated)

Succinate 1% (ml.) 2 2 2 2
.>

2

Methylene blue 1 : 6000 (ml.) 1 — — — — —
Methylene blue 1 : 1000 (ml) — 1*5 — 1*5 — 1*5

Biliverdin 3 mg. (ml.)

Phosphate buffer pH 7*6 (ml.)

— — 1 — 1 —
1 0*5 1 0*5 1 0*6

Reduction 24 min. >24 hours Trace in

18 hours
46 min. 1*5 mg.

in 18 hours
Trace in

18 hours
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Citric add and biliverdin. Citrate has been found active in reducing biliverdin

in both washed Kver brei (Exps, 9 and 17, Table VIII) and liver enzyme*'

(Exp. 11, Table X). The quantitative experiment (Exp, 2, Table XVI) con-

firms that the citric dehydrogenase system is little .inferior to lactic dehydro-

genase in biliverdin reduction. The “liver enzyme" citric dehydrogenase is

only slightly more active to methylene blue (Exp. 1) than to biliverdin. Citric

dehydrogenase was also prepared from horse acetone-liver according to Bemheim
[1928] with removal of haemoglobin. Its activity was slightly less than that of

the guinea-pig “liver enzyme" (Exps. 3 and 4). It did not reduce methylene

blue without substrate (Exp. 5) and it was destroyed by heating (Exp. 6).

Table XVI. Reducticm of biliverdin and of methylene blue by citric dehydro-

genases from guinea-pig liver enzyme and from horse acetone liver.

Exp. No. ... 1 2 3 4 5 6

Guinea-pig liverenzyme(ml.) 3 3 — — — —
Horse liver enzyme (ml.) — 3 3 3 3 (heated)

Citrate 1 % (ml.) 1 1 1 1 1 1

Methylene blue 1 : 1000 (ml.) 1*5 — 1-5 — 1-5 1*5

Biliverdin 3 mg. (ml.) — 1 — 1 — —
Phosphate bufferpH 7*6 (ml.) 1-5 2 1*5 2 in 1*5

Reduction 19 hours 1 mg. 27 hours
in 16 hours

2 1 mg.
in 48 hours

No No

Aldehydes and xanthine as hydrogen donators for biliverdin. Acetaldehyde has

been found to be the most efficient hydrogen donator for biliverdin in experi-

ments with liver enzyme preparation (Exp. 14, Table X), and salicylaldehyde

(Exp. 15, Table X) to be similarly active. These experiments were confirmed by
roughly quantitative experiments (Exps. 1 and 5, Table XVII), Acetaldehyde

reduces biliverdin rapidly in presence of “liver enzyme" preparation (Exp. 1),

whereas the enzyme without substrate (Exp. 2) reduces very little. Salicyl-

aldehydo (Exp. 5) is hardly less active; increasing its concentration above
0*004 M makes no difference. Neither aldehyde alone causes any reduction

(cf. Exps. 4 and 8, Table XIX).
It was to be expected that the xanthine oxidase of the liver would reduce

biliverdin and it has been shown above (Table IX) that the “liver enzyme"
preparation from guinea-pig’s liver contains xanthine oxidase. Experiments
with xanthine oxidase from milk seemed to support the view that the reduction

of biliverdin by aldehydes was caused by this enzyme. Two kinds of pre-

parations were employed : the caseinogen preparation of Dixon & Thurlow [1924]
and a preparation according to an unpublished method of Dixon and Lemberg,
which we shall call here “globulin preparation". The latter is obtained in the
following way. Milk is saturated with sodium chloride and the casoinogen-fat

precipitate is removed by filtration. From the filtrate the enzyme is now pre-

cipitated with ammonium sulphate. The precipitate is dissolved in water, re-

precipitated by half-saturation with ammonium sulphate and dissolved in 0*2 M
phosphate buffer pH 7*6. The caseinogen preparation was employed as solution

in the same buffer. These enzymes caused a strong reduction of biliverdin by
acetaldehyde (Exps. 1 and 5, Table XVIIl) and by salicylaldehyde (Exp. 9,

Table XVIII). No reduction was observed with formaldehyde.
Xanthine did not however cause a biliverdin reduction either with “liver

enzyme" of the guinea-pig (Exps. 13, Table X; Exp. 7, Table XVII) or with
xanthine oxidase from milk (Exp. 11, Table XVIII). For complete reduction of
the amount of biliverdin used for these experiments it was necessary to use a
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xanthine concentration above that found optimum by Dixon & Thurlow [1924].

The possibility cannot yet be excluded that the access of biliverdin to the
enzyme surface is prevented by excess xanthine more effectively than that of
methylene blue, and that lower concentrations of xanthine would cause reduction

of biliverdin. We have tried to verify this by using 0-0004 M xanthine which
should still suffice to reduce 1-5 mg. of the 3 mg. of biliverdin added. If there is a
reduction—^in some instances the reduction with xanthine was slightly greater

than in the control—^it is certainly very small.

It can be shown indeed that the enzyme preparations activate aldehydes for

the reaction with biliverdin in another way. A large part of the catalytic action

of the “enzyme mixture” and of milk xanthine oxidase on acetaldehyde is not
due to an enzymic action at all, since an enzyme solution boiled for 3 min.

proved no less active (Exp. 3, Table XVII ;
Exps. 3 and 7, Table XVIII). Heated

liver enzyme alone (Exp. 4, Table XVII) reduces biliverdin very little, heated
milk enzymes (Exps. 4 and 8, Table XVIII) slightly more. Salicylaldehyde

differs from acetaldehyde in being much less activated by “heated enzymes”
(Exp. 6, Table XVII; Exp. 10, Table XVUl).

Table XVII. Reduction of biliverdin by liver enzyme^^ of the

guinea-pig with aldehydes and xanthine.

Exp. No. ... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Enzyme (ml.) 3 3 3 3 3 3 3
heated heated heated

Acetaldehyde (ml.) 1 — 1 ~ — — —
Salicylaldehyde* (ml.) — — — — 1 1 —
Xanthine 4 mg. (ml.) — — — — — — 1

Biliverdin 3 mg. (ml.) I 1 1 1 1 1 1

Phosphate bulferpH 7-6 (ml.) 2 3 2 3 2 2 2.
Reduction in 16 hours 2*7 mg. <0-2 mg. 2-1 mg. <0-2 mg. 2-7 mg. 0-6 mg. <0*2 mg.

* 4 and 50 mg. of salicylaldehyde gave the same result.

Table XVIII. Reduction of biliverdin by aldehydes and xanthine in

presence of xanthine oxidase from milk.

Exp. No. ... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Caseinogen prep. 200 mg. (ml.) 3 3 — — — — — — 3 — 3
Oasoinogen heated (ml.) — — 3 3 — — — — — 3 —
Globulin prep, (ml.) — — — — 3 3 — — — — —
Globulin prop, heated (ml.) — — — — — — 3 3 — — —
Acetaldehyde 5% (ml.) 1 — 1 — 1 — 1 — — —
Salicylaldehyde 4 mg. (ml.) — — — — — — — — 1 1 —
Xanthine 1 mg. (ml.) — — — — — — — — — — 1

Biliverdin 3 mg. (ml.) 11111111111
Phosphate buffer pH 7*0 (ml.) 23232323222
Reduction in 16 hours 3 <0-2 3 0-3 1*6 <0*2 1-5 0*3 2*1 0*6 <0*2

mg. mg. mg.* mg. mg. mg. mg. mg. mg. mg. mg.

* In 5 hours less biliverdin was reduced in Exp. 3 than in Exp. 1.

With caseinogen preparation the reduction by the unheated preparation

(Exp. 1) was faster (after 5 hours) than that by the heated preparation (Exp. 3)

;

after 17 hours, reduction was complete in both cases. With the globulin pre-

paration no difference was observed between heated and unheated enzymes

(Exps. 5 and 7). Without aldehyde the heated preparations caused a slight

reduction, somewhat more than heated liver enzyme.

These results prove the presence of a heat-stable catalyst in the preparations

from liver and milk activating the reduction of biliverdin with acetaldehyde and
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to a minor degree ivith ealicylaldehyde. The experiments of Table XIX show
that this catalyst is nonspecific. ,

Table XIX. BeebicUon, of bUiverdin by ddekydM in presence of aminch

Exp. No. ... 1 2

Egg albumin 200 mg. (ml.) 3 —
E^ albumin 200 mg. heated (ml.) — 3
G^oine 200 mg. (ml.) — —
Acetaldehyde 6% (ml.) I 1

Salicylaldehyde 4 mg. (ml.) — —
Biliverdin 3 mg. (ml.) 1 1

Phosphate buffer pH 7*6 (ml.) 2 2
Reduction in 18 hours 2*1 3*0

mg. mg.

3

3

1

1

2
3*0

mg.

4 5 6 7 8

-^111111111
6 2 2 2 5
No No No 0*9 No

mg.

9

3

10

3

1 1

3 3
No <0*2

mg.

Egg albumin (Exp. 1), hoat-coagulated egg albumin (Exp. 2) and glycine

(Exp. 3) are able to activate acetaldehyde. Salicylaldehyde (Exps. 5-7) is also

activated by glycine, but distinctly less so, andnot byegg albumin. Exps. 9 and 10

are controls with egg albumin and heat-coagulated egg albumin showing that

there is no reduction, or only a very slight one, without substrate. Xanthine,

as would be expected, is not activated by amino-compounds. Exps. 4 and 8

show that the aldehydes need activation to react with biliverdin.

That amino-compounds activate aldehydes also towards methylene blue has

been found by Haehn [1926]. This system has been studied in detail by Lieben &
Getreuer [1932; 1934]; it probably involves the formation of Schiff’s bases. The
reduction of methylene blue by aldehydes in presence of amino-compounds
however requires a higher temperature (75®) than that of biliverdin and at 37®

its velocity is negligible.

These observations explain the rapid reduction of biliverdin by acetaldehyde

in presence of liver enzyme or of milk xanthine oxidase, but not sufficiently the

reduction by salicylaldehyde. This aldehyde is not much activated by the h(5at-

stable system, and the observations on biliverdin reduction by xanthine do not

make it probable that the strong reducing action of salicylaldehyde on biliverdin

can be explained by the action of xanthine oxidase.

Since however biliverdin reduction is complicated by the action of the heat-

stable system and its rate cannot be determined very accurately, experiments

with methylene blue and guinea-pig liver enzyme were carried out. We have
compared the velocities of methylene blue decoloration by aldehydes* and
xanthine in presence of liver and milk enzyme preparations, and have, in contrast

to Booth [1935], arrived at the conclusion that the activation of aldehydes in the

liver—at least as far as guinea-pig's and rabbit's liver is concerned—cannot be
satisfactorily explained by the assumption that aldehydes are activated by the

one enzyme, xanthine oxidase, alone. These experiments will be described in a
second paper. They make it probable that the activation of salicylaldehyde

towards biliverdin is due to the action of an aldehyde dehydrogenase different

from xanthine oxidase.

This aldehyde dehydrogenase works with acetaldehyde also. Against this one
might object that no considerable difference has been found between the actions

of unheated and heated “liver enzymes" with acetaldehyde (cf. Exps. 1 and 3,

Table XVII). A comparison of the experiments with uiiheated and heated egg
albumin (Exps. 1 and 2, Table XIX), however, shows that heat-coagulation

increases the efficacy of the proteins so that the activation due to the heat-labile

enzyme system is greater than appears from the experiments of Table XVII.
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Seduction of hiliverdin by non-enzymic reducers. Ascorbic acid when added to

washed liver brei has been shown above (Exps. 12 and 19, Table VIII) to cause

reduction of biliverdin. The roughly quantitative experiment shows, however,

that the reduction by vitamin C is not rapid.

3 mg. of biliverdin (dissolved in 0*1 ml. 0*2 N NaOH) were incubated at 37®

under nitrogen with a solution of 10 mg. pure crystalline ascorbic acid (B.D.H.)

in 5 ml. phosphate buffer pH 7*6. After 24 hours the solution was green-brown

and 0*9 mg. of biliverdin had been reduced.

Crystalline glutathione did not cause a reduction of biliverdin in washed
Uver brei (Exp. 11, Table VIII), nor was any reduction observed when biliverdin

was incubated for 3 days at 37° under nitrogen with a solution of 10 mg. crystal-

line glutathione in phosphate buffer pH 7*6. With impure ('‘deliquescent”)

glutathione a slow and partial reduction was obtained.

Reduction of mesobiUverdin in the liver. Like biliverdin, mesobiliverdin can

act as hydrogen acceptor to the dehydrogenase systems of the liver. When 3 mg,
of mesobiliverdin were inimbated under liquid paraffin witli guinea-pig liver

slices these became intensely yellow after 1 hour, and after 16 hours the tissue

was filled with fine needles of mesobilirubin. The heat-stable aldehyde-amino-

corapound system also reduces mesobiliverdin. Of 3 mg. mesobiliverdin 1*8 mg.
were reduced after 16 hours’ incubation with acetaldehyde and heated or

unheated 'iiver enzyme” of the guinea-pig. The mesobilirubin crystallized from
chloroform in the typical crystal forms and gave positive Gmelin and Van den
Bergh reactions.

Discussion.

The experimental data of this paper supply evidence that biliverdin is

reduced to bilirubin in animal tissues, particularly in the liver, spleen, kidney

and brain, speedily enough to allow the assumption that biliverdin is the primary

product of haemoglobin breakdown, and that bilirubin results by a reduction of

biliverdin in the body. These facts alone offer, of course, no positive evidence

that biliverdin is the primary bile pigment, but, taken together with the in vitro

model of haemoglobin breakdown in an earlier paper [Lemberg, 19351, and with

chemical considerations, they strengthen the evidence in favour of this hypo-

thesis.
^

Since the liver of the majority of species reduces biliverdin at a rate which
greatly surpasses the slow rate of haemoglobin breakdown (quantitative evidence

is offered for human and guinea-pig livers), one can hardly expect to find

biliverdin in liver bile, even under conditions of increased haemoglobin break-

down.
The bilirubin excreted from the liver into the bile is the so-called ‘"direct”

bilirubin, insoluble in organic solvents and giving a direct Van den Bergh
reaction. We have observed that reduction of biliverdin by liver enzymes yields

a mixture of “direct” and “indirect” bilirubins. Further study is necessary,

particularly in order to show whether the stable combination of bilirubin with

liver protein, which probably explains the properties of the direct bilirubin, is

linked up with the reduction mechanism, or whether it occurs independently of it.

Beduction of biliverdin was observed in all tissues although less markedly

elsewhere than in liver, spleen, kidney and brain. Blood was found to be unable

to reduce biliverdin, although it retarded bilirubin oxidation. The reduction of

biliverdin must therefore occur before this enters the blood stream. It is never-

theless felt that the extra-hepatic bilirubin pigment formation can be explained

in the same way, since the principal sites of bile pigment formation were found
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to have a strong reducing action on biliverdin. One might object that in certain

conditions (e.g. blood extravasations) considerable bilirubin formation is

observed so that the relatively small reducing power, e.g. of muscle tissue,

would not account for a sufficiently rapid reduction. The tissues however under
these conditions are not comparable with normal tissue examined in slices in

aerated solution, and nothing, moreover, is known about the reducing power
within the phagocytic cells which are amassed in such haemorrhages and in

which the haemoglobin breakdown occurs. One instance where extensive

haemorrhages lead to formation of biliverdin and not of bilirubin is known, viz.

the formation of uteroverdin in the dog s placenta [Lemberg & Barcroft, 1932],

and biliverdin has often been observed side by side with bilirubin in the tissues.

Liver tissue was found to prevent bilirubin oxidation and for this reason the

finding of biliverdin in fresh bile, particularly in liver bile, is important evidence.

Biliverdin has been found in the bile mainly under conditions in which the

storage of substrates (e.g. glycogen) in the liver can be considered as diminished

:

in the bile of starving animals, or in transfusion experiments with frog’s liver.

(In our experiments, frog’s liver showed a smaller reducing power than mam>
malian or avian livers.) It has been shown in this paper that the dehydrogenase
systems of the liver play an important role in biliverdin reduction. Hence, the

impoverishment of the liver with regard to substrates will decrease its reducing

power.

The substances capable of producing reduction of biliverdin in the liver are

aldehydes, glucose, lactic acid, alcohol, citrate, ascorbic acid and to a loss extent

succinate. Ascorbic acid does not react rapidly with biliverdin, and some of the

dehydrogenase systems reduce it more rapidly than ascorbic acid, so that the
reduction of biliverdin camiot be explained by an assumption of a catalytic role

of ascorbic acid. Aldehydes are activated to react with biliverdin by proteins

as heat-stable catalysts and by an aldehyde dehydrogenase probably different

from xanthine oxidase, whereas it is doubtful whether the last-mentioned enzyme
can react with biliverdin, since xanthine could not be used as substrate.

The liver dehydrogenases capable of producing a rapid reduction of biliverdm

are lactic dehydrogenase, alcohol dehydrogenase, and (somewhat less) citric

dehydrogenase. It was interesting to see how the different systems would react

with a hydrogen acceptor which, in contradistinction to methylene blue, is

physiological, although of limited imjK>rtance in this role in the body. Biliverdin,

moreover, does not appear to form a reversible redox system with bilirubin. Wo
hav<^ been unable to observe any reaction either of bilirubin with methylene blue

or of biliverdin with leucomethylene blue under nitrogen. All dehydrogenase
systems act more quickly with methylene blue, but in some of them (alcohol,

citric and lactic dehydrogenases) the difference is less marked than in others
(glucose, succinic and aldehyde dehydrogenases), and no action of biliverdin was
observed with yeast lactic dehydrogenase or with xanthine oxidase. The heat-

stable aldehyde-protein system is the only one found to react more rapidly with
biliverdin than with methylene blue.

The study of the action of dehydrogenases on the reduction of biliverdin is,

admittedly, still incomplete. Some of the more important dehydrogenases of the
liver (e.g. hexosephosphate dehydrogenases, glycerophosphate dehydrogenase)
have not yet been investigated. This might bo the reason why the action of the
established reducing systems appears not quite sufficient to account for the
reduction actually observed in the tissues. Of those dehydrogenases found to
reduce biliverdin rapidly, only lactic dehydrogenase is supposed to play an
important role in the liver, wWeas other important enz3nne systems, such as
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glucose dehydrogenase, succinic dehydrogenase and xanthine oxidase, were not
very active or inactive with biliverdin. On the other hand, an exact comparison
between the rate of reduction in the tissue and that with the isolated enzyme
systems is, of course, impossible for many reasons.

Note by R. Lernherg.

The observations described above show that mesobillverdin is reduced in the tissues to meso-

bilirubin, and that it is reduced by the heat-stable aldehyde S3r8tem like biliverdin.

Siedel [1935] has recently observed that mesobiliverdin if injected subcutaneously disappears

more rapidly than mesobilirubm and has assumed for this reason that it plays a physiological role

as the “blue colour” of traumatic haemorrhages without, however, offering evidence for this

assumption.

Siedel [1935] disputes the identity of the nuclear structure of mesobiliverdin with that of

biliverdin, and hence the propriety of using the name “ mesobiliverdin ” for the substance -which

Fischer and his school call “glaucobilin”. On the former point I have adduced evidence which

I consider conclusive [Lemberg, 1934, 1; 1935]. Both compounds contain two atoms of hydrogen

less than the corresponding nibins and are obtained from these in the same way; both are obtained

from the corresponding haemins in the same way. In the typical properties (formation of salts

and forrichlorides, solubility and basicity, light absorption of the hydrochlorides and behaviour to

oxidizing agents) the tw'o compounds show no difteronccs. In the meantime Fischer and his

school have admitted that glaucobilin constitutes the green, and not the blue, oxidation stage of

mesobilirubin. In his recent paper Siedel has brought experimental evidence against his earlier

hypothesis that the presumable structural differences of the tetrapyrrenc systems in biliverdin

and mesobiliverdin were duo to a “keto-enol” isomerism (better called lactim-lactam isomerism).

In spite of this and of the principal objections raised against this assumption by Lemberg [1935],

Siedel has not yet abandoned this hypothesis. There are slight differences in colour of the crystals

in thin layers (both biliverdin and raesohiliverdin crystals are “steel-blue”) and of the neutral

solutions (those of mesobiliverdin being a purer blue than those of biliverdin), but I do not feel

that they justify the assumption of a genuine structural difference. They are either caused by tho

difference in the side-chains, or by their influence on the fine structure which our formulae are too

coarse to express. These differences disappear on salt formation. I have never observed a blue

colour ofmesobiliverdin hydrochloride ; in the one case which Siedel perhaps had in mind in making

his statement I have proved that the blueness ofthe colour was due to admixture of mesobiliviolin.

Against the use of the name “mesobiliverdin” Siedel refers to the fact that Fischer has thus

designated the compound obtained by autoxidation of mesobilirubin in alkaline solution. He has

overlooked tho fact that I have isolated this compound and have identified it with “glaucobilin ”,

this being an important reason for preserving the older and well-fitting name. Since the verdins

are indicator substances it does not matter to w'hich colour, blue or green, the name applies.

“Oooyan” was used for biliverdin, Inscause in the egg shells the colour is predominantly blue,

“ uteroverdin ” because in the tissue the colour is green. Mesobiliverdui also gives a green colour

to tissue and not a blue one as Siedel assumes.

The use of inappropriate names by Fischer's school makes the understanding of bile pigment

chemistry unnecessarily difficult to a wider circle of scientists. A name like “ferrobilin” for the

ferrichloride of mesobiliverdin [Fischer et al. 1932] is unnecessary and causes mistakes when

employed to designate both ferrichloride and feiribromide as has been done in this paper. The term
“ mesobiliviolin ” is used by Siedel for a compound isomeric with mesobilirubin synthesized by

him, without even mentioning the fact that the same name is applied to an oxidation product of

mesobilirubin [Lemberg, 1934, 2]. Names like “copromesobiliviolin” are misleading once the

prefix “copro” has been chosen to designate the kind of side-chains (“coproporphyriu”, “oopro-

biliverdin ”). Since the non-identity of urobilinogen (from both faeces and urine) with meso-

bilirubinogen (Watson, Lemberg) has been established, and has been confirmed by Fischer, the

terms urobilinogen and urobilin should no longer be applied for the artificial products. Nor can 1

see any reason for replacing my term mesobilierythrin by mesobilirhodin.

Sieders remarks on the constitution of the phycobilins will be discussed in a forthcoming paper.

Bioohem. 1936 xxx 75
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SUMMABY.

Under anaerobic conditions biliverdin is reduced to bilirubin by all tissues

of the guinea-pig investigated, skin being an exception, and also under aerobic

conditions in liver, spleen, kidney and brain. The livers of all animals investigated

were found to possess this strong reducing power for biliverdin, frog’s liver

alone being found distinctly less reducing than others. The significance of these

findings, on the hypothesis that biliverdin is the primary bile pigment, is dis-

cussed.

Biliverdin and mesobiliverdin are reduced to the corresponding rubins by
zinc dust in ammoniacal solution, and mesobiliverdin is also reduced by liver

tissue.

The reduction of biliverdin in gumea-pig liver is caused by a number of

dehydrogenase systems and by ascorbic acid. Aldehydes, glucose, lactate,

alcohol, citrate and formate wore found to act as hydrogen donators to biliverdin

in the presence of liver enzymes, less so succinate. Glucose dehydrogenase is

slightly active, but the greater part of the activity of glucose is due to glycolytic

breakdown. Aldehydes are activated by proteins (a heat-stable system worldng
particularly with acetaldehyde, and much faster with biliverdin than with

methylene blue) and by an aldehyde dehydrogenase, probably different from
xanthine oxidase. The other substrates mentioned above are activated by their

specific dehydrogenases.

The bilirubin resulting from the reduction of biliverdin by liver enzymes
was sometimes observed to possess the properties of "'direct*' bilirubin.

Our thanks are due to Dv Ingram and to the Hospital authorities for great

facilitation of this research.

Mr N. Henry has given us his valuable help in several preparations and
experiments.
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The important metabolic role of phosphorus is fairly well understood in the
animal kingdom and in some of the fungi but is still relatively obscure in the
higher plants.

Among the methods which might be used to obtain more information as to

the significance of phosphorus for plant life is that of following the provision of
mechanisms for its utilization by different parts of the plant at different stages

of development. An attempt is made to adopt this method in the work reported.

The most important mechanism for the utilization of phosphorus by plants and
animals is believed to be the synthesis and hydrolysis of phosphoric esters by
the group of enzymes termed phosphatases.

If it be granted that the availability of phosphorus for the plant does indeed
de}iend on this mechanism then, since it is a general observation that the

appearance of the necessary enzyme in biological situations is coincident as to

time and place with the occurrence of its substrate and reaction i>roduets, a study
of the presence and concentration of phosphatase in the different regions of the

plant at successive stages of its life history would not only elucidate the role of

phosphatase in the higher plants but might also provide data for an attack on
the general problem of their phosphorus metabolism.

Unfortunately as yet wo can seldom isolate enzymes in a pure form, nor can
wc determine them by purely chemical methods. The only practical way to

study their presence quantitatively is to determine their activity, i.e. the rate

at which they decompose suitable substrates, and this method has been used in

this investigation.

Method.

Various extracting liquids were tested but in no case did any solv^ent remove
the enzyme completely from the plant tissue. For this reason powdered tissue,

in place of the usual extract, was incubated with the substrate. To obtain the

powdered tissue fresh plant material was ground to a paste which was spread

out in a thin layer on a clock glass and dried in a rapid current of air at room
temperature. The dried material was then ground lightly to a fine powder. This

procedure was found to be satisfactory and did not entail any serious loss of

enzyme activity. The true dry-matter content of this powdered tissue was
determined by heating aliquots in an oven at 56° to constant weight.

As substrate for the determination of the enzyme activity 5% sodium

jS-glycerophosphate was chosen for several reasons: (1) it is a naturally occurring

compound, (2) it is stable in acid solution, (3) it is readily obtainable, (4) other

investigators working with plant phosphatases have used it successfully.

The substrate solution was adjusted to pH 6*8 because, as seen from the

figures in Table I, the optimum pH for the activity of bean phosphatase on
sodium j3-glyoerophosphate lies between pH 5*6 and 5*9. Whilst the optimum pH

( 1171 )
75—2
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for the activities ofthe phosphatases ofthe other plants used in this investigation

was not determined, the substrate was always adjusted topH 5*8. This procedure

will, however, not affect the validity of the conclusions because no attempt is

made to compare phosphatase activities as between different plants*

Table I. effect of pH on the activity of plant phoaphataae obtained by

a Moroform-water extract of the Canada Wonder*' bean,

mg. inorganio phosphorus released.

Time of hydrolysis

Average pH
r

j hour 2 hours*

4*2 012 0-33

4-6 0-20 003
.50 0-29 0-84

5-5 0-32 0-96

5*9 0-33 0-94

6*2 0*30 0-87

7-2 0*10 0-26

* Average of two experiments.

For the quantitative estimation of phosphatase activity duplicate portions

of 0'5 g. of the powdered tissue in 15 ml. of distilled water were brought to 37*5®

in a water-bath. The substrate, 10 ml. of 5% jS-glycerophosphate solution at

pH 5-8, previously warmed to the same temperature, was then added. Three
3-ml. samples of each were taken at intervals of 5 min. and delivered instantly

into 10 ml. of 7% trichloroacetic acid. The inorganic phosphate released by the

action of tissue phosphatase was estimated by the Briggs [1924] colorimetric

method in each duplicate. Control experiments were always conducted to deter-

mine the inorganic phosphate of the plant tissue itself. The amount of enzyme
present is expressed as the number of mg. of inorganic phosphorus released in

1 min. by the action of the phosphatase present in 1 g. of dry plant tissue on 2%
sodium )8-glycerophosphate. This figure was obtained from the progress curve by
interpolation.

Experiments were performed which show that the inorganic phosphorus
released under these conditions, making due allowance for experimental error, is

proportional to enzyme concentration, Table II.

Table II. Relation of the plant phosphatase activity to its concentration.

Amounts of Phosphorus released

powdered t
— —

^

tissue Zero ^

—

xjc
f
— A

s

used (g.) time mg- mg. xjc mg. xjc

007 0-00 0-87 12-4 1-50 21 *.5 2*19 31*2
0-06 0-00 0-74 12-3 1*37 22*8 2*(K) 33*3
005 000 0*67 13*5 1*22 24*4 1*75 36*0
004 0-00 0-46 11*6 0*95 23*7 1*42 36*5
003 0-00 0-38 12*8 0*75 24*9 108 36*0

a; £=Phosphorus released. C=r Weights of tissue.

Experimental procedure and results.

Bean, potato, radish and wheat plants were used in these studies. Three
different populations of beans were grown, two of the variety Canada Wonder
and one of the Pencil Pod type. One population of Canada Wonder bean and
the Pencil Pod beans were grown in soil. The second population of Canada
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Wonder beans was grown in a culture solution. For the study of the initial

stages of growth, however, the beans were germinated and grown in moist saw-

dust or cotton-wool.

The culture solution consisted of;

Calcium nitrate 4*0 g. anhydrous salt

Potassium nitrate 1-0 g. „
Potassium dihydrogen phosphate 1-0 g. „
Potassium chloride 0-5 g. „
Magnesium sulphate 1-0 g
Ferric chloride 0 0336g.„
Sodium citrate 0*648 g. crystalline salt

Distilled water 6 lihres

Sodium citrate was used to form a soluble complex salt with iron and so to

prevent the formation of the insoluble iron phosphate.

Canada Wonder beans grown in soil.

The results for the experiments on the Canada Wonder beans grown in

cotton-wool and soil are shown in Table III.

Table III. PhospluUase content of the different parts of Canada
Wonder beans grown in cotton-iDOoL

Days between
Phosphatase

mg. P released by
plating and phosphatase in 1 g. of
sampUng Part of plant dry matter per min.

Ungerminated Testa —
Cotyledon Trace
Germ 0*91

7 Testa
Cotyledon Trace
Leaves 319
Boots 4-89

12 Cotyledon 1-28

Leaves 2-78

Hypocotyl 5-05

Boots 4-20

18 Cotyledon 2-36

Leaves 4-65

Stem 4-70

Boot 411

da Wonder beans grown in soil.

21 Cotyledon 319
Leaves 6-62

Stem 4-51

Boot 2*84

28 Primary leaves 6*63

Young leaves 4C5
Stem I 3-45

Stem 11 313
Boots 2-73

It will be noticed that no phosphatase was found in the testae. In the

cotyledons little enzyme was detect^ during the initial stages of germination,

but later an appreciable quantity of phosphatase appeared. As soon as the

young plant had developed sufficiently to make separation into leaves and roots
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possible, the root tissue was found to possess a greater phosphatase activity than

the leaves. As the leaves developed, the phosphatase activity increased, whilst

in the roots it declined. In the hypocotyl and the stem, as in the case of the roots,

the concentration of enzyme was relatively high during the earlier stages of

development of the plant and fell off rapidly as the plant matured. An experi-

ment dealing with imgerminated seed was also carried out in the following way.

The seed was soaked for 8 hours to soften the testae which were then removed.

The embryo was dissected out from the cotyledons and the phosphatase activities

of the testae, the cotyledons and the embryos were separately determined. It

was found that the embryo alone showed any appreciable phosphatase activity,

and only traces were found in the cotyledons. To judge the enzyme concen-

tration in any particular tissue according to the phosphatase activity shown by
that tissue may be open to the criticism that the possible presence of inhibitors

is not taken into account. The following experiment was conducted to detect

the presence of inhibitors in the cotyledons. Digest flasks wore made up with

both powdered cotyledon tissue and young bean plant tissue, and the phos-

phatase activity of the combined enzyme preparation was compared with the

phosphatase activities of the cotyledons and the plant separately. The results are

shown in Table IV.

Table IV. The eff^t of cotyledon tissue on the activity, of phosphatme
present in other parts of the bean plant.

mg. of phosphorus releascci

Sources of phosphatase
f

Zero time 5 min. 10 min. 15 min.

0*05 g. of powdered tissue of the young
bean plant.

OlX) 0*86 1*47 217

0-05 g. of powdered cotyledons 0*00 0*26 0*53 0*79

0*05 g. of powdered tissue of the young GOO 1*01 1*95 2*76

bean plant, and 0*05 g. of powdered
cotyledons

The figures show that the sum of the amounts of inorganic phosphonis
released by the actions of the cotyledon and the plant separately was equal to

the amount of phosphorus released by the combined actions of the cotyledon

and plant. If inhibitory substances were present in the cotyledons, they would
presumably have affected the activity of phosphatase derived from the young
plant. As no such inactivation was demonstrated, it may be concluded that no
inhibitors were present and that the apparent low activity of the enzyme in the

cotyledons does indeed indicate that only small quantities of phosphatase are

elaborated during the early stages of germination.

The possible effect of variation in the magnesium content in different parts

of the plants on the enzyme activity must be considered. Munemura [1983] has
shown that plant phosphatase, like animal phosphatase, is activated by mag-
nesitnn. He showed that at the optimum pH the maximum increase in activity

obtained is only of the order of 33 % above the dialysed control with
0*002 ilf MgCl2. Concentrations of MgClg from 0-02 if to 0-00002 i/ in the digest

did not vary the activity of the enzyme more than 25% . As the variations in

the phosphatase content foimd in the different parts of the plant were of the
order of 100% ,

the differences demonstrated could not be due to variation in

magnesium content of the plant tissues. Latshaw & Miller [1924] and Ponder
[1929] showed that variations in concentration of magnesium in different parts

of the plant are comparatively small. In experiments preliminary to the work
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here reported 0*002 if MgCl2 in the digest of undialysed extract of ungerminated
beans increased the activity of the enzyme only 10% . The concentration of
magnesium in digests may obviously vary greatly with no significant change in
the activity of the phosphatase.

Caruida W(mder beans grown in culture solution.

Phosphatase determinations on the population of Canada Wonder beans
grown in culture solution were made at irregular intervals until the plants had
completed their full growth and withered. The results of these determinations
on the different parts of the plants are presented in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Phosphatase activity of the bean plant grown in culture solution. Ordinate; mg. inor-

ganic P released from sodium ^-glycerophosphate solution by phosphatase in 1 g. .of dry
matter per minute. Abscissa : days after planting.

Except during the early period of growth there was little phosphatase

activity in the roots. It amounted to only about 20% of that found in the

leaves. The phosphatase concentration in the stem was low except in the early

stages of growth, yet it was higher than in the root. The phosphatase activity in

the stem, after falling to a low level at the end of the third week, remained at

that level with slight variations throughout the growing period. The leaves

appear to be the chief centres of phospliatase activity and, except for the first

few days after germination, they have been shown to possess at least twice as

much phosphatase activity as the stem tissue. The leaves were subdivided into

two classes. The first class consisted of the primary simple loaves. In the second

class were placed the compound leaves. At the first sampling, 9 days after the

beans were planted, the phosphatase activity in the leaves was comparatively

low, only two-thirds of that present in the stem. It must be borne in mind that

at this early stage, the leaves are only partially developed and are still between

the cotyledons. The tnio loaf function is not fully developed. 5 days later, when
the primary leaves were well grown, the phosphatase activity had doubled, but

as the plants became older it show'cd a gradual decrease.

Pencil Pod beans grown in soil.

Only a few pods were obtained from the beans grown in culture solution

because flowers do not give rise to fruit very readily under these conditions.

For this reason a population of beans was grown in soil during its entire life
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history. The variety “Pencil Pod” was used in this set of experiments because

this variety grows more vigorously and more evenly than the Canada Wonder
beans under greenhouse conditions. The results of the determinations made on

Pencil Pod beans are given in Table V.

Table V. PhosphcUase content of the different parts of Pencil Pod
1

Days between

beans grown in $o%L
Phosphatase

mg. P released by
planting and phosphatase in 1 g. of

sampling Part of plant dry matter per min.

13 Leaves 618
Stem 1-93

Root L29

20 Primary leaves 2-48

Compound leaves 2*72

8tem 0*67

Root 0*74

40 Flowers 102
Primary leaves 2-85

Compound leaves 2-61

Stem 0*63

62 Flowers 1-76

Younger pods 1*51

More mature pods 1-47

Leaves 1*66

Stem 0-68

69 Beans 0*47

Pods 108
Leaves 1*64

Stem 0*66

72 Cotyledons without plumules 0*32

Cotyledons with pluroulos 0*33

lioaves 1*08

Stem 0*87

Root 0*52

The phosphatase distribution was found to be very similar to that found in

the population grown in the solution. In these experiments it was possible to

make two determinations on flowers and pods. The results show that phos-

phatase is present in these part^ of the plant. It is present, in fact, in quantities

which are much greater than those found in the stem or root during the later

stages of its life history, although only one-fourth to one-fifth of the maximum
amounts found in the leaf. The developing bean itself contains very small

quantities of the enzyme. One experiment was conducted in which the newly
forming embryo was removed from between the newly forming cotyledons, and
the concentrations of phosphatase in the separated cotyledons were compared
with the phosphatase content of the intact bean. No significant difierences were
obtained in the phosphatase activities of the two preparations.

The potato tuber.

In the bean experiments the greatest phosphatase concentration was found
in the leaves. This fact suggested that the enzyme might be connected with
the carbohydrate metabolism of the plant. It was of importance to determine
whether the concentration of phosphatase varies with the change of reserve
carbohydrate, such as starch, to a more soluble and utilizable form; especially

since phosphorus is always associated with this polysaccharide. Phosphatase
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activity in potato tubers was therefore determined. Analyses were made twice,

36 and 44 days after planting when shoots were well developed. The tubers were
planted in sawdust instead of soil to facilitate the removal of the entire plant at

sampling, and were kept in the greenhouse. In determining the phosphatase
activity of the tuber the outside corky tissue was removed because it would have
been erroneous to consider this inert material as part of the metabolically active

tissue. The results of the experiments are reported in Table VI.

Table VI. The phosphatcLse contents of the different parts of
potato grotvn in sawdust.

Days between
Phosphatase

mg. P released by
planting and phosphatase in 1 g. of
sampling Part of plant dry matter per min.

36 Tuber Trace
Leaves 1*45

Stem 0-81

Root Trace

44 Tuber 0-28

Leaves 1-23

Stem 0*46

Boot 0-17

The distribution of phosphatase was found to be similar to that found in

the bean. The phosphatase concentration is greatest in the leaves, the activity of

the enzyme in the stem is weaker, whereas in the tuber and the roots the activity

of phosphatase falls to a very low level. It appears therefore that phosphatase

is not concerned with the process of transformation of starch into a less complex
carbohydrate since the enzyme was present in very small concentrations in the

tubers where this process takes place.

The radish.

It would have been of interest to study the phosphatase content of the

potato tuber during the reverse process, that is during the period of deposition of

starch, but practical difficulties precluded the performance of this experiment.

Instead, experiments were conducted with radishes to determine whether,

during the deposition of carbohydrate food reserve in the swollen part of the

hypocotyl, the phosphatase increases in that region. A variety of radish was
selected that would produce a **bulb” under greenhouse conditions. The seed

was planted in light soil in wooden boxes, and after 10 days the small plants were

planted out to allow unrestricted development. Samples were taken at this

stage and the results are given in Table VII.

The leaves had the highest concentration of phosphatase. The petioles had
half that concentration, and in the root it was about 40% lower than in the

petioles. 2 weeks later another sample was taken. The plant was subdivided into

the leaf laminae, the petioles, the swelling hypocotyl and the roots. The leaf

again was shown to have the highest phosphatase activity, whereas in the

petioles and the swelling hypocotyl it was much weaker. The enzyme activity in

the root was weaker than in the petiole. When the “bulbs” were well developed

2 weeks later another sample was taken. Allowing for experimental error, no
change in the concentration of the enzyme in the different parts was noticed. If

the phosphatase concentration in any organ is taken as a criterion of its import-

ance for the metabolic process of that organ, the results of the experiments on

radishes indicate that phosphatase plays no important ^mrt in the deposition
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Table VII. The phosphatase content of the differed parts of

Days between

radishes grown in soil.

Phosphatase
mg. P released by

planting and phosphatase in 1 g, of
sampling Part of plant dry matter per min.

11 Leaves 3*84

Petioles 1-68

Hoot M5
25 Leaves 2*20

Petioles 1-37

Swollen hypocotvl and root 103
Root 0-94

Leaves 213
Petioles and stem 1*73

Swollen hypocotyl and root 0'99

Root 1*09

of sugar in the swollen hypocotyl, for the concentration of the enzyme in this

part of the plant was never higher than in the petiole which is morphologically

similar to it.

Wheat,

The plants so far studied, bean, radish and potato, belong to the dicotyle-

dons. It is of interest to learn whether the distribution of phosphatase in the

monocotyledons is similar.

Wheat of the variety Marquis was selected as representative of the mono-
cotyledons. It was impossible to continue the experiments with wheat to the

stage of maturation because the entire wheat population was attacked by loose

smut soon after “heading’’. Three plants were grown in each pot. 2 weeks after

seeding, samples were taken and phosphatase activity was determined on three

portions of the plant: (1) the leaf laminae, (2) the leaf sheath and all the tissues

enveloped bv the leaf sheath, (3) the root. In the root it was found to be verv
low (Table VIII).

Table VIII. The phosphatase content of the different parts of
Marquis wheat grown in soil.

Days between
Phosphatase

mg. P released by
planting and phosphatase in 1 g. of
sampling Part of plant dry matter per min.

U Laminae of leaves 0-79

Sheath 0-98

Rout 0-56

45 Laminae of leaves 0-76
Sheath 0-82
Root 0-24

()1 Head U-89
Leaves 0-46
Sheath 0-47
Stem 0*50

The concentration of phosphatase in the leaf sheath was higher and equal
to that in the laminae. 31 days later the same subdivision of the plant was
made. The results did not differ greatly from the previous sampling.

16 days later, when the wheat was headed, another sample was taken. The
concentrations of phosphatase in the head, the leaf laminae, the leaf sheath and
the stem were determined. The leaf sheaths, the leaf laminae and the stem all
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gave approximately equivalent results; the enzyme concentration in the head
was however considerably greater than in the other parts. In sampling, the
whole head was ground up, as it was impossible to obtain enough material to
subdivide the head into its component parts. The relatively high concentration
of phosphatase in the head is of interest, but unfortunately only one deter-

mination was possible owing to the destruction of the crop.

Wheat was planted in sawdust to study the early stages of development.
The relative distribution of phosphatase in the different parts of the plant was
similar to that found in the wheat grown in the soil, although the amounts were
all larger, Table IX, because the samplings were performed during the earlier

Table IX. The 'phosphatase content of the different parts of

Marquis wheat grown in sawdust.

Phosphatase
Days between rag. P released by
planting and phosphatase in 1 g. of
sampling Part of plant dry matter per min.

4 Grain 0*52

Aerial portion 1*40

Root

6 Grain 1 *00

Aerial portion 1*79

Root 1*11

stages of development. Enzyme concentration was determined on the different

parts of the sprouted grain 4 days after planting. At this stage the roots were
well developed and the first leaf was just protruding beyond the leaf sheath.

The figures show that the sheath with the developing leaf had the highest

phosphatase concentration. The enzyme was less concentrated in the roots, and
the grain had about half the amount of phosphatase found in the root. 2. days
later another sample was taken. Increases in enzyme concentration in the

plumule and the remains of the grain were noticed. The wheat plant as a whole
appeared to have a relatively high concentration of phosphatase during the first

few days of germination, the amount of enzyme then decreasing; the decrease

being first noticed in the roots. These observations are in accordance with results

published by Hirsch [1931] and by Ay [1930].

Discussion.

The methods used in obtaining the results reported were always similar

and therefore the concentration of phosphatase which was found in any part of a

plant can be compared with those found at different stages of the life history of

the same or otlier parts of the plant. Although plant tissues have highly

generalized functions and the metabolic processes are common to most colls, yet

the intensity of these processes varies in the different parts of the plant during

the various stages of its life history. Furthermore photosynthesis takes place

only in the green portions of the plant.

Several workers have reported the importance of phosphates in plant carbo-

hydrate metabolism. Lyon [1924] and Chatte^rjee [1933] have found that the

rate of respiration in plants is increased by phosphate. Cockfair [1931] and

Barrenscheen & Pany [1930] have shown the presence of hexosephosphates in

assimilating plants. Cockfair showed in the tomato plant that, during assimilation

in the light
,
hexosephosphates increased in concentration and during darkness

they decreased.
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It would thus appear that phosphates play an imj^rtant role in both the

catabolism and anabolism of the carbohydrates in the Idgher plants. The photo-

synthesis or the anabolic process of carbohydrate metabolism in the plants takes

place only in the green portions of the plant and chiefly in the leaves. The leaves,

especially during the earlier part of their development, are the parts of the plant

which have the greatest rate of respiration, and it was in the leaves of the beans,

the potato and the radish that the phosphatase activity was found to be greatest.

As the highest phosphatase concentration in the plant is found in the leaves,

the site of vigorous carbohydrate metabolism, it is reasonable to assume that

phosphatase as well as phosphates may play a role in the carbohydrate meta-

bolism of the higher plants.

In the wheat plant it was found that the phosphatase concentrations in the

leaf laminae, leaf sheaths and stem are approximately equal to one another.

Morphologically and physiologically the leaf sheath and the leaf are very similar

to each other. The stem, on the other hand, does not play an important role in

photosynthesis, but in the case of wheat it contains a considerable amount of

meristematic, quickly growing and rapidly respiring tissue at the nodes. Actually

the phosphatase concentration of the stem was equal to that of the leaf sheaths

and leaf laminae but, since the experiments with the wheat population were not

conducted to the stage of maturation of the crop, it is possible that the phos-

phatase concentration in the stem would have dropped appreciably below that

of the leaves after the stem had completed its growth.

The phosphatase concentrations in the stem and petioles of the bean, potato

and radish were lower than that in the leaves. It was found that, in the case of

the bean plant which was studied more thoroughly than the other plants, the

phosphatase concentration of the hypocotyl was comparatively very high. As
the stem matured, however, the phosphatase concentration decreased greatly

although it was always higher than the concentration of the enzyme fo\ind in the

roots. The high concentration of phosphatase in the hypocotyl may probably
be explained by the fact that at that stage of development this portion of the

plant is growing very rapidly and consequently respiring very actively.

These results conform generally with the hypothesis that phosphatase may
be concerned with carbohydrate metabolism. The concentration of phosphatase
in the roots of the bean, potato, radish and wheat is lower than that found in the

leaves and stem. The actual presence ofphosphatase in the roots can be explained

if one accepts its role in respiration, but the enzyme may have a further function.

Heck & Whiting [1927] and Weissflog & Mengdehl [1933] have shown that
organic phosphorus compounds are really available to plants, and it is possible

that the root phosphatase may be concerned in the process of absorption by the
plant of these organic compounds from the external medium.

Although the experiments reported in this paper were concerned with the
distribution of phosphatase in the plants, the mere study of relative concen-
trations of the enzyme in the various parts of the plant at different stages of
the life history was not the objective. As has been already pointed out in the
introduction, the work was undertaken to throw more light on the role of phos-
phatase and consequently on the phosphorus metabolism of the plant. On the
basis of the experimental results it seems possible that phosphatase plays a part
in the carbohydrate metabolism of the higher plants, but furtW work is

necessary to confirm the validity of the suggestion. The significance of the work
reported lies in the fact that it is possible to show that phosphatase is active in

the plant throughout its life history. Although the presence of phosphatase in
the leaves had been previously known, most of the work which could throw some
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light on the physiological role of the enzyme was carried out on ripening and
germinating seeds. From the work of other investigators an impression had been
created that phosphatase is concerned with the synthesis of organic phosphorus
compounds as a store of that element in the ripe seeds, and that during ger-

mination the enzyme hydrolyses these organic compounds to release the phos-

phate radical for the use of the developing embryo. Phosphatase is, however,
present in all parts of the plant and the fully developed leaves have the greatest

concentrations. It must therefore play an important part in the metabolism of

the plant throughout the whole of its life cycle.

Summary.

Analyses of beans, potatoes, radishes and Wheat for phosphatase content

were made and the results are reported.

The bean. 1. Phosphatase activity in the dormant bean seed is low. The
embryo contains a much higher concentration of the enzyme than the cotyledons,

2. In the germinated seed the enzyme concentration is much greater than in

the dormant seed. The hypocotyl and the stem have the greatest concentration

of enzyme, but the concentration falls off rapidly after a short period of growth.

The concentration in the roots is not quite so high as in the stem. In the leaves

the phosphatase coiicentration is low, but it is higher than that found in the

cotyledons. The very low concentration of phosphatase m the cotyledons during

the early stages of germination is not due to the presence of inactivators.

3. In the leaves, after they have emerged from between the cotyledons, the

phosphatase activity gradually rises and reaches a maximum after a few days.

The concentration of enzyme in the leaves at its optimum is higher than that of

any other part of the plant throughout its entire life history,

4. As the plant matures the phosphatase concentration in the leaves decreases

gradually, but in the stem and root it falls very rapidly, although it is always

higher in the former than in the latter.

5. In the flowers the enzyme concentration is low and is comparable with that

found in the leaves of a fully matured plant. The phosphatase content of the

pods is equal to that of the flowers. The newly forming beans have a very low

enzyme concentration.

The potato. In the potato plant which is sprouting from the tuber the

greatest enz3rme concentration is found in the leaves, and much smaller con-

centrations are found in the stem, whereas in the tuber and roots only slight

traces can be detected by the experimental methods employed.

The radish. In the radish phosphatase is present in aU parts of the plant, the

greatest concentration being found in the leaves. In the petioles there is also

a considerable amount of the enzyme. The root and the swollen h3rpocotyl have

much smaller concentrations of phosphatase than the petioles. The radishes

were grown for one month, during which time three samplings were made. The
results did not vary throughout this period.

Wheat, 1. In the wheat grain the enzyme increases in concentration during

germination. The greatest phosphatase content, however, is found in the plumules.

The concentration of the enzyme in the rootlets was intermediate between that

of the grain and the plumule.

2. When the aerial portion could be subdivided into two parts, the laminae

and the leaf sheath with the tissues they enclosed were examined. No significant

differences were noticed in the enzyme concentrations of those two parts of the

plant.
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3. At heading the phosphatase concentrations in laminae, leaf sheath and
stem are equal and are lower than that found in the head.

4. The trend of phosphatase concentration in the life history of the wheat

plant is similar to the trend in the bean plant, for the concentration of the enzyme
in the young plants is high and decreases to a low level during maturation.

The writers are indebted to Prof. G. H. Dufif of the Department of Botany
for his interest and advice during the progress of the experiments.
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CLXVII. ON THE HYDROLYSIS OF GUANINE.

By GEORGE HUNTER.
From the Department of Biochemistry, University of Alberta,

Edmonton, Canada.

(Received 23 May 1936.)

Some two years ago when examining certain autoclaved material by the diazo-

test for thymine recently described [Hunter, 1936], a grt^enish blue colour was
observed as soon as the test solution was mixed with the alkaline diazo-reagent.

The colour faded rapidly to yellow in the presence of the weak alkali, but if a few
drops of sodium hydroxide won? added quickly after the test solution, the green

colour changed to a beautiful blue which was stable for many hours. In the

writer's experience such a test was unique and seemed to call for further investi-

gation. A small amount of commercial yeast nucleic acid was heated with 25%
sulphuric acid at 150-160^ for 5 hours (the usual conditions for the hydrol3’'si8

of nucleic acid to yield pyrimidines) and a little of the neutralized hj^drolysate

tested with the diazo-reagents
;
a strong positive test was obtained. Adenine and

guanine were then separately hj^drolj^scd in a similar manner with the result that

the guanine hydrolysate j^ielded a very strong test, whilst the adenine hj’dro-

lysatc was quite negative. It was thus established that guanine was the source

of the substance giving the blue colour with the diazo-reagents.

Experiments were made with quantities of 10-50 mg. guanine hjTlrochloride

to establish the optimum conditions of strength of acid, time of heating and
temi3(3rature, for the production ofmaximum yields of the substance as measured

by the colour given hy the diazo-reagents. Great accuracy (jould not easily be

attained and was not aimed at, the l>est conditions being finally somewhat
arbitrarily decided upon. In the earlier work sulphuric acid was emploj’^ed, but to

simplify the isolation hydrochloric? acid was later substituted.

The unknown substance was apparently" very stable in acid solution
;
it was

not precipitated by silver in the purine fraction, but was precipitated quantita-

tively with silver and baiium hydroxide and was recoverable by^ the usual HgS
treatment

;
it was also precipitable by mercuric chloride near neutrality'^ and by

phosphotungstic acid
;
although its effective recovery" from the phosphotungstate

was rendered doubtful by the blackish blue colour given in excess of Ba(OH)2.

Means, in short, seemed to be available for the separation of the substance from

both purines and pyTimidines, but since pure guanine was employed pyrimidines

wore not likely to complicate the isolation. As the sequel will show', no metallic

precipitant is actually necessary in the isolation of the pure substance.

The first crystalline material was obtained as sulphate from the silver-baryta

precipitate. When excess of absolute alcohol was added to the concentrated silver-

free fraction acidified with H2SO4 , an oil separated. After cooling and scratching

with a glass rod discrete well-formed crystals appeared. The material thus

obtained, however, was not ash-free, and after repeated crystallization it still

retained traces of what appeared to be silica. The experience of Fischer [1910],

who obtained a 50-60% yield of xanthine by boiling guanine for 30 hours with

20% HCl was similar to this, in that his xanthine was always contaminated with

silica, which was avoided onlj^ by recourse to a platinum vessel for hydrolysis,

( 1183 )
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The main bulk of the base has, however, been prepared as hydrochloride. The
dihydrochloride crystallizes readily by the method described below, and there is

no difficulty in obtaining ash-free preparations. Erom various batches totalling

40 g. guanine hydrochloride, 7*2 g. of the dihydrochloride of the new base

G4H7
N5 . 2HCI were obtained, a ^eld of 15*6%. A special batch of 6-21 g.

guanine hydrochloride, the quantitative degradation of which is reported below

yielded 1*16 g. C4H7N5 . 2HCI, or just over 16% on a weight basis.

Analyses.^

Sulphate. Found: C, 21*93, 21*60; H, 4*35, 4*26; N, 30*75, 31*19, 30*87; S,

14*28, 14*29; ash, 0*36%. C4H7N4.H^04 requires C, 21*52; H, 4*03; N, 31*40;

S, 14*35%.
Dihydrochloride. Found: C, 24*41, 24*34; H, 4*48, 4*58; N, 35*10, 35*33,

35*17; Cl, 36*06, 36*05%. C4H7N4 . 2HCI requires C, 24*24; H, 4*58; N, 35*38;

Cl, 35*81%.

Evidence pointing to the constitution of the new base as 4- (or 5-) guanidino-

glyoxaline is presented in the following paper.

A small amount of the new base remaining in the mother-liquors from the

above preparation was precipitated, after removal of chloride, by silver and
baryta at pH 8*0. Large excess of baryta was then added to the filtrate and a

further appreciable precipitate was obtained, which was decomposed, the

solution being freed from Ag, Ba and SO4, evaporated in vacuo to small volume
and made acid with HCl. By treatment with alcohol about 60 mg. of small well-

formed rhombohedra, m.p. 200®, were obtained, which proved to be glycocyamine

hydrochloride. Addition of picric acid to the filtrate from this yielded a mixture

of the picrates of guanidine and glycocyamine.

The filtrate from the silver-baryta precipitate was treated with HgS in the

usual manner; excess of HCl was added and the material taken to dryness to get

rid of HNOg. By treatment with alcohol 0*63 g. of white spicular crystals was
obtained melting fairly definitely at 180®. The filtrate brought to ^yness in

vacuo and taken up in hot absolute alcohol gave another crop of crystals, m.p.

147®.

On micro-analysis (Dr Stantial) the two substances gave respectively: C,

21*80
;
H, 5*51

; N, 12*99
;
Cl, 31*73% and C, 17*54

;
H, 4*34

;
N, 20*86% . They were

thus glycine hydrochloride (requires C, 21*52; H, 5*38; N, 12*57
; Cl, 31*80%) and

glycine nitrate (requires C, 17*39; H, 4*35; N, 20*29%),
A small amount of substance having 11*42% N and m.p. 225® had been

isolated from the same fraction, which proved to be glycine sulphate (m.p. 225®,

11*29% N). The latter had arisen from a slight excess of H2SO4 left when re-

moving Ba.

The disintegration of guanine having thus been fairly exhaustively studied

(aU products with the exception of glycocyamine having at this stage been
identified) it was thought worth while to fractionate a hydix>lysate as quantita-

tively as the removal of test portions at various stages permitted. The following

summarized account is described in detail in the experimental section.

It is clear from this account that any degradation product of guanine that
may have escaped detection must be present in very small amoimt. Considering

the relative complexity of the analysis and the frequent removal of small test

portions of which no account was kept the recovery is for practical purposes
complete.

^ Micro-analyses performed through the courtesy of Prof. W. Lash Miller, Department of

Chemistry, University of Toronto, by Dr Helen Stantial.
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Material used:

6‘2l g. guanine hydrochloride =4*574 g. guanine

Recovery^ in order of separation

:

1. 2*402 g. Xanthine (graviinetrically)

2. Ammouia-N (by titration)

3. 1*26 g. 04^17X5 . 2HCJ (colorimetric estimation)
1*16 g. C4H7N5 . 2HC] isolated as such
0*07 g. C4H7X5 . 2HCI isolated as dipicrate

i.e. 1 *23 g. C4H7X4 . 2HC1 isolated = 97*6% of estimated
4. 0*326 g. (llycine (by ninhydrin and amino-X determination)

0*180 g. Glycine isolated as glycine sulphate of estimated
^* o Mn I Guanidine. Colorimetric estimation
0. f alycooyaminp.

0*026 g. isolated as mixed picrate = 70*>o of estimated

Total accounted for

%
g. N Total N
2*120 100

0*886 41*8

0*600 28*3

0*446 21*0

0*061 2*8

0*026 1*2

2*018 95*1

Discussion.

When guanine is heated with strong acids under the conditions described the
changes taking place are more complex than have been previouslj^ recognized.

It is clear that the main reaction is

:

N_

HjX.r (I’-NH +HOH

Guanine

X (WO

i~xn

I
- ;'™

Xanthine

As shown 4*574 g. guanine yielded 2*402 g. xanthine or a }'ield of 52% . This is

comparable with the yields obtained by Fischer^ [1910].

ftoceeding alongside this reaction is the apparent removal of the CO group
in position 0 with the ])roduction of the new base assumed (see following paper)

to be 4- (or 5-) guanidinoglyoxaline and COg according to:

X—O-H)

XH,.(’ V XH -fHOH

I

'i

.Vh-W/
Guanine

XH

XH.,.C CH—XH +CO2

I

ii >«
XH—C—

X

4-(or 5-IGuanidinoglyoxaline

As shown 4*574 g. guanine yielded 1*26 g. guanidinoglyoxaline dihydrochloride

=

0*796 g. of the free base. For the production of 0*796 g. guanidinoglyoxaline

0*962 g. guanine is required
;
so that the reaction outlmed above proceeds to the

extent of 21*5% on the basis of guanine used.

If the guanine utilized for the formation of xanthine and of guanidino-

glyoxaline (2*386 +0*962= 3*348 g.) be deducted from the total guanine used,

(4*574 g.) there is left 1*226 g. guanine, available for the production of glycine,

guanidine, glycocyamine and ammonia. From 1*226 g. guanine there could

theoretically be produced 0*609 g. glycine. The yield of glycine actually obtained,

namely 0*326 g., thus represents 53% of that obtainable from the guanine

available for its formation, or just over 14% yield from the total guanine em-
ployed. The production of glycine is thus not insignificant from a quantitative

^ It should be noted that by Fischer's method of hydrolysing for 30 hours with 20% HCl at

100°, an appreciable amount of the base, giving the blue diazo-test is formi d.

Biochem. 1936 xxx 76
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aspect. It appears probable that 4-(or 5-)guanidmoglyoxaline is an intermediate

product in its formation {vide p. 1190).

The guanidine theoretically derivable from 1*226 g. guanine is 0*479 g. com-

pared with a yield of about 0*030 g., about 6% on the basis of guanine available

or less than 2% of the total guanine. The glycocyamine obtain^ is even less and

is unlikely to represent more than 1 % of the available guanine. It is not unlikely

that both products are derived through 4-(or 6-)guanidinoglyoxaline.

The total ammonia-N produced is recorded above as 0*60 g. Of this 0*22 g.

is produced when 2*402 g. xanthine are formed. There thus remains to be

accounted for 0*38 g. N. There is this amount ofN in 0*82 g. guanine. If 0*82 g.

be subtracted from 1*226 g. there is left 0*406 g. guanine. From this there is

theoretically obtainable only 0*203 g. glycine which is less than that (0*326 g.)

actually obtained; from which it can be concluded that one N of the glyoxaline

ring takes part in the formation of glycine while the other forms ammonia.

Experimental.

In all experiments a well crystallized commercial product sold as guanine

hydrochloride was used. This showed a loss of 8*93% moisture on heating at

105°, and by micro-Kjeldahl 34*70% N (calculated for C6H5N5O.HCI, H2O,

8*76% moisture and 34*10% N).

6*21 g. guanine hydrochloride were put in a short-necked 300-ml. Kjeldalil

flask with 250 ml. 3*4 N HCl. A small beaker was inverted over the opening and

the flask placed in a gas-heated autoclave ; 23 min. were required to raise the

temperature to 158°, at which point it was held for 90 min. : the flame was then

extinguished and after 65 min. the temperature had fallen just below 100° when
the autoclave was opened and the flask was removed.

The contents were transferred with washings to a 500 ml. balloon flask and
distilled in vacuo to dryness. About 50 ml. water were added and again distilled

off. This was repeated. Most of the HCl was thus removed. Finally about

75 ml. water were added, and the contents were left in a refrigerator overnight.

The precipitate, which is practically pure xanthine, was carefully collected

on a small Hirsch funnel, well washed with water and dried; wt. 2*402 g. The
material gave a picrate and a nitrate identical with the corresponding salts pre-

pared from authentic xanthine. Its behaviour with the murexide test was also

typical of that of xanthine.

The filtrate and washings from the xanthine wore brought to 100 ml. 0*5 ml.

was removed and diluted to 5 ml. for ammonia-N determination by aeration,

and by micro-Kjeldahl distillation. The aeration method ;i^ielded 0*586 mg.
N/ml.

;
the distillation method 0*61 mg. N/ml., or an average of 0*6 mg. N/ml. of

the 1 in 10 dilution.

1 ml. of the same solution contained 2*94 mg. Cl ; the whole solution thus con-

taining nearly3*0g. Cl required rather more than 7*0 g. Ba(OH)2for neutralization.

The solution was again transferred with washings to a 500 ml. balloon flask

and 7*8 g. finely powdered Ba(OH)2 were added. Distillation in vacuo was con-

tinued until a drop of the contents of the flask no longer gave a Nessler reaction.

When the solution had thus been freed from NHg and the volume brought to

about 100 ml. by addition of water, the calculated amount of H2SO4 was
added to precipitate the Ba. The solution was freed from both Ba and SO4 ions

by final adjustment with dilute H2SO4 and Ba(OH)2. The mixture was centri-

fuged and the BaS04 well washed with water. The fluid and washings were trans-

ferred to a 500 ml. balloon flask and evaporated in xmuo to about 15 ml. The
slightly brown solution was brought to the boil, treated with a very small amount
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of powdered charcoal and filtered through a Bmall funnel into a boiling-tube, the
paper being well washed with hot water. It was then evaporated in vacuo to
about 7 ml. when solid began to appear on the sides of the tube. Evaporation was
continued until crystals appeared in the body of the fluid. The tube was then
removed from the pump, heated over a flame to dissolve the crystals, and
absolute ethyl alcohol was added from a pipette until crystals appeared in the
still warm solution (about 10 ml. alcohol). The tube was then cooled under
the tap, 5-7 ml. alcohol were added, and the tube was left in the refrigerator

overnight. The crystals were collected, washed with absolute alcohol and dried

at 105°; wt. 1-003 g. The filtrate was concentrated, again treated with charcoal

and yielded a second crop of white crystals, 0-114 g. The material even of the

second crop was practically pure 4-(or 5-)guanidinoglyoxaline dihydrochloride,

and represents at this stage more than 90% of that estimated by colour test.

From the diluted aliquot used above for NHg and Cl determinations, a portion

was removed and again diluted 10 times. A standard solution containing
0-1 mg./ml. pure 4-(or 5-)guanidinoglyoxaline dihydrochloride was prepared.

Into each of two tubes were put 5 ml. 1-1% sodium carbonate and 2 ml.

Koessler and Hanke diazo-reagent. To one tube was added 0-5 ml. of the standard,

to the other 0*5 ml. of the uh^own, followed after mixing in each case by 1 ml.

2*5 N NaOH. Compared in a Duboscq colorimeter the test read 15-0 mm. against

thestandardat 18-9mm., so that the amountofdihydrochloride presentwas 1-26g.
The filtrate and washings from the second crop of the dihydrochloride were

distilled in tncuo to remove alcohol, and made to a vol. of about 30 ml. with
water. A solution of 10% AgN03 was then added until a drop of the mixture
showed slight blackening with a solution of Ba(OH)2 on a tile. The precipitate was
centrifuged, washed with a little water and discarded. To the fluid a hot solution

of Ba(0H)2 was very carefully added to 8*0 (bromothymol blue). The
precipitate was separated, washed with a little water, transferred to a small

flask, made acid with H2SO4 , treated with H2S and stoppered (Erosion A). The
filtrate was made strongly alkaline with a hot saturated solution of Ba(OH)2, the

precipitate w’as separated, washed with a solution of Ba(OH)2 , transfen‘od to a

small flask, made acid with H2SO4, treated with HgS and stoppered {Fraction J5).

The silver-baryta filtrate was transferred to a flask, made acid with H2SO4 and
treated as above {Fraction 0).

Fraction A was freed from Ag2S, and from HgS by distillation of the acid

solution in vacuo. Ba and H2SO4 were removed as usual. To a volume of about
10 ml. about 5 ml. of hot saturated aqueous picric acid were added. The copious

picrate which separated was dissolved by heat and the tube allowed to cool. It

was separated and dried; wt, 0*205 g., m.p. 200°. After recrystallization from
water the m.p. was 216°, or the same as that of the dipicrate prepared from pure

4- (or 5-)guanidinoglyoxaline {vide p. 1193).

Fraction B was treated as fraction A, the Ba- and H2S04-free solution being

strongly alkaline to litmus. To a volume of about 25 ml. were added 15 ml. of

saturated aqueous picric acid. The precipitate was dissolved by heat and left

overnight to crystallize. Under the microscope there apj}eared two crystalline

species distinguished by both form and colour. The mixed picrate was filtered

and weighed 170 mg., m.p. 220-225°. The filtrate was concentrated and a crop of

about 8 mg. sulphur-yellow needles, m.p. 200°, was obtained. The first crop was
recrystallized from water and quickly yielded crystals typical of guanidine

picrate, m.p. 325°. The crystals were of a deep golden colour with zigzag or

swastika forms. The sulphur-yellow needles on recrystallization had m.p. 207°,

the melt being typically blood-red in colour.

76—2
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It has been mentioned that in the treatment of this fraction obtained from

40 g. guanine hydrochloride, a small amount of the hydrochloride of a base, m.p.

200®, had been obtained. This substance was now found to form a picrate similar

in all respects to that here described. Despite some difference in M.P. of the

hydrochloride and the picrate recorded for glycocyamine, this substance was

suspected. It was accordingly synthesized by the method of Ramsay [1908]

from guanidine and chloroacetic acdd. Its hydrochloride was found to melt at

200®, its picrate at 207® and its picrolonate at 245®. In crystalline form and

colour all the derivatives of our base were identical with the corresponding ones

from glycocyamine. By heating a few mg. of the hydrochloride ofglycocyamine,

and a few mg. of the hydrochloride in question to 170® and dissolving in a little

water, a strong Jaff4 test was obtained from each solution. The Weyl test,

characterized by a burgundy colour on acidification [Barger, 1914], was equally

good evidence for the conversion into glyeocyamidine.

An attempt was made to estimafr^ the guanidine in fraction B, before the

treatment with picric acid just described. The volume of the solution had been

brought to 25 ml. A standard solution of guanidine carbonate containing 1 mg./

ml. was made. The Marston modification of the Tiegs test was used.^ It was found

that 0-1 ml. of the test solution gave approximately the same colour as 0*3 ml. of

the standard guanidine carbonate. The 25 ml. of fraction B thus (contained the

equivalent of 75 mg. guanidine carbonate or 37 mg. guanidine. The estimate is a

maximum as the mol. wt.. of glycocyamine is double that of guanidine.

Fraction C was treated as fractionsA and B, taken to a small volume and made
to 25 ml. Preliminary tests with ninliydrin indicated that the solution contained

about 12 mg. glycine per ml. Two determinations in the Van Slyke micro-

amino-N apparatus showed the presence of 2-40 mg. NH2-N/ml. or 0*060 g. in

fraction C. This amount corresponds tn 0»326 g. glycine.

Very slightly more than the theor<‘iical amount of H2S04 was now added to

about 23 ml. remaining from the solution mentioned. It was evajiorated in

va^cuo in a small tube to a vol. of 1~2 ml. and absolute alcohol w^as added. The
crystals were filtered off ; yield 0*183 g., m.p. 226^^, identical with the sulphate

made from glycine. A further crop of 0*107 g. was obtained giving a total of

290 mg. glycine sulphate against a theorcitical yield of 496 mg. glycine sulphate.

I am indebted to Mr Elly Margolis, who assisted with the preliminary experi-

ments during the summer of 1934, and to Mr Isydore Hlynka, who has largely

carried out the preparations of the guanidinoglyoxaline for the past year.

Grateful acknowledgement is made to the Carnegie Research Grant Committee
of the l^niversity for financial aid.

^ Tho rea^ifiit used hero AVober's inodiiicatiou of Marston's reagent as described by
Robertson and is made by mixing in order 5 ml. 10% sodium nitroprussidc, 5 ml. 10'*^,

potassium ferrieyanide. 5 ml. 10^\, sodium hydroxide, with the final addition of 45 ml. water. The
test is carried out by adding to about I ml. unknown solution, made alkaline with 1 drop 2-5 .V

NaOH, 0*5 ml. (»f the reagent after it has bc<*n kept for 30 min.
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The formulation of tho new base obtained from guanine by hydrolysis as

4-(or 5-)guanidinoglyoxalinu [Hunter, 1936, 1, 2] is based on tho evidence which
will now bo submitted.

Prima facie its formation as a simple hydrolytic product of guanine tlirougli

the removal as COj ofC in position 6, with simultaneous reduction of the adjacent

N and C atoms, st^ems probable.

That tho base retains tho glyoxalinc ring of the original guanine is indicated

by its readiness to couple in sodium carbonate solution with sodium diazo-

benzeno-p-sulphonate. The formation of a blue coupled product is unique among
the known glyoxalines but a side-chain of the nature of guanidine might well lead

to such a colour.

With the Sakaguchi test the base jdelds an intense green-blue coloiu*, in con-

trast to the red typical of monosubstituted guanidines. After oxidation with

bromine or potassium permanganate in an acid medium, the solution fails to give

a Sakaguchi test but responds positively to Tiegs's test; which is OAridence for the

appearance of guanidine and the absence of a substituted guanidine. After

oxidation with p{?rmanganate, about 75% of the guanidine theoretically deriv-

able from the base has been isolated as picrate, and after oxidation with bromine

tho guanidine released according to colorimetric estimation with Tiegs’s reagent

is over 90% of the theoretical amount.

After oxidation, the diazo-test on the solution Is negative, which suggests

disruption of tho glyoxalino nucleus. Along with guanidine there may readily be

detected in solution oxalic acid,^ ammonia, formic acid and a small proportion of

^ The appearance of oxalic acid in a solution resulting from permanganate oxidation needs

comments The explanation appears to be that as tho oxalic acid is produced the formation of an

exceedingly insoluble guanidine oxalate removes it from the sphere ofihe reaction. This compound

was first observed following the addition of slight excess of bromine to a solution of C1H7N5 . 2HCI

but it may also be observed in cither a cold or hot acid solution of the base treat<ed with perman-

ganate. Almost 50% ofthe weight of the original dihydrocldoride may bi' j‘eco\'ered as guanidine

( 1189 )
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glycine. The main results of the oxidation appear to be representable as

follows

:

NH,

C^NH COOH
I +1 + 2NH8+H.COOH

NHa COOH

In an oxidation experiment with standardized bromine water 83% of the

oxygen required by the above expression was actually used, and in a similar

determination with permanganate in hot solution, about 93% . The deficiency is

readily explicable by the appearance of glycine originating in the manner sug-

gested below.

Further evidencM3 in support of the formulation adopted is concerned with

certain observations on the alkaline hydrolysis of the base. These comprise the

isolation of an intermediate product, apparently the corresponding carbamido-

glyoxaline, and secondly the identificjition of glycine as an end-product of the

hj-drolysis of both the guanidino- and carbamido-compounds. The apparent

significance of glycine as a matter of evidence will first bo considered.

Purines, without substituents in the 7, 8 or 9 positions, on drastic hydrolysis

with HCl, yield glycine, along with ammonia, CO.^ and sometimes CO and formic

acid. Thus Schmidt [1883] showed that xanthine when heated for fi hours at

180-200° with cone. HCl left glycine, and Kruger [1892*] showed its presence in

similar hydrolysates from adenine and from hypoxanthine. Its production from

guanine under the less drastic conditions reported in the previous paper is thus

not unexpected. When the purine carries a methyl substituent in position 7

glycine is replaced in the hydrolysate by sarcosine, as shown in the case*, of theo-

bromine by Schmidt & Pressler [1883], and in the case of caffeine by Rosengarten

& Strecker [1871]. The latter, however, hydrolyzed the caffeine with hot saturated

barium hydroxide until ammonia was no longer evolved.

Fargher [1920] isolated glycine in an attem})t to prepare 4-(or 5-)aminogly-

oxaline by reduction of the corresponding nitro derivative. Fargher suppose^l

the arainoglyoxaline to be unstable and transformed into 4-(or .)-)-glyoxalone,

which readily disintegrates at the 1 : 2 and 3 : 4 positions vvith the production

oxalate by the addition of slight excess of bromine and keeping the solution at room temperature

for a fpw [lours, for the separation of the small doubly-pointed noedlc-Uke crj^stals. They burn

without molting. Boiling water or dilute acid has no apt>arent effect on the material. A little of the

substance sus]:)ended in water readily dissolves on addition of a small amount ofNaOH. Curiously

enough t he solid is insoluble in cold 2*5 N NaOH. If the slightly alkaline solution is acidified, the

material quickly rerrystallizes. If however the alkaline solution is kept for some time at room
temperature, or boiled and quickly cooled, and made acid, then no separation occurs. Huanidine is

then readily precipitated from the solution by picric acid, oxalic acid by Ca, and in presence of

excess the solution avidly absorbs permanganate. Determination by this means indicates

about 60 oxalic acid in the substance in question. Guanidine is prej»ent to the extent of about
40 "y ofthe substance according to measurement by the Tiegs method. Nessler's test for ammonia
is negative, and indeed the total N of the substance is accounted for by the guanidine content.

Micro-analysis ofthe substance (Dr Stantial) gave : C, 26*82, 26*56; H, 4*18, 4*10; N, 29*82, 29*64%.

CeKiaO^N* requin^s C, 25»70; H, 4*32; N, 30*01%. The values are not very good forCeHuOyXa,
representing a complex of equal proportions of guanidine oxalate (CHjNa.CjHjOa) and oxalyl

guanidine (OB4N3 . CgHOg). There is good evidence that the substance contains only guanidine and
oxalic acid, but attempts to prepare it from these constituents have so far failed. No substanoe of

a like composition appears to have been described, and the product obviously calls for further

study.
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of glycine. From 4-nitro-5-methylglyoxaline Fargher similarly obtained a-

alanine.

Glyoxaline, and glyoxalines with alkyl substituents or a saturated side-chain,

e.g. histidine, are exceedingly resistant to oxidizing or hydrolytic agents. They
do not absorb permanganate and may be heated for long periods with strong acid

or base without appreciable change.

The stability of the glyoxaline ring is apx)arently lost in such a substance as

4-(or 5-)aminoglyoxaline, in the substances to be described in this paper, and
presumably as it exists in the purine nucleus. The writer has observed that a
small amount of urocanic acid treated in cold acid solution with permanganate
readily yields a positive ninhydrin test, most likely attributable to glycine; which
suggests that the presence of an unsaturated aliphatic side-chain leads to lability

of the glyoxaline nucleus.

It thus appears at the outset that the likelihood of obtaining a stable gly-

oxaline from a structure such as 4- (or 5-)guanidinoglyoxaline is slight. But, on the

other hand, fi’om the foregoing discussion, the formation of glycine by hydrolysis

with acid or base or by oxidation with permanganate of the substance in question

would seem to be strong evidence for the presence in it of the glyoxaline

nucleus.

From Ba(()H )2 hydrolysates of the base, glycine has been isolated and identi-

tied as its copijor salt and as glycine sulphate. Experiments have not so far been
specially designed to obtain a maximum yield of glycine (most probably ex-

haustive hydrolysis with Ba(OH )2 or HCI) but about 30% of the theoretical

}deld has been obtained as copper glycine. Under the conditions no more was to

be exjieoted, so that little doubt can be entertained about its quantitative

significance.

The mechanism of the hydrolysis of the base has not been fully elucidated.

On the analogy of arginine it was expeett^d that baryta hydrolysis would yield

urea and 4- (or 5-)aminoglyoxaline. The picrate obtained from the hydrolysate

had a much lower m.p. than guanidinoglyoxaline dipicrate, but it was soon dis-

covered to be a mixture of this with the picrate of a different substance. The
guanidinoglyoxaline dipicrate was less soluble in hot water than the unknown
picrate and a mixtim^ estimated from this property roughly as two jmrts of the

unknown picrate to one part of the known, was readily obtained, m.p. 185-190®.

The further separation was extremely tedious as the two picrates had like solu-

bilities at orflinary temperature, and further fractional crystallization appeared

impossible. The mixture, with as large a proportion of the unknowm picrate as

was readily attainable, w^as freed of picric acid in the presence of HCI by ether

and evaporated to a small volume. On the addition of a suitable amount of

absolute ethyl alcohol, rhombic or square-shaped crystals appeared. These were

readily distinguishable under the microscope from the needles or spars formed by
guanidinoglyoxaline dihydrochloride, which was always present in the filtrate

from such crystals. The filtrate was re-treated with picric acid and the procedure

repeated. About 0-5 g. of a hydrochloride was thus obtained from about 2-5 g.

of guanidinoglyoxaline sulphate. After hydrolysis about 25% of the material is

recoverable unchanged, and it apx)ears that part of the compound here sought

decomposes further to glycine and ammonia. With the application of less tenta-

tive methods a better yield may be attainable.

I have again to thank Dr Stantial, Toronto, for the 0 and H values in the

following anal3rsis of the substance thus prepared. (Found: C, 29*36, 29*72;

H, 4*34, 4‘23; N, 84*61, 34*42; Cl, 21*80, 21*76%. C4HeON4 .HCl requires C,

29*64; H, 4*34; N, 34*46; Cl, 21*80%.)
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With the diazo-reagents the substance yields an exquisite red colour which

shows only a tinge of blue in presence of slight excess ofNaOH. After oxidation

with permanganate there is no trace of guanidine according to Tiegs’s test. A
positive ninhydiin test, almost certainly attributable to glycine, is obtained on

hydrolysis of the substance with Ba(OH)2 . The relationship of the substance to

the guanidinoglyoxaline would thus appear to be correctly represented by

NHa

0»:NH

Ih

CH~XH ^ HOH

4-(or 5-)GuaiiidinogiyoxaUuc

NH*

0^0 CH—NH +NH3,

I

!i

NH 6 ^
4-(or 5-)Carbamidogl3’oxaliue

and on the arginine analogy, the citrullino analogue has been produced.

The changes intermediate between the carbamidoglyoxaline and glycine are

still obscure, but may yield to further study. The Ba(0H )2 hydrolysates from

both the guanidino- and carbamido-compounds are characterized by a number
of colour tests suggesting the presence of 4-{or S-laminoglyoxaline [Fargher &
Pyman, 1919], or perhaps of 4-(or 5-)glyoxalone. Of these a strongly marked

sodium nitroprusside test would appear to suggest the presence of a linkage of

the type HCM3.0H. It appears unlikely that aminoglyoxaline would yield a

positive nitroprusside test. Furthermore, the hydrolysate in alkaline solution

acquires a blue colour on exposure to air. If a little of the acidified hydrolysate is

treated with a drop of NaN02 solution, and the mixture added to a NaOH solu-

tion of /S-naphthol a brown colour is produced. Fargher and Pyman [1919]

attribute a similar reaction to diazotization of an NH2 group on the benzenoid 4-

or 5-C atom of the glyoxaline nucleus. The last test which may be mentione^d is

the production of a grass-green colour with ninhydrin. The solution shows an
absorption band at about 6460 A., and its colour is quite unlike that obtained in

the usual amino-acid test. Whether all of the tests here mentioned are attribut-

able to one or more substances can only bo decided by further invostigatioTi.

A number of colour tests for the two new bases will be described in the experi-

mental section. These are both highly reactive sxxbstances, and often respond in

such an extraordinary manner that certain of such tests seem to merit detailed

consideration. Some of the tests, not already mentioned, have a bearing on the

constitution of the substances.

Experimental.

Preparation of salts ami free base.

4-(or 5»)Ghiani(linoglyoxalinc dihydrochloride. The preparation and analysis

of this salt are reported in the preceding paper. Recrystallization is best carried

out by dissolving in a minimum amoimt of water, if necessary boiling with
charcoal and flittering, evaporation in va>cm to copious crystal formation, release

of vacuum and heating the tube over a flame to dissolve the crystals, followed by
the gradual addition of absolute alcohol with shaking. Two to three volumes of
absolute alcohol suffice for the separation of 80-90% of the material present.

The crystals are fine needles or spars according to the rate at which they are

formed. After washing with absolute alcohol and drying at 1 10®, they have the
composition C4H7N5 . 2HCI. m.p. 288® (decomp.) with quick heating; darkening
begins about 270®. The substance is readily soluble in water.
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4-(or 5^)Onanidinc)glyoxaline svlphate. This is readily prepared &om the di-

hydrochloride by the addition of the theoretical amount of 5iV HaS04 and
drying in a vacuum desiccator in presence of NaOH; e.g. 2*0 g. C4H7N5.2HCI
were treated as described, and the residue was dissolved in 5-6 ml. water. This
was concentrated in vacuo to 2-3 ml. and 2-3 vol. absolute alcohol were added.
When the tube was cooled and scratched with a glass rod crystallization quickly
set in. (There is always a tendency for the sulphate, even in pure form, to
separate first as an oil on addition of excess alcohol, but scratching the tube in-

variably initiates crystal formation.) The tube was left in the refk^erator over-

night, the crystals collected, washed with absolute alcohol and dried in the air for

some hours; yield 2-282 g. Dried at 110'' to constant weight, 1-972 g. Loss of
0-310g. H^O or 13-6%. (Calculated for C4H,N5.H2S04, 2H2O, 13-9% Hp.)
The crystals are square or rhomboid, m.p. 219''.

4-{or 6-)&uanidinoglyoxcbline dipicrate. When picric acid is added even to

dilute aqueous solutions of either of the above salts an insoluble precipitate is

quickly formed. When the picrate is dissolved in a minimum of hot water and
allowed to cool slowly long heavy spars with uneven edges and golden colour

appear. There are frequently also fused masses of short stout prisms with well-

defined crj'stal faces; m.p. 216-217®. Found by the nitron method of Busch &
Blume [1908] 77-0 and 77-2% picric acid. (Calculated for C4H7N5.2CaH307N3,
78-5% picric acid.)

Guanidinoglyoxaline. 0-3 g. guanidiiioglyoxaline sulphate was dissolved in a
little water, and titrated in an atmosphere of N with 0-5 N Ba(OH)2 until the

SO4 was removed. The solution was centrifuged in the stoppered tube and the

supernatant fluid transferred to a small basin, which was quickly placed in a
desiccator and left to dry in vacuo in presence of solid NaOH and H2SO4 . At this

stage a drop of the aqueous solution on a tile was slightly alkaline to Porrier’s

blue, indicating pH near 11-0. After drying for a day the material in the basin

showed no sign of crystallization, but remained as a thick gum, readily thinned
by warming.

Ouanidmoglyoxaline carbonale. The free base described above was dissolved

in a little warm absolute alcohol and CO2 led through the solution. The solution

remained alkaline to litmus and showed no sign of crystal formation. An excess

of dry ether was finally added ; a clear oil separated. After the stoppered tube

had been kept for a few hours definite crystal formation took place at points

on the sides, but the main body of oil was only semi-solid after keeping 2 days in

the refrigerator. Some was removed to a watch glass, but it remained sticky and
apparently hygroscopic. On placing the watch glass in an oven at about 110°,

the substance quickly melted and did not resolidify on cooling. On the addition

of a drop of cone. HCl there was vigorous effervescence with loss of CO2. The
addition of a little alcohol to the watch glass was soon followed by the formation

of the typical spars of the dihydrochloridc over its whole surface. A little of the

carbonate tested on a tile with thymol blue had a pH near 8-5.

Oxidation icith bromine.

20-1 mg. C4H7N5.2HCI titrated with 0-112 N Br required 3-0 ml. for slight

excess in the cold. After keeping for a short time the excess Br disappeared and
guanidine oxalate separated. When the solution was made sHghtly alkaline with

NaOH the precipitate dissolved. It was brought to the boil, cooled and made up
to 10 ml. With Tiegs’s reagents and a colour standard of pure guanidine hydro-

ohloride the solution was found to contain 5-43 mg. guanidine from the possible

6*96 mg., or a yield of 91%

.
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3*0 ml. 0*112 Br yield 2-69 mg. 0. 20-1 mg. C4H7NB.2HCi using 2 atoms

of 0 require 3*25 mg. ; the 0 utUized is 82*8% of theoretical amount.

By nesslerization of a similar solution it was found that about 80% of the

non-guanidine-N was present as ammonia in the solution. At least part of the

remainder was Resent as glycine as shown by the ninhydrin test.

The solution prepared as above and acidified with acetic acid precipitates

calcium oxalate on the addition of CaCl2 solution. The precipitate dissolves in

excess H2SO4, and the resulting solution absorbs permanganate.

When the solution prepared as above, is acidified with H2SO4, and distilled

in vacuo into dilute NaOH solution, the distillate readily reduces permanganate

in alkaline solution in the cold, indicating the presence of formic acid.

Oxidation toith RMnO^

.

54-5 mg. C4H,N5.H2S04 were treated with 5 drops Ty N H2SO4 and 10 ml.

0*1 ^ KMn04. When the solution was heated to boiling, a copious brown pre-

cipitate, mixed with a white precipitate of guanidine oxalate, persisted. The
solution was made alkaline with 2*5 A" NaOH and treated with excess H2O2.

Mn02 was filtered off, the solution made slightly acid to litmus and treated with

excess picric acid; wt. of picrate 63*2 mg. (theory 70*4 mg. guanidine picrate);

yield 75*7%.
In a similar manner, but adding KMn04 until the purple colour persisted,

54*1 mg, C4H7N5.H2SO4 gave 52*7 mg. guanidine picrate (theory 69*9 mg.);

yield 75*4%

.

The picrates thus obtained were mixed and recrystallised without change

of M.P. (324-327®, according to rate of heating). 9*8 mg. of the picrate gave
18*0 mg. nitron picrate, or 7*02 mg. picric acid, 77*75% . 8*8 mg. gave 16*9 nitron

picrate, or 7*15 mg. picric acid, 81*3% .
(Calculated for guanidine picrate 79*5%

picric acid.)

50*9 mg. C4H7N5.H2SO4 titrated in hot solution in presence of excess H2SO4
showed a persisttmt brown end-point after 8*5 ml. 0*1 N KMn04 had been added.
This is the equivalent of an uptake of 6*8 mg. O. 50*9 mg. of the salt require on
the basis of 2 atoms 7*3 mg. 0. Oxygen used is thus 93*2% of theoretical

amount.
Oxalic acid, ammonia, formic acid and glycine can bo shown to be present in

the solution by the means adopted above for the material oxidized with bromine.

Hydrolysis with Ba(OH)2 .

Preparation of4^(or5-)carbamidoglyoxalinehydrochloride, 0*97 g. C4H7N5 . H2SO4
was placed in a small flask with a reflux condenser, on top of which was fixed a
Folin bulb containing standard acid. A tube was fused through the side of the
flask, leading close to the bottom, so that nitrogen could be bubbled through the
mixture during hydrolysis. There were placed in the flask 3*5 g. Ba(OH)2 and
30 ml. water, giving a medium approximately N for hydrolysis. A slow current
of N was admitted and the flask boiled with a micro-burner for 4*5 hours. It
was allowed to cool while the stream of N flushed the remaining NH3 into the
standard acid. The flask was detached from the condenser and 6*0 ml. 5N H2SO4
added, at which point the reaction was slightly acid to Congo red. The BaS04
was removed, ,and the filtrate evaporated to about 10 ml. in vacuo in a boiling-
tube. About 1 g. of picric acid, dissolved in aminimum quantity of boiling water
was then added to the solution. After cooling the picrate was collected, washed
with water and absolute alcohol and dried; yield 0*99 g. ; m.p. 176®. (The filtrate
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was kept.) It was transferred to a 50 ml. centrifuge-tube, 20 ml. water were added,
and the mixture was boiled. It was centrifuged hot and the supernatant liquid

poured mto another tube. The residue was re-extracted with 3 ml. water in the
same fashion and the supernatant fluid added to the first. From the combined
extracts 0*626 g., m.p. 184®, was recovered. The residue was dissolved in a mini-
mum amount of boiling water (23 ml.), then allowed to crystallize

;
yield 0*252 g.

;

M.P. 217®, the same as the dipicrate of guanidinoglyoxaline.

At this stage the 0*626 g. picrate was combined vdth similar material giving

in all 1*98 g. It was put in a separating funnel with about 50 ml. water and 2 ml.

cone. HCl and the picric acid removed with other. The resulting solution was
concentrated in vamo to about 20 ml., boiled with a little charcoal and the

filtrate concentrated to about 3 ml. About 2 vol. absolute alcjohol were added
and crystals soon separated. After keeping for 1-2 hours in the refrigerator the

mixture was filtered, washed with absolute alcohol and dried; yield 0*539 g.;

M.P. 204®. The filtrate was kept for re-treatment with picric acid.

The 0*539 g. was boiled in a little water with charcoal, the filtrate evaporated

to about 4 ml. and 2 vol. of absolute alcohol were added. There was a slow

appearance of large fiat plates, appearing sometimes in clusters on edge as spars

;

yield 172 mg. ; m.p. 210®, with yellow melt. By adding an equal vol. of alcohol to

the filtrate a further crop of 50 mg. of identical material was obtained. By
evaporation of the filtrate and again adding alcohol a further amount of 146 mg.
of material of m.p. 206® was obtained. This (TOf» was contaminated with guanidino-

glyoxaline diliydrochloride, and with it.s filtrate it was re-treated with that above,

with picric acid. By repeating the whole procedure a further crop of 59 mg. of

pure carbamidoglyoxaline hydrochloride was obtained. The three (Tops with

M.P. 210® were combined and recrystallized without change in m.p. or behaviour

towards th<^ diazo-rcagents. When dried their composition was repr(^.sented by
C^HeON^.HCl.

Carbamidoglyoxaline sulphate. 31 mg. of the hydrochloride were treated in a
small basin with 0*19 ml. N H2SO4 and dried in a vacuum desiccator. The crystal

mass was dissolved in about 0*5 ml. water and filtered through a micro-funnel

into a small tube. The volume was reduced iv vacuo to about 0*1 ml. when signs

of crystallization appearetd. A few drops of absolute alcohol were added and the

tube placed in the refrigerator. The filtered, air-dried crystals weighed 29*624mg.
After heating to constant wt. at 110° they lost 2*651 mg. or 8*95% H^O. (Calcu-

lated for (C4He0N4).,.H2S04, 2H2O, 9 33% HjO.) m.p. of dry sulphate is 197°

with slow decomposition and foaming. (Found: S, 9*05%. Calculated for

(C4He0N4)2.H2S04, S, 9*15%.)
Carbarn,idoglyoxalhie. 22*73 mg. of the sulphate were dissolved in about 2 ml.

water and 0*26 ml. 0*5 S Ba(OH)2 was added, so that the solution was neutral to

litmus and free from Ba and SO4 ions. It was filtered and evaporated to a

small drop, and a small amount of a mixture of equal parts absolute alcohol and

ether added. A slight pinkish colour appeared in the solution. The crystals, wt.

4 mg,, formed broad spars; m.p. 194-195° with golden melt. They were just

perceptibly alkaline to sensitive litmus, and to bromothymol blue, so that

carbamidoglyoxaline is apparently only feebly basic. (Found: N, 40*87% on

somewhat impure material. C4HeON4 requires N 44*41 % .)

Carbamidoglyoxaline picrate. To about 20 mg. of the hydrochloride an excess

of picric acid was added. The precipitate was washed with absolute alcohol,

wt. 46 mg.; m.p. 210°. The material was recrystallized from 2 ml. water;

beautiful iridescent needles and spw*8 formed on slow cooling, of a much more

homogeneous appearance than is obtained with guanidinoglyoxaline dipicrate;
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' M.P. 210°. 11*624 mg. air-dried material, on heating to constant wt. at 110°, bst
0-5S4 mg. or 4*77%. (Calculated for C4H,ON4 .C,HjO,N„ HjO. 4*83% H,0.)
By nitron method, found 61*9 and 62*2% picric acid. (Calculated for CAON..
C,H30,N„ 64*6% picric acid.)

-ATote on the Ba(OIl )2 hydrolysis.

By titration of the contents of\the Folin bulb it was found that 100 mg. N had been lost as
NH, during the 4-5 houre’ hydrolysis of0 97 g. C.HjN, . H^SO, -0 5437 g. C.HjN,* (TotalN 804mg.)
Tests for urea on such hydrolysates have invariably been negative. It has been recorded that
approximately 1 g. of a mixed picrate was obtained from 0-97 g. of the original salt. A rough
computation would indicate that this is composed of about 0*6 g. guaniditioglyoxaline dipicrate
and 0*4 g, carbamidoglyoxaline picrate. This means that 0-1 30 g. of the original base remained
unchanged, leaving 0*4137 g. taking part in the hydrolysis. Of the latter 0*142 g. is accounted for

by formation of the carbamido conipound, thus leaving approximately 0*27 g. to bo accounted for.

Under the conditions of the hydrolvsis it may thus be concluded that about 25?(> of the original

guanidinoglyoxaline remains unchanged, 25% is converted into carbamidoglyoxaline, and 50
ofthe material is present as product(s) not yet recognized. Guanidine may bo present in such hydro*
lysates but only in tra^'cs, and the bulk of the NH3 obtained by titration probably arises from this

side-chain. There is also little glycine present in the freshly prepared hydrolysate.

Isolation of glycine from Ba(0H)2 hydrolysates.

Filtrates from the picrates, as obtained under the preparation of carbamido-
glyoxalino hydrochloride, were collected from a number of batches representing
about 3<)g. C4H7N5.H2SO4, with a view to the study of the substance giving a
positive nitropnisside test. After keeping for 2~3 weeks in the refrigerator it was
observed that this test had become faint, but that the ninhydrin test had bejcome
very marked. The combined picric acid filtrates were accordingly evaporated to
about 10 ml. and the excess picric acid, along with a little more of the mixt^d
picratos, was filton^d off. Picric acid was removed from the solution with father
and the aqueous residue treated with Ag and Ba(()H).2 . Only the filtrate from
the latter was kept. It was freed from Ag by HgS, concentrated, made neutral to
litmus and boiled with CUCO3; wt. of Cu salt 200 mg.

(
= 140 mg. glycine). It

was dissolved in 2 ml. A H2SO4 and saturated with H2S. On evaporating to about
1 ml. and adding exce.ss absolute alcohol, there were obtained 136 mg. of typical
glycine sulphate, m.p. 225 °.

According to the computation above only about half of the starting material
is available for glycine formation in such hydrolysates; in this case about 1*5 g.
C4H7N5 , H2SO4

, or 840 mg. C4H7N5, which could theoretically yield 504 mg.
glycine. The actual yield of 140 mg. is thus 28% of theory. It may be observtKl
that several of the batches in the combined picric acid filtrates were subjected to
milder hydrolysis than that detailed, and an appreciable amount of material,
which may have produced glycine on further hvdrolysis, was discarded in the
Ag-Ba(OH)2 precipitate.

Oxidation of 4-{or 5-)carbamidoglyoxalint.

10*4 mg. 0411^0X4.1101 were treated with acid permanganate as described
for the guanidino-compound. The resultii^ solution gave a negative diazo-tost, a
negative Tiogs test, but a strongly positive ninhydrin test. Urea could not be
detected in the solution.
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Ba{0H)2 hydrolysis of 4-(or 5‘)carba7nidoglyoxaUne.

7*5 mg. C4HeON4.HCl were heated with 2 ml. N Ba(0H)2 in a small side-arm

tube for 4J hours. 0-95 mg. N was evolved as NHg . The solution was neutralized

with 2 ml. N HgS04 and the BaS04 separated
; the filtrate gave a positive nitro-

prusside test, a slowly developing purple colour with NaOH and, after diazo-

tization, a brown colour with j8-naphthol.

On treating a little of the solution with an equal vol. of I % ninhydrin and a
drop of pyridine a greenish yellow colour appeared immediately, and with very
slight heat a grass green colour quickly developed. On prolonging the heating,

the unstable green disappeared and was replaced by the blue colour typical of

glycine. From these tests it is apparent that the carbamido-compound is an
intermediate in the formation of the unknown substance(s) discussed above as

arising from 4-(or 5-)guanidinoglyoxaline. It may well also be an intermediate

in the formation of glycine.

Gmeral praperties and colour tests of the two bases.

Both bases and their salts above mentioned, with the exception of thepicrates,

are readily soluble in water. Both bases, but especially guanidinoglyoxaline, are

soluble in absolute alcohol. Their salts are insoluble in alcohol and in most
organic solvents. The salts of guanidinoglyoxaline are colourless, those of the

carbamido-compound tend to have a faint pink tinge. The picrates of course are

yellow and not markedly different in colour from guanidine picrate. Both bases

are precipitable by phosphotungstic acid, salts of mercury and by silver in

presence of Ba(OH)2 .

Diazo4est, When a d^op of a dilute solution of the guanidino-compound is

added to a mixture of 1*25 ml. Id % NagCOg and 0*5 ml. Koessler and Hanke
reagent, a dirty yellowish green may be momentarily observed followed immedi-
ately by a bright methylene blu(*-like colour. If more than about 0*1 mg. of the

substance has been added the blue colour ]x^rsists for some time, but if the colour

is faint at the outsc^t it quickly fades. Under the latter circumstances it can be
stabilized for some time by the addition, quickh’^ after coupling, of a few drops of

2-5 xY NaOH. If the blue-coloured alkaline solution is made acid, it changes to a

gamet-like red.

When a drop of a dilute solution of the carbamido-compound is similarly

added to the mixed diazo-reagent, a momentary yellow colour is first perceptible

followed by the immediate formation of a brilliant red colour. In dilute solution

this fades but again may be stabilized by the addition of a few drops of dilute

NaOH, with little tendency towards blue. When large excess of strong alkali is

added, however, the colour is changed to a deep pure blue. In acid solution the

colour is again red.

With either substance the test is very sensitive. The addition of as little as

O'ly of either of the by<irochloride8 to the above amount of reagent is sufficient

to give a perceptible colour.

Sakagvchi test, (According to the modification of Weber [1930, see also PoUer,

1926].) When about 0-05 mg. guanidinoglyoxaline dihydrochloride in 0*5 ml.

water is treated writh 1 drop of 2*5 N NaOH and 1 drop of 0*02% a-naphthol

solution, the tube cooled in ice, and 1 drop of sodium hypobromite solution

(1 g. Br in 50 ml. 5% NaOH) added, followed quickly by a few drops of40% urea

solution, a bright green colour, rapidly changing to blue and slowly fading to

purple and brown, appears.
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An equal quantity of the carbamido-oompound similarly tested gives a pink

colour which fades rapidly.

Both tests are abnormal. The carbamido-compound, as stated above, con-

tains no guanidine yet gives a test characteristic of monosubstituted guanidines

according to Poller. Weber mentions that tyrosine, histidine and tryptophan

interfere with the test, I have found that tyrosine gives no colour, histidine some
colour, and tryptophan a marked red colour with the test. With urocanic acid a

brilliant pinkish red colour, which quickly fades, is produced. So, apparently,

the Sakaguchi test is not entirely specific for substituted guanidines. With the

guanidino-compound the normal red is replaced by a blue, perhaps by an in-

fluence similar to that at work in the diazo-test.

Tiegs's test. When about 0*05 mg. of the guanidino-compound in 0-5 ml.

water, to which has been added a drop of 2*5 N NaOH, is mixed with 0*3 ml.

Tiegs’s reagent, a clear deep green colour, gradually changing to blue, is produced.

When a somewhat greater amount of the carbamido-compound is similarly

tested a dirty greenish brown colour appears.

Both tests are again abnormal. The behaviour of the guanidino-compound in

this test is analogous to its behaviour in the diazo- and Sakaguchi tests. The
behaviour of the carbamido-compound is here quite anomalous.

Behavimr with Gu, A neutral solution of either substance when heated with

CuCOs yields a blue solution, and a black precipitate is formed. A very dilute

solution of the guanidino-compound added to Benedict’s solution leads to the

formation of a greyish purple precipitate. If shaken with a little freshly pre-

pared Cu(OH)2 ,
with subsequent addition of a solution of Na^COs, a similar salt

is formed in the cold. On heating, the salt blackens. The Cu salt is soluble in

excess of strong alkali and does not appear in Fehling s solution, but when the

latter is heated a deeper blue or violet colour apjiears. The carbamido-compound
yields no precipitate with cold Benedict’s solution, but a black precipitate

appears on heating.

Urea tests, {a) Ehrlick’s. A greenish yellow colour is obtained when a 1 %
solution of carbamidoglyoxaline hydrochloride is treated with a little p-dimethyl-

aminobonzaldehyde. On heating, a clear pink colour is produced—^an anomalous
behaviour. The guanidino-compound shows a negative test.

(6) Schiffs. The carbamido-compound responds like allantoin to this test,

the colour being more blue than that given by urea. The guanidino-compound
shows a negative test.

Neither substance is precipitable by xanthydrol or affected by urease.

Ninhydrin test. Both substances yield an apparently identical buff-red

colour when a little of their salts in solution is heated with an equal volume of

1 % ninhydrin in presence of a drop of pyridine.

Folin's uric acid test. When 1 drop of the Folin & Marenzi [1929] reagent is

added to a little solution of either base, and made alkaline with Na2C08 , or a
slight excess of NaOH, a blue colour is produced. A rough estimate indicated
that I part of guanidinoglyoxalino dihydrochloride gave the same amount of
colour as 2*83 parts of carbamidoglyoxaline hydrochloride or 2 parts of uric acid.

The biurei test is positive for the carbamido-compound and negative for the
guanidino-compound.

With the murexide test theguanidino-compound leaves a lemon-yellow residue
made slightly orange with alkali, whilst the carbamido-compound leaves a
blackish residue which goes quite black with either NaOH or NH^OH.

The guanidino-compound gives a negative xanthoproteic test, the carbamido-
compound gives a deep reddish colour on addition of ammonium hydroxide.
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The Jaffi test is positiTe for both substances.

The following tests are negative for both substances: MUhn^ Adamkiewicz,
Momer, Molisch, Obermeyer and niiroprmside.

When 10 N NaOH is brought in contact with a dry guanidinoglyoxahne salt

a bright pinkish red colour appears and then rapidly fades.

A solution containing 10*13% of guanidinoglyoxaline dihydrochloride in a
2 dm. tube when examined in a Bellingham and Stanley polarimeter with the

green Hg line showed no optical activity.

I should like to acknowledge the great help given me throughout this work
by my colleague, Dr M. M. Cantor. The Carnegie Research Grant Committee of

the University has assisted financially.

NOTE ON THE DISSOCIATION AND ULTRAVIOLET
ABSORPTION SPECTRA.

By William Douglas McFarlane.

Guanidine is a base of the strength of potassium hydroxide. It will be seen

(Fig. 1) that guanidinoglyoxaline is also a relatively strong base. The influence of

0-2 HCl (ml.)

Fig. 1. Titration curves of (^4) guanidine hydrochloride and
(B) guanidinoglyoxaline dihydroehloride.

salt concentration on the dissociation of these highly ionized bases may, for

present purposes, be considered as negligible so that the ionic strength may be
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determined directly from the tilxation curves. The dissociation constant of

guanidinoglyoxaline is at approximately pKH 10*5 while, according to Hall &
Sprinkler [1932], that of phenylguanidine is at pKK 10*77. The introduction of

an unsaturatednegative substituent, such as a phenyl or glyoxaline group reduces,

therefore, the basicity of the parent compound. Davis & Elderfield [1932] have
shown that on the other hand a saturated positive substituent such as piperidine

has no such effect.

Bing compounds of the unsaturated pyrimidine series exhibit, according to

Heyroth & Loofbourow [1934], a marked degree of selective absorption. The
compounds examined in this study (Fig. 2) showed end absorption typical of

Fig. 2. Absorption curves of 0*1 guanidine hydrochloride; 0*02 ilf glyoxaline; 0*000287
carbamidoglyoxaline monohydrochloride and 0*000174^1/ guanidinuglyoxalino dihydro-
cliloride in various solvents: A, 01 NaOH; B, phosphate butfer; C, 0*1 N HCl.

glyoxaline itself. It is well kno\ra that the absorption curves of most organic
acids and bases change in some regular way with thepH of the solution, owing to

the difference in the absorption exhibited by the anions, cations or undissociated
molecules. In this regard the compounds examined are no exception. Previous
measurements on glyoxaline and guanidine have been made by others without
taking this into consideration. The shift in ultra-violet absorption by guanidino-
glyoxaline at varyingpH is typical of a highly ionized base whilst the behaviours
of glyoxaline and carbamidoglyoxaline are characteristic of weakly ionized
compounds.

The following figures indicate the relative absorption intensities of those com-
pounds in 0*1 N NaOH.
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Molecular extinction
coefficient at ware-

length 2300 A.

Guanidinoglyoxaline 5680
Oarbamidoglyoxaline 5600
Glyoxaline 300
Guanidine 90

Experimental.

1. Titration curves.

The data represented in Fig. 1 were obtained as follows. Solutions of the free

base, approximately 0-033 ilf, were ]wex)ared by dissolving 119-4 mg. guanidine
hydrochloride, or 246-1 mg. guanidinoglyoxaline dihydrochloride in distilled

water; adding NaOH to neutralize the HCl exactly and diluting to 50 ml. with
distilled water. A hydrogen half-cell of the Hildebrand type and a saturated
calomel half-cell were used for the pH measurements made during the titration

of the two solutions with 0-2 N HQ.
These measurements have been repeated using the procedure of Davis and

Elderficld [1932] in which the solution of the free base is prepared by adding the
required amount of Ba(OH )2 to a solution of the sulphate. The results obtained
by the two methods were identical, within the limits of accuracy of the tech-

nique.
2. Absorption curves.

To obtain solvents which were completely transparent down to the limit

2160 A. of the photographic plates employed, it was found necessary to recrystal-

lize the primary and secondary phosphates used in the preparation of the phos-
phate mixtures, and to make the NaOH solution from NaOH prepared from
sodium. The pH of the buffered solutions was determined by the quinhydrone
electrode.

The absorption spectra were determined with a Bellingham and Stanley
quartz spectrograph fitted with a rotating sector photometer. The wave-length
measurements were made with a plate-measuring instrument of the same
manufacture. The sector readings gave directly the value of the logarithm of the

transmission T. From this the molecular extinction coefficient (e) was obtained

by Beer’s law
^

where c is the concentration in g. mol. per litre and I is the thickness (in this case

rO cm.) of the absorbing solution.
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PUPS AND KITTENS.

By CLARICE MARGARET BURNS and NELLIE HENDERSON.
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{Received 1 June 19S6.)

Hammett [1925] concluded that “The percentage of water in bones of both

sexes decreases with age. This is largely due to ash deposition. The increase in

percentage of organic matter is a minor factor.** He also pointed out, “If the

percentage values be charted it is seen that the curves for ash and water simulate

that of a monomolecular autocatalyzed reaction.*’ Bone growth and ossification

are however the results of numerous changes taking place simultaneously. A
study of these individual changes in normal bone growth was undertaken Mote
the study of certain pathological conditions. The methods used have been

described [Bums & Henderson, 1935]. Cats and dogs were used, as they were

available and of suitable size. Some work was also done on the herbivores, goats,

sheep and rabbits, but as they showed the presence of certain species differences

they will be dealt with in a subsequent paper.

Tiio cats and dogs used were breni domestically and the mothers wore given

ample mixed domestic diets. The mother cats received ^ pint of milk per head

per day normally; this was increased to J pint during lactation. The bitch

received J pint usually and 1 pint during lactation. The animals were free to

play in the sunshine. Ample calcium and phosphate were added to the diet in

the form of bones and fish heads. The young weaned themselves gradually, and

wore put on to the same diet as their mothers with the necessary addition to the

quantity of milk. Weaning was complete at 21-25 days. Figures were also se-

cured from two adult cats and one adult dog, of unknown breed and diet, and
from ]X)oled samples from the long bones of the hind-legs of four embryos from

a large mongrel bittjh. The age of the embryos was unknown, but they were

hairless and tlie fresh weight of the sixteen femora and humeri was 0*819 g.

which may be compared with 1*463 g., the weight of the two femora of a newly
born pup from a much smaller terrier bitch.

The first factor studied in these animals was the relation between ago and
the relative proportion of epiphysis to whole bone both fresh and dry (Table I).

Table I. Epiphysis as of total femur,

KittCDR

,
^

Litter

Litter 1 Litter 2 3* Litter 7* Puppies

Age (days) ... 0 3~T6 't IT 17 45 160 0 ^ 10 T~ 24 60 180 Bmbryos
%freshweight 40 0 49-8 43-3 47-9 40-8 38'0 34-6 29-9 39-8 39-1 4J4 44-8 41'3 44'0 — 68'1

% dry weight 2.31 30-4 28'0 .30-2 30-0 22-2 27-7 27-9 22-1 17 2 27-2 22-4 24-2 37-4 29-0 43'6
Gs % dry - - - 122 Ml 1.68 9-5 1,5-6 _ - _ O-SS 3-99 9-6 - 0-43
epiphysis

• bame mother as litter 2.

( 1202
)
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In litter 1 which was studied from birth, there was an increase in the weight
of both fresh and dry epiphysis relative to the whole bone in the first 3 days of
extra-uterine life. In litter 7, these increases occurred between the 3rd and
10th days. Thereafter there was a steady decrease in the percentage of the fresh

bone attributable to epiphysis. At an age of about 20 days, however, the pro-

portion of the weight of the dry bone due to epiphysis began to increase as the
epiphysis ossified. (This ossification is indicated in Table I by the calcium content

of the dry epiphysis.) On the other hand, in the puppies, no significant change
took place in the first (50 days in the proportion of the epiphysis in the fresh

bone. In the dry bone, the proportion of the weight due to epiphysis increased

with ossification and then fell with the continued growth of the shaft. In the
embryos, the epiphysis formed a much larger projiortion of either wet or dry
bone than at any stage after birth. In the case of the kittens, two animals from
another litter from the same mother as litters 2 and 3 gave figures at 23 days
which agreed satisfactorily with those shown in the table. Two kittens 50 days
old, however, from a cat of larger breed had relatively much heavier and larger

epiphyses than those shown in the table, indicating that breed inttuences relative

rates of growth.

Femur, humerus and tibia were all exarmned from each animal and all

changed in the same we^y. The figures for the humerus and femur in the kittens

only differed significantly in the 160-day animal in which the epiphysis formed
35-2 and 32*2% of the wet and dry humerus respectively as against 29*9 and
27*9% in the femur. The epiphysis of the tibia at all stages after the first few
days of Ufo was smaller in proportion to the bone than were those of the other
two. In the puppies, the same general relations were found.

Water and fat contents of epiphysis, diaphysis and whole bone at different

ages were next studied (Table II). The fat content was negligible in the first few
weeks of life. In the three litters of kittens shown in Table II, and one other

(litter 4) in which only the whole bone was examined, there was a definite rise

in water content of the whole bone in the neonatal period. In litter 7, this rise

occurred between the 3rd and 10th days. After this the water content fell

steadily. The initial increase was mainly duo to an increase in the water of the

diaphysis during this period, whilst the subsequent fall was due to the decrease

in the proportion of fresh epiphysis to whole bone and to the decreasing water
content of the epiphysis. After the first rise the water of the diaphysis remained
roughly constant up to 50 days of age, whilst the water of the epiphysis fell from
79*5 to 68*5%. Estimations on animals from other litters all accorded with

those sliown.

No consistent and significant difference in the w^ater contents of femur and
humerus was observed as reported by Hammett [1925] for rats. Out of 1 1 animals

in which femur and humerus were compared, the femur contained more water

than the humerus in 10, but differences averaged 2% and never exceeded 3%

.

When femur and tibia \rere compared, the femur again contained more water

in 10 cases, and the differences ranged from 1 to 5% and averaged 2% . When
diaphyses were compared instead of bone, the femur again generally contained

more water than either humerus or tibia (average difference 3%), and in two

cases differences as high as 10% were noted.

In the puppies the diaphyseal water content rose steadily from 1 to 60 days

of age, whilst the epiphyseal water content decreased. For the whole bone, the

water content was roughly constant over this period. It is possible that the

maximum point found in the kittens was missed in the puppies because of the

few samples available. In the embryos, the water contents of epiphysis and

77—2
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diaphysis did not differ much from those of the bones of the newly bom pups,
but owing to the large proportion of epiphysis to whole bone, the water content
of the whole bone was relatively higher.

Differences between femur, tibia and humerus in the pups were of the same
order as in the kittens, but the femur in these animals did not so consistently
contain more water, the differences being fairly evenly distributed in the two
directions.

Table III shows that these changes in the water content of the bone are
associated with changes in the growth processes and in the texture of the bone.

The newly bom kitten from litter 1, three 24-hour old kittens from litters 4
and 5, and the newly bora pup had bones which were almost solid in the middle
of the shaft and were extremely hard and difficult to cut but did not splinter.

In two 3-day kittens (litter 6), and the 8-day animal from litter 4 the bone
cortex was fairly thick and hard but the marrow cavity was definitely wider.

On the other hand, in the 3-day-old animal from litter 1, although the bone was
wider than that of the newly bom litter-mate, the cortex was of paper thickness
and so brittle that it fell to pieces when cut. All the bones of litter 2 from 7 days
upwards showed well-marked marrow cavities, and their cortices were quite

brittle. Prom Table III it may be seen that the widths of bone and marrow
cavity were such that the 8-day bone (litter 4) would lie inside the marrow cavity
of its 25-day litter-mate. The latter again would almost lie inside the cavity of
its 33-day old litter-mate. Similarly the bone of the newly born pup would lie

inside the 24-day bone, and this again almost inside the bone of the ^-day pup.
The increase in the water of the diaphysis, and the consequent increase in or

maintenance of the water content ofthe bone was thus mainly associated with the
widening of the marrow cavity, which was accompanied by rapid destruction of

bone. Between 0 and 3 days in litter 1, 8 and 25 days in litter 4, and between
1 and 24 days and again between 24 and 60 days in the pups, the entire cortex

was eaten away and a new cortex built up. During this period of rapid growth
the texture of the cortex underwent a marked change and became very brittle

and splintered readily. The changes in the texture of the cortex and in the water

content and width of marrow cavity did not exactly coincide, e.g. in the 8-day
animal of litter 4, a fairly wide cavity and high water content were found in

bones with fairly hard cortex. In both pups and kittens the cortex remained

brittle and splintered readily when cut, until its increasing thickness made
cutting with an ordinary knife impossible. This stage was reached between the

ages of 60 and 160 days. The nature of the changes determining the alteration

in the cortex of the bone is being studied histologically.

The question of whether the solidity of the bones at about the time of birth

represents a store of calcium laid up during the stages of slow growth at the end

of the intra-uterine period, or whether it merely marks a stage of bone develop-

ment, is being examined by the study of those animals in which the bones of the

new-bom are at different stages of ossification. The results of these studies will

be communicated shortly. The fact however that one 3-day-old tibia was more

solid than that of its new-bom litter-mate suggests that the beginning of rapid

bone breakdown does not necessarily coincide with birth.

The slight increase in the water content of the epiph^'^sis between 0 and 3 days

of age (litter 1, Table II), was accompanied by an increase of 25% in the weight

of the epiphysis, whilst the diaphysis increased by 10% in length, but lost by

about 10% in weight. In litter 2, both epiphysis and diaphysis increased by

100% in weight between 7 and 11 days, but the epiphysis made no further gain

between 11 and 17 days, whilst the diaphysis increased by a further 50% . In
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litter 7 on the other hand, the bones of the new-born and 3-day animals were

equal in weight and length, and the fresh epiphysis formed the same proportion

of the fresh bones in each, but the diaphysis of the 3-day-old bone contained

much more solid (organic and inorganic) than that of the new-born. Bone growth

is thus represented by a large number of simultaneous reactions whereby

organic tissue is laid down and ossified in certain places, while both organic and

inorganic materials are removed from others.

Hammett [1926] found consistent differences in the rates of growth in the

femur and humerus of rats.

There was no consistent difference in the rates of growth of femur, humerus

and tibia in puppies and kittens, although the tibia at all ages was slightly

smaller than eitW of the other two (Table IV).

Table IV. Weight in g.

Kitterifi Viips

Age (days) ... 7 11 17 45 160 1 24 60 160

F. 0-714 1-496 1*628 4-886 18-70 1-463 9-164 20-10 48-9

H. 0-890 1-506 1-831 4-674 16-84 1-901 9-696 19-03 47-8

T. 0-510 1-013 1-282 3-839 16-71 0-906 5*8.55 14-74 41-4

It seems possible that the differences which he noted in water content were

associated with the differences in rates of growth.

Summary.

1. The water content of very young bone is determined mainly by the size

and water content of the epiphysis and of the marrow cavity.

2. Shortly after birth in pups and kittens there is an increase in the water

content of the long bones, due mainly to an increase in the water conttuit of the

diaphysis.

3. During this period, there is a rapid increase in the size of the marrow
cavity, and a change in the texture of the bone cortex.

4. These changes are found in femora, humeri and tibiae. There is no con-

sistent difference in water content between these bones.

The expenses of this research w'ere defrayed from a grant to Prof. Bums by
the Medical Research Council to whom we desire to express our thanks.
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Methods of bone analysis and sampling have been described in a previous

paper [Burns & Henderson, 1935]. In this investigation changes in calcium,

phosphate and carbonate of bone from kittens and pups were studied in relation

to age. Dry fat-fn^e calcified cartilage, cancellous bone and samples of cortex

from the middle of the shaft and from the growing ends of the diaphysos were
used.

Table I. Cakium- and carbonate in the cortex from the middle of the shaft {cats).

A^e{days) 0-0 7-13 14-20 21-48 49-84 160 Adult* Adult*

No. ofaaniplt’8.., 9 8 6 12 9 1 1 I

Ca"„:
Ranj?e 17S-22-9 16-3-206 19-O-20-6 18-7-22-2 20-7-22-9 — — '

—

Mean 20*9 18-5 19-8 20-7 21-9 23-3 24-0 25-5

Standard
deviation

l-r>

a

1-37 (»-60 — — — — —

CO. as <•„ Ca:

Range 94- J 2-3 9-5-1 10 8-6-9-6 9-0-10-7 9'5-10-7 — — —
Mean 10*6 10-0 91 100 10-0 10-9 11-0 12-9

a 0-92 0-53 0-12 — — — —
* Unknown breed.

From Table I it may be seen that the mean value for the calcium content of

the dry fat-free cortex of the middle of the shaft of the femur fell slightly

between the first and second weeks of post-natal life, and then rose very slowly

over several months. When the carbonate content is expressed as that percentage

of the calcium with wdiich it can combine, it is evident that the carbonate also

fell and then rose over the same periods, but that the carbonate feU more
markedly than the calcium, so that its proportion to the latter also decreased.

This decrease in the proportion of carbonate to calcium was moreover continued

into the third week, and although the difference between the figiues for the

first and second weeks is of doubtful significance, there seems to be probably a

real difference between the first and thini weeks. After 21 days the proportion

of carbonate to calcium slowly rose to reach its highest level in the adult animals.

The change in calcium content and in the carbonate content relative to the

calcium was also found in the pups (Table III).

The standard deviations for the calcium values for the groups 0-6 days,

7-13 days (Table I), are such that the difference between the means is not

( 1207 )
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statistically significant, bat if the bones are re-grouped according to the texture

of the cortex rather than age [Bums & Henderson, 1936], then the 3-day bone

(Ca 17*8 %) falls into the second group and the 8-day bone (Ca 20*6 %) falls into

the first group, and the means become 21*2 and 18*1% ,
with standard deviations

1*07 and .1*12 respectively. Three pairs of samples of bone from litter-mates of

the same age (two at 23 days, and one at 50 days) had calcium contents which

agreed within 2% , but a pair from day-old animals and another at 3 da
3rs gave

figures which differed by 5-6% . In these two pairs however the difference in

calcium content was again accompanied by differences in size of bone and

texture of cortex, the harder cortex or smaller bone (i.e. the bone in which post-

natal change was least advanced) being in each case associated with the higher

calcium content.

In view of the following facts it seems probable that the rapid post-natal

growth and remodelling of the bone results in a decrease of the calcium content

even of the cortex in the middle of the shaft: (1) In litter 1 when the change in

bone texture was marked between birth and 3 days the Ca content fell from

20*7 to 17*8% in this period. (2) In litter 7, between 3 and 10 days the content

fen from 22*9 to 19*8% . (3) In litter 4 and the pups the changes in bone texture

between 1 and 8 and 1 and 24 days respectively were accompanied by a drop

in Ca of 4 and 3% (changes not signihcant in themselves but consistent in

direction). (4) The difference in the Ca of the first two groups is just significant

when they are classed by texture and not by age.

In nine animals femur and humerus were both examined, and differences in

calcium content ranged from -5 to 4-8% with an average of 4-2*2% (the

humerus being to this extent more calcified than the femur). In seven pairs of

femora and tibiae the femora were more calcified than the tibiae by an average

of 2*5% (range of difference -8 to 4* 6*5%). There was thus no evidence of

significant differences in the rates of calcification of the different bones of kittens

and pups as found by Hammett [1925] for rats,

iVom the calcium, carbonate and phosphate of the bone was calculated the

ratio of calcium combined with phosphate, called by Howland ci al, [1926] the

residual Ca/P (here called R (Ca)/P).

For forty-six samples of cortex from the middle of the shaft this ratio did

not vary with age; twenty-three figun?8 lay between 1*88 and 1*93, fifteen be-

tween 1*82 and 1*88, and eight between 1*74 and 1*82. No figure l)elow 1*84 was
found in animals over 45 days old, and the adults showed ratios of 1*88-1*91.

For the dogs, the ratio ranged from 1*81 to 1*92, the sample from the adult

animal and two samples from 60-day pups showing 1*88 and 1*90.

Table II. Calcium an^, carbojiate in the cortex from the ends of the diaphyses (dogs).

Age (days) ... 0-6 7-13 14r-20 21-49 1(50 Adult Adult

No. ofsamples ... 2 6 6 8 2 2 2

Ca%:
flange

Mean
a

16*8 and 17*8

173
lCO-17-8

J6-9

0*68

17-8-19-6

18-5

0*57

17-2-19*0

184
18 C and 19-4

190
20-7 and 21-7

21*2

23* 1 and 24*9

24*0

CO|a8%Ca:
Aange
Mean

9*6 and 10*1

9-8

8-2-9-0

8*6

7*7 -8-9

8-5

7-7-9*3

8*4

9*1 and 9*3

9*2

11*3 and 11*0

11*4

13-4 and 13*2

13*3

From Table II it may be concluded that the calcium content of the cortex
from the growing ends of the diaphysis remained low throughout the growth
period and then slowly increased approximately to that of the cortex from the
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middle of the shaft in the adult animals. There was a slight increase just signi-

hoant (i.e. difference exceeding 2<t) after the period of rapid post-natal growth.
Throughout the growth period, the proportion of calcium combined with
carbonate was always less in the cortex from the diaphyseal ends than in that
from the middle of the shaft. The early period of growth was again accompanied
by a drop in the carbonate relative to the calcium. In the ^ult the ratio of
carbonate to calcium also approximated to that found in the cortex from the
middle. In six animals in which femur, humerus and tibia were examined, the
calcium of the cortex from the ends of the femur exceeded that of the humerus
by an average of 2% and that of the tibia by an average of 5% , but differences

equalling these were found between the two ends of the same bone, and no
signiffcant difference between the bones could be demonstrated.

Table III. Calcium and carbcmate in the cortex of pups' bones.

Middle Embryos Ends

<1 24 60 160* Adultt Middle Ends <1 24 60 160* Adultt

21-7 20-9 22-4 24-5 25*8 16*9 12-8 17-2 18-4 19-6 17-7 23-3
12-7 11*2 11-4 130 13-9 61 4*7 IM 9-8 10*8 9-7 12*3

* 2nd litter. t I'nknown breed.

The changes in the cortex from the ends of the diaphyses in the pup (Table III)

were similar to the changes in the kitten, except that at 160 days both calcium

and carbonate were relatively low. This was
i)
08sibly a sampling error, since

there was such a marked difference in shape between the long shaft and re-

latively small epiphysis of the 160-day bone and the much shorter bone at

(K) days, that it was difficult to determine the proportion of the cortex to take

for analysis.

R (Ca)/P was determined for twenty-eight samples of this tissue from cats

and eight samples from dogs. Four figures from two adult cats ranged from
1-87 to 1'91. Of the remaining twenty-four, three lay between 1-88 and 1*95,

fifteen between 1*82 and 1-88 and six between 1-74 and 1-82. These in no way
varied with age. The figure for the adult dog was 1*87 and for the sciven growing
animals ranged from 1*81 to 1*91 without relation to age.

In the neo-natal period the cancellous tissue showed more marked changes

in calcium content with age than did the cortex (Tables IV and V).

Table IV. Calcium and carbonate contents of cancellous bone in cats.

Age (days) ... (M) 7-13 13-20 21-49 50-84 160 Adult Adult

No. of samples ... 11 6 9 16 18 1 1 1

Ca %:
Range
Mean
a

17-8~23*63

20-96
1-5

13*8-17-9

lo-8
1-2

14-7~16-9

16-1

0-71

12-5-17-6

14-7

120-16-8
14-4 14-5 16-1 17-4

CO, as % Ca:

Range
Mean

9*3"-n-7
10-3

8-2-10-2

91
7-5-9-4

8-4

6*7-96
8-4

7-7-10*0

8-9 8-3 10-3 12-6

The mean value for the calcium content of this tissue in the kittens felf

between the first and second weeks from 20*9 to 15’8% ,
a quite significant drop,

the lowest value in the first week being found in the brittle 3-day bone, whilst

the highest value in the second group was found in the hard 8-day bone. From
tihe second week there was a further slight drop followed later by a rise, but the

Age (days) ...

Ca%
CO, as Ca
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figure for the adult animals did not exceed some figures found at all stages of the

pxjwth period. On the other hand whilst the initial drop was also found in the

pups (Table V), the 160-day-old pup and the adult dog both showed signifioant

increases in calcium content. It is not possible to decide whether this is a species

difference, or whether the 160-day-old pup was better able to utilize the bones

in the diet than the 160-day-old Mtten.

Table V. Calcium and. carbonate content of cancdlous bone, and

calcified cartilage in dogs.

Embryos
Caneellous bone

Can-
cellous

N Calcined <

Pnlrifififl ^
11

Age (days) .. . <1 24 60 160 Adult cartilage <1 24 60 160

Mean Ca % 22*2 18-7 17*3 22*1 221 16*7 8*5 20*3 17*4 19*7 19*2

CO* as % Ca 11*4 10*5 9*3 10*2 14*0 4-4 .3*6 10*4 8*4 9-2 9*0

In both dogs and cats, the initial fall in the calcium of the cancellous bone
was accompanied by an even greater fall in the carbonate content, and the

carbonate remained low relative to the calcium until growth ceased, when it

again rose towards the figure for adult bone as found in the cortex of the fully

grown animal.

Differences up to 15% were found between the calcium contents of the

cancellous bone from the two ends of the same bone, and in the seven kittens in

which femur, humerus and tibia were examined no differences exceeding this

were found between the different bones, the average difference being of the same
order as for the cortex. *«

Sixty-two determinations of phosphate wen* made on the tissue from cats

and R (Ca)/P for the two adults was 1-87. Nine figures ranging from 1*88 to 1*04

were found at ages varying from 3 to 5() days. The other figures ranged from 1*68

to 1*87 and averaged 1*81, thirteen falling below 1*80. Out of the nine figures for

dogs, four fell between 1*88 and 1*92, and others ranged from 1*81 to 1*87. The
160-day.old animal gave 1*87 and the adult 1-92.

The calcium and carbonate contents of the calcified cartilage from kittens

of different ages are shown in Table VI and of pups in Table V.

Table VI. Calcium, and carbonate content's of the calcified cartilage of kittens.

Age (days) . (M> 7-13 14-20 20-48 49-84 160

Xo. of samplers .. 8 .5 6 14 17 1

Ca«„:
Range ir>*a-2o*2 171-18-6 16*0-18*4 17*1-19*8 14*6-18*7 —
Mean 18*1 17*9 17*5 17*9 17*2 17*2

CO,ii«%Ca:
Range 65-9*9 6*7-70 6*1 -7*0 6*2-86 7*2^-9*5 —
Mean 8*5 7*1 6*6 7*4 8*1 7*3

The figures for the one litter of pups (Table V) suggested that the post-natal
drop in calcium was also to be found in the calcified cartilage but the more
numerous figures for the kittens did not support this. In these animals the mean
calcium remained roughly constant throughout the growth period. The post-

natal drop in the proportion of carbonate to calcium was however found. In the
pups this proix»rtion was much the same as in the other rapidly growing tissues,

i.e. the cancellous bone and the cortex from the ends of the diaphyses, but in the
kittens it was consistently lower. In the kittens 60 estimations ofR (Ca)/P were
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made and 14 as high as 1*88 occurred at 1, 8, II
»
50 and 84 days. The other

thirty-six figures lay between 1*71 and 1*87 and averaged 1*82. In the pups the

figures ranged firom 1*84 to 1*88 and averaged 1*85.

In the embryos, the calcium content and the proportion of carbonate to

calcium in all the tissues were lower than the lowest figures found after birth, but
again the proportion of carbonate was highest in the cortex from the middle of

the shaft and lowest in the calcified cartilage. The figures for R (Ca)/P however,

1*76, 1*82, 1*86 and 1*88, were similar to figures from post-natal samples.

As was found previously for water, the results of the analyses of bones of

kittens for calcium failed to indicate the systemic differences noted by Hammett
[1925] for rats, so a femur and humerus from each of two animals were examined
for water and ash by his methods, whilst the other femur and humerus were
examined for Ca by the methods used in this investigation.

Table VII.

Kitten 1. CH

Wt. K Wat<jr Ash Cortex Cancellous

F. 1-250 fi.5-8 14-08 20*15 16*83

H. 1-388 65-3 14*91 21-07 17*63

Kitten 2.

F. 1-402 65-9 13*89 20*6 16*85

H. ]'4t>8 66-1 14-57 20*8 16*64

Water differences (Table VII) lay within the accuracy of the estimation (an

accuracy determined mainly by the speed withwhich the bones were cleaned and
weighed). The ash of the humerus exceeded that of the femur by 6 and 4% ,

and
tht^ calcium of the dry cortex from the middle of the shaft of the humerus
excevdmi that of the femur by 4 and 1% respectively.

It seems possible that the difference in ash content between the two bones

of the rat may be associated with the different rates of growth of the bones in

that animal. In the more slowly growing humerus, the more heavily calcified

portions of the bone would form a greater proportion of the w^hole than in the

more rapidly growing femur. In kittens this difference in the rate of growth is

negligible, and differences in rate of ash deposition are also small.

Bauer et al, [1929] noticed a diminution in the number of trabeculae in kitten

bones shortly after birth. They concluded from this that calcium is stored in the

trabeculae and that this calcium store is drawn on during the period of rapid

post-natal growth. From the change in calcium content in the different parts of

the bone, and the complete destruction and rebuilding of the cortex which takes

place during this period, it seems however that the trabeculae do not differ from

cortical bone in this respect, at this stage. The proportion of cancellous bone to

total bone in the young kittens decreased from 17 % in the new-born to 9% at

16 days, but in view of the difficulty of securing aU the cancellous bone the

significance of these figures is uncertain. Any theory explaining the processes

of ossification must take into account bone destruction as well as bone growth.

Since both appear to take place side by side in the same bone, it seems that bone

growth cannot be whoUy controlled by changes in the systemic blood supply,

but must be largely determined by purely local factors and that, at any rate as

long as growth continues, bone is in dynamic equilibrium with its tissue fluids.

Consideration of the values for R (Ca)/P shows that out of the 186 samples

from the bones of kittens, 138 (i.e. 76%) gave ratios ranging from 1*82 to 1*95,
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and averaged 1*87. Hammett [1925] found an amount of magnesium in the

bones of rats equivadient to about 2-3% of the oalcium. A few estimations of

magnesium were made in the course of this investigation, by colorimetric deter-

mination as phosphate after precipitation of calcium. Magnesium figures varied

from 0*36 to 0*49% with corresponding calcium 16*3 to 24*4% . It was found

that figures for R (Ca)/P 1*91, 1*78, 1*77, 1*84 and 1*86, became when corrected

for magnesium 1*97, 1*86, 1*84, 1*90 and 1*92 and a total Ca/P (CO2 not deter-

mined) was increased from 1*91 to 1*97. If therefore an average of 0*06 is added

to R (Ca)/P as found to correct for magnesium, it is found that 138 out of the

186 lie between 1*88 and 2*01, and of these 87 lie between 1*91 and 1*97. Only

13 lie between 1*98 and 2*01, whilst 38 are between 1*88 and 1*91. This is roughly

the distribution to be expected if the true figure is 1*94, the theoretical figure for

tertiary calcium phosphate. There are however 48 figures (26% of the total)

with ratios below 1*88, which seem to fall outside the range of experimental error.

Shear & Washburn [1932-33] have criticized the use of micro-methods in the

analysis of bone and have developed a much more accurate technique, but for

this are needed amounts of material much in excess of those available in a

detailed study of young growing bone. They point out that with exammations
made by the less accurate methods '‘deviations from the theoretical composition

(i.e. 3Ca8(P04)2CaC03) have usually been ascribed either to shortcomings of the

analytical methods employed, or to experimental error. It is not im})os8ible,

however, that these discrepancies may have been due to actual variations in the

composition of bone". The forty-eight samples in this study vdth corrected

R (Ca)/P of less than 1*88 all occurred in bones from animals less than 60 days

old, and tliey occurred most frequently in the most actively growing tissues;

e.g. of the total samples they formed 35% m the cancellous bone, 25% in the

calcifi(Ki cartilage, 21 % ip the cortex from the ends of the shaft and 17% in the

cortex from the middle of the shaft. This suggests that the actual period of rapid

growth or destruction of bone may be marked by the presence in the bone of

phosphate other than the tertiary calcium or magnesium salt. Shear & Kramer
[1928] have adduced evidence to show that in ossification tlie secondary salt

CaHP04 may be first deposited. The corrected ratios 1*74-1*87 found in the

forty-eight samples would be compatible with a mixture of 10-20% of the

secondary salt and 80-90% of the tertiary salt. Roseberry etaL [1931 ] showed
(1) that there were none of the characteristic lines of crystalline (3aHP04 in the
X-ray spectrogram of fresh young bone, and (2) that a mixture of such bone and
crystalline CaHP04 in the ratio 10:1 (i.e. bone 8aIt:CaHP04 approximately

3:1) gave such lines quite clearly. They considered that if the secondary salt

occurs, it is present in smaller proportion than this. It is not clear however
whether their method would detect CaHP04 if it formed less than 25% of the
total salt. Since only a few samples of growing bone could contain as much as
this (from R (Ca)/P) and samples from different parts of the same bone may
differ considerably, it is clear that the detection of such small quantities of
the secondary salt would bo difficult.

The small amomits of non-tertiary phosphate indicated may moreover only
be soluble phosphates accumulated locally during bone growth or destruction
and would not therefore be detected by the physic^ methods. If such phosphate
were not combined with calcium, it would only constitute from 2 to 6% of the
total, and its presence could only be finally demonstrated by its isolation.
Almost all the samples examined for phosphate were analysed for both total and
inorganic i>hosphate. No definite evidence of the presence of organically com-
bined phosphate was found in the trichloroacetic acid filtrate.
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Rosebeny et al. [1931] also showed that (1) the main crystalline compound
in the bone salt belonged to the apatite group and was very similar to dahlite

(20a8(P04)2CaC03)
; (2 )

that bone salt contained no oalcite (crystalline CaCOa)

;

(3) that tertiary calcium phosphate is a crystalline member of the apatite series.

Kramer & Shee^ [1928] have already shown that old bone (diaphysis) contams
more carbonate in proportion to calcium than does young bone (metaphysis).

The results present^ here show that the carbonate content of bone is roughly

proportional to the rate at which that particular portion of bone is being laid

down and removed. The relative carbonate content of calcified cartilage is low
at all ages, that of the cancellous tissue and the rapidly growing cortex slightly

higher, while the highest figure is found in the more slowly growing cortex of the

middle of the shaft. When growth at the ends of the shaft has ceased, the car-

bonate content of the whole cortex and of the cancellous bone, in dogs and cats,

tends to approximate to the figure found in dahlite (i.e. 14*2% of the calcium

combined with carbonate). Sendroy & Hastings [1926-27] showed that when
serum and certain salt solutions were shaken with CaCOg, no calcium was
precipitated, but when shaken with Ca3(P04)2 calcium carbonate was pre-

cipitated. If at some stage in the growth cycle of bone tertiary calcium phos-

phate were in contact with fluids containing carbonate it seems probable that

the salt would react to form a carbonato-phosphate complex, and that, up to the

point at which all the salt was converted into a dahlite-like compound, the longer

th 0 phosphate was in contact with the fluid, the more compound salt would be
formed. In the cortex of the middle of the shaft, where, after the post-natal

spurt in growth, growth and destruction take place relatively slowly, the

phosphate remains in contact with the tissue fluids of the bone long enough to

maintain a high and increasing projK)rtion of carbonate. In the rapifiy removed
calcified cartilage, on the other hand, the carbonate remains relatively low.

The very low carbonate contents of the bone tissues from the embryo pUps
suggest that the insoluble bone salt may be originally deposited as phosphate
without the presence of any carbonato-complex. Further work is being carried

out on embryos to test this point. But, within limits, the carbonate content of a
bony tissue does seem to be a measure of the age of the tissue, and therefore a
measure of bone growth in the region of the bone from which the tissue was
taken.

SUMMABY.

1. Immediately after birth in pups and kittens there is a decrease in salt

content of the diaphysis. This decn^ase is most marked in the cancellous tissue.

This period must be avoided in any experiments designed to test a decalcifying

or lecaloifying agent.

2. Later the calcium cx)ntent of the cortex rises slowly, but in the cancellous

bone it displays irregularity and remains low in the kitten, while rising slowly

in the pup.

3. In kittens, the difference between femur and humerus is very slight, and
can probably be explained by the very slightly slower rate ofgrowth in the latter.

4. In temporary tissues such as calcified cartilage, the carbonate is always

low relative to the calcium, but its proportion increases in the tissues which are

destroyed more slowly.

5. In the bone of the adult cat and dog, the proportion of carbonate to

calcium approaches that of dahlite.

The expenses of this research were defrayed from a grant to Prof. Bums by

the Medical Besearch Council to whom we desire to express our thanks.
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CLXXI. A NOTE ON THE REVERSIBLE ENZYMIC
OXIDATION OF rf-GLUCO-ASCORBIC ACID.

By SYLVESTER SOLOMON ZILVA.i

From the Division of Nutrition, Lister Institute, London.

(Received 25 May 1936.)

It was shown some time ago [Zilva, 1934] that the apple contained an enzyme
resembling the “hoxoxidase’’ described by Szent-Gydrgyi [1931] which could de-

hydrogenate directly or indirectly Z-ascorbic acid. Tauber et al. [1935] have since

demonstrattni the presence of this or a similar enzyme in Hubbard squash (Gucur-

bifa maxima) and there seems reason to believe that it is fairly widespread in the

plant kingdom. An experiment is here described which shows that the enzyme
present in the apple is also capable of dehydrogenating another member of the
ascorbic acid series of compounds, d-gluco-ascorbic acid (d-3-ketoglucoheptono-

furanolactone) which unlike Z-ascorbic acid is not antiscorbutically active even in

high doses [Zilva, 1935]. The experiment therefore suggests that the enzjnnic

dehydrogenation of these compounds takes place independently of their stereo-

chemical structure and of their biological activity.

10 mg. of d-gluco-ascorbic acid were dissolved in 30 ml. of distilled water.

To 25 ml. of this solution 5 ml. of expressed apple (Bramley's Seedling) juice

previously tested on i-ascorbic acid for the presence of the enzyme were added.

The solution w^as adjusted to pH 4*4 and kept at room temperature. Aliquot

portions were removed at various intervals and titrated with A^/1000 indophenol.

5 ml. of the solution which decolorized 13 ml. of the indicator immediately after

the addition of the enzyme reduced 6*3 ml. afUT 95 min., 2*7 ml. after 195 min.

At the end of 295 min. it failed to decolorize any indophenol. The solution was
then reduced with hydrogen sulphide as described by the writer in previous com-
munications. After the hydrogen sulphide had been displaced by nitrogen for

seven and a half hours, 5 ml. of the solution decolorized 13-7 ml. aV/1000 indo-

phenol. This figure dropped only to 13-2 ml. after 26 hours’ displacement. The
d-gluco-ascorbic acid was therefore completely dehydrogenated by the enzyme.

The amount of the compound present origmally in 5 ml. should have reduced

13*8 ml. of A^/1000 indophenol.

^ Member of the Scientific Stafi, Medical Hesearch Council.
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CLXXII. THE IDENTITY OF THE INDOPHENOL-
REDUCING SUBSTANCE IN THE

JENSEN RAT SARCOMA.

By ALEXANDER EDWARDS KELLIE
AKD SYLVESTER SOLOMON ZILVA.^

From the Division of Nutrition, Lister Institute, London.

(Received 28 May 1936.)

A NUMBER of recent investigations carried out in this laboratory offered the

opportunity of adapting the biological and si)ectrographio procedures to the co-

or^ation of the 2-ascorbic acid content with the indophenol-reducing capacity

of certain animal tissues. As conflicting views exist concerning the identity of

the reducing substance or substances present in tumours (for Idstorical details

see following paper [Boyland, 1936]), it was considered by us desirable to utilize

this technique in attempting to obtain more precise information. This was made
possible by the kindness of Dr E. Boyland of the Research Institute of the Royal

Cancer Hospital who generously consented to supply us with the great quantity

of material necessary for the investigation. Our results seem to suggest that

almost the entire if not all the indophenol-reducing capacity of the Jensen rat

sarcoma is due to ?-ascorbic acid.

Technique.

The experimental material. We are indebted to Dr Boyland for the following

details. Small fragments of healthy Jensen rat sarcoma tissue were implanted

with a small trochar needle under the skin in the flank of young rats under 120 g.

in weight. The rats employed were either of the Wistar strain or of the ''Middlesex

Hospitar* strain of tumour-susceptible rats. When the tumours had grown to a
suitable size (4~8 g.) the tumour-bearing animals were killed by a blow on the

head. The abdominal skin was cut and the tumour removed with forceps without

opening the peritoneum. The tumours were removed daily for the biological test

and were dispatched immediately to the Lister Institute. Forty-eight tumours
were prepared for this purpose.

The biological tests. Immediately on arrival at the Lister Institute all the

necrotic tissue was completely removed from the tumours. The remaining
material was first ground with half its weight of powdered glass, and 60-100%
of its weight of freshly glass-distilled water was then added to the mixture which
was thoroughly ground again. The somewhat coloured and turbid aqueous
extract was next separated from the solid tissue by centrifuging. In order to
determine the indophenol-reducing capacity of the preparation with the greatest

possible accuracy a part of the extract was precipitated with 3 volumes of 6%
trichloroacetic acid, centrifuged and the clear colourless supernatantfluid titrat^
with the indicator at pB. 2*5. The figures thus obtained were in fair agreement
with those recorded by us in the original extract before treatment with trichloro-

acetic acid. The aqueous preparation was then administered to the experimental
guinea-pigs in doses, the indophenol-reducing capacity of which corresponded to

^ Member of the Scientific Staff, Medical Research Council.
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0*26 and 0*5 mg. of {-ascorbic acid respectively. The administration of the

freshly prepared doses, which was carried out daily, began after the animals had
subsisted for ten days on a scorbutic diet. The time which elapsed between the

removal of the tumour and the dosing of the extract was about 2 hours. A
trichloroacetic acid extract of the aqueous preparation was made and titrated

in most cases also at the end of the dosing, but no significant loss in the indo-

phenol-reducing capacity of the extract was noted. The animals were killed by
chloroform 20 days after the commencement of the dosing and the degree of

scurvy if any was assessed at the post-mortem examination. Daily doses of

0*25 and 0*5 mg. of {-ascorbic acid were administered to control groups of

guinea-pigs.

The 8pe£trographic examination. An aqueous extract of the tissue was pre-

pared as above except that when the indophenol-reducing capacity was not Hgh
a suitably smaller quantity of freshly glass-distilled water was used. This extract

was then treated with 8-6 parts by volume of absolute alcohol and 0*4 part

by volume of 2-5% CdCl2 in 90% alcohol. After removing the precipitate by
centrifuging, the centrifugate was further diluted with an equal volume of

Wave length

Fig. 1. Spectrographi(» results. The l-ascorbic acid content of this extract as caJ<‘iilatod from
the indophenoftitration should have been 21-6 mg,, 100 ml. of extract. The above extinction

coeflicient corresponds to 21'5mg./100ml. of extract.

X— X Tumour extract. o—o Tumour extract after treatment with Cu.
X— X Ascorbic acid by difference.

absolute alcohol. One portion of this mixtiu*e (10 ml.) was then acidified with

hydrochloric acid so as to give a final concentration of 0-02 N HC’l and immediately

compared in the spectrograph against a blank solution. To another 10 ml. of the

above mixture 1 drop of 1 % CUSO4, oH^O solution was added and the mixture

allowed to remain for 2 hours. Itwas then acidified as beforeand examined against

a control (see Fig. 1). This latter treatment destroys Z-ascorbic acid entirely

Biochem. 1936 xxx 78
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when present in oonoentrations such as were encountered in these experiment,

and consequently it could act as an index for the probable identity ofthe vitamin

with the substance showing a point of maximum absorption at 246 ffifi . Details

of the spectrograph have already been given by us [Kellie Sc Zilva, 1936], A
1 cm. absorption tube was used. The content of ascorbic acid was calculated from

the extinction coefficient, since the concentrations were adjusted so as to fall

within the limits in which Beer’s law holds true [cf. Herbert e/ (d, 1933]. The

molecular extinction coefficient as determined by us for pure Z-asoorbic acid in

acid alcohol solution was found to be 10,000, and this value was therefore used in

the calculation of the results.

Results.

Fig. 2, which gives the graphic representation of the biological tests, shows

that the responses of the animals on the Z-ascorbic acid doses and of those which

received the equivalent doses of tumour extract as assessed by indophenol titra-

tion are the same. From Table I we see further that the average of 15 spectro-

graphic determinations accounts for 78*8% of the Z-ascorbic acid as measured

beginning of dosing; i -onset of clinical symptoms of scurvy; + »died; C.s= chloro-
formed; *V.=normal; K.S.iSf.stvery slight scurvy; slight scurvy; scurvy.
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Table L
Ascorbic acid calcu-

lated from indophenol Ascorbic acid found
titration mg./100ml. spectrograpbically

extract mg./100 ml. extract %
21*6 21*6 100
181 12*9 71
16*7 10*8 65
17*1 15*2 71
16*7 15*6 93
23*4 21*8 93
15*3 11*5 75
240 17*6 73

16*n 12*21 761
161 f 12*6 f 78 f

181 15*2 84
10-0 6*7 67
22*0 17*8 81

28*61 21*61 751
28*0/ 22*7; 81 f

ige — — 78*8

The bracketed figures refer to determinations carried out on the same extract within an hour
of one another.

titrimetrically. That the characteristic absorption is due to {-ascorbic acid and
not to chemically related compounds in this case is evident from the biological

and indophenol tests. The average figures obtained by spectrographic measure-
ments are, however, undoubtedly low. A difference of 21 % or even less would
have been reflected in the condition of the animals, especially of those on the
higher doses in the biological determination. It is also necessary to consider the
fact in this connexion that figures tend to be lower than their real value in spectro-

photometric assessments when concentrations of ascorbic acid in physiological

fluids as low as those above are examined. This is illustrated by the experiment
(Table II) in which plasma was submitted to the same precipitation treatment

Table U.

Ascorbic acid found
Ascorbic acid added spectrograpbically

mg./100 ml. plasma mg./100 ml. plasma %
24-9 22*4 • 90
29-4 24-0 84
30*3 29 0 96
24*9 22*8 92

Average — — 90*5

with alcohol and CdC^ as the tumour extracts, and in which a known quantity of

{-ascorbic acid of a similar order to the above was added to the final solution

immediately before the spectrographic examination. An average of only 90*5%
of the added ascorbic acid is accounted for here. This error would be expected to

be greater with tumour extracts in which the ascorbic acid is present before

precipitation. It is of importance to note that in spite of the average of 78*8%
recorded by the spectrograph for these extracts, as high a figure as 100% has

been obtained (cf. Fig. 2), and that the average of the determinations in the case

of tumours wii^ a high content above 20 mg./lOO ml. of extract, when the in-

78—2
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herent error of the method would be expected to be less, was as high as 83*8%

.

These facts suggest that almost the entire indophenol-reducing capacity of

aqueous extracts of Jensen rat sarcoma is due to J-ascorbic acid.

One of us (A. E. K.) is indebted to the Medical Research Council fot* a whole-

time grant.
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(Received 28 May 1936.)

Bierich & Rosenbohm [1933] were the first to show that the greater part of the

material titratable by io^e in tumour extracts was not glutathione. They also

showed that liver and brain tissue contained something other than glutathione

which reduced iodine solutions; they called this substance “X”. Boyland [1933]

found that the amount of the X substance present in tissue was equivalent to the

2:6-dichloroindophenol-reducing power and so appeared to be ascorbic acid. A
note, however, was added to the paper in proof saying that biological tests indi-

cated the presence of some other reducing substance in Jensen rat sarcoma tissue.

The results indicated that if the indophenol reduction were entirely due to

ascorbic acid, actively growing tumour contained 0*4 mg. ascorbic acid per g.

whilst the necrotic tumour tissue (ontained very little. These results have been
confirmed by Edlbaoher & Jung [1934], Watson & Mitolo [1934] and Woodward
[1935]. Harris [1933], however, claimed as the result of biological tests, of

which the full details have not been published, that only about one-third of the

indophenol-reducing material of Jensen rat sarcoma was ascorbic acid.

Borghi & Deotto
[ 1934] gave extracts of the Ehrlich mouse sarcoma to guinea-

pigs on a scorbutic diet and the animals died with scurvy. Bierich & Rosenbohm
[1934], however, found that aqueous extracts of JRS tumours had antiscorbutic

activity, but their experiments were not sufficiently quantitative to prove

conclusively that the total reducing power was due to ascorbic acid.

Watson [1936] has tested the antiscorbutic activity of dried tumour tissue.

Unfortunately drying of the tissue destroyed about one-half of the reducing

activity. In the c^se of JRS he found that the residual reducing value was equi-

valent to the antiscorbutic activity. Dried Dael and Biltris guinea-pig tumour,

on the other hand, had practically no antiscorbutic power although it reduced

2:6-dichloromdophenol. The fresh guinea-pig tumour had only half as much
ascorbic acid as the rat tumour and on drying about three-quarters of the

reducing power was lost. Watson also found that the reducing power of a guinea-

pig sarcoma fell to one-third its normal value if the animal were kept on a

scorbutic diet, and in the case of one animal the reducing power increased to the

normal value when the animal was given 50 mg. ascorbic acid per day for 4 days.

These two sets of experiments thus give contrary indications as to the ascorbic

acid content of the Dael and Biltris sarcoma.

Kellie 4; Zilva [1936] in the foregoing paper show that the indophenol-

reducing material of the JRS can be almost entirely accounted for as ascorbic

acid as determined by combined biological and spectrographic tests. Experi-

ments described in this paper show that this is probably also the case in the Dael

and Biltris tumour.

( 1221 )
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It is now well known that the tissues of guinea-pigs subsisting on a soorbutio

diet for a few days become depleted of ascorbic acid [De Caro, 1934 ;
Zilva, 1935,

1, 2], These workers have further shown that the tissues can be rapidly re-

plenished by intravenous injection of ascorbic acid. The injected ascorbic acid is

selectively absorbed by those tissues which normally are able to reduce indo-

phenol preferentially, viz. anterior pituitary, adrenal, intestine and Uver. The

experiments described below show that tumour tissue is also capable of storing

and absorbing ascorbic acid selectively.

Table I. The apparent ascorbic acid content of guinea-pig tissues under different conditions.

Live

wt.

(1) On normal diet 460

(2) On normal diet 375

(3) On normal diet 605

(4) After 8 days* scorbutic diet 410

(5) After 9 days’ scorbutic diet 466

(6) After 10 days’ scorbutic diet 690

(7) After 10 days’ scorbutic diet 340

(8) 50 mg. ascorbic acid injected after 7 days’ scor> 385
butic diet. Killed 21 hours after injection

(9) 60 mg. ascorbic acid injected after 8 days’ scor- 610
butic diet. Killed 22 hours after injection

(10) 50 m^. ascorbic acid injected after 8 days’ scor- 385
butic diet. Killed 24 hours after injection

( 1 1 ) 50 mg. ascorbic acid injected after 9 days’ scor- 395
butic diet. Killed 23 hours after injection.

(12) 50 mg. ascorbic acid injected after 10 days’ 590
scorbutic diet. Killed 24 hours after injection

(13) 50 mg. ascorbic acid injected after 10 days’ 475
scorbutic diet. Killed 22 hours after injection

(14) 50 mg. ascorbic acid injected after 10 days’ 725
scorbutic diet. Killed 22 hours after injection

(15) 50 mg. ascorbic acid injected after 11 days’ 495
scorbutic diet. Killed 24 hours after injection

(16) 50 mg. ascorbic acid injected after 11 days’ 610
scorbutic diet. Killed 22 hours after injection

Average of animals on normal diet —
Average of animals on scorbutic diet —
Average of animals on scorbutic diet after injection —
of ascorbic acid

(Average dry weight of tissue as % wet weight —
Average ascorbic acid content on normal diet calcu- —
lated on dry weight

Average ascorbic acid content on scorbutic diet cal- —
culated on dry weight *

Average ascorbic acid content on scorbutic diet after —
injection of ascorbic acid calculated on dry weight

A, B, and C refer to different tumours in the same Miimai.

Indophenol-reducing substances expressed as

mg. ascorbic acid per g. tissue

Dael and
Biltris

tumour Liver

Small
intestine Muscle daroass

A 012 0*27 0*31 0-040 0*045

B 014

015 0-25 0-20 — —
A 016 0-23 0*27 0-036 0-063

B 019

A 0-025 0*050 0*040 0-020 0*040

B 0*030

0*023 0*030 0*035 — 0*042

0-023 0*039 0-034 0*014 0-016

A 0-017 0*028 0-038 —
B 0-010

C* 0*025 0-20 0-31 0*018 0-022

A 0*10

A 0*062 0-21 0-21 0*032 0-030

B 0*070

0-092 0-26 0-21 0*040 0*060

0*088 0-19 0-21 — —

C* 0*009 0-26 0-44 — —
A 0-12

B oai

A 0-12 0-23 0*27 0*021 0-062

B 0-15

A 0-11 0-60 0*40 0*034 0*048

B 0-13

A 0-08 0-20 0*31 0-027 0-032

B 0-13

0-15 0-24 0*27 0*027 0-046

0-16 0*26 0*26 0-038 0*054

0*018 0-035 0*035 0*017 0*033

0-11 0-27 0-29 0-028 0*041

16-5 28*3 14*5 24-0

0*091 0-88 L65 0*16 —

0-11 0-12 0*24 0-071 —

0*67 096 2*00 0-12 ....

C was removed before injection of ascorbic aoid.
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Experimental.

Oumea-pigs were grafted with the Dael and Biltris sarcoma (for the strain of

which we are indebt^ to Dr Watson of the Imperial Cancer ;^search Fund),
One month after the tumour had been grafted the animals were placed on the
scorbutic diet described by Bracewell et al. [1930] for S-10 days. The animals
were then injected in the jugular vein under generalized ether anaesthesia [of.

Zilva, 1936, 2] with 60 mg. ascorbic acid dissolved in 1 ml. HgO and neutralized

immediately before injection. For gifts of ascorbic acid thanks are duo to

Prof. Szent-Gyorgyi and the Hoffman La Roche Chemical Works, Ltd. The
urine of the animals was collected and ascorbic acid determined as a check on the
injection technique. On the day following the injection of ascorbic acid the
guinea-pigs were killed and the ascorbic acid content determined by titration of
trichloroacetic acid extracts ofthe tissues with 2:6-dichloroindophenol, standard-

ized against pure ascorbic acid. Other animals were examined after feeding with
normal diet including cabbage ad lib, and others were killed and examined after

having been fed on a scorbutic diet. The dry weight of the guinea-pig tissues was
determined and the average ascorbic acid content of the tissues is given as calcu-

lated on wet and on dry weight basis (Table I). The average indophenol-reducing

value calculated as ascorbic acid of the tumour tissue under conditions of

ascorbic acid deficiency is 0-018 mg. per g. which is increased to 0-11 (sixfold

increase) on injection of ascorbic acid. This increase is similar to that occurring

with Uver, 0-035-0-27 (eightfold), and small intestine, 0 035--0-29 (ninefold), and
much greater than the increases found with muscle (twofold) or carcass (between

two- and three-fold). The results show that tumour tissue selectively absorbs

ascorbic acid and thus resembles liver and intestine which have been shown to

fix ascorbic acid [Zilva, 1935, 1].

The ascorbic acid content of the tumours of animals which have been inject^

with ascorbic acid is not quite as high as in the case of animals fed on a normal
diet. This is possibly due to the relatively poor blood supply of tumomr tissue as

compared with liver and intestine.

The extent of the variation of reducing power of tumour extracts with

scorbutic diet and ascorbic acid injection makes it seem probable that the indo-

phenol-reducing material of the guinea-pig tumour, as in the case of the rat

tumour [KeUie & Zilva, 1936], is mainly ascorbic acid.

When the ascorbic acid content is expressed as a percentage of the dry matter

of the tissue instead of the total weight, the ascorbic acid content of the tumour
is seen to be of the same order as that of liver but much less than that of the

intestine.

Summary.

The indophenol-reducing activity of a guinea-pig sarcoma like that of other

tissues is greatly reduced when the animal is kept on a scorbutic diet
;
injected

ascorbic acid is then selectively absorbed by the tumour tissue and those tissues

which normaliy contain ascorbic acid.

Thanks are due to Dr S. S. Zilva for his advice and criticism on these experi-

ments.
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Although phenylmercapturic acid has not been isolated there are indications

that benzene is excreted partly in that form in dogs [Callow & Hele, 1926].

Bourne & Young [1934] have isolated a-naphthyhnercapturic acid firom the
urine of rabbits and Stekol 1 1935] from the urine of dogs fed on naphthalene. It

has been shown that anthracene is excreted as different stereoisomerides of

dihydroxydihydroanthracene [Boyland & Levi, 1935] and it was stated at that

time that there were indications of anthrylmercapturic acid in the urine of rats

and rabbits fed on anthracene. We have now isolated this mercapturic acid and
determined its properties and structure.

Expebimehtal.

Rats and rabbits were fed on the diet described in the previous paper

[Boyland & Levi, 1035] which contained anthracene. Sulphur compounds in the

urine were determined according to Folin [1905] and some results are shown in

Table I. The feeding of anthracene to rats appears to cause an increase in the

Table I. Sulphur content of urines.

Number of
animals
yielding

pooled
urine Free S()4

Ethereal

SO4 Organic S Total

Normal rats mg. BaSOf per 100 ml. 10 436 76 232 744

urine

As % total S 58 11 31 —
Hats fed with anthracene mg, BaSOf
per 100 mJ. urine

20 381 114 301 790

As % total S 48 14 38 —

proportion of organic sulphur excreted. If the increased organic sulphur were

duo entirely to anthrylmercaptiuic acid there should be about 1 g. of that sub-

stance per litre urine. Actually only 100mg. have been isolated in a pure condition

from each litre of urine. We have isola^ a maximum amount of 20 mg. per

litre from rabbit urine.

Isolation of anthrylmercapturic add.

The method used for the isolation of the anthrylmercapturic add is in part

similar to that used by Bourne & Young [1934] for a-naphthylmercapturic acid.

The urine after the removal of the dihydroxydihydroanthracene by prolonged

( 1225 )
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ether extraction as previously described was acidified with HCl and extracted

four or five times by shaking with chloroform. Unfortunately a continuous

extractor could not be used because the chloroform tended to form stable

emulsions with the acidified urine. The united chloroform extracts were filtered

and extracted with aqueous NaHCOg. The alkaline extract was acidified with

HCl and the precipitated crude mercapturic acid was redissolved in chloroform.

The chloroform solution was dried, evaporated to small volume and treated with

3-4 vol. of hot benzene. On standing, brown crystals of mercapturic acid separ-

ated. This product was purified by means of the sodium salt as described by

Bourne & Young for a-naphthylmercapturic acid, using 4V NaOH instead of 2N
NaOH. The product was pure enough for most purposes and for analysis was

twice recrystallized from a large volume of toluene or from a mixture of benzene

and alcohol.

Properties,

The substances isolated from both rat and rabbit urines were similar in appear-

ance and properties, crystallizing in pale yellow needles, soluble in sodium

bicarbonate solution, insoluble in cold water, slightly soluble in hot water an^
soluble in hot concentrated HCl and in 30% toluenesulphonio acid solution,

sparingly soluble in benzene, moderately soluble in chloroform and ether and
easily soluble in alcohol, acetone and acetic acid. Other properties of the pure

products are given in Table II.

Table II.

M.P. ta]^ Equiv.

°C. in CgHgOH in dioxan wt.

Anthrylmercapturic acid from rat urine 195 - + 45® (c =0*8 358
Anthrylmercapturic acid from rabbit urine 193 -10'^ (c = l-5%) + 46® {c = 1%) 351
Theory — — — 339

Analysis of acid from rat urine.

C H N S Acetyl (Roth)

f Weiler 67-7 5-3 3-9 90
Found Schoeller 67-4 51 3-9 9*2

1 Roth — — — 10*5, 10*3

OigHigOaNS requires 67-8 50 41 9-4 12*7

The figures for the acetyl content are too low but the compound was extremely
difficult to hydrolyse and the acetyl content difficult to detennine. Attempts to

isolate the deacetylated compound have so far been unsuccessful, as the mercap-
turic acid resisted boiling 10% HCl or 30% toluenesulphonic acid for 24 hours.
On heating in a sealed tube with 10% HCl at 130° decomposition with formation
of HgS, anthracene and other products occurred. The acetyl determinations were
made by hydrolysis with alcoholic KOH which would cause breakdown to
thioanthrol; they do, however, indicate that the molecule contains an acetyl
group.

A Ikaline hydrolysis.

Hydrolysis with boiling 2N NaOH caused liberation of ammonia which
continued for several hours. The solution was then allowed to oxidize in air and a
little of a jireviously undescribed dianthryldisulphide was precipitated.

When 0-5 g. mercapturic acid was boiled with 4V NaOH for 10 min. a yellow
precipitate was formed. The mercaptan and disulphide were extracted from the
cooled hydrolysis mixture with ether after acidifying. The ether was evaporated
and the residue oxidized in cold acetic acid with H^Og. On addition of water the
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dianthryldisulpbide was precipitated, yield 0*25 g. After crystallization from
glacial acetic acid it form^ pale yellow prisms, m.p. 191-193°. It was soluble in

benzene, ether and acetic acid but only slightly soluble in C2H6OH.
Arudyais. (Fotmd (Schoeller): C, 80*0; H, 4*48; S, 15*2%. C28H18S2 requires

C, 80-4; H, 4*3; S, 15*3%.)

The structure of the diarUhryldisulphide,

The dianthryldisulphide could not be the 9 : 9-dianthrylcli8ulphide, which is an
orange-yellow compound melting at 223° [Cooke et al, 1925] which on oxidation

yields anthraquinone.

The position of the sulphur atom in the molecule was determined by oxida-

tion of the disulphide with boiling HNO3 to anthraquinonesulphonic acid. After

driving off the excess HNO3 the anthraquinonesulphonic acid was treated with

boiling HCl and KClOj when a chloroanthraquinone separated. The chloroanthra-

quinone was recrystallized from C2H5OH and melted at 158°.

(Found: (Schoeller) Cl, 14*4%. C14H7O2CI requires Cl, 14*7%.)
The substance was identified (m.p. and mixed mjp.) with an authentic

specimen of a-chloroanthraquinone, whence it follows that the disulphide must
be aoc-dianthryldisulphide and the product isolated from urine is probably
1-anthrylmercapturic acid.

In addition to the metabolic products of anthracene which we have described,

the urine of rats and rabbits given food containing anthracene contains a labile

compound which readily yields crystalline anthracene on boiling with acid.

This “anthracenogen” is probably a derivative of hydroxydihydroanthracene.

From the CHCI3 extract of urine from rats and rabbits fed with anthracene a
small amount of 9:10-anthraquinone has been isolated, which is possibly a
contaminant of anthracene present in the animals’ food and not a true metabolic

product.

The probable metabolic products of anthracene are therefore (1) l:2-dihy-

droxy-l:2-dihydroanthracene, (2) the glycuronic acid of (1), (3) a hydroxy-

dihydroanthracene, (4) 1-anthrylmercapturic acid, (5) possibly 9:10-anthra-

quinone.

Summary.

The same 1-anthrylmercapturic acid has been isolated from the urines of rats

and rabbits fed on a diet containing anthracene. Bats produce more of the mer-

capturic acid than do rabbits under the same conditions.

One of us (A. A. L.) has pleasure in thanking the Sir Halley Stewart Trust for

a Fellowship held during the progress of this work.
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{Received 29 May 1936.)

The indication given by Guthrie [1932] that the glutathione content of potatoes

increases on sprouting has been investigated. Ascorbic acid has been included in

the study and the exact time relations of this change, as well as the effects of

storing the potatoes at different temperatures are here reported.

The ascorbic acid and glutathione contents of potatoes seem to be at a

maximum just at maturity and to decline gradually on storing even when the

potatoes are refrigerated, tending to come to a certain low plateau value. Forced

or natural sprouting at any point in this decline, or plateau, resulted in a

marked rise to rather high values, followed by a rapid drop to the low level

again. Remarkable similarity between the changes in glutathione and in

ascorbic acid has been observed.

The observed instability of ascorbic acid (vitamin C) on storage is of the

greatest importance from the viewpoint of the nutritive value of potatoes.

Experimental.

Storage, Newly lifted potatoes were scrubbed, dried and stored at 15®, 10®

or 5°. The author is grateful to the Director of the Low Temperature Research

Station, Cambridge, for the opportunity of using their facilities and to Dr J.

Barker, of the Station, for his ^vice and interest. Early potatoes were Duke of

York variety, the late were at first Great Scot, later King Edward.
S'i)roiiHng. Moist sand in flat pans at 15-16® was us^. The potatoes were

usually cut in two. Late potatoes, which have a hon-sprouting period of about
6 weeks after digging, were forced to sprout by treatment with ethylene chloro-

hydrin [v. Guthrie, 1932].

Occasional moisture determinations varied from 75*2 to 73*3% during the
5~8 days of sprouting. Results are not corrected for moisture except in the case

of potatoes which had been stored 3 months.
Extraction. The potatoes, usually 4-6 in number, were scrubbed, cut into

cubes of about 1 cm. dimensions, mixed and sampled by quartering until a
quantity of about 50 g. remained. 25 g. were at once weighed into a beaker
and just covered with 10% trichloroacetic acid, or 3% salicylsulphonic acid,

(which has a slight stabilizing effect on the ascorbic acid). As soon as convenient
the cubes were put in a mortar, smashed and ground to a pulp with sand. The
pulp was quantitatively transferred to a graduated cylinder, rinsing with the
acid from the beaker and the whole made up to a definite volume, usually 40 ml.
Frequent vigorous shaking for an hour, followed by suction filtration yielded a
slightly opalescent filtrate of about 30 ml. This filtrate contained 96-98% of the
glutathione, and 85-92% of the ascorbic acid and, in general, was used Meetly

^ Overseas Scholar (Canada) of the Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851.

( 1228 }
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or the present work. A second extraction of the residue in 10-15 ml. trichloro-

acetic acid yielded most of the remaining ascorbic acid. The procedure of

Guthrie & Wilcoxon [1932] of dropping cubes into boiling water was found to

give seriously lower values for both GSH and ascorbic acid, indicating destruction.

The increased ascorbic acid values found by McHenry & Graham [1935] were
possibly due to difficult end-points with a cloudy solution and adsorption of dye
on starch.

EstimaJLimi of ascorbic acid. * An aliquot of the extract after reduction and
adjustment to ca. pH 2, was titrated with 2:6-dichlorophenolmdophenol of about
0*004% strength (the Tillmans titration). The dye was made up in J1//500 phos-

phate buffer at pH 7*0, and stored at 0°. After the original standardization with

pure ascorbic acid it was tested daily with a solution of Jf/10 ferrous ammonium
sulphate, dissolved in i¥/500 H2SO4, covered with paraffin oil and set up per-

manently connected to the burette. The dye solution remained fairly constant

for 3 weeks or more.

The dye was usually used in the burette. With small amounts of ascorbic

acid in the test solution it is convenient to make a standard solution of pure

ascorbic acid, add to the extract a given volume (an excess) of dye, and im-

mediately back-titrate with standard ascorbic acid. By this procedure only

quick-reacting substances are determined, and this makes the method more
specific, since ascorbic acid reduces the dye much faster than other substances

liable to be present, such as cysteine and glutathione [Hopkins et al.^ 1935]. The
results are expressed as mg. ascorbic acid per 100 g. fresh tissue, recognizing

the possibility that not ascorbic acid alone was determined. The procedure of

preliminarj" precipitation with mercuric acetate, recommended by Van Eekelen

& Emmerie [1930], invariably gave results higher than the above and not as

uniform. Recently Wachholder & Podesta [1936] have suggested that the

Tillmans titration should be discarded as too unspecific. Their criticism is based

on comparison with colorimetric methods, which are themselves not of proved

specificity and are considered better for the simple reason that they give lower

values.

Estimation of glutathione. The extract, or a portion of it, was treated with

powdered zinc, shaken a few minutes and filtered. An aliquot, usually 10 ml.,

received 2 drops of 1% starch, 2 ml. of 5% K1 and sometimes 1 ml. ofN H2SO4

.

It was titrated with KIO3 of suitable strength, made by diluting (usually 1 ; 10)

a stock solution containing 0*214 g. per KK) ml. The latter was standardized

against cysteine or glutathione.

The figure thus obtained was presumed to represent the combined ascorbic

acid and glutathione contents and was corrected for ascorbic acid. The results,

calculated as mg. GSH per 100 g. fresh tissue, thus represent the total iodine

titration less a correction. They are called glutathione with the reservation that

the method greatly lacks specificity.

Results.

1. Preparation of glutathione from sprouted potatoes.

The rei^ults of Guthrie [1932] in preparing crystalline glutathione from

sprouted potatoes have been confirmed, using about the same procedure. As
pointed out by Guthrie this is the only known case of actual isolation of gluta-

thione from a plant tissue. The white crystalline material obtained, which gave a

strong nitroprusside reaction, contained 10*0% S, but was not subjected to

further analysis.
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B^eet of sproutingfrhh stiocic potatoes.

An increase in glutathione during germination has been mentkmed chiefly by
Guthrie [1932, 1933]. An extensive literature, however, is available relating to

vitamin C and germination. No previous study of potatoes has been found.

Fig. 1 shows that a large and rapid rise occurs in the glutathione and ascorbic

acid contents of sprouting potatoes, reaching a maximum at 2 days, followed by

Days of sprouting Days of sprouting

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. Changes in the glutathione and ascorbic acid of potatoes during sprouting. Late
(treated to sprout); B, early (sprouting); C, late (not sprouting).

Fig. 2. Changes in the glutathione and ascorbic acid of potatoes during sprouting. A, Late
(treated to sprout); C, late (not sprouting); D, early (not sprouting).

a gradual decline to a very low value after 13 days. If no sprouting occurred no

rise occurred. The same general effect has been observed many times but the

exact time relations and the shapes of the curves may vary considerably. This is

shown by Fig. 2.

3.

Effects of sprouting stock which had been stored.

This stock had been stored 3 months at 5^ and had dehydrated somewhat,

containing 56% moisture. The moisture contemt varied during sprouting and the

results were calculated on the dry weight. The usual large increases in 6SH
and ascorbic acid were found even when calculated on fresh weights. The
difference between out and uncut stock was here more pronounced than usual,

but in all previous cases some lag of the uncut had been observed. It is, of

course, known that in cut potatoes respiration is greatly increased and possibly

some metabolic processes are hastened with which the above substances are

concerned.

4

.

Effect of storing potatoes at 5®, 10® and IS"",

The original plan of the investigation did not include a complete study of

this aspect of the problem, and systematic results are not available. A more
complete study, including animal tests, is planned for the near future.
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The efieiQ|, seems not to have been invest^ateoL

before. On tillp|H|HP w stability of ascorbic acid has been extensively^

studied in though notably seldom in potatoes.

McKittriclc ft Thiessen [1932] reported some loss of vitamin C in potatoes

after storing 6 months, but exact figures are not given. Yanovska [1933], to

protect guinea-pigs from scurvy, found that 4 times more of stored potatoes were

needed than of fresh. Murri et ail. [1934] found that cranberries at 0° and S'" lost

some of their vitamin C, apples at 10® lost all, whilst potatoes lost none. Recently

Woods [1935] reported no loss of vitamin C after 3 months* storage. In this

case the initial rapid drop may have been over at the start of the experiment.

Fiff. 3. (’hancefi m the glutathione and ascorbic and contents of different stocks of potatoes

stored at 5% 10'' and 15\

Fig. 3 shows the relation between time of storing at 5®, 10® and 15® and the

contents of ascorbic acid and GSH, using different stocks of potatoes. The loss

was rapid at all temperatures, though sightly more at 15®, the rate depending

on the initial value. The ascorbic acid shows a tendency to come to a certain level,

after which a much slower decrease occurs. In Fig. 3 the potatoes at 5® were

stock purchased late in the season and had presumably reached the level

obtained in 30 days by the other stock. The results also suggest a variation in

different varieties of potatoes and possibly too in the same variety ^own on

different soib, but this has not been thoroughly studied. Such variations were

suggested for vitamin C in potatoes by Richardson ef aL [1931].

Discussion.

The results have a practical significance in their bearing on nutrition. The

importance of vitamin C in diet needs no discussion, and the suggestion has been

made that potatoes are the chief source of this vitamin for poor families. If

present methods of storing threaten even this source, as suggested by these

results, other methods should bo explored. The results on sprouting potatoes

indicate a possible solution of the problem, once a very short period of sprouting
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(2-4 days), which was not sufficient to show any change in the “ey^^' of th4

potatoes, restored a good part of the vitamin. On the other hand, once visible

sproutixiig begins the ascorbic acid content falls rapidly to the vanishing point.

The results have also a theoretical importance in clearly demonstrating for

the Erst time the great increahc in glutathione during the sprouting of potatoes.

A similar increase in germinating wheat seeds has since been observed and will be

reported elsewhere. At the present time it is difficult to suggest specific reasons

or functions associated witlt these changes. The increase is made before real

sprouts appear and appears to be gomTaUztHl throughout the tuber. The ascorbic

acid content of the sprouts after about 2 weeks is higher than that of the tuber

tissue, but the glutathione content is lower, this being the Only point at trUcli the

usual parallelism between these tw'> fails.

It is, indeed, of especial interest that the ascorbic acid and glutathione

contents undergo the same changes, rising and falling together, in view of the

intimate relationships found by Bersin et ah [1935] in animal tissue and by
Hopkins (unpublished). It seems unlikely that a chemical reaction between

the two is involved, but sjnee the presenct^ of (tSH protects ascorbic acid from
reversible oxidation (Hopkins), and since the tolal amounts of the two change

simultaneously, it is possibk^ that they an* linked in action by being thermo-

dynamically suitable to each other, with redox potentials in advantageous

ration.
SUMMABY.

1. Sprouting of {loiatocs is associated with a large rise in the content of

ascorbic acid (vitamin (') and of glutathione, followed by a decrease. Time curves

for these changes an given. This occurs even after storing potatoes some mouths
at 5*^.

2. Potatoes stored at lo\ 10^ or S'' rapidly lose ascorbic acid and glutathione,

reaching a level at 29-30 days aftei which the loss is mu<‘h slower. The import-

ance of this loss from a nutritive standjximt is discussed,

3. Guthrie's isolation of crjslalline glutathione troni sproutt*d potatoes has

been repeated.

The author i.s grateful to Sir F. G. Ho])kins for his interest and advice.
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